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INTRODUCTION

Professor Franco Venturi's work on the Russian Populist movement is

the fullest and most authoritative account in any language of a decisive phase

in the history of the Russian revolutionary movement. In the face of every

temptation Professor Venturi has preserved a calm impartiality of judgment

which has caused him to be recognized, in the West and the Soviet Union alike,

as a leading authority on Russian revolutionary history, a fact almost without

precedent in our day. Professor Venturi has had unusual opportunities to

consult primary sources not easily accessible to Western scholars, and has

embodied the results of his exhaustive research in a clear and tranquil

narrative that orders and explains a confused mass of events and ideas

which no Western scholar has hitherto successfully disentangled and assessed.

The author's intellectual and historical grasp of his subject is both greater

and more minute than that of his predecessors ifTHiis field, and his book can

therefore fail to interest only three groups of cHtUs: those who look on all

history through the eyes of the victors, and for whom accounts of move-

^—^ ments that failed, of martyrs and minorities, seem without interest as such;

think that ideas play little or no part in determining historical

I

finally those who are convinced that the Russian revolution was

gimply the result of the application of Marxist ideas imported trom ttiB

West, and possessed no significant roots in the Russian past. I find it aimcuii

to think that anyone but the most impervious fanatic could emerge from

LJective and convincing pages with these heresies unimpaired.

Russian Poptflism, Jhore fortunate than many Western movements, has at

LSt found itiJ»et(5rian.

JRussian Populism is the name not of a single political party, nor of a
/J

j
coherent body of doctrine, but of a widespread radical movement in Russia jU'
in the middle of the nineteenth century . It was born during the great soci^

and intellectual ferment which followed the death of Tsar Nicholas I and the

defeat and humiliation of the Crimean War, grew to fame and influence j
during the 'sixties and 'seventies, and reached its culmination with the

assassination of Tsar Alexander II, after which it swiftly declined. Its leaders

were men of very dissimilar origins, outlooks and capacities; it was not at

any stage more than a loose congeries of small independent groups of

conspirators or their sympathizers, who sometimes united for common action,

and at other times operated in isolation. These groups tended to diff'er both

about ends and about means. Nevertheless they held certain fundamental

'f
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-^ beliefs in common, and possessed sufficient moral and political soli-

^^«*' darity to entitle them to be called a single movement. Like their prede-

cessors, the Decembrist conspirators^ in the 'twenties, and the circles

that gathered round Herzen and Beliftsly in the 'thirties and 'forties, they

looked on the government and the_sociaj^ structure of their country as

a moral ajid^pol itical monstrosity—obsolete, barbarous, stupid and odious

—and dedicated their lives to its total destruction. Their general ideas were

not original. They shared the democratic ideals of the Europeanjradicals of

their day, and in addition believed that the-striiggle between social and eco-

nomic classes was the determining factoi^in politics; they held this theory not

,»>^^ in its Marxist form (which did not effectively reach Russia until the 'seventies)

^^ but in the form in which it was taught by Proudhon and Herzen, and before
*

«ifc-^- them by Saint-Simon, Fourier and other French socialists and radicals

^j. '' whose writings had entered Russia, legally and illegally, in a thin but steady

stream, for several decades.
^ The theory of social history as dominated by the class war—the heart of

which is the notion of thejieercion ef-the-Ujave-nots ' by the 'haves'—was

born in the course of tfie Industrial Revolution in the West; and its most

r X*^*"^
characteristic concepts belong to the capitalist phase of economic develop-

'N .^yd^4<. ment. Economic classes, capitalism, cut-throat competition, proletarians and

X, their exploiters, the evil power of unproductive finance, the inevitability of

increasing centralization and standardization of all human activities, the

transformation of men into commodities and the consequent 'alienation-'

of individuals and groups and degradation of human lives—these notions are

fully intelligible only in the context of expanding industrialism. Russia, even

as late as the 'fifties, was one of the least industrialized states in Europe.

Nevertheless, exploitation and misery had long been amongst the most

familiar and universally recognized characteristics of its social life, the

principal victims of the system being_the^asants« both serfs and free, who
formed over nine-tenths of its population. An industrial proletariat had

indeed come into being, but by mid-century did not exceed 2 or 3 per cent

of the population of the Empire. Hence the cause of the oppressed was still

at that date overwhelmingly that of the agricultural workers who formed
the lowest stratum of the population, the vast majority being serfs in

state or private possession. Thc_Pppulists looked upon them__as_martyrs
>^ whose grievances they were determined to avenge and remedy, and as

''^'••^ embodiments of simple uncorrupted virtue^ whose so^al nrgani/atinn (whigh
'^^

Ihcy largely idealized) was the natura.1 foundation on which the future o f

Russian society must be rebuilt. The central Populist goals were social justice

and social equality. Most of them were convinced, following Herzen,

whose revolutionary propaganda in the 'fifties influenced them more
than any other single set of ideas, that the essence of a justa.nd equal society

^ existed already in the Russian peasant commune—the obshchina^ organized

in the form of a collective unit called tlje'm/X The mir was a free association
^^^
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of^peasants \^jiicli_pmadigany redistributed the agriculturaUand to be^tilled ; -i

^

its decisions bound all its members, and constitule3~tEe~coraer-stone on
^

which, so the Populists maintained, a federadon of socialized , self-governing

units, conceived along lines popularized by the French socialist Proudhon,

could be erected. The Populist leaders believed that this form of cooperatron

offered the possibility of a free and democratic social system in Russia,

originating as it did in the deepest moral instincts and traditional values of

Russian, and indeed all human, society, and they believed that the workers

(by which they meant all productive human beings), whether in town or

country, could bring this system into being with a far smaller degree of

violence or coercion than had occurred in the industrial West. This system,

since it alone sprang naturally from fundamental human needs and a sense

of the right and the good that existed in all men, would ensure justice,

equality and the widest opportunity for the full development of human
faculties. As a corollary of this, the Populists believed that the development

of large-scale centralized industry was not 'natural', and therefore led

inexorably to the degradation and dehumanization of all those who were

caught in its tentacles: capitalism was an appalling evil, destructive of

body and soul; but it was not inescapable. The^ denied that social or

economicjprogess^^as^ecessarily bound up with the Industrial Revolution.

They maintained that the application of scientific truths and methods ' ^

to social and individual problems (in which they passionately believed),

although it might, and often did, lead to the growth of capitalism, could
'^

be realized without this fatal sacrifice. They believed that it was possible

to improve life by scientific techniques without necessarily destroying the

'natural' life of the peasant village, or creating a vast, pauperized, faceless

city proletariat. Capitalism seemed irresistible only because it had not been

sufficiently resisted. However it might be in the West, in Russia 'the curse of

bigness' could still be successfully fought, and feder^^tion*; of small self-

gOYenungjinits of producers, as Fourier and Proudhon had advocated, could

be fostered, and indeed created, by deliberate action. Like their French

masters, the^Russian disciples held the institution of the state in particular

hatred, since to them it was at once the symbol, the result, and the main

source of injustice and inequality—a weapon wielded by the governing class

to defend its own privileges—and one that, in the face of increasing resistance

from its victims, grew progressively more brutal and blindly destructive.

The defeat of liberal and radical movements in the West in 1848-9 confirmed

them in their conviction that salvation did not lie in politics or political

parties: it seemed clear to them that liberal parties and their leaders had

neither understood nor made a serious effort to forward the fundamental

interests of the oppressed populations of their countries. What the vast)

majority of peasants in Russia (or workers in Europe) needed was to be fedl

and clothed, to be given physical security, to be rescued from disease]

ignorance, poverty and humiliating inequalities. As for politicaI_rights[/*'' \'
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votes, parliaments, republican forms, these were meaningless and useless to

ignorant, barbarous, half-naked and starving men; such programmes

merely mocked their misery. The Populists shared with the nationalistic

^^ Russian Slavophils (with whose political ideas they had otherwise little in

y^\ common) a loathing of the,ji£idlY class-conscious social
pyraniid-Of_L^^

w^^t-

that was complacently accepted, or fervently believed in, by the conformist

bourgeoisie and the bureaucracy to whom this bourgeoisie looked up.

The satirist 5altykQV, in his famous dialogue between a German and a

Russian boy, immortalized this attitude when he declared his faith in the

<i^ussianJboy; hungry and in rags, stumbling in the mud and squalor of the

accursed, slave-owning Tsarist regime, because he had not, like the neat,

docile, smug, well-fed, well-dressed Qefms^TSo:^ bartered away his soul for

the sixpence that the Prussian official had offered him, and was consequently

still capable, if only he was allowed to do -jo (as the German boy no longer

was), of rising one day to his full human height. Russia was in darkness and

in chains, but her spirit was not captive; her past was black, but her future

promised more than the death in life of the civilized middle classes in

Germany or France or England, who had long ago sold themselves for

material security and had become so apathetic in their shameful, self-imposed

servitude that they no longer knew how to want to be free.

^^ Tiie Populists^unlike^the Slavophils^ did not believe in the unique character

nJ>' or destiny of the Russian people. They were not mystical nationalists. They

^ir^ believed only that Russia was a backward nation which had not reached

the stage of social and economic development at which the Western nations

(whether or not they could have avoided this) had entered upon the path of

unrestrained industrialism. They—were-uiot^ for the most part, historical

t^ / _determinists] consequently they believed that it was possible for a nation in

such a predicament to avoid this fate by the exercise of intelligence and

will. They saw no reason why Russia could not benefit by Western science

and Western technology without paying the appalling price paid by the

West. They argued that it was possible to avoid the despotism of a

centralized economy or a centralized government by adopting a loose,

federal structure composed of self-governing, socialized units both of

producers and of consumers. They held that it was desirable to organize,

but not to lose sight of other values in the pursuit of organization as an end
in itself; to be governed primarily by ethical and humanitarian and not solely

by economic and technological—'ant-hill'—considerations. They declared

that to protect human individuals against exploitation by turning them into

an industrial army of collectivized robots was self-stultifying and suicidal.

Ideas of thc^ Populists were often unclear, and there were_«^harp Hiff>rpnrp<;

^^
among them, ^ut there was an~area of agreem^t wide enough to

^*r
constitute a genuine movement. Thus^lheyaccepted, in broad outline, the ^

;
^' educational and moral lessons^, but not _the_state worship, oJJR.r^nsg'"^"
\ Some of them—indeed perhaps the majority—shared Rousseau's belief

i^^y

\}>)
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jn_the goodness of simple men, his conviction that the cause of corruption

isjthe crippling effbct of bad institutions, his acute distrust of alHTorms of

cleverness, of intellectuals and specialists, of all self-Isolating coteries and

factTontsj^heY^ accepted tjie anti-politicai ideas, bui noi tHe~technocratic

xentralism ofSaint-Simof^yiieyjhared the behef in conspiracy and violent

action preached by Babeuf and his disciple Buonarroti, but not their Jacobin

authoritarianisi'iciftrhey stood v^ith Sismondi and Proudhon and Lamennais

®

and the other origmators of the notion of the welfare state, against, on the

one hand, laissezfaire^ and, on the other, central authority , whether nationalist

or socialist, whether temporary or permanent^whether preached by" List,

or Mazzini, or Lassalle. or Marx . They cameclose at times~to the positions

of Western Christian sodaliittSj without, however, any religious faith, since

jike the French Encyclopaedists of the previous century, they believed_in

) natural*^morality and scientific truth. These were some of the beliefs that

held them together. But they were divided by differences no less profound;,^.

The first and greatest of their problems was their attitude towards the )^*^^^^
,

peasants in whose name all that they did was done. Wbn was tp show thp J^^
^ Av

peasants the true path to justice and equality? Individual liberty is not, U^f^'
indeed,~condemned by the Populists, but it tends to be regarded as a liberal

catchword, liable to distract attention from immediate social and economic

tasks. SVinnlH CiVif- tnin PYp<>rtr tn fparVi tVip igr^Qf^ nt younger brojhers—the

tillers of the soil, and, if need be, stimulate them to resist authority, to revolt

and destroy the old order before the rebels had themselves fully grasped the

need or meaning_Q|^such acts? That is the view of such dissinular figures as

1BakuBJDPan^-Speshn^'lji the 'forties; it was preached ]b(^Chernyshevsky

in the 'fifties, and was passionately advocated ^^'^Zaichnevs

Jo^^of *Y^uhg Russia' in the 'sixties; it was pfeacEgd by JCayt^v in the

'seventies and 'eighties, and equally by his rivals and_ogponents—the

believers in disciplined professional terrori^m^^echaev andTlcaBBev, and

their followers who include—for this purpo^ratmie^—notonJy^tSeTSocialist-

Revolutionaries but also some of the most fanatical^ Russian Ma^s|s, in

particular ieTitrr>nd T^rots^^

Some among them asked whether this training of revolutionary groups

might not create an arrogant elite of seekers of power and autocracy, men
who would, at best, believe it their duty to give the peasants not what

the peasants asked for but what they, their self-appointed mentors, thought

good for them, namely, that which the masses ought to ask for, whether they

in fact did so or not. They pushed the question further, and asked whether

this would not, in due course, l?rppd fa natical men who would pay too

little heed to the actual wants of the vast majority of the Russian population,

intent on forcing upon them only what they—the dedicated order of

professional revolutionaries, cut off from the life of the masses by their own
special training and conspiratorial lives—had chosen for them, ignoring the

hopes and protests of the people itself. Was there not a terrible danger here
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of |hc substitutiorj^of^a new yoke for the old, of a despotic oligarchy of

intellectuals in the place of the nobility and the bureaucracy and the Tsar?

What reason was there for thinking that the new masters would prove less

oppressive than the old ? This was argued by some among the terrorists of the

'sixties—Ishutin and Karakozov, for example—and even more forcibly by

iherpnjority of the idealistic young men, who *went among the people*

iffme .'.seveaties-andJater, with the aim not so much of teaching others as of

themselvesieaffttng how t^4ive, in a state of mind inspired by Rnus-irnjiCmd

perhapshyJNekrasov or Tolstoy) at least as rmrh Rs by m^reJ^H^"^'"'^''^

^
^"^^ ..social theorists. These young men, the so catfed-H'epent a nt gentryV^lieved

^v^4*'^ themselves to have been corrupted not merelvby an evil social system but by
^ the very process of liberal educ^Iioft-wKicTTmakes for deep inequalities

and inevitably lifts scientists, writers, professors, experts, civilized men in

general, too high above the heads of the masses, and so itself becomes the

richest breeding-ground of injustice and class oppression; everything that

obstructs understanding between individuals or groups or nations, that

creates and keeps in being obstacles to human solidarity and fraternity, is

eo ipso evil; sp^ecialization and_university_education build walls betweenjnen,

prevent individuafs and groups from * connecting', kill love and friei^dship,

^^ and are among the major causes responsible for what, after |feger)and

his followers, came to be called the ' aiieiiation ' of entire orders or~classes

J>^ or culturesT^S^noe among the Populists contrived to ignore or evade this

problem,, Bakunin^^or example, who, if he was not a Populist himself,

influenced TbpuTTsm profoundly, denounced faith in intellectuals and

experts as liable to lead to the most ignoble of tyrannies—the rule of scientists

and pedants—but would not face the problem of whether the revolutionaries

had come to teach or to learn. It was left ujianswered by the terrorists

of the^PcopleVWilT an^tlJfietFS^pathign::^ sensitive~and morally

scrupulous thinkersy-^Siernyshey^ ^^idKropptkin, for example, felt the

oppressive weight of the-titrestion, and did-liot attempt to conceal it from
themselves; yet whenever they asked themselves by what right they proposed

to impose this or that system of social organization on the mass of peasants

who had grown up in a wholly different way of life, that might embody far

profounder values of its own, they gave no clear reply. The question

became even more acute when it was asked (as it increasingly came to be

in the 'sixties) what was to be done if the peasants actually resisted the

revolutionaries' pjans for their liberation? Must the masses be deceived,

or, worse still, coerced? No one denied that in the end it was the people, and
not the revolutionary elite, that must govern, but in the meanwhile how far

was one allowed to go in ignoring the majority's wishes, or in forcing them
into courses which they plainly loathed? This was by no means a merely

academic problem. The first enthusiastic adherents of radical Populism

—

the missionaries who went 'to the people' in the famous summer of 1874

—

were met by mounting indifference, suspicion, resentment and sometimes

'V
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active hatred and resistance, on the part of their would-be beneficiaries who,

as often as not, handed them over to the poHce. The Populists were thus

forced to define their attitude explicitly, since they believed passionately in

the need to justify their activities by rational argument. Their answers,

j^hen thej^_came, were far from unanimous. The_activists, men like

5kache\^CNechaeM, and in a less political sens^^iasar^ whose admirers

carne^lb be known as Nihilists, anticipated Lenin in their contempt for

democratic methods. Since the days of Plato, it had been argued that the

spirit was superior to the flesh, and those who know must govern those who n.i^'^

do not. The educated cannot listen to the uneducated and ignorant masses, ^^^a?^

The masses must be rescued by whatever means were available, if necessary v^
against their own foolish wishes, by guile, or fraud, or violence if need be.

But it was only a minority in the movement who accepted this division and

the authoritarianism that it entailed : the majority were horrified by the open

advocacy of such Machiavellian tactics, and thought that no end, however

good, could fail to be destroyed by the adoption of monstrous means.

^ similar conflict broke out over the attitude to the state . All Russian

Populists were agreed that the state was the embodiment of a system of

coercion and inequality, and therefore intrinsically evil; neither justice nor

happiness were possible until it was eliminated^^BnTin'the meanwhile what

was to be the immediate aim of the revolution?;T'^^^ris quite clear that

until the capitalist enemy had been finally destroyed, the weapon of coercion

—the pistol torn from his hand by the revolutionaries—must on no account

be thrown away, but must itself be turned against him. In other word^Jhe

machinery of the state must not be destroyed, but must be used against the

ineyitable^counter-revolution ; it cannot be dispensed with until the last enemy

has been—in Proudhon's immortal phrase—successfully liquidated, and

mankind consequently has no further need of ^^X instrument of coercion.

In this doctrine he was followed by LeniiiBi)re farainilly than mere adherence

to the ambivalent Marxist formula about the didtatorship of the proletariat

seemed to require^JLavroV, who represents the central stream of Populism, and

reflect all its vacillationsWd confusions, characteristicallyadvocated not indeed

thgJnMnediate or total elimination of the state_but_its systematic redugtxon *

to something vaguely'described as the * minimum' . Chernyshevsky, who is'^
the least anarchistic -o£-the-Popu1ists, rnncgiyes of the state as the organizer \)
and^protector of the free^associatkms joLpeasants^pxjwprkers, and contriYes

to see it at once as centralized and decentralized, a guarantee of order and

ejiciency, and of equaUty and individual liberty too.

All these thinkers share one vast apocalyptic assumption: that once the »

reign of evil—autocracy, exploitation , niequalityr;;^i3-Xomwaf^ in thr fira A,

pfJhe revolution, there will arise naturally and spontaneously out of its >V
ashes" a natlTral, harmontolTs, just ofdef, needing only the gentle guidance/

of the enlightened revolutionaries to attain to its proper perfection. This

great Utopian dream, based on simple faith in regenerated human nature,
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was a vision which the Populists shared with Godwin and Bakunin, Marx
and Ten in. Its heart is the pattern of sin and fall and resurrection—oi tfit

road to the earthly paradise the gates of which will only open if men find

the one true way and follow it. Its roots lie deep in the religious imagination

of mankind, and there is therefore nothing surprising in the fact that this

secular version of it had strong affinities with the faith of the Russian Old

Believers—the dissenting sects—for whom, since the great religious schism of

the seventeenth century, the Russian state and its rulers, particularly Peter

.V ^VO the Great, represented the rule of Satan upon earth; this persecuted religious

underground provided a good many potential allies whom the Populists made

efforts to mobilize.* There were oeep divisions^ among the Populists; they

differed about the future role of the mtellectuals, as compared with that of the

peasants; they diff^pH ahmit the. hi«itoricnl importance of the rising class of

capitalists, gradualism versus conspiracy. education_andjgropaganda versus

terrorism and preparation for immediate risings . All these questions were in-

terrelated and they demanded immediate solutions. But the deepest rift among
the Populists arose over the urgent question of whether a truly democratic

ff;vr>liitir>n cm\}(^ possibly occur before a sufficient niim|;>^r of the oppressed

. had become fully conscious—that is, capable of understanding and analys-

ing the causes of their intolerable condition. The moderates argued that no

revolution could justly be called democratic unless it sprang from the rule

of the revolutionary majority. But in that event, there was perhaps no alter-

native to waiting until education and propaganda had created this majority

—

a course that was being advocated by almost all Western socialists—Marxist

and non-Marxist alike—in the second half of the nineteenth century. Against

^i this the Russian Jacobins argued that to wait, and in the meanwhile to con-

demn all forms of revolt organized by resolute minorities as irresponsible

>i^ terrorism or, worse still, as the replacement ofone despotism by another, would

4^ lead to catastrophic results : while the revolutionaries procrastinated, capitalism

would develop rapidly; the breathing space would enable the ruling class to

develop a social and economic base incomparably stronger than that which it

possessed at present; the growth of a prosperous and energetic capitalism

would create opportunities of employment for the radical intellectuals them-

selves : doctors, engineers, educators, economists, technicians, and experts of all

types would be assigned profitable tasks and positions, nor would their new
bourgeois masters (unlike the existing regime) seek to force them into any kind

of political conformity; the intelligentsia would obtain special privileges,

status and wide opportunities for self-expression—harmless radicalism would
be tolerated, a good deal of personal liberty permitted—and in this way the

revolutionary cause would lose its most valuable recruits. Once those whom
* Professor Venturi is exceptionally illuminating on the role played by some of these

sectarians—Martyanov, Kelsiev, Shchapov, for example, as well as such odd figures as

Khudyakov and Tolstoy's friend, Bochkarcv. His pages on their part in the revolutionary
movement, and particularly on their influence on the peasants to whom they spoke in the

familiar religious language that was natural to them, contain rare and valuable information.
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msgcurity and discontent had driven into making common cause with the
^

npprgs^d had been partially satisfied, the inrftntive to revnliitinnary ar.tivitjT
p,
^V|^

wouidrhe weakened, and the prospects of a radical transformation of society V

would become exceedingly__dim^_The radical wing of the revolutionaries

argued with great force that the advance of capitalism. ^^hntfVf"^ M^rr
might say, was not inevitable; it might be so in Western Europe, but in

Russia it could still be arrested by a revolutionary coup, destroyed in the root

before it had had time to grow too strong. If recognition ofthe need to awaken

the * political consciousness ' ofthe majority of the workers and peasants (which

by this time, and partly as a result of the failure of the intellectuals in 1848,

had been pronounced absolutely indispensable to the revolution both by

Marxists and by the majority of the Populist leaders) was tantamount to the

adoption of a gradualist programme, the moment for action would surely be

missed ; in place of the Populist or socialist revolution would there not arise

a vigorous, imaginative, predatory, successful capitalist regime which would

succeed Russian semi-feudalism as surely as it had replaced the feudal order

in Western Europe ? And then who could tell how many decades or centuries

might elapse before the arrival, at long last, of the revolution ? And when it

did arrive, who could tell what kind of order it would, by that time, install

—

resting upon what social basis ? l

All Populists were agreed that the village commune was the ideal embryoN' ^
.^^

oftJTQse^ocialist groups on which the future societywas to be based . But would ^^^^''^

the development of capitalism not automatically destroy t^P rnmrmine'?

And if it was maintained (although perhaps this was not explicitly asserted

before the 'eighties) that capitalism was already destroying the w/r, that the

class struggle, as analysed by Marx, was dividing the villages as surely as the

cities, then the plan of action was clear: rather than sit with folded hands and

watch this disintegration fatalistically, resolute men could and m
^

this_process, and save the village commune. Socialism, so the ^i^obin^

argued,^uld be introduced by the capture oT power to which all the enei

of the revolutionaries must be bent, even at the price of postponing the task ^
v

,

of educating the peasants in moral, social and political realities ; indeed, such y.^>^^"'
^

education could surely be promoted more rapidly and efficiently after the ^>*'"^'\

revolution had broken the resistance of the old regime. This line of thought, k^^^

which bears an extraordinary resemblance, if not to the actual words, then to

the policies pursued by Lenin in 1917, was basically very different from the

older Marxist determinism. Its perpetual refrain was that there was no time

to lose. Kulaks were devouring the poorer peasants in the country, capitalists

were breeding fast in the towns. If the government possessed even a spark of

intelligence, it would make concessions and promote reforms, and by this

means divert educated men whose will and brain was needed for the revolution

into the peaceful paths of the service of the reactionary state
;
propped up by

such liberal measures, the unjust order would continue and be strengthened.

The activists argued that there was nothing inevitable about revolutions: they
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were the JiuiLx^human will and human reasgn. If there were not enough of

these, the revolution might never take place at all. It was only the insecure

who craved social solidarity and communal life; individualism was always a

luxury, the ideal of the socially established. The new class of technical

specialists—the modern, enlightened, energetic men celebrated by liberals

like Kavelin and Turgenev, and at times, even by the radical individualist

Pisarcv—were for the Jacobin Tkachev 'worse than cholera or typhus', for

by applying scientific methods to social life they were playing into the hands

of the new, rising capitalist oligarchs and thereby obstructing the path to

freedom. Palliatives were fatal when only an operation could save the

patient: it merely prolonged his disease and weakened him so much that in

the end not even an operation could save him. One must strike before these

new, potentially conformist, intellectuals had grown too numerous and too

comfortable and had obtained too much power, for otherwise it would be too

late: a Saint-Simonian elite of highly paid managers would preside over a

new feudal order—an economically efficient but socially immoral society,

inasmuch as it was based on permanent inequality.

The greatest of all evils was inequality. Whenever any other ideal came

into conflict with equality, the Russian Jacobins always called for its sacrifice

or modification; the first principle upon which all justice rested was that of

equality ; no society was equitable in which there was not a maximum degree of

equality between men. If the revolution was to succeed, three major fallacies

had to be fought and rooted out. The first was that meriof culture alone

created progress. This was not true, and had the bad consequence of inducing

1^ faith in Elites. The second was the opposite illusion—that everything must be

learnt fromTfircommon people. This was equally false. Rousseau's Arcadian

peasants were so many idyllic figments. The masses were ignorant, brutal,

reactionary and did not understand their own needs or good. If the revolution

depended upon their maturity, or capacity for politicaUudgment or organiza-

tion, it would certainly fail. The last fallacy was that oniytg proletarian majority

could successfully make a revolution. No doubt a proletarian majority might

do that, but if Russia was to wait until it possessed one, the opportunity of

destroying a corrupt and detested government would pass, and capitalism

would be found to be too firmly in the saddle. What then must be done?
Men must be trained to make the revolution and destroy the present system and
all obstacles to social equality and democratic self-government. When this

was achieved, a democratic assembly was to be convened, and if those who
made the revolution took care to explain the reasons for it, and the social

and economic situation that made it necessary, then the masses, benighted

though they might be today, would assuredly, in the view of the Jacobins,

grasp their condition sufiiciently to allow themselves to be—indeed to wel-

come the opportunity of being—organized into the new free federation of

productive associations. But supposing they were still, on the morrow of a

successful coup d'etat, not mature enough to see this? Herzen did indeed ask
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this awkward question again and again in his writings in the late 'sixties. The

majority of the Populists were deeply troubled by it. But the activist wing had

no doubt of the answer : strike the chains from the captive hero, and he will

stretch himself to his full height and live in freedom and happiness for ever

after. The views of these men were astonishingly simple. They believed in

terrorism and more terrorism to achieve complete, anarchist, liberty. The piu*-

pose of the revolution, for them, was to establish absolute equality, not only "

economic and social, but 'physical and physiological': they saw no discrepancy

between this bed of Procrustes and absolute individual freedom. TEis^order

would be imposed in the beginning by the power and authority of the state,

after which, the state, having fulfilled its purpose, would swiftly ' liquidate ' it-

self. Against this, the spokesmen of the main body of the Populists argued that

Jacobin means tended to bring about Jacobin consequences : if the purpose of

the revolution was to liberate, it must not use the weapons of despotism that

were bound to enslave those whom they were designed to liberate : the remedy

must not prove more destructive than the disease. To use the state to break the

power of the exploiters and to impose a specific form of life upon a people,

the^ajority of whom had not been educated to understand the need for it,

was to exchange the Tsarist yoke for a new, not necessarily less crushing one

—

that of the revolutionary minority. The majority of the Populists were deeply

democratic; they believed that all power tended to corrupt, that all concen-

tration of authority tended to perpetuate itself, that all centralization was

coercive and evil, and, therefore, that the sole hope of a just and free society

lay in the peaceful conversion of men by rational argument to the truths of

social and economic justice and democratic freedom. In order to obtain the

opportunity of converting men to this vision, it might indeed be necessary

to break the existing obstacles to free and rational intercourse—the police

state, the power of capitalists or of landowners—and to use force in the

process, whether mass mutiny or individual terrorism. Rut this conc^jpt of

temporary measures presented jtself^to them as something wholly different

Jrom leaving absolute power in the hands"73rany~pafty~or group, however

virtuous, once the power of the enemy had been brokenrTheir~caseTsrttTe

classical case, during the last two centuries, of every libertarian and federalist

against Jacobins and centralizers : it is Voltaire's case against both Helvetius

and Rousseau; that of the left wing of the Gironde against the Mountain;

Herzen used these arguments against the doctrinaire communists of the im-

mediately preceding period—Cabet and the disciples of Babeuf; Bakunin

denounced the Marxist demand for the dictatorship of the proletariat as some-

thing that would merely transfer power from one set of oppressors to another;

the Populists of the 'eighties and 'nineties urged this against all those whom
they suspected of conspiring (whether they realized this or not) to destroy in-

dividual spontaneity and freedom, whether they were laissezfaire liberals who

allowed factory owners to enslave the masses, or radical collectivists who were

ready to do so themselves; whether they were promoters of capitalist combines

VJ

^'
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or Marxist advocates of centralized authority; indeed they looked upon the

entrepreneurs (as Mikhailovsky wrote to Dostoevsky in his celebrated criticism

of his novel The Possessed) as the more dangerous—as brutal, amoral 'social

Darwinists', profoundly hostile to variety and individual freedom and charac-

ter. This, again, was the main political issue which, at the turn of the century,

divided the Russian Socialist-Revolutionaries from the Social-Democrats ; and

\i over which, a few years later, both Plckhanov and Martov broke with Lenin

:

V
J-)!

indeed the great quarrel between the Bolsheviks and the Mensheviksjwhatever

V^ j) its ostensible cause) turned upon it. In due course Lenin himself, two or three

fT years after the October revolution, while he never abandoned the central

Marxist doctrine, expressed his bitter disappointment with those very conse-

quences of it which his opponents had predicted—bureaucracy and the arbi-

trary despotism of the party officials; and Trotsky accused Stalin ofjhis same

crime. The dilemma of means and ends is the deepest and most agonizing

problem that torments the revolutionary movements of our own day in all

the continents of the world, not least in Asia and Africa. That this debate

took so clear and articulate a form within the Populist movement makes its

development exceptionally relevant to our own predicament.

''^ All these differences occurred within the framework of a common revolu-

V^ >^*- tionary outlook, for, whatever their disagreements, all_Populists were united

v^*", "^ l^y_aiL-un sha kable faith in the revolution . This faith derived from many

^i"*^"^ sources. It sprang from the needs and outlook of a society still overwhelm-

Jngly pre-i ndu str i a 1 , jwJilch^ave the craving for simplicity and fraternity,

_^nd the agrarian idealism which derives uTtimarely fr6mTtousseHTi^-=a-i=eaUty

which can still be seen in India and Africa today, and which necessarily

looks Utopian to the eyes of social historians born in the industrialized West.

It was a consequence of the disillusionment with parliamentary democracy,

liberal convictions and the good faith of bourgeois intellectuals thaTTesuTted

from the fiasco of the European revolutions of 1848-9, and from the particu-

lar conclusion drawn by Herzen that Russia, which had not suffered this re-

volution, might find her salvation in the undestroyed, natural socialism of the

peasant mir. It was deeply influenced by Bakunin's^ violent diatribes against

all tonnsjf central authority, and in particular tje^ate; and by his vision

of men as being by nature ^peacgfiiLand produc^e. and rendered violent

only when they are perV^t^^rom their proper ends, and forced to be either

gaolers or convicts. ButYtwas also fed by the streams that flowed in a

contrary direction: by Tkachev's faith in a Jacobin eUt£_ of professional

revol utionaries as the only force capable of destroying the advance of

"capitalism helped on its fatal path by innocent reformists and humanitarians

and careerist intellectuals, and concealed behind the repulsive sham of parlia-

mentary democracy; even more by the passionate utilitarianism of Pisarev.

and his brilliant polemics against all forms of idealism and amateurishness,

and in particular the^senthnental idealization of the simplicity and beauty

oLpeasants in general, and of Russian peasants in particular, as beings
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touched by grace, remote from the corrupting influences of the decaying West.

It was supported by the appeal which these 'critical realists' made to their

compatriots to save themselves by self-help and hard-headed energy—a kind

of n£Q:iEncyclopaedist campaign in favour of natural science, skill and

professionalism, directed agamst the humanities, classical learning, history

and other forms of 'sybaritic' self-indulgence. Above all it contrasted 'realism
'

with the literary culture which had lulled the best men in Russia into a

condition where corrupt bureaucrats, stupid and brutal landowners and an

obscurantist Church could exploit them or let them rot, while aesthetes and

liberals looked the other way.

But the deepest strain of all, the very centre of the Pnpiili<;t outlnnk, w^s

the individualism and rationalism of Lavrov and Mikhailovsky. w ith Herzen . ,

they believed that history followed no predetermined pattern, that it possessed v*^^^"*^

' no libretto ', that neither the violent conflicts between cultures, nations, classes ^ '^^^'^

(which for Hegelians constituted the essence of human progress) nor the

struggles for power by one class over another (represented by Marxists as being

the motive force of history) were inevitable. Faith in human freedom was the

cornerstone ofPopulist humanism; the Populists never tired of repeating that

ends were chosen by men, not imposed upon them, and that men's wills

alone could construct a happy and honourable life—a life in which the

interests of intellectuals, peasants, manual workers and the liberal pro-

fessions could be reconciled : not indeed made wholly to coincide, for that

was an unattainable ideal; but adjusted in an unstable equilibrium, which

human reason and constant human care could adjust to the largely un-

predictable consequences of the interaction of men with each other and with

nature. Jynay be that the tradition of the Orthodox Chu rr.h with its con- .^
£iliar_ and cornmunal principles and deej) antagonisrn both to the authori- C^^ ^

iari^n_hderarchy_oOhe^oma^^ ixidiyidualism ofJhe_Pro-

teslants. also exercised its share of influence. These doctrines and these

prophets and their Western m^ist^s—French-^adicalvbefore and after the

[:^ch r&v^lution, as^^wdl as ^Fi^ro^^ani^^uonarrotiJ^i^au^ Segel,,

[inSj and PiiQudE^n, '^we^ and I^am played their part. But the largest

figure in the Populist movement, the^an whose temperament, ideas and'

activities dominated it from beglnriing to end, is undoubtedly that of Nikolai . ^w^
Gavrilovich Chernyshevsky and his immediate allies and followers. The^V^^)

influence of his life and teachings, despite a multitude of monographs, still

await its interpreter.

Nicholas Chernyshevsky was not a man of original ideas. He did not

possess the depth, the imagination or the brilliant intellect and literary talent

of Herzen, nor the eloquence, the boldness, the temperament or the reasoning

power of Bakunin, nor the moral genius and unique social insight of Belinsky.

But he was a man of unswerving integrity, immense industry and a capacity

r.are among Russians_Jbr r.nncfintratinji_upQn concrete detail. His deep,

steady, lifelong hatred of slavery, injustice and irrationality diE not express
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itself in large theoretical generalizations, or the creation of a sociological

or metaphysical system, or violent action against authority. It took the form

of slow, uninspired, patient accumulation of facts and ideas—a crude, dull

but powerful intellectual structure on which one might found a detailed

policy of practical action appropriate to the specific Russian environment

which he desired to alter. Chernyshevsky was in greater sympathy with the

concrete, carefully elaborated socialist plans, however mistaken they might

be, of the Petrashevsky group (to which Dostoevsky had belonged in his

youth crushed by the government in 1849), than to the great imaginative

constructions of Herzen, Bakunin and their followers.

A new generation had grawn up during the dead years after 1849. These

young men had witnessed vacillation and outright betrayals on the part of

liberals which had led to the victories of the reactionary parties in 1849.

Twelve years later they saw the same phenomenon intheir own_coun^ry,
when the manner in which the peasants had been emancipated in Russia

seemed to them to be a cynical travesty of all their plans and hopes. Such men
as these found the plodding genius ofChernyshevsky, his attempts to work out

specific solutions to specific problems in terms of concrete statistical data;

his constant appeals to facts; his patient efforts to indicate attainable,

practical, immediate ends rather than desirable states of affairs to which there

was no visible road; his flat, dry, pedestrian style, his very dullness and lack of

inspiration, more serious and, ultimately, more inspiring than the noble flights

of the romantic idealists of the 'forties. His relatively low social origin (he was

the son of a parish priest) gave him a natural affinity with the humble folk

whose condition he was seeking to analyse, and an abiding distrust, later to

turn into fanatical hatred, of all liberal theorists, whether in Russia or the West.

These qualities made Chernyshevsky a natural leader of a disenchanted

generation of socially mingled origins, no longer dominated by good birth,

embittered by the failure of their own early ideals, by government repression,

by the humiliation of Russia in the Crimean War, by the weakness, heartless-

ness, hypocrisy and chaotic incompetence of the ruling class. To these tough-

minded, socially insecure, angry, suspicious young radicals contemptuous of

the slightest trace of eloquence or "literature", Chernyshevsky was a father

and confessor, as neither the aristocratic and ironical Herzen nor the wayward
and ultimately frivolous Bakunin could ever become.

JLikiLali^Qpulists, Chernyshevsky believed in the need to preserv&_-the

p£cii>ajilcnmmnnp. and tn spread ils_43rinciples to industrial production. He
believed that Russia could profit directly by learning from the scientific

advances of the West, without going through the agonies of an industrial

revolution. 'Human development is a form of chronological unfairness',

Herzen had once characteristically observed, 'since late-comers are able to

profit by the labours of their predecessors without paying the same price';

'History is fond of her grandchildren', Chernyshevsky repeated after him,
' for it offers them the marrow of the bones, which the previous generation

I

J
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had hurt its hands in breaking.' Por Chernyshevsky history_movedjlong a V^^

s|>jraJ, in Heg<"lif!n t^^fi s, since every generation_tends^to repeat tEe"~^ ^ ^
Jl

experience not of its parents , but of its grandparents^ and repeats it at^ \^'

'higher level'. But it is not this historicist element in his doctrine that

bound its spell upon the Populists. They were most of all influenced by his

acute distrust of reforms from above , by his belief that tjig, essence of history

wRs a struggle between the classes, above all by his conviction (which derives

nothing, so far as we know, from Marx, but draws upon socialist sources

common to both) that the state is always the instrument of the dominant

glass, and cannot, whether it consciously dê ire£this or not, embark oh those

necessary_reforms the success of which would end its own domination. No
order can be persuaded to undertake its own dissolution. Hence all attempts

to influence the Tsar, all attempts to evade the horrors of revolution, must

(he concluded in the early 'sixties) remain necessarily vain. There was a

moment in the late 'fifties when, like Herzen, he had hoped for reforms

from above. The final form of the Emancipation, and the concessions which

the government had made to the landowners, cured him of this illusion. He
pointed out with a good deal of historical justification that the liberals, who
hoped to influence the government by Pabian tactics, thus far merely succeeded

in betraying both the peasants and themselves: first they compromised them-

selves with the peasants by their relations with their masters; after that, the

governing class found little difficulty, whenever this suited their convenience,

in representing them as false friends to the peasants and turning the latter

against them. This had occurred in both Prance and Germany in 1849.

Even if the moderates withdrew in time, and advocated violent measures,

their ignorance of conditions and blindness to the peasants' and workers'

actual needs usually led them to advocate Utopian schemes which in the end

cost their followers a terrible price.

Chernyshevsky had evolved a simple form of historical materialism^
according to which social factors determined political j)nes, and not vice

versa. Consequently he held with Fourier and Proudhon that liberal and

parhamentary ideals merely evaded the central issues: the peasants and the

workers needed food, shelter, boots; as for the right to vote, or to be governed

by liberal constitutions, or to obtain guarantees ofpersonal liberty, these rneant^

little to hungry_and half-naked men. The social revolution must come first:

appropriate political reforms would follow of themselves. Por Chernyshevsky

the^principal lesson of 1 848 was that the Western liberals^the brave nojess

than.lhe-COWardiy, huA d^jimn^itratpH thpir pnljticf^l ancl n^^rgl bankruptcy,

and with it that of their Russian disciples

—

Herzen, Kavrlin, Granovsky,

and the rest. Russia must pursue her own path. Unlike the Slavophils, and like

Ihe Russian Nlarxists^f the next generation, he maintained with a wealth of

economic evidenpe that the historical development ofRussia, and in particular C\<

the4)easant mir, were in no sense unique, but followed the social and economic

laws that governed all human societies. Like the Marxists (and the Comtian

^V^/
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positivists), he believed that such laws could be discovered and stated; but

nplike the Marxists^ he was convinced that by adopting Western techniques
,

^. _and educating a body ofjiTenj)fJrained and resolute wills and rational out-

look, Russia could 'leap over' the capitalist stage of social development, and

transform her village communes and free cooperative groups ofcraftsmen into

agricultural and industrial associations of producers who would constitute

the embryo of the new socialist society. Technological progress did not, in

his view, automatically break up the peasant commune: 'savages can be

taught to use Latin script and safety matches'; factories can be grafted on to

workers' artels without destroying them; large-scale organization could

eliminate exploitation, and yet preserve the predominantly agricultural

nature of the Russian economy.*

Chernysh^vsky bplievpH in \\\^^ decisive historical role of the application of

science to life, but unlike Pisarev, did not regard individual enterprise, still

igss_capitalism as indispf.nsableLlQJhis_grocess. He retained enough of the

Fourierism of his youth to look upon the free associations of peasant

communes and craftsmen's artels as the basis of al l freedom and progress.

But at the same time, like the Saint-Simonians, he was convinced that little

V ^^v
.wniilH be achieved without collective_action—state socialism on a vast

^'^ scale. These incompatible beliefs were never reconciled; Chernyshevsky's

\u^ writings contain statements both in favour of and against the desirability of

J^\ large-scale industry. He is similarly ambivalent about the part to be played

(and the part to be avoided) by the state as the stimulator and controller

of industry, about the function of managers of large collective industrial

enterprises, about the relations of the public and private sectors of the

economy, and about the political sovereignty of the democratically elected

parliament and its relation to the state as the source of centralized economic

planning and control.

Tlie_i2utj]nes_of^hernyshevsky's social programme remained vague or

inconsistent^ and often b^th. It is the concrete detail which, founded "asll

was on real experience, spoke directly to the representatives of the great

popular masses, who had at last found a spokesman and interpreter of their

own needs and feelings. His deepest aspirations and emotions were poured

into What is to be done?, a social Utopia which, grotesque as a work of art,

had a literally epoch-making effect on Russian opinion. This didactic

• Professor Vcnturi very aptly quotes Populist statistics (which seem plausible enough)
according to which the number of peasants to that of landowners in the 'sixties was of the

order of 234:1, while the land owned by them stood to that of their masters in the ratio of
1

: Hi, and their incomes were 97-5 :2-5; as for industry, the proportion of city workers to

peasants was 1 :100. Given these figures it is perhaps not surprising that Marx should have
declared that his prognosis applied to the Western economies, and not necessarily to that of
the Russians, even though his Russian disciples ignored this concession, and insisted that

capitalism was making enormous strides in Russia, and would soon obliterate the differ-

ences that divided it from the West. Plekhanov (who stoutly denied that Chemyshevsky had
ever been a Populist) elaborated this theory, and Lenin acted upon it, with results that

mankind will not easily forget.
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novel described the 'new men' of the free, morally pure, cooperative socialist
'^'^

commonwealth of the future ; its touching sincerity and moral passion bound

their spell upon the imaginations of the idealistic and guilt-stricken sons of

prosperous parents, and provided them with an ideajjiiodel in the light of

which an entire generation of revolutionaries educated and hardened itself

to the defiance of existing laws and conventions, and acceptance of exile

and death with sublime unconcern. Chernyshevsky preached^ naive i;tili-

tarianism. Like James ^^M>and perhaps Ben^jn, he held that basic hiimap ^\ti ^ '^\

nntl'^*" ^^^^ ^ fJYpH phyQinTngiVally analy^ahlPj paftprn nf natural pmCjp.^^f-M «^^^'^'*

.^d faculties, and that the maximization of human happiness could therefore
^'^

be scientifically planned and realized. Having decided that imaginative

writing and criticism were the only available media in Russia for propa-

gating radical ideas, he filled the^jGtrnfemporary;'ya, review which he edited G^^'^'^

together with the poet Nekrasov, with-as-higfe-arproportion of direct socialist

doctrine as could be smuggled in under t]ie_^iise^of literature. In this work

he was helped by the violent young crithsEabrolyuHdv^a genuinely gifted

man of letters (which Chernyshevsky was not) wKoT'Ht^^tlmes, went even ,^
further in his passionate desire to preach and educate. The aesthetic views \>i>^ .

of the t ^^ n TPi lo ts were severely practical . Chernyshevsky laid it down that ^^^^'^

the function nf art was tn help mpn in sa tisfy ThH r wants m nrft ratinngjjy^n ^^n ^^

disseminate knowledge , to combat ignorance, prejudice and the aTiti^^orial

.
passions, to improve life in the most literal and narrowjgnse of these words.

Driven to absurd consequences, he embraced them gladly. Thus he explained

that the chief value of marine paintings was that they showed the sea to those

who, like, for instance, the inhabitants of central Russia, lived too far away

from it ever to see it for themselves ; and he maintained that his friend and

patron Nekrasov, because by his verse he moved men to greater sympathy with

the oppressed than other poets had done, was for that reason the greatest ,

"

Russian poet, living or dead. His earlier collaborators, civilized and fastidious -y^!^*''^ ^

men of letters like Turacn^v^nd Botkin found this grim fanaticism increas- i k\n

ingly difficult to bear. TurgejacVcOuld not long live with this art hating ^ ;<p

and dogmatic schoolmasterT'foTstoy de"^pised his dreary provincialism, his
'

total lack of aesthetic sense, }vrs-4ftto!erance, his wooden rationalism, his

maddening self-assurance. But these very qualities, or, rather, the outlook of

which they were characteristic, helped to make him the natural leader^^f
thp ^harH' y^iiHg men who had succeeded the idealists of the 'forties.

Chernyshevsky's harsh, flat, dull, humourless, grating sentences, his preoccu-

pation with concrete economic detail, his self-discipline, his passionate

dedication to the material and moral good of his fellow men, the grey, self-

eff'acing personality, the tireless, devoted, minute industry, the hatred of style

or of any concessions to the graces, the unquestionable sincerity, the com-

bination of brutal directness, utter self-forgetfulness, indiff"erence to the claims

of private life, innocence, personal kindness, pedantry, moral charm, capacity

for self-sacrifice, created the image that later became the prototype of

F
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the Russian revolutionary hero and jriartyr. More than any other publicist

he was responsible for drawing the final line between *us' and *them\ All

his life he preached that there must be no compromise with 'them*, that the

war must be fought to the death and on every front; there were no neutrals;

that, so long as this war was being fought, no work could be too trivial too

repulsive or too tedious for a revolutionary to perform. His_personality and

outlook set its seal upon two generations of Russianj;eyolutionaries ; not least

upon Lenin, who admired him devotedly.

Injpite of his emphasis on_economicj)r sociological arguments^ the basic

V.'O^ approach, the tone and outlook of Chernyshevsky and of the Populists

'
, s generally, is moral, and at times indeed, religious^ These men believed in

i^ ^^^v socialism not because it was inevitable, nor because it was effective, not
''^^

r^ even because it alone was rational, but because it was just. Concentrations

of political power, capitalism, the centralized state, trampled upon the

jk»^' Vights of men and crippled them morally and spiritually. Jhe Populists

were stern atheists, but socialism and orthodox Christian values coalesced

jn their minds. They shrank from the prospect of industrialism in Russia'

because of its brutal cost, and they disliked the West because it had paid

this price too heart]©ssly. -Xheir disciples, the^ Populist economists of the

'eighties and 'nineties, DanielsOn and Vorontsov^ for example, for all their

strictly economic arguments against the possibility of capitalism in Russia

(some of which seem a good deal sounder than their Marxist opponents

have represented them as being), were in the last analysis moved by moral

revulsion from the sheer mass of suffering that capitalism was destined to

bring, that is to say, by a refusal to pay so appalling a price, no matter how-

valuable the results. Their successors in the twentieth century, the Socialist-

Revolutionaries, sounded the note which runs through the whole of the

Populist tradition in Russia : that the purpose of social action is not the power

of the state, but the welfare of the people ; that to enrich the state and pro-

vide it with military and industrial power, while undermining the health,

the education, the morality, the general cultural level of its citizens, was
feasible but wicked. They compared the progress of the United States,

where, they maintained, the welfare of the individual was paramount, with

that of Prussia, where it was not. They committed themselves to the view

(which goes back at least to Sismondi) that the spiritual and physical con-

dition of the individual citizen matters more than the power of the state,

so that if, as often happened, the two stood in inverse ratio to one another,

the rights and welfare of the individual must come first. They rejected as

historically false the proposition that only powerful states could breed

good or happy citizens, and as morally unacceptable the proposition that to

lose oneself in the life and welfare of his society is the highest form of self-

fulfilment for the individual. Belief in the primacy of human rights over other

claims is the first principle that separates pluralist from centralized societies,

• Who wrote under the pseudonyms of Nikolay on and V.V. respectively.
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and welfare states, mixed economies, 'New Deal' policies, from one-party

^yemments, * closed^societies,_ * five-year plans *^ and^n geneYaX forms of
lJLfe_built to serve a single goal that transcends the varied goals of differing

groups or individualsrChemyshevs^y was more fanatical than his followers

in the 'seventies and 'eighties, and believed far more strongly in organization,

but even he neither stopped his ears to the cries for immediate help which he

heard upon all sides, nor believed in the need to suppress the wants of indivi-

duals who were making desperate efforts to escape destruction, in the interests

of even the most sacred and overmastering purpose. There were times when he

was a narrow and unimaginative pedant, but at his worst he was never

impatient nor arrogant, nor inhumane, and was perpetually reminding his

readers and himself that in their zeal to help, the educators must not end

by bullying their would-be beneficiaries, that what 'wcl-^XhQ xationaj

Intellectuals—think good for the peasants_may_be not what thpythemselves-

want, and that to ram 'our' remedies down 'their' throats is aot permitted:

Neither he nor Lavrov, nor even the most ruthlessly Jacobin among the pro-

ponents of terror and violence, ever took cover behind the inevitable direction

of history as a justification of what would otherwise have been patently unjust

or brutal. If violence was the only means to a given end, then there might be

circumstances in which it was right to employ it ; but this must be justified
v k. Jiiw^

in each case by the intrinsic moral claim of the end—an increase inhappiness, f**^

i

Ji'S

or solidarity, or justice, or peace, or some other universal human value that. ' O^^va.

Qutweighs_the evil of the means, never by the view that it was rational and_

necessary to march in step with history, ignoring one's scruples and dismissing

^one's own ' subjective ' moral principles because they were necessarily prp-

visionalj^on the ground that history herself transformed all moral systems and

retrospecJ:ively justified only those principles which survived and succeeded.

The mood of the Populists, particularly in the 'seventies, can fairly be

described as religious. This group of conspirators or propagandi^rsaw

itself, and was seen by others, as constituting a dedicated order . The first

condition of membership was the sacrifice of one's entire life to the move-

ment, both to the particular group and party, and to the cause of the revolu-

tion in general. But thejiotion of the dictatorship of the party.or of its leaders,

gveiLindividual lives—in particular over the beliefs of individual revolution-

^ries—jsjQO part of this doctrine, and is indeed contrary to its entire spirit.

The only censor~oveTtRe~individuars acts is his indjvidual^onscience. If

one has promised obedience to the leaders of the party, such an oath is sacred,

but it extends only to the specific revolutionary objectives of the party and not .
V

beyond them, and ends with the completion ofwhatever specific goals the party

exists to promote—in the last resort, the revolution. Once^the revolution has

been made, each ijidividual is free to act as he thinks right, since discipline

^temporary means and not an end. The Populists did indeed virtually invent

the conception of the party as a group of professional conspirators with no

private lives, obeying a total discipline—the core of the 'hard' professionals,
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as against mere sympathizers and fellow-travellers; but this sprang from the

specific situation that obtained in Tsarist Russia, and the necessity, and con-

ditions for effective conspiracy, and not from belief in hierarchy as a form of

life desirable or even tolerable in itself. Nor did the conspirators justify their

acts by appealing to a cosmic process which sanctified their every act, since

they believed in freedom of human choice and not in determinism. The later

.J^^nist conception of the revolutionary party and its dictatorship, although

historically it owed much to these trained martyrs of an earlier day, sprang

from^^iffere^nt_oiitIb^7The young men who poured into the villages during

the celebrated summer of 1874, only to meet with non-comprehension, suspi-

cion and often outright hostility on the part of the peasants, would have been

profoundly astonished and indignant if they had been told that they were to

look upon themselves as the sacred instruments of history, and that their acts

were therefore to be judged by a moral code different from that common to

other men.

ZhQ Populist movemgrT^_was_aJailure. * Socialism bounced off people like

peas from a wall', wrote the celebrated terrorist Stepnyak Kravchinsky to

his fellow revolutionary Vera Zasulich in 1876, two years after the original

wave of enthusiasm had died down. 'They listen to our people as they do to

the priest'—respectfully, without understanding, without any effect upon

their actions. 'There is noise in the capitals/The prophets thunder/A furious

war of words is waged/But in the depths, in the heart of Russia,/There all is

still, there is ancient peace.' These lines by Nekrasov convey the mood of

frustration which followed the failure of the sporadic efforts made by the

revolutionary idealists in the late 'sixties and early 'seventies, peaceful propa-

gandists and isolated terrorists alike—of whom Do^toevsky painted so

violent a picture in Tbe^Possessed. The government caught these men, exiled

them, imprisoned them, and by its obstinate unwillingness to promote any

measures to alleviate the consequences of an inadequate land reform drove

liberal opinion towards sympathy with the revolutionaries. They felt that

public opinion was on their side, and finally resorted to organized terrorism.

Yet their ends always remained moderate enough. The open letter which they

addressed to the new Emperor in 1881 is mild and liberal in tone. 'Terror',

said the celebrated revolutionary Vera Figner many years later, 'was intended

to create opportunities for developing the faculties of men for service to so-

ciety,' The society for which violence was to blast the way was to be peaceful,

tolerant, decentralized and humane. The principal enemy was still the state.

JIhc wave of terrorism reached its climax with the assassination of

^^V Alexander II in 1881. The hoped-for revolution did not break out. The
^^*jr^ revolutionary organizations were crushed, and the new Tsar decided upon

>f^ a policy of extreme repression. In this he was, on the whole, supported by
public opinion, which recoiled before the assassination of an Emperor who
had, after all, emancipated the peasants, and who was said to have been
meditating other liberal measures. The most prominent leaders of the move-

^
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ment were executed or exiled; lesser figures escaped abroad, and the most

gifted of those who were still free—Plekhanov and Akselrod—gradually

moved towards Marxism. They felt embarrassed byMarx's own concession that

Russia could in principle avoid passing through a capitalist stage even without

the aid of a communist world revolution—a thesis which Engels conceded far

more grudgingly and with qualifications—and maintained that Russia had in

fact already entered the capitalist stage. They declared that, since the develop-

ment of capitalism in Russia was no more avoidable than it had been in its

day in the West, nothing was to be gained by averting one's face from

the 'iron' logic of history, and that for these reasons, so far from resisting

industrialization, socialists should^encourage it, inde^^l profit hy ihe- fart

that itj and it alone, could breedlhe army oJLrfiyolutianadesJwhich would be

sufficient to overthrow the capitalist enemy—an army to be formed out of

the growing city proletariat, organized and disciplined by the very conditions

of its labour.

The vast forward leap in industrial development made by Russia in the m J^'

'nineties seemed to support the Marxist thesis. It proved attractive to '' y^
revolutionary intellectuals for many reasons: because it claimed to be

founded on a scientific analysis of the laws of history which no society

could hope to evade ; because it claimed to be able to ' prove ' that, although

much violence, misery and injustice—exploitation, pauperization, conflicts

between classes, nations, interests—were bound to occur as the pattern of

history inexorably unfolded itself, yet the story would have a happy ending.

Hence the conscience of those who felt guilty because they acquiesced in the

miseries of the workers, or at any rate did not take active—that is, violent

—

steps to alleviate or prevent them, as Populist policy had demanded, felt

assuaged by_thejjcientific' guarantee thatjhgT^ad. xovered, though it mi-ght

be with the corpses of the innocent, led inevitably to the gates of an earthly

^

paradise. According to this view t^e'expropriatbrs woujjTfind themselYes

expropriated by the sheer logic ofhuman development, althou^thc^course of

history^might be shortened, and the birth pangs made easier, by conscious

organization, and_above al l an mcrease in Icriowled^ge' (that is, education)

on the part of the workers and their leaders. This was^articularly welcome

to those who, understandably reluctant to continue with useless terrorism

which merely led to Siberia or the scaffold, now found doctrinal justification

for peaceful study and the life of ideas, which the intellectuals among them

found far more congenial than bomb-throwing.

TheJiei^ism,_the_diiinterestedness^lhe^^ nobility ijfj.he Populists,

^as _pfterL^adinittedJiy -lheiiL_Mao opponents. They were regarded as

worthy forerunners of a truly rational revolutionary party, and Cherny-

shevsky was sometimes accorded an even higher status and was credited

with insights of genius—an empirical and unscientific, but instinctively

correct, approach to truths of which only Marx and Engels could provide the

demonstration, armed as they were with the instrument of an exact science to
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which neither Chernyshevsky, nor any other Russian thinker of his day.

had yet attained. Marx and Engels grew to be particularly indulgent to the

Russians : they were praised for having done wonders for amateurs, remote from

the West and using home-made tools; they alone in Europe had, by 1880,

created a truly revolutionary situation in their country; but it was made clear,

particularly by Kautsky^ thatjhis was no substitute for professional methods

^\ and the use of the nevv machinery provided by scientific socialism. Populism

I
was written down as an amalgam of unorganized moral indignation and

Utopian ideas in the muddled heads of self-taught peasants, well-meaning

university intellectuals* and other social casualties of the confused interim

between the end of an obsolescent feudalism and the beginning of the new

capitalist phase in a backward country. Marxist historians still tend to

describe it as a movement compounded of systematic misinterpretation of

economic facts and social realities, noble but useless individual terrorism, and

spontaneous or ill-directed peasant risings—the necessary but pathetic

beginnings of real revolutionary activity, the prelude to the real play, a scene

naive ideas and frustrated practice destined to be swept away by the new

revolutionary, dialectical science heralded by Plekhanov and Lenin,

v^c^ "^^^^^^^^ wer^4he end s of Populism? Violent disputes took place about

means and methods, about timing, but not about ultimate purposes.

Anarchism, equality, a full life for all, these were universally accepted. It is

as if the entire movement—the motley variety of revolutionary types which

Professor Venturi describes so well and so lovingly—Jacobins and moderates,

terrorists and educators, Lavrists and Bakuninists, 'troglodytes', 'recal-

citrants' and 'country folk', members of 'Land and Liberty' and of 'The

People's Will', were all dominated by a single myth: that once the monster

was slain, the sleeping princess—the Russian peasantry—would awaken and

without further ado live happily for ever after.

This is the movement of which Professor Venturi has written the history,

the fullest, clearest, best written and most impartial account of a particular

stage of the Russian revolutionary movement in any language. Yet if the

movement was a failure, if it was founded on false premisses and was so

easily extinguished by the Tsarist police, has it a more than historical

interest—that of a narrative of the life and death of a parly, of its

acts and its ideas? On this Professor Venturi discreetly, as behoves an

objective historian, offers no direct opinion. He tells the story in chrono-

logical sequence; he explains what occurs; he describes origins and conse-

quences; he illuminates the relations of various groups of Populists to one

another, and leaves moral and political speculation to others. His work is

not an apologia either for Populism or its opponents. He does not praise or

• Professor Venturi's account both of peasant risings and, still more, of the student
movements out of which Populism, properly so called—the Narodnik groups of 1876-8

—

wholly sprang, arc among the most original and valuable contributions to our knowledge
of what the author likes to regard as a kind of Russian Carbonarism.
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condemn, and seeks only to understand. Success in this task plainly needs no

further reward. And yet one may, at moments, wonder whether Populism

should be dismissed quite as easily as it still is today, both by communist

and bourgeois historians. Wer£ the populisti.sohopelesslyJiL error? Were

Chemy.sheYsky and Lavrov—and Marx who listened to them—totally

deluded?
--^^^^.^^_^—^^

Was o^itaU^m in fact-ineyitable in Russia? The consequences of

accelerated industrialization prophesied by the neo-Populist economists in

the 'nineties, namely a degree of social and economic misery as great as any

undergone in the West during the Industrial Revolution, did occur, both

before, and, at an increasing tempo, after the October revolution. Were
they avoidable ? Some writers on history consider this type of question to be

absurd as such. What happened, happened. We are told that if we are not to

deny causality in human affairs, we must suppose that what took place can

only have done so precisely as it did ; to ask what might have happened if the

situation had been different is the idle play of the imagination, not worthy of

serious historians. Yet this academic question is not without acute contem-

porary relevance. Some countries such, for example, as Turkey, India, and

some states in the Middle East and Latin America, and even Yugoslavia, have

adopted a slower tempo of industrialization and one less likely to bring

immediate ruin to backward areas before they can be rehabilitated, and have

done so in conscious preference to the forced marches of collectivization upon
which, in our day, the Russians, and after them the Chinese, have embarked.

Are these non-Marxist_goyernmeiits..ioescapably^t upon a path to ruin?^

Eon-it is Populislideas which lie at the base of much of the socialist economic

policy pursued by these and other countries today.
'

When- Lenin organized the Bolshevik revolution in 1917, the technique

that he adopted, prima facie at least, resembled those commended by the

Russian Jacobins, Tkachev_and his followers who had learnt them from

Blanqui or Buonarroti, more than any to be found in the writings of Marx
or Engels at any rate after 1851. It was not, after all, full-grown capitahsm

that was enthroned in Russia in 1917. Russian capitalism was a still growing

force, not yet in power, struggling against the fetters imposed upon it by

the monarchy and the bureaucracy, as it had done in eighteenth-century

France. But Lenin acted as if the bankers and industrialists were already in

control, ^e acted and spoke as if this was so. but his revolution succeeded

rygihy taking over the centres of finance and industry (which history should

^already have undermined) but by a seizure of strictly political power by a

(jetenninedL andJiained-graup-Qf-^rofessional revDlutionaries, precisely as

had been advocated by Tkachev. If Russian capitalism had reached the

stage, which, according to Marxist historical theory, it had to reach before

a proletarian revolution could be successful, the seizure of power by a deter-

mined minority, and a very small one at that—a mere Putsch—could not,

ex hypothesi, have retained it long. And this indeed is what Plekhanov said

I
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over and over again in his bitter denunciations of Lenin in 1917: ignoring

his argument that much may be permitted in a backward country, provided

that the results were duly saved by orthodox Marxist revolutions successfully

carried out soon after in the industrially more advanced West. These con-

ditions were not fulfilled; Lenin's hypothesis proved historically irrelevant;

yet the Bolshevik revolution did not collapse. Cpuld_it be that the Marxist

tjieory of history was mistaken ? Or had the Mensheviks misunderstoo3^it,

apd concealed from themselves the anti-democratrc tendencies which had

always been implicit in it? In which case were their charges against Mikhai-

lovsky and his friends, after all, wholly just? By 1917 their own fears of the

Bolshevik dictatorship rested upon the same basis. Moreover, the results

of the October revolution turned out to be oddly similar to those which

Tkachev's opponents had prophesied that his methods must inevitably pro-

duce: the emergence of an elite, wielding dictatorial power, designed in

theory to wither away once the need for it had gone; but, as the Populist

democrats had said over and over again, in practice more likely to grow in

aggressiveness and strength, with a tendency towards self-perpetuation which

no dictatorship seems able to resist. The Populists were convinced that the

death of the peasant commune would mean death, or at any rate a vast set-

back, to freedom and equality in Russia; the Left Socialist-Revolutionaries,

who were their direct descendants, transformed this into a demand for a

form of decentralized, democratic self-government among the peasants, which

Lenin adopted when he concluded his temporary alliance with them in October

1917. In due course the Bolsheviks repudiated this programme, and trans-

formed the cells of dedicated revolutionaries—perhaps the most original

contribution of Populism to revolutionary practice—into the hierarchy of

centralized political power, which the Populists had steadily and fiercely

denounced until they were themselves finally, in the form of the Socialist-

Revolutionary party, proscribed and annihilated. Conmiunist practice owed
much, as Lenin was always ready to admit, to the Populist movement; for

it borrowed the technique of its rival and adapted it with conspicuous success

to serve the precise purpose which it had been invented to resist.

Isaiah Berlin

Oxford, November 1959

>^^\Sfc^ ~ ^^«^^vi\<^. .\C>l*N\\Vjv>i^v«j



PREFACE

In writing this book I have tried to write one chapter of the story of the

European Socialist movement. It is not a history of Russia in the nineteenth

century, nor of the thought and literature of the period. I have examined

Russia's internal and external problems, and the ideals and beliefs of her

subjects, only in so far as they touch on the formation and development of

Populism. The rise of those ideas which guided the movement have been

discussed in some detail in the chapters on men such as Herzen, Bakunin

and Chernyshevsky. But the core of the book consists in the account of the

conspiracies and struggles through which Populism expressed itself.

It is true that even when, in the 'seventies, Populism lived a life of its own,

distinct from that of the intelligentsia which had given it birth, it was still

accompanied by a current of political and economic thought which reflected

its problems. Revolutionary Popuhsm, as it came to be called, went hand in

hand with legal Populism. Interesting though the latter is, I have not discussed

it in this book. To make such a study would in fact involve a re-examination

of the whole cultural situation of Russia at the time. Rather have I tried to

show the inner life of a political movement in violent conflict with the world

in which it operated.

Still less have I considered Populism as reflected in literature. So important

was the role of literature in the life of the nation during the nineteenth

century, and so many its links with the development of society, that the history

of Russia has been seen entirely in terms of her great novelists, Turgenev,

Tolstoy and Dostoevsky. By deliberately confining myself to the story of

revolutionary Populism I hope at least to show how m istaken such an

â tit.ude can be and how important it is to make those distinctions in Russian

history which we so naturally do in the history of France or Italy. It is just

as unsatisfactory to try to understand 'nihilism' by reading only the novels

of Turgenev as to explain the fortunes of the republican party under the

July Monarchy by referring to Balzac. PostOfiV^^^ t^^n tp?^ch ^is very little

.^bout Nechaev. Indeed the very political function of nineteenth-century

Russian literature, familiar to its contemporaries and sg^ much discussed

today, can only be explained historically if we first examine the Populist

movement in its own right, clearly distinguishing it from novels and other

forms of literature.

On the other hand I have paid special attention to the links between

Russian Populism and the contemporary Socialist movements of

xxxi I
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1 Western Europe. Hcrzcn and Bakunin in 1840, Chernyshevsky in 1860,

J J
Ishutin in 1866, and in the 'seventies Tkachev and Lavrov, Zemlya i Volya

and Narodnaya Volya—these are Russia's reactions to the problems of

romantic socialism and the rise and inner conflicts of the First International.

Such actions may indeed have been very much conditioned by local circum-

stances, but they are incomprehensible if divorced from the forces which

gave rise to them. 1 have already stated that I am concerned with a section

of the European Socialist movement, and to stress this I have again and again

referred to the bonds between Russian Populism and events in Italy during

these years.

As regards the time-span of the book, Ijhjpk that thp,r£_caii be no doubt

.about the starting date. The 1848 revolution crystallized Populist ideology in

th^-Hiinds of Herzen, Bakunin, Chernyshevsky and a few other Russian

*AVesltijrei^' of the 'forties, and though its roots and ramifications must be

sought among the Decembrists and Slavophils and the entire intellectual

and social history of Russia, all these earlier elements came to a head

around 1848.

On the other hand my final date, 1st March 1881—the assassination of

Alexander II by the Executive Committee of Narodnaya Volya—may seem

more arbitrary. Narodnaya Volya survived the repression, though weakened

and, so to speak, exhausted. In later years, after reaction and hesitation,

political movements such as that of the Socialist-Revolutionaries were con-

fessedly inspired by Populist theories. The year 1881 therefore marks a break,

but not the end of Russian Populism. And yet historically speaking we can say

that a period came to an end in that year. The Socialist-Revolutionaries came
into being in an entirely new political atmosphere. They were a great party,

whereas the history of nineteenth-century Populism had been one of con-

spiracies and of relatively small groups. And above all the later Russian

revolutionary movement no longer had a single aim and plan of action

which was basically shared by all its participants. Between 1848 and 1881

Russian socialism was Populist. Later it was to become socialist-revolutionary,

social-democratic, Menshevik, Bolshevik, anarchist. Hence this book is con-

cerned with the revolutionary movement during a phase when it was no
longer liberal, as it had been with the Decembrists, but not yet split into

differing and sometimes conflicting components. It deals with the funda-

mental breeding-ground from which later, in changed circumstances, were

to arise the forces that led to the revolution of 1917. And I hope to convince

the reader that it is indispensable to study this breeding-ground if we are to,

understand the later development of Russian socialism. For it was between

1848 and 1881 that the ideas and psychological characteristics which shaped

the upheaval of 1917 came into being. And so I hope that these dates are less

arbitrary than they may seem at first sight.

As for the question ^C4erminology: Populism is the translation of the

Russian word itarodmchestvo/Jhis is derived from narod (people) and was
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first used around 1870. At about the same time the word narodnik (Popuhst)

first came into being. Hence it was only when the movement became organized

and active that it found a name for itself. Before that it had been described

as Socialist, Communist, Radical, Nihilist. Though each one of these terms

describes one aspect or phase of Populism, none of them suggests the various

features common to all the personalities and currents of opinion in a

movement comparable to conservatism, liberalism, etc. Strictly speaking,

therefore, I should have spoken of *pre-Populism' before 1870; but I have

avoided the use of a terminology that would merely have been pedantic and

have followed the current Russian practice of extending the word Populism

to cover the whole period.

I have tried to incorporate in the English edition certain corrections of

factual errors which escaped me in preparing the original Italian edition and

which some kind friends and reviewers have brought to my notice. I also like

to think that the bibliographical note on the Populist movement contained

at the end of this volume is more up to date and takes into account the

recent rapid growth of interesting and valuable publications on the subject

which have appeared both in the Soviet Union and in other countries.

Finally I have been lavish in my use of quotations from memoirs, statutes

of revolutionary organizations and other important sources. It is up to the

reader to judge the value of the book as history; it should at least have a

certain value as a collection of documents concerned with a movement
that has still been insufficiently studied.

It is a pleasure to thank the libraries whose books I consulted as the basis

for this work: the Vsesoyuznaja biblioteka imeni V. I. Lenina and the

Gosudarstvennaya publichnaya istoricheskaya biblioteka of Moscow, the

Gosudarstvennaya publichnaya biblioteka imeni M. E. Saltykova-Shchedrina

of Leningrad ; the Biblioteca Vittorio Emanuele, the Biblioteca dellTstituto

Pontificio Orientale and the Biblioteca apostolica Vaticana of Rome; the

Bibliotheque Nationale and the library of the Ecole nationale des langues

orientales vivantes of Paris ; the library of the International Instituut voor

Sociale Geschiedenis of Amsterdam; the Bibliotheque publique et universi-

taire of Geneva, and the British Museum, London.

Of the many friends I should in fairness thank for their help in this work

I will mention only my wife Gigliola who has taken an active part in every

stage of its production.

Turin, January 1960
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1. HERZEN

T^FRZFN WASTHE true founder of Populism . He was inspired by his precocious

attempt to bring Socialism to the Russia of Nicholas I ; by his enthusiastic

participation in the intellectual life of Moscow before the 1 848 revolution

;

by his support for this revolution in Italy and France. In fact Populism first

expressed itself in the life of a man, rather than in an ideology. Despite many f>

"wriimgs of political msight and literary distinction, Herzen's niost important ^'

^

work was his autobiography

—

M^uBasLmnHliQiights. The personal element nr^ J^

remained a feature of Russian Populism, and the movement always fathered \ f
personalities rather than dogma. When the estabhshed Populism of the

'sixties at length requirea a doctrine, Herzen was almost forgotten, for he

had only his experiences as critic and poUtical explorer to bequeath to the

new generation.

This neglect was responsible for the sad and embittered close of Herzen's

remarkably free and inteUigent life. Yet his experiences had to be constantly

reUved by the PopuHsts as they set out to rediscover his ideas and appraise

the various positions he maintained. And in 1881, when Popuhsm had com-
yleted its first stage, and its significance was debated ana assessea, Heizwi

reappeared clearly as the 'eponymous hero', the true creator of the move-

ment, i

In his memoirs and other writings, where autobiography constantly

intrudes on politics, Herzen often looks back to the world, still eighteenth

century in character, of his early youth. Within his own family circle he had

been able to meet the last elderly representatives of the Voltairian fashion of

Catherine II's time. They were the survivors nf the arktot^r^tin enlightenment

—the patina on an age in which the Russian nobility had tried to justify its

existence by providing itself with a social conscience. And they were the

representatives of the neo-classicism, which, in building St Petersburg and

countless country houses, had created the first modern civiHzation of that

country. Herzen was always critical of this society; he soon moved away from

it, striving with all the ardour of youth to raise a barrier between himself

and the precedmg generation. Ideoloi;irn lly thi i hnrrii^r tp^l^ ^^^ ^orm "f

^ Saint-Simonism\PHowever, Herzen was imbued with the eighteenth-century

spirit, and when he returned to it in later life he felt that he was recovering

his youth, that time 'which is the fullest, the best, the most "our own '".2

Herzen's early experiences were of great importance to him because they

had their counterpart in the history of his country. The revolt of 14th

1 I
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2 ROOTS OF REVOLUTION

/^December 1825, and its suppression, crystallized the longing for a free and

enlightened Russia which had inspired the noblest spirit of the eighteenth

J/ century. The final outburst of that spirit was the revolt of the Decembrists.

/ Suppression of the revolt put a stop to such activities, but at the same time

turned them into a legend of early promise, unfulfilled.

Herzen was a boy at the time, but he fully sensed the importance of what

had happened. 'The stories of the revolt and the trial, and the horror which

seized Moscow, shook me deeply. A new world ppened for me and became

the centre of my spiritual life. The execution of^Pestel-^nd his comrades

woke me for ever from my youthful dreams.'^

His first reaction was to continue the work of those martyrs; to dedicate

himself completely to the cause for which they had fallen. One night on the

Sparrow Hills, the range which dominates the bend of the Moscow river and

overlooks the whole city, he and Ogarev vowed to sacrifice their 'entire lives

to the struggle which the Decembrists had begun '.^ Twenty-six years later,

he wrote that 'the scene may appear artificial and theatrical; in reality, as

our lives have shown, it was deeply and religiously sincere '.^

This was no boast. The deep feehng aroused in him by the Decembrist

movement was his initiation into political Ufe.

- V" Yet this feehng was a 'childish liberalism', an urge to prolong a cause

^fl
which he was soon to realize was already dead. Later, though he still admired

ff the movement as a spiritual impulse, as a great force of enthusiasm and a

legend, he was conscious of the break between the glorious past and his new

work. At the height of his career, his sense of historical justice and his deep

reverence spurred him to reprint his memories of these fathers of the revolu-

tion; to reforge the links, after thirty years of rule by Nicholas I, with the

men of 14th December. But he was inspired by esteem, j;ather than by a

wish to bind himself to what was ^till releyanj in that movement. The

Decembrists were to remain a remote example for him—an example which

he did much to create.

But can we accept as accurate the picture that he gives us in his auto-

biography of his relations with the Decembrists? To answer this we must

know whether the Qccembrist movemen t contained the origins of Populism. ?

Herzen himself scarcely admits the debt. But as we examine these origins,

we may still feel that it exists.

.J.,
The idea of \sacrifice ' played such an important part in the ideology of

fw^ the Decembrists that it must have influenced Populism, in which the con-

ij^Ky ceplion of 'obligations* towards the p>eople, and 'sacrificing oneself for the

A^f^ people ' was so~much discusse^^. The^ecret societies behind the attempted

rising on 14th December were largely aristocratic. Many members belonged-

to great families who owned large numbers of serfs; yet their main pohcy

was the liberation of the peasantry. Ahhough they dis_putedjhe^means^ tjiey

were all agreed on the final intention. They must therefore have seemed like

men who were ready to sacrifice themselves, out of conviction, for a cause

f
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that was not their own. On hearing of the plot, Count Rostopchin raised

himself on his deathbed and exclaimed that 'hitherto revolutions had been

made by peasants who wanted to become gentlemen; now gentlemen tried

to make a revolution so as to become cobblers '.^ (Rostopchin was a great

representative of the old order—as Governor of Moscow he is said to have

set fire to the city to thwart Napoleon, whom he regarded first and foremost

as a general of the French Revolution.) The Count grasped, with the intuition

that comes from hatred, one of the most important aspects of the Decembrist

revolutionaries—J;he ^ttempt to impose on themselves (even before imposii]g
them on otherslfundamental social reforms. True, there had been a precedent

on the night of 4th August 1789. But the situations differed. In Russia there

had been no 'great fear'; the nobles did not have to sacrifice immediately

things which in any case they risked losing later. Besides, even in the French

Revolution that gesture remained as a striking example of generosity. The

effort of the Russian rebels to follow their convictions against their interests

must have seemed still more spectacular.
"^

Later historians, notably Pokrovsky, have tried to prove that the nobihty

would in fact have profited by the end of serfdom. They maintain that the

economic conditions at the time—increasing internal markets for agricultural

produce and a growing international trade—actually pointed that way. But

although the matter certainly throws fight on one aspect of the politics of

1825, we cannot discuss it here. However, it does not affect the idea of

sacrifice for the people, which we want to emphasize, and which the Decem-

brists adopted more definitely than did many other contemporary or similar

movements in Europe. The wish to^tablish a bridge between the enUghtened

elite and the peasantry by means pf sacrifice was to prove full of promise for
,

the future. This connection was designed to take place outside the authority

of the absolutist State, and, indeed, was aimed against it.

The same can be said of the relationship between poUtical and economic

problems within the Decembrist movement. This conspiracy which com-

bined constitutional and miUtary features, similar in so many respects to the

Spanish, NeapoUtan and Piedmontese movements of the time, found itself

faced with exceptional social problems. The fate of milHons depended on

the way in which the peasants would be freed. The discussions within the

secret societies were naturally concerned with constitutional forms and the

social structure of the State, with the problems of liberalism and constitu-

tionalism which had come to the fore in the French Restoration. But these

discussions^lways ended by raising the question of deeper changes; and_so ^ ^

^
turned a liberal movement into something of f*

soHal revnhitif^i. ^f .

In other words, the^ecembristsjeconsidered not onlyjhe political prob- J^i

lgnis^o£the French RestoxationJ^ujJhZlQdalones^rt^^ j,^
find, especially in Pestel, a return to the atmosphere of the preceding century; ^(^v

the same books are read and discussions take the same form. This was

partly because eighteenth-century Russian culture had never suffered a

I
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violent break—neither a revolution, nor a real Napoleonic occupation, nor

a restoration—and partly because the conditions against which the Decem-

brists fought did not allow them to stop at liberalism. It was this that led the

more decided among them to the idea of a republic in a world of more or

less constitutional monarchies, and it was this that led them willy-nilly to

re-examine the problem of the 'Agrarian Law'.

The Decembrists then began to lay the foundations for the controversy

^ich was to become the central issuelor Herzen and all the Russian

jntelligentsia—should the serfs be freedT^ith land' orj^ihout land'? In tBe

first case they would be granted reasonably large properties; m the second,

they would become manual workers or tenants. Each solution had its sup-

porters within the various groups, and the discussion which often led to the

changing of initial standpoints lasted for years. On the whole this was the

most important controversy (during the first part of the last century) con-

cerned with the social structure of the Russian countryside.

^

The discussion was also conducted from the point of view of practical

economics. An attempt was made to adapt the theories of the English and

French economists to the Russian situation. It was suggested that the

solution should be left to natural economic forces, which would of them-

selves divide the land without the intervention of the law. But the peasant

problem in Russia was too fundamental for such a solution ; so ajeturn was

madeJo_lh£-dglUeenthhcent^^^ on the origin and basis of property.

The proposed land rejbniL raised the whole problem ofIHe^distribution of

f)roperty and the achievemen t ^f eq"«^'^y The situation resembled that of

France during the Revolution, though on a very different scale. In Russia,

where much of the land was periodically redistributed among the members of

the agrarian communities (obshchina), there arose for the first time the prob-

lem of relations between the wish for equality and primitive agrarian

collectivism ;_between the land reform and the ohshchinaT^eiween tne ideas

of a sma][l enlightened minority andjthe traditions of the Russian village .

The personal development of Pestel himself, who was to become one of

the boldest and most decided of the conspirators, gives us an interesting

reflection of this rapid deepening of Decembrist ideas. Between 1819 and

1820, under^Jhe influence of Sismondi's Nouveaux principes d'economie

politique, ^estelVrote a series of short notes on economic and administrative

problems. The-qxiestion of the peasants was already pre-eminent, but he still

thought in terms of freeing them without land. 'The worst solution', he

Nyrote, ' would be to give the land to the peasants. Agriculture is not a question

of the number of hands, but of capital and culture, and the peasants have

neither one nor the other.' He considered, too, the position of farmers whom
he called the 'capitalists of the peasant classes'. But above all he considered

the problem of economic development, as much from the agricultural as

from the industrial point of view.^

However, a few years later, when completing and discussing the ' Russian

(

A
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Law* which he and his followers must have considered as the fundamental

document of the conspiracy, he gave pride of place to equal distribution and

agrarian collectivism. ^^

About property, there exist two fundamental and contradictory opinions. Some
say, 'The Almighty has created the human race and has granted the earth to it for

sustenance. Nature itself produces everything that can serve to support man. For

this reason the earth is the common property of the entire human race and not

of private owners. It cannot, therefore, be divided among a few men to the

exclusion of others ... It was on this basis that the famous Roman Agrarian Law
was founded, which established the frequent division of land among all citizens.

'

Others object that 'Work is at the origin of all property, and that the man who
cultivates the land and farms its diiferent products must have exclusive right of

possession'. They add that 'great expense is necessary to make agriculture prosper,

and so the man who agrees to make this expense should own the land as his private

property'.

How could these contradictory opinions be resolved ? Pestel had no inten-

tion of accepting either of these theories. He envisaged the Russia which

would emerge from the revolution as a country where both could be applied

equally. He maintained the right to life contained in the first theory, but.

admitted the right of earning reward contained in the second. 'We must

consider granting the necessities of life to everyone; at the same time we must

create plenty. Every human being has an indisputable natural right to the

first; the second belongs only to him who succeeds in obtaining it through

his own work.'

In practice, the solution was to divide the land in each district into two

identical parts.

The first of these will constitute common land, the other private land. Common
land will belong collectively to the entire community of each district, and will be

^
" ^^

inalienable. It may be neither sold nor pawned; it will be used to obtain the necessi- ,'^0 jm
ties of life for all citizens without exception, and will belong to each and all. Private j^'> ,.

land, on the other hand, will belong either to the State or to private persons who /^^

will own it in complete freedom, and will have the right to do with it what they think

best. These lands will be thus used as private property and to create plenty."

Semevsky, one of the best-informed writers on Russia's peasant history,

tries to trace the origins of this plan to a brochure of the French revolutionary,

period by the Abb6 Antoine de Cournaud ; to the writings of Charles Hall

;

even to the influence of the Carbonari and other groups. ^^ But there is no

point in trying to specify a relationship which is both deeper and more

general. Pestel's words are the result of his own thought—the thought of a

man who has pondered long on the theories of the entire French .eighteenth

-centuiyi^on the work of Mably and the Physiocrats.

Pestel made a fresh contribution tolhe debate by linking the 'Agrarian

Law' to the traditional customs of the Russian village. 'At first sight', he

P^
rJ
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said, *it may seem that such a plan could only be introduced with great

difficulty, but it is worth remembering that such plans would meet greater

obstacles in other countries than in Russia. Here public opinion views them

with great favour; from the earliest times a similar division of land into two

parts has been practised.' '^ (Landlord property had always existed alongside

the obshchina.) He added that in any case the common lands would have to

be periodically redistributed according to the traditional rules of agrarian

collectivism J"*

In this way ^gaUtarian ideas found_a_^link with the situation as it actually

^existed in Russia. The obshchina, detached from the feudal society of which

^^ it^ormed a part, was to become the basis of a social r>rdgr f^^ndpd on i\\e,

universal right of humanity to the necessities of life .

Thn ^niirrjqn T qw' wa>; |hii«; not Utopian; it ^as a proposal for land

reform basM nn institi'^'^^g air^aHy in pvktpnr^g ^nd influenced by European

achievements, It was through this that a bond remained with less bold and

less revolutionary schemes of the other Decembrists. They, too, were aware

of the various changes in Europe during the last decades, and the possible

consequences of abolishing serfdom. They saw that to give freedom without

as to sow the fatal seed of pauperism and a proletariat. In 1809,

SperansKV the reforming minister of Alexander I, said that ' The lot of the

peasatrt-mio pays his redevances, and who has in return his own strip of

land, is incomparably better than that of those poor wretches—the Enghsh,

French and American workers.' And ^he Decembrists often referred to Jiis

words and plains .
^^

So fear of creating a labouring class and a proletariat made the Decembrists

reject freedom 'without land', and turn away from^lBe example of England.

Nor did the simple distribution of strips according to the French precedent

seem to be the best solution. For that too might soon lead to a class of

agricultural labourers. ^<^

For this reason the Decembrists turned again and again to the obshchina,

looking upon iras a guarantee of stability and security. However, N. Mura-
viev and I. Yakushkin, two of the leaders, maintained that at a second stage

the communal properties also would have to be divided. But soon Yakushkin

admitted that these were in fact a guarantee against poverty. Socially, too,

;Jie comrnunal properties woukLcliecJ^excessive jndividualism by creating a

j^oUective spirit: 'Each action of a single man within them is guided by the

spirit of the entire community.'i^ Jn a French version of the 'Russian Law',

Pestel himself speaks of the 'principe de solidarite' which would have

inspired the agricultural communities. ^^

The Decembrists thus resumed the discussion on the feasibihty of dividing

the common land—a discussion which had already been amply developed

throughout Europe during the eighteenth century. In Russia itself there had
been no lack of defenders of the agrarian communities; but praise had come
from the ranks of the conservatives. The periodical redistribution of the
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land, and the assumed absence of poverty and labourers, had seemed to

them proofs of the excellence of the Russian property system—including,

of course, its corner-stone, serfdom. These defenders of the ancient tradition

of the Fatherland against western influence had been the first to eulogize the

obshchina. Among them was Shcherbatov, perhaps Rostopchin, and most

important of all, Boltin.^^

The agrarian communities were beginning to assume another meaning.

They were to continue even after the abolition of serfdom, and Pestcl's

principe de solidarite would protect Russia from the evils that Sismondi had

taught them to see in Western Europe. No longer did jjie obshchinasQcm a

mere feature of the Russian tradition, but an answer to the experiences of

tjie West. Pestel did not just accept Sismondi *s criticisms of the society which

had emerged from the French andindustrial revolutions ; he provided a plan

which was already Sociahst in character.
"

But the Decembrist revolt was quelled and Pestel was executed. His ;

' Russian Law', which had been literally buried in the ground, was unearthed <\^

during the investigation, and was one of the facts which convinced Nicholas I ^<^
^

of the seriousness of the conspiracy. Indeed, the Tsar considered the docu-^ ^'''

ment so dangerous that he would not allow it to be shown even to the full

Committee of Inquiry. The ' Law ' remained sealed in the archives until the

end of the last century, and was not printed until after the revolution of 1905.

But the seed of Socialism contained in it still thrived among some of the

Decembrists. They continued to ponder (in Siberia) the ideas which had so

excited them when planning the conspiracy. Perhaps the most important of

these exiles was J>J. A. Bestuzhev. one of the few Decembrists who had

studied economics. Others were ]^. I. Tur^enev and M. F. Orlov who escaped

deportation and death, and who were later closely associated with the young

Herzen. \a^

Bestuzhev was a mnvinced frg^-traHer^ who had always fought against a A<ry

every form of monopoly and protection. He expressed his opimolis'in a work V; /
published in 1831 On Free Trade and Economic ActivitiesP-^ But in examining ^

the situation in France, England and the United States he developed his

criticism of monopoly much further, probably under Sismondi's influence.

He now took a pessimistic view of the concentration of capital and the rise

^of the proletariat. Later he began to take an interest in the problem of land

ownership, which he followed in the few French books which he managed to

obtain in Siberia. He read the Histoire parlementaire de la Revolution frangaise

by Buchez and Roux. From it he absorbed the ideas of Claude Fauchet,

who maintained the right of all men to the land and discussed at length the

Sgartan agrarian laws and the 'Jubilee years' of the Bible. So, to some extent,

Bestuzhev reached the same conclusions as Pestel.

^

Which is the more useful for agriculture, great estates or small properties? There is

the example of England, where constant subdivisions have allowed a few great

capitalists to own nearly all the land. On the other hand there is the example of

I
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France, where subdivisions have doubled production. Again, there is the example

of Russia, where regular subdivisions have until now avoided a landless

proletariat. So what can be done? Divide the land into private properties? With

what results? Or consider that the land belongs to the State, as in Russia? But can

land belong to anyone ?2i

^Pestel's ideas (like Herzen^s) were crystallized by the 1848 revoluti£n.

They became a defence ot Russian tradition against Western Europerand a

eulogy of the seeds of collectivism and democracy which were to be found in

Russia's rural life. Discussing N. I. Turgenev's book La Russie et les Russes^

which had appeared in France in 1847, Bestuzhev wrote in February 1850,

Let us examine the proletariat. This exists throughout Europe because the land is

the inalienable property of private owners. In time, the right to dispose of this

property concentrates the land into a few hands. We see that even in the wealthiest

countries, the number of owners is scarcely a thousandth of the population ; every-

one else becomes part of a landless proletariat. Without even mentioning England,

let us look at France. The land holdings distributed after the revolution of '89, less

than a century later, have been so divided by legacies, marriages and so on, that

half now belong to the monopolists, and the other half no longer give any return.

Again, we see the same in the possessions of our nobles, where half belong to the

great estates and the other half are mortgaged to the banks. In my opinion land,

air, water—of which we are incapable of making even an atom—cannot belong to

us. Thus God said through MosgsjJThe^rth is mine and you are only guests on

jt.' This was confirmed by the agrarian laws of Catherme II, for with us there can

.
be no proletariat ; everyone, however poor, always has the right to a piece of land

to support him, if he has the strength and the will to obtain it. An obshchina is in

^fact social Communism in practice, in which the land is a means for work; whereas

^he French Communists do not provide the means^but demand the right. The_

right to work, without the means, leads to starvation. ^^

It is the last remark that gives these ideas their historical interest. First

Pestcl, then Herzen believed that the 'social Communism' of the Russian

obshchina was a direct answer to the problems of economic development in

Western Europe. Now even Bestuzhev had moved from free trade and the

j^ ideas of Sjsmondi, to a formj)f^F^pulistjociaIIsnr

A similar change of outlook took place in other Decembrists. After the

revolution o f 1848, M. A. Fonvizin, who had been brought up on Montes-.

quieu, Rousseau and Raynal, wrote an article, On Socialism and Communism^
in which he ^aiioH himself a Christian Socialist ^^

Ihis brief consideration of the development of political controversy before

14th December 1825 has been necessary for our history. It is true that Herzen

and the Populists probably knew only a fraction of these ideas—that they

saw the Decembrists primarily as models of self-sacrifice and heroism in the

struggle for freedom. But this little-known fragment of Russian political

thought provides a link which joins the traditional feudal system (where the

Tsar was overlord of all the land, where the government administered a very
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large portion of it, where the peasant obshchina was a regular feature), to

later theorizing on what Bestuzhev was to call 'social Communism'.

Herzen himself was later to hint at this feature of the Decembrist move-

ment: 'Pestel le premier montrait la terre, la possession fonciere et I'expro-

priation de la noblesse comme la base la plus sure pour asseoir et enraciner

la revolution. '24 And in 1858 he was to say: 'Pestel va directement a son but,

a la reorganisation complete et radicale du gouvernement sur des bases non
seulement republicaines, mais socialistes.'^^

^^^

'yhe violent suppression of the Decembrist movement meant that its spirit ^^"^^
i

oLsQcial revolution could not develop—indeed, it had later to be re-created '^y,«^^'^^

from other sources. For decades no renewal of the movement was possible, ^«'^^^

and the destruction of the elite, which had gradually been formed during the

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, profoundly affected the reign of

Nicholas I. Count Uvarov, the Emperor's Minister of Public Instruction,

said it was his ambition to delay Russia's intellectual development by fifty

years, lest the country be ruined by following too quickly the example of

Western Europe. Nicholas I's suppression of the Decembrists had gone far

towards achieving this ambition.

Herzen recalled vividly the terrible years which followed the crushing of the

secret societies: 'A la vue de la Russie officielle on n'avait que le desespoir

au coeur.' And yet, he added, 'a I'interieur il se faisait un grand travail, un

travail sourd et muet, mais actif et non interrompu'.^^ Elsewhere he said

that ' the eager, hopeful spirit of Alexander I's time grew calmer, sadder and

more serious. The torch which feared to shine above ground, burnt below,

lighting the depths. '27

One of the earhest and most important indications of this ' travail sourd et '

XQuet' was the formation in the early 'thirties of a small group of young men*

inspired by the idea?; of Saint-Simon, and led by Herzen, Qgarev and

jazonov .

I remember the room with five arshin

The bed and the chair and the table with the tallow candle

And us three, sons of the Decembrists

Pupils of the new woria

QC Fourier and Saint-Simon.

We swore to devote all our lives

To the people and its liberation

The foundation we set was Socialism.

And to achieve our sacred ends

We had to create a secret society

And spread it secretly, step by step.

Ogarev has described here all the essential features of the group—the

romantic, almost rehgious atmosphere, the feeling that they were the sons

of the Decembrists and the attempt to spread the ideas of Fourier and

Saint-Simon.
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In a short imaginative essay called
* The Crowd*, Ogarey. explained the

motive of his political activities and the 'sacred aims' mentioned in his

poetry. Watching the colourful crowd that swarmed in Moscow's Red

Square, and leaning on the railing outside the church of St Basil, he

discusses with a friend the fate of the masses,

To lead this crowd just for a minute!—Don't tell me, Waldemar, that it's not

possible . . . Surely in their intelligent faces, in their great capacity to understand

and act, and in the quickness of their minds, there are enough elements to create a

harmonious whole—to give humanity a shining example of social life and a picture

of man's great destiny. Believe me, Waldemar, nature does not distribute her gifts

uselessly, nor does she pointlessly mark people's faces with distinctive features.

This hope reconciles me to humanity. ^s

The July revolution in Paris and the Polish revolt of 1831 were powerful

incitements to the group. New ideas reached them from France and en-

couraged action. 'Our first step in the world of thought', said Ogarev, later,

' was not a search for the abstract, but a clash with concrete society—

a

clash

jp lis thp thirst for analy<;is and rrjtjr.ism At the ages of four-^vmcniousfii

teen, fifteen, sixteen, under the influence of Schiller, Rousseau and 14th

December, we studied mathematics and the natural sciences. We wanted

something definite, although we were uncertain of what we soupht/^T ^

It is difficult to determine exactly how much the young men knew of

Saint-Simon. They may have known more of what was written about the

cult of Saint-Simon than of what he actually did. Herzen, for instance, quotes

from Ohnde Rodrigues, and mentions chiefly the pamphlets and trials of

Saint-Simon's followers.

It was probably the criticism of the 'Enlightenment', the philosophy of

history and the dawning of a new era in organic science and religion, which

first struck Herzen and his friends. Such matters are discussed in some of

Herzen's writings at the end of 1832, called On the Place of Man in Nature.

Even later he was to write mainly of the religious aspect of Saint-Simonism,

and of the 'rehabilitation de la chair'.

But although this was the most obvious effect of Saint-Simonism on Herzen,

the desire for 'palingenesis' was already modified by his critical spirit. He
said that if Saint-Simon's ideology was to be a new Christianity, it ran the

risk common to all religions, of moving from 'pure foundations' and a 'great

and exalted' vision to 'obscure mysticism'. As early as 1833, the develop-

ment of Saint-Simonism confirmed his doubts. Writing to Ogarev, he said,

What you say is true. We are right to be interested in it. We feel (and I wrote this to

you two years ago when the idea was still original) that the world is waiting for a

renewal; that the revolution of '89 is broken, and that a new era must be brought
about through palingenesis. European society must be given new foundations,

based more firmly on right, on morality and on culture. This is the actual meaning
of our experiences—this is Saint-Simonism. But I don't refer to its decadence, as I

call its religious form (Enfantin etc.).^o
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For these reasons Herzen did not give up his investigation of the Socialist

doctrine of Fourier and others. ('Its oddity', he said, 'is justified by its

ends.') But he did not confine himself to their theories. He was consumed

by the desire for knowledge and had great plans for reading—Michelet,

Vico, Montesquieu and Herder; Roman law and the political economy of

Say and Malthus; all these he mentioned to Ogarev.^i

Then what made Herzen look to Saint-Simonism for the heart of his roman-

tic vision ? It was something even more important for his future development

than Socialism. It was his_break with the French Revolution—his criticism of

democracy wMch he himself was to develop after 1848, but which he had"

already found in origin in Saint-Simon. It is strange that even as early as this

we find a trace of Hebert's spirit in Herzen's political ideas ; a spirit whose

origin it is difficult to trace, but which probably derives from, or at least is

similar to, the earliest roots of Saint-Simon's conceptions. It is not by chance

that the hero of the French Revolution who then most often appeared in his

writings was the cosmopolitan Anacharsis Cloots.32

But these pohtical investigations within the framework of romantic culture

were abruptly interrupted by the arrest of Herzen and his circle on 21st

July 1834 . The group had spread, and its members had planned to publish a

review. Their political and social ideas had by now clearly distinguished

them from other contemporary philosophical groups.

Herzen remained in prison until April of the following year. He was con-

demned to exile, first at Perm and then at Vyatka in the north-east of

European Russia.

Jjis^solation fostered the religious and sentimental aspects of his romanti-

cism. His~criticism ot Samt-Simon's foliowersTor distorting the doctnnes of

their masjt^iM.^ fritincm wV»iVV> VnH v>onn fVin mr>rt p^f'^^na l rnntri hi]tif>n nf

f]ig ymith ) ^
ay^ '^ay to fl form of romnntiHsm nVin tn Christianity . In order

to live more intensively, and to escape from the mean provincial atmosphere

of his surroundings, he beramp intrnQpp(>,tiv'^ It was not by chance that he

here began the autobiography which he was to continue throughout his life.

Romantic introspection led him, as it led many of his contemporaries and

friends, to resignation and arwillingness to accept real existence as rational

However, this reconciliation with the world did not have the doctrinaire

violence which showed later in Bakunin and Behnsky.^^ InJHerzen a rehgious

wish for intexJQg- peace predominated, because he realized that powerless,

alone and cut off from the famiUar society of his Moscow friends he could

achieve nothing.

Politically this reconcihation expressed itself in a few Scattered Notes on

Russian Legislation written at Vyatka in 1836. In these he gave a more favour-

able judgment than he had yet done, or would ever do again, on the civilizing

work of the Tsarist State. The government, he thought, had already carried

out a task of enlightenment and education, which could be continued in the

future. He saw both good and bad, and continued to criticize the privileges
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of the nobility and the serfdom of the peasants; but he surveyed it all with the

mild eye of the reformer. These notes only deserve mention because at the

very moment of reconciliation with the world they contained a hint of what

would become Herzen's first interest—peasant Socialism. In examining the

Russian situation more calmly, he observed the periodi^kl redistribution of

the fields in the peasant communities. He mentioned his ideas on the subject

in a note 'This is the lex agraria—the Jubilee Year'.^*

This was no more than a hint. To pursue it further Herzen had to recon-

quer a world less private and more in touch with social reality. He was to do

this when he left Vyatka and rejoined the intellectual centres of Moscow and

St Petersburg. The truth which he rediscovered after discarding his religious

rpmanticism he called realism '.

~^ '

At Vladimir in 1838, Herzen could still write that 'present-day German
philosophy [Hegel] is very comforting; a fusion of thought, revelation, and

the conceptions of idealism and theology '.^^ This was similar to the point

of view expressed by Bakunin, who wrote at that time a number of long

letters in which Hegelianism and pietism were combined. During the next

ten years Herzen rid himself of these 'comforting harmonies', and found in

pontics as well as in philosophy their true contradictions.

His contact with the capital was short. Almost at once he was sent back

to the provinces, to Novgorod, for having dared to criticize in a private

letter the administration of public order in St Petersburg. But this short

contact again brought him face to face with the problem of the State and its

function in Russia. He returned to the researches on Peter the Great which

he had begun in his earher years. He was inspired no longer by youthful

admiration, but by a wish to interpret history in the light of his knowledge

pf both the Russian sources and the great contemporary French historians

—

Thierry, Michelet and Guizot. His attempts to understand Peter the Great

convinced him that the period which that Tsar had initiated was now closing.

'His epoch ends witĥ us. We complete the grpat task nf^ hmnapi/ing thg old

Russia. After us will come an epoch of organic development, concerned

with the substance, not the Form, and therefore purelyhuman in characterT^^

Thus his youthful ideas of palingenesis were being transformed into a

belief in the start of a new historical epoch—an epoch ripe for development,

and ready to replace the oppressive age of Nicholas I. It was Herzen 's duty

to prepare himself.

ov ^^^ His acceptance of the idea that Russia should be Europeanized—a process

^^S which he vTewed as the starting point '©mie'new epoch—brought him into

j^\^P violent conflict with the two most active exponents of Russian Hegelianism,
^ J^^.*»Belinsky and Bakunin . In 1837 these had accepted the correctness of HegePs

^i fpories on the pohtical as well as'on tKe phiTosophicaTplane, and had extolled

t^e absolutist State as the incarnation of 'objective reason'. They had
reached this paradoxical conclusion in a desperate searcb^^ 'reality', at a

J^ime when the government aimedjo^deprivejhe intellectuals of all pohtical
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action. Herzen spoke of 'a renunciation of the rights of the intellect, an

incomprehensible and unnatural suicide'.

Belinsky continued to defend his theories until the beginning of 1840, in

open conflict with Herzen and with others who believed in freedom. Reh'ns]<
;y

yiolemjy^amjtained that the conscience of the Russian people had always

found complete expression in the actions of the t^^y—the incarnation of
.

]Rns<;ian civiji^at^'^n and frfifdgrp But this violence, which seemed to Herzen

a form of suicide, contained an element of salvation, for it revealed the same

political spirit which made Belinsky's contemporaries believe in French

Utopias. Belinsky had merely constructed the strangestjiid most intellectual

oLall Utopias—the absolutism of the Russian emperors. He~could noTt, 5F

course, hold this position for long. Soon he too was to grow interested in

Western theories, and find in them the satisfaction which he had vainly

sought in conforming to absolutism. Evejaluallj:._whilsLHerzen and Qgarev

devoted themselves more and more to the study of Hegel and German
ptii'lngnpliy^ B^jinsky began to explore more modern social theories. From'' \

the combination of these philosophical and political enthusiasms was bom
^^

the Westemism of the 'forties.
I*

W-^

This Westermsm was in direct opposition to the Slavophil tendencies ^
which (chiefly in Moscow) were developing into a poUtical movement. \^ , ^._^ ._.. _ ^ ,

Behnsky's 'absolutist period' had itself been an extreme reaction against the n

Slavophils ; a defence of the function of the Russian State against the sup-

porters of the purely nationalist spirit of the Church and the village. Just as

Behnsky had absurdly tried to see the reign of Nicholas I as an enlightened

despotism, so the Slavophils took an equally romantic view of the Russian

people. The Slavophils looked back a long time—to Frederick II and Herder,

to the German culture of the end of the eighteenth century and beginning of

the nineteenth. They had been deeply influenced by the German intellectual

atmosphere and were, in fact, its tardy product.

But their discussion could not remain bound to the tradition of Peter the

Great and the romantic idealization of the Russian past. Such a form would

have been sterile and impractical ; on one hand an official apology of absolut-

ism, on the other, a sentimental reaction against it. It could only have been

an academic discussion on the philosophy of Russia's history and spirit,

and on the institutions in which they expressed themselves. It was the function

of the exceptionally lively culture of the 'forties to widen the discussion. This

widening led at least some of the Westerners to conceive a development

rather than a rejection of absolutism; while the Slavophils tried to under-

stand better the people and the past about which they spoke so much.

Herzen himself, a man of sparkhng intelligence, played no small part in

this change; he alone was to emerge with a complete and effective poUtical

outlook.

In 1842 he was able to return to Moscow, which he now made the centre

of his activities. He was at last free from provincial exile; free also from the

I
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administrative career which he had curiously combined with his life as an

exile, and which had become almost too successful. He embarked on a

second youth, more mature but as enthusiastic and as interested in European

culture as the first. He was quickly ridding himself of the load of resignation,

boredom and vague religion piled upon him by his years of solitude. In his

diary he has left a wonderful record of this liberation from romantic dreams

—of this rebirth of more concrete poUtical and philosophical interests. And
it is a record of a spiritual process which he shared with all contemporary

Europe—a Europe which was moving towards the revolution of 1848.

At first the ideal of the Slavophils seemed to embody the very ideas and

emotions which Herzen was then rejecting. 'Impossible to speak with them;

they are as stupid and harmful as the pietists.'^^ Two years later in 1844 he

produced an historical analogy to the Slavophil ideal.

Slavophilia has its parallels in the history of modern Western literature. There is

the appearance in Germany after the Napoleonic wars of national and romantic

tendencies, which rejected as too general and cosmopoHtan the ideas which had

developed from Leibnitz and Lessing to Herder, Goethe and Schiller. Though the

rise of this neo-romanticism was natural, it was a scholarly phenomenon which took

no account of either reality or the masses. It was not hard to guess that after ten

years it would be forgotten. Slavophilia plays exactly the same role. It has no roots

in the people; it is a^purely literary disease.^^
~ '

This encouraged Herzen to study the German roots of Slavophil culture,

and to settle his own accounts with idealistic philosophy. He followed the

activities of left:win^ Hegelia^smjn^ Berl^ its new developments liT

Ruge's Deutsche Jahrbucher. He read Feuerbach. But his main help was a

personal reflection on Hegel. ' ThereTTnothing more absurd', he wrote, 'than

the German opinion—shared by all the tribe—of Hegel as an arid reasoner,

a hard-boiled dialectician like Wolff. In fact, all his work is penetrated by
the power of poetry, and he himself, carried away (partly against his will)

by his own genius, expresses speculative thoughts with great energy and
enunciates impressive truths. How powerful is his destruction of all the

decoration which adorns truth! What brilliant insight, penetration and
percipience.'^9 it was here that he sought the kernel of Hegel's thought. The
'philosophy of history' he found the frailest part of the system, an artificial

construction which concealed rather than revealed history.

He was struck by Hegel's admitting the existence ofjin external spirit

above human events. Hegel remained, as he then wrote, 'the Columbus of
philosophy and humanity'. But what was the point, he asked,

... of the two concentric circles which he uses to define the human spirit: history,

the record of that spirit, its realization, its truth, its essence, and the spirit apart as

a thing in itself? These two circles may have the same radius, but sometimes a
circle whose radius is spirit itself assumes an incomprehensible infinite length . . .

At other times, again, we come across a single circle while Hegel always thinks

I
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there are two. In all this there is a tautological duplication which makes truth

so complicated that it can be called the most extravagant repetition of the

century.'^o

Xhe problem therefore was to freeJiiitorical development from the theology

mth which Hegel had enshrouded it. But this could only be achieved by

giving first place't'o p-acticalacIibiTfather than theory. * Hegej^has hinted at,

rather than developed, the idea of action ... He explores the regions of the

spirit, he talks of art and science, but forgets action , which is, however,

woven into all historical events."*^
~^

Because of his doubts Herzen did not try to re-elaborate HegeFs philo-

sophy so as to include this new problem. It proved the limit beyond which

he was no longer really Hegelian. Instead of reconsidering the dialectic,

^^[e recognized the flaw in the system as originating in Germany's own histori-

q^l development where science had been separated from life, and philosophy

from politics. But the despised world of action had had its revenge. 'The^^

realm of the practical is not inarticulate ; when the time came its voice was

raised. '42 j^g ii^nc came with the death of Goethe and Hegel.
'

^uddhists of science ', was what Herzen called the men who insisted on
cnntemplatinn at a tiTrift whinh should now be deVOtcd tO actionT"

~^

They halt at every moment as if it was the truth, mistake every partial determination

for the final determination. They need judgments and ready-made rules, and every

time they pause, imagine with ludicrous credulity that they have reached the

absolute end and are ready to relax.'*^

What remained for him of Hegel's philosophy was the belief in develop-

ment, the interpretation of the dialectic not as a philosophy of history but

as a movement which had its own intrinsic value. This made him say later

that the ' embryology of history differs from the development of the dialectic

of the spirit'. On yet another occasion he described Hegel's philosophy as

the 'algebra of revolution '."*"*

These conclusions were thus parallel to those being reached simultaneously

by the Hegelian left-wing in Germany. Herzen welcomed the symptoms of

this political and social awakening. ' Se muove, se muove' (sic), he wrote in

Italian, reading the Deutsche Jahrbiicher. ' Germany is moving towards political

egoandpation.' But he added that Germany continued to reveal 'its character-

istically closed system of thought, made up simultaneously of depth and

quietism '.'s As a sign of the reaction against this political quietism, an

article in the review signed by a Frenchman, Jules Elysard, especially

.pleased him. He did not yet know that this was Bakunin's pseudonym.'*^

HiLdeep^ political passion, his complete and revolutionary rejection of the

entire official world of the Russian Empire, could only be echoed by a man

'

who, like himself, had really had personal experience of the Russian situation.

By extolling the passion for destruction, Bakunin expressed some of Herzen's

own feelings. German culture, however alive, could no longer satisfy him.
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And so to oppose this GennanJdfialiMLHerzen^turned to eighteenth-

cgptury France. Although Saint-Simon had taught him to look upon this

period as consisting of purely negative and destructive forces, he and the

young Hegelians in Germany were now rediscovering it. 'We have forgotten

the eighteenth century . . . Yet this stage of development was immensely

important, and brought about essential benefits."*"^ This led him back to his

scientific studies—to a defence of the scientific method from Bacon to the

.Encyclopaedists, and to the rediscovery in the English and French eighteenlh

century of a political and social force which he could not find in Romanticism

and German philosophy. He saw in the Encyclopaedists the men who had

achieved the vision which had begun to torment him at Vyatka, when he

wrote: 'Thought without action is a dream.' He now felt that for years he

had been merely dreaming. He drew on Voltaire and Diderot as stimulants

tQ_action andjo^^alism ' as well as to the reappraisal of the Socialist~ideas

•whtrh had so excited him in Mnsrow in 18^1

—^linsky had reached a very similar conclusion after his 'absolutist' phase.

As a reaction against Hegelianism (which had led to his paradoxical apology

for Tsarism) he had embraced the socialist theories that came from Paris in

the works of Cabet, Fourier7Teroux and^roudhon . He thus discovered

> Socialism teD.^£ars_after Herzen. But these ten years had been fruitful for

^yfy both of them. Russian Socialism in the 'forties had had a thorough grouiidiqg

t/ in the philosophy of HegeK and Xhis gave it a very special character. It was

/ no longer the romantic urge for zt palingenesis, but was, or at least aimed to

be, the search for philosophical and political truth.

One of the roots of this Socialism before 1848 lay in the interpretation

that many of these authors had put on Hegel's philosophy. Both for Belinsky

and for Bakunin—though in different ways—it seemed to be an explanation

of the course of individual human lives rather than of history itself. 'A meta-

physic of mind and will' as Annenkov has ably defined it in his remarkable
essay The Remarkable Decade of 1838 to 1848.^^ The smallest details of private

life—love, hate, tastes, dislikes—seemed to be symptoms and in some ways
revelations of the 'Idea'. This metaphysic of psychology had an obviously

religious character. It was partly derived from earlier Russian thinkers, who
had tried to apply to individual human destinies the complicated mythology
of masonry and gnostic mysticism which dominated Russian lodges. It was
really a sort of renovated pietism, but 'although it contained many fantastic

elements, it was certainly superior to the methods [of psychological under-

standing] which dominated their contemporaries' (Annenkov).^^ guch exami-

nations of conscience, which were made with eyes reverently raised towards
Hegel's Idea, helped to form the intellectuals who in the 'forties brought
about the first spiritual flowering after the Decembrists.

This rather personal application of Hegelianism had an important resuh.

With a few exceptions (principally, of course, Belinsky's and Bakunin's

apologies for absolutism) when the intellectuals wanted to abandon the
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world of * beautiful souls' and Hamlet-like doubts, they now looked for

reality within themselves. They made an effort to undergo a spiritual revival

and take up a position independent of authority in considering the ethical

relations of the intellectual towards the people ; they did not try to apply the

pTiilr^sopby of histor}' to peoples, groups and classes. In short, they preferred

^jnetaphysic of mind and will ' to ' the metaphysic of politics ' so popular in

thr Hp|^p1inn l eft win|3 in Gprmnny nnd PQlnnrl

French Socialism of the f^arly ninpteenth century, which was closely related

tn problems of psychology and rnoralsjsee for instance Fourier and Leroux),

naturally satisfied them. The no"^^ of GebrgeSan^often constituted a Hnk

between French and Russians. W?~cair-foHew^thrs assimilation of French

Utopian ideas from the early discussions of Belinsky's group in St Petersburg

to Petrashevsky's circle. These ideas were absorbed by men who were looking

chiefly for a truth to guide their Hves. They left the job of constructing a

philosophy of history, designed to include Russia, to the Slavophils (those

conservative^ellowers of German philosophy).

Although oeltosky^ok part in the socialist movement, he was also a_^

true psychologist with a prophetic insight into the themes lik^lx to promote

fruitful discussion amonghis readers and widen intellectual controversy.

Like Bakunin, he trusted his own instincts, defended creative passion, and

sought both within and beyond French Sociahsm for the means to develop

the Russian intelligentsia. ^o His contemporaries admired the seriousness of

his work, the ruthless logic to which he subjected his own ideas, a process

which in many other writers was in danger of becoming a game or theological

speculation. For him, as Herzen was to say, *les verites, les resultats n'etaient

ni des abstractions, ni des jeux d'esprit, mais des questions de vie ou de

mort'.^i

Ryt for Herzgp Snqi^li^^pi rpeant a return tn thg ideas of his younger days,

3^ continuation and criticism of his early apprenticeship to Saint-Simon.

Once again, as had happened ten years earlier, he found himself^unaBTe

wholly to accept the French books which he was eagerly reading.

Of course, the Saint-Simonists and Fourierists have made the most important

prophecies for the future, but something is missing. Fourier, despite his colossal

foundations, is terribly prosaic, too concerned with petty details. Luckily his

pupils have substituted their own works for his. Saint-Simon's pupils have destroyed

their master. People will remain unmoved as long as prophecies are made in this

way. (Qommunism^f course, is nearer the masses, but at the moment it seems

largely _a_negation^ a storm-cloud loaded with thunder-bolts which, like the judg-

ment of God, will destroy our absurd social system unless men_repent.52

By Cruniminism of course Herzen meant the legacy_of Babeuf, and the

Swiss Communist Movement led by Weitling. *His words sometimes 'have

the power of prophecy. He has excellently defined his position as regards the

Liberals. Some of his ideas are absurd (for example, the theory of theft) but

there are also striking truths. '^^ Bakunin's association with this movement
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made Herzen scrutinize it even more closely. But Weitling's predictions were

not enough.

Communism was the problem, not its solution. Only in Socialism was

there an answer to Communist negation. Thus Considerant's social analysis

greatly interested him. 'His examination of contemporary life is excellent

and fills one with fear and shame. '^^^ But of all the SociaUst writers, it was

Proudhon who most attracted his attention. 'I have at last read', he noted

in his diary,

his article on property; an excellent work, better than anything else that has yet

been written on the subject. Of course, his main thesis is not new to anyone who has

pondered and deeply felt the problem, but it is all very well developed with keen

insight and is powerfully expressed. He completely repudiates property, but recog-

nizes private ownership. This is not just his own idea, but the logical and inevitable

end of a process of reasoning which is used to demonstrate the criminal and absurd

impossibility of the right to property and the necessity of ownership. ^5

A year later he read De la creation de Vordre dans Vhumanite by Proudhon
—'the man who wrote about property'. The reading of it brought back his

main doubts about the whole of the current French Socialist movement*Jt

jjeemed to him hke the scattered fragments of some future Socialist doctrine,

or a colle_ctiO-n of material for some eventual creative work, ratlierXhan a

s_ystem which could already withstand attack and criticism. His exploration

of German philosophy and his reflections on Hegel and Feuerbach clearly

showed him the ingenuousness—the 'niaiserie'—to be found in these French

writers. ' We must look beyond this and consider it as we do a bad habit to

be put up with in a worthy man, and then move on.'^^

Herzen's general reflections on French Socialism are of great interest.

Starting from the Communist tradition and seeing in it a denial of existing

society, a demand which was close to the hearts of the masses but not a

solution, he looked for an answer in the work of those writers who had

made the most profound analyses of society. So he moved with growing
cCertaint^ towards a form ofProudhonism and began to judge it critically in

. the light of his own experience and hi s own philosophicaUdeas.

Thus fortified, he directed his attention to the contemporary Russian

situation. He no longer found it possible to continue his projected studies of

the age of Peter the Great, or his attempted revaluation of the function of

the State in the history of his country's civilization. He concentrated_more

and more on the peasants and the Ijfc j)f the Russiarrpeople.

His attention was drawn to them by the plans for reform, which the

government was considering. They were very cautious plans, it is true; still,

for the first time since the intransigent reaction that had followed the

Decembrist revolt, the ofllcial world was reviewing the problem of serfdom.

Herzen had no illusions. 'It's a/a/je liberation of the serfs', he said, adding,

'Nc rcvcillcz pas le chat qui dort.'S'^

J
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Official interest was only one symptom of the renewed interest in this

problem throughout society. Even the Slavophil movement, which he had

first looked upon as composed mainly of neo-romantics and pietists, now
appeared to him to be an important example of the current preoccupation.

It was no longer enough to criticize their religious position and see in Slavo-

philia just one more product of the countless philosophies of history. For

now the controversy was to become much more detailed and much more

poHtical. Moscow was the natural centre of the Slavophils, and it was the

spirit_of Moscow, as opposed to that of St Petersburg, which they wished to

represent. Herzen lived and worked in their capital, and there estabhshed

that complex relationship made up of love and hatred, opposition and

support, which was to continue in various forms throughout his life, and

which finally led him to Populism. Vv^^

The Slavophil movemeir^was a symptom of political regeneration, chiefly (v^^^ \

.because it tried to give content and meaning to narodnost, which was one

of the passwords of the reign of Nicholas I. The word itself, derived from

narod, meaning both 'people' and * nation' (like the German Volk), had been

taken from Volkstwn^ and had a simibr political intonation, one of reaction

against the French Revolution, against the subsequent national and at the

same time liberal movements. At this time, i.e. in 1843, Uvarov,^the Minister

of Public Instruction under Nicholas I, proclaimed the official trinity of

autocracy, orthodoxy and narodnost, whose natural synthesis, it was claimed,

lay in the first of these—autocracy. The absolutist system thus found it neces-

sary to deck itself out with Christianity and nationalism, as if looking for its

lawful foundation in religion and the people.

Such camouflage was best admired from a distance. It was a typical

directive of despotism, as great a danger because of those who reject it as

because of those who take it seriously and try to give it effective meaning,

which was just what the Slavophils were aiming to do. They wanted to make
use of sentiment to bring back the Church to life, and to feel themselves close

to the Russian people—the peasants, and popular traditions as distinct from

the State. They exalted patriarchal forms of life and rejected modern systems

which were less national in character.

But, as Herzen noted, even if 'the Government had raised the banner of

narodnost, it would never permit the movement to advance. One more

move, one more thought, and even the Slavophils would have been lost.'^^

Herzen was looking beyond the fanaticism and the eclectic and reactionary

features of the Slavophil movement, which even in these years he never tired

of emphasizing; and beyond the official slogans. He was searching for the

living force which had inspired its ideas.

He admired the personal characteristics of some of the Slavophil writers; ^U^j
he regarded Aksakov, Khonayakov^-Kireyev^ky and Samarin jis men who i aA^
were genuinely searching for truth and believed they had found it. This was ijp^

not only because of his respect for them as individuals but, above all, because v

W
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of that delicate consideration that so often inspired his judgment. 'lt*s

impossible not to appreciate such people, even if our opinions are dia-

metrically opposed. '5^

^ Ivan ^ireyevsky^e looked upon as a man 'who had felt intensely the

nature of the current Russian problem, and who had struggled through blood

and tears to a solution—an impossible solution, but a less repugnant one

than the pietistic optimism of Aksakov'.^^o Of all the Slavophils it was

Kireyevsky who was to have the greatest influence on him.

But though personal respect might delay his break with the Slavophil

group and might lead him to assume a less extreme position than Belinsky,

it could never in itself have profoundly affected his development. There was,

moreover, a far stronger bond: it was the Slavophils who suggested to him

a field of investigation

—

the Russian village . Although this had not been

outside his interests, it would not have assumed such pohtical importance,

had it not been for the vague, persistent, penetrating preaching of the

Slavophils.

These men, who declared themselves to be representatives of the mediaeval

Russian tradition, and who repudiated Peter the Great because he had

created a state which he intended to be modern, emphasized the importance

of the collective elements in the Russian village. Hating the contemporary

world, they exalted the most primitive aspects of the peasant communities,

the systems of land tenure and distribution.

Tt ynyist hA frnphRsizpfl thcltJhHr rr>nr^pti^ns were vague and^ expressed in

philosophical and Religious terms. Yet it was not without reason that

Khomyakov_could boast m 18
57

"that as^ from 1839 the Slavophilsliad con-

centrated their attention on the obshchina as 'giving birth to aTnew spinTiml

movement \^^ And Samarin was to say in 1847 that 'the answer to the most

urgentjrohlgip of the West_(Le^.SQcialism) lies in the oldest custgms.oLthe

.Slay?.62

But Herzen was right when he in turn noted that the Slavophils were only

interested in these problems (and especially the relations between the Russian

peasants and Western Socialism) because even in Russia Socialism had al-

ready been discussed. Had not he himself spoken of the theories of Saint-

Simon at the beginning of the 'thirties? But the function of the Slavophils in

the development of Russian Socialism must not be considered merely in this

light. Tfif^y rpniiy ^\f\ \^^^ ^q transform Socialism from an intellectual reflcc-

Jion of the problems of the West to a question which wascloselyrelated to the

.^peasants in thejrjown^untry. This is certainly not what they intended, but

thanks to Herzen, their~"opponent, this is what they achieved. By keeping

alive the discussion on the earliest forms of agrarian communities in Russia,

which had begun in the eighteenth century and had already assumed such

importance for the Decembrists, these supporters of a backward and patri-

archal country life prepared the ground for Herzen's Populism. ^3

During the first years after his return to Moscow, Herzen was still inclined
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to criticize even the social aspect of the Slavophil ideology. Horrified by the

position of the Russian peasant, he wrote,

Our Slavophils speak of the communal principle, of the fact that we have no pro-

letariat, of the constant subdivision of the land. These are all useful aspects, but
\

they are derived partly from a neglected opportunity of economic development.

For instance, among the Bedouins, the right to property does not have the egoistic

character which it does in Europe. But they (the Slavophils) forget their complete

lack of self-respect and stupid submission to all oppression. Is it surprising that

among our peasants, the right to property has not developed in the direction of

individual tenure, when we remember that his strip of land is not his own, and when

even his wife, son and daughter do not belong to him? What is the property of a

slave? His position is even worse than that of a proletarian. He is a thing, a mere

tool to cultivate the fields whose master can do everything except kill him, by the

same token as under Peter, in certain places, it was forbidden to pull down oak

trees. Give him the legal right to self-defence. Only then will he be a man. Twelve

million people hors la hi . . . Carmen horrendum.^'^

The communal features of Russian peasant life thus seemed to him to be

the result of a neglected historical development. He did not then suggest, as

he did later, that for this very reason they might be developed along SociaHst

lines. But he did, even at this stage, argue that the opportunity for further

development lay along the road of complete liberation from all forms of

slavery. Onlyxiyiljibertks couM ^^ the preservation of these communal
features at some later stage. _

"

Thus the Slavophils had a" similar function to that fulfilled in Russia a

generation earlier by the followers of Sismondi, or a generation earlier still

by the Physiocrats. Both these philosophies had been first regarded as pro-

viding new justifications for old reaUties : as the explanation and apology for

the landed estates of the nobiHty, for the relative lack of industrial develop-

ment, and, sometimes, even for the serfdom of the peasants. Now, Slavo-

philia was putting a similar interpretation on the German philosophy of

history, its deep attraction for the primitive, for origins, for the 'people'

outside the limits of politics. But similar attempts at justification—when
made b^ people who seriously believed in them and who were honestly

convinced by these Western ideas—always ended by providing ammunition

for their opponents: first to the enlightened Radishchev, then to the more

radical Decembrists, and now to Herzen.

It is unUkely, however, that these matters would have played such an im-

portant part in their lives, but for the arrival among the Slavophils of a Prus-

sian investigator, Haxthausen, who had pursued his researches among such

traces of collectivism as still survived in certain parts of Prussia, and who now
undertook a systematic and patient study of the Russian village, its traditions

and customs in the various regions of Nicholas I's Empire? Enthusiastic

about his 'discovery', he proclaimed it to the world in three huge volumes.^^

Even this aspect of Russian life was destined to be 'discovered' by a
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foreigner. The Russians had naturally studied the question of the obshchina

long before him and had done so in the hght of modern socializing tendencies

for they needed to see the reflection in Europe of their own problems. Only

then could they consider them as a whole. In the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, for instance, a great part of the discussion between Westerners

and patriots had been no more than an echo of the impressions of English,

French and German travellers and writers. Haxthausen's book now served a

similar function by promoting discussion on the coUectivist aspects of Russian

agrarian organization. ^^

Herzen met him in Moscow in 1843.

1 was amazed by his clear picture of the life of our peasants and the power of our

landlords, rural police and the administration in general. He looks upon the peasant

communities as an important element which has survived from the most distant

antiquity, and which must be developed in the light of present-day requirements.

He thinks that the individual liberation of the serfs, with or without land, would be

harmful. It would only bring isolated and weak families face to face with the terrible

severity of the rural police, das Beamtenwesen ist grdsslich in Russland.

This was a defence of patriarchal life against the interference of the modern

State. But the kernel of this particular defence lay not in the nobility, but in

the peasant community. And it was this that attracted Herzen's attention,

even though he was not convinced by Haxthausen's theory. He wondered

whether the obshchina itself would be able to resist for long the power of the

Beamtenwesen. 'The position of an obshchina\ he wrote then, 'depends on

whether the landlord is rich or poor, is in government service or not, lives in

St Petersburg or the country, administers his land in person or through a

steward. The whole matter is so variable and uncertain that all development

is stultified.'67

Confronted with the ideas of Haxthausen, Herzen saw that only-by-the

obshchina playing its part in the evolution of the Russian State and society

would its eventual retention and development be justified. His apolp^a for

patriarchalism was gradually changin^into a Populist vision of the futurejof

the Russian countryside.^^

But this vision was to take shape only after contact with the West, and the

failure of the 1848 revolution. Before he emigrated, Herzen was chiefly con-

cerned to counter the Slavophils and help to create a feehng of spiritual and

political independence in opposition to the official world. He thought that

everything else should give way to this. The antithesis of people and govern-

ment which the Slavophils had proclaimed as part of their philosophy was
entirely theoretical, incapable of active political development, unlikely to

inspire deeper research into Russia's past. It was an idealization of Russia's

origins based on an unhistorical myth. It merely helped to inspire the ethno-

graphic research which accompanied the rise of Populism, and which played

such an important part in Russian culture, without ever creating a pohtical

movement.69 Thejnost^hnportant feature of Russian life in the 'forties lay
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in the rise of the intelligentsia. BeUnsk^ad wielded great authority because

he knew how to lea9 a movement whose banner was 'Westernism'. Jierzen__

too, in the years immediately before his emigration, wilETiis ' realism V his

scientific outlook and his enhghtenment, forged the political conscience of

the intellectuals of his own generation; he endowed them with a deep feeling

of independence towards authority and the State, and this constituted their

true raison d'etre.

Herzen, at this time, established his position as a writer, under the name
of Iskander, a pseudonym that he retained all his life. In 1845 he abandoned

pamphlets and 'letters' on philosophical problems for his first important

literary work, the novel Who is to blame?, which was followed by three short

stories and the curious philosophical conte On the works of Doctor Krupov.

On mental illnesses in general and especially their spread by epidemics.

These works are distinguished by an inteUigent and subtle (sometimes too

subtle) balance between thought and feeling. Discussion and autobiographical

confession are inextricably mixed. The lucid style suffused with poetry is the

by-product of a sharp, biting intelligence. He adopted this literary form from

a desire for spiritual and social clarity, and the need to build new and truer

relations between himself and other men. In his autobiography—written in

his maturity—he was to be less restrained ; here he was more acute.

Belinsky, after reading Who is to blame?, wrote him an enthusiastic letter

which is worth quoting because it reveals the very uncertainty with which the

critic expressed himself.

In artistic natures, intelligence becomes talent [i.e. genius, in the eighteenth-century

meaning of the word], creative fantasy; so in their work as poets they are extra-

ordinarily, enormously intelligent but are often limited as people, almost stupid

(Pushkin, Gogol). In you, as in all natures which are primarily thoughtful and con-

scious, talent and fantasy have themselves become intelligence, but they are given

life and fire, and encouraged by humanistic tendencies, which for you are neither

intrinsic nor extrinsic, but co-essential with your nature. You have very great intel-

ligence, so great, in fact, that I don't see why one man should have so much. You
also have great talent and fantasy, but you do not possess that pure original talent

which generates everything from itself and makes use of intelligence as an inferior

function. No, your talent, the devil knows, is a bastard or rather is related to your

nature as intelligence is to artistic nature. "^^

And he implored him to write much and thus reveal the nature of his talent

to himself.

These literary works of Herzen did indeed reveal something of great

importance. For in them was revealed the long process of spiritual enquiry,

the concealed illumination of a personality in search of 'truth'—all the

combined psychological and religious analysis—that formed the kernel of

philosophical discussions which lasted more than a decade. All this was not

incorporated in a system of philosophy but found its true outlet in literature.

Herzen's stories were among the early, though certainly not among the ripest,
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fruits of the great Russian literary harvest of the last century. His books were

not yet masterpieces, but from the work which was created as a by-product of

Iskander's thinking, Belinsky could guess that something really great was

emerging—the world of the new Russian Uterature. The decisive step was

not Herzen's, but before leaving Russia he had helped in no small measure

to create a new intellectual and artistic world.

Politically, his last years in Russia were less fruitful. He discussed with

growing eagerness the possibihty of leaving Russia and making direct

contact with the Western world, and when he finally decided to emigrate,

it was chiefly because he felt himself caught in a bhnd alley.

This was the hazard implicit in the entire 'Western' movement to which he

belonged, and which in Moscow was becoming associated more and more

with him and with the historians Granovsky and KaveUn, and writers such

as Botkin, Korsh, Ketcher, and others. Annenkov, who took part in this

movement, has explained better than anyone the fundamental reasons for the

1
' political impotence and internal dissolution of this group. 'They hM_g^"

ii
^

complete, thought-out, political formula^ They paid attention to problems as

; they arose, and they criticized and examined only contemporary phenomena
.'

;
They began in fact by opposing the vague mythology of the Slavophils; buf

they did not want to pursue the struggle into the larger arena of principles

either concerning Russia's internal affairs or about her cultural relations with

the rest of Europe. They did not want to become the prisoners of a philosophy

of history. But this 'good conscience' of the Westerners, as Annenkov said,

left them in the last analysis 'with empty hands '."^i In otherwords, this group

_of men, who, with the notable exception of Herzen, represente^TKe germ of

mid-century Russian Liberalism, was in its on forf^gd detachment- frnrna ll

political activity, on the one hand, too conscious of the moral is^uesjnvolyed

to_ collaborate in any way with the government of Nicholas I: and^^oiLihe

other, too learned and too exhausted by the eflfort of escapingj^rom the

myths and metaphysics of romanticism to create new, active and^ eflfictive

pohtical ideals. And so it gradually withdrew more and more into historical

research, literary criticism and the study of customs. The inefficacy of Russian

Liberahsm, even after the Crimean War, has at least one of its roots in this

period of the late 'forties. This retreat into research, however, had one

important result. It inspired the reconsideration of the problem of the

Russian State and the reforms of Peter the Great (the problem that had

interested Herzen). In so doing it opened up a way of escape from the bhnd

alley of the Slavophils to a conception of history which, though it created

the myth of the continuity and progressive function of the State, nevertheless

established with Granovsky, Kavelin, Chicherin and especially Solovev the

foundations of modern Russian historiography.'^^

But Herzen was no more an historian than he was a noveUst. The practical

politician in him felt the impossibihty of developing a Liberahsm which was
based on a study of history. In newspaper articles and private conversations
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he gave support and publicity to Granovsky's first lectures in Moscow. Here

was the intellectual atmosphere that he planned to develop according to his

own convictions. But though he tried repeatedly, because he was bound by

sentiment and friendship to this group of Russian friends, he eventually

decided with reluctance that it was impossible to bring the standard of the

debates up to the necessary level.

We know little of the earliest discussions in 1846, chiefly because we lack

the documents. The account given by Herzen in My Past and Thoughts is of

the greatest human interest, but is given more from a personal than a poHtical

angle. "^3 The letters and accounts of others are only fragmentary.

Nevertheless the probable problems discussed can be summarized under

h^eadings.

First,Yhere was the position to be taken up vis-a-vis the masses. This

discussion ran parallel (though in Russia it was more takerilap with custom

and moral problems) to the one occurring in Berlin at the same time among
the Hegelian left-wing thinkers on the relationship between the intellectuals

and the 'crowd'. They considered once more the problem of narodnost.

Granovsky said that he felt some sympathy for the position of the Slavophils.

By so doing, he denied or at any rate limited the results of the discussions

that had been held with them. Behnsky sought to give narodnost a meaning

nearer to 'patriotism' as this was understood in Western Europe. Botkin

intelligently summed up all these ideas, saying.

Slavism has not yet produced a practical man—instead we have either a gypsy

like Khomyakov or a muddle-headed aristocrat like Aksakov or a monk like

Kireyevsky. And they are the best. But for all this, the Slavophils have pronounced

one true word narodnost, nationality. This is their great merit. Generally in their

criticism they are entirely right, but as soon as they turn to the positive side they

show their limitations—ignorance and a suffocating patriarchalism—ignorance of

the simplest principles of political economy, intolerance, obscurantism, etc.'''*

In this mixture of comprehension and criticism, Botkin confessed that the

Westerners had not solved or even faced the problem of the relations

between the intelligentsia and the people, which the romantic Slavophils

did at lc3s!^cognize as fundamental.

The seeoruf, and much more important, question was the function of the

bourgeoisie in Russia's future political life. This was a reaction against the

Socialism which had mspired mefTs "minds"in the early 'forties; a symptom
of maturity, following the youthful and enthusiastic utopianism of those

years. But for Herzen, it inevitably represented an abandonment of those

very ideas which he was now trying to formulate. The Westerners were in

fact being more and more influenced by the history of France and the

function of the tiers etat. Their vision of Russia's future political life was

inspired by the conception of the bourgeoisie which Guizot, Thierry, etc. had

reached by different approaches. It was naturally Granovsky, the historian,

who criticized most incisively the utopianism of the Westerners. 'Socialism',
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he said, 'is extraordinarily harmful, because it teaches men to try and solve

the problems of political life, not in the political arena which it despises, but

on the side; and this leads to the destruction both of Socialism and of

politics. '"75 But the discussion on the bourgeoisie was more generally expressed

in boutades such as Botkin's, who said that 'the working class, of course, had

all his sympathy', but for all that he could not refrain from adding, 'Would to

heaven we had a bourgeoisie on our side!'"^^

The discussion more often involved the clash of different ideals than any

examination of the situation. But by gradually covering new ground, it began

to anticipate future problems. The members of the group were, in fact, begin-

ning to wonder, though still in a very confused fashion, whether they were

facedAvith-a- bourgeois period or one in which Socialist ideals could be reaUzed,

The third problem with which Herzen's memoirs are concerned was

philosophical inj:haracter . In this fight against romanticism he had now
^"Teaclied a position more and more akin to that of Voltaire and Diderot. These

were the two chief names in the fiercest discussion that he had with Granov-

sky, who wanted to retain his faith in the immortality of the soul and in a

form of spiritualism which was not easily defined but which had strong

emotional roots. It is not therefore surprising that Feuerbach soon became

the touchstone on which the Westerners divided.

Because of this atmosphere, Herzen felt that his departure from Moscow
in 1847 represented a sort of liberation. Later he looked back to this forma-

tive period in Russia and the fruitful Moscow discussions, but in retrospect

these years were covered by a veil, as if the debates had been too far removed

from reahty and too exclusively literary in tone. He found the atmosphere of

Moscow in the 'forties 'doctrinaire'. He had fought the Slavophil philosophy

of history and that of his own friends, but his struggle seemed to meet with no

success^Theantellectual parties were hardening into a sort of sclerosis ; the

^Slavophils and Westerners seemed to be looking back moreand-ioieJSP^
past, the former to the Russia of the Middle Ages, the Tatter to that of Peter

the Great. 'It is time', Herzen answered, 'for the world to forget those

periods of its past which are not necessary; or rather to remember them but

only as periods that are over and no longer exist.'^^

This desire for liberation coloured all his ideas when he left for Paris. It

even affected his views about Russia's future which he found, because it was

a country not overburdened with the weight of past history so dear to the

doctrinaire, full of glorious promise. As early as 1844 he noted in his diary

Goethe's lines dedicated to America, which he found even more applicable

to Russia.

Dich stort nicht im Innern

Zu lebendiger Zeit

Unnutzes Erinnern

Und vergeblicher StreitJ^

These lines were Herzen's formula of liberation.

I
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When his friends received his first letters—really articles and published as

such—they were more embittered than surprised. Herzen not only continued

his criticism of all forms of Westemism, which was already dehberately

bourgeois in character, but accentuated it.

As a description of France in the period preceding the revolution, the

letters are noteworthy for their clarity. They do not yet carry his ideas any

further, but they constitute—once he had made contact with Western

Europe—a condensation of them. The France of Louis-Philippe, on the

point of collapse, was certainly not likely to win his approval. What really

interested hiPLin Paris in, 1847- ja^as^jthe alignmentjofjorces_op^^

existing regime, and a reahzation of the extent to which democratic and

vSociaUst ideas were gaining ground.

He regarded the rule of the bourgeoisie as doomed. 'It has neither a great

past nor any future. It was momentarily valuable as a negation, a transition,

a contradiction . . . Offspring of the elegant nobiHty and the rude populace,

the bourgeoisie combines the worst defects of each, yet has lost the qualities

of both.'79 Against it there had already arisen a combination of aristocrats

and people, idealists and proletarians—all those, in fact, who did not want to

submit to 'political economy', and were looking for a solution of the social

problem, which no past revolution had succeeded in providing. For this

reason he said that, after so many upheavals, Europe was still only at the

beginning of the real problem.

Herzen's first contact with Paris confirmed his Socialist aspirations, even

though he did not find the new political force which he had sought for

twenty years. Around him were

generous indignation, /?/« desideria and criticisms which do not constitute a political

doctrine, let alone one for the people. There is nothing that bears less relation to

the people's own desires. The people demand ready solutions, doctrines, faith;

need a banner, well-defined objects for which to strive. But those who were daring

in criticism were utterly uncreative. All the fantastic Utopias of the last twenty years

have been put forward for the approval of the people, who possess a genuine

tact which makes them listen and then shake their head. Th^y Hn npt hi'liftvq m
abstract Utopias which ar^ nnt^carefnlly worked out and efficient, national, full of

religion and poetry. ^^

Thus lack of faith in the immediate possibifities of Socialism, together with

a radical distrust in the vitality and future of the bourgeoisie which held

power, coloured these letters, as they do all his writings 'before the storm',

and was a forewarning of the deep disillusionment he experienced when the

revolution of 1848 failed.

Towards the end of 1847 he went to Italy, and there participated in the

first act of the European revolution. His observations are vivid but journal-

istic, profound only in patches. His judgment was influenced by admiration

for the Roman people and for the formation of the Civic Guard, and by a

growing appreciation of the strength of individuality which he grew to love
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in every aspect of Italian life. 'Italy is more than Rome. It is every little town

and each one different. Granovsky, my friend, we did not really understand

Italy. We were mistaken about it in detail, as, on a larger scale, we were mis-

taken about France. '8^ He was struck in this early phase of the Risorgimento

by the complexity of the Italian revival, and in that ferment, so different from

the canalized movement in a centralized State like France, Herzen placed his

sympathies and his hopes.^^

When he returned to France, the struggle between the Assemblee Nationale

and the clubs was at its height. lo^this (influenced ajso by what he had seen in

Italy) he_recognized a conflict of ideologies anH rl;^«;RP<;^ a decisive .str\'^\p

betweeiL the tr^ditinnal rpntrall^rn nf^ French politics and the new forces

which the reyolution Jiad begun to bring to light. Herein lies the originality

of his point of view.

This allowed him to grasp the essential nature of the struggle between

Lamartine and Blanqui. He saw France make a supreme eff"ort to cross the

boundaries imposed in 1793 and to carry on the revolution where Robes-

pierre had left off". Jn iiis, eyes ISth May was a continuation, half a century

later, of the 9th Thermidor. But this time the revolutionaries were no longer

influenced as Robespierre had been, by faith in the Assembly, no longer ready,

if need be, to die for it, no longer, therefore, incapable of appealing to the

masses. This time the revolutionaries were to march against the Assembly.
' The people of Paris were prepared to do what Robespierre never dared^-^ . . .

That is why', he added,

the conservatives and the liberals of the old school fight with such fury against

Barbes, Blanqui, Raspail; that is why on 15th May the Assembly and the Executive

Commission, which detest each other, fell into each other's arms. Even the Mon-
archists took up arms to save the Republic and the National Assembly. For, by

saving those, they saved the principle of Monarchy, irresponsible power, constitu-

tional order, the abuses of the capital, and finally, the Pretenders to the Throne.

On the other side was the Republic, not of Lamartine but of Blanqui; a Republic

not of words but of deeds; universal suff"rage not merely applied pettily and

stupidly for the election of a despotic Assembly, but for the whole administration;

the liberation of man, the commune and the department from submission to a

strong government using bullets and chains as methods of persuasion.*^

This is one of Herzen's finest passages of political analysis. It shows that his

^©cratism was now definitely leaving behind the realnLof Utopias and roman-

licvisipns^_and entering the political fields

But on 15th May the revolutionary uprising had been defeated. Why? To
understand this Herzen returned to the origin of the movement, the days that

immediately followed 24th February. Within a few weeks, the revolution

had seemed to him to be on the defensive, or even in retreat. It had not been

sufl[iciently prepared. 'Lamartine and the men of the "National" at the head

of the movement were a great misfortune for France. '^^ No one, in fact,

had known how to profit from the period that immediately followed 24th
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February, during which, according to Herzen, it would have been possible

to perform miracles. The republican party proved to be too small; the

elections had been carried out in the most unfortunate manner at the worst

possible time.

PoUtically defeated on 15th May the revolutionary movement was

socially routed during the early days of June. The party, which Herzen him-

self described as of ' the Communists and SociaUsts and with them the Paris

workmen ',86 was definitely crushed. For him, as for so many European

Sociahsts, these events were notable for their revelation of the proletariat.

In 1847 it had seemed to him, though only for a short time, a model of dignity

and humanity, and immediately brought to mind a comparison with the

Russian serfs—a comparison which scarcely flattered the latter in a moral

or material sense. 8*7 Now the Parisian workman appeared in a new light, as

a member of the revolutionary proletariat. ' Despite the fact that he has had

no opportunity for education, and that he has been weighed down by work

and anxiety about his daily bread, he has the energy which comes from

deeply felt thought, and has so far excelled the bourgeois that they can no

longer understand him and feel with terror and hatred that this young fighter,

his hands hardened with work, seems to be the dark and threatening prophet

of their own downfall.' He traced the origin of the proletariat to the revolt

of Lyons, observed the formation under Louis-Phihppe of its 'serious,

austere' character, which had made it become 'the one class in France to

enjoy a wide range of poHtical ideas, because it stood apart from the closed

circle which held the accepted ideas of the time. As a class it was unique

because its fellow in misfortune—the poor peasantry—groaned under the

burden of the status quo in contrast to the multifarious activities of the

industrial workers. '^^

The June days were decisive for him. They signalized the heartfelt break

(which he was later to try in vain, for political reasons, to hide or to heal)

with the entire liberal bourgeois world. The discussions about this problem

two years earlier in Moscow, the ideas of the friends he had left in Russia,

were now illuminated by a terrible hght. 'The days of June have no precedent

in the past', he wrote to Moscow. 'The terror, after the insurrection, is

horrible. It is a retrograde terror, coloured by all the fear of the French

bourgeoisie, the stupidest class of the entire European population, to whom
Cavaignac is a genius, because he did not recoil from Civil War. And Thiers

also is a genius, because he has no sense of honour. All defenders of the

bourgeoisie, like you, have been splashed by the mud.'^^ And in another

letter he said that the terror of 1793 was grandiose compared to that which

broke out in the three months of siege against the Parisian workmen. His

constantly repeated references to the June days arc among the most moving

in Herzen's kaleidoscopic diary of the 1848 revolution. ^o

There was a single ray of hope: 'France and even Europe may perish in

the struggle, but the social factor will prevail over these decadent forms
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which Europe is unwilling to renounce.*^! He felt that the people were still

a repository of strength. He was to say later, * After the June days I saw that

the revolution was defeated, but I still believed in it; I hadjaith_jn the

miraculous vitality of the survivors, in thejrmoraHn^enceJ^^
__He viewed the 1848 revolution as in all its essential elements (ideological

and^^ocialljau-SQcialist revolution, foiled jronuthe-beginmng by^ immature

ideas and impotent men .

He had little faith in Xouis Blaac, who remained aloof from the central

political movement and withdrew from the Luxembourg Commission, leaving

himself no freedom of action and acknowledging the authority of Lamartine's

government. 'He became a preacher of Socialism; he had a great influence

on the workers, but he had no real political authority.'^^ 'In reaHty', he

concluded, 'Louis Blanc never understood SociaUsm; his well-known book

De rOrganisation du Travail and a few briUiant phrases estabhshed his

reputation. '94 He considered the ateliers nationaux a mere expedient adopted

by a government terrified of unemployment. In the Luxembourg Commission

he saw only 'the earliest Christian Church in Ancient Rome', and in Louis

Blanc, 'the first priest and preacher in the new church, and its sessions no

more than the solemn liturgies of an adolescent SociaUsm'. ^s

Herzen had much more respect and admiration for Blanqui. At one

moment he suggested the need for a temporary dictatorship, to fill the gap

between the monarchy and the repubUc. But what drew him to Blanqui,

apart from his political vision and his revolutionary passion, was the certainty

that he would not hesitate when confronted with the traditional ideas which

were suffocating the democrats.

Blanqui is the revolutionary of our time. He has understood that nothing can be

merely readjusted, but that the primary task is to pull down the existing structure.

Gifted with remarkable eloquence, he roused the masses; all his words were an

indictment of the old world. They loved him less than Barbes, but they preferred to

listen to him.^^

Itoertheless, Herzen*s deepest sympathies werejor^roudbpn. His own
day-to-dayview^i the reVgluliuu wasitegpty mtluenced, as he himself has

admitted, by 'the excellent periodicals' of Proudhon and Thore—the Peuple

and the Vraie R^publique. And, as disappointments piled up and his confidence

in the revolution grew smaller, Proudhon's activities assumed greater import-

ance in his eyes. For nearly a year he supported him materially and collabor-

ated politically with him, urging him on to more active policies. ^"^ In August

1849 he gave him the financial means to create Im Voix du Peuple, reserving

the right to contribute and in some respects to direct its foreign pohcy.

Proudhon's fight against Louis Napoleon was 'a real poem of anger and
scorn '.98 It was Proudhon who made him aware of the terrible danger

implicit in President Napoleon's rise to power; Proudhon who inspired him
with growing distrust of the traditional democrats, who while apparently
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regaining vitality by their opposition to Napoleon were, in fact, growing daily

more impotent, not only in their immediate policies but also in their historical

function.

Herzen's participation in the demonstration of 13th June—which forced

him to flee to Geneva—was a last effort, the fulfilment of a duty. His failure

confirmed his negative opinion of the 'Mountain'. 'The democratic current',

he wrote from Geneva, in September, ' or the party of movement, was defeated

because it was not worthy of success; because it has always made mis-

takes ; because it has always been afraid of being revolutionary in the true

sense ; because it attacked the Throne merely in order to gain power itself.
'^^

But was the revolution really over ? Herzen did not think so. Encouraged

(as were so many European revolutionaries) by the hope of a strengthening

of the movement, he turned his attention to the peasants. In June 1851 he

wrote,

Those workmen who can think for themselves do not look for ties with the pro-

fessional revolutionaries or with newspaper editors, but with the peasants. Since

the brute hand of the police has closed the clubs and electoral committees, the

workers' platform has gone to the country. Their propaganda therefore operates

more freely and goes far deeper than club gossip. A great storm is brewing among
the peasants. They know nothing of the constitution or the separation of powers,

but they look greedily at the rich landlord, at the lawyer, at the usurer; and they

see that however much they work, their money goes into the hands of others, and

so they listen to the workmen . . . will be a true revolution of the masses. ^"^^

Then, when the coup d'etat of 2nd December broke out in France, one last

possibihty seemed open—the hope that always exists in times of violent

reaction; that it would not be capable of settUng the problems raised by the

revolution. But when this, too, came to nothing, at least initially, his experi-

ences of the 1848 revolution were at last complete. He could now draw his

conclusions and appreciate where his twofold reaction to the France of

Louis-Philippe and the Second RepubUc had led him: a reaction which had ^ '^

been produced by the individuahst revolt against State centrahsm on the U *^ /

£e hand and the SociaUst revolt against the rule of the bourgeoisie on the '

J
other .

~ ~ ' "^

Both the individualism, which had been one of the features of Russian

culture of the 'thirties and 'forties, and the instinctive revolt against the

State in the name of the people which was part of the Slavophil programme

now showed him that in monarchies as in republics, in absolutist as in

Jacobin theory, a single evil had to be fought, a single symptom of decadence

—that purely exterior order which had, in fact, triumphed in June.^o^

He constantly looked back to try to understand the nature of the instinct

for freedom and independence which he had felt stirring in Russian culture,

and which he had sought but never found in contemporary Frenchmen

apart from Proudhon. He never succeeded in defining it because it was pri-

marily an enhanced capacity for self-knowledge in which self-deception

ViT

1
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played no part and which enabled him to scrutinize real people instead of

shadows. So Herzen did not turn to theories ofanarchy like Bakunin, but

concentrated his efforts against the ideology of the modem State, against

the Jacobin tradition, againstjwhat he called the 'democratic orthodoxy '.^^z

He wished to strike at this ideology, because he recognized it as one more

variety of the abstract speculations and religions which he had overcome in

order to arrive at his 'realism', another of those shadows of the past which

he wanted to banish with the hght of reason. He has left us a very vivid

account of his struggle and of how he achieved the ' unhappiness of know-

ledge '.

Every man carries deep within himself a permanent revolutionary tribunal, an

implacable Fouquier-Tinville and—most important—a guillotine. Sometimes the

judge is fast asleep and the guillotine rusty; then the false, the past, the romantic,

the weak, raise their heads . . . There is no way out : either condemn and go ahead,

or reprieve and stop half-way. People are afraid of logic and when they unenthusi-

astically bring to the tribunal the Church, the State, the family, morality, good and

evil, they still try to save fragments of the past. They throw over Christianity, but

keep the immortality of the soul, ideaUsm, providence . . . Reason is implacable,

like the Convention; it is pitiless and without hypocrisy. 103

All his charges against the 'choristers of the revolution', the 'professional

revolutionaries', and those who wished to revive the past have this same tone

of implacability, and are pitiless, just as he was pitiless with himself.

The 'Montagnard' democrats of 1848 seemed to him the most convincing

example of what happens when the internal guillotine refuses to function.

They thought they were republicans, but in fact they merely foUpw'ed the

traditions -of the monarchical State; they thnnght they were atheists, hut

really they were priests of a religion of their own invention, and^slaves of a

cset of out-of-date symbols; they though! they :a£r&-jevolut ionaries and in

reaUty they were only conservatives.

A Republic, as they understand it, is an abstract and unattainable idea, the result

of purely theoretical thinking, an apotheosis of the existing regime, the trans-

figuration of what already exists. ^°*

Presented in this lucid and forthright manner, these ideas were to have a

deep influence on the entire Russian Populist movement^ so suspicious of

.jJi-g©neFi€-4^niocj:alic ide5LS,._so-j"e&pon*ive^ to individuRl mntivr<r for ri"'f>>^

against the State, and therefore instinctively opposed to the .lacnhin tradition.

In the light of this criticism, his own political ideal was now clarified.

'jQxiy^ininenMs not an end, but a necessity; not a sa^ro_san£Liii*tit«tion

U) be serve(LbyJLeyites, but a bank, a chancellery of the nationXaff^'Ts'

—

jn^ other words, the maximum of freedom, the minimum of Napoleonic

centralization. This was wliere the revolution had led him.

^ut Herzen was convinced that the Repubhc could only be attained after

'a revolutionary dictatorship, which must not invent new civil codes or
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create a new order, but must smash all monarchist relics in the Commune,
the Department, the Tribunals and the Army. It will unmask all the actors of

the old order, will strip them of their cloaks, their uniforms and their epaul-

ettes, of all the symbols of power which moves people so intensely.' lo^

This revolt had by now acquired a precise social content. Just as the defeat

of 15th May had not made him lose faith in a revolution which would go

beyond that of the Jacobins, so the June days had only confirmed his faith

in SociaHsm. In this perspective, even his criticisms of traditional forms

found their historical justification. He saw how aUve the refigion of the

Jacobins had been in 1793, when they had known what they wanted. Their

descendants were, however, uncertain; for behind their Republic stood

Socialism.

The regimes of France and other European States do not correspond to their

slogans of liberty, equality and fraternity. Any actual realization of these ideals

would be a denial of present European life, and would mean its destruction, i*^^

One may regret the aristocracy, one may pity the old world, but it stands

condemned because it has found within itself its own limits :
' The workman

no longer wants to work for others.' 1^7 Every republic which did not appreci-

are this fact was condemned to die.

The revolution of J^848^thus left Herzen certain of one thing—Europe

would be saved only by an internal^BcSIisL xeYolutton.__lBst_can the

exhausted European organism support such a crisis and find the energy for

ajebirth? Who knows? Europe is very old; its energies are not sufficient to

-SustainjtsjownideaSj nor has it sufficient will-power to achieve its ends . . .

Its past is rich, it has Uved long, and in the future its heirs can be America

-orujjieJxand and the Slavs on the other. '^Q^

For this reason he concentrated attention on Russia to which he wished

to hand on the benefit of his experience. His pessimistic view of the future of

France and of Europe in general made him recall the sweeping condemna-

tions and prophecies of the Slavophils. Were they right when they spoke of

the corruption of the West? As before, he rejected an idea which they had

reached by comparing a primitive, unhistorical Russia with the rest of Europe.

It was now the future which had to be considered. Russia could contribute a

solution to the problems which were exhausting Western Europe. So his hope

in the future of Russia grew, as his other hopes collapsed.

As early as 1849 he said that this was the most suitable moment 'to raise

a Russian voice '.^09 in May of that year he tried to estabhsh a printing press

in Paris. He prepared an appeal to the Russians to explain his ideas. ' France',

he said, 'frightened of the future, immersed in a sort of stupor, now rejects

all that has been gained by the blood and toil of the last seventy years.' For

this reason the people of Europe turned more and more to Russia; the

conservatives in the hope of finding reahzed there their ideal of a strong

government, the revolutionaries because they had imbibed of the ideas of the
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Russian emigres Bakunin, Sazonov and Herzen himself. It was time, there-

fore, for a free voice to be heard, for printing works which could not be

puWished in Russia. ^^^ jjg noted that the French were beginning to read

Haxthausen's book, and that the relations between the Russian agrarian

communities and Western Socialism were interesting a public which was

inclining to the view 'that the Russians were Socialists by^ tradition '.^^^

He tried several times to establish links with the Polish emigres, in orde^to
^>^ > give^ -an^ international character to iiis-^opposttion to Nicholas I. But the

^N^"^ reaction which followed 13th July 1849 and the Bonapartism which he

encountered among the Poles put an end to these early approaches. His plan

to create a Russian centre abroad, to print books and newspapers, was only

to be resumed in London some years later.

When the Russian government tried to compel him to return to his country,

he refused. 'I remain here, not only because it disgusts me to put on hand-

cuffs again as soon as I cross the frontier, but so as to be able to work. One
can Uve anywhere as long as one does nothing, but for me there is only one

aim here

—

our aim.'^^^

Despite the failure of his efforts to raise a Russian voice, hope in the great

future of his country made him beUeve, even in the worst phase of European

reaction, that his work as an emigre could be useful and important. He
determined to make known his political conclusions to other Russians, and

Russia itself to other peoples. 'Europeans must know their neighbour', he

said. 'Now they only fear her, but we must make them know what they

fear.'ii3

Russia's lack of traditions^_which he had_already noted as a promise for

the futurc and which he had found expressed in Goethe's Hnes, now seemed

even more valuable since his experience of French pohtics.

Nous sommes moralement plus libres que les europeens, et ce n'est pas seulement

parce que nous sommes affranchis des grandes epreuves a travers lesquelles sc

ddveloppe Toccident, mais aussi parce que nous n'avons point de passe qui nous

maitrise. Notre histoire est pauvre, et la premiere condition de notre vie nouvelle

a ete de la renier enti^rement [i.e. through Peter the Great]. II ne nous est reste de

notre pass6 que la vie nationale, le caractere national, la cristallisation de I'etat:

tout le reste est 616ment d'avenir.^^^

By now, this idea of freedom began to be more clearly defined in Herzen *s

mind. Russia was free from traditions and therefore, he wrote, 'Je ne vois

,pas que la Russie doive nccessairement subir toutes les phases du developpe-

ment europeen.'^^ ^ This implied that Western Socialism imported into

Russia would find in the agrarian communities such favourable ground for

development that thcjperiod of bourgeoi s revolutions could be^^aYoided.

He wrote to Mazzini, 'Je ne crois en Russie a aucune autre revolution

qu'a une guerre de paysans', and he referred to Pugachev. This was the

revolution which was to strike 'le despotisme glacial de Petersbourg'.^i^ It

would destroy all the bonds that tied the rural community to the noble and

i
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the State. It would retain the periodical redistribution of the land, thus

insuring against the formation of a proletariat and hunger. It would develop

internal self-administration.

Pourquoi la Russia perdrait-elle maintenant sa commune rurale, puisqu'elle a pu

la conserver pendant toute la periode de son developpement politique, puisqu'elle

I'a conservee intacte sous le joug pesant du tzarisme moscovite, aussi bien que sous

Tautocratie a I'europeenne des empereurs?^^"^

But was Russia capable of achieving such a revolution? Here, too, his

answer was not intended as a prophecy. He was merely pointing the way to

the crossroads at which the Socialist tendencies of Western Europe and the

possibilities which he believed to exist in the Russian countryside itself

could meet.

Two factors, however, encouraged an affirmative answer to his question:

the strength of the Russian peasant, who had retained his humanity thrQu^^

mapy de<;pntkm<;^ tngpthpr with a. fppling nf inHpppnrJpnry :anH remotenesS

from authority : ar!(l abovft all thp gpiHtnp] anH jntpllgctual life of modern
Russia. He then wrote one of his finest pieces to explain to those who had

been defeated in Western Europe in the struggles of 1848 what was impHed

by 'the development of revolutionary ideas in Russia'.

And for the future revolutionaries, for those who would refuse to be

'des revolutionnaires incomplets',!!^ Herzen wrote,

Thi^people suffer much, their life is burdensome^they harbour deepjatreds, and
feel passionately that there wi ll soon be a change . ^^ Ihey.arejwaiting not for

ready:jnade, works hut for the revelation of what-is secretly stirring in their spirits.

They are not waitingfor books but for apostles—men who combine faith, will,

conviction and energy ;^nien who will never divorce themselves from themijnenwHo
~

do not necessarily spring from them, but who act within them and with them, with

^dedicated and steady faith^The^man who feels himself to be so near the pedpTe

thathe has been virtually freed by them from the atmosphere of artificial civilization;

jhe man who has achieved the unity and intensity of which we are speaking—he will

be able to speak tojhejeopleand must do so.^^^

Herzen went on to say that few would find the necessary capacity, and seemed

to relax into pessimism himself; but this paragraph contained the ideal which

was to animate the Populists.

The fundamental elements of Russian Populism—

d

istrust of all democracy;

belief in a possible autonomous development _oLSopjaljsm m RiIssTa'T^faitfa

in the future possibilities of the obshchina; the need to create revolutionaries

,who could dedicate themselves to the people—these were the principles

Herzen clung to after his experiences in 1848. the ideals he had created for the

next generation. ^ go



2. BAKUNIN

Bakunin was born only two years after Herzen. Yet so great is the contrast

between their political development that the two men appear to belong to

different generations. Herzen had found in his own family and in the world

of his early youth a direct link with the culture of the Enhghtenment and the

Decembrist revolt. Bakunin, on the other hand, had to cover all this ground

by himself. Herzen was a 'son of the Decembrists', as Ogarev was to say;

Bakunin was a son of the age of Nicholas I and the atmosphere of fear and

concealed enthusiasms which oppressed the 'thirties. Confirmation of this

lies in the weary and difficult road through philosophy and religion which

Bakunin (a man born for spontaneous action) had to travel in order to reach

the world of politics. His progress is a good example of the significant rift in

Russian life occasioned by the suppression of 14th December 1825.^

It is all the more remarkable in view of the fact that Bakunin too was a

son of the enlightened aristocracy which, during the reign of Catherine, had

looked to Europe for inspiration. ^ As a young man his father had been sent

to the Russian Legation in Florence and had studied at the University of

Padua. He had also—so the family said—personally taken part in the storm-

ing of the Bastille and, perhaps, in the proclamation of the Parthenopean

Republic.^ At the age of forty he had married a young girl of the Muravev

family, some of whose members were among the most famous leaders of the

Decembrists. But all this had left him no more than a liberal yet timid aristo-

crat, more and more isolated within the confined life of the provincial gentry

—the patriarchal administrator of his great estates in the Tver region. He
wrote poetry about the charms of his existence and expressed his satisfaction

with Russian life, including peasant serfdom, which he too complacently

contrasted with the 'freedom of homeless wage-earners in other countries,

of enlisted serfs in the wretched slavery of other men's houses'.** He was, in

fact, fully convinced that democracy was best left to the small republics of

antiquity, and that in any case it was essential not to be drawn into con-

spiracies or secret societies.

The son passed the early years of his life in this sheltered society of culture

and good intentions. And for a long time he devoted his energies to trans-

forming this world, in an attempt to create a spiritual centre within it based

on the ideals which aroused his enthusiasm. Many years passed before he

could break away from it.

In 1845, in a letter which harked back to his early life with his brothers and

36
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sisters, he wrote to them from Paris: ^Everything or nothing: thatigT iliy

,motto, ni^ba ttlecry,-andJ-will not go back on it As you see, my friends, I

haven't changed. But what of you? I am frightened of asking you. Your
wretched captivity—you are surrounded by such a petty world, enclosed

within such narrow bounds . .
.'^

He was to spend ten years of his Ufe trying to change, and finally escape

from, this world, and the process left its mark on him. Later he was to live

hke a barin, whose easy-going and impractical habits revealed the Russian

provincial gentleman beneath the bohemian and the revolutionary.

He was the eldest son and he began his career in the traditional manner by

entering an officer cadets' school in St Petersburg. He was unable to adapt

himself to the life and as a punishment he was sent to a small garrison in

Lithuania. In 1831, writing to his parents about the Pohsh revolt, he said:

'No, the Russians are not French. They love their country, they revere their

Emperor. His will is their law.'^ In general, his letters at this time faithfully

reflect the mondaine life of the capital—fatherland, reUgion, fine sentiments.

The Bakunin of later years can only be recognized in his passion for music,

and even this he loved because it roused his spirits.

Nevertheless, alone, in his small garrison, he began to write that 'his mind
was boihng and seeking nourishment', and that 'the powerful forces of his

spirit, beating in vain against the cold and unbearable obstacles of the

physical world, induced melancholy in him'.'' Fired by the desire to live more
intensely, inspired by a patriotic and romantically rehgious passion, he

sought in the general situation of the world an explanation of his disquiet.

He abused the tradition of the eighteenth century—whose last ageing repre-

sentatives he had known in the capital—and came to the conclusion: 'No,

we do not yet belong to the nineteenth century, we are still between one

century and the next—a tormenting situation, an interregnum between two

lots of ideas.'

When, at the age of twenty, he began to visuahze a way of escape, his words

took on a more personal tone and reflected the increasing maturity which

his isolation in Lithuania had effected. 'Concentration of energy in the will

is the only way. When we are able to say: ce que je veux, Dieu le veut, then

at last we shall be happy, and our suff"ering over.'^ Here, for the first time,

we can recognize the true Bakunin beneath the uniform of the young

officer.

In__St^eter^bm;g hejLt last found tranquilUty in the study of German
^hilqsophv^and happines^rtn the. awareness of his own growing personaUty.

He said that having inct StankevicTi 'at this time of our hfe, prevented our

not losing all faith in the high destiny of mankind '.^ Stankevich—together

with a few friends—provided him, by flinging him into philosophical specula-

tion, with the means of escape from the world in which he had been born.
'

There's only one real misfortune that can afflict a man, one real disaster

—

thatjsjo lose the will, the desire, the energy for activity, and to have no
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^<^

«

i^ purpose injife. WheflJhat happens he not only can but must_ shoot himself. ' ^

^

So he wrote on 14th December 1835 to one of Stankevich's friends, A.^.
,^

Efremov, by now a friend of his own.

In a generation in which so many, with varying degrees of romanticism,

made 'the beautiful soul' their ideal, Stankevich really was one.^^ He Hved up

to his ideals (derived at first from Schelling and later from Hegel) with a

freshness, an innocence and a modesty worthy of the German romantics.

He was one of the few men in Russia who really understood ideaUstic

philosophy. His mind was able to draw sustenance from it far removed

from the sophistical justification of ideas and sentiments, which had little or

nothing to do with philosophy. ^^ j^ an autobiographical letter of real beauty,

written before he moved on from Schelhng to Hegel, he told his friend

Granovsky, who was planning to devote his life to the study of history, just

what philosophy had meant to him, and what he ought to look for in history.

With great delicacy and subtlety he explained how he himself discovered the

world of poetry and philosophy via aesthetics, and how he now wished to

integrate his spiritual world. He ended by drawing up a programme of

studies for himself, telling his young friend that ' readingjsjHii^-us^fui-ttlien

it is undertaken with a set-purposejto^olve a problem '
. ^

^

No one of his generation has described with such simphcity and sincerity

as Stankevich the revelation of the world of the spirit bequeathed to him by

the Germans, the change in his entire being, which he felt when plunging

into Kant or Fichte. No one else had such a natural gift for teaching himself

philosophy. Despite the religious feeling which he put into his philosophical

reading, he always had an end in view. He felt the need to find in poetry or

in history support, nourishment and proof of the truth which he thought he

had discovered within himself. The philosophy of Hegel, to which he became

passionately devoted, was in his latter years to add a more reflective note

to this thirst for truth. ^
With all thi^^SiankevicJ) remained a typical Russian ideahst of the 'thirties.

The desire for an escape from concrete reality was so strong that the dazzling

light of the truth which he had discovered turned it into a mere 'spectre',^*

_utterly petty and devoid of meaning. There is, of course, in such an attitude

an element, not just of instinctive religious feeHng, but also of mysticism.

But he wished to remain a philosopher, and so, when complete detachment

had been achieved, he inevitably reconsidered the problem of 'reahty', i.e.

the reconquest of the practical and living outer world, which had so abruptly

lost all meaning in his eyes.

Not even his adherence to Hegel could completely mend this early break

with the world. The problem re-arose at every occasion, even over the most
trivial questions of daily Hfe. He said one day that he himself and his young
idealist friends were all men of the enges Gewissen, or 'finicky conscience'

—

and the use of this casuistical metaphor to translate the term is most appro-

priate. He accepted the Hegelian criticism of this state of mind, which he

i
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found in the Encyclopaedia of Theological Sciences by Rosenkranz, which he

was then reading: 'It comes from the need for an ethical harmony which

scrutinizes every action from every possible angle. Xhe trouble is that j^

conscience^f this kind finds so many angles, indeed, an infinity of them and

ends up\ he said, referring to Bakunin, 'by plunging ahead without noticing

anything, and thereby performing immoral actions.' ^^ This was an exact

description of the state of mind of these young idealists.

In April 1835 Bakunin had written him a letter setting out his aspirations,

and when Stankevich repUed that these corresponded to his own, they met

in October of the same year and laid the foundations of a firm friendship.

It was Stankevich who pointed out to Bakunin, when he settled in Moscow,

the particular importance of Kant. But Bakunin was reluctant and, despite

his yearning for truth, he protested his small understanding of philosophical

language and, in general, his limited acquaintance with abstractions. ^^ It

was Stankevich who gently guided him, and who gave him advice on how to

read works of philosophy and how to meditate on them.

After some hesitation, Bakunin plunged into philosophy with all the force

of his personahty. Yet it wasjiotin^KantbuLiiiiichte.thaLhe_fJQund what he

was looking for. Besides, Stankevich, his guide to ideahstic reading, had told

him that 'Kant is useful as an introduction to the modem systems ',1'^ and

Bakunin had no intention of waiting too long before entering the temple.

The year 1836 was his Fichtian year.

They read simultaneously, but in different towns, the Bestimmung des

Menschen, and from afar Stankevich wrote of the impression that this work

had made on him :

' It has led me to a terrible, unhealthy state of mind, made
up of indecision and utter doubt. I am in anguish, and can see no way of

escaping.' Fichte had so far cut him off" from the outside world that he began

to doubt of its very existence. 'All the consohng things of life, action, art,

knowledge, love—everything has lost its significance for me. I myself do not

know why. '18 But his balanced mind soon recovered, and from Fichte he

passed to 'a better understanding of Hegel'. ^^

The same longing for detachment also attracted Bakunin. He was looking /^ liAs

for a single truth, to which he could utterly devote himself. He wanted to

stop being Hamlet 'as we all are ',20 and to regard the 'artificial'^i moral fife

of society as remote and petty. Hf^ wantrd to df^gt^'^y w'^^'" himself 'indivi-

dual, family and national egoism ',^2 and to consider man happy only when

J he never loses sight of the Absolute '.^^ All this Bakunin looked for and

found in Fichte. 'This is the road for me. It may be sad and lonely, but it|s

worthy of me. '24

Retummg to Fichte some years later, when reading a biography of the

philosopher, Bakunin wrote, ' Here is the true hero of our time. I have always

loved him deeply, and have envied his extraordinary power, his indifference

to circumstance and opinion and his capacity for moving tirelessly and

directly towards the ends that he has set himself, guided by the knowledge of

f
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truth and the blessing of God. I possess similar qualities, but I still have to

develop my powers. *25

^-Before leaving for Berlin in 1837, Stankevich had time to help him in his

study of Hegel. This convinced Bakunin—as it had already convinced

Stankevich (for whom the Fichtian period had been much less important)

—

that what was required was not to raise the earth towards the heavens like

a Titan, but rather to seek God in history. The problem of 'reality' after so

much romantic enthusiasm occupied the next stage of his life. Hegel helped

him to bring to an end *the time of our stormy youth and of freedom, when

we were consumed by enthusiasm, the time when the word "reality" had

not yet been spoken among us '.26

From about half-way through 1837, Hegelian terminology begins to

-predominale. in his letters. The Ahsnhite—which he had originally wanted

to master and affirm--CQlQiirs_allJiisthoughts. There is even a danger of

it leading not to a deeper understanding^f things but rather investing

everything with an absolute value, and assigning the value of category

and truth to every phenomenon, and every feeling. Bakunin no longer

^Qught_consolation. but justification. The general religious phraseology

of his Fichtian phase now became more personal, detailed, casuistic and

finicky.

Stankevich was now abroad. Bakunin remained at the centre of a small

group of philosophers in Moscow. He read and re-read Hegel, growing more

and more convinced by his ideas, and preaching them to others. An expres-

sion of Hegel's ideas, not original, it is true, but proving his knowledge of

the philosopher, is to be found in two articles of these years, of which only

one was published—in 1840. From Hegel he at last succeeded in finding a

reconciliation with reality, which was neither religious abandon nor an

absorption in empirical problems. It was an attempt to give expression to

the impulses within himself, which could no longer be expressed as infinite

love or a vague and powerful religious feehng.

Together with BeHnsky who was, during these years, largely under his

influence, he then applied his philosophy to the political world around him,

as Herzen had done. In so doing, he wished to convince himself that he had

escaped from mere vague aspirations and the dreams of 'beautiful souls'

into history and life. By his effort of concentration, his quasi-religious

repudiation of the world and the illumination he had gained from Hegel,

he felt able to understand and explain the bleak oppressive political reaUty

of Nicholas I. It was by such strange and complicated means that Bakunin

finally reached his real goal, the problem of politics.

For the time being he had reached a dead end; but the various roads which

all these young Moscow philosophers—Stankevich, Belinsky, Bakunin,

Bolkin and Granovsky—had taken to escape from an apology for absolutism

show the importance that this paradox had assumed for them. The contro-

j^rsy between 1837 and_1840 was_^ enlarged into a discussion, whJchjjjHe
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Russian version—complicated by personal and religious problems—of the

.contemporary discussion in Germany among the Young Hegelians.

6nce^gain~Slankevich showed the balanced nature of his thought, ironi-

cally noting the conclusion which his friends had reached. He was too sincere

in his search for 'a clear faith, a friend to reason ',^7 to allow himself to be

deceived now. Their HegeUanism rang false to him. Without entering the

discussion on the philosophy of history, he criticized the assumption on which

they based their theories. He rebelled against the idea of taking, as they did, a

poet Uke Schiller, and turning him into a symbol—romantic sentimentaUty

—so as to make him the butt of all they rejected and hated. 'The news of

the literary works and ideas of our friends are scarcely comforting', he wrote

to Granovsky. 'If they do not understand what reahty means, I suppose

that they will at least respect what Hegel himself has said . . . Let them read

what he says about Schiller in the Aesthetic, ... let them read the Logic: that

reality in the sense of immediacy, external existence, is only contingent,

whereas the true reaUty is only reason and spirit. '^s This was a good

answer on the philosophical plane. But it did not take account of the

fact that_Bakunin and Beljnsky were facing a new problem, jthaljaLpJiacticaL

political activity . And the explanation of this they were beginning to seek in

Hegel.

' \
^EveiLStankeyicl))himself, in the latter years of his life, had to face similar

problems, though in another form. He wished to preserve the personal,

individual element, the originality of the Self, which he feared was being

..lost in Hegel's philosophy of history. This reaction took the form of a

defence of the traditional idea of the soul. 'If it is true that Hegel denies the

immortality of the soul, we will throw him over.'29 His psychological

interests, which had led him to philosophy, now made him hesitate when
faced with having to accept the consequences of the dialectic.

Besid£sJeuerbachLand_other recent German philosophical works sug-

-..ge&teiLto him -this very problem of the justification of all practical activity."

In 1840 he wrote from Rome to Bakunin, and told him of his doubts. 'The

Idea is the life of the Absolute : as soon as we have reached the Idea, we no

longer need any Science. Bearing life within itself, effortlessly, it becomes

contemplation, bliss; Science disappears.' Having followed the Hegelian

vision to its end, what then remained to be done? 'From the Idea we can

build life', he answered, 'and thus the Idea inevitably becomes action,

recognizes its own work, and is satisfied with it.' He goes on to say that he

has read the work of August Cieszkowski, the Polish Hegelian, Prolegomena

zur Historiographie. 'This divides history into three periods: Art, Science

(and we are at the end of this period) and Action. 7 he division is false,

because it is not based on history. But this last thought—that Science must

turn into Action, must melt in it—is correct . . . We now feel the need to

bind these categories more closely together, to combine philosophy and

feeling not only in the head but in the blood, the body, the whole being. '^o

1
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This was in some ways Stankevich's philosophical testament; in it he too

tried to find an approach to the practical world.

Belinsky's reaction, on the other hand, was less philosophical than

Stankevich's, but no less interesting. He had visited Bakunin and had under-

stood his exceptional quality (he said that he had the nature of a lion)—but

he saw also all his negative sides: *his monstrous pride', his frivoUty and

incapacity to listen to others. This analysis of Bakunin the man also implied

a criticism of the philosophy that he had built up from Fichte and Hegel.

He seemed to see reflected in his character as in a mirror that desire for the

Absolute, which rendered the pettiness of his personality futile, while his

idealistic asceticism in contrast to the outside world made him lose the sense

of things around him. This was why Belinsky criticized him. 'You have

never loved individual subjects and im^gcs:*^hor beimsky," the critic of

poetry and Uterature, the lover and inspirer of men, this was a mortal,

unforgiveable sin. His relations with Bakunin are characterized by this

admiration for the energy which he felt in him, and by a sincere hatred

aroused by his inability to appreciate the individual. 'I respect you, but I

cannot love you', he galH ppr BHi"«^l^y, thp rphpllmn against Bakunin was

also a rebellion against Idealism.

The first break came about the defence which he felt compelled to make of

small, simple things, of that paltry reality which ought not to require philo-

sophical justification.

I told Bakunin that one could reason from the philosophical point of view about

God and about art, but about the merits of cold veal, one must speak simply. He
replied that this was a revolt against idealism, that I was ruining myself, that I

would become a good fellow in the sense of bon vivant, bon camarade, etc. I want to

abandon the pretence of being a great man. I want to be like everyone else. 3

1

Belinsky's whole defence of the individual, beginning with himself, marked
the beginning of a new life. He was no longer dominated by the notion that

he must sacrifice everything to the Idea, throwing his dignity to the winds

and committing 'suicide' to maintain the philosophical values of the State

of Nicholas I.

So, Belinsky did not create a philosophy of action. He gave up struggling

with Hegel's dialectic, but, anguished and sensitive, he made hif; rri ^rk nn

the Russian life of the 'forties by his strong sense of ' subjects and individual

imaginations' . With this revolt against Bakunin began his St Petersburg

phase, the most fruitful of his brief period of activity. Before going abroad
Bakunin was able to observe the effects of German philosophy on less gifted

men than himself, Stankevich and Belinsky, men who did not surrender their

whole hearts to it. In old age he was filled with horror by the character of

Granovsky, for instance, an intelligent, peaceful and moderate Hegehan.
'There was not a drop of the blood in him that really loved humanity, as

there was in Diderot or in Danton. He lived and died in a state of sentimental
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humanitarianism. What a vast difference there is between him and our

Diderot: that rough reahst Vissarion Belinsky. Compared to the giant

Stankevich, Granovsky was a good young man, and nothing more.'^^

Granovsky was, in fact, to develop, on the historical plane, the ' reconcilia-

tion with absolutism' that had been made by Bakunin and Belinsky. In

opposition to the Slavophils, he extolled the figure of Peter the Great, and

in general the function of enhghtened absolutism in Russian history. For

Granovsky, the Hegehan reconciliation with reahty was to be the point of

departure for his own liberal, historical ideas.

When he finally went abroad in 1840, Bakunin had broken with everyone.

He felt isolated. His political conceptions remained those of a conservative

by philosophical choice ; his ideas were those of a convinced Hegehan. Yet

he felt profoundly dissatisfied. He was now in agreement with no one. His

anxiety was expressed in personal quarrels, which grew increasingly compli-

cated, and in polemics, which now lost all theoretical meaning, and degener-

ated into conflicts of temperament. BeHnsky said that Bakunin was not ' one

of us'; Granovsky said that in his presence he felt unheimlich. Bakunin's

philosophy failed to dominate the minds of his friends. For years he had

wanted to study in Berhn and at last, helped financially by Herzen, he was

able to leav^; ivussia.

Strange as it may seem, Hegehan orthodoxy helped him—once in Germany
—to abandon all philosophy. In the meantime, it brought him into direct

contact with the discussions of the Hegelian Left, which he had scarcely been

aware of in Russia. His very desire for the Absolute prevented him searching

for a philosophical ladder to help him from speculation to action, an abstract

justification for practical activity. His philosophy collapsed once it had

fulfilled its purpose ('Hegel's philosophy either kills or strengthens weak
characters', Stankevich had said).^^ Tbete-remained his detachment from the

surrounding world, and above all the wish to give an absolute value to the

new direction of his hfe. iJe disdained as worthless anything not directed to

this end. The rest could now be dismissed with the eternal justification that

*grey is the theory and green the tree of hfe'. ^^

There is little important evidence of Bakunin's inner development during

his early years in Germany. He still owed much to Hegelian philosophy.

God preserve us from any wretched compromise. Better to be logically abstract

than stick to the concrete world. Being logical in the abstract soon leads to a

knowledge of one's own one-sidedness. Compromise leads nowhere. ^^

There is , in fact, no gradual progress from his political orthodoxy to his

r^ynhitinnary JHpa^ nf 1 R49 All the mncftntrated inner life of hJS preceding

years had£repa^dLhim.for aleap. While his Moscow friends and the yoifng

Hegelians in Germany were still discussing the need to round off classical

German philosophy by practical action, and to establish within the Hegelian

system the relations between politics and philosophy, Bakunin had already

1
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made the leap. He was already becoming the living example of practical

action, and, to use Herzen*s expression, of its 'vendetta with philosophy'.

When Herzen read, in Moscow, the article 'Die Reaction in Deutschland.

Ein Fragment von einem Franzosen', he was enthusiastic. He found in it the

political passion which he was looking for in Moscow, and which Bakunin

in one bound had found in Germany.

The article was aimed mainly at those who wanted a compromise between

the existing world and the revolution. He referred the compromisers to the

logic of Hegel, the laws of Solon, and to the example of the Jews in Poland,

who in the last war had supported first the Poles and then the Russians, and

in the end had been hanged by both.

Ht^-artide was aa act of faith in-the revolution which, by destroying the

existing world, would open the doors to the world of the spirit. Tt^would

affect the field of philosophy too, by exploding theories in the name of

practical action. The end of the article—the most famous phrase of the

work, often subsequently quoted—reveals its real meaning: 'Jhe^passion for

>destru€tieft-is at the^me time a creative passion
.

'

It is a brilliant phrase, which demonstrates his intransigence, but which

loses its political meaning when it is removed from its context

—

The people, the poorer classes, whose rights are recognized in theory, but who
until now, because of their origins and position, have been deprived of property,

condemned to ignorance and therefore (in actual practice) to slavery—these classes,

the true people, everywhere grow menacing . . . men everywhere are enthralled by

the promise of a future which is synonymous with freedom. Even over Russia, of

which we know so little and which is perhaps destined to a great future, clouds arc

gathering. The air is sultry and heavy with storms. ^^

His revolutionary passion and his bold confrontation of the world had at

last developed a content, and it was a social content.

He was so taken by his new ideal that he gradually broke off his connections

with Russia, to which he decided not to return. His farewell to Turgenev, the

future novelist, whom he met in Berlin during the first phase of his stay in

Germany, and who was the last Russian whom he tried to convert to his

Hegelian religion, was a sort of symbol of the deeper break with his friends,

-with Moscow and with Russia. ^'^ In November 1842 he was already so

certain of his political ideal that he himself encouraged Ruge to draw the

ultimate practical conclusions in his fight against orthodox Hegelianism. In

the autumn of that year he l£fl_Berlin for Dresden, and decided to devote all

his energies to political work with the German Socialist groups. At Dresden

he met the poet Herwegh, and together they emigrated to Switzerland to

create a nucleus of Socialists and Radicals. ^^ It_was Herwegh who first intro-

duced Bjikunin to Weitling and the latter's CommunisL^oiJprf^p'Trr^rwith
.
which he established contact.

Weitling had receritly^uSlished The Guarantees ofLiberty and Harmony—
'a really important work', wrote Bakunin to Ruge. He was interested not so
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much in Weitling's purely Utopian theories or political ideas as in the evidence

. nf t\}e. prolptarian ^{^tp. nfjminH. ' ffpaHmg thp hnnV nne spp<; that hp? d^-

cribes exactly^hat ajproletarian feels, what he could not fail to feelj

Bakunin was faced with a new world, and he began to try to understand it

passively, which was his natural state of mind, he once said, when coming

across something unknown and radically new. He hstened in silence, con-

vinced that 'negation is the only nourishment, the fundamental condition

of every live life'.^^

When Bakunin began to consider the artisans, the proletariat that he had

met through Weitlijig^ it is very likely he had already, instinctively, assimi-

lated the anarchical tendencies of this vociferous German revolutionary.

Judppd they close ly resemble- iiis ov^oi later ideas. But this was not the aspect

that he now stressed. He questioned the value of the very essence of Weit-

ling's teaching and the Communism contained in it. And he finally came to

the conclusion: '^kjs^nnt a free sncietyr a really live union of free people,

biiLaJieni-jif Rnimals, 4fttolerably coerced and united by foroe, tollowing'

only material ends, utterly ignorant of the spiritual side of.life. '^^^

Yet Communism posed a problem which was implicit in the very structure

of society. ' Communism does not spring from theories but from the people's

instinct, and this is never mistaken. "^^
'We are on the eve of£ great revolution

. . . which will not, be merely political in character, but concerned with

^principles__aiid j:£li^on."*2 Under the old banner of liberty, equality and

fraternity, democracy was beginning a new struggle, inspired by the workers'

will for freedom. Weitling's preaching was merely a symptom. His Com-
munism was merely a mistaken solution of a living and fundamental problem.

'True Communism' to counter this vulgar and despotic variety had still to

be found.

When Weitling's movement was crushed, Bakunin, who was indirectly

involved in the persecution, had to leave the city. After a brief stay in

Switzerland he joined Ruge and the other German emigres in Paris. There

he continued his researches into 'true Communism', which in Switzerland

he had for a moment thought of embracing—not only intellectually but by

becoming a workman and thus proving his own freedom of action. But this

notion was transitory, and was due chiefly to the increasing difficulties of his

economic situation.

In Paris, where he remained for some years—and which he originally

liked so much that he said he would stay there for ever—his hfe was entirely

devoted to reading and discussing philosophical and political ideas. He had

an exceptionally large and lively circle of acquaintances and friends, and was

in constant touch with the German emigres. He also had personal contacts

Wilh Proudhon, Louis Blanc, Marrast, George SandT^NTTcheTet—in fact the

centre of what was to comprise the Left in 1848.'*^

He was at first especially interested in Communist undercurrents. He got

to know Cabet, and in October 1844 he wrote to his friend Solger^** that 'he
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was studying political economy and was a Communist with all his heart '.'^

In a letter of September of the same year Engels includes him among the

Communists, and it was Bakunin who had first introduced Engels to a

workmen's meeting. The impression made on him by Weithng's group had

evidently been strong, despite the reserves expressed in the article published

in Zurich.

During this period Bakunin was specially close to the group which was

trying, at the end of 1844, to transform the Vorwdrts, the German paper

published in Paris, into an organ of emigre Socialism. The leaders w:£re_Ru^,

ly^arx, Hpnvrgh an4-tfrinr But here too he felt something in the atmosphere

that prevented him putting his whole heart into the work. He felt the same

narrowness and artificiality that had made him unable to accept Weitling's

Utopia.

These gentlemen are <;trangers to thp fiinrjampntal dggiands of human dignity and

freedom. Rather sad, isn't it? . . . From this point of view the hrench (Jommiinlsls

are more pro^essive, human^ proud and frptp Thfty are fnii pf dignitv ancTself-

respect. and so thfiy appreriate dimity and freedom in others

.

*^

In any case Marx encouraged Bakunin to expand his political ideas. Some
years later, in 1871, Bakunin was to say:

Marx was then far more extremist than I was. At that time I had no ideas on

political economy, and my Socialism was purely instinctive. Although younger

than I, Marx was already an atheist, a doctrinaire materialist and a conscious

Socialist . . . We met often enough for me to appreciate his knowledge and his

serious and passionate devotion to the cause of the proletariat, although it was

always mixed with personal vanity.'*''

Marx, in his turn, was interested in the Russians who had attached them-

selves to the German emigres in Paris. Bakunin was the only pohtical

personality among them. But in 1844 others were to be found with him:

Sazonov, who had with Herzen founded the Saint-Simonist group in Moscow;
and also G. M. Tolstoy, a colourful aristocrat (related to the Decembrist,

Ivashov) from the Kazan region. He promised Marx that he would sell his

possessions and give him the proceeds. Though he did not do this, he retained

his progressive views, and later provided BeUnsky with the financial means

to edit the Sovremennik.^^_M^TXj2iid that thesf* Pncsia"*^ ^gp^ ^^'^^^'^^^'"'^^^he

world^Communist sects entirely out of curiosity, out of 'gluttony'. In fact,

as Bakunin was soon to show, thiswas^not tEeonly reason. But their relations

at first were dominated by Marx's feehng of superiority towards the Russians.

This was one reason why Bakunin turned to the French and the Poles,

loosening his ties with the German emigres. But he took this step mainly
because he had found jn \Aarx\ more scholarly theorjesjhe same denial of

a_lflPP sor irty - which had^di^nrhantpH him from thf i ^^^q^ n£JiI^iti\no

Looking back on this period of his life many years later, he concluded

i
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that Marx was a great thinker, but that 'Proudhon understood and had a

far greater feehng for freedom . . . It's very likely that in theory Marx can

construct an even more rational system of freedom than Proudhon, but he

lacks the instinctive feeling for it. As a German and a Jew, he is authoritarian

from head to foot."*^

JTrue Communism' Bakunin found not in Marx, but in Proudhon.
Bakunin's attitude to the Frenchman's political and social conceptions was

similar to Herzen's towards the ideas of the Russian Slavophils at this time.

Hfi pr.nppi-p(i <:nmp nf h\^ central perceptions, but he wanted to Strip them of

their covering and above all to, criticize-them in the light of his previous

philosophical experiences . This was to be a slow process, which Bakunin

could consider completed only when he had fnrmnlatpH hk anarfj^hJ^Tn^ whirh

was merely (as he himsgjf claimed) Proudhon's system 'enlarged^ developed

andjreed of all its metaphysical^Meahst^nddocmnairc decoration '.^o

We have too little evidence about the relations between Proudhon and

Bakunin in these Paris years to be able to reconstruct the stages of this

elaboration. Besides, their influences were reciprocal, for Bakunin, with

Marx and Griin, was one of those who aroused Proudhon's interest in the

Hegehan dialectic. But we know what this meant for Bakunin. In his dis-

cussions with Proudhon he used the dialectic chiefly as an instrument to

seek 'reaUty', to extract the poHtical kernel from a complex system, and to

discover in it a Sociahsm free of the despotic elements of which he had been

conscious in the Communism of Weitling and the German emigres.

His joumaHstic activities in Germany and Switzerland, and his personal

contact with the Hegehan Left and Communist sects, soon attracted the

attention of the Tsarist police. At the end of 1844 he was condemned by the

Senate ' for having had criminal relations abroad with a group of disaffected

elements, and for not having submitted to the orders of His Majesty's

Government to return to Russia—to deprivation of his rights and dignities,

and, ordered, on return to Russia, to be deported to forced labour in Siberia,

and the confiscation of all his goods (if he had any)'.^i This sentence, pub-

lished in the Paris press (through the Russian Embassy), brought his attention

back to his own country. In January 1845 he sent an open letter of protest

to the newspaper La Reforme to expound his views on the situation. Another

Russian emigre, Golovin, had been sentenced to the same penalties by the

Senate, and had also publicly protested, claiming the rights of the Russian

nobility and appeahng to a hypothetical 'charter' granted in ancient times

by the Emperors to the aristocracy. It was Golovin's intervention which led

to Bakunin's letter.

It was not true, he wrote, that there existed in Russia an opposition con-

sisting of the nobihty and the constitutional bodies. The Senate had no

autonomy. Russian despotism was complete.

Aristocratic bien pitoyable et bien ridicule, qui, parfaitement etrangere a toutes les

questions du si^cle, a tous ces grands interets de I'humanite qui se debattent hers 1
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dc son sein, ne sait parler dans ses reunions que des occupations, des gestes et des

paroles de la famille imperiale et des calembours du Grand-Due Michel.

He followed up this attack on the nobility and absolutism with a brief but

effective description of the forces which really were opposing despotism.

This was the first time that a Russian revolutionary had spoken in this way
to European democrats, and that the forces and problems of what was later

to become Russian Populism had been singled out and publicly described.

II faut dire cependant que, parmi ces nobles Russes et surtout parmi les jeunes gens,

il y en a deja un assez grand nombre qui ont des tendances plus elevees. Ceux-la

gemissent de I'abaissement ou ils se trouvent plonges avec les autres et dont ils se

sentent solidaires, quoique pour leur compte ils n'en soient nullement coupables.

Ceux-la suivent avec amour les progres de la civilisation et de la liberie en Europe,

et se donnent toutes les peines du monde pour se rapprocher du peuple, chose

extremement difficile, parce qu'ils en sont separes par un abime. lis tachent de

conserver et de cultiver en eux-memes, et d'allumer dans les autres, le feu sacre des

grands et des nobles instincts. lis se cherchent mutuellement dans cette nuit pro-

fonde, dans cette atmosphere empoisonnee par I'esclavage, la delation et la crainte,

qui les enveloppent et les isolent. Ah! Monsieur, il faut avoir vecu en Russie pour

bien comprendre toute I'influence qu'ont sur le developpement intellectuel et

moral d'un homme la position ou il se trouve et le monde qui I'entoure! Dieu

veuille que ces jeunes gens ne succombent pas! Car ceux d'entre eux qui auront

resiste jusqu'a la fin aux nombreuses entraves qui les enchainent pourront peut-etre

encore etre utiles a notre patrie. Mais ils agiront alors non 'comme', mais 'quoique'

nobles. Car je vous le repete. Monsieur, la noblesse russe, comme telle, est com-

pletement demoralisee, impuissante et morte.

Pour moi, je m'en plains pas . . . Je crois que pour des pays malheureux et

opprimes, comme la Russie et la Pologne, il n'y a pas d'autre salut que la demo-

cratie.

Ne pensez pas. Monsieur, que la democratie soit impossible dans ma patrie.

Pour mon compte, je suis intimement persuade qu'elle est I'unique chose qui y
soit serieuscment realisable, et que toutes les autres formes politiques, quelque nom
qu'elles prennent, seraient aussi etrangeres et odieuses au peuple russe que le

regime actuel.

Car le peuple russe. Monsieur, malgre le terrible esclavage qui le deprime, et

malgrd les coups de baton qui pleuvent sur lui de tous les cotes, a des instincts et

des allures parfaitement democratiques. II n'est point corrompu lui, il n'est que

malheureux. II y a dans sa nature demi-barbare quelque chose de si energique et

de si large, une telle abondance de poesie, de passion et d'esprit, qu'il est impossible

de ne pas etre convaincu, en le connaissant, qu'ila e ncore une grande mission a

remplir dans ce monde. Tout Tavenir de la Russie reside en lui, dans cette masse si

innombrable et si imposante d'hommes qui parlent la meme langue et qui seront

bientot, j'espere, animes par le meme sentiment et par la meme passion. Car le

peuple russe avance, Monsieur, malgr^ toute la mauvaise volonte du gouveme-

ment. Des insurrections partielles et tr^s graves de paysans centre leur seigneurs

—

insurreciions qui se multiplient d'une maniere effrayante—ne le prouvent que trop.

Le moment n'est pas 61oign6, peut-etre, ou elles se confondront dans une grande

J
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revolution et, si le gouvernement ne se depeche pas d'emanciper le peuple, il y aura

beaucoup de sang repandu.

On dit que I'empereur Nicolas y pense. PlCit a Dieu ! car s'il parvenait reellement

a emanciper les paysans d'une maniere Tranche et large, ce serait un veritable

bienfait, qui lui ferait pardonner bien de choses, et il a beaucoup de choses a se

faire pardonner, son regne n'ayant ete marque, jusqu'a present, que par I'avilisse-

ment de tout ce qu'il y a eu encore de noble independance et de bons elements en

Russie . . .

Bakunin had thus not shed his doubts regarding the young Russian

intellectuals, his former friends. He knew their weaknesses, but he also knew
that, apart from those to be found in the Tsar and the peasant masses, the

only fertile political seeds lay in them.

Between the peasants and the Tsar, however, he oscillated, hesitating

between a revolution from below and a radical reform from above. These \,i'^

hesitations lasted for more than twenty years, and were shared by most of \ io'" \\f
his generation. ReYDlutioaary-^ep«4^ismlcQiiId^ome_into being only after M ,\ v

these doubts hadbeen overcome, as they were, first by the young intellectuals , v
'-'

who_were growing up in Russia during the 'sixties, and only later by Bakunin \j'^

himself. Until then, hope in a dictatorship of the Tsar, acting for the people

^against the nobles, was to remain one of the two poles of his political vision.

The other was his great hope that the, isnlatpd revolts of the serfsjmight one

^ay turn into a revolution.
^

The arrival in Paris of Herzen, and of Belinsky in July 1847, finally

rekindled Bakunin's interest in the problems of Russia. This had never been

completely abandoned, but merely lapsed when the Western Socialist move-

ments had taken first place in his attention.

From a distance Herzen had read and admired Bakunin's articles. After

reading his protest in La Reforme, he had noted in his diary 'This is the

language of a free man, a language that to us sounds like that of a savage. We
are not used to it. We are used to allegories and to bold words intra muros'^^

Despite this distant admiration, when he reached Paris even he was stunned

by Bakunin's ideas and mode of speaking. He found him absorbed in the

world revolution and the problems of France, and quite incapable of,

jindeistanding the importance of the intellectual movements in Russia, which

were, the only possible substitutes for a free political life there. Bakunin

asked Herzen for news of the Government and poUtics. Herzen told him of

,

^ranoysky's lectures, and the university and literary world. Herzen in fact

_was still preoccupied with the world in which he had until then taken part,

that pf thp Riiggjan mtPiHgPntgJa Hc himsclf had helped to develop it along

political lines, bu^it was certainly not yet a political party. Bakunin, since

he had left, had covered much ground alone, but at the price of losing for

many years any chance of influencing Russian life. They_ could no longer

understand each other. It was now Herzen's turn to free hiinselt troihlhe

'

doctrinaire ways of thought in Moscow.

1
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The discussion was rekindled_by^the arrival of Belinsky. Bakunin main-

tained that Belinsky ought to remain in Paris and no longer dissipate his

energies in St Petersburg in the daily and frequently unsuccessful struggle to

express his ideas. In Russia, he was stifled by the censorship, constantly

threatened with the possibility of police intervention. From this point of

view, Bakunin was certainly right. Only death saved Belinsky from persecu-

tion.

What then was the point of such a life ? In Paris he could have been at

the centre of the Russian refugees. ^^ But Behnsky stuck to his decision to

return to St Petersburg, convinced that only there could he be of use. He
said that Bakunin was 'hke a German, was born mystical, idealist, romantic,

and will die like that, because you don't change your nature by throwing

over philosophy'. 54 This was not just a clash of differing temperaments.

Ever ^cc 1846 Eelinsky-liadJseeajexcJiangin^ his So^alist ideas for a more

reahstic outlook and \yas Jess influenced by French Utopias, and concen^

tratedmore^on the problem of freeing the serfs and the liberty^f the pre_ss.

Bakunin and Herzen opposed him (as well as Annenkov and Botkin, who
were both in Paris at this time) not only with their Socialist ideas but also

with their conception of the part of the bourgeoisie in Russian history. They

argued that Russia must be freed from the danger of becoming bourgeois,

of falling into a similar social situation to that of the France of Louis Philippe.

\ Belinsky agreed with his friends' criticisms of the situation in France, but

could not agree with the drastic conclusions they drew from them. He said

that ' Russia's development began when the nobility was being changed into

the bourgeoisie. Poland was the best example of the power of a State which

had no bourgeoisie with rights of its own.' He wished to continue working

in St Petersburg, and he believed that he could develop the social movements

and the intelligentsia which had made such progress in the 'forties, because

he had a short-term programme and one more capable of immediate fulfil-

ment. He wanted to remain at the head of the 'Westerners', the men who
later became Liberals. Herzen and Bakunin, on the other hand, hoping for

a direct transition from a Russia still dominated by the nobility to Socialism,

were then beginning to lay the ideological foundations of Populism. This

was the precise point at which the Westerners and the Popuhsts parted ways

at the end of the 'forties.

Bakunin found in this a confirmation of the theory that he had already

expressed in his first article on Russia ;Jie ^yas now more certain than ever

that it would be a difficult process to transform Russian ln tpVie<^tiiak into

active revolutionaries. Opposed to him he saw Belinsky, who refused to

emigrate, and he realized that Annenkov and Botkin maintained their

reforming and liberal ideas more firmly than ever.

Years earlier this conviction had made him look for another way of

influencing the situation in Russia. In the article protesting against his

sentence he had already hinted at the need for Poland to move along the
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road to democracy. On his journey between Switzerland and Paris he had

visited Lelewel, the democratic Polish historian living in Brussels; he had

then tried to establish political ties with the Polish emigres. In February 1846

the Constitutionnel pubhshed an article by him on the persecution of Catholics

in Lithuania and White Russia. He claimed, among other things, that 'the

oppression of Poland is a disgrace to my country, and its liberation may
perhaps mean the hberation of Russia '.^s Thusjhe national problem injhe—

Russian Empire would provide that striking force against Tsarism which the

intellectual movements of the educated classes seemed unable to brmg about.

Here, too, Bakunin was trying to move forward alone, surrounded by the

greatest difficulties. He was the first Russian after the Decembrists to try to

make a political alliance with the Polish Nationalists. Few were to put their

trust in him, especially since the Russian Embassy in Paris started the rumour

that he was a Tsarist agent, a slander that pursued him for the rest of his

life. Throughout 1846 he was very discouraged by these early failures.

Political discussions between him, a Russian revolutionary, and the Poles,

who looked at all problems from their own nationalist point of view, were

often difficult, sometimes impossible. But at last in 1 847 he was able to make
a great speech at a meeting to commemorate the revolt of 1830.

This speech shows how his desire to make contact with the Polish emigres

had given birth to his vision of an Eastern European revolution. Such hopes

were to grow during the two following years. As early as September 1847

he wrote to Herwegh :
'We can feel the storm approaching. Believe me, things

will soon go well. Life will soon begin for us, we will work together in the

generous and stormy way which is so necessary for us.'^^ He felt 1848

drawing near. He thought that even in Russia ' the peasants will no longer

wait for freedom from the Tsar. Their growing revolts show that they are

tired of waiting.'^'^ So he told the Poles that an agreement between Russia

and Poland was a great step forward, a cause to which it was right to

dedicate themselves wholeheartedly. Once Nicholas I's empire had been

overthrown, such a reconciliation would mean the freeing of all the Slavs

and the real end to tyranny in Europe. ^s

These public assertions led to his^expulsion fromJFrance^at the request of

the Russian Embassy. It was in Brussel s, to which he now fled, that he

began his real work of organization and conspiracy among the democratic

emigres, who were gathering there on the eve of the 1848 revolution. He
began to work among the Poles, who at first received him well.

Shortly before his arrival in Brussels, a ;.Democratic Society for the Union

of all Countries' had been formed, made up of Belgian democrats and

Communists together with representatives of the various refugees. Marx

and Engels (as German Communists) were members of this Society, and at

one of its meetings Marx made his famous speech on free trade, before

being sent by the group to London to get in touch with the Fraternal Demo-

crats, a Chartist organization, but internationalist in character. These
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contacts led to the demand for a Communist programme, which Marx and

Engels then formulated in the Manifesto. In Brussels, Bakunin spoilclashed

-With the Marxists, even more violently than he had done some years earlier

in Paris.

Vanity, malice, quarrels, haughtiness in theory, timidity in practice, high minded

thoughts on life, activity and simplicity, and in practice complete absence of life,

action or simplicity. Self-conscious and thoughtful work.nen and a disgusting

playing with them. 'Feuerbach is bourgeois', and the word 'bourgeoisie' becomes

an epithet boring to the point of nausea through repetition—and they themselves,

from head to foot, are little provincial petty bourgeois. In a word, lies and stupidity,

stupidity and lies. Impossible to breathe freely in such a society. I keep away from

them, and have explicitly stated that I won't enter their Communist union of

workmen, and that I won't have anything to do with them.^^

Instead, he wanted to establish close relations with the Poles. But in the

clannish and embittered atmosphere of the emigration, Bakunin could not

do what he wanted. The insinuations that he was a Tsarist agent made the

problem still more difficult. The suspicion he met with almost suffocated him.

He was unable to ally himself with any movement which he considered of

any vitality. The Polish question—involving religious and social, national

and international problems—he saw in all its complexity in the struggles of

these little emigre groups. '<SepaFately, they are nearly al l good Poles. Together,
as a party, they are worthless.' Even among the best he did not find one of

those ' powerful new chords, whose vibrations can set in motion the hearts of

the new generation and make them leap with joy'. ^o Lelewel, despite his age,

was one of the most remarkable characters. It is possible indeed that it was

Lelewel who suggested to him (perhaps on his first short visit to Brussels in

1844) the Slav obshchina as a possible seedbed for Socialism. There is no

exact evidence of this in Bakunin's letters, but he is to be found explaining

to another emigr6 the 'enormous diff"erence between the agrarian community

and the phalanstery'. By this he probably meant that he sav/ in the Slav

obshchina characteristics of liberty and autonomy, which were absent from

the Fourierist organization.

His last months in Brussels caused him growing disappointment in the

'Democratic Society' in which he had at first placed such great hopes. But

it allowed him to make another speech, in which—in the name of the

Decembrists and the fallen Poles—he repeated his ideas of a new union

between Russia and Poland, both freed from the Tsarist yoke.^^ He was

also able to forge a few personal links which were to be useful when the

revolution of 1848 broke out.

'The days following the February revolution were the happiest of Bakunin's

life', Hcrzen wrote later." He at once returned to Paris and to the men who
had fought on the barricades and who were now organizing the demonstrations

to establish the provisional government. Caussidiere, the Republican prefect

of police, is reported to have said of him, 'Quel homme. quel homme!
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On the first day of the revolution he is a real treasure, on the next he ought

to be shot.' Bakunin lived in the Caserne de Tournon, near the Luxembourg,

together with the Republican Guard, which was then being formed, and the

workmen who had collected there. Three years later, locked up in the Peter-

Paul fortress in St Petersburg, he was to tell his royal confessor of the pro-

found impression that had been made on him by meeting these men.

I assure Your Majesty that in no other class or place have I ever found such noble

self-denial, such an instinctive sense of honour, such cordial delicacy of expression,

such lovable gaiety combined with so much heroism, as in these simple uneducated

men, who always were and always will be a thousand times better than their leaders.^^

But though his imagination was captured by the human aspects of the

revolution, his mind soon turned to Eastern Europe, where he would have

the chance to have his say and put his desire for action into practice. On
1 3th March La Reforme published an article by him on the European signifi-

cance of the February revolution. 'All practical people of the old regime

have now become Utopian, and yesterday's Utopia is the only thing that is

reasonable and feasible.' This Utopia was for him pure, unconditional

democracy for France and the whole of Europe.

Democracy excludes conquest, but the victory of the revolutionary principle in

Europe is a question of life or death for France . . . The revolutionary movement
will only stop when Europe, the whole of Europe including Russia, is changed into

a democratic federal republic. I am a Russian, and my spirit belongs to Russia.

This revolution, destined to save all people, will also save Russia. Of this I am
convinced.^'*

He promised to expand his ideas on the revolution in the Slav countries

in a subsequent article, but this was never written. With a little money, given

him by Flocon, and with two passports in his pocket, he went to the duchy

of Pomerania hoping to find there, with the Poles, a base for his activities

in the East. He was arrested in Berlin, probably at the request of the Russian

Government, but he was soon afterwards released.

His journey across Germany in April 1848 was rapid, but this did not

prevent him from giving a vivid description of a German world ' in confusion,

but without a real revolution'. Hp wag gtnipV hy thp lark of a Qgntra[organiza-

tion in the piovement. The German revolution seemed to be incoherent

and fragmentary. And of its social character he wrote : 'Now, it is_nQL-thfiL,

-jQn^sand princes who are strong, but the bourgeoisie, which is desperately

ftntTgnni stuLiQ_the rcpublicT 'bccause it brings in its wake sociaT probTemy
and the triurn£hof democracy.' Yet,

only the republic can get rid of the dead and benighted German union and bring

real unity—the ideal of every German

—

Deutsche Einheit. You cannot imagine the

amount of nonsense that has been spoken about this. What is alive in Germany is

the proletariat and the peasants. There will be a terrible revolution, a real flood of

barbarians, which will wipe the ruins of the old world off the face of the earth.
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Then the fortunes of the good, amiable Burger will be bad, terrible. The symptoms

of this revolution can be seen everywhere: scarcity of money, fewer buyers, factories

stopping work, the number of unemployed workmen increasing daily. The demo-

cratic revolution will begin here within two or three months at the latest. The

leaders are gradually organizing their forces and trying to bring about a unified

revolutionary movement of the whole of Germany. "^^

In spite of his doubts about so many aspects of Germany—and especially

the nationalism apparent in her relations with the Danes and her uncertain

attitude towards the Poles and Slavs—Bakunin retained this faith in German
democracy until the last possible moment. The bitter anti-German feelings

of his later years sprang from his disappointment at the collapse of these

great hopes.

He stayed only a few days in Berlin. Passing through Leipzig he met Ruge

again who, some years earlier, had turned him towards democratic ideas.

He told him that he feared for the future of the revolution in France. When
he had left Paris, the reaction was already beginning to make itself felt.

Bakunin was not alone in this judgment, which was shared by many Socialist

leaders in France. But he probably saw more clearly than they did the inter-

national consequences of the situation. The failure to help Italy and Spain

was its most dangerous symptom. He told Ruge that the French under-

, stood nothing of the German revolution, and stilTTess of the Slav oneTThis

view of the situation encouraged him more than ever to devote his activities

to the Slav world, and to aim especially at Russia. He was convinced that

only if the revolution spread to Eastern Europe could it triumph in the West

and in France. ^^

At Breslau, where he stayed for some time seeking agreement with the

Poles who were meeting there, his plans came to nothing. Once again con-

tacts with the emigres proved difficult. Prussian policy, which for a short

time had favoured the Polish movement, began to turn against it, especially

when it assumed a distinctly peasant tendency directed against the aristocracy.

In May 1848 the Slav congress at Prague at last gave him the chance to

express his ideas. His policy consisted of a noble attempt to swim against

the tide by encouraging the Slav national movement to adopt policies which

should not merely avoid conflict with, but actually support, the democratic

revolutions in France, Germany, Austria, Hungary and Italy. He thus tried

to counteract the influence of the conservative forces, which were making
use of these young political movements and playing on their national rivalries.

References to Bakunin's Panslavism of these years are usually vague, and
conceal a lack of understanding of his political activities. ^'^ Panslavism is like

an expandable portmanteau that can be made to contain almost anything,

and into it Bakunin put his own policies, convinced that tbe idea of a federa-

J^on would have encouraged the Slavs to take part '" the great strifggle

which the revolution was waging throughoujUEurope.

tlis^£olicy, therefore, has its Machiavellian element in the desire to use.
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"y'^hoi it much belief in itsvalu£.-the-banner of nationalism for revolutionary

ends. The expressiqn^^^TR^volutionary PaTisIavIs^r~can be~"acceptM aS a">

description of his pn1iry7'7ffrh|f~iiUiLig rfim^^^^rr^hat Bakunin himself put

the emphasis on the adjective and not on the noun. It may also be true that

later in this complicated game, Bakunin was carried away and eventually

overwhelmed by 'the demoniac force of Nationalism', as he once described

it; and that he did not succeed in dragging it into the field of an international-

ism which he conceived of as a free aUiance and a collaboration of demo-

cratic forces. But this only means he, too, felt weighed down by the destiny

of 1848, in which the national and social elements were so entangled that

neither of them could develop until everyone had realized the extent of the

failure.

When he reached Prague in June he at once expressed these ideas in his

negotiations with the other participants at the Congress and in newspaper

articles. The Slavs, he said, had been oppressed for too long to become the

means of oppressing other people. Only a Slav federation ' from the Adriatic

to the Black Sea and from the White Sea to Siberia' would guarantee free-

dom for them all and range them alongside the other democracies. The

federation, as he envisaged it, was to give to a 'Slav Council' absolute

authority in foreign affairs and in the maintenance of freedom within each

of the federated nations. The socia l prngrammp Ayflg to he nnpw^ democratic

equality without any specific connection with Socialism. Tn his observations,

Bakunin clearly explained that it was his aim to prevent the growing

nationalist movements from degenerating into internal Slav wars or wars

directed against other people. ' Respect and love for the freedom of others

is in their eyes the basic condition of their own freedom. '^^

It must be remembered that he expounded these ideas at the Congress of

Prague, which had been called to oppose the German Congress of Frankfurt,

with the aim (as far as some of its organizers were concerned) of supporting

the Hapsburg monarchy against the Hungarians. It is not therefore sur-

prising that Bakunin's views did not prevail and that neither they nor their

author took first place at the Congress. He was well aware that he was

swimming against the tide, and so he tried to restrict his aims to the recall

of the Croat troops from Italy, and the union of at least a few Slav nationali-

ties within the nucleus of a federation without for the moment counting on

Russia. He then began to create a political organization to achieve these ends.

This was a secret society '-4J;e.^v Friends ', made up of a few people who

shared his ideas, chiefly spokesmen of the Slovak, Croat and Serb move-

ments.

When the Prague rebellion broke out owing to provocation from the

Austrian troops and the revolt of small groups of 'democratic Czechs',

Bakunin plunged himself body and soul into the struggle and its direction,

although he had probably had no part in preparing it. But he had no faith in

its timeliness or chances of success.
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The Slav Congress was broken off, and on his return to BerHn in July

Bakunin resumed his activities as soon as he had put an end to the slander

that he was a Tsarist agent. This time the charge was especially dangerous

as it was quoted by Marx in the Neue Rheinische Zeitung and Bakunin had to

get guarantees to refute it. Further persecution by the Prussian police, once

more incited by Russia, forced him to keep moving round Germany, while

he prepared his Appeal to the Slavs, which he pubhshed at Leipzig in

December 1848.69

In it he repeated, with greater effect and more openly, the ideas that he

had tried in vain to impose on the Congress of Prague. The Slavs, he said,

had united against German policy, which denied their right to existence.

ij/ But now they must link their own fortunes to those of the revolutionary

^ ){ movement in Germany. The Slavs had ancient rivalries with the Hun-
'/}'^ garians, but now they must side with revolutionary Hungary, and realize

y that any help given to the Austrian Emperor would only increase the extent

/j^ of their own oppression. Of course, he went on, Russia was a great Slav

country, but Nicholas I's policy was against the interests of European

democracy, and the Slavs must therefore not only refuse to rely on him, but

must openly fight against him. He concluded with an appeal for a '^general

federation of European republics 'rather than for a specifically Slav federa-

tion which he scarcely mentioned. ^Q

'This is a critical moment in the existence of the Slavs. Everyone must do

his duty, and then God's will may be done. Much love is needed to take the

right hne at this difficult time', he wrote in a letter. "^^ It was indeed a sense

of duty which guided him whilst writing his Appeal to the Slavs. Even in its

wording, this pamphlet made the smallest possible concession to the national-

ist forces which he felt ta be Ihe greatest enemy, but which must now be

deflected so asjo benefit the revolution.

Such a clear standpoint gave him the right to implore the German demo-

crats, too, to examine their consciences. He had again allied himself with

Ruge, 'a German patriot, but not a teutomane', who had protested against

'the young German freedom' in Poland, Prague, Italy and against 'all his

compatriots who were Francophobes, Danophobes, Slavophobes : in fact all

"phobes" except tyrannophobes'.'^^ jtig attack which Engels now launched

against his Appeal vausi have convinced him of the real strength of nationalist

feeling among the German revolutionaries. In the Neue Rheinische Zeitung

of 15th and 16th February, Engels wrote an article called 'Democratic

Panslavism' in which, among other things, he specifically denied any right

of autonomous existence to the Slav countries and, in general, any future

for them. Bakunin must have drawn the conclusion that it was very difficult

to make an alliance with the German revolutionaries.

Quite apart from this, Germany's internal situation already seemed badly

compromised by lack of courage among the leaders. Not that this made him
despair. As Herzen had done when the revolution began to collapse in France,
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SO now in Germany Bakunin looked chiefly to the peasants, hoping for a

renewal of the movement there. Until then, he said, the democratic leaders

had believed it possible to move the peasants *with abstract political phrases,

either constitutional or republican. They did not want to rouse the so-called

"evil passions" of the people.' This had led to the reaction. But by now the

peasants would have understood this. 'The "evil passions" will unleash the

peasants' war, and this cheers me, because I am not afraid of anarchy, but

long for it with all my heart. Only this can uproot us from the accursed

mediocrity in which we have been vegetating for so long.' Even the reaction

itself might be of some use. It would at last concentrate men's minds, and

make people realize that the time for talk was over. ' Naii^4hafik-God,jthey're

beginning to organize and create secret societies.
'"^^

'Later, in his Confession

h^said that the Qptman drmorrRts' most spftT^rs mistakfjvas^to have spread

jheir propaganda in the towns instead of in the villages. Yet, he added, it

would not have been difficult to arouse the revolutionary spirit of the

peasants, especially in Germany where there still sundiied-se-tnany relics of

the feudal system.

This review o1f the revolutionary situation helped to make his plans for its

resumption much clearer in 1849. Basing himself on Dresden and relying on

a new movement in Germany, he would at the same time direct a Slav

organization concentrated in Bohemia, rather than Poland, in which he had

now lost hope. In the social sphere the movement was to take on a more

popular character. As he wrote in an early draft of his Appeal to the Slavs,

the social problem and the class struggle in France—and in other countries

where they_had^ot entangled with the question of nationality—had shattered

the hopes of 1848. 'The reactionaries would have been too stiipid if they had

not been able to turn this situation to their advantage', and so they had

'preached a bourgeois crusade against the proletariat.' The bourgeoisie, for

its^part, had disarmed the people, thus depriving itself of weapons "with"

jvhich to defend freedom. The only hope now was an insurrection of the

people alone organized by the most determined revolutionaries.

The exact plans for action that Bakunin deduced from this analysis are

uncertain. Our only evidence comes from the statements he made in prison,

and especially the Confession to Nicholas I, written in the Peter-Paul fortress.

This last, though extremely interesting from the psychological point of view,

is not historically reliable, being a sort of photographic negative of Bakunin's

personality. It reflects the exhaustion, doubt and diffidence that influenced his

actions, and above all the more questionable elements of his ideology. These

were burnt to ashes by his consuming desire to affirm the social and national

freedom of the Slavs, but, in prison, they were consciously used by him to

deceive and enlist the sympathies of his royal gaoler.

In the Confession even his Panslavism reveals only its negative aspects, and

is coloured by his distrust of the Germany of 1848, and of France and Europe

in general. Absent, too, is the vigour which had once led him to believe in a
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spnntanepMg jnitiatiye of the Slavs, which alone could have led to an

intensification of the revolution iiTtlie West. He ends by extolling the pure

destructive force of the Russian Empire and the brutal and utterly negative

destruction of a world that had been unable to resurrect itself through

revolution.

So his hesitations between a peasant revolutioa from helow and radical

reformsfrom above—whose origins -we- noticed in-an article of some years

_^arlipr—rf^fiirnpd For a time he wanted to substitute Russian conquest on

the Emperor's initiative for the revolution which had not succeeded through

the spontaneous initiative of the people.

Letters to his family from prison conclusively prove that Bakunin did not

really believe in the ideas contained in his Confession, but remained faithful

to his revolutionary tenets. What he wrote for Nicholas I was only the

shadow of his poHtical ideology, an expression of his disappointment at the

failure of 1848. The Confession, therefore, must be read critically, not only

in its details, which can be checked by other documents, but also as regards

some of the ideas, which is sometimes difficult. This is especially true of his

views on the revolution in Germany and Bohemia in 1849.

It is true that these views were dominated by a growing distrust of legal

and parliamentary methods. By August 1848 he had taken up a position

parallel to that of Proudhon and Herzen, though it was expressed with a

violence entirely his own. In a letter to Herwegh he praised Proudhon, and

continued

:

I am not much interested in parliamentary debates. The time for parliamentary

life, constituent and national assemblies is over ... I don't believe in constitutions

and laws. Even the best constitution would not satisfy me. We need something

else—impetus, life, a new world, without laws and therefore free.^"*

As he was to say in his Confession, he wanted a republic, but not a parlia-

mentary one. It was to be dominated rather by a 'strong dictatorial power

with the exclusive task of raising and educating the popular masses. In other

words it must be a power which is free in character and_s£irit^_yet_whicLlacks

^
parliamentary forms; it must pubhsh books whose content is free, yet it

must not allow freedom of the press ; it must be surrounded by people think-

ing as it does and must derive enlightenment from their advice, and strength

from their free coojperation ; but it must be limited by no one and nothing. '^^

As can be seen, the anarchist terminology which he had used to fight

parliamentary institutions—and which certainly corresponded to his deepest

feehngs—in fact describes a programme which can be described as Blanquist

rather than anarchist.

The revolutionary government with unlimited revolutionary authority was to sit in

Prague. The nobility and hostile clergy were to be driven out, the Austrian adminis-

tration burnt to ashes, the employees driven out, except a few among the most

important and competent who would be used for advice and also to run a library
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of statistics at Prague. All the clubs, newspapers and every expression of garrulous

anarchy were to be subjected to a single dictatorial power. All young men and any

others of use were to be divided into categories according to their character,

capability and addresses, and then spread throughout the country to give it a

revolutionary organization and a temporary army. The popular masses were to be

divided into two sections : one, lightly armed, to stay at home and protect the new

order and, if necessary, to take part in the partisan war. The young and anyone

capable of carrying arms, factory workers and unemployed artisans and a large

part of the educated bourgeois youth were to form the regular army, not Freischaren,

but a regular army, trained with the help of former Polish officers, and even Austrian

soldiers and junior officers, promoted according to their capacity and zeal to the

various commissioned ranks. The expense would have been enormous, but I hoped

that this could have been partly met out of confiscated goods and out of vouchers

like those granted by Kossuth . . . This was my plan.*^^

Though.-he thus devoted most ofLhis powers to the secret organization

.which was to prepare this revolution in Bohemia, Bakunin did not forget

the one that was the final end of his activities, widch had always been aimed

at Russia. He now began to collect his ideas on the situation there, and he

eventually dictated a work which was called Russische Zustdnde. Ein Bild

aus der Jetztzeit,'''^ and was published at Leipzig in the summer of 1849.

This was a description of Russia's social and political conditions made for

Europeans 'who knew almost nothing of them '.'^s But jtwaschiefly a vision

>of Rnssjq's fntnrft—a complete formulation of his revolutionary Populism

—

that sprang from the vivid contrast between his many expeiieliceb m burope

and his view of conditions in Russia.

He had begun to collect notes on foreign policy, which included comments
of some interest on the links between Prussia and Russia. He showed the

difficulties of solving the Polish problem, and once more explained why he

had lost his hopes of a revolution in Poland. But he soon left his first draft to

turn to an inquiry into Russia's internal situation—the army, the peasants

and the aristocracy. His observations on the soldiers were chiefly dictated

by the immediate purpose of encouraging Europe *not to despise nor to

fear '79 the Russian army. His highly coloured picture of its weaknesses must

have seemed strange to the German and European reader, but that it

contained some truth can be seen by considering not that year's expedition

to Hungary, but the Crimean War some time later.

Of far greater interest are his remarks on the peasants. Attacking the

theories which described them as slaves utterly subjected to the Tsar, Bakunin

emphasized the proofs they had given of independent and revolutionary

spirit. This was shown especially in the development of religious sects and the

great peasant movements of Stenka Razin and Pugachev in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, that had continued sporadically ever since.

In Russia it is a question not merely of abolishing slavery and of establishing the

freedom o f the individual,^but also of theri^t to land., The peasants speak openly
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of Ihis. They do not say, 'our landlord's property', but owr property. So the social

nature of the Russian revolution is already determined. It has its roots in the~very

character of the people and in the organization of the obshchina. Land belongs to

the obshchina; the individual peasant merely has the right to use it. Hereditary

right is concerned only with the noble's property; not with the strips of land.

Every twenty to twenty-five years there is a redistribution. To interfere with this

organization, even with the best intentions, would certainly not be allowed. It

would be a sentence of death for any landlord or noble, so

As can be seen, Bakunin was now n^pvincpH nf thp impnrtnwp!^ nf the

obshchincLi-which, by virtue of the traditional and collective ownership of the

land by the peasants, would give a social character to the future Russian

revolution. The importance of these agrarian communities in Slav life may
first have been suggested to him by Lelewel. His discussions with Herzen

in Paris had confirmed this view. Yet his appreciation of it was probably

chiefly derived from his own reflections on the situation in Russia prompted

perhaps by reading Haxthausen's book, which he had quoted in the first

draft of this work.

He then gave a brief and lively picture of the intellectual situation.

Contemporary Russian literature is entirely concerned with noting and depicting

the shameful and unbearable conditions of the nation. It is a period like that

undergone by Germany at the time of Boerne, a time of self-consciousness and

unhealthy self-flagellation. As a result of all this the young aristocrats are convinced

that they are worthless and have no future—both because of and despite the fact

that they are aristocrats—and that Russia's strength and future lie enclosed within

the people. This is the dogma of present-day Russia. ^^

The belief commonly held in Europe that the movement which had

developed for example at Moscow had sprung from the nobles' opposition

to governmental centralization was a great mistake. ' Moscow is in fact the

centre of discontent—but^ discontent of the radicaj_youth wl^o despises

government career and reso^ t^ thej)eople.'^2

The movement to go to the people, of which Bakunin hej^ speaks, was

conceived of as a sacrifice, imposed by the situation and at_the same time as

a voluntary gesture . JJ^ aristocracyjnjact recognized ijs failure and, at

the same time, renounced its chances of forming a new ruling class. So the

inLelligentsia would givj£.jisejjiot to a bourgeoisie, but to a revolutionary

movement .

At this very time Herzen was urging the revolutionaries to destroy the

false civilization within themselves and to dedicate themselves entirely to

the cause of the people. Bakunin was already beginning to turn this renuncia-

tion into a theory, giving it an absolute value. He was thus formulating his

own brand of anarchism. His view of the future of the intelligentsia corres-

ponded in fact to the ideas he had formed of the function of the revolu-

tionaries in the Europe of 1849. Experience had shown him the substantial

nature of the various obstacles which stood in the way of democratic revolu-
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tion throughout Europe; those obstacles which he, like so many others, had

thought could be quickly overcome by the fire of enthusiasm aroused by

1848. Now what was needed was complete dedication to a negative, destruc-

tive function. The true revolutionaries would be those who destroyed the

old world, leaving the task of building 'to others, better, more intelhgent,

fresher than we are'.^^

His revolutionary programme for Bohemia and this opinion of Russia

completed the researches into *true Communism' which he had begun in

Switzerland after his meeting with Weithng.

He too—like Herzen and so many of the Socialists before 1848—had

started with a combination of great interest in and strong opposition to

Communism. By Communism he meant the specific tradition of Babeuf,

uonarFoti and the movements that drew their inspiration from them in the

'thirties and 'forties, especially those of Cabet and Weitling. Opposition,

especially at first, was due to the vulgarity, violence and tyranny which these

SociaUsts could not fail to perceive in the Communist ideas. Their own
romanticism, a deeper and more complex knowledge of economics and a

critical view of Jacobinism turned them against tendencies of this kind.

rnmmiinkm rpmainpH fnr tVipm a Hir^rt eXprgj^^'p,^ /^^ the proletarian State

of mind; a symptom that revealed the social situation; a prophecy but not a

solution. Bakunin, too, had shared this attitude. Though once—and only

once—he had proclaimed himself a Conmiunist, he constantly developed

this attitude, opposing Weithng and Marx, and moving towards Proudhon.

In the years before 1848 Marx too had been critical of simple traditional

Conmaunism, which he called Utopian. But after the German Ideology he

had stifled his doubts. He ceased openly attacking the myth of traditional

Communism, and found an outlet in the study of social reality, economic

development, etc. He left unplanned the organization of the future city and

adopted Communism as the ultimate end of the evolution of history, which

was his only interest. And in 1848 he was entirely engaged in acting practi-

cally to accelerate the process and bring it to its final fruition.

Faced with these fundamental problems of nineteenth-century Socialism,

Bakunin had shown both to others and to himself the wonderful breadth of

his untrammelled temperament—a temperament that had been able to absorb

all his preceding experiences, stripped of the formulas and doctrines that had

clothed them. But, as Belinsky noticed, he could change theories, but not his

nature; and this included the tendency to rationaHze his passions and most

intimate feelings. His words can nearly always be interpreted either as the

reaction of a rebel, faced with a petty world—for instance, the hberal German
bourgeoisie and its nationalism—or as the germ of a complete negation of

laws and government. S"*

That this was chiefly a personal reaction and the assertion of his will is

proved by the fact that when he descended to the level of programmes

^Rkiinig thought in tormr. of a rfvHini^"P^y dictatorship. He eventually
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accepted the methods of the French Revolution and of Babeuf, which he

developed along lines parallel to those of Blanqui. His early anarchism only

emphasized the negative, entirely destructive value which he assigned to

this revolutionary dictatorship.

We have seen that Herzen also—though in different ways and though he

did not take part in conspiracies or in the drafting of detailed plans—under-

went a similar development. He too looked upon Blanqui as the real revolu-

tionary of the time, because he was capable of adopting methods indispensable

for the destruction that was needed.

Thus Herzen, and even more Bakunin, achieved a momentary fusion of

Communist and SociaHst elements. In both men we can see reflected a

characteristic stage of the revolution during those years, made up of the

confluence of the traditions of Babeuf and Saint-Simon, of Fourier and

Proudhon. Disappointment at the defeat of 1848 and hope in a revivalj)f

Jhe revolution led them to believe in a dictatorship of the Blanqui type asjthe

only means of destroying the obstacles which had blocked the way in 1848.
' But for both of them the content of this future revolution was no longer the

Communist ideal, but that of the Sociahsts of the 'thirties and 'forties, espe-

cially of Proudhon. When their temporary adherence to Blanqui came to an

end, Herzen found himself once more a Populist and Bakunin an anarchist.

In both men these ideas were united to anjTicrp^«;pH Hi<;trn<;t nf thp rpvivino

energie^ofWestern^urope and pessimism as regards the fate of France and

Germany. And so they turned their attention to Russian problems and

denvedjiromjheir experiences a new vision of the Russian peasant masses,

the obshchina and the capacity for revolution aad libeity_cqntained in the

P-ussian village and the life of the intelligentsia.

From this vision—fraught with pessimism in Herzen, with exaltation in

Bakunin—was born Populism, as_a belief in a revolution of the peasants

sup^orteci_by a ruling^ class, by that fraction of the intelligentsia which was

capable ofjjefendinEJLhe interests and traditions of the peasants and volun-

tarily fusing with them.

Arrested for his participation in the revolt of Dresden in May 1849—in

which he had shown exceptional sang-froid and resolution after a last

attempt to urge his Prague followers to organize a concerted rising

—

Bakunin was condemned to death on 14th January 1850, together with two

companions. He was then handed over to Austria in July of the same year.

There he was again condemned to death in May 1851 by a military tribunal,

and a few days later was handed over to Russia. And so began his long years

of prison and Siberia.

1



5. THE PEASANT PROBLEM AND
SOCIALISM IN THE 'THIRTIES

AND 'FORTIES

Herzen and Bakunin more fully than anyone else of their generation under-

stood the problems of Russian society and their relationship to spiritual and

physical changes in the rest of Europe. Bu^oth oLihem. in different ways,

had been exilfts
\ x\

thftir myn country even before they crossed its frontiers and

plunged into the revolution of 1848. And it was only then that their ideas

began to crystalUze. Only spiritual and^actuaj^separation from their country

jenabled them ta gain a complete picture of Russian problem!. But, lor this

very reason, in order to trace the roots of the Populist movement, it will

now be necessary to return to Russia: to the daily and growing conflict

between peasants, nobles and the State in the empire of Nicholas I ; to the

slow infiltration of Socialist ideas into the intelligentsia; and finally to the

formation of movements which began to assimilate these ideas.

The debate, which had been so intensively pursued among the Decembrists

on the fate of the Russian countryside, on serfdom and on the traditional

formsj)f land holdings, did not come to an end with the suppression of the"

rising ot 182^. Ihe problems raised by the existing state of affairs were too

serious for this to be possible. But the debate henceforth was no longer free,

allowing of open comparison between Russia and other countriesTntt was^

transferred to the higher ranks of the State bureaucracy and the Emperor's

leading councillors. It was no longer illuminated by general ideas, but rather

by the lively realization that something had to be done, if only to check the

immediate dangers and difficulties of the situation. And so it merely led to a

series of plans, which were conceived without imagination and seldom put

into execution. These plans were often drawn up in a muddled way, dictated

by the contradictory desire to stabilize the existing situation and at the same

time to remove or conceal its worst defects; to demQnstrate_tlie_piMSI_QL

. absolutism (and^hus^ in some ways continue the tradition of Peter the Great

and^f Catherine II) and yet simultaneously to use despotism for the consef^'

^ vative purpose of arresting change. Yet even in the bureaucratic literature

and the timid efforts at reform made during the time of Nicholas I the

problems stand out clearly, and explain the aspirations and modes of thought

of those freer spirits who were toying with programmes very similar to those

of the PopuUsts.i

The Emperor had had compiled a complete review of the situation which
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was based on the facts that had come to light at the trial of the Decembrists.

He himself frequently consulted this list of criticisms, proposals and plans.

But the land problem, although it always remained present in his mind and

preoccupied high government circles, was, so to speak, placed in the archives

and discussed only in private. None the less various reasons compelled the

government to take action : there was the example_Qf_other countries, espe-

cially Austria and Prussia; the general ecojjpmic development; the financial

diflficulties -of the nobles which had been brought about by their mounting

debts and by their inability to obtain from their estates sufficient revenue to

meet their needs; the increase in population; above all—as is shown by the

researches of the Third Section which Nicholas established at this time—the

iearof peasant disorders.

All other considerations might be shelved—for fifty years perhaps, as his

minister Uvarov hoped—but this last factor demanded immediate attention.

Uie. setting up in 1826 of a committee to prepare various reforms can be

regarded as a counter-attack against the Decembrist jaovpmf'nt, But thye

J^ler bureaucratic efforts of the 'thirties and 'forties, were undertaken chiefly

_because the ruling classes thought that the situation in_the_cquntry was

deteriorating. As early as 1 832 an inspecting Senator drew up a report, which

came to the following conclusion

:

I have closely observed the spirit of the peasant classes and, in general, of the

lowest ranks of the population, and have noticed a vast change in their attitude.

They have grown bolder, more independent, less submissive, and at the same time

poorer. They have stopped revering, as they once did, officials and the repre-

sentatives of constituted authority.

2

The Senator, with his hurried generalizations, showed that he too was

affected by that general fear of the peasant masses, which is one of the

characteristic features of the period. However, the statistics of peasant dis-

orders directed against nobles and officials, though varying in scale and

content in different parts of the Empire, show that he was not completely

mistaken. Even the plain figures are significant. Between 1826 and 1829,

there had been eighty-eight disturbances; between 1830 and 1834, sixty;

between 1835 and 1839, seventy-nine; between 1840 and 1844, a hundred and

thirty-eight; between 1845 and 1849, two hundred and seven. ^ We must

remember that the criteria of the police in listing these risings varied greatly

and were very unreliable. They grouped together small local disorders and

serious risings which shook whole districts; acts of insubordination, so-called

merely because of petty-minded notions of order held by the local authorities,

and genuine revolts. But even bearing this in mind, the significance of the

trend is obvious. ^Symptoms of insubordination in the cojjntryside rapidly

iocxeased during^^the_lWQ decades that preceded the reYQlutic«L-oni4L_
There arc other factors to confirm this conclusion. On an average, seven

landowners were murdered by the peasants every year. Yet between 1835 and

I
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1843, four hundred and sixteen people were deported to Siberia for attempts

on the hves of landlords."^ Flights of peasants from the nobles' estates to

avoid taxes and ill-treatment were frequent, and sometimes took place on a

huge scale.Entire villages disappeared in search of other lands and freedom,

often making for the Caucasus. In the 'forties this phehordenon "became even

more serious. In the department of Kursk twenty thousand peasants made
preparations for flight, and were only persuaded to remain by the arrest of

the first to leave (and even they tried for a time to resist the troops).

No full detailed examination of these uprisings of the 'thirties and 'forties

has been made from material in the archives, which is often too incomplete

to give an exact idea of their nature. Nevertheless, investigation of the most

important of them shows that the causes varied widely, depending, for

instance, on the type of land on which the peasant worked, i.e. whether it

belonged to a noble, to the State lands, or to the private lands of the Crown.

-Lacl^of land was one reason for discontent, though not the most usual. More
frequently the conflicts^concerned the use of forests and pasture-lands, and

especially the size of the corvees and the payment of dues in cash. The im-

position of extra, more or less illegal taxes also led to protests and clashes.

In these cases, the peasants' struggle to defend their rights was transformed

particularly easily into a general protest against all the officials of the State

and their abuses.

^

A detailed map of these disorders has not, as far as I am aware, been made.

But they appear to have been especially sejiniisJsLthe westernjegions of the

gmpire and in the territory around the Urals, i.e. the districts in which they

were aggravated by problems of nationality. ^ Particularly threatening dis-

turbances (though here due to a specific cause) took place both in the

countryside and in the towns during the cholera epidemic of 1830 to 1832.^

In view of the widely varying nature of these demonstrations, we cannot

deduce from them any very detailed indications of the real state of mind of

the peasant masses. They are chiefly significant as a symptom. But if, for the

purposes of history, we must carefully sift the facts in our possession to

gauge their exact importance, politically the conclusions were already

apparent to the authorities as early as 1834, wh^ri the rhief of police. Benken=^

dor£_wrote

:

iYCQf year, the idea of freedom spreads and grows stronger among the peasants^

Qfflned by the nobles. Jto^l 83.4Jtheie have been many examples of peasants' insubor- ,

dination to their masters. And the enquiries show that nearly all these cases do not

derive Xrom ill-treatment or abuses, but purely from the idea, of obtaining the rig^ht_

Ao freedom.

Benkendorf was certainly exaggerating. That the serfs were inspired by

the idea of liberty was all too obvious, but that they rebelled with the specific

purpose of obtaining their emancipation cannot generally be proved. Rarely

were their hopes as high as this. Rather, inspired by the idea of freedom they
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sought in individual cases to defend their right to life, their customs and their

traditions which clearly conflicted with the oppressive^conditions in which

they were forced to live. Naturally, the growing impoverishment of many of

them, the constant famines of these years, and the general economic con-

ditions which made serfdom less and less bearable only served to strengthen

such an attitude. Even Benkendorf knew this, and pointed out that the

various movements had no connection with each other. But, he continued:

A difficult situation may arise—war, diseases, famine, or people with the fatal idea

of taking advantage of these circumstances to damage the government. And then

giving freedom to the nobles' peasants may easily provoke grave disturbances.^

And so the chjef of the police, by raising the bugbear of a peasant revolt,

advised the Emperor to use~airhis immense~power to ^sotve ^thir'ditticult

problem, which can no longer be postponed'. The secret committee estab-

lished at the beginning of the following year 1835 'to inquire into the means

of bettering the situation of the peasants of the different categories ' was one

answer to this demand. It gave birth to an important enquiry, reformed the

administration of the State's property (about half the peasants in Russia

depended directly on the State), and suggested various other plans. But its

real significance lay in the demonstration of one fact: the extraordinary

power held by Nicholas I, the most despotic of contemporary huropean

sovereigns, was in fact extremely limited when it came to tampering withTtEF
Joundation of Russians social structure. The reasons for this were many, but

in the last analysis they were all summed up in one psychological factor :_the

fear that any attempt at reform would end in revolution.

In 1825 Nicholas I had decimated the eniighieued nubility on the Senate

Square in St Petersburg, and he continued to persecute the men, families

and ideas which could in any way be connected with what had been the only

bold and independent expression of public opinion during his reign. So that

now, when it came to even the smallest interference with the rights of the

provincial landed nobility, he found no support and no possibihty of creating

any movement which might aim at reforms. He was faced with a nobility

yxfh^^x^Au^iy. \r\t9T9rA wflt thp retention of all its exclusive ngnts"

Tiaditinn, intellerlual limitations_and self-interest precluded him frpm
rejying on the peasants themselves for support. Although some day—to be

postponed as long as possible—they would have to be transformed from

slaves into 'free farmers', in the hateful words of Alexander I, this was
the one step which Nicholas would never take. Yet this step was the only one

theoretically possible; although it would involve impairing the interests

of the nobility, the peasants alone could provide the necessary social

foundation for his empire. The hurpanrracy y^A 9, corrupt and lacked initiatiye,

the middicdasses^ were divided.amoixgjhemselves and imbued with reaction-

ary ideas. Yet though the possibility of such a step was purely theoretfcal,

even the idea aroused the imagination of those who looked back to the
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tradition of Peter the Great and enlightened despotism, to a crowned dictator,

who could, by liberating the serfs, will the transformation of Russia. These

were the lines on which the embryonic intelligentsia was thinking in the

transitional years between the 'thirties and 'forties: Herzen, for instance, in

exile; Bakunin and Belinsky 'reconciling themselves with reality'; and with

them, little by little, those intellectual and social forces which, within two

decades, were to form the new public opinion. These were the independents

who were one day to allow Nicholas's successor, Alexander II, to carry out

the peasant reform and gscape from the dilemma: rigid ennspj-vatism ortjie

danger of having to rely onJhe_geasants themselves.

The conmiittee which was created in 1835 brought to light—a dim, opaque

light it is true—all the different aspects of the various conflicting forces which

were to delay for so long the emancipation of the serfs in Russia, the last

country in Europe where this measure was adopted. The fundamental con-

tradiction between these forces was reflected in the committee's plans, in the

enquiry that it promoted, in the difficulties that it met with and even in its

composition.

Its members, six at first, represented the higher bureaucracy which had

been formed under Alexander I and Nicholas I. They themselves were con-

vinced that as far as the peasant problem was concerned they ought to-ibllaw

the_example set by the Austrian empire and Pnissiaever since the eighteenth

century. They had no doubt of the need to abolish the existing regime through

the gradual intervention of the State in the relations between nobles and

serfs. Indeed, P. D. Kiselev, who was soon to become the central figure of

this committee and leader of all attempts at agrarian reform during the reign

of Nicholas I, actually came from the society from which the Decembrists

had sprung. Indeed he had had direct relations with them, which he was now
careful to conceal. Had it been possible to achieve from above only a fraction

of what the friends of his youth had tried to take by storm; had it been

possible to obtain as a concession what they had tried to impose on the

Emperor—this would have been the right moment. And Kiselev worked

hard to this end. The fact that his eff'orts led to such Hmited results was only

one more proof of the weakness of Nicholas F s despotism; strong only

when it remained quite static, and weak as soon as it triedjo take action.

The first plan suggested by Kiselev and Speransky (AlexanderTs reforming

minister who now, at the end of his life, collaborated for the last time in the jj V/j

effort to bring about some modification in the social conditions of the /fl /

Russian countryside) was based on ihe idea of leaving the nobles and State ^Jta
in entire possession of their land, none of which was to be given to the '^^
peasants. The peasants were to be freed of their obhgation not to leave the

land which they farmed, but were to continue paying their original dues in

work, cash or kind. New contracts were to be made only in individual cases

and by permission of the landlord and were then to be guaranteed and con-

trolled by the State. The plan was discussed over a long period; the

.?j
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committee itself was reorganized; another one was created, and eventually a

reform in the system of State property was accomplished and a law^ enacjed

in 1842 which allowed, but HiH not rnmppl^ the nobles to^aw up new

s^ contracts w[th their peasants^ changing their status from 'serfs' to p^ants^

vT 'with limited oblig^tinrxt' {prpmenrKhnh^s^^y^)

Throughout these discussions, Kiselev had tried to make the State take

the lead by arranging new contracts with the peasants on the property it

owned. With this start, he thought that he could alter the relations between

private landlords and the serfs, either by drawing up an inventory of the

nobles' property—thus indirectly intervening in determining the amount of

dues—or by finally insisting on the duty of landlords to make contracts

with their peasants. This would have meant that peasants were legally free,

even though they would still have been subjected to the jurisdiction of the

landlord and to collective responsibiUty as regards taxes, etc.

In the event, he only succeeded in creating a new administrative machine

for State lands and in somewhat modifying the legal position of those who
cultivated them. But his plan to extend these reforms by various changes

regarding the property of the nobles failed. In 1846 another of Nicholas I's

councillors, Perovsky, Minister of the Interior, tried with only very limited

success to introduce 'inventories', a measure which in Hungary, for instance,

had been in use since 1760.

This is not the place to enter in greater detail into these plans and the few

reforms which were actually put into practice. What is of particular interest

is the fact that Kiselev, and the few who shared his ideas, met with twofold

opposition : from below as well as from above.

It was not, of course, that the peasants themselves or any social force

organized in their name could oppose these schemes, which in any case

were usually considered in secret committees. In the great majority of cases

the peasants did not even know of the changes which were being planned.

Though the State peasants had derived some improvement from it, the^ serfs

of private landlords were hardly aflCected by the law of 1 842. Of about ten

million 'souls' only twenty-four thousand became peasants 'with limited

obligations'.

The opposition was of another kind and far more deep-seated. It made
itself felt even in the offices where the plans were being drawn up. "The

unfortunate idea

—

almost universally held among peasants on private

estates—that they belong to the landlords but that the land belongs to them,

is one of the fundamental obstacles standing in the way of the desired end

of introducing improvements in their conditions. It is capable of exciting

their spirits and giving rise to serious disturbances.' So said a report drawn
up in 1835.9

This state of affairs, although not referred to, was fully apparent to all

concerned with the proposed reforms. Would the peasants be content with

emancipation of their persons but without being granted the land that they

i
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farmed? The same question was asked a few years later in 1842 by the

French Ambassador in St Petersburg, Auguste-Casimir Perier, when he

wrote to his Minister of Foreign Affairs, Guizot:

The greatest obstacle lies in the moral grossness or, at least, utter ignorance of the

population. Almost everywhere the peasants think that, because they are serfs, they

alone have a true right to own the land. Often an owner who wishes to move -^j
peasants from one department to another meets that terrible force of inertia, ^j^
backed up by the following words which constitute the Russian serf's entire code:

'Our life belongs to you, you can take it. But you have no right to move us from the

land which belongs to us.' This dangerous prejudice is rooted in the souls of millions

of people, nor can it be removed merely by laws. It will have to be the task of

civilization, of moral improvement, and for this nothing has yet been done.

The French charge d'affaires repeated this two years later

:

La grande diflficulte de I'aflfranchissement consiste dans cette idee innee chez le

paysan qu'il est inseparable de la terre, dans ce sens que la terre lui appartient bien

plus qu'il n'appartient a la terre. 1°

Associated with the ^easant'jjdea of his natural right to the land was that

of complete liberation from the taxes which' oppressed all the serfs. In this '

connection, Perovsky, Nicholas Fs Minister of the Interior, wrote in 1845:

According to popular ideas >^ freedom consisls. . . . in a complete lack of all authority

jand submission^ Anyone who denies that this is the peasants' theory, is either

dishonest or he does not know Russia. It is easy to realize the truth of what I am
saying, not only as regards distant provinces and departments on the borders of

the Empire, but in the capital itself Hundreds of thousands of peasants who live

there either temporarily or permanently think of liberty only in these terms, despite

their greater intellectual development, ^i

In fact, the authorities well knew that they were faced with the same

situation that Pestel and the more radical Decembrists had considered from

the opposite point of view. The abolition of serfdom in Russia contained

-^aitbiiLitself^the germs of a social revolution. Kiselev, too, perfectly under-

stood this. Any transference of the nobles' property to the peasants, as for

example had occurred on a small scale in 1803 in certain regions of the

empire, would lead, he wrote in 1839, 'to the destruction of the independence

of the nobility and to the formation of a democracy arising out of serfdom '.^^

And, yet, if the authorities wanted to carry out some reform, it was

obviously not possible to wait for 'the moral improvement' in which lay

Perier's only hopes. Some political means had to be found of fighting those

'dangerous prejudices'. They had refused to transform the serfs into a class

of labourers because it was considered impossible and dangerous both in

the short and the long run. They had turned down any step which would

lead to the peasants owning the lands belonging to the nobles and the State.

Some middle way had to be found. Besides, for Kiselev and for the bureau-

crats of Nicholas I, a reasonable compromise was not only a necessity but
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their political ideal—the conversion into small change of their wish to con-

tinue in some way or other the tradition of enlightened despotism.

Some of Kiselev's colleagues on the committee, and at first he himself,

were convinced that this middle way should be sought by hastening the

process of social differentiation among the peasants themselves, i.e. by

undermining the economic basis of that elementary conception of equahty

which the peasants associated with their ideas on land ownership. These

elemeivtary_Jdeas of pgiialityJiaH^hp^n given «;nhQtanrp irtjthe tradition fif

pprinHirgl rP!Histnhiitinn«; nf thp lanH^ and in thp. r-allpr-tivp p ^^ yj^g^nf^pg
and feudal dues. They had also been recognized by the laws of the State

which under Catherine II, especially, had aimed at assuring a sufficient

acreage of farming land to those peasants who were employed on the State's

properties.

The enquiry of 1836 had shown how much this spirit of equality, latent

in the very forms of serfdom and peasant tradition, had in fact been under-

mined by the rise of a group of richer farmers who began to have considerable

influence on the entire life of the obshchina. These farmers, for instance,

tipped the scales of periodical redistribution in their own favour and, in

various ways, subjected the community of poorer peasants to their own
control. But the enquiry had also shown how deeply these traditional forms

were rooted. The assiduous inspectors were often shocked by the disorder,

the vulgarity and the violence which prevailed in the meetings of the mir,

and also by its many obvious injustices. Nevertheless it was in the obshchina

and the mir that the peasants expressed those ideas on land ownership which
had so rmpresjed and i^rntated Klselev and Perier. It was through these

organizations, the only ones at its disposal, that peasant society defended

itself. The communities naturally differed from district to district, reflecting

the entire range of peasant life. Self-administration in the villages was less

active in the centre of Russia than in the north, where for centuries life had

been freer. It was most independent in Siberia (where there was no serfdom)

and generally in those parts of the country which were richest and which had

been most recently colonized. Yet, despite all this variety, there was one

common factor; the obshchina represented the tradition and ideal of the

peasant masses. How then could it be broken ?

As early as 1826 Speransky I^d once again suggested the plan which had

naturally occurred to many of those who had examined the Russian agrarian

problem since the time of Catherine II. This was to establish legal rights of

succession^n the land farmed by the peasants. Speransky saw the inevitable

social consequences of such a step. The number of labourers without land

would rise, and the equality which prevailed in the villages, and still more
in the minds of the peasants, would be destroyed. 'The inequality of fate is

entirely natural. It exists everywhere, even in the present situation of the

peasants who belong to the State and landlords. '^^ This inequality should

therefore be confirmed and developed. But he proposed retaining the
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obshchina and only gradually moving towards its internal differentiation, by

indirect measures such as displacing the population, etc. Other reformers,

both then and later, proposed similar plans with the same end in view.

These plans clearly suggest that their authors realized more and more as

time went on the magnitude of the obstacle with which they were faced. As
will be remembered, some of the Decembrists—among them the boldest,

those who had most appreciated the need to introduce_a rural economy
.more akin to that of Western Europe—had ended by postponing the task of

dismembering the coUectivist organization of the village. Speransky's plan

of 1826 still reflects the reforming period of Alexander I. The plans of the

'thirties are far less determined. Their authors no longer had the courage to

formulate a distinct line of action. And yet the need to_create free labour and

c^ class of peasant holders grew ever more urgent if Russia was to go on

_gompeting in the international markets. The general economic development

of the country emphasized this need. During this time social differences

within the Russian village were of themselves increasing rather than diminish-

ing and it was only the energies of the would-be reformers which were

beginning to weaken. Kiselev, who in 1836 proposed yet another plan for

this purpose, after the enquiry which he had promised, ended by persuading . y^)

himself that
'

the present situation is not all that bad . . . The State should ik'^

. try not to liquidate the obshchina but ratherjo control it, and subject it to I

a reorganized State hierarchy , capable of turning the mir into the ^sls^l)f

government administration of the village/^^ In other words, the forces of

despotism were not aiming to introduce eitlier large- or small-scale changes

in the social structure, but rather to bring the ohshchina under their own
protection. They wanted to absorb within the administration the communal
organizations which already existed, confining the principle of individual

property only to regions which were newly colonized. This was making the

best of a bad situation, by using the obshchina as a conservative element of

society, an institution which would prevent the formation of a large class

of peasant proletarians which, as Kiselev said, must be avoided for political

reasons.

'Kiselev thus consciously and openly broke with the whole tradition of

the previous thirty years', the historian N. M. Druzhinin justly observed.i^

He returned instead to the eariier tradition of Catherine IFs ministers who
had trifid tn rpgnlatp thf^ fights and duties of these peasant associations and

Xo control and balance them within the organization of the absolutist State

as a whole. But the very fact that such a poUcy was resumed at the end of the

'thirties showed the government's weakness. The State tried to gain a closer

control over the obshchina, because it was not in a position to transform it.

New laws were devised to govern it because the effect of a possible reform

was feared. The greatest of these fears was of the final consequences of those

' dangerous prejudices ' which the obshchina harboured.

The obshchina thus showed its double nature; on_onfi_han^ it "^^«^ hoiip^
,
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, ^

f
^

to the entire social-structure^ bpin of thp feudal conception of the granting

of the land by the landlord, whether noble or the State, and_ of the spjnt

.of jquality which naturally accompaniejd uniformity of dues whether in

money or kind; and, on the other hand, it was bound to those ideas and

customs which such a position had rooted in the minds of the peasants

themselves.

The~peasants had derived their own theories from their position as serfs,

thinking that the land had been assigned to them permanently and that they

themselves ought to redistribute it so that the burdens attached to it should

1 fall equally on all. Thus-anyone who considered the obshchina to be an insti-

tution typical of serfdom could only conclude that it must be abohshed,

J either by reducing all the peasants to manual labourers or by creating a

^ class of richer peasants by means of rights of succession. So argued the various

'liberal' reformers. On the other hand, anyone who looked at the obshchina

from the peasants' point of^view would immediately realize that jt incor-

porated their ideals and contained the germs of peasant Socialism. The

Slavophils began to think in this way at the end of the 'thirties, and were

followed by Herzen^ Bakunin and the Socialists of the coming decades.

Between the Liberals and these first Populists stood the force of conserva-

tism, which succeeded in retaining serfdom practically untouched throughout

the reign of Nicholas I and enabled the State to exert a more minute control

over the peasant communities. Such was the result of the silent resistance

from below and of the opposition which expressed itself more in the fears of

the reformers than in the revolts of the subjects.

More obvious and immediate were the effects of opposition from above,

which showed itself in the nobility's resistance to any reform. Memories of

P^ul Fs violent end, which were reviving among the nobility and even among
the diplomatic corps at St Petersburg, underhned the weak position of the

autocrat when faced with the nobility.

There is no doubt that the strength of this aristocratic reaction was

exaggerated in Western Europe, if only because of the easy parallel with the

situation in France during the last decades of the old regime. The resist-

ance of the nobles was proportionate to the weakness of the autocracy, to

which was attributed a greater desire for reform than it ever really cherished.

None the less in the 'forties the symptoms of this reaction were obvious:

L'empereur a rencontrd une opposition a laquelle il eut ete dangereux de ne pas

cider ... La noblesse n'oubliera pas facilement cette chaude alarme et ne sera pas

ais^ment rassurie contre le retour de velleit6s semblables,

said the French Ambassador, not without reason. ^^ Indeed Nicholas soon

tdied to strengthen the position of the landed nobility through^ senes~bf

financial measures, loanSj^etc.

The nobles aimed at defending their traditional rights against encroach-

ments by the State. Yet, on closer inspection, it is not difficult to see that they
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too were prevented from abolishing serfdom, though in the 'forties a growing

number of them recognized that such a step might be advantageous—by the

same obstacle which had stopped the Tsarist State. Baron Haxthausen, the

Prussian authority on Russia's agrarian situation, summed up the situation

as follows

:

_Sfirfdnm has l^prnrne unnatural, and it will soon be impossible to maintain, still

less to retain for the future. Intelligent people recognize this. But the most impor-

, tant problem is to dissolve the relationship without unleashing a social revolution, i^

This fear grew more intense during the years that preceded the revolution

of 1848. Further^rumours of government action against serfdom

—

cul- . A

minating 11^:3; law orT84^Myhich allowed^pgf^^^ant^; to mdp.^m thpm<tp1vpQ in ^If ^^

the event of theirlandiora's property being auctioned, and the growing J^
l|J

I

liumber oi local acts of insubofdihation^encouraged ever more widespread \v

fear and reaction among the nobihty. The aristocracy grew still more
alarmed by the revolt of Galicia in 1846. This was of the greatest importance

for the history of Eastern Europe, for it showed—though only on a small

scale—that an absolutist monarchy such as the Austrian would dare to use

a peasant jacquerie for its own ends. Because of these fears, the nobility

knew that it could look to the Emperor for support. Nicholas himsglf-^ald
' that he would never have allowed such disorders from below. He wanted the

solution to be reached from above'. And he added, 'I am sure that now the

Austrians will find it difficult to restore order among the people, because

although a people's army may be useful in a specific instance, it is very

dangerous, leading to insubordination and disorders. And then Communism
is at hand.'^^ And so, although at this time he carried out a few reforms in

Pnlar^d and thp gniith-pqs^tern territories (i.e. near Galicia), Nicholas I neither ^

_dared nor wanted to extend these timid ventures to Russia itself.
ji

The revolution of 1 848 in Europe put an end to all reforniing tendencies,m \ i
|

One of the leading representatives of the Slavophils, Kireyevsk^ clearlt \\ J

expressed the opinions of the nobility: 'It is to be hoped that the^ggyirnmenjUr

will not excite the people with false rumours of emancipation ; that it willTp /

'

not introduce any new law, until matters in the West calm down and are L»

settled ; that it will not, for example, make inventories of the nobles' posses- '

sions. For all this only disturbs men's spirits by filling them with unattain-

able hopes. '19 Such advice was scarcely necessary. The European revolution

of 1848 inaugurated the reaction in Russia which lasted until the Crimean

War and which constituted Nicholas I's ideal of government. 20

The foregoing examination of the Emperor's policy towards the peasants

will have helped to make clear the reasons for this ideal, and what were the

contrasting forces which immobilized all Nicholas's activities in the social

field. And yet, his reforming tendencies had met with a response in the

educated classes. It was from among them that there was arising the force

which would one day allow an advancejp he. made in the peasant problem.
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It was here that were being considered the problems which Nicholas I had

not even succeeded in raising. We must now turn to the intelligentsia.

Besides Herzen and Bakunin, and the groups which were forming round

them in Moscow and St Petersburg, we come across isolated thinkers who
were trying to find individual, personal solutions to the same problems and

who were reacting individually to those same stresses which led the more

important intellectual groups towards Proudhon, Leroux and Fourier.

\^S. Pecherin)in the 'thirties was the first of these. His fragmentary

memoirs, poems and a few letters provide interesting evidence of his feeling

of isolation, and of his need to look for his own road in his own way. But

above all, he expresses horror at the Russia of Nicholas I

:

I fled from Russia as one flees from a city with the plague. No reflection was

needed. The plague spares no one, let alone anyone with a weak constitution. I

foresaw, I was convinced, that had I remained in Russia with my weak and soft

character, I would inevitably have become the vilest of loyal subjects or would have

ended in Siberia for no reason. I fled, without a thought, to save my human dignity. ^^

In other words, hi»-flight wq<r ppr<?nna1^ nnt political, aT]djm^ilgrimage

was rcligiouSj_not fundamentally_social. This in itself reveals one aspect of

Russian Socialism at this time. Pecherin also was impressed by Lamcnnais

as Bakunin had been. Like all his contemporaries, he cherished a cult fbi^

_George Sand :
' Her novels were intoxicating poems, sacred hymns in which

she sang of the appearance of a new revelation. '22 A few years later, in 1843,

Bakunin wrote to his sisters, ' George Sand is not only a poetess but a prophet

who has a revelation to offer. Hers is an apostolic religious nature.'^^

Pecherin, like Bakunin, approached Communism from. a sort^of religious

, Socialism . He read Buonarroti's The Conspiracy ofEquality, which was shown

to him by a Pohsh emigre, Bernacki, later the friend of Bakunin and Herzen.

Pecherin tells us how he had anxiously sought this book at Zurich with no

success, and then, trembling with excitement, found it one day in a second-

hand bookshop in Li^ge.

But this sensitive and educated man was not destined to become a con-

spirator or a political writer. He-CcmnH hi<t tP'^h not in the Communist

tradition, against which he finally reacted with all his soul, but in that

religiniis p.lemrnt whicli_was contained in romantic Socialism. After having

explored the world of Utopias and European refugees, in 1840 he was finally

converted to Catholicism. He became a Redemptorist in England, where

Herzen met him and found him wholly withdrawn into himself. But his

adventures were not yet over. Summoned to Rome in 1859 he fled from it,

inspired by a feeling similar to that which had made him flee from Russia

as a young man. He lived in Dublin as chaplain of a hospital and developed

sympathy for Populist ideas, and for the new life in Russia generally, after

the emancipation of the serfs.

Of far greater interest was the experience of OgarevNin the 'forties

—
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although this also is an example ofa personal rather than a political situation. (%. ^
Herzen's young friend, who had sworn with him on the Sparrow Hills toM^*^
dedicate his life to the cause of freedom, was by nature sensitive and weak,

in some respects not unlike Pecherin. He, too, was particularly concerned

with the problems of conduct and his attitude to the surrounding world.

Yet he devoted his life to social problems and was one of the creators-jal,

the psychology of Populism.

The peasant problem contmued to preoccupy Ogarev's mind throughout

his life. In his autobiographical fragments he said that p& had grown up
* with the serf's hatred of the life of his landlord '.24 In the forties^on return-

ing from exile—to which he^had-beea-condemned^for joinings HerzeiiLin

creating a Sai'nt-S^imnnkt grmip—his political activity took the direction ot"

making a life for himself which was * consonant with truth', and writing a

few articles which revealed, even under the censorship, his opposition to the

existing agrarian structure. 25 But above all he studied, with a romantic

rather than^ethodicaHmpulse, those subjects—among them economics and

medicine—which he thought would be of use for practical measures ofj^ibrm-^

^ among the peasants. He began among the many serfs on his own estates.

He freed them and gave them such advantageous working conditions that

many years later their families still remembered him as a benefactor. 26 He
was convinced that only industrial development could really better conditions

in the countryside^^nd so he began to organize a factory. Unlike so many
other similar undertakings on the property of nobles, the work in this factory

was done not by serfs but by paid workers. At the same time, he built resi-

dential farm schools designed to give a * general technical education^-

All this was intended only as the basis of a far greater project, about which

we have only indirect information. It appears to have been aimed^at trans-

^ forming his property into a Sociahst colony. It would be interesting to know^
exactly what were the ideas which guided him in this plan.27 Though it is

possible that he. wa<; Hirertly infli]Pnrpr) v>y ^^irrpnt_El^I!Cll]ltg£'^^j he mainly

saw in this 'attempt at practical action' a vision of peasant Socialism. In

any case these ventures were already inspired by that psychological and moral

outlook which, in 1856, made him emigrate to work with Herzen in London .

There he formulated with—and sometimes before—his friend some of the

typical standpoints of Populism in the 'sixties. In a letter of 1843 or 1844 we

already find, though in religious terminology, what was later to be his and l

Herzen's idea of the movement 'to go to the people'. He spoke of his desire I

to live 'in der Wahrheit' and he added, 'What is the man to do who feels I

himself overcome by grief at his own position, brought about through

heredity and not through work? He must become a proletarian.'28 ^t the

same time he wrote to a friend that 'he did not wish to be rich, that he

wished to turn to the people and work with them '.29

More and more he began to reflect on the problems of Russian peasant

society. He had himself been able to observe on his own estates the importance
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of social differences within it, and he had concluded that the obshchina repre-

.^n\fi\ pqiiniity (^^jy in_ rmrnft 'I do not know what cIsc One can call an

equality of taxation where abilities are unequal ; an equahty of land holdings

where work and capital are unequal. Qy^oh^hrhit^n mf>^ ps only equality of

slavcry/jo

Like Herzen, he began to speak of the obshchina as a principle of Socialism

only when he was abroad. In Russia, they had both looked critically at this

traditional institution. Herzen had continued in his diary the discussion which

he had had with Haxthausen; Ogarev had made his attitude plain in the

above quotations, which came from a plan for the reorganization of his own

property.

All this shows that both men looked upon the obshchina not so much as a

complete and satisfactory institution for regulating sociaT reiatrons" within

.tb_e yillage but as an ideal by means ofwhich aspirations for equality could be

given a foothold in the world of the Russian peasant. It might, they thought,

also serve as a possible point of contACLbetweeii_Russia_anf^JSi)dalism. Only

at a distance could they carry through this process of idealization which

removed the obshchina from the feudal life in which it had been contained

and turned it into the political and revolutionary myth of Populism.

Ogarev's attempts to create a Socialist colony on his own estates had

already led him in this direction. These ventures were in fact another form

of the dissatisfaction with the various French Utopias which Herzen and

Bakunin had also experienced. Ogarev did not remain a Saint-Simonist, nor

did he become a Fourierist. In his wish for ' practical action ' in the Russian

countryside a new seed was contained. ^^

Lack of materials prevents further discussion of his plans. However, one

interesting letter survives ^concermng his ambitions. This was written to

^ Ogarev (probably in 1844Xby SazonoV>^the third of the three founders of the

<gs^^ Saint-Simonist group. Sazonov had emigrated, Ogarev had met him in 1842

in Germany, and he now wrote to him from Paris, where he had settled.

The letter is possibly the first in a long dispute. Ogarev was 'a repentant

noblc^ as the type came to be called, sensitive to his social position as to a

sin, his mind already seething with the ideas that were later to lead to the

movement 'to the people'. Sazonov countered with common sense and

stressed the need to use his wealth for his own good ^nHj^hat of other*. As
if to prove this point of view, and emphasize his realism, he gave his friend a

picture of the Communist and Socialist movements of the time. He not only

spoke of Proudhon ('if not the most acute, at least the most talented'), of

Louis Blanc. CaSet and WeilUng, but also of the German emigres Ruge,

Marx and Herwegh.

These latter came to Paris intending to work stubbornly and systematically. They
had all already shown though in different ways, their capacity for action. They
went to Switzerland, already affected by Socialism and Communism, but not yet

converted to these theories. Here, in a foreign and new country, deprived of the
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support of the daily activities to which they were used, isolated and angry, they have

entirely abandoned themselves to extremist theories, forgetting the national spirit

which they ought to have represented and which, perhaps, was looking to them

for salvation.

Sazonov concluded from the experiences of the young German emigres that

'even if there is some truth in Communism, yet all discussion about it should

be put off to the distant future. At this moment such discussions would

greatly hinder the development of civiUzation.' This contention was indis-

tinguishable from that of Granovsky and all the Western liberals in Moscow.

However vague and insubstantial, Ogarev's plans at least showed the possi-

bility of developing in a different direction ; and he himself worthily followed

them up from 1856 onwards.

Among the Westerners in St Petersburg, V.SA.l^lil^tl5^pne ofthe youngest V\ \v\^''

writers in the review edited by Belinsky, was another man who, in 1847,

Ijjed to compare Russian problems and Western Soci alist theories, no longer

from the angle of religion or personal conduct but rather from that of

political economy. His articles are among the most interesting examples of

the growing political trend of the intelligentsia as the 1848 revolution drew

near, a trend which was stifled by the subsequent reaction until after the

Crimean War.^^

Milyutin's family ties give a special character to this effort of reasoned

Socialism, which he began to expound in the pages of Otechestvennye Zapiski

and the Sovremennik. He had grown up in St Petersburg in an old aristocratic

family, which for some time had devoted itself to industry. He had been

chiefly influenced by his mother, who was the sister of Kiselev, the man
who had been most active in the attempt to reform serfdom. His two brothers,

who were brought up with him, were later to be among the most prominent

politicians of the Liberal bureaucracy of the reign of Alexander II. One was

the Minister for War, the other played a very active part in bringing about

the peasant reforms.

V. A. Milyutin wag a rpipvinrpH w/f^gt^q^i^r He wrote an article on the

proletariat and destitution in France and England, attacking those who
looked upon these features of Western civilization as proof of its decadence.

The terrible situation of the French working classes is the occasion for the most

unfounded attacks on the West. Its present situation reveals only confusion and

the clash of opinions and interests. But we are not prepared to realize that this

clash of interests is a sign not of disintegration but of life, that it does not reveal

the corruption of society but its maturity, its vitality, its energy. ^^

Spcialist litera ture itself was proof of the West's earnest desire to solve

these problems. Sismondi and Proudhon confirmed the fact that 'in the

social sciences generally and even in political economy' a situation of

'breaking point and crisis '^^ had been reached. He saw in this proof that

there had come into being a desire (which transcended the mere scientific
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Study of economic phenomena) to transform the very foundations of society.

This tendency seemed to him the most vital element in Western thought,

and for this reason he was both a Westerner and a Socialist.

But, like Herzen, Ogarev, and even Bakunin, he found none of the existing

Socialist theories satisfactory. They represented, he said, somelHihg more

important than a pure and simple rejection of classical political economy.

For this reason he admitted their fundamental importance, linked as they

were to real problenis—the proletanat, destitution atld"TEe~ situation in the

English and French countryside. The new Socialist Utopias were the sign

that men 'felt and foretold '^^ja^new^vision. They no longer bore any resem-

blance to the Utopias of earlier centuries^ because they ^ad arisen after

political economy. They derived their historical justification from the attempt

to criticize these old Utopias. But they had to be freed from the remaining

elements of utopianism, mysticism, and dreams; they must be made rational

and positive. It was essential to study and to understand reality, to discover

its tendencies and forces, 'to transform this dream by bringing it nearer to

life'. 'The Utopia through itself, and by virtue of the very energies for

development contained in it, thus passes into science. '^^

This is not the place to dwell on the criticisms of the various Socialist

systems drawn up by Milyutin. In philosophy he admired Comte, in economies

he was specially influenced by Proudhon, whose ideas on workers' move-

ments, strikes, etc., he fully accepted. He gave a detailed description of these

phenomena in England and France and brought them home to the Russian

public . But strikes, he thought, were no solution . Milyutin's articles (written

under the censorship of Nicholas I and therefore in the most general terms)

show his interest in Louis Blank's organization of labour, and above all,

perhaps, yin Fourierism. even though none of these movements fully satisfied

him.

. Sismondi's criticisms of the capitalist system were at the very basis of his

social beliefs. But, as he said, 'Sismondi, though he was an ardent defender

f\ of the poorer classes, was at the same time an aristocrat by birth and sym-

^- pathies ... As a man and a thinker, he was enraged by all forms of injustice

^ and was on the side of the victim. But as representative of a caste, he could

\^ not entirely free himself from a few one-sided ideas which he had absorbed

in his youth. .Sismondi did not understand the real meaning of the needs of

his time, and he thought that he could confine himself to a few half measures

when, in fact, what was needed was a radical reform of the economic struc-

ture. '^7 Milyutin's estimate of Sismondi obviously reflects the effort which

-the Russian 'aristocrats' at this time were making to carry out to the very

-^^»*^4^^p^liriftf i th a t thf* Swi^ fj economist had suggested.

There was another reason for his interest in Sismondi. Although he was

chiefly concerned to understand and to make known to his compatriots the

problems raised by industrial development, Milyutin always paid special

attention to agricultural problems, which for Russia were of far greater
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importance. His descriptions of the rural situation in France, England and

Ireland in fact served to point out the various possibiUties which would

arise after emancipation of the serfs in Russia, if this should ever take place.

Hk harply hinted conclusions show that his Socialism, when faced with

Russia's agrarian problems, was assuming a Populist character. He main-

tained that the twcKtiStr^amental tendencies ofmodem agriculti/ral economy

were on the one ha^dX^e transference of land^^tOb/the peasants through the

abolition of the nobles^rivileges, and, on the clthe'n, the increasingly obvious i

economic advantages to be derived from large rafms. How could these two^ (f' h^r

contradictory tendencies be reconciled? Only by association—the union of fv ^
peasants in cooperatives. 'The right to land can_be_very widely distributed \}j^

rBiit thft )and its^Lt:^m4^-rft^in inHivkiKIp anH f^Pglf ' ^"^ ^^'^ rpa<:nn, ht- i

sympathized with^ourierisni/Prehably he saw in the phalanstery the proto -

type of large peasanr~farm8. Iifother words, he sought elsewhere, and by

other means, what his contemporaries were searching for in the obshchina.

The rehgious, moral and social problems which had been variously raised

by Pecherin, Ogarev and Milyutin found a centre at the end of the 'forties

in the groups which formed round Petrashevsky in St Petersburg. ^^

The strange, circumscribed society of the,P£liasliei*kists was very different ^\ Jf^

from the world of Herzen and Bakunin. Its spirit was no longer in dirp.f;:tp^ vP \^

^touch with the rest of Europe: its members no longer travelled in France, T Q.-r

Italy and Germany. They lacked the wide and balanced culture of those

others who, despite all the diflficulties imposed by the censor, had expressed

themselves in reviews and newspapers under their direct or indirect control. /

Nor was it like the world of the Slavophils, men generally of great learning, ^\f
capable of elaborating systems, of a theological nature it is true, but never- y/

theless grandiose in conception; a society which had perhaps aimed to con-

fme itself to old Muscovy, but had c!one so dehberately in the grand manner,

and certainly not out of necessity.

The Petrashevskists were also mostly gentry, but very few of them were

rich. Many indeed were very poor and were forced by necessity to work in

government service. Their attitude and conduct lack the width of Moscow,

and reflect rather the narrowness of the bureaucratic capital of Nicholas I's

great empire. Among their leading exponents only one had personal know-

ledge of Europe. The others greedily absorbed its culture from afar, enclosed

in an atmosphere which stifled them. Theirs was a mass of mistaken ambitions

and readiness for sacrifice_^QLimme"nse ^hQpe,.aad small means, of petty

^^sions and great ideals. Such is our impression today as we read their

memoirs and fragmentary writings.

Saltykov-Shchedrin, the author, was a member of the group for a short

time during his youth and was exiled to Vyatka for pubhshing an article

whose Sociahst spirit was very like that of the Petrashevskists. He has left

us a satirical and pathetic picture of the state of mind which dominated this

group. It was composed, he said, of men who had begun 'to read without

I
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knowing the alphabet, to walk without knowing how to stand upright'.

They were 'like moral hunchbacks, made up of contradictions', who ended

by creating round themselves an atmosphere of 'despotism'. Why? Because

life 'had given desires and not the means to reaUze them, and so they built

up Utopias without knowing how to lead people to them'.^^

It is easy to see, therefore, why their contemporaries have left us such an

unfavourable and often contradictory judgment of them. The Moscow
JSiavQplulsjvere violently critical, chiefly, though not only, out of conserva-

tism. They were provoked by the Western origins of 'Nordic Communism',

as Khomyakoy called it, as well as by its subversive character. 'o Herzen,

when he heard of them a few years later, was concerned with the unhealfHy

character which he thought he detected in them. Bakunin, who came across

some of the Petrashevskists in Siberia ten years later, had a similar impres-

sion. As for Western Europe, it knew very little of them in 1848 and
1849.41

Yet their work was by no means fruitless. Dostoevsky, who took part in

the movement, said later that the Sociallstrti.e. of the 'sixties and 'seventies

when he was writing) had sprung from the Petrashevskists 'who had sown

many seeds '.'^^ jhjs psychologically true impression is conflffflgd~by the

historically more exact evidence of D. D. Akhshamurov, another of the

Petrashevskists. 'Our small group carried within itself the seeds of all

( the reforms of the 'sixties. ''^ Petrashevsky's group was placed at the crossing

of two roads. One was to lead the intelligentsia to play a political part; the

other pointed to the creation of a more specifically Levolutionary movemenTT
The group itself harboured elements of both these trends.

Such was indeed their intention, as Petrashevsky himself clearly said. They

hoped 'to put themselves at the head of the intellectual movement of the

^n<;<;ian ppnplp* 44 and they aimed to follow the example of Voltaire*-^ and

the French Encyclopaedists. They began with weekly meetings, at which

they discussed a wide variety of problems, sometimes impromptu, and then,

more and more usually, after a short reading.

A number of other groups were formed round the nucleus started by

Petrashevsky. They met less regularly and were less coherently organized,

and they ended by representing different political tendencies. From the very

first Petrashevsky himself and his immediate followers felt an intense desire

to propagate their ideas; they looked for disciples in the most varying

surroundings: at meetings of the nobility, among the lower middle classes

and in the schools. Petrashevsky was a true hunter of ipeiujn the field of

iiterature alone he was able to attract two young m^^Q^^ Dostofevskys^nd

^-^Saltykov-Shche^in. and, indirectly, a student called^QierHy5he>«sk^r-Tieir

proselytism spread beyond the capital, and they ended~'^nravtii^~followers

in other cities such as Reval, Moscow, etc. When the movement was even-

tually defeated, it had grown so much that it had become the base_foi^l

Westerners then in Russia who were not just liberals or moderates! Ogare^

I
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himself, for example, went to their meetings for a short time, and was

involved in their persecution. ^

Their propaganda was carried out by means of^mphlet&.>..written by \\

members of the group. These were read and commented on at their meetings, '^>jf^ j
and above all in a library which Petrashevsky had succeeded in collecting f^v!^^
by the most varied means, and from which his friends borrowed books. Its ^ \jr\
catalogue has been pubHshed,'*^ and is of the greatest interest. It contains j^r

most of the French S^dah'st?; before lg4R and, to a far smaller extent, those

of the revolution itself. The collection, too, shows their concern with propa-

gandar-and contains many works of populaxizatipn. All the different trends

are represented, most frequently those of the ^urieri&ts, but also many of

the works which had by then been pubHshed by^^Proudhon, the_Qiri&tiaii.

~ _Sociahsts , Flora Tristan, Leroux, Pecqueur, Raspail, Vidal, Villegardelle,

.. Loui^-^ianc. The Communists, too, were represented with^^bel:, Deza^^
Engels {Die Lage der arbeitenden Klasse in England) and Marx {La misere

de la philosophie). Besides these and a large number^hoal^^-JayecQaomists

and planners, there was a very full collection of works on the most varying

Bphtical, legal and social problems, chiefly French, but including a number
of books pubUshed in the West on Russia and Piiland ; as well as studies of

other European countries ,
inpTiirHtig Italy. The library reveals a deep interest

in social theories and a passion—which might be called journaHstic—for life

in Europe around 1848.

As the movement grew, its members felt the urge to develop fuller means of

propaganda than manuscripts and discussions on books. Some proposed

printing abroad and thus creating an emigre centre out of reach of Nicholas

I's censorship, such as Herzen and Golovin were beginning to plan. Others

suggested a clandestine printing press in Russia itself. But these remained

plans for the future, though it seems that a start was made of putting the

second proposal into effect. j

Eventually they decided to create a genuine secret society starting from j^'T

the groups already in existence. The-U^aders of the various groups dis-

cussed the possibility of doing tliis.<S|2eshne^who had adopted Communist
ideas, proposed setting up a ' central commi^ee ' made up of representatives

otthr. varinu^^roups. He saidy^tba^-thcre were threa^jossiblgways to act

—

r\

^tfee^VJesuitical' (i^. a conspiracy),.4iCQpa§afi4a 4nd"hi«airrection>jHe did not

conceaniT5~feCfththat his sympathies were with the last, afliHie said that,

united, they would be able to try all three possibilities which seemed open

to them. A first sketch of this 'central conmiittee' seems to have been drawn

up but their efforts in this direction were soon halted bv^ the arrest^which

began in April 1849.

But it was not only repression which stopped them. Even in the discussions

before the movement came to an end, its members had felt the weight of the

terrible disparity between their projects and the means available to implement

them. It was true, one of them said, that, had there broken out 'a political
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upheaval' in Russia, such a society could be of great importance. But it was

objected that it was very unlikely that this would occur. He agreed that they

would have to 'wait for twenty years'."*^ And so, naturally, this prospect

made them turn back to the desire for intellectual leadership, which had

been at the root of all their activities—the spreading of Soc iahst propaganda

within the various groups of Russian society, which was their real raison

d'etre. Petrashevsky himself did not encourage transforming the groups

which he had set in motion into a secret society. So they reached the fringes

of true conspiracy but could not move beyond and remained enclosed

within the very world from which they had sprung.

At the beginning of 1845 yet another obstacle had come to light in the

discussions of the group. Constant clashes between different ideas and

personalities showed that they did not constitute a united movement but

rather n rollectinn of different trends, divided not oltilv as to choice ofmgans

but also as to ideals. The central core was Fourierist, and Petrashevsky

was Its strongest personality. Others, for example the brothers Debu, had

tried to draw Fourier's phalanstery ever closer to the Russian obshchina.

Yet others, grouped around Speshnev, proclaimed themselves Communists.

Many called themselves Liberals, as a sign of their strong but generalized

sense of revolt against the prevailing situation in Russia. The 'central

committee' itself thus came to be looked upon as a meeting of 'different

representatives of different opinions who, each separately, should organize

a special committee to represent their own tendencies '.^^^ The Socialist and

Fourierist elements remained the strongest and most active. Their purpose,

they said, was to unite 'in the first place the Socialists, and then all people

with progressive ideas '.^^^ g^t this did not prevent internal controversies and

ideological conflicts; indeed it encouraged them. And of all their activities

it is these internal controversies which are of the greatest historical import-

ance.

\
J

It is not difficult to see why Mikhail Vasilevich Petrashevsky became a

r U3 "itV
o^^Q^^^ Q^ Fourier. His mentality was strikingly similar to that of the French

*W^ Wtopian. He, too, combined the mind of a dreamer with a craving for detailed

analysis carried to the point of pedantry. In both men eccentricity was

married to extreme stubbornness. In the writings of Fourier, he was to find

suitable nourishment. 'When I read his works for the first time, I seemed to

be reborn. I bowed down in front of the greatness of his genius. Just as if I

had previously been not a Christian but a pagan, I destroyed all my other

idols, and made him my only god.'^o

So he looked to Fourier not only for a solution to political and economic

problems but rather for a whole conception of life, both personal and social.

In general, he looked upon the French Socialists as continuing the work of

the eighteenth-century philosophers who, as he said—characteristically

drawing up a catalogue—'had tried to bring man into correct relationship

wijh (1) himself, (2) soCferyn^bther people), (3) the whole of humanity,

f^
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(4)^ nature; and' , he added, 'Socialism is the attempt to solve these prob-

lems'.s i In_ fact, like so mai^oF his contemporaries, he was looking'^tD-v

^nrialkrn frr a solution of reli
f
yjon s prnhlems.

"" ~ ^"

But he gradually narrowed this wide conception into one that included

primarily social, administrative and judicial problems. In face of the actual

situation in Russia, his Socialism broke up into a series of reforms ranging

from the individual private life of each citizen to the position of peasant

relationships, from the introduction of freedom to the reform of the judicial

system.

He tried to expound these reforming ideas in^ Pocket Dictionary of

JForei^n Words used in Russian. Publication was begun in 1 844, and the second

and final section was supervised by him. He tricked the censorship and

succeeded in making known—though in a somewhat veiled manner—some

of the leading ideas of Fourier and other Socialists like Villegardelle, Owen,

Saint-Simon, etc. His presentation of these ideas in itself implied an attack

—

indirect, but obvious enough for anyone who could read between the lines

—

against serfdom and lack of freedom in Russia. The Dictionary was eventu-

ally withdrawn from circulation. Herzen took it to Paris, when he emigrated

in 1847, as a rarity and as a symptom of the change that was taking place.

Petrashevsky also tried to put his Fourierism to practical use, explaining

it in person to the peasants on his poverty-stricken estate in the region of

St Petersburg. He built a large communal house for them with collective

.services, to replace the wretched hmsTn^his village. Une night he found it m^
ashes. Tt had probably been burnt down by the peasants themselves. ^2 '

He then tried to stimulate discussion on landed property in Russia, and

explained to an assembly of nobles the advantages which would have

accrued by allowing merchants to own land and peasants on condition of

changing them from serfs to peasants 'with limited obligations'. The price

of land, for instance, would increase. But this drew on him both the sus-

picions of the authorities, and the bitter criticisms of his friends, who accused

him of abandoning his Socialist principles. So he gave up these attempts,

more and more convinced that only propaganda carried out by the groups

around him and a widespread diffusion of Fourier's ideas could bring about

the reforms that he desired.

He therefore vigorously expounded his Fourierism at the meetings which

periodically took place in his house. He continued preaching it even in

prison and before the Committee of Inquiry. Even in his will, written mTus
cell, he bequeathed a third of the sum obtained from selling his property to

Victor Considerant, 'leader of the Fourierists, for the formation of a

phalanstery'.^^

On 7th April 1849 he organized a banquet in Fourier's honour. This

marked the culmination of the movement. In a speech he recalled that he

was ' one of the oldest propagators of Socialism in our backward country.

Our mission as Fourierist Socialists in Russia is not as easy as may appear
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at first sight. Though fate has spared us the difficuhies of discovery, and

though we have a pole star in the doctrines of Fourier, yet inevitably when

putting these doctrines into practice we are faced with difficulties—local

obstacles so to speak—which neither our master nor his best interpreters in

the West could in any way foresee . . . We must remember that we are placed

on the barbarous soil o^our country, and that our entire social life is a result

of oriental barbarism and_patriarchalism. The mind of the Russian people^

has not yet woken up. And we, not only as Socialists but merely as men who
have thrown over prejudices and who know how to look truth in the face,

cannot hope simply because of these qualities to win the support of the masses

for our convictions. '5^

And so at this banquet he proposed a toast to 'a knowledge of reality'.

This was the fruit of his experiences all these years. With his eyes firmly

fixed on Fourierism as 'a pole star', he himself had personally made a great

effort to understand the situation in Russia, and he invited his friends to

do the same and thus prepare the ground for the introduction of their

ideals.

We must not turn away from the reality which surrounds us with a smile of derision.

But we must look at it carefully, study it in detail, and enable all its vital elements to

reach the full development that we desire.

At the heart of the situation was the problem of the peasants. For some time

^ he had been convinced that there was only one pQS5ibIe,waY-QLreallv abohsh-_

- ing serfdom. This was to free the peasants 'with the land ^1^^^ ^^py fqrrngdj

with lTo~fecompenseTor the nobles \55 As the Committee of Inquiry later

•^ sald^when summing up a plan of his which has since been lost, ' Such an

emancipation would have given the peasant the lion's share of the land.'

By discussing this problem, reading Haxthausen, and 'studying reahty'

he found in Russia itself a situation to which his Fourierism could be applied.

In the statement that he made in prison he was to write that, faced with the

agrarian reform, 'with this complete and entire change of our social life, I

thought of the phalanstery as its key and as its touchstone '.^^ The peasants

should not only be given all the land that they cultivated, bu t should organize

their work in |arge farms whirh v/j^ne to cnmhinp—ag hp s:aiH using pne of

Fourier's phrases, the 'menage morcele' and the 'menage associe'—private

ownership and collective organization. And so, quite naturally, he thought

of the comparison between the phalanstery which he envisaged for the

Russian countryside of the future and the obshchina. Indeed, this was the

word with which he translated Fourier's fundamental idea into Russian.

Socialism would show how to^' reorganize_wqrk in the obshchma'.^''

And so it was Tor this reason, quite apart from any other psychological

problem, such as the search for a different system of morality, and quite

apart from all his other strange qualities, that Fourier assumed such great

importance for him and for his friends. Fourier alone, unlike all other
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French Socialist thinkers, could influence the one true Socialist movement

existing in Russia at this time. '. ^
Fourierism, in fact, had a double aspect. It acted as a criticism j)f the J {^^

_entire^system""or"capitalism, and also""as a model for a new organization, u^

Though both these aspects were assimilated by the Russian Fourierists, it

was naturally the second that attracted the majority. A. P. Beklemishev, for

example, wrote in 1848 a detailed and interesting study on 'The advantages

of a community as compared with dispersal of the different kinds of work'.

This proposed the phalanstery as a model for landowners wishing to trans-

form their farms. In prison, Petrashevsky too emphasized this reforming

and concihatory aspect of Fourierism, and tried to show the advantage for

landowners—and even for the Emperor himself—of creating large farms to

be worked by collective labour. But these moves were merely tactical. He
was in fact^onvinced that the chance ofjchieving his aims was inHig<^oli]h!y

^

linked to a complete refhniLijf social relationships, as welLas to the-Coafisca=

tion of the nobles' lands for the benefit oi-Lhe-^easants.

He had found in Fourier's phalanstery the Utopia by means of which the

peasant obshchina could be removed from its feudal ties and could become

a germ of peasant Socialism. Herzen too had reached the same conclusion

for different reasons. It was not for nothing that Petrashevsky always insisted

on 'the function of theory as a guide for practice '.^^ The Socialist ideas

that he had so enthusiastically studied were to change the obshchina into a

phalanstery.

On the other hand, SQine of hisJollowers_xeaGhed~a-mof&-specifiGally

Populist^onclusion. They saw in the Russian countryside an element of

Socialism which was already in existence. While Petrashevsky insisted on

the collective organization of labour, they turned mainly to the periodical

redistribution of land holdings, and glorified the communal tradition in

Russian peasant life. They, too, claimed that the obshchina had stood in the

way of the destitution which had afiiicted the West, as well as the expropria-

tion of peasants which would have turned them into proletarians. For

example, in his Exposition of Socialist Systems written in prison, Yastr-

zhembsky explained that in Russia 'the peasants, although they are serfs,

are not poverty stricken, because serfdom is, though in a primitive way, a

kind of association ... As for factory workers, when their wages fall too

sharply, they all return to the countryside. And so in Russia it can really be

claimed that there is no proletariat or destitution.'^^ N. Ya. Danilevsky

reached the same conclusion. He, too, was implicated in the trial and, with

Petrashevsky, was the greatest expert on Fourier's system in the movement.

As far as we can judge from the documents which survive, the leading

representatives of what can be called the 'Populist wing' of the Petrashev-

skists were the brothers K. and I. M. Debu, descendants of the Frenchman

Desbout, who had settled in Russia in the eighteenth century. The first was

one of Petrashevsky's most trusted supporters, and was to have been a
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member of the projected 'central committee' of the Society. After them

came N. S. Kashkin, the son of a Decembrist. He, too, was a convinced

Fouriefist, but was specially concerned with agricultural problems. A dozen

years later he came into contact with M . Serno-Solovevich, one of the

founders of Ze/nlya i Volva ._ Both were fully occupied in irvingTo1Trali:e"Th"e

most oTthe agrarian reform brought about by Alexander II. ^o

Dostoevsky too—if we are to beUeve a memoir writer of the time^^—was

convinced even at this time that *We must look to the life and age-old

organization of our people, to the obshchina and to the arteV. It is more likely,

however, that this is a reflection of Dostoevsky's later views, when he came

back from Siberia and developed a sympathy for the Slavophils. ^^ At this

stage he was for a radical emancipation of the serfs, and was under the in-

fluence of^he mos t decided^ aiid_politically minded otjhe Fetrashevskists,

Speshnev, Durov, etc. In his deposition he claimed to be strongly opposed not

only to the Slavophils—as did all his companions—but also to Fourierism.

There is no social system in the West so derisory, so unpopular and so ridiculed as

that of Fourier. It is already dead, and its followers do not understand that they are

only living dead. In the West and in France at this moment, ever)- system, every

theory is dangerous for society, for the starving proletarians reach out for any plan

out of sheer desperation, and are prepared to use it as their banner . . . But for us

in Russia, in St Petersburg, it is absolutely obvious that Fourierism can only exist

in the uncut pages of books, or in a tender innocent soul as an idyll or a poem in

twenty-four cantos. ^-^

He was of course here defending himself against charges which were to

lead to the death penalty. But this defence probably corresponds to his

fundamental ideas. It is true that, as. a writer, he-wasJut^rested in the

psychology o£ Fourier, who gave him some ideas for his future novels. But

his political views were more urgent and less Utopian. What he wanted was

less censorsHip and feweFconstramfr for the"people. Above all Dostoevsky

was not in 1849 (or indeed later) a man with the mentality of a politician.

The year 1848 interested him as a drama, and what attracted him most in

Socialism was the fact that it was 'a science in ferment, chaos, alchemy rather

than chemistry, astrology rather than astronomy', though he thought that

'from the present chaos something powerful will emerge, something reason-

able and beneficial for the public good, just as chemistry emerged from

alchemy, and astronomy from astrology '.^^^ He felt the same stimulus that

at this time drove Bakunin to look for 'true Communism' and Herzen

towards 'Russian Socialism', and made Milyutin say that it was time to

move from Utopia to science. But his impulses took an imaginative form. The

documents on Dostoevsky's participation in this movement are highly

expressive of a general state of mind, but they do not give us an exact picture

of it. Their importance ' ^ m^'"^Y r^y^h^lngjfr1

Next to the ortl^edox-tmd Popuhst Fourierists was the small group of

Communists led bv^~Nr-A^peshnev, .the man whom Dostoevsky called his
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/if
' Mephistopheles \ He had proposed a tighter organization, and had spoken jV

of a 'central commltTfee'. He, more than any of his companions,Jioped for a

jeasant revolt This, he thought, would lead to a dictatorship which could

tVipn pgtahlkh Pii<};sian agriculture in large collective larms.

N. A. Speshnev was certainly 'a man remarkable from many points of

view ',65 as Bakunin was to say when he met him in Siberia in 1859. Unlike

the other Petrashevskists, hewasjich, and owned about five hundred souls in

the department of Kursk. In 1839 he fled, first to Helsingfors and then abroad,

with a beautiful Polish girl, who apparently poisoned herself for love of him.

He was in Switzerland at the time of the war of the Sonderbund, in which he

may have taken part on the side of the Democrats. He then lived in Pari s,

Vienna^.and^^resden^ in contact with the PoHsh emigres and the French

Socialists. I^eroux invited him to collaborate on the Revue Independgnle^ln

December 1847~he was back again in St_^etershurgj and there, despite his

temperamental reserve, began to attract followers among the groups who
were associated with Petrashevsky. He explained to them that '-SofiialisiQ-is—

)

jiot^_newformof political economy but a new form of politics.' This was the

title which he gave to a work which fie^Tme-at ttts liiheTbut which has since

been lost.^^ He was very probably under the direct influence of Dezamy (and

so of Babeuyism) and also of Weitling, whom he met in Switzerland, besides

the writings of the German emigres in Paris (Marx, Engels, etc.). In any case,

he^lways called himself a Communist, in contrast to SociaUsts of all other

tendencies, especially the Fourierists^

This centr(3[vgi^y_between Socialists and Communists was often compli-

cated by personal feelings, foFexample Petrashevsky's claim that Speshnev

was dominated by pride and acted out of 'depit de la vie'.^^

From a political point of view the conflict was chiefly between the men who
wanted a slow diff'usion of ideas, a gradual adaptation of Fourierism to the

situation of Russia, and those who—Hke Speshnev^emphasized thejieed for

a conspiracy, a 'purely political '^s movement. He did not worry too much
about the means employed^, ihis is probably what he meant when he spoke

of a 'Jesuit' model,^^ or when he maintained the need for a dictatorship. This

suggestion led to violent clashes of opinion, and one day Petrashevsky said,

'I would be the first to raise my hand against the dictator.''^^

But Speshnev continued^ojnaintain that this was the only way to solve

.^ the peasant prohlem^hich. as he said, 'was the most important of all, the

one from which we must_begin'.^^

In November 1848 he met, at one of Petrashevsky's evening discussions,

someone who strengthened these convictions. The person in question was

the manager of some gold-mines in Siberia, and was a strong man of decided

character. He gave Speshnev and a few others a detailed account of how in

1842 he had had to suppress a serious revolt among the peasants of the State

properties in the department of Perm. A world of hidden struggles suddenly

opened up before them. Dostoevsky, who was there, merely noted that
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\ Chernosvitoy, the man who told them this, * spoke the Russian language

exactly as Ctogol wrote it'. But Speshnev's conclusion belonged to politics

rather than literature. It confirmed his ideas that such revolts were the only

means of bringing about a true revolution. This is one of the few occasions

where we have exact information about a link between peasant revolts and

the rise of a revolutionary movement in the Russian intelligentsia of the

'forties.

The 'central committee' which Speshnev_pro^sed_on this occasion was

tie'd~To" his hopes of getting into contact with the mostactive centres~of

popular discontent, especially in the UralsTAction "Xla PugadTev'^ wa$
neede^'Chemosvitov had told him that the State peasants in"tKe~department

of Perm had revolted because of a rumour that they were to be sold to the

nobles or to the administration of the Crown property. They wanted to stay

as they were. So they combined loyalty to the Tsar with hatred for the greedy

and corrupFlocal officials, as well as for the entire administration which had

been reorganized by Kiselev's reforms. The peasants shared these feelings

and so did the 'better educated' serfs who worked in the mines of the Urals.

* There are many highly educated men among them, engineers and compe-

tent surveyors. In general they are sufficiently developed to be able to absorb

ideas which go far beyond their daily lives. '"'^ Chemosvitov also spoke

much of Siberia, in whose future the Petrashevskists had great hopes. He
too thought that some day it ought to be freed in some way from the control

of St Petersburg.

We do not know what political conclusions Speshnev arrived at as a result

of these conversations apart from the necessity for a revolution. He may
have seen his ideas of nationalizing land and industry in a new light. Russian

Fourierism had constantly studied the large traditional estates of the nobles

in relation to an ideal model of the phalanstery. So now Speshnev's Com-
munism harboured a comparison between the situation of the State peasants,

who represented about half the rural population, and the ideas which,

either directly or indirectly, he absorbed from Babeuf.

Besides this more immediate practical aspect, the discussions between

Socialists and Communists within the Petrashevskist groups are of great

theoretical importance.

Danilevsky laid the foundations for these discussions when he said that

Fourier maintained that 'Science must discover the laws of the harmonious

organization of the relations between men ... In other words, the laws of

human happiness.' Whereas Communists, he claimed, had merely taken to

its logical extreme the idea of equality which had been bom in the Age of

Enlightenment: 'Man does not desire jeguality. but freedom and happiness.

Yet none of those who advance the theory of equality has shown or even

tried to show that it necessarily brings happiness. This would certainly be

difficult to prove.'"'*

Most Russian Fourierists were motivated by thejjcsir'' tn improve their
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own situation and that of the peasants. They did not call for an e^ahtarian

-i:evoit7"btrt-^e{^--feforms, padieal-'felorms. Petrashevsky said that 'Com-

munists are Sociahsts by sentiment . . . Horrified by the terrible contrasts

between misery and extravagant wealth . . . they see in the destruction of

private property the abolition of all evils. '"^^ Petrashevsky saw, too, in Fourier-

ism the 'scientific', reasoned and complex answer to this instinctive and

Utopian Communism.
So when one of Speshnev's followers, Timkovsky, one day proposed to

Petrashevsky that an agreement between the two movements could be

reached, based on the idea that in future the Russian countryside ought to J'

be run partly in SociaHst and partly in Communist organizations, Petrashev-
^e^^

sky answered with a long letter that is the most important contribution to this i

debate. "76
[

The problem of organizing work, which is the fundamental problem of social life, (Ji^

has been more carefully worked out by the Fourierists than by any other Socialists.

They have scrutinized human nature more closely than anyone, and have considered

man—the living unit of social life—not in the abstract, as an idea, as do most

Communists, but as he is. Social life has been adapted to man not man to arbitrary

forms of social life. Fourierism leads gradually and naturally to what Communism
wishes to impose immediately and forcibly. Communism wishes to direct all the

forces of society simultaneously to changing society, without regard to means.

Fourierism wishes to employ the energies which are not indispensable for main-

taining the existence of society itself

For these reasons he rejected any compromise, and continued to maintain

his own point of view.

No reply of Speshnev or his followers survives. '''^ Just when the problems

were becoming more clearly defined, discussion was suppressed. For a time

they hoped that the rejection of even the smallest reforms from above and

the growing reaction of Nicholas I would lead to more serious peasant

revolts which would turn into a revolution.

This was their last hope, and when it failed nothing remained but to resign

themselves to prison and Siberia.

J \^ I
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When Herzen reached London at the end of August 1852, he had plumbed

the lowest depths of a depression which had been growing steadily since the

defeats of 1848. Fate had struck him down and destroyed his family. The

intellectual excitement, which had inspired him during the revolution and

the reaction, was now gone, leaving him with a feehng of disenchantment

and guilt. In his ablest pamphlets he had set forth his political conclusions

in detail : his violent criticisms of Montapnard democracy and his dark

prophecies about the fate of Western Europe. 'The comedy is over, Fuimus\

he had written at the beginning of the year.^ As soon as he reached England

he said to Ruge:

Battus le 13 Juin, nous nous dispersames pleins d'esperances. Depuis ce temps tout a

p6ri, la France est devenue une caverne de brigands et un peuple de laquais.

Heureux celui qui s'est sauve avec les siens. Moi, au contraire, j'ai tout perdu, j'ai

perdu dans un naufrage ma mere et un de mes fils, j'ai perdu ma femme. Battu,

meme dans mon foyer, apres des epreuves terribles, ameres—je me traine sans

occupation ni but, d'un pays dans un autre.^

He was cut off from all contact with his friends in Moscow. He was almost

the only Russian to have fled, and had as yet no ties with refugees from other

countries. He had come to London with no plans for action and with no

confidence in himself or in others.

Of one thing only he was certain: Russia could be one of the centres and

possibly even the very centre of the revival which one day was bound to

come. The threads now had to be taken up agai n. In Russia they haj_,^n
..snapped not by an unsuccessful revolution but by a preventive counter-

jrevolution which, however oppressive, might have left men less bitter than

thg^gxpcjiences that he himself had undergone in the West. And so his aims

must at first be modest; no preaching oLSflciah st and revolutionary princi-

ples, but concentration on the two permanent features of the Russian si^ua-

tion: the awakening of the inteUigcntsia and the_problem of the^easants. Jhe
important thing, he said, as early as the beginning of 1853. was that there

was 'a movement and not a status quo\^
'I am not the venerable Osip', he said, referring to Mazzini, and he refused

to adopt the role of 'the dervish of the Italian revolution', as Omodeo had

called Mazzini—the untiring preacher of his principles, even during the

worst phases of reaction; the organizer of plots and revolutions, even when

90
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their success seemed most remote. It was not only the very different con-

ditions in Italy and Russia which influenced Herzen's decision, but also his

entire political outlook which combined Socialism with criticism of demo-

cracy, and was centred on Russia because he had lost faith in the West.

When a revolutionary movement eventually arose in RussTa, withXEerny-

shevsky and the new generation of Zemlya i Volya, Herzen was bitterly

blamed for the standpoint he adopted in 1853. JJis policy didjnjact pla^^ an^
extrerr) ely impnrfan t rc)\e d uv\n^ the time of reforms, but later it seemed to

be^ repudiation^ofthose principles which he himself had expounded in his
,

writings of 1848^ \ff
In fact, however, them was no questionof repudiation. Rather, his ideas [r x y

haH <i(^Yeloped. They had beenhbertarianand SociaiTstTn face of the modern /n J^

Jacobin State and now, at a time of reaction and slow revival ,the.y_l3e£ame_ A^
liberal and reforming. H is experiences of 1848 had made him lose enthusi- ^-^
asm for, but not faith^ in, violent revolution, as he once explained when /

quarrelling with the new generation. Tjjs ptiHq rpmainpH t^^ spmP j
but he. no i

—longer- believed in the means which had inspired him during the revolution.

In London he soon made contacts with the intemationafeinrgresrwhom

he always looked upon with a mixture of human sympathy and ironical

amusement. The latter was reserved for the French, the leaders of the

Montague, whom for a long time he had privately considered unworthy of

victory. His only real friends were the Italians^Mazzini and Saffi, and a few

^ Poles, especially Worcell.

He only really hated one group: the German supporters of Marx, and he -^

wrote one of the most virulent passages in his memoirs about them. He ^ '^

disagreed with them over the various attempts that were being made to create

a common, democratic and Socialist organization, and which were later to

lead to the formation of the First International. It is true that underlying this
^J

conflict were two different political conceptions. But the more immediate

cause was the ghost of Bakunii^ who was incarcerated in the Peter-Paul

fortress in~~St Petersburg. When an Enghsh newspaper circulated the old

rumour that Bakunin was a Tsarist agent, various circumstances led Herzen

to beheve (without reason) that Marx had inspired it. Bakunin's name was

a sort of sounding board for the different estimates each held of the possi-

bihty of revolution in the Slav countries. Disputes on this subject between

the Russian and German Socialists had already been very violent in 1848.

Herzen was inspired by his hopes in Russia, which Marx continued to

attack while, by implication at least, he took up a favourable attitude

towards Turkey.

Support came first from the Poles. When_ Worcell, at the beginning of

1853, sounded the chances of the Polish emigres backing the creation of a

London prTntmg^pfess with Cyrillic type—the first indispensable tool for

Russian propaganda—Herzen 'was enthusiastic. He saw that this might give

him the chance of achieving what in 1849 he had vainly attempted to do in
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Paris, and he threw himself into this venture with all his energy, money and

talent.

The first page of this 'Free Russian Press in London' was dated 21st

February 1853."* It was a call To our brothers in Russia. As Herzen explained

in a letter, the intention was to break the silence which had descended on

the Empire of Nicholas I after 1848, and to penetrate its curtain of fear. This

had become so great that the government did not even need to use handcuffs

;

a mere threat was enough to reduce the boldest members of the intelligentsia

to morose silence. ' In our country there is not even any persecution ', he wrote.

'Who, for instance, has been thrown into prison or deported since 1848?'^

True there had been the Petrashevskists, whom he often quoted in his letters

of this time, as a proof that some action at least had been attempted while

Europe was in ferment. But they, he added, had attempted an organization.

Much less was now being asked: merely that free men should begin to think

and to write once more. He hinaself was-^FeparedJo„print in London any-

thing that they sent. It was much less difficult to send a manuscript than tfiey

imagined. The barrier was far less effective than they believed. 'Why are we
silent? Could it be that we have nothing to say?'^

Herzen had hit the nail on the head. The response to his Du developpement

des idees rivolutionnaires en Russie showed him how terrified the Moscow
intellectuals were. His friend Granovsky accused him of having exposed all

the ablest members of the intelligentsia to danger by speaking openly of

their ideas and by revealing the true political significance of their intellectual

activities—such as their discussions on the Slavophils and the obshchina\

and by claiming that 'le mutisme encourage le despotisme' and rebuking

them for their silence.^ The intellectuals sought refuge in an ivory tower of

riiTtnfA ?Tnrf frrfhf^ IJt^mP
i

^ forms fnrthgst removt^d fr^nilif^ This is exemplified

in the Sovremennik for 1852 or 1853, the same review which had been

edited by Belinsky and which had published Herzen's first creative writings.^

The 'Free Russian Press' was aimed at this apathetic state of mind. At

first it seemed to meet with no response. But when the situation slowly

began to change, the first symptoms of revival were precisely those which

Herzen had helped to arouse.

—JDuring^ the Crimeaa War individual writers once again began to discuss

^-Eoassja's general problems and suggest reforms. Their ideas were circulated

in manuscripts, whose number greatly increased as the movement which

followed the war and the change of reign developed. Although this political

literature still lacked self-confidence, it was none the less significant. Herzen

later collected some of these works with a view to writing the history of this

revival. He published them in the first small volumes in the series which he

coWcd Voicesfrom Russia . They began to appear in 1856, and kept in step

with the spread of ideas in liberal circles, showing that the intelligentsia had

now resumed its function, which had been interrupted in 1849.9

Apart from this appeal, the other works pubhshed by Herzen in London
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during 1853 dealt with the peasant problem. St George's Day was drawing

near, he said, in a pamphlet addressed to 'the Russian nobility'—St George's

Day when the peasants of mediaeval days had had the right to change their

landlord. Indeed they had been free to do this until, at the end of the sixteenth

century, they had been tied to the land which they farmed. Here for the first

time the emancipation of the serfs, which was to be carried out less than ten

years later, was openly raised within a broad perspective and sincerely dis-

cussed.

Herzen^ appealed to the nobles, or at least to a mmqrjty^ of them^_tQ_

abandon their privileges. Only thus^coujd they win their own freedom.

You can't be a free man and own household serfs, whom you buy like chattels and

sell like a flock of sheep. You can't be a free man and have the right to whip

peasants and send your household serfs to be flogged. You can't even talk of human
rights when you own human souls.

What then held back the nobles who already appreciated this fundamental

aspect of human dignity? Fear: fear of the Tsar who, through the slavery

pf t)ift serfg^ maHf> t^^ "objes themselyesjnto^slaves; and tear ot a peasant

revolt, whirTi Viqrj put an andtn all earlier efforts at reform. 'What has^

happened to the various committees, meetings, plans and proposals for

reforms ?'io Postponement, said Herzen, could lead to only one thing: the

peasants would end by rising in earnest. He said to the nobles:

We still believe in you. You have given us pledges in the past and our hearts have

not forgotten. [He was referring to the Decembrists.] And so we do not turn directly

to our unhappy brothers to disclose to them strength of which they are unaware; to

show them the means—which they do not yet guess at; to explain your weakness

—

which they do not suspect; and tell them 'Up brothers, it's time to take up axes.

It's no longer the time for corvees and domestic slavery. We must fight for sacred

liberty. The landlords have exploited us enough; they have had enough of our

daughters; they have broken enough sticks on the backs of our grandfathers. Up,

lads, straw, straw for the landlord's house so that it will be warmed up for the last

time! '11

.goj)owerful was this threat of a jacquerie that many of those landlords

whol^iri- most keenToirisfbrms could not forgive Herzen—all the mofelio

as this was not just a threat but also a moral condemnation, anticipatmg

the Populist spirit of the 'sixties and ^seventies. ' The pugachevshchma~is a

terrible thing but we must speak frankly : if the emancipation of the peasants

cannot be obtained in any other way, then even that would not be too great

a price. Terrible crimes bring with them terrible consequences.'^^ And he

clearly saw where all this would lead.

Our people do not know the word Socialism, but its meaning is close to the soul

of the RussiarLwha.liY£S_QuLhii~days inlhe peasant ohsJichina and the workmen^

artel. Socialism is the bridge between Russia andtjig revolution. Floods of this kind

cannot be stopped by customs officers or whips . . . Stand aside if you do not want

to drown; or swim with the current .

~~
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Herzen*s intention was to show the more intelligent and cultivated members

of the nobility where this current was flowing, and how they could escape.

He claimed that the only possible solution was 'emancipation with land \

r' /, The nobles themselves ought to propose this, not only out of a spirit of

P Sacrifice, but simply because it was in their interest. Let them follow the

V >^example given by the French aristocracy on 4th August 1789.

L<^''^ Herzen was thus thinking in terms of a movement to be led by the intel-

lectuals and the enlightened nobility, directed against seFfdom~andri!ieTsar,

^ who was its mainstay. As he wrote shortly afterwards, the most active forces

\ff aii_E.ussia Avere the 'anarchist' element in the aristocracy and^the
"Com-

_munist' element in the people. i^ Freedom and land were the fundamental

passwords.

Herzen continued to speak on these lines until 1855, when Nicholas I

died. In 1853 he published another pamphlet, Sacred Property, taking as his

motto Pugachev's prophecy: 'I am not yet the real crow, but only a small

crow; the real one is still flying in the sky.'i"^ He summed up the history of

the relations between the peasants and the State in Russia—a history of

oppression and revolt—so as to warn reformers against the idea of applying

to the Russian countryside 'the points of view of Liberalism and the religion

of property'. These were contrary to the feelings of the people. Only land

granted to the peasants in their traditional collective holdings could lead to

a real reform.

Just imagine the European agrarian structure [and he was thinking chiefly of

England] with the absolutism of St Petersburg. Just imagine twenty million pro-

letarians looking for work on the nobles' land, in a country where there is no respect

for the law, where the entire administration is corrupt and under the influence of

the nobles; and where a human being is nothing and personal influence every-

thing, is

Russia's situation would then be worse than Ireland's. Nor did he share

the hopes of those who looked upon this peasant proletariat as a possible

revolutionary force for the future. ' To be starving and a proletariat is byjio

means enough to make a revolutionary^.' The State would merely be able to

destroy him the more easily. Only the obshchina could protect the peasants

as it had already done in the past. 'The obshchina will save the Russian

people.' But this of course was possible only if the^shchina could be freed

^ from the power of the landlord, whom Haxthausen had idyllically con-

,
sidered its protector and governor. In fact, the obshchina was entirely

independent, not only from the economic but also from tEe aditlinisirafive

pbiiirof view, and its only relations with the landlord were those mvolved

iTi serfdom:

~ "
"

Between the peasants on the one hand, and the landlords and the State

on the other, there was a gulf. Constituted authority, as conceived by the

peasants, was just a ' Union of obshchinas in larger groups, and the grouping
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of these into an entire people, a land {res publicayA^ The existing State, they

thought, was merely superimposed on this simple social arrangement of the

countryside.

As Herzen said at a great international meeting held in London in Novem-

ber 1853, to celebrate the 23rd anniversary of the Pohsh revolt of 1830—the

first pubhc acknowledgment of the position he had won for himself among
the emigres

—
'.Rjjssia is a land of contradictions and extremes. Ther£_is

Communism below, despotism above, and between them—unsure of itself—

i s the nobility, _ fearhig a jacquerie from below, and banishment and^forced

labour fropi above. '^^ Hq explained that Russian despotism did not corfes^

pond to the popular idea of constituted authority, nor was it the apotheosis

of modern ideas on legitimate monarchy. It was a dictatorship without^solid

traditional ties
—

'a preventive Bonapartism'. '^ These words vividly and

powerfully summed up his many-sided experiences of the West and his

theories about the situation in Russia.

When the Crimean War broke out he adopted a reasoned attitude, con-

vinced that none of the powers then marching against Russia really wanted

to destroy or even seriously injure Nicholas I's 'dictatorship'. He wrote a

manifesto for the Russian soldiers, deliberately aimed at those who were

stationed in Poland, because they alone could be reached through his Polish

contacts. But the main reason was that, in so doing, he was linking his

activities, however small, to those of his comrades—men fighting for a cause

which was parallel if not identical to his own. He did not wish to take part

in the manoeuvres of the great powers. To the Russian soldiers who were

occupying Poland he wrote

:

You are defending the Tsar and not the people—a Tsar who has left half Russia in

peasant serfdom; who presses into service innumerable recruits, and has them

beaten to death. A Tsar who allows officers to flog his soldiers; and policemen to

beat civilians; and anyone who is not a peasant, to beat a peasant. By defending

him, you will defend all the evils of Russia. By fighting for him, you will fight for

the rights of the landlords, for flogging and for slavery, for thefts which officials

do not even trouble to conceal and for the daily plunder of the landlords.

Police records show that this appeal had a fairly wide circulation. It

corresponded to the feehngs of many of the peasant recruits in this war,

during which, as will be seen, the hope of immediate emancipation grew

rapidly. Mazzini specially admired this parn^hlet, and reprinted it in the

Italia delPopolo on 11th April 1854.^9

Apart from this first limited attempt to reach Russia, Herzen's work

during the Crimean War was aimed at making Russian internal problems

better known to the English and to the growing number of people who wished

to know something about the country. He reiterated that Russia would

develop along different lines to the West, as it had already passed through its

'revolutionary embryology during its European period ',-o which had opened
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with Peter the Great. Russia would soon be faced with those social problems

which, in a different form, were of such concern to Europe.

His pessimism about the West made him, at least^^he beginning of the

war, overestimate Russia's potentialities. She was strong, he thoughtTnot

through her own forces but through the weakness of others. 'This war', he

said in February 1854, 'will be a majestic and martial introduction of the

Slavs into world history, and at the same time a funeral march of the old

world. '21 The events of the war, however, soon showed him that the empire

of Nicholas I was much weaker than he had imagined. As a reaction, his

hopes in the living forces of Russia and in the possibility that they would

triumph against the weak empire of Nicholas 1 grew stronger.

Thanks to the support which he had found among the English Chartists,

he had an opportunity for saying this at a meeting in London on 27th

February 1855, which included all the emigre leaders: Louis Blanc, Victor

Hugo, Marx, Mazzini, Kossuth and Worcell.22 After speaking of the

Decembrists and the Petrashevskists, he said that the important thing now
was to unite the desire for personal liberty_which was <;tirring in Rii{^sia_wjth

the collective tradition of the peasants .

'

This sums up the whole function of

Soeialism.' Nor Nvould Russia have to traverse all the ground covered by

other countries, 'History is really unfair, and to those who join late it gives

thfi reward that nnme,=; from experience.'23 7h.is phrase, which Chemyshevsky

was to repeat almost word for word a few years later, symbolized the inspira-

tion of the early Populists at a time when the era of reforms was dawning.

Events themselves, they thought, would give these reforms a social content.

And from this the Russian Socialist movement would come into being.

A few days after this meeting, Nicholas I died. ' We are drunk, we have gone

mad, we have become young again', Herzen wrote in a letter when he heard

the news. And even later, he enjoyed describing the immense delight he had

felt. The three terrible decades were at last over. One idea obsessed him: to

take up once again the threads which had been broken by the Emperor when

he came to the throne and destroyed the Decembrist movement. Herzen

wanted to concentrate his activities under the old banner of the Decembrists,

to draw his inspiration from them and thus directly associate the present

situation with the only true revolutionary venture of the first part of the

century. The very name of the review Pole Star which he now printed on his

'Free Russian Press' was to commemorate the periodical which some of the

most typical Decembrists had started in the 'twenties. On the cover he put

the heads of the five who had been condemned to death, and as a motto he

chose Pushkin's line 'Long live reason'.

This was not merely a return to his youth or the desire to honour the

memory of his forefathers. His maiji hopes were still chiefly based on the

spirit of independence and on the initiative of the intelligentsia, and so he

emphasized the liberal _Deĉ brist roots rather than the Socialist_elements.

Immediate practical considerations also suggested this policy. Herzen reahzed

I
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that his activities had as yet met with a feeble, or unfavourable, response in

Russia. His Socialism was too far removed from an intelligentsia which was

only slowly beginning to awaken. During the Crimean War a few had

secretly been convinced that only a Russian defeat could revive interest in

internal problems, but such feelings had remained purely negative. And now
alLho^s were centred on the new Emperor, Alexander IL and they were

still hnpe.q. -rather than demands i A^j^forming pubHc opinion, and not a

revolutionarv movement, was coming into being.

Herzen's two years of activity in London had convinced him that the

doctrinaire views of his Moscow friends were even more narrowly and

obstinately held than he had at first believed. Granovsky had not approved

of Herzen's appeal to the nobility, arguing that it was wrong to speak badly

of Peter the Great, and thus emphasizing the difference between his own
liberalism derived from history, and Herzen's ideas. This made Herzen

reaHze that 'his friends represented an unhappy, tired and noble generation

which had suffered, but not a young force, not a hope, not a youthful,

ringing salute to the future '.^4 At the beginning of his activities in London
he had said that he did not write exclusively for them, but 'for the young '.25

This attitude was strengthened whenever he received a letter showing the

profound effect of his words on minds which were then opening to problems

of Russian life. 'J'avoue que j'ai pleure a chaudes larmes en les lisant.'^^

But he could not put too great hopes in these symptoms of a deeper awakening.

He found it impossible to break withJiilMtoscow friends, the Westerners,

both for personal reasons (always so important for him) and becauselie felt

that despite everything the movement would be reborn through this group

,a,nd that they„would eventually express the chief demands of Russian

j^cietyjhis is in factjwhat did occur as soon as Alexander II came to the

throne .

'^' ^ ^
From the objective point of view this permanent tie was a mistake. It

brought constant disappointments, and renewed vain hopes that the liberals

whose ideas had been formed in the 'forties would change with the new

epoch. Only in 1863 did these hopes finally disappear. But in 1855 _
this mis-

apprehension was based on the belief that, with the change of reign, the intel-

ligentsia^and the liberal nobility would not take revolutionary action__agairisl'

.
the Tsar. Their function should be that of guide—a sign-post to the State

andjhe Emperor—to bring about at last the fundamental refbrm^f peasant

^serfiJom.

Herzen now published a letter to AlexanderJI, to explain the situation

clearly to him. The writer was a Socialist, the recipient was a despot; between

them there was only one piece of common ground: a prograrnme to include^

freedom for the_^intellectuals and_land for the peasants^ Turning t^ the

jntelHgentsia Herz"i^5~vvTore: 'We have no system, no doctrine; we appeal

alike to the^urnpeans [i g^the Westerners ) and the Panslavs ri.e. SIavophils]P

Only those who conJaneThemselves to justifying the autocra^ must be

'
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excluded.' The combined forces of the intellectuals were not merely useful,

but absolutely essential, to bring about freedom and reform.
"

This position made Herzeii.a_real power in Ru"ssia, and the true guide to

public opinion for about five years. His works were read in the Winter

Palace and the smallest provincial towns, in Moscow and in Siberia—where

the first number of the Pole Star reached the exiled Decembrists as a first

word of encouragement and greeting after thirty years of exile.

Herzcn thus brought himself into perfect harmony with the situation in

Russia. The period between 1855 and 1857 was characterized by a rapid

intellectual development and by uncertainty on the part of the authorities.

' Public opinion then made giant strides. Russian literature grew ten years in

two years', as Herzen said. Yet the Tsar remained uncertain. The war went

on and, even when the armistice had been signed, there were foreign problems

to solve. This lack of decision in internal politics, even when he could con-

centrate all his attention on them, is generally attributed to Alexander IPs

unpreparedness, and to the scarcity of competent high officials after the

thirty years of Nicholas Fs reign. All this is true, but it does not touch the

heart of the problem. In actualikcLwhen Alexander II camejto_the throne he

found himself in the same situation as his father, condemned to paralysis

whenever he wished to interfere with Russia's sociaLand political foundations.

He was allowed, rather than compelled, to move by public opiniorr,~which

assured him its support and shared his responsibility, and even prepared the

series of plans and practical proposals which were the basis of the peasant

reforms. The bureaucracy was incapable, even on the technical plane, of

taking such a step. Alexander II, after hisTTrst long period of uncertainty,

eventually showed himself sufficiently open-minded to reahze that he needed

this public support afld^hatwithQJititiie.£Quld not nioye towards the aboli-

tion nF<;f;rfHnm He therefore extended some measure of freedom to opinion.

And so even the obstacles which were placed in the way^ of books and

articles from 4^.Aodnii were due rnore_ to the traditional fears of the police

and to the bureaucratic practices of the previous reignihsnjoany^eliberate

>^esire to stop them . Besides, a new opportunity now occurred to enable such

books to exert a profound influence. The prohibition which Nicholas I had

placed on all travel abroad was cancelled, A torrent of people began to move

between London, Paris, Germany and Russia. It was enough to circulate

the publications of the 'Free Russian Press' in Europe for them to reach

Russia itself in travellers' suitcases.

From 1855 to 1857 Herzen aimed at hastening the development of public

opinion. He did this by setting all problems in wider perspective, by turning

back to the Decembrists, and by explaining in every possible way (and

chiefly through his Memoirs) the trends of thought during the thirty years of

Nicholas I's reign. In so doing he linked the new generation to its predecessor.

At the same time he issued warnings against the dangers of the immediate

situation. He said that it was too similar to what he himself had seen in Rome,

J
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when it had seemed that Pius IX was becoming a Hberal. Too many figures

were still miss^ing from this revival. Bakunin and Petrashevsky were still in

Siberia, even though the surviving Decembrists had been finally reprieved.

But above all, the key problem, that of the peasants, was still untouched.

His role as a constructive observer enabled him to make an exact estimate

of the new position of the intelligentsia. Moscow had now lost the eminence

it had gained in the 'forties. The entire movement was centred in the capital.

In September 1856 he told Turgenev that even he, Herzen, who came from

Moscow, was far more loved in St Petersburg than in Moscow. He was

astounded, but it confirmed his impression that the reforms could come only

from the centre, from the capital, from the Tsar.

The more typical liberals, such^s Kavelin and Chicherin, thought that if

Herzen wanted to have any influence on the situation he should tone down
his attacks still further and give up preaching Sociahsm. Herzen pubhshed

their views in his Voices from Russia, but he was careful not to follow them.

The example of 1848, of those spurious victories which had been so easily

won by pubUc opinion, had impressed themselves too powerfully on his

rnind for him^tcrtlKQW over his own position of independence.

In his letter>^^velmltpld Herzen that the war had made the intelligentsia

liberal and not re^^c4utronary and that the state of mind of the * thinking
,j

portion of the Russian population' could be summed up as follows: 'We
_are^ontrite rather than angry. Even in the boldest conversations I have not

once heard anyone mention the need for secret societies, for revolution and

for limiting the absolutist power or anything of the kind.' This was certainly

true, at least in general, although during these two years of waiting, a few

small groups of young men who did not share these ideas were beginning to

spring up, as we shall see. But these were only small symptoms and as yet of

no importance. Any initiative from above, such as the promise of a peasant

reform, would be enough to make thenTvanish.

The most serious feature of the state of mind described by Kavelin lay

elsewhere, in his assertion that no^ggjyishedjojimit tjie^power of the auto-

cracy . These liberals were certainly not constitutionalists. As far as they were

concerned, being liberal meant only^the creation of free public opinion,

capable of influencing the monarch by means of the press and ideas, but not

by means of political organizations. They rejected not only conspiracies but

any legal organization ^Ich' might give effect to their own political ideas.

They were not so much liberals as supporters of an enlightened despotism,

and as there was not much illumination to be found in the autocrat himself

and in the group of high officials that he had inherited from his father, they

kept it all to themselves. They showed, in fact, the typical pride of the

Russian intelhgentsia, which was then in full flower and inspired by the

sense of its own importance.

Characteristically it was the Slavophils who defined most clearly what was

actually happening. They said that in Russia, by tradition (they generally
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had to be sustained by a more orJess mythical tradition beforg rnmmitting

themselves), 'power' had always resided in the Tsar, and 'opinion' in the

people , and that these two forces shouldTBe^compIetely mdependerit. Though

utterly absurd from the constitutional point of view, this theory does in

fact reflect the actual position of these two forces as they groped for each

other in the twilight which succeeded the shadows of Nicholas I's reign.

XhejieasmiJfor^this liberalism of 'opinion' only, which did not touch the.

gtrw4wi» nf thp qh<;nliitkt S^t^^fp. naturally lay in Russia's social system. Only

the nobles could have thought of organically limiting the power of Alexander

Ay p II. They had done this, or rather tried to do it, at the time of the Decembrists.

1/ . ' At that time the constitutional problem had, together with the problem of the

Xf ./ peasants, been at the heart of their discussions and their activities. But in

' ^ 1856 it was the great mass of the nobles which was chiefly threatened by

b^r reforms, A large number of them were not so much opposed to the future

\jij' reforms of Alexander II as frightened of them. Thirty years of Nicholas I

Crl had attached them to the preservation of their privileges and had made them

// hope that the status quo would continue indefinitely. Some of them, of course,

tj^ felt^fferently, and some even understood, as HerzeiTfiad explamed m 1853,"^

/fr that reform would in fact have benefited them too. But these were a dis-

organized minority. They had lost all autonomy and had become more and

more bound up'with the intelligentsia, who had now inherited the function

the nobles held in 1825. Thirty years after the Decembrists any constitu-

tionalismJ)acked by the nobles could arnoun^to no more than a mixture of

social conservatism, confirmation of privileges, and peasant serfdom. Real

reform, could ojily be achieved from abov£^-bvL_the Emperor and by^the

government, urged on by an increasingly lively public opinion.

Herzen tEerefoTe devoted all his energies to rousmglthe intelligentsia,

though he was well aware of the dangers latent in this situation. He did

everything possible to convince the wavering educated classes and at least

some of the nobiUty and high government officials that the nobles' conserva-

tism could only be successfully defeated if an economic programme favourable

to the peasants were adopted, and if the emancipation assured the peasants

the land which they farmed. Conditions in Russia prevented any further

move. When Kavelin told Herzen that it was no use thinking that in Russia

there were people who shared the ideas of Mazzini and Kossuth, he was

compelled to admit that Kavelin was right; as he had to again when Kavelin

told him that it^vas us£le&s„tQ^be_an_' anarchist ', when 'only the government

could do^anything'. Herzen laid more stress on the sociat aspect ot tne plan

Tor reform. While Kavelin condemned the obshchina as 'a half-wild social

germ . . . where the peasant is little better than a slave ',^^ Herzen saw in the

obshchina the only possible defence of peasant interests. For him it was a

pledge for the future, and would allow some further development after

emancipation. Herzen, in fact, accepted—though cautiously—the situation

which had arisen in these years. At the same time he tried to bring into it
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the one Socialist element that was then viable, i.e. the defence of peasant

interests in and through the obshchina. ^

Ana so at this time he again approached the Slavophils, although he smelt

in them 'the stink of the police and the seminary'. However, they beheved in

the obshchina, and it was therefore worth signing an 'armistice' with them.

He urged them, and the Westerners too, to move rapidlyjowards politics.

,^d to give up scholarly disputes on the character of Russia jind on the

historical origins of its institutions. As he wrote in the Pole Star in 1857,

the Russians did not yet sufficientlyl-ealize 'how boring they were, and how
fed up everyone was with them'.^s He summed up his conclusions in a

Letter to Mazzini on the present condition of Russia, February 1857:

It's no use shouting against the past. True discernment lies in profiting equally

from all the features of an existing situation, both those forces that come from the

good and those from the bad. It isn't a question of their origin, but of how to guide

them . . . History and peoples forgive their governments many things, even crimes,

even the cruelty of Peter and the dissolute life of Catherine II, but they never

forgive a government which does not understand its own mission and^is foO wealc

JtQ,rise_t(i_heights which the situation demands . . . We are fkced with a huge

_economic revolution. The government and the nobihty no longer conceal this from

themselves. The Emperor has hinted at it in a speech to the nobility in Moscow.
We are compelled to reorganize the ownership of land fundamentally, and to deal

with the great questions of the landowner and the workman, of the rights of the

worker to the tools of his trade. For such is the question of emancipation with

land . . . Hardly was Nicholas dead before an irresistible force drove the govern-

ment of Alexander II in a different direction from that of his father. Will he take

control of this force, master it, and win again for the people what his father made
them lose? I do not know. But he cannot stop it. Nicholas, to achieve his evil ends,

relied on a limited but inflexible will. Alexander II lacks this quality. Thev sav that

hehas_a good heart. This wins a place in Paradise, but not in history . Alexander II

in his manifesto, his ministers in their circulars, journalists m their newspapers,

announce that a new era is beginning for Russia. Well, what stops us entering this

era? Who should now speak? It's up to them to keep their promises, or we too will

say 'No more rhetoric. No more rhetoric' I know few things more shameful and

humiliating than to see a chance of great progress thrown away and some infirmity

holding up the movement. The engine is hot, the steam is being used up, and hor§e.-

power is being wasted in a roar, and all this because there is no one bold enough

to turn the lever and 5;p,t t̂ ie^gn^jnf '^ ,^a^i^?^ What jf it should leave without the

driver ?29

But before 1857 was over the long-awaited signal was given._On^Jh
December an Act was published which engaged the government to free the

lerfs. A cucular ordered lliejioglesjn one QI tne WeaerEpfovmceXto^^
and to prepare a scheme for reform, on the basis of general rules drawn up

1;^ the government.

Herzen thought that 'now they cannot turn back again', and he added

that it was the most important event in Russia since 14th December 1825.
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He must now devote himself to influencing in every possible way these

negotiations between the government and the committees of the nobility.

For, as was obvious from the first, they would have a decisive effect on the

fate of the reforms.

A few months before this he had founded the Kolokol (The Bell) a small

review, which was at first published monthly, and later, fortnightly. Its first

number of 1st July 1857 was called 'a supplement to the Pole Star\ One
review was no longer enough for the battle which was growing more intense.

^ \ Two would allow him to leave more general and theoretical discussions to

w^ the Pole Star, where he could expound his theories on Socialism, and usejhe

Kolokol for the discttssion-uf iiiiiuediaie policies. Herzen himself has said

that it was Ogarev's idea to start this review. It was founded (we can infer

from this) because Herzen was at last no longer alone. He had found a

colleague in London to work with—the very man with whom, more than

twenty-five years earher, he had begun his activities with their joint creation

of a Saint-Simonist group in Moscow. Ogarev had reached London in 1856,

and had brought the first messages assuring Herzen that his work had finally

met with a response in Russian intellectual circles. 'It was the first ray of

warmth and light after an oppressive nightmare ',^o hg said. He had not

convinced his friends, but he had shaken them, and the situation was becom-

ing fluid. They were still too pessimistic; they did not reahze the important

tasks which they were expected to undertake, together with the entire Russian

intelUgentsia. But their words helped to convince Herzen that he was on the

right road.

Ogarev had seen the collapse of his attempts begun in the 'forties to improve

the economic situation of his estates, and of the peasants whom he had

freed. A fire, apparently lit by the workers themselves, had destroyed his

factory. As for the intellectual movement, he had always held himself more

or less detached, and expressed what he had to say through his poetry. He
nearly always lived out of town, and was entirely preoccupied with the com-

plexities of his private life. He now felt free of all obligations, and was ready

to begin his life over again and devote himself to politics. He shared Herzen's

ideas, and was bound to him by deep friendship. Personal crises during the /
following years, which led to his second wife finally living with Herzen,

complicated but did not destroy this friendship. He was aware of Herzen's

political superiority, and allowed himself to be guided by him in all essential

problems. And so their collaboration was complete, and the Kolokol was its

fruitful product.^'

Thft Knlok{iI\ mnttn ' Vivos voco^ was chosen in memory of their youthful

enthusiasm for Schiller. It was politically appropriate for a paper aimed at

appealing to all living forces, wherever they were, to support a programme
. whiduvasuQw clearly one of social and administrative retorms: freedom irom

censorship, freedom of the peasants from the landlords, and freedom of

non-noble families from corporal punishment.
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In the second number, in August 1857, Herzen called his leading article

'Revolution in Russia'. This was a commentary on Alexander II's words

to the nobihty of Moscow: 'It is better that the changes should come from

above than from below.* It was true, he wrote, that they had entered a^

revolutionary period, but it was not certain that this would develop according

to the French pattern. There were other foreign examples which could be

followed. For instance, there was the example of England, with which Herzen

had become better acquainted, and which influenced his more liberal out-

look of these years by convincing him that changes could be brought about

by the pressure of public opinion. And then there was Piedmont, whose

resistance at the time of the European reaction after 1849 had already

impressed him, and which he now suggested to Russia as an example and a

model. He wrote:

Under our very eyes Piedmont has been reborn. At the end of 1847 its government

was Jesuitical and inquisitorial, without any freedom; indeed, with a political

police and a terrible civil and religious censorship, which killed any form of mental

activity. Ten years later we can no longer recognize Piedmont. The face of her cities

and her people has changed. Everywhere there is a new life, twice the number of

people, open faces, activity. And this revolution has been achieved without the

smallest clash, merely an unsuccessful war and a series of concessions to public

opinion on the part of the government. Professional revolutionaries do not like

this method, I know, but that does not concern us. We are convinced that Russia's

present _situation5atisfies_no one, and we prefer with all our heart the methods of

peaceful human development to those of bloodshed; even though, just as sincerely,

we prefer the most stormy development conceivable to the status quo of the time

ofNicholasI.32
^~ "' ^

This point of view naturally led him to describe the obstacles holding up

reforms as mere inertia, rather than organized social forces. They were

obstacles which must be denounced and not destroyed: men who must be

enlightened and not groups to be swept away. There would not, he said, be

any organized opposition from the corps of nobles. He knew, only too well,

their traditional lack of independence. Nor did he believe in the ' old Musco-

vite party', of which the European press was speaking at this time. He had

seen this at too close quarters to believe it capable of seriously opposing

either any order of the Emperor or any pressure from public opinion.

The KolokoVs efforts therefore were devoted to denouncing individual

abuses, particular instances of passive resistance on the part of the reaction-

aries. It attacked the old officials of the regime of Nicholas I, satirized old-

fashioned thinking and gave much of its space to exposing the financial and

administrative scandals which were the oppressive legacy of long and

arbitrary despotism. Herzen, in common with the most active members of

Russian society at the time, demanded 'publicity' even more than 'freedom'.

He demanded, in fact, the opportunity to point out the evils of the State,

ratAer.than_the creation of political organisms which could be permanently
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guaranteed by rreedom. Hjs programme at this stage was to destroy , orat
least to restrict, the censorship rather than to seek constitutional guarantees.

This campaign could be developed far more freely abroad than m Russia,

though even there 'the literature of public denunciation' was growing in

scope. And it was directed by Herzen and Ogarev in a masterly fashion.

Any victim of tyranny, anyone trying to assert his rights against the arbitrary

power of the State, found in London the public accuser lacking in Moscow or

St Petersburg. Letters and denunciations poured in on the Kolokol. So much
so that as from October 1859 the editor decided to publish a supplement

devoted to this aspect of the fight, called Pod Sud! (On Trial). In the

ministries, in the commissions deciding the fate of the peasants and in local

municipalities there was widespread fear of these free voices from London.

There is evidence that the Emperor himself sometimes learnt of scandals and

abuses from the Kolokol. The paper so widened its sources of information

(which often included government offices) that it was able to publish secret

documents of such importance that even today, after the archives have been

opened, the Kolokol provides information on Russian life of the period

which is not obtainable elsewhere. And so the number of readers doubled

and redoubled. They passed it from hand to hand, and increased the circula-

tion to a peak of 2,500. This is a remarkable figure when, we remember that

the Sovremennik, a. review published legally in St Petersburg, at this stage

had a circulation of 6,000, which was quite exceptional for its time.^^

It is of course true that this intense but narrow campaign against abuses

could in some ways encourage one of the most typical ^^ects of Russian

pnlitics at the, time—the tet^dejTcy ofconservative forces to adopt a libera l

camouflage . This was fatal, as it meant that reforms, even such important

ones as those affecting the peasants, were carried out with all the old tools

of government machinery. Liberalism came down from above as an order

from the Emperor, and followed the inevitable tendency to confine itself to

siaalLdetails. It thus struck only^t secondary features, not at the ones

fundamenral to a despotic State and to a society divided into rigid castes.

Indeed there came from Russia appeals to Herzen to confine himself exclu-

sively to this work of 'public denunciation', which was more administrative

and judicial in character, than political. But although he well knew that it

was by this means that his ideas spread through Russia, Herzen never

confined himself to it, and the Kolokol remained a political review.^**

When, between the end of 1857 and the beginning of 1858, prehminary

steps for freeing the serfs were made public, Herzen addressed Alexander II

:

*Thou hast conquered, O Galilean.' He gave vent to the joy that had spread

throughout enlightened circles in Russia and he promised his support and

help 'to those who liberate and as long as they Hberate'.^^ Nonetheless, the

proposed emancipation was 'without land' and still depended on the decisions

of assemblies of nobles in the various provinces, who had been authorized

and indeed forced to meet for this purpose.
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Because of this, Herzen continued to emphasize the silent menace of the

.peasants, which so many—among them_the_Emperor himself—felt was the

real motive power of the reform. At the same time he declared himselFfree

of any tie with any section of the ruling class which was bringing about

the reform.

Emancipation with land is one of the most important and essential problems for

Russia and for us. Whether it comes from above or from below, we will support it.

If the peasants are freed by committees made up of sworn enemies of the emancipa-

tion, we will thank them sincerely and from our hearts. If the peasants are freed,

first by committees and then by all the nobles who have elected them, we will be

the first to congratulate them with all our hearts. Finally, should the Tsar order

the confiscation of all the possessions of the rebellious aristocracy and deport

them all, let us say, to somewhere on the Amur together with Muravev, we will

only say ' So be it. ' This does not mean that we recommend such means and no

others. Nor does it mean that they are the best. Our readers know what we think.

But the most important thing is that the peasants should be freed with land. As for

the means employed, we have no objections. ^^

ThQ^olokol could later boast that it had been the first to suggest the only

way of bringing the reform to a practical conclusion

—

by agreement between

JhQ nobles and the State and possibly the peasants.
"

'

The lands farmed by the peasants were to t>e given to them in return for a

redemption fee. Herzen and Ogarev had written about this ever smce the

beginning of 1858. A detailed plan for reform on these lines was brought

over from Russia by V. A. Panaev, and was published both in the Voices

from Russia and in the Kolokol, in time for it to be able to influence the

provincial committees of the nobihty.

The discussions held by these committees showed that the more liberal

nobles—

m

ostly from the nnrth whp.rp. thp lanH wa<; poorer and more capable

of industrial development—were quite prepaiedJto hand gy^er their land in

return for a fe^^hil^a large part of the landlords from the more fertile

blank soirmruinued to Jiald,.aut agamst this solution, or accepted it oTTlyTnr

^conditions which wgre extremely harsh for the peasants. Herzen urged the

Emperor not to give way to these proposals. Later, when the central bureau-

cracy itself took over the reforms and pressed them forward energetically,

largely through the work of Milyutin, Herzen ably supported him and his

work against his many enemies. Of course he realized that the fee would

oppress the peasants, but as Ogarev replied in the Kolokol on 1st November

1860, to a correspondent who insisted on the nobles handing over their land

fee, 'We do not see any legal basis for the fee, but rather sheer necessity,

jjjyen the struggle between the two classes, the peasan^will find that paying

n fpp in, thp n^blfs f^r thpTrTfrKfTs cheaperfhan a reyglutLQiL and the nobles

will find that to give the land vyhich they jrightly^ consider their own for an

jnsignificant fee is more advantageous than to perish in a peasant revolt.'

But this was the problem. Would the fee, in fact, be insignificant? What

^h
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would be the quantity of land granted to the peasants, and how much ought

it to cost? On this point the KolokoVs vision was not clear. Instead, dis-

cussions on the legal problems of emancipation and on the retention for

differing periods of a few typical survivals of serfdom—such as the corvees

and local jurisdiction of the landlord—to some extent diverted Herzen and

Ogarev, and indeed a large part of public opinion in Russia, from this vital

matter. It is true that this controversy was important, but among the emigres

in London it resulted in concealing the economic and financial kernel of the

problem.

• Nonetheless Herzen soon realized that things were not going well. In 1860

the Kolokol bitterly criticized the government's policy, and this criticism was

further sharpened by the long delay which held up the publication of the

emancipation decree for more than a year. Though this delay did not cause

the loss of any of the fundamental points which had been won earlier, it

did give rise to widespread uncertainty and, even in London, encouraged

feelings which were more pessimistic than the actual situation warranted.

In the first number of the Kolokol for 1860, Herzen compared Alexander II

to the apprenti sorcier. Elaborating the analogy, he fully brought out the

reasons for the delay : fear of the forces in the field—the nobles, peasants and
^

intelligentsia; the same fear in fact that haa paralysed Nicholas I, though it

had at last forced his successor to take action. Now once more it made the

Tsar hesitant and wary. It made him reduce 'publicity' and surround the

entire question of emancipation with an air of mystery, and restrict it once

again to the higher bureaucracy. Herzen's attacks on this return to the spirit

of Nicholas I were particularly striking. In his campaign against it, he began

to appeal to the few nobles who had shown not only understanding but above

all independence and liberaHsm.

But now the die was cast. Herzen's arousing of public opinion and his

defence of emancipation with land had gone as far as they could in the

circumstances. The outcome which he read about in the manifesto of 19th

February 1861 did not seem 'all that bad', as he sajd at first. 'Together with

the freeing of Italy, it is perhaps the most important event of the last five

years', he wrote to his son.^'^

During these three years of discussions on peasant reform, the Kolokol

had made enemies within the intelligentsia itself, both on the right and on

the left. In 1858 Herzen broke with the more doctrinaire liberals; a year later

he clashed with the radicalism of Chernyshevsky and Dobrolyubov, which

was just coming into evidence.

The break with the liberals was merely a continuation of the controversy

that had begun in the Western group at Moscow in 1846, and which now
began to reveal its latent political importance. Chicherin, a historian and

jurist, bitterly attacked Herzen at the end of 1858. 'This is the last straw,'

noted Herzen, 'an infiltration of enemies within the intelligentsia . . . And
surely it is a strange thing that these invaders consist of the pupils of Granov-
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sky, of friends of Korsh, Kryukov, etc. ?'^^
Qh!^^_52^^^ ^^°"^ ^^ repeated

^appointments in the true political nature of his friends—illusions so often

contradicted by reality—this was an important symptom. The absolutism

which Herzen had accepted purely as a means of advancing towards the

liberation of the serfs was now built up by Chicherin into an ideal form of

government. This not only disgusted Herzen morally but also complicated,

on the political plane, the endless by-play between nobility, bureaucracy and

intelligentsia, which constituted the real political issue of the moment. In

place of this Chicherin and his doctrinaire followers substituted an idealiza-

tion of the Tsar. Once more, as at the beginning of the 'forties, the shadow of

JEet£JL_the_ Great and the myth of enlightened despotism seemed to be^

returning. Herzen was convinced that the situation did aot demand a Eeter
the Gre^^t b"t merely a man capable of being guided by public opinion.

And so an open break became essential.

Besides, these doctrinaires represented a human type which he found

antipathetic. They were the liberal successors, indeed the caricature, of those

'dogmatic ritualists of democracy' against whom he had fought in 1848.

Doctrinaires of the French kind and Gelehrten of the German variety, people who
institute proceedings and draw up lists and put them in order, people who remain

firmly in positive religion and make a cult of positive science, thoughtful people

—

all these live on into old age, without ever leaving the main road, without ever

making spelling mistakes or mistakes of any other kind; but people who fiing them-

selves into battle are devoured by the passions of faith and doubt, are consumed
by rage and anxiety, are soon burnt out, and allow themselves to stumble in the

middle of the road and die.^^

When Chicherin, who was then travelling to London and Paris, read this,

he felt it apphed to him personally and replied with a long letter, which Herzen

published in the Kolokol so as to expose what he considered a mistaken

attitude.'^o Chicherin's letter was a sort of tract to demonstrate that in

pohtics reason rather than passion was needed. It was written so pedantically

that Kavehn and, with him, a group of liberals, wrote to Herzen to deny

responsibihty for it. Herzen ended by breaking with the liberals but the break

took place only gradually with one group after another, beginning with the

most typical doctrinaires, and he kept—at least until 1862—contacts and often

friendships with the others.^i

The quarrel with the left, t^Sovremeraiil^, was, on the other hand, pro-

voked by Herzen, with his article '^ery Dangerous!!!' aimed directly at

Dobrolyubov and Chernyshevsky. It is true that personal reasons played

their part. The director of the Sovremennik was Nekrasov^ whom Herzen

admired as a poet but whom he considered dishonest. On the other hand^his

comparative ignorance of the financial aspects of the peasant problem made

Jlerzen underestimate Chernyshevsky, who, at this time, saw more clearly

than he did the dangers which lay in the government's plan for reform. But

these considerations were merely secondary. In his attack on the Sovremennik,

I
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Herzen wanted to respond to liberal public opinion, which w^as_alanne4-by-^

the^growth of a radical trait containing 'nihilist' elements which impressed

andworriedj_t. in TTis cniicism of 'these bilious ipfen', as he called them,

Herzen tended to confusejthe new radicals with ms memories of the Petra-

shevskists. One of these Petrashevskists, in fact, had come all the way

to London to collaborate with him and then, out of nervous instabihty, had

suddenly left him. Herzen looked upon them all as psychologically warped

and negative characters.

What struck me about them was the ease with which they despaired of everything;

the ferocious joy of their denial and their terrible ruthlessness. Despite their excellent

spirits and noble intentions, our 'bilious ones' can, by their tone, drive an angel

to blows and a saint to curses. They exaggerate everything in the world with such

aplomb and not as a joke, but out of such bitterness, that they are quite unbear-

able.42

This was the beginning of a long controversy, in which Herzen made great

efforts to understand the new generation, and yet always ended by with-

drawing into himself. He had no patience with thehuman and psychological

aspects^ of nihilist Populism and disliked~Tts~bitter flavour. Yet this bitter-

ness was to be of great importance in Russian society when the era of liberal

hopes and battles for the great reform had drawn to its close.

But though he was critical of these young radicals in private discussion,

publically he declared that he did not want to sow discord in the camp of the

emancipationists. They differed, he said, over means but not over ends. The

Sovremennik merely carried opinions of his own to an extreme. When a voice

Xrom^Russia reproached him with not caUing on the peasants to take up their

Sjces, he replied that_he_wpuld not doJhis as long as hope prevailed ; as long

a_s he could count on a revival of public opinion ; as long as he could counter

the nobility with the nl}shrhina^ the weak and hesitant landed^ristocracy

with peasant resistance.^A_broom rather than an axe was what was needed.

The manifesto of 19th February 1861 led him to believe tharire~had been

even more correct than he had dared hope. To celebrate the day, he prepared

a banquet for all the Russians in London. He drafted a speech, in which he

recalled how in 1853, when the first page of the ' Free Russian Press' had been

printed, if anyone had said that 'after eight years we should have come
together, and the hero of the banquet would have been the Tsar of Russia,

we should have thought that he was mad, or even worse.' And yet this was

what had happened. True, 'the manifesto of 19th February was only one

milestone; the road was still long, and the coach was still in the hands of

cruel Tartar and German drivers ... In Russia it is impossible to denounce

their intrigues. Speech has not yet been freed, and is still a slave of the censor-

ship.* And so it was necessary to continue working abroad. But the fact

remained that serfdom had been abolished in Russia. ' Let us raise our glasses

to drink to our brothers who have been freed, and to honour Alexander

Nikolaevich, their liberator.''*^
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But this toast was never drunk. I^^he first bloody encounters in Warsaw, a

jJeaLdays^after the emancipation, showed that the political oppression of the^

Russian Empire was still too serious for Herzen to be able to drink freely to

Alexander II. ' Our banquet was sad. We lowered our hands. After the blood V
spilt at Warsaw it could no longer proceed."*"* r t(A

J^^\y
Herzen soon realized that the emancipation of the serfs, as finally carried y J^

out, merely brought up all the old problems somewhat aggravated by the Jr
rgforT[L Xj^_ peasants jesumed and increased the local protests, which had '''

sprung up at the time of the Crimean War, and which now revealed their

discontent at the new situation. The inteUi^entsia felt that the developmenlof
liberal public opinion was no longer enough, and that the j)ositions that it

had won must now be consolidated. The more active part of the intelligentsia^

wa:iitedTo~put itself^tjhe head of political life in Russia, in an attempt to

replace the State and even the Emperor. New problems (chiefly that of the

relations between the young intelligentsia and the people) arose, and were

widely discussed. The various nationalities contained within the Empire,

especially the Poles, began to agitate and try to establish their rights. In

fact, all the various problems which Herzen had reaUzed when he had wanted

to organize a banquet in London to celebrate 19th February 1861 came to a

head during the period that immediately followed, and provided material

for the Kolokol during the next two years.

Herzen now tried to keep in touch with Russian life and regain the guiding

function held by the Kolokol when the reforms were being prepared. From
the first the task was difficult and it soon grew less and less feasible. An
emigre organ found it more and more difficult to direct a complex and stormy 1

movement, and to cope with the various problems raised by the peasant i
*

reforms. Herzen and Ogarev were able to suggest a few more ideas which j/i ol/

were followed in later years. But their actions were losing unity and efficiencv. ^
amL-a^gre finally crushed by the^ wave of nationalism that swepTthrough ^^

Russia in 186:^ when the Polish revolt broke out. f
None the less, their efforts deserve close examination. However dispersed

and fragmentary, they reveal some of the most significant social tendencies

of these years, and reproduce the feeling of the ferment in Russia between

1861 and 1863. Peasantreyolts grew more frequent throughout 1861 and were

put down with violence and bloodshed. The Kolokol, and Ogarev m particular,

sensitively reflected the uncertainty and disappointment which prevailed in

the countryside; illiterate peasants, were faced with an abstruse manifesto

—

incomprehensible even to the village 'intellectuals', the scribes, bigots of

the sects, priests, and merchants. 'A new serfdom' said the Kolokol as early

as 15th June 1861. 'The Tsar has cheated the people.* But though it expressed

the feehngs of so many Russian peasants, it could not thereby guide or help

them in their distant struggle. The peasants_hadjq ^rope alone in the dark^

dQX_^ way out of their changed situation.

And it was this situation that convinced Herzen and Ogarev (and their

L
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most S^ngJti'^^g^ ^^"^p^^r'"^'^ '" Rii<;sia itself) gf thgir rftmntpnpgg from the

people, its interests and Jjfe.
~~

These experiences gave the first stimulus to the movement 'to go to the

peopre*rAs early as 1st August 1860 Ogarev had foreseen m the Kolokol

—fT[e~need for this—not yet as an autonomous movement, but rather as a

necessary complement to the changes which Russian society was under-

going at this time. ' We must train schoolmasters, men who can preach learning

to the peasants; travelling schoolmasters, who can spread useful iind applied

knowledge from one end of Russia to the other.''*^ Herzen and Ogarev were

still more concerned with this problem after their break with the government,

which grew ever clearer. When disorders broke out and the universities were

closed in autumn 1861, the appeal for a movement 'to ^o to the people*

^ became the Kolokors battle cry.

-Herzen thus pomted out a way which the Populists tried to exploit during

^the next twenty years. In the meantime the Kolokol was trying to guide from

a distance the political ferment which the emancipation of the serfs had

produced in the nobility, inteUigentsia and entire ruHng class. In 1861 Herzen

still thought that the only chance lay in continuing his tactics of earlier

years. J^ist-as hp had thenjielped to create a public opinion favourable to

'emancipation with land\ so now he would develop a more urgent feehng

which would

—

with en£rgY_and impatience—demand freedom of the press,

changes in,the-Structure_of the State, and finallyrsomethifi^ltfcr-a-great

national assembly.
~

After reading the manifesto of 1 9th February 1861, Herzen had written

in the Kolokol, 'The first step has been taken; now it is freedom's turn.'"*^

He still thought of the struggle in the old terms : as a battle against censorship.

•} But soon reactions in Russia convinced him thathejnrnl-tkrggng^mch more.

Suggestions came to him from St Petersburg. T\;i&^^Velikoru^^Q)^ first

clandestine paper, which-^adziappeared in J^ly l84Lalready spoke of the

need for a national assembly^ OgarS^and N. N.^QbrucKeV^rote an appeal

at the same time rftHf^fi Whfit drrs the prnpir rii^cd.^ i^i language intended to be

simple enough for the peasants themselves to understand. This claimed that

to guarantee the land—and the peasants had a right to more ofjthis^than

had been granted to them by the reform—it wasessentiai that 'taxes should

be apportioned and collected by the peasants themselves, through leaders

elected by them'.'*^ The idea of calling such a body Zemskaya Duma or

Zemsky Sobor, in memory of the assemblies which at the beginning of the

seventeenth century had put an end to the time of troubles, sprang from

various sources. It was circulated in manuscripts and newspapers, and

somehow even appeared in the legal press. The term showed the Kolokol'

s

intention of uniting different intellectual trends, from the Westerners, who
saw in it a form of constituent assembly, to the Slavophils who were always

responsive to memories of the past.

The presence in London of a typical representative of peasant society, Peter
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Alexeyevich Martyanov, may have encouraged Herzen to give the Zemskaya

Duma first place in his propaganda.

'His story is short, but it is a true Russian history', Herzen was to write

when Martyanov was later condemned to forced labour.

He was born a serf of Count Guryev. As a young man he showed quite exceptional

business ability, and he organized the sale of wheat on a large scale. Count Guryev

took him away from these activities and ruined him by seizing a large sum of

money almost on the eve of emancipation. This man, who had experienced all the

terrible banes of life in Russia, was gifted with exceptional talent. Energetic and

deeply emotional, he concentrated within himself the destiny of the entire Russian r ^^

people. In him was reflected its poetry and religion, love and hatred. Austere and l\ \

rigidly consistent in his way of life, he made no concessions to himself or others

He somehow combined an element of the rebel Spartacus with the sombre char-

acter of our religious sectarians. ^^^

Martyanov had a deeply rooted faith in the Tsar, and implored him to

free the people from the nobles and the upper classes. To this effect he wrote

a pamphlet,^^ and a letter to Alexander H which was published in the KolokoL

In it he asked the Emperor to summon a great Zemsky Sobor of the Russian

pe^pfer^V.^
'

^ z

feakuxun^hen took a cue from Martyanov's programme. The main theme

of his Thp Pppplp'.^ CnuKP- Romanov,^7achevy£^stel?. pubUshed in 1862

by the Free Russian Press, was the need to summon a national assembly.

' lemble. things will happen in Russia in 1863 if the Tsar does not decide

,to summon the Zemskaya Duma of all the peopleT^i^In Siberia, Bakunin

had long thought that a dictator was needed to carry out the necessary

reforms. After his escape he came to London in January 1861 and was

greeted as a brother by Herzen and Ogarev. In this pamphlet he echoed on

a larger scale the hesitations that all felt after the emancipation. He was

thinking of a Tsar capable of really moving with the people, and a people

capable of imposing its will on the Tsar through a national assembly.

The myth of the Zemsky Sobor began to take on a certain political coher-

eiice-aLJthe. beginning,of-1862^ when the more enhghtened and educated

members of the nobility proposed or voted orders of the day in favour of

.uationalrepresentation, and when the Kolokol echoed the hope, which was

by theiTwrdespreaa, of such a liberal endorsement of the peasant reform.

Ogarev drafted an appeal to the Tsar, which aimed at collecting the

signatures and support of all disaffected elements ranging from the nobility

to the peasants—all in fact who saw in the future Assembly an opportunity

for freely expressing their demands. Jn view of the_ uncertainty of public

opinion in the summer of 1862 this appeallmplied that the public recognized

.jliat reforms from above were not sufficient, and that tlie government alone

was unable to guide the forces which had now been set in motion. He said:

The nobility has not been recompensed for its losses. It lacks the means to work,

and, let us say so frankly, it lacks the means to live—apart from those nobles who

I
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are officials and draw a salary and rewards from the State, all of which fall on the

)eople in the shape of heavy taxes . . . On the other hand, the manifesto of 19th

February has made it possible to reduce the peasants' land. They are not cpn-

vinced^t^hat thgy will he able to keep tomorrow the land that they farm today . . .

The redemption fee is crushing, indeed impossible, in the forms decreed by the

manifesto. The peasant's situation has become unbearable. Just as before, indeed,

even more than before, he looks upon every noble landlord as his enemy, and

considers Your Majesty's orders to be cunning plots devised by officials to ruin

him . . . Sire, the State cannot be saved without asking the people. Without the

Zemsky Sobor—the only way of saving the ruined and penniless State—no one

will escape unhurt.

He suggested that assemblies from towns and districts should meet to elect

deputies. As for the electors they should be chosen 'without discrimination

of class, religion or faith ; all the categories of the peasants (' with limited

obligations', belonging to the State, belonging to the Crown), nobles, mer-

chants, the bourgeoisie, the clergy and people of every profession'. 'To dispel

the peasants' distrust', the nobles should not register in any district where

they held land; each district (uyezd) should elect one deputy. In this appeal,

Ogarev also determined an order of the day for the future assembly, which

included the most important administrative reforms. ^^

The discussion aroused by this first sketchy plan is of some interest.

Turgenev, then in Paris, repeated the criticisms that he had already often made
to Herzen. It was wrong to speak badly of the manifesto of 19th February, he

said, for with it Russia began 'a new era'. The government knew this, and

would not accept criticisms. The peasants too knew it, for however dissatis-

fied they were with a few of the arrangements, they looked upon it as the

charter of their personal liberties, and they would therefore consider all

criticisms merely as 'a new attack by the nobility on emancipation'. In

Russia, only the educated class was capable of understanding the needs of

liberty. Yet the exiles in London, by trying to appeal to the people, were

breaking away from this very educated class. 'The revolution, in the truesj

sense of the worrLI-cauld add in the widest sens^^nhe word, exists only

in the mind of the intelligentsia.* He suggested an appeal based on these

considerations, adding shortly afterwards that it was essential to rely on the

government plans, which were just then being discussed, on local self-

i administration, and on the attempt to create provincial councils repre-

^senting all classes.

This was the means adopted by the government to satisfy and at the same

time evade constitutionalism between 1861 and 1863. The institution of the

Zemstvo—rather like the Conseil d'Arrondissement in France—was a step

towards a «iy<;tpm r\? Inral rf^pres^pt^t'Q" But it did not in the slightest

interfere with the principle of absolutism.

Turgenev was merely expressing the state of mind of the Russian liberals ,

who trustedlrrlocal and partial reforms, withouT ever carrying the demand
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^lQi.3^Z£msky Sobor to its logical conclusion. The reasons he had given explain

this attitude. The struggle between nobles and peasants was too violent, and

suspicion between the various social classes was too bitter for absolutism

not to continue to play on them and maintain its own authority, for it was

decided not to create constitutional organs which could tie its hands. ^Even

the best and most experienced Russian liberals remained fettered to_their

conceprimrDfthe State andlheir^ffusTtrrentighlened"despotism

.

When, at the eii3~"on^62,-tt-bccamc more and more apparent that the

Tsar intended to use repression to put an end to the prevaiUng intellectual

excitement, Ogarev, Herzen and Bakunin held that it was less necessary than

ever to make concessions to these doubtful liberals. They therefore proposed

a new appeal for using the Zemsky Sobor still more openly as propaganda

against official policies. This last plan, which was once more drawn up by

Ogarev, said:

T^ngQi'a I'g nnw m that ct^fg (;^f wiH<^«^preqH Hktn,|stwhjch iisnially precedes a general

upheaval . . . Sire, the people trusts the Tsar, but not the government, or the noble-

officials, who compose it. Nor does it trust the noble-landowners from whom it

has been freed on terms which it holds to be unfair. If you, Sire, continue to support

the regime of officials, the people will soon lose its trust even in you.

Efforts to establish equality between the various social classes in the eyes

of the law or local administration were no longer enough. Land was the

fundamental problem.
J.

From the very first, ever since the word '

Russia ' has lived in the memory of man,

tlie land has been colonized gratis by the people and considered by it as its own . . .

By recognizing that the land belongs to the people you, Sire, will destroy the very

roots of the difference between the various social classes. This difference is bringing

not only Russia but other countries to the verge of ruin.

JEaced with reaction from the State and t^esitation from^he libera.ls, the

London_grpup returned to ks_Pjigina^^^^ of peasant Socialism

based on the obshchina. This had been at the basis of Ogarev's, Herzen's and,

now,TakuninT1deas753 The Kolokol of these years expounded more and

more definitely this Populist conception of thojifyshchina, and examined its

economic, financial and technical aspects. Ogarev gave a particularly precise

and interestmg account oi these ideas in a book called Essai sur la situation

russe. Lettres a un Anglais which was published in London in 1 862.

The campaign for the Zemsky Sobor had convinced Herzen and Ogarev

that they could place their hopes less and less in the liberals. They now had

to appeal directly to the Russian people. How could this be done ?

In the summer of 1 862 the first attempt at a direct approach had been made_

ifjiot to the peasants,~aTleast to those groups of merchants, artisans and

business men which constituted the Russian third estate. Despite their^

divisions into corporations, and their caste system, bred by differing customs

and traditions, one bond united them all: their adherence to the old faith

—

I
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the Rn^J. On 15th June 1862 the first number of a newspaper addressed

to them came out in London, the Obshcheye Veche (TK^<;!ommon Assembly).

The very word veche, recalling the a^semBItes-ofall-thcrxitizens in mediaeval

communes, appealed to a tradition of self-administration which was different

from, yet parallel to, that of the peasant mir. Ogarev and Herzen thought that

it would be possible to reach the vi llages through these Old Believers, for only

some followers of the sects were literate.

The need to contact the religious sects, persecuted by the official church

and the government, had already been considered in the 1840s. But only now
was the first practical attempt to this effect made in London. Herzen's meeting

with Martyanov, the merchant-peasant and an Old Believer, encouraged

such a move. And Martyanov was not the only sectarian to visit the Free

Russian Press at this time and seek contacts with Herzen and Ogarev.

Besides this, they must have realized that the peasant rising at Bezdna, the

greatest to follow the emancipation, had been directed by a man of the

Raskol, and was characterized by its spirit.

A young emigre, V. L Kelsiev, had been the first in London to urge the

possibility of feaching the people through the sects. Sprung from a family

of poor aristocirats, he had passTdiia!ely devoted himself to his studies,

chiefly oriental languages, and had become the friend of Dobrolyubov, when

he too was a student. 'He is a man who thinks seriously. He has a powerful

spirit, and a thirst for action; very developed through his wide reading and

deep thought', Dobrolyubov had noted in his diary. But he had added, 'What

I don't like about him is his excessive touchiness in personal life. Of course

this may be a result of inner impulses which, seeking a proper channel,

burst out on every side.'^^ Dobrolyubov's impression was accurate. Kelsiev

\ 9^" was a man of remarkable talent and an ability to devote himself enthusiasti-

cally to the most difficult studies, but his imaginative, sensitive and hesitant

character prevented him from sticking to anything that he started. He was a

good example of the forces which were developing in Russian society at the

time of the reforms. But he could not stand the test, and after a particularly

difficult and painful exile he ended in 1867 by voluntarily going to the

Russian frontier and asking to be imprisoned. In prison he wrote a long and

detailed Confession of what he had done during these years. 5- After his

release from prison, he lived the life of a poor man of letters, ostracized by

the liberals and yet without the support of the reactionaries; nor indeed did

he ever ask for their support.

His Confession is rightly named; and even if we read it only as a reflection

of his state of mind in 1859 when he wanted to emigrate, it is not without

interest.

Forbidden books [which he, like so many of his young contemporaries, was then

reading] seemed to us a revelation from above. A new world opened out before us;

a fantastic world, perhaps, capable of being realized only in theory; but converts

are always enthralled by theories, especially those persecuted by the authorities . . .
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Justus ecclesiastical censorship has givenrise to the development of every kind of

religious sect*Jn fhe._same way political censorship made inevitable the birth of the

party which was later called Nihilist. If one takes into account the passion of the

Russian mind, which goes to extremes in all its conclusions and stops at nothing,

either affirmative or negative, then Nihilism will appear as a typical and purely

Russian symptom. The Russian, say our sectarians, is not like other men, he seeks

the truth. And indeed, this passion for extremes, for developing every statement

to the nee plus ultra has led the ordinary people to emasculation for their religion,

to voluntary floggings, to enthusiasm, and has driven our schoolboys, seminarists

and university students to indulge in abnegations which would not even be dreamt

of in the West. Carrying things to their extremes is the characteristic element of our

history. 56

In London he did not find what he was so passionately looking for, until

Herzen gave him a large bundle of documents received from Russia. This

was an extensive and detailed report on the government policy towards the

sects, and a series of Raskol texts. Herzen told him to look at them and

see if there was anything suitable for the Kolokol. It was a revelation.

I didn't sleep all night and carried on reading. I almost went off my head. My life

literally split in two, and I became a new man. If Herzen had not given me these

documents, I would perhaps have remained a revolutionary and a nihilist. They

saved me. Reading them, I felt that I was entering an unknown, unexplored world,

the world of Hoffman, Edgar Allan Poe or the Thousand and One Nights. Soddenly,

in one night, there were revealed to me the emasculates with their mystic rites,

their choruses and their harvest songs, full of poetry; the flagellants with their

strange beliefs; the dark figures of the 'priestless' sects; the intrigues of the leaders

of the Old Believers; the existence of Russian villages in Prussia, Austria, Mol-

davia and Turkey. One sect after another, one rite after another appeared before

me, as in a magic lantern show, and I read on and on and on. My head whirled,

I stopped breathing ... In a flash I saw in front of me the peasants and bearded

merchants, so scornfully despised by Europe and our educated classes; ignorant

barbarians, sunk in primitive materialism. They were not all that bad, these people

who, beneath social oppression and the terrible yoke of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, were able to keep awake, unlike the Western paysan and

hauer or the Polish chlop. Qn_the^ contrary they thought, thought of the most

important problems that can concern tHeliuman soul—truth and untruth, Christ

and anti-Christ, eternity, man, salvation . . . The /?p.vArr?/j;eflects honour on the

_Kuaslah people, showing that it does not sleep, that every peasant wants to keep a^

liyfily-independent_eye_on^ogmas, wants to think for himself about truth, that the

RussjauLpeople ,YPr?rr/?p,vy^ ir^//?, and then follows what it has found, and does not-

allow itself to be frightened by floggings or by caves with their entrances blocked

upj or by emasculation, or by human sacrifice and cannibalism. ^^

This world of the sects made a deep impression on him. Police action

against them offended him and convinced him that he ought to try to know

them at closer range and establish contacts with them. Meanwhile, he felt

he must protest openly against the lack of religious freedom in Russia.

Using this material of Herzen, and more that he succeeded in getting from
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Russia, he brought out four small volumes, Recueil de Documents Officiels

sur les Dissidents Russes. They were published in London, the first in 1860

and the others in 1861. Two years later, he followed these up with two more

containing the laws relating to the Raskol. Taken as a whole, these booklets

gave a detailed picture of the problem of religious sects in Russia. The

importance of the Dissenters in English history and a close study of similar

events in other countries convinced Kelsiev of the value of this mine that he

had discovered. He had long discussions with Ogarev, Martyanov and

Bakunin about the political lessons that could be learnt from it. For this w^
the only source, he thought, which could reveal the mentality nf thp ppqggntg

and^^all townsfolk, and tbe-xmly means by which they could be reached.

sansm^]>vlAnd s(MheJ Popular Tsansm/jwhich accompanied propaganda for the

Zemsky Sobor was inevitably influenced by the deep-seated peasant myth

—

clearly echoed in some of the sects—of the Tsar who desires to do good but

is always prevented by the nobles and"gbvemment^ 1 he very words used to

demand an assembly reflect this interest in the religious history of the Russian

people, for Sobor is an ecclesiastical term meaning council. Besides, the

collectivist character of many of the sects inevitably reinforced the idea of

peasant SocialisiOi^^^^

At the-end^ 1861 a^ember of the 'Old BeHever' clergy came to London
and through him Kelsiev was able to estabUsh a first contact. -^ Pafnuty, who

f
was bishop of Kolomna, but travelling with a merchant's passport, was

^fLf^^ *
extremely well read in the Scriptures and Fathers of the Church, but not

^/i (i j^ ^cry responsive to the poHtical problems which the London emigres, including

mP^' Bakunin, tried to discuss with him. But one item in their programme—free-

dom of rehgion—attracted him, and because of this he was prepared to

collaborate with Kelsiev.

Kelsiev now went on a secret journey to Russia, to make use of the con-

tacts which Pafnuty had promised to arrange. Armed with a Turkish pass-

port, he visited St Petersburg and Moscow, preparing the ground for the

newspaper for Old Believers, which had begun publication in London, the

Obshcheye Veche. He arranged for it to be circulated chiefly in the great

market of Nizhny Novgorod, where for some time Herzen's works had been

sold during the annuaLjair. He visited some of thejnosLact'v^ nrganji^ers

of Zemlya f Vnlyfi
, among them N. A. Semo-Solovevich, and above all tried

to establish relations with representatives of the Raskol.

In Moscow he was greeted by a group of young merchants as ' a prophet

called upon to untie the Gordian knot of their difficulties '.^^ They looked

upon him as the agent of a powerful movement, which might bring them

freedom. But as soon as he began to discuss politics, difficulties sprang up.

' From the very first words, I realized that They did not understan3~a^ng
about it, nor did they know what it was all about.' But it is more than hkely

that Kelsiev in his Confession cunningly emphasized this negative aspect;

for though he always clearly informed the head of the Third Section of his

£

I
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own travels, he tried not to make accusations which could lead to trouble

for others, and often obviously falsified their ideas so as to make them more

innocent than they actually were. Even the young Moscow merchants were

more interested in politics than he claimed. One of them asked him among
other things :

' What was to be the date of the revolution in Russia ? And
who was to be President of the Republic ?

' None the less, it was difficult to

find any common ground between these bigots of the Raskol and the young

NihiHst, passionately concerned with the history of his country's sects.

We know that the greatest obstacle lay in a_ dignitary of the ecclesiastical

hierarchy of the Old Relievers, whp openly refused t.p jiaye^^XX^^^^'""^ ^^^^

the London emigres; but apart from this we have little information. That

tnere^were~Ht-}cast- some links is proved among other things by the fact

that the money for the publication of the Obshcheye Veche was provided by

an Old Believer bookseller, K. T. Soldatenkov. He too had only vague

political convictions, but he later gave considerable help t^ persecuted

^^gopufet writers, among them ChcrnyshevGky>

Returning to St Petersburg after his visit to Moscow, Kelsiev was intro-

duced by Alexander Semo-Solovevich to one of those old 'non-clerical*

believers, who, in the absence of regular consecration after the schism with

the Church in the seventeenth century, had gradually renounced the idea of a

clergy. Their eschatological Hnrtnr^eg haH ri^if^n JHpntifipH iha-a^nti-rhrkt

^h the Tsar . But for some time they had considered this as a purely

-^ritual and not a ponticai docirme. J^aiher Pavel, one ol their members,

made this clear to Kelsiev, wno had TToped that such ideas might provide a

basis for developing the Raskol on revolutionary lines.

Back in London after this exploratory journey, Kelsiev several times tried

to find other contacts with Russian sectarian colonies in the Turkish Empire,

especially in the Dobrudja. Through his efforts one of their religious and

political leaders was sent to London to meet the editors of the Kolokol.

This man greatly interested Herzen, but once again it proved impossible to

estabhsh permanent political relations. ^^

The problem of the Raskol, which Kelsiev raised with such enthusiasm,

was to remain a live one for the Populists throughout the 'sixties and

'seventies. JQuring this time the sects made remarkable progress. The develop-

^ent of their dogmaTand organization reflected the ferment of the peasants

and^smaillQwnsfolk. But despite many ellorts, linKs between t"Ke revolutionary^
,

^P^/'^^^rtua^g ^"^ ^hp TTirtvpmpnt whj^^ was Springing up in the countryside ^

never proved possible. Through they were both prodiictft of the vgme situation,

they, were too different in^aturg_and_ origin to find any point of contact.

The leaders of the^ects and the revolutLonaries met.

c

hiefly in prison^nd in -

Siberia^ where both groups, despite their lack of a common language, were

driven together by their struggle and opposition.

The Obshcheye Veche, which was edited almost exclusively by Ogarev

and published at irregular intervals, discussed, besides the Raskol, the
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same problems as the Kolokol, though in simpler language. 'Without the

^pport^mity to li^^ freely, therf i s n^ rtpprtrtnnity tn hfli^2^^iJr^Hy^^~~^^^

was the basis of its propaganda, and its most frequently repeated catch-

phrase. ^^ Its political pohcy centred on the idea of the Zetrv:ky Spfior^ the

need for which was stressed by Ogarev in an article published both m the

Kolokol and in the Obshcheye Veche called 'What the Clergy must do

\

Despite the many efforts that Kelsiev made from the Dobrudja, its circula^n

remained fairly limited and its main importance is as an example of an

unsuccessful attempt to reach the small folk of Russia's towns. It was the

first paper addressed, as Ogarev said in the first number, 'to the so-called

lower classes, open for anyone to join—Old Believers, business men and

craftsmen, peasants and small bourgeoisie, domestic serfs, soldiers, in fact

anyone not belonging to the privileged classes'. It was the first visible sign

of Herzen*s attempts to reach those forces which lay outside the intelli-

^ gentsia after his open break with the liberals and the suppression of thfejnore

active centres of radical Populism in the summer of 1862. And ij_poiated out

le road which the Populists were to take during the following twenty years.

But who was to direct propaganda of this kind for the people ? WhQ_was
to organize the first attempts to found a revolutionary movement in Russia?

For a long time Herzen hesitated over this fundamental problem, ancTKis

doubts prevented him from becoming leader of the secret movements which

were gradually springing up in Russia after 1861, and which eventually led

to the formation of Zemlya i Volya. Ogarev^ on the other hand, was more

ired to move in this direction. The discussions held between these two.

and with the various young men who came to visit them in London, showed

that they understood the full importance of this problem As early as August

1 860, Ogarev had written to Annenkov

:

A^ Public opinion cannot hp fnrrrK'H wifhnnt prrmp<; i\n(\ clubs. either open or secret,

>vt- ; depending oh cirri imstn nrps The^mportant thingis that they must have determined

\\ |T' ends, and a determined discipline in their work . . . Methods depend entirely on the

^(

^

outsidejituation, but such groups arejn^any^se quite indispensable.^

/ ^^f'^" His experiences of the emi^es in London convinced him that such an

f ^ . organization must not be internatjonal. 'Probably only the Italians ^re'

i^ / sincere about the problem of national inciependence.' And so a start must be
^ made in Russia only. At its centre must be a press organ , i.e. the activity

which had already been begun and developed in London. But the organization

must not_b^ centralized on 'Jesuitical' or 'statist

M

ines. London must exert

only moral authority by issuing_id£a^s and generaT directives. The final

purpose was 'social reform'. But to achieve this Ogarev returned to his plans

of twenty years earlier, when he had wanted to devote himself to explaining

his ideas to the people and accunmlatlag, scientific andjechnical knowledge.

As the fundamental problem was the peasant onerhe~thoughFbf founding

related groups, which should devote themselves entirely to preparing plans

I
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and instructions for this purpose. Injact, the dreamt-of secret_society was

to be a means of obtaining material and examining in detail the conditions

and demands of the variou s popular classes: an attempt, in other words, to

unjgrstand more fully the country which had been so little studied by

^jaoderiLJiiethods

.

The initiative for a secret society more directly political in character was 1/ . V.u^
not to come from London, from Herzen or even from Ogarev, but, as we '

p^-

shall see, from the new generation. Its scopg wa<; largely HptffrmjngH h^^'

- 1S[. A. Serno-Solovevich , the founder of the first Zemlya ij^oj^' 'For a

long time', Ogarev then observed, 'we have been thinking of the need for

an organic concentration of forces, but we thought that the initiative should

not come from us abroad, but from Russia itself. '^^ When he finally met with

a response, Ogarev devoted himself to providing a programme and chiefly

propaganda material for the new movement.

^ Herzen, on th^ nthpr hanH always; rem^jnpH <;n«tpicious and hostjlc tO the

conspiracy which was coming into being . The general tone of the Kolokol

incited others to protest and take action, but it did not consider its own
main task to be to act as a centre for the groups which were being organized.

_Hpr7pn had nn faith in the.cap^ty ofihese^erms tO-dfiYjclop rapidly. When
the first secret paper, Velikoruss, appeared in St Petersburg, he greeted it

enthusiastically, seeing in it an important attempt to secure final freedom

from the censorship. He then encouraged others to start secret printing

presses, without ever fully realizing that such ventures were impossible

without an organization. It was not till May 1 862 that there appeared in the

Kolokol the first sign of an agreement between Herzen and the clandestine

movement, an appeal for funds 'for the common Cause'.

Herzen continued to hope that^e inteUi^ntsia would develop in a liberal

direction^ even though he found it more and more narrow-minded. Even

at the beginning of 1861 he dedicated an article on Owen to Kavelin—one

of his works, incidentally, which most clearly reveals the origin of his

Socialism. He wrote to tell him of this dedication, and sadly recalled how
few still 'remained of the vieux de la veille\^ For this reason he greeted his

distant friends with particular affection. But little more than a year later he

had to admit that ' Kavelin has now gone over completely to the supporters

of Chicherin',65 \q the doctrinaire hberals, the 'Saint-Justs of the bureau-

cratic system '.^^ For such were the men who as soon as the peasant reforms

were completed did everything possible to help the government put an end

to further developments, and had turned into a dogma the Emperor's dictator-

ship and the compromise with the nobility, against which Herzen had always

fought. 'We had thought that our literature was magnanimous and that our

professors were apostles. We were wrong about them. How painful it all is;

it upsets us, as the sight of moral decadence always does.'67 xhe government

knew how to take advantage of the Kolokol's diminishing influence on the

intelligentsia. Its propaganda could no longer present those favourable
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aspects which the Emperor himself had appreciated at its begimiing. Alex-

ander's problem was no longer one of overcoming the resistance of the

aristocracy and denouncing the corruption of the bureaucracy. Now he had

to make concessions to them. No inpgf^r wnc Hp mnrpmpfi \q allow (^^^''"

^_ limits) free public opinion; now he had to curb its most extreme features

—

the revo2utionary,CQns£quences to which it had given rise. And so super-

vision at the frontiers was intensified; police methods were employed;

agents of ihe Third Section were sent to London; and, above all, the

press was allowed to attack Herzen and to engage in open controversy

with him.

Ever since November 1861 the silence imposed by the censorship had,

though unwillingly, acted in Herzen's favour. Because the Kolokol was the

only Russian periodical able to deal with a whole series of forbidden subjects,

it was widely sought after and read. Fear of arousing discussions on forbidden

problems had encouraged the government to impose silence. But now,

relying on the more moderate liberals and the doctrinaires (who were growing

more and more conservative), it thought that the time had come to launch

an attack, attacking the Kolokol at a moment of crisis while there was still

no organization capable of counter-attacking.

The police started the offensive with a pamphlet which printed a letter

from Herzen to the Russian Ambassador in London, informing him of

anonymous threats on his (Herzen's) life. Ridicule was poured on him for

considering himself sufficiently important to believe that his life was in

danger. Radicals and students tried in various St Petersburg newspapers to

counter this first official attack, which also aimed at deceiving the reading

public, by openly displaying Herzen's name in bookshop windows.

—Jut this was only the first skirmish. Among the leading attackers was

\Katkbv, a man of the 'forties, who had grown up in the same atmosphere

as TTefzen, Bakunin and Granovsky. He was a talented journalist and a

careerist. He had been through a phase of English-type liberalism, and had

then become the mouthpiece of the more conventional members of the

inteUigentsia. Soon attacks on the 'London propagandists' became fashion-

able. Every day the Kolokol found it harder to reply from a distance. Its

means were limited and its distribution was more and more curtailed. Herzen

realized that 'the monologue was gradually becoming a dialogue '.^^ He was

soon forced to admit that it was not an easy dialogue. This was obviously

not because of the arguments used against him, which were old ones, but

rather because of the position in which he was placed. On 13th June 1862,

Alexander II noted in the margin of one of Katkov's attacks on Herzen

'Excellent article'. He soon desiiieed^ the logical^^xjondiisions to be drawn
from it. Within the month ms^^^ovremenniJ<T^hQ RusskoeSlov?r-&nd the

Den were suppressed. These, apart fronrme 2)^/7, wha^h wastEe~STavophil

review, represented radical tendencies. At the beginning of July, Chemy-

shevsky and Serno-Solovevich were arrested on the pretext of their contacts
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Jvvitfe-tieizeiL And so_began a series of imprisonments and interrofiations

which affected al l the Kolokors^dosest allies.^^
'

" ^

In 1863_t^e__Mi5k-revolt put y^^^ touches to Herzen's political

^fluence in Russia.
'"

Since 1853 the liberation of Poland had been a fundamental aim of

Herzen's activities in London. It was as much an internal Russian problem

as one of international politics, and it had once more confronted Herzen

with the reciprocal influence of social and nationalist movements throughout

Europe.

From the very beginning the Kolokol had amply discussed Russia's foreign

policy, it had adopted a consistently pacifist-Jine, holding that^warjwould

_only delay reforms. As Herzen said to Michelet in April 1859, 'Po^r

raccouchemenTlTTaut la tranquillite, la guerre fera oublier le travail a

rinterieur.''7o Besides, Herzen's views on this subject coincided with those

of Alexander II, who had little inclination for military adventures, after his

experiences of the Crimea. When relations with Austria—regarded with

great bitterness by Russia's ruling classes who desired revenge for her

poHcies in 1854—became the main problem Herzen clearly said that:

Russia already has her own Austria—all the more dangerous because it is an ^

internal enemy.

^ few years later, in 1859 and 1860, Herzen, like all European democrats,

turned against Au^tria^nJlavoured thenSternationaljnovem"ent aiming lo"

free Italy. But, thinking of his own country, he added that Russian mter-

vention would only ' have deepened the hatred of other countries against her,

while the peoples [and by this he meant the Western Slavs] would have had

nothing to gain from it'.^^ Chernyshevsky. too, bravely supported this

attitude against the Slavophil tendencies which at this time (under the growing

influence of Russian nationahsm) spoke of bringing freedom ~tb~lhe'"Slays

of Central Europe and the Balkans. (Jhernyshevsky himself succeeded,

Uespite the censorship, in saying that if the oppressed Slavs wanted to

know what Russia would bring them, all they had to do was to look at

Poland.

It was this last problem which made it so difficult for Herzen to maintain

the KolokoFs point of view. His liberal views on internal politics, his appeals

to Alexander II, and his general policies which were aimed at avoiding

possible obstacles in the way of reforms finally made him quarrel with tne"^

most rigid among the PoHsh emiffl-es, who thought that he was abandoning

his unconditional defence of the cause of Polish independence.

At this time Herzen often spoke of a federation between Poland and

Russia. He countered the repetition of the ideas of 1848 (on nationalism)^

by maintaining Russia's right to her own internal development; and he^

claimed that he and others "had to understand this new situation. He slIg=-7

ported Poland's right to independence, but he claimed that independents
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desired and hoped for a federation capable of solving the social (i.e. peasant)

He thus both criticized the idea of natjonalism^naturaLfipntier^^

at the same time visualized a federation which would include noPoHTy

, Russia and Poland but also the Ukraine. This solution was to meet with a

great response among the XJkrainrahs, who were beginning to revive after the

repression which in 1849 had crushed them too. This response was proved by

a letter which he received from the Ukrainian historian, N. I. Kostomarov.^^

In an article of 1859 called Russia and Poland he re-examined the whole

problem, starting from the general question of nationalism in Europe. ' In

the last decade two ideas have arisen from the shipwreck of the revolution

of February 1848. They Z-xq pale substitutes for the interrupted development

J'rom 2i political to a 5oc/W reyolution. These two ideas, which are closely

associated, consist in the recognition of nationalities as personalities with

their own rjghts^nd the tendencies of peoples who~come from the same

racial roots towards political unity.'"^^ Napoleon III was the resuFt ofthis

desire 'to subject the problem^of revolution to that of nationahsm'. Italy

and Germany were realizing this programme, and it was time to be aware

of it. He might sympathize with the men who were trying to assert the

Florentine tradition against ' the unknown inhabitants of the Alps al pie del

monte who ruin the Italian language in the provengal manner'. But this was

y merely looking back at the past. Italian unity was the only real problem. As

/j for Germany, 'that unfortunate (Edipus among nations, persecuted by some

\J political curse, unable to assert itself in any way after the suicide of the Thirty

Years War and the funeral of Westphalia, unable to find help either in the

culture of its people or in science or in art—Germany sees that its weakness

lies in its divisions, and with all its energies aims at the barrack-room

doctrinaire unity of Prussia, merely because this is one step better than that

of Austria, which is made up of vice and corruption and survives only

through repeated doses of fortifying medicines. I cannot agrg£_with yau\
he added, turning to his Polish opponents, 'xwhen you say that Germany
constitutes a true federation. The impotent and shapeless Diet of Frankfurt,

like an empty plate, only conjures up the possibility of food which at present

is lacking.''^'* German unity, too, was a historical necessity.

But though such were the problems of Italy and Germany, why should the

Slav world follow the example of these countries? 'You claim that I desire

a Slav federation under Russian hegemony, out of glory for Russia and for

its power and prestige in Europe. Because this will be sufficient for any

patriot, you haven't hesitated to seize on this idea. But you are completely

wrong. I am even less a patriot than a liberal' While Western Europe was

engaged in solving national problems, in Russrn the^ refonns_we^^ beginriirTg

to raise social problems. To allow these to strengthen, and to be able to save

the new seed contained in Russia, he gave second place to the problem of

Polish independence and spoke of a federation.

I
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In March 1860 he wrote to Proudhon, suggesting that he translate Russia

and Poland for his review, and explaining his position even more clearly

than he had done in the Kolokol.

Pour moi la Pologne represente la vieille civilisation dans le monde slave, et cela

dans toute sa beaute tragique, avec tous les avantages du malheur, avec des grands

souvenirs, avec des aspirations de liberie, de catholicisme (eclaire!), d'aristocratie

(radicale!)—tout cela est beau, mais tout cela n'est pas viable. Nous, les russes,

nous haissons notre double pass6: la tradition moscovite et la statistique de Peters-

bourg, nous sommes les gueux du genre humain, notre race est melee avec des

Tartares, des Finnois, des peuples thuraniens. La civilisation occidentale nous

devient haissable des qu'elle hesite a franchir le ruisseau pour entrer dans le

socialisme. Le peuple, le moujik, le dissident, I'homme des champs—n'a rien de

commun avec Petersbourg. Notre aristocratic ce sont des Tartares promus aux

rangs d'Allemands. Le peuple apporte en place du droit du travail le droit gratuit

a la terre, I'organisation communale, le partage de la terre, la possession en commun
et les associations ouvri^res."^^

But as early as 1861 the violent clashes between social and national problems,

between Poland and Russia, which Herzen hoped and thought could be

avoided, arose in all their urgency. On 25th February, a few days after the

decree which freed the serfs, there was a demonstration in Warsaw which

left five dead on the pavements of the city.

And then, despite his criticisms of nationalism, and although he knew full

well how dear it would cost his cause to move the problem from an internal

one to one of conflict betweeirpeoples, Herzen called his article in the Kolokol

of 15th March 1861 <:gjyatPoIo^ia', and once more resumed his resolute

defence of the right of that nation to fight against the despotism of St

Petersburg. On 1st May of the _samevear he clarified his position still further

in an article called ' Ts^Jter dolord^, in which, although he expressed his

hope that the break could""snTt^5e"avoided, he unhesitatingly took the side

of the victims.

Ogarev tells us that when Martyanov, the peasant merchant from the

Volga, read this article, he came to Herzen and said, 'Alexander Ivanovich,

today you have buried the Kolokol. No, you will no longer be able to resur-

rect it. You have buried it.''^^ Though not immediately true, two years later,

on the outbreak of the Pohsh rebelhon, the prophecy was justified, when

Herzen, despite heavy doubts, finally made his choice of sides. ^^

The first negotiations between the Kolokol and the Polish emigres who

were preparing the revolution were entrusted to Bakunin, who threw himself

into them with far more enthusiasm than Herzen and Ogarev; either because

these activities seemed to him (and in fact were) a continuation of his

activities of 1848 and 1849, after his years of imprisonment and exile in

Russia, or because of his revolutionary and conspiratorial temperament.

In 1862 one of the representatives of the 'Reds' came to Paris to meet

General Ludwig Mieroslawski. The 'Reds', as opposed to the 'Whites',
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who were typical exponents of the aristocracy and uUramontane CathoHcism,

represented the small nobility, the soldiers and above all the lower urban

classes. But agreement between Bakunin and Mieroslawski, who was an old

fighter for freedom both at home (in 1846 and 1848) and abroad, where

he had fought in Sicily for Garibaldi, was impossible, either because Miero-

slawski despised Bakunin personally or, more likely, because their social

and national ideas did not correspond. Bakunin spoke of the ' Poland of

serfs' . He saw the revolution as a peasant war; whereas the General, li^e

many of the Polish ' Reds ', although they were prepared to make concessions,

did not wish to move too far in this direction. Further, Mieroslawski had

only one idea—the re-establishment of Poland within its historic boundaries,

i.e. the territorial limits of 1772 which included not only Lithuania and

White Russia, but a considerable part of the Ukraine. Bakunin countered

with the rights of self-determination, both because he was coriviiiced by this

principle and had little respect for historical rights, and because he realized

that a return to the situation of 1772 would have made it quite impossible

for any section of Russian public opinion—at that time far from hostile to

Polish aspirations—to support the insurrection.

Herzen too was worried by this problem. He was even more convinced

than Bakunin that the only way to support Poland was by way of propa-

ganda. He had already made concessions in the Kolokol. In 1861 he sup-

ported the reunion of Lithuania and Poland, driven to this by the extent of the

movement of protest against Russian rule in that land.

May Poland thus win with her freedom, heroic struggles, misfortunes and brotherly

feeling for her neighbours, everything that the dead despotism of St Petersburg

is losing through slavery . . . This is the only way to solve the human problem of

frontiers. This solution is stronger than all historic rights or violence of arms.'''

Hprzi»j3'g anH ft^Vnnin's poligy thus consistcd in <^^ippnrting the mnvement

of protest and revolt agaijist_RuisiaJwhere it was really deeply felt^^wUhout

giving way to the dreams of the emigres. But although Bakunin made every

possible concession to Mieroslawski, no agreement between them could be

reached. Besides, it soon became clear that the General represented only

one portion and not even the decisive portion of the 'Red' Poles, though he

claimed that any agreement with the Russian emigres ought to be made only

through \\\mJ^

The alliance which Bakunin had tried in vain to reach in the ranks of the

emigres was at this very time being arranged on the spot between the Central

Polish Committee of Warsaw and a group of Russian officers linked to

Zemlya i Volya. One of the organizers on the Polish side was J. Dombrow-,
_^i, who later became one of the military leaders of the Paris Commune. On
the Russian side, there was a young officer Audrey Afanasevich Potebnya,

one of the most heroic figures of the clandestine movement of the 'sixties.

In June four Russian soldiers were shot as a result of these contacts, but
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the central core survived. Twice, in summer and in November 1862, Potebnya

managed to come to London to make agreements with Herzen. The Kolokol

was able to publish letters fr^m^Rnssian ^ffi^^rFf-)Whirh spoke of the diffi-

culties which they had to overcome and of the suspicion which met them

everywhere, but which reaffirmed their intention not to fi^ht against the

Poles. They did not conceal the difficulties of theIr~situation, but bravely"

linked their fate to that of the rebelhon.^^

After these contacts had been made on the spot the emigres, who were

preparing the insurrection and travelling between Paris and Warsaw, began

to draw up an agreement with the Russians, using London as a base. At the

end of September an agreement was finally reached between the Polish

delegates and Herzen, Ogarev and Bakunin.

Herzen himself has told us of the meeting in his memoirs. He did not

disregard the fact that the support which they would be able to bring would

be small and scarcely organized; it would consist in little more than spreading

the ideas of the Kolokol in Russian society. Nor did he conceal how inoppor-

tune he thought an immediate revolution. As regards the political programme,

he insisted on 'a recognition^pf the ripht of the peasants to the land they

worked, and equal rights for all peoples to decide their own fate'. He fully

realized, as he said to Bakunin, that on the Polish side this was a purely

formal concession without much practical importance. Herzen remained

sceptical about these pacts, but Bakunin insisted on the agreement being

signed, and did much to narrow the differences between the Poles and

Herzen with a view to overcoming his doubts. Despite all these difficulties, a

real agreement was reached. But its terms clearly reflect the uncertainties

which had dominated the discussions.

At the end of 1862 Herzen was still telling his PoHsh friends that he had

little faith in the success of the insurrection. The repression in Russia during

the summer of that year, which had struck at the Sovremennik and all the

forces of freedom, inevitably confirmed his view that it would be very

difficult to bring practical help from the Russian side.

Si vous avez la moindre sympathie pour la liberie russe—he wrote to a Pole on the

22nd October—et si votre amour pour la liberte polonaise I'emporte sur votre

douleur, si vous craignez de faire des victimes inutiles, alors je vous supplie de ne

faire aucun mouvement, car il n'aurait aucun succes et mettrait les deux libertes

en peril en preparant un nouveau triomphe au cabinet tzarien. Savez-vous pourquoi

la reaction triomphe toujours? Parce qu'elle joue en toute surete dans toutes les

circonstances, tandis que nous, nous jouons au hasard. Avant que M. Ogarew

vous ecrivit une lettre, nous causames longtemps ensemble, ainsi je vous expose

ses propres sentiments la-dessus. Croyez a la sincerite de nos sympathies. Mais,

songez-y, que pouvons-nous faire si nous ne vous voyons pas en etat de remporter

une victoire contre votre plus grand ennemi ? Remarquez qu'en Russie la consterna-

tion r^gne de nouveau dans les esprits, consternation produite par le faux mirage

des reformes et des changements . .
.^^
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_But though he tried to bring the Poles round to his point of view in private

_ discussions, the Kolokol maintained a steady Fine. It "supported and en-

couraged all the attempts made in Warsaw and St Petersburg to take every

possible step in favour of Poland, and above all it protested against the

measures of the Russian government. These measures—such as the general

—mnhjH-yatinn <>f thc y^MPg mm nMVargaw

—

WCrC now aimgd ^^ prnynVrng

.rebellion so as to be able to cru slj. it. Herzen maintained this standpoint

even when the revolt broke out at Warsaw without the group of Russian

officers belonging to Zemlya i Volya being warned: a move which leo^o

m6re~ clashes and suspicions. None the less, Fotebnya and a few of his

followers succeeded in joining the insurgents and fighting with them. In

April 1863 he fell in an attack on the Russians.

But on the international plane Herzen wanted to make clear his differences

of opinion with the Poles. Both in Warsaw apd.amon^he emigres, European

support for the revolt was_ considered. certain. Special hopes were placed in

^Ja^oleQaJIL_When, on 28th January 1863, Herzen heard the first news of

the insurrection, he greeted it with an article, 'Resurrexit', which was a

pledge to throw all available forces into the struggle. But, he asked, ' What
will Europe do? Will it once more stand aside and do nothing?' His answer

was clear: 'Yes, it will stand aside.'^z

A month later he continued this dialogue, but added, '1863, however, is

not 1831. Europe may still be the same, Russia is not.' He then gave the

^rst news of the founding of the secret society Zemlya i Volya. The Kolokol

to &ome_extent became its free spokesman abroad, and Herzen made himself

-—one of its centres-ol-organization. He wrote fairly optimistically about the

Polish revolution to Ogarev:

Despite everything, the Polish cause still holds and will soon develop. We must

spread propaganda about this, and I utterly disagree with your opinion that we
should make known in our press their stupid and disgusting behaviour [i.e. the lack

of warning to Potebnya's Russian officers]. ^3

Bakunin tried to make the Poles agree to his personally taking part in the

revolution. Their unwillingness increased as the Poles realized how small

was the help that the Russians could provide. RaWimin^ Rii<^<;ian Ip^inn

remained no more than a project. He left for Stockholm, where he remained

about a year, and succeeded in arousing among the Swedes a certain amount

of sympathy for Zemlya i Volya. Though he certainly exaggerated its import-

ance at this time, he made propaganda about it with all his accustomed energy,

even though he had no direct contact with it. He also made some ties with

Finland, where he hoped to arouse a movement which would constitute a

valuable diversion for the Poles. He took part in the unsuccessful naval

expedition which set out to bring a few hundred Polish emigres from England to

Lithuania, and which was eventually intercepted by the Swedish government.

All these brave efforts were unsuccessful. They merely deepened his
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quarrels with Herzen, and eiyon raged him to adopt more and more radical

conclusions on social questions. Eventually they led to the formulation of

his anarchism. When the Polish revolution was almost suppressed in April

1864 he said that he was still convinced that 'only the bloody prologue called

The heroic collapse of the nobles' democracy is over. Now it is the turn of the

PoUsh serfs, whom the Russian government will never be able to break or

to satisfy. ' ^ht Polish revolutionaries who survived after the armed struggle,

the hangings and the deportations would understand that 'the future of

Poland, hke that of all the Slavs, depends on the peasants, and there is only

one_way of salvation fo r all—the "red" social, geological revolution '.^"^

But meanwhile the Russian government was accompanying its terrible

repression with a series of proposals for agrarian reform. These were designed

to take advantage of the urban and aristocratic character which the revolu-

tion was assuming by satisfying the peasants' ambition for land. Herzen, like

Bakunin, was particularly aware of this aspect of the Polish problem, and

had done everything possible to persuade the Poles of its fundamental

importance. Now, in the Kolokol, he spoke of
'

His Majesty's Conmiunists * •
\

-^he Russian troops_whowith one hand destroyed all liberty, and with4he \\^'
other promised to give lamrFfTThe peasants^ Thus, he said, events had brought y'\
about paradoxically and tragically what Martyanov had idealized as the x it^ if
'Tsar of the ]and \ 'the Tsar and Stenka Razin togeth^fTwho was to help ^ V

'^*

the peasants to free themselves from the upper classes. ^^KJacquene d^^o^6.
"ot from abovel'^Such was the strange appearance that the social problem

had assumed in Poland.

Although Herzen always countered this with a 'moral principle', and

although he deeply felt the shame of his country's policies and vigorously

said so, yet in private letters he had his moments of despair. Writing to

Bakunin on 1st September 1863, he said:

On whose side are social principles? On the side of Diemontowicz (one of the leaders

of the Polish insurgents) or on the side of the St Petersburg satraps, who are giving

the nobles' land to the peasants ? Of course, one cannot march with Muravev [the

'hangman' who was chiefly responsible for the oppression of Poland]. But sometimes

one must immolate oneself and work on calmly. This would not be a calamite

publique. One must defend one's own cause or not do anything . . . The alliance

with the Poles was impossible. ^^

He was saved froni ^ despair by his deeply rooted and violent disgust for

Russian nationalism , which was then being unleashed throughout the pressT

and which was really responsible for the government's policies in Poland

despite all their 'social-reappearances. His^ finest articles of this time were

directed against such ' sypliihtic patriotism '.^^

Tfap Knlnknl wa^ ^\\^c\cf^A both by the liberals of earlier years, and by

,the^Slavophils, for whom nationalism provided a new raison d'etre. 'All the

worst in the Russian character, everything that has been corrupted by

slavery and the tyranny of the nobles, by the bluster of government services,
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and the absence of all rights, by the stick and by secret informers—every-

thing has floated to the top, decked out with liberal frills ',^7 he said in June,

caUing his article 'Protest'. In August he added:

Patriotic exacerbation has brought to the top the Tartar, the petty country squire,

the sergeant, everything that floated in us like a half-forgotten dream. Now we know
how much Arakcheyev there is in our blood, how much Nicholas I there is in our

brains . . . The Slavophils can now rejoice, for the national/ow^of the period before

Peter the Great is not changed, at least as regards its barbarism, its hatred for the

foreigner and its indiff'erence to judicial rights and methods of punishment . .
.^^

By the end of 1863 Zemlya i Vpjjaw^ only a
'

myth', and the best of the

^young officers who had foughj; forPMsh independence were dead. Herzen

could only defend the principles which had inspired themto^talTe part in the

Polish revolt against the nationalism which he had forecast would arise from

the struggle between the two nations.

When this duty had been accomplished he turned to his fundamental faith

and to 'defend his own cause' and 'work calmly'. The f>arir>H (^f rpfnrm<; wag

over, the Polish revolt had been crushed, and Herzen once more returned to

the kernel nffii^i poTifiral faith, nnt Raknnin's 'gp.nlngir.;^! rpvol\itipn^^"Hutlhe

obshchina of the Russian peasant.

'The social religion of the Russian people consists in recognition_ofJ]ie
' inalienable right of every member of the obshchina to possess ajetermined

part of the land', as he explained to Garibaldi in a letter of 21sTlNoveinber
' 1863, WHlt(in in Florence. This letter is the best evidence of Herzen's thoughts

at this time. 'We say to the peasant thereJs^ngUfrgedom without land , and

^nly add this : land is not secure without freedom. Our banner is very prosai?"

and sensitive souls and sublimemm^i consider it very materiahstic . . . Yet

the fact is that the peasant is a poet all right, but definitely not an idealist.*

And he added:

Just when everything was being worked out and in a state of flux; just when a

ferment was rising from the very heart of our national life—under the influence,

on the one hand, of emancipation and the beginning of an organization, and, on the

other, of the concentration of the forces of the minority; just when the troubles of

the government were at their worst, and the Winter Palace was hesitating between

liberalism and autocracy: in the middle of all this, the Polish insurrection burst

upon us. For us, it was primarily a disaster, and only the prostituted government

press can accuse us of having tricked the Poles, by promising them that Russia

was ready for a revolution. We knew that nothing was ready, that only the seeds

were there, that the groups of young officers were only beginning to be formed.

We would have given our blood to hold up the Polish revolution for a year or two.

But what could we do . . .? In any case, the Poles had the right to decide the time

and inevitability of their revolution. We had to accept their decision and stand on
the side of justice and freedom, and this is what we did7^

^

1
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Herzen coated Populism : Chernyshevsky was its politician. He provided

Populism with its most solid content, and not only gave it ideas but inspired

jfg majn ^rourse of action. This course was modified during the 'sixties an4>v

'seventies, but it undoubtedly originated in the short bnt jrHJliar't pnhlirying^

activities undertaken by Chernyshevsky between 1853 and 1862.

Even in the history of Populism in which persecution figured 'so largely,

there were few fates so tragic as that of Chernyshevsky. few were, as aware.

of destiny, few so certain that their activities would be brought to such a

rapid end. This awareness was tempered neither by the martyr's religious

ex2iItatIon nor that collective power which sustains conspiracies. He was not

even convinced that his own sacrifice would be of any real use to the cause

to which he had devoted himself. He was merely a politician fully conscious

of his_own enafgy^and of his intellectual powers. He once said that men such

^-as_^Cpb^^nd-BngMVere his ideal. Yet he knew that he would be capable

of accepting twenty years in Siberia with the same resolution as these English

politicians would accept a parliamentary defeat. He knew that the circum-

stances were very different; yet against these circumstances complaint was

useless : they merely had to be taken into account when planning his activi-

ties. Herein lay the tragedy of his fate. The translation of Popuhst Socialism

inta active polkTt;5.C6^tjChcfnyshevsky his lifeT

He was bc^^BkQn 28th Juiyl8283>Saratov, a town on the lower Volga, the

only large centre on the river between Samara and Tsaritsyn.

Saratov was typical colonial territory. It started as one of the wooden

sixteenth-century fortresses which marked the eastward expansion of the

Muscovite State, its victorious struggle against the Tartar hordes, and

the diflficult opening of a commercial route with Persia and the East along the

Volga. It was at first colonized by the growing Russian population which

followed this route, and in the eighteenth century by foreign immigrants,

specially Germans. Signs of this remain in the town now called Engels,

facing Saratov across the river, which before the war was inhabited by

peasants of German origin. Even today, Saratov marks the boundary

between Asia and Europe, between the old oppressive Russian colonization

and the world of the Tartars, Kirghiz and peoples of Central Asia. A century

ago this was even more apparent, and when Chernyshevsky was born in the

town, which then contained 50,000 inhabitants, the demarcation between

the Russian State and the social and national forces which lived beyond it

129
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was clearly in evidence. Saratov had been tvpical_Cossack territory , with

free peasants who owed allegiance neither toTandlords nor to the Tsar, men
recruited for his armies or in revolt against him. It way-stiil nne of the mnst

characteristic lands of the Raskol, the schism in the Russian Orthodox

Church which followed the ecclesiastical reforms of the seventeenth~cen-

tury. The Raskolniki still had some of their main refuges along the Yoiga,

and these wfifp the mn<;t active peptre^ ^r>r Ihe creation of new religious sects

_and beliefs throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

Saratov, like all these regions along the Volga, provides one of the most

interesting examples of this history of the Russian border. For centuries

countless different forces had met here: State centralization; varying races;

peasant revolts led by Stenka Razin and Pugachev; the corporative and

international interests of the traders with the East. And the basis of this

internal colonization was the industry of the patient and stubborn Russian

peasant.

2

In 1863, in the Peter-Paul fortress in St Petersburg, Chemyshevsky began

to write of the Saratov he had known as a boy and youth in the 'twenties and

'thirties. He wanted to explain 'the impressions and ideas of that middle-class

generation which had grown up in the old lands of our Mother Russia'.^

His family chronicle extended its scope, and ended by forming a large frag-

ment of the autobiography which he aimed to write in prison but which he

never completed. And twenty years later, in the summer of 1884. in exile at

Astrakhan, he turned back to his early youth; but once more he completed

only a fragment. In vain he tried to substitute a spurious literary vitality for

the genuine inspiration which dried up with his violent removal from

pohtical life and direct contact with daily problems. Yet his pages about the

primitive life of Saratov are among the finest that he ever wrote. From a mere

observer of the slow change of habits between the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries he at times rises to the stature of an historian of the poor society

of his own early years, and his Populist outlook throws a new light on the

daily life of this provincial city between Europe and Asia.'^

In these tales an important part is played by the hard daily fight for life,

a fight against huge packs of wolves; against bands of brigands and horse-

stealers; against the Kirghiz who came to seize the Russian peasants and take

them off in slavery to the principalities of Central Asia; against epidemics of

cholera; and against the misery which turned men into lifelong drunkards.

But it was a world full of humanity, made up of patient resignation, respect

even for chronic drunkenness as a terrible necessity, and an instinctive

understanding of those who reacted against the oppressiveness of life by

becoming^Vhoj^ools ^ {yurodivy ). One of these Chemyshevsky described in

a portrait that seems remotely autol)iographical. He seems to identify himself

with one of these men who ' loved the ironical and humorous turns which

still further complicated his allegories and embarrassed his hearers who were

not quick thinkers. Often they did not know whether he was teasing them
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or Speaking seriously, whether he was praising or blaming. Besides, this is

how a yurodivy must express himself.' Chernyshevsky well knew that this

was the impression that he frequently made on his own listeners, when he

expressed himself through paradoxes and when the contrast between his

beliefs and surrounding atmosphere was too great. IjLthe poor

J

inspired

'

lunatic he saw a human quality not unlike what so manyjwereto call his '

'.Nihilism'.

_B^it this wasjiQLalL Life on the Russian border included not only^a deep

religious, respect for-alllhe -elementary needs of life and a primitive simplifica-

tion of everything; Chernyshevsky also saw in it the seeds of 'reahsm'. By

this he meant an instinctive rejection of what he called ' the phantasmagoric \^

i.e. all the rhetorical fantasies which were employed to justify wars and hatred,

. thfi-iiseless trinirnirLgs_xi£jan_existence which was basically simple and ruled

.by elementary needs. Writing of the hfe of his ancestors at Saratov, he said

that it was from them that he drew his conception of history, which was

based 'on his personal acquaintance with the life of the masses '.^

When in prison, he was amused by the works of English historians on the

Crimean War—^which spoke of the ambitious dreams of the Russian people,

distant visions of the cupolas of Santa Sophia in Constantinople—and he

contrasted them with the real interests of his town during this period. He
compared what was said of Russian rehgious fanaticism and the war for

Orthodoxy which they were supposed to have launched against the Turks,

with the deep-seated popular tolerance for all rehgious faiths which he had

known in his birthplace , where Moslem, Protestant, Orthodox and heretic

had lived freely together.
"~

This popular tolerance, based on direct experience of a hard and difficult

life, lay at the bayiii of the lesson in realism which Chernyshevsky recognized

in his memories of childhood and youth. 'A simple human glance at each

single episode of life was the way things were done in my family; my "old

folk" were people of good sense.
'"^

^His 'old fol^ljviere all ecclesiastics. Fflr generations they had been priests

in the villages round the Volga. When there were no parishes available, they

became peasants. When, on the other hand, they had exceptional luck, as did

Chemyshevsky's father, they were summoned to one of the churches in

Saratov. The lives of these priests were of a patriarchal simplicity, and often

not easily distinguishable from those of their peasant parishioners. Cherny-

shevsky tells us, for instance, that only at the beginning of the nineteenth

century did his family begin to use tea and sugar. When his maternal grand-

father went from his own parish to Astrakhan, he thought it a good plan to

take a sugar-loaf to the Bishop as a sign of respect. He bought this on the

journey, making an agreement with the merchant that if the Bishop did not

accept the gift, the merchant would take it back again. He himself con-

sidered it utterly unnecessary.

Chemyshevsky's father had made striking progress. His library, which
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mirrored the theological culture of the day, consisted of the lives of mediaeval

saints and early eighteenth-century treatises. Among these were, of course,

the works of Fcofa^TrokopoVich, the reformer of the age of Peter the Grejit

r nnH thn tanrhpr r>f ppn prat ir>TTr'of ||i^ Rii^darwjlprgy Thp<;p trpati«;p«; wprp in

Latin, which had been a window on the West before Russians had learnt to

speak German or French. Chernyshevsky, who had been carefully taught

Latin by his father, often wrote to him in that language.

Even as a child he was enormously fond of reading. He began by learning

the classical languages, much Latin, a little Greek, and a good basis of Hebrew

;

as well as French, English, German and Polish. He knew these languages, to

which he later added Italian, well enough to be able to read with ease, though

he was never able to speak them correctly. He also studied Persian, and

enough Tartar to allow him to be able to make a detailed inquiry into those

names of Tartar origin in the district. Among these he Hsted Saratov itself,

which means 'yellow mountain' or 'beautiful mountain'. His father, a

teacher in the town's religious institutions, used his contacts with the small

circle of local nobles to borrow non-religious books for him and he soon be-

came interested in these. He then read everything that reached Saratov, from

George Sand to Pn<ihkin^ from Ongnl tn BellTl^ky and Herzen's early works.

In few cases do we have such a vivid picture of the spread of culture to

Russia's provincial towns, a spread which was greatly accelerated at the

beginning of the nineteenth century. What might (and no pun is intended)

be called the cult of culture, a faith in its healing force—which we find so

often in modern Russia and its equally important counterpart in the form of

Rousseauist and Tolstoyan negation—springs from the spread of culture

at the end of the eighteenth century . It was a powerful tool to divert men's

minds from their everyday world. Chernyshevsky himself compared this

phenomenon to that which nrmrrpH in nprmany in \\\e. eighteenth centurv.

when there had arisen a whole generation of enlightened scholars, bom of

clerical families. Nor was he wrong in this comparison, though his personal

experience emphasizes the more specifically Russian aspect of the pheno-

menon. In Russia it was more rapid and more revolutionary than in any

other part of Europe, because it introduced two distant and different worlds

—the culture which came from the West, and the life of the regions round the

lower Volga.

8

After he had completed his theological studies, his father decided not to

make him continue his clerical career, perhaps because, even at this stage,

he had constant clashes with his superiors. And so he sent him to the uni -

versity of St Petersburg. Chernyshevsky was always deeply grateful to his

father for this decision, for it was in St Petersburg that he found himself.

We can follow his development very closely; indeed, at some periods,

daily, for he kept a diary from May 1848 onwards. This is a work of the

greatest interest. It contains, for example, a full record of his reactions to

the revolution of 1848. It shows the effect that a great historical event could
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have on a man who was materially and—at least initially—spiritually far

removed from it, even in a country like Russia where the dominant desire

was to remain isolated and react only to stifle its consequences. Yet Cherny-

shevsky drew from the European events of these years the faith of his life.

His Pnpllli?^t Sociahsm, hke that of Herzen, was born of the experiences and

disappointments of these years.

^

In the capital he led an ascetic^ife, either through lack of means or on

principle. He determined to follow to the letter the moral code he had drawn

up for himself; for example, not to know a woman until he was married.

These,^rin£ipl©*»5 whiUi wcic chiefly teligiuU^ in iuspiiation, remained funda-

mentally the same even when their clerical significance gradually began to

lose importance in his eyes. When in prison ten years later h^e translated

Jlousseau's Confessions, he was struck by the similarity of his ownexpeft?

ences to those of Rousseau. lo But his personal life receives less emphasis

in his diary than might be expected. Though his ideas on human relationships

must have been taking shape at this time, he spoke of them chiefly later,

when he came into contact with the new generation of the 'sixties, and

described them fully only in his novel of 1863 What is to be done ? The out-

standing features of his university career were his yearnin^^ for culture and

fVlf ini'tjgtinn nf hi'g poliri'^^Uif^

'I am a self-taught man\ Chernyshevsky once wrote, ^^ and what he

learnt certainly did not come from his teachers. For, as the revolution in the

West struck deeper roots, persecution in St Petersburg grew more severe.

The univfiis^ity more and more took on the appearance, of jLbarricade raised

-by Nicholas J against the spread of Western ideas'. In his diary Cherny-

shevsky speaks of this in cold and detached terms, adopting~the attitude

which he later maintained when faced with reactionaries. He wished to

understand the reasons for their activities, and to try to comprehend them

as men and political forces. At the university he viewed the rector 'with

hostility, of course, but chiefly with a sort of pity or scorn. There he is, a little

old man sitting down ; his lips and indeed his whole body seem to have been

dropped, as usually happens with old men. This ruin arouses a certain feeling

of pity, and yet it is put in a situation where it can guide or suppress the move-

ment of living forces (not really living forces, but at least those that show

some sign of not being completely decayed). And so this ruin assumes a

threatening and stupid attitude, and shouts, when it ought to be praying to

God from an old Voltaire armchair. '^^

This portrait gives us all Chemyshevsky's views on his university. He
merely learnt there how to extend his study of Russian mediaeval documents,

which had already begun to enthral him at Saratov, and which he now con-

tinued without reaching any conclusion.

But his real preoccupation he described in one of his first letters home in

July 18?^: tne worksjC^Jiie philosophers Scbellinj^ and-il£gd^_and^^

Jorians Herder, Niebuhr, Ranke and Schlosser.
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H

He was astounded not to find the complete works of Hegel in the university

library, which was 'pretty poor',^^ but it did not prevent him reading this

philosopher several times during his years at the university. Eventually he

knew him sufficiently well to feel throughout his life that he had belonged

'^-to the generation which had basedit&.thQu^t_onllegel. He understooJTiim

well enough to be able to appreciate his power and, later, to realize the

poverty of thought in.theJxiumphantjositivists of his own generatioliTforh

—Comte-tO-Spencer. He revered him as the philosopher who had provided

some of his fundamental ideas, and he turned to him each time that he con-

sidered tlie_pnibleiiLoOlisi^£J^al development. And yet it cannot be said that

he passed through a trulyHegelian period. In one of his notebooks he wrote

what he had found essential. ' Hegel is great for the idea of development . . .

I An_ eternal struggle, an eternal movement forwards, which in substance is a

\ gain and which~in form brings back the end to the beginning' ;^^ in short,

the dialectic. But later he met with an obstacle which prevented him from

feehng a real Hegelian. In January 1849, after reading what Hegel had

written on ethics and morality, he noted in his diary

:

He seems to be a slave of the present situation, of the present organization of

society, so that he cannot even make up his mind to reject the death penalty, etc.

He draws only modest consequences . . . The characteristic of his philosophy is to

avoid stormy transformations, thoughts which dream of perfection, to be die zarte

Schonung des Bestehenden.^^

In 1888, in a preface (written in the third person) to one of his own works on

aesthetics, Chernyshevsky gave a brief account of his intellectual develop-

ment. He said that when he was still at Saratov he had cnme across He^elian-
'\%m as interpreted by the Russians ( j .e. Bakunin and Herzen), and that later

in St Petersburg he had been disappointed when he had been able to read

Hegel in the original. He was unable to get over his ponderous style and

apparently scholastic mentality.

The Russian interpretations of the system were influenced by the German
Hegelian Left, and so when he came across Feuerbach he was already pre-

accept him. ' He then became a follower of this thinker, and until

the time when the necessities of his life [i.e. his arrest: the formula used to

avoid censorship] put an end to his studies, he read and re-read him closely-'^^*

In 1849 he obtained Feuerbach's first book, and he came to know this and

others of the same philosopher 'almost by heart', as he wrote in a letter

from Siberia in 1873.17

Closely related to his philosophical development of these early years was

his abandonment of religion . In the first two years of his stay in the capital

ne had not only remained closely tied to the rites of the Church but, to use

the words of one of his contemporaries, ' he was almost a fanaljc '. ^ ^ From his

diary we can see how fearful he was, even as late as 1848, of following the

logical consequences of his philosophic studies and abandoning the religious
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life which was so closely bound to his family and childhood. He ended an

examination of his conscience with the words, 'Thy Will be done, O Lord',

as if yielding up his spiritual evolution to God. When he read Feuerbach's

Das Wesen des Christenthums in March 1849, he was already convinced of

t^^e-worthlessness of rites and exterior Church forms, but he slilT believed

in the dogmatic kernel of orthodoxy and in ' a personal God, and the possi-

bility and reality of revelation '.^^ Reading Feuerbach, he anxiously wondered
" once again whether he would be convinced by him or not. He hesitated for

about a year. In July 1849 he was no longer clear about his religious ideas;

they now seemed to him the result of habit rather than conviction. ' I myself

^o not know whether I believe in the existence of a personal God, or whether^

I accept Him as do the pantheists, Hegel or, better, Feuerbach. '^o At the

beginning of 1850 he was still brooding over these doubts: 'If my repudiation

was more courageous, I would become a follower of Feuerbach.'^i

In the course of that year he succeeded, though not without much inner

conflict, in overcoming this lack of self-confidence, of which his diaries and

even his later writings give us so many examples. From then on he became

a follower of Feuerbach. What he had looked for in religion still survived

in his constant anxiety~aBout the relation of ethics to life. He worried, too,

over the pattern that life would take on for those who dedicated themselves

to an ideal. And traces of his old religion reappeared in his description of

the 'new men' fighting against the surrounding world as a community of the

elect. But from the end of IRSQ^ the, content of^iiis religious, need was

ffxdnsivHy pnlitiral and rnmpjptfly detached frorri the tradition of the

Church .

'

His political development followed a parallel course. He himself has told

us when this process began : February 1848, the revolution in Paris.

Before this he had greedily absorbed all the French and tnglisH^iiterature

which reflected the feelings and social anxieties of the century, frorh- Georg^s^

Sand^^I^icken^froTh^.^e^'^3LjXonr^ unlike the generation that had-^

immediately preceded his own, he was no longer affected by these writers,

For him they were only a sort of preface for his political development. Many
of them, indeed, bored him. European romanticism had riot Had time to

mark him deeply, before he was faced with problems of a far greater urgency,

of Europe itself in revolution.

He could accept with great meekness of spirit the political lessons which

came from the West, chiefly because in his heart he had alreadj^ utterly

-condemned the state of affairs in Russia. Even as a boy of eighteen he had

come to the conclusion that everything in his^wn country had to be begun

again from the start. He felt—as did Qiaadaev^nd, to a very much lesser

extent,'Bakunin and Her2en-r-.ac_^ttitude orCfiristian humility towards the

^ Westernjwnrld. ThishurniTity he expressed by admitting the complete worth-

lessness^of Russia's past, and determining to make a clean sweep of the

.history of his country , so as to create something really new and valuable.
'
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This was partly a result of the effect on his peculiarly sensitive conscience

of the contact between the closed and primitive world of Saratov and the

world of culture. His development in these years reveals a simple and sincere

psychological attitude which is often found in modern Russia; the complete

scepticism which is necessary so as to be able to begin everything again. He
asked in 1846:

What have the Russians given to Science? Alas, nothing. What has Science con-

tributed to Russian life? Again, nothing. Did not Descartes, Leibnitz, Newton all

live in the seventeenth century? What of us? Is our mission just to have an army of

a million and a half and the power, like the Huns or the Mongols, to conquer

Europe if we so desire? Should we not pity the existence of such peoples? They

have lived as if they had not lived. They passed like a storm, destroying, burning,

imprisoning, plundering everything—and that is all. Is our mission too to be of this

kind? To be omnipotent from the military and political point of view, and nothing

as regards any other, superior aspect of national life? In that case it would be

better not to be born at all than to be born a Russian, as it would have been better

not to have been born than to have been born a Hun, Attila, Genghis Khan,

Tamburlaine or one of their warriors and subjects.22

In the summer of 1848 he said that his political creed could be summed up

as 'admiration for the West and the conviction that we Russians count for

nothing compared to them. They are men, and we are children. Our history

has developed on other principles. We have had no class war, or it has

srarrply h^gi-in
. .

.'23

Although later, when he convinced himself that he could do useful work in

Russia, this lack of confidence diminished, it still coloured his mind and

gave his activities an air of modesty. It prevented him from hoping, with

^
Herzen, in a great future mission for Russia. Indeed, it made him attack^!

!\

i^ Tr>iin if^stntinn s of thin rr^mnnt ir nntinnj nnd gave his political activities a

r ' H^ar nnrj pxa^t limitation

^or This despair in Russia's past and existing situation gave him the strength

j^^\^ to devote himself entirely to hi s political ideas; and inspired him to look for

« jf these ideasin revolutionary Socialism. From afar he saw that this was

y|^
y^ becoming the popular force in the Fans of 1848; indeed it was the only force

capable of completely renewing society. His Socialism prevented him turning

this radical lack of faith and repudiation of the past into paradoxical despair,

as Chaadaev had done. Thus hi s initial negative judgmen t on Russia wa s

transformed into a passion for action and the determination to change com -

pletely the political and social structure of his country.

In July 1848 Chernyshevsky wrote in his diary that he: 'was more and more
being convinced by the ideas of the Socialists '.2-* Already he felt the need to

translate these convictions into Russian. What rnjii jd the wnr^<; ^revolution
'

and 'Socialism' mean in his own country? He answered ihat the only hope
lav in a peasant revoh . 'The only thing that is lacking is unity between the

various local risings.' But it was not easy to give unity to these fragmentary

V
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and widely dispersed movements. Organization had to begin from nothing.

Still full of doubts, he turned to the past and chiefly to Pugachev's revolt

which, in the eighteenth century, had shown the force of Cossack and

peasant bands but which 'had none the less eventually been crushed'. 25

A strong incentive to solve these problems was provided by the links he

established with some of his school friends and some of the young writers

of St Petersburg. Though none too enthusiastic, jie eventually found himself

an the fringes of the movement which had its centre in the Petrashevskist

groups.

In August 1847 he had made the acquaintah6e..^M. MikEai!Dv?.^d there

is evidence to show that it was he who introduce3""CheKi5([s]ieysk^o the

problems whichwere absorbing the intellectuals of the capital.26 Chernyshevsky (f\^ 'W
formed a close friendship with this young man, who was to make a sensitive , ^jV?^

translation of Heine and take part in the move ment that followed the emanci- A'v*

pation of the serfs, and who died in Siberia in 1865, one of the first victims ^

of the reaction. \

In December 1848 Chernyshevsky also met one of the first men whom r. ^ »

Petrashevsky had converted to Fourierism. This was Alexander Vladimiro- »
'

^^.'^

vich Khanvkov. three years older than him7 who, as a student, had been iUJmI

dismissed from the university for bad behaviour. He was one of the most y

ardent supporters of Fourier's theory of the passions, and he spoke of this

at a banquet which was held in his honour by the Petrashevskists in

April 1849. He was condemned to death and then reprieved and sent

to Orenburg as an ordinary soldier in a regiment of the line. In 1853 he died

of cholera in the fortress of Omsk. He introduced Chernyshevsky to the

works of Fourier, and made him join the group of men who were discussing v

the possibility of applying Fourier's ideas in Russia. In this circle he also met VVl
Debu, the Fourierist who was^ interested in the peasant obshchina. He wrote

in his diary of 11th December:

At Khanykov's we spoke chiefly of the ^possibility and the japprpachjofarevolution

in Russia. He showed himself more intelligent . than I^ p^cinting out Jbejmany
elements_of disorder which already exist, such as for example the_Raskq[niki, the

organization of the peasants^ in_g65^c/2i>2g5. the discontent of most of the govern^

ment_officials . . , All this rather worried me, because as Humboldt says of earth-

quakes 'suddenly the solid and immovable Boden on which I was standing upright

and which I believed to be absolutely firm began to swell like the sea' .^^

Chernyshevsky soon absorbed the spirit of this group of young men. Many
years later, one of those who had been present at the evenings in Vvedensky's

house, a literary friend of his, remembered him 'with his red hair and shrill

voice, strongly supporting the fantasies of the Communists and Sociahsts'.^s

Naturally, the arrest of the Petrashevs^ts, which he heard about on 25th

April 1849, made a strong impression. It^constituted the link between his

youthful enthusiasm for Sociahst ideas and a maturer political concepUbn.
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He wrote in his diary that the pohcemen who had arrested his friends 'deserve

to be hanged '.29 From then on he knew what life held in store for him, and

understood that the road he was choosing would lead eventually to Siberia.

At this time he was reading books which the Petrashevskists had shown

him, chiefly Fourier, Considerant and a few pamphlets, which popularized

this Socialist current. He was interested in Fourier for the same reasons as

^^
" were many of his contemporaries. For them he was an acute psychologist, and

for Chernyshevsky he constituted a touchstone for liis own religious~i3eas.

Fourier made him rprnngMpr all hU irif^ag nn pprgnn^l r(^|^tino<:^ anr1->V<*ntii-

ally convijjcacttEifitiJeaving deep and permanent traces on his moral beliefs.

( f But, on tii^ohticalpfefle, Chernyshevsky's rationaUst spirit was inevitably

. . r prompted to crilicism.'The principle of a.^snrmtinn 9.e.ê eA to him thg_nn1y
'

solid kernel. Yet he could not help wondering how much this belonged

specifically to Fourier rather than to the whole Socialist tradition. What he

knew_of LouisBlanc seemed to him to be of greater political importancS

and of the two French Socialists—between whom he was torn in 1848 and

the beginning of 1849—he eventually showed a certain preference for the

second.

In fact at this time he was undergoing the same experience that was occur-

ring throughout Europe. The various Socialist sects were beginning to flow

into wider currents, more in contact with fundainental_political and social

prpblem^s. And the uncertainty that Chernyshevsky felt in choosing between

the various 'democratic Socialist parties '^<^ was merely a sign of the growth

in him of a new vision of Socialism, born of his indirect experiences of the

revolution of 1848.

This vision sprang chiefly from the instinctive disgust he felt for the

liberalism which, in the France of 1848, had shown itself so incapable of

dominating the situation. He noted in his diary: 'I dp not like gentlemen

who say ''Freedom, freedoni'^^nd then resjtnct this word to laws without'

carrying it intolifej who are prepared to abolish- laws which spealc of

inequality but not to touch a social order in wMcli iiiiie-tenths_ofjhe popula-

tion arp ma/4f^- up nf clav^s and p^ojetarians. The problem is not whether there

should be a king or not, or whether there should be a constitution or not. It

i s,. xather^one of social relatixanv^nd lies_ iiL thfe fact, that one class should

not^sucj^_the blood of another.'^^ He ended with a real prayer: 'O God,

grant victory unto Truth.' The disappointments brought on by the increasing

reaction, the progress of which he noted daily in his diary, led him during

the following months to grow still more scornful of the ruling classes, and

to condemn more and more energetically their 'contempt for the lower

classes '.32 More and more he felt that his place was with the latter.

Politically hejhought for a moment that thc_qnly force capable of estab-

lishing true equality layiinjiigtatorship. Thinking of RussiaTTTg^said that any

form of dictatorship, even a despotic monarchy, would be of use against

the aristocracy.
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It must stand above all classes, and is specially created to protect the oppressed,

i.e. the lower classes, the peasants and the workmen. The monarchy must be

sincerely on their side, must be at their head and protect their interests ... Its duty

is to use all its energies to work for future equality—not a formal equality but real

equality ... To my way of thinking this is what Peter the Great did.^^

The history of the English and French revolutions, which he was studying

in the works ofGuizotand Buchez^ temporarily confirmed these ideas. Only

a dictatorship was capable of 'moving forward '.^^^ Only a dictatorship would

be able to solve modern problems, especially those raised by Socialism,

p fading T amenn^ is. Proudhon. Loujj Blanc_ajid Cabet. he^rew more and

jnore certain that they were right and that the only means of realizing their

jdeasJay in a dictatorship, in absolutism.^ ' V^
So he too had reached that inevitable turning in the road, which had v v

earlier been traversed by the travellers of the preceding generation :Jhe myth (j^/8 \^

, of a despotism capable of fighting the serf-owning nobility. He too, in his \^ r

own way, was passing through the crisis which had turned Herzen and

Bakunin into disciples of Blanqui.

JPvft his nppri^"^^^ ^f th<^ rpartinn t|irr>iighniit f^iirope, including JRuiSia,

^soon led him to the contrary belief. And this he held throughout his life.

^ Nicholas I was far from being on the side of the peasants^__arLd^lie__was

Smprisoning his Sooialis^-andr-Fottrierist friends. Throughout Europe despot-

ism, whether in traditional or Bonapartist varieties, was the weapon which

was destroying the dreams and ambitions of the working classes. Cherny-

shevsky suffered deeply. He wept when he heard that Robert Blum had been

shot in Vienna. ' May his blood fall on their heads, and may their blood be

shed for his ... I have prayed for some minutes for Blum, and yet it is a long

time since I prayed for the dead.'^^ These wounds (so deep that for a time

they revived the half-forgotten faith of his youth) made him not only a

Socialist and a revolutionary but as capable of^cnticizing the liberals as he

remained constant in his love of liberty. Many years later, when servinghls

sentence of forced labour, he said that on the day the Berlin National

Assembly had been dissolved he had wandered, weeping, through the streets

of St Petersburg. When a friend had asked him what had happened, he had

said, 'I am walking and I do not feel the tears flowing.'-'^ In 1849 the expedi-

tion against the Roman Republic enraged him, as did the war of Nicholas I

against the Hungarian revolution. At the beginning of the year he still

thought that France and Germany would at last march together against

Russia, but one by one his hopes for a revival of the revolution collapsed.

In January 1850 he again summed up his political ideas. 'The important^ _i.

^ing is that power should be given not de jure but de facto to the numerous Jy^
and lowest class—the peasants, wage-earners and artisans.' But he had now "^

lost all his illusions in despotism. 'It is merely the peak of the aristocratic

hierarchy, to which it belongs body and soul.' As for Russia,
'

the sooner i t

collapse^ the better '. It was merely holding up the class struggle for the^
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benefit of the aristocracy. 'We welcome the oppression of one class by

another, for it will lead to a struggle, and then the oppressed will know
who it is who is oppressing them in the present order of things and that

another order is possible in which there will be no oppressedjhey wij l

understand that they are not oppressed by God but by men . . . Far better

anaichy fiuin below than from above. '^

All hope of immediate action to this end was only a dream, in view of the

oppressive political and intellectual reaction which prevailed in Russia, a

dream almost as bizarre as the one (of discovering perpetual motion) that

he had secretly cherished in his university days. He was still 'thirsty' for a

Russian revolution, and this aspiration, though violent, was also desperate.

He said that he was prepared to accept a revolution even if 'for a long time,

perhaps for a very long time, it could lead to no good . . . Anyone not

blinded by idealization and able to judge the future from the past, must n^
be frightened despite all the evils that revolutions bring at first. He knows

that one can expect nothing else from man, and that peaceful development

is impossibk^^ But what could be done ? He felt himself more and more
"

alone and isolated. And so when he had completed his studies at the univer-

sity and was off'ered a post in a school at Saratov, he returned to his native

town.

In Saratov he continued his studies and discussions with the historian

Kostomarov, who was exiled there for organizing a conspiracy in the

Ukraine similar to that of the Petrashevskists. Some time later he married,

after clearly warning his bride what life held in store for him. 'The people's

discontent with the government, taxes, civil servants and nobles is growing.

Only a spark is needed to set everything alight. Already the number of people

in the educated classes hostile to the existing order of things is growing. So

even the spark which will set this fire alight is ready. The only doubt is when

it will occur. Perhaps within ten years, perhaps earlier . . . And if the fire

starts, despite my cowardly nature, I shall be incapable of not taking part.'

'With Kostomarov?' his bride asked. 'No, he is too noble, too poetic, he

will be afraid of the dirt and the massacres. I am not afraid of dirt, nor of

drunken peasants with sticks, nor of massacres. And how will all this end?

Forced labour or hanging . . . Are you upset by this talk, because I can't

talk of anything else? It will go on for years on end. And what fate can lie

rtrr-^ore for a man who thinks like this? Here is an example for you,

Iskander>^^ He then told her the story, or rather the legend of Herzen, a

strange mixture of the fates of Herzen and Bakunin, including a demand by

Nicholas I for Herzen's extradition. In 1850 Chernyshevsky said that, 'he

admired Herzen more than he admired any other Russian, and there was

nothing he would not do for him'.'*^

Although he often doubted his own powers of constancy and his courage,

Chernyshevsky cherished the idea of following in Herzen's tracks and exerting

a serious revolutionary influence on his time. He knew that he had acquired

I
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a far wider culture than most of his acquaintances. He also knew that there

was only one way open to him if he was to achieve his ambitions : modest

literary work in the face of constant oppression by the censorship. The lack

of courage of which he spoke—which in fact was chiefly due to the scruples

of a sensitive nature—was being transformed into a patient, cold determina-

tion to do whatever was possible.

A typically provincial quarrel, provoked by the Bishop of Saratov con-

cerning Chernyshevsky's ideas and teaching methods, though it was fortu-

nately soon stifled, made him decide to return to St Petersburg and in May
1853 he was back in the capital once more. For nearly a year he lived on

small literary ventures, preparing his thesis. In 1854 he took up the teaching

profession again for a short time, but gave it up as soon as he was able to

with some regularity in one of the principal reviews of the time, the

Sovremennilc^he Contemporary), which had been Belinsky's mouthpiece

during~tlie last years of his life. Within a few months he had imposed his own
-personality and id£as_QiLthe.review5__^_

We have the distinct impression that he was at first concerned with aesthe-

tics and literary criticism, mainly because it was only in this way that expres-

sion was possible. Only thus, and even then with great difficulty, could he

find it possible, if not to expound, at least to hint what he was thinking.

JdlstQi^^j^b^lQmgh^^jSQonoTmcs, not to speak pf4)i3»ljli£s_.which^ were co^^
pletely^ excluded from the Sovremennik, were forbidden ground for anyone

like Chernysheyskv—a follower of Feuerbach, a Sociahst and a revolutionary.

But the stud)rof aesthetics was tne activity for which he was leas t sttiled>.._^

It was not that he lacked a strong feeling for the humanity which is expressed

in poetry or a firm belief in the freedom which the poet needs or the auto-

nomy of his art. Rjit bping a politician hp waQ riRtiirally prompted to reason

about these mattersjrom the p^icaLp^pint of view. He accepted poetry and

literature as private nourishment and a support for his activities. He regarded

poetry as an influence whose importance for himself and for others he fully

appreciated. But he did not see the need of constantly perfecting his judg-

ment. And qp he ^aw in art only the tools of politics or ethics . Or he estimated

artists only arnording to thq width ;^nd depth of their convictions, accordmg

to their greatness as men. Anri sn hie jud^rmontn nften impronn ug as-mucg*

by their obvious poljticaVhi as as by their intelligence and energy, derived,

however, not so much from aesthetic intuition as, from the vividness of~ht»—
eye and a sincere and passionate understanding of meji.

This is best shown in his fine letter to Nekrasov in September 1856.^^

In it he defended, against the 'civic' tendencies of Nekrasov himself, the

freedom of the poet 'which consists in not setting arbitrary l^unds to his

own gifts, but in writing what is in his own mind. The poet tt^et \yould be

helpless if he tried to write of social problems. This would only ka^j/ to non-

sense . ^^^__Gogol was utterly free when he wrote The Government Inspector,

because it was the nature of his talent that prompted him to do so; whereas
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Pushkin was not free when, under the influence of the Decembrists, he wrote

his Ode to Freedom.' Chernyshevsky was always convinced of this. Yet he

considered Nekrasov (and he told him so) the greatest Russian poet, greater

than Pushkin and Lermontov, because he found in his poetry sentiments

akin to his own^and the ability to create a literary wofM^ liicli was similar

in many respects to his own political world.'*^

And so when he decided to choose poetry as the subject for his thesis and

wrote a short book on the Aesthetic Relations between Art and Reality

Chernyshevsky was prompted less by a straightforward interest in art than

by the desire to ventilate his own ideas, and in particular those drawn from

Feuerbach's philosophy, which he had adopted for himself.

This book, a tardy fruit of the controversy of the post-Hegelian generation,

is interesting only as evidence of the changing cultural climate. Cherny-

shevsky in 1855 was the first writer to turn his back on the tired echoes of

Schelling and Hegel which still survived in the official culture oflheljni-

versity. The discussion which his dissertation aroused waraT^otirterrorre^of

the first symptoms of the intellectual revival which developed rapidly after

the end of the Crimean War and the accession of Alexander II. It was

important because it was so little concerned with aesthetics and so much with

subjects which were really beginning to interest people.

Chernyshevsky himself said this in a criticism of his own work which

appeared over a pseudonym in the Sovremennik. The review was one of the

first causes for his break with men like Turgenev, who were genuinely

interested in literary problems. His self-criticism provides a striking example

of the particular style of which Chernyshevsky later became a master—the

style of a man prepared to use every ingenuity in the battle with a rigorous,

stupid and inefficient censorship, and to continue to stimulate the reader,

even though he knew it was impossible to say directly what he thought.

'Are aesthetic problems really important?' he asked. 'One may well doubt

this, seeing that the author himself is not convinced of it. In fact, aesthetics

do present a certain interest in the realm of thought, because the solution of

aesthetic problems depends on the solution of other more important ones.'**^

Under the guise of an aesthetic treatise he wanted to encourage men to

abandon romantic dreams which always accompany 'a man in a false

position ''*'* and which had their origin in the fact that 'we are too miserable

in real life'.'*^ He urged, the reader not to be deceived by useless perfection,

but raihertO create a realistic- mpntaHtyj 'a prartiral rnnr.pptinn\ 4<> in^ther

words, to be men before spending so much time on the discussion of literature

and poetry.

There was, however, one real issue: ' Literature aniL poetry have a far

^greater significance for us Russians than they have in any other country.'^"^^

Ihis was not nierely'^ir observation of the fact that literature flourished

because other intellectual activity was impossible. It contained rather an

important historical judgment on the part that literature had always played
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in the formation of the ruling class and the intelligentsia—a part which else-

where had been played by rehgion, political ideals, etc. He developed this V.
Idea in his^ Essays on the Gogol period of Russian literature. This was not

j^

intended to be a history of hterature, 1?ai lalher a deniDnstration of its

importance in the Hfe of the nation from Gogol onwards. It was in short a

history of criticism and culture during the last decades.

In fact he was consciously picking up the threads which had been broken

affer"Belinsky*s death and the reaction which followed 1848. He was re-

examining the problems of relationship with the West, popular traditions

and the State. He had now moved beyond the confession of humihation,

which he had made in Russia's name at the beginning of his student life in

St Petersburg, when he had claimed that Russia had achieved nothing in the

field of ideas. He began instead to write a history of what had ^actually

happened from Gogol onwards, the history ofJ;he preceding generation and

the spirit of his country . Though he was much distracted by the constant

need to discuss immediate issues and so was unable to write a true history,

none the less his e^ays are essential for an understanding of the intellectual

discussions of the 'thirties and 'forties.

He looked back directly to the Westerners, *^pf^ing in them the one thread
^^f genuine progress in Russian culture. The Westernism to which he referred

was still shapeless, before the controversies which split it at the end of the

'forties. As for the Slavophils, he followed Herzen's example. They were

merely dilettantes^who thought that they could claim originality, whereas in

fact all their ideas were derived from EuropeaiTromaiitic philosophy.

Belinsky's real strength, he said, lay in not having been afraid, as the

Slavophils had always been, to take action which would change, or 'spoil',

the Russian character by bringing it into contact with the rest of Europe. At

the .]2asis_of the Slavophil position he saw merely a lack of self-confidence in

Jhemselves and in the Russian people. The Westerners had had the great

merit of affirming that it was essential to begin not from the traditions of the

people but from an imitation of the West ; not from the national spirit but

from universal ideas. Russian criticism \\^A therefore been right^to^udge

authors by the value of their ideas. Their work lay in education rather

^thah creation.

Chemyshevsky's essay was a careful study of the development of Russian

intellectual life but it contained also a programme for the immediate future.

Criticism must continue to make writers aware of the exceptional responsi-

bility which historical circumstances had laid upon them. In them 'was

concentrated almost the entire spiritual life of the country. In countries

whose spiritual and social life have reached a high degree of development,

there exists, if we can put it in this way, a division of labour between the

branches of mental activity; whereas with us there is only one

—

iterature?^8 In a word, Chemyshevsky's critical programme lay in the

formula Htterature ojjlif^
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These ideas underlay all his writing during his first years on the Sovre-

mennik. For example, in a criticism of a collection of songs of various nations

pubUshed in Moscow in 1854, he attacked that form of narodnost which
wag a Wind nf more or less traditJonarnationuhsnL

'~'

Narodnost develops parallel to general human evolution; but only education

gives content and full growth to individuality. Barbarians are all identical, whereas

all civilized nations are distinguished by a clearly defined personality . . . The

history of all countries shows this. The French character was worked out only

when, under the influence of the classical, Italian and Spanish world, general

education spread in France . . . The situation is very different when all efforts are

concentrated on a content which belongs directly to this or that people . . . We find

a typical example of this in a country and period very close to us. We have only to

remember the sad story of the Teutomania which did such harm to the rebirth of

Germany, which began so brilliantly under the inspiration of the Emperors Joseph

II and Frederick the Great, and Lessing, Kant and Schiller ... A concern with

originality kills originality itself, and true independence is only possible for the

man who does not even think of the possibility of not being independent. Only

the weakling talks of his strength of character. And only the man who is afraid that

he will be easily overcome is afraid of exposing himself to the influence of others.

Current preoccupation with originality is a preoccupation with form. A man who has

any real content will not worry overmuch about originality. Preoccupation with

form leads to emptiness and nullity. '^^

He always fought against an excessiv f^ rnit nf fnlk-lfue^ patiently explaining

what had been its consequences in Germany. He was particularly amused

by the example of the Grimm brothers who had started from a national

reaction against the French and had then, at the end of their researches,

come to the conclusion that German traditions and fables were common
to all other European peoples. All his criticism was aimed at encouraging

writers to educate the Russian people, fully aware that they could only doT

this if they were inspired by universal ideas and not by the vain glorification

of a national tradition . __
To illustrate these ideas, he wrote an extensive ^liography of Lesslr^which

was published in instalments in the Sovremennik. He^^xplained-thaKin the

eighteenth century Germany was two hundred years behind France and

England, but that after fifty years of the Enlightenment it had succeeded in

laying the foundations of its great literature, which were crowned by the

birth of a poetic genius, Goethe. But to achieve this, enlightened despots,

even Joseph II and Frederick the Great, had not been enough. What had

been needed was the work of an author such as Lessing.

It may well be that almost no one at the time was aware of the German people's

sad need to consider literature as its most important asset, in the absence of other

direct resources of historical activity. However that may be, for half a century all

the best energies of the nation instinctively turned to literature, and in literature
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the German nation found the springs of a new and better life, and slowly but

firmly raised the great edifice whose earliest foundations are in Lessing's Literary

Letters.^^

Chernyshevsky did not complete this work, both because, by bringing out

the parallel between eighteenth-century Germany and contemporary Russia,

he had already made his point, and also because the situation in Russia was

now changed. ' The sad need ' of speaking only of literature seemed at last

to be overcome.

Chernyshevsky often turned hack later to the Crimean War , which

removed Russia's last chance of remaining in the state of social, political and

intellectual paralysis that had marked the final years of the reign of Nicholas

I. ^The war had been the cause of the developments which had led to^the VT

j)eriod of reforms, and which had made people think and the government

act. But what was the real strength of this initial impulse ? Was it really as

powerful as men thought in the 'fifties? Living through these events in St

Petersburg, the problem must have seemed fundamental to him. But we
have only indirect evidence of the conclusions he then reached. He returned

to this problem in 1863, in the Peter-Paul fortress, when translating and

annotating a book on the Crimean War by an EngUsh M.P., A. W. King-

lake, ^i But this book dirertprj him to int^^m^^^'^na] ra^hf^r than_Q£>pf2J^f^^jjy

.
Russian aspects of the war . It was not until he was in Siberia between 1865

and 1868 that he tried to give his impressions of the years that immediately

followed the war. This was in the form of a novel, which he thought of

calling Prologue of the Prologue. This was to show that he planned to look

upon the period during which the peasant reform was being prepared as \ j

the prologue to the hoped-for revolution , or at least to a revolutionaryr\\
(^

movement. This autobiographical fragmentriiis finest work, compared th&M \

defeat of Russia in 1855 to that of Prussia in 1806. Both had led to similar \rA

-prnfrmlFnT intgrnpl rjinnf^r^ "^W^^ refOHTlSj rhi{^_ijlZp£a,SRnt_f^^"^^Tri^ thft

army and government organization. This comparison was a common~ohe'

at the time, and was made chiefly by the liberals ; but Chernyshevsky referred

to it primarily to emphasize the diflferences. 'As if, he said, in an imaginary

conversation with a liberal, 'the allies had conquered St Petersburg and

Moscow as the French had then conquered Berlin, and the Russian govern-

ment only held Perm as then the Prussians only held Memel!'^^ jt was a

mistake to think that the Crimean War had struck such a serious blow at the

Russian empire. Tj forced Alexander TT to carry <^^^^ refQxms^^butjt^allowed

him to rontrol the ir size and ^pgeiLjind Jeft in his_hands_all the power he

needed to counteract t^^^-
f^lf^ments of dissolution and change which had been^

unleashed by the war. These results were far removed from hls'dreams of

1848 of what would be the consequences of a European war against Russia,

and they confirmed his behef that it would still be long before the forces

which had been defeated in 1848 could be really revived. It was important

not to exaggerate the movement which had been set in motion by the Crimean
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defeat. This often made him bitterly sceptical of his activities, effective

though they were between 1855 and 1862.

At first this realistic outlook made him underestimate the chances of

reopening the problem of serfdom. He was convinced that Lessing and

Belinsky must for some considerable time continue to be his models and that

he must confine himself to literature and polemics. In the autumn of 1857

he still thought that the forthcoming edict would not advance the peasant
^ problem-from general discussion tjQhe^tatute book. He thought Ihat the

rights of matrimony would be altered to make serfdom slightly less oppres-

sive, and that the nobles would be asked to sign contracts with their peasants

and establish laws to regulate their obligations. 'A continuation in fact of

the edict of 1842.'53 Chernyshevsky was thus even more pessimistic than the

situation warranted. When in November 1857 the decree declaring the

Sovereign's intention of freeing the serfs was published, Chernyshevsky

agreed that 'the principles determined were more liberal than had been

expected '.54

It is probably this feeling of surprise that explains why he welcomed this

promise with such pleasure and deep satisfaction. His article for the second

number of the Sovremennik in 1858 is at least as enthusiastic as the one that

Herzen published at the same time in London. Once again his prose seems

^ informfH with re1igioii<^ feelrn^—thft feeling that as a boy had made him

pray when he heard that Robert Blum had been shot on the barricades of

Vienna. 'The blessing which is promised to the peacemakers and the humble

will crown Alexander TT with a joy which has never yet crowned any of the

"rulers of Europe, the joX-OLhaYing alone begun and completed the freeing

. of hi«s subjects. '5S

So it was really true that 'the great reform' was beginning, the reform

which would eradicate what had been considered by all liberals since the

time of Catherine II as the root of all evil. The Emperor had had the merit

of raising the problem; the question now was the old one of whether the

irHhg^ntsif^ w^vM hnv^ t hf^ strength to compel the government to carry

out the reform with the greatest possible amount of justice to the peasants

and in such a way as to encourage the civic and economic development of

Russia.

_No.w was. the timelo unite. All intellectual forges must be combjned, and

the old q^uaixels .betwcen_W_esterners and Slavophils forgotten. The idea of a

union between all branches of the intelligentsia wa? widespread at this time,

and Chernyshevsky tried to bring it about in the review which he directed.

The Sovremennik was the best and most widely read journal of these years,

and largely due to his labours it had acquired a considerable influence on

public opinion. And so in 1858, Liberals and Socialists fought together

against the conservative and slave-owning nobles who opposed the reform.

It was the culminating year of the revival that followed the Crimean War,

the Russian risorginiento of the 'fifties.
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The rescript of 20th November 1857 had determined the fundamental

points of the controversy. The nobles were to continue holding all the land,

the peasants would be given their houses only in return for a fee, and would

be allowed to hire land in return for a rent either in money or work. All

peasants organized in 'rural societies' would be subject to the landlords'

police.

Three problems at once came to the fore, problems which conditioned the

various currents of opinion among the emancipationists and which took first

place in Chernyshevsky's thoughts. \^uld the emancipation really be
'

without land' thus turning the peasants into labourers or tenants ot the

nobles? If this were not to be the case, what fpc would they hnvf to pr^y'^

Finally, how would they be administered if they were not prepared to accept

â typical relic of serfdom—such "asTFie plan suggest^d^by continuing to be

subjected to the landlord ?

Chemyshevsky could not answer these questions directly. Censorship

allowed only a truncated discussion during brief moments of tolerance, which

it followed with months and sometimes years of silence. All this showed that

the government intended to direct the reforms itself, and to complete them

—

in the words of Alexander II
—

'from above and not from below'. To do this

it was prepared to destroy any possible peasant revolt, and to keep all other

social forces such as the various currents of the nobility, the bureaucracy

and the inteUigentsia firmly bridled. The intelHgentsia was to be given the

smallest amount of freedom necessary to bring the reforms safely into

harbour, and no more.

For Chemyshevsky therefore the problem was to take part in the dis-

cussion as far as was possible, concentrating on single aspects of the reform

and, at the same time, establishing a few general principles capable of

guiding it to a conclusion in Hne with his convictions.^^ \
His answer to the problem was, like Herzen's, a defence,of ^^^ ^^sh^hina, f Jr

Since 1857 he had begun a campaign on these lines, and he continued to j^
develop it during the following years. By defending the obshchina he rose rj' )

above the discussions on Russia's past and estabhshed a link with the ^ ^
Slavophils, who were to have appreciable influence on the reforms. In so a/
doing he also indirectly defended the interests of the peasants, by insisting W \

that the emancipation should take place-' with4andL.And at the same time J

he introduced a principle jof Socialism into the discussion, by maintaining
fi

the superiority of_a_system of landholding that was_atjeast j)otentially ,\

collectivist in character against those who supported individual tenure. And /

so in modern terms the obshchina represented for Chemyshevsky a means

of defending the class interests of the peasants and at the same time a

jiVicleus from which cooperativism and collectivism might develop in the

countryside.^^

His \\Q\\fo^^^k^ obshchina were entirely Western in origin. They were

derived fronKHerzei^ of course, and also from Graqovsky but not from the
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Slavophils. He dicLnQi look upon the obshchina as a typically Russian institu-

tion, a characteristic of the Slav spirit in opposition to the rest of Europe,

but only as a survival in Russia of forms of social organization which else-

where had now disappeared.

Criticizing an article of Granovsky on the subject, he wrote:

^

Among the Slavs—and specially among the eastern Slavs who turned to agriculture

as the fundamental pursuit of their life later than the Germans—traces of collectiv-

ism have survived far more than among the Germans. Without realizing that these

were only relics of the old pastoral and hunting life, some writers have claimed

that the obshchina was unknown to the Germans, and that for the Slavs it was not

merely a historical phenomenon linked to a certain phase in their development, but

/v
J

rather an innate feature of their character, not to be found in other peoples and
^Vr enabling the Slavs to achieve the ideal of human life. These people have not ob-

served that with the development of agriculture and civilization, the obshchina

disappears even among the Slavs, as it has disappeared everywhere, and that it is

now far weaker than it was thirty or fifty years ago. We cannot consider here what

are the economic ideals of the future. But we are all agreed that it would scarcely

be consoling to imagine this future as a reproduction of Europe from the fifth to

the tenth centuries. Future ideals will be realized by developing civilization, and

not by the futile glorification of the relics of a distant past which is now dis-

appearing. -''s

He had written this in 1855. But two years later the problem of emanci-

pating the serfs made him appreciate the need to defend the peasant obshch ina.

But even then, though he looked upon it far more optimistically and favour-

ably, his We&teraism^aiways prevented him indulging in romantic or

nationalist enthusiasm. It was he who prompted the Slavophils to consT^ef"'

the economic and administrative aspects of the obshchina; neither the Slavo-

pHi4s nnr pvpn Hprypn wprp ah1(^ to convince him of its value as a mythT ~~

His ideas about it began to CjFystaWize-v^^ien, in 1856, he read an article

pubhshed in the Russky Vestnik by-Chicherin)a young historian and jurist. 59

Chicherin maintained that the obshchina, far from being a relic of tribal or

patriarchal organization, had in_fp^^ nriginatpH nnH hpen d^v^lf^ped as a

feature of the State^nd fpiiHnl nHmini«;tratinn c^^ Russia II hnd bg?n firs^ ^

,community of peasants on the land of the nnhlps, and ther^ a product of the

fiscal po^'^Y of ^hp sitatf' Tfipgp articles hit their target as a criticism of the

Slavophils, and to Chernyshevsky they seemed to refute the power of peasant

customs throughout the centuries. Disputing Chicherin's purely juridical

view of the situation, Chernyshevsky recalled the stubbornness of agrarian

collectivism, the periodical redistribution of the land and the village com-

munities throughout Russian history. 'Into whosesoever's hands ownership

of the land passed, the peasants who lived and worked on it went on farming

and dividing it according to their old traditions. '^*^ The discussion was thus

removed from considerations only of the law, and assumed an immediate

political tone. The liberals deduced from Chicherin's thesis that just as the
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State had founded the obshchina, so it could and should dissolve it. Cherny-

sfaevskyrxm-theother-hand^posed thcjpixd:demrsdigther_itr^coiitaingd social

force wKfch could be defendedand developed along collectivist lines.

In 1857 Chernyshevsky began ^o insert these ideas on the agrarian com-

munity into a comprehensive picture of Russia's economic development.

He thought it obvious that his country, following the example of the rest of

Europe, would soon begin a phase of rapid industrial and commercial

development. Russia was entering the age of capitalism .

Until now a significant proportion of our production has been achieved by almost

patriarchal means. Without even talking of agriculture, where this is obvious, the

greater part of our internal commerce and even a considerable part of the processing

of our raw materials have been carried out by means which are more in keeping

with the eighteenth than with the nineteenth century. But this will only last a few

years more.^i

Impressed by the economic revival which followed the Crimean War and

the development of foreign trade, the building of railways, the importation

of foreign capital, etc., Chernyshevsky seems to have been tppoptimistic

about the pace at which capitalism in Russia would evolve. The example of

Western Europe was there for all to see, and he drew a picture of French and

English capitalism, chiefly from the point of view of agriculture.

Unlimited competition has sacrificed the weak to the strong, labour to capital ... lT
The holders of the small strips of land into which France has been divided are V ^/
unable to use the most suitable methods for improving their fields and increasing

their harvests. In England, on the other hand, the farmers possess capital. This

means that without considerable capital it is not even worth thinking of becoming

a farmer. As people who have a lot of money are always only a small proportion of

the population, so the majority of the population in the English countryside is

made up of hired labourers whose situation is exceedingly painful. In industrial

production all the tools are concentrated in the hands of the capitalist; and for

every capitalist there are hundreds of proletarian workmen whose existence is

wretched. 62

I
//

Developing these ideas, Chernyshevsky gave the readers of the Sovre-

mennik a full and detailed picture of all the social problems that had absorbed

European Socialists since the English industrial revolution. At the same time

he reviewed the history of the ideas and attempts that had been made to solve

these problems.
'A vast revolution is occurring in the West. In France it has

already undergone many severe crises. ^^ In England it has given rise to Owen ^>

andJlie-Chartists. Xberejsjrio doubt about the eventuafsuccess of this cause,

because historical necessity imposes it. But it is terrible to think how much'

time and eff'ort it will require, how much suffering and loss it has already cost

and how much more it will still cost.'^^'^ The entire movement had been guided

j)y one fundamental idea :rtfa€L association ol workmen. This had been ex-

pressed in different ways byOwenNn England and by the ateliers nationaux

in France. By its very naturethis-Avas an economic and Social movemenTT

fin
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latent in all the varying political systems of Europe and born of problems

that went far deeper than these systems. ^^

'We must not lose the example of the West . . . We still have time to profit

from this lesson. Now, while we are still only foreseeing these changes, we
must prepare for events and control their development.'

And so the problem which was of such concern to all the Populists began

to interest Chernyshevsky. Could Socialism be achieved in Russia before the

C complete development of capitalism, before the coUectivist roots of Russians

n ' traditional coumry Jifg_^£re_utterly destroyed—roots whichjUight ejTsure a

(f dtfferent -^ixni- less paiafnrprnnnmir Hevelnprnent than that of Western

/{_EiiiapeJZJn 1857 he still thought that this was possible. He explained to his

readers that it would be pointless and harmful to destroy the obshchina and

then have to re-create it after the victory of Socialism. Attacking a liberal

who spoke of a possible and distant 'Third Period' after the pre-capitalist

and capitalist epochs, Chernyshevsky said that: 'The rapid movement of

modern economic history prompts us to say that we won't have long to wait

for this third period.'^^ Not even thirty years, he added, but the figure was

too exact for the censor and it had to be removed. None the less, while

waiting for this near future, the important thing was to retain the collective

elements which already existed in the countryside, and to include them in the

general economic development of the country. For the time being the

obshchina was a promise for the future and a guarantee that development

would be achieved more humanely than elsewhere.

He then explained how he visualized the future of Russian agriculture, if

the reforms took into account the experiences of the West. Once serfdom was

really abolished:

a large proportion of the, land will he held as ppvate prnjwty, i.e. will be able to be

bought and sold according to the laws of competition. And so anyone of enter-

prising spirit will have a_yast 9pportunity to acquire property for himself and Kand^

it down untouched to his descendants . . . But these private estates will be dispersed

like islands of varying sizes in a far greater mass of State and collective properties.

This mass of land will be used, as it is already, as an everlasting capital to satisfy

the inalienable right of every citizen to have his own strip of land.^"^

—Thf^ obsh^hin^ xauld_thu§_ejjsure the right to work, and would guarantee

breadJJDJlwhpever wanted it. While capital would find employment in private

^roperty—providing an experimental field for the developrnen't
"

of me"ahs' (3f

—

agp^'ihiirp whirh wn^i^d gradually spread everywhere, even to the peasants

in the o^iS/K*/H>«?—coUectivdand _WQuld,continue to belong to all. '_Xhere'"are

two classes of people', Chernyshevsky said. 'One is particularly~gtfted\and

energetic and would wi4fiftgW stand up to competition and enjoy risj^s^nd

the other is made up of ordinary people who only want to live a secure life.'

For the first there is the wide field^ private property in which everything depends

on money, ability, talent and energy. But the second needs a stable life with means
to work, independent of the change of fortune. These people will obtain this through

I
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State property organized in obshchinas . . . The fatherland is under an obligation

to do no more than guarantee to all its sons the means for a decent existence. But

this it is obliged to do. If I have the chance of finding better I can give up my share

in the State land and seek my own private property. And if I am unsuccessful, I can

turn once again to my mother—the land—and obtain from it what I gave up when

hoping for better. ^^

So collective property would constitute the great guarantee against

poverty.

But Chernyshevsky did not envisage the obshchina merely as a way to

realize the droit au travail. As he himself pointed out it contained also the

'^Qtmcstti^-xir^nization du travail champetre.^^ Taking his examples from

HaYtTiay<;pn's hp^k, he showed that the obshchinas were generally based on

the.£galitarian redistribution of strjps of land, sometimes every year (though

he considered this the worst system because it took away all incentive for

improvement), more often at intervals of ten orjwenty jears. In this funda-

mental form, which was more widespread, although the land was held in

common it was farmed individually. But there were o^5̂ c^mflnn"which"the"se"

two aspects were combined. This was the type he obviously preferred, for

it was better adapted, he said, to the use of agricultural' ihacEinefy and

technical progress. 'Certainly there is an immeasurable difference between

them. The first merely prevents the growth of a proletariat ; the second leads

a^ well t'n ?in irnpYwemenTrn profjl^iction, and so it is much more useful . .
.'70

' The need to establish this type of management will in time become exceed-

ingly great in Russia, as it already is in Western Europe. '''i So he looked upon

the obshchina as an elementary and primitive form of cooperative^ which

could develop into a more modern variety and thence into an agricultural

collective.

He hastened to add that such a development of the obshchina must be

voluntary and follow general economic progress. It was 'still too soon' to

speak of agrarian collectivism . 'We must confine ourselves to urging this

and pointing out its advantages . . . Our regular readers will not need this

information to be assured of what we think about these problems. Without

goodwill and voluntary agreement, nothing useful can really be done for the

good of man. '"^2

This was the basis of Chemyshevsky's defence of the obshchina; his other

arguments were concerned with relatively secondary problems. To those

who objected that it held up technical progress, he answered that, on the

contrary, it was the only way of bringing progress to the countryside and

yet avoiding destitution. To those who brought up the example of America,

he said that this merely showed that the State ought not to grant land as

private property but rather to use land to guarantee food for all. And to

those who foresaw an industrial development which would arrest the invest-

ment of new capital in agriculture, he answered that Russia would after all

remain primarily an agricultural country for a long time to come.
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In his Criticism ofphilosophical prejudices against the obshchina''^ of 1859,

he puts these ideas in a dialectical form, which was derived from the dia-

lectic of historical philosophy. This revealed his development as typical of the

1848 generation.

We are not followers of Hegel, still less of Schelling, but we must admit that both

systems rendered great services to Science through their discovery of the general

forms by which the historical process moves. The fundamental result of this dis-

covery lies in the following axiom : In its form, the higher stage of development is

similar to the beginning from which it sprang.

_ He answered tho<;e whojjjJTgjdJjie belief that progress was a straight l^e,

and that individual property represented a higher stage ot mstorical evolution,

by pointing to this constant return oT fiistory^ohlTselt, *the spiral ot hisTOri-

cal progress', as it had been called. He gave many examples based on facts

derived from the philosophy of nature and history, from social and political

institutions, and claimed that the obshchina confirmed this. He gave a detailed

picture of the development of land holdings, which had begun from com-

_jTmnal tenure and had th^n gr^wn more complex throughout limT]Rn_dfVflop-

ment and were now reverting to collectivism.

This would be merely a striking play oFthe imagination, a brilhant shape

to give his political ideas, did it not contain in cauda the argument which lay

at the centre of his hopes and those of all the Populists. This was the possi-

bility that Russia could benefit from the experience of Europe so as to move
directly to a Socialist economy or, as he said, 'skip^l the intermediate

stages of development or at least enormously reduce their length and deprive

them of their power'."^"^ In a vivid picture, similar to Herzen's of some years

earlier, he said: 'History , like P grandmnther, i s very fond of its grand-

childrep. Tarde venientibus dat non ossa sed medullam ossium—and when

Western Europe tried to get at the marrow it cut its hands badly on the

broken bones. '"^^ He hoped that history would fulfil the saying that the 'last

shall be first'. To bring this about he wanted to use the experience of the

West to guide Russia to a more rapid and humane economic development.

As his early hopes that the peasant reform could be achieved_radically and

fajrly declined^-Cherjiyshevsky -demoted himself in L859 to^ an ' absolute
*

defence^of the obshchina as a principle.

It is true that the united campaign of the liberals and the Socialists,

directed by Herzen's KolokoU had gained one fundamental point. Contrary

to what the rescript of 18"^? had said, the emancipation was to take place

^-'witixjand^'. The peasants were to be given not only their houses but also the

land which they had farmed. The reasons for the government's concession

were clearly pointed out by Chernyshevsky himself in a memorandum which

he sent to Prince Constantine Nikolaevich, a brother of the Emperor and a

member of the Central Committee for the peasant problem. He was one of

the members of the court who had done most to hasten the emancipation.
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The Emperor cannot want disorders in the State; and freeing the peasants who
are now serfs of the landlords without land would inevitably lead to serious dis-

turbances. By conviction, the Russian peasant cannot understand or accept such

a liberation. If the reform took this Une (from which God preserve us—and He
surely wiU through the Emperor's desire) the peasants would attribute this mis-

fortune to the nobles, whom they would accuse of thwarting the Emperor's will,

which was favourable to them. They would rise like a man against the landlords to

free—so they thought—the Emperor from a conspiracy of evildoers.''^

Once again the State was faced with the obstacle which had delayed the

reforms for so long. But this time the problem had been overcome by looking

tfl_ piiblir. npinion-jbr suppor t, and in various ways compeUing the more

reactionary landlords to accept the principle of emancipation 'with land'.

But the victory had been bought dearly, so dearly that Chemyshevsky

doubted whether it had been worth it.ianijfiauldJ^e-giYeiLlCLtlie peasants,

but how much, and at what^rice ? Within the limits allowed by the censor-

ship, there was widespread public discussion on these problems: and all

classes of Russian society capable of following the events of 1858 and 1859

cogitated upon them in private. The question led to the division of the

emancipationists, and to the formation of two currents: Liberal and Populist

Jor, as it was then called, Radical).

Chemyshevsky succeeded (despite diificulties imposed by the censorship)

in explaining to the readers of the Sovremennik what he thought about this

problem. The peasants ought to pay nothing for the land which they had

farmed unti l then. He claimed that this was tHFpeasants' own opmioiTaird

that far from thinking that they would have to pay a fee, they were asking

what would be done with the landlords' property. The lands in question

were those which had not been divided into strips ^r^3"^Sit^. to them, but

which they had, nevertheless, always farmed in ihti^orvees. ' Wdlthey still

' ^elangJiilh£.landlords, or will they too be-given to the peasants?? ' '' ^ Cherny^

shevsky knew that the idea of giving all the land to the peasants was not

feasible and he only used it as a threat, and a way of making the nobles under-

stand the situation which was developing in the countryside. The immediate

problem was that of the peasant lands, and here the landlords had no right

to assert themselves. Jhey mu <it recpgniyp thp agf^-p]^ assirmpHnn pf the

peasants that nncethgir servile status-was abolished this land-would auto-

.JIiad^2ily_bekiQg-Xo- them. This would constitute true emancipation; a fee

would merely oblige peasants to buy land which they were convinced was

already theirs.

But in 1858 and 1859 Chemyshevsky could not maintain even this second

position. He looked upon it sometimes as the target towards which his

activities should be directed, sometimes as a scarecrow which was useful to

frighten the more conservative landlords. But he, knew -that -ao^-section of

Russian society was yet ready to accept such a solution: neither the nobles,

the State, nor even the peasants. Indeed the calm and patience with which
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the peasants were waiting for the reforms from above was all the more
remarkable in view of the increase in disturbances which had taken place

during the Crimean War.

So instead of discussing the legal and political problem of the peasants'

right to the land, he concentrated on the economic question of how to carry

out the reform in a way that wouldjnake the peasants powerful enough to

be a.blejtoJivg_on_thg_[ands whicliJtlieyLja^re granted, _aiid^he_iandIords

ri'ch enough to free their property ofdebts; how in fa^t to make the necessary

improvements and attract enough capital for this new phase of Russia's

development. Once he had put the problem in this way, he clearly understood

in essentials (though he was often mistaken in detail) the economic effects

of the proposed reform. The peasants, oppressed by the fee, would run the

risk of!Lpenuryj) the landlords, just because of the form which their payment

was to take, would finrimvp enough inrrntiv^ to change the foundations of

Russia's agrarian economy.
' "

He therefore held that the peasants' holdings jhquld not be touched,

although many favoured the reduction of their size: and this latter view

finally prevaHedl. (It was a view that was specially popular in the more fertile

regions, in the centre of Russia and the districts of * black land'."^^) Cherny-

shevsky carried out a long campaign, especially in his article 'Is Land

Redemption difficult ?'79, against the amount of the fee proposed by the

various assemblies of nobles. Even after their figures had been changed and

often reduced by the Government Commission, he tried to show that they

were still too high. He claimed that the State should bear the main burden

of the transaction and should distribute the weight more equitably among^the

various classes of the population, and not let it rest entirely (5fi the peasants.

Such a policy would at the same time leave the landlords suflicient money in

hand to carry out the hoped-for transformations of their estates.

He wished, in fact, to act as mouthpiece for the peasants and, at the same

time, to review the proposed changes from a wider economic angle.^ was

jxo use freeing the peasants and then ruiningJhem. economically. To avoid

this the landowning classes would have to reduce the fee and then, in time,

reapportion it in some other way. The economic change which was being

carried out was already entirely to the benefit of the landlords, the industrial-

ists and the businessmen. The State should now intervene to stop this benefit

assuming such proportions that it made Russia's agricultural development

impossible or at least very difficult.

Some of these proposals which were supported by current liberal opinion

were, it is true, included in the final edict, but the economic basis of the

reform^ remained substantially unaffected. The peasarTts wefe madeTopay
dearly for the land that they had farmed. As a whole, and taking into account

the differences between the various regions, jthey had to pay a price higher

than the cnrnmt^rc'pl valiif of fhe l^nH whtrh they obtained. In Other words

they had to pay a fee to redeem themselves. Annual fees were imposed which,

I
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4aJhe end, came to much the same as they had originally had to pay out

JaJheJandlordS; As Chernyshevsky himself later said in a bitter attack, it

would have been far better never to have made the peasants buy their land:

* Those who had the money could have bought it, but to make the others do

this was only condemning them to poverty.'^^

It was only later that Chernyshevsky drew this conclusion in all its brutality.

By 1RSQ lif wa<t alrp^Hy rnnvinrpH that h\^ <;>.ampajgp m defence'. of_tbp

^ peasants' interests was lost. He and Df^brnljnT^^v rerrm\r]e4.U^]^^ed from the

liberals and emancipationists, at whose side he had fought during the pre-

ceding years, and who on the whole were satisfied with the results that had

been obtained.

This position brought him once more face to face with the political prob-

lem as a whole and aroused again the doubts that he had felt at the end of

the Crimean War. In fact, the government bureaucracy had succeeded,

despite friction, in holding a balance in the conflict between the various

classes of nobles, the inteUigentsia and the silent but hopeful peasants, and

in imposing its own solution. The reform Twhich in substance was ready by,

fhe p.nd of 1 8i^)-was-4?eifl^ knpleigiented without affecting_thg,fQmidaliQns IT
^

^of Russia's poljticaLjjegimer- Absolutism emerged, if anything, stronger

from the fight against those nobles who wished to retain serfdom. The

nobles gainedlrTsocIaTpower by retaining their estates and carrying through ,

_gii "advantageous economic transaction. The conditions of-the-^easant

masses, as Chernyshevsky had foreseen, were not improved. Finally, the

censorship during the final phase of the reformlnadrxteaf its intention of

. beeeming even strictertharrevef tJefore'.

Chernyshevsky was among the first to react to this situation, but he was

_ now completely isolated. At the beginning of his campaign to emancipate'

thestiis, liiii acLiuns Imd been in harmony with those of the intelligentsia as

a whole. When he had begun to speak of the obshchina, he had had supporters

among the Slavophils. But now, he had to swim against the tide, taking

advantage of the discontent and vague expectation of disturbances prevailing

among those sections of Russian society which were unsure how the peasant

masses would greet the reform. And because he hadJo..take advantage of tjng

discontent which was the counterpart of the great hopes aroused by the new

xeign, his radicalism became disillusioned and took on an element of paradox.

.Ascensorship made political writing impossible, he wasjorced to return

to literature . He had to concentrate on the broadest and most theoretical

expression of his political and social ideas with no possibility of applying

them to the immediate situation. And even then he was often compelled to

write of France, England and Italy, as it was difficult to speak clearly of

Russia. But despite all these obstacles, he was able to create a strong current

of opinion clearly differentiated from thF liberals and, of course, from the

conservatives. Ariisince his attacks on the latter were almost superfluous, ajl

his blows were aimed at theformer, the men who had supported the reforming
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activities of the State to such an extent that they had been virtually absorbed

by it, and become the direct or indirect tools of Alexander Il's policies. So it

was that around 1859 Cherny8h&vsky-dt5f^fited-4h€-4fflity-,cOhgJntellectual

forces wiuch. had b_ee_n in existence since thejiew reign. He was convinced that

this unity had now served its purpose.

He now had the Sovremennik under his control, and could give it the slant

he wanted, both in politics and in literature. In a series of disputes, he

gradually drove away the writers who could not accept his increasingly

radical standpoint. The vague Westernism, which he too had accepted when

he had written his Essays on the Gogol period, was splitting up internally

and giving rise to different currents. Controversies, initiated by Herzen in

1846, were resumed more than a decade later. Feuerbach's philosophy and

aesthetic 'realism' alienated pure men of letters and moderate Westerners.

Ghernyshevsky attempted Jto follow the tradition of Belinsky against pure

literature. That he was si^ecessC^L^s partly due to the support of Nekrasov.

ThTSrst clash was with'^Bciizhimhv a subtle writer but one interested only

in problems of literary form. Af^eTrc^ding Chernyshevsky's first articles he

said that young men who embraced his ideas 'were thirsting to become the

Boernes or Herweghs of Russia, despising all moderation. If we do not oppose

them, they will end by doing something stupid, and will ruin literature. And
through their desire to become society's schoolmasters, they will bring down
persecutions on us and compel us to give up the place in the sun which we

have won with blood and sweat.' To this, even Botkin, Belinsky's hberal

friend and the man who had defended the bourgeoisie against Herzen in

1 847, replied that a writer who took any account of dignity ' had no right to

fall back into dreams '.^^

Druzhinin soon left the Sovremennik, but he continued to direct a campaign

against Ghernyshevsky. He said that reading his articles made hiinj_sraell a

spiell of unburied corpses'. And he spoke of his 'rhapsodies' as 'scarcely

helpful—apart from anything else—from the point of view of the censor-

ship '.82

Turgenev had, at first, seemed ready to defend the review from these

attacks.

Chernyshevsky saddens me because of his aridity and his dry style, but I don't

smell anything corpse-like in him. On the contrary, he has a vital streak, even if it

is not exactly what we hope for in criticism. He doesn't understand poetry, but that's

not all that terrible ... He understands—how shall I say this?—the needs of real

contemporary life. I think that Chernyshevsky is useful. Time will show that I am
right."

This was at a time when the greatest Russian writers were grouped around

the Sovremennik : Turgenev himself, the playwright Ostrovsky and the young

Tolstoy. But this unity of intellectual forces could not last. Tolstoy,, in fact,

became one of Chernyshevsky's bitterest opponents. His feeling for him was
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something between aristocratic scorn for an ex-seminarist and a literary

pride which forbade-the use^TIetters ior immed i ate po 1 1tical'pufposesrHTs

attacks on Chemyshevsky were often violent. He said thaTBe smelt of bugs

(an allusion to his low social origins) and accused him of 'bad manners,

expressed with a subtle and unpleasant tone'. He looked upon him as merely

an imitator ofBelinsky. 'Among us, not only in criticism but even in literature

and society, the opinion is spreading that to be worthless, bitter and nasty

is something very beautiful. But I think that it is very disagreeable . .
.'S'*

So Chemyshevsky was gradually surrounded by more and more enemies.

When the honeymoon period of the reforms came to an end, he wrote of men
of letters as 'weathercocks, who turn from side to side as the wind blows.

These are the people of whom the scriptures say they should be saved with

iron. In literature we still need an iron dictatorship, to make them tremble

as they trembled before Belinsky. '^5

He was struck by the lack of character and political energy of the writers

with whom he collabm-ated. Jn 1858Te chose one of Turgenev's stories,

Asya, toexemphfy his 'iron dictatorship'. 'The most usuallailing of our edu-

cated classes', he said, 'does not lie in mistaken ideas but in the lack of any

idea; not in mistaken feelings, but in the weakness of any intellectual and

moral sense, of any social interest. It is like an epidemic, deep-rooted in our

society. '86

Turgenev then led the literary opposition against ^hernysh&vsJky, and

^ Dnbrnlyuhoy. who in turn became more and more closely associated. It was

a bitter fight. Turgenev accused the two critics of ' trying to wipe out from the

face of the earth, poetry, the fine arts, all aesthetic pleasures, and to impose

in their place mere seminarist principles. These men are literary Robe-

spierres ; they wouldn't for a moment hesitate to cut off the poeFnieriierT

head.'87

Thinking about this later at the end of his life, when he was exiled in

Astrakhan, Chemyshevsky concluded that the world of literature had always

been alien to him. Whenever~Tre~~was asked to write his memoirs of the

literary world of the 'sixties, he replied

:

My memories of Turgenev and the others are incapable of arousing in me any \

other feeling than a longing to sleep . . . These people had no interest for me . . .

I was a man crushed by work. They lived the usual life of the educated classes, and

I had no inclination for that.^*^

Xhese quarrels with men of letters played their part in making Chemy-

shevsky draw further and further a^ay from the liberals. But this cleavage

was only a symptom of a stiO deeper drvergence"'which was more clearly

expressed in his attacks on the jurists and historians of the Western tradition.

The dispute with Chicherin was conducted in courteous terms. He was one

of the strictest theorizers of the Liberalism of the time, and was considered

by Herzen as a typical incarnation of the doctrinaire. What was the point.
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said Chernyshevsky, of calling ' a principle of Statehood ' what was in fact

merely administrative centralism and the oppression of all Russia's social

forces? He quoted the example of England and America as evidence of a
' principl5Ui£;St^ehood ' which was very different. ^^

WithQCaveliiy the principal spokesman of the St Petersburg liberals,

Chernyshevsky neither wanted to, nor could he, break openly. His opinion

of him, however, is clear from the novel that he later wrote in Siberia, The

Prologue, in which Kavelin appears as one of the leading figures. The same

lack of character and pohtical consistency which he had observed in men of

letters alienated him from this well-meaning liberal who lacked pohtical

reahsm. Chernyshevsky drew his portrait in a cruel, but intelligent, carica-

ture.9o

His breach with the liberals became clear, when one day, encountering him,

Chernyshevsky in a passion called Herzcn *a Kavelin squared'. In an article

'Very Dangerous!!!', published in the Kolokol on 1st June 1859, Herzen

accused him of playing the reactionaries' game. He even suggested that the

Sovremennik was in contact with the censorship, and he said that its editors

would meet the fate of those authors who had been paid tools of the Third

Section and who had dominated the scene during the reign of Nicholas I.

We thought that Chernyshevsky's tactics were those of an agent provocateur.

li^rzen'a article made a vast impression. He seemed to be openly allying

himself with the liberals against the only radical nucleus then in existence.

The reaction was naturally greatest among the editors of the Sovremennik.

Dobrolyubov even spoke of a duel, and Chernyshevsky thought that only a

personal explanation could make Herzen understand the futihty of his charges

and, what was more important, the real political situation. At the end of

June he came to London. He left after four days. Neither of the two writers

has left us an exact account of what was said. Each maintained his own
position, except that after the conversation Herzen was convinced of his

mistake and at once withdrew his accusations in the following number of

the Kolokol. 'It would be extremely painful', he said, 'if the irony with which

we expressed ourselves were to be considered an insulting allusion. '^i

Inmiediately after the conversation, Chernyshevsky wrote to Dobrolyubov:

*To remain longer would only have been boring. It is true that the journey

was not useless, but if I had known how boring it would be, I should not

have come ... My God, I had to say a few things ... He is a Kavelin squared,

that is all.'92

The most interesting account we possess of the discussions comes from

S. Stakhevich, who was later in prison with Chernyshevsky. After having

said that the 'literature of public denunciation' (Herzen's policy of emphasiz-

ing the shortcomings of absolutism) ran the risk of encouraging absolutism

to remain exactly as before, Chernyshevsky added, 'You should have drawn

up a detailed political programme, constitutional, republicah and Socialist,

and then each t ime you denounced some i ndividual evil, i t would seem to
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rnnfin^ th^ fundamental demands of your programme. You ought to have

repeated ti relessly your coctcrum censeo.'^^ At the very moment when

Chernyshevsky v^as compelled by the situation to expound the general

principles of Socialism, he saw Herzen continue his attacks on small details,

and he judged this policy useless and dangerous.

That this was Chernyshevsky's position we find confirmed in the pseudo-

nymous 'Letter from the Provinces' which the Kolokol published shortly

after his visit to London. The author of this article is not known.94 Although

it is far from certain, there is some reason for believing it was Dobrolyubov

rather than Chernyshevsky himself, and in any case it was someone obviously

well acquainted with the ideas of both men at this time.^s Speaking of

despotism he said

:

Remember that you once said that when Russia wakes up again, one danger will

threaten her, the danger that the liberals and the people _will no jpngt^r understand

each other, that they will split. This, you said, would lead to a terrible disaster, a

^w triumph for the authority of the Tsar . . . You are evidently mistaken about

the situation in Russia. Liberal landowners, liberal professors, liberal writers,

lull you with hopes in the progressive aims of our Government. But not everyone

in Russia is taken in by fantasies . . . What is the present position of the Govern-

ment as far as the peasant problem is concerned? . . . The great majority of regional

committees (of the nobles) have fixed upon terrifying sums. The devil knows what

the Central Committee is doing. One day it decides on emancipation with land, on
the next without . . . While these" useless discussions are takingplace^jhejiop^es of

the peasants are growing . . . Andjwith them grow the mTstakesof the Liberals.

Everyone hopes in a peaceful solution, which is~noTlInfavourabIe~to the peasants.

And so the Liberals go on one side and the peasants on another . . . You have been

impressed by the Liberals, and, after the first numbers of the Kolokol, you have

changed your tone and are now praising the imperial family. You, the author of

From the other shore and Letters from Italy, have begun to chant the song which for

centuries has been ruining Russia. You must not forget even for a moment that

Alexander II is the Tsar, the autocrat . . . You will soon see that Alexander TT will-

show his teeth, as Nicholas I did. Don't be taken in by gossip about our progress.

We are exactlv where"we were before . . . Don't be taken in by hope, and don't take

in others . . . .No, our position isliorrible, unbearable, and only the peasants' axes

can save us. Nothing apart from these axes is ot any U*>e. You iiave already been

told this, it seems, and it is extraordinarily true. There is no other means of salva-

tion. You did everything possible to help a peaceful solution of the problem, but

now you are changing your tune. Let your 'bell' sound not to prayer but for th9

charge. Summon Russia to arms.

These where the ideas that Chernyshevsky had gone to London to explain

to Herzen.

After this journey Chernyshevsky looked upon the controversy as virtually

at an end. He re-opened it not to discuss immediate Russian policies, for he

was convinced that here Herzen was on the wrong track, but rather to speak
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of the distrust of the West which Herzen expressed together with his hopes

in Russia's mission in Europe.

The idea that Russia could arnnnrQHsh a |-pvival nf th<^ West^ he said, was

based on only one piece ot evidence and even that was merely a historical

comparison: the parallel between the barbarian invasions of the Roman
Empire and the modern situation. Not only were allusions of thrs~lclnd" of

little use in supporting such arguments, but the event itself was wrongly

interpreted. It was not true that the Roman Empire was in a state of decadence

when it was invaded. In fact, there were signs of progress in public affairs,

communications, administration, etc., i.e. in those fields which particularly

affected the masses. On the contrary, it was the fall of the Empire which

delayed progress for more than a thousand years. As for the barbarians,

their life was a mixture of despotism and anarchy, and could lead to nothing

new. Though he pointed out that this was not aimed at the Slavophils, he

continued with a savage parody of their nationalism

:

Their eyes are so strangely constructed that whatever filth they see, they regard

as something marvellous or at least useful for injecting life into moribund Europe.

And so they consider that our habit of submitting to all oppression is an excellent

one, and that Western Europe is dying through lack of this laudable custom, and

that it will only be saved by us when it learns such humility.^^

Yet he was not so much concerned with the Slavophils as with Herzen,

who had been the first to suggest that the obshchina was a feature of Russian

life which would count in the future development of Europe as a whole.

Chernyshevsky too saw a germ of Socialism in the obshchina. But it would

not be the Russians who would impose it on Europe.

We are far from praising the present social conditions in Europe, but we do say

that they have nothing to learn fioni us. It nUy oe true mat Russia has retaineHT

since patriarchal times^ a principle "which corresponds lO-imfi-QLihe solutions at

_which progressives are aiming; it is none the less true that Western Europe is

moving towards the realization of this principle quite independently of us.

The obshchina should be revivified and transformed by Western Socialism

;

it should not be portrayed as a model and symbol of Russia's mission. Such

were Chernyshevsky's final conclusions on the subject.

Under pressure from the censorship he now referred to the history of

WesterrT Europe to bring home his political ideas to the Russian public and

h^ r"^^^^'^ still further fr^m thp Ijbgrak

He spoke of Turgot and the enlightened despotism of the French eighteenth

century to show that what was needed was not ready-made plans for reform

but rather the political energy to bring them into effect. It was true, he

wrote, that had Maurepas been able to do everything that he wanted, the

French Revolution would have been avoided. But Chernyshevsky's satirical

portrait of him was similar to the satire soon to be written by Shchedrin

)

i
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on the Russian liberals, who were sojgady to talk of reforms and so in

capable of knowing how to bring them into effect.

He referred to the Bourbon restoration to show the aristocratic origin

of liberalism and to maintain that there was a great difference in kind

between democrats and liberals. Following Louis Blanc, he explained that

the monarchy of Charles X had fallen because it did not know how to choose

between the liberal and reactionary forces, and because of its ultimate

attempt to rely on the latter. Would this also be the fate of Alexander II ?

That was the question he wanted to suggest to his readers.

The revolution of 1830 had shown that even a revolution would benefit

only the middle classes. 'What good did it do to the simple people?' In

the July revolution the people 'had fought without demands of its own,

without a pre-determined programme, carried away by the gravity of the

situation to become involved in problems which were outside its own in-

terests. It had not been concerned with selling its support or making any

conditions before taking one side rather than the other, and in the result it

got nothing.'^^ This showed the absolute necessity for the people to form an

autonomous movement.

He then traced the rise of the democratic and Socialist movements in the

July monarchy, and stressed those tendencies which might serve as pointers

to the radical movement in Russia. His judgment on both the-iblIo_wers„of

jaint-Simon and those of Blanqui was unfavourable. The Saint-Simonists

had started from 'an ideaHzation of old^ feudal relations'. In them one could

recognize the 'descendants of the aristocrats, the heirs of mediaeval

theories ',98 and it was this hierarchical element which repelled Chernyshev-

sky. Above all they_had no real politicallystem, but merely^enthusksm for

a^s^ntimental and religious revival. He held that this was especially dangerous

for Russia wherelt was coheretice and certainly not enthusiasm that was

lacking. He compared the Saint-Si^iQnistsJo the Slavophils, and regarded

_them a5_philanthropists. Of course one must do good for the people. That

was not what was wrong with philanthropists. It was rather that they were

and always remained men of the upper classes. Their ideas would be of

practical value only when they were adopted by 'the more serious classes',

i.e. the people itself. As for the followers of Blanqui, who had tried to carry

out a republican coup d'etat in 1839, Chernyshevsky looked upon them as

the best example of what to avoid. There was nothing worse than attempting

a revolution before th^" ^'^np. wa«; ripp That was obvious once again nTTKe'

revolution of 1848.

His article on Cavaignac, the best of this series, was devoted to this

problem. 99 Victory had been gained in February because the workers and

the Socialists had united with the moderate republicans against the July

monarchy. But this alliance was a political mistake.

The workers of Paris paid for their alliance with the moderate republicans by

starving, by dying in thousands io the fight, and by being sent in thousands to
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prison. The moderate republicans paid them back by arousing against them the

fr ^
^ hatred of ail other classes of the population.

\j^. Examining the situation in detail, Chemyshevsky suggested a political

Jn(jp policy for France which later became that of the radicals under the Ihi rd

f\i^
Republic ~Th is consisted in not making enemies on the Left and of giving

concessions to the working classes over the heads of the exponents of

Socialist theories. He concluded that it was essential for Russia to create an

independent radical movement, not allied to the liberals—whom he com-

pared to the moderate republicans of 1848 with their Lamartines and

Cavaignacs. 'There is nothing more dangerous in private life, as in politics,

than being hesitant in action, pushing aside one's friends and bowing to

one's enemies. An honest man who really wants to do something useful

must be convinced that he^caniiot_expect support from_anyone except

those who really share his ideas.' The political force which was to spring up

in Russia must also learn from the lessons of 1848 to free itself of the Utopian

theories which had then deterred the Socialists from action. Such was his

detailed and often acute criticism of the heroes of his youth. In this criticism

he included Louis Blanc, who, he thought, had acted wrongly in accepting

the presidency of the Luxemburg Commission, and who had been quite

incapable of guiding the movement.

The international situation in 1859 allowed him to develop these ideas by

referring to the contemporary scene without always having to look to the

past for his examples. From the beginning of the year he began to discuss

European affairs in Politics, a special column of his review. 'The last ten

years have been very disheartening for the friends of light and progress in

Europe', '00 he wrote on the first page. And in later numbers his tone con-

tinued to be very pessimistic. Only gradually, and after many doubts, could

he be convinced that the ideas which had been suppressed in 1848 had again

come to the fore. His doubts were prompted above all by the presence of

Napoleon IIL His attacks on the Emperor prevented him, for example,

from foreseeing and assessing the course of Napoleon's intervention in Italy

and alliance with Cavour. His attacks were also due to his fear that Napo-
leon's policies might lead Russia into a new war, this time as his ally against

Austria. He was at jhis time decisively pacifist, fearing, like Herzen, that

Russia's entry into a war would mean the end of the political process which

j^as *^ ^^^^ ^^ '"^'•p^cingly radical reform^'.
~^

His pessimism, his insistence on attacking the liberals (even when this

seemed to be helping the reactionaries) and the need to write of Western

Europe as a means of alluding to Russia—all these led him in 1859 to write

an article which aroused a great scandal. In it he justified the long imprison-

ment which the Neapolitan Bourbons had inflicted on Poerio, Settembrini

and their comrades, who had just come to England, celebrated by the

entire European press as martyrs in the cause of freedom. Chemyshevsky
told the readers of the Sovremennik that they had been fairly and logically
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punished forjhaving believed in the liberal promises of an absolute monarch.

Lo^ic had been on the side of their captors, for the liberals, instead of

fighting absolutism, had ended by playing its game. There was a bitter Swift-

like quality in this paradoxical article : but it expressed one of Chemyshev-

sky's deepest convictions: a feeling of remorse for his own policies at the

^beginning ofJhe^gforms, perhaps even

_

a_premonition of the fate that

awaited him . What did it matter, he said, that Poerio and his comrades had

been condemned on false evidence? The political necessity of absolutism

had demanded that they should be imprisoned. It was Up to the revolutron-

aries to be just as consistent. His words take on a special poignancy wh^ we
Remember that Chemyshevsky himself was to be condemned some years

later on the basis of a false document. 'We must say that neither the honesty

of Poerio, Settembrini and the others, nor the eloquence of the English

newspapers, can make up for the lack of a clear political vision. This lack

we can see both in those who had to suffer in prison and in their defenders. 'i^i

A political lesson of this kind naturally inflamed a sensitive spot, and it

inevitably roused great scandal. But we must remember that the man who
wrote these words was prepared to pay for his right to defend logical pohcies

with twenty years in Siberia. Only at this price could he distinguish his voice

from that of the Russian liberals, and Chemyshevsky did not hesitate to

pay it.

It is in this light that his attacks on Cavour, which played a large part in

his column on international affairs, assume their real significance._He
prnpTipgjpH that CavQur would meet with eventual defeat^ the defeat which

awaits all liberals who try to findsupport in absolutism.

We say not as a reproach, but in order to clarify the facts, that Cavour has for-

gotten one thing—the instinct of egoism is so cunning and calculating that the man
who is guided only by it can cheat any minister however much of a genius. Soba-

kevich [the prototype of cunning brute in Gogol's Dead Souls] would be able to

deceive Machiavelli himself. ^ 02

And so he foresaw that in the last analysis Cavour would be defeated by

Napoleon III. The armistice of Villafranca seemed to justify his prophecy,

as he did not hesitate to emphasize. And if Cavour's liberalism seemed to

lack coherence, he thought the same of his opponents, the followers of ^

Ma77inL He thought them weak just because they were constantly trying to

^t an alliance with the lib.erals and the other conservative Torces, wTiereas

jjjfy <;hnnld have tried to found a movement of the peoplej)nly.

For instance, social conditions in Lombardy seemed to present problems

similar to those that concerned him in Russia. The Austrians had maintained

a system of land tenure which was unfavourable to the peasants. The new

Italian government had done nothing to change the situation, nor were

even the revolutionaries who followed Mazzini concerned with it. And yet,

he said, if the peasants of Lombardy were wanting a change, it was certainly

y

L
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not a change of government so much as one of social conditions. ^^^ If

Austria wanted to win the next round, all it had to do was to adopt the

policies which it had already followed in Galicia in 1846.

If Austria wants to dominate Lombardy once more, and inflict a terrible punish-

ment on the upper classes and citizens for their disloyalty, all it has to do is to

promise a^raxianjreforms to the peasants, and they will rise in a terrible maSf^aCrc

of the landlords, as tnn}c plnce in Gnlicia . . . This dark ma<;<;—virtually Hiimh, almost

dead at ordinary times—is playing no part in the present events in Italy, just as it

had no voice in the other political affairs of Western Europe. Its silent aims are so

different from the historical aims of educated reformers, moderates and even

revolutionaries, that it is rarely that even the latter dare to support the peasants

openly. The masses do not find in the plans of the reformers anything that corres-

ponds to what they themselves think, and in general they remain indifferent to them

and, indeed, are usually hostile . . . The reforming parties do not even know of the

existence of these aims. At least, they do not understand that for the masses only

revolutions concerned with the material relations of landownership or the depend-

ence of labour on capital have any importance. The masses do not see their own
cause represented and remain apathetic. Eventually they play into the hands of the

reactionaries, who at least promise to maintain the outside order which gives them

their bread each day . . . This is the situation in Italy as well . . . You, Italians,

who long for reforms and freedom, you must know that you will only be able to

defeat reaction and obscurantism by making yours the aims of your poor, obscure

peasant compatriots, and those of the simple townspeople. You must either demand

agricultural changes in your programmes or you must realize that you are doomed
to perish through reaction. ^O"*

This article was badly cut by the censorship, which removed much of the

passage here quoted. It is the key which helps us to explain his other articles

on the situation in Italy. ^^^ Cherny&he.vskjLiQaked upon these articles as a

way of expressing his distrust of Europeaa,politics during these years, and

of emphasizing how small a part was played ia.JJieiii by the masses. But

above all he wanted to suggest a programme for the movement which he

was trying to inspire in Russia. He wanted to tell the younger intellectuals

that their future lay in putting themselves at the head of the peasan ts. They

should not be misled by liberal orjeforming promises.

At the same time he tried to give a theoretical basis to these new tendencies,

and to define the kind of Socialism which would have to guide them.

He devoted much of his work in 1860 and 1861 to a consideration of the

economic ideas of the English and French Socialists, from which he tried

to derive a comprehensive picture of his ideas on the plane of political

economy.

This debate with the upholders of a system of laissezfaire was the natural

result of his quarrel with the liberals. He looked upon the followers of Say

and Bastiat as apologists for the existing situation, rather than as economists.

They had used the scientific principles formulated by Adam Smith and

Ricardo to give a superficial description and justification of capitalism out of
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hatred for Socialist ideas. These men were merely the result of the situation

in France that followed the revolution of 1848, and that led to the dictator- ^^^

ship of Napoleon III. f^^^

,

But it was mainly the situation of Russia itself that drove him to clarify 0^\A
and expound his economic ideas. Jhp prnhlpm*; rakpH hy th^ peasant Jl^^fJO^ ^ ^

liiad brought him face to face with the question of State intervention in the

economy. In view of what had happened in Russia, all simple theories of

laissezfaire seemed to him to be merely ridiculous . The enormous economic

power of the State was a fact; its fiscal, financial and customs policies proved

this even at normal times. The great property changes brought about by the

reforms showed how great was its power during times of transformation.

The question was not whether State intervention in economy was necessary

or not, but what its ends and means ought to be. Merely to answer laissez

faire was meaningless. It was like saying laissez eclairer, laissez etre intelligent.

Laissez faire was not an end but merely a means which should be judged

according to political circumstances and intentions.

But such means had now become dangerous. In the European reaction

which followed the revolutions of 1848, the ruling classes had had to use

force and tyranny to restore order, because they had been brought up on

the principles of free trade and did not know how to use the power of the

State in any other way. Indeed, they did not even know of other methods or

systems of State intervention. »

^ppnrt for laissez-faire merely meant accepting^ as jacts of nature, as the ^a

JtinHamental pnnnnmin laws, what were in fact merely historical situations,/^

.__Qliea inherited from the_Mukile Ages. This included all theories about land-

ownership, monopolies and~privileges of every kind. In their anxiety to attack

State controls, the free-traders had not distinguished between laws which

oppress and others which protect and help to develop freedom. The task

was to establish the latter, and fight against the former. In England, where,

despite appearances to the contrary, the economic power of the State was

greater than on the Continent, economists were now app^a^mLwho under-

stood the problem of State intervention. Among them wW^itl.N^ompared
to them, French economists and the German historical schooTwere merely

backward. And so Mill's principles had to be developed.

It was true that a situation could be foreseen in the distant future which

would correspond to the ideals of those who supported a free market; but

to bring this into being the moment had to arrive when the product of labour

would be such that State intervention would no longer be necessary. For the

^timej)eing the State had to destroy the monopolies which were inevitably

.j^reateA by competition between rich and poor, weak and strong, land-

o^yners and those who possessed nQthing» capitalists and proletarians. When
work was really free, when it was merely a form of pleasure, only then could

true laissez faire be achieved. But during the existing period of transition

the._State must intervene where economically necessary and politically just.
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Completely free competition was always of its nature a form of oppression

;

only the law could fipht this.^o^
" —^-~

Starting from this basis, Chemyshevsky developed his ideas on State

intervention in a series of articles and pamphlets. He was trying to establish

the guiding principles, and these could only be drawn from the existing

situation by examining class relations in Western Europe and in Russia.

A long time had now passed, he said, since 1789 when 'the followers of

Montesquieu had held hands with those of Rousseau, and cheered the people

of Paris as they assaulted the Bastille'. Within a few years they were organiz-

ing conspiracies to restore the Bourbons. At the time of the Restoration they

once more united with the people for a short period, to overthrow reviving

feudalism. But from 1830 onwards the division had become final and in-

evitable. In 1848 the middle classes had ended by acting in alliance with the

aristocracy. In England the division was not so obvious to a superficial

observer, because the victory of the middle classes over the forces of feudahsm

was not yet complete. And so the bourgeoisie still needed the help of the

people to achieve the parliamentary reform of 1832, and the repeal of the

Corn Laws in 1846.

But even in England we see the workmen forming vast unions among themselves

so as to act independently
~

urpniitical and especially in economic questions. The

-Xlhartists sometimes ally themselves with parliamentary liberalism; and extremist

liberal members of parliament are sometimes the spokesmen for the people's

demands, if not from the economic at least from the political point of view. But

despite these alliances^ thejniddle classes and the workers have for some timcT

even in England, been dieting ag Hifft^rf^nt parties with difi'grgnLJI^gigjl^*^ ^^ France

open hatred between the people and the middle classes has led to" theories of

Communism. The English claim that since Owen, Communism has had no signifi-

cant literary support, and that this absence of deadly hatred between theorists

corresponds to the absence of irreconcilable hatred between the workers and the

middle classes. But though there is no English Proudhon, none the less in practice

the Trade Unions of workers represent something very like those theories that the

French call Communist. ^^7

As the political economy of laissez faire had become the theory of the

middle classes, both in their victorious progress and above all in their

constant compromises with the feudal past, so the Socialism or Communism
of the popular classes, the workers' movements, must now be provided with

a rational economic system.

Chernyshevsky_jried to formulate this economic system of labour, as

apposed to that of capital in his notes to a translation of Mill which he now
published.

He defined his political economy as ' the science of man's material welfare

in so far as it depends on the objects and situations created by labour'.

This was an attempt to combine Enghsh utiUtarianism (which his youthful

admiration for Helvetius and his general enlightened principles proved to be
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deeply rooted in him) with the idea of an economy founded on a theory of

labour values. On this basis he^,tried to simplify and organize the ideas of

Saint-Simon, Fourier and Owen.

This is not the place to discuss the details of these schemes. They remained

fragmentary suggestions designed to encourage State intervention to ensure "

JToth ftgnality and the greatSpossible-prnnnrny^^hy rerJucdxt^aM unproduc- rr
^

tive activities. It is, however, worth pointing out that Chemyshevsky thought ^^ ^

tTiaTail this could be achieved through agricultural and industrial coopera- ^
^s"

tives, protected and eventually run by the State, but economically viable. ^

In other words he saw, through Owen's eyes, what was still the essence of

his own original economic vision: thp Rii<;<;ian pea<;^nt ohshchina^ freely

developed_along Socialist lines, in a Statg_prepared to^ct on its behalf.

He ended by pointing out that Communist ideals were simpler and more
elementary than Socialist ones, but that the latter were more economically

truthful.

To accept Socialism, one must be prepared for combinations of fairly complicated

ideas, whereas to accept Communism it is enough to feel for oneself the weight of

existing economic conditions and to have a normal human conscience. It is obviously

unfair that a man who works and who is prepared to work should not have the

necessities of life, while a man who does nothing should enjoy comfort and wealth.

But we must have no illusions about the ease with which the masses are attracted

by Communist ideas at times of social upheaval. Traditions, customs and ideas

essential for the Communist life are far removed from the ideas, traditions and

customs of present-day people. At the first attempt to build one's life in accordance

with Communist principles, people will find out that those ideas which once

attracted them so readily, are in fact not at all suitable for them. Tc^^^^e. ajpppular

expression^ the mas;ses w'H quickly think that they have fallen out of the frying-pan

into the fire. 108
~^~'

Only n r.lnw prnress, ingyitable in its general direction but not in its rate

of progress, could lead to Sociahsm, and perhaps in the^ore^isfantljilure

to rnmmunism . For the moment^he only two attempts that had been made
in this direction, that of the Charti^t^n England and the days of June in

France, had been defeated. Chernyltievsky, however, was confident in the

future of Sociahsm:i09

But during our century there will be new battles; we will see with what success.

For the rest, whatever the result, we must realize that even if we lose, we merely

return to a situation which will inevitably give rise to new battles. And even by

winning, not only the first battle—and who knows when that will occur?—but also

the second, the third and perhaps the tenth, we still will not have reached final

victory, because the interests defending our present social organization are ex-

tremely strong.iio

Having now seen where Chernyshevsky's dispute with the liberals on the

literary, legal, pohtical and economic planes had led him, we can turn back
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for a moment and see what all this meant as a whole, and its significance in

his life.

His isolation since 1859 had been a difficult trial. He had lost faith in

liberal reforms, and among the mass of peasants he saw only a patient

waiting for the freedom which would eventually be granted to them. He had

broken with most of the intelligentsia, but had no contact withjhe peasants.

It is true that the effects of his propaganda were gfowmgTTo see this we

merely have to look at the circulation of the Sovremennik, which grew every

year and which eventually reached the remarkable figure of six thousand

—

far greater than that of all other reviews. He realized the importance of this.

He was the first to publish at the end of each year the accounts of his

periodical. But the effects of his publicizing activities were still only general.

He had as yet hardly begun to gather round him the generation of 'new

people' whose numbers grew only in 1861 and 1862.

Therewas^ thusjreason to think-thataKLpolitical development was possible

in the near future and that only the stubborn as^eitign^Lhis_viewsj:eniained

feasible. It was this that gave rise to that mixture of scepticism and irony

which was known as his 'Nihilism' and which made such an impression on

his contemporaries. '

"

He himself has described in one of his finest works, written in Siberia ten

years later, the passion that he put into this attitude. He looked back on

himself in this St Petersburg high society, with its liberal intellectuals and

aristocrats, all concerned with the problem of their attitude towards the

reforms. They had seemed determined to oppose the government with all

their strength, and defend their interests and traditions, whether good or bad.

These were the same nobles whose unbridled habits had dominated the small

towns of the Russian provinces. But, faced with an order of the Tsar and the

government bureaucracy, they had been transformed into lambs, pretending

to accept liberal ideas and waxing enthusiastic over the reforms.

They quietened down, as if struck with paralysis. Such a transformation was

ridiculous and at the same time disgusting to observe. Volgin [the character in the

Prologue who represents Chernyshevsky] wanted to laugh. He had the habit of

turning everything to satire ... He had not been brought up in well-bred society.

He looked back on a rude, primitive life. And he remembered the scenes which had

amazed him in his childhood, because even in his childhood he had thought a lot.

He remembered the men pulling the barges along the Volga. There they

were at Saratov in the evening, drunk, singing songs inspired by the old local

revolts, and claiming to be sons and descendants of Stenka Razin's rebels:

A stranger would have thought, 'the city is in danger, they will attack the shops

and the houses, they will loot and destroy everything'. Yet at the sight of an ageing

guard's face, shouting from a half-open guard-house door that they were beasts, they

ran off. The band of 'Stenka Razin's lads' moved off, mumbling that luckily the

guard was a good fellow.
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These warriors were really just like the nobles in St Petersburg. 'To be

disappointed is not pleasant, even if Volgin did not love nobles in general

and magnates in particular. Wretched nation, wretched nation, nation of

slaves from top to bottom. They are all only slaves.'^

Ihisji^as-the^lowest^oiiitinhis disappointment at the reforms, which had

succeeded in. arousing a movement neither against absolutism among the

intellectuals nor against Russia's social conditions among the people and

peasants.

But at the beginning of 1859 international events, especially the example

of Italy, began to make him think that a revival was possible. The Italians

too had seemed to be a people resigned to the defeats of 1 848 and traditional

political apathy. And yet in 1860, as he said, 'their activities were astounding

all liberal Europe'. But, above all, he felt that the reaUzation that what Russia

needed was not just a few single changes, but rather an entire new basis and

direction, would eventually sink into men's minds when they finally under-

stood the real nature of the reforms. He was still counting on a collision

between the great hopes raised in the past and the situation as it actually was.

When the decree of 19th February 1861 was pubHshed, he could see by

looking at those nearest to him that he was not altogether wrong. He himself

tells us of how he found Nekrasov, who had scarcely finished reading the

decree

:

On his face there was an expression of grief, his eyes were downcast . . . 'That's

liberty, that's what it is' and he went on speaking for two or three minutes in the

same tone of voice. 'And what were you expecting? For a long time it's been obvious

that this is what we would get', I said to him. 'No, this is not what I was expecting',

he answered, and he added that naturally he was not expecting anything extra-

ordinary, but that this went far beyond his expectations. ^ ^2

^When the news came of the first peasant disorders these impressions of

Nekrasov and a few intellectuals gam^dM^de enoughixirculation to lorm a

current of public opinion which regarded 19th February as opening rather

than closing the problem of sorip^ rplatinns in Piicsia
"

Chernyshevsky's position during his last year of free activity was that of

^a spiritual guide, the intellectual and political pivot of the forces which were

gradually beginning to move with his programme, which was summed up by

Dobrolyubov in the phrase
'

Calling Russia to Axes'. But he wished to act

with coolness and dignity, so as not to let firmself'T)e carried away and

expended too early. He had never had a very high opinion of those whom,
when in Siberia, he called 'linear revolutionaries, who do not know or even

wish to understand the circumstances of their time and place. At critical

moments in the lives of nations, these revolutionaries carry their banners

across the theatre of events. They know how to do this. But you can get

nothing or nothing much out of them. Saintly boys—saintly, it is true, but

boys—and that is equally true.'^i^ These 'saintly boys' were springing up
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all around him, creatures of immediate circumstances, but also of his own
publicizing activities. His policy vvasJiL££uitinue_providing them with ideas

but to avoid being involved with them. He was determme3To~femain as far

^~as~ possible -"OTT the right side of ihe' law, and emphasize his intellectual

a€tWiti€s^nd43tQsition"as~a~wiitei and edilui uf aillmportant review.

This policy^urvived for just over a year, and then collapsed. The difference

between the revolutionary movements which were arising and the State's

capacity for repression was too great. And his own position as legal head of

a movement which was rapidly becoming illegal could not last long. A time

of uncertainty had arrived: the old autocracy weakened and all classes of

the population were discontented, but not openly rebellious. A single indis-

cretion would provide a pretext for his arrest, and the punishment in his

person of all the rebelHous movements of the period.

The Sovremennik wasjbeginning to attract the men who were founding

qJ clandestine groups, distributing manifestos, trying tp guid^^<U;ie^student

movement andjo seek contacts with the peasants. The^^ogt Mikhailovh^nd

the writer(Shelguriov"^ere among the first ofthese, and both were"a5sncTated

with the 5oiTew^«w/fr^ikhailov had been a friend of Chernyshevsky since

their earliest university years, and Shelgunov was one of the men who shared

his ideas on the obshchina and the workers' movement in the West. It is even

possible that one of the manifestos which they then tried to print and distri-

bute was writteft-byvChemyshevsky.^^>^-^ere were three of these^ji^aiiiiestos

:

one addressea\to yoirfeh, another to ti;e arihv, and a third to tli«^e^santST

and it is possibl^that the latter was wlfttCTi by Chernyshevsky/Thougb

written in simple language it contained a true statement of his ideas. It

replied to the anxious questions that the peasants were asking about the

Tsar's decree. It linked their particular problems to the general fight against

despotism. The emancipation of the serfs, it said, was closely related to

freedom for all. There was even an attempt to explain in simple language

the need to look to the-West for the renova tion of̂ Russian life. 'One can

live even with a Tsar, as the Enghsh and the French do, but only on con-

dition that the Tsar listens to the people and does not dare to do anything

without them and that the people keep a strict eye on him, and as soon as

they see him up to any harm, they change him and chase him out of the

country as the French and the English do.'^^^ jt ended with an appeal to the

peasants to organize themselves and to discover who among all those who
wore uniform (i.e. civil servants and officers) 'would \se. fnr the people \ The

time for action would come, and until then forces had to be conserved. ' You
must not bring down misfortunes uselessly on yourselves. You must keep

calm and giv€ nothiftg-^way. -What is_tlie_4)pint of starting the revolt when
other villages are not yet pfiaf'y'^ That would only mPRn disaster. The revolt

will bfgin Vi'hf^n ftvpryong is rrnrly ' Even if these words were not actually

written by Chernyshevsky, they certainly represent his views at the beginning

of I'S^J-Jt was important not to unleash the movement too quickly. For
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the time being one must prepare and learn how to act when the moment
came.

It_was also from people closdy associated with the Sovremennik that the \^^

first attempt was made to_stgjM_g snaaUclandestine periodical press. This took \ t , n1^
The form of a leaflet cdXXt^^i^Velikorufir^^ we shall see later, it is often very

difficult to find out for certamTlT5TiaTfies of those who took part in these

movements. But those we know of were all intimate friends of Cherny-

shevsky. The ideas of the Velikoruss did not exactly correspond to his own,

especially aTregard^ constitutionalism. BUi ihe very risel)t liberalTbrces^^

differing in temperament, age and energy from those that he had known in

the preceding years—must have seemed to him a symptom of great importance

and another indication that the situation was changing.

Plans to transform into a secret society the different intellectual groups

associated with the Kolokol and the Sovremennik came to a head with the

_
c^liest^tempts to found the first Zemlya i Volya. BothrQifi^yshevsky^nd

Herzeh anrirsfirpp(0iS5d~this^ he haj

]secfSt3ocieties, thet^fmerso as to concentrate on his ownactiVrties. But it was

being strongly endorsed by theiT~cIosest coUaboratofsT^n^Juiy or August

1861, for instance, Ogarev complained that Chernyshevsky was still quarrel-

ling with Herzen and did not want the younger generation to take part in

conspiracies. He spoke of 'artificial scepticism' and pride. 'Go to St Peters-

burg and say that this is disgraceful. One really cannot betray Christ (i.e.

Truth, and the Cause itself) in this way. That is what Christians call sin

against the Holy Ghost.'^^^ Quite apart from the personal quarrel, such a

state of mind was certainly increasing. Everywhere, with growing insistence,

the demand for an organization was growing. And so towardscthe enjLof-,

^186I^aad..the. beginning of 1862, Chernyshevsky finally and perhaps some-

^what reluctantly fnijind him^ifilf at .the^CSUtre of i\iQ^Si^^=^:^^nlyaJJ^]ycL_
The government crisis had entered a crucial phase. ^sL.^AJ)olgorukoy2the

head of the Third Section, summing up the year of the refo^TTBiSl inKls

report to the Emperor, was compelled to admit that '|he pohtical situation

is extremely ten se', and made still more serious by general economic stagnar-

tion. He mentioned the revolts in the villages, the 'party^^rggress', and

&iihver«;i'vp manifestos. He added that ' it is interesting to see that .these have

aroused in far-off" Europe the joy of the well-known demagogue P^zzinij

He has boasted of them in a signed article in a Milan newspaper as evidence

of Russia's ripeness for political revolution and the destruction of the

reigning dynasty. ' Fortunately', he added, ' Mazzini and his Russian imitators

are mistaken in their estimate of our degree of ripeness.'
^^'^ Besides the desire

of the peasants to 'get the maximum possible advantage out of the reform',

he singled out another source of the widespread discontent: the state of

mind of the nobles.

The nobles, though submitting to the necessity of abandoning their ancient rights

over the peasants and many related privileges, are in general distressed at their
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material losses. They consider these unjust and due to the situation of the State

finances. For instance, all the weight of the many wise steps taken to prevent a

proletariat, the scourge of other European states, now falls exclusively on the

Russian nobility, threatening it with collapse. The discontent of the nobles has not

yet led the majority of them to open thoughts of a revolution. But individuals

among them, especially in the ranks of the liberals, have begun to emerge from the

isolation of the countryside and to move into politics. Both in print and in manu-

script they are spreading ideas about freedom which go far beyond the intentions

of the government.

With the end of the reforms, part at least of the nobility had given political

expression to its grievances. It did not demand a return to peasant serfdom,

but rather
'

a crov^nin g of the edifice', in the words used by Napoleon III in

France. By this it meant a series of liberal concessions. Some of the greater

aristocrats were thinking in terms of an oligarchy, but the majority were

beginning to discuss wider constitutional schemes.

Such tendencies had always made an appearance in Russia at various

stages of absolutism—after Peter the Great and Catherine II for instance.

IpJ^730, when the aristocrats had tried to crown the reforms of Peter the

rreat A\^th a constitution of the Swedish type, they did not aim to restore

tfifc-iz^wVaditions or demand a simple return to the past ; rather they aimed

to guide the reforms towards the granting of freedom to the nobles. In the same

way the enlightened opposition to Catherine U had drawn strength from a

similar aristocmic reaction. Again, in tlie DecemBrts^ movement, aristo-

cratic tradition and liberal tendencies had merged in the face of absolutism.

In prison Chernyshevsky once said that it would have been an excellent

thing if these movements had had their way, even in 1730, when they were

obviously only of a caste nature. For once in power, even oligarchical

constitutionalism would have had to do something for the other classes.

Even under a regime of the most restricted freedom, progressive elements

would eventually have triumphed. 'The most terrible thing of all is always

the Leviathan, the shapeless monster that swallows everything.'^'^

Because of this he was prepared to pay careful and respectful attention to

these movements of theN^ssian noBHky, even though he did not share their

ideas. With the end of the^relormsttTey were once more following the old

traditions of no longer demanding particular and detailed changes in the

plans of the bureaucracy, but rather freedom of speech and a free playof

political forces. Their attempts were on a .small scale_ajidi:fliifined rnostly to

those who owned poor land in the north. For them, the peasants' redemption

fee was not enough to allow the development of industry, which was tlie

only economically feasible solution to tfieTfjdrflffculties. This helped to make
them understand the need to adopt as quickly as possible a more modem
and less patriarchal system. In January 1860 the majority of the nobles in the

Vladimir region demanded a clear separation of powers, equality of all

before the law, and the development of agrarian credit. The heart of this
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liberal and aristocratic opposition was jat^Tver. Jt included men who had

taken parrih "earlier movements, both Decembrists returned from their

thirty years' exile in Siberia and Petrashevskists such as A. I. Evropeus and

Saltykov-Shchedrin. There were also new men such as A. M. Unkovsky, who
was the leading figure and guiding spirit of the movement—especially in its

eariy phases—and Bakunin's brothers. They had already played a large part

in hastening and improving the peasant reform and in ensuring that emancipa-

tion took place 'with land'. They provided a typical example of the indepen-

dents on whom the government had relied to bring the reform safe into

harbour, when it was under attack from the reactionaries interested in keeping

the land and the serfs in their own hands. They had not given up their activi-

ties after the emancipation, but had increased their demands. They were now
putting themselves at the head of the liberal elements of the Russian aris-

tocracy. At the beginning of 1862 they sent a petition to the Emperor con-

taining a hundred and twelve signatures. It criticized the delays in carrying

out the reform and stated

that the changes which are now absolutely indispensable cannot be carried out by

bureaucratic methods. We do not, of course, claim to speak for the entire people,

although we are in close touch with them. But we are firmly convinced that good

intentions are not enough to indicate the people's demands, let alone to satisfy

them. We are convinced that the reforms cannot be successful unless they_ai£ nnder-

^laken after consultadon with the people. Tosummon delegates elected by the entire

PiiggiQri natinfi k now the on]y_way of solving satisfactorily the problems which

have been raised but not solved by the manifesto of 19th February. •

In another document the same nobles from Tver insisted on the need for an

^independent judiciary-, on 'pii!2Ji£il^l^or all acts of the government and

administration, and again spoke of 'an assembly of delegates elected by the

country without distinction of class in order to create_free institutions '
. ^ ^

^

In other parts of Russia also the nobility in 1862 came outlfof^dministra-

tive autonomy and some form of political freedom. And in Moscow itself

these ideas were to meet with a considerable response.

All this convinced Chernyshevsky at the beginning of 1862 that Alexander

II might no longer be able to control the situation, and that he might be

compelled to allow free play to the forces of society by abolishing the censor-

ship and appealing to the representatives of the nation. A recent event seemed

to confirm this prospect: the censorship had been entrusted to apparently

more liberal hands. And so in early January he wrote an article weighing up

the situation ; he called it Letters without an Address. Yet the contents made

it plain enough to whom they were addressed: the Emperor himself. With

great ability and firm dignity he pointed out the only choice which in his

opinion remained open. But the result of the test was negative. Not a line

was passed by the censorship, ^^o

In these Letters without an Address, Chernyshevsky explained from the

first what he thought was most likely to occur in the long run.
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would end by taking the defence oftheir interests into their own hands. ' No
amount of trouble taken by anyone else~ciin produce ihe resulfs^hich are

given by action for oneself.' But the price would be expensive, very expensive.

The people are ignorant, dominated by primitive prejudices and by blind hatred

for anything different from their own barbaric customs, make no distinction

between one or the other in the class that wears different clothes from themselves.

They will act against them ajTwidiout exception and wiU spare neither our science,

our poetry nor^iir arts. willdestroy~our civilization.
' '

This was the threat, though not for the immediate future. For the moment
the masses were still apathetic and their revolts were only symptoms. Political

measures were still possible. But even in this field it was important not to

have any illusions. The number of people who really supported the Tsar

was small, as was the group which was beginning to take a firm stand against

official policies, i.e. the group associated with Chernyshevsky himself. A
continuation of the duel between these two forces, the only ones which

showed any real life at this stage, would lead only to negative results. They

could, however, both find one common interest: to increase as far as possible

the number of men and classes taking part in political life. The general

feehng of discontent showed how necessary this was.

The nobil ity w^q hpginning tn mnvp in Hpff^nrf^ pf jts own interes ts. Many,

including Chernyshevsky, had at first looked upon this movement as com-

pletely impotent, but the situation of the country as a whole had now given

it real weight. The threat of a peasant revolt and the growing radicalism of

at least a part of the intelligentsia had drawn together the demands of the

nobles and the educated classes. Together they now asked for freedom and

political life. The nobles no longer wanted to return to the past; they had

now accepted the inevitable, the end of serfdom. They no longer spoke of

their class interests but of general interests. There were also of course purely

oligarchical movements, but they were of no importance.

In its ideas on a general reform of legislation and the need to base the^dministration

and justice on new principles, such as freedom of speech, the nobility now repre-

sents all other classes. It has assumed this position not because these needs are felt

more strongly by it than by other classes, but merely because in the present regime,

only the nobility has an organization capable of making political demands. If

the other classes hadTega I organ's, through which they could express their thoughts,

they too would speak about these problems in the same way as the nobility though

in even stronger tones. Other classes, even more than the nobility, feel the burden

of the general evils of the existing organization of the State,

Although these-were^only the first symptoms of a generaTprocess of growing

politicaLconsciousness, they were enough to show that problems could no

longer be solved, as had been attempted in the peasant reform, by relying

for support on the central bureaucracy. The results of a reform which had

been planned as purely technical and administrative were now obvious. 'In
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a bureaucratic regime, the expert knowledge, intelligence and experience of

people who are allotted a task are utterly useless. The regime always acts like

ajnachine with-Jia opinions^' And so it was essential to move from this

despotic administration to free poUtical discussion. Chemyshevsky began to

give examples in the last part of these letters, and explained the difficulties of

the situation in which the peasants had been placed by the reform. r
At the very beginning of this work he asked himself whether the position r\^

^
he had taken up was not 'a betrayal of the people'. With great firmness and r\\r

*'• <yt

literary skill he answered that it was. Why then had he written the letters ? \ ^n^/l
He had come to the conclusion that on the"one hand the

_
peasant movement, tj ^ ^

however widespread, could not lead to a_general revolution, and, on the ^1^ Vj

otEer,Jhat the forces of the 'new people', however limited, would be enough yjf

to guide the movement of independent men, if this co uIdT^e widenedand /

^3eepene3rNo longer, as in 1859, must he cutikiffis^iroff from the liberals.

Rather he must be at their head .

He now no longer felt alone. He was struck by the energy, the dedicated

spirits and wide human sympathies of the men whom he found immediately

around him. Though Dobrolyubov, the only man who shared his ideas, died

at this time, the reactions of the new generation, and the growing numbers

who followed the current which they had both created, showed him that a

new force had emerged. Some years later, in exile, one of the men who joined

him at this time said :
' ChemyshevskyL-the cn)d inaccessible Chemyshevsky

,

rejoiced like a child at every sign of life in Russia, and every acti^njvhich

brought to hght conscience and energy.' 121

But these latest vehIm^es"were~so~on crushed by the repression that now set

in. In A{5rin862 plans were made which, in the summer of that year, led to

\n^:^^-3Adthejus^ension_QiJh^Sow^^ In a report drawn up by

V. A! Dolgorukov-Xlexander II's Chief of Pohce, on 27th April, the general

political reasonsmr these measures were clearly given. Liberal concessions

had allowed the growth of a movement and state of mind which aimed at

seizing the initiative from the authorities. All outstanding problems of the

peasant reform must be solved as quickly as possible. It must never be for-

gotten, said the report, that the discontented nobles were also officers; and

that it was from the peasants, who were now revolting, that were recruited

the soldiers of the army 'on which the safety of the Empire is founded'.

Their discipline must therefore be supervised with particular care. Steps

must be taken to put an end to the political significance assumed by the

universities, and the fre€dxim_j3f_the_pressjnust be stUl further restrfcfed^

'All this is entirely in accordance with what I want', noted Alexander II on

the report. 122 jH
The Emperor's policy_consisted in granting tardy concessions of an admin- ^^j^^

istrative and social character^ without eveYgoingtoo farand--withmrt--©v©t--//(!

allowing the political problem to_be rai ^p<T: To ^hi«; pnliry' hp rpmamed— t

faithful for the twenty Y?^'''^
^^^''^ ^^'g". ^"^ '^ ^^s against this that the entire (/r

J

/
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i^puli«t-iT»ovement_had_to_fight. They had to attack despotism directly by

.jneans of revolts and attempts on the Emperorlg life; and at the same time

make use of propaganda in order to bring about a situation in which the

solitary duel between revolutionaries and authorities could be replaced by the

discussion and solution of general problems by all independents of whatever

social category. The PopuHsts, therefore, had to create a powerful revolution-

ary organization and at the same time stress their democratic aims, in his

Letters without an Address Chernyshevsky had raised the first phase of the

problem, at the peak of the wave of discontent and hopes which followed the

reform of 19th February 1861. Now the proposed repressive measures were

to make him feel for himself how difficult it was to try to widen the movement

on a democratic basis.

'Extraordinary measures' were needed, in the words of Dolgorukov, though

he looked upon these as even more difficult to take than the situation in fact

warranted. 'The smallest error or lack of success in government plans of such

great importance can lead to a premature outbreak, whose consequences are

unforeseeable.' Hes^jew up a list of fifty people in St Petersburg to be dealt

with in various ways. First on the list was Chernyshevsky, and against his

name was a note, added in April 1862 (not in Alexander's handwriting):

'This is still necessary.' The authorities were frightened of touching him and

wanted to strike at the right moment.

The fires that broke out in the capital during the summer—which were

probably merely accidental, but which were used by the entire reactionary

press as a proof of revolutionary activities—and the circulation of the mani-

festo Young Russia, brought about the desired psychological climate. The

Sovremennik was suspended. ^^^ Only a legal pretext was now needed to arrest

Chernyshevsky. This was carelessly provided by Herzen, who, in front of

various people, entrusted a leiLei to a traveller returning to Russia. Among
those present was an agent of the Third Section, who immediately tele-

graphed the news to St Petersburg. The traveller was arrested at the frontier.

In one of these letters from Herzen to Serno-Solovevich was found a pro-

posal that he should come and print the Sovremennik in London. Serno-

Solovevich and Chernyshevsky were arrested.

While Herzen in his memoirs expressed his grief at this fatal lack of

prudence, Chernyshevsky never seems to have spoken of it to anyone, even

during his long imprisonment. His spirits were extraordinarily resilient in

defeat, and besides, he well knew that the letter had only been a pretext.

Ever since the autumn of the previous year he had been under observation,

as had all those who frequented his house. His door-keeper was in the pay of

the police, and a cook had been sent to him who was 'to report everything

possible about the Chernyshevsky family '.^^4 3ut he had been remarkably

efficient in concealing his activities. He relied chiefly on his position as a

writer. Though his attitude was independent, he had always said that he did

not want to take part in conspiracies. It is true that he had often been warned
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of the dangers which he was running. The campaign against him, which was

organized by the reactionary newspapers and which grew fiercer at the

beginning of 1859, was an obvious omen. 'As from 1861', he said later, 'the

rumour spread that I was to be arrested, either immediately or on the follow-

ing day.' 125 Hq received anonymous letters, and so did the police concerning

him, but they had their own reasons for not wanting Chernyshevsky to be

alarmed. 126 fje was encouraged to go abroad, or to accept some academic

appointment. And at the last moment the Governor of St Petersburg,

Prince Suvorov—who, with some reason, was known as liberal, though not

according to Chernyshevsky's definition of the word—sent Chernyshevsky

his aide de camp to suggest that he should leave Russia. It is true that for

some time the poHce had arranged that he was not to be given a passport,

but he was told that even this difficulty could be overcome if he was prepared

to accept Suvorov's advice.

But in his fight with the authorities Chernyshevsky wanted to remain, at

]\\ 9, post to the l^st^^^a^decision that sums up his whole life. There wercj

many reasons: his almost rehgious spirjt^of^esignation: the conviction that

he wag HpQtmpH ff^f pn<;nn
; the dcsire to give hiniself_Qiie-niore proof of

his resolution about which his conscience had been so tormented ever

since boyhood; the certaTiffy~that he had left no-legal evidence of his guilt;

possibly even some illusions aboutjthe^ strength of Alexander IFs power;

and above all his logical position as an intellectualTadherihg firmly to 'his

ideals.
'

He remained in the Pfiter^Paul fortress from July 1862 to May 1864. The
police themselves gave a very simple explanation for this long period of

interrogation. 'The Third Section has no legal evidence on which to incul-

pate Chernyshevsky with having encouraged revolt and aroused subversive

activities against the Government. '^ 27 Even Herzen's letter contained only

an invitation; it was political but scarcely legal evidence. And so evidence

had to be manufactured. An agent provocateur was found from the circle

around the Sovremennik and induced to provide forged letters to prove that

the appeal to the peasants quoted above was written by Chernyshevsky.

On this basis a Committee of Senators sentenced him, on 17th February 1864,

JjlJourteenjearsMiard labour in Siberia and to banishment there for life.

Two months later Alexander 11 confirmed ffifs sehtehce7~BuT reduced the

period of hard laboii]:_to_seven years.

Chernyshevsky defended himself with intelligence and dignity, fighting in

vain against the perjured methods of the Third Section and the crass stupidity

of the judges who condemned him. When his friend Mikhailov , who had

been arrested in 1861, had made an open profession ofSith, admitting all

the charges, Chernyshevskya^mired him but didlioTapprove of his policy.

'He should not have confessed. He should have done everything in his power

to save himself. There are few enough of us already. Wh^Jhrow ourselves

inta..prison?'^28 j-je did not repudiate his ideas; notthaTTie Was evcB-
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questioned about them, so certain were the judges on this point. Instead he

tried to defend himself mainly on the legal plane. ^ 29 g^t, as his sentence

made quite clear, he was condemned because he was one of the leading

editors of the Sovremennik. 'Its ideas were mainly materialist and socialist,

aiming to deny religion, morality and the law. So much so that the govern-

ment thought it necessary to suppress this paper. At the same time circum-

stantial evidence was discovered which made it clear that Chernyshevsky was

carrying out activities harmful to the Government. '^^^ It was obviously of

little enough importance that this evidence was legally insufficient.

In the Peter-Paul fortress he wrote a great deal. His work there, an act of

combined faith and despair, was virtually a sequel to his work on the Sovre-

mennik. At first, prison made him think that he would be able to resume his

philosophical studies, which during the last few years had had to be given up

because of his political activities and journaHsm. This is what he would

devote himself to when he was eventually freed.

Then I will be able to find the means of living more easily because eight years'

work has given me an established reputation. So I will have time to do what I have

dreamed of for so long. My plans are now definitely made. I will begin a History of
the Material and Spiritual Life ofHumanity in a number of volumes. This has never

yet been done, because the works of Guizot, Buckle (and even Vico) are conceived

on too limited a scale and are very badly executed. Then there will be a Critical

Dictionary of Ideas and Events based on the history. ^^^

And so he continued to draw up plans. In them we feel an exaltation of

solitude, and a desire to work which, in his imagination, made up for his

inability to act. In the Peter-Paul fortress his daily task of enhghtenment

was transformed into an encyclopaedic dream. A few drafts of these schemes

have remained, but they are of no importance.

But lack of material soon made him turn to other ideas, this time literature.

For a long time I have planned, among other things, to apply myself to literature.

But I am convinced that people of my character must do this only in their later

years. Earlier than this I would have had no chance of succeeding. Rousseau waited

y till old age, and Godwin too. A novel is destined for the p-eat mass of the public.

\
It is a writer's most serious undertaking, and so it belongs to old age. The frivolijy

)^ f>f thft fnrm mnst hp rrtmppnsated for by the Solidity of the thou
^̂

ht. So up till now
I have only been collecting material for the final stage of my life.'^^

He therefore translated Rousseau, and tried to follow the example of

Godwin, who, in old age, had expounded in a novel the Communist and

humanitarian ideas of his youth.

Chemyshevsky's words explain clearly enough his conception of the novel.

Within these deliberate limits, he was extraordinarily successful in doing

what he wanted. What is to be ^^"^ ^ ^^'^ ^ric\n published in the Sovremennik

(which was able to resume publication after his arrest) an4nioulded a whole
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generation of Populist students and revolutionaries. It^became a blueprint

<. of life for the young \nt''^^^^'='^^^t^^^~''^'^'^^^~g^^^ form, in fact it recounted

the story of their origins ; their rise in the years that followed the Crimean

War; their moral and personal problems and their disgust at being confined

in an unciviUzed society of petty interests ; their enthusiasms and the forma-

tion of their characters through ruthless and paradoxical decisions; their

personal efforts to create a different life, which was to include personal

freedom and at the same time devotion to the people. It was for this

young generation that the book had been written. The answers to the

question. What is to be done? lay in student ' communis ' (groups of young

men Uving together and sharing all their possessions), and in xooperatives^

of production through which these young men could reach the town popula-

tion. These 'communes' did, in fact, become nests for all the PopuHst con-

spiracies of the 'sixties. In the last chapter Chernyshevsky pointed out—in

veiled terms, obscure to those who knew nothing of him, but clear enough

to those who understood his aims—the revolutionary outcome of these

ventures of self-education and social activity. Th^ hero nf thp nnvpi wac p

typical revolutionary of the times: a man for whom life's problems are not

solved by an affirmation of personal freedom, butJ3y_vixtue^oLlhe task

.

which awaits him and his dangerous and uncompromising opposition to

despotism.
~

'

The author of What is to be done ? was no longer the old Chernyshevsky,

the man of acute political insight who had somehow aroused and guided the

young generation from afar, while he remained personally preoccupied and

absorbed in his difficult relations with the authorities. Indeed, in the novel

he gave a veiled explanation for the attitude he had adopted before his

arrest. 133 Now at last he could say what had not been opportune as long as

the chance of further action r^mampH Th^j^<^y^] wag a gnrf pf rnnfpgg^oi^j^

^it contained all the moralizing, the introspection which were concealed in

his personality and which he had, as it were, buried when he had devoted

himself to h is work of enlightenment and politics. Even the Socialist ideas

which he expounded^rn-^l^e novel were rather those of his youth; they re-

flected the beliefs of Fourier and not the economic theorieTTRa'tTie had

formulated after his stuH^f Mill and the problems of State intervention.

Even the literary form recalled the romantic literature (chiefly. George Sand)
,

from which he had cut himself off with an ironic smile when action and

work had been possible. But it was these youthful and sentimental aspects

that ensured the novel's success, and which gave it its great influence

when reaction set in and hope in the immediate revival of political issues

died away. For after the experiences which closed with the arrest of

Chernyshevsky, the young generation had somehow to begin again from

scratch, i^'*

Besides What is to be done ? he wrote a number of other stories in the

Peter-Paul fortress, which he wanted to assemble in a volume. But they
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are not as interesting as his novel. Only here and there do we come across a

vivid page, usually a passage of autobiography. For instance, in a long

story called Alferev, he put these words into the mouth of a character called

Dikarev (a name derived from the word dikar, meaning a savage)

:

He did not want, and in any case he was unable, to publish and go on publishing

without a break, as do men of letters. Only for two or three years did he work hard

without interruption, but this was a quite exceptional period in his life. He was no

longer a young man ; his way of thought was now completely settled and did not

correspond to any of the ideas which were then in dispute . . . Dikarev was unable

to find in contemporary literature any party whose opinions corresponded to even

half of his own, but he felt the need to express his own convictions. And so he gave

in to this summons which came not from his talent but rather from his conscience,

and he worked with passion . . . 'These works were not the result of my wiir, he

said. 'I had no choice in the matter. Nature, which from time to time sends down a

thunderbolt, produced them through me. They are not books but phenomena of

life and nature. This is why they are strong. I myself have scarcely any strength at

-air .
.'135

His doubts about his character, which had tormented him as a young

man, were thus resolved in this faith in his works. He knew that in two or

three years' writing he had created something of real importance.

On 19th May 1864, the ceremony of Chernyshevsky's 'civil execution'

was performed. A number of his contemporaries have described what was

to be his final departure from St Petersburg. Perhaps the description which is

most characteristic in its simplicity is that by F. Frey:

Everything showed that something extraordinary was about to happen: another

black column with chains ; the scaffold surrounded by soldiers, policemen and civil

guards all tightly linked to keep the people at the necessary distance ; a large number

of well-dressed people; coaches; generals going backwards and forwards; and

elegant ladies. An old woman offered me a little stool. 'Poor wretches like us have

got to earn their bread somehow', she told me. But even if she had asked for fifty

rather than ten kopeks I would still have taken the stool, because there was a large

crowd in the third row . . . The carriage stopped fifty yards from me . . . The crowd

flung itself at it and the guards shouted, 'Back there'. Three men passed rapidly

along the ranks of soldiers; they were Chernyshevsky and the two executioners . . .

I heard hushed voices saying 'Keep your umbrellas down', and then complete

silence. A policeman climbed up on to the stool, the soldiers were ordered to

attention, the executioners removed Chernyshevsky's cap and then the condemna-

tion was read. It lasted about a quarter of an hour. No one heard a word of it.

Chernyshevsky himself knew it already, and was less interested than anyone. He
was apparently looking for someone and kept on staring through the crowd. Two
or three times he made a sign with his head on one side. At last the reading ended.

The executioners made him kneel down, then broke a sword on his head and put on

the chains which were attached to the column. Suddenly it began to rain hard.

The executioner put back his hat. Chernyshevsky thanked him and arranged it on

his head as far as he could with his hands in chains. And then clasping his hands
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he quietly waited for the end of the proceedings. In the crowd there was a deathly

hush. The old woman who was handing out stools kept on asking me questions.

'Has he got his o>*-n clothes on or not?' 'Did he come in a carriage or on a cart?'

I tried to swallow my tears so as to be able to give some sort of answer somehow.

When the ceremony was over, all the spectators flung themselves on to the coach

and broke through the police guard, who had linked hands. Only the efforts of the

mounted police succeeded in keeping the people away. Then (I am certain of this,

but I did not see it myselO people threw bunches of flowers at him. One woman
was arrested. The carriage began to move and, as always happens with prisoners,

went at a walking pace. Many who wanted a close look took advantage of this.

One of them gave the signal to cheer. It was given by a young officer who took off"

his hat and shouted 'Farewell, Cben^sbevsky*. Others immediately took up this

cry, and it was soon mixed with another bolder one, 'Goodbye, Chemyshevsky'.

He heard this shout and answered very courteously from the window, nodding his

head . . . When they decided to speed up the pace of the carriage, the group which

was in front continued to run, shouting and waving their handkerchiefs and hats.

The shopkeepers (the carriage was now passing a market) were amazed at this

unusual sight. Chemyshevsky understood quicker than anyone else that this group

of hotheads would at once be arrested if they left the crowd. He bowed once more
j /

with the most cheerful smile (he was obviously leaving in good spirits) and made /

a warning gesture with his finger. The crowd gradually dispersed, but some hired ^^

carriages and continued to follow him.*^

Only one further detail need be added. During this ceremony, at once so

mediaeval and so modem, there was attached to his breast a piece of card-

board on which was written 'State criminal'.

For a time the authorities thought of treating him as Nicholas I had

treated Bakunin; i.e. not sending him to forced labour in Siberia, but rather

confining him to a fortress, this time at Shlisselburg, where the most

dangerous political prisoners were kept between the eighteenth century and

1905. But eventually they decided to carry out the sentence. He was allowed

to say goodbye to his wife, his son .Ale.xander, a few friends—among them

those who had taken over the Soiremennik—and his doctor friend, Bokov,

who was the original of one of the characters in What is to be done ? He left

on 20th May; two months later he reached the mines of Nerchinsk, after

passing through Irkutsk.

Hard labour ikatorga) to which State criminals were condemned in fact

meant prison. As the Decembrists before him and many Popuhst and

Socialist revolutionaries after, he was a prisoner in various penal settlements,

without ever having to work in the mines. For a year he was with Mikhailov,

his poet friend, and later with Polish prisoners; then gradually with those

condemned for membership of the various Populist groups organized during

the 'sixties. After 1866, specially rigid super\ision was enforced, because one

of the primary aims of the \arious groups was always to free him. At the

end of that year Chemyshevsky was transferred to the Alexandrovsky

Zavod. another large penal settlement in the province of Irkutsk. ^^^ Shortly
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afterwards he met there many of the men who were condemned following

Karakozov's attempt on the life of the Tsar.

When his term of imprisonment came to an end in August 1870, the

authorities inquired whether they should free him. A report sent to the

Emperor advised that it was better not 'in view of the influence that Cherny-

shevsky has on subversive parties, and in view of the fact that he might

become the centre of revolutionary NihiUsm abroad'. The Council of

Ministers also thought that it was essential to keep him in Siberia, and the

Emperor confirmed this opinion. ^^^

And so it was decided to send him to a village not far from the diminutive

town of Vilyuysk, several hundred kilometres- fiuiii VrU^utsk. But after

another attempt to organize his escape (made bY<^!^A. LopatiTK one of the

boldest of the revolutionaries of the time) Chernyshevsky-was-^ain put in

prison under strict supervision until the end of 1871. He then remained for

rnore than elevenjyears at Vilyuysk, whose Yaku t inhabitants could not even

speak Russian. During this period it was onlyvery rarely that he had any

personal contact with other deported revolutionaries passing through the

district. His main contacts were with a few old peasant
'

Old Believers'

banished there for their religious beliefs.

For Russians less used to hardship than I am, the climate here is not very good. It's

not a question of the cold. There's almost no difference between 20 and 45 degrees

. . . It's the climate itself and the air which is bad, except during the cold period.

All around there are only marshes, and the ground is always soaked down to a

considerable depth . . . Moisture of the air that comes from the earth is not like

moisture from rain, and only disappears in winter-time.' ^^ Vilyuysk is called a town,

but it is not really even a village in the Russian sense of the word. It's so deserted

and small that there's nothing like it anywhere in Russia. Imagine a small old

house in the country in which it is only possible to live because there is a town or

large village nearby, with shops where one can buy things. And then you must

imagine this house transported into the middle of the desert, seven hundred versts

from the nearest market. And even in this market it's often impossible to find even

the most essential things. I've been told, for instance, that at Yakutsk it is often

impossible to buy a plate, a fork, a knife or even the simplest glass. The ones which

were brought last year have all been sold, and we must wait until the end of next

summer when others will be brought''*^ ... As for the inhabitants, it is pathetic to

see them. I am well acquainted with misery, I know it very well indeed. But looking

at these people I find it quite impossible to remain cold and detached. Their misery

melts even my hardened heart. I have given up going to the town, so as to avoid

seeing these wretched people . . . One wonders what they are, whether people or

something little better than stray dogs, animals without even a name. In fact, of

course, they are people and not stupid, indeed more gifted than Europeans (appar-

ently the Yakut boys are better at lessons than Russians). But they are poor savages

and wild. And the Russians who are here have become very like them. It's im-

possible to talk to them; they are so nervous that they suspect every word of

being some lie that will ruin them. They behave like this not only with me but with

each other.
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One day he quoted a conversation that he had happened to have with one of

the inhabitants.

'Do you often get murders here?' 'No, the people are quite cahn; but there are

frequent suicides.' 'And why?' 'Because of the loneliness. Almost everyone becomes

so melancholy that he finally makes up his mind and hangs himself.' Such is the

village, and the region of Vilyuysk. For me it doesn't matter much. I don't have to

talk to men, or see them; books replace them for me. But for others it would be

impossible to live here.^"*^

Hp Rtayf<^ thprp fnr mnre. than elfive.n vears. In Summer 1874 he had refused

an invitation of the government which proposed_tofree him as long as he

signed an appeal for mercy . ^^^ Nor does he appear ever to h'ave~tlTou'ght

seriously of flight, partly because his health was gradually giving way, but

mainly because of his natural spirit of resignation, which sustained him during

these years.

He was only freed from Siberia after secret negotiations between what

remained of Narvdnnvn Volya nftrr the assassination of Alexander II on

1st March 1881 and the new sovereign Alexander III. In return for conces-

sions, among them Chernyshevsky's return to Russia, i'^^ the revolutionaries

promised that they would not carry out other acts of terrorism during the

coronation ceremony. Simultaneously the steps taken by his family began

to have some influence. These had been going on for some time and were

supported by a press campaign which included some French newspapers.

And so in July 1883 he was able to leave Vilyuysk and was exiled to Astra-

khan at the mouth of the Volga. It was only six years later that he was allowed

back to his native; Saratov. His health was now seriously impaired, and on
1 7th Or.tnhpr \f ppQ /Ylp<;g than four months after his arrival in his native

town) he died.

In Siberia he had tried to continue writing almost exclusively works of

literature, but, in fact, the end of his daily political journalism and con-

troversies in St Petersburg meant the end of his true life as a writer. It was

only in his autobiographical fragments, especially tho^:that=£S^alled the

time of the Sovremennik, that he recovered his powers. TfiS'^iiQlo^e^^ich

has often been quoted here, and which he wrote when serving hissenlence

of hard labour, was his finest work of literature, far superior to What is to

he done? from this point of view. Problems of personal behaviour, like those

of politics, take on a paradoxical aspect, as if dominated by Diderot's

question Est-il bon, est-il mechant? (He read Diderot in the Peter-Paul

fortress, and translated one of his stories.) The exciting atmosphere of those

times, when words so frequently changed their meaning and only those

prepared to be daring in thought and action could find their way about

—

the atmosphere in fact of the St Petersburg intelligentsia in 1860—all this he

interpreted and portrayed with great brilliance, while his satire of the liberals

shows some of the political strength of his earlier articles. Rarely do we find
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anything to compare to this in his other works, which are often incredibly

muddled. They were also usually left incomplete, not just because of the

circumstances in which he was living but because he himself felt convinced

of their uselessness.

At Astrakhan he planned to resume writing, but he was overwhelmed by

the work of translation, which he had to undertake to earn a living. The

lonely dignity which sustained him throughout his time in Siberia still for-

bade him to beg, or even re-enter the world from which he had been excluded.

Until his last moments, despite ill-health, he had the courage to be himself,

TVwliscQYfr the true rhernyshevsky, we must read his letters, and even

then only those written in special circumstances, when political hopes or the

need to express his own opinions made him recover his energy of earlier days.

The first chance he had of writing what he thought, without it being con-

trolled by the censor, was in 1871 in a clandestine letter to his wife. He had

not given up hope of a Russian revolution.

Throughout Western Europe a new epoch is beginning. When will the results of

the German victory have their effect in Russia? ... All my prophecies about the

important problems of Europe and America in the last ten years have been right.

And now it should be easy enough to foresee what will happen in Russia within

two or three years—or possibly even only one? There is just one thing that I can't

see from here—whether there will be a delay of two or three years in the clash

between Russia and Western Europe, or whether it has already begun. Poor

Russian people, a miserable fate awaits it in this struggle. But the results will be

favourable, and then, my dear, it will have need of truth. I am no longer a young

man, but remember that our life is still ahead of us ... I can speak of historical

events because 1 have learnt much and thought much. My turn will come. We will

then see whether it is worth complaining about the fact that for so many years I

have only been able to study and think. We will then see that this has been useful

for our country. 1'*'*

But when he was able to leave Siberia apd go to A straWhan^ NqjrQ(innyn^

Volya had almost been destroyed at its nerve centre. The oppressive reaction

of Alexander III was beginning. The PopuHst movement to which he had

imparted so much width and vigour was now broken. In his letters after

1881, written in Siberia and Astrakhan, he scarcely spoke of politics, because

he obviously thought that his letters would be read by strangers. He merely

said that he did not believe in the prevaihng ideas of his time and that he

clung to the beliefs he had held in his days on the Sovreniennik.

Among these prevailing ideas was positivism, which he had never accepted.

General belief in progress aroused his sarcasm. In a letter to his son Alexander

he said

:

Of all the people I met, young or old, only Dobrolyubov thought in more or less

the same way as I did. Ail the books I read except those of Feuerbach contained

stupidities. Feuerbach was not what is generally called a progressive ... I have

always laughed at progressives of all sorts ... I have always laughed at every form
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of enthusiasm, except when I thought a serious reproof was needed more than

laughter. Enthusiasts are stupid, they are stupid Uttle boys grotesquely contained in

an adult body. The majority of them are good people, and we must be indulgent

with them. But they are children, tiny children who are leading this century on to

stupidities unworthy of grown-up men.^"*^

It was not merely general belief in progress that annoyed him but also

Darwinism, which was gaining ground in Russia at the same time as

positivism. In this he clearly saw the origin of racial doctrines which would

exalt the struggle for existence.

The fact is that I am an old man. My ideas of botany and zoology are derived

from the eighteenth century and especially Lamarck. Darwinism, where it is correct,

is no novelty for me, but Darwin, who was apupilof Cuvier, did not know Lamarck
(amedrocre man, as he himself^aId}rAhdlinfbrtunately for science it was Malthus

who impelled him to these considerations.-Now-Mallhuswasa^SiDphist who often

.said^very jntellj^ent things but always for a pessimistic reason, and his ideas have

taken root in the theories of Darwin: the results of evil actions are good. Evil gives

birth to good and so good is evil and evil is good. This is an absurd, disgusting

confusion of words. In Darwin all these stupidities are relatively harmless, because

concern with the good of plants and animals does not form a particularly important

part of our human consciousness. But when these stupidities are applied to the

history of human beings, then it degenerates into bestial inhumanity. It doesn't

concern us if a few small trilobites or fossiled ammonites disappear and are replaced

by other zoological forms. But supposing the African negroes fight against each

other; is that good or bad? According to Malthus and Darwin it is good. And if

we whites destroy all the negroes that will be even better? Of course. And this would

be true if it wasn't for one thing: when we whites start slaughtering the negroes,

we ourselves—just because of these beautiful actions—become barbarians, wild

beasts, savages like the negroes . . . .We can only keep_our present good qualities

hy.a™ding.ihabby_acUons^^ behaviour. If we lose our_qualitigs^we will end

by losing the welfare which we enjoy at present. And so the spreading of our race

in Africa can be useful only if we use for it honest and good means . . . Darwin

ignored all this . .

.^'^^

He ended by saying that these theories seemed to be spreading, and to be

confirmed by what Schopenhauer and Hartmann were then preaching. He
sent long letters to his son from Vilyuysk telling him not t<2_be^ttracted by

t^%asi€-4heQj::v-QiLalLthese various kinds of positivism , i.e. the~pHiIosopHy

of Comte. He said in 1876:

This poor fellow who knew nothing of Hegel or even of Kant, nor it seems of

Locke, but who had learnt much from Saint-Simon (a thinker of genius but very

ignorant), learnt by heart the prefaces of physics books, and thought that he could

become a genius and create a system of philosophy. His formula of the three stages

of thought (theological, metaphysical and positive) is cornpletely idiotic. It merely

means that errors ofterTprecede trufhVthaTls all. A theological stage of science has

never existed; neither has the metaphysical, as Comte means it, ever occurred. '^^
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Eventually he discovered the author who summed up all these positivist

elements—Spencer. And for the rest of his life, alone and unheard, he

violently attacked him, merely to clear his own conscience, though he was

forced to translate him to earn a living. He said that it was all ' nonsense '.^^^

Even the language in which it was written lacked form, but, he added, 'the

public will find it excellent '.^'^ He wanted to write a preface to his translation

to explain what he himself thought of it, but he lacked the energy. And so he

returned to Spinoza, perhaps his favourite philosopher after Feuerbach.



6. THE INTELLECTUAL MOVEMENT
OF THE 'SIXTIES

DOBROLYUBOV AND SHCHAPOV

Chernyshevsky often said that Dobrolyubov was the only man who was

really close to him, his only true collaborator on the Sovremennik. He added

that this friend, who died so young, had been a better man than he was, a

more effective writer, nobler and more spirited.

Such an appreciation shows how deep was the friendship between Cherny-

shevsky and Dobrolyubov, and has given rise to the later opinion that they

can be placed on the same plane and considered equally important in the

intellectual movement of the 'sixties. But this is a mere legend, however

attractive, derived from the admiration spontaneously aroused in all who
met him by this boy of genius who by the age of twenty-five was able to

make his own effective contribution to the discussion on Russia's spiritual

problems. Such indeed was his function: to express with even greater warmth
than Chernyshevsky had intended, the feelings, agonies and enthusiasm

aroused by the political vision that Chernyshevsky had inspired.

Because of this^Dobrolyubov had a great following in the new generation

and exercised a remarkable influence on the inteUigentsia. It was hTwEo""
gave shape to^Populist psycholo^ But it must not be forgotten that it was

Chernyshevsky who provided the framework within which these feelings and

desires were born, and who created the political foundations on which

Dobrolyubov's enthusiasm and irony were based.

JPobrolyubov-^^as^ so to speak, the first fruit of Popuhst ideas. He was the

first to demonstrate^the influence they could have on young^en, to show

how they could arouse an irresistible desire to follow them and carry them

into one's personal and political life.i

Dobrolyubov, like Chernyshevsky, c^ yne. ffnpi a family o£_priests. His

father was one of the most cultivated and widely respected clergymen of

Nizhny Novgorod, and it was here that Nikolay Alexandrovich was born on

24th January 1836. At the seminary he was a studious and lonely boy,

precociously introspective and increasingly preoccupied with the problems

posed by the world in which he found himself, by the discipline of his

superiors and by association with his school friends. He was very religious

and greatly concerned with his everyday behaviour. He kept a diary and

noted down his sinful thoughts in a 'Psichatorium'.^ His very first works

were examens de conscience.
187
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But reading soon turned him from this exaggerated concern with himself

to the sphere of literature and ideas. When, in August 1853, he succeeded in

passing the entrance examination to the Teachers' Training School (his

parents could not afford to keep him at the university) a new life opehed up

for him. As he grew up his xeligiojuyjicljnationsjegan to take the shape they

later retained—one of constant anguish about the moral significance of" all

his actions and thoughts, however small or insignificant. For him, as for

CJhernyshevsky, a reading of Feuerbach marked the end of his Christianity.

He pursued his higher education at St Petersburg during the Crimean

War. His discussions with his friends, his quarrels with the authorities of the

Institute and his reading—all took on a political flavour, reflecting the

general reawakening of Russian society. He soon became one of the most

enthusiastic members of a group of students who in September 1855 circulated

a lithographed leaflet attacking the entire current political situation. Although

the ideas in this pamphlet were not very precise, it showed a hatred for

'militar^LilespaLism' and a keen desire to be acquainted with the men and

ideas that had been in conflict with absolutism since the time of the

Decembrists.^

Rousseau^ ProudhoTL Bruna Bauer^ Strauss. Belinsky—all led him to a

passionate study of the works-oHHerzerj) He began to seek in them 'a con-

cept of honour ','^ and he read enthusiastically his book on the development

of revolutionary ideas in Russia and ended by saying:

1 am a convinced SociaHst. So much so that I am quite ready to take part immedi-

ately in a poor society where each member has equal rights and equal property . . .

My earthly ideal has not yet been achieved, except possibly in the democratic society

spoken of by Herzen when he described the meeting in which he took part in

London in 1855.5

In 1856 he met Chernyshevsky, who was at once captivated by this young

man of twenty, already so well informed and so keen to devote himself to

'an ideal not yet realized on earth'. He hastened his development by bringing

him into touch wltk reality, and emphasizing, not without irony, the true

magnitude of XhQ_ task which awaited him. He also prevented him froin

getting himself into further trouble with the authorities of the Teachers'

Training School. But after reading his first articles and realizing that he had

as yet no employment, Chernyshevsky put him in charge of all the literary

side of the Sovremennik. He was convinced that he had at last found a man
whose feelings and thoughts were in sympathy with his own.

Many years later in Siberia, Chernyshevsky described the birth and

flowering of their friendship. This was indeed the main feature of the

memories so vividly depicted in his novel The Prologue. He wrote an imaginary

diary of his dead friend, trying to visualize himself as Dobrolyubov must have

seen him when they met for the first time. He remembered that he had

explained the difficulties of his situation. ' His voice was like a discord in the

1
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sweet concert of the Russian liberals.' He remembered too that he had

opened his heart to him and revealed his true hopes.

The time for serious things will come. One day in some comer of Europe, most

probably in France, the storm will burst which will spread throughout Europe as it

did m 1848. In 1830 the storm affected only Western Germany. In 1848 it included

Vienna and Berlin, So that we can assume that next time it will reach Moscow and

St Petersburg ... In this or some other way the time for serious things will come.

There is no doubt about this. It is proved by our ties with Europe, which are

becqmingj:loser and closer. We are too far behind them. In some way or oth^r

jEurope will drag us forward, pulling us towards itself^

In the meantime they must prepare themselves with patience and growing

energies.

For five years Dobrolyubov contributed an enormous amount of work to

the Sovremennik. i-Tf^ Hf^alt with all the si^bj'^fliwhjrjirni^ht in anyway help

tp form a young intelligentsia—an intelligentsia which was to have no

illusions about the liberalism which came from above, and which was deter-

mined to demand for itself political responsibiUty in the name of the country.'

To this end he made use mainly of literary critici&m. Through this he could

make deep and Hp^ailed p<;ychnlngir.al analyie*;, and write real sermons on

the sins of society and the weaknesses of the intelligentsia. From 1859

onwards he resorted to dirgctiaati^rein verse and prose , starting a supplement

to the Sovremennik called SzJ/j/o^tThe Whistle). The huge success enjoyed

by this helped to create a politicatatmosphere far removed from the facile

enthusiasms of the reformers. "^

His weak constitution suffered greatly. He developed consumption, and in

May 1860 went to Switzerland for a cure. He wandered through France,

staying in Paris, Dijon and Rouen. At the end of 1860 he went to Italy, and

travelled to Florence, Milan, Rome, Genoa, Naples and Messina. At Naples

he thought for a moment of marrying, but in the summer of 1 86 1 he returned

to Russia, just in time to hear from his friends the news of the first arrests

among the writers. 'I hurriedly told him a few details about this', wrote one

of them, 'and he lifted himself up on the sofa where he was lying and looked

_at me, already with the fixed stare of a God : his magnificent and intelhgent

eyes were burning; there shone in them the hope and faith in that finer

future to which he had sacrificed his years and finest powers. '^ He died on

17th November 1861 in the arms of Chernyshevsky.

Dobrolyubov's articles in the Sovremennik were chiefly concerned with

the relationship between the spiritual renaissance of the intelligentsia ami

the transformation of the _entire life of the popular masses. The refonris

which everyone considered essential would have some meaning only if_the_

people itself played^^art in them, and if they had an effect not just on the

administrative machine but also on the customs and mentality of the peasants,

the merchants and the immense mass of people still excluded from any

share in political life.^
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And so from the first Dobrolyubov emphasized the inadequacy of the

literature of pubHc denunciation', that literaiure of a ' constamilary of

satire ' hitfmg out at the superficial scandals and evils of the State, but never

touching the one root of all evils, i.e. the relationship between the ruling

classes and the people.

It was in the eighteenth century, the age of Catherine II, that he sought

the origins of this moralizing criticism which was so ironical aboutthe_habits

of rulers, but never questioned the right of rulers to exisTafall.

Our satirists will attack rudeness, corruption, hypocrisy, illegality, pride, cruelty to

the poor, and flattery of superiors. But it is only rarely that such denunciations

ever hint that these individual phenomena are the inevitable results of the abnor-

mality of our entire social structure. They will, for instance, attack the corruption

of officials as if all the harm was derived from their personal habits of cheating the

public. But our satires never extend the problem of bribes into an examination of

the general evil of our entire bureaucracy and of the circumstances which are at

its origin and which have allowed it to develop. ^^

Even the best examples of the 'literature of pubhc denunciation', such as

Saltykov-Shchedrin's Provincial Essays were confined to these hmits.

Saltykov-Shchedrin himself had been far more effective in his stories for the

Sovremennik written ten years earlier. At that time the Petrashevskists had

pointed out the social origins of these bureaucratic evils which he now
merely described.

But of course times were different : energies and ideals are not what they were then.

That was a vital, a genuine movement, really humanist and not weakened or dis-

tracted by legal and economic doctrinairism. In those days to ask why a man
becomes a criminal or a thief was to ask why he suffers and is afraid of everything.

Bitterly, painfully, men began to examine the pathology of these questions. If this

road had been followed, the results would be very much more fruitful. But now our

solutions are simple. If people steal, it means the police is carrying out its duty

inefficiently. If there are bribes, it means that the director is incompetent . . . But in

those days things were different. If a man stole, it meant that he had not found

work and was dying of starvation. If an employee pocketed a bribe, it meant that

he had a family of fifteen to be fedjrom the ethica l point of view, the two solutions

are veryjiifferent. One gives rise to human feelings and manful thought. The Other

leads straight to the police^nd a legal form of death.} ^

It must never be forgotten that when Dobrolyubov wrote this he knew

perfectly well that his words would be supervised by the censorship. So that

the mere substitution of the words 'will to solve one's own problems' for

'manly thought' and 'reforming absolutism' for 'legal forms' makes it

quite clear what Dobrolyubov meant by referring back to the Petrashevskists

and attacking all those who wished to confine changes in the State and society

to the surface.

But was there ever any real chance that the transformation that was begun
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in 1855 could affect the lower classes ? Were there any real si gns that suggested-,

Jhe birth of a force which might be capable ofjeizing the initiative from

_i:eforming despotism ? Dobrolyubov was constantly on the look-out, and

careful to note any sign that might confirm these hopes.

In 1859 he published in the Sovremennik a long commentary on Ostrov-

sky's comedies, which he called 'The Kingdom of Darkness'. His article

remains a classic spiritual analysis^of^a society. In it he described the life of

the merchants, the Russian bourgeoisie; he spoke of the arbitrary power

which prevailed in its families and customs, of the ignorance and traditionalist

spirit of that closed caste. 'A purely exterior submission, dull and concen-

trated grief, capable of going as far as complete idiocy and gloomy de-

personalization ... all these strands are intermingled in "The Kingdom of

Darkness" . . . And yet next door to it, on the other side of the wall, there is

another life, shining clean, cultivated.' ^^ JThe opposition and the struggle

bftw^*'" th^sp tw^ v^f̂ xfj b i tt^-f-ftftd ^i^l'^nt^ bu t a n^w forrrPj^ai !!2^i!l£jj^^^'

jelt even in the world of shadows. The desire for freedom was not yet dead,

even the nightmare of tradition was fading. A~year later he read Ostrovsky's

new play The Storm, and called his article 'A ray of light in the Kingdom of

Darkness '.13 And still later, discussing Dostoevsky's first novels, he ended:

'Our middle classes include many men who are forgotten, reviled and

injured, and whose lives are oppressive both spiritually and physically; but

despite an outward resignation, they feel grief, they are ready for anger and

protest, they long for a way of escape. '^"^ Even among the peasants there

were sign s of a reawakening. Discontent and the search for somethmg^w
were beginning to replace resifflation. 'As many radicals are to be met with

among the young peasants as among the sons of other classes.' ^^ Though the

manner of their protest might be strange, it was none the less significant.

Dobrolyubov wrote a detailed article of great interest called Notes for a

character study of the simple Russian people, and emphasized that 'the^

fatahsm of religious faith and of despair' was now shattered by the promise

of emancipation.

There is no longer a corner of Russia where one does not hear how, as soon as the

idea of freeing the serfs was discussed, the landlords' peasants met together and

sent deputations to the nobles, to the priests, and even to the local authorities, to

find out their intentions ... It is worth remembering too the enthusiasm with which

the people burst into the shop in St Petersburg where official publications are sold,

as soon as the rumour spread at the beginning of 1856 that the ukaze of emancipa-

tion was on sale.i^

The peasants were showing their hatred for serfdom in thousands of ways.

They were, for instance, working less, and they were spontaneously starting

a-teroperancemovement so as to deprive the State of its revenues from the

vodka monopoly. Dobrolyubov referred to this in the Sovremennik of 1859,

after a battle with the censorship that lasted two months for permission to
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publish at least part of his article. He seized this occasion to raise the general

problem of what was to be expected from the peasants, and he ended

:

Yes, among these people there is a force for good, which certainly does not exist

in that corrupt and half-mad society which claims to be educated and capable of

something serious. The masses, are unable to speak elQguejitly;_so_they_cannot

—

and do not wajit to—stick to words, enjoying the sound of their words as they

float away in the distance. What they say is never empty. It is expressed as an appeal

Jp facts, and as a condition for immediate action.
^"^

~ ^

But such signs of reawakening were certainly not enough to convince

Dobrolyubov of the approach of a deeper revolt. And this belief was largely

responsible for his 'bile' as Herzen called it and his
'

Nihilism '. Although he

always retained his hopes that the movement which had begun with the fall

of Sebastopol would go further, he never thought that he personally would

^ 1 see the time when the people would make its own weight and will felt.

;r 1 So he was acutely aware of the responsibility of the intelligentsiajas^the

4 jX>nly hnHy f^gKlfi_nf bn^g'ng pHnratinn tr> thp ppnpfc, anH af thp Same time

'«jr representing it . The task that faced the educated classes was immense. They

II alone could act freely in a society which was dominated by the policy of the

State on the one hand, and the oppressive traditionalism of the popular

classes on the other. They alone could direct the transformation of Russia

and achieve what its people were as yet unable to achieve.

Dobrolyubov therefore devoted much of his work to pointing out tj^e

contrast between__the intelligentsia's function and its actual position. The

sterner, he thought, the duty of the educated classes, the meaner, the more

limited, the more hopeless their life and character must have seemed, and

the more serious their weaknesses. Emphasizing this contrast, Dobrolyubov

finally established an ideal for a Populist intelligentsia which was to have a

great influence on the formation of the new generation.

Just as he made use ofOstfovsky's plays to discuss tTie 'reign of darkness'

so now he chose Goncharov's novel Oblomoi\ to consider the educated

classes, who were incapable of moving-frem the realm of dreams to that of

action. 'The idyll, that is the enemv .' These words sum up his famous article. ^^

The inabihty to have a definite and limited aim in life or even realize that

someone could voluntarily devote himself to practical work; the resulting

scorn for work; the vague desire for action immediately translated into

useless dreams—all this was expressed in Dobrolyubov's Oblomov.

In Oblomov is reflected the life of Russia, in him is represented to the life the typical

Russian of our times, constructed with implacable severity and exactness. This

novel gives us a new and relevant description of our social development, pro-

nounced clearly and firmly, without despair but without childish hopes and with

full awareness of the truth. i^

He compared this 'prototype' with a whole range of other characters in^

Russian literature, to show that it was the incarnation of that defect in the
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will which was latent in an entire class , an entire society. From all this was

bom a sort of monster which had little enough to"3o withTioncharov's hero,

but which acquired the reahstic and terrifying intensity of certain distorting

mirrors. Everyone could recognize himself in it, each of his readers could

identify in that typical face some features of his own. The reformers of the

time with their imposing plans to transform Russia could see in it the

grimaces of a man beginning to be frightened of the unexpected consequences

of his actions and wondering with growing anxiety whether it was really

worth throwing over the old habits for a new life. And were not the liberals

_
too Oblomovs of a kind ?

If I hear today a country squire talking of the rights of humanity, I know from his (^

very first words that he is an Oblomov. If I come across an official who complains '
"^

of the chaos and oppression of bureaucracy, he too is an Oblomov. If I hear an

officer complaining of the exhaustion of parades and speaking of the uselessness of

marching, etc., I have no doubt that he is an Oblomov. When I read in the reviews

liberal attacks against the abuses of the authorities or expressions of joy because

what was so long hoped for has at last been done, I think to myself that these

articles come from the country of Oblomov. When I find myself in the company
of educated people who ardently sympathize with the needs of mankind and who
for years and years with the same enthusiasm have been repeating stories which

are always identical (and sometimes even new) about the corruption of the bureau-

cracy and oppression and illegality of every kind, then, in spite of myself, I am taken

back to the old country of the Oblomovs. ^o

The article Qnded l^y ^l^^rly explainmg why it was_esjential to attack this

mentality *in all its forms, in every possible disguise'. Only in this way'cduld'

one find enough strength to pronounce 'an implacable sentence'. 21

This_was a call to action. A long process of development had given the

inteUigentsia knowledge,' hopes and ideals. They must now look upon the

time for preparation as over. Dobrolyubov asked in another article: 22

When will the real day come? What has our society done in the last twenty to

thirty years? Until now—nothing. It has educated itself, it has developed, it has

stood around listening to the Rudins [one of Turgenev's characters, modelled on

Bakunin], and has grieved over their lack of success in the noble fight for ideals.

It has prepared itself for action, and done nothing. After the stage in which given

ideas are recognized, there must come the moment when they are realize^TK^ion

must follow meditation and talk. 23

This dgcisive condemnation of the preceding generation inevitably led to a

break~with Herzen. ButThirdesIre^to put thought and action on the same

level, thisLOnsistence on tVi<> vita] ^pgd f^r education of character, won

Dobrolyubov the new generation.

His entire being was, so to speak, electrified by his ideals ... He was prepared to

sacrifice even his own life to fulfil them. All his thoughts, all his words moved

relentlessly to fulfilment in action. But the world in which he lived forbade this.
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And the consequent frustration was the reason for his nervous suffering and his

moral torments. It was because of this that he constantly burnt himself out in a

fever of discontent and even of despair ... In a letter to a friend he wrote, 'We will

die because we have not been able to carry out these activities. Yet we will not die

in vain. '24

His work in fact was a vigorous protest against 'platonic love in social

activity ... If platonic love of womanis ridiculOUi.__ajhOUt>and limc^-moie

ridiculous is platonic love of country, people, justice. "^^

He was the first to state uncompromisingly that one's every action, ge<;^nrp .

and taste must be made to correspond with one's ideas, an emphasis which

was to be typical of the Populist generation. With him the era which began

with the young Bakunin's examination of conscience with eyes reverently

fixed on the Hegelian Idea is brought to an end. Now begins instead the period

in which,iave_ijiiL,t[i&j)eople is transformed into the ambition to become a

ppa^ant pr workman. The aspiration for equahty brought mto bemg tlie

student 'communes'; disgust with the hierarchical and oppressed society of

Russia led to the young revolutionaries' break with the entire surrounding

world. Dobrolyubov was the man who aroused these undetermined energies

which were soon to be canalized in the revolutionary movement.

He naturally could not hope that all the intelligentsia, all the educated

classes, would be consumed by such extremism. His preaching soon led to a

clear break between the great mass of 'well-meaning people' and the few

who had to sacrifice everything to 'act'. He himself made this contrast and

it exactly defines his meaning.^^

Dobrolyubov too, like so many contemporaries, saw in this contrast of

mentalities a conflict of generations, a clash between 'fathers' and 'sons'.

He often idealized 'youth' which he opposed to the liberal intelligentsia,

and he did much to create the prototype of the young man of the 'sixtjes,

the 'social type of realistic people with solid nerves andTiealtHy imaginations

. . . Looking around at the world, these young men did not indulge in the

woolly abstraction and mirages of previous generations. They saw merely

the man of blood and flesh in his true relations with the outside world.'^^

His reaction against OblomoylsJidyllVhad put him on the road which was to

lead to 'Nihihsm' , i.e. to that positivist realism which was to be one of the

most typical expressions of the barrier between 'sons' and 'fathers'.

But Dobrolyubov was too concerned with political problems to continue

further along this road. He always looked upon realism and education of

character_asJools and not ends in themselves. Not for him the idealization~or~

the free individual surrounded by the crowd of slaves, which occurred in

later, 'Nihilism'. From this point of view, Dobrolyubov's position lies half

way between Chernyshevsky and Pisarev. He was concerned chiefly witklhe

moral and personal problems of the new generation, but was still firmly

rooted inJhe political life of the period which had seen the emancipation of

the serfs.
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Pobrolyubov rarely tried to give an _exMt_defijiiliaQ^of b.is ideals, most of

-jwhich he accepted from Chernyshevsky. The article which he devoted in 1859

to ' Robert Owen and his attempts at Social Reform '^s is enough to show how
inferior he was to Chernyshevsky and Herzen when trying to define his

SociaUst convictions. His articles from Italy, although they are vivid as

journalistic reporting, do not have the bitter tang of Chemyshevsky*s

writing on Poerio and Mazzini's disciples. His point of view is the same but

he lacks the energy and the determination tjo make use of every conceivable

^^aeajisjto express his ideas as strikingly as possible. He confines all his

powers only to the actual subject under discussion and is too inchned to

think that Chernyshevsky' s contrivances represented a true interpretation

of the Italian situation. And so when making use of them, he goes into too

much detail and ends by weakening their original brutality. It is of undoubted

interest to observe the discernment with which he scours Italian writings of

1860 and 1861 for anything to confirm or complete the ideas that the editors

of the Sovremennik had deduced from events in Italy. He quoted widely from

Montanelli, Brofferio, Pianciani; he observed the social conflicts of Southern

Italy, etc., etc. But his parallel between Cavour and Montalembert has no

real significance, from either the historical, political or polemical point of

view. He ended by writing a long panegyric of Father Gavazzi whom, of all

the politicians who were bringing about Italy's political unity, he found the

most congenial. As Antonovich was to say
:

' Dobrolyubov dreamt of making

and printing speeches and impassioned appeals—like Father Gavazzi in

Italy whom he so much praised—of thundering against the public, reawaken-

ing it, electrifying it, and leading it into action. '^9 But apart from this curious

though significant detail, it is obvious that the most vital element in Dobro-

lyubov's articles on Italy lies in the passages which he devoted to Mazzini's

moral force and the dedicated spirits of the Bandiera brothers and Pisacane,

all of whom he contrasted with the 'wisdom' of Cavour. So his^travelsjn

Italyjjjjlnot give him a new^outlook, but rather confirmed the passionate

lon^ng for action that consumed him and the new generation. This longing

''was sustained, not by a clearly defined ideology but rather by the single word

which was to give its name to the movement.^As he wrote in I860, Mazzini's

phr^<^^ 'Gnd and the Pepplf' wa?^ ' halfzWrong'. Remove 'God', there

remains ' People '.^o

bobrolyubov's work thus mirrors the transformations, both psychological

and spiritual, which the intellectuals of the 'sixties underwent in their search

for a road towards politics and the people. It would be worth while examining

the same process among the less important contributors to the Sovremennik,

and more generally among the widely varied intellectual life of the period.

Antonovich. EHseyev and Shelgunov all considered the same problems that

.>rhprny«;hevsky and DohrolyyibO^ ^^d fJigrnggpH^ anH parh maf^p ])\<^ pf^rgnnal
^

contribution to the problem of the relationship-belwcen the intelligentsia,

the State and the masses.
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We shall have to consider some of these men when we discuss the first

clandestine political groups; others when we examine the quarrels between

Populism and NihiUsm. But for the moment we will only discuss the man who
can be considered at the opposite pole to Dobrolyubov in the culture of the

Shchapoi>rn fact traversedJJie ground between the intelligentsia and the

people m exactly the opposite direction to Dobrolyubov. He did not start

from a desire to enlighten and educate the masses and then try to know them,

make himself their equal and eventually guide them. He started from the

people itself, from its traditions and segregated life, from us religion and

^litical habits, and he then resolutely and ably tried to estimate the value of

these traditional institutions and social life in relation to the State, Western

culture and the intelligentsia. He ended by being convinced that the intelli-

gentsia had to act as a guide. But before reaching this conclusion, he ardently

supported the 'spontaneous' pattern of the people^^s life, and was the his-

torian of ii^jnores. He created that brand of Popuhsm which looked to the

village reverently to listen and learn rather than to teach. ^^

Shchapov was a Siberian. His ancestors had fled th^FT^tsth^beginning of

tlTFseventeenth century to escape the persecution of the^RASjta^ For genera-

tions they had been deacons and sacristans, farming the land Hke the peasants,

and helping the priests in their rehgious functions. They lived in the village

of Anga in the region of Baykal (province of Irkutsk), and they had married

into native famihes. Afanasy Prokofyevich's mother was a Tungus or, more

probably, a Buryat. When still young he was given â bursg^ a kind of com-

pulsory State scholarship to go to the seminary. This elementary school for

future priests was famous for its primitive conditions. The pupils were

taught in unheated classrooms, and the boys, bundled into their fur coats,

were famished and often ill with scurvy. There were no text-books and every-

thing had to be learnt by heart. For this purpose mechanical repetition and

whipping were employed. When at last in the 'sixties a realistic description

of the bursa became possible, it made a deep impression and became the

favourite target for all who wanted a complete change in the educational

system of the masses. ^^

But Shchapov himself, who was born in 1830, had to go through all the

difficult stages in the life of a Siberian ecclesiastic. After the bursa, he went

to the seminary at Irkutsk, where he was sent in 1846 because his intelligence

and retentive memory singled him out from his contemporaries. For many
years he was oppressed by the exacting discipline of the seminary and by the

contempt displayed by his superiors and companions for the bursaki, boys

who like himself came from the poorest classes. But he was now firmly on the

road to the Ecclesiastical Academy of Kazan, the intellectual centre of the

Siberian clergy.

A strange atmosphere prevailed in the Academy, when Shchapov arrived

in 1852. The works of Guizot were officially considered 'horrifying'. A
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German translation of Gibbon was kept in a secret section of the library;

and all Russia's secular literature was described as 'a vast desert'. Yet even

this little world, which at first sight seemed to personify hypocrisy and musti-

ness, contained sufficient energy to respond to the gust of revival that swept

through Russia after the Crimean War. Some of the teaching staff spoke of

Strauss and of Feuerbach, and very soon manuscripts discussing Russia's

fate began to have a wide circulation. As from 1854 the students were allowed

to subscribe to newspapers and reviews. There was a revival of interest in the

history of the Church. When th^ valuable marmscripts which were preserved

in the ancient fortress of the Rasko l, the Solovetsky monastery, were

evacuated to Kazan, to escape damage or seizure by the English fleet during

the'Hockade, members of the Academy began to study and annotate them,

and thus rediscover a whole new phase of Russia's past.

Shchapov flung himself into his studies with a passionate thirst for know-

ledge. He led an ascetic life, working seventeen hours a day enthralled by

every aspect of the life of the Russian people. Greedily, feverishly, he tried

to learn the history of the sects and the peasants, and ethnography. Ij£-c©ad-

.

eyeryJMJok and manuscript which might in any way explain the nature of the

Russian people and his own personality as the product of a village in the

Baykal region. He looked for the basis and the justification for the dignity and

pride with which he bore himself in his dally life, with a sincerity that often

bordered on ingenuousness. His superiors and fellow students regarded him

as eccentric, almost 3, yurodivy (a ' holy fool '), even though the object of his

veneration was no longer Christian mythology hnt-th r* lii r.tnry-nf thg Russian

peasant. In moments of exhaustion and despair he wept over his fate, the

difficult road that he had traversed, and the deformation of character which

he had had to accept in the bursa and the Academy. He wished to become

once more, if only for a moment, what he could have been had he not been

uprooted from Siberia; and he said to those whom he met in the street: 'I am
no better than you are. I, too, come from the peasants.' 'He wept, and on

those occasions it was impossible to see him without shedding bitter tears.'^^

His fellow-students wounded him by their mockery of his desire to become an

historian entirely devoted to understanding the people. They sneered at his

regret at having been forced to taste of the tree of knowledge, his decision

to remain (in spite of everything) firmly tied to his origins. 'His warm, boyish

heart would flare up with indescribable rage. How was it possible to be so

lacking in conscience as to revile Russia's one true strength—the peasant^

jthe backbone of the entire State ?'34

^
The first fruit of his studies was a long book published in 1858, The_$(;^sm

of the Old Believers. This resulted in his being made professor in the Academy

whereTie had' been a student. His book was not intended to be a purely

rehgious or ecclesiastical history of the schism, so much iii^a_study_onhe

social and political significance of the sects and their development and

diff'erentiation in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Shchapov saw" It
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the origins of this process a crystallization of religion into mere formulas,

a 'bookish and Judaic spirit'. But this was not what mainly interested him.

/lA,^; He was anxious to see how these formulas had been brought to life and

Jr.
1*^ A translated from the ecclesiastical to the political sphere. At first theylerved

\ JP^Jr / to express a 'clericaTlHeoTogy^ot democracy'—the revolt of the clergy

rr^ ^g^st the authority ot ttie Church m the time of Nikon. They liad then

y/ become formulas of a
'

popular secular' rebellion agamst the Tsar, whose

Ji Western reforms from above had met wiih the niosl determined resistance

from below. In the eighteenth century the Raskol 'became deeper, more
comprehensive, and ended by taking on a religious, national, and demo-
cratic character ',35 by welcoming and absorbing the elements ot discontent

and revolt which were seething at that time against the empire, local officials

and the growing oppression of serfdom.

__Th^ ^tnti ^T-"i'{;ht in t" b^ing by Pftf^r \\\f Cire-̂^\\ reforms had never

siiccftgjg(1 in <;trikinp ]-nnt<; throughout-thfi^ country. Parallel to it, there

survived a system of local self-administration dating from mediaeval times

with its organized groups of peasants and merchants. This corporate life

inherited from the past had been expressed and symbolized in the Raskol,

and Shchapov therefore devoted particular attention to the geography of this

religious movement, its advance along trade routes and the great rivers,

and its penetration into the villages. The Knsk^^''^ gr/^af strppgth^ h
,
e^aid.

had consisted in the 'religious and civil democratization '^^ which it had

assumed as it increased^rnn""^^^^'^ ^"^ extent.
^^

Shchapov's book receive3~an~ "unfavourable review in the Sovremennik^^

and when in 1859 he pubhshed an article on the 'Improvement of the situation

of the unfree people', defending the work of the Church against the regime

of peasant serfdom, Dobrolyubov made great play of the fact that the Church

itself had owned peasants. ^s Shchapov was in fact still inclined to discover

forces traditionally opposed to the empire and the despotic state all around

him even in the most unlikely places. His entire outlook still suffered from a

mechanical reversal of the 'Statist' and 'Western' theories of previous

historians, and this made him glorify all opposition to the State asjjemo-

cratic^ and ' popular '.

The Srmf^Aiii/>nntlr\ crjtjcism profoundly influenced him and made him
reconsider the central argument of his book. From now on he was no longer

to be concerned with studying the development of religious expression

which had in the past been assumed by resistance to the State. Instead he

applied himself to singling out the social aad structuial-elementS-Qfl^this

opposition^ It was essential to consider not only the secl^rianaiid-apQcaljigtic

ferment but also the various popular institutions which had withstood the

State's oppression and which could therefore still be employed against it.

It was essential also to move from the religious history of the Russian

masses to their social history.

His attention was drawn to the obshchina by the Slavophil reviews and the
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Sovremennik. The studies of Eshevsky, a young historian at Kazan, had

already made him reconsider the problem of regionalism and the logg

struggle of the various ' lands ' which made up the Russian empire to preserve

their local self-administration. Eshevsky was concerned with the same prob-

lems and was then beginning his researches into the provinces of the Roman
Empire and their relations with Rome.^^ This theme appealed to Shchapov

all the more as he had strong feelings about the autonomy of his native

Siberia, and he shared the widespread hopes of the Siberian students at

Kazan in a great future for that land.

On taking up the chair of history at the university, he began his course

with a lecture which marked the end of the first phase of his studies, and

made him the spokesman of a new Populist trend.

T riedare from the very start that I bring with me to the chair of Russian history

at this University not the idea of the State, nor that of centralization, but the idea

of narodnost and of regionalism {oblastnost). It is now a well-established noTiorT

that the fundamental factor of history is the people itself andJJiat it is the^pifit

of the people which makes history. This idea is no longer a_new one .^. But here is

another principle Which.is not ypt firmly f^<;tah1khpH in nnr rpgpar^^hpg- thf> prinriplff

—^please allow the expression—of regionalism. Until nowJhe-prevailLng idea has

been that of centralization; all the variegated strands of provincial history have

been swallowed up in the general theory of the development of the State . . . Yet ^

the history of Russia is, more than anything, the history of differing local groups,

of constant territorial change, of reciprocal action and reaction, of the various

regions before and after centralization.

After referring to the secular struggles of the provinces against Moscow
during the Middle Ages, he went on to say that these had been prolonged

during the time of troubles in 'that great struggle of the regional communi-

ties', and that later they had taken on the character of great 'democratic

and native' revolts. He ended by saying that during his course he would

study the problem in all its aspects, contrasting it with the development of

Russia's internal colonization and the life of the peasants.'^o

His popularity with the students at once became immense. Here at last

was a professor who was determined to provide a very different interpretation

of Russia's history from the traditional one. Shchapov in turn was overcome

by the excitement of his young students. Besides his lectures he held political

conversations with them,"*! and when, at Bezdna, not far from Kazan, the

most serious upheaval of the peasant revolt against the Manifesto of

February 1861 was crushed in blood, Shchapov recovered all the passion that

as a boy had made him say, in tears, 'I, too, come from the peasants.' At a

solemn requiem mass for the fallen, organized by the students of the uni-

versity and the Ecclesiastical Academy, he made a speech which recalled

that for centuries the peasants of the Raskol had protested against 'their

grievous situation as serfs. And now there has appeared a new prophet, and

he too has proclaimed liberty in the name of God.' Although both he and

*
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1

his disciples had been killed, these victims showed that thfe Russian people

wa?;.^till capable of political initiative. Their blood.WQiiid^arQUse_thepeople to

insurrection and freedom. He ended„liisiipeech_bY_proclaiming the need for

3^dfr"?crntio gon^itilntjon

.

^

^

He was arrested on the personal instructions of Alexander II, and taken

to St Petersburg. There he faced a political and ecclesiastical investigation,

which, after long delays, ended with an order from the Emperor to remove

him from the chair at the University of Kazan and to ' subject him to preach-

ing and sermons in a monastery to be chosen by the Holy Synod'. There

was a rumour that he was to be confined in the Solovetsky monastery, on

an island in the White Sea. But this step was out of keeping with the state of

public opinion, and on 19th February 1862 Alexander II ordered that 'he

should be pardoned and not sent to the monastery'. He was freed and

finally even (for a short time) got a job in the Ministry of the Interior.

In the capital he resumed and extended the historical and political re-

searches which he had begun at Kazan in 1859. He reconsidered the entire

problem of the Raskol and wrote a short book to show that a regionalist or,

as he often said, 'a federal' view of Russian history made even this religious

phenomenon far more understandable. "^^ The Raskol had represented a pro-

jest against the State because i i expressed the vigorous defence of the * lands

'

against centralization. Its character was democratic because it had served

Xo defend the traditional "and spontaneous organizations of the Russian

people. The chief centre of the Raskol in the seventeentli ce'ntuiy had sprung

up where the tradition of the free lands of Novgorod was strongest. There,

had been born the 'democratic doctrine according to which it is not right to

pray for the Tsar'.^^ g^t the movement had been crushed by Moscow. The

death of Stenka Razin on the Red Square had put an end to the 'old Russia

of the people'. The peasants had been deprived of the right to decide their

fate through the free local assemblies which under various names had

accompanied the work of ploughing and colonization. The 'brotherhoods'

(bratstvo), the 'councils' (soviet), the 'assemblies' (skchod), the 'congrega-

tions' (sobor), the 'communities' {obshchina and mir) were no longer masters

of their fate, and although they were allowed to survive they were more and

more carefully controlled by the State. The Raskol had kept their memory
alive by basing its own organization on the traditional foundations of the

'lands' and the obshchina; and the schismaticsJKad_eventuaIly become the

'j5ythicaVpdigio-ant4iFopoffieFphi€ -personification _of the people's power,

the sublimation of the human and spiritual dignity of the peasant, its mythical

apotheosis '.-^^

1 he Raskol thus represented the peasants' only culture; the sects were able

to adapt themselves to the patterns of the p^ple's life: ^

While Peter built schools only for the clergy and the aristocracy, the Raskol every-

where became a living school for the vast mass of the Russian people, for ttie peas-

ants, the artisans, the merchants and the soldiers. It took on its shoulders the
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burden of spreading education among the people. And it chose to do this by the

most natural and direct means, those which answered its purpose best; travelling

missions and the despatch of preachers throughout the regions, both to towns and

villages. These preachers spread the alphabet and their doctrines among the people

with far greater success than the government schoolmasters. "^^

It was the Raskol which fought^^jnst monopolies, against privileges in the

use of woods and water, against the formation of 'classes' or 'groups' in the

empire of Peter and Catherine, against the corporations being given legal \
status. .Xhe Raskol was the main backbone not only oj[£esistance but, here a .f

ajid there* j£yeiL3ltFe_peasant revolts.'*'^
~~^

' \\\ ,,X

Shchapov's studies of the sects thus brought to light the essential element ^ /\ ^S

of his political (as well as of his historical) theories. Civic progress in Russia \\\

«L_could_eome only from a revival of the self-administration through which tEe

people's life had expressed itself for centuries.Tt was not new laws or new
theories that were required but the liberation of already existing popular

institutions from all the obstacles that held up their development. 'The life

of the Russian people is stubborn in its own way; it has its own ethics and

its own originality', he wrote in an article called 'The Peasant Obshchina'

published in 1862, which was the manifesto of his Populist standpoint and
' Socialism of the mir'^^ Xhe only thing needed was a resolute decision to give

cdhe people freedom of choice to develop on its ownjines. 'The mouth of

th f: people , of the en t i re ppnplp ,jiiust be allowed to utter what is necessary.'

It was for this reason that Shchapov devoted such loving care toThe forms
that the obshchma, soviet and mir had assumed in the past and that he

constantly recalled how the time"oftroubles at the beginning of the seven-

teenth century had been ended by a summoning of the representatives of all

the Russian 'lands'. He pointed out too that
'

f]ight' gridj^rigandage ' had

in the past been the effective means employed by the peasants as a protest

against their conditions. "^^

By his repeated contrast, of popular institutions and the State; by his

^appfials_far^aD_assembIyJp_give^xpression to the organic and traditional

^structure of the Russian people; by his eulogies of even the most extreme

aspects of the antithesis between the State and society,_Shchapov was pre-

-^paring-the^rojund to be covered son^ years later by revolutionary Populism

right up talhe time of Bakunin.

All this made it easy enough for the government to grasp the conclusions

which Shchapov was leading up to. M. N. Muravev, soon to be responsible

for the bloody suppression of the Polish revolt, said after reading the Zemstvo

i Raskol: Uhisis authentic Communism, with its constant attack on the

_Jioyarsand the officials . . .Shchapov has chosen iho^ Raskol as a weapon or,

j:ather, as a lever to unleash a new revolt a la Pugachev', and he ended by

associating Shchapov's activities with those of the London emigres, who
wprp akn rnnvinred that thexeligiou^seets-Avould^uppoit.a pplitical move-

njent against absolutism.
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From this conclusion it was but a short step to implicating Shchapov in

the affair of the 'London propagandists', and he was soon trapped in the

net which led to the arrest of Chefhyshevsky and M. A. Serno-Solovevich.

But it appeared that he had had no actual contacts with Kelsiev and that he

had played no part in the attempt to create an organization for the purpose

of uniting the Kolokol and the religious sects. And so for the moment he

was able to escape prison and exile. But his fate was henceforth sealed. In

the spring of 1864 he was forbidden to live in the capital and, escorted by

two policemen, he returned to his native Siberia. His village, Anga, had been

chosen as his place of residence, but he was soon allowed to live in Irkutsk.

Here he began to work again. The crisis of 1862 and the collapse of his

hopes that the situation might develop in a democratic and revolutionary

direction naturally modified his ideas. In the first number of the Russkoe

Slovo for 1864 he wrote an article called 'Natural Science and Political

Economy', which summed up his experiences in St Petersburg. ^^

He had once supported the idea of the Zemsky Sobor, and had looked upon

a revival of the old assemblies of the Russian lands as the one way of escaping

from the crisis in which the State was involved. He was now compelled to

see- that absolutism hnd surrppded in retaining~all power mits own hands

.

As he himself said, regional and local autonomy, the Zeimtvo, had been his

idee fixe. He could now see just how far this ideal had been reahzed. The

State in fact had succeeded in confiningjt to a limited administrative sphere,

had made use of it for its reforms and had removed all its^oIingat'pDwerr

All his 'historical-juridical' interpretation had come to nothing. 'Beheving

in the initiative, in the autonomy of the Zemstvo, of the territorial, popular

and social forces, I believed not just in local assemblies but in their capacity

to open banks, schools, colleges, universities and academies. '-^^ Others had

held similar ideas. ' Slavophils, classical anglomanes, traditional Russians, in

different languages we all made noisy, brilliant and grandiose speeches about

self-administration, English self-government, and the need to bring Old

Muscovy back to new life. We allowed ourselves to be seduced by the

territorial autonomies of the time of Ivan the Terrible; we spoke of Russian

"soil" and the organic development of the autochthonous Russian spirit.'^^

In 1862 ideas of this kind had prevented him agreeing with Chernyshevsky,

who had gone to see him one day, in an effort to find some common ground

between them, and who, after an entire day of discussions, had had to con-

clude that their points of view were different. But now, after his experiences

of the reaction, Shchapov had to admit that Chernyshevsky was righUJXwas

not legal and traditional forms that were of real imporTance but ' tHe econdmic

welfare of all social classe^ No change of institution could of itself lead to

an economic improvement, and this was more important than anything else .

Chemyshevsky's ideas have at one blow swept away dozens of legal, organic,

Slavophil and classical theories, theories of the Russian soil, etc. Rational economic
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doctrine shows that it is impossible to get rid of hunger and poverty by purely

administrative measures. The economic structure of society can be transformed

only by using the one really powerful force capable of bringing^Bbiif^ reali^hange:

^Xrational, scientific-naturaTeconomic system and^ an~organization of the Working '

and productive forces . .
.^^ At a blow, economic theory has brought us back to the^

land, to the real world. It has spoken of serious matters, difficulttolindefstand, but
'

necessary and useful ones. It has spoken of bread, work, the working classes, pro- ^
ductive ana unproductive work,~t]fe pr^amzaHo^f wo of the worker, > I V
mcome, wealth, povertv. proletariaL the need for economic education, etc., etc.54 ^ \'0

Seen in this light, the traditional institutions of the Russian people revealed J\3
all their backwardness and their reliance on customs and prejudices which

hindered a quick economic development. Even Chemyshevsky himself had

jiot seen clearly enough that the root of afl-evi^ lay-m-taGfc-Q^^cieniiftc

knowledge. The^Riissjfin sitna tinn r.nnld bfi gjianged onlv after modern

technical knowledge had been absorbed. The duty of the intelligentsia lay

in bringing these new factors to the people.

At all times and everywheic igiioiaiice of -HatuieJias^rpduced only slaves ; slaves of

nature itself and slaves of all human force, of the force of muscle,l5rain and intelli-

gence, of the force of deceit and prestige, wealth, power and despotism—in a word,

slaves of political, military, economic, bourgeois and religious force . . . Ignorant

of the forces, laws and economy of nature, man was unconscious, ignorant, super-

stitious, poor, impotent . .
.55

Shchape^UJirfiwJjimselfmto the natural sciences with the same enthusiasm

and tenacity that he had shown~as~a~Bo)rwti5Trstudying manuscripts of the

Russian sects. He developed a complete theory of the relations between

geography and history, capable of explaining the objective, natural con-

ditions which had determined the development of the Russian people. His

conclusions all too obviously betray his lack of preparation and above all

the conditions in which they were carried out. 'In the provinces, in Siberia,

intellectual work is real hard labour.'^^ He lacked the means to reconstruct

a whole world from this new point of view.

But despite the obvious weaknesses of his work in Siberia, it does contain

one vital element: the impassioned search foraji^w relationship betweeiL' the

democracy of ignorance, superstitition, routine, and the aristocracy of

_ thought and knowledge '.^ "^ Sciencewould give the intelligentsia a tool to rea3h

the popular masses, where the attempts to revive Russia's past had failed.

"Between 1866 and 1867 he wrote a long essay, A 'general picture of

intellectual development in Russia. In it he traced the different attempts

made by men of education to unite theory and practice and to see how

science in order to penetrate into the masses had to become a technique.

This was the last essay to display the energy so characteristic of his works,

however confused or improvised. More and more isolated and lonely, he

died at Irkutsk in 1876, exhausting himself in a vain effort to establish a new

relationship between the educated elite and the peasants.



7. THE PEASANT MOVEMENT

As THE 'fifties drcw to a close the intelligentsia was anxiously listening to

_new5LTrorn~tHe "countryside ; thc-govefnment Fureaucracy was completely

occupied in planning the reform and putting it into effect; and the nobility

was uncertainly discussing the future of its relations with the peasants. But

what were the peasants themselves thinking and hoping at this time? A
complete answer would naturally require a knowledge of all the economic,

legal and political problems of that class that made up the vast majority of

the Russian people, at the very time when it was undergoing changes of the

greatest importance. Here, however, we only have to consider what weight

the peasants could bring to bear in determining, hastening or delaying the

general development of events ; and to pay special attention to the ways in

which the peasants revealed their aspirations and to those aspects of their

social life which specially influenced and inspired the early stages of

Popuhsm.^

Peasant disturbances^ itadbeea-inlensified in the Torties. The timid and

partial reforms carried out by Nicholas I had given groundTor new hopes in a

future emancipation. In the south-west the attempt to estabhsh .Unygntories

'

and thus introduce the State and the law into the relations between landlord

and serf had given birth to a series of disorders and protests, which showed

that the peasants in these regions intended to have an increasingly influential

role. There had then followed a period of quiet. In 1849 all reforms from

above had J)een indefinitely postponed and the villageslbo seemed^Whave
fallen back into^TTence. 1 here was no large-scale movement between 1850

'amriR.Sl, though xherk were one hundred and thirty-seven cases ofmsubof-

dination and protest. But the Crimean War marked a turning point for the

countryside, as it did for the State and for the intelligentsia.

As before, the initiative came fromabove rather than below. The peasan t

movements were a reaction against steps"lakeĥ by the government and

showed_a£ain how difficiilt it was for the authorities to give up their policy

of immobility. The response from the peasants was alFthe stronger this time

fn that it was no longer some legal change relating to serfdom that was

being made, but an appeal to all Russians for the military defence of the

national territory. On 3rd AprillSi4 a Senate ukaz announced naval

conscription. On 14th December of-the_iajTie^ar^nd on I^tlfTanuary 1 855,

th»- Tsar proclaimed general mobilization. Every kind of rumour' at once

began to spread through the countryside. Taking up arms would mean
204
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freedom ; the edict of emancipation had already been signed ; it was being

concealed by the local authorities and the clergy. The movement started in

the department of Ryazan and then spread to those of Tambov, Vladimir

and Kiev. Corvees in the landlords' properties were often abandoned.

Delegations of peasants were on the move to petition for truth and justice

from the Tsar. Entire villages left to join the army and obtain their freedom.

The government had to resort to the use of troops to restrain the peasants

and suppress the disorders.

2

Of the nine departments to which the movement spread, eight were in

Great Russia and one (Kiev) was in the south-western territories. The dis-

^ontentj in fact, had now reached everrthnse provinces which had previously

been the least affected. Upheavals occurredTn the heart of Russia and showed

a clear tendency to become rooted in the region of the Volga. All4^
j>ccurred at the height_Qf the war, when the troops sent to suppress the dis-~

orders were needed elsewhere. And so it is not surprising that the movements

of 1854, and especially those of 1855, played a large part in persuading the

ruling classes that serfdom could no longer be retained as it was. These great

disturbances were the last before the emancipation, the introduction of which

they considerably influenced.^

The unrest was particularly violent around Kiev. The Governor-General,

I. Vasilchikov, explained its nature clearly enough in a letter to the Chief of

Police on 22nd March 1855.

In many districts the peasants have been enthusiastic about taking up arms in

defence of the Holy Church and the Fatherland . . . But this enthusiasm, in view

of the typical ignorance of the peasants of this region and their ill-feeling towards

their Catholic landlords, has led them to believe that the Tsar has appealed to all

in defence of the faith. This has been the case especially in some areas of the depart-

ment of Kiev which were originally part of the Ukraine and where the memory of

the free Cossacks still survives. As they do not trust their landlords, they have

compelled the curates to write up the names of these landlords at the head of the

lists of enrolment; at the same time they have proclaimed their zeal to take up

arms and to go wherever the Tsar orders as long as they are freed from the cor^

vees ... In some"districts the peasantsTdid^not carry out their duties for a day or

two but later they returned to their usual occupations.

Four days later the authorities announced that they had had to resort to

the police. The movement, which was complicated, as we have seen, by

motives of najLiojial'^rp against the Polish gentry and of religion against^

Catholic landowners^, rapidly took on a dangerous character. In one of the

villages aiTw^flz^f 1806 spread from hand to hand and was interpreted by

the peasants as an 'appeal to become Cossacks and as a liberation from their

duties on the landowners' estates'. They often tried to compel the priest

to read the manifesto of emancipation 'which was obviously kept hidden'.

On 10th April about four thousand peasants, coming from all over the

district of Tarashchansk, assembled in the village of Tagan. The authorities
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arrived and drew up troops whom they ordered to advance about forty

paces for a parley. The peasants answered that they did not want to work

for their landlords. Vain attempts were made to persuade them that there

had never been an ukaz exempting them from corvees. The peasants moved
forward, and an officer had his head split open by an axe; the soldiers fired,

and left eleven dead and many wounded.

This skirmish was the first to attract a member of the intelUgentsia. Three

days before the clash the Governor-General announced that an ex-student of

the University of Kiev had appeared in the district. He had read a manifesto

to the peasants which he claimed to be a letter from the French Emperor

and the Queen of England to the Russian people. ' We, a free people, to you

our brothers who have groaned under the yoke of Moscow for a century',

the message had begun. It had then spoken of the burdens of serfdom and

ended by promising 'equahty and freedom'. The peasants had at first come

to listen but had then grown suspicious and tried to seize the student, eventu-

ally carrying the manifesto to the authorities

The man in question, \Yosif-Anton Yosifovich RozenW, succeeded in

fleeing to Galicia but was arrested by ThrTtustrian police and handed over

to the Russians. In May he was sent to the fortress at Kiev where he said

that 'he had acted under the influence of ideas which he had learnt from

democratic works from ^e West and from Polish efiilgrSs^. ^He had read

these books at the University of Moscow where he had also heard of the

adventures ^b^jakuftiarj. He was condemned to be shot together with an

accomphce, but tEe"sentence was commuted to banishment to Siberia for

life. Dobrolyubov, then a very young man in St Petersburg, gave a somewhat

romantic version of his story in a clandestine manuscript newspaper which

he and his school friends were then compiling. He also dedicated an enthusi-

astic poem to Rozental: 'You have aroused the sleeping slaves. '^ This was

something of an exaggeration. For, on later occasions, Rozental showed that

he was no fighter. None the less, he was one of the very few who tried to

associate himself with the peasant upsurge at the time of the Crimean War.

Among others who were pursued and punished as 'instigators' in the affair,

the only man who had even the beginnings of a political programme, was a

petty official from Kostroma, who incited the peasants not to take up arms

and to demand a redistribution of the land. His complete isolation, like that

of Rozental, shows that the movements- of these years were entirely spon-

ta^ieousjind that an immense gulf still divided the village froni the few men
who tried to take the side of the serfs. <*

As soon as Alexander IT came to the throne, insistent rumours of an

immediate emancipation spread throughout the countryside. Official statistics

speak of twenty-five upheavals in 1856, of forty in 1857, and it must be

remembered that only the most serious cases were recorded. But more

important than numbers (never very accurate) is the character of the more

influential movements. In 1856 entire villages of southern Russia were set in
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motion by a rumour that free land was being distributed in those parts of

the Crimea which had been devastated by the war. In the departments of

Ekaterinoslav and of Kherson, for example, there was a persistent rumour

that ' the Tsar was in the isthmus of Perekop with a helmet of gold and was

granting freedom to all who came there, whereas those who did not come

or who arrived late would remain serfs of the landlords as before'. 'InlSu-

enced by these rumours', reports I. I. Ignatovich, 'the peasants moved with

their families and all their goods, sometimes in entire villages, in search of the

legendary Tsar, hoping to become free colonizers in the Crimea.' In the vast

majority of cases they took leave of the landowners in the most friendly

manner, though they seized the cattle they needed and their working tools.

Sometimes they went to the landlord to say farewell and to thank him for

his care of them. Only in one case, in the department of Ekaterinoslav, was

their departure marked by disorders. 'As the peasants left they flung them-

selves on to the landlord's house and began to loot everything that came to

hand, rejoicing that they had killed a steward and threatening the landlord

himself. Eventually they took all their goods and their cattle, and after

destroying the doors and windows of the house they went off.'"^ 5iifi?~^!l2}^s^^^

peasants set off from the region of Ekaterinoslav, three thousand~lrom"

Xherson7aiid"many'TFom surroundrng^di^trictsTTfoops had to intervene;

there were ten dead, and many wounded.

Meanwhile disturbances increased and spread throughout the Empire.

In the first four months ef~l^8_al^ne, seventy cases of collective acts of

insubordination were recorded, and by the end of the year there were over

two^Eundred. But it is unlikely that the movements had been resumed on a

large scale. The very high figure is probably due to the fact that in the

decisive period of drawing up the reforms, the central authorities wanted

more detailed news, and local officials therefore reported events which in

previous years they would not have mentioned. So the unrest continued,

spreading throughout all the departments, but without assuming alarming

proportions. A report spoke of seventy cases in 1859 and of a hundred in

1860. Impatience for freedom was intense; news from the provinces drew

attention to the urgent need to solve the problem of serfdom, but no new

facts succeeded in modifying the Emperor's decisions and the despatch of

the various Commissions.

jnhe f^yplirit prnmkp of egianripatinri ViaH had a profound effect On the

__peasaftt«. It was no longer a question of changing a few details in their

relations with the landlords. They now expected^complete emancipation.

Nicholas I's cautious measures had produced a strong reaction. Alexander

Il's promises made the peasants think of their own interests, and draw up

immediate dem.ands to defend their work and their bread. The most obvious

development that can be detected in the villages immediately before 19th

February 1861 cpnsists in a pa^siye_resistanceJoJhe^ The peasants

carried out these^'ut]es,^from which they thought they would soon be
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exempted, more and more slowly and more and more reluctantly. A sort

of spontaneous strike, aimedat looseninjjhe bonds of serfdom, and making

submission to the local administrative authoritiesTesTspecific, accompanied,

and often partly replaced an open but sporadic refusal to yield to the land-

lord's will. All this, of^oursej^ojily took place withinthejimits possible in a

social reginriywHSSJ'or thft moment wa sTtTU mtaoTandwhieh^^ill showed

itself able to enforce severe repressive measures. There were too some signs

of doubt and distrust. 'It would have been better if the Emperor had not

promised us freedom, as he is not in a position to control the landowners',

the peasants were saying at the end of 1859. These signs of disappointment

were all the more frequent in that the landowners were looking to their

immediate interests; they often profited from the respite allowed by the slow

processes of the law to seize the peasants' land and in general to make as

much use of their serfs as they could. But soon the peasants began to hope

again. Anyone coming to the village was thought to be the messenger of

'freedom'. Once again it began to be whispered that the edict was already in

existence but that the landowners and the authorities were keeping it hidden.

In market places excited discussions among the peasants on their future

became frequent.^

The publication of the manifesto on 19th February brought back in a

flash all the hopes, and disappointments, of the peasants. Thnnighoiit-LMi

the greatjiews_ofJreedom produced a^tate of passionate excitement. The

<^peasants protested against any aspect of the new situation which didjiot

^ a)rrespond to their immediate interests or to the notion of freedom that they

i>"^
had already formed. Then in the two following years hopes began to wane;

the wavp~r>ryrMT?TTipntT^ if left TndelThTeTraces

on the^most sensitive men of all classes. But it did not lead to a political

upheaval. The__situation- which seemed so revolutionary did not end in

revolution .^

Between lR61^nd 1R61^]gygji hundred cases of disorder, largg^jid <;mall,

were reported. Some of them were of considerable size, and though they did

not seriously endanger the safety of the State, they showed how bitter was

the discontent seething in the masses. From the documents that I have seen

it is not possible to classify exactly these disturbances during the three years

that followed the emancipation. I. I. Ignatovich has examined three hundred

and eighteen cases and concludes that they can be divided in chronological

order as follows:

1861 _ - - 279

1862 _ - _ 35

1863 _ - - 4

The dates of the remaining cases are not certain. Other documents confirm

that this was the general trend of the upheavals which were particularly

violent in the summer following the manifesto and then rapidly diminished.
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Some of the disorders at least were due to technical errors involved in the

pubUcation of the 'Emancipation'. The manifesto and legislative arrange-

ments were drawn up in a complicated, vague and rhetorical style, which

seemed calculated to lead to doubts~an3 falseliiterpretation. The_Russian

administration spent a generation trying to clarify the contradictions in the

document and the various circularsjvhich followed. The uncertainty of the

peasants in 1861 can easily ISeTmagined. They were almost all unable to

read, and were totally incapable of understanding the pubhc reading of such

remarkably obscure pronouncements. Jhc documents were not even trans-

lated into the different national languages of the various populations who
did not speak Russian. The number"orcbpies circulated to local authorities

"was inadequate. Here and there local governments reprinted them, but this

helped to spread the rumour that other manifestos were in existence more

favourably disposed to the peasants and had been hidden by the cunning of

the authorities.

These technical errors clearly reflected the political and social position of

Russia at this time. The muddled style of the decrees mirrored the uncertainty

and fears of the ruling classes, which resulted from the compromise so

laboriousljarranged between the nobility, the bureaucracy and the Emperor.

The very difficulties met with in making the edict known showed how great

was the lack of any organic connecting body between the State and the great

mass of serfs.

The clergy was instructed to read the manifesto from the pulpit, but the

village priests were usually so uneducated that they were not even able to do

this correctly. Their lack of preparation became all too apparent when during

the following months the peasants came to seek further explanations and

clarification. In some cases it is obvious that the priests were so close to the

peasants both in mentality and interests that they interpreted these peasants'

hopes and demands further than the manifesto and were far from being a

force on which the government could rely to carry out its reforms.

The case of the clergy was only one of the symptoms of the administrative

crisis in the Russian village of 1861. The gentry (pomeshchiki) had been the

pivot of the ancien regime, and Nicholas I well knew that they were the

foundations of his empire. This was a dangerous situation which tended to

transform any economic struggle between serf and landlord into a revolt

against the StatP The por i o rl nf the [^rrn t reform <;tarted when_cases o>f in^

subordination became more frequent and when it was obvious that the state

of rnind ofThe^peasants to^rdg^their~owners""was' changing. The moment
had come to create different relations between the State and the village.

The year 1861__was_.aaime-of4ransition. The nobles had lost their powers

but the new local bureaucracy had not y£i taken root and the peasant com-

munities had not been brought under the control of the administration. To
fill the gap recourse was had to the army, to floggings and repression; and this

naturally only embittered the conflict. But meanwhile a new machinery of
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government was being created. 'Arbitrators' were elected to decide on the

relations between the peasants and the landlords, and to determine the size

of land granted to the obshchina and the amount of the redemption fee.

Village administration was reformed, with representatives elected by the

inhabitants and controlled by the State bureaucracy. And finally in 1864 the

Zemstvo took provincial life in hand and created a new~Sasis~nt cnllaH?Tmt<»n

"Tetween the nnV>lps f^pH t^^ oth^^ rlqggpg

As had occurred while the reforms were being prepared, these changes,

willed from above, could only be put into effect through the cooperation of

those who were in varying degrees impregnated Avitli \\\t ypaitof the intel-

ligentsia. It was men of this kind who were elects^* arbitrator^ and who
restored to the peasants a minimum of faith in the justice of-tfecxulmg classes

and the State. It was they who created in the Zemstvo a local ruling class

which was sufficiently enlightened to appreciate the eConomicchanges which

were occurring in the village and to bring some education and help, the lack

of which had been so painfully felt in 1861. From the pointof_viev^^f the

^-evolutionaries and the Populists the final result ot' the ret'orms was_to
* surround the life of the people with a complete amphitheatre-cf regulations,

> each one-of which could obstrjict the fair development of the people's life.

The exclusively noblejaidministration of the time of the serfs has been re-

placed by an administration made up of officialTand^eiitry', said N. A.

Serno^oTovevicfiTthie^foulnder ofZ^m^fl~r FolJ^^^ was the only way

to restrain and halt the peasant outburst of 1861. It also explains the rapid

decline in the number of disorders in the following two years.

Despite this the movement of 1861 had had time to express at least in

outline what the peasants expected of an emancipation really corresponding

to their ideals and interests. As a rule their protests were not directed against

specific details of the new legislation but against its very spirit. 1. 1. Ignatovich

has classified 325 of these disorders as follows

:

(1) Protests against the manifesto as a whole

(2) Protests against particular items - - -

(3) Protests against abuses of the authorities

(4) Unknown reasons _ _ _ - -

Despite the fact that the three hundred and twenty-five cases here examined

are probably the most serious, and that the importance of protests against

1861 192

1862 26

1863 2

1861 43

1862 None

1863 None

1861 9

1862 6

1863 None
1861 41

1862 4

1863 2
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the manifesto as a whole would probably be less significant if all the risings

of 1861 were taken into account, these figures do show the general tendency.

Disorders provoked by the contrasts betweeiL 'Jiberty^pf _ the j)eopleJ

Jrinljfi nnrnHnnyn) arid * freedom of the State' (volya kazennaya) were particu-

larly severe. Emancipation, it was thought, would mean the complete,

abolition of existing obligations: no more corvees, no more taxes either in

kind or in cash ; the village would govern itself in accordance with its age-old

traditions and customs.

Sometimes the peasants expressed this belief by their desire to belong to

the Tsar, to the State, i.e. to move into a better economic situation and

escape the direct impact of the owner's authority. In a village in the Vladimir

district the peasants interpreted the manifesto as an order by the Tsar to

grant them land from the property belonging to the State. 'And they swore

together that they would pay nothing more to the landlord.'^i In 1862 the

peasants of the village of Pustoboytov (Poltava) claimed that ' they and their

land were free'. If the Tsar had freed them, it meant that they were his

peasants and no longer the squire's. ^^

But^s_a-nile_their denmn^s werejiot_based on the contrast between their

position and that of the State peasants^ They madaitincroaoingly plain that-

- tVify wanted p fr^^^^^ wHi^^h y/nniH f>ntirpiy fxffmp^. tV'Tn ff^m any obligation

^ to the gentry or administration. In April a crowd of a thousand peasants

assembled in a village in the department of Voronezh and replied to the

authorities that * the Tsar had sent them a most merciful edict, that they were

now free and that they no longer intended to pay their redevances or carry

out their duties on the landlords' property'. When the Governor explained

to them that this was not the case, they began to fling their caps in the air

and shout :
'We no longer want the landlord. Down with the landlord ! We

have already worked enough! Now is the time for freedom!' 'These ideas',

commented the writer of the report from which these words are quoted,
' spring from almost three centuries of serfdom and cannot be cancelled at a

blow.' The movement spread to surrounding villages and was suppressed

only by sending troops. The 'instigators' were arrested, but the leading one

was able to escape. Alexander II noted on the margin of the report: 'Thank

God it's ended like this.'i^

In the region of Kursk too it was obvious what the peasants felt, '."fhey

jLre_extremely^spicious both of the landlord and of the rural_ police.' ^^

There, too, disorders arose because ot their desire to^ free themselves from

both these authorities. In the department of Minsk, risings spread to the

shout of: 'Hold fast. Our turn has come.' The peasants were convinced that

the Tsar had given them 'freedom and the land' {volya i zemlya).^^ In the

village of Kadymkor (in the department of Perm) the peasants said that the

manifesto which had been read out by the local policeman was a fake, as

the real one must of course be written in letters of gold. Two thousand of

them assembled to demand an explanation for 'a kind of liberty that leaves
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US just as before under the authority of the Count our landlord'. They gave

in only after two had been killed and eight wounded. ^^

Further examples of such protests could easily be given. JThe revolt ,

whether open or concealed, against all local authorities, turned everyone's

affentlon to the distant power that had done away with serfdom—the Tsar.

The marshal of the aristocracy in the province of Podolsk gave a vivid

description of this state of mind in a report of August 1861

:

The Tsar has taken on in their eyes a sort of abstract significance, completely

distinct from any executive authority, which, they think, has been sold to the

nobility. This sort of idea regarding the supreme power is certainly not new in the

history of the masses, but it is always dangerous because it ends by attributing

to the supreme power aims which it has never had, and by reducing all executive

.^i^ers^of the_.S£te-tQJmpotcnce. ThFpeasahts expect everything to come direct

from the Tsar, to whom they give the character of a natural force, blind and

implacable. They have completely given up believing in the simplest rules of respect

for the property of others and for the general economic rules which are laid down
in the manifesto of 19th February . . . What they have been granted appears not

to correspond to the size of the transformation which they had expected; and so

they refuse to believe what is written. According to them, because for once fate has

turned the natural force of supreme power to their advantage, they now have the

right to expect from it every kind of benefit and generosity . .

.^'^

The peasants made frequent attempts to get into contact with a Tsar who was

at once omnipotent and simultaneously unable to make his voice felt in their

miserable villages. They sent messengers who were of course arrested. They

always invoked the Tsar in their clashes with the local authorities, and here

and there they ended by believing people who said that they had been sent

by the Tsar or members of the imperial family. 'In March 1861 a soldier

from the department of Samara, travelling through villages on the Crown

lands, passed himself off as Prince Constantine Nikolaevich or the Emperor

himself. . . telling the peasants that they too would soon have their freedom.'^^

In the summer of 1862 two 'usurpers' went round villages in the department

of Perm ' to see how the gentry were behaving towards their peasants, and to

investigate whether they had given a false interpretation of the decree of

emancipation', which they said contained a promise of complete exemption

from all dues. Troops had to be used to suppress the disturbances which they

aroused. The peasants were also convinced that they were to receive not only

land but cattle directly from the Tsar.^*^

But these were only sporadic cases. The conviction that the Tsar had

granted the peasants 'true liberty' was so widespread that it was not even

felt necessary to obtain confirmation by getting into contact with him: it

was enough to read the manifesto correctly. It was, of course, easy enough

to discover men ready to find in the law just what was wanted, all the more

so as the peasants were prepared to pay those able to read the necessary

documents. Ex-soldiers, scribes, the odd Pole or Jew in the western territories,
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priests, bigots of the Raskol, all became interpreters of the great hopes

which were coursing through the villages and provided the immediate cause

of most of the disturbances.

Two districts in the region of Penza, for example, were deeply stirred by

the 'interpretation' given by a seventy-year-old soldier, Andrey Semenov

Elizarov, who had fought against Napoleon and had been to Paris in 1814.

He enjoyed great influence over his fellow peasants whom he made call him

'Count Tolstoy'. In April 1861, dressed in his old soldier's uniform and

wearing all his medals, he persuaded them 'to fight for God and the Tsar'.

Twenty-six villages refused to go on obeying their landlords and the authori-

ties. A crowd of three hundred peasants flung themselves on the first troops

who were sent to disperse them. After a clash in which the peasants lost three

dead and four wounded, but also succeeded in taking two prisoners (including

a non-commissioned officer), the troops had to withdraw. The movement

spread. The news reached Penza that ' ten thousand peasants had ralHed to

the cry of "Freedom! Freedom!" {Volya! Volya!), and were carrying a red

flag through the villages, insulting clergymen, beating up the rural authorities

and threatening to do the same with the administrative and military leaders,

and declaring that the "land is all ours. We do not want to pay the obrok

[dues] and we will not work for the landlords."' When the troops again

advanced the peasants said that they were ' ready to die for God and for the

Tsar', and that they refused 'to work for the landlords' even if they were

hanged for it, but 'would rather that the last one of them should die'.

They held fast in a series of clashes. Two salvoes failed to disperse the crowd.

'We will die but we will not give in', they said. Standing at the head of the

peasants, Ehzarov shouted to the General in charge of operations, 'We must

all support the cause of justice. Why deceive you?' Only after eight dead and

twenty-seven wounded had been left on the field and the more determined

peasants had been taken prisoner, tried on the spot and flogged, did the

disturbance gradually quieten down. Elizarov and another 'instigator' were

taken prisoner and exiled to the region of Irkutsk in Siberia, ^o

Another mouthpiece of the peasants' aspirations made his appearance in

this rising. Of Leonty Egortsev, an official report said

:

He belonged to the sect oillhe Molokane (milk-drinkers) and he soon succeeded in

gaining a great influence over the entire territory. His false interpretations and the

special powers of which he boasted inspired such great faith that villages sent him

troikas imploring him to come and explain to them the manifesto. They took him

by the arm and carried a small bench behind him, made him climb on to it, and so

he proclaimed liberty for everyone. So great did his powers become that he even

began to collect money and to threaten to hang anyone who disobeyed him as well

as those responsible for the repression.

By his threats he convinced the peasants that 'no one even if threatened

with death should denounce his own comrades', and that they should pay
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no attention either to the rural police or to the representatives of the nobility

or even to the General in command of the local troops whom he called ' the

Tsar's Ambassador' and who had been * bought by the gentry'. He also went

through the villages saying: 'If the troops fire on you, hold fast for three

salvoes and then the authorities themselves will give you true freedom.'

It was sectarian preaching of this kind that led to the most serious dis-

turbances of 1861—those at Bezdna.^i

The region of Spassk between the Volga and the Kama contained twenty-

three thousand souls (heads of families). It was not a poor district. General

Apraksin, wHo^ was responsible for suppressing the revolt, said that its

peasants were 'very prosperous'. Although the great majority were of

Russian origin, there were also, as throughout the department of Kazan,

some Tartar colonies.

When the manifesto was published, the inhabitants began to look around

for someone who would interpret it in line with their ambitions. Eventually

a peasant from the village of Bezdna, by dint of examining the text succeeded

in finding what he was looking for. Anton Petrov was a raskolnik. He was

able to read and had the typical sectarian veneration for the written word,

believing that the printed text must contain truth as long as one could succeed

in reading it. The mere sight of two noughts [00] used instead of a blank space

to indicate a figure which had not yet been decided was enough to convince

him that the freedom was 'false'. True liberty would have had the Cross of

St Anne, which he recognized in a '10%' printed in another part of the

statute. From then on Petrov began to preach his variety of 'liberty'. Serf-

dom had long been abolished, but the authorities were concealing this from

the peasants. They must now be made to read out the authentic text.

He was thought to be a prophet. The peasants rushed to him, not just

from the neighbouring villages, but from the surrounding provinces of

Samara and Simbirsk. He began to acquire real power over the peasants

belonging both to the landlords and the State, over Russians and Tartars.

I told all who came to me that the peasants were free. I told them not to obey

the gentry and the authorities. I ordered them not to work the corvees\ not to pay

the obrok; and not to do anything when they saw others taking wheat from the

landlords' stores. If the water was ruining the mill, it was not up to them to help

repair it. I explained that all the land belonged to them and that the gentry would

keep only a third of it. I invented all this out of my own head, so as to attract

the peasants from my district, assuming that the more of them there were, the

sooner they would succeed in obtaining freedom. Many came to me, and I declared

them free. To win over still more, I suggested that the mir should elect new adminis-

trators, whom I sent to other villages to prepare the peasants to receive their

freedom.

In many villages new administrators were elected, and they began to

demand account books from the local authorities to keep a check on their

activities. The peasant communities met together in assemblies and began

*
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by deciding on collective abstention from all work on the landlords' pro-

perties. At Bezdna and other centres the police were driven away, for, said

the peasants, the authorities were lying, and the Tsar had ordered them not

to spare the nobles but to cut off their heads.

Gradually a real organization began to take shape, based on Anton Petrov's

izba at Bezdna. Every kind of rumour began to spread. Constantine Niko-

laevich was in prison at Bezdna, and asked the peasants to come and free him.

Another prince, Nikolay Pavlovich, had been killed by the gentry. News of

true freedom would soon arrive. There was no need to be frightened by the

soldiers; even if they did shoot, it was only necessary to hold fast; at the third

salvo the authorities themselves would proclaim true liberty.

Anton Petrov continued to preach. One of his speeches has been reported

as follows

:

You will have true liberty only if you defend the man who finds it for you. Much
peasant blood will be spilt before it is finally proclaimed. But the Tsar has given

definite orders that you must mount a guard round that man day and night, on

foot and on horseback; that you must defend him from all attacks; and not allow

either the landlords or the clergy or the officials to reach him; that you must not

hand him over, and not remove him from his izba. If they burn down one side of the

village, do not abandon the izba; if they burn down the other side, do not abandon

the izba. Young men and old will come to you; do not let them reach me; do not

hand me over to them. They will cheat you by saying that they have come from the

Tsar; do not believe them. The old men will come with smiles; middle-aged men
will come; both bald and hairy men wiU come; and every kind of official; but you

must not hand me over. And in due time, a young man will come here sent by the

Tsar. He will be seventeen years old, and on his right shoulder he will have a gold

medal and on his left shoulder a silver one. Believe him, and hand me over to him.

They will threaten you with soldiers, but do not be afraid; no one will dare to beat

the Russian, Christian people without orders from the Tsar. And if the nobles

buy them, and they fire at you, then destroy with your axes these rebels against the

will of the Tsar.

On the night of 11th April, the roads leading to Bezdna were full of

peasants on horseback and on foot, all making for the izba of Anton Petrov

'who gave freedom and land; who appointed new authorities and said that

he would soon give freedom to thirty-four departments'.

On the following morning, General Apraksin arrived at the head of two

hundred and thirty soldiers. At the entrance of the village he saw a table with

bread and salt on it, and two old men without hats. He asked them: 'Whom
have you prepared all this for?' Doubtfully they answered: 'For you, on the

orders of the authorities' (i.e. those elected by the rebels). 'I later learnt that

this welcome had been prepared for those who came to announce their

support for Anton Petrov.'

Facing us at the end of the road, round Petrov's house, was a dense mass of five

thousand people. I halted the troops and went forward to about a hundred and
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eighty paces from them. I then sent on ahead two of the Governor's adjutants to

give a first warning to the peasants. But their words were drowned by shouts of

'Freedom! Freedom!' They came back, warning the peasants that if they did not

hand over Anton Petrov and if they did not disperse, they would be fired at. I then

sent on a priest who held up a cross and called upon them for a long time, saying

that if they did not surrender and return to their houses they would be fired at.

They went on shouting. Then I myself went forward and explained my orders and

commanded them to hand over Anton Petrov and to go away. But this had no

effect on their terrible obstinacy. They shouted
:

'We do not need an envoy from the

Tsar. Give us the Tsar himself. Fire on us, but you will not be firing on us but on

Alexander Nikolaevich.' I forced them to keep silence and said, 'I am sorry for

you, my lads, but I must fire and I will fire. Those who feel themselves innocent

move off". ' But I saw that no one moved and that the crowd continued to shout and

to resist. So I turned back and ordered one of the ranks to fire one salvo. I then

gave them another warning. But the crowd went on shouting. I was then compelled

to order a few salvoes. I was forced to do this mainly because the peasants, noting

the considerable gap between the salvoes, began to come out from their houses in

large numbers shouting to each other to dig up posts and threatening to surround

and submerge my small company. Eventually the crowd dispersed and shouts were

heard ofi^ering to hand over Anton Petrov. He meanwhile tried to flee into an

orchard at the back of his house which had been held in readiness for the occasion.

Then he came out of the house and went towards the soldiers, carrying the mani-

festo of emancipation on his head. There he was taken, together with his accom-

plices, and led under escort to the prison of Spassk. After Petrov's surrender, the

corpses were carried off and a search made for the wounded. After confirmation

it appeared that there were fifty-one dead and seventy-seven wounded.

From another source we learn that Anton Petrov was 'thirty-five years

old; thin, small and white as a sheet, and terribly frightened at the thought

that he would be immediately shot'. In fact his spirits remained high even in

prison and during the investigations.

When the troops reached our village, I was in the izba . . . When the first and

second salvoes of guns were fired, I prayed and said nothing. After the third I said

to the peasants, 'Do not surrender, lads; it's not time yet. Now they will stop

firing and read out the manifesto of freedom.' I said these words so as to hold

firm for freedom to the very end. At the fourth salvo I wanted to go away, but

while my parents were giving me their blessing, other salvoes were fired. After I

had said farewell to my parents, I took the manifesto on my head and went towards

the soldiers, thinking that with the Tsar's ukaz on my head, they would not fire

at me. 1 did not want to run away . . .

After a quick trial, a military tribunal condemned him to death. His

sentence said among other things that the rising he had provoked 'had

threatened the entire department of Kazan'. He was shot on 19th April.

Even before he had been executed, the legends began to spread. It was

said that he had been clothed in a cloak of gold, given a sword and sent to

the Tsar himself by General Apraksin. He would soon return with freedom.
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After his death it was said that he was a martyr, that a fire had sprung up on

his tomb and an angel dressed in white had announced that he would soon

be resurrected. As General Apraksin said in a report of 14th May, the

requiem ceremony at Kazan, organized by the students of the university

and the Ecclesiastical Academy, including Shchapov, helped to convince the

peasants that Anton Petrov was aprophet.

An enormous impression was made by the rising and massacre at Bezdna.

The nobles of Kazan spoke of 'a new Pugachev' and put pressure on the

authorities to take stronger steps. More troops were stationed in the district

of Spassk. Amnnp
;
the int^lkctwak- the j;»lvf>efr-ftred at Rezdna aroused

varying reactions of reverence, surprise or fear, and helped to deepen growing

internal dissensions. In Loncjpn Herzen was able to give the readers of the-

Xo/o^oT a remarkably full and detailed account of what had happened in that

remote corner of the Kazan region. The first news and then Apraksin*s

reports merely confirmed the exiles' theory that the manifesto of 19th

February had imposed a new serfdom on Russia. 22

Disturbances aimed at finding or applying ' true freedom' continued

throughout 1862 and 1863, though on a reducea scale, in tne department'of

Saratov, for example, two villages, Klyuchy and Stary Chirigin, refused to

come to any agreement with the landlord to work the land assigned to them,

saying that 'Satan had built his house among them, stopped them living,

and had put a curse on them.' They called the gentry and officials 'gypsies

and mad dogs come to drink their blood'. Two peasant delegates were

arrested and then freed because of pressure from their compatriots. The

repression was violent and cruel. Women with children at their breasts threw

themselves on the soldiers, asking to be flogged in place of their menfolk. 23

But as time passed the peasants had to concede that the manifesto was in

fact the Tsar's law. Their aspirations to ' true liberty ' were postponed to the

distant future. The decree itself allowed for a transitional period of two_

^ears during which the peasants would remain as 'peasants with limited

obhgations'. Once the peasants' new legal status had been brought into beinj|

and the estates had been divided between landlord and community, feudal

ties would lapse and the corvees would be abolished. Only economic ties

^ would remain between .the landed estate and the village. These_would_be_

,hasedloa~the-4!ed£mption fee^ on the renting of the landlords' property a^d-

on the use of paid labour. The peasant 'interpreters' repeated this and

^elaimedr-thatth^peasaiTts"would remain serfs until 19th February 1863. On
that day the Tsar would grant a second, the real, freedom. And so they drew

the logical conclusion that during those two years of delay it was essential

not to sign any contract or agreement. They were frightened of committing

themselves too soon, and running the risk that their hands would be tied

when their land and freedom became due. Far better, they thought, to con-

tinue working in the corvees and paying feudal obligations as before.

Nothing must be done until the great day.
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This idea had gained currency during the last days of the Bezdna rising.

'Brothers, let us wait for the second freedom instead of this wretched one

that they have granted us', said the peasants after the repression. Many
communities were encouraged by this to refuse to make the agreements

envisaged by the law, even when they were in their own interests. The

'arbitrators' often met this additional obstacle in the course of their duties.

In July 1862 the entire village of Olshansk in the region of Kursk was

convinced that 'if anyone works the land granted to him before the end of

two years, he will remain a serf for ever. On the other hand, those who refuse

to work the land granted to them will be freed.' A squadron of Hussars was

sent and frightened the peasants, but met with strong resistance when trying

to make arrests. A bayonet charge was made, and the peasants fled to the

woods and for long refused to surrender.^^ The same sort of resistance,

though in different forms, occurred elsewhere. In 1861 eight cases of unrest

were recorded, all inspired by the idea of 'a new freedom'. In 1862 there were

twenty-one, and another two during the first month of 1863. Hope seemed

to grow as 19th February drew near. Finally the Emperor liimself thought

it advisable to make a public denial of any impending new freedom.

We have now reached the final date of the great peasant movement, and

can try to look at it as a whole and grasp its essential characteristics.

Only in extreme cases had the peasants demanded a// the land, including

the landlords'- property. Even Anton Petrov thought that the gentry should

be allowed to retain a third of their estates. The cry 'All the land is ours' was

heard here and there in 1861 , but it implied a principle rather than an immedi-

ate demand. The landowners' houses were not touched and no attempt was

made to seize their estates though the peasants refused to farm them.

^iiat the peasants^rneant by their dreams of ' true liberty_^jvasjnamly.the

complete separation of their community from the landlord, the breaking of

all ties between them and hence the obshchina closing in on itself. If they

"" imagined that the Tsar's 'second liberty' was going to grant them the land,

it was because they hoped to receive it free, without having tojQavthe

redemption fee, and without having to remain economically-and-^eraTIy

^^ouhd to the landlord. If they refused so often to make the agreements

provided for by the law, it was because they thought that by so doing they

were avoiding new taxes which were being imposed on them. The decree of

liberation itself allowed for the granting of a reduced strip of land (a quarter

/ of the normal) to anyone not able to payttle redemption fee. The peasants

if^often submitted to this expedient, which was quite insufficient to keep them

alive, so as to avoid tying their hands for the future, and faUing back into a

condition indistinguishable from the serfdom they had suffered for centuries.

But the most violent demonstrations and revolts were not directed against

the redemption fee. This was still in the future, too vague and too remote

to be seriously alarming. It was only very rarely that the peasants were

themselves making the demands that Chernyshevsky was at this time making
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on their behalf—that the fee should be contributed to by the whole country

and not merely by the peasants. Only once do we find among the documents

of 1861 the idea of 'the Tsar's redemption', a primitive expression of the

idea that the State should compensate the landowners. ^s

Jheif-ambitions were more immediate, and..3¥ere^ coneerEied-with Jthe

^^iolition of the corvees and other obUgations. In other words, they merely

expressed with greater violence what they had already made clear before

the reform: theirjgfusaljoj'arm the iandlords'^property foi^ nothing. At

first they had confined themselves to a slow and prolongedYtrike ; now they

sometimes tried direct refusal. But the law itself provided for these changes,

and even the landowners hastened its application, for they were convinced

that with the decline in their power and authority it was no longer possible

to retain the corvee. The revolts and the rebeUious state of mind of the

peasants, whether open or suppressed, only hastened a process which was

latent in events themselves.

.From the administrative point of view too, the disturba^ceixifIhese-yeafs

^ad brought to Tight IKe peasants*' ambitidrf to run their own communities

by themselves . Some of the^ elections provided for by legal decree had to be

carried out at the point of the bayonet, in face of a crowd of peasants

obstinately insisting on their right to change their leaders when and how they

wanted. In the Bezdna rising, for instance, a number of villages, as we have

seen, began to create their own administrations and drive out all repre-

sentatives of the State bureaucracy.

Such symptoms were important in reveahng the determination of the

villages to live their own lives. But they were only the most obvious aspects

of that desire for isolation which inspired the entire peasant class and which

led them to face the army's rifles unarmed and impassive, and to ' die for God
and the Tsar' while waiting for a mythical 'second freedom'.



8. THE STUDENT MOVEMENT

The student movements in the Russian universities which provided Populism

^with its first human material left their mark on all its activities and evenjts

,JBQd£.^oLe2^£ression.

^ Shelguhovcalled this movement ' thej>arometcr-el^>ublic opiniori \ and his

nexproGGioir-gained wide currency at the time, ^t^kogos^ for insta.nce, said

that 'the students were the most sensitive barometer of the times'. The move-

ment did not, in fact, have any specific aim, ideology or programme. It was

vague and indeterminate, and at the time of Nicholas I's death it was ready

to assume any shape imposed from outside. Yet within only three or four

years the student world was widely and sometimes intensely influenced by

revolutionary propagandists and supporters of agrarian Socialism and

thorough-going emancipation. This was a factor of the greatest importance

for the entire modern history of Russia. All the^ev^ing rnrrnnts nf thought

feom liberal^jo democratic and Socialist fought to gain control over the

_^llderit_b[Qdy._Bjut the struggle waslSrief and the final decisToTi^quite un-

equivocal.

The student movement -also -£xgmpM£S_tiie inadequacy of officia l ^policies

^ and thar^forms-from-above. The government tried to give the universities

freedom of organization; tried to open their doors to the least privileged

classes; and tried to give some dignity to the hfe of the student. But so

confused were these attempts that they led the students to open clashes with

the authorities, and the authorities themselves to illogical attempts at

reaction.

There are many accounts of university hfe during the last years of Nicholas

I. The situation of the students provides an inexhaustible supply of anecdotes

illustrating the organized obscurantism of the State. ^ Relations between

professor and-StudetU were harsh. Military training was carried so far that it

often hindered all other activities. The main virtue demanded of the student

was attention to his uniform. Evervthing was designed to prevent the develop-

ment of independent thinlang.

Platon Vasilevich Pavlov, who was history professor at the University of

Kiev in 1847, later described how the Curator of the university, Governor-

General Bibikov, one day summoned all the professors and students and

made the following speech: 'You professors can meet among yourselves,

but only to play cards. And you students remember that I will look with an

indulgent eye on drunkenness but that a soldier's uniform awaits anyone who
220
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is noted for his free thinking.' And this was the general practice. Violent

behaviour was allowed, and even encouraged, as long as the students were

interested in nothing else.

But in the last analysis tjie rnost serigus-ieature wasjhe diflficulty^fgetting

^Jn tf) the nniypr^vty. These obstacles were none the less oppressive for being

irregular and constantly changing. Tn LS53^ the number of students in all

universities throughout the Russian Empire wasjgss than three thousand.

From 1850 onwards preferencg was given to those who would become

government officials. An almost insuimuuiilabl©--barrier was put in the way
orsohs of peasants, the bourgeoisie, soldiers, merchants of the two lowest

guilds, Jews, foreigners and clergy. The philological faculties were specially

affected by this policy. In 1856 at St Petersburg University, only 30 out of

429 students belonged to these faculties, and in the following year only one

student got a degree in history and philosophy. This, among other things,

helps to explain the strictly nnmencanjmjtation of the Russian inteUigentsia,

which was to have a serious effect on the history of these years.^THrr creation

of a restricted number of intellectuals only was responsible for a feeling of

separation between^the elitej^nd thejma^sej,_a^eparatioirwhicirwarcertainly

not desired or looked upon as a privilege.

After the death of Nicholas I changes were comparatively quick and

thorough. It is particularly important to note the sequence of events. Even

before other aspects of Russia's social life were transformed, even before the

fate of the peasants was decided and the oij^ani^tion of justice effected, a

start was made to open up the universities. At the same time a collective

and free hfe was alloWed, though withift"tiIHits.

The problem was simi1lar_tn that of grapting freedom_tn thej->rp«;<;, though

that too was only relative. In both cases it was the government that allowed

the inteUigentsia to develop more rapidly than the rest of the nation. Such a

development was in any case inevitable, but the government's measures

certainly encouraged it. It soon became obvious, however, that the gulf

between the inteUigentsia and the rest of the Russian people had become

wider than had been expected. The filling of this gap was one of the main

concerns both of the State and of the intellectuals themselves. Thg.,govem-

ment, in fear, took action through a series of steps designed to controTa

- freedom whirJ2_^ppmeH already conceded and once more closed acce5S~tcrrhe

universities; while the more active members of the intelligentsia succeeded,

after terrible difficulties and struggles, in creating, during the following

twenty years, a link with the masses. But this link lay outside and beyond

the authority of the State. Only the revolutionary movement in fact was to

succeed in filling the gap.

The government's policy towards the universities is worth more detailed

examination. It will then be possible to observe the gradual crystallization of

this twofold st iffening on the part of the State and of the students.

2

The students' uniform was soon abolished Despite all the efforts to retain
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it, students had already been seen in Kiev dressed in the Polish and Ukrainian

national costumes. At Kazan some of the students went around dressed in

'the skins of wild animals and armed with sticks'. At Moscow and St Peters-

burg some students began to wear peasant folk costumes.

Military training was abolished, and discipline became more humane. A
new spirit spread through the university. Soon after 1855 libraries appeared

run by the students themselves and sure to include forbidden pubhcatidns,

-especially the works of Herzen .^ At the end of 1857 the first students*

friendly society was started in St Petersburg, and this example was soon

^followed elsewhere. These organizations were the most obvious expression of

the sense of solidarity which was growing in the university. Kiev saw the

first university tribunal; another, which was instituted immediately after-

wards at Kazan, had the right to expel students from the university; and at

St Petersburg, where it proved impossible to establish one, its place was

taken by a 'comrades' tribunal' which decided, for instance, all questions

dealing with the use of taxes. The holding of student meeting*; {rs\]]e^_skhodki,

the traditional word for peasant meetings in the mir) became general, and

nearly all questions concerning internal student life were decided by assem-

blies of^lhejkind.

From 1 85Z> onwards the students in the capital had an academic or^an of

their own in which they printed university news, as well as historical research,

etc. Soon a whole series of manuscript newspapers sprang up, whose titles

reveal the students' state of mind. One of them copied Herzen's title page,

and under Kolokol it added: ' Chronkk-of Free Opinion.' In Moscow alone

the following were in circulation 'ix\A%5%\^he Sparky The Living Voice, The

Echo, The UnmaskerJ^
" "

These changes in university life, which led to the introduction of rules

similar to those of Western and especially German universities, had not only

been allowed, but had often, if not always, been directly encouraged by the

authorities. The new Curator at St Petersburg, Prince Shcherbatov, read

and approved some of the small manuscript news-sheets as well as the

academic review. In Moscow, the students' bank was under the direct pro-

tection of the government which among other things gave it a suitable site.

In Kiev, under Pirogov's authority, the students obtained wide powers of

self-administration and all supervision was abolished.

But the government's really decisive act was to open the universities.

This led \o a rapid, increase in students and to the formation of a 'proletariat

of thought', the name given to the large number of poor, sometimes destitute,

students. Such students had been exceptional when the university was

accessible only to the nobility, but by the end of the Crimean War they

became so numerous as to constitute a serious and urgent problem. Further

details concerning the origin and number of these new students would be of

great interest, but strange as it may seem, no research on these lines has been

carried out.^ The most revealing figure we have is that in St Petersburg three
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hundred and seventy out of about a thousand students were unable to pay

the admission tax which was then about twenty-five roubles. But we have

countless examples of the wretched conditions endured by these new students,

who, in the capital at least, may have formed a majority. They came,

sometimes on foot, from the most distant provinces; they slept two in a

cupboard, and, in summer, in the public gardens if allowed to by the

police. 6

The student body thus obtained control over its internal organization

and greatly increased in numbers and social range. At the same timejLcaine

.jntojncr^asing contact with intellectual circles, and became the centre of

..aJife of discussion and cultural contacts. The lecture rooms had been"

reopened to all who wished to come ; the audience was large and responsive.

And then womeruentered thg^uniyersity, though this novelty gave rise to

prolonged discussions. In St Petersburg, certain faculties had more women
than men students, but in Moscow in 1862 a majority of the academic

council voted against admitting them.

These growing contacts encouraged meetings between the students and

those who were then helping to create pubUc opinion. And the examples

at our disposal show that the process was reciprocal. Among the students

the atmosphere soon grew such that a contemporary said that 'he did not

remember a single one of his companions who did not feel a vocation for

some social functioji^'.'^ Writers who wished to influejiceUhdr t^mes began

to take growing account of young university students. KhomyakoV) the

famous Slavophil, regularly, associated with a group of students m-M^cow,
to whom he persistently explained his ideas; though he was compelled to

admit that they had less and less effect or were used to lead to different

political conclusions. Similar attempts to reach the new generation were

made by some of the amnestied Decembrists who had returned after thirty

years in Siberia. Among these was Tsebrikov^ in St Petecsburg. But only one

member of the immediately preceding gener^ion, ^Herzeh>j succeeded in

dominating this new generation. This triumph, which was effected through

the^Kolokol which entered Russia illegally, was deep but by no means

complete. Apart from Herzen, it was the men who had been at the university

ten to fifteen years earlier, and who were now spreading Populist ideas, who
had the strongest influence on the students-^Qobrolyubov, Lavrov, Chemy-

..shevsl£)L-and_Jdikhailoy,.The history of the StPefHrsburg disturbances tn

1861 shows that the contacts rapidly became direct and personal, and were

transformed into lasting and coherent guidance.

The triumph of Populist ideas was only possible because those liberal ^
tepi^her^ whn sppmpH Hp<;tinpH to he the natural guides of this generation (as

Granovsky for example had been a decade earlier)Jttigre^unable.iaJ^ep the

trus t or even the respect of their students. At first they (Pirogov and Pavlov,

for example) had increased the government's concessions as regards freedom

of organization and discussion. But when the first repression set in, they
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hesitated between the government and the students, and acted more as

intermediaries than as comrades or political guides.

So the universities became one oMhe battlefields of the '^sixties. More
dpenly here tharrari^nkYJiere _else was the struggfe foughTout between official

^'X^nservatism, Liberalism and Populism: and more obvious'than else-

*'where was the victory of Populism. The various student movements of these

years, the long and (today) apparently pointless discussions on the position

SW^J^ of this or that professor, of this or that type of student organization, take on a

vjsx^ct^ new significance when looked at in this light.

A detailed account of these movements is not necessary here. They often

lacked political content, and more than anything they betray a disgruntled

state of mind, prepared to express itself in the most varying and even contra-

dictory forms and directions. It is not for nothing that 'student stories'

became a by-word for trouble.

It is, however, remarkable that ^beA^&tingidents—in the autumn of 1856

—

^ook place_in_a_tpwn where social problems were most acute^ This was

Kazan. As yet these incidents were confined to clashes with the officers of the

local garrison, in defence of student rights—a motive which differentiated this

first movement from earlier clashes, frequent enough in a town whose

students had a well-deserved reputation for drunkenness and lack of disci-

pline. The few who were punished for these incidents provided some of the

first leaders for the clandestine movement in the town. A report on these

clashes noted that 'fnr the, fjr^t fimg there r.oii1H_he nntpH amnn^^fhe^^fients;

-arftaling of corporative solidarity and_ community of intere^'.^

A year later a similar story took place in Kiev. It started with a student

kicking a dog which belonged to a colonel of the local garrison. A few

students were sent to prison, but they were freed by Alexander II in person

when he visited the town in October of the same year.

But in Moscow in September 1857 there was a more serious incident. A
number of students refused to open tlie doors of the university to the police

until they returned with a member of the faculty. These students were

attacked with great violence and some were wounded. Though the Governor

of Moscow told the Emperor that there had been a revolt at the university

he replied: 'I don't believe it', and eventually, after an inquiry, it was the

police force that was punished. The students seemed to have won a right to

.immunity. Some years later a Committee of Inquiry^poifited but that 'it was

the first time that a feeling of unity was noted among them'.^o

The disorders at Kharkov in autumn 1858 would be a mere insignificant

repetition of these earlier examples were it not that they marked the end of

government protection and the beginning of a reaction. On one of his visits

there, Alexander II in person madej t quite clear that as far as he was con-

ceraed the .^Indents were now going too far.

The_studeiits.liad now begun to demand that some of the professors whom
they_particularly dishked, and rjghtly considered utterly ineffectual, should
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lismissed. At Kazan, in January 1858, Professor V. F, Bervi, who taught

physiology, of which he knew very little, received a letter signed by his

seventy pupils which poHtely asked him to give up the chair. ' Please forgive

us, professor, if we have been the first to speak of this. Love of science and

the desire to be useful to our Fatherland have made us precipitate.' Their

request was supported by Dobrolyubov, who pubhshed a scathing review

of one of Bervi's works in the Sovremennik. The request had to be granted,

and the professor went. A year later the students decided to show their

sympathy for a popular professor. Though applause or signs of disapproval

were forbidden during lectures, they demonstrated in favour of a young

liberal teacher of history and Russian literature. Eighteen were arrested and

dismissed from the university, and even from Kazan itself, unless they lived

there with their parents. This had a profound effect on the students, many of

whom decided to leave the university in a mass protest against the expulsion

of their comrades, ii So frequent were the demands to leave, that lectures had to

be suspended for some time and the students were held back only by threats.

In 1858 the students had theiLOJ^vn^ay even in Moscow, and compelled

two professors to resign, one of whom was specially hated for his methods

of treating his pupils. So that here, too, desire for a more vivid and up-to-date

scholarship was combined with the demand for more dignified treatment.

The students won their point but at a heavy cost. One man was expelled and

two were temporarily sent down. Yet in the prevailing state of mind such

steps seemed if anything designed to strengthen their dedicated spirits and

sense of solidarity.

Between 1858 and 1859 it was obvious that a reaction was setting in. A
group of professors, among them names well known in liberal circles such

as Chicherin, concluded that: 'Russian society has given students a sense of

their own importance which does not exist in any other country ... the

student is no longer a pupil but is becoming a master, a guide of society.'^^

Such a state of affairs, said the professors, was not normal. The complaint

was, however, really a confession of their own lack of influence.

Access jojhe university was once more, though indirectly, restricted. In

^ 1859 in St Petersburg only'syvenfy-fKfee'out of three hundredahd^everrty-five

who took the entrance examination were admitted; and in Moscow only a

hundred and fifty-two out of five hundred. In that year, and still more during

the following year, supervision of the students was again_.entrusted to the^

police. But these and silriilar steps were only the preliminajT:€sto a new^ruUpg
^ 6A ihternal student life which was then being drawn upN£^_R_KovaIeysky,

Minister of Public Instruction, tried to njaJce^sJ^nd against this reaction;

and a few liberal professors, among thehi KaveliiQtried to anticipate the

government's decisions by proposing regulations which, though allowing

the students some freedom of organization, would place them under the

supervision of their teachers. This was of course an attempt by the liberal

professors to win back by administrative means the position which they were
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losing in the ideological sphere. But at this stage their mediation was con-

sidered superfluous by both sides.

From 1861 the student movement became more political in character and

protests against the government's directives were intensified. In St Peters-

burg, in March, a large university delegation of Russians and Poles took part

in the requiem mass to commemorate those who had fallen in the Warsaw
disturbances. Three hundred of the students made their presence quite clear

by signing the register. At Kazan Shchapov managed to give a distinctly

political flavour to the requiem in honour of the peasants who had been

shot at Bezdna.

So the problems of nationahsm and of the peasants made themselves felt

even in the universities. But while most students supported radical solutions

to the land problem, on the question of the nationalities in the empire they

were divided. /^ Kiev, for instance, the feeling was against the Poles whereas

in Moscow and^ St Petersburg it was for them. To combine national and

peasant liberation, as constantly^preached by Herzen. and^Chernyshevsky,

proved a djfficultjask. Jt-was^this prohlemJJTat_drnve many stydgnts from a

^purely corporativestruggle into the political field. And it was later to become
the central issue for Zemlya i Volya.

Even the earliest stages of this political trend were enough to convince

Alexander II that extreme measures were needed. A commission was

appointed to draft regulations which would eliminate virtually all freedom

within the university. Its third item forbade 'absolutely any meeting without

permission of superiors'. To apply these new directives the Minister of Public

Instruction was replaced by an Admiral, E. P. Putyatin. A series of orders

very similar to those of Nicholas I's time was then brought into force. The

most drastic of these allowed only two students from each department to

be exempted from taxes. The significance of this becomes clear enough when

it is realized that in St Petersburg in 1859 six hundred and fifty-nine out of a

thousand and nineteen students had been exempted. Xhf hpw ruling meent,

JuoJact^-iha^-the-peoF-and^ lower classes-were^ain to be excluded.

When term began again after the holidays, no one tiad^thc courage to give

the students a clear account of these decisions. The wildest rumours were

allowed to circulate, and when some delegates went to the Curator to ask

for an explanation, he told them that 'he was not an orator, and that in

any case they would do better to devote themselves to their studies instead

of to meetings'. But meetings continued without interruption, and so on

22nd September all empty lecture rooms (where the gatherings were usually

held) were closed. On the following day a manifesto—the most typical

document of all these student movements—was circulated. ^^ 'The govern-

ment', it announced, 'has thrown down the gauntlet.' The present blow

recalled many others, far more serious and painful.

The Russian people has for long been famous for its great patience. The Tartars

beat us, and we said nothing; the Tsar beat us, and we said nothing and bowed

I
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down; and now the Germans are beating us, and we say nothing and admire them

. . . There's progress ! . . . Only in some distant corner over there in the West there

are still a few fools who are inspired by an empty word : la gloire.

In this scathing ironical tone the manifesto continued: 'The essential thing

now is to avoid quarrels among ourselves and not to be afraid of energetic

steps. Put one thing clearly in your head: they will not dare to fire on us, for

the revolt would spread from the university to St Petersburg.' It ended by

praising the Poles and holding them up as an example. 'Energy, energy,

energy', were the last words.

The author of this pamphlet is not known, but a clandestine committee

had now been formed and was beginning to direct the movement. Among
others taking par(^ere E. P. Mikhaeliv^rother-in-law of N-^V^-Shelgunov,

one of the most distinguished contributors to the Sovremennik. Mikhaelis

had already helped to circulate the clandestine manifesto To the Young

Generation, and was at this time aged twenty. He is recalled-by-al4-ffie5ioir

writers as 'a typical figure of his time, and a pure NihihstVy. I. UtirTVas

another of the leaders of this movement, and we will meet hmT^gain in

Zemlya i Volya, of which he became one of the most active members. ^^^

C^. I. Pokrovsiiy, a third member of the committee, was also closely associated

with ttre~5arTPm^/7«/A:.

On 23rd September 1861 a crowd of students broke in the door of a closed

lecture-room and held a meeting there. This marked the beginning of a

series of demonstrations which moved from the university to the streets

when the university was closed on the following day. The Curator still

hesitated and refused to give the students a clear account of the new rules.

He even had the crowd of students which had assembled in the courtyard

informed that he was no longer in office. They then began to move in long

files across the bridge over the River Neva towards the part of the town

where he lived. It was an orderly demonstration followed by policemen and

a large crowd of people, but it had one special feature. Never before had a

demonstration taken place in St Petersburg.

A sight like it had never been seen. It was a wonderful September day ... In the

streets the girls who were just beginning to go to university joined in together

with a number of young men of differing origins and professions who knew us or

merely agreed with us . . . When we appeared on the Nevsky Prospekt, the French

barbers came out of their shops and their faces lit up and they waved their arms

cheerfully, shouting, '

R

evolution ! Revolution !'^^

The Curator had meanwhile hurried home. Amid great shouting and the

danger of a violent clash between the students and the soldiers who were

summoned for the occasion, a delegation at last got him to agree to receive

them at the university. He gave his word of honour that the delegates would

not be touched. The column then marched back along the same way it had

come, with the Curator at its head, for the students did not trust him and
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were afraid that he would run away. At the university there were lengthy

negotiations. At last the students dispersed, after another threat to use soldiers

had had to be made. They thought they had won at least a partial victory.

But during the night numbers of students were arrested, among them the

delegates who had been promised immunity. This made a deepjmpre&sion

and won them a halo of sympathy throughoutShe intelligentsia. On the 27th

the students again assembled \n front x»f th&^uiiversityrand^th them many
artillery officers, encouraged by~PT-t.-LavT-ov^-whd was then a professor at

the Artillery Academy and hoped that this would prevent clashes with the

troops. The students demanded that their imprisoned comrades should be

freed and recalled the Curator's word of honour. The meeting could only

be dispersed when the students were threatened with 'not a heroic death but

a good beating'. During the following days pickets and platoons were

stationed in the most important parts of the town. Arrests continued, sporadic

at first and then more and more systematic after the beginning of October.

The authorities tried to enforce at least one of the decisions which had

already been rrrade. A^speciai-LieketNyas required to enter the university.

But many professors refused to hanJThese round. 'To take or not to take

the ticket' was eagerly discussed by all. About three hundred students sub-

mitted, but when on 11th October the university re-opened, the rebels tried

to stop the lectures. On the next day even those who had accepted the

tickets conspicuously flung them down at the gates of the university, and

about one hundred and thirty were arrested. But the students had won
their point; the attempt to re-open the university had failed. It is true that

the prisoners were beaten, and some even wounded. But their solidarity had

been complete. 'Carry me off* to prison too', the students shouted to the

police. An attempt was made to keep the university open until 20th December,

but there were only very few students, and the younger, more liberal pro-

fessors resigned. And then the gates closed altogether. ^^

The prisoners stayed in the Peter-Paul fortress until the middle of October,

and were then taken to Kronstadt. There they were tried by a tribunal.

Their sentences were not very heavy, nor had life in prison been excessively

hard. Five were exiled to remote territories, thirty-two were excluded from

the university but allowed to take their exams as 'external students'; the

others were merely solemnly reprimanded.

It is possible that the authorities had hoped to uncovjia serious plot,

a clandestine organization responsible for the disordfi;s. MikKaTltJv, who was

arrested at this time and who accepted responsibility fxSi di^^ng up the

manifesto To the Youns Generation, was suspected of having instigated the

disorders. From this time onwards the police put a curb on Chernyshevsky,

who had supported the students' movement in the SovremennikjnoTQ openly

and vigorously than anyone else. In fact, however, it was the government's

"own policies that crystalHzed the atmosphere in which the first clandestine

groups sprang up. They were a consequence rather than a cause of the
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demonstrations at St Petersburg. 'Instead of open meetings, secret meetings

took place in some little garret or in private lodgings. The campaign against

these secret meetings became more difficult even though it is true they no

longer had the wider significance of public meetings ',1"^ said a contemporary.

St Petersburg was covered with a network pf f^^ntrpg anH p1]]bg which gpther^

^gether thgfrg sti^^^^nts wh^ were Ion strike '.
^

^

The effects of the demonstrations lasted a full year, and most of the

faculties remained closed until August 1863. During this time an attempt was

made^to organize a free university with voluntaryj)rofessors, twenty ofwhom,
inclu^krg-some^f thejeading^ ones, agreed to join. The organizing committee

invited^Layiw^nd Chem^evsky^ lecture, but the authorities let it be

known that the^^Avoj^ldnSliTIowT^ Others were stopped by the ecclesi-

astical censorshipi^Pyphi, for instance, could not give a propo^ed-TDiirse-Qf

lectures on the histd!y of Russian mediaeval literature, whil^Pobedonost-

sev^Alexander Ill's future mentor—who was also invited, said mat-fee-woilld

"nm take part in anything which would mean collaborating with ' a charlatan

Uke_Chernyshevsky'.^9 As can be seen, he was well on the way to turning

into the pillar of reaction that he became at the end of the century.

The free university lasted f>frfyfl jnnnTh^ and was brought to an end in a

highly significant manner. Platon- Pavlov, the Kiev history professor who
had been one of the initiators of the liberal movement in the university, was

arrested on the night of 5th March 1862. He was sent into exile in the depart-

ment of Kostroma, and forbidden to give public lectures, for having made a

speech which was judged inadmissible on the theme :
'A thousand years of

Russian history.' The students demanded that their lectures should be

interrupted as a protest. Some professors, however, were opposed to this

decision, and one of them, the historian Kostomarov, had his lecture inter-

rupted by insults and shouts of: 'You're just another Chicherin.' And so

even those who had once stood out on behalf of the students were joining

those liberal professors who had already lost the faith of the student

body.20

Thft St Pfttftr«;hnrg Hprngnstrations were_echoedjn the provinces, where

they gave rise to similar movements which were~similarly~fepressed. On
2nd September a delegation of students from the capital reached Moscow,

with news of the reactions aroused by the closing of the university. In

Moscow, too, most of the students decided to defend their right to meetings,

and a small secret committee was formed which adopted greater precautions

than had been taken at St Petersburg. After a few meetings and threats, on

4th October 1861, Nikolay Stepanovich Sla^tjjis]^, a student who had

once h^lpedTto found Sunday-schools and whose radical spirit was rapidly

becoming known, suggested a demonstration which would give their protests

some symbolic significance. A procession was to carry a wreath to the tomb

qf^Granovsky—the historian and friend-ofiTerzen. The entire police force

and~mahy~soldiers were mobilized on' the day and the report said that 'a
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number of speeches were made, some of them completely lacking in modera-

tion '
; but there were no incidents.

A demonstration in front of the house of the Governor on 1 1th October

led to very different results. The student delegates who tried to speak to the

Governor were arrested and the others were surrounded by the police, and

violently beaten. Three hundred and forty were arrested and thirty-nine

detained. This was the first time that such a thing had happened in Moscow,

and it caused a great sensation, all the more so as the police had not acted

alone but had whipped up the small shopkeepers who had taken a prominent

part in the attack, hoping for some reward. This was a serious blow, and

despite the efforts of the more determined students, a boycott of lectures, as

at St Petersburg, proved impossible to organize. 21

c\ There was a greater degree of uncertainty among the students at Moscow
than probably anywhere else. The discussions brought to light two wings:

the radicals who were already moving towards political action and soon

^^ turned to Zemlya i Volya; and the more typical liberals, who insisted on
^Ci»^

orderly demonstrations and greater faithHiT possible c'dncessTons from the

^authorities. The historian Gessen has shown that this split corresponded to

a social difference iThcTa^icaLs^cpTisisted of students of lower or petit bour-

geois origin.;^he liberals came from the nobility. One of their leaders was

N,^\N. Raevsky^a desceiidaht of typical Decembrist figures. But all sources

are agr^ed-tfeatr4here was a considerable number of students utterly opposed

to any movement.

These discussions and differences bring to light even more clearly the

limits of the entire student movement: its academic, corporative, *familv*

character, in the apologetic words of some of the students themselves. If

never broke out beyond these limits, although there were some members

who were already determined to push matters on to the end. The disorders

were always more aj;yrnptnm an4 r̂elude rather than a real political force.

In Moscow there was none of the general sympathy for the movement

which was felt by the educated classes in St Petersburg. Indeed, even the

professors took up a more negative and, to be precise, cowardly attitude;

the clash therefore was mainly between students and police, and so was more

violent and brutal. The other forces of society played a less comprehensive

role than in the capital. There was only one new element in Moscow: the

lower classes had been successfully won over by the police.

The year 1863 marks the end of this first phase of the student movement.

"Frorn then on, though lectures were everywhere resumed, there were no

disorders of any importance until 1 869: and above all, in that year, the'new

university regulations, which had given rise to so many discussions, were

brought into force. Student corporate life was greatly restricted, almost

abolished. In return a concession was made to the educated classes. The uni-

versities were granted independence in the choice of professors and internal

administration.
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Such were the results of the disturbances as far as the government was

concerned. In London a different view was taken. Herzen and Ogarev saw

in these unsuccessful attempts to organize student strikes and disturbances

the first evidence of the Populist call to 'go to the people'. On 15th January

1862 Ogarev published an article in the Kolokol called 'The Universities are

Closing'. 'Let them close', he said. He considered the moral issues involved,

and invited the students to look seriously at their raison d'etre from the social

point of view.

Every rich man, every noble who enters the temple of learning which is closed for

the poor and the non-noble would feel that he was a wretch . . . Let them close the

universities, this will not make genuine learning perish. Let the young men of the

universities scatter through the provinces. Any man worth anything will carry

learning with him wherever he goes. Not government learning whose aim is tuition;

but vital learning, whose purpose is the education of the people. This learning is

universal and knows no distinction of class. We need travelling teachers. The
apostles of learning, like those of religion, cannot stay put, shutting themselves up

in chapels specially built for them. Their cause is called preachin^^ their place is

everywhere. At first they did not exist, but now, without wanting to, the govern-

ment has created them. Take advantage of this; do not go to the universities. Let

JhemjdQSfiiuniyersity youth spread throughout Russia will act as a unifying agent

between the various"classesrTob>ecome a free man it is essential to go to the people.
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His Majesty has been informed that there seems to be in existence in Moscow a

secret society whose aim is to introduce a republican regime into Russia. It appears

that this may meet with some success as its members are protected by Soldatenkov

and other wealthy 'Old Believers' ... It must be assumed that its members belong

to the so-called 'black students', i.e. those who do not come from the upper

classesT

So read a letter sent by V. A, Dolgorukov, head of the Third Section, to

the Governor-General of Moscow in May 1858. An enquiry was made, and

in June the Emperor himself began to take an interest. From denunciations,

anonymous letters and the typical workings of the police imagination, it

was established that there did in fact exist in Moscow a group of intellectuals,

mostly^students, who professed Socialist ideas which they wej:£_b£ginning to

apply to the situation in Ru|>sia. The police reports referring to this move-

ment have recently been published by M. M. Klevensky, who has also col-

lected the little biographical material that has survived. The result is of

considerable interest, for we can here observe an early and typically PopuUst

product.!

The origins of this movement can be dated between the end of 1854 and

The begjnmng of3S357 AFlEatflime there arrived in Moscow University

•—P-avpl MiVrtiQPyiph Ryhnikov. a young man already aged twenty-three, who

came from a merchant family of 'Old Believers '. He had travelled abroad,

and was remarkably well educated. All those who met him a few years later

were astounded by the breadth of his philosophical and literary culture and

especially by his wide reading in the works of Hegel, Feuerbach, Stirner,

Louis Blanc, Proudhon, as well as Vico and Montesquieu. Morelhan many
of his contemporaries, the young Rybnikov combined the ideas which he

took from these writers with a keen interest in popular tradition and Russian

folk-lore. He was well read in theological literature (especially that of the

Raskolj^jki), was interested in their way of life, and had applied himself to

studying the day-to-day existence of the Russian peasan ts. Through this

two-fold culture he gradually becanie~one~onheTeading experts on ancient

Russian songs, and one of the most patient and intelligent collectors and

commentators on popular literature, tti i I i jl yuarV hn ^vt; jn^pirpf] by a deli-

berate_attempl_ta Hraw nparpr tn thp ppnple, and by^ an ^effort Jo^stabl ish a

^^ntn^^ '" ^hp gphfry^f i(^A^s and values between the intelligentsia andThe

peasants.^
'

232
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A group of students soon began to collect around him ; their organization

consisted only in more or less regular meetings held in a small, smoky room,

to discuss social and philosophical problems. Closely associated with them

was a large number of other young men, chiefly officers and employees, who
dropped in at these meetings. Xhe-jneeting^Ji a s will be seen, were similar to

those of the Petrashevskists ten years earlier, so much so that the poTice

(and also Klevensky) thought there was a direct connection between them.

But the link was probably more one of ideals than of organization. In any

case these meetings did resume a movement which had been violently inter-

rupted by the reaction of 1849. 'They discussed the rpshrhina, narodunst

-in scheldisliip, patriarchaTtife, etc. . . . And the discussions sometimes

touched on SociaUst doctrines.' In fact, they raised once again the problem

of Russian Sociahsm, and relations between Western ideas and the collective

traditions of the village.

It is interesting to see that iht^^verte^niki^did. akea4y>^roken 3dtb-^

^laYophil ideology. Khomyakov and Alc^akov went to the meetings, and so
j

'^
on at least one occasion did Samarin. Rybnikov was the tutor of Khomya- \ \ \ ^
kov's sons, and during the summer he lived on his estate. And so these young '^' C

men had the chance to hear the greatest Slavophil thinkers in person. After

constant and often violent discussions, they endgd by dissociating them&elves^

from the romanticjielieious and traditional elements of their masters'

theories. In the religious sphere they were disciples ^f Fruprbach, and as far

as social problems were concerned they followed Proudhon, Louis Blanc

and Leroux. The Slavophils merely led them, like Herzen^eariierpfd^an

increasmg admiration and study of village life.

One of the most ardent speakers in these discussions was Matvey Yako-

vlevi^h Sviridenko, who as a member of the group later recalled, had a

great mtluence on his friends 'in turning them This friends] to Sociahsm and

every kind of emancipation'. He was some years older than the others whom
-^leTdomlnated by his intelhgence. By the end of 1858 Sviridenko was passion-

ately trying to get into contact with the peasants. In the words of a police

report: ' He did nothing. He visited the peasants and lived with them, treating

them all with courtesy ... He systematically took part in the meetings^Tthe

m/r^_aiKLtQ-dQ this he-dressed himself in a peasant cloak.' He went round the

villages saying that he himself was of peasant origin and was being persecuted

by the police. He took part in their work in the fields. 'In this way', the

report continues, ' Sviridenko gained special consideration and had a strong

moral influence in the villages. They listened and followed him in every-

thing.' He ended by marrying a peasant woman and lived for some time in

an izba 'where poverty was visible everywhere'.

Though Sviridenko said thatlie^Tiad come to the peasants to enter into

their lives, so as to observe their habits and to describe them, and though he,

like these lertepniki in general, certainl^had a great urge to 5tudy, none the

vjess his entire altitude- already betrayed a considerable interest in politics.
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After living in the izba, he soon became a bookseller, and among the jpiost

activejmembers-ollZgw/jg / Ko/)>g. As-he-^tood by the platform on which

Chernyshevsky was 'civilly executed' he attracted the attention of the police

by asking those present to uncover their heads. He died shortly afterwards,

too early to leave a significant mark on the life of these years. But from the

recollections of his contemporaries we can see that he was one of the first

and most typical young men for whom the break with the Slavophil tradition

coincided with a first step on the road to the people. Other vertepniki show

similar tendencies, in particular A. A. Kozlov, who, before becoming a

well known teacher of philosophy, was arrested for propaganda in 1862.

In contact with the Moscow vertepniki was a group of Kharkov students

who had founded a secret society immediately after the Crfmean War.

JThgSe two groups were the only illegal gnd^jTotftntially revolutionary

political organizations in the period immediately preceding the emancipation

of the serfs. Both were weak and temporary, but are none the less interesting

mainly as a symptom of the atmosphere of impatience which followed the

death of Nicholas I and as the herald of the movement which arose after

1861.

.A
I

. There were appreciable differences between the vertepniki and the Kharkov

VW^ students. While the former were a centre of ideological debates, the Kharkov

<^ group was a conspiracy, though as yet indecisive and immature. Po]

jfoWemTand the active struggle against despotism soon took first place in

^ their programme. The strongest tie between the two consisted in the circula-

tion in both of works published by Herzen's 'Free Russianjgcpss\ This

provides us with evidence of the great response that Iskander's ideas met with

among the young. For while memoirs of the period tell us of the reactions

and discussions aroused by Herzen's works in the various strata of the

ruling class, we must descend into these, as yet rare, secret 'undergrounds'

to find the first repercussions among the students.

^The originators of the Kharkov j^©efet-4Qciety were Yakov Nikolaevich

/bekrnartsand Mitrofan Danilovich JVluravsky^^oth came from the ^mailer

nobility with modest, indeed poverty^sTdckefi^estates. Both later saidthat

the fundamental emotions which had inspired themlo found a secret society

^ were shame and discontent at Russia's defeat in the Crjmea and the certainty

that this showed the absolute necessity for some'radical change.'*

For this purpose they created a nucleus with two other students who were

among the poorest of the university, Petr Savelich Efimenko and Petr

Vasilevich Zavads'ky, The latter was the son of a priest, ^rld-iater'said:

My situation necessarily brought me into close contact with simple folk. I lived

their life and their needs were mine also. I was well acquainted with the life of the

peasants in my village and I saw its hardships. My family life always left me with a

warm feeling for simple folk ... I saw that they were oppressed and had to put up

with much. Yet their songs, their games, and all their life seemed to me full of

poetry, and so I looked upon their oppression as even harder.
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By November 1856 there were eight,members of the society; other students

had joined it, among them E.<0^^rtugalov, t^ie son of a Jewish merchant.

These young men were very soon brought face to face with problems of

nationality. Portugalov wanted to do something for the rights of Jewish

students who werecQinpelled^ hide their origin and were persecuted even

by their compani(ras> Z^.vadsky^ on the other hand, was convinced that the

Russian State was the enemy of the Ukrainian, and so he gave 'a Little

Russian' flavour to his opposition. But when he heard of the existence of

revolutionary forces among the 'Great Russians', 'he refused to make any

distinction between the simple people of the one or the other'.

At the end of 1856 this group combined with another Kharkov group

which had been formed unknown to them. This was composed of noble

students coming fiom^rich families, and its guiding spirit was Nikolay

MikhailovicC5^vsky,'^^o was to die two years later remembered by all

who knew him forliis remarkable intelligence.

J£ the first group-jwas j^small germ_ofpopulism, the jgcond already coi> .

tained some typical elements of later 'Nihilism', such as a passionate interest^
\f\\

jn the exact sciences and a sense of superiority towards the world, which /» o *'

^t expressed in the form of irony and bitterness. Indee^Ke gfou'p'was^HOWirW Jtjv

as the Paskvilny Komitet (the libellous committee). The two groups together ^ jK^

made up d secret society of thirteen and they soon used as a sounding-board

a students' literary club which started in spring 1856.

The purpose of the society was clear enough, however general: 'They

aimed to arouse a general revolution in RussiaJ^eginning with the emancipa-

tion of the peasants.'
_ ,

To achieve this aim did not seem too difficult to us . . . We thought that no real

effort would be needed to provoke a general insurrection in Russia . . . We thought

that Russia would rise up that very year. All that was needed was to print a few

thousand copies of some sort of full programme, to send agents everywhere, give

them sufficient means to carry out our plans to the end, and one fine day Russia

would have learnt that in all the corners of its territory a violent revolt was in

action.

The obvious childishness of such a plan must not prevent us from under-

standing the significance of these words, which reflect the prevailing fear

of a peasant revolt. But for these men the threat was changed into a hope.

'To unleash a revolt seemed all theeasier in that not a single one of the social

classes was satisfied with the government.'

When after a short consideration the society moved from these great

hopes to deciding what had to be done, its members were faced with the

problem of drawing up a definite programme. Until then their activities

had consisted merely in reading and studying the works of Herzen. They

also collected, copied out and circulated any subversive writings that came

their way, arid their discussions.jeflected^4.hQse. taking place among the
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Russianjeducated classes, though in a more extremist form. Theyjiesitated

between a^onstitutional monarchy and a republic, and finally chose the

latter. They made plans tor propaganda among the officers of the Kiev

garrison and the peasants, and they probably distributed a few manuscripts

drawn up by them for this purpose. They only took one serious step, though

this alarmed the local authorities and even engaged the attention of Alexander

II himself. This consisted in spreading a handwritten manifesto against the

Peace of Paris in April 1856. The manifesto was a parody of the articles of

the agreement and the declarations of the Emperor. It cleverly stressed the

losses which Russia had had to endure as a result of her defeat. And when

the first student movements broke out in Kharkov University, the thirteen

conspirators played a prominent part.

But in 1857 the society was already in dissolution. It was not that the

authorities, despite many inquiries, Tiad succeeded m discovering the authors

of the manifesto which had aroused such a scandal. But lack of means, the

huge size of their task and the fact that they had hardly begun to consider

how it could be solved, and above all, perhaps, the liberal policy of the

government which was promising reforms—all these cut the ground from

under their feet. ^ Zavadsky summed up the situation when he said that

* their activities consisted in gossip'. The Kharkov group nevertheless trans-

ferred its organizing activities to the University^-of Kiev and renewed them

there in contact with one of the most liberal and open-minded professors of

the time, the historian P. V. Pavlov.

In January 1860 its members were affected by a denunciation sent to the

authorities, first at Kharkov and then at St Petersburg. The landowner

Mikhail Egorovich Garshin called in the authorities to avenge himself against

Zavadsky, who after becoming a tutor in his house had persuaded his wife to

run away with him, together with his four-year-old son, Vsevolod, later to

become a well-known writer. A search for this 'corrupter of souls', as the

husband called him, led the police on to the tracks of alTthe Kharkov student

movement. Twenty-two people were involved; five were exiled to small

provincial towns, where they were allowed to take part in the local administra-

tion; the rest were freed, though kept under police surveillance. The same

liberalism from ahnvp, which had been one of the fundamental causes of the

j^roup*s dispersal, was now responsible for the remarkably miTdjmHnTtcr of-
' its liquidation.

This early and frail attempt to create a secret society was not without

influence in the following years. A manuscript history of the Kharkov group

circulated among the students and was found by the police in a search at

Kazan. 5 Some, of these young Kharkov conspirators developed the revolu-

tionary tendencies which they had been tfie'lirst to" try to~ express in the

Russia of the time until these sentiments became Xhoyafsons d'etre for their

liye§. Bekman himself died in 1863, but he had had time to become an active

member of the first Zemlya i Volya in the department of Vologda where he
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had been exiled. In 1 862 he was sent to the Peter-Paul fortress and was then

exiled to the department of Samara for spreading * Ukrainian propaganda '.^ w
Muravsky became one of the most typical revolutionaries of the next twenty yj\jvi

yeaiis^In September 1862 he was again imprisoned for letters which he wrote ^ f^/ A

from Orenburg, where he had been exiled and employed in the administration j» I /
of the Kirghiz tribes. In 1863 he was condemned to eight years' hard labour /
and banishment for life to Siberia. Ip the_*seyenties he came back to Oren-

burg and^^^as one of the most active propagandijts andjorganizers in that

region . He was involved in the 'trial of the hundred and ninety-three ' in

1878, received a sentence of ten years and died in prison a year later. ^

Attempts at conspiracies were interrupted during the preparatory stages

of the peasant reform, but resumed on a very different scale immediately

after its final phase, the manifesto of 19th February 1861.

In JuhM861_a leaflet called_the VjJikoruss_CThe Great Russian)^_was Ll
circulated in St Petersburg and later in Moscow. At the beginning of Sep- J

'tgSibeTthe second number came out, and two weeks later the third and last.

It was written clearly and without rhetoric and addressed to the educated

classes. It made no attenapLJQ- be understand by gjrnple people. It had no

.definite political line: indeed it is often difficult to determine how far its

clandestine editors were making use of tactical cunning, and how far they

were themselves trying to find a solution to their problems. This uncertainty,

combined with the desire to consider openly all the fundamental questions

of the day, clearly reflects the atmosphere prevailing in educated circles

during the summer that followed the emancipation decree.

^

The very first number of the Velikoruss transformed the growing fear of

the authorities, as they heard of the reactions of the peasants in the various

provinces, into an open threat. 'The government is bringing Russia to a

Pugachev revolt. We must re-examine the entire peasant problem and solve

It m some other way.' But who could do this ?Xertainly not the governrnent:

'It is not capable of understanding anything; it is stupid and ignorant.' And
so it was up to the

'

educated classes ' to take poUtical leadership in hand, to

^cufbTIHegovemment and direct it', by imposing therr-own--sohitions. This

was a suitable moment: 'WcLare neither Poles nor peasants. They will not

fire on us.'

i he dilemma was clearly emphasized: either such an action by 'the en-

lightened part of the nation' or an appeal to the people which the 'patriots'

would be compelled to make but whose consequences could only be serious

for the intelligentsia as well.

The Velikoruss was looking for a solution other than revolution, and in

its second number it suggestedTneW^ternatiVirlvlustTjfthe peasants wanted

all the land which had until then belonged to the gentry. Some, however,

would have been satisfied with what they had previously farmed together

with the neighbouring woods and fishing rights, as long as they had to pay

no redemption fee. The Velikoruss maintained that it was vital to support
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this minority and satisfy its demands. Tlie State itself should assume the

burden of the-cedemption. There were besides other problems which were

awaiting solution: Poland sjiould be given freedom, to which it had the

right. Such a step would indeed even be to Russia's advantage. Once again,

the suggestion was supported by threats: 'If we don't do this, the Poles will

in any case soon free themselves.' In the same way it was essential to allow

the Ukrainians to express their own will: 'We don't know whether they will

want to separate themselves from us or not, but if they want to, let them do

it.' Only in this way, by solving the problems of the peasants and the nationa-

lities, would it be possible to obtain freedom in Russia. 'Mihtary despotism',

employed against the peasants and the minorities, in fact oppressed all

the national territory and all classes. Those of the liberals who wanted

intermediate solutions were not aware of the close relation between all

these different problems.

^
In its third and last number, the Velikomss discussed the_problem_o£_the

relations between the dynasty ancTihglcoiistiturion. It did not come out

clearly for a republic, and was evidently trying to influence those who were

thinking of a constitutional monarchy. But this third number, even more than

its predecessors, showed that these tactics were in fact only covering up the

uncertainties and hesitations of the editors themselves. For instance, though

they ended by giving some practical, if very general, suggestions on how to

found a secret society to be based on their ideas, at the same time they

published an appeal to Alexander 11 . It wasnotjust the government, they

said, but the'"5mire admmistrative hiachinery that was incapable of com-

pletingjhfijiefoims. This was the obstacle which was crushing the will both

of the 'patriots' and of the Tsar. And so they demanded the summoning of

-an assejnbly. This would bring the Emperor into direct contact witli tlir

nation, above the heads of the incompetent bureaucracy.

These_id£as_of the Velikomss^ and shortly afterwards of N. A. Serno-

SoloygYJch, make it quite clear that we are only at the fringes of a movement.

They used threats, pointed out dangers and produced political solutions,

but when it came to deciding on the forces to carry all this out they displayed

cJittle rnnfiHpticfi Anri gr> tht^y h^(i fo rfisorn£lj£JjJjf^^f^^ in the Emperor's

name and person.

We have no certain knowledge as to who these men were who so faithfully

reflected the doubts and aspirations of the time. The police did not lay hands

on them, and none of their contemporaries has left us detailed evidence of

those who took part in this secret organization.

It has been suggested that the inspiration behind the F(e/iA^2£WXSL_came

directly from Chernyshevsky and even that he was its author. But though

its ideas and even style are somewhat similar to his own Letters without an

Address published in 1862, a year later, careful examination shows that it

Jacksjiis energy and decision. Above all it lacks his political vision. The
Velikoruss is far too concerned with dynastic and constitutional problems
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for us to assume that it corresponds to Chemyshevsky's ideas, which were

always exclusively concerned with the poUtical and social forces in the field.

And, even more significant, there are too many concessions to that liberal

mentality which Chernyshevsky had fought so powerfully for so many years.

^

It is, however, true that the few names that do emerge from the fog sur-

rounding this episode are all of men whor-^ere close to Chernyshevsky.

Among them, for example, are the brothbrs Lupi^,io of whom Vladimir

Fedorovich was described in Chemyshevsky's TlOvel The Prologue as the

character IjiYgl?i^ - He was a sensitive and inteUigent man, and his political

activities at this time constituted a link between Chernyshevsky and Herzen.

The son of an extremely rich landowner from the region of Kostroma, after

an excellent education, he took part in the Crimean War, where, among
other things, he met Tolstoy. When he returned to St Petersburg, he gave up
his mihtary career. He then moved in the circles of the Sovremennik, and in

1 862 went to the University of Heidelberg to devote himself to his chemistry

studies. He remained abroad until 1867, in close contact with the London
emigres. He was one of the men on whom Herzen, Bakunin and Ogarev

most counted to launch their campaign in favour of the Zemsky Sobor,

and for this purpose to maintain relations with liberals such as Turgenev.

Luginin could well look upon this as a logical sequel to his campaign in the

Velikoruss, but his highly critical view of the Tsar soon made him put less and

less trust in liberahsm and led him to feel rancour -for everything Russian.

He said that he wanted to spend his entire Ufe in France or England, 'as he

had nothing in common either with the peasants or with the Russian mer-

chants. He did not share their beUefs and did not appreciate their principles.' ^^

He ended, however, by returning to his country and devoting himself to his

studies with conspicuous success.

To return to the Velikoruss : the man who suffered most fromthe repression

launched against the paper was Vladimir AleksandrovichXlht^h^^With
one of his relations, Nikolay, he too was a frequent visitor to ChemysEevsky's

house. Both are^ood examples of the young men who in 1861 raUied roimd-
tje Sovremennik and were amongjhe earliest members of Zemlya i Volya,

At the first obstacle in his mihtary career (his failure to get on the General

Staff) V. A. Obruchev had resigned, devoting himself to working as a 'ghost

writer' on the editorial board of Chemyshevsky's reviews and in other

literary undertakings. When he was twenty-five he accepted an invitation to

distribute the second number of the Velikoruss and was soon arrested.

Though he was questioned at great length, the police got no information

from him. After some months in prison he was sentenced to five years' hard

labour and banishment for fife in Siberia. In May 1862 the Emperor reduced

his prison sentence to three years.

At the end of May he underwent the typical ^Arprnnny nf V.JYJI gxr^"^'^nL.

This was remembered by his contemporaries for the hostility with which the

people treated him. This was yet another proof of the isolated position of
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these young intellectuals and the complete misunderstanding they faced once

they left the world of 'the educated classes'. L. F. Panteleyev says:

The crowd who stood before the platform expressed the bestial desire that Obru-

chev's head should be cut off, that he should be flogged with the knut or at least

tied to the column with his head down, as he had dared to go against the Tsar . . .

The most horrible thing was the savage laugh that ran through the crowd when they

<^ made him put on the convict's clothes and a cloak which covered him up to his

But there was another side to the ceremony. The Governor-General of

St Petersburg, Suvorov, went up to him and with an 'alarmed expression'

began to speak to him in French, saying that he knew his father. ' Voyons,

dites-moi, qu'est-ce-que vous etes alle faire dans cette galere?' But the con-

versation led to nothing, apart from some easing in Obruchev's immediate

situation. However, its significance is perhaps greater than that of a merely

curious episode, characteristic of the prevaihng atmosphere. For Suvorov

had a reputation as a liberal, and rumour tells us that the associates of the

Velikoruss wanted to put him, with his consent or otherwise, at the head of

the movement that they had started. Such a rumour would perhaps scarcely

deserve being reported, did it not show that a legend in the circles of the

Velikoruss linked the pappr'<; fnrtiinp«; tn hiphpr <;phprps Wliateverthe kernel

of truth contained in this tradition, it certainly helps us to under^tanf

,jmall paper's true significance. It reflected the feelings, hopes and anxieties

of these young men whose baimer was the Sovremennik, but who were now
ceasing to preach politics—even such intelligent and coherent doctrines as

Chernyshevsky's—in order to engage in more modest, yet practical, tasks.

They were beginning to settle accounts with the political situation as it

really was. Keeping their eyes firmly fixed on the educated classes, the editors

of the Velikoruss may welHiave hoped to find support from above .

The VeUkoruss~ncr^b^Qntd what has been pompously called the ' Era of

^r^^kmations' or 'Manife&tofi-'. Throughout the last months of 1 861 "and^all"

the following year it made constant eff'orts to bring into being a clandestine

press and circulal^£roclamations which echoed, often violently, the dis-

appointprents and hopes^ the growing movement. ' Rapid partisan attacks

launched by separa^e^apja independent groups.'^ -^ So they were correctly

defined by Shelgunov, a writer who played an important part in these

activities.

Thf majority of the intelligentsia was not yet ready for a campaign aimed

tQ.^teer the peasant reform into a general political movement. Herzen was

talking of the Zemsky Sobor. Chernyshevsky was entirely engaged in his

duel with the authorities. The intellectual elite was carried away by great

hopes of immediate freedom. But these 'partisans ' had undertaken the task

_Df saying clearly, free from the reserves imposed by the political struggle

_and_jh(L£ensoiship^tha^-aet4ofl was-now-fleeessaryand^ha^it w^^ time to
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raise outstanding problems in all their magnitude. This must be done in a

s{)irit of radical determination.

To this effect SJi^ lgimoy and Mi^^lir^^l'^Vi two typical if minor figures of the

period, .W£Qte_and circulated a manifesto in the autumn of 1861.

At this time Nikolay VasilevicSTShel^iioVv^s already aged thirty-seven.

Though sprung from a family of officerraSd~govemment servants, he had

had to fend for himself. When still a child he was left an orphan, and had to

face school life under Nicholas I. He has left us a vivid description of what

this meant: discipline, floggings and narrow technical specialization based on

a groundwork of complete ignorance of the world, history and above all the

poHtical situation. So he had become an expert on forestry and the adminis-

trative problems associated with it. In after years, when he was a successful

publicist, he always deplored the fact that he had only come into contact

late with real culture. He knew the meaning of despotism, and when he said

that he was not convinced by eulogies of Louis XIV or Catherine II, he was

drawing on his own experiences, The sciences and arts, he said, had been

stifled rather than brought into existence by their protectors. Only a free

impulse was capable of producing such fruits. In Russia the contrast was

naturally even greater than elsewhere. The transition from the regime of

Nicholas I to the fervour that characterized the new reign of Alexander II

remained the decisive experience of Shelgunov's life. Twenty years later he

defended the ' 'sixties' against all its enemies. His descriptions were perhaps

too optimistic, but they were the product of sincere conviction.

At the time of the fall of Sebastopol, Russia seemed to him 'a girl of

^neteen who has never leXtJierj/illage. The arsenal of our learning, especially

jn social questions, was very limited . We knew that in the world there was

a country called France, one of whose Kings, Louis XIV, had said, "L'etat,

c'est moi", and that he had therefore been called "the Great". We knew that

in Germany, specially Prussia, the soldiers were well trained in their ma-

noeuvres. And finally, the corner-stone of our learning lay in knowing that

Russia was the greatest, the truest, the bravest of countries ; that it acted as

the "granary" of Europe and that if it wanted to it could deprive Europe

of bread and in the last resort (if really forced to) it could conquer all its

peoples. It is true that after Sebastopol belief in the infaUibility of such

truths was being shattered, but there were no new ideals with which to

replace them. Some had to be found, some created: in a word, the job had

to be begun from scratch.'^"* Shelgunov played a large part in this task.

Through his travels abroad in Germany and especially in Paris and London,

he was able to 'find' what he was looking for. Together with the Sovremen-

nik he helped to 'create' the other truths. They took the form of typically

Populist ideas.

In 1856 when he crossed the Russian frontier 'he saw for the first time free

men who lived without the threat of the stick and without an autocracy,

and the difference was that they led a better and wider life'.'^ The peasants'
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bread was almost white: life was full of intellectual excitement. So he too,

like all the Populists, started from a Western standpoint. The Slavophils

could make men think about Russia's past, and grow enthusiastic aboui her

people and traditions. But they neveiL^provided any stimulus for action; no

revolutionary spirit was to spring from their ideas. For what was needed was

a break, an essentially youthful determination to begin again from scratch;

and this could only be found in a different world. This was the path that

Shelgunov too had to tread. If he later returned to the obshchina, and accepted

Herzen's ideas on the part that a peasant and egaUtarian Russia could play

in the future renewal of Europe, this was only after he had followed the

Westerners' tracks and after he had come into contact with Socialism and

brought it face to face with the problems of his own country.

For him,^ too, Populism w^s born of his experiences of the revolutionary
movements of 1848. He said thirty years later:

Europe, despite its recent failures, had not yet lost either the faith or the great

ideas of the end of the eighteenth century. The tradition had not yet been broken

as it was later. In France there were still alive stubborn men such as Louis Blanc,

Felix Pyat, Ledru Rollin, Blanqui, Barbes. And besides them there was Victor

Hugo and the France of the sciences, law and journalism, which had been driven

out by Napoleon III but which still in exile remained faithful to its past and did not

lose hope of finding support or allies. In London the European emigres had col-

lected—French, Italian, Polish, Russian, German and Hungarian. ^*^

Besides, even in Paris it was not difficult to find circles which kept ahve

the ideas that had led to 1848. He met, for example, the small world grouped

round the Revue Philosophique et Religieuse which was inspired by Saint-

Simonism.^'^ But it was chiefly Herzen, whom he went to see in London, who
laid the foundations on which he developed^' his extensive publicizing

. activ'tifis
'

Yet Shelgunov knew that he was bringing from Russia a specific element

which made it impossible for him to accept with his whole heart the world

he met in Western Europe. True, Herzen was at the peak of his popularity

in Russia. His Kolokol dominated the minds of all who were really anxious

for reforms. Personal contact with him was life-enhancing; even from a

distance he had been able to inspire an intellectual and moral renaissance.

But despite all this there was something which prevented him from under-

standing the new generation. Shelgunov clearly saw what it was:
^

^We had

not been through the experiences of 1848 in Europe, and so we still had a

Jaith that he nojon^r had. We wereTjoiTing over, and Herzen had gone off

^the boil. Naturally events soon showed that he was right, but we believed in

^ourselves, certain that we were on the eve (of a revolution).' ^^ Reconsidering

it later, he went to the origins of this gap between them. 'A broadly developed

awareness of freedom made any kind of violence intolerable to Herzen . . .

He was not democratic enough for barricades, eiTHer in~his^way of life or in

his mentality, and he was too aristocratic in his development and his intel-

I
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lectual needs.' It was this that stopped him understanding the 'young

emigres', the representatives of that movement of 1861-62 who, when it was

broken up and suppressed, had ended by seeking refuge abroad.

But was the difference between them only one of generations and men-

tahty? Meeting some of the Polish emigres in London made Shelgunov

realize that it went deeper than this. His own social radicalism and longing

for equahty did not exist among the other revolutionary exiles. He was

enlightened one day by a conversation with a Pole who asked him :
' Do you

knowjhe-difference between us Poles and you Russians ? '

' What ? '

'We Poles

_want to turn every peasant into a gentleman, and you want to turn every
'

gentleman into a peasant.' 'These words contained a truth', saidTShelgunoVp

'which I did not then fully understand, but which became clear to me later

in the 'seventies, when the attempt was made to change the sons of the

intelhgentsia into peasants.' ^^ The origins of the movement 'to go to the

people' were already present in the most active radicals of the 'sixties.

It was this desire to pursue aims to their inescapable conclusion—to use a

phrase which so often expressed the current state of mind—which made
Shelgunov think that Russia was on the eve of a social revolution, and that

t^j-evolution would helELio-Fevtve-ati-Etgoper-At a time when the West

was inclined to think that 'bears wandered through the streets of St Peters-

burg and Moscow, and Siberia began at the Russian frontier', he believed in

the obshchina as a principle which might well revolutionize social relations

everywhere. And as far as Europe was concerned he was thinking mainly of

-the_prQMeniS-jollhe._prpletariat. Indeed his most important article for the

^Qiiremennik was an intelligent popularization of Engels' book on the

^siluatian o_f the working class in England.^o

He now found, in the literary circles ofjSt Peters^urgjsa friend with whom
to share these beliefs. Mikhail LarionoVicJi^ Mikhailoy^ was a young poet

who had been in touch with Chernyshevsky^thrrtrrg their early university

years around 1847. Mikhailov^i was no great poet and was aware of his

limitations. He nearly always confined himself to translating German,

French and English poetry, choosing those works which seemed specially

relevant to his own time, and using them to express feelings he was incapable

of expressing in words of his own making. He had a literary flair and through

it was able to make his personal contribution to the task of 'enlightenment'

which constituted the programme of his generation, i.e. to inform the Russian

public of the taste of Western Europe round about 1848. His choice of poets

was eclectic: Longfellow, Heine, Beranger, Hugo, etc., but his versions were

delicate and subtle. Just as he was not a poet so he was not a really original

critic or publicist, though he wrote articles on the social and spiritual prob-

lems of his time which met with a large response.

He was chiefly a 'witness'. His own life clearly yet modestly revealed the

difficulties that still obstructed the formation of the intelligentsia and the

strength that it had gained through this fight for existence. In Shelgunov's
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life we see mainly the rise of Populist ideas and the desire to spread them;

but Mikhailov was a more original personality, able to use these ideas not

only to create a cultural and political blueprint but also to build up a private

world of feeling and activity.22

The story of his family in itself showed how difficult it was to break through

social oppression and affirm one's personality. His grandfather was a serf,

probably of Tartar origin, in the district of Orenburg. He was an able man
who managed to accumulate considerable wealth in the hope of redeeming

himself. At last he succeeded, only to be told that the decree of liberation

for which he had duly paid had not been drawn up correctly. And so he was

once more reduced to the status of a serf. He protested, but was imprisoned

and sentenced to be flogged as a rebel. His nerve now broke: during the

preliminary proceedings he became an alcoholic, and died soon after. But

where he failed his son succeeded. He became a zealous official, and was so

successful that he was ennobled, married the daughter of a prince, and

obtained an estate with several hundred serfs. Enthusiasm for learning had

already begun to move him. In his son, Mikhail the poet, this enthusiasm was

responsible for putting an end to a comfortable bureaucratic life and bringing

him into conflict with the surrounding world. Mikhail too aimed to enter

government service. After going to St Petersburg University, he was given an

administrative post of some importance at Nizhny Novgorod during the dark

years when Chernyshevsky had retired to Saratov, waiting for new pos-

sibilities to open up. But the two friends remained in contact through letters,

and continued to speak of the ideals aroused in them by 1848. Mikh**^^**^'',^^

began to make a name with 'realistic' stories and literary studies which were

inspired by the Russian Enlightenment of the eighteenth century. At the time

of the Crimean War he was ah-eady known in St Petersburg as a subtle and

elegant writer, highly thought of for his poetic translations. His meeting with

Shelgunov and his wife, his travels abroad, the new intellectual life after

1855, all these transformed him into one of the most typical publicists of the

Sovremennik group.

The age was one, in Shelgunov's words, of 'a^cQiiipld£-xevQliitiQiLirLiamily

relationships '.23 The liaison between Mikhailov and Shelgunov's wife (who

gave him a son) did not in the least aff"ect the deep friendship between the

two writers, and is one of the mos^tjypical examples of this revolution. The

lives of Herzen and Ogarbv and the atmosphere of Chernyshevsky's novel

A WhaUsJnJbe done? provide further examples of the birth of this-newjnen-

tahty_which«-wirh its problems ofpersonaUieedom^^accompanied the rise of

reVottrtTonary-PopuUwtt,^^ _ -'

It was this problem of woman's freedom which was to interest Mikhailov

when, together with Shelgunov, he came into contact with a Saint-Simonist

group in Paris. In a series of avidly read articles in the Sovremennik he

played a large part in bringing about the growth of new customs. Though
Chernyshevsky objected that ' the question of women is all very well when
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there are no other problems '^5 and insisted on raising more fundamental

pohtical and social questions, he published Mikhailov's articles, for he well

knew that the desire for new standards of personal behaviour derived from

a society in transformation. In this way Mikhailov was able to introduce into

Russia the debates aroused by the anti-feminism of Proudhon's latest books.

He also described life in Paris, in a series of articles whose most vivid feature

lay in his curiosity and zest for freedom. 26

Mikhailov too visited Herzen in London, and returned to St Petersburg

convinced that a deep transformation in Russia was now inevitable. The year

of doubt ^and hesitations which preceded the manifesto of 19th February

1861 had made the liberals uncertain, but had driven these younger men to

hopes of revolution. He too broke with those well-meaning and moderate

writers among whom he had once been numbered. He later described his

state of mind in an epigram, called The Constitutionalist. ' Even hearing him

pronounce the word freedom is disgusting. It's hke hearing a eunuch speaking

of love.' 'His voice trembled a little', wrote a contemporary, 'when he said

that the masses were awakening and ripening, and that the day would soon

arrive when he would see them raising their many hydra heads. '^^

The manifesto of emancipation only confirmed these ideas. Half a century

later someone still remembered him in a room in St Petersburg surrounded

by students.

They had scarcely finished reading the manifesto aloud and had begun to examine

it in detail. No one was satisfied with it. They all condemned its turgid and com-

plicated style. It was the 'seminarist' style of the Metropolitan Filaret. We certainly

didn't expect anything of the kind, either in form or content. The most bitter and

violent was Mikhailov. He openly said that it was a trap and a fraud, and merely

meant a diff^erent kiifcl of enslavement for the peasants. His tone and his words

showed for the first time that he had now burnt his boats. Besides, he knew very

well that since his journey to Lx)ndon he was more than ever looked upon as a

member of a revolutionary organization. ^8

These last words show once more how widespread was the impatience for

guidance from London and how much men were waiting for Herzen to inspire

a secret organization. Rut the example of MikliRil^^^ R"^ <vh^igiinnY m^Vf^ it

glear that the first stepsjn_this direction were taken in Russia. P^t only

. without,~buractualIy~against. Herzen's advice. M ikhailov mayjiave already

belonged to a 'revolutionary organization', but it was he and his friends who
were creating it.

It was now that they met-VLJCostomarovT^young writer living on trans-

lations and debts, who told thenithanT5~tTairthe means to print manifestos.

They gave him three propaganda manuscripts aimed at the peasants and the

army. Of these the first may have been by Chernyshevsky, the other two by

Shelgunov. According to at least one piece of evidence this was merely a

beginning, which was to be followed by other appeals to different groups and
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social categoriiBS. Shchapovj^s to have written a manifesto for the Raskol-

niki\ Shelgunov and Mikhailov, an appeal to the young generation. If this

is true, their attempts are the first example of the propagandist tactics^that

Zcmlya i Volya tried to put into practice about_a yearTaterT^^

We know very little of this first attempt to organize a secret press, no longer

aimed, like the Velikoruss^only at the educated classes hul^so at the people.

Besides, it failed even before it was put into practice, planned as it was on

utterly unreliable foundations. Instead of printing the manuscripts quickly,

Kostomarov/ delayed, in the hopes of getting more money. He later entered

U
.^:sr

the service of the Third Section and gave^the * evidence' on which- both

^Mikhailov and Chernyshevsky were condenined.

We have already referred to the manifesto for the peasants which may
^S^^^ have been Chernyshevsky's work. Shelgunov's articles too have been found,

X vv^-45 and they show^jhe ^gjitreme importance _assumejd-i3y- the -question .oiLthe
*^

nationalities within the empire and by foreign policy in general in the crisis

y^>^'* ^f lRM-30 Hp AA/rnfff tft the soldjcrs:
~ -

^^ Brothers, do you remember the last war in Poland, do you remember the Hun-
garian war? You wondered why the leaders made you march. Who found the war

<;-^\i^^^r necessary or useful? It certainly wasn't us, brothers. Russia didn't come out of it

any richer. Are you quite sure that we weren't behaving like bandits in Poland or

Hungary?

This was certainly a strange way to write propaganda for the army. Even

the manifesto itself recognized that there were few men in the army who had

taken part in these two campaigns of 1831 and 1849. In fact the intelligentsia

was examining the national conscience and trying in this strange way to

bring the people into contact with its own problems. But the remainder of

the manifesto showed that its author was firmly convinced of the connection

between this repudiation of foreign policy and the social problems raised

for the Russian people by the manifesto of 19th February. He told the

soldiers

:

Jl

Brothers, have you heard of the freedom which they have given the people? Talk

to the peasants and you will see that it is not true freedom . . . Remember that you

were born in those very izhas which the landlords are now taking away from the

peasants; that you were baptized in the very churches where they are now praying

God to free them from evil and violence.

The second manifesto was shorter and more effective and returned to the

same theme. It was an appeal to the soldiers not to fire onjhe peasants who
were expressing their aspirations for a very diff"erent ' freedom \

^

Fracticar experience showed Shelgunov and Mikhailov the diflficulties of

a secret press. How could they ensure that their words reach the soldiers and

the peasants? But events in St Petersburg in the summer of 186.1 were to

reveal the only circles to which they could eff"ectively turn. Jjieir new appeal

waRxalled_7 Q the YoungjGeneration. It was aimed not at the real intelligentsia
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or at the people, bu t at the students who were demonstratingJiL4he- lecture

halls arid streets of St Petersburg.

the discovery of a suitable field suggested a suitable approach. Despite its

obvious uncertainties and generalizations which made it more of a profession

of faith than an appeal for action, this work is the most important of the

^ra of Prodamations '»-and the most typical document of revolutionary

PopuUsm in 1861. It was written by Shejgunov and revised by Mikhai4ev7'

Together they took it abroad, as they were convinced that they would not

be able to print it in Russia. Mikhailov showed it to Hcfz^^ who did not

approve of it, both because he liad no failh-in -Glandest4ne--actiyities and

-thought it would bring- Tuifi^orLlhe^aiithois^^and for ideological reasons.

However, the Free Russian Press printed six hundred copies which were

hidden in a trunk with a false bottom and carried back to Russia by Mik-

hailov. He was imprudent enough to give a copy to Kostomarov before he

was able to organize its distribution. When Kostomarov was arrested, the

secret was out. However, they took up a bold line and decided to distribute

it with the small means^attheir disposal. Mikhaeliv^Mie of the leaders of the

student movement, ana A_A. Serno-Solovevich^ -brother of the founder of

Zemlya i Volya, circulated it in the capital, despatching it by post and sticking

it up on walls. Semo even appears to have flung it on to the Nevsky Prospekt,

riding through at full speed. The eff"ect was remarkable. The manifesto^ij^aS-

-read, -discussed^and reached circles far beyond those who saw the Few copies

that could be circulated. On the following day, 1st September, Mikhailov

was interrogated for the first time, but the police remained uncertain. On
14th September he was denounced by Kostomarov and arrested.

The proclamation To the Young Generation was based on simple and
.

fundamental political questions. /()

We do notJieed-either aJTsar. an Emperor, the myth of some lord, or the purple /!^' iQ,
''

which-cloaks hereditaiy-incompetence. We want at our head a simple human being, , >j r "(ti

,.a man of the land who understands the life of the people and who is chosen by d^ ^^
Jhe people. We.do not need an Emperor consecrated in_the Uspensky Sobor, but an rfT

jelectfedJeadejiJieceiyin^ a salajyjorjiis services. ^^
^jy

It was time to do with the Tsar what the peasants of an estate in Tambov
region had done with the outside administrators whom they had suffered

until then. They had followed them out of their village, saying: .l,We arc very

grateful to you, but now, God s^eed. we no longer need you.' Tlie Emperor's

greatest claim to honour—the emancipation of the peasants—closed one

epoch and opened a new one. 'Imperial Russia is in dissolution. If Alexander

II doesn't understand this aTid is not prepared to make the necessary con-

cessions freely, so much the worse for him.' But even eventual concessions

made by the present government could be a danger for it. 'Young generation,

do not forget this.'

The threat was no longer made for tactical purposes. It was a simple
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Statement of fact made before they turned their attention in new directions.

Let the dead bury their dead; that was apparently their message,

*We turn to the young generation because in it are the men who can save

Russia. You are its real force; you are the leaders of the people. You must

explain to the people and the army all the harm done to it by the Tsar's

power.' To do this they must realize the extent of the problem which was

raised by the emancipation of the serfs. 'This can be the first step towards

a great future for Russia or towards catastrophe; towards political and

economic welfare, or towards a political and economic proletariat. The

choice depends on you.'

Old theories were no longer of any assistance in making this choice.

Constitutionalism and political economy led only to conservatism and to

the establishment of an absurd status quo:

They want to turn Russia into an England and feed us on the experiences of

England. But is Russia—in geographical position, natural riches, the conditions

of its land, the quality and quantity of its soil—remotely like England? Would the

English have developed in Russia in the way that they have done in their own
island ? As it is we ape the French and Germans enough. Must we now really begin

to ape the English too ? No, we do not want English economic maturity. It cannot

be digested by the Russian stomach.

No, no, our life is another.

We must not carry the cross . . .

Let Europe carry the cross. Who says that we must imitate Europe or the example

of some Saxony, England or France . . . ? What science has taught him that Europe's

ideas are infallible? We know nothing of any science of this kind. We only know
that Gneist, Bastiat, Rau, Roscher are merely excavating the refuse to turn the

advance of previous centuries into a law for the future. Let a law of this kind

serve for others ; we will try to find a new one. Who is unaware that Europe, with

its hundreds of German states and their kings, dukes and princes, or France with

its Napoleons, is astounded when it learns that in America there is an entirely

different: order? And why should not Russia achieve yet another order, unknown
jeveain-Amcr icartAve not only can but must achieve something different. Thereare

principles in our life completely unknown to the Europeans. The Germans claim

that we will reach the point which Europe has now reached. This is a lie . . .

They spoke of the Western bourgeoisie, of the remains of the feudal world

and of the revolution of 1848. 'Its failure is a failure for Europe only. It

tells us nothing of the possibihty of other changes here in Russia.'

We are a backward people and in this lies our salvation. We must thank fate that

we have not lived the life of Europe. Its misfortunes and its situation without any

way of escape are a lesson for us. We do not want its proletariat, its aristocracy,

its governmental principles, its imperial power . . . Europe does not understand and
cannot understand our social needs. This means that Europe is not our master in

economic problems. We Russians repudiate the idea. And why? Because we have

no political past. We are not bound by any tradition . . . That is why, unlike Western
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Europe, we are not afraid of the future. That is why we move boldly forward to

the revolution, why we long for it. We believe in the forces of Russia, because we
believe that we have been destined to bring a new principle into history, to hand on

our own message and not haunt the old gardens of Europe. Without faith there is

no salvation, and we have great faith in our strength. If to achieve our ends, by

dividing the land among the people_we^Jiav£. to Icili a.^undred thpusandof the

gentry, even that will not deter us. After all, it's not as bad as all that. Do you

remember how many men we lost in the wars in Poland and Hungary ?

In the same tone the author took up the Saint-Simonist argument :
' Imagine

that suddenly, on one single day, all our ministers, all our senators, all the

members of our council of state were to expire, and at the same time all our

governors, all our officials. Metropolitans, Bishops—in a word, all our

present administrative aristocracy—were to die too. What would Russia

lose? Not a thing.' Ilh£Jinly living forces besides the people were those of

4he intelligentsia: 'writers, poets, scientists, artists and managers'.

The manifesto ended by suggesting a few generaTprinciples' for a pro-

,gramme—elections, freedom of speech, self-adminTstration, nationalization

.nf thp lanH anij jt<; ([divi sion into ccjual holdings .

The land must not belong tojhe indiyidual but to the natioR.EAchpbshchma must

havejts strip of land. Private farming must no longer exist. Land must not be

^old in the same way as potatoes or cabbage. Every citizen must be a member of

an_o^^c^^7inust eHhei^pji^ ajiew^qne with

Gather citizens. We wish to retain collective ownership of the land with redistribu-

tion at long intervals. This is no concern of the State. If thejdea oj collective

ownership is a mistake, let it die through its ownJnability^-ta-survive^and not

hpr-aiigp it k inflnpnced bv Western economic doctrine^

After speaking of soldiers and military service, the manifesto appealed once

more to 'Russia's hope: the party of the people made up of the young

generation of all classes.' It could not suggest immediate organization, but

rather a vast effort at proselytism. 'Qelj;eady for the hiisiiiess_which_^ou >

must undertake: acrii^itnm yoiirrfh^^s ^^ ^h^g ^VJC^-JJCIT" .groups of people^ I S
who think in the same way: look for leaders who_are_efficient and ready for '^r^

anything.'

Herzen's ideas on the future of Russia and Chernyshevsky's on the con-

servative nature of political economy spring to mind immediately, to mention

only two names. The work's originahty lay rather m^jts excessively trustful_

and^enthusiastic tone, and the determination Jo makeitsjdeas triumph at

any price. The authors were prepared to admit doubts on future political

organizations or even on the obshchina, but they claimed with absolute

certainty that_lD,found an egalitaiiaii_and iie_c ^Russia it was essentiaTtol.

wipe out the past; and that the only power able to do this was the people

guidjed by the young generation. ^2

Mikhailov paid for this assertion with his life. After his arrest he denied

his share in the matter for some days, but when he learnt of Kostomarov's

9\
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deposition and was told that Shelgunov and his wife were in danger, he

assumed complete responsibility for editing, printing, carrying and distri-

buting the manifesto. He was put in solitary confinement with a few books

in the Peter-Paul fortress. There he was greeted in verse by the university

students who had been imprisoned after the demonstrations along the

Nevsky Prospekt. One of the prisoners, I. A. Rozhdestvensky, wrote:

The day will come when freely

We will tell your story.

We will tell the Russian people

How you have suffered for them."

Ogarev and Lavrov also wrote poems to him, and his arrest made a vast

impression, for be was the first vicfiTn nmnng the
j
ntpljg^^tnak^incejjie

cmancipatioiL of the serfs. He was known to be poor and in weak health,

and a number of efforts were made to ameliorate his conditions and secure

his liberation. The shock was all the greater when it was learnt that the

Senate had condemned him to twelve and a half years forced labour and

banishment for life to Siberia. The Emperor reduced his sentence to six

years, and on 14th December 1861 (the anniversary of the Decembrist

revolt) the ceremony of 'civil execution' took place in front of a handful of

people and with no demonstration from the students or sympathizers.-'**

Even the local authorities were not prepared to treat this 'State criminal'

with severity. Suvorov took care to make his journey to Siberia as easy as

possible. Once he reached Tobolsk, *I was treated in the most friendly,

almost family way ... I was surrounded with reviews and books. I was sent

newspapers from all sides, as soon as they arrived by the post . . . Each

morning at tea I saw excellent cream and sweets. At lunch there were

partridges, butter, sweets, etc. They never forgot me, not even for a day.'^^

But this attitude on the part of Tobolsk society led to changes. During the

following years the central authorities were careful to instruct subordin-

ates on how to treat 'State criminals' arid in 1855 all wholEad treated

Mikhailov with such kindness were sumrnpned to a tribunal and condemned.

For the time being, however, he was able to continue his journey in relatively

good conditions. He was even able to meet Pctrashevsky, who, like him,

was convinced that freedom was near, not only for him but for all Russia.

'See you soon in parliament', he said as he left.-'^

When Mikhailov reached his destination he was not put in prison, but was

allowed to live in the cottage of one of his brothers, an engineer in that

remote corner of Siberia. A few months later 'friendship and love' arrived

in the form of Shelgunov and liis wife, who had voluntarily accepted

bantshmtent as a iign.i)f solidarity. But this state of affairs did not last long.

Shelgunov was suspected of planning his friend's escape, and after a search

in his house on 28th September 1862 he was arrested. In January 1863 he

was sent to Irkutsk and then to the Peter-Paul fortress in St Petersburg. He
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was sentenced under administrative law and drifted from exile to exile in

one small provincial town after another for the next fifteen years.

Mikhailov was sent to Kadae on the Chinese frontier, in the midst of a

vast, unhealthy and almost uninhabited region. This was too much for his

health and he died on 2nd August 1865. He was buried alongside the Polish

exiles whose fate he had shared during these last years.

He was forgotten except by his closest friends, who were now dispersed,

some themselves in prison or Siberia. Only Herzen, from afar, was able to

speak of him, and in the Kolokol he accused the Tsarist government of

having killed this sensitive writer whom in 1861 he had advised not to fling

himself into disaster.

Throughout 1862 the_^s£cr,eLpress and distribution of manifestos continued^

to flourish. The most important of these, sign^^ToM/?^ R^sia, is of special

significance, and will be examined later. Nearly all these now came from ' the

young generation' to whom Mikhailov and Shelgunov had appealed. The
students were taking a direct part in the struggle and were acting on their

The most characteristic of such ventures wa:n^tr Ballo^ 'pocket press'.

A student of some means, he succeeded in oTgamzinfTsmall press which

printed a few leaflets. He reprinted an appeal to officers which had been

written by Ogarev and his friends and sent from London. He also printed a

pamphlet to defend Herzen from the attacks of the official spokesman Shedo-

Ferroti: 'Do you really think', he wrote, 'that you will succeed in wiping out

the vast influence of Herzen's works on Russian society ?'37 He asked

djisarev^a young writer of nihihstic tendencies who was then coming to the

fore—for an article to develop this defence of Iskander. But he could not

publish it as he was soon afterwards arrested. ^^

.^Tisarev too was arrested and was eventually sentenced in June 1864 to two

years and-eight months' imprisonment. He was released in November 1866,

having been amn&stcd shortly^before theendr-ef-4«5^s^entence. Of Ballod's

associates, P. S<Moshkalov!'and Nikol% Zhukovsky jsucceeded in fleeing

abroad, and the latter became a well-known anarchist in Geneva, and will

be frequently referred toTTCHo^dr^war^entenced to fifteen years' hard labour

and then to banishment for hfe to Siberia. There he devoted himself entirely

to the gold mines and the rough fife of the pioneers.

The same tribunal which sentenced these men also struck ^jiollierrv^all

group led by Leoni^Qlshevsky^aged twenty-three, and Petr l^i^achev^^^ed

nineteen. They had succeeded m printing a small manifesto cdWo& WJiat We
Want^ in which they claimed:

Thg. most important question is now that of spreading ideas among the people.

For this purpose every member of our group must try to find agents in villages and

hamlets, in provincial towns Tnd district capitals and convince them as clearly as

possible of the need for a speedy revolution. Words are not enough, action is

needed ... If they find a man of the people in difficulties, they must help him at
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once out of our communal fund. Only in this way wi ll they gain the love of the

people; and then success is certain. ^^

Such were the first steps in Tkachev's career. He was destined to become the

leading representative of Russian Blanqui3m- For the time being he got off

"comparatively lightly—three years' imprisonment. Olshevsky was sentenced

to a year.

In summer 1862 Nikolay Vasilevich Vasilev was arrested for having

circulated yet another manifesto To the citizens. He was also accused of

planning to kill the Tsar, and was sentenced to be hanged. On 30th March
1863 this was commuted to ten years' hard labour, and in 1871 he was

exiled to Yakut territory. Thirteen years later he was given permission to

return to European Russia, but he refused, and stayed in the same wretched

village, and there committed suicide on 9th November 1888. One of his

comrades, Nikolay Nikolaevich Volkhov, who was also sentenced to hanging

and then ten years' hard labour, finally returned to European Russia in

1884.40

There were other clandestine manifestos in 1862, but they contain nothing

new. Taken together they provide evidence of the varying ventures on which

the 'young generation' was spontaneously embarking. It was Zemlya i Volya's

function to give these their first organization and first wide significance.



10. THE FIRST ZEMLYA I VOLYA

An air of mystery still hangs over the first Zemlya i Volya (Land and Liberty)

society. Though it constituted the first link in a long tradition, and though

it popularized a name which was adopted again fifteen years later, it is

^fficult to enlarge on its activities or narrowly define its purpose and status.

Very tew of tfidse'whojtook part devoted the resUif their lives to revolutinnary

organization. Like most of those who joined clandestine groups at this time,

the first members of Zemlya i Volya failed to survive the wave of repression.

Instead, they settled down to research, to literature and, even more often, to

business and trade. All this reveals, incidentally, that the movement was

already beginning to react on the community and was a formative influence

on the new society which emerged after the emancipation of the serfs. But

it also blurs the outlines of this early attempt to create a movement inspired

by the ideas of Herzen and Chernyshevsky. And so it is difficult to determine

the exact contribution of Zemlya i Volya to the reforming fervour of these

years.

When Herzen^met some of the young representatives of Zemlya i Volya

in exile, he was surprised and unfavourably impressed. He noted their hard-

ness, their sometimes^dehb^

.and mtellectual quality. Angry and genuinely disappointed, he concluded:

JNo, this is not Nihilism. Nihilism is a great phenomenon in Russia's

development. But these people merely combine the officer^the__derk, the

priest and the petty provincial noble dressed up as a NTHilist'i If we add to

this list the student , with his own special attributes, some idea of the raw

material of Zemlya i Volya can be gained. Nor is it surprising that these

characteristics sometimes reveal themselves beneath the ideals and boldness

of spirit of the group as a whole. It is unfortunate that the only two surviving

memoirs written by members of the society are by men whose interest in

day to day life and gossip is all too obvious. In writing long after the events

described, they often resurrect dead controversies and obscure the vitality

and interest of these early days.

But we must not forget that besides lesser figures Zemlya i Volya attracted

men of outstanding nobility and heroism. To avoid unwittingly obscuring the

true situation, it will be as well to frame this brief account of the society's

fortunes within a biography of the brothers Serno-Solovevich. For their

brief and active lives reflect the best in Zemlya i Volya which they themselves

did most to found, direct and develop.^

253
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Nikolay Alexandrevich Serno-Solovevich came from a family of St

Petersburg civil servants. His father had been ennobled, thanks to the zeal

with which he had performed his administrative duties in the service of the

State. Nikolay was born on 13th December 1834 and went to the Alexander

School which was the cradle of so many of the new young forces which

were springing up. He was twenty when the Crimean War broke out, and his

mind was formed in the St Petersburg which was reacting to it.^ With his

brother Alexander he constantly frequented the group of young men who
were gathering round Marya Vasilevna Trubnikova. She was the daughter

of Vasily^Pejxovich Ivashov, ^ Decembrist who had been exiled to Siberia.

The freedom of her opinions and actions made her eminently capable of

reviving an opposition movement. '^ She had married the editor of one of

the many periodicals with weekly literary supplements which sprang up as

soon as the war ended—such as The Shareholders' Review and The Banking

Courier. Trubnikov had won the affections of his future wife 'by his liberalism

and his quotations from Herzen'^ and for a long time she helped him to edit

his newspapers. But it was not long before she realized that she had in fact

married a man without ideals, who soon devoted himself exclusively to his

banking and stock exchange activities. She then built up a new life for

herself. This consisted of reading and discussion with a small group of

friends, of foreign travel (in the course of which she met Herzen) and of

active participation in the life of the young revolutionary generation. 'On

her chimney-piece', her daughter recalled, 'she had a wax statue of Garibaldi.

We wrote poems in his honour and, avoiding the attention of our elders, we
recited them to her.'^ The group round her read mainly Vico, Michelet,

Heine, Boeme, Proudhon, Lassalle, Saint-Simon, Louis Blanc and Herzen.

^

These were the authors who formed her mind, and that of the young Serno

brothers who were closely associated with her and her sister, and who
retained strong ties with them even in later years.

But though the atmosphere of the brothers' early youth was conditioned

feyjlhe^tjadition of the Decembrists and the ideas of the French SocTalists,

the__decisiye^ event jnthejr.lives was the Crimean War and Sebastopo].

Nikolay himself has told us this in a poem written in the Peter-Paul fortress

at the end of his brief life as a man of action. It is true that at the beginning

of this Confession he was careful to write: 'This must not be taken as an

account of my experience; it is simply a poem.' In fact he was not a poet,

and it really was a confession and must be considered such.

I dreamed in vain for five and twenty years

But then Sebastopol began to groan

And this groan outraged everyone.

I became a citizen of my nation

From that day my way was different

The dawn of truth lit up my way
I shook off my chains
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And on the threshold of my Fathers I said

Forward, forward, my sick country

Now I belong to you.

Here is my life.^

Earlier in the same poem he said he did not want to belong to the rich and

official world. Yet the inception of the reforms made him decide, after a

short journey to Germany, Belgium and France, to go into government

service and enter the offices in which the means of abolishing serfdom were

being considered. The papers of the Committee dealing with the peasant

problem passed through his hands, and so he was able to observe the doubts

and obstacles which prevailed in the government bureaucracy from the very

start.

With a gesture that made Herzen compare him later to Schiller's Marquis

of Posa, he then decided to turn directly to the Tsar. He wrote down his

ideas on the emancipation of the serfs and ' on the general situation of the

State, which was far from excellent', and. handedjhem (in a manuscript

which has since been lost) to the sovereign in September 1858 as he was

strolling^in the ^garden of Tsarskae_SelQ.?

His manuscript contained no detailed or concrete proposals, but was

essentially an appeal to Alexander to follow the young generation. The
Emperor commented: 'In it [the young generation] there is much that is

good and really noble. Russia must expect much from it, if and only if it is

properly orientated. '^^

Serno's gesture was not merely romantic. He understood the nature of the

Emperor's responsibility ever since he had decided to free the serfs. The

entire future would depend on this first act whicli was opening up a new

epoch for his country. Possibilities for the future seemed vast. Absolute

power, ojice^n_thej:oad_tCL refbnn^j^uld bring about a real revolution.
^ Serno had already thought out the general outlines of the plan for the

political and social reform to which he wanted to urge Alexander IL He sent

a small pamphlet to Herzen for publication. It appeared in that collection

of Voices from Russia, whose contents, though not always following the

KolokoVs line, served to show that the political debate was growing more

lively as the reforms were being prepared. ^^

The Tsar must realize, he said, that only Socialist principles could act as a

guide for the transformation of Russia. When Nicholas I and Kiselev had"

propounded to themselves the problem of reorganizing the communities

which farmed on the State lands, had they not already raised a Socialist

problem? The land had always belonged to the State and to groups of

peasants. Only in comparatively recent times had part of it been gradually

transferred to private owners. 'The Christian idea, indeed the fair and practi-

cal idea, of equal rights to the land has been absorbed so deeply into the

mentality of the Russian people that it has become part of its birthright.' It

had been to the Slavophils' credit that they 'have been the first to turn their
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_^o* attention to a serious historical study of this problem'. Now the entire

reform must be based on this tradition.

^fS^ Any link which bound -the-^asant to -4hp landlord_must therefore be

broken. All land should return to the State^ who should hajiid^it^veFtothe

peasant obshchina. This would create a single agricultural^ clasT^oT State

peasants, organized along traditional lines. To_bring this aBout all the

nobles' properties must^be redeemed. This great task must be undertaken by

the government, using methods which Serno described in general terms only

but which already reveal that interest in the financial aspects of the problem

which he intensified in subsequent years. The entire structure of Russian

society would emerge changed. But, he ended, it was essential to realize that:

'On the throne of Russia the Tsar can only be, either consciously or un-

consciously, a Socialist.' And if this mission were understood, the experience

of Russia would be of general value.

The peoples of the West are already beginning to realize the need to complete

with something different what is lacking in their social life. It is this particular

element which has been preserved and developed in Russia. Russia will hand it on

to the people of the West, receiving in return those rights and laws of the individual

which they have especially developed.

Such were Serno's ideas when at the end of 1858 he moved from St Peters-

burg to Kaluga, a provincial town near Moscow, to take up his post as

secretary of the local committee in charge of peasant matters. There he was in

direct contact with the immediate problems of the reform, with provincial

life and the day to day struggle between bureaucracy and nobiUty. This

experience though it lasted less than a year was of very great importance in

his development. His early faith in an_ ^nlightj^ngd desp<^tism, which WR^
RlrpRdy influenced by amorejjbera[spjrit (Herzen was right to recallSchiller),

-«as_jiQW _atrophied and finally utterly destroyed as he realized that the

inachinery wielded by the Tsar was quite incapable of seriously carrying out

the reform. We can f6Trow~a similar process in all its psychological com-

plexity in the life of Saltykov-Shchedrin, who also moved from an initial

trust in the State to a complete break with it. Though we know little of

Serno the transition was probably very similar.

Indeed, though Serno was never able to put all his ideas into practice, his

life is typical of them. He had asked Alexander II to canalize the younger

forces and to interpret their ideals. And in this particular instance the Tsar

had taken enlightened and intelligent action. He had given Serno the chance

to get to know the real problems. But this very contact with political reality

V' K^y allowed the young 'Marquis of Posa' to comprehend the fundamental flaw

\\^ vij^ in all the hopes of these years, '^e will be unable to make any t^ffprtivp nr

<^'
Jr radical change as long asjhe bureaucratic_slructure survives. It is impotent,

it is an anachronism, a palpable ruin which destrqy^s and perverts all our best

thoughts and plans.' '^
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A group of amnestied Decembrists, representing a tradition of revolution-

ary liberalism, whom he met at Kaluga must certainly have helped him to

digest these-erpeognces . We see this too in his particularly close relations

with NclSTKashES^ne of the most lively representatives of the movement
which had been associated with Petrashevsky before 1849.^^ He too had

recently been amnestied, and had become one of the leaders of the reforming

group at Kaluga which looked for support to the Governor himself, who was

among the most open and intelhgent administrators of Russia at this time.i'^

Serno built up a close friendship with Kashkin, to whom on his return to

SnFetersburg in 1859 he wrote a series of letters which revealed the ferment

of his spirits. 'The time I spent in Kaluga', he wrote on 18th August, 'will

never be wiped out from my heart, because of that warm and lively group of

people to whom I attached myself by emotions and principles and among
whom you were one of the closest.' He continued to give him constant news

of 'our business', i.e. the peasant problem, describing the increasing number

of commissions and grov/ing obstacles of every kind. ' Our business is moving

at a tortoise's pace', he wrote on 18th November. As the months passed these

letters became more and more detached: or rather they revealed increasing

distrust in the possibility of a result which would correspond to his ideals.

On 25th November Serno told his friend of his decision to give up govern-

ment service and go abroad, 'not for enjoyment, but simply to learn ... Of
course it is hard for one as interested as I am in the peasant problem to be at

the very source of the decisions that are taken, and then go away just when
a conclusion is being reached. I confess that I have hesitated for a long,

long time. Losing my illusions hurt me. Faith is a very sweet emotion, and it

is painful to destroy it. So I clung to every straw and if I am now going, you

can be sure that I don't expect anything good for myself. To love the cause

and stay here means ceaseless suffering.'

Convinced now that the reform would not succeed, his faith in a revival of

Rii<;<;ia tnnV q flP^ direction. 'Thpj-(^'g nn Hnnht that things are, impmvmg.

The old building^ if it is not knocked down, will collapse on its own; the

pHlars are rotten and denayed at their bases. But to put up a new building,

janrh profound experience is-essential, and of that we have little.'' As he lost

hope in a government which could transform Russia's social structure, so it

was essential that 'youth' should assume the burden of guiding the move-

ment, and for this a far more detailed programme was needed than the one

he had drawn up in 1858. He found in Chernyshevsky a writer who—though

he confirmed him in his Socialist ideas—brought the real problems of politics

and economics clearly home to him. Besides, Chernyshevsky's life had justi-

fied his own aims of being 'completely independent'. There was nothing to

keep him in his officcany longer, and his resignation and travels abroad

merely reflected the decisions he had already reached.

He was anxious to apply himself mainly to questions of financial policy.

Already during the last months of his stay in the capital he had studied
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economic questions, and had taken part in a discussion on share companies,

reaching the pessimistic conclusion that 'shareholders were sheep'. He had

written a series of articles on particular problems for the Shareholders^

Journal, and here too his conclusions were pessimistic. Share companies did

not work as they should, and the reason for this was to be found in the

nation's social and pohtical structure. ^^

His fundamental idea lay in claiming that the State skQuldfinanceeconomic
Hpvpjnprpfr'^ ydlh the rejdjpro^erty^at^ itsjjkjTogjt). Hp wantt^d it ^^ ''^y^'

iolerest-bearing Treasury bonds {assignats) backed by Crown property.

Europe has not and cannot have anything of the kind as most European Slates

have already wasted their public domain. Nowhere does there exist a system of

agriculture based on the obshchina and the principle of the division of the land.

This great principle, freed from the bureaucratic harness which completely dis-

figures its character, is the surest basis for the establishment of a real credit.^*'

He went to the West to try tn r.nnfirm thpsp iHpa«; ^nd find tiie techgical

^cansJoLdrawing them up into a valid_system.

At the beginning of 1860 Serno met Herzen and Ogarev in T.ondnn ^The

Jijlks_lh£iLibxged-and-4he-4iscussions that took place between the directors

cjyfthe Kolokol and Serno , the^most o^eji^jntejligen^and brave re^esentative

of the new generation wh^^m they hgd yet met^ constitute tlie Starting-point

Qf Zetvlya i VMyrt

They laid the foundations of a close friendship as well as political col-

laboration. Their common ideals immediately affected their personal lives,

giving us yet another example of the_cojiipkteJjision -of-political problems

withJtliQse.of_e-thics arulgustoni-SQ cha racteristic -of-the inldligentsJiaJ n_the ^|^
'sjxties. Serno shared tJie life of Herzen and Ogarev as early as the end of

1860, only a few months after he had met them. And they confided every-

thing to him, laying bare every detail of their private lives. ^'

The link between them was forged so quickly because Herzen and Ogarev

saw with surprise and above all with joy that Serno's own experiences in

Russia had led him to the same conclusions as those that they were defending

in exile. When Ogarev read Serno's articles on agricultural banks in August

1860, he wrote to Herzen that it was 'a real joy. Our ideas coincide so closely

that we speak the same language.' '^

-IM special _attention that Serno. :was._paying at this time to tiie financial

aspects of_^Jhe reform and his conviction that tlie State ought to have

shauldeied.t.h£iieavy burden of redeeming the nobles' land were of particular

interest to Ogarev who was expounding similar ideas \n the KolokoK He
soon summed these up in his Essai sur la situation russe.^^ Conbidered from

a financial point of view jhe^obshchina no longer^^pearcd as a mere a|ji-

cultural cooperative capable of ensuring that the land should-bclong to all,

bi^t also as an organization of mutual aid on which agrarian credit could be

leased.
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Otez ce gouvernement incapable et vous trouverez dans la solidarite communale
la vraie garantie du credit de I'Etat. Laissez le principe de cette solidarite se develop-

per librement, c'est-a-dire tranquillement, et vous trouverez que, fidele a soi-meme,

il se transformera en un systemc de communes ou societes d'assurance mutuelle,

en un systeme de banques communales, propres a creer un credit social solide . . .

Nor was it necessary to point out the importance of this financial aspect

of the problem.

Je me borne a vous faire observer que jamais en Russie la ndcessite des banques

locales ne s'est faite tant sentir qu'au moment actuel. Jamais il n'y a eu sur ce point

tant de projets a bases diverses, tant d'essais et de tatonnements pour poser et

resoudre le probleme.^o

But in his view the only satisfactory solution was to give as much scope as

was possible to the cooperative Q\^.rr\ent contained in the obshchina by '*

encouraging rural saving and letting it be reinvested by the peasant com-

numity itself. So it was essential to lighten the pressure of taxation on the

countryside as far as possible, and to substitute for the redemption fee a

tax on the nation as a whole. As for the rest, one must 'laisser le credit

s'organiser'.^i

But Ogarev's and Serno's ideas, which had started from similar bases,

did not exactly coincide in this conclusion...^rno_was too muckinfluenced
b^ Chernyshevsky to accepta solution of the credit problem which left so

.
much to the s^onjaneous action of the peasants themselves^ He was still

convinced of the need for the government to intervene financially in the

development of the peasant communities. He demanded not just a reduction

in taxation, even if considerable, as Ogarev wanted, but the use of State

^propgrtyJxx-finanG© the agricultural transformation of Russia.

We lack sufficient material to follow the deepening of this discussion

between Herzen, Ogarev and Serno. In fact Serno, though he was passion-

ately interested in economic problems, was mainly a man of action. He had

intended to prepare himself for future activities by studying theories of

finance. But scarcely had he left Russia before he was again absorbed by the

political situation. Very soon the decree of 1861 was published, and he was

faced with the question 'What is to be done?'

Action in Russia itself, he must have felt, was now necessary—the more

so as his experiences of the West had confirmed his ideas on the situation in

Europe. He was still firmly convinced that a Russian move along Socialist

lines was possible, though he now went into greater detail and qualifications.

Noble dreams were no longer enough. The real situation in Europe had lo

be examined. In August 1860 he planned to publish a pamphlet in French on

Russia's part in the Eastern question. Though his ideas on the subject were

appreciated by Ogarev,22 he soon abandoned these studies of foreign policy.

H(" wa^ more and morr rnnvin^pd by everything he saw of the weakness

of Western in<ititiitinns '^U the components^ of European ^civilization are—

.
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nioving towards a rapid dissolution.' The plebiscite in Savoy which had

seemed to justify Napoleon's tyranny made him pessimistic. He lost his hopes

in governments and ruling classes, and looked elsewhere. 'The workers think

that the existing order cannot last long. The middle classes, on the other

hand, arc more satisfied than ever with the situation and are opposed to any

change.' In the midst of 'general spiritual decadence' he saw only one bright

promise of a new world. 'Garibaldi and the Thousand cannot fail to succeed

in their undertaking. Of this I am mnvinrpH^AiJ^ytaiy wni h^ f^^^ *

Just because he was so aware of the vital importance that attached to

Russia moving towards a revolution, he reacted to the counter-blow of

February 1861 with deep pessimism:

Fverytliing is in a state of transformatiojiwith us. But because we lack strong and

independentjiersonalities. the natural wayTTeTtliesimptest; is::tcribllow-the ground

"already covered by other countries. This indeed is the direction which the reforms

-arsjiow taking. According to me. this is one of oUf greatest luisfurtimey:

These compromise solutions had been accepted owing to lack of energy.

They must be countered with a different programme. Ogarev undertook to

write this, and it became the first programme of the groups which later

called themselves Zemlya i Volya. To the question
' What does the people

need?' he answered 'Land and Liberty'. The slogan had been found.

For four years plans for a peasant reform have been drafted and redrafted. At last

they have made up their minds and given the people freedom. They have sent

generals and officials everywhere to read the decree and to organize services in

church . . . The people believed it all and prayed. But when the generals and the

officials began to explain the decree, it was seen that freedom_had been granted in

words but not in fact . . . The corvees and feudal dues were still there. And if the

peasant wanted to obtain his own land and his own izba, he had to~pay for it with

his own cash . . . The people did not want to admit that it had been so bitterly

cheated . . . and it has done well not to believe and not to keep silent . . . The

doubtful were convinced with whips, sticks and bullets. Innocent blood flowed

throughout Russia. Instead of prayers to the Tsar the groans of martyrs were heard

as they stumbled under the lash and bullet and faintedlncHallTS on iheiuads leading

to Siberia. <^ «5^
"

V. ^j^ It was necessary to start again from trie beginning^ano^o decide on a pro-

y^^ gramme which really corresponded with the people's needs. Above all it was_

^essential 'to declare tha peasants free, with the land thatjheyjKJ^Lpossess'

and which—organized in o/^^/zcZ/wos—they would continue to-fann. There

should bejiojedemption fee, but a tax equal to Ihat w]iich-theL,Slate_peasan.ts

already paid . In accordance with tradition the communities would be col-

^-lectively responsible for these taxes. Astorfhe landlords, ' the people does not

want to harm them' and so would agree to the_StateIs_payin^^em, as

compensation for what they had lost, a total of sixty million roubles a year.

Taxes would be ample to cover this expense. If need be the government

J^
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would have to cut down the army and Court expenses. Then 'the_£eople

must^be freed from officials. To do this, the peasants must administer them-

selves in the obshchim and in the volost^lKfou^ii their own elected repre-

sentatlvesT^The entire country should be governed by delejates whowould
guarantee these conquests and thelState budget. To put this programme into

effect it was absolutely essential that the people should find among the

educated classes, officials and nobility__Lfriends , whQ-l:wQuld fight against

the Tsar and the landlords for the land, for the freedom of the people and for

human truth '.^^

And so when Serno returned to Russia from London, the manifesto of

Zemlya i Volya had already been written and printed. It was greeted with

great enthusiasm. But4t did not convince Herzen of the need to found a

secrei organization. He was sceptical and remained so until 1863. However

it appears to have been Herzen who replied, when Ogarev asked what name
the new society should be given, ' Land and Liberty, of course. It is a little

pretentious, but it is clear and honest. And that is just what we need in these

times.'

We know very little of Serno's organizing activities when he returned to

Russia. The St Petersburg committee which was developing round him
extended its activities beyond the capital. A. Sleptsoy speaks of committees

founded_in_Jdasc,owJ!Yei:^aratQV^ Kazan^ Nizhny Novgorod and other

provinciaJ_eentres.24 For the first time since the Decembrists a really wide^

spread organization had come into being. This was of considerable import-

ance. Yet it has left few traces because it was soon stifled at its centre.

A glance at Serno's own activities will explain one reason for this. Much
of his energy between 1861 and 1862 was devoted to intellectual and social

functions which did, of course, help to conceal his poHtical activities, but

which he himself and all his followers considered of such great importance

that they gave only second placejto^ anv^j^andestine work.

At the beginning of the winter of

-

1 862, for instance^ -Serno started a book-

shop and circulating

l

ibrary on the Nevsky Prospekt, intending to transform
" It mto"acentre for meetings and the distribution of political books. In this he

was successful and was thus able to give the first impulse to a centre which

even later, after many adventures, played a great part in the Populist move-

ment in St Petersburg. After hj^ arrest the bookshop passed into the hands of

_^A^. Cherkesov, and vyas one of the bases ofthe revolutionary organizations

of the 'sixties.25
'

At the same time he wanted to start a 'Sogiety of publishers and book-

sellers' but the regulations of this could not be discussed because of his

arrest. From what we know the proposal seems to have been inspired by

the same ideas that had made Novikov found his typographical society

almost a century earher. It aimed to spread educa tion to the provinces^and

_jdo something. to make up for the^hortcqpiinjsjofjhe^ Russian joyemment
injhjs field
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The part played by Serno in the short and dramatic life of a cooperative

review (in the sense that it belonged to the editors andwas produced jointly

by them) is more interesting though more obsk^re. K^^^^ie Century) only

lasted from 18th February to 29th April 1862. AT«oftg-i:ne editors were all

the secondary Populist figures of the day, with a few liberals. Serno repre-

sented the left.wifig,25r:^:^

In this review Shchapov^rote a series of articles developing liis theory

of the historical^"position of regional and autonomous msUtutions to the

pentrajized and bureaucratic 4:egirneri§helgunov)expressed his strong faith

in the future development of Russia. To be based on peasant communities

and workmen's cooperativcs^r-SefaoI^ared these ideas but unUke Shchapov,

Shelgunov and Eliseyev he did not enrich them from the historical point of

view and discuss them from all angles: formulate, in fact, the Popuhst ideal.

He introduced a <;t|;nngly political flavnnr and emphasized the need for a

firmer i?j:ganization.

During a debate which grew out of EHseyev's anti-feminist views and

which was held in his house on 27th March, the organization of the review

was endangered and the group split up. 'The meeting was stormy and agi-

tated', Shelgunov later wrote in his memoirs. 'The most violent of all was

Serno-Solovevich who maintained the need to start a newspaper of his own.

When Eliseyev asked him why, Serno replied, "So that it is always ready

when needed.'" Elsewhere in his memoirs, Shelgunov says that Serno added,

'in case of an insurrection'. 27

ine only article that Serno himself wrote in this review was concerned

with the St Petersburg municipal elections and is of no great importance. ^^

He had prepared another livelier and very powerful article called ' Thinking

Aloud', but it appears to have been rejected by the board of editors and

fell into the hands of the police when Serno was arrested. ^9 it was a kind of

public explanation of the line he had taken during the editorial discussion.

'J!Jl£-tiineisdrawing near', he wxote^The_dissolution of the Statej)rganizatipn

decentralisation) aadlhe economic reginie Xejcploitation) was..apparejit . Liice

JSlielgunQy,_he jQQ_coiitrasted Jhis building 'founded on forei^n_models2

with 'popular principles'. But it was essential to find men who could make
these principles prevail. The privileged classes said that they were acting on

behalf of the people, but in fact they were only trying to hide the other aspect

of their pohcies, which consisted in doing 'everything without the people'.

They themselves confessed,
'We are not the ^oplr ' Liberal rff^imvmf

policies were incapable of faithfully interpreting the people's opinions and

U\-t tcndeneiesT-nof-were the. liberals^ able to communicatejtheir Q.mLideas to JLhe

I . ^^^ lower classes. Their policies expressed the principles of the privileged classes

-V \t ^ and the aims of good, weU-raeaniiig citizens^lioi^ereTewiiiJii^^

r no roots in the people. They were^ therefore, politically impotent. ^

It is sad to have to recognize this, but it is necessary. There are many people who,

with the best intentions, think that journalism and literature are powerful enough

i>i
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to achieve essential objects. And by looking to such pseudo-power for support

they in fact only distract others from practical and effective steps.

Jieither liberal currents nor the intelligentsia as a whole could put them-

selves at the head of the movement. What was needed was a political force

that accepted 'popular principles' and remained faithful to them to the

very end.
' " ... "

Strange as it may appear, such radically democratic ideas did not conflict

with a draft constitution drawn up by Semo at the very same time. Yet this

not only looked to the Tsar but even gave him an important role in the

future machinery of government. Throughout these years any attack in the

name of political realism against the vaguely liberal atmosphere of the day

almost inevitably led to the problem of an immediate programme as well as

the need to create a more active political life. As soon as one wanted to over-

come the uncompromising breach between State and people that the revolu-

tionaries had effected; and as soon as one tried to embark on concrete

policies, then one was forced—as even Chemyshevsky had been—to try

and extend the debate to all elements of society and hence appeal for a

National Assembly.\^evolutionaryT)rganizaIions were still too weak. Until

they could inspire the necessary faith in their abilities to act on their own,

it was inevitable that all who did not wish to confine themselves to working

out the theory of Populism should try and urge Alexander II to take at least

one decisive step on the road leading to reforms.

Serno's plan was even more moderate than the one that Ogarev had drawn

up at this time with Herzen and Bakunin, and which had launched the idea

of the Zemsky Sobor. He spoke of the need for a National Assembly whose

electoral basis should be one of status based on nobles, peasants and towns-

men. So great was the weight of tradition. But despite this archaic form

(which recalled the constitutional plans of the 18th century) he firnily upheld

4fae social conelusions^jQLJBopulism^^ and also the need for freedom of the

.pr&ss, religion and so on, '
^

This was one of Serno's last works. Increasing attention by the Tsarist

police to all contacts between Herzen and his correspondents and friends

in Russia soon led to his arrest. The same link that he had forged between

the emigres and the new forces, and that had given the first impulses to the

development of Zemlya i Volya, now led to the fall of this early nucleus. ^i

An agent of the Third Section sent a warning from London that in July

1 862 a messenger would arrive in Russia carrying a number of letters from

Bakunin, Herzen, Ogarev and Kelsiev. This man was arrested on the frontier

and taken to St Petersburg. But though police measures had improved,

the * London propagandists' had not yet adopted any precautions in their

correspondence. On the basis of these letters the police had no difficulty

in arresting thij-ty-twopeople, and striking the embryonic organization at

its-heart.

Ogarev was writing to Serno to tell him what he thought of the situation
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at the time, and to explain his growing disappointment with the Russian

ruhng classes,. HetheJi-Spp^e of new acquaintances, among them the writer

and poet M.^4<jNlalband)^, founder and guiding spirit of the Socialist

and national movement of Armenia. In a short postscript, Herzen suggested

that Chernyshevsky's Sovremennik should be printed on his press in London

or at least that their editorial activities should be associated in some way.

This, of course, led to the arrest of Chernyshevsky, and on the same day,

7th July 1862, Serno too was taken to the Peter-Paul fortress.

As-M^temke Jias rightly noted, the fortunes of the many others arrested

^njhalday_bring uiinto toucLwith ^ widexross-section xif-Russiaaiife^in^

the 'sixties . We find together men of learning and others who could scarcely

read or write, believers and atheists, Raskolniki of the various sects and men
of the army and civil service, together with nobles, peasants, bourgeois,

merchants, officials, professional men, men in their sixties and young boys

of scarcely eighteen. We find, in fact, a number of figures from differing

social classes, all looking for a political centre. But thanks to a few figures,

chief among them Serno-Solovevich, these men were gradually being trans-

formed into the first members of an embryonic and ramifying association,

which was to leave the capital for the provinces, and build up a new force

outside literary and liberal circles. In the person of Nalbandyan it had already

touched on the problems of nationalities in the Russian empire; and its

attempts to contact the sects had tried to put into practice those ideas on

the subversive character of the Raskol, which Herzen and Shchapov were

then expounding in their books and articles. Shchapov himself was involved

in the inquiries and was questioned. So too was Turgenev, who made a

statement which is of some interest in showing how far removed he really

was from active politics. He spoke with contempt of the Polish revolt and

with scorn for Herzen's fanatical ideas. ^^

Bakunin's letters which were seized at this time gave an international

background to the situation. The Austrian police collaborated with the

Russians in the arrest of Andrey Ivanovich Nichiporcnko, who had passed

through Lombardy in the summer of 1862 with Italian and Russian news-

papers and letters of introduction to Garibaldi from Saffi and Bakunin.33

But apart from these better-known figures, no other personality of import-

ance was exposed by the inquiry except Nalbandyan and Serno-Solovevich.

Serno remained in prison for almost three years (as long as the inquiry

lasted) until the beginning of June 1865. At first he refused to answer

questions, but later he calmly and bravely expounded his political ideals. ^^^

During these three years he had carried on working, reading and thinking

as far as he could, though he was sometimes dominated by the feeling that at

only thirty years of age his life was already over.-^"*

His writings in the Peter-Paul fortress continued the dialogue with Alex-

ander II which had opened with the article he had handed him in the gardens

of Tsarskoe Selo. He ended it now with an impassioned but proud request
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to be allowed to continue working and to own a library. Among his papers

were found economic and financial projects, together with confessions,

dreams of possible activities, visions of future work, and sporadic reflections

on his own hopeless situation. He also translated works by Bentham,

Gervinus, Byron, etc.

One of the constant subjects of these reflections was that of Russia's

place in Europe. The Polish revolt, and the international tension that accom-

panied it, soon aff'orded him an occasion for returning to this theme.^s

§iis&ia^-4ieallought^_was weak because she was unable to allow liberty to

prevail within her borders an^lo^ follow a foreign J)olicy_which harmonized

jpth a policy of frppPlom.

Through the reforms which it has initiated, the State has lost that purely physical

power which constituted the strength of Attila, Saladin, Genghis Khan and in

general all the great conquerors of the East. But it has notjet acquired that moral
stren^th_wliose true origia-.lieSL^in„freedpm and self-govp-mmpnt This strength

-=canstit«tes-the power of-civilized nations.

The Crimean War had been the first defeat after a hundred and fifty years of

victories, and it had therefore had a profound effect on men's spirits. And
now the Polish revolt was taking Russia by surprise at a time of trans-

formation when already 'faith in the old system was definitely and irrevoc-

ably broken', but while everything was still uncertain and undefined. The

reaction which was then setting in only weakened Russia's spiritual position

still further, and was reflected in her vacillating foreign policies.

Four years ago every officer in our army followed the successes of the Franco-

Italian campaign with satisfaction, espousing the cause defended by the latter.

But now the officers are called upon to play the same part as the Austrians whom
they then so greatly hated.

Hence all T^nsgia'g pniiVipg in PnianH wcrc stultificd. Only one solution was

now possible: amputation—the treatment for gangrene. He recommended

that a decree should be issued announcing that 'Russia has accepted the

principle of civil liberty', that an amnesty had been granted and, above all,

that an assembly be summoned to decide all internal problen(fs. At the same

time the non-Russian nations should be given freedom. The I^dles^hould be

allowed to choose between an independent goyefnrnenTxjr a federation of

some kind to be decided by them. Lithuania, White Russia and the Ukraine

should be invited to send delegates to Moscov^^,4?r-to found local assemblies.

The same should be done for the Baltic lands. Finland could become a Grand

Duchy allied to Russia. ' Sooner or later Russia will lose Poland, as Austria

has lost Italy. Times move too quickly now for such ties to hold. And it is

of the greatest importance for us that our neighbour Poland should be an

ally and not an enemy.' Xt-only remainsd_iQ_anticipatc intelligently and

boldly an eYenl-thaL_wai_jQow inevitable.

Semo-Solovevich returned in this article to the Zemskaya Duma. As so
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S^

I

often happens in works of the period, written in deliberately popular and

traditional style, there is some doubt as to how far the author really believes

in the parallel he draws between Russia's past and his own democratic ideas.

How far, for instance, when he speaks of the fnir in referring to a constituent

assembly is he making use of political tactics, and how far does this express a

genuine faith in the Russian tradition? Sgmo's article j«^ one of the best

examples of this type of literature. He was trying without popular exaggera-

v<*^S'^^v tion to fuse the requirements of democracy and socialism with those features^ of collectivism and autonomy which were to be found in the_JUissi^n

tradition.

A year later, on 7th July 1864, he returned to internal problems. The
r\gVS^^\ituation had been brought into being by general ignorance, and he demanded

^ - ^«^i^
_S£liQQlsJKe spoke of the evils of capitalism, which was inevitably linked to^

the oppression of labour, and he proposed a series of measures designed to

create a system nf Stntp intprvpntinn in th? t^f^nnomy He attacked the Russian

tradition of economic tutelage by the State, but, like Chernyshevsky, he

was convinced that to bring about the gradual supremacy of laissez faire it

was essential to pass a series of special measures. This was the only way
Russia could avoid the evils from which Western Europe was suffering.

Meanwhile he asked Russia to take the initiative in Europe of following a

policy of absolute free trade and of allowing complete frepd^rn pf rn1nni7P-

ti^uJor foreigners in Ru ssian , territory. 'As soon as the situation in Russia

improves the superfluous population of central Europe will pour into us.*

He then examined the problems of industrial development. He wanted the

railways to be built not by individual capitalists or by the State hpljiy
joint-stock companies, to be controlled by the local and provincial authori-

ties and the agricultural or peasant cooperatives. All the State had to do was

provide the-^crediL^e thus returned to the central theme of all his economic

thought, proposing^ series of plans for the alienatioft^^Stale-piQperty which^

could be_ysi£d-to guarantee, the financing of econor"'^ Hpvplnprn^nf He
quoted the example of America which had had to re-buy for a considerable

sum lands which had been given away for nothing. The Russian Government

must be more shrewd in the administration of its lands, by making grants of

their usufruct, perhaps for life, but continuing to control them. His funda-

mental intention is clearly stated. This was to start a system of State credit

and at the same time give the peasants the chance to acquire new land. ' For

they need thisTaf'mofe than is generally belieVeTl:*

His articles on the 'new science' (i.e. the science of society) are less lively.

They betray the prisoner's desire to plunge back into his researches, to give

philosophical expression to his political ideas, and to give himself and others

some assurance about the development of human society. His philosophy

of history springs here from the need to sum up his faith and to give his own
convictions the forms of law. From the little that remains of his writings

on this subject, we can say that he was a follower of Buckle, Uke so many
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Others of his generation. He wanted to paint a picture of universal history

whose twentieth and last chapter was to include a few pages of 'practical

conclusions'.

On 10th December 1864 Serno-Solovevich was sentenced to twelve years'

hard labour and exile for life in Siberia. On 9th April 1 865 the Tsar decreed

that only the latter part of this sentence should be carried out. On 2nd June

the ceremony of 'civil execution' took place. A policeman noted that 'there

were a lot of people '.^^

In November he was at Irkutsk. Here he wrote a letter to his childhood

friend V. V. Ivashova, sister of Marya Vasilevna Trubnikova in whose society

he had read his first books on poHtical and social subjects. There was no

trace of despair in this letter. He entrusted her with his translation of

Englander's work on workers' associations and made it clear enough that

he was contemplating a daring plan. Documents which have recently come

to light reveal that N. A. Serno-Solovevich was one of the organizers of a

revolt which was timed to break out in the spring of 1866 among the PoUsh

exiles and the peasants of Western Siberia and which would then have spread

throughout Russia. He had already made contact with the Poles and the local

elements, had drafted appeals, proclamations and instructions for the insur-

rection and had played a considerable part in extending and strengthening

the web of conspiracy. An informer put an end to the plot. Serno's death

^n j4th February 1 866 spared him from fuTther4)er&ecu.tioji^__

After this account of Nikolay Serno-Solovevich's brief life, we can return

to 1862 and consider the groups which had just begun to organize them-

selves under his inspiration and which were to continue to develop after his rji

arrest. ^As we have seen, their original programme was contained in Ogarev's ,{y ^
What does the people need? which had had a wide circulation. Their principles ^y^ ^ .'f^

ol organization too were^artly derived from the London emigres. ^^ Zendj^a A
ij^olya was to be composed of a series of groups of five members, each_of ./jj^V'

whom was forbidden to recruit more than five others. The organizer of each I

gtQup was to be in contact with the leader of another "five'^^o that each

man would know the four comrades in his own group and four others in the

_group" which he was obhged to touna. ihis system seems to have been^

suggested^ By^^^azziniloOgarev, who parsed it on to the young founders of

Zemlya i Volva?^ Further "techniques such as sympathetic ink also seem to

have been suggested by Mazzini through Ogarev.^^ But information on the

subject is vague and contradictory. It is, however, certain that Mazzini's

name is closely linked to the earliest stages o^ Zemlya i Volya.

But another side of the organization was derived from ideas which were

then much in vogue in Russian Populist circles. Zemlya i Volya was to

represent, even in its structure, the historical differences between the various

regions of Russia, with their local and traditional life, contrasting with the

government centralization of St Petersburg. It seems possible, though not
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quite certain, that Chernyshevsky himself had suggested this organization

l^£j£giQIiS;^In any case there is no point in concerning ourselves overmuch

with the question of who actually suggested ideas which were current at the

time. It is, however, interesting to.npte^4M(^were the large regions proposed

in the scheme. Above all there was N^th Rus^, where democratic traditions

survived which 'with a few alteratioris'arB-stitl of value for the present day'.

The intention, as Panteleyev recalled, was to revive the tradition of the

Veche (citizens' assemblies) which were held in the Middle Ages, mainly

in the territories ruled by Novgorod. There certainly was a tradition of this

kind, but it was entirely literary and political. Two generations had passed

since Radishchev had first looked upon the free status of the Hanseatic city

as a symbol, an example and a spur to action. Ever since then this myth

had remained a living force in Russian liberal movements, and it now
influenced the fropbsed organization of Zemlya i Volya. Secondly, there was

the region of thbvYolg^, which in these very years was steadily justifying its

reputation for revolutionary traditions, as rneigories of the past—of Stenka

Razin and Pugachev—were recalled by the x^aracteristically bloody revolts

of 1861. The third region was to consist of the^BfalsJVhich ever since Peter

the Great had been the main centre for the employment of slave labour in

the factories, and whose hisf5r^4^d bee»-^ne^t>f^rutality andTTvelt Then

=4hej:e were the regions round M^sco^and^beria.l^is left the l:^ainh-and

Lithu^ia, and here the problem became one^ofTiationalism. ' In m&sr-parts

local groups were to act. The Great Russian organization would naturally

have the closest contacts with them, but as an equal with equals.'

The main value of this project was ideological. Tn ^"'ti'al fact 7emlv(t i

Vplyp artpH as a rnllprfinn nf gr^iip<>, founded at differejit times, each^with

its^ individual characteristics which depended on its founder, and which it

was unwillingjo s^urrender. Indeed, their activities and vitality varied directly

with their degree of autonomy and when they entered too closely into the

proposed scheme, their existence became more one of name than of fact.

Even in St Petersburg itself, the heart of the movement, an undisputed^entral

authority was never able to assert itself fully. The truth is that Zemlya i Volya

was so much the inevitable result of the state of affairs that followed the

emancipation of the serfs, and had sprung up so casually from the first

network of correspondents and readers of the Kolokol or the ideas preached

by the Sovremennik, that it could never be anything other than a number of

different groups in touch with each other.^ ___^^

In St Petersburg the central core consisted at first of tl^ friends oTMhe

Serno-Solovevich brothers. It was they who had introduced A^~^icptsov-^o,

after July 1862, tried with varying success to take their place both in respect

of duties to the central organization and relations with Herz^a_jandthe

Kolokol. Besides Sleptsov, one of the most active members was NVObruchev;

a relation of the Obruchev who was imprisoned for circulating the VWkmms.
Zemlya i Volya was in fact beginning to collect the most active forces that
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"^J» A /^^

had been engaged in earlier attempts to found secret groups. Oj?nirhPV tnol^

a,1earJiTi$j;ole in spreading propaganda among young officers, for whom
a manifesto was written and printed in London. Zemlya i Volya succeeded in

arousing a fairlv extensive response in these circles. It found a support in

Alexander Fomkh Pogossky^who in 1858 began to publish his Soldatskaya

Beseda (Soldiers' Coflversations). The General Staff College seems to have

been extensively won oyer by the secret society. From^ it, tor mstance, came
"Alexander Dmitrevic^^jlJ^lJ^a noble and a colonel, who appears to have

been one of the central five of Zemlya i Volya along with Chemyshevsky,

N. Serno-Solovevich, A. Sleptsov and N. Obruchev.^^

But students made up the^jnajority of members, particularly after the

events of autumn 1861. In that year N. Utin—later to inspire the attempt to

found a Russian section of the First InternationaHa-^Geneva—got, mto
contact with the secretlnovenient, together with VpLBakst^L. Rl^^eleyev,

wbese^emoirs we have already quoted, A. A.(^u^jA. A. ^ikht^iLY

CiObanoy) etc. At the centre of this nucleus wereTEe literary scts-wmch

centred round the Sovremennik and the great cultural' leviewsi. But it w

—

difficult to determine ihe exact part Thrattheyplayed in directing the organiza-

tion. The most imjot^anUaaTters who in varying degrees took part in Zemlya

i Volya were : V. S>4C3arochki^ who translated Beranger and was one^if-U^e

creators of the political satires in verse which were then in vogue J^ago-
''svetlo)}) whotc^ayed-a^gnificant^rolethroughout the 'sixties in orgamzing

reviews ; G. L. 'Q^Useycy^nd P. I^vrovTyhe central figure , the guiding spirit

of the entire movement, even after his arrest, remayisd Chemyshevsky.^^

O^JtsidelSt PetersBurgTTTur-efLihe first groups to approach Zemlya i Volyti

wa<^Uh£^ ' T ihr^ry nf Kazan Sfuden^s ' which became the source of the entire

clandestine movement in Moscow. In about 1859, the university students

who came from,Kazan had be^un to form a group. From the very first

their spirit of extremism distinguished them from anything thaTliad~7e^-^

been seen in St Petersburg. "1 heir state of mind was very largely due to the

ideas of Shchapoy:whajiad contacts with the Library. When one of its young

founders, Yur^l^MoiQ&o^, tried to formulate a programme, a prominent

proposal was that the Russia of the future should be administered by

regions . ^3 Closely related to these ambitious views on autonomy was the idea

of aradical transformation of the agrarian structure. This was a reflection of

the particularly tense situation in the Kazan region, the home of these

students. While in St Petersburg the ringleaders were still thinking in terms

of increasing the size of the land to be given to the peasants under the reform

and of reducing the burden of the redemption fee, here in Moscow, ^losov
wa st a lfP^^y talking nf thp ahr>Uii/>n nf privAte-^operty and the COm-

pjete nationalization of land which was then to be temporarily leased to the

farmef .

'
"

The demonstrations against reactionary professors and the consequent

punishments inflicted on the students brought new forces to the small

(t^
A
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original group in Moscow, which also estabhshed links with a certain number

of officers who shared its ideas. So this group already had some coherence

and independence of spirit when in 1861 it began to make its first contacts

^^i&'St^tersburg.

Skplsov^ one of the creators of Zemlya i Volya, travelled along the Volga,

founding or making contacts wil^h-gnrnp^in Astrakhan, Saratov. Kazan.
Nizhny-Novgorod and Tyen G. N. PoUniiOater a welTknown traveller and

ethnographer, was at the centre of propaganda in theJiiali-'*'^ And Panteleyev

has told us of his own attempts to start a group at Vologda and of the diffi-

culties he met with in circles there. He gives us some especially curious infor-

mation about the state of mind of certain nobles. Th/><:p rp^p called themselves

J-pure Jacobins' merely because-the reform had-eompelkd them to give part

oClhgir land to the peasagts. Already, however, they had _given up spea'kiflg-

—

of ijalianaLassemblies. For they realized that they could count on the support

of the provincial authorities, and above all they had succeeded in removing

two unfriendly governors. This trivial example is enough to reveal the weak-

nesses inherent in the nobles' constitutionaUsm on which the propagandists

had perforce tc^feljUjQr spreading the idea of a national assembly.

At Kiev TitjDelkevfeh (a student) circulated Zemlya i Volya's appeals

among the officers. He was discovered but succeeded in fleeing to Moldavia.

In 1863 he was sentenced in absentia to twelve years' hard labour.

<:;^ Al -Peqn the whole movement was inspired by Alexander Ivanovich

Tkonaikov^ He had originally been one of Shchapov's fellow students in the

Ecclesiastical Academy of Kazan and had then opened a publicJihrary in

Perm. He was arrested in 1861 for circulating a leaflet, but was then freed. A
year later he was banished to Siberia, whence he returned only in 1870.

5;rarrp1y h^^ Zen^^y^ ' Vnlyn laiH thp fniinH^tinps nf itQ organization whcn,

in the winter of 1862^ it was confronted with the Polisb^-pebfem. Polish

independence-was an jesscntial feature oi^ its programme. But how could the

Poles be given effective help? The question was one of choosing the right

moment for action. The men of Zemlya i Valya-Mere expert! ng a jigasant

revolution in 1863, by which time the two years' provisional regime would

have elapsed, and the masses would at last be faced with the results of the

reform. They therefore implored the Poles not to be too hasty in starting

their insurrection but rather to coordinate it with the revolution in Russia.

Only then could they give them real support. But the Poles, driven on by

the repressive measures taken by the Russian government, were carried

away by the momentum of their own situation. They had no hope in a general

rising of the Russian peasants, but rehed rather on their own forces and on

help from Europe.

And so Zemlya i Volya, with none of the requisite means, was faced with

vast problems which demanded an immediate solution. Negotiations with the

Poles were begun in December 1862, when a member of the National Central

Committee, Sigismund ^dlewski, came to St Petersburg from Warsaw.
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He brought aMter of recofaniendation from Herzen and Bakunin, and asked

an officer cMkdrKossowski, head of a Polish group in St Petersburg, to put

him into contact with the Central Committee of Zemlya i Volya. ' It was a

difficult moinenTr-said Sleptsov. There was in fact a group of Russian

officers, led by Potebnya, stationed in Warsaw, which was already in contact

with Herzen and which was determined to take up arms on the side of the

Poles. But the ties between this small body and the centre of Zemlya i Volya

were very weak. At St Petersburg the members of Zemlya i Volya had to

rely only on their own forces. The negotiations were entrusted to Sleptsov

and Utin, who were forced to admit that ' thejreyoliitionary organization in

Russi a is still only at it^-begianings. It is weak and has no great influence on

society,_ReYoIutiQiiin Russia is unthinkable before May 1863; if the Poles

begin before that the Russians will not be able to give them the slightest

help; all they can do will be to try and influence pubhc opinion in Poland's

favour. "*5

Finally they reached an agreement whose fundamental clauses are as

follows

:

(1) Les principes fondamentaux poses dans la lettre du Comite Central

national a MM. Herzen et Bakunin sont acceptes comme bases de I'alliance

des deux peuples polonais et russe.

(2) Le Comite Central national reconnait le Comite de la Russie libre

comme le seul representant de la revolution russe, et le Comite de la Russie

libre reconnait de son cote le Comite Central national comme I'unique

representant de la nation polonaise. Cependant le Comite Central est autorise

a continuer les relations qu'il possede avec le Comite revolutionnaire de

Londres.

(3) L'organisation du Comite Central des Ukrainiens comprendra tout

le pays situe en de<;a du Dniepr . . .

(4) Le Comite Central national reconnait que la Russie n'est pas assez

bien preparee pour seconder par un mouvement insurrectionnel la revolution

polonaise dans le cas ou celle-ci devrait eclater dans un temps tres rapproche.

Mais il compte sur une diversion efficace de la part de ses aUies russes

pour empecher le gouvemement du Tsar d'envoyer des troupes fraiches en

Pologne.

II espere aussi qu'une propagande bien dirigee lui permettra de nouer des

relations avec les troupes residentes en ce moment en Pologne. Au moment
de I'insurrection cette propagande devra prendre une forme plus arretee et

amener les troupes a favoriser activement le soulevement.

(5) Les militaires russes residents en Pologne qui entreront dans la con-

juration, se lieront ensemble en un corps organise dirige par un comite qui

residera a Varsovie et aupres duquel l'organisation de la Russie libre aura

un representant. Ce representant pourra imprimer h cette nouvelle organisa-

tion un caractere national dans le sens de la cause de I'independence russe.
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Jusqu'a nouvel ordre les frais necessites par cette organisation militaire

restent a la charge du Comite Central national."*^

When the Polish revolt broke out ^ Zemlvn i Vnlyn did pvprythirig pn^^ihlp

tfvj^pp f^^Uh'^wTtliThis oblifRti^n In January 1863 Sleptsov passed through

Warsaw on his way to London to make an agreement with Herzen. While

in Poland he sent a long hand-written manifesto to St Petersburg, which was

printed after a few corrections, and circulated in February. This was a first

gesture of solidarity with the Poles. Official newspapers had adopted a violent

attitude towards Poland, and Herzen was able to say that with this manifesto

Zemlya i Volya 'made a start towards rehabilitating Russia'.'*'^

The leaflet was full of admiration for Poland's revolutionary determination,

her courage, and even her past. 'Poland has always been superior to us in

culture, traditions and civic development. At a time when we considered

ourselves happy to be slaves, Poland refused to countenance the shadow of

despotism.' There was a close bond between the fate of the Poles and the

Russians. 'Why does the government not want to give up Poland ? Rec^me^it

|-ppli-7P<f that \Mhf-r\ PnlanH iq frpp Russia Will be freehand that means that the

^^^CV- -government itSPlf V^ill ^^^ vu\nft¥-^ li hpliVvpg th^
^
hy rriKhTrTg ihe PnlisTi

<^^^xX^ mnvPTTipnt it vi/;il maVp any mrtvpmpnt r,? \h(- Vipfj jn Russia qi l jtf^ im pt;^SSiM*"
'

"
^ It was not just a question oftheinfluence of Polish ideas ; the movement was

Ny^"**^ pdWeffunhroughoi ^t Kurnpe? Ry7ts policy_Q£^risqn_and exile to Siberia,

the Russian government 'itself provides the best propaganda for revolutionary

ideas'. The pamphlet then launched a more immediate attack and empha-

"sized the cruelty of the Russian army in Poland: 'The government shoots

Polish prisoners just as the Americans of the South shoot negroes.' Sleptsov

then defended the idea of the people's war which, he pointed out, was what

the Russians themselves had adopted against the Mongols, the Poles and the

French: 'It was a people's war that gave rise to Garibaldi. Yet today even

those who were most enthusiastic about him now stupidly deny the heroism

of the Poles—heroism which is even more worthy of admiration and sym-

pathy than Garibaldi himself. Certainly the Poles have suffered under

Alexander II as much as the Neapolitans suffered under the Bourbons.' He
ended by appealing to the Russian officers to refuse to fight and to fraternize

with the insurgents.

—So-43egaiL^ campaign in favour of Poland, into \vhichZ^/vY7 / Volya

l^ flung all its forces; and sacrificed them-all.

"^ Among the Russian troops stationed in Poland great sacrifices had already

been made by those directly or indirectly associated with the secret society.

The repression had borne heavily on them from the first. 'Some officers,

under the guise of developing their soldiers' minds, were reading them
books, especially history books, which they explained in such a way as to

encourage revolutionary ideas against the Emperor and the government.'

Increasingly severe measures were taken. On 24th April 1862 a group of
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officers was arrested, of whom three, Arngoldt^ Slivitsky and Rostovsky, were

sliot oh 16t"ETune.'^Trowever7the authorities did not reaUze that this group

constituted~merely*one link in a chain. Andrey Potebnya, the leading spirit

in the Warsaw committee, was still in close contact with Herzen and more

indirectly with the St Petersburg groups. "^^

Abroad, Sleptsov was searching for new bases from which to organize

the printing and distribution of the secret press, and he naturally turned to

Herzen who later recalled the strange and depressing impression he had

made. He was struck by the pride and arrogance of this youth who had

proposed that he, Herzen, should become an 'agent' of Zemlya i Volya.^^

After the arrest of Chernyshevsky and Serno-Solovevich, the younger

generation in St Petersburg was obviously inspired by a spirit of pride and

exaltation, which is often apparent in memoirs of the period. ^^ Such an

attitude was encouraged by the magnitude of the tasks which they had

assumed and the slender means at their disposal.

But despite their differing mentalities—and an early disagreement—the

young delegate of Zemlya i Volya came to an agreement with the London
emigres. Tt wf^s th^ PolisbjrWnti^n which led Herzen to acceptand support

_the organization of Zemlya iVoJya, in which he had had so little faith during

the two previous yearsTTHe Xo/o^^rpublished a series of appeals for funds.

Herzen began intense work in connection wit|i_the^new. ffiussig^n JQXSSS, which

V. I. Bakst founded on the Continent in autumn 18o2>,3^st^s a young

man who had taken part in the student demonstrations and earliest clandes-

tine ventures. He had then emigrated to Germany where he played an active

part in the quarrels and discussions which split the student colony of Heidel-

berg. Some of the Russian students from this university had followed their

Polish comrades who went back to Warsaw on the outbreak of the revolution.

The remainder were divided into two groups : one took the official patriotic

hne, whereas the other supported Poland. The nature of the relations between

these two can easily be divined from the name that the young supporters of

Zemlya i Volya gave to their newspaper: 'A tout venant je crache\ In order

to develop this campaign, Bakst succeeded, despite many difficulties, in

founding a small printing press at Berne, in which Alexander Serno-

Solovevich and others collaborated. An attempt was now made to draw up

a common policy between this centre and the one in London. As in earlier

cases, relations between Herzen and the younger emigres were not easy.

But despite this, t]ie^Rpi3e printing prpcs py^r^tnally t^ecanTP^viejif \\\euax:i\r\

Centres of propaganda for Russia^

Herzen claimed that these students did not know how to write and that

he would do it for them; other works published in Berne were written by

Ogarev and Bakunjn. But there were only four leaflets in all, addressed to

J_the^ Russian people', 'theJlussian armies in Poland', ' the^pldiers ' and

Jjjip OrthnHpx ppopl^' ^^ Thcse appeals were attempts to explain the connec-

tion between the problems of Poland and Russia. For the soldiers, i.e.
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peasants in uniform, effective emphasis was given to the fact that only 'a

false liberty' had been granted in Russia. The soldiers must help the people

to do away with all classes, noble and peasant, leaving a single Russian

people able to elect its own administrators after having driven out the

thieving officials of the Tsar. In this appeal, as in the one addressed 'to the

Orthodox people', the authors were making an obvious attempt to create a

popular revolutionary language, made up of a mixture of concessions to

current ways of speech and of words to which they tried to give a new import.

Besides these four manifestos they printed a collection of 'Free Russian

Songs ' which, as they wrote in the preface, aimed to be ' the first free collection

of Russian songs'. This was largely devised by Ogarev. A considerable effort

was made to circulate all this in Russia. Herzen's letters reveal one such

attempt. A number of people were to be stationed in towns and other centres

in Eastern Europe so as to be able to establish contacts with Russia. But

there were never many of these—probably fewer than five, even when the

c:^^ork-~w4s at its most intense. In Italy this task was entrusted to Lev Ihch

^Mechftikov, who had fought with the Thousand and whom we have already

met in touch with Chernyshevsky.

Meanwhile efforts were also being made to start a clandestine press in

Russia itself.

The main centre of this seems to have been the little town of Mariengauzen.

It was organized by Ilya ^rig^r'^'rh 7h^iV^v^n ex-captain of the General

Staff who had been dismissed from the army for spreading propaganda

among the troops. He was arrested with a friend on 23rd February 1863,

and a year later condemned to the loss of his nobility and ten years' hard

labour, which he served in the Aleksandrovsky Zavod in (^StSSria. Another

man who helped in the organization was Mikhail Karlovi^kJVe^^ a noble

from Vitebsk and student at St Petersburg. He was arrested in May 1863 and

sentenced to fifteen years' hard labour. In 1864 the archives and part of the

type-face of Zemlya i Volya were being looked after by Nikolay Vasilevich

Gerbcl. He too had begun his career in the army and had then devoted

himself to journaHsm in touch with Herzen, Mikhailov and Shelgunov. He had

been in close contact with the central core o{ Zemlya i Volya from the start.

At the beginning of 1863 two numbers of a small leaflet called Freedom
were issued in succession. ^3

The first number stressed its ties with 'society' i.e. the intellectual move-

ment that had given birth to Zemlya i Volya. The task of the re-voUuinnarips

was to 'win over the educated classes to the people's interests^ lL_alsD_ex-

pressed the desire to spread propaganda..among the peasants.; but a decisive

step along these lines was never taken. The authors were still intellectuals,

^^ trying to defend the people's interests from within the educated classes to

which they belonged. y_o attempt at propaganda in the villages was promoted
by^the centre oiZemlya i Volya. We have Panteleyev's explicit statement to

this effect and we have every reason to accept his word.
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The second number of Freedom returned to the Pohsh problem. It laid

less emphasis on the right of all nations (including, therefore, Poland) to

win their own independence; and spoke at greater length of the danger of

war which threatened Russia, and of the country's internal situation which

neither allowed nor justified her undertaking an armed struggle against the

rest of Europe. The picture it gave of the severities of life in Russia and the

persecutions of the last few years was effective enough. But it amounted to

no more than instinctive propaganda, typical of a time of reaction and

resistance to the government's repressive measures.

The grovvjpg
Hiffirnlti^^^ ^bi£-!l_f^££d-Ji'/" gLoyp> Pf Z-^jnlxiLJ^VQl^^'Sirid^

thgir increasing isolation explain why its few members who were still active

ia_18^ -depended mere-^and more openly on the emigres. Indeed a proposed

statute which more or less made the Kolokol the true centre of Zemlya i

Volya probably dates from the autumn of that year.

The reaction and discouragement which followed the end of the Polish

revolt eventually led to an informal discussion within the central group in

St Petersburg. As Herzen said, bj^ths ^"^ ^^ ^ 8<^^ ypmlya i Ko/ya was already

.;a_lniytlLl^aBd as such it survived only in the stubborn, though increasingly

unsuccessful , attempts of Qgarev, Bakunin and Herzen to resume some

contact with Russia.

But even if they had done no more than create this ' myth ' the membei
o{ Zemlya i Volya would have played an important role in history. _Xhev had

founded the fir.st clai]fiestinp movement with any cohesion, a movement

whichwas_bothj^^Qflse_quea€e-ef and an answer to Alexander IPs reforms.

Their writings, even though most of them were very general in character,

had raised,some-problems which remained fundamental and which were

later taken up again. Unlike the Velikoruss, they had taken a step forward. ^ /j^

They no longer addressed the educated classes merely to warn and threaten

them. Instead they told them of th e need tQ_repre^ent and prepare to guide

the peasant movement. It is true that all this remained purely theoretical.

^FOTgiriHance some sort of contact was necessary, whereas the members of

Zemlya i Volya, as far as their practical work was concerned, had no direct

link with the people. "Jhey-were' already Populists, but still more theoreti-

cians of Populism. It was only the ingenuous and enthusiastic movement to

''go TO the people' which succeeded in throwing the first bridge across this

abyss.

The first Zemlya i Volya in fact owed its life to the determination of a few

dozen young intellectuals, students and officers to found a group clearly.

n£>]TrKp<;l no^ mprply irx \\\(- j^p^^^oi^^m oS \he State but also to the general

ideas of liberalism and reform held by the educated classes. It was this

"determination that allowed them to overcome the initial cynicism or irony

of their teachers and inspirers—Herzen and Chernyshevsky. And it was this

determination that both inspired the organization which was now beginning

to spread to the provinces, and made the fractional movements which were
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forming in various parts of the country rally for a brief moment round the

central group.

Nikolay Serno-Solovevich has described better than anyone this decision

to escape from the world of official politics—politics, moreover, that remained

official even when disguised as progressive.

Society will never turn against the Government and will never of its free will give

the people what it needs, because 'society' is made up of landlord-officials whose

-^^ principles and aspirations, whose interests and crimes, are the same as those of the

government. A real struggle between them is impossible. There can only be mis-

understandings about equal shares and the right to oppress and loot the people.

'Society' is as weak and feeble as the Government which it has always served. As

a body it is permeated down to the smallest pores of its organism with petty

doctrinairism, servility and corrupt and selfish instincts. Not only is it incapable

of reforming Russia; it is incapable of even reforming itself. In 'society' the only

vital principle is represented by a small hostile minority. This minority belongs to

the people by sentiment, but has no other link with it in reality. That is the source

of all the trouble. The good intentions of the minority are useless because of its

impotence. The people is courageous—but that is not enough to give the signal to

take the initiative. ^^

For twenty years the revolutionary movement was to have two simul-

taneous aims4-^-4ifficulLJourney of exploration into the real life of the

JZji<:<;iar| people and an attempt to organize this small minority.

When Alexander Serno-Solovevich became an emigre he tried to develop

his brother Nicholas's standpoint. He knew that he was the most gifted and

sensitive man of the young generation in exile. He felt too the weight of

responsibility which devolved on him as one of the few survivors of Zeinlya

i Volya; for fate had spared him the banishment or silence to which so many
of his friends were now condemned.

The path he followed in Switzerland is of considerable interest in the

history of Populism; for it shows us the reasons for the break-up of the

alliance which had been made (with such difficulty) between the editors of

the Kolokol and the young generation of exiles at the time of the Polish

insurrection. And it is of interest above all because it shows us how the

passionate search for the people made by the members of Zemlya i Volya

found a new^xpression in Serno*s participation in the workers' movement.

Alexander's experiences do much to explam the deepest currents ot the

Russian movement of the 'sixties. This movement still had countless ties

with the aspirations of the liberals. Yet it harboured elements capable of

makin^this young Russian intellectual transplanted to Geneva into a passioh-

ate and intelligent adhercntof the First International^ ~ "

Alexander was bo'rqln 183^ His childhood was disturbed by conflict with

his family and a silent animosity against his mother and schools. Some of

the letters he wrote when he was about twenty have been published, and in

them we can see how his political opposition sprang out of his stormy
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adolescence. 56 He joined the illegal movement in St Petersburg in its early

stages, and in 1861 he helped to circulate Shelgunov's manifesto To the

young generation. He then took part in the student movements of the same

year, trying, together with his brother, to give them a more obviously

political significance. In the spring of 1862 he organized with V. I. Kelsiev

a system of transporting illegal newspapers from Koenigsberg.^^ He then

became one of the most active members of Zemlya i Volya, and began to

attract the attention of the police who put an agent on his tracks disguised as

a valet. They made a note of him as one of the most highly respected men in

the intellectual world of St Petersburg. ^^

Broken by this mode of life and weak in health, he went abroad for a cure,

just in time to avoid being arrested with his brother.

Shelgunov, who knew him well, said that
:

' The energy of his temperament,

the fierce passion of his character, the speed of his intuition, the subtlety and

irony of his intelligence and the dedicated spirit which he devoted to the

cause without ever thinking of himself—all these put him in a class of his

own.'59

His life as an exile was hard. Often he had no money, and he inherited a

mental illness from his mother which constantly debilitated him and^eventu-

ally led him to suicide. He was preoccupied with thoughts of his brother afldr-

his friends and teachers in prison, and of the crushing of the Polish rebeUion.

For a time he shared the life of the small group of exiles, taking part in the

attemptsjo^found a new Russian printing press^-ia-Swilzerland, to administer

a cooperative bank among the exiles and,tQ4)ublish Cliernyshev^kyVworks,

which were banned by the Russian authorities.

At the end of 1 866 he read an article in the Kolokol which forced him to

take up his pen. It was written by Ogarev and dealt with the situation in

Poland where the Tsarist government was still persecuting patriots and

trying to win over the sympathies of the peasants by giving them land. It

reflected the process of self-criticism which had been begun by Herzen and

Ogarev immediately after the suppression of the rebellion in 1863-64. At

that time they had wondered more and more anxiously where the true defence

of the people's interests was to be found. ^o Serno wanted to re-assert Chemy-
shevsky's views against these doubts, and he now described them more

precisely than had yet been done.^^

Je ne dirais pas aux polonais: 'nous sommes freres', ' donnons-ncus la main',

'voire cause est notre cause', et autres belles phrases. Je leur dirais, au contrair,

avec une entiere franchise, les paroles suivantes: 'Je sympathise avec vous pro-

fondement, comme avec une nation de heros, comme avec une nation opprimee, et

surtout opprimee par le peuple auquel j'appartiens. Mais, cependant, votre cause

n'est pas notre cause, tant que le mouvement polonais se fera sous Tetendard des

aristocrates et des pretres, tant que le mouvement polonais ne deviendra pas un

mouvement populaire. Jusqu'a ce jour nous sommes unis uniquement dans une

haine commune pour les batards allemands, nos maitres et nos tyrans ... En tout
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cas, quelque soil le sort que I'avenir reserve a la Pologne, il faut d'abord sa. separation

et celle de tout ce qui est polonais d'avec la Russie, et ensuite, si cela est possible, une

federation libre: d'abord la division—/7/w5 tard Tunion fratemelle . . . Je suis assure

que la jeune generation russe sera avec moi et non avec le 'Kolokol'. Je ne puis

croire que la parole puissante et pleine de genie de Tschemyschewski soit tombee

en vain sur un sol sterile. Maitre, que tu nous manques maintenant! Avec quel

bonheur je donnerais ma vie pour t'epargner quelques-unes des souffrances

auxquelles te soumettent tes laches assassins!

And so he called for an opeiLand final break with Herzen .
' Le Kolokol n'est

plus le drapeau de la jeune Russie. Je comprends autrement le mode de

realisation des theories socialistes et le renouvellement des formes sociales

de la vie.'

Serno thus began a controversy which was intensified some months later

when Herzen took up a stand against Karakozov's attempt on the Tsar's

life—the first act of terrorism organized by the Russian Popuhst movements.

Serno then wrntP in rhprnyshgy'^VY's name a violent and HptaypHj^riHri<;TTi

of Herzen's efttice. political_career. The converging of the Kolokol and the

Sovremennik, which in 1 862 had given birth to Zemlya i Volya, was now no

more than a memory. The defeat of this first clandestine organization now
induced the exiles to re-examine the foundations on which it had been

developed. This led to an internal conflict which brought to light more

clearly than ever before the heterogeneous elements of which it had been

composed. ^2

To Serno, H^rr/gn Sf^emfd thg Yfry inrarnatinn of all the feelinp;<; and

.opinionstJiatChernysheysky had warned him to distrust. 'You were beauti-

ful as fireworks are', he said. 'You had a character a la Lamartine, you

"deified" the Decembrists instead of criticizing and understanding their

political ideas. You allow yourself to be guided by sentiment when for

example you praise Orsini's gesture and yet refuse to understand Kara-

kozov's. Chernyshev5ky7-OTt-the~ath€r-liaiuL_was^r excellence a man^of
logic, of cautious and deliberate thought. You specialize in enthusiasm.

Chernyshevsky had a scientific approach; he was a man of objective truth.

You have never been able to maintain an exact political course, and so your

work is collapsing; whereas Chernyshevsky has founded a real school, has

educated men, has given inspiration to an entire phalanx of young men.

It is from him and not from you that the young generation has drawn its

inspiration—the generation which in word and deed, bu^mainly^in deed—
now preaches Socialist theories, and which has sunk its roots so deep in the

country that no force will be able to extricate it—the generation, in fact,

which has drawn a boundary-line between the Russia which is really young

^ and that which only claims to be.'

(V ^ Serno's article, though he exprps^^ed jt in a purely polemical form, did brmg
^ \^ ^C) light a real difference between Herzen and ChernysJieysky^_Herzen was

^ able to mould public opinion^ create a mode of thought and inspire a spiritual

,.^

^»̂
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revival. ChemyshevjkY^_through„Ms_Jou^lg^stic activities, was able to

vitalize political organizationsjmpelled by the desire for immediate action.

To prove his allegations, Serao looked back to the time when the differ-

ences between Herzen and Chemyshevsky had been at their peak, and he

recalled the efforts which had been made through his brother Nikolay to

effect some agreement and find some common ground between them.
' Chemyshevsky derided these attempts to bring you together, and you have

never been able to forgive the ruthless contempt with which he treated your

phrase-making. How well he understood you !

' Serno recapitulated the history

of the union of the Kolokol and Sovremennik which the new generation had

wanted and which Zemlya i Volya had momentarily achieved. In doing so,

he revealed its artificial elements. 'Between you and Chemyshevsky there

was not, there could not be, anything in common. You are two opposing

elements who cannot Hve together, who do not complete each other but

rather cancel each other out.'

Not even the Pohsh question had been able to bring about a real union

between the two trends. Even those members o^Zemlya i Volya who had been

closest to Herzen had been scathing about his defects

:

Your brother and friend Potebnya spoke of you once in London, during his last

journey there, when we were leaving your house together. He spoke of you in anger

and told me of your attitude towards the group of officers (the Russian officers in

Warsaw). He ended by saying 'Herzen's only use now would be to get himself

killed on the barricades, but in any case he will never go near them'.

Herzen, he said, had failed in his true function: that of political education.

Whenever possibIeTie~had paralyzed tHe^efforts of those ' who^wahted to

recall society to an independent function, who wanted to build up a force'.

Apart from these purely episodic elements, interesting though they are,

Serno's work brought to light the divergence between the elements which

were stilljied to the Hberal traditioiTand those which were pirrety Populist.

This divergence was taking place simultanemisiy both:4n-4Htssia-and among-

the exiles. The unfair estimate of Herzen was merely the form in which this

expressed itself. The myth of Chemyshevsky was yet another symptom

and at the same time a convenient weapon.

This position led Serno in his last years to take a more and more active

part in the Geneva workmen's movement. There he couldjnit into practice

his desire for action and could apply himself to purely Socialist activltiesT"

I am tormented by not being able to go to Russia to avenge the loss of my brother

and friends. But any revenge I could take would not be enough and would be use-

less. By working here for the common cause, we will have our revenge on this

entire cursed system. Thejrti^wintinnal holds the prom i se oLits completejestruc-

tion everywhere. *53

-— •

He expressed this determination mainly in the great builders' strike of

March 1868. This strike caused a huge reaction even outside Switzerland,
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and it marked an important stage in the history of the Geneva working

class movement and the First International. ^^^ The Egalite recalled on 4th

September 1869 that Serno had done an immense amount of work on this

occasion :
' toujours present, toujours pret a receuillir les avis, a les repandre

... a rediger les lettres, les circulaires, les afhches, en un mot toujours sur la

breche, il fut Tame de ce premier combat qui fut si important pour le progres

de ITnternationale a Geneve.' He himself wrote to V. Ivashova telling her

that he was working fourteen hours a day. He felt that he was doing some-

thing useful: 'I am pleased with what I am doing just now', he told her.^^

He next joined a small newspaper La Liberie: Journal des Radicaux Pro-

gressistes founded in the autumn of 1867 by a group of dissidents from the

old radical party led by A. Catalan for the purpose of carrying out an anti-

clerical campaign. But the intensification of the strife between employers and

workmen had soon led this group to devote itself increasingly to the ' social

question' and to adopt a hne in support of the strikers of March 1868. The

exact part played by Serno in this development is not known. He was cer-

tainly in the forefront of the campaign against the Journal de Geneve in defence

of the workmen's demands. And when the strike was over he wrote an article

in La Liberte which pointed out its consequences both for poUtics generally

and for the organization itself. ^^

La premiere verite qui nous semble ressortir des faits et qui ne sera pas contestee,

croyons-nous, meme par les ouvriers, c'est que cette organisation de rAssociation

internationale, dont on a fait tant de bruit, est loin d'etre aussi complete qu'on

s'est plu a dire de tous les cotes.

No steps had been taken to guarantee the financialjQieans_ncce§saF5rtO'feqng

the_^sj:rike to a^^uccessful conclusion. Delegates had been sent too late' to

Paris, Brussels and London to obtain material and moral support. The

Central Committee of the Association had never known exactly how many
workmen were on strike. In fact, an inquiry into and close study of the situa-

tion were essential, followed by a complete reorganization. A considerable

effort must then be made to establish societies of mutual aid and cooperative

institutions.

Such were the main points in Serno's campaign throughout this period.

He had to defend himself, in La Liberte itself, against the charge that he

had attacked the International, and he explained that 'he only wantedjt to

be better organized'. He said that he looked upon it as 'la meilleure creation

delTofre epoqncr*^nd explained his political ideas. 'Pour nous, non seule-

ment la question economique domine toutes les autres, mais elle sert meme
de critcrium, de regie pour I'appreciation morale des hommes.' For him

this implied not merely a belief in economic materialism but above all a

typically Populist expression of the desire to achieve (even in his own personal

life) a Socialist ideal. And it was on these lines that he followed up this

statement.
6"^
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Although he thus endorsed the_finaLends and ideals of the International

Association, he reserved full rights to criticizejts^golicies^

Nous serons plus meticuleux pour les intemationaux qu'envers leurs ennemis, qui

sont les notres. Et cela parce que nous n'avons qu'un seul but, un unique desir: que

rinternationale devienne une force independante, raisonnee et qu'elle ne dresse un

piedestal a personne, que ce soit nous, que ce soit MM. Goegg, Fazy [Swiss politi-

cians], Garibaldi lui-meme, ou toute autre dieu.

The struggle would be long and difficult. Without 'une force reelle' it

would be impossible to keep it up: 'II n'y a pas a se meprendre: ses adver-

saires sont sur tous les points beaucoup plus puissants qu'elle.*

In the face of these difficulties the organization had only one advantage

:

its youth, 'la force de ses jeunes tissus organiques et la jeune volonte a la-

quelle ne pourront pas resister des tissus desseches, vieillis, delabres. L'avenir

n'appartient pas a ce qu'est use, mais a ce qu'est jeune et vigoureux . .
.'

It was essential to break away from everything that inhibited this energy:

'L'Utopie, voila notre plus grande ennemie, dit Proudhon . .
.*

Proudhon was right^ the International must adopt reahstic jpolicies, and_

rplyloFsuppOfTonirserious organization. Did not the Geneva strike demon-

strate that the "buII3efriiad-fee#n-«»able to choose the right moment for

dealing the heaviest blow at the employers ?

Les sentiments, la bonte ont toujours ete nuisibles au peuple . . . Preparez-vous a

etre maitres de vous-memes et de votre sort. Analysez, dissequez, raisonnez . . .

L'histoire nous demontre que tous les bons commencements, tous les mouvements

de la classe ouvriere ont avorte parce que precisement dans le moment donne les

ouvriers, sentant leur faiblesse et n'ayant ni un but clair et precis, ni un programme
bien determine, s'en remettent a des archanges qui daignent de temps en temps

s'offrir pour les gouvemer. Yoyez les deux hommes dont I'honnetete et I'integrite

ne peuvent etre mis en doute, Garibaldi et Louis Blanc. Qu'ont-ils fait pour le

peuple, quoiqu'ils aient eu la possibilite de tout faire? Absolument rien. Et cela

parce qu'on leur a deceme le nom de dieux. L'un a donne les italiens du midi a un

roi qui ne differe en rien de toute cette noble race, et I'autre n'osa rien, alors qu'il

avait tout Paris populaire a sa disposition . . . Non, laissez ces questions de

fraternite a vos neveux, vous en avez pour le moment bien d'autres a resoudre,

beaucoup plus graves et pratiques . . . Avouez-vous a vous-memes votre faiblesse.

L'avouer, la comprendre, c'est vouloir devenir forts, car, encore une fois, la force

ne cede qu'a la force. II faut done immediatement s'organiser et agir. C'est par

I'economie politique que la bourgeoisie nous tue. C'est par I'economie politique

qu'il faut nous relever.^^

This was the central problem. 'Ou les economistes theologiens ont raison,

ou ils ont tort. S'ils ont raison, pourquoi hurler contre eux? Si ITnternationale

ne pent rien creer, inclinons-nous devant la sagesse impotente des maitres.

S'ils ont tort, il faut faire soi-meme de I'economie pohtique et rechercher la

formule.' Only this would succeed in providing the International with lucid

ideas. The workmen's groups and clubs must be transformed from meeting
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places and cafes as they were al,_prpspnt into schools: 'A Tetude done,

MM. les internationaux. Creez des commissions. '^^

In July A. Catalan resumed control of the paper and returned to earlier

secular and radical policies, giving only second place to the social problems

which had been brought into issue by the strike. So in order to continue

his campaign, Serno founded a small paper of his own. Though it only came
out twice, these two numbers were enough to clarify his argument. ''o jhe

paper itself was the organ of a minority and it emphasized_the right of all

members of the International to hold independent points of view andexpress
them freely. Its aim, as Serno said in the first number, was 'secouer enfiti,

avecToute la force de notre energie, ce laisser aller de la grande majorite

des membres de I'lnternationale, cette nonchalance, cette apathie, cette

torpeur qui sont incompatibles avec ses buts'. They must now move beyond

'the period of childhood' in which the Geneva section had been living during

the two years since its foundation. The first regrouping of the workmen had

been achieved; the strikes, even when they had not been altogether successful,

had created a communal spirit. ' C'cst maintenant le moment du travail qui

commence, le moment le plus difficile et, par consequent, un moment ou

I'energie doit etre redoublee. C'est maintenant que les Internationaux

doivent creer et elaborer I'idee sans laquelle rien n'est encore gagne . .
.'

Without Socialism, the Association exposed itself to the greatest dangers.

It was enough to look at England to realize this. Had there not arisen there

'une nouvelle classe, ou en d'autres termes, la division de la classe ouvriere

en deux camps parfaitement tranches ?'

The same danger existed at Geneva, where a large number of the workmen
were foreigners, which made the problem of achieving solidarity between

them all the more difficult.

These difficulties and defects could only be remedied through organization.

' Sans organisation la marehc de rTrrtcmattertale esl inipoSsiDle',~the second

number claimed. This was not just a question of inviting the workmen to

take part in festivities and meetings, but also of appointing commissions to

study particular problems. Thts"iva5"ail"the moreTTecessai^' aTlEFBru^
CoAgress was so^n to meet, and its importance had not yet been fully

appreciated.

Ces congres lient entre eux les ouvriers de toute TEurope, ce sont eux qui donnent

le mot d'ordre, ce sont eux qui disposent, pour ainsi dire, du sort de la classe

ouvriere ... II suit de tout cela que pour remplir un mandat aussi grave, on doit

etre prepare. Mais, nous le demandons, est-on prepare pour se prononcer sur une

seule des questions? Oil est-il ce travail qu'on a fait? . . . Nous n'en savons rien.

The reports they had drawn up contained only vague aspirations. 'Ces

reponses de cinque lignes se reduisent a ceci: nous exprimons les voeux que

la face du monde toume. Toujours des voeux! Toujours des songes! . .

.'

Let them study at least one problem, that of strikes, and try to submit them
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to international discipline. The general council must be informed a month

beforehand of any agitation which was being planned, so as to be able to

give them support. And in the meantime they must ask London to explain

why it had done nothing during the Geneva strike. 'Oui, que les Anglais

disQnt pourquoi il n'ont pas soutenu la greve.'

Semo tried by personal efforts to make up for the deficiencies which he

denounced. He became a member of the statistical office and in May he

wrote a report on the situation in Geneva and sent it to London.

But he was mainly anxious to translate the experiences gained by the strike

and the subsequent discussions to the political plane. At the next cantonal

elections the exponents of the International ought to combine with the

dissident radicals of La Liberie in an attempt to affirm the autonomy of the

popular movement in face of the traditional parties. A. Catalan had been one

of the members of the Geneva delegation to the Brussels Congress and he

had spoken of the strike, emphasizing the freedom of organization which the

workmen at Geneva enjoyed. In any case the list of candidates published in

La Liberie on 10th October could be considered international. The party

was called 'Social Democratic' and included J.-Ph. Becker, F. Macmillod

and other spokesmen of the workers' movement. Serno had reason to hope

that a new party might emerge from the elections.

He soon came into conffict with the Bakuninist wing, which opposed

participation in the ^Lections. On 28th October 1868 when the electoral

manifesto had already been published, the Alliance declared itself against

this step. But it was not this departure that led to the party's defeat at

elections. The builders, who were the shock-troops of the workers' move-

ment at Geneva, were mostly from other cantons and so did not possess the

right to vote.

This episode led Semo into conffict with Bakunin's Alliance. He was one

ofj^^few Russiani> who Wtts^ToFa membeFand~was~ConsequenTry^
among the exiles as well as among the Geneva working classes. As Egalite,

which supported Bakunin, said on 4th September 1869: '11 pensait que la

transformation radicale de la societe partirait de la minorite intelligente

et devouee et manquait de confiance dans la grande force de I'instinct

populaire. II voulait baser la regeneration sociale sur I'etat, lui-memc

prealablement regenere.' This naturally brought him closerjo Marx, and he

acted as^intermediary in an attempt to resume relations between bakunin

and Marx, who~senT~Seri iu a presentation "copy" of Das Kapiial . On 20Hi

MovemFer i«08 serno wroTe him a long letter recounting his experiences in

organizing workers, claiming that the strike and the elections, despite their

lack of success, had made an important breach in the pohtical life of the

country. *Even to a cold outside observer, the workers' movement as it is at

present developing, would still, despite all its defects, be a really impressive

sight.' Biit h^ wa<i frightened by thejackjof preparation whichJie saw around

him.
"
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1 have never been so afraid as now of an immediate revolution. I know that on

this point I am in disagreement with many people, who think that the only impor-

tant thing is to provoke a general upheaval at once.

The International like the country itself has absolutely no intellectual forces.

With a few microscopic exceptions, the rest understand nothing, absolutely notEmg*

and are prompted only by the vaguest and cloudiest aspirations^ "AndTo the move-

ment may fail through a lack of clear ideas, drowning in aTwave of catcH^pfirascs

about brotherhood and solidarity which aTe^:Dntradtc!ed"by~reaiity at every turn.

He asked Marx to write articles and provide material for a new paper, and

spoke of the difficulties of finding people to support it—the more so as it

was to be written in French 'and the French in my opinion are colossally

ignorant and inexhaustible in their rhetoric '."^^

In January 1 869 he was excluded from the editorial conmiittee of Egalite,

the organ of the Romance section of the Alliance. This led to a final clash.

It was only a slight blow, but it was the end of him. He was taken to hospital

and told by a doctor that he was incurably ill and that his moments of

lucidity would gradually decrease and finally disappear. To escape this fate

he committed suicide on 16th August 1869.



IL YOUNG RUSSIA

In the summer oMS62,a c^]Rr|rif>gtmp leaflet signed 'Yamig^ussia* was put

into circulation. This leaflet differed markedly from the many other publica-

tionF^oTthe'time. It was particularly emphatic j^bout the need to destrpy
existing political and social relations in Russia, and it raised the problem of

contact wiUi_tflfi-people mure eiiefgeticalfy than had yet been done else-

wh^feTThlsextremism and desire for action succeeded in formulating with

surprising clarity the fundamental problems of the relationship between the

revolutionary elite and the masses. All this was the work of a young man ojf^\(jy
nineteen, JP. G. T^piineyskyjand a small group of his felloW-Students.

^

Zaichnevsky was born on 18th October 1842 on his father's estate in the

province of Orel. His family were small landowners who owned less than

two hundred souls. He went to the local secondary school at Orel and was so

successful that he was sent to the University of Moscow to study mathe-

matics. By the time he arrived, he was already exceedingly interested in

pohtics. He read Herzen and discovered the word Socialist 'almost on every

page'. 'I then devoted myself to seeking every possible chance to get hold of

books which spoke of this [word].' He studied Louis Blagc, Lerpux and

Proudhqn and read books on history^ especially the French Revolution,

the Pohsh RebeUion of 1830 andT Young Italy. )He had discussions with his

school friends, and their agreernent encouraged him; but 'most of those whom
I met held only utterly casual SociaUst convictions, because of their inadequate

knowledge of the works of Western Sociahsts'.^

And so, when he reached Moscow in 1859 his first concern was to find

some means of making the books that had impressed him better known, with

a view to developing his fellow-students. Using the methods that were

employed to lithograph university lectures, he circulated a small pamphlet

by Ogarev which attacked an official book on the Decembrists. He made

three hundred copies and sold them with a portrait of Ogarev at 65 kopeks

each. He had the satisfaction of seeing this edition sold out in a single day.

In 1 860 he used the same method to reprint long autobiographical passages

from the works of Herzen as well as other articles by him from the Polyarnaya

Zvezda and the Kolokol, and a translation of the Du developpement des idees

revolutionnaires en Russie. In 1861 he followed this up with Feuerbach's

Essence of Christianity and Biichner's Force and Matter. An unfinished

manuscript translation of Proudhon's What is Property? was found by the

police, and only his arrest put a stop to its publication in this series.

285
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As can be seen, for three years Zaichnevsky had been able to carry on

working as a clandestine publisher, withoiUthe^sligBie&IIirouble". IiTfact

there was scarcely any control over printing presses. When an inquiry was

made, on the occasion of his arrest, it was found that out of a hundred and

fifty private presses used in Moscow in 1861, only ninety-six had obtained

official authorization. The others were unknown and continued working

without any supervision. And so it was easy enough for this little workshop

to lithograph pamphlets and escape detection.

Zaichnevsky soon found followers who were prepared to help him work

on and distribute these reprints and translations. At first he relied on the

group of students who canie jrom the region of Kaz^n. In their 'library'

he must have found at least some of the 'Western Socialists' he was looking

for. But even more important, he had found an atmosphere of vitality, and

a secret organization capable of long-term survival. Indeed it was this body

Q^^t^j^s J^igLLil^^ ^&^^^^^^-^^^ to the Mojcow branch of Zpmlyg Ĵ J^Iya^

and which was later to inspire other movements. It was here too that 2^ich-

nevsky foun^jthe man who became his closest comrade, Perikles Emmanuilo-

vich/Argiropuro/^f Greek descent.

A-t me"i?g^iiming of 1861 the two men broke away from the 'Library of

Kazan Students* and founded a new group of about twenty young men.

The exact reasons for this break are not known, but they were proBably

political in character. Very soon the group was known as 'The Society of

Comniunists\ Around a central core there were a number of fluctuating

members who did, however, take part in the meetings and discussions.

Zaichnevsky and Argiropulo knew that they themselves were the most

experienced in the group. 'In our society', said Zaichnevsky, in a letter to his

friend, 'it's only you and myself that I dare call Socialists.'^ They divided the

work to be done : while Zaichnevsky was chiefly concerned with organization,

Argiropulo devoted himself to editorial activities. They went on seUing their

lithographed works very cheaply, and any money they gained in this way
was given to pqor_studeniSL and kept in the students' communal bank of

.which Argiropulo was treasurer. The students gave all they could to build

up an initial fund Forthe printing. The richer ones gave money, and the poor

sold their belongings and earned money by writing articles. The editions

were always sold out at once and often fetched far higher prices secondhand.

In view of their success, they thought of founding a real secret printing

press, and, at the end of 1861, two Moscow students, Ya._SiJlin.and_L Soro^-

kov, succeeded in doing so. They called it 'The, First Free^Rii<^<^ian Pcp<;<;' and

they printed Ogarev's pamphlet on the Decembrists with which Zaichnevsky

had begun his activities. In February 1861 the book was put into circulation,

but the machine which had produced it was so worn during the printing that

it had to be abandoned. They then managed to obtain another, which was

made this lime of metal instead of wood. The pohce did not discover this in

Argiropulo's house when they came in to arrest him; and after he was
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removed to prison, it was taken to the province of Ryazan, where it was used

to print the manifesto Young Russia, the climax of all this ferment.

Although Argiropulo devoted most of his time to printing, this was not

his sole activity. Both he and Zaichnevsky were looking for other fields which

would allow them to leave the academic world and give their activities wider

significance. When, some time later in prison, Zaichnevsky was writing his

programme he said, ' Our chiefJiope lies in the
^^
^oung generation.' But he

added that to fulfil these hopes the young generationlieed^'a" political

organization. *You must understand, young men, that it is from you that

the leaders of the nation must spring; that it is you who must stand at the

head of the movement; that it is you who are the hope of the revolutionary

party.' Everything possible must be tried to bring about the results they

hoped for.

ThePohshproblem off'ered the first, natural field for their activities.

On 15th February 1861 there was a demonstration in Warsaw in the course

of which the population clashed with the troops. Five people were killed.

It was this demonstration that prevented Herzen from drinking a toast in

honour of Alexander II. In Moscow two days later about two hundred uni-

versity students went to the Catholic Church to attend a requiem mass for the

fallen. Most of these students were Poles, but among them were some

Russians.4 When they came out of the church, Zaichnevsky stood on the steps

and made a speech. He asked them all to unite against the common enemy
under 'the common banner, red for Socialism and black for the Proletariat'.

He ended his short speech with a shout of 'Long live SociaHst Poland'. Those

present replied that the banner which he had described could not unite the

Russians and the Poles. They said

:

According to us the time for Socialism has not yet come, because we do not have

the proletariat which alone would constitute a reasonable basis and justification for

its existence. According to our ideas, Socialism, which for you Russians is a luxury,

is indeed almost superfluous, is for us Poles unpardonable . . . Freedom and

independence, that is our password.

Zaichnevsky had here already adopted the views which he later expounded

in the manifesto Young Russia. But he could not hope for support from the

Poles. It was the Russian people, the poorest inhabitants of town and

country, whom he had to try and reach.

Sunday-schools must havg_.s£ei»«dr-a-ttsefaLin^tniTngP^ f^r ^his purpn^r.

There was at this time a movement among students and intellectuals to teach

illiterates. 5 It was soon to be violently dispersed, but it demonstrates the

enthusiasm for enlightenment and the intention on the part of embryonic

revolutionary groups to make use of the movement for spreading their own
ideas. For they were not merely concerned to enlighten the illiterate; they

wanted to introduce a new spirit of love and understanding of the peasants,

and of criticism of the past and present situation.
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The political significance of these Sunday-schools was pointed out by

Prince Dolgorukov, the head of the Russian police, with all the unconscious

-irony of bureaucratic language. 'The government cannot permit a situation

whereby half the population owes its education not to the State but to itself

or to the private benefaction of some particular class.' This was why the

schools were closed: any independent action, however small, on the part of

the intelligentsia was in danger of finding a considerable response among the

uneducated. Prince Dolgorukov was only too well aware that the way to the

people, for which the students of Moscow and St Petersburg were so passion-

ately searching, could be found easily enough. And so all centres of voluntary

education were closed.
•

With the blocking of this first road, Zaichnevsky's group seems to have

spent a fairly long time considering ideas for the formation of a ^ciety of

..street pf^^^^^j to circulate suitable books among the people. And when in

February 1861 the decree freeing the serfs was published some of them,

particularly Zaichnevsky—whose strength and determination as an agitator

was superior to that of all his comrades—thought that the time had come to

start direct propaganda in the country. It_was suggested that during the

holidays each man was to return to his native province, distribute works by

2Ierzen, Ogarev, etc., in the smaller towns and preach Socia4km in person^
the_peasants.

^Some_oL_th.em actually put this proposal into practice. Two students

founded summeF^schools for young peasants, and others sold books by the

score. Alexander Noviko^ wrote an enthusiastic letter from Kharkov. 'If I

had a hundred copies of Biichner with me here, I could soon sell them all.*

At the end of May Zaichnevsky left Moscow on horseback, making for

the south down the road which led to his home. At Podolsk he stopped to

speak to the peasants, and met with a good reception. He attended a meeting

summoned by a landlord to draw up the agreements with his peasants which

the decree of emancipation provided for. ' The peasants surrounded me and

listened to me joyfully. I said that the land belonged to them and if the

landlords did not agree, then the landlords could be compelled by force and

all would go well. But only on one condition : that they gave up hoping in the

Tsar, who had given them such a worthless liberation. And I told them of

Anton Petrov' (the leader of the peasant revolt in Bezdna). He cndod by ex--

plaining that it was useless to revolt without arms and, thatjt_was essential to

Q^tainjhem.

When he reached his home in the province of Orel, news of peasant revolts

reached him from all sides. He wrote to Argiropulo that red banners had

already appeared at the head of processions 'which were moving in defence

of the great cause—common-ownership-ofJlie land'. Whenever he succeeded

in speaking, he had a good reception. One day, during a wedding, he was

listened to with such approval that he wrote to his brother, in the evening,

'the peasants told me that they were ready to give me their last hen'. The core
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of his message lay in affinning lAs^periority of communal over firivate

property '

.

*"

In the course of the summer, Zaichnevsky decided to conceal his opinions

no longer. He revealed them in letters which he entrusted to the ordinary

post, and explained them to everyone he met. One of the Senators who later

tried him rightly called him 'a preacher and confessor of Socialism'. He was

convinced that ' the moment has come to show the gentry that truth is not

on their side and that soon the regime to which they belong will collapse

once and for all. They themselves are well aware of this. Just as, on the

point of death, Christians (especially during the first few centuries) used to

see terrible and threatening visions of Hell, so these men now have a confused

vision of the new life, whose outhnes are gradually growing clearer, and they

are frightened for themselves and their sons brought up in their faith. '^

His father and his closest friends, even Argiropulo, tried in vain to restrain

him and moderate his opinions. A. Novikov who had circulated the secret

edition of Biichner's Force and Matter at Kharkov said that Zaichnevsky's

'ideas were liberal to the point of madness, and he paid no attention to what

he said or did'. In the letters he wrote during this summer of 1861, Zaich-

nevsky answered these accusations by quoting Mazzini in Itahan 'Ora e

sempre' [Now and always]. In Russia too all those who wanted to advance

SociaUsm must adopt this password. 'Should we too not adopt this saying

of Mazzini and all Young Italy'] Are we Sociahsts not bound
,
^verywhere-

-and^lways^_to_proclaim those ideas which for the moment are held by a

-few, a very few peopleTHlpen and constant propaganda was the first un-

_g[uestioning duty of all who maintained this ideal. It was enough to look

around to see how great was the ignorance on this subject. In other countries

' SociaUsts have even been in the government, but in Russia nothing is known
of what they have done. Here everyone from children upwards is frightened

by Socialism, which has always been severely persecuted.'

It was true, he added, that essential though it was, preaching was not

enough. It prepared the ground for a revolt, it was the necessary condition

for a rebellion, but the problems of the revolution could not be solved

merely by spreading ideas. {le had already told the peasants at Podolsk

that an organization was necessary>-H^ now looked at the problem again,

seeking for historical examples to help him understand how to move from

an open confession of SociaUst ideas to real action. Above all it was essential

to recognize the right moment. 'The worst enemy of the people could not

act differently from the agents of the secret police at Naples at the time of the

Bourbons when they provoked a few men to rebel against overwhelming

forces ... I tell the peasants that to lift up their heads so as to offer a target

for bullets is stupid and leads to nothing. Arms are needed before anything

else.',

^"RTs experiences of the various movements that followed the decree of

19th February convinced him that the peasants ought to look for help and
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guidance. They would certainly not find this among 'the capitalists or the

rich landowners'. The only men capable of 'putting themselves at the head

of the movement' would be those 'who in Germany are called "natural

proletarians", i.e. educated people who feel suffocated by the present order

of things, and who, though their hands are tied, feel that they would be

capable of doing something in different circumstances'.

And I advise the peasants, if they revolt, to make for the towns where they will

meet with success and obtain money and arms. I am firmly convinced that if the

peasants of some villages revolted and seized a town or sent delegates and messen-

gers to other villages, they would win over to their side the soldiers and the peasants

of other centres.

It wn r the duty rtf thf intelligentsia to provide a movement of \\us kind

with somo programme. 'What enormous help we could give if we^all got

together and wrote a Tnf^T^ife<?tn ' and spread it in the villages.

It is not necessary to print an appeal designed to stimulate an armed revolt. We
•nTmrgTveTh^ pea<;nnts exact

ideas on the Tsar, on land and on the people-Tor 4he

niomcnt the peasantsjieplore the fact that they know nothing, and they think that

the Tsar will do everything for their good. But soon disillusionment will come.

Even now, cautiously and hesitantly, it is beginning to destroy this idea.

And so 'a manifesto of this kind, or better still a plan of actiontrom the

social party was all the more needed'.

It was not that past experience must be repeated: such as, for instance,

preparing a revolt in the army and then dragging in the people, as had been

done at Naples. The peasants themselves must act, marching on the towns

and seizing evei*ything needed for success, above all arms and money.

There are two different ways of putting oneself at the head of the people's move-

ment; eitherr-hkc-fcoiHS^lanc, by infiltrating into the masses, spreading pamphlets

among the workers, denouncing competition, business and everything that both

physically and morally oppresses and kills the worker: or, like Barbcs, by putting

oneself at th^ headj)f^v^y movement and majdng one's name the name of every

popular party, so that in time of need the people would turn to us as the men who
have prepared the ground. With us in Russia at the present moment Louis Blanc's

method is not feasible. That leaves the way chosen by Barbes. It is true that it

demands many sacrifices. It demands that those who share these ideas should always

be ready for any action, however dangerous. But it is the only way possible, the

only one that can lead to victory.''

As can be seen, Zaichnevsky had made his choice. At the^age^af.nineteen

ha had rra d -a few -classics-of Western.-Socialism and some history books;

c^nd. he had been j a.contact with the peasants fired by the reforms. These

e_xperiences_were sufficient to turn him to Jacobinism and to attempt to

apply the lessons of Barbes to the contemporary situation in Russia.

It is not surprising that when Alexander II got hold of this letter he noted

on the margin: 'The content is so criminal and dangerous that I consider
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it necessary to arrest immediately both Zaichnevsky and Argiropulo and

to bring them here with all their papers. I want to know who they are.'

Their activities had in fact provoked a number of denunciations, among

them one from the Metropolitan of Moscow. Filaret had written to the Tsar

in May 1861, saying that he knew that 'in the University of Moscow, both

anti-religious and political works are lithographed and circulated'. He
ended by hoping that ' the God of truth will strike down the intrigues of the

enemies of the Faith and Fatherland, and will preserve the throne of Your

Majesty in peace, strength and glory '.^

Zaichnevsky and Argiropulo were imprisoned, and the inquiries that

followed led to a few other arrests. They were taken to St Petersburg and

then back again to Moscow.

But, despite this, the group that they had founded survived. The original

impulse had been strong and its effect lasted, as was shown later by the

student demonstrations in the autumn of 1861. The members of Zaichnev-

sky's group took an active part in the various phases of these disturbances

and distinguished themselves by their ruthless support for the campaign

launched by Ogarev and Herzen from London. The students, they S3.id,

should leave those towns whose universities had been closed, and travel

throughout Russia so as to get to know the country and gain recognition.

'To tV|(^ ppnplff, tn fhe p^nplp' said the Kolokol of 1st November, expressing

one of its brilliant general ideas. The idea stirred some deep emotion which

might develop in any direction according to circumstances. Everything would

depend on how the students of St Petersburg and Moscow greeted the idea.

Some of the latter interpreted it as an appeal to leave the university as a

demonstration and protest. But when they tried to do this, they saw that it

was not easy. The sacrifice was too great; ajKLonlv-aboiii thirty carriedLjhe

planJjllQilgh. Their gesture, however, remained an example for the future,

This unsuccessful attempt marked the final dissolution of Zaichnevsky's

and Argiropulo's group.

The prison to which Zaichnevsky and Argiropulo were sent in Moscow was

very much sui generis. As was usual in Paris at the time, so in Moscow too,

their cell was transformed into a small club, where university students met

for discussions. Anyone could come and talk to the two men in prison.

Friends brought them flowers, fruit, food, and even the latest papers of

interest (including ones published clandestinely) and stayed until nine in the

evening and later. Besides this Zaichnevsky left the prison every now and

then 'for a bath' accompanied by a guard, in whose company he would go

for a walk with a friend. The prison would have been ideal if hygienic con-

ditions had not been so disgusting. Argiropulo soon caught typhus and

died.9

Such were the circumstances in which the manifesto Young Russia came
into being, as Zaichnevsky himself explained many years later. The police

never knew anything of its origin, and this mystery deepened the impression
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of horror and fear which it was to produce in conservative and liberal circles

when it was put into circulation. The author later said

:

We wanted to tell the truth at last, the truth which some were afraid to tell, others

could not, and yet others did not want to. Everyone was bluffing, lying, waiting for

good from above. All this was so disgusting and oppressive that if we had not

acted ourselves, someone else would have done so in our place. i°

And so he wanted to use his manifesto to express a violent protest. He
declared that his aim was 'to make all the liberal and reactionary devils

sick'.

It is difficult to be certain who were his collaborators in prison, and it is

probabfe-thareveiTHrrown later recollections are not quite accurate. He said

that the young poet 1. 1. Golts-Miller was responsible for adding to the mani-

festo everything dealing with the aboUtion of marriage and the family.!^

Among others who took part were probably members of the student group

which was breaking up during the months following the arrests and demon-

strations. In any case they were responsible for printing what had been

written in the prison cell after they had successfully smuggled it out with the

^.,.*^-4ieip of a guard. For this purpose the printing press which they had recently

^-bought^as taken to the house of a student in the Ryazan province, Pavel

Korovin, who had been temporarily sent down from the university. It was

decided to distribute the printed copies mainly in St Petersburg so as to

divert the attention of the police from Moscow. At the beginning of May 1 862

the pamphlets began to circulate, and spread rapidly outside the capital.

'Russia is entering the revolutionary stage of its existence', the manifesto

began. This was no longer merely an expression of the growing distrust

that Serno-Solovevich had felt for the machinery of the Russian government.

It was already an expression of absolute faith in a new force. Revolution

was latent in the very order of things; no middle way was possible; there was

no more room for reforms or palliatives. There werejwo social groups, two

'parties' facing each other: the part^_of_tlifi__Emperor, made up of all the

wealthy and ruling classes, Ebwever liberal their ideas; and the party of

*the people' in constant revolt against the authorities, though tHTs revuh-

might be open or concealed, according to circumstances.
'

This antagonism

cannot end as long as the present economic regime lasts. Under this regime

a small number of people who own capital controTthe fate of the rest', and
* everything is false, everything is stupid, from religion ... to the family.'

Only one thing could spring from this state of affairs: 'a revolution, a bloody

and pitiless revolution, a revolution which must change everything, down to

the very roots, utterly overthrowing all the foundations of present society

and bringing about the r^inxrf" all wlio support the present order'. The mani-

festo recalled thcjievolts'^ol^ugache^ and Stenka ^zin^nd the peasant

risings of the^ 'thirties, which, in the Western provinces,^ut the^ariciowners

to pieces', and the most recent one of all, led by 'the noble Anion Petrov.
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We do not fear this revolution, even though we know that rivers of blood

will flow and that perhaps even innocent victims will perish.'

Compared to this vision, the peasant reform appeared 'idiotic' and the

pohcy of repression merely stupid. 'Give us more banishments and more

examples.' All this would only hasten the coming of the revolution.

This was followed by two paragraphs criticizing the Kolokol. Zaichnevsky

was a profound admirer of Herzen. Indeed he had chosen as a slogan for

his 'proclamation' words taken from Herzen's essay on Owen; and it was

from Herzen that he had derived his first Sociahst convictions. But he now
accused him of having deserted his original standpoint and gone over to

liberalism.

Herzen's reactionary phase dates from 1849. Alarmed by the failure of the revolu-

tion, he lost all faith in violent upheavals. Two or three unsuccessful revolts in

Milan ; the exile and death of a few French republicans ; and lastly the execution of

Orsini—finally put out his revolutionary fire. And he set himself to run a review of

liberal tendencies and nothing more.

Herzen had of course had a great influence on Russian society, but he had

disappointed the younger generation because he had not been able to affirm

'the principles on which the new society must be built'. Zaichnevsky in fact

resumed the attack made by Chernyshevsky and Dobrolyubov, contrasting

the Kolokol with the ' Herzen who was once prepared to greet the revolution

of 1848, and reproach Ledru RoUin and Louis Blanc for their hesitation in

not seizing the dictatorship when this was possible, and leading France

along the road of bloody reforms to the triumph of the workers'. Now,
however, he had slid into a purely constitutional position and was discussing

reforms with the Tsar.

Zaichnevsky did not conceal the reasons which had led Herzen along this

road. His attack was harsh and bitter, but it displays considerable knowledge

of Herzen's thought which he had studied and interpreted with a love

marred by disappointment. It might be objected, he said, that the history of

the West showed that violent revolutions always led to tyranny and that

'every revolution creates its Napoleon'. It might be thought that this was

the reason why Herzen had abandoned his original ideas. Yet Herzen him-

self had explained that the reason for failure of the revolution was very

different.

The revolution had ended in failure through a lack of extremism in the men who
were at its head. Not for nothing have we studied the history of the West. We
will go further, not only than the poor revolutionaries of 1848, but also than the

great terrorists of the 1790's.

Z^ichneyskyjn fact was adopting the views that Herzen had held in 1849

and pushing them^to their logical extremes.

The reasons which led him to criticize the Kolokol inevitably made him
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attack the P>tikxiruss/*T}\h paper also had had an immense success, which

was easy to foresee in view of the social forces which it had represented.

Though it satisfied the needs of our liberal society—i.e. the mass of landowners

anxious to oppos\the government but fearful of even the shadow of a revolution

which might threabcn to swallow them—and also those of a large number of

utterly talentless writes who are out of date and forgotten (but who in the time

of Nicholas were considered progressive), the Velikoruss has never been able to

create a party arourfS^^^^gjff. It was read, people spoke of it, and that's where it

ended.

Among the revolutionaries it had inspired only 'a smile'. The same could be

said of all the other manifestos and proclamations so frequent at the time.

They lacked clear principles and gave themselves liberal airs.

Having chased its adversaries from the field, Young Russia suggested a

^ positive ^an of battle. 'We wish to replace the present despotic regime vAxh

(_QS^^^ a federa I -repvilrtTicfltTunion of regions. All power must therefore pass into
^

the hands of nalinnal and rpginnal a<;<;ppihHp<; We do nOt knOW into hoW
^^ many regions Russia will be divided, and which regions will consist of
^^Si)^ which departments. The population itself will have to solve these problems.*

Each region was to be composed '^f ^^^rf^l nbfihchiriP'^, whose members were

all to enjoy the same rights. Everyone was to belong to one of these com-

munities. The )r{ir would he responsible for granting everyone a strip of land

which could, however, be refused or hired out, thus allowing anyone to live

outside the obshchina, as long as he paid the levy which it would lay down.

Land would notJie_.granted for life, but only for a given number of years,

after which holdings were to be redistributed. Other property was to be

granted for life and would return to the community only on the death of the

tenant.

The national and regional assemblies were to be elected hy unive.rsRl^

-sufiiage. Their powers, at least in theory, were to be very wide

:

J The national assembly will decide all questions of foreign policy and see that they

are carried out. It will appoint the regional administrators and will decide the

general rate of taxation. The regional assembly will decide questions which con-

cern only the region in whose main town it meets.

The financial system was to be drawn up so that taxes would weigh 'not

only on the poorest section of society but on the rjch'. The obshchina would

ensure that this principle was effectively carried out in each village.

Other economic activities would also be governed by similar principles.

We demand the creation of 'social' factories which must be nm by people elected

by society and must give society an account of the work done in them, within a

given time limit: We demand tho creation of shops in which the price of goods vvill

correspond tCL their _reaLjj^oxlh_ and Jiot to-thfr- whim of a merchant-hoping to

enrich himself as quickly as possible
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There followed a series of proposals such as free education, emancipation of

women^ abolition of monasteries, reduction in thelength of military_service.

and increase in soldiers pay.

Of greater interesTwas Zaichnevsky's position as regards the problem of

—nationalities:

We demand the complete independence of Poland andJLitliiiania which more than

any other region have shown their desire not to remain united with Russia. We
demand that each region be given the chance of deciding by a majority vote whether

or not it wishes to form part of the Russian Federal Republic.

But, even more clearly than he had already done when speaking of regional

autonomy, Zaichnevsky now made a distinction between his ideal programme

and what could in fact be carried out. He said

:

We know that it will not be possible to carry out this part of our programme at

once. We are indeed firmly convinced that thej;eyolutionaryjgarty, which (if the

movement is successful) will be at the, headjofjhe government, will have to retain

for a timp, the prpxerLLsystem of centralization, ^his wflTbertainly be necessary

as regards politics, if not the administration, in order to be able to introduce as

quickly as possible the new foundations of society and the economy. Tt will hav&Jtf»

takeJhe dictatorshi£JntoJtsjgwn hands and stop at nothing. The elections for the

National Assembly will have to be carried out under the influence of the Govern-

ment, which must at once make sure that the supporters of the present regime do

vQotJake part—thaUs^ if any of them are still alive. The French National Assembly

. of 18?5~"has~shown what happens when the revolutionary government does not

interfere in the elections; it led to the destruction of the Republic and the election

of Louis Napoleon as Emperor.

To achieve this, Young Russia intended to base itself mainly on ' the peo^J^.

This meant primarily the peasants, and Zaichnevsky had great-h5pesm the

Raskoltiiki. Then there was thQ.aiDiy ; officers angered at the Court's despot-

ism and the shameful duties imposed upon them—especially that of opening

fire on the peasants and the Poles. ' Sutour greatest hope lies in the young . .

.

The young generation contains everything that is best in Russia, everything

that is alive, all those who are ready to sacrifice themselves for the good of

the people.' It was from the younger generation—and this meant from the

students and young intellectuals—that the revolutionary party would

emerge.

The day will soon come when we will unfurl the great banner of the future, the red

banner. And with a mighty cry of 'Long hvethe Russian Social and Democratic

Republic' we will move against the WmteTPalace to wipe out all who dwell there.

' it may 5e that we will only have to destroy the imperial family, i.e. about a hundred

people.liut it may~aIso~Tiappen, and this Is more likely, that the whole imperial

partynvill rise like a man to follow the Tsar, because for them it will be a question

of fife and death. If this happens, with full faith in ourselves and our forces, and in

the support of the people and in the glorious future of Russia—which destiny has

ordained shaH be Uie first country to_reaiizejthe^r£atcau$e of Socialism—we will
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cry 'To your axes' and then we will strike the imperial party.j&ithout_sparing our

blows just as they do not spare theirs against^us. We will destroy them in the squares,

if the cbwaTdly swine~dafe To go there. We will destroy them in their houses, in the

narrow streets of the towns, in the broad avenues of the capital, and in the villages.

Remember that, when this happens, anyone who is not with us is against us, and

an enemy, and that every method is used to destroy an enemy.

And if the revolution does not succeed, if we have to pay with our lives for the

bold attempt to give men human rights, we will go to the scaffold without trembling

and without fear. And as we lay down our heads or put them in the noose, we will

cry our great cry: 'Long live the Social and Democratic Republic!*

This document has been quoted at length because itmaTks_anJm20Ttant

phase in the history of the revoTutronary movements. The writings of the

Zemlyal ToZya^groups had contained rnany of the fundamental elements

of Populism. Here something new seems to emerge, which Zaichnevsky,

takixig^^T!n?> ffom"liTg~Teaditig of history, has called by a most appropriate

ifaffle=:zRussian Jacobinisra^nd it must be added that, while in the works

of Zemlya i Volya we do not yet find a complete expression of Populist

thought, Young Russia, on the other hand, for all its intemperance and

obvious desire to cause a scandal , doej reveal a clear and mature set of

. beliefs.

This set of beliefs sprang from ground very similar to that which had given

birth to Zemlya i Volya. Jacobinism was an attempt to answer exactly the

same problems. In both systems the protagonists were young intellectuals,

and the object was the 'people'. The ideals of community and federation were

the same, though more explicit in the Moscow group. But whereas Zemlya i

Volya had felt only hesitant distrust in the ability of the State to bring about

any change in Russian life, Young Russia was openly contemptuous. This led

Zaichnevsky to two conclusions : on the one hand, nihilism and thj^ultima^g

sta^e of the theories, (which had originated in the Enlightenment)dIFected

against the farnily,. religioiu^tc., and, on the other, a growing faith in a

revolutionary party capable of solving all problems through a dictatorship.

In its historical references, terminology and means of expression. Young

Russia was more 'Western' than the other currents and ideas of its time.

It spoke of regions, but did not claim that they were still differentiated by

historical traditions. One tradition only was accepted: that of the peasant

revolts. And this was accepted "becaiise"© J its revolutionary value as a com-

plete counter to the State. The National Assembly which Young Russia

envisaged was nhvinnslyc|o<;ffr to thp rpfivpntinn than to the revived Zemsky
Sobor mentioned by Herzeiv-Ogarev and Zemlya i Volya. Even the title of

Zaichnevsky's manifesto, Young Russia, j(vhich he chose as a symbol of his

-planned Central RevolutionaFy~Conmiittee, was obviously taken from

) Mazzini whom, as we have seen, he also quoted in his letters. In his declara-

tion to the police, Zaichnevsky said: 'I consider it my duty to affirm before

everything else that I have never distinguished the fate of Russia from that
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of the West, and that when speaking of the need for a social revolution, I ^^^
have based myself largely on facts provided by Western publicists.' It was j.

from them that he had obtained his central idea, that of a revolutionary Loi^

dictatorship. His studies of the revolution ofj.^ had revealed the figure of^o^^i

Barbes and that of 1789 had shown him ^ijbcspierre.

Yet we cannot understand Young Russia if it is regarded merely as an

imitation of Western doctrines. Zaichnevsky looked beyond these doctrines

to see what was really happening in Russia. Mazzini's
' now-and alw^ays-^

had-pravided him with the moral impulse to declare openly his own view of_ , A

the truth; this was to be characteristic of all the Populists, and eventually Jf^*
ii^f]i-ovp thPTn 't^JJl^ people'. The Jacobin tradition had helped him to

/2

^formulate his idea of ^ revolutionary dictatorship. But the content of this f/,^^^''

idea was Popuhst. His social ideal remained that of the obshchina, the mir, ' f
the_johJcisJy. His poKcies were still aimed at the peasants, and even the'

^^askolniki.
"

Eoth Populisrn and Jacobinism sprang out of the revolutionary movement
of^jhe 'sixties. Young Russia merely proposed a ruthless political method for

bringing into effect a programme which was common to all the Populists:

communal ownership of the land with redistribution laid down by general

i rules and carried out by village assembUes. The aim of this Jacobinism was

\ not, in fact, democraodbut peasanLSnr.ialjsm. And it was this characteristic

—this specific element of ' Russian Jacobinism '—which found such surprising

and precocious expression in this manifesto.

And so it was not merely for its juvenile outbursts (which have led a

Soviet historian to speak of its 'infantile disease ')i2 t^at this manifesto

attracted the attention of its contemporaries. Herzen's reaction is of particular

interest. He drew attention to its crude Westernism. 'It is not Russian', he

wrote. ' It is a variation on the theme of Western Sociahsm, a metaphysic

of the French Revolution . . . What chance is there of the Russian people

rising in the name of Socialism or of Blanqui, to the shout of "Long Live

the Russian Democratic and Social Republic" when it will completely fail

to understand three of these words?' He then made deeper objections. /"ftW^
' Decentralization is the first condition for a transformation which can come Jr

from the fields, from the countryside. The people must be taught not Feuer- J ,

bach or Babeuf, but a rehgion of the land which it can understand.' This ///.''^'

brought to hght the division, which was apparent at its birth, between

Popuhsm and Russian Jacobinism. And in his profound criticism of Babeuv-

ism, Herzen propounded a theoretical justification of his standpoint. In My
Past and Thoughts he contrasted Owen and Babeuf, and made a detailed jl

examination of the documents of the Conspiracy of Equals, so as to empha- ^
size all its tyrannical and statist features. ^^

y
Bakunin, too, stood out against this new Moscow Jacobinism injiis j^J?"^^

pamphlet The People's Cause: Romanov, Pugachev or Pestel? which was

pubhshed in London at the beginning of September 1862. This was mainly
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an appeal for the unity of all those forces which were acting on behalf of the

people's cause. They should not pay too much regard to the small minority

of young men who had expressed ideas inimical to the feelings of most

Russians.

They shout and decide questions as if the entire people stood behind them. But the

people are still on the other side of the abyss, and not only do not want to listen

to us but are ready to knock us down at the first sign from the Tsar ... I accuse

the writers of Young Russia of two crimes. First of a mad and really doctrinaire

scorn for the people; and secondly of an attitude which is utterly devoid of tact

and which is quite frivolous in face of the great cause of emancipation, for whose

success they say they are ready to sacrifice their lives. They are so little used to real

action that they move in a world of abstractions.

Some years later Bakunin^hanged his mind and praised Young Russia. But

even then he saw it mainly as an expression of a general revolutionary spirit.

He always tended to distrust men who were unable to put themselves in

unison with 'popular ideas' and the peasants. Bakunin, in fact, felt that this

Jacobinism contained a different element both from his reforming PopuHsm
of 1862 and also from what was later to be his anarchist Populism.

Cherpyshevsky, tOO, cr\i\c\7P^ Ymmg ^\{^in^ mainly from the angle of

immediate political considerations. He was at first contemptuous of these

exalted young men who made such inopportune statements. He seems to

have sent A. A. Sleptsov, one of the most active members of the embryonic

Zemlya i Volya, to Moscow to give them advice and warning.!'^ And then he

had a moment of repentance. Would not his attitude discourage the best and

most decisive among them? He saw in fact that a detailed reply was needed,

and he wanted to call this 'To our Best Friends'. But his arrest prevented

him from writing it. Relations between Chernyshevsky and Zaichnevsky

combined admiration and hostility. The Jacobin, who spent all his life

trying to turn himself into a professional revolutionary, said of Chernyshev-

sky that he would do better to carry on with his studies. ' He is now turning

to a trade which is not his. He is a man of learning. Let him stick to his

books. Instead he has begun to collect people in committees. And just look

whom he has managed to find—Panteleyev, Zhuk, etc!'^^

An interesting reply to Young Russia was discovered by the police when,

on 15th June 1862, they searched the house of a student called Ballod, who,

as will be remembered, had organized a small clandestine printing press.

This reply gives us our best information about the reaction which Young

Russia provoked in the circles o{ Zemlya i Volya.^^

A revolutionary party by itself never has the strength to overturn the State. We
have an example of this in the many attempts made by the Paris republicans and

Communists, all of which were easily suppressed by a few battalions of soldiers.

Revolutions are made by the people . . . We are revolutionaries;: this docs not mean

men who make revolutions, but jnen who love the peoplesojmichjhat jhey^ do not

abandon them when (under no pressure from us) they fling themselves into the
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fight. We implore the pubHc to help us in our efforts to reduce the severity of the

revolution which the people are preparing. And, as we pity the educated classes,

we implore them not to under-estimate the danger which threatens them.^^

While the members^of Young Russia were already thinking^ in terms of v
.terror to keep, themselves rnpower7~ffiose"orZgm/ya / VolyajweTQ playing a 2^

-caL^andJIiQUse game with the educated and liberal classes. The latter were ^^

more inmiediately 'realistic'; the former more long-term.~But the members \lSi^

of Zemlya i Volya had, despite everything, one great advantage over those of f
Young Russia. Their 'love for the people

'

jwasjeading themjto_inake pro-

foiinde^r and more powerful attempts to get_into^contact with the masses.

As has^-bcCTf=Seen. Young Russia met with a hostile anSnEigEly critical

receptioBkKozmin/hbwever, the historian who has made the most minute

study of this~p6nod, has published some interesting documents about the

circles where the manifesto met with a warm welcome. It_wasxead and

discussedj2y-JJie_stud^ some Sunday-schools. One of these students

was even inspired~by it^to write a polftical dictionary, one of whose entries

was as follo\^s: 'Liberal—a man who loves liberty, generally a noble; for \

example, landlords, landed aristocrats. These men like looking at liberty from j

windows and dt>i|ig nothing, and then go for a stroll and on to theatres and J
\balls. That is what Ts-c^lled a Liberal.'i^

Though Panteleyev's memoirs say that 'among the young men in St

Petersburg, Young Russia did not meet with a warm reception and, if it did

circulate, this was merely because young men of the time thought it their

duty to spread every kind of proclamation ',i 9 even in the capital there was

a small group which not only accepted Zaichnevsky*s ideas but even made
them a basis for their own autonomous activities.

At the centre of this group was a university student called Leonid Olshev-

sky. He had taken part in the demonstrations of 1861 and had been banisHed^

*to his native district in the department of Kovno, but he had soon returned

to St Petersburg. Scarcely had he arrived there before he was denounced

and sent to prison on 1 5th May. His house was searched in vain and he was

freed. But a second denunciation led to the discovery of material which he

himself had prepared. What he thought of the situation was obvious from a

note which was found on him. 'It's absolutely essential that Alexander II

should depart for the other world as quickly as possible; otherwise every-

thing will go to the dogs and we will have to pay.' He too was expressing

one of the fundamental feelings of this time >tliejlesii«-ta.save-the-£du£ated

classes by eliminating the autocracy as quickly as possible. But even more

interesnrigls~alTbtherw?Trk seized^rom him on this occasion, called To the

.Russian People {A Tale by Uncle Kuzmich)^^ When he was questiotTe^Tie

began by saying that this was merely a resume of what he had read about the

events of 1846 in Galicia. Later, however, he admitted that it was a version

of Young Russia written in simple and often deliberately popular language.

He added that these ideas had struck root in his mind when in May 1862 he
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had been in his department of Kovno and had seen the conditions of the

peasants there.

The work was written in the form of a tale told by a peasant (Kuzmich) to

other peasants. It spoke of poverty: 'No, brothers, it is not God who has

put the landlords above us. It is not He who has made the peasants live their

hfe in such bitterness. But men have done this out of ill-will.' It then spoke

of land, of recruits, and of robberies. It followed this with an imaginary

dialogue between Kuzmich and a young student, who personified the hopes

and desires of these groups of young PopuUsts. 'Some time ago I came
across a lad who was neither a landlord nor a merchant. He was dressed as

we are in a red shirt, but he did not speak like us. He spoke so gently and

well that it was a joy to hear him.' And the dialogue slowly turned on the

need for the peasants to cure themselves of the ills which afflicted them.

Why not take up their axes? The student said that the land_was theirs, that

it_could noLbelong to the Tsar, seeing that he was indifferentto^the good of

the State. And it added that everything that the clergy said was untrue. It

looked forward to a time when the people would rule themselves, 'when

all will be equal, both peasants and landlords ... That time is not far off.

We just have to wait and think for ourselves and destroy all oppressors

with our axes.'

Associated with Olshevsky at this time was P. N. Tkachev. who later be-

came the leader and philosopher of Russian Jacobinism. It is interesting to

see that even now he was looking for a road very similar to that pointed out

by Zaichnevsky and was probably under his direct influence.

The effect which the spread of these ideas made on society was all the

greater in that tbe^proclamation of Young Russia coincided with a series of

violent fires which devastated St Petersburg and^ other Russian towns and

which the official press was quick to attribute to the work of 'nihilists' and

revolutionaries.

One of the most important commercial centres of the capital, the Apraksin

Dvor, was burnt to ashes. Throughout May 1862 the fires increased in

numbcL.^The^'^ Petersburger Zeitung was the first to accuse the subver-

sives, l^skov^he well-known writer, acted as spokesman for this cam-

paign, which was inspired by the police. By 25th June, twenty-two people

were in prison, and during the following fortnight another fifteen went to

join them, generally foreigners, peasants and soldiers. The documents

concerning them have been lost except for one case, that of a schoolmaster

who was condemned as an incendiary to fifteen years in prison. The treat-

ment that these unfortunate men met with can easily be imagined when
it is realized that there were constant proposals in official circles to reintro-

duce torture.

It is more than hkely that these outbreaks of fire were entirely accidental.

Such events were not unusual in Russian towns, which were so often built

of wood. Some have thought that they were provoked by the government
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itself. Krdpotltih, for example, believed this, and the theory has recently

been upheld by a Soviet historian.^i But the vast majority of orthodox public

opinion believed the charges against Herzen, Zemlya i Volya and above all

the mysterious and violent Young Russia. There was, in fact, a wave of panic

and a frantic witch-hunt. All this wejl reflects the atmosphere of anxiety and

. -doubt^SiiElIe^jEES^HllS generation to believe in an immediate revolution

and^jmye the^j/j;rnment along the road of repression.

We must now return to Zaichnevsky who was in prison in Moscow. In

December 1862 he was sentenced by a Commission of Senators to two

years and eight months' confinement, to be followed by banishment to

Siberia. In explanation of this relatively light sentence it must be remembered

that the authorities did not know that he was the author of Young Russia.

He was being condemned merely because of his activities as 'a preacher and

confessor of SociaHsm'. The Tsar reduced the period of confinement to one

year. On 10th January 1863 he left for Siberia in secret, as student demon-

strations were feared. He lived for some time in the department of Irkutsk

and was able to make some contacts with Pohsh exiles living there or passing

through on their way to exile. He remained in Siberia until 1869, when he

was allowed to live in the department of Penza in European Russia. 22

There he was able to resume his work as a conspirator. With great patience

and in spite of many difficulties he collected a group of students and soldiers.

He tried to approach the local ruling classes so as to influence them and win

over those people who he thought could eventually be induced to join a

revolutionary party. These activities led to a series of searches and he was

transferred to various departments one after another, until in 1872 he

reached Orel where he had been born and where ten years earlier~he~had

begun his attempts at direct propaganda.

In the town of Orel he soon became the centre of all the younger revolu-

tionary generation. ' Organization^ and still more^organization ' was still his

motto. He was_gpenly against terrorism and public demonstrations. His aim

wasJoOeadLjieopl^ow to acFViien-4n^ji>Slution]5Loke put and immedi-

^-^ttely aftefw^rds. With this went some contempt for the masses who 'are

always on the side of the /a/7 accompli'. He was aware that these convictions

made him an isolated figure in the world of Populists. But ia ISTSJie wasjil^le

to rgifbrm his connections with Tkachev's movement, and he became one of

his^few supporter&JnJRussia.

Despite his criticisms, lxe_iQQk_jiartjn the demonstration in front of the

^hejxal of Our Lady Qf^Kazan in St Petersburg, which marked the birth of

a public Socialist movement in RussTa. Here again he did not hesitate to

insist that greater organization was vital. His presence in this demonstration

was doubly illegal because he was still compelled to live in the department of

Orel. And so he was again banished to Siberia. He went there in 1880, and

five years later was once again back in Orel, where he intensified his con-

spiratorial activities—not without considerable success. He began to evolve
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an extensive network of supporters which remained intact until 1889, when,

almost by chance, his adherents were discovered, arrested and condemned.

He himself spent two years in prison waiting for his trial. Then he was

sent back to Siberia for another five years; there he was able to contribute to

a local paper, The Eastern Observer, and for two years, from 1894 to 1895, he

wrote articles on foreign policy. His friend, G. N. Potanin, later said that

LZaichnev^Wy ran the paper nn straight party lines, changing it from a local

paperjreflecting local interests to an organ of the partyjto.which he belonged

in European Xussia. Siberian problems vanished from its pages, and were

replaced by long articles on the working class movement in Europe, such

as the one in Belgium.^

So, until the very end of his life, he remained faithful to his tactical and

pohtical Jacobinism and to the ties which, since his earhest youth, had

bound him to the problems of Western European Sociahsm.

He was able to pay one last visit to European Russia. He went to Smolensk

on 19th March 1896 and he died there shortly afterwards.

He had managed to educate a number of young men for the coming battle

but they often left him to join neighbouring movements. His Jacobinism

was too isolated to be able to attract people less intractable than himself.

But his preaching left deep marks on these young men. One of his most

active followers, Marya Nikolaevna Oshanina, was a member of the Executive

^^^^mittf? ^f Nar^^voya Vylya ^^ He had considerable influence on Nikolay

Sergeyeyich Rusanov , the future theoretician o£Uie Socialist-Revolutionary

party^"^ Others,.^cli as Vasily Petrovi^^^ArtsibuiEgy, M. CGolubeva,

brlQy3hd^Romano\\ hecamp Sndal r)emnqi37s~Rijr7£ichnevsky\s influence

had nhvinii«siyT?rlrffiLrnnt, fotLthgy soon went over to the Bolsheviks.



12. THE KAZAN CONSPIRACY

The Xircle_of Kazan Students at Moscow University ' certainly showed

considerable vitality. As early as,IS59-it hadjtsjown political organization

which, by widening and adapting, it was able to retain longer than other

groups of the same kind. It has already been mentioned in connection with

the earHest activities of Zaichnevsky and Argiropulo, the founders of Ymmg
Russia. We have seen it too transformed into one of the most active and

least disciplined sections of Zcmlya i VoI)>h: And now it crops up again in the

first phase of the tragic episode known in Russian history as 'The Kazan

Conspiracy'.

This unsuccessful conspiracy, which was to cost five lives, throws light on

the life of the local provincial sections of Zemlya i Vofya; on the overlapping

of the problems of the Russian peasants and Pohsh nationaUsm; and on the

atmosphere of waiting and fear which followed the emancipation of the

serfs. 1

The 'Library of Kazan Students' had been foundedjhy Yury Mikhajlovich

Mnlosov and Nikolay Satilov. They were both of noble origin, and Satilov

was four or five years the younger of the two. They had both been dismissed

from the university for taking part in disorders aimed at expelling a professor

from Moscow in 1858. They had both become railway technicians. In 1862

they entered the Moscow section of Zemlya i Volya, and became its leading

spirits. But their ideas scarcely harmonized with the Populism, as yet not

very different from Liberalism, which inspired the young founders of Zemlya

i Volya in St Petersburg. The 'Library' therefore maintained an autonomous

organization. Molosov's programme has been lost, but it was later summed
up by someone who heard him in person: ']^£giiHlgj^admii]isIiatii?ji with./

cemjaJLassembly in StPetersburg and Moscow. All the land must belong

to the State and must be let out for a fixed period; private property must be

abolished; woman must enjoy the same rights as man.'^ If this is a true sum-

mary, Molosov's programme seems to have been closer to Young Russia

than to Zemlya i Volya. Though we can say that the extremist opmit^s of

these young students were probably due to the particularly bad conditions

of the peasants in their native provinces, it is difficult to follow their thought

in any detail. Molosov was arrested in 1863 and after a long stay in prison

was sentenced on 6th April 1866 to deprivation of all civil rights and

banishment for life in Siberia. It is true that in March 1870 he was allowed

to return to Saratov in European Russia, but thereafter he took no further

303
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part in conspiracies and resumed his life as a railway technician. The fate

of his comrade Satilov ran a very similar, indeed parallel, course.

The 'Library' that they founded in Moscow reflected the heated atmo-

sphere of Kazan University. For some years Kazan had been the centre of

student disturbances which were probably the most violent, prolonged and

varied in kind of all similar movements of the time. The demonstrations had

begun early. In 1857 a student called Ivan Umov was sent to the army for

three years for having insulted the university authorities. This led to a col-

lective protest on the part of his companions, which was followed by a

series of administrative steps aimed against those professors who had been

the original cause of the demonstrations.^ Incidents of this kind soon gave

rise to the birth of compact groups of students.

, These student groups were inspired by the ambition to administer juit

only their own lives but the University itself. They were as much organs of

self-administration as instruments for imposing their will on the teaching

staff and the State. In 1857 a cooperative bank was started followed by a

librai3f,-which naturally soon began to include forbidden bj)oks. such as

those of HerzQn. A student tribunal was formed which virtually confirmed

this increasmgiy powerful corporate Hfe. From 1859 to 1861 the students

demanded the dismissal of professors who, when they would not voluntarily

capitulate, were systematically obstructed. Within this organization political

groups were formed which held regular meetings and discussed reviews and

books.

In the autumn of 1861 the disorders in St Petersburg led to trouble in

Kazan. The university was handed over to the military, who kept it closed

for some time. Many students were dismissed. Once again such steps only

led to new recruits joining the more specifically political movements.

We know little of the exact structure of the clandestine organization which

existed at Kazan in 1862 and which now joined Zemlya i Volya. It is, however,

obvious that here too it consisted of student groups crystallized round the

stronger and more influential personalitifis^We hear^ fetuias^nce^iif a^group

of fifty
, Jed by a doctrU^xJyl''llb_-ir^i^t<^g^ Pnlinfresl^y, Jsgr^gyj^v^ Zhemanov^

Ivan QrTov>^nd others. This was called 'lKc~oTdest group', and at the time

of the conspiracy it was probably the strongest and most active. Despite

this its members said that, because of lack of means and military experience,

they too were waiting for the word to come frp«t^St:Petersburg and Moscow.

The doctor who led them was probably calle^Bi^pger. He had been educated

at the university and had taken part in the movements of the preceding years.

He had then become the university doctor. Though this was the most

organized group, the ideological^ centre of Kazan was to be found in that

which derived from the historical-philologicaLJjaculty. Its members met

15nce a week tojxad^nd talk ,

Ivan Markdiyich Krasnoperov, a student and member of these groups, has

given us a strikin^IjTvivid picture of the intense, almost feverish, life of a large

1
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provincial university at the time. ,He-4oa,Jik£.so^ many of his Mends, came
- frnvn^a, clerical family. During his last years at the semmary, he had read

only contemporary literature, above all^hernyshevsky and Dobrolyubov.

'In our eyes his [Dobrolyubov's] image was almost surrounded with a halo.*"*

One of his friends, Alexander AlexandrovicCKrasovsky,^who was later killed

in the revolutionary struggle, brought him back news of the two great writers

from St Petersburg. The pages which record the impressions of Krasnoperov

and his friends in the Vyatka seminary on receiving this news are among the

most interesting examples of the enthusiasm with which the younger genera-

tion, even in the smallest provincial towns, greeted the Sovremennik.

When Dobrolyubov died, the students in the seminary had a Mass cele-

brated for him and sang the responses with particular enthusiasm. And when
during the ceremony the words of the liturgy ' Eternal memory ' were spoken,

Krasnoperov stood up and made a speech in which he expressed his love

for the dead man. 'Let the old insult you and hate you as a corruptor of the

younger generation. But this younger generation loves you for your ideas and

derides the obscurantists. It is full of pride and faith in itself and in the life

which you have pointed out to it.'

A most curious contrast to this atmosphere of youthful enthusiasm is

provided by the trouble Krasnoperov got into with the head of the seminary

:

'You spoke in church? How dare you defile the temple of God with your

pagan words? It is sacrilege.' 'I said nothing wrong. Father Inspector,

I only said that Dobrolyubov taught us how to think and that he was a

great writer.' 'Oh you stupid, cretinous boys! To learn how to think from

society's most dangerous enemies! It is logic which teaches one to think.

Read and digest the manuals of logic written by Karpov, Barkhov and

Bakhman.'

Krasnoperov was forgiven; but he scarcely had the means to leave the

seminary to go to Kazan University. He decided, if necessary, to cover the

four hundred versts from Vyatka to Kazan on foot. But his friends helped

him, and he went to Kazan by boat, taking with him only two books (the

Russian translation of Schlosser's History of the 18th Century and Feuerbach's

The Essence of Christianity). When he reached Kazan, he at first had to sleep

on the floor. He then gradually took more and more part in the variegated

Hfe of the students who lived in 'that temple of the sciences'. They had

recently given up the uniform enforced by Nicholas I, and they were dressed

in the strangest fashion. They lived in small self-helping communities, often

in conditions of complete destitution. Their idol was Shchapov: 'They

thought, they lived with his ideas'. They read mainly history books, and

Krasnoperov's memoirs show clearly what they were looking for. When he

was arrested on 17th March 1863, he was not only accused of having taken

part in the conspiracy which will shortly be described, but also of having

written a pamphlet called French Carbonarism. The content of this work is

not known, but its very title is interesting. He and his friends were searching
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for methods of organization and a revolutionary tradition. That the others

were moving along the same lines is proved by a curious piece of information

handed on by Herzen, according to which these students had adopted as

their regulations those of the 'Illuminati' of Adam Weishaupt.^ This seems

to be true, althqugh_there is no confirmation for the story.

In later yeafs-JCrasnoperov>remained faithful to the study of European

revolutionary movements. From March 1863 to August 1867 he was in

prison, first at Vyatka and then for a longer period in the fortress of Kazan.

In that two-storeyed tower he continued the life of reading and discussion

that he had led as a free man. The university library provided him with books,

and so he was able to read Holbach's System of Nature, Cabet's Voyage to

Icaria and also Fourier, Proudhon, Louis Blanc and Boerne. He read

Engels's Conditioji of the Working Classes in England and translated it for

SiZjiisnHs. But he was unable to obtain two books which he specially

wanted—Louis Blanc's History of Ten Years, and the works of Lassalle.

One day, after he had saved up his pay for three or four months, he got

permission to come out of prison accompanied by a guard. He went to the

only foreign bookshop in the town and found the books that he was looking

for. He paid for them and took them back to his cell, incidentally giving the

German bookseller a bad fright at the sight of the policeman.

In prison he learnt Italian. He used a New Testament to practise on in

the absence of other books or a grammar. 'I was extraordinarily interested

in the fortunes of Italy ... the age of Dante, Boccaccio and Petrarch, when

the struggle of the bourgeoisie with the people and the Ghibellines was already

fully developed. Dante's expulsion and the revolt of the Ciompi in Florence

encouraged me to study that period in prison.' He began to write a book

called Florence in the 14th Century, which was later published in a review.^

It has been worth while dwelling on Krasnoperov's memoirs, not because

he played a leading role in Kazan at this time, but because he gives us the

best picture of the discussions and the intellectual interests which animated

the crowded, though penurious, meetings of the university students.

But we must now turn to another aspect of this movement. Intense

political and conspiratorial experience, nourished by reading books which

came in from the West,_andLa rapid-ap^jjcation of their ideas to the situation

nf fhp pppQ^pt^ around the Volga, gaye rise ija Xazan-^a^-trr Moscow to a

typically Russian development—the^jnovement 'to go to th^peo^lleLLand

preach directly to it. The students called this the 'apostolate', and the word

wpll pxprpQ<:pQ the t^tmosphfp of re!ig«niw enthusiasm which inspired them.

The first 'apostohc' pilgrimages we know of date fijmi^March^8,^.

They were inspired by a student called Ivan YakovleviciiCQrio^ He was a

Siberian and the son, like so many of his comrades, of a priest. He had been

to the seminary at Irkutsk for two years, andTtieie he IrSS'met Bakunin.

And so when he arrived at the university he was probably already acquainted

with ideas which his friends only discovered later. He soon became one of
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their leaders. He was treasuier-of-Uhe-iildest group', and then probably

became a member of Zemlya i Volya. But their ideas did not satisfy him ; he

went around telling his comrades that 'some time ago a new society was

founded, which has a social programme similar to that of Zemlya i Volya

but more violent'. Compared to his dreams, even the programme of Young

Russia might well have seemed feeble.

The main purpose of this society is to found a poHtical-revoiutionary sect, and to

unlsaah all the anti-State passions of the people. This new society is in close contact

withjji^ follOWf^^ ^^ MaTTi'ni Tt i'^ wpll-lrnnum thq f tVip <:p fn11r>wf^i-g_Hr^nr>f worry

too miirh nbont their methods, and in Italy they support, directly or mdlrecTly,

bothbanditry and looting.
" "

Bakunin's young pupil seemed to be overtaking his master. In March 1863

he left Kazan to preach in the countryside. He took with him some of

Zemlya i Volya' s leaflets, 'Freedom' and others dealing with the Polish

problem. He also took a paper printed on the spot which began with the

words 'For a long time, brothers, they have suffocated us.' The author of

this isjiQL known for certain, but it was very likely written by a student

<^lleiUmoV, who had been among the first to be dismissed from the uni-

versity in 1857. He had written it at the end of 1862 and a year later had

disappeared leaving no trace. He had however had time to give a short

account, in a deliberately popular and not ineffective style, of what all his

comrades felt about the situation. It was Umov's words that Orlov now pre-

pared to use in speaking to the peasants. Not for nothing did the students

say: 'that manifesto's all right, one of us wrote it'.

For a long time now, brothers, they have suffocated us, tortured us with work, \.

beaten us with whips and the knout; for a long time they have carried off your

wives and daughters to the gentry. All this you bore. And you hoped that the Father-

Tsar would remember you in your poverty and protect you. And look how the Tsar

has remembered you: five years ago he wrote a manifesto in which he said 'I want

to free the peasants.' We believed the Tsar's words, and from our heart we prayed

God for our liberator. But at that very moment the Tsar was summoning com-

mittees of landlords, and asking their advice. And now at last he has given us our

freedom. Have you read all about this freedom? Have you examined it carefully?

Have you thought about it? No one understands what sort of freedom it is. You
have become free people, but they haven't given you the land. If you want the land,

buy it with money, which is distilled from your blood. You have become free

people, and the landlord does not dare touch you, but of course he can refer to

the authorities, and they can banish half the village to Siberia.

He then returned to the subject of landlords and cheating officials, reminding

his readers that the Tsar had sent his generals against the peasants. 'You

will say: Jn_whom can we put our hopes? Hope Jn_yourselves, brothers,

and obtain freeHom by yourselves!' But this was only possible if there was

general agreement. Then at last there would be freedom from landlords and

officials. 'Demand free frpednni with a single voice . . . The landlords'
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peasants are twenty-three million, those that depend on the Crown are

thirty million. And among those in uniform there are men'onfhe side of the

people; it is they who have written this manifesto, and they will~wafn you

of the right momentfoLXebeUion.'
~~ -—

-

The most keenly felt problem here was the desperate attempt to find a

political language which the peasants could understand. As to how this

message could be made to reach them, OrloyJ'orJhe time Jbeing couW ^^
only 'apostolic' missions. He collected'^Ietters of introduction to former

students and priests in the towns and villages through which he had to

travel. Krasnoperov gave him a letter for his brother who was a priest,

which said that a clergyman 'could be of great use to the peasants through

his preaching', and recommended him 'to be ready for the great cause of

the revival in Russia'. (

And so Orlov, accompanied by Mikhail Sulyatnikovya student who was

going home, made for Vyatka, distributing manifestos along the way. He
went through the centres of Gladov, Svyatogye, and visited even the small

villages to offer them his leaflets. Very soon the authorities began to get

news of this strange traveller, and on 17th March, Sulyatnikov was arrested.

Krasnoperov's letter of introduction was found on him, and he too was

arrested. Orlov succeeded for the moment in escaping the police and reached

Kazan. —--^^^

^...M^K. Elpidin^nt on further 'apostolic' missions during this period. He
had chosen as his field the region where his father was priest. In one little

town he left someone in charge of distributing manifestos to the peasants

as they came to market. The peasants were then to carry them back to the

villages and have them read aloud by the public reader. Hardly had he got

back to Kazan before he was arrested with two other students. "^ In his house

the police found not only a number of illegal newspapers but also various

manuscripts. Among these was an account of the doctrines of Buddha which

'contained blasphemies and the denial of the dogmas of the faith', in the

words of the police report. He was sentenced to five years' hard labour,

which was later reduced to two and a half. But a year later he succeeded in

escaping abroad. For some years he was one of the most highly regarded of

the young Russian exiles in Geneva. ^^-- —-^^
__^he two students arrested with him were the brother^^^£vgEaiLandJ[van

'' Dmitrevich_PenkovsJ€y. Ivan still had in his possession a work he had

written in 1861 which contained strong views on the 'freedom of^he people*

{narodnaya volya) and which recalled Pugachey: 'HeJianged-landlords ^nd
seized towns. Now is the time to fight once more for truth, to wait for

Pugachev, to follow him with axes in our hands, to strike downjthe officials

and nobles, and to establish the principle of elections.* He ended this mani-

festo with a poem which demanded that not even the Tsar should be spared.

At his interrogation he said that he had taken theselines from a manuscript

newspaper written by the Kazan students.
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Another member of the same group, Arkady AfanaseWh Biryufcsi^also

spent that spring traveUing through the countryside. He lefifor -the province

of Ryazan with the New Testament, aiming to 'find out if the people was

expecting something and see how it would react to an appeal to revolt'.

But he returned somewhat discouraged. He had distributed tracts and

read the Gospel *but, I say to my comrades, the peasants listen without

saying almost anything so that I do not understand what they are thinking.

However, they hke hstening to the Gospel.' The goal of his second journey

was the district of Spassk in which lay the village of Bezdna, centre of the

revolt of 1861. But this time Biryukov returned thoroughly distressed. The

frightened peasants had not allowed him to spend the night in their houses

;

in one village they had wanted to denounce him; in another they robbed

him. Shortly afterwards he was arrested. He spent four years in prison, and

when he finally got out, although he found work on a local newspaper, he

was in such a state of despair that he became an alcoholic, and died in the

gutter in 1881.

Thg rft«;iilts nf the 'apo<;tolate' were from the immediate point of view

thor^ghly negative. Compared to the small work of distributing manifestos

and the few words spoken in the peasants' houses, arrests had been heavy.

Political and sometimes even human contacts had been impossible. Such is.

the_balance-sheet_o£eye£^movement ' to go to the people'. Yet, taken as a

whole, it constituted one of the most imporfant^hough still early and

naive—stages in the formation of the revolutionary groups. ' Apeslolaleland^

conspiracy went hand in hand. And now having looked at fhe ground from

""Which it grew, we must return to the conspiracy itself.

.It was to these groups of Kazan stud ent*; thi\ijhe men of the Polish^

National Coynmittpf- dpc\^^c\ tn ]nr>]c fnr help whcu they learnt that there was

little T^ ^^'^p^ £aiLfropi ypynlynj Vnlyn ^

^ the beginning of 1863 a delegate of that Committee, JeromS^^^ene-

rfcame to St Petersburg with yet another request for effective support.

When he found that agreement with the organizations in the capital was

impossible, he decided to act on his own.

His plans seemed to correspond to the peasants' state of mind during the

years which immediately followed the emancipation, as the revolutionaries

themselves had described it. It would be enough, he thought, to raise the

banner of 'peasant hberty' to counter 'the landlords' liberty'.

Kienewicz thought that a fake mani festo from th f: Tsar containing,

promisesofthisjcind would be the best way to rouse the masses.^ A manifesto

orT these lines was drawn up by Yuri Benzenger, a member of Zemlya i Vo/ya,

a student at Moscow Universityr'During his short life Benzenger gave proof

of rare courage. As soon as he had completed his studies in November 1862,

he had joined the army and carried out active propaganda among his fellow

soldiers. He was discovered and escaped, but soon afterwards was caught.

In August 1863 he was leader of a prisoners' rebellion and was sentenced
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to seventeen years' hard labour by a military tribunal. Scarcely a year later,

on 1st April 1864, he sent his superiors a memorandum expounding his

'political outlook'. The views he expressed led to his being immediately

sentenced to be shot, but this was later commuted to hard labour for life.^

Such was the author of the strange document which promised in the

name of the Emperor 'full liberty to all Our faithful subjects' and to the

peasants eternal ownership of the land without redemption. He also freed

everyone from military service and ordered 'the soldiers of Our army to

return to their homes'. He then announced elections for choosing deputies

of 'the Council of State which with Our help will rule Russia. This is Our

royal will ... If the army, deceived by its leaders, or if the generals, the

governors and the "arbitrators", dare to oppose this manifesto by force,

then let all rise in the name of the liberty We have granted and, without pity,

enter the battle against anyone who dares to oppose Our will.'

A workman employed in the Senate press stole the necessary type and the

proclamation was printed. The work appears to have been done at Friedrich-

hammin Norway and then taken to Russia through Finland. Another source,

however, says that it was printed at Vilno.

JU' The author's intention to make use~oF popular language to correspond to

intellectual ideas here found paradoxical expression. Politically this apocry-

phal manifesto was the dying hope that the State could be transi'ormed by

thp Fmpfirnr Riit p<t t\\e Fmpprnr had no intention of fQllowing_the_educat^d

classes and the younger generation, the revolutionaries had almost naturally

trieg^lcrspeak ifl' til s namg: '
'

^ ~ ^

Two further manifestos were written by Benzenger. They were addressed

to the intellectuals and signed with the name Zemlya i Volya. One was

called Provisional Government of the People and the other Freedom of
Religion. They took up the central theme ot the movement :

' RussiansT^ive

—tTfTafl h^pp i" thp good intentions of the Tsar.' And they recalled the massacre

of Bezdna and other repressive measures. ' Oppressed and sufferers of Russia,

arm yourselves against the oppression and injustice which come from the

Tsar and his acolytes . . . After we have defeated the enemy, land will be

distributed without a redemption fee. Tribunals will be set up, the blood-

sucking officials will be tried, and honest and intelligent men will be elected.'

Such was the propagandist and political basis of the plot. Kienewicz

hoped to set off the spark at Kazan^j^ere the symptoms were most favour-

able and the student mo^^ement most active. It was here that the peasants

had revolted in J_86r^and that the names of Stenka Razin and Pu^achev

met with most response. ^^
His right-hand man in the execution of this plan was Maximil^fi^zerniak, »

a young Polish officer, who had entered the General Staff College fn 1^60.—

^

In St Petersburg, where he had continued his career, he had met two officers,

who were soon at the head of the Polish insurrection, DombrowftTtthe
future general of the Paris Commune) aqcTSerakoNvsl
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Czerniak confirmed Kienewicz's belief that Zemlya i Volya was con-

fining its intentions to propaganda and the spread of ideas. The Polish

Committee then decided to act on its own initiative and try and unleash a

peasant rebellion in Russia. The attempt would at least be of value in divert-

ing some Russian pressure from Poland.

Czerniak set to work. He could look to support from a relative of his in

Kazan, another officer on the General Staff, Napoleon Casimir\[wanicki^

Of him Krasnoperov wrote that he was a sensitive and amiable yoimglnan

of about thirty (he had, in fact, been born in Volhynia in 1835) and that he

had won over the sympathies of the students by his exceptional talents and

boundless devotion to the revolutionary cause. ^^ Through him Czerniak

was to get into contact with the clandestine groups, and tell them that

there had been a schism in the ranks of Zemlya i Volya and that one

wing led by Bakunin thought that the time had come for a revolution.

This would be all the more desirable, as the Polish revolution would

have forced the Emperor to cut down his troops within Russia itself.

Kienewicz even gave him a letter to this effect with a forgery of Bakunin's

signature.

Before he left St Petersburg, Czerniak had written to his relative Iwanicki

telling him to prepare the ground for his arrival. Iwanicki was on garrison

duty in Spassk, the main town of the district that had witnessed the peasant

disturbances of 1861. It was thought that this would certainly assist his

activities. He at once went to Kazan, where he began to hold small meetings

of students and explain to them his plans in a calm and decided voice ' as if

he was getting ready for a hunt'. Although not all sources are in agreement,

this was probably the first time that Iwanicki had made contact with the

student groups. But he did not find it difficult to get a hearing. He spoke of

his experiences with the soldiers and the peasants, and said that he had

tried to use parables to explain to them the need for equality. He ended by

..sa^ingjyaatjthey^ust put their greatest hopes in the state of itiind which

prevailed in the villages :
~—

—

— ' "

^
On 15th March Czerniak arrived and introduced himself as an agent of

the Moscow revolutionary committee. Clearer and more detailed explana- i\ ^p^

tions were then given. Czerniak openly attacked those who wanted to wait; Jr

he said that he belonged to the 'party of action' which had founded a

committee for the very purpose of fighting inaction. The revolution must be

started at once. Strategically Kazan was the best place. It would be easy to

seize the town; the barracks were scarcely garrisoned; all that was needed

was to surprise the sentries and hand out the arms, if necessary to the

prisoners v/ho were held in gaol. After seizing the Governor it would be

possible to hold the town, using it as a centre of support and propaganda

for the peasant insurrection. If for some reason or other it proved impossible

to hold it, they would have to go to the villages and even possibly to the

Urals 'where not even the Devil will be able to find us'. They asked him how
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he planned to provoke the peasant-insurrection. He said that it must be done

in the name of the Tsar by^u&ing a false maiufcsto.

It is not clear how the students reacted to this—not just the few at the

meeting, but all the small and lively revolutionary groups in Kazan. There

were two objections, and though they were different in kind they inevitably

ended by overlapping and getting confused. To those who held that the plan

was rash, Czemiak and Iwanicki answered that Garibaldi too before landing

in Sicily had been considered mad, and that in any case the Poles would

begin a revolution in spring. And to those who held that it was not right to

turn to the peasants on false pretences, and that they should rather use the

propaganda material which was already at hand (such as the manifesto that

the students themselves had written), the two officers answered that they

would then have to wait for thirty years. 'We know it well enough, that

party which first wants to teach the people the alphabet and then to educate

it step by step.' In any case, it would be stupid not to take advantage of two

favourable circumstances—the PoUsh rebelhon and the widespread wish

among the peasants for real liberty.

In the end it seems that two student Hplpgatpg^ Pp1innv<:]<ry anH 7]^PTrianpv^

went to Czerniak on the following morning and said that they wouldtake

part in the movement on condition that they received from Moscow: money,
thirty-~mpn, anH qhnvp all, ^pn^ He accepted thcsc terms, after having

consulted Iwanicki, who was optimistic. He was counting mainly on a few

officer friends and on the soldiers under their command. Iwanicki stayed

on at Kazan for a few days after Czerniak left, enlarging the number of

those who knew about the conspiracy. In the meantime he drew up regula-

tions for the revolutionary army of the future. He alscL^lannedjo have

crosses built of the kind used by the Old gg]ifiYf;r<; (with Hnnhlp _grniijj^with

-the wr>rd<; * Fpr land and frppHnm*

But he soon met an obstacle. On 25th March the police searched the

house of a sergeant called! Stankevidi, who had been informed of the affair.

In fact, this was a pure coincidence as, at this time, the authorities were

interested, not in his activities, but only in his ideas. Naturally, however,

Iwanicki took precautions and tried to warn Czerniak that it would be

dangerous to return to Kazan for the moment.

But the next blow was decisive. In the process of extending his circle of

students, Iwanicki met a man who thought that thjs would be a perfect

cfianrp fn tflflkT! mnngy hyHen^V^^'^g him This he did; first toTKe Uovemor,

then to the Archbishop of Kazan, and finally to the Third Section. The

reaction was overwhelming: the barracks were alerted, the villages on which

the conspirators had counted were garrisoned, and a Cossack bodyguard

followed the Governor everywhere. Special precautions were taken to

protect the administration's safes.

'There was talk', said a contemporary, 'of a vast movement of Russian

and Tartar peasants which threatened to repeat the one led by Pugachev.'i^
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Rumours were spread of letters which contained threats to burn down the

town. A number of law-abiding citizens took up their belongings and

fled. 13

These precautions and the prevailing atmosphere inevitably made an

impression on the conspirators, some of whom were even influenced by the

general state of alarm. There were doubts and second thoughts. Some even

admitted later that they had been frightened by the proposed peasant revolt,

which recalled the terrible Pugachev. Once again the educated classes felt

that their presence in the revolutionary forces was a duty not just towards the

people but even more towards themselves, in order to avoid the worst

excesses of the revolution.

Such reflections were all the more natural in that in the meantime the plan

of battle had been changed. There were now too many troops (over a

thousand) in the town, and the steps taken by the authorities were too

menacing. The conspirators therefore decided to begin in the villages,

where they would arouse the peasants, and. then marck^owards the town.

A young Polish student, Osip Yakovlevicn^ilwand, was sent by Czerniak

from St Petersburg to announce this plan. He arrived on 14th April with a

large number of manifestos, four hundred roubles and fourteen revolvers.

He promised that small groups of revolutionaries would arrive as soon as

the rebellion broke out. Four Polish students in St Petersburg had in fact

promised to take action when this should occur. A meeting was held con-

sisting of all the inner circle of the conspirators, including the 'apostles'

Biryukov, Orlov and other Polish and Russian students and officers, as well

as the newcomer Silwand. The discussions grew heated. Those present con-

sidered the problem of how to organize supplies for the insurgent peasants

and decided to seize the landlords' crops and to mint coins. A series of other

plans was made, the few arms were distributed, a command organization

was set up, and everyone took away some of the propaganda material.

But when Silwand returned to St Petersburg after the meeting and told

Kienewicz how matters stood, the latter became convinced that nothing

more could be done. Even if this final decision was correct from an objective

point of view, it is obvious that it reflects all the ambiguity which lay at the

very roots of the conspiracy. Any hope of creating a diversion to the Polish

rebellion in the heart of Russia was lost._And it^was_ this rather thaiijthe

Russian peasantjnovementubat was the real objective of the Poles.

Kienewicz, however, did not want to abandon entirely the idea of using

the apocryphal manifesto. And so he had it stuck up in the villages by the

four Pohsh students who were to have gone to Kazan on the outbreak of

the rebellion. Though this led to their arrest, some manifestos did reach the

peasants and seem to have given rise to local movements. And apart from

this, those university students of Kazan who escaped arrest made use of

this material in the same way. A new wave of 'apostolic' journeys waslhe

immediate sequel to the failure of the conspiracy.
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On 23rd May Kienewicz left for Paris, taking with him fifty thousand

roubles which he had collected for the Polish cause. On 5th June 1863 when

he was on the way back to Russia with a false passport to join the Polish

movement, he was arrested at the frontier.

In Kazan the situation was now in the hands of an agent of the Third

Section, sent to the town on the Tsar's special instructions. Before making

any arrests, he wanted to obtain proof. To achieve this he made use of the

man who had denounced the conspiracy and who now became a police spy.

For these services he later received three thousand roubles from the Minister

of the Interior and opened a photographer's shop in St Petersburg.

When sufficient evidence had been obtained, Iwanicki was arrested on

26th April. Brave and rash to the end, he wrote an 'account of a dead

man' for the use of the investigating authorities. In this he reasserted

his Polish patriotism and assumed responsibility for everything he had

done.

Czerniak succeeded in escaping, for the time being at least. He fought

under the name of Lado in the ranks of the Polish insurgents; but a year

later, in July 1864, he was taken prisoner and sent to Kazan where he shared

the fate of his comrades.

All the other conspirators were arrested between April and May 1863.

They were taken first to St Petersburg, but in June the Committee of Inquiry

had them all sent back to Kazan. At the end of its long and complicated work,

the investigating authorities divided the accused into three classes—Polish

officers, Polish students, and Kazan students. From the results of the inquiry

Kienewicz may have hoped that he had saved his life, as throughout the

questioning he had denied all the charges brought against him. But the mili-

tary tribunal decided otherwise. He was condemned to death together with

three others, Iwanicki, Mroczek and Stankevich.

On 6th June 1864 at seven in the morning, they were shot outside the

town, on the banks of the river Kazan. The official report describes the scene

as follows:

On the road between the fortress and the place of execution, Iwanicki and Kienewicz

were laughing, and Iwanicki greeted his acquaintances with great courtesy. Even

when the squad turned from the right to the left flank they did not stop smiling

among themselves. When the confirmation of Kienewicz's sentence was read out,

he turned to all present and quickly moving two steps forward, he said aloud in

Russian 'Gentlemen, listen. All this is wrong. All they have written is a lot of

muck.' When the order of execution was read out Kienewicz again shouted 'They

will not dare shoot me, I am a French citizen. '^'^ The other two, Mroczek and

Stankevich, were silent the entire time. There was a great crowd of people.

After their corpses had been buried, the soldiers were made to march over

their graves. More than a year later on 11th October 1865, Czerniak was

brought to the same place and executed.
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The third category of accused was condemned by a civil tribunal to

sentences ranging from four to ten years' hard labour. But even before this

sentence had been confirmed by the Senate in May 1 867, the case was closed,

and after four years of preventive detention they were all freed under police

supervision. In the meantime three of them had succeeded in escaping

abroad.



J3. POPULISM AND NIHILISM

The liquidation of the Kazan conspiracy mark ed the end-nf those revolu -

TTonary ventures whicH~were carried out in the years immediately after the

emancTpallon of t"he Iserfs. The cmslling of the Polish revolt put an end to

the decade of great changes and great hopes which had opened with the

Crimean War. It is true that all the various elements of progress that had

emerged during these ten years continued to develop, but they were modified

and distorted by the defeat they had undergone and the halt which circum-

stances now called on the movement of liberation.

A brake was put on the reforming tendencies of the State. A few important

steps were—taterin the administration of justice?~l)*ut the problems of

censorship and local administration revealed the weaknessesjatent in that

constant process of compromise which only a few years earlier had allowed

the peasant reform to be fulfilled.

2

With the failure of the campaign to summon a Zemsky Sobor, constitu-

tionalism now fled back once more to the bureaucracy and nobility and was

transformed into pale and uncertain hopes for a 'liberal' crown to reforming

despotism.

'Regionalist' and 'federalist' tendencies were badly hit by the crushing

of the Polish rebellion, and made themselves felt only in Siberian demands

for autonomy until, in extremist and revolutionary forms, they reappeared

in the federalist and anarchist ferment of the 'seventies.

The SovremenniklsJPoT^uli^m survived the arrests of 1862 and carried on

the tradition of Chernyshevsky and Dobrolyubov. But it no longer had any

faith that its hopes for the complete transformation of Russia would be

immediately^ satisfied. Instead, iLtumcd to saTire and criticism of the entire

-life of the country. The self-confidence of the young intelligentsia o{ Zeinlya

i Volya had now diminished, and the Sovremennik tended to put all its trust

in the 'people' and the ' peasan t

\

In opposition to this attitude there now appeared on the scene men
who re-affirmed the essential role that could be played by a 'critically

(hinking^ elitel. whiclL. tliey_j;iQjitrasted with the passive crowd , incapable

^ revolt. So 'Nihilism' was born. These were the years oPPisarSy and

the review Russkoe^Sfovo which introduced a new factor, mTTffects of

which will be noticed in the first return to a conspiracy with Ishutin's

Organization.

But before going back once more to the 'underground' we will have to

316
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consider the picture as a whole and follow the development during the

'sixties of all the tendencies here described.

The Pohsh revolt had already led some members of the; higher bureaucracy

tolhink that the time had come to surround absolutism with some sort of

.^constitutional halo. * Make Russia take a step ahead of Poland—as regards

the^development or State institutions', said Valuev, the Minister of the

Interior, to Alexander II in 1863. There was to be some kind of bureaucratic

representation for the purpose of enlarging and giving greater dignity and

prestige to the State Council. A scheme along these lines was drawn up and

discussed, but remained a dead letter. Obviously in matters of this kind, the

first step is also the hardest. Alexander IT refused to make even a gesture

, in the direction of constitutionalism. In January 1865 the assembly of the

Moscow nobility sent him an address asking him to 'complete the govern-

ment edifice which he had created, with a general assembly of delegates

from the entire Russian nation to discuss the requirements of the State as a

whole'. To this the Emperor replied that 'what he had already done in the

past must remain a sufficient pledge for all his faithful subjects', and that

none of these had the right to 'anticipate him in his incessant ^ijms for the

good of Russia'. 3 In 1861 the nobles of Tver had been arrested, Herzen had

flung himself into propaganda for a Zemsky Sobor and Chernyshevsky had

written his Letters without an Address. Now, the movement which had led

to all this was reduced to a dialogue in the upper spheres of the bureaucracy

or between the Tsar and his nobles.

These were the last rays~of^ declining movement, quite incapable of

affecting public opinion or arousing an interest in constitutional ideas such

as might detach the intelligentsia from its growing Populism. Any reform

introduced within the system of absolutism naturally conjured up the vision ^ ^,

of a liberal solution ; but Russian liberalism could find no escape from its /o/T VJ^'

innate contradictions. A constitution could only be ceded from above andj' iJ^

J

Ihere was neither the will nor the power to appeaTto pressure from below.

^ Shrhapgy's 'fedpralisHr', the desireTor a rebirth of 'historical regions'

against State centralization, continued to develop in the 'sixties. But, as was

natural in a multi-national State such as the empire of Alexander II, these

tendencies soon took the form of national risorgimenti against Russian^

domination. The Ukraine, the Caucasus, Armenia, the regions of the Baltic,

^nd the Lithuani'an and the PoTfsh territories, all drew from this 'federalism',

as indeed from Populism as a whole, new elements to deepen their own

national movements.

The Polish revolt brought these problems violently on to the plane of

immediate politics at a time when the other national movements had hardly

yet been born. j\ndlhe^upj>ression of Poland marked a halt for the other

.movements also and led Alexander II towards a 'Russification' of his

empire.

"^TTonly one ' historical region ' of what can rightly be called Russia was there
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an attempt to found a movement of independence. Siberia, Shchapov's

birthplace, was tliejnqst_mi£ortant field o£ R.ussian ' federal i^ffT. Altho"ugh

small in scale, the Siberian movernent iTlar from devoid of interest and is

worth examining in some detail.

Its guiding spirits were Nikolay MikhailovicnO^adrintsevNand Grigory

Nikolaevich Potaniit^ When still very young they haHT^come to study in the

capital. For Potanin the road to the university was made easier (or even

opened) by Bakunin, who was then an exile in Siberia. Once in St Petersburg,

the two men founded in 1860 one of the many regional groups so frequent

at the time among the students, by collecting together the Siberians who
were scattered in the various higher educational institutes of the capital.

Most of them were poor and lived together in communities. The most

destitute of all was the young ethnographerS^udyakov, t^e^revolutionary

who was to be condemned some years later in the trial of those who organized

Karakozov's attempt on the life of the Tsar.

From the start their discussions were lively and ended by dividing the

group into two currents: the region n I isjs, and those who looked upon the

federal problem as less important than that of a social and peasant revolution.

The ideas of the regionalists, who were led by Yadrintsev and Potaniti,

were undoubtedly inspired by Shchapov, although he himself had no direct

contacts with the group. ^ The agitation for Ukrainian autonomy also played

some part in forming their ideas, and they were further incited by the tradition

of th^Socicty of United Slavs' and above all the '

B

rotherhood of Cyril and

Methodiu s'.^ They read, for instance, an article by the historian Kosto-

marov called 'Thoughts on the Federal Principle in Ancient Russia', which

was published in 1861 in the Ukrainophil review Osnova. The article

revived and extended this tradition from the days of the Decembrists and

1848. Kostomarov openly claimed that Russia ought to be divided into

sections or states: the north, the north-east, the south-east, two states of

the Volga (upper and lower), two of Little Russia (Central and South), two

of Siberia, one of the Caucasus, etc.^ As ^^11! b^' remembered. Zemlya i Volya

(at this time beginning to take shape in St Petersburg) took account of

similar regional demands even in its structure. While he was^aT student m the

capital, Yadrintsev approached some of the founders of Zemlya i Volya.

His first works were published in the Iskra (The Spark), edited by Kurochkin,

another member of this secret society.

^

The university disturbances and the closing of the lecture rooms led to

Potanin's imprisonment. He was then compelled by the police to return to

his birthplace. Yadrintsev, too, went back to Siberia in 1863. At Tomsk thej

l^th took an ac tive part in public and intellectual life, concerningTHemselves

V^ith peasant problems, and the creation of a Siberian university. They
made contacts vv'ith the few cultivated and original people in the district,

and edited a local paper, etc.

In the spring of 1865 both men were arrested. They were accused of
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having wanted to overthrow the existing order in Siberia and separate that

region from the Russian empire. The words that Yadrintsev used many
years later, when he recalled this charge, are still more characteristic: /

' Separation of Siberia from Russia and creation of a repubbc like that of "^

the United States of America.'

The most thorough searches were made and there were many arrests,

affecting all the principal towns of Siberia. The main suspects spent as long

as three years in preventive detention.

Even today it is difficult to give an exact estimate of the political coherence

of the movement. It is not that those involved later repudiated their ideas,

but, consciously or otherwise, they tended to give them in retrospect a more

innocent appearance. Later historians, even Soviet ones, have paid little

attention to this episode as to many other aspects of the Populist movement
which were aimed against government centrahzation.

M. Lemke has almost certainly clarified the background of the problem

by pointing out that even in official Siberian circles—such as the Committee

of the Geographical Society, inspired by Muravev-Amursky—there was talk

in 1861 of Siberia's 'colonial' status and suggestions for the 'separation

of Siberia from the metropoUs, as the history of all colonies teaches'.^ The

United States of America must have been the obvious example for a move-

ment keen to make propaganda along these lines. Earher stiU, among the

Petrashevskists, there had been some references to the possibihty of Siberia

developing autonomously. The period of reforms may have suggested that

the time had come to create a Siberian national consciousness. But the

repression put an end to the fulfilment of such hopes. : Itj&^s not separatism

we were aiming at hut xhe Hf^ctmytmn pf patriotic tendencies in Siberia
'^_^^

Even the prison regime to which the accused were subjected reflects this

aspect of the question. For three years Potanin, Yadrintsev and Shashkovi^

were confined in the fortress of Omsk. But Potanin was given permission to

work in the local archives, and Yadrintsev to continue his ethnographical

researches. The local authorities kept them in prison, but did not want to

interrupt their studies completely. Yadrintsev later described his experiences

in an extremely interesting book. The Russian Commimity in̂ FrLicn ^nd in-

Exile .
^^

The sentences were heavy. Potanin was given fifteen years' hard labour,

and Yadrintsev twelve, later reduced to banishment to the region of Arch-

angel. Their health was broken, and the long journey had to be made mostly

on foot. But when, in a terrible state, they at last got to Archangel. Gagarin,

the Governor, 'a kind of gentleman and aristocrat, a tender and humane

administrator', not only treated them as well as possible but read with great

enthusiasm a memorandum that Yadrintsev wrote on prison regime. He

even went to the hospital where Yadrintsev had been sent and thanked him

in person. The memorandum indeed had some influence on the prison reforms
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of these years. It marked the beginning of a campaign that Yadrintsev

carried on for the rest of his life against banishment in general and banish-

ment to Siberia in particular.

All these details throw lightnnjjie atpinspherp nf extreme seventy and

yTie^ pectpH humanity <;n characteristic^ of the regimo of AlcxandeMI. This

was a consequence of the disorganization of the State and simultaneously

the sohdarity which was growing up even in the furthest comers of Russia

among the more liberal and independent spirits.

Yadrintsev and Potanin were later transferred to the region of the Volga

where they resumed their regionahst campaign in a new guise. They took

part in and then edited an independent periodical which was issued in Kazan

in 1873: the Kamsko-Volzhskaya Gazeta. 'Every Russian region may have

its own interests. The outlook of the provincial is different from that of the

centrahzer in the capital.' Attacks against the bureaucracy in St Petersburg

and appeals to local forces were continued throughout 1873. 'The provinces

are the future', said Yadrintsev, summing up his programme in a letter of

the time.

This was of course a retreat from their position of ten years earher. when

they had dreamed of an independent Siberia. But it also made their regionahst

ideas more acceptable. Indeed Yadrintse\', when he was finally freed, began

those studies in St Petersburg which made him one of the best known and

most quoted authorities on Siberian problems. Thinking over the significance

of his regionalism, he wrote a passage which is fundamental for an exact

estimate of the points of contact and divergence between this current and

Populism.

The Russian intelligentsia which was aiming to move towards the people under-

stood, by activities in the provinces, only activities in the countryside on behalf of

the peasants. This withered not only what they did, but the ver)' idea of the Populist

movement. But we wanted to reawaken and spread intellectual life in the pro-

vinces . . . The problem was, I thought, of enormous importance for the entire

development of Russia. It was the problem of the region (oblast) and its participa-

tion in the life of the nation. It was the same problem that Shchapov had once

raised, creating a new historical point of view. To the inhabitant of the capital,

the provinces seemed merely a model of immobility and ignorance, governed by

the primitive instincts of the masses and the by-now extinguished interests of the

serf owners. The provincial intelligentsia was considered wretched and of no

importance; the provincial press was looked upon as the kingdom of pettiness . . .

No one ;hou p,ht of gathering and holding together the provinciaj, intelligentsia.

Populism—in its general, unspecified form—was dominated by a currentjhat sprang.

jFrom tjie capital. But how is real Populism possible without the participation of

the intellectual and civil life of the pxovinces?^^

This analysis is of great interest. Thp reginpalkt tenHenHe^ nf the '
<>ixties

are interpreted as representing a reawakening and^lhe-paliticaLideol(3!g5Lof_

the educated classes in_theprovinces. And when in the 'seventies Populism '
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became revolutionary amLterrorist,jt came into conflict with this provincial-

i_sm^The two tendencies which were united at their start diverged more and

more thereafter. Potanin lived long enough to try and apply his ideas politi- t

cally in 1905 and 1917, but he ended alone and submerged by the over-/

powering wave of the social revolution.

The suppression of the Sovremennik and the arrest of Chernyshevsky had,

in 1862, deprived Populism of its leading organ and its greatest representative.

Some of his closest collaborators succeeded in joining together in a small

review called Qcherki (EssavsV the first number of which came out on

1st January286^ Shchapovalso took part in this, and the very fact of seeing

nis name next to those of Chernyshevsky's disciples shows how the atmo-

sphere was changing. TjifiLpoJitical aims- put for^vard in Letters without an^

Address were beingjeplaced by two themes : the exaltation of the community^

and egalitarian traditions of the R ussian villa fp:,^nd the antithesis between

the people and the State and Western civilization—all this with some Slavo-

phil flavouring. The leading article of the first number (which was probably

written by Eliseyev) spoke of millions of peasants 'who, though they feel the

difficulty of their position, are so accustomed to certain forms of hfe and

certain principles that, in spite of wanting something better, they also want

something that does not aff'ect their ancestral way of life'. The core of these

traditions lay in 'equality, and a life based on the obshchina which includes

equality of property, rights, ideas . .
.

' There, and only there, could still be

found the germ of 'a social community founded on an ethical principle'. In

Western Europe ' despite equahty of political rights ' there was no principle

of the kind. 'Present European organization contains no radical medicine

against the misfortunes of humanity.' And so the peasant forces which

already existed in Russia must be developed ' by freeing them from foreign

elements which were introduced by violence. Destroy all these elements and

allow the growth of what springs up naturally, and then you will be on the

right road.' A more spontaneous and romantic brand of Populism, less

jpolitical and more tied to the countryside—such was the initial result of the

forcible removal of the more conscious and Westernizing elements which

Chernyshevsky had introduced. ^"^

When after many months of negotiations and uncertainty, Nekrasovaj:

lasL^ot. permission to restart publication of the Sovremennik, ^these ideas

began to make themselves felt. But they were controlled and guided by the

wish to follow in Chernyshevsky's tracks. Besides, the high intellectual

standard of the Sovremennik tended in itself to balance these ideas against

a wider mental and political horizon. ^^

Nekrasov used to describe the board of editors as his 'consistory', com-

posed as it mostly was of the sons of priests—the new intellectual elite of the

late 'fifties and eariy 'sixties. Quite apart from Chernyshevsky and Dobrolyu-

bov, such was the origin of Grigory Zakharovich^Eiiseyd^ Eliseyev was a

Siberian, a professor at the Ecclesiastical Academy of Kazan; and the author

i^.
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of books on religious history, before he joined the Sovremennik, and became

for twenty years one of the most hichly regarded of Populist journalists. ^^^

Then there was Maxim Alexeyevich Antonovich-Avho, scarcely had he left the

seminary, began to write articles on philosophy which followed Cherny-

shevsky's treat;nenl-<iM^euerbach's 'anthropomorphism'. But Antonovich

interpretedihese*^?ie^ljh> an even more materialist and positivist spirit.^*'

With A. M,JPypiiv-aVelative of Chernyshevsky, these men formed the inner

core of the 'consistory' which controlled the Sovremennik between 1863 and

1866. Nekrasov's sincere Popuhst spirit, no less than his considerable talent

and journalistic and political adaptability, had great weight in the review.

But the main novelty of the new editorship consisted in the presence of

Saitykev=StTchedfrn,- whose satirical tales and intense^ublicizing activities

made a'profound mark onjhe llrst years of the revived 4:^eiiDdicaL
"^

'InT863 Russian society had changed to the point of being unrecognizable',

p.lk^yt^V latp_r said in his autobiographical fragments. In this changed situation

the Snrrpni(fi^}iik tried to maintain its old programme.

The main object was still to cry aloud ceaselessly, that society could£ros2er_onl^

wB"enTF7ollowed the 'divine law' and the 'divine law' means 'one piece for you,

one piece for him, one piece for me ; means, m lact, tnat even the most insignificant

nTember of society cannot be disinherited and that each one must have his own
Tittle piece. ^'^

' ~

But it was one thing to have a programme inspired by good peasant and

egahtarian commonsense and another to be able to apply it; especially during

a time of reaction and under countless difficulties imposed by the censorship

and a pubUc which was less ready and less loyal than in Chernyshevsky's

day. Ehseyev himself has pointed out the review's most serious weaknesses

and obvious mistakes.

Above ail, it was not prepared to take a line over the P^i«^h prphlpm

There were, it is true, some clever references to it by Saltykov-Shchedrin

who, for the occasion, adopted the tactics that Chernyshevsky had employed,

and spoke of Austria when alluding to Russia. But this was not enough. In

the midst of a wave of nationalist passions, the Sjiu:£mej2juk^*f/a.s forced to

remain silent or to mumble a few quiet words. It did not want to take useless

risks with its life on this subject. The threat of censorship sufficed to stop it

having any influence on the most important problem of the years 1863 and

^TS6C
The bonds between the Sovremennik and the young generation (i.e. the

students) were weakened. 'N. G. Chernyshevsky had been close to them',

said Eliseyev. 'He had guided them directly and in person and he had

defended them with passion when necessary. He knew what he was doing

and what he was looking for. But when he was arrested alldirect and personal

bonds between the Sovremennik and the studenTS caiiiglo"^irend.''^ Cherny-

shevsky's What is to be doneTstiW gave them what'lhey were looking for.
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But the_youthful and chivalrous Utopianism of this novel was far from

.satisfying the more critical spirits of the new editor. ^altykov-ShchedrirT

himself wasprepared to make an open attack on What is to be Done? within

_the Sovremennjk.

In place of this appeal to the younger generation, Saltykov-Shchedrin was

able to make use of his marvellous satirical power, which expressed the bitter-

ness that most sensitive spirits felt about the suffocating ugliness of life in

Russia. He was able to attack all the various moral, political and social

bigotry that was again coming to the fQre^fter^the_shock of the reforms. But

though Saltykov-Shchedrin played an important part in the formation' of the

intelligentsia between the 'sixties and 'seventies, he had no chajice ofj)royiding

a new political line or ?^, Hirfir.f spur \c\ \\)e younger generation. 20

Such encouragemen t ^nnlH nnly rnmp from the West where the working

cla*^^ .^nd ^nHqUct mnvpmpnf u/^g ^^YJY'JQ^^J^^^ the formation of Lassalie's

partv in 1863 and the founflatinn of the /First Tnternationpi] a year later.

And indeed the Sovremennik is full of information and discussions on thV

subject, and played a lafge-pafU^imaking these ideas and currents of thought

known in Russia. YuSzhukovsk^ who emerged as the economist of the

group, devoted a detailed article tothe ' vrigtnrip,^]j)evelopment of Workers

'

Associations in France '.21 In this he explained the advantages of coopera-

tivesy-dottiot cOnsiUHption and production, froTTijin nrlmittedly Prondhnnist

angle.^^niihspoke of the working class movement in England, describing

for example 'Xhe^Educational Associations of the Enghsh Working Classes',

and stressing the great usefulness of the popular schools and universities. 22

E. K<r^atsbn came out strongly against laissezfaire in his article ' The English

WorkingXlasses and the Manch p^^tpr^chqol'.^^ An attempt was eveiTnTade-

to^ve news of a community based on Communist principles which had

sprung up in America and was called New Times. '^^ News from Germany in

particular attracted the Sovremennik's attention. VfttSiOn in his column

called 'Pontics '25 repeatedly spoke of the debate between Schulze-Delitzsch

ai|d_]^as^alle.26 Pypin wrote a biography, of Lassalle, a translation of whose

article ' On the Relations between the Present Historical Period and the Idea

^_Qf the WQrkin£^^V<;'27^a<t given in full in the Sovremennik. Despite the

evasions and silence imposed by fear of the censorship, it is obvious that the

editors' sympathies were with Lassalle's working class politics against the

purely reforming and cooperative ventures of Schulze-Delitzsch.

But could these problems of how to organize the proletariat in Western

Europe mean anything in Russia ? Goncharov^ the well-known novelist and

author of Oblomov, who was at thisjime mainly occupiedm conscientiously

fiilfillipg his duties as censo r, wrote in a report dated 1 8th Februaiy"! 865:

Articles devoted to these theories are printed in the pages of our reviews with

virtually no result. Almost nobody reads them except perhaps a few specialists

who in any case prefer to learn of the works of Schulze-Delitzsch and Lassalle

in the original. The differen^^tween the situatjonj)f the working classes abroad
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and Tir-Russiai-and their different ways- ofJife^jnake these articles almost inc9m-

prehensible to the publip.^s

The repeated 'perhaps' and 'almost* with which Goncharov modified his

claim, showed that he himself was not altogether convinced by: it. It may
have been true that most of the inteUigentsia showed little interest in these

problems; but there were none the less some who drew inspiration from the

articles in the Sovremennik to consolidate and perfect their ideas on workers'

and artisans' associations—of which they had already caught a glimpse in

Chernyshevsky's What is to be done? As will be seen later, it was from

ventures such as these that Ishutin's Organization was developed.

None the less, the problem raised by Goncharov was a real one and was

of great concern to the editors of the Sovremennik. What lessons could he.

deduced from the working class movement which could be of help in solving

the peasant problem"m Russia ?^nce again it was the ideas of Proudhon

(from whom the editors drew inspiration) which acted as a bridge between

interest in the workers' movement in the West and Populism in Russia. A
censor might accuse Zhukovsky of having written the most vigorous of his

articles 'The Problem-ofl-the Young Generation ' 'in a social-democratic

spirit '29, but it was, in fact, prompted mainly by the spirit_ofPrmidhon.

Zhukovsky envisaged the future economic development of the Russian

countryside entrusted to peasant communities enjoying their own credit

facilitie^. He strongly opposed the property of the nobles developing on

capitalist lines. He did not deny the need for industrialization, but he claimed

that it must be carried out for the benefit of the peasants and not for the

nobles and the capitalists. In an article for a periodical which was soon

suppressed by the authorities, but which in 1865 attracted the most vital

Populist writers, Zhukovsky clearly explained his programme:

Labour is not necessary to help undertakings which well know that they are not

able to pay these workmen. Labour is not necessary to cultivate more crops when

existing produce is already more than enough for the country. It must not be used

in great industries which only enrich the employers or English and foreign mer-

chants. Labour must be employed to provide shoes and clothes, to provide light,

houses and civilization for the peasant, who goes without shoes because he works

for an English lord, because he has produced superfluous bread and wasted those

hours of work which could have been used to give him welfare and comfort . Even

the centre of gravity of education must be removed to the countrysiije; only then

will it be possible to write the word 'end' to the age of serfdom. Industrial life

must be founded in the world of the peasants. Only then will the people learn,

and only then will education become the people's education. This is the way to

give solid foundations to the nation's economy. ^°

Zhukovsky in fact_was advocating the programme that had already been

expounded by Qgttfev-4mmediatclv after \\\e emancipation and whic'n coji-

tinued to be discussed for two decades, until it finally became the economic

vision of all the ' legal Populists '-Ji^jdsD translated Lassalle's ideas on the
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fiaanciat^upport which the State ought to give to workers' associations into

.
Popuhst and peasant terms, and suggested an economic policy designed to

develop artisan workshops, cooperatives and small local industries.

^~^hukovsky once tried to calculate how much total capital the peasant

class would need so as to invest it exclusively in economic activities aimed at

improving its own situation. The peasants paid about three hundred milUons

in taxes. If one looked upon this sum as representing an interest of 5% on

capital, it could be deduced that they had a capital of six billion roubles.

Anyone who observed Russian society could see that this sum was not in

fact used for the advantage of the peasants but for the capitalists and the

nobles. 31 It is true that the only value of Zhukovsky's calculation was to

illustrate roughly what was happening; but it was an effective way of showing

the ruhng classes that they were living like parasites on the work of the

peasants. By contrasting this state of affairs with an economic system exclu-

sively designed to better the peasants' standard of living, he made the intelU-

gentsia aware of the problem of its social justification. It owed a 'debt' to

the people; it had a 'duty' to devote itself exclusively to the people's benefit.

And so the Sovremennik opened up the road to the poUtical outlook that

Lavrov was to make his own.

Karakozov's attempt on the hfe of the Tsar in 1866 found the Sovremennik

in a critical position. It had already received two 'warnings' from the

authorities. In vain did Nekrasov try to ward off a third and decisive blow;

in vain did he resort to disavowals and compromises. On 3rd lune-lS^the
St Petersburg papers carried the news that 'on His Majesty's orders"lhe

reviews Sovremennik and -Kw55/:oe_*SZQiK2_Jiav£jbeeji jsuppre^sed, in view of

the pernicious policies that they have pursued for some time'. Such was the

epitaph of a review that had had among its contributors Pushkin, Belinsky,

Nekrasov, Chernyshevsky, Dobrolyubov and Saltykov-Shchedrin.

Once again, as in 1862, the Sovremennik shared its misfortunes with the

Russkoe_SLauh^-:ih£.ov^diXio{ Pisarev and 'Nihihsm'. 'Every party, every

cause, has its enfants terribles\ said Saltykov-Shchedrin, referring to the

editors of the Russkoe Slovo who were indeed the enfants terribles of Popuhsm

in the 'sixties. 32

jntellectually they represented a positivist and scientific reaction against

Chemyshevsky's Feuerbachian 'anthropologism' and Dobrolyubov*s morat"-

ismr~SfteF1^62 similar tendencies had made their appearance even in the

Sovremennik. Antonovich for example had combined the philosophic culture

that he derived from the Hegelian Left with the materialism of Buchner and

Moleschott. E. K. Vatson had claimed to be a follower of Comte. Buckle

was becoming the idol of the young generation. But Pisarev and his colleagues

carried these tendencies, common to European culture as a whole, to the

extreme. Aesthetic 'realism' became in their hands^ vjolent repudiation of

artiJjililitarianism' an exaltation of the exact sciences, the only ' usefurTcmd

of human actiyi^; and ' enlightenment' a glorification of the cducatcdclassey.

^
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Pisarev found a name for this tendency, welcoming as praise the definition

of 'Nihilism' which Turgenev had used as an attack in his novel Fathers and

Sons.

The word was not new. It had been used in the eighteenth century by

F. Jacobi, Jean-Paul Richter and Sebastian Mercier. In 1829 the romantic

critic Nadezhdin had used it in Russia, though in a purely negative sense, to

mean those who know nothing and understand nothing. ^^ Katkov gave it a

new meaning, using it to describe someone whojio^jonger beheves in any-

thing. ' If one looks at the universe and has to choose one of two extreme

attitudes, it is easier to become a mystic than a nihilist. We are everywhere

surrounded by miracles.'^"* And so the word as used in the Hegelian Left by

Bruno Bauer and Stirner was beginning to assume a philosophical and

polemical significance. But it was Turgenev who made it popular and

employed it to sum up the spirited attitude and ideas of the young generation

of the 'sixties. 35

-It wa^Lat once obvious that the word had been badly chosen. The 'Nihihsts',

more than anyone^^lse^Jjelieved—blindly and-violently—in their own ideas.

Their positivist and materialist faith could be accused of fanaticism^ of a

youthful lack of a sense of criticisrn^ but not of apathy. Saltykov-Shchedrin

was right when he wrote that it was ' a word devoid of meaning, less suitable

than any other for describing the younger generation, in which could be

found eveiy kind of "ism" but certainly not nihihsm'.^^ It would be easy to

quote a long list of protests and explanations made by Populists of different

trends and different periods in order to point out how httle the word launched

by Turgenev apphed to them. Antonovich thought it necessary to write a

long review of Fathers and Sons in the Sovremennik, which (as was rightly

pointed out) passed a sort of legally reasoned sentence on the author for

having falsified reality. ^^ And even in later years the Russian revolutionaries

were amazed and shocked at hearing themselves called 'Nihilists'.

Yet the word stuck^ndLspread , especially in the West, where it became

popular and served, to express the feehng of mystery which .surrounded

j]]^^" Popiiligfg anH tprc^^'^^*^ A glancc at the French, EngHsh and Italian

newspapers of the 'seventies is enough to show how frequently it was used.

Seeing it repeated so often inevitably makes us suspect that it had resumed

its original meaning, and that it.now was usrd mainlyjo hide the ignorance

ofjournalists and enenue_sjwhg wrote about the various Russian movements
without understanding their problems or spirit.

If we wish to understand the part played by Nihilism in the development

of Russian Populism, we must place it clearly within its historical limits.

The expression was at first merely a literary and polemical fashion—a ghost

conjured up by fearful liberals and reactionaries, as they saw the deep,

violent repercussions that the reforms had induced among the younger

generation of intellectuals. It became a political slogan, when Pisarev adopted

it for himself, and said that Turgenev had given an exact description of the
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feelings of the materialist younger generation. By tl^is Pisarev meant that the

jnain fimction oLthe revolutionary intelligentsia was one of critj^^jism ^n^

£;;nrr<;)sinD ; that the obstacles to be destroyed were so great that even a purely

jiegative fuT7ction of this kind would be quite enough to occupy the life of

his generation.

1-ie made" headway because his words appeared at a time when hopes in

reform were on the decline and no revolutionary movement had yet arisen

to absorb the passions of those who wanted to devote themselves to the

cause of the people. ,^Iihili^in_4id not therefore imply scepticism or apathy

button thecontrary, the. overcoming of a bitter disappointment and the

deske_to_^carry things through_lo_the_eAd'.-^^ i j^
Politically this led to an important result. The Nihilists on the Russkoe x*-

Slovo put their trust and hopes mainly in themselves. They refusedjct-belie:^ ^ iQ

either in the ruHng classes or even in a myth of the * people ' and the ' peasants '. t/K ^
*Xhg_^ernancipatiQp of the person' (i.e. the formatioit-^ independent char-, a^

, -a£terSjJwhg tMnk^^ ') wasjnoie important than social emancipation. I

Such emancipation they looked upon chiefly as thp f^iffl]dnn nf tpphnjpal

, and srjgntific knnwlM^f To carry out such a task of enlightenment it was

essential to form a class able to think of its existence in modern scientific

terms and dispense with sentimentality andjromaritipi^^-.The NihiUsts thus

carried to its extreme one aspect~of Herzen's and Chemyshevsky's thought.

They built up 'egoism' into a theory and exalted economic calculation_

and utilitarian coldness. These qualities, they hoped, would be capable

of giving man a sense of his own individuality and would help to detach

him from social discipline and conformity. 'To increase the number of

men who think: that is the alpha and omega of social development', said

Pisarev.

Xhi«> 'reaii<;m' <;ometimes led them to accept, with all the enthusiasm of

converts, the^ertrewaeconsequences of the Darwinian 'struggle for existence*r

One of them, Zaytsev>^ne day brought down on his head the attacks and

insults of the eMwe-Eo^list press for claiming that the coloured races were

congenitally inferior. Pisarev often praised the strong and able, those who
knew how to arm themselves with the modem scientific knowledge required

for winning the battle.

All this might easily have become the ideology of the new intelligentsia

—

the managerial class of technicians—and we often find references and appeals

to them in the works of Pisarev. Bu^for all their 'realism' and 'egoism', the

editors of the Russkoe Slovo were deeply involved with the egalitarian spirit

and rfivphitionary tradition of 1848; they felt bitter scorn and hatred for the

bourgeoisie, the powerful_and the rich. TJieiMdeology was not absorbed by

the new elite of orthodox bourgeois whicfTwas laking advantage of the

situation brought about by the reforms. Instead it wa^Jaken^up by the
^ proletariat nf thmight'^ thp (jj^isatisfiedinteUigentsia. which was aware that'

i t cnn<;titiited thft 'critically thinking' element of Russian society. Pisarev's

J
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* 'realism' provided it with a feeling of pride and superiority, and intensified

N^^, its desire for autonomy and independence.

A glance at the fate of the leading editors of the Russkoe Slovo is enough

to show the end of the road they had chosen. Pisarev was already in prison

in July 1862 and was only freed on 18th November 1866. A considerable

number of his articles were written in the Peter-Paul fortress. In February

1868 he) tried in vain to obtain a passport, and on 4th Jjily his corpse^was

discovered in the Baltic. He had probably committed suicide, unabi?pnysi-

5ally"or spiritually to adapt himself to life after imprisonment. His funeral in

St Petersburg was the occasion for demonstrations which showed where his

readers and admirers were to be found: writers, students and the 'Nihihst

youth'. There were many banishments for speeches 'denying the immortahty

^^fjhft iSP^?r CV!lJf>r y^^'"g attempts to honour his memory.

Varfolomey.Z^tsev was twenty-two when in 1863 he began to write in

the Russkoe Slovo. His interest in the purely intellectual aspects of Nihihsm

was less keen than that of Pisarev, who despite all his experiences and the

poHtical passion which impelled him, throughout his hfe remained primarily

a man of letters. But Zaytsev was more of ajournalist and morexoncerned
with immediate problems. It was not for nothing that when in exile he was
caUed 'the Rn<;«;i?]f| Rochefort\ His articles were scathing and to the point

—

as far as the censorship allowed—and often took the form of short pamph-

lets. ^9 In the spring of 1866 he was caught in the great net that was cast

after Karakozov's attempt on the hfe of the Tsar. He was freed after four

and a half months' detention in the Peter-Paul fortress. Police surveillance

increased and the censor no longer allowed him to write. And so there was

nothing left but emigration. After many difficulties he succeeded in getting a

passport in March 1869. He immediately got in touch with the Bakuninist

emigres in Geneva, and then went fbr^"tiine^ tu Tuiin vvlieio-haJJaunded

of the-fir&txells_of the International. He returned to Switzerland and

became one of Bakunin's followers. He wrote in the Bulletin de la Federation

duJura, in the Kolokol under Nechaev and Ogarev, and later in the Obshcheye

Delo. He died in exile in 1 882^40 -^^^^

Another contributor to the Russkoe Slovo, Nikolay Vasil^vighjokolov,^^

also became an anarchis.t and disciple of Bakunin—even more decisively

than Zaytsev who always retained a personal standpoint of his own. Sokolov

was a declass^. In 1858 he left the General Staff College to begin his career

by serving in the Caucasian wars; he was then sent on a diplomatic mission

to Pekin. In 1860 he was back in St Petersburg, where he too was affected

by the prevailing intellectual ferment. He went to Brussels to meet Proudhon

and then to London to see Herzen. Thanks to the sailors of Kronstadt, he

succeeded in bringing back with him a load of forbidden books. He became

a friend of Obruchev and moved in Chernyshevsky's circle . He then gave up

his military career and in 1862 became economic editor of the Russkoe Slovo.

His Proudhoni^m wa&^ied to violenthatred for capitalism andall^forms of
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exploitation. He went abroad again between the end of 1863 and middle of

1865 to meet Herzen, Reclus and the Polish exiles; on his return he resumed

journalism. One day in a cafe he read in a French newspaper an advenise-

ment for Valles' Refractaires. He was so pleased with the title and author

that even before reading it, he decided with Za\isev to pubhsh a translation.

But when he found that the book was not what he had expected, he (and

possibly Zaytsev) rewrote it in five weeks. When the censor read this. Soko-

lov was arrested. This was on 28th April 1866, about three weeks after Kara-

kozov's attempt on the hfe of the Tsar. The book even contained a more or

less literary justification of regicide. It is, besides, not altogether impossible

that Sokolov was in direct contact with Ishutin's Organization; but this the

pohce never found out and they were satisfied with banishing him to the

department of Archangel, and then, in 1871, transferring him to Astrakhan.

A year later Sokolov fled to Switzerland, whpr£_ he became one of the

strani^est and most violent members of the small group around Bakunin.

His booklet The Refractory Ones was reprinted in Zurich. "^^ j^ consisted of a

number of short essays and portraits collected by him to show that 'the

refractory ' had always existed and were the salt of the earth

:

A professor who throws away his gown; an officer who dofifs his uniform for the

red shirt of the volunteer; a lawyer who gives up his job to become an actor; a

priest who becomes a journalist—all these are refractor)' ... So too are calm

lunatics, enthusiastic workmen, heroic scholars. ^^

The^st Stoics and the first Christianŝ ad been 'refractory', and still mfffg

so the first Utopians—Sebastien Mercier, BrisjoL Linguet and Mably.-

And even in^iodem times there had been menjvho had followed the rule of
'

unconditional negation, uncondjtional refractoriness': LeroxK, FuuriCT^ad
above all Proudhon, 'the prototype of the refractory'.^ f"
While Sokolov was drawing up a kind of individuahst anarchism on his

own, Zaytsev continued to condense this rebellious ferment into his pohtical

conception of the relations which ought to exist between revolutionaries and

the masses.

Turning to Dobrolj^bov. he said that he had been 'the most pure and

complete representative of love of the people'. But just because of this there

was in him an element of mysticism, an adoration of those virtues which are

attributed to the masses. 'This ideal vision sometimes led him into error and

piade him expect too much from the people.' This was only 1864, but already

Zaytsev found all the Populist movement of the age of reforms steeped in

useless illusions. "*-

Criticizing a book on Italy in 1848, he had already said that it was essential

to banish these myths of democracy. There were countries like France where

one really could speak of the superiority of the working classes ; indeed in 1 848

the workmen of Paris had shown that 'they were the most worthy part of

the nation'.
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The French workman is always preoccupied with his own fate. He tries to under-

stand the riddle of this sphinx, and neglects no way of developing his mind. We
have only to remember that it was from the workers that there sprang the best men
of 1848. And so it is natural that the French democrats have the right to summon
this class to power; it is incomparably more cultivated than the bourgeoisie and

the merchants who have ruled it until now.

But not all countries were in the same position.

Unfortunately, there are countries in which the level of the French worker has been

reached only by a few members of the upper and middle classes. The rest of the

country, i.e. the so-called 'people', remains in a condition like that of the Kaffirs

and the Kurds. How then can one speak of democrats and democracy?

Was not this the situation of the Italians in 1848? And to make clear to

whom he was really referring, he went on to speak of the Neapolitans as

'white bears with King Bomba at their head'. Russia, in fact, seemed to

Zaytsev to be a typical example of a country in which it was useless to have

any illusions about the people. Progress could come only from a minority

in the upper and middle classes.'*^^

In fact the 'nihilism* of the Russkoe Slovo is at the very source of the

-Stream which flowed both into Russian Bakuninism and into Tkachev's

Jacobinism . If we„piit the pmpha^if^riii imlivi il nal revolt and pefsoqal

'refractoriness', we arrive at anarchism; if on the other hand we stress the

-political function of an pnlightpnfffj gjnd^^ecided minority, we amve"at

,Jacobinism and the- th^nry nf ^ revolutionary ilii£ . Sokolov and'Zaytsev

became Bakuninists ; Nechaev made a violent and prinllllve ailKinpT to

hold anarchism and Jacobinism in the sanie^ harness ; and Tkachev, who
completed his political education in these circles, came to conclusions that

were purely and coherently Blanquist.'*^



14. ISHUTIN'S 'ORGANIZATION' AND
KARAKOZOV ^ Uxoi^oVw

The movement which can be personified by the three names of Ishutin,

Xhudyakov and Karakozov is the most important and significant of any

after the dissolution of Zemlya i Volya. It was both Socialist and terrorist

and—because of the way in which it combined these two elements—it

constituted the first typically and purely Populist nucleus.^

Nikolay Andreyevieh^^^ffiutm^as born on 3rd April 1840 at Serdovsk

in the department oi ^aratov. ItAvas from this region of the Volga that

BeHnsky and Chernyshevsky had sprung, and it was this region that

was to give birth to many other Populist revolutionaries. His father was

a merchant, 'an honoured and hereditary citizen', and his mother

was a noble. At the age of two, he lost both parents, and was brought

up by relations of his father, the Karakozovs, in whose family he stayed

until the age of eleven. He went to secondary school at Penza, but weak

health prevented him completing his studies. In 1863 he went to Moscow
to attend the university and *to finish his education', as he said later when

interrogated.

At twenty-three, after an unhappy youth, he began to attract a group of

young men, and became the leader of all the students who came from his

part of the country, especially those from the department of Penza. He soon

showed considerable powers of influence, and the circle of his acquaintances

quickly grew.

He came in contact with Zemlya i Volya when it was already on the

decline. He may have met Sleptsov; in any case, either through him or

others, hi<; pnlitiral education wasderived from the legacy of Chernyshevsky'

s

4eaclliDg. But it was no longer the Chernyshevsky of brilliant political and

economic insight who now impressed the young disciple: instead it was the

prisoner^Jhejrnartyr—a martyr, moreover, who in prison had been careful

to express all his dreams and hopes. What is to be done? was already

Chernyshevsky's best-known book; Ishutin was tobethefirst real incarnation

of the revolutionaries contained in itTThere have beerHhree greai menTTi

the world,' he said, * Jesus Christ7Paul the Apostle, and Chernyshevsky.'

And one of the main concerns of hls'group was To try to tree fT[5"wnter

from his imprisonment in Siberia.

He was a poor speaker and was neither a writer nor, in the narrow sense,

331
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an intellectual. Indeed he felt a feeling of superiority and scorn for learning,

and shortly after his arrival in Moscow he decided to give up his studies and

devote himself entirely to 'the cause'. He regarded completing his studies

at the university as 'a little path that led to a bourgeois life'. According to

Varlaam Nikolaevich Cherkezov, who joined his group in June 1864, his

comrades too were all convinced Jhat an interestJnjearningwas quite

v^^ ^^ useless because people who applied themselves to studying forgot the real

"^ ^ci^^ needs of hfe and ended by becoming, whether they wanted to or not, ' generals
^'

pfjculture'. And so they aimed at freeing themselves from any inclination

towards learning by devoting themselves exclusively to the people. Jhis yy ŝ

-_ the root of the conflict which divided the revolutionary Populists from the

nihilists inspired by Pisarev.2

Fshutin's gr"oup^TiIckly became strong and active, It was copiposed mainly

of his ex-school and university comrades. Petr DmitreviclCErmoloy, who
was younger than he was, and Nikolay PavlovichcStranden,rage3^carcely

twenty, and both of noble families, had also come to Moscow for their

studies which they had given up of their own accord in order to carry out

their ideas. Dmitry Alexeyevidvy.viraso^ also from Penza, had been through

the jurisprudence faculty in 1860, and taken part in the disturbances of the

following year, and the demonstrations on the tomb of the historian Granov-

sky. He too had then given up his studies as an act of voluntary sacrifice. So

many, he said, had, because of their rebellious activities, already been ex-

cluded from the university; now he would do on his own initiative what the

State had compelled others to do. This gesture was a resumption of the

movement 'to go to the people', which had also begun with a students'

strike. These volunteers were soon joined by others who realh: hadjbeen

^"^fiven from the university, such as Maximilian NikolaeviclkLzagibalov,

another pupil of the Penza school who was punished for taking partlh the

demonstrations of 6th February 1862.

Some of them sacrificed their belongings as well as their career. Ermolov,

for instance, whose family was rich, gave the 'circle' all the money that he

got from his tutor. And he intended as soon as he reached his majority to

sell the twelve hundred desyatiny of land that he owned, so as to finance his

schemes and those of his comrades.
"- The desire for self-sacrifice was in fact the dominating idea of the f^rpup.

Khudyakov, who knew them well, said in his memoirs that Ishutin's circle

'was one of the most remarkable phenomena of these years. They were

people who gave up all the pleasures of this life to dedicate themselves to

^ the cause ofJreeing the people.'-^
- _ ^

. Their renunciation was ascetic in character. Ishutin always went around

carelessly dressed, as did the others wno, unnke him, had more than adequate

means to dress normally. P. F. Nikolaev spoke of 'the severe discipline' that

,his comrades observed in their private lives. Alexander MarkelovicHCSfikol-

,sk^ who, as we will see, took part in the St Petersburg group, looked upon
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the most elementary needs of life as a luxury and slept on the floor, often

without blankets.

Most of their activitie?; were devoted to creating cooperative associations

or friendly societies among the workmen, artisans and students , on the lines

laid down by Chemyshevsky iiL What ij to bejdone ?.

Some of the students had real need of such schemes in order to earn a

httle money; others worked in them and organized them because it was a

way of getting into contact with the people, and, above all, of bringing about,

to some extent, their ideal of a communal life. In Moscow, for instance,

they started a^small cooperative busmess of bookbinders and tailors. But

they wanted to do nioreTahd intended to buy a small cottotl factoTy, so as to

devote the profits to the revolutionary cause. This ambition however was

never realized.

At the same time they tried to urge some employees in a jactory to

organize_th.einselyes^- and -4emand that the factory should be transformed^

according to the princi^iks-df^Xhe artel and cooperative. One of them,

Alexander Kapitonovich MahkQy?^rew^~fehtrtTTi*rattention to the terrible

conditions of the workmen in a glass factory at Lyudinov in the province

of Kaluga.'* These workers had only emerged from serfdom a few years

earlier and for them emancipation had meant no reduction in the exploitation

to which they were subjected. Malikov did what he could to help them but

Ixs^as convinced that it would only be possible to achieve anything worth-

while by changing tT;^pyfry foundationiinf the~5usiness. Uhutin^ame there

jjIjjeiSQXi and incited the workers tojnake disturbances and demonstrations

of protest. The owner finally gave them a piece of land and they sent dele^

gatesTo"~ St Petersburg to ask permission tp_XLp£iLja factory to be organized

bv themselves. But this led nowhere. Malikov tried so hard to bring these

plans into effect that he was eventually arrested and banished in 1866. He
reappeared in 1874 during the great campaign to ^go to the people', as the

founder of a reUgious/deo-humanist' current within the Populist move-

ment.

In 1875 Ishutin decided to put himself at the head of a friendly society

among the workers of Moscow. He thought that this could be developed so

as to include a labour exchange and a professional school for the sons of

those workmen who were members of the bank. He went to St Petersburg

to get information about the legal position concerning a scheme of this

kind, but once again he met insurmountable obstacles.

He was severely reproached for this failure by Fedor Afanasevic^Niki-

for^, one of the few members of the group who was not a student. He
vvas a small trader and had somehow become a natural intermediary

between the workers and students, whom he derisively called 'nobles',

accusing them of not working hard enough to start the proposed friendly

society.

Efforts to devise a SYsi£m_of education went hand in hand with those
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dealing with organization. Between autumn 1864 and summer 1865 Ermolov

and others founded a boys' school in one of the poorest districts of Moscow.

Though they had no faith in the university, which W(^uTd turn tHenTinto
* generals of rnltirrff^;'thpy Hid hpiipvp in thp wTfTp^paH HifTuf^jpn of know-

ledge amnng-tli£_giasses. But above all they saw in these schools a way of

getting into contact with the people . *We will make revolutionaries out of

these little boys ',said_IsliuliA.

—The phrase Tevealshis true intentions; all his various schemes and those

of his group were designed mainly to be the instruments with which to create

a revolutionary force. He Nvas^^not of course^the first to try and start schoo ls

or cooperative savings banks for this purpose: but he introduced a partipu-

larlv Machiavellian note. Just as the members of Zemlya i Volya had lost

faith in the State, so Ishutin mnlH fppi nnthing hnt imny fpy ynltnrp Hc
retained only one passionate belief which was expressed in his determination

-ta-fightXQr-.tii& Socialist society of the future. The State was certainly not the

best machinery for bringing this into effect; still less so was culture. And so he

was completely indifferent about the means to be employed and felt nothing

but contempt for any prejudice on the subject.

He soon carried this lack of scruples to extreme limits. Plans were made to

rob a merchant and attack the post, thus raising at least in theSfylhe problem

dividual expropriation. One member of the group, Viktor Alexandrovich

Fed^yev, thought of poisoning his father so as to be able to give his legacy

to the cause. Fedoseyev was the son of a noble from the department of

Tambov and lived in Moscow with his mother. His brother, Pavel, had

already been a member of the Young Russia group and had been sentenced

for this. In 1866 both were arrested following Karakozov's attempt on the

life of the Tsar. Viktor was found guilty of the plan to rob his family and was

banished to Siberia.

This youthful and revolutionary lack of scruples was the kernel around

which were crystallized the political ideas that inspired Ishutin and his groiip.

Expectation of a peasant revolution in the near future—within five years,

they usually said—was at the very centre of their beliefs. They were in fact

merely altering the time predicted by their immediate predecessors o{ Zemlya

i Volya and Young Russia. As the revolution was to be * economic' and

radical, anything that stood in its way was considered to be harmful to the

cause. Thus emancipation in 1861 was only one of the steps aimed at

'delaying the revolution in Russia'. Karakozov, who later was to shoot at

the Tsar, firmly believed this, and in general the idea was widely held among
them. 5

—This. violent opposition to reforms inevitably coincidedjvithjhe npinLoQS

of the most reactionary nobles wno had always oppose^jhe^emajicipation

of the serfs and who now continued to criticize it. The members of Ishutin s

group knew this and debated whether revolutionaries had^the rightjo make
use of this reactiflnary_state of mind agai nst the ' liberator Tsar\~I:ater,
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Bakunin too considered the problem and gave a positive answer. One has

the distinct impression that less consciously but perhaps with a greater

element of Machiavelhsm, the young men around Ishutin had already come

to the same conclusion.

Certainly they, were ^cidedly opposed to any constitution ancLiiberal

concession^. Their attitude was based on the drive to keep intact the col-

lective principleinJlie-Iife-ol-the-Rttssian peasant, and th^y'were prepared to

destroy any obstacle which stood in the way of it developing on Socialist

lines. Hence liberalism was the wor^enem^-Qf '-popular principles'. In his

deposition on 29th July 1866, Ishutin said that when he had heard of a

movement that had arisen in St Petersburg whose aim was a purely political

revolution, he had told his comrades

:

If this party wins, the people in Russia will be a hundred times worse off than it isf \

now. They will invent some sort of constitution and push Russia into the Western\ \

way of life. This constitution will find support among the upper and middle classes, \

as it will guarantee individual liberty and give a stimulus to industry and business, ^
without insuring us against destitution and a proletariat. Indeed, it will rather

hasten their development.^

Thus Ishutin's terrorism was a compound of revolutionary Machiavelhsm

'and extreme Popuhsm, The killing of the Tsar was to be the shock which

would incite a social revolution or would at least compel the government to

make substantial concessions to the peasants.

However strange it may appear at first sight, if we follow the strand of

revolutionary movements from Zemlya i Volya onwards, we are inevitably

led to conclude that the pistol shot becomes an exact substitute fox Sernp-

Solovevich's appeal ioiheJIsar .(or, after appeal had been proved useless,

for the false manifesto used by the Polish revolutionaries to incite the peas-

ants along the Volga). It was when these attempts had failed that the idea

of assassination began to take first place. Il^was both^an act of extreme

lack of confidence in the State and a confession that the revolutionaries

themselves were too immature to replace it with an organization of their

owiT

It_was_onlywhen the theories and psychology of anarchism had been^'

Consolidated thaTthis tacit confession of immaturity was countered with the

.declared intention of not wanting a substitute for the State. In other words

Oie^narchists welcomed as an asset what was in fact a symptprnjof tem^iorafy

weakness in a de\eIoping revolutionary movement.

Around the small group of young men inspired by these ideas there

gradually grew up a revolutionary organization which in names and character

reflects this psychology of extremism. It was made up of about ten students,

who were often extremely poor. Some of them were of peasant stock, but

most were the sons of country priests Avhose way of life bordered on that of

the peasant masses. They came from different parts of Russia, but mainly
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from the Volga, and were students at universities, seminaries and agri-

cultural academies. They had first made each other's acquaintance in a

student mutual aid society, whose purpose was to find work for its poorest

members, lend them money, etc. Such was the world of which Ishutin had

said 'in this pond we will catch our fish'.

And so between 1865 and_l866 a secret society was built up which called

itself Or^anizatiQn. Its regulations were discussed at length but never

completed in time. It was to be an extremely select group. Three members

were to stay in Moscow to organize the centre and a library; all the others

were to disperse in the various provinces and find work as schoolmasters,

clerks, office-workers, etc. Each was to try and build up a library and

organize revolutionary activities designed to collect students and above all

seminarists. They were then to act on instructions from the centre, forming

cooperatives and preaching Socialism among the workers. Their goal was

revolution. Ishutin said that he himself intended to go to Uralsk~^nd live

anrongTHe Cossacks, or to become a supervisor on a railway line, so as to

spread propaganda among the workers.

But though this Organization might satisfy the requirements of propaganda

and agitation, it had notbeen founded to achieve the^ group's otheraim

—

terrorism. Within Organization thereTgrew up another still more secret cell

which took the name of Hell. This consisted of a 'commune' of students,

i.e. a number of young men who lived together in common. And so the

members of Hell were more usually called 'the men from Ipatov' (the

name of their landlord).

We first hear of this small group of tried revolutionaries at the beginning

of 1864 . The cell was to remain secret even within Organization itself and

was to begin work only alter it had reacnea the agreed number oTabout
Jhixly^Jn the meantime its members were to keep secret watch on Organiza-

tion, and invisibly guide it. They were also to enter other secret societies

to direct and control them. Any member of Hell who made a mistake was

to pay for it with his life.

Its goal was terrorism aimed at those rngyribprg nf the gnvgrnm^pt^nd

land-owning classes who were particularly hated_by the people. Its suprenie

end was the assassination of the Emperor. The potential assassins were to

draw lots to determine who should make the attempt, and the man chosen

was to cut himself off from his colleagues and adopt a way of life quite at

variance with that of a revolutionary. He was to get drunk, find friends in the

most doubtful circles, and even denounce people to the police. On the day

of the assassination he was to use chemicals for disfiguring his face, so as to

avoid being recognized, and to have in his pocket a manifesto explaining

his reasons for what he was doing. As soon as he had carried out his attempt,

he was to poison himself, and in his place another member of Hell would

be chosen to continue the work which he had begun. Even after the outbreak

of the revolution. Hell was to continue its activities, secretly directing the
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political forces engaged in the fight and suppressing superfluous or dangerous

leaders. Said Ishutin:

A member of Hell must live under a false name and break all family ties ; he must

not marry; he must give up his friends; and in general he must live with one single,

exclusive aim: an infinite love and devotion for his country and its good. For his

country he must give up all personal satisfaction and in exchange he must feel

hatred for hatred, ill-will for ill-will, concentrating these emotions within himself.

He must live by feeling satisfied with this aspect of his life.

To complete our picture of this strange mixture composed of intense emotions

superficially expressed and of youthful fantasies, w£.uiust_add that Ishutin

said that Hell was only the Russian section of a ' European Revolutionary

Committee', whose airQ was to exterminate monarchs everywhere. When,
after Karakozov's attempt to kill him, Alexander II learnt of this Committee,

he took it seriously and informed Bismarck, and advised him to organize

police supervision on the Russian emigres. "^

In actual fact the Committee was primarily a myth launched by Ishutin.

His technique of propaganda and proselytism included many elements of

deUberate mystification. From the very beginning of his activities in 1864 he

had been circulating an article which incited to action and was signed

Zemlya i Volya, though at the time that body no longer existed. He probably

got the idea of spreading the legend of a 'European Revolutionary Com-
mittee' from news that Khudyakov had brought from Geneva in August

1865. Khudyakov may have told him of the creation of the International

which had occurred the year before, and suggested that he should 'establish

close finks with it'.^ This is the most likely explanation, and one that is

strongly endorsed by Soviet historians who have recently devoted great

attention to this problem; but it is not quite certain. For this European

association of terrorists suggests a myth whose character is more in keeping

with the followers of Mazzini than with the International. It is even possible

that both these legends were fused in Ishutin's propagandist device. Zagibalov,

for example, later said that Ishutin had stated that ' in Bukovina there will

soon be held a meeting of European revolutionaries who will include Maz-

zini, Herzen, Ogarev . .
.' And he also remembered that Ishutin had often

asked him how Orsini's bombs had been made. Others implicated in the trial

of Karakozov made similar statements, though in less detail. Stranden said

that in 1866 on his way back from St Petersburg, Ishutin had spoken of

'a European Committee' which had already held two meetings in Geneva.

M^i the 'Committee' and in general all Ishutin's methods of organization

were not only aimed at terrorizing the enemy, but also—indeed mainly—at

inspiring fear and respect for those who took part in the more secret group.

So^ too, was tbp Hprl^rfd pGlicy of ^"^'^''^^'^y And it was not just a question

of words; there was a tense struggle within the groups of the Organization^

and Hell often had difficulty in making itself heard and obeyed. Among
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Ishutin's followers there were only a few extremists ; most of the young men
around him had more faith in resolute propaganda and the organization of

schools and cooperatives than in terrorism; most of them believed more in

preaching to the people than in revolution, andj^ereless_dm3ed^^

repudiation of all liberal reforms. They too were active and organized strong

opposition within the group; they planned to threaten Ishutin physically so

as to compel him te give up his ideas; they wanted to take all possible steps

to dissolve the group of students who lived in Ipatov's house. Some they

proposed to send to the provinces; others they even thought of having

locked up in lunatic asylums. And there was talk of murder. The leaders of

Hell threatened their opponents in just the same way. Quite apart from the

violence, typical of all the movement, this clash of ideas is also of interest

from the political point of view. The conflict within the Populistgroiips

—

between propaganda and terrorism, betwefip-a purel}^_sociarrey^utjon and

poHtical problems—appears here in embryo as a struggle between extremists

and moderates. But it already contains tiiosc-forces'^1iichr"werelo~Iead ten

years later to the schism of the second Zemlya i Volya.

^-;,Jhe best-4:^resentatfve of the more'pbTitical wing of Organization was

r^A^JChudyak^v, a young student of ethnography and folk-lore who made
himself the centre of a movement in St Petersburg which at least in part

merged with Ishutin's in Moscow. He was one of the most typical figures of

the Populism of his time and unquestionably one of the men who best

expresses the ideology of the entire movement.

^

He too was ascetigjn temperament and since his early boyhood he had

been engaged in activities which were above his strength. Two strands

merged in this asceticism: the tradition of his ancestors who ever since the

seventeenth century had taken part in the colonization of Siberia and had

succeeded in growing rich amidst countless difficulties; and the more immedi-

ate precedent of his father, who had started life in poverty, and then after

considerable efforts had managed to become a scrupulous and honest

official in a world of corrupt ones. Khudyakov himself gives us some idea of

the dreadful quality of the schools in which he began his education, though

it must be admitted that they were better than the seminaries where some

years earlier Shchapov, another Siberian, had suffered so much during his

early years. Khudyakov too continued his studies in the University of

Kazan.

At that time, although the custom of very heavy drinking which had marked the

years before was still not over, atheist and republican ideas were beginning to

spread among the students. Besides I myself never took part in these drinking

sessions. Herzcn's pamphlets and those of other forbidden authors were tirelessly

copied out and circulated among all our fellow-students . . . And so I soon became

an atheist, and in politics a supporter of a constitution. I broke away from

religion without much trouble though I had imagined myself to be strongly tied

to it.
10
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A year later, in the autumn of 1859, he went to Moscow. He had with him

a letter of introduction to Professor F. I. Buslaev, one of the leading authori-

ties on the traditions, arts and literature of the Russian people, for the

study of which he had invented a new technique and aroused a new interest.

At about this time (in fact 1861) he was pubUshing his fundamental work:

Historical Essays on the Art and Literature of the Russian People.

Khudyakov was soon seized with a devouring passion for IR'is subject.

It became the very basis of his political life and his views on the problems of

his time. He literally refrained from eating, so as to be able to publish, at his

own expense, small volumes of stories and popular proverbs, and so as to be

able to buy the books he needed for his researches. ^^ During his travels in

the countryside he collected peasant stories, copied them out and published

them. He promised to write a commentary on them as soon as circumstances

(i.e. the conditions of his life and the censorship) allowed.

From the very start, in his first small book which appeared in 1860,

\Cnll(>rtion of Historic Popular Songs of the Great Russians, instruction was

combined with description. His^purpese was-to-extract^^fromThe peasants

their own mythology and history so as to present these to them in a complete

and accessible form. He wanted, in fact, to make up from the various frag-

ments a whole which would represent the soul of the Russian people in all

its traditions, jjis bQQks^(by no means devoid of interest for those concerned

with Russian folk-lore) thus illustrated an intellectual version of the move-

ment-ltp go to the people'. But at the same time they representedTaiLattempt

jn Ifiarn ixom_themasses, to merge with them and to make propaganda by
showing ^he peasants where their own traditions led to in the social field. ^^

Khudyakov maintained Buslaev's theories, according to which popular

tales all had an origin in nature and were, in fact, very old transpositions of

natural events: the rising and setting of the sun, the moon, the stars, etc.

For him too, this idea, besides its value as a scientific hypothesis, was of

significance as a romantic myth.

When man was not yet the ruler but the son of nature which surrounded him,

when he had scarcely begun to think and observe, the extent of his knowledge was

infinitely small. He could not clearly distinguish himself from the beasts, from

plants, even from stones; the transformation of men into stones and trees seemed

feasible . .
.^^

This feeling of the fusion of men with nature revealed one of the reUgious

roots of Populism .

Among his most successful works was the rRus^ianBooklet which was

published in St Petersburg. It was a sort of manual contammg stories, pro-

verbs, riddles, byliny, fables and poems. The first part was made up of

traditional material; the second contained works by contemporary authors

such as Nekrasov, Uspensky and Pisemsky. The intention seemed to be to

bring together, at least in the pages of a book, the peasants and those writers
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who wanted to speak for them. True, this was only a small anthology, but it

had a specific significance, and was well produced. Khudyakov was here

following up schemes which had already been made in earlier years. Serno-

Solovevich, for instance, had also begun a collection of tales in prose and

verse, with the same purpose in mind. Khudyakov's booklet, with its com-

bination of popular traditions and Popuhst writers, represented the cul-

mination of such ventures. I'*

In his researches into folklore, Khudyakov had to fight against difficulties

which give us a vivid picture of the bureaucratic and otficial obstacles which

stood in the way both of the people and the young intellectuals who were

turning to Populism. There was first of all the civil censorship. For instance

he asked permission to publish a review, called The World oj Fables; first he

showed the authorities what he planned to do, then he obtained the signature

of three generals to act as guarantees. Yet after all this, permission was

eventually refused. ^^ Then there was the ecclesiastical censorship. In his

autobiography he has told of the reception heTiTefwith when he showed the

Archimandrite Sergius a collection of legends which he wanted to publish.

The Archimandrite read a traditional version of the story of original sin.

decided that it was 'materiahst' and eventually refused permission to publish

the collection. His argument was as follows: 'They were given permission to

write freely on Peter the Great, and you've seen the results!' 'What results?'

'The student disorders of last year.'^^

Such were the 'various circumstances' he had referred to in one of his

books in order to justify the absence of a number of proverbs and stories

which he had collected but could not publish. When he was arrested, the

policemen of the Third Section spent many enjoyable evenings reading these

papers which they had seized and which could not be published 'for moral

reasons' (they were considered sinful and pornographic). These circumstances

are worth recalling if we want to understand the value of Khudyakov's

tenacity, asceticism and dedicated spirit in his attempts to know the people

and its traditions, and make known at least a fraction of what he learnt.

In 1865 he published a small volume called 77?^ Self-Teacher, written for the

uneducated 'with the aim of changing the reader's entire outlook on the

world'. In it he spoke of the forces of nature, of history and of society. He
attacked superstitions and glorified democracy. The United States of America,

^ he said, had the best of all governments. '
"^ The booklet met with some success

;

Herzen read it, was very pleased with it and used it for educating his daughter

Liza.i«

This interweaving of Populism and enlightenment ended by making him
critical of Buslaev's naturalistic theory of the origin of myths and legends.

In an article on his §jories ofjhe_P_£QpJ^^^ Khudyakov was already trying to

see how symbols, whose original purpose had been to describe nature, had

later been applied to the events of human history. So it was wrong to look

upon epics and popular tales merely as an expression of the peasants' state
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of mind towards the universe. Rather they were a reflection of historical

events interpreted from the people's point of view.

Shortly before his imprisonment, he was able to write another small book,

Old Russi^, designed to tell the history of his country from this point of view.
'^

As a student in Moscow he had already been shocked by the methods

used by even the greatest authorities to write history. They all adopted the

standpoint of the State and looked upon as negative and destructive any

forces which the State had not succeeded in crushing and overcoming during

during its^^age^sjd^ask of developing absolutism and colonizing Russia.

Even S. ll^_^nlnvfvjjfhp grpatp<;t hktnrian nf hi s timp^ haH IpokpH at hi<;tnr

Jjlce_aT>J official' , unable^lo, visiiali/p. the development of civilization except

as_the systematic enforcement of the will of the State. And if this conception

which was derived from enlightened despotism, was not capable of grasping

the history of Russia, just as mistaken were the Slavophils in their praise

of the patriarchal monarchy before the reforms of Peter the Great.

And so Khudyakov devoted most of his book to a description of the

misery and wars and barbarism of those centuries so idolized by traditional-

ists. Russians should look only to the future and not to the past. The only

traditions that they could and ought to accept were those of the free medi-

aeval cities and, above all, of the peasant revolts of the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries against the State of Moscow and St Petersburg.

Old Russia was published when Khudyakov was in prison in 1867. It was

edited by Lopatin and Volkhovsky, the founders of a Society of the Rouble,

which aimed to spread culture and Populist ideas among the people. In

February 1868 they were arrested, and Old Russia was seized.^o g^t some

copies were saved and proved valuable even in later years. Lavrov spoke of

it at the time of the great movement *to go to the people ';2i N. K. Bukh,22

L. E. Shishko,23 S. Sinegub,^^ all refer to the distribution of Khudyakov's

book in the 'seventies. And G. A. Lopatin, who had helped to have it printed,

explained the reason for its success. 'They may be only little works for

popular schools, but in expert hands they can say many things which are

most unwelcome to the censor. '25

Parallel to his activities in literature and research was the development of

Khudyakov's political ideas. While still at Kazan University he had been

chosen to organize an illegal students' library . Later in Moscow he had taken

part in a demonstration against a professor who was hated for his manner

of treating the students. And on 4th October 1861 he had been one of the

organizers of the demonstrations at Granovsky's tomb. At St Petersburg

he soon came into contact with the most active members of Zemlya i Volya

and the circles round the Sovremennik, above all with Eliseyev.26 in the

spring of 1863 his room was searched by the police, who found nothing

compromising. But his writings and the company with which he now associ-

ated made him known as a subversive. In the summer of 1865 his Self-

Teacher was denounced by Muravev, the Minister of the Interior, and seized
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by the censorship. It had already been on view in the bookshop windows for

three months.

Meanwhile a^oup had gathered round him which began by spreading

education among the urban population and then soon_became distmctly

political in character.^^

Towards 1864 this group came into contact with the Moscow Organization.

Ishutm's statement that he had given Khudyakov money to go to Geneva
in the summer of 1865 to get in touch with the exiles, is probably trucks

In Switzerland Khudyakov met everyone from Utin to Bakunin and Herzen,

but the impression he formed was mainly unfavourable. He thought that

the younger ones could do nothing concrete and the older ones, specially

Herzen, shocked him. He, who for years had lived on bread so as to be able

to publish his stories of the people, saw Herzen 'living like a~gentleman and

not applying to his own life those ideas of which he spoke so much. In actual

^., £siCi all those phrases about sacrilice and service lor the good of the public,

V etc., remained niere4)hrases as far as he was concerned '^^ In general Ishutin's

movement felt no respect or admiration for Herzen. Like Alexander Serno-

Solovevich and so many others of his generation, they condemned Herzen

with a bitterness inspired by their own ascetic life and from theirjcathing
nihilist irony.

In Geneva his main activities consisted in writing and printing a small,

easily understandable book on politics which could be used for propaganda

among the peasants. He called it ^EoiiTrMg Christians. A work by Ignatius .

It was composed of maxims often taken from the Bible and especially the

[

Acts of the Apostles, and it formed a small manual of answers to the most

varying problems, above all religious and social. It discussed fasts, ikons,

the Tsar, wars and cosmology. It was a clever collection, designed to express

certain truths dear to Khudyakov's heart, such as 'Any nation which does

not elect its own officials and does not keep count of their activities, is the

slave of its superiors'; or 'The Bible demands that Kings should be elected.

They must be chosen by the people and their power must be limited'; or

*The Lord, when he gave his people land in Palestine, ordered them to farm

it collectively and divide it among themselves in equal parts.'

^^ As can be seen the two fundamental themes are the_w/> and freedom .

Freedoni^ indeed, takes first place ahd~this waT the difference between

, Khudyakov's group and Ishutin's Organization in Moscow . We must not

exaggerate these differences, especially as the documents at our disposal are

often unreliable. But there can be no doubt that while Khudyakov was more

directly carrying on the tradition of Zemlya i Volya, in Moscow the social

aspect had already absorbed, and indeed destroyed, any ingredient of

Hberalism.

Karakozov himself said that in St Petersburg they thought 'that a political

revolution should precede the social revolution '.^o When he was arrested,

Khudyakov stressed this aspect of his beliefs not only because it made his
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position less serious but also because he really felt it to be true. Indeed he

spoke of a Zemsky Sobor and the need for freedom in Russia. On 1 1th June

1866, in prison, he wrote a memorandum which, though he had no hopes of

it reaching the Tsar, he thought might be of use to the high officials who
would read it. It has been rightly pointed out^^ that this is the last work

addressed to the Tsar by a Russian revolutionary in an attempt to persuade

him to grant liberty. It is in fact the last instance of the example given by

Serno-Solovevich. Once more this typical PopuHst was fired by the idea, or

possible the desire, that ' it would be better to anticipate a revolution from

j)elow by starting it from ajpove'. He clearly saw what would be the social

effects of liberty, i.e. economic, industrial and agricultural development like

that of 'the free countries, England and Belgium'. But unlike Ishutin, he

seemed prepared to accept even this.

BpTn^^^^n his comrade^, even in St Petersburg, shared Khudyakov's
'
jkVj) for exampleTtranslaled^Dwen into RussTan ; Petr Fedofo^

vioh Nikolaevjiater one of the founders of the social revolutionary party,

was aTthrs'lime ardently spreading the ideas of Saint-Simon. ^^ 'phe more

moderate wing, on the oter hand, found its most authoritative spokesman

in Osip AntonoviclCMotkoy^ man ofpeasant origins. He said that he wanted

to follow 'a slow but sure road', devoting himself chiefly to schools and to

education in general. 'The present regime will change when ideas are spread

throughout all levels of society. Until that time we must hold back others and

ourselves from unleashing a revolution.'

The main centres of Organization were in Moscow and St Petersburg,

and it never spread much iq^the provinces. However from the very first a

contact was made with Saratov, wlience Ishtrtifl-attraG:^d the remnants of

Zemlya i Volya. Alexander Khristoforovich\lChristof6rov^ for instance, the

illegitimate son of a noble landowner of that region, hadoeen a member of

Zemlya i Volya in 1862 and 1863, He had taken part in the university dis-

turbances at Kazan, and had been sent to Saratov under police supervision.

There he had devoted himself to Socialist propaganda among the local

schoolboys, peasants and workmen, and had founded a series of small

producers' cooperatives. In 1864 he was arrested, and after almost ten years'

exile in the department of Archangel he managed to emigrate in 1875. In

Geneva he started a periodical called The Common Cause. '^^ Plekhanov later

said that as long as ten years after Khristoforov's arrest, he had seen the

profound marks left by his preaching at Saratov.

The workmen long remembered him. In 1877 they told us members o{ Zemlya i

Volya that among them the small spark of revolutionary thought that Khristoforov

had lit had never been extinguished. Even those who had not known him person-

ally looked back on him as their spiritual ancestor.''*

Apart from this limited attempt to find support in the provinces, and apart

from propaganda and barely planned schemes to organize cooperatives,
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Ishutin's and Khudyakov's movement set itself the task of trying to free those

who had fallen in the fight of Zemlya i Volya.

- Chernyshevsky still held first place in their thoughts. They wanted to free

him so that he could emigrate abroad, and become editor of a periodical.

This idea had originated in the St Petersburg group and was enthusiastically

welcomed by everyone. Stranden was to carry out the plan. He was to go to

Siberia in the summer of 1867 to be as near as possible to the place where

Chernyshevsky was imprisoned. Khudyakov, who came from Siberia, had

given him information and advice and had got hold of false passports. ^^

But the arrests put an end to these plans before they could be put into effect.

Another scheme had been devised in 1865. This time Nikolsky was sent from

St Petersburg by Khudyakov in order to organize the liberation of M. A.

Serno-Solovevich, in conjunction with the Moscow group. And at the same

time the Saratov group made lengthy preparations to free Khristoforov.

But their plans were crowned with only one success, though the prisoner

in question was a man of the highest importance. This was Dombrowski, a

Pole, who was later to be a general in the Paris Commune. He had been

arrested at the end of 1864 for his part in the Pohsh rebellion, and had been

put in one of the Moscow prisons. He fled in full daylight, dressed as a

woman. Ermolov, Yurasov and Zagibalov hid him for a few days before

he was able to get to St Petersburg and flee abroad. ^^

We-Bow turn to-anoth^ of Organization'^ interests. The idea of an

attempt on the life of the Tsar was probably more widespread than is

.generally thought. The words of Lincoln's assassin 'Sic semper tyrannis*

were fairly well known in Moscow. ^"^ Moreover both Khudyakov's return

from Geneva in 1865 and the news spread by Ishutin of a European Revolu-

tionary Committee helped, in varying degrees, to create the atmosphere.

The over-excited and repressed psychology which had gradually developed

among the members of Hell here acted both as an effect and as a cause.

But when it came to the point, the assassination was attempted because a

man was found who, overcoming the obstacles imposed even by his com-

rades, came to the conclusion that action was needed immediately. 'A pale

and tired face, hair flowing on to his shoulders; he was noticeable for the

carelessness of his clothes.' Such was Dmitry Vladimirovich Karakozov

between 1863 and 1864, as remembered later by a professor at Kazan

University. 38 It was his second stay there; he had earher been dismissed for

taking part in disorders in 1861. He came from a family of nobles in the

department of Saratov, small half-ruined landowners, with about fifty

peasants. It was the same family that had taken in the small orphan Ishutin

and given him a home during his childhood.

In 1864 Karakozov went to Moscow to study, but a year later he was

once more dismissed from the university for not paying his taxes. For two

months he tried to work as clerk for a noble, but this experience left him

only witha pfofound hatred^ef-theaiistocracy.-I&hutin recalled that he always
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jjiin^i£htj}fLthat t'TTte with hfltrftH and rage. Hejalways spoke with scorn of

the meetings held between landlord and peasants after the emancipation for

the~purpose of dgciding-the size of the4andrte4De given to the latter. ' I think

JhaJ this^was^the beginnin£_of his hatred for the nobles.' But so far Kara-

kozov's short and disturbed Rfe had not yet revealed the most important

element in his character : a quite exceptionally stubborn will and power of

concentration.

Like many others, he too beganJiis.activities-bv-devettfig4Hmselfto-eduea-

Jion_and propaganda. He became a master in one of the free schools organized

by Ishutin in Moscow, which were named after Pavel Akimovich Musatovsky,

a Vladimir noble, who to some extent shared Populist opinions. But these

activities only gnawed at Karakozov's conscience. He felt seriously ill, more

so than his health really warranted. Weakened by privations and difficulties, he

thought of suicide and bought poison. But he then ceaselessly tormented him-

self with the thought of having to die before doing anything for the people.

In February 1866 he disappeared for a few days, leaving a message that

he had gone to drown himself. When he returned, he said that he had been

to the monastery of the Trinity and Saint Sergius not far from Moscow. IJe

then told Ishutin, Ermolov, Yurasov, Stranden and Zagibalov of his decision

to kil l AlexandeLlL They all tried to dissuade him, but in vain.

At the beginning of March he went to St Petersburg, where, because he

had no_passpoft, he was compelled to live in hotels and hired rooms and

constantly change his residence. He associated with workmen and students,

and met Khudyakov more than once. He had brought a revolver with him,

and he now got hold of bullets and gunpowder.

^e thep^wrntp a mP^ifestn which Y[f^. copjpH nnt an<;l left where he thought

tbe-workmen would be able to find it.^^ From a conspiratorial point of view,

this was hardly a very practical move, especially as in it he described his

intention of trying to kill the Tsar. But Karakozov felt that such an action

was necessary, even if risky. For he was tormented by one problem. Wniiyj

the^jeepkjinderstand what^he was about to do, and how would they react?

This problem—which was the great void in the terrorist conception, the great

gap in the scheme—worried him and Khudyakov uninterruptedly during the

days that immediately preceded his attempt. Karakozov had made up his

mind. His doubts were not concerned with the deed itself but only with its

interpretation. And indeed his proclamation is almost a confession, an

attempt to justify himself in the eyes of his 'workmen friends' to whom it

was addressed. A strongly personal tone gives this manifesto exceptional

originality and power compared to the many others similar in ideas and

motives that were drawn up at this time.

The message is simple and inspired by all the fundamental points of the

Populist doctrine of the Moscow group.

Brothers, I have long been tortured by the thought and given no rest by my doubts

as to why my beloved simple Russian people has to suffer so much ! . . . Why next to
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the eternal simple peasant and the labourer in his factory and workshop are there

people who do nothing—idle nobles, a horde of officials and other wealthy people,

all living in shining houses? They live on the shoulders of the simple people; they

suck the peasants' blood, I have looked for the reason for all this in books, and I

have found it. The man really responsible is the Tsar; Russian history shows this.

It_is the Tsars who through the centuries have gradually built up the organization

of the State, and the army; it is they who have handed out the land to the nobles.

Think carefully about it, brothers, and you will see that the Tsar is the first of the

nobles. He never holds out his hand to the peasant because he himself is the

^ople's worst enemy.

Having thus explained in popular language his idea that the State (and

therefore the Tsar) was the fundamental enemy of a revolution in Russia, he

spoke of the reforms of 1861 as the most obvious proof that the Emperor

was incapable of granting real liberty.

I myself have travelled in various parts of our mother Russia. I have experienced

the miserable life of the peasants; they are growing poorer and poorer as a result

of the various measures which accompany 'liberty'. Soon even their last wretched

clothes will be stripped from their backs. I have felt all the grief and burden of

seeing my beloved people die in this way; and so I have decided to destroy the evil

Tsar, and to die myself for my beloved people.

And he added, 'If I do not succeed, others will succeed after me.' Only

when they had been freed from the main enemy would people see how few

and weak were the landlords, the Court dignitaries and the officials.

Then we will have real freedom; land will no longer belong to the idlers but to the

artels and to societies of the workers themselves; capital will no longer be squan-

dered by the Tsar, the nobles and the Court dignitaries. Instead it too will belong

to the artels and the workers. With this capital the cooperatives will produce useful

works and income will be divided equally among their members. When it owns these

means, the Russian people will be able to administer itself even without the Tsar.

Let the workers know that the man who has written this is thinking of their

fate and so they must act, with hope only in themselves, to master their destiny

and to free Russia from robbers and exploiters.***^

The authorities learnt of this combined manifesto and confession three

weeks before the plot was carried out. On 14th March an anonymous letter

signed 'A student' reached the chancellery of the Governor-General of

St Petersburg. This letter enclosed a copy of Karakozov's proclamation.

The fact that no precautions were taken is a measure of the bureaucratic

inefficiency of the time.

It is difficult to determine what the St Petersburg group was doing during

the days immediately preceding the plot. During the trial the judges them-

selves naturally tried to find this out, and at least some of them thought that

the leading instigator of Karakozov's action was Khudyakov. Klevensky,

the greatest expert on this episode, was for long doubtful about this. In the

first edition of his book on Ishutin's group he accepted the 'official' theory
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that Khudyakov was responsible; but a year later, in the second edition, he

rejected this, not without good reasons. In fact it is probable that Khudyakov

did not at first welcome the attempt but, when he realized that nothing could

be done in view of Karakozov's fijm decision, he tried to take advantage of

the inevitable, by preparing those around him for the popular rising which

he expected. The assassination could be attributed to the nobles who desired

to rid themselves of a Tsar who had freed the serfs ; the revolutionaries could

cunningly encourage this rumour, arousing violence against the nobiUty and,

if possible, inciting the people to lynch the wealthy. Already among the

young revolutionaries in St Petersburg, even those not directly in contact

with Khudyakov's centre, the conviction had spread during these days that

a decisive moment had been reached. This conviction acted like a wave and

swept away their plans for long-term propaganda and infiltration among the

people, replacing these with hopes of an immediate and drastic upheaval.'*^

There were, of course, some who tried to prevent the proposed assassina-

tion. When Khudyakov went to Moscow to tell his comrades of Karakozov's

intention, Ermolov and Stranden left for St Petersburg with the specific

intention of stopping him ; after some searching they found him, and made
lengthy efforts to dissuade him. Ishutin himself wrote, telling Karakozov to

return to Moscow. He obeyed, and on 25th March silently attended a

meeting of Organization.

But on 29th he was back in St Petersburg, and on 4th April 1866 while

the Tsar was about to get into his carriage, after a walk in the Summer
Garden, Karakozov fired at him—and missed; he tried to run away, but was

stopped by the police and volunteers among the crowd. To them he shouted,

* Fo^ls, I've done this^or_yoiiJ-He wasJed jp the Emperor, who asked him_

.ifJlCLwas a Pole. He answered: 'Pure Russian.' When asked why he had

fired^he repiied,^ Look at the freedom you gave the peasants!

'

The shooting made an enormous impression. Tt put an end to the few

remaining traces of collaboration between the Emperor and the liberal intel-

ligentsia in the direction of reforms—a collaboration that had made possible

the freeing of the serfs and the subsequent changes in local administration and

justice. A wave of indignation and fear destroyed any liberal dreams that still

survived after the repression of 1862. And the period of what is traditionally

called the 'White Terror' now began. Even men like Nekrasov, who had

inherited the spirit of the Tsar's earliest years on the throne, bowed down

and tried to save what could still be saved. They added their voice to the

chorus of protests against 'nihihsm' and joined with the intelligentsia in a

mass condemnation of the desperate and violent younger generation.

Muray^, who in 1863 had crushed the PoUsh rebellion in blood, was put in

effective charge of internal^airs. He organized a system of repression which

aimed to root out the forces of revolution by striking the intellectual ten-

dencies which had given them birth. "^^

The reaction went deep, and even spread to the people. Exact information
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is difficult to come by, but all sources are agreed that the peasants stood by

the Emperor, often violently. In the^ountr}^sjdeJheJepfi3=e?^^ plot

against the 'Liberator Tsar' spread andJook.rooL__Qnly a few witnesses

speak of apathy, suggesting that even a plot of this nature was too remote to

interest the peasants.

As for the workmen, Z. K. RaUi, who later joined Bakunin but was at

this time still in Russia, wrote in his memoirs:

At that time it was dangerous to speak badly of the Tsar in the factories. As a rale

the worker does not love the students just because he looks upon them as enemies

of the Tsar. The Tsar is for him the personification of truth ^nd_ justice. In the

streets of Moscow they booed and insulted the students, and everywhere they

demonstrated their monarchist feelings. The young intellectuals of that time well

knew that in Russia the workers and the peasants linked all their hopes in a better

future to their faith in the Tsar.'*^

Official circles wished to take advantage of this situation, and a rumour

was quickly spread that Karakozov had not aimed badly but that a provi-

dential hand had jolted the revolver. For a short time Osip Komissarov, the

alleged saviour, became a hero. He was of peasant origin, from the depart-

ment of Kostroma. The Tsar's life had thus been saved by a toiler of the

fields. But the rumour did not last long. Komissarov was in fact a poor

artisan given to drink. He was introduced to the Emperor, made a noble,

and given an endless series of feasts and banquets. But his behaviour was

such that he had to be sent back to the provinces, where he soon died in a

state of complete drunkenness.

-^The episode is significant, but it mus t not conceal the fact that the attempt

on the Tsar's life did show how strong was the aUiance between the monarchy

anB^e mass of working classes and peasants. It was a bond which could not

be cunningly exploited to incite violence against the nobles, as the revolu-

tionaries had hoped. They must have reahzed now what an abyss still divided

them Trom the people.

When Karakozov^as arrested, he tried to conceal his identity. He was

treated with great cruelty and interrogated for hours on end without being

allowed to sit or lean against a wall, and was given only bread and water to

eat. But the rumour which soon spread that he had actually been tortured

was probably only a legend. For several days he said that he was a peasant

called Alexey Petrov, whereas the police thought him a Pole. A few days

later, however, his real identity was discovered. An hotel keeper where he

had stayed reported the disappearance of one of his lodgers. The hotel

was searched, and some pieces of paper with an address were discovered.

The address was Ishutin's. The entire Moscow group was at once caught.

The arrested were taken to St Petersburg.

The atmosphere of reaction and terror in which the inquiries were made
inevitably had profound effects on the results. The extent of the arrests,
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which involved several hundred people, eventually provided the police with

a large number of facts. Moreover, the work of the authorities was certainly

made easier by ideological differences which existed within the groups in

Moscow and St Petersburg. Ishutin, for instance, tried to divest himself of

responsibility for the plot. At last the Commission was satisfied that it had

all the necessary information in its hands. It is easy to imagingjvhat sufferings

the. accused underwent from the knowledge that both Khudyakov and

Karakozov died insane, and Karakozov, who was not^ believer, ended by

spending hours on his knees in passionate prayer.

The trial was held in secret in the Peter-Paul fortress, in the very room
where the Decembrists had been condemned in 1826. The prosecutor was

the Minister of Justice himself. The accused had lawyers who in most cases

defended them effectively. And indeed the verdict passed on 1st October was

not a pure act of revenge but, within limits, respected the existing laws of

Russia.

Karakozov was sentenced to_be hanged. When he asked for mercy,

Alexander II rephed that though as a Christian he could forgive, as a Tsar

he could not. At seven in the morning on 3rd October, he was led to the

scaffold in front of several thousand spectators. He bowed to the people at

each comer, as was the custom, and was hanged. Though the feeling of the

crowd was strongly against him, it showed no sign of hatred or derision.

'Among the crowd of people', a contemporary said, 'could be heard the

cries and groans of women ; and prayers and signs of the Cross were made
for the sinful soul of the criminal. '''^ The same reaction was noted by Kosto-

marov, the historian, in his memoirs:

The public's behaviour was thoroughly Christian in spirit; not a single reproach

or accusation was heard. On the contrary, when the criminal was led to the gallows,

most of the people present made the sign of the Cross, saying, ' Lord, forgive his

sins and save his soul."^^

During the following days the police arrested anyone coming to visit Kara-

kozov's burial place.

Ishutintoo was condemned to dea,th. Only after he had been led to the

scaffold was he told that his sentence had been commuted to forced labour

for life. He left for Siberia, but was taken back to the fortress of Shhsselburg,

where he remained from October 1866 to May 1868. ye was already showing

symptoms of madness when he resumed his journey towards Siberia. There

he died of consumption nr ihe piisorThospital at Novaya Kara on 5th

January 1879.^6

Khudyakov was well defended, and in spite of general expectation he was

not sentenced to death; instead he was banished. In February 1867 he was

at Irkutsk and from there he was-scnTlo Verkhoyansk. Already at the

tribunal and later on at the scaffold, where he was taken with the others for

the 'civil execution', he could not control a nervous smile, a symptom of the
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mental illness which led to his death on 17th September 1876. But in Siberia

he still had the time and strength of spirit to devote himself to his ethno-

graphical researches. He collected a series of documents on the popular

traditions of the Yakuts among whom he was compelled to live, in one of

the most distant and deserted villages of those regions. Part of the manu-
script was lost and the remainder was only published in 1890 after passing

from hand to hand in a series of strange adventures. For long this consider-

able work was the only study of popular traditions in those regions and of

the relations between the legends of the Yakuts and those of the Russian

people.'*'^

Thirty olher peapk_a:grcjricd by the same tribunal . Ermolov, Stranden,

Yurasov, Zagibalov, Nikolaev and Shaganov, were sentenced to hard labour

and were imprisoned in the Alexandrovsky Zavod in Siberia, where Chemy-
shevsky was serving his sentence. In 1872 nearly all were freed from prison

and scattered throughout the tundra of the Yakuts. They settled in the land

and devoted themselves to farming, educating the native children and

starting an elementary medical service. They were the first exiles in those

regions and their patience and work gradually overcame the distrust and hate

with which the Yakuts had originally greeted them. 'From then on the

inhabitants of the district recognized them as men of intelligence and as

the best among the Russians."*^

The repression which followed Karakozov's attemptjojcil l the Tsar jiad

one immediate and tangible effect. Betweeiri866 an(ri868 there was not a

single group in Russia able to carry out clandestine activities ur make^^oy n

its ideas by giving a more general significance to its internal debates. But this

does not mean that clandestine groups stopped~springing up from the

fertile ground of student meetings or that the state of mind which had found

expression in Ishutin's Organization did not continue to make itself felt

underground.

Even the scant information at our disposal does, for instance, allow us to

follow the inner life of one of these student circles, the so-called ' Academy
of Smorgon \'*9 The name itself considerably mystified the pohce when they

heard of its existence. In fact it was probably an allusion to that Academy

of Smorgon* where at the beginning of the nineteenth century gypsies used

to train their bears before bringing them to dance in the squares of towns

and villages. A member of the group said, for instance, 'our clothes and our

activities made us rather like those bears and from them we took our name'.

It ^vns n typirnl 'rommune', a grpyp ^f <;tiiflp,nt<; Uving together in the same

house and sharing the expenses. ' On coming back in the evening, one paid

about fifty kopeks, and for that sum everyone had the right to take some of

the vodka which was on the table and to eat some herrings. When one had

drunk, those who could, danced, and the others looked on or talked.'

Though this is an extract from a deposition which was evidently designed to

• The name of the woods round a small township in the Urals.
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allay all suspicion, in fact the day to day atmosphere of this ' Bears' Academy'

must have been very much as described. The group sprang up in 1867 and

lasted until March 1869. The pohce, true to their tradition, thought that

these meetings were the scenes of wild orgies and said that a beautiful young

*nihiUst' used to sell herself so as to collect money for the 'commune'. I^
fact the^^l in question, whose name was^iozloyskaya^ merely organized

the board. She was typical of the young girls of St Petersburg at this time

—

halfway b^ween the feminists who had helped the rise of Zemlya i Volya

at the beginning of the 'sixties and the terrorist revolutionaries of the follow-

ingpfiried:

In this 'commune', which sprang up under specially difficult conditions of

oppression and reaction, students used to meet whose original bonds lay in

a common background of persecution. Many had already had experience of

prison during the inquiries that followed Karakozov's attempt. They, too,

mostly came from Saratov and the regions of the Volga.

And they too, through this double tradition of region and poUtics,

continued the cult of Chemyshevsky. They were constantly occupied with

the prospect of freeing him, so as to let him emigrate and take charge of a

revolutionary newspaper abroad. Such aspirations were similar to those of

Elpidin, an exile in Geneva, who soon began to reprint the master's works,

bringing out in 1867 What is to be done?, the book which had had the

greatest effect on the new generation.

The ' Academy of Smorgon ' made some plans to organize Chernyshevsky's

escape, but it soon met with insuperable financial difficulties. Its members

'aid,however, at least want to share in the editing of his works, and with this

aim in view they got into contact with the exiles and sent a sum of money
which they had collected. ^"^

The Academy combined this cult of Chemyshevsky with one of Karakozov,

whose example they tried to follow. Indeed there seems to be proof that two

of its members tried to blow up a train at Elizavetgrad en whichr4he-JEmperor

wasirayelling. This is not, however, quite certain as all our information on

the subject is based on an anonymous denunciation against two students,

Mikhail Petrovich Troytsky^i and Vasily Ivanovich Kuntusev, who came

from peasant stock in Saratov.

In 1867 both were at the university in St Petersburg. At the beginning of

1868 Kuntusev left with a companion for Siberia so as to study the plan to

free Chemyshevsky; but lack of money compelled him to make a long

detour and he was arrested at Saratov for vagrancy. In 1869 he left Moscow

with Troytsky on his way to South Russia, where he planned to circulate

leaflets sent by the exiles in Geneva. On 1st November both were arrested on

suspicion of planning a terrorist outrage. ^^

The documents at our disposal prevent us being certain how much truth

there was in all this; indeed even the police were doubtful. But their journey

in itself is enough to show the close bond between motives of propaganda
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and clandestine organization, the plan to free Cherayshevsky and terrorism.

The only attempt the Academy made to engage in real activities derived

directly from legends spread by Ishutin. Remembering that there had been

talk of a 'European Revolutionary Committee', they tried to get into contact

with it. Although the man they chose for this purpose was a figure of only

secondary importance, even he is enough to show, as so often in the lives of

these Popij|ists»_the reserves of strength, ideaUsm and will-power that

inspired the men^berTdlsthis movement.

Ivan Ivanich BocH^arev^was bom in 1 842 in a little town in the department

of Tver and came from a family of the small bourgeoisie. He spent some

time working for the printing press which his father had left, and also went

to university lectures in Moscow and later in St Petersburg. But he was

soon fired by the political ideas that he found among his fellow students, and

began to take an interest in the 'Slav problem'. In 1866 the revolt of the

Croats against the Turks convinced him of the need to act. In St Petersburg

he founded an obshchina, a group of Serb students who were already allied

to the Omladina—an organization of southern Slavs whose poUtical ten-

dencies are symbolized in the election some years earlier of Garibaldi,

Mazzini, Cobden, Herzen and Chemyshevsky as honorary presidents.

Bochkarev then went on a long journey abroad, passing through Geneva,

Marseilles, Naples and Rome, where he got into contact with the organiza-

tion of Serbs and Croats. In 1867 he went to Belgrade, to attend a meeting

of the Omladina. There he was unable to make the speech he had prepared

as the meeting was interrupted because of a pohtical dispute with the Serb

government. His notes, however, show that the proposed speech had been

inspired by Chemyshevsky' s general views on Slav problems.

During this journey Bochkarev tried to carry out his purpose of getting

into contact with the Russian emigres. But his mission was an utter failure.

He brought with him a work by Khudyakov, so as to introduce himself to

those who had known that author in Geneva some time earlier. Instead it

only aroused suspicions. Elpidin and Utin thought him an agent provocateur.

As the reaction grew in Russia, the exiles became more and more distrustful.

Their groups were torn by internal strife and fear. They ended by organizing

a search in Bochkarev's room; and he was forced to leave without having

done anything. The only result of this attempt to get into contact with the

'European Revolutionary Committee' was his carrying back to Russia the

first number of the review Narodnoe Delo, written almost entirely by Bakunin.

This was a fruitful seed. The students of St Petersburg who slowly, gradually,

were reorganizing their forces under the 'White Terror' had been keenly

waiting for a stimulus, and S. L. Chudnovsky has described the enormous

impression that the review made on them.^^

On 18th October 1868, Bochkarev was arrested. He defended himself

stubbornly and intelligently, but the police managed to get evidence against

him. This was given by a man who had recently returned from abroad, where
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hC'-toajiad been in touch with the exiles. Unlike Bochkarev, however, I. G.

.^CozaMv was to show throughout his Ufe the pettiness and short-sighted

egotism which was so mixed up with the revolutionary movement of these

years.

Rozanov's Confession is a document of great interest because of its abject

sincerity. The poor son of a signalman, he had always been persecuted and

crushed by a society too oppressive for him to withstand. His entire education

had been derived from 'scientific-drunken' conversations with his acquaint-

ances and mainly from novels. 'I found only one thing in novels: it was my
duty to become a hero and to act boldly and openly; and so I often made
myself drunk in public' All his ideafw^K^summed up in a sterile, egotistic

'nihihsm'. His favourite author was PisareV. At Geneva he had for a short

time been a member of the local sectiorrt)f the International. When faced

with Bochkarev, he managed to persuade the police that he was a dangerous

man; as a reward he himself was freed. But his offer to act as an agent

provocateur was not accepted. He was probably too ill with consumption

and syphilis to be of any use.

Bochkarev was condemned to compulsory residence in his native town. He
did not remain there long, because he was soon once more in prison after

the Nechaev affair. For the time being, thanks to his calm firmness, he

escaped without further consequences and returned to devote himself to

education in his home town. But the persecutions continued, and he was

exiled to Astrakhan. In 1879 he was banished to Archangel on suspicion of

having taken part in the murder of an agent provocateur. Though he thus

spent most of his life moving from exile to exile, he never abandoned his

Populist ideas. As an old man he lived near Yasnaya Polyana and became

friendly with Tolstoy. Their reHgious ideas coincided on many points, and

the writer felt great respect for him. For many years Bochkarev had been in

trouble for refusing to write 'Orthodox' opposite his name on the census

form. This naturally won him the sympathy of Tolstoy.

B. P. Kozmin, the historian, has rightly called Bochkarev a vigorous and

original searcher for truth. He was . nngn^sti^Tiahly the most considerable

figure to have sprung from_lhgJAcadeTny_of Smorgon '_or jn-geaepai from

any of the few revolutionary groups which survived under the White Terror.



15. NECHAEV

The revolutionary ferment that in«spired_rshiitjn ^^n^^ ^'S groujTjymduced

in Nechaev the veryTmbodiment of violence. He developed the feelings and

jdeasj)f
^g
W/ with a ruthJessness_unJ£ue__aBiojig-thp revojiinnnane^nf the

'sixties.

C^echaev>;losed the decade that had opened on 19th February 1861. He
was the last Popuhst revolutionary to base his activities on the high hope

that the countryside would r^ect the peasant settlemen t. When in 1870 the

cycle of reforms at last came to an eh'd, ahS^with it the phase of conspiracies

based on faith in peasant resistance, the movement 'to go to the people'

began, the great attempt to gain by means of propaganda that contact with

the villages that Zemlya i Volya and Ishutin had lacked, and that Nechaev

too never managed to achieve.

Nechaev met with obstacles all the greater in that the failure of Ishutin's

Organization and Karakozov's unsuccessful coup, followed by the 'White

Terror', had already convinced many of the Popuhsts that the way he had

chosen was mistaken. The only course open, they thought, was one of slow

infiltration into the countryside, coupled with a systematic attempt to

understand the peasants' conditions and study their problems and mentality.

Indeed immediately after Karakozov's gesture in 1866, signs beganTo Appear

of the PopuHsm that was to flourish in the early 'seventies. Groups were

being organized which in 1874 were to give birth to the movement to 'go to

the people'. We shall have to begin by looking at these early groups if we

want to understand the atmosphere into which Nechaev injected his over-

mastering passion for immediate action. ^ —

^

The most important of these groups was the Society oflhel^dtthk, which

was started in 1867 by Lopatin and Yolkhovsky-foiLlhejurposejrf 'getting

a closer view of that enigmaticIpTrniXcaltetT^he people'", in the words of

one of its founders. ^ To do this they intended to organize a group of young

men whose only occupation was to be teaching, and who would travel from

one village to the next. All were extremely poor and planned to live on

what they were given by the peasants. Yet if for all their asceticism this proved

insufficient, they intended to resort to periodical subscriptions from intel-

lectuals who sympathized with them. But they were never to ask for more
than a rouble a head; hence the name of the Society. Their teaching, their

conversations with the peasants, and their public readings were to be based

on books published legally by the Society itself. These schoolmasters were

354
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to be dispersed in various districts according to a general plan so as to be

able to get information from a large number of regions and thus provide

a general picture of the Russian countryside, ' The-mj]x.illegal thing in our

programme', Lopatin was to say, 'was this very collecting of facts, observa-

tions andlexperiences in order to find out how far the simple people were

arc^s^ihle to revolutionary prdpaganda against the government. '^ The

Society, in fact, was aiming, during a phase of reaction, at exploiting legal

possibiHties to the full.

A glance at Lopatin's life will be enough to show that the origins of this

policy of prudence and long-term activity were far from deriving from a

cautious temperament or from fear of persecution. XJi?XJ'P£ang, rather,

from the desire to find, through detailed and patient preaching, that contact

with the^ople which conspiracy and terrorism had been unable to achieve.

Lopatin's political outlook was formed at St Petersburg by contact with

Khudyakov's Organization. He has left us a portrait of Khudyakov that

clearly reveals the admiration he felt for his indomitable determination to

know the peasants and to love them and devote himself to them, as well as

the equally obvious disgust he felt for his -iknalicisiiil.AJriie_two elements

that he found in Ishutin's movement, Populism and conspiracy, he looked

upmLas contradict.ory: 'The people was not givenlnuclT^rt in the violent

transformation of its fortunes', he said of Organization. Indeed, the,

j-gyalutionaries appeared anxious to substitute themselves for the people, in

whose name they proposed to act by means of conspiracy and terrorismT

And yet they too had been 'genuine Populists' and had felt 'a real sympathy

for the peasants and tried to spread their ideas at every opportunity'. It

was this side of the movement that Lopatin wanted to develop. "* He was

opposed to terrorism because he thought that ' under present circumstances

and in the absence of a strong revolutionary organization, the violent death

of the Sovereign would not in fact incite the people to revolution'. The only

result of terrorism would be that the reaction would grow more oppressive.

He therefore avoided the central group of the conspiracy in St Petersburg,

though this did not prevent him being arrested after Karakozov's attempt to

kill the Tsar, and detained in prison for two months. On his liberation,

Khudyakov entrusted him with the job of keeping alive what still survived

of the organization, and taking any conspiratorial measures necessary.

He had scarcely been released from prison, when a chance of action came
his way: 'In 1867 I read in a morning newspaper that Garibaldi had left

Caprera and was moving towards Rome. On the evening of the same day I

left St Petersburg for Italy; but I reached Florence on the very day of the

battle of Mentana.'^

He returned to Russia and devoted himself entirely to the Society of the

Rouble. He succeeded in publishing the first, and last, book of the proposed

series, Khudyakov's Old Russia. In the spring of 1868 he was arrested with

Volkhovsky. After eight months in prison he was banished to Stavropol
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whence he escaped abroad. He was destined to becomeone of the most

active revolutionaries of the 'seventies andjeighties^^e friend oTMlfS^nd
Engels, a translator of part of Das Kapital as well as author of the boldest

planJo fr_ee__ChernysKevsk}r from Siberia. After the events oFTsl March
1881, he tried to inject new Hfe into Narodnaya Volya, and this cost him twenty

years' imprisonment. But he lived long enough to have the joy of seeing the

revolution in 1917, and he speaks of this in his notes. The founder of the

modest Society of the Rouble is, for all his dry unrhetorical manner, one of

the most interesting figures of the entire Populist movement.

Volkhovsky was soon released and settled in Moscow, where he joined

German Lopatin's brother, Vsevolod. Together they organized a new group,

very characteristic of the time. Its members read together, discussed works of

science and physiology, and in general followed the trends of the new
generation which was more inflnpncgaJay pngitivj^fm and the belief in science

than its pr^^^rfs.sor It was in fact a typical group of 'self-education' with

no specific political purpose. If its members had any plans for their future,

they consisted in long patient work among the people. Volkhovsky was

employed in Cherkesov's bookshop, which he saw transformed into one of

the favourite meeting places of the younger Popuhsts. Among these were

manywho_were later to be^implicated in the trial of Nechaev: Petr Gavrilo-

vicjfUspenskyP^s sistgl^Sadezhda^nd his future wife Alexandra Ivanovna

r*"^asulich^he latter has described these young men as they groped for a new

approach and rediscovered the past, after the interruption of the White

Terror. 'We were all inexperienced; we read Chernyshevsky's articles ia the,

Sovremermik and thp v/nT\:s of Lavrov. and we greeted withenthusiasin the

appearance of ^ ft^w hack numbers; of the. Knlakol which Uspensky had

m?n^g?d to im^^^^h-^^^

Other groups, very similar but with greater promise, were springing up in

St Petersburg, and in them a considerable number of men who were soon to

be among the most active revolutionary Populists of the 'seventies. "^ In

October 1869, for instance, there appeared the 'Commune of the Mala^
Vulfovaya'. named after the street in which it had its headquarters. This was

made up of a group of students who collected round M^^AiJ^Jatanson.

In 1915 Natanson, who became one of the best-known of all Populist and

Socialist-Revolutionaries, toyed with the idea of writing his memoirs. For

this purpose he made a series of skeleton notes which, far better than many
fuller accounts, suggest the outHnes of his own life, and that of his group at

the end of the 'sixties. He had arrived in St Petersburg in August 1868 and

one of his lapidary notes gives his impressions: 'What I had thought of the

students (ideal people) and what I found (cards, wine and women).' Within

a year he had made friends with all the most remarkable figures who did not

belong either to the small wing of constitutionalists or to the circles round

Nechaev. He himself has described his own tendencies as being identified

with 'seekers' and 'Socialist-Popuhsts'. From the ideological point of
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view, Fourjer^andjOwgn^^re his favourite anthofs. 'Then in spring 1869-L^

first read Marx.' His sympathies lay with long-term policies rather than with

That crude desire for immediate action which inspired Ishutin's group and

which was soon to find its most typical embodiment in Nechaev.

TJese feehngs were shared by a young man called Mikhail Fedorovich

[egres^^though he was very soon to die. At this time he was an exceedingly

active figure both in Moscow and St Petersburg. He introduced the young

men in the capital to the spirit of Lavrov, whose disciple he was and whose

daughter he married. He had been abroad and had met the exiles. Jiis

thought was moving towards an entirely theoretical form of Marxism which

^^asTaFThTs' tTjaJTiusFbeginning to enter the world of the Populists without

hnwevgrjrgnsfnrming its fundamental Standpoint or spirit. If anything, in

fact, .iLniadejhem reluctant to takeimmediateactioiiand inspired them with

thejiesirejto niake a deeper study oLsocial^jroblems. Negreskul was helping

to translate Marx's Zur Kritik when he was arrested on 28th December 1869.

Shortly before this, his friend Lopatin had written from his enforced residence

in the Caucasus to ask how far he had got. His letter not only shows that they

were already friends but also reveals the similarity of their views on all

immediate problems.

These small embryo groups were soon shaken and set in motion by a

revival of the student movement, very similar to the one of 1861. Its demands

were the same: above all the ri^ht to nieetings».jQrganization and freedom of

speech.^ But the very fact that these disorders took place after a long phase -A\

of reaction, as pronounced in the field of education as in poKtics as a whole, fU^j vv

was of considerable importance. The Minister of Pubhc Instruction,^;^ -\}^

Tolstoy^ viewed with particular disfavour any kind of autonomous student ^'

life. He looked upon the increasingly scientific trends of teaching as the origin

of all evils and he was starting thaLclassicist reaction which became typical

_of Russian educational policy for many years. As fbFUie^cial make-up

of the university, the population had not changed much during the last few I

years. The main statutory restrictions imposed on admission to the universi- V
ties had affected the Poles, who were not allowed to constitute more than

20% of the student body.

The most important centre of student disorders was the School of Medicine

of St Petersburg. This was not under the administrative control of Tolstoy,

but of the Minister of War, IXAMilyutin. the finest representative of wliaL

^ight be called the 'liberalism of the upper jpvgnment bureaucracy'.

Within the school7 meetings and libraries had in practice been alloweB.

When attempt? were made to interfere with some of the young students'

minor customs, such as the freedom to wear long hair, they were at once

followed by violent and well-organized protests. The smallest incident was

enough to arouse the entire student body. At this very time an organization

was being started to direct the movement, with the purpose, among other

things, of sending delegates to other university towns to ask for support and
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solidarity. These delegates did not meet with a particularly warm welcome

in Moscow, though there, too, the poorest students appreciated the need to

protest against their conditions, and the exclusion of women was still keenly

felt But as a rule the students of the old capital wanted toConfine themsdtves

to expounding these grievances to their academic superiors without resorting

to open clashes.

Despite all this, in St Petersburg the movement was to give rise in March

1869 to a protest of considerable size. An incident between a pupil of the

School of Medicine and a professor soon became the occasion of a number

of meetings. The police intervened; arrests were made. There were some

resignations in protest but this only led to further arrests and dismissals. On
15th March the School was closed. The students then organized a demon-

stration in front of the gates and later along the Nevsky Prospekt. The pohce

tried to put a stop to these meetings and even those that took place in the

students' own lodgings. CoxnmunaL ealing^ was forbidden—a heavy blow

for the poorest students. The orders of the police to this effect were so severe

that, had they been interpreted literally, they would have virtually prevented

any student finding a place to eat. During the next few days demonstrations

of solidarity occurred in other institutions, and on 19th March the Techno-

logical Institute was closed. ^ On the 20th the university followed suit. All

the meetings demanded that the students should be allowed to organize

their lives freely and be exempted from pohce supervision. There were also

many acts of individual support. A number of men, for instance, said that

they would not go back to their lectures until their fellow students were

released. But these protests did nothing to modify the situation. On 24th

March the university was compelled to return to normal life, with none of the

students' demands satisfied. The repression continued. Altogether eighty-one

members of the university were tried by the Academic Council; thirteen were

refused entry into any university at all and nineteen were expelled from St

Petersburg University; the others got lighter penalties. Six students were

permanently, and twenty temporarily, expelled from the School of Medicine.

The conclusions that could be drawn from all this in the academic field

were reached by Georgy Petrovich Eniserlov, one of the students whose

share in the protests had been among the most vigorous and who had

suffered most from the consequences. In a manuscript which circulated among
the students Eniserlov wrote: 'We asked to be allowed to escape from our

situation by lawful means, and they refused us the opportunity. What do

they want us to do? To try illegal methods? Or do they not believe us when
we say that our situation has become intolerable?' He then spoke of the

attitude of the professors and the poverty of the students: 'The student

would like to give all his time to research, but he must earn his bread . . .

Without a penny in our pockets we have often come two hundred, three

hundred, a thousand versts (there are students who have come on foot from

the Caucasus).'

I
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The movement of 1869 was crushed. Compared to the one of some years

eariier, its territorial scale had been limited, it had not lasted so long and it

had aroused less sympathy and interest in educated circles. It had been a

demonstration more specifically concerned with that ' proletariat of thought

'

whose boundaries had been more clearly defined in the last ten years. Yet

though less important in the general history of Russia than the events of

1861, these demonstrations had j^^t as much infliip.nne on the development

of revolutionary currents, whosejiuman material came from the 'proletariat

of thought'.

Many "different groups of PopuUsts considered the problem of how far

they should keep the student movement within the bounds of the law. But

very soon the problem was transformed into a question of absolutes. Was it

a good thing, was it right to go on studying? Had not the time come to

devote oneself entirely to propaganda in the countryside and in general to

the cause of the people ? In the words of S. L. Chudnovsky, then a student at

the School of Medicine

:

The problem was raised in a ruthlessly categorical and extremely partial form:

learning or work? i.e. was it necessary to devote ourselves, even if only temporarily,

to our studies, so as to obtain diplomas and then live the life of the privileged

professions of the intelligentsia; or should we remember our duty to the people,

recall that all our learning had been acquired only by means provided by the

people, who work like condemned men and are always hungry? Should we not

rather, we students, give up our privileged position, give up scholarship and devote

ourselves to learning a craft, so as to take part as simple artisans or labourers in

the life of the people, and merge with it?^^

gesidesjthose who^nder the influence of Lavrov, thought thatJheir duty,

lay in equipping themselves for propaganda, there also sprang up groups in

whichJBakunin's demand for a revolution found ready response. We have

already mentioned that the first number of th^^Jfarodnoe Deh yvhich he

pubUshed in Geneva on 1st September 1868 had seizedlhelmagination of all

who read it. At the same time there now came into being a group of medical

students inspired not only and perhaps not even mainly by Bakunin. Rather,

it was an old book that prompted them to create a secret society. Many of

these studeritsJ^r became well-knowiLan^hists, such as Zemfiry Konstan-^

tinovidfRalli, Mampy Yasilevicly^^etist^and Mikhail Petroviclv^orinf-

sky^ne-booltthat had inspirecPthCTTT was Buonarroti's La Conspiration

pour r£galite,} ^

This ferment found its most powerful expression in Nechaev. ' He was not

:oduct of our world, of the intelligentsia; he was a stranger to us', Vera

ZasuUch wrote of him many years later, when she sought an explanation for

Nechaev's strength and strangeness. 12 And indeed his story was that of a man

of the people who was personally acquainted with that coarse, brutal world

which so many young Populists were trying to enter; and who, when he had,

painfully, dehberately and unaided, finally climbed up to the world of the
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intelligentsia, absorbed with astonishing speed all its most bitter elements;

and then flung himself into action with an energy and ruthlessness which

aroused admiration and fear in all around him. ' ^^\

Sftrpeynpn nfldevir.h Nechasy was bom on 20th Septemtfej;:^! 847 1^ the large

centre of Ivanovo. His father was a gilder and painter, his mother the

daughter of peasant serfs. She soon died, and the numerous family was

brought up by the father with great strictness. Sergey spent his childhood

and youth doing various odd jobs and even acted in a little theatre organized

by his father. 'He acted very well', his sister was later to say.^^ His father's

doubtful social position, somewhere between an artisan, a small merchant

and a factotum, must in itself have given him an opportunity to know his

township in all its aspects. It was a small provincial centre, deserted, dirty

and_boriilgy (the three words which appear most often in the letters of his'

_young days), but which had one speciahty which distinguished itlrora^all

other Russian towns of the kind. Ivanovo was__Lheii-developing intothe

largest centre ofjhe textile industry in Russia and was becoming_what^with

_some exaggeration was to be^iiaUed ' the Riismn^MahcKester

At the age of nine, Sergey became a messenger boy in a factory, but was

soon impelled by an overwhelming passion to escape from the world in which

he had been born. He wanted to learn to read and go to the capital and the

university. There were very few schools at Ivanovo ; but already small private

ventures were beginning to give young men such as Nechaev a chance to

learn. A writer called Vasily Arsentevich Demetev had started a free school,

thus laying the foundations for a small provincial centre of learning, impreg-

nated with love for and research into the life and traditions of the people.

Demetev himself wrote stories which were Populist in spirit. ^"^ Very soon

NecfiaS^got in touch with another writer about ten years older than he was.

F. Dr-Mefjeaov was the son of comparatively prosperous serfs : he had been

able to go to Moscow for his studies and was later to give the best account

of life in this part of Russia in a series of polemical writings and ethno-

graphic studies. 15 He was one of the first Russian writers to speak of factory

life; and his descriptions of peasaiiisIand_worlcmefrare of value, both for

the sharpness of his observations (for instance on the peasants' thirst for

_land), and for the typically Populist spirit with whichTTheyare informed.

The letters that the young Nechaev wrote to Nefedov inevitably make us

think—as is so often the case when we consider the history of these years

—

of the revolutionary fruit that was to spring from Populism. Nechaev asked

his friend in Moscow for books and still more books: he told him of his own
progress and gave him bits of local news. Nefedov helped him, and eventually

gave Nechaev the opportunity to leave Ivanovo. The correspondence between

them would be in no way unusual were it not that already we find traces of

Nechaev's passionate determination (which was to mark him for life) to

escape at whatever cost from the world in which he had been born. 'Reality

without any refinement hits me so hard that I have to leap into the air . . .
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Besides this awareness of reality is very useful to me ; it does not allow me
to sink into apathy and settle down to contemplate the beauties of the world.

Constant analysis of my surroundings gives me an exact idea of my own
strength.' So he wrote in 1864, at the age of seventeen, to his friend in

Moscow who was then writing an essay, 77;^ Dpyjl'.^ Mgr.^h^ which described

the hves of the factory owners and merchants, of .Ivanovo^ Nechaev was

consumed with passion to leave behind what he regarded as a marsh. ' Nothing

new at Ivanovo', he wrote in September, 'only the mud is everywhere;

impossible to get through it any more.'

In August 1865 he went to Moscow. Nefedov put him up in a sort of

pension kept by Pogodin, the well-known publicist. He wanted to become a

schoolmaster but failed in his examinations. In April 1866 he went to St

Petersburg and Jbecame a. schoolmaster in the capital. He was there when
Karakozov fired at Alexander II, and later he^was to say that ' thefoundatifln^

ofxmr sacred cause were laid by Karakozov on the morning of 4th April 1866

. . . His action must be regarded as a prologue. Let us act, my friends, in such

a way that the play will soon begin.' ^^ In writing these words he must also

have been thinking of himself; for at that time the prologue of his Hfe was

ending and the drama beginning.

In the autumn of 1^868 he became an external student at the university.

He was overwhelmed by the desire to gef to know and influeiiceThe'student

body. He had already read much, mostly on politics. At the time he was

p^jlinjlRrjy^intfrpstrri in thg Frpn c-h R evo1iitirm_and Babfiif But we have

few details about his life ; he himself spoke as Httle as possible and at meetings

he was generally silent. He got into contact with Ralli's group, which was

inspired by^^uonarrati^and made friends j^dth Tkachev. Eventually he

joined a sort of clandestine committee whichtheylornied~to direct the various

student movements into revolutionary channels. By now he had clarified

some of his poHtical ideas, and was already silently and stubbornly trying to

put them into practice. He was convinced that the peasant revolt was not

-QBl3LA^ery-jiearJ3uXjha^its exact date could be forecast. The l£th February

1870 would be the ninth anniversary oTthe liberation of the serfs. The law

had provided that during these nine years the peasants wefe'to^fahn, besides

the holdings granted to them, a strip of land, the rent for which they owed to

the landlord. At the end of nine years they could choose between giving back

this extra land or carrying on paying for its redemption. This would mark

the end of the reforms of 1861. The most authoritative review of the time

wrote: 'This is an important moment. Once again millions of people are

required to reconsider the entire management of their private lives; and this

time there is no guidance; each man must trust only to his own conscience.'
i*^

^Nechaey_was firmly convinced that the peasants would not in fact agree to

.this seal being^set on the reforms of lg61_. A revolt, he thought, was certainj^

and so he made his plans in /LJ^rogtmmneji/lMevoluti^onary Action which he

wrote in collaboration with Tkachev. The exact contribution of each man is
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not known. In any case the programme reflects the ideas of their little group

that had sprung up between 1868 and 1869, and whose aim was to seize

control of the student movement and use it for wjder purposes.

ThtTfogramme began with a seffes or'observations on the spiritual

impossibility of living in the existing world.

If we think of our surroundings, we must inevitably conclude that we are living

^*^^ in the kingdom of the mad—so terrible and unnatural are people's relations to

each other; so strange and unbelievable their attitude towards the mass of in-

justices, vileness and baseness that constitutes our social regime.

The revolt against this regime is planned in terms which were strongly

influenced by Bakunin's articles in the Narodnoe Delo ; but its content

reflects the passion that had filled Nechaev's spirit as a boy in Ivanovo. 'The

existing order cannot last for ever.' And so it was possible, indeed essential,

to create an organization to hasten its end.
'

Union' and 'insurrection ' were

the two fundarnental pojnts of this programme. Its final purpose was 'Jiill

freedom for a renewed_personality'. The authors were well aware that this

was unattainable without a profound social revolution. The revolution seemed

to them 'a. law of history'. Only by recognizing this would it be possible to

act (as far as possible) 'with calm'. But to prepare the revolution it was

essential 'to create the largest numberjif ''revnlutinnaiy j^mtnt^m^';'' and

to develop in society the consciousness of an eventual andjnevitabl^ revolu-

—tion-a^-a^vay-of-achigYing^a better order of tHin^.

The desire to act on the psychological plane ('revolutionary prototypes')
,

vi^ , -the sense of social history, a realistic view of the need for an organization

^hese are the main fnnnHatinns of Ner.hapv\ and Tk-arhf;v'<fjT>nvPTnpnt

In fact once they had accepted 'the historical law' of revolutions, the

authors of the Programme were more concerned with the other two features

:

the psychological moment, and the desire for organization. To these every-

thing was sacrificed. A relurn was made to the MachiaveUism of Ishuti n,

and no stone was left unturned in order to achieve the necessary organization.

The circulation of the clandestine press, illegal meetings, demonstrations and

protests—these were of value mainly_as 'preventive tests' for indicating

suitable men andlying them to. the revolutionary group. The group itself

was to reflect the principles of the new social order and economic future:

'It must be constructed in accordance with the spirit of decentralization and

-444€^iaw _ QLjP.ovement, i.e. its members must change posts after given

periods . . . Decentralization must be understood in the sense of a weakening

of the centre and the granting of considerable scope for action to the pro-

vincial centres.' They thus accepted an element of Bakunin's anarchism and

then returned to what they held most dear. 'Those who join the organization

must give up every possession, occupation or family tie, because famihes

and occupations might distract members from their activities.' In this way
they would create 'revolutionary prototypes'. If complete self-sacrifice was
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not yet demanded, this concession was made in the name of freedom
person , so as to give the individual the chance to develop.

Nechaev andJO^aohp''^ laid down that_aetion must at first be concentrated

in the two capitals, where the most important task was to incite the students

and populace. The date-line for the formation of this hard core was to be

1 St May 1 869. In the following summsL^Sprts must be concentrated on the

provincesj_.ariiQiig_jthe artisans, seminarists and populace of the smaller

towns. In autumn and winter they would turn to 'the mass of the people'

i.e. the peasants. At the same time they would estabhshtKeifTegulaliouii^nd

'catechism'. Spring 1870 was to see the outbreak of revolution 'throughout

Russia'.

The Programme also envisaged ajinion with alPf-uropean revnhitinnflry

organizations', and pointed out how useful it would be to have a centre

^broadTTIus was probably Nechaev's main idea when he crossed the frontier

on 4th March 1869 and shortly afterwards reached Geneva.

Reviewing what had been done, he could say that he had laid the founda-

tions of an organization both in St Petersburg and above all in Moscow,
where his movement had met with less opposition. Even if he had not been

successful in founding a committee controlled by him to direct the student

movements, he had at least taken steps in this direction. His venture so far

must have convinced him that though there would be much opposition from

those who believed in long-term propaganda, it would, however, not be

difficult to discover many 'revolutionary prototypes' in the circles in which

he moved.

In Moscow VipJhmH got into rnntar^t YyijJT^T T^pngVy'g grOUp and he had,

^so^fie^saiH. madeotherjourngysjo^jev^^ Odessa. It must, however, be'

admitted that NecHaeVs political hfe is, from the first, full^ of unknown

factors and often of deliberate mystifications. At this very time he said that

he had been arrested twice, first in St Petersburg and then in Moscow, and

that he had succeeded in escaping on both occasions. But these stories had

probably been invented with the aim of inspiring an atmosphere of mystery

and conspiracy around him which would help to create a model of 'the

revolutionary prototype'. In Switzerland at the end of March, even before

he met Bakunin,^^ Nechaev issued a proclamation 'to the students of the

University, the Academy and the Technological Institute' in which he

announced that he had succeeded in escaping 'thanks to a lucky piece of

boldness, from the walls of the Peter-Paul fortress and from the hands of the

forces of darkness '.19

The arrival of this youth of twenty, who had lived at the very centre of the

revolutionary circles of Russia and who claimed to be a delegate from a

powerful secret society, was obviously considered by the leading Russian

emigres to be a symptom of the greatest importance.

In two appeals which he published in April, Ogarev made known his ideas

on the student movement about which Nechaev had brought new and greatly
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exaggerated information. 20 He took up the theme which he had launched

ten years earher with Herzen on the subject of the university strikes, and

spoke of a voluntary withdrawal from the universities so that the students

might devote themselves to propaganda among the people. Bakunin repeated

the same idea in a manifesto to the students. 21 These works of Ogarev and

Bakunin were among the most immediate incenti ve^; fnr t|i e great movemen t

•^tcTgolb the people* of a f^w y^arfi later

"Tiut these instructions were soon set aside by another and more violent

appeal. For the faith in an immediate revolution which had inspired Nechaev,

Tkachev and a few others around them was to find its theorist among the

emigres. Bakunin, like Ogarev, had been struck by Nechaev's personality;

their impressions were very different from those that the representatives of

Zemlya i Volya had made a few years earlier on Herzen. Nechaev was jus t

as intellectually narrow and far more fanatical than they had been . Biit

behmd him there^as now a revolutionaryJxadition ; Karakozov had fired

at the TsarTmen were in prison and suffering. All this made even Nechaev's

fanaticism appear in a different light. Besides, the older, cultivated and more

complex emigres now felt a growing disappointment in the history of the

last few years, and increasing disbelief that forces in Russia could develop

along progressive lines. The year 1869 was very diff"erent from 1861. All this

helped for a moment to make of Nechaev an exemplary figure in the eyes of

those who saw him as the only (and hence all the more enthralling) exponent

of Russia's revolutionary youth.

Ogarev, urged on by Bakunin, dedicated a poem to him. This was published

in a leaflet and by October was already circulating in Russia, doing much to

build up the fame and legend of Nechaev himself.22 But it was Bakunin who
turned him into a real hero. He wrote to Guillaume on 13th April 1869:

I have here with me one of those young fanatics who know no doubts, who fear

nothing and who have decided quite definitely that many, many of them will have

to perish at the hands of the government but who will not let this stop them until

the Russian people arises. They are magnificent, these young fanatics, believers

without God, heroes without rhetoric. ^^

By ideaHzing him in this way, Bakunin turned Nechaev into the 'revolution-

ary prototype ' par excellence.

The most interesting result of the collaboration between them was the

t^evoIufionai:)UCatechisrn, a small booklet which was
^
published in Latj.n

characters, in code, and taken bacTc" to RussiaBy T^^haev^on his return to

-Moscow.2^

This is indeed a document worthy of the curiosity which it aroused when

it was first made public at the trial of Nechaev's followers. In content, it is

true, it merely expressed feelings and ideas which had developed in the

revolutionary movement ever since Ishutin. But the clear, ruthless style with

which Bakunin expressed these ideas (as yet, hardly whispered in Hell)

gives them a new and exceptional power.
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It is easy enough to understand how this power was produced. The basic

Jormula was provided by the extremist and personaUst interpretation~"or"

Fichte's and^Hegel's philosophy t^«t Raknnin had first just_perceived thirty^

_years earlier. It was an interpretation that turned philosophy into a rule of

life, of conscience and of inner psychological analysis. This was the origin

of the language which Bakunin used to transform Nechaev's Programme of
Revolutionary Action. The hatred that both men felt for the entire social

situation in Russia—the virulent hatred for the form and substance of the

crushing government machine ; the hatred, in fact, that had inspired Saltykov-

ShchedrmT^eat safires^andT which after every repression, with its arrests

and persecutions, gave a new impulse to the fight, this hatred was not

analysed by Bakunin in pohtical terms but rather expressed^jn_ absolute

formulas^which fused togetlier ne^eiian * negation' and the hatred feltjiy^

the poor and the oppressed^
"" ——

—

The ideological procels at the basis of this Catechism may seem strange

and obscure. Ii^act it is not very unlike certain pas<sagq<; jp Marx, in which,

the dialectic becomes the framewnrk for a pnhtirq] analysis of socie^^

Applied here to the world of psychology, it gave grandiose proportions to the

idea of the 'revolutionary prototype'.

If we take them literally and ignore Bakunin's formulas, most of the

articles in the Catechism merely consist of practical advice on conspiracy,

and working rules for a clandestine association engaged in a fierce struggle

with the surrounding world. The sense of dedication, discipline and rank

sprang naturally from the situation in which the revolutionaries found them-

selves. But each of these rules is carried to its extremes. Loyalty becomes

absolute dedication. The desire to carry out an aim is transformed into the

repudiation of anything outside it, into scorn, hatred and the determination

to destroy. This very ruthlessness provided a source of energy which con-

stitutes the historical novelty of this document. It is violent enough to include

even the Machiavellian elements of Ishutin's. The tactical advice on how
to make use of others and oneself for the cause, is expressed with such

an overwhelming passion for the supreme end that under a thousand

different guises it appears almost a repetition of the doctrine, 'omnia munda
mundis'.

Paragraph 1. The revolutionary is a lost man; he has no interests of his own,

no cause of his own, no feelings, no habits, no belongings; he does not even have a

name. Everything in him is absorbed by a single, exclusive interest, a single thought,

a single passion—the revolution.

Paragraph 2. In the very depths of his being, not just in words but in deed, he has

broken every tie with the civil order, with the educated world and all laws, con-

ventions and generally accepted conditions, and with the ethics of this world. He
will be an implacable enemy of this world, and if he continues to live in it, that will

only be so as to destroy it the more effectively.
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Paragraph 3. The revolutionary despises all doctrinairism. He has rejected

the science of the world, leaving it to the next generation; he knows only one

science, that of destruction.

Paragraph 4. He despises public opinion; he despises and hates the existing

social ethic in all its demands and expressions; for him, everything that allows the

triumph of the revolution is moral, and everything that stands in its way is immoral.

Paragraph 5. The revolutionary is a lost man; with no pity for the State and for

the privileged and educated world in general, he must himself expect no pity.

Every day he must be prepared for death. He must be prepared to bear torture.

Paragraph 6. Hard with himself, he must be hard towards others. All the tender

feelings of family life, of friendship, love, gratitude and even honour must be

stifled in him by a single cold passion for the revolutionary cause. For him there is

only one pleasure, one consolation, one reward, and one satisfaction—the success

of the revolution. Day and night he must have one single thought, one single pur-

pose: merciless destruction. With this aim in view, tirelessly and in cold blood,

he must always be prepared to die and to kill with his own hands anyone who
stands in the way of achieving it.

Paragraph 7. The character of the true revolutionary has no place for any roman-

ticism, sentimentality, enthusiasm or seduction. Nor has it any place for private

hatred or revenge. This revolutionary passion which in him becomes a daily,

hourly passion, must be combined with cold calculation. Always and everywhere

he must become not what his own personal inclination would have him become,

but what the general interest of the revolution demands.

The remaining paragraphs deal with his relations with his colleagues. Every

decision among true revolutionaries must be taken unanimously. They are

given complete freedom and sound economic advice on how to make good

use of revolutionaries of the second and third grade, who are to be regarded

as capital entrusted to the revolutionary to be spent intelligently on his own
initiative and without pity in case of failure.

The Catechism then returns to the revolutionary's relations with society,

which it divides into various categories. The acute insight which informs this

vision can have sprung only from prolonged, calculated hatred and actual

experience of the relations between young revolutionaries and the surrounding

world. The first category is made up of the intelligenLaridjmportant. These

must be killed by terrorist niethods. The second consists of the irngoftant

and unintelligent. These must be left alive temporarily because their stupid

and bestial activities encourage the people to revolt. The third is made up

of the great majority of 'animals and high-ranking personalities, neither

intelligent nor competent'. They must be blacYm^iled f^If possible, we must

get hold of their dirty secrets and so make themTour slaves.' The fourth class

is made up of 'ambitious politicians and liberals of various kinds . . , We can

conspire together with them, accept their progranimesand pretend to follow

them blindly, trying at the same time to get control of them, to get hold of

their secrets, to compromise them to the hilt so that it becomes unthinkable
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for them to turn back and so that they are compelled to overthrow the

State with their own hands.' The fifth group is made up of doctrinaires, of

revolutionaries who make empty speeches and act only on paper. They must

be driven on into real demonstrations where they can get some experience of

serious fighting. The majority will then die without leaving a trace and a

few authentic revolutionaries will be produced. The final class is that of

women, who are of the greatest possible value, if they are open 'in deed and

without rhetoric' to real revolutionary understanding but who otherwise

must be treated like the third and fourth classes of men.

The final paragraphs give us a clear expression of Bakunin's pohtical

progranmie, which we know too from other documents of the same period.

Paragraph 23. By 'popular revolution' our association (Jovarishchestvo) does not

mean a regulated movement on the classical Western pattern, which is always

kept in check by respect for property, traditions and those social structures called

* civilization' and 'morality'—a movement which until now has always confined

itself to destroying one kind of political structure merely to replace it with another

by tending to create the so-called 'revolutionary State'. Xfee only revolution that_,

,
can save thej)eople is one that destroys every established object root and branch,

^at annihilates flU ^>tf^^^ tra/iitinn<:, orders and classes in Russia.

Paragraph 25. To do this we must draw close to the people ; we must ally ourselves

mainly with those elements of the people's life which ever since the foundation of

the State of Moscow have never given up protesting, not just in words but in deeds,

against anything directly or indirectly tied to the State; against the nobility, the

bureaucracy, the priests, against the world of guilds and against the kulaks. We
must ally ourselves with the doughty world of brigands, who in Russia are the

only real revolutionaries.

Paragraph 26. All our organization, all our conspiracy, all our purpose consists in

this : to regroup this world of brigands into an invincible and omni-destructive force.

Having thus determined how the 'revolutionary prototype' was to hve and

what he was to aim for, Bakunin and Nechaev now applied themselves to

preparing propaganda which Nechaev was to use on his return to Russia.

Theyalso drew upthe pohtical functions ofthe organization which he was

to createand direct, based on the contacts that he had aheady established in

Moscow and St Petersburg.

The revolutionary forces from the 'proletariat of thought' were faced with

a huge, grandiose function. In his appeal 'to our young brothers in Russia',

Bakunin had already explained what their purpose ought to be in the

immediate future. 'The times of Stenka Razin are drawing near . . . Now,
as then, the Russia of peasants and workers is rising ... in expectation of a

new and genuine liberty which will no longer come from above but from

below . .
.' Who was to guide this struggle 'for life and death between the

Russia of the people and the Russia of the State'? 'It is unlikely', answered

Bakunin, 'that there will be another popular hero like Stenka Razin; his

place will be taken by the legions of youth without caste or name, those
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legions which are already living the life of the people and which have found

a powerful cement in the idea and the aim that unites them.' Stenka Razin

in fact would no longer be an individual, a single man, but would be replaced

by a * collective and therefore invincible' Stenka Razin.

The student movement and the first ventures at organization would mean

"something only if theysucceeded in creajinj^this collective popular hero.

But to achieve this great aim it was essential utterly to renounce all privileged

positions and to feel humble towards the people, to bring oneself down to

their level, to tie oneself to them, to become one flesh. Said Bakunin:

Go to the people, there is your way, your life, your learning . . . Young men of

education must become not the people's benefactors, not its dictators and guides,

but merely a lever for the people to free itself, the unifier of the people's own energies

and forces. To gain the ability and right to serve the cause, youth must submerge

itself and drown in the people. Take no notice of learning in whose name men try

to shackle you and strip you of your power. Learning of this kind must die together

with the world of which it is the expression. New and living learning will un-

HpiihtpHiy be. bom later, after the-people^s victory, fiomllm llbcialcd life uTthe

people itself. 2

5

In another manifesto, called HcmJh?_ Revolutionary Question presents Itself^

Bakunin pointed out the means and final ends ot' thirmovement 'to go to

the people', and expounded his anarchist programme. Any venture into

'liberal republicanism' was merely an illusion; any possibility of 'bringing

about the economic good of the people without totally destroying the

organization of the State in all its aspects' was merely a dangerous dream.

Ridiculous were the attempts of the ' Socialist-conspirators, young doctrin-

aires, bookish revolutionaries, arm-chair revolutionary-statesmen, and future

dictators, who play at revolution but are incapable of making it'. All this was

only the result of 'university corruption; ... the only real school is the

people'.

Here then was the justification of Nechaev's conflicts with the 'Socjalist§*

and Natanson's 'Fopulist seekers —with all, mlfact, who planned to keep

student disturbances within the bounds of the law and who had drawn

the conclusion from their experiences of Ishutin and the White Terror that

what was now needed was a calm and searching investigation of the social

conditions which prevailed in the countryside.

To all these 'doctrinaires', Bakunin replied that there was only one

possible function: 'to unite the forces for revolt which already exist among
the people and which until now have been scattered and disorganized'. It

was essential to find these forces wherever they were and in whatever guise.

Were these forces fought by the State as brigands, then it was to the brigands

that one must appeal.

^igandage is one of the most honoured aspects of the people's life in Russia. At

the time when the State of Moscow was being founded, brigandage represented

the desperate protest of the people against the horrible social order of the time which
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was not yet perfected or transformed according to Western models . . . The brigand

is always the hero, the defender, the avenger of the people, the irreconcilable enemy
of the entire State regime, both in its civil and its social aspects, the life and death

fighter against our statist-aristocratic, official-clerical civilization. An under-

standing of brigandage is essential for an understanding of the history of the Russian

people . . . X^ejbrigand, in Russia, is the true and only revolutionary—the revolu-

tionary withmit pVirq<;p-Tnakinp and without bookish rhetoric. Popular revolution

iS-Jbom fromjhe merging of the revoltjjf the brigand with that of the peasant . . .

Such were the revolts of Stenka Razin and^ugachey. . . . and even today this is

still the world of the Russian revolution; the world of brigands and the world of

brigands alone has always been in harmony with the revolution. The man who
wants to make a serious conspiracy in Russia, who wants a popular revolution,

must turn to that world and fling himself into it.

It was to this 'revolt of brigands and peasants' that the younger generation

must ally itself, ' keeping itself strongly united and collecting together the

various peasant upheavals into a single calculated and ruthless popular

revolution '.26

In another work, The Principles of Revolution, Bakunin and Nechaev

showed how this taskoTlmitjang^subversive forces could be achieved.

Dictatorship and the preservation of the State even for revolutionary pur-

poses were rejected.
'By revolution', they said. *we mean a radical upheaval

. . . New forms of life cansprin ^ only from a complete amorphisin/jrhere

was no neea tor men who occupied themselves with giving orders and

devising rules. What was required was something very different, people

capable of ' hiding themselves unobserved in the mass and joining one band

to another and imposing the same leadership on both. This will give the

movement a communal character and spirit.' This was the only point of a

secret preparatory organization, in so far as one was required at all. The new

men of a true popular revolution would appear as soon as experience had

created them and would unite and organize themselves in the course of action.

Bakunin gave a concrete example of what he meant by a popular initiative.

'The Italian peasants have now begun a genuine revolution. When they

succeed in seizing a town, they bum all the papers. Destruction of this kind

must take place everywhere.' The revolution had a. negative function, one of

annihilation. Reconstruction cotrtd^ot be undertaken by the same generation

that had achieved the necessary work of destruction, because this generation

was still under the old influences. It was 'criminal' to try to forecast the

'misty' future. 27

In this conception two factors were merged Mhere were, first, the ideas

th^l!ha3i:groTiTpIeg"^akunin wHerT he had fonried \ns_Alli<^nceT~^Q secret V,

group within thAlnternationalX^ang secondlyJthejradition of Ishutin's Hell, '^
jvhich had planned to penetrate into the different revofutionary^groups, so

.as to guide them invisibly and continue doing so even after the triumph of the

people'&4iicLyement.
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But these two tendencies were very different and they never completely

e A\^^\Y-fused. For Bakunin, the emphasjjjay on anarchistjjiality; on thejj^struction

of the State by the spontaneous forces of the people. He counted on a rebel-

lion which ^ould be^leTo'find^norganization within itself, as well as its

own political and social expression, and even its own new culture. But

•5 Nechaev was primarily concerned with, the strong organization of those

elements which had made their appearance in Ishutin's movement, in the

A^jj^ - student risingS-andthegenerallifejifJthe ' proletariat of thought'. Conspiracy,
not anarchy, was^the-mo&timpQrtantaim for him. Convinced that the revolu-

tion would soon break out, he was above^ITconcerned to build up a powerful

nucleus to direct it. His ideas, though strongly influenced by Bakunin, were

still inspired by those memories of the French Revolution which had en-

thralled him in St Petersburg and which Ralli and he had rediscovered in

Buonarroti, and Tkachev in the Jacobin tradition.

In these Principles of Revolution, the ideas that Nechaev brought from

Russia played a powerful role. Karakozov was held up as an example.

Terrorism, which until then had not formed part of Bakunin's programme,

was indicated as one of the methods suitable for preparing the ground for

the revolution. The manifesto ended with an appeal 'to all young Russians

to unite in brotherhood with those who will act in the same way throughout

Europe, and to start work at once on the sacred cause of eradicating evil

and cleansing the soil of R^tssta—witfe-

s

word and ^fe\ The final object

remained Bakunin's 'omni-destruction'; but the means to be used were more

like those of the 'European Revolutionary Committee' so dear to Ishutin's

fancy.

And indeed Bakunin did not make Nechaev a member of his Alliance nor

did he include the organization which Nechaev was going to develop in

Russia in his Brotherhood. Instead he created for him an Alliance Revolution-

naire Europeenne and a World Revolutionary Union with a 'Comite General'

of its own and gave Nechaev a membership card in the name of this fictitious

organization. Whatever his reasons, Bakunin obviously intended to let the

rn^vem^nt in RiissiiLrgtain its individual character, though he imposed the

iDapnnt^of his own ideas on iheL-propagaada^ which itwas to employ. 28

Nechaev's 'Society' was to be ca\\c(i\Narodnaya Raspratn^ We can trans-

late this as 'The People's Summary JustrccTtHough a more expressive term

such 'd% jacquerie or pugachevshchina interprets the meaning rather better. An
even more specific illustration of Nechaev's intentions could be found on the

society's official seal: an axe round which were the words 'Committee of

Narodnaya Rasprava of 1 9th February 1870'. The organization, in fact, was

to be merely the governing committee o^ di jacquerie in action.*#^-
^^' f^ Even before Nechaev left for Russia, the first number of the Narodnaya

rvg^ibX Rasprava's organ was published. There has been much discussion as to who
^ wrote the articles in it. Though by no means denying the part played by

Bakunin, we can say that this small clandestine review is rather a reflection
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of Nechaev's own ideas; under the anarchist externals it clearly reveals that

primitive and violent way of thinking that was so indicative of his personahty

and his origins.

It was dated 'Summer 1869' and began: 'The revolution of all the people,

all the tortured Russian people, is drawing near!' This was not the time to

start a theoretical or hterary review: 'Learning is not our job', i.e. of that

section of the younger generation which by one means or another had

succeeded in developing: 'We have no time.' Besides, there was no literature

in Russia 'but only printed panegyrics and denunciations, no real science

but just a kind of sophistry which distorts the past and which has turned the

sufferings of the popular masses into an absolute law and laid the necessary

foundations for the development of a ruling minority. There is no progress

or civilization, only a massive exploitation of the people's energies for the

satisfaction of those who have never done anything.' In the name of all who
are ' suffocated by the State, . . .we want a revolution of the people and the

peasants ; . . . everything that is not directed towards this end is foreign and

hostile to us.' Doctrinaire theories in any form were just one more obstacle

to be destroyed. Only action could be of use.

But not everything that is today called a cause or action really is so. Any secret

society which does not have as its aim a series of actions capable of destroying

something is a child's toy, a piece of useless furniture: anything must be destroyed,

a person, a thing, an institution, anything which appears to stand in the way of

freeing the people. Without sparing lives, without stopping in the face of any

threat, fear or danger, we must—by a series of personal actions and sacrifices which

logically follow a calculated plan, and a series of bold, not to say rash, ventures

—

fling ourselves into the life of the people, so as to arouse its faith in itself, in its own
powers and in ourselves; so as to shake it, unite it, and drive it towards the triumph

of its own cause.

Few had been bold enough to propose a programme of this kind. True, Baku-

nin had suggested something similar in the first number of the Narodnoe Delo

but, said Nechaev, his tone was too moderate. The final aim was as Bakunin

had described, but to achieve it one had to throw away 'the scientific and

pseudo-scientific rags' which still covered it. On the other hand, Bakunin's

later appeals (i.e. those which Nechaev himself had helped to write), and

above all the manifestos urging the younger generation to go to the people,

could be fully approved. This was the road, urged Nechaev, that all the

emigres, including the editors of the Koloko/, should follow together as

brothers. This was, in fact, a call to Ogarev (who had already praised his

personality) and Herzen (who always refused to). And so he moved forward

a pawn which was to be very useful to him during his second stay in Switzer-

land, when the Kolokol came under his control. Meanwhile the Russian

revolutionary committee was to find in the Narodnaya Rasprava its own
battle organ.

Tllfi^ew review was all the more necessary, said Nechaev, in that Russian
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revolutionary though t had until then been timid, hesitant and ext];emely

slow in developin g. The 'educated class' had shown all its weakness, due

mainly 'to lack of popular juices'. It had sunk into a miasma of scepticism,

vacuous liberalism and criticisms made out of sheer boredom, and had been

unable to come to any decision. 'The people has not been able to find the

necessary firmness in those who call themselves its leaders. It can expect no

real initiative from them, no drive corresponding to its revolutionary spirit.'

One must not, of course, forget the Decembrists. They at least had shown

energy and courage. It was true that they had not wanted the complete over-

throw of the Tsarist State, that they had not aimed at bringing about real

freedom for the oppressed people but had confined themselves to paUiatives

;

it was true that they had been shackled by a whole series of moral prejudices;

but at least their 'negation' had been carried out in deeds and not just in

words. Among them there had been at least one who had wanted to seize the

Winter Palace and exterminate the Imperial famjly
—

'If only he had suc-

ceeded !
' And so the-Deceinbrists remained models of energy. There was only

one thing they had lacked: an understanding of the peasant's mentaUty.

Had they appreciated that, they could have led the peasant to what 'in

official and bourgeois language is called looting'.

'After the Decembrists, all gave themselves up entirely to theories.' Yet

there was no real need for this.

In fact what is usually called Socialism is by no means a novelty. It means only

those tendencies which have always and everywhere been present among the masses

and through which alone popular revolutions can arise. The peasants have always

and everywhere risen up to wipe from the face of the earth the powerful and the

oppressors.

They had never had need of theories to learn how to organize their col-

lective life in obshchinas; they had never needed, indeed they had distrusted,

the too many 'unasked-for teachers' who showed all too clearly their inten-

v^^^^^ tion of 'finding a comfortable place for themselves under the guise of science

and art\ The organization of the Cossacks at Astrakhan at the time of

Stenka Razin had realized 'the objective ideal of social equality infinitely

better than do Fourier's phalansteries or the institutions of Cabet, Louis

Blanc and other learned Sociahsts; better than Chernyshevsky's associations'.

And all the various discussions on individual morahty and the family

(in the world of hterature and 'nihilism') had been of little enough use for

preparing real action. The first positive example hadbeen^jvpn by th? Pnfisi>r

officers who togethe^with Potebnya ~ha5~sacrificed_Jhemselves for_ . the

RrissfflB-and ToTish cause. But reaT fflatiiTity^1iad''"Beeiireached only with

Ishutin and Karakozov. 'The appearance of a group of people prepared to

hurl a stone at the face of our filthy society . . . was to have an enormous

influence on all future development . . . Anyone who has not lived among
Russian youth at that time so charged with significance, can hardly under-

.<r

\
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Stand its present tendencies . . . Witli them appeared men of deeds, of

action.'

,^Vecome from the people, our skins wounded by the teeth of the present regime.

'W^^rp^^li^f-d hy hatr^rl inrjalLsuha arp. not iha pnnplft—WtTii rH flHVM irt--frf-ft«y-

concept of dutyJoJhe State or of honour towards exigting^ society, which we loathe

and from which we expect only evil. We have an entirely negative plan, which no_^

one caSTihodify : utter destruction.

* Our immediate predecessors ' had not understood this single real need, and

at the time of the emancipation had confined themselves to spreading

leaflets. At that time it was far easier than now to unleash a general

revolution ; even ' the inhabitants of the Winter Palace trembled at the results

of their fraudulent game with the ignorant people'. But they [these predeces-

sors] had stood still, hand in hand, far from the villages where the people

were in rebeUion, instead of flinging themselves into whatever disorders were

breaking out so as to direct them towards a popular revolution which could

destroy everything.

The 19th February 1870, the final stage of the reform, would be a great

opportunity, and it was essential not to lose it once mor 'At the striking of

the ninth year of its new serfdom, in 1 870, in the Jubilee Year of Razin and

Pugachev, calculated hatred will burst like a storm over the nobility which

wallows in vice and luxury.' The final victim would be kept for a peasant

tribunal—Alexander II. He must not be touched until that moment, so that

the people's hatred would have time to accumulate. But it was necessary to

strike at once at the various classes of exploiters. Nechaev gave a detailed

picture of these in a list like that of the Revolutionary Catechism. This he

illustrated with examples and actual names. Among these were Mezentsov,

Trepov and 'other swine', who were indeed soon to be the victims of the

daggers and revolvers of Zemlya i Volya. There were also a number of

reactionary writers, with Katkov at the head of the list, 'who must have their

tongues cut out so that we will be freed from systematic lies, and the betrayal

of literature and learning as a whole'.

Our task is a great one! We must succeed in carrying it out in time! Let us dedicate

ourselves utterly, with all our passion and fire, to the sacred cause of purification,

so as to have the right, when the great day dawns, to tell the people as it awakes

:

'We are not like our fathers, your tormentors; we have not eaten your bread in

vain; we have not been idlers; we have done everything within our power; accept

us in your ranks; accept us without doubt or hesitation, so that we go forward

together as brothers, in a single body, further along the road of purification towards

a new life.

Great is our work!

Ishutin has taken the initiative. And now it is time for us to begin, before his

hot tracks have cooled.

In August 1869 Nechaev left Switzerland. He passed through the Balkans,

and in Rumania found help and support from the young Bulgarian
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revolutionaries with whom Bakunin had put him in contact. Once more he

succeeded in getting over the Russian frontier.^^

Within about two months Nechaev had laid the foundations for an

organization which despite its short hfe was to leave an important mark on

the Populist groups. There have been many suggestions that Narodnaya

Rasprava did not in fact exist and was merely one of Nechaev's many myths.

But documents prove that such was not the case and that a group of some

sort was associated with him.

His activities were centred on Moscow, where, far more than in St Peters-

burg, he could hope to find listeners and followers. Petr Gavrilovich Uspensky

very soon became his right arm, especially in all matters concerning infiltra-

tion among the students.

In this world of 'lost men', to u^th^ wordM^Bakunin's Catechism, few

^ characters were as lost and desperate^JJspenskyTjie came from a family of

>Jj^ nobles, once again from the region of the Volga near Nizhny Novgorod. He

oJ§^^,^ was born probably in 1847, the same year as Nechaev. He came to Moscow
for his education but did not complete his studies. Very soon, however, it

became apparent that he was the most educated and mature of the group of

young men who collected round him. He was employed, as we have seen, in

Cherkesov's bookshop, and succeeded in transforming it into the centre of a

vast network of secret retreats. Ever since 1865 he had been in contact with

the underground, at first with Ishutin's movement and then with Volkhovsky

and Lopatin. In autumn 1869, he founded Narodnaya Rasprava with Nechaev.

He was condemned to fifteen years' hard labour and banishment for life to

Siberia, and in October 1875 tried to commit suicide. On 27th December

1881 he was hanged in prison by his own companions, Yurkovsky and

Ignat, on suspicion of being a spy. An inquiry was later made by his murder-

ers and showed that their suspicions had had no foundation. ^o

It was Uspensky who put Nechaev in touch with one of the most turbulent

centres of student life in Moscow, the School of Agriculture. He piit-hiHLJn

contact with a student from that institute, Nikolay Stepanov^di Dolgov,^

who came from Saratov, and who had already had some exp(

fighting, at least on the university level. Dolgpv^^uilecjed a small group of

^yQyng.^men (among them Alexey Kirillovich(KuznetsoyP>Fedor Fedorovich

v^ipman and Ivan IvanowdTTvaridvJi^'^nd this together with liis work with

>fecHaev marked the begmning-of a long revolutionary career. His com-

panions too carried on the fight throughout their lives. Even during the

revolution of 1905, Kuznetsov was a Socialist-Revolutionary organizer at

Chita in Siberia. Nechaev certainly had the gift of arousing his 'revolution-

ary prototypes'.

The organization was Jnade up ofL-grQiips nf fiyg and—

g

ccf>fding tO

Bakunin's analysis—it tended to become hierarchical if not exactly centrahzed.

Different elements and groups were considered of differing importance. At
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the centre was to be the central committee which the various sections were

to found when their numbers became sufficient. All members of Narodnaya

Rasprava were obliged to work among the public, some among students,

others among workmen and yet others among peasants.

Most of those whom Nechaev recruited in autumn 1869 were young men,

generally students. But there was one remarkable exception. Among those

who j^rifl^d the central core of Narodnaya Rasprava was Ivan Gavrilovich

"iyzhovr o^e of the strangest and yet most characteristic figures in this

^w&rld uf reoels . ^

i

'My whole life has been a dog's Hfe.' Such are the first words of his

'confession' to the investigating magistrates. Yet his stubbornness and his

determination to carry on his ethnographical and historical researches give

a suggestion of strength and beauty to the existence of this wretched alcoholic.

He provides one of the most vivid examples of the energy and fighting spirit

of the contemporary 'proletariat of thought'.

Pryzhov was born in Moscow in 1827, the son of a doorkeeper and clerk,

in the same hospital where Dostoevsky's father was doctor, and where

Dostoevsky himself spent so much of his youth. Pryzhov's father was a serf

who had been Uberated after taking part in the war against Napoleon. He
had been employed at Srednikovo on one of the Stolypin estates, not far

from Moscow. This was a typical neo-classical country house which in the

nineteenth century was the home of the future minister. Pryzhov's child-

hood was ' lulled by the songs of his parents, which spoke of the beauties of

being a serf'.32

Despite these humble origins, he would have succeeded in completing his

studies had he not become due to enter the university in 1848, the very year

when Nicholas I decided to make still further restrictions on the number of

students in order to combat Western revolutionary influences. And so,

excluded by the order, Pryzhov became a clerk, going to lectures when and

how he could. But with a heroic, almost monkish resolution, he continued

his researches and wrote a number of books and pamphlets. His masters

were Buslaev, the authority on popular traditions who had taught Khudya-

kov, O. M. Bodyansky, and T. N. Granovsky, the historian. But he was

more attracted by the love of Slav antiquities of the first two than by the

liberalism of the latter. Pryzhov, like many others, drew his Populism from

a^Slavophil source and became increasingly revolutionary as time went by.

He had much in common with Khudyakov, and his position in Nechaev's

movement was somewhat hke that of Khudyakov in Ishutin's.

For years he travelled through the country around Moscow, taking notes,

making comparisons, drawing up theories, but above all opening his eyes

to the realities of the people's life which had been more often eulogized than

understood by his Slavophil masters. His was a purely individual movement

'to go to the people', inspired by a devouring passion to learn. Although it

assumed the forms of science and positivism, this movement was primarily
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due to a deep understanding and sympathy with the life of the peasants,

rather than to any poUtical or intellectual impulse.

There would be no point in dwelling on the circumstances in which Pryz-

hov carried out his inquiry. It is enough to say that he really did 'lead a

dog's hfe', which ended by turning him into a Bohemian, and to blacker and

blacker misery. But his plans were always grandiose. When he was arrested

he said he had enough material for a series of studies 'on popular beliefs,

on the peasants' way of living (bread and wine), on the obshchina and the

bratstvo, poetry, music, etc.'. He wanted to write a history of 'destitution in

Russia' and then a series of studies on the sects and heresies and on Little

Russia.

It is this last subject that most clearly reveals the threads which tie his

earUer Slavophil erudition to his later political activities. From this interest

in the history of the Ukraine he moved to the more immediate aspect of that

country's problems. These led him to believe, hke so many of his contem-

oraries, that Russia would be faced with a reawakening of the vaijpus

historic regions and nations which composed i t.

For liinT too," asTor^o many others, the 13eko£_regional and natjonal

independence-destroyed th<^ VtnnHg between narodnost (one of the ideo-

logical foundations of Nicholas's jegimel and absolutism, and made him

counterjjie autogratic State with the concept of the ' people \ Pryzhov in

fact may already have drawn the pj;aetical--CQ0sequences of these ideas.

He was close to the circles of A. i^^^^K^tJyarevsky, who had been arrested in

1862 on suspicion of relations with the 'London propagandists', but mainly

for his Ukrainophil sympathies. At the time Pryzhov too feared arrest and

burnt some of his most compromising manuscripts, above all collections of

popular anti-clerical stories.

Apart from the problems of the Slav nationalities, he waf> mainly intp.rp.sted

in the people's life in Rusjia, both among the peasants and—and this is

what began to distinguish him from his predecessors—also among the town
populace . He tried to publish what he had already written on the subject,

but the severity of the censorship prevented the appearance of more than a

few fragments. The most interesting of these are The Life of Ivan Yakovlevich

and The Twenty-six Yurodivye of Moscow—vivid descriptions of popular

rehgiosity in the old capital. 'A world of unheard-of fanaticism, ignorance

and corruption', so he described the subject of these pamphlets on the

destitute, beggarly and 'holy fools' who swarmed round the churches of

Moscow. Apollon Grigorev, the well-known writer and critic, thought it

his duty to proieiil against these in the name of ' the old native Yurodstvo \
i.e. the ancient Russian religious tradition so much beloved, even in its most

abnormal features, by the Slavophils, and extolled in the novels of Dos-

toevsky.33 jn this field too systematic and patient study of the life of the

lowest strata of the population had led Pryzhov to an increasingly clear

break with tradition.
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In 1862 he published a book called The Poor Folk of Holy Russia, which

was a collection of 'material for the history of social and popular habits in

Russia'. But the book which made Pryzhov known, and which remains his

most characteristic work, came out in two volumes in 1868. This was a

History ofInns, a real erir-y^^^p^^dia nf the hfe of the proletariat at the time>^

Yet even this did not include all the material he had gathered, either because

of the censorship or because he did not want to attract the attention of the

government, and hence the police, to the life of the wretched inns of Moscow,

'and thus snatch from the people the last refuge which it still retains in its

misfortunes '.35 The History, like all Pryzhov's other works, was transformed

as he wrote it into a grandiose description (of which he had long dreamed)

of the entire life of the people. Inns.,W£xe^inr4H5^yes7not-just4h€-centre of

daily Hfe but 'the C^ntrf^^^ ^v^ry popu l a r rpvnlt
^ of every rising fmrn-Stenka,

Razin_onwards \__^

Pryzhov finally came to the conclusion that, if he wanted to spread

propaganda, he himself would have to live in these inns. He said, writing of

himself in the third person

:

Though he knew half Moscow, there was not a single being who was really close to

him. He then decided to 'go to the people', in view of the fact, as the proverb says,

that even death is beautiful in the community of the mir. Each day he would tell

his wife that he was going to work, and then go to the remotest suburbs, those

inhabited only by factory workers ... He went into their inns, read the newspapers,

drank tea and talked with the workmen . . . There he gathered news of the kulaks,

who ruled over the people and took the place of the gentry. When he found nothing

more to learn from his companions, Pryzhov taught them the general principles

of society. 36

This became his life as well as the source of his scanty income, for the

workers used to give him something for his teaching and (sometimes) offered

him tea and food.

He was probably living this life even before he met Nechaev. In any case

his activities among the workers were interrupted after he had got into

contact with Narodnaya Rasprava in September 1869. Later he told the

tribunal:

The first reason for which I became an ally of Nechaev is that he, like me, came from

the people. Apyong^ho comes from the masses, however little he thinks, is faced

wijhjtwo possibilities: he canjgjthpr Hi> op^rhpJrijjh^rnMd nr hecnme an agitator .

However strange or paradoxical this idea may seem/iiT is absolutely true. And so I

joined Nechaev. I have lived for forty years and I have met many people, but T

have never met anyone with Nechaev's energy, nor can I imagine that anyone like

him exists.

He was naturally a great asset to the embryonic Narodnaya Rasprava, for he

was one of the few men who really knew how the people lived. He also had

contacts with the petty, poverty-stricken bureaucracy, which were of the

greatest use when such things as false passports were needed. And besides
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this he was well acquainted with student circles, because ever since he had

been refused admission twenty years earlier he had constantly associated

with them and taken a passionate interest in their various 'stories'. He had

possibly also already had relations with Ishutin's group.
^"^

In St Petersburg it proved more difficult to spread Nechaev's ideas. He
met with the open hostility of those who had clashed with him aF the time

gLthe. student disturbances of 1869, and who now were not prepared to

/foilow hirn along a yet more difficult and risky road. However, in the brothers

LikhutifKand a few others, he found a little group which soon lent itself to

his game though not without a suggestion of bravado.

Vladimir and Ivan Nikitich Likhutin were rich nobles from the region of

Nizhny Novgorod. Nechaev made use of them mainly to increase his own
prestige among his companions in the group. Ivan went back to Moscow
with Nechaev, who introduced him to the others as 'an agent of the Geneva

International'. He also hoped to get money from them. In St Petersburg

Ivan did indeed try to put into effect for the first time a financial scheme on

the lines of those that Bakunin had drawn up in Switzerland. His brother

Vladimir, disguised as a policeman, succeeded by methods which lay some-

where between farce and blackmail in getting hold of a cheque for six thou-

sand roubles from a rich student who was a member of their own group.

Ivan planted on him a secret and compromising document, while the dis-

guised brother threatened him with arrest and forced him to sign the cheque. ^^

But the victim very soon discovered the authors of the trick, and after long

discussions the cheque was never cashed. As if to put the finishing touches to

the farce, the victim shortly afterwards married the sister of the fake police-

man, and very soon completely broke with these underground movements to

become Minister of Finance in Witte's government between 1900 and 1902.

When Nechaev's own ferocious determination was not in control of his

methods (which often sounded so romantic when he spoke of them), they

easily became ridiculous.

But this note was out of tune, and in iJact the atmosphere around Nechaev

was one of real tragedy. Thpr^ls, for instaaCe. the fate of another of his

followers in St Petersburg, C^lexey De-Tejl&r^ student at the School of

Medicine. He had already been arrested following the demonstrations of

March 1869; in December he wassenienced to four months in prison and

five years' house arrest. In 1 87^^^^K^hients_jJrganized his escape, but he was

recaptured in St Petersburg and finally drowned two years later in a river at

Novovchat, where he had been banished.

Narodnaya Rasprava did not last long enough for us to have many details

of its inner life. It was, however, certainly dominated by the personality of

Nechaev.

He used various methods to recruit his followers, and dominated those who did

not submit to his will in this way: he surrounded them, without their realizing,

with people who tried to persuade them, by explaining that all had to serve the
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common cause. This was necessary, they said, even from their personal point of /M^ J

view, as otherwise when the people revolted they, too, would be exterminated. In i ^J

this way, those who at first did not want to, ended by submitting or at least offering
|

^cV-^"^

him money, and then found themselves bound by this action. In general Nechaev ''

was extraordinarily efficient at inducing people to join his society. But he used

persuasion only when this was necessary to win their allegiance. When he had

obtained this, his attitude changed completely—then he gave orders and demanded
submission, 3 9

All sources agree that such were the methods adopted by Nechaev: it was

his determination that kept Narodnaya Rasprava alive. Tension and falsity

are apparent in all the documents at our disposal. It is true that this violence

—so soon to lead to catastrophe—can be explained by the particular nature

of Nechaev's character. But the main reason lay in his conviction (which he

succeeded in passing on to others) that speed was essential, for the end was

near, and the revolution would break out on 19th February 1870. We find the

same anxiety in the works of Tkaphey . He too was convinced that TpeasaST"^

revolution in Russia was possible only within the near future and that

otherwise development like that in the West (stabihzation on bourgeois

foundations) would make a real peasant revolution impossible. Unlike

Tkachev, Nechaev did not theorize these anxieties. He was a man of action

and tried to bring his ideas onto the plane of immediate activity and organiza-

tion. It is only from this point of view that Nechaev's venture appears

desperate, perhaps, but certainly not mad. For li^ewas inspired by a very

definite picture of the future .

^

" ^

Though this was the specifically Russian content of Nechaev's movement,

it none the less retained—even in Russia itself—that international aspect that

had been symbolized by Bakunin's and Nechaev's collaboration. On the

Society's seal were the words ' Russian Section of the World Revolutionary

Society'. But this was mainly symbolic. Nechaev alone of his companions

had some knowledge of the life and ideas of the First International, and he

spoke of it from an entirely personal point of view. In Moscow, for example,

he said that 'the association had more than four million members', and he

added that 'this association contained a more exclusive inner circle which

had its own members in nearly all countries. The main object of this associa-

tion was to organize protests in the form of strikes for higher wages and

start friendly societies and cooperatives, etc' When he was asked who com-

posed 'the inner circle' (by which he obviously meant Bakunin's Alliance)

he answered more explicitly: 'It is made up of various people; there are also

some who are not workers ; and the purpose of this inner circle is above all

revolutionary and political. "*o

Some idea of the contacts between Nechaev's followers and the people

can be obtained from accounts of the journeys that he made to Ivanovo and

the Vladimir region in order to get information about the peasants' state of

mind and regain contact with the 'people' from which he had sprung. He
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seems also to have had another base among the workmen of the Tula

munitions factories. Nechaev claimed thai ihey were 'so well prepared UTaT
they could blow Tula sky-high at this very moment '."^^

^_In the towns they Jiad_scarcel^begun_JpJn im-

prispfied But we can get some information from F. Ripman's deposition, rie

had gone to Pryzhov 'to ask for help in getting to know the people'. 'I must

admit that before my arrest I did not succeed in drawing close to the people.

Besides, even before knowing Nechaev, I had some links with the peasants,

but my only aim was to educate them.' Pryzhov had founded a small group

in the town which was to try and make other contactsT^lte-hirnself suggested

the Moscow markets as the most suitable places. I ^nd EnkuvatoV*^ y/Q^t to

one of these ... I met a few crooks and prostitutes /Btrt-I had scarcely any

contacts with them, as I still kept to the rule that it was not I who should

speak to them but they to me.''^^ It must always be remembered that these

are statements made to the police and must therefore be interpreted with

care. It is, however, likely that contacts with this world of 'rebels' which

Bakunin had described in his Catechism were in fact necessarily limited to

ventures of this kind.

Narodnaya Rasprava contained a few dozen members when Nechaev

suddenly thought that it was faced with imminent danger. One of his earliest

followers, Ivan Ivanovich Ivanov, a student who had played an extremely

active part in spreading the organization to the School of Agriculture in

Moscow, for some reason or other objected to some of Nechaev^instructions.

The histnp'anjnust now inevitably ask himself three^questionfc^jVas Nechaev

^ceally afra id thrit Tvnn^v would Rrtu R lly dfn^^unrf hi s rnmpjinr;ris^^rj^;^^_^

Jie rather merely afraid that his authoritjy had,been compromised T'^akjJie^.,^^

want to put his followers to the test by binding them still closer tcAiTn? To
none of these can we answer with certainty, even though so many of his

contemporaries (including Dostoevsky) thought themselves able to interpret

Nechaev's feehngs. One thing only is definite. He decided to do away with

Ivanov. He summoned the members closest to him and said that the central

committee (a theoretical institution to which he often appealed) had in its

possession evidence which proved Ivanov's intention of denouncing the

Society. He added that in view of the delicacy of the matter such evidence

could not be produced. It was unanimously decided to suppress Ivanov.

On the following evening Ivanov was summoned to the garden of the

School of Agriculture on the pretext of digging up a typewriter which had

been hidden there at XhQjmie^Si^\\xQ^^^^x^V^zoy^-sM2ST. There^he-a:a s killed
nn.l-l r. t "NJmzpmhpr

l
^^^Q^v]NJprhap^^^7npt^,C^ and '^^j^oTaeV) took

part in the murder.'*'* WhenTanei* the trial, the lasTtHree met again on the

road to Siberia 'they came to the firm conclusion that there had in fact been

no serious basis for carrying out an act of terrorism against Ivanov '.^s

At the end of November Nechaev left for St Petersburg, and towards the

middle of December he crossed the frontier and went abroad.
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In the meantime Ivanov's body was discovered. The police thought that

the motive of the murder was robbery, but further clues soon put them on the

tracks of Narodnaya Rasprava. Before the end of the year a large number of

people who in one way or another had had something to do with Nechaev

were arrested. At the end of the inquir^^^grvfnjy-ning pfoplp wgrr invnjypfl

to vflryinp extents, and of these about thirty were granted provisional liberty

or released under police supervision. About dghty more were questioned by

the police and then released. In his fall NecKaev was diaggmgdown even

men who had been his enemies. In the files of the police, tried revolutionaries

of all the various currents found themselves next to others who had scarcely

yet entered underground life, among them Vera Zasulich. The files, in fact,

contained much evidence of Populist agitation at the time.'^^

When he reached Switzerland Nechaev published a letter-manifesto which ^y^

once again reveals his revolutionary spirit and at the same time his extra- 4 r^

ordinary capacity for mystification.'^'^ The Russian police at once took steps '-r /- vA

to seize him, and an entjrebooiLM&-beeaj^ritten (by R. M. Kantor) on the iK^ ^»

method?^ that^^they_employed for_thisjwr£?g^^^ Excessive as this may^eem, ^*^
^\^

it must be admitted that the book is of great interest and full of ironical /J^

episodes. There is, for instance, the report of one of the leading Third Section

agents abroad who, in his efforts to try and find Nechaev, was eventually

implicated in the insurrection of Lyons in 1871, and accused by the prefect

of being one of Bakunin's followers.

Morally I am dead. I have suffered many injuries. When I was arrested people

threw cigarette ends in my face. The temper of Lyons is utterly savage and the

government is weak. There is bound to be a revolution. Today I can write nothing

more. I am dead—even though after this arrest my relations with the emigration

will be better than ever [he had already succeeded in becoming an intimate of

Bakunin's] and to think that I have done nine years' service and never harmed
anyone."*^

Despite such resolute efforts, getting hold of Nechaev proved a difficult job.

He was in London and Paris during the Franco-Prussian War (though he

was not in Paris during the Commune^o) and then went to London again.

In Switzerland he was hidden by some Italian disciples of Mazzini (Zam-

perini) at St Moritz,^! and eventually went to Zurich. And there he fell. A
Pole, who was acting as a Russian agent, had him arrested by the Swiss

police on 14th August 1872 . Despite the intervention of a group of emigres

and an attempt to rescue him, Nechaev was handed over to the Tsarist

police. 52

Throughout the disturbed eighteen months of his second emigration,

Nechaev had shown once more his iron tenacity. He wrote, he organized,

he published leaflets and newspapers, and more and more openly he pro-

claimed himself leader and sole representative abroad of the Russian revolu-

tionary forces. 'During his second stay in Switzerland', Ralli later said,
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*Nechaev's behaviour towards Bakunin no longer showed the modesty of

his earher visit. He demanded that notice be taken of him, as the only

person who had a serious organization behind him.'^^ He did not reveal the

situation that he had in fact left behind him in Moscow, and tried to impose

on the emigres in general, and on Bakunin in particular, his own methods,

mentality and political opinions. This finally led to a break with Bakunin,

andjthereafter we find iniiis.wiitings the very core of hisideas, treed from the

anarchist forms with which they had been covered.

He opened his campaign with a series of manifestos addressed to all the

various social categories in Russia, calling upon them to revQlt_a£ainstJhe

Tsar. -He was ready to make use of anything which might incite the revolution.

He appealed, for instance, to the national sentiments of the Ukraine and

probably used a manifesto which Pryzhov had earlier v/ritten in Russia. He
wrote leaflets addressed to soldiers and priests. He published a manifesto

addressed to artisans and merchants in the name of an imaginary ' Duma of

all the free small bourgeois' saying that the towns should be burnt down
and turned into fields. 'Why must our brothers have to live in towns? Why
must we have officials? Every muzhik will be master in his own house.' To
women he said that the only escape from their troubles lay in social revolution.

Together_with the working classes you must destroy the empire of the gentry. And
yvWiS^ with it you must dp.<ttrny all it<; lawt whJCh ^^'^^ ^^p ppnplp Only f[ipn will the
**^

field be open for women to work freelv . . . Only by doing away with private

property can one do away with the legal family. .All land, all factories and work-

shops, all working tools, all communications, telegraphs, etc., will belong to the

artels of thft ^nrWing mi^n qpfj u/nm^n vvho arc employed m them. These^cooj)e£a-

tives of production will bg_startcd according to the geographical and racial con-

jjitions of each district and \yjll be joined together in federal solidarity . . . Come
with us to the people .

54

Taking up an idea that had already been in the air in Ishutin's time, Nechaev

and Bakunin printed and circulated two manifestos addressed to the nobihty,

which tried to appeal to their feelings of rRst^_g£ginisiihP abs^Mtism of thr

TsarR 'The time has now come^to~retum to the stage of Russian history',

said the first of these appeals, which was signed 'The descendants of Ryurik

and the Nobles' Revolutionary Committee'. 'We must take advantage of the

general discontent to replace the absolutism of a single man with the no less

solid absolutism of worthy members of our noble classes. We must forestall

the popular movement, which is now close upon us. Carried away by dis-

turbances in the West, the primitive populace may rise up against the

monarchy.' It was the function of the nobility 'to save Russia from the

terrible storm which is about to break over Europe . . . And so let us lend a

hand to a reasonable upheaval, and we will then be able to lead Russia along

the road of progress, and our ranks will act like a wall of granite against any

social Utopia.' The second manifesto, most probably written by Nechaev

—

whereas the first seems mainly the work of Bakunin—stepped up the dose
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Still further. In it the aristocracy boasted of having served Nicholas I, of

having destroyed the 'social Utopias' of 1848 and of having given birth to

the glorious Muravev ('the butcher'). For this reason, it said, the nobility

had the right and the duty to take the fate of Russia into its own hands. ^^

But Nechaev's most typical manifesto of this time v^as addressed to the

'students of Russia'. He boasted once more of having fled from the police,

and continued:

Listen to the screams of those who are dying under torture, and realize your

mistakes. We can no longer afford to be wrong. From now on every step we take

must be marked by rigid calculation and inflexible logic; every feeling must be

stifled in the breast : one single passion alone must live in us : the will to create a

collective force. Comrades, believe in yourselves. Too many already have died

for the cause of the people. The time has now come to conquer. The students of

the West do not understand and will not understand our ideas. They have had their

great days and have now left the stage ; their role in the life of the people is over.

The university now only creates Philistines of science and lackeys of the govern-

ment. But there are in the West other men—new and fresh—and to them belongs

the future. The world of workers is not divided by State frontiers or diff"erent racial

origins: these are the men who will understand us. Our cause—the people's cause

—

is their cause. Follow the words of Christ, the first revolutionary agitator: 'do not

cast pearls before swine'. Do not test yourselves any longer to arouse with the

word of truth a dying world which has now had its day. Its end is inevitable, we
must act to hasten that end! 56

These ideas were taken up again and developed in the second Bumber_jif

Narodnaya Rnsprnvp riatpH winter 1^70 Nechaev spoke mainly of himself,

creating another of the countless romances of his life. Here he spoke of his

end, of his death at the hands of the pohce in the region of Perm. He even

described the joy of the head of the Third Section when he heard of his end.

These curious pages seemed to combine his love of mystification with a desire

to complicate the task of those who were on liis tracks. Another article was

called 'Who is not for us is against us,' and told 'the well-meaning liberals to

pass decisively into our ranks or to become spies. There is no point in them

remaining in their present position and dying for nothing.' Indeed, he

attributed his own death to a liberal, 'a disciple of golden mediocrity'. He
insisted with renewed violence on the need for an organization, threatening

'to remove from the number of the living' whoever tried to tamper with its

efficiency—obviously a desperate justification of the murder of Ivanov.

~Xhc Revolutjoiiary Committee, he said, must be ^ven absolute povvers^

-and he ended hy opf-nly anmrnfirTn^Thaf this power as at present constituted

would by no means come to an end during and after the revolution. He

des£libed_his ideal of a Communist and regulated life down to the smallest

detail. Bakunin's anarchism was left on one side to reveal the Commumsr
and egalitarian kernel that Tkachev was later to^theorize and that Nechaev

had perhaps taken from the Babeuvism of some of his Russian companfoiis

and from ' Russian Jacobinism'. But it was^to Marx, mther than these sources,

1^
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that Nechaev appealed. ' Anyone who wants a detailed theoretical exposition

of our viewpoint can find it in the Manif̂ to of the Communist Party published

by J1&.* He added that his main concern then was 'to explain t^e practical

methods needed to put into effect' the ideas that it contained. The Manifesto

was in fact translated by Bakunin and published in Switzerland at this time,

and may have helped to turn Nechaev towards a different formulation of his

own programme. He again insisted on hi&primitiy&and-violpnt rommiijiism

in two numbers of a periodical_r/zg Obshchina, published in London after his

^eal<rwith Bakunin. ^7 All this was obviously his most genuine__^qlitical

thought and acts as a link between Young Russia and tke Tacobinismof

jTkachcv.

—

On this basis he tried to coll^Ctsar^all group of followers among the

exiles. From America he recalleciSaZhin, who had fled there from banish-

ment in the Vologda region^,.and^ho arrived in Geneva-fn-Jtilv 1870. Other

companions were Semen t^anovich and Vladimi^Serebryakov/Vho helped

him to pubhsh his edition oi7 he Obshchina. Vladirtrrr-seofl-dis^peared in

Russia; Semen Ivanovich, however, was the only man to stand by Nechaev

when all his other followers passed over to Bakunin and the Russian section

of the Brotherhood, the original nucleus of Russian anarchists.

For a moment at least Nechaev succeeded in winning over Herzen's

daughter and Ogarev, now an old man. He got money frpm them and gamed^

_control of a new edition ^f^the Kolokol. The first number of ' this organ of

the Russian emancipation founded by A. L Herzen' came out on 2nd April

1 870, and the sixth and last on 9th May of the same year.

The 19th February, the date on which Nechaev had based all his revolu-

tionary plans, was now past.^s Even he, despite his desire to act quickly and

hasten the revolution, began to modify his extremist views, and think that

more extensive propaganda was needed. Besides, his 'Communism' mus t

have shown him the importance of the poHtical aspect of the struggle, which

extended beyond the jcaere^ antithesis of peasants and State . The Kolokol

became more moderate in tone and appealed to wider and more varied sup-

port in the fight against Tsarism. True, the very fact of having assumed

Herzen's mantle must have led him to take up this position, but this was not

the only rea«;nn,-Hp wa«> mr>ving aWt^y from Bakunin; he too was following

the-pendulum swing ol^JUtssiaa-Populism as a whole whicti was oscillating

t^^twpen sociaLand polLtical^prpblgfflSj between the organization ol.ajeyoly-

tionary force and a democratic movement to incluje all classes.

But on one point Nechaev held fast.

Russia needs not words but deeds. And so the resurrected Kolokol will be

mainly, indeed we can say exclusively, the rnouthpiece of practical actiori . Enough
words have been spent since the death of Nicholas I, but there have been very few

deeds. We Russians, influenced by some sort of German-Byzantine education, or

perhaps still more by the Tsarist knout which has made any kind of individual

initiative excessively difficult for us; we Russians have, more than most people,
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learnt to console, satisfy and intoxicate ourselves with theoretical reasoning and

speeches. And so we take fine words for deeds ... In Russia the capacity and power

of the will have not yet been sufficiently developed . . .

This was the task of the young generation, ' the hundreds, not to say thou-

sands, of young men who have had some education and who have no future

and no career, nor even the means to eat'. It was they who would provide

'the formula' of the revolution in Russia. It was they who would transform

'disillusionment, the prevailing sentiment of the 'sixties, into a new force '.^^

But until now 'the absence ofja plan and of a close organization has para-

lysed^verything-^ ^ . These forces must be concentrated and aimed at a single

pnjpt- thp pmpire-rvprythin|T mnrt he d\rf-,r^\^(̂ tOWards the Strugglcagainst

^b-Snlntisr" ^"^ v^rt^ry r>v^g-;^*6o

Only an organization like this would be able to link together the various

kinds of revolt that were appearing in Russia.

One man says we must propagate the idea of a different order of things among
our educated classes . . . Another, that we must prepare the young generation . . .

A third is convinced of the need 'to go to the people' and sees the only way of

salvation in the spreading of the exact sciences which will kill superstition ... A
fourth says that all these ways are wrong and that we must 'go to the people' not

so as to educate it but so as to drive it decisively towards a revolt. We must, they

say, only 'awaken it' and then the discontented majority will of itself arise and

triumph.

The flaw, in all these aFgttmettts-lay-m-giying them-eaclt-aft-absoliite value,

whereas each^wasjjonly a fraction , deyoid^f meaning if not joinedJo^alL

the others'. The schoolmaster, the Populist agitator, the liberal administrator

'will all form part of a common social cause '.^^ Later numbers of the Kolokol

add little to this extreme attempt (to be resumed at his trial) to appeal for a

union of all forces 'from the so-called constitutionalists to the Socialists '.^2

Bakunin protested against these policies, which, quite apart from any

other consideration, he must have looked upon as scarcely consistent with

Nechaev's real nature. Such a view was encouraged by the fact that at this

very time Nechaev was showing him in somewhat greater detail the means

he intended to adopt: threats, blackmail and robbery—perhaps even in

Switzerland. When Bakunin became certain that Nechaev had left only a

void behind him in Russia, and when he heard the details of Ivanov's murder,

he broke with him.

.^akurdnJiad nowjeen in Nechaev the gruesome incarnation of those ideas ^r
and state of mind ihat he himself had done so much to establish, exalt and -*^-^

Hf

tl;eorize. Seeing them before him in flesh and blood, he was filled withJiorior Y /

and disgust. In a carefully considered letter he described the conclusions he

had drawn from Nechaev's adventure. His words well describe the signifi- /l/^

cance of Nechaev's overmastering determination to personify the Populist

revolt.
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Yet it remains true that he is one of the most active and energetic men whom I have

ever met. When it is a question of serving what he calls 'the cause', he does not

hesitate or stop at anything and is as pitiless with himself as with everyone else.

That is the exceptional quality that attracted me and for long drove me to try and

keep in touch with him. Some say that he is just an adventurer. That is not true!

He is a fanatic, full of dedication, and at the same time an extremely dangerous

fanatic. To join with him can only lead to results that are ruinous for all; and this

is why: at first he joined a clandestine committee which really existed in Russia,

but now this committee no longer exists, as all its members have been arrested. At

the moment only Nechaev has remained, and he himself constitutes what he calls

the committee. When the organization was destroyed, he tried to create a new one

abroad. All this would be absolutely natural and normal as well as extremely

useful; but the methods he has used for this purpose deserve every censure. He was

terribly affected by the catastrophe of the clandestine organization in Russia, and

has gradually convinced himself that, to found a serious and indestructible society,

it is essential to build it on Machiavelli's policies and adopt the Jesuit system. For

the body—only violence; for the soul—lies. Truth, mutual trust, real solidarity

exist only among a dozen people who make up the scincta sanctorum of the society.

All the rest serve as a blind, soulless weapon in the hands of these dozen men who
have reached an agreement among themselves. It is allowed, indeed it is even a duty,

to cheat them, to compromise them, and in cases of necessity to have them killed.

He described the system of internal spying which was the result of this

policy, and the real destruction of all human personality.

He is a fanatic, and fanaticism has made him change himself into a complete

Jesuit, when he is not at certain moments merely stupid. His lying is often naive.

But despite this he is very dangerous. He plays at being a Jesuit as others play at

revolution. 6^
'

On 1 9th October 1872 Nechaev was taken to the Peter-Paul fortress in St

Petersburg. A few days later he was transferred to Moscow, where the trial

took place in January of the following year. He was sentenced to twenty

years' hard labour, to be followed by life-long exile in Siberia.

Nechaev never recognized the charge that he was_a_common murderer,

and did everything in his power to be considered a political criroir^^-^'* To
the tribunal he cried: '1 do not recognize it. I'm an emigre. I do not recognize

the Emperor and the laws of this country.'

His political declarations were more 'liberal' than his real convictions.

He spoke of a constitution and shouted: 'Long live the Zcinsky Sobor.

Down with despotism!' After he had been sentenced, he protested to the

Chief of Police against the way he had been treated, and specially against

his flogging. And in his letter he went on to speak of his political ideas.

Leaving aside dreamers and those who believe in Utopias, one must recognize that

Russia is now on the eve of a political revolution . . . Like a child whose teeth have

grown, have inevitably grown. Society, when it reaches a certain level of civilization,

unfailingly feels the need for political rights. Russia is on the eve of a constitutional

revolution.
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This was merely a liberal cover for his real thought, wliich survived intact.

To the end he remained proud of his popular origins. 'I am a son of the

people', he repeated after his sentence, and he recalled Pugachev and Stenka

Razin, ' who strung up the Russian nobles, as in France they sent them to the

guillotine.' These memories he now used to incite the government to make
liberal concessions. His letter went on: 'I leave for Siberia in the firm con-

viction that miUions of voices will soon cry "Long live the Zemsky Sobor.'"
'

What he really felt about this could be clearly seen some days later, on

25th January, when he was taken out for the 'civil execution'. He refused a

priest, and began to shout :
' Before three years are over their heads will be

hacked off on this very spot by the first Russian guillotine. Down with the

Tsar! Long live freedom! Long live the free Russian people !'^5

When Alexander II received the report of the 'execution', he wrote in the

margin :
' As a result of this we have every right to have him tried again as a

political criminal. But I don't think that this would be of much use. It would

only stir up passions. And so the more prudent course is to keep him/or ever

in prison.' The Emperor himself underlined these words, and the order was

carried out to the letter. This was the sentence that Nechaev served—not

the one he had been condemned to by the tribunal.

He^jwas taken back toJSLPetersburg, afteiLpreparaiJonsJiadJjeen-takerLio

conceal his journey, and on 29th January_he_wa5JQoked up iiLgeU Na J^ofthe

Alfixey^vsky dungeon in the Peter-Paul fortress^_He_was^k^^

isolated .

Alone, in the face of the terrible monotony of prison life, he found support

only in books which he was allowed to choose. He was refused Louis Blanc's

Histoire de la Revolution Frangaise, but was given in exchange Proudhon's

La Guerre et la Paix. In 1875, when a police general came to inspect him, he

spoke of revolution. He was threatened with punishment and replied with

a blow. Three years later he wrote a letter to the Emperor to protest once

more. The answer came: he was to be forbidden to write. He protested:

chains were put on his hands and feet. Only after some time were his feet,

but not his hands, freed. Finally he was allowed to write again. Memories of

Paris, more or less romanticized, stories of his early life, and pohtical works

—all have been lost. The few papers which survive still retain the stamp of

his ruthless, violent dignity.

But the most remarkable thing of all is that even in the Peter-Paul fortress

Nechaev was able to exert that fascination which had been so powerful when

he was free. TJie^oldiers who guarded him gradually became his audience,

his admirers and-oftenJiis subordinates.^^ The means he used to win them

over show once more the intelligence, psychological insight and cunning that

had always marked his activities. For years he was unable to make use of this

position that he won among the soldiers in the garrison. He obtained a few

newspapers, but he never succeeded in communicating with his companions.

In the dungeons there was only one other prisoner, and he was a lunatic.
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But on 13th March 1879 another prisoner was imprisoned in the fortress,

the first to be sent ,there after the new wave of the revolutionary movement.

This was Leon Mirsky, who had made an unsuccessful attempt on the life

of the Chjef-^of^^lice. He was followed shortly afterwards by Stepan

GrigorevicSb^^iryafiS), one of the leading members of Narodnaya Volya.

Shiryaev was at last able to give Nechaev accurate and detailed news of the

outside world and of the new revolutionary groups. Through him Nechaev

^ to send a letter to the 'Executive Committee*. In her memoirs.

Vera Figher has told of the astonishment that she and her friends felt when

meyirarrnt that Nechaev was still alive, that he was not in Siberia, but for

years had been a prisoner in the capital itself. At once they thought of trying

to free him. The soldiers became more or less regular messengers between the

fortress and the 'Committee'. Many plans were examined, the execution of

which was postponed only because Narodnaya Volya was preparing an

attempt on the life of the Emperor. Nechaev himself, from his cell, suggested

postponing his liberation and asked that Shiryaev should be freed first. And
he also gave advice of another kind. False manifestos should be circulated

when the Tsar was killed, all containing the strangest information so as to

spread the greatest possible confusion among the population.

The eighteen months of life that remained to Nechaev after the plot of

1st March 1881 were among the most terrible. Many of those who had

planned his escape had fallen in the fight. He himself was forced to make
new plans, if only because prison regime was daily becoming more unbearable.

And so it was decided that he was to be freed by the soldiers who were

supposed to be guarding him, for by now the garrison had reached the point

of openly reading in their dormitories and guard-rooms the latest numbers

of the Narodnaya Volya. Some had even taken lessons from Nechaev on

how to write letters in code. But after a long period of blindness, explicable

only because the Peter-Paul fortress was so impenetrable that it was not

supervised even by other State departments, the authorities began to realize

what was happening. In November came the first news of Nechaev's proposed

flight, which had almost certainly been revealed by Mirsky, and in December

fiixty-.ninc soldigrs^werejTrested.

For Nechaev there was now no further hope. Books were forbidden him,

and the prison diet soon gave him the scurvy of which he died OEL21stNovcm-
ber 1882.



16. PETR NIKITICH TKACHEV

In 1861 the ideas expounded by Zaichnevsky and his group in the mamfesto
YnynQ RuMMin had aroused feelings of astonishment and outrage. AndeWn
later, Zflichne^vsky—the first to give impetus to this Jacobin

J

trea^—was

unable for all his stubborn and patient efforts as a conspirator to found an

organization of any size drawing inspiration from the ideas of Young Russia.

It is true that Ia£Qhia.elenients had been in evidence in the conspiracies of

thfi *dYtip<; anH a^p jn tiTf^j^]]|g^^2I^^gjg^gy_nf^ Conspiracies

were stillborn and death prevented Pisarev, the most important 'nihiUst'

writer, from amplifying such tendencies. Again, the need for a strong

organization and the ideal of Communism rather than anarchism had made
themselves felt in a primitive, brutal way in the personality of Nechaev and

the movement he founded. But the obstacles and opposition that he met

—

even among the revolutionary students—from the very beginning of his

activities, are in themselves proof that, atjhe end of the 'sixties^Populism

was moving in a different direction—a direction opposed to any forrnjpf

Jacobiiiism. The feelings of horror and outrage^arouseTby the way m which

Nechaev's organization had collapsed, and the revelation of the methods

used by him in his conspiracy and campaign merely emphasized the diver-

gence between the generation that was arising at the beginning of the

'seventies and the Jacobin-tinged conspiracies of the previous decade.

iQdfifd thp movpmpnt 'to go tojhe people' was inspired_bva desire to^tart

agajn_from utterly changed organizational and ideologicaTlQundations. A
new era of wider sympathies and far greater numerical participation was

opening for the Populist movement. Some years later the need for terrorism

and conspiracy—and indeed the very importance assumed by the revolution-

ary movement itself—compelled the members of Narodnaya Volya to con-

sider once more the problems of a centralized organization and the State,

and thus revive some of the themes of Young Russia and Nechaev's group.

But then they were impelled by their own particular requirements; the

ground was very different and they were supported by the spread of Populism

itself during the 'seventies. The surprise with which they learnt that Nechaev

was still alive and in St Petersburg was in some ways a symbol of this merging

of the ventures of the last twenty years into the activities of Narodnaya

Volya. It was only then in the programme of Narodnaya Volya that explicit

reference was made to those Jacobin ideas which, ever since Young Russia,

had sprung up here and there on the fringes of Populism.

389
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Only one man other than Zaichnevsky had during the-!sixties and 'seventies

tried_tp^ive Russian Jacobinism some continuity, an organization and above

W JLn^^*^
-^^ a complete ideology. This was Petr Nikitich Tkachev. In Russia he was

dtv^*^*^ among the first not merely to make known Marx's historical materiahsm
but also to give it political significanceJn Populist controversies. He was the

"Only man to give a coherent ideological picture of those primitive demands

which had been expressed by Nechaev. And it was he who, in his atjagj^sjon

tJie_Socialism of Lavrov and th^jinarchism of Bakunin, had linked tjixe

^^j,^,rfs*?NJ^^.l^cobin impulses which had appeared in Ru_ssia_ during tlie_Isixties with the

^ Populism of later years and the international current of Blanquism^^Though
"'^^^^

he_ngver succeeded in founding a real movement of his own, his personal

activities—isolated, it is true, but sustained by impelling logic—sufficed-^to

^ape Russian Jacobinism and to make his Blanquism, if not an immediately

effectiye_political force^at least one of the important factors in the political

debate of the 'sixties and 'seven tfesTt

Tkachev was the son of an insignificant nobleman from the district of

Vehkiye Luki. His father died when he was still young. He went to school in

the capital, and at once embarked on a life of politics. Twenty years later,

when speaking of Chernyshevsky he still said: 'C'est le veritable pere et

fondateur du parti socialiste revolutionnaire en Russie. Aucun ecrivain, en

aucun temps, n'eut tant d'influence sur le developpement intellectuel de ses

contemporains. La partie la plus avancee de la societe russe le considerait

comme son chef.'^

, It was jjnus the .y^j/jrgmgATm/r w^ gavt^ h'm the. fir.st_iilSpiration . St

Petersburg University, which he entered in 1861, was his first contact with

the realities of politics. By October of that year he was in Kronstadt

fortress, together with many of his comrades who had been arrested in the

demonstrations of the autumn.

He was released about two months later, and paid the closest attention

to the controversy which had opened between the various political factions;

constitutional and Populist, Jacobin and Communist. In the beginning of
-' 18624;e came into contact with a supporter of these latter views: Leonid

MIUshevsK^one of the very few men who tried to spread in St Petersburg

ideas like those of Young Russia in Moscow.^ In the appeal to the peasants

which they aimed to distribute at this time and which may have been written

by Tkachev himself, one idea predominates—a bold egalitanamsni.

He was sentenced to three years' imprisonment, but released before the

end of his sentence, and continued throughout the 'sixties to take an active

part in the clandestine groups of the time. In 1865 he was again arrested for

joining a demonstration organized by the students in a theatre showing a

play which attacked 'nihilism'. In the following year, 1866, he was caught in

the great manhunt that followed Karakozov's attempt on the life of the

Tsar. Once again he was soon released, and kept in contact with the Academy
of Smorgon which, as we have seen, was one of the few centres which re-
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mained active during the White Terror. In 1869 he tried to give a poUtical

slant to the disorders which broke out in the schools, and he launched a

small manifesto To Societ^L. to make the students' demands more widely

known. Together with Nechaev he played an active part in trying to found a

conspiratorial movement based on these disturbances. With him he drew

up the Progranmie of_Revolutiqnar\i Activities_a.nd laid the foundations for

the organization which proposed to put itself at the head of the expected

^QSLsant jacquerie. But he was arrested on 26th March 1869 and could no

longer play a direct part in Nechaev's movement. He had to wait in prison

until 15th July 1871 before being tried in the great trial of Nechaev's followers.

He was found guilty of having written To Society and sentenced to a year and

four months in prison. After this sentence he was to be banished to Siberia.

Instead he obtained permission to go to his birthplace in the district of

Velikiye Luki. There he remained until December 1873, when he succeeded

in getting abroad.

Even this brief summary (and further information has not been preserved)

shows that Tkachev was in contact with the most active groups of the

'sixties from the University of St Petersburg to Karakozov and Nechaev.

He_wa^one of the very_few wb^-wai^^bk to live aJife of continuotrsT^Ofi^

spiracy throughout the period and survive iis^,various phases. When he

reached Switzerland he was entitled to regard himself as a typical repre-

sentative of what he called 'the new youth'. He wrote in 1874:

I myself belong to this generation. With it I have experienced enthusiasms and

mistakes, beliefs and hopes, illusions and disillusions. Almost every blow struck

by reaction has affected me directly or the persons of my comrades and closest

friends. Ever since I first went to school I have known no society other than that

of young men devoting themselves to student meetings, taking part in secret

conspiracies, starting schools or Sunday reading centres, and organizing artels or

communes; men in fact dominated by the idea of teaching the people, of drawing

closer to them; men who spent their entire lives in conspiracies. I have always been

with them and among them; I have been separated from them only by the walls of

the Peter-Paul fortress. How could I not know the men whose life, grief and joy

I have shared for ten years 7"^

The tone itself shows how deeply Tkachev was attached to his experiences.

In the 'seventies he became an isolated figure because he represented an

earlier tradition in a movement which had grown and changed. His long

period of segregation between the beginning of 1869 and the end of 1873,

first in prison and then as an exile, widened this gap. HejvasjilMiiaysJiinda-

rnentally^concerned with the problem of founding an organizatioiv whereas

the Populists were concentrating on the question of getting in touch wjth^th^

.peasant masses, 'going to the people', and even expjoking legal posiihililies

to the full. Tkachev's clandestine activities in the 'sixties gave him primarily

ideas on the technique of conspiracy. This was to be the personal element in

his Blanquism. In Switzerland he attacked Lavrov, Bakunin and in general
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the entire movement which was to lead to the second Zemlya i Volya; for he

was the lonely heir of the more nihilistic, Machiavellian element which had

found its extreme expression in Ishutin and Nechaev, and which had been

broken by the government repression and, virtually, buried under the new
and wider wave of Populism.

But when he reached Switzerland in 1874, Tkachev was not merely a

conspirator who had escaped from the police. For a full decade he had taken

part in ideological discussions, and had published a large number of articles

on legal, economic and literary problems in the most typical nihilistic

reviews, above all the Russkoe Slovo and the Delo. And even later, as an

emigre, he continued to write under various pseudonyms in the Russian

press.

These articles provide a typical example of the indirect style of writing

which ever since Chernyshevsky had become usual in reviews. Sentences grew

longer and longer, in an attempt to imply a meaning that could not be openly

expressed; articles took on unusual proportions and were written circuitously

round a central subject in order to make the reader aware of their real

message; literary problems were treated with an emphasis and violence which

show that matters ofimmediate political concern were really under discussion.

Tkachev's writings are typical of the strange mixture of freedom and oppres-

sion which prevailed in the Russian press of the 'sixties. When in Switzerland

he adopted a very different style. The propagandist clarity of his articles

there emphasizes by contrast the closed atmosphere, pullulating with concealed

energies, which dominated Russian reviews of the 'sixties. But though arguing

within the bounds imposed by the censorship and the ambience in which

he lived, Tkachev succeeded in expressing in these articles the kernel of his

philosophical ideas.

His first articles were written in 1862 and are concerned with legal prob-

lems. As early as 1864 such subjects became one of the pretexts through

which he expounded his general philosophical ideas, and a means of defining

his position among the various tendencies of the time.

He then began hi $ attacks on positivism , which he was to develop in all

his later writings. In fact any attempt to apply the methods of the exact

sciences to the study of society soon seemed to him both a theoretical

mistake and morally and politically harmful. He wrote in 1865:

One_cpn take np^an^objective, indifferent attitude towards the phenomena of

nature. But with the phenomena o£50ciaUifCj^ one must take up a criticaTatntuflgr

The phenomena of nature can be reduced to general rules and more^rjess^ertain

jaws ; but thephenomenaorcontemporary life, sociaTphenomena, cannot^ndmusT^

HQt be reduced to laws : doing^This ijnplies justifying^Juimber of absurdities which

are transformed into principles thanks to habit and indUferenceT^ ^ ^

Gritict2hTg-J4€rb£rt Spencer, he said that it was by no means true that society

was an organism like living organisms. The idea of organic development
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which had led to such progress in the study of nature and Darwin's dis-

coveries 'becomes sterile and dead when applied to the science of society'

as Spencer had in fact tried to do.^

The laws of organic and inorganic development are eternal, uniform, and cannot

be modified or avoided; organic and inorganic bodies can exist only on condition

that they submit bhndly and continuously to them. But, on the contrary, the laws_

which govern society jdo not have a single one of these distinctive characteristics;

they are_always_^e product^i^soc^ety itself, i.e. the results of human vnli^̂ ^^
l^lTm^^ calr^ifit'^" T^^y m^ b^rn nnd rli^ >yith society."^

Confined to the Peter-Paul fortress, he returned to this subject and wrote a

long article on Edgar Quinet and the ideas contained in his work La Creation.

Once again he discussed the false analogy between nature and history, and

he regarded what Quinet had called 'une science nouvelle' only as the new
formulation of an old mistake. In a long essay, Science in Poetry and Poetry

in Science (only recently published after being concealed in the archives of

the Third Section), Tkachev examined the various aspects of this social

Darwinism. The idea of the struggle for existence, once it was apphed to

history, seemed to him to lead only to a justification and not to a criticism

of events. Even Quinet, ' an eternal worshipper of freedom and irreconcilable

enem.y of despotism', was led by this theory to defend the idea that 'Babylon

was better and more perfect than Jerusalem because Babylon had defeated

Jerusalem '.8

Tn fart there ^i\^ nnthjng in common bctwecnnatural selection and

historical se1ection,__£ygin^thnii£h Jhf compMison h^Jb^'^mg, opp^Qf- <^
'

favourite current analogies _̂cov]XQvcvgov^.vy sophists '.^ It was enough to
^

try to apply it to some concrete historical event to realize how meaningless i-/M'.

it was. Only a poet, said Tkachev, can find any similarity between the ir .fi^

struggle for existence m_the_.Darwinian sense of- the, term and the^rugglg^
'\ ^

for accumulating capital. This latter struggle leads to no perfecting of the ^*
species ; it is a purely economic struggle, with no criterion of absolute value

;

in general 'neither the accumulation of wealth nor the perfecting of pro-

duction can ever serve as a criterion or be the final purpose of civil progress

or the measure of the perfection of a social organization '.^o

Tkachev considered this problem of the analogy between nature and

economy so important that he returned to it in a further article on Spencer

which he wrote in prison. In it he clearly drew the inferences implicit in the

entire controversy. Society, far from representing the struggle for life,Jia^iji^

fac^s its final goaTlSKaboHtion of this struggle from human existence.

Mankind has drawn together for the very purpose of avoiding natural

selection. Not that this aim has been reached. The struggle between indivi-

duals has been replaced by the struggle for things, for wealth, for possessions.

This is a substitute for natural selection which has survived in society but

which is contrary to the very purpose for which society was intended. And
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SO, to speak now of natural selection and to apply Darwinism to human
society merely implies a justification of this inner contradiction and support

for the economic struggle. The great names of Isis and Nature are used to

mask what in fact is only the usurer's passion for accumulating capital.

Human progress, far from consisting in natural evolution, can be under-

stood only as a duty, a striving towards the abolition of the inner contra-

diction inherent in society. Nature is the realm of existence, and therefore

also of laws. But in history there are no laws, but only ends or, perhaps,

one end, according to which everything can and must be judged.

This is Tkachev's 'formula of progress', and the conclusion to which he

was led by his 'realistic' and 'critical' method.

These ideas spring from a double source. On the one side was economic

materialism which convinced Tkachev of the second-hand character of

ideologies and the so-called 'laws' of sociology; on the other was faith in an

egalitarian ideal which provided him with the final aim which alone, so he

thought, could explain and illuminate the course of human history.

An article of April 1864 gives the first complete formulation of his

economic materialism

:

Only during recent years has the science ofjurisprudence begun to realize how weak

was the ground on which it was based and how false the method which it previously

used. The reform began in the methodology of one of its branches, that of civil

law. Dankwardt was the awaited and beneficent reformer. He was the first to show

or, rather, to point out the close link between the economic and the juridical sphere

of social life; he has shown that civil law is only a determined reflex of a people's

economic life.''

Later Tkachev turned back to Dankwardt's Nationalokononiie unci Juris-

/?/We/7Z (published in Rostock in 1859, and in Russian in 1866), thus proving

that, at least in part, his economic outlook on history was derived from the

researches into the philosophy of law published in contemporary Germany.

But discussions in Russia itself and hints in Russian reviews may have led

him to similar conclusions. Tkachev paid particular attention, for example,

to the article that Yuly Galaktionovich Zhukovsky had published in 1861-62

in the Sovremennik on 'Political and Social Theories of the Sixteenth Century'.

This was an attempt to interpret the philosophy of law in economic terms.

'Economic demands', Zhukovsky wrote, 'govern politics and law. It is

enough to realize this on one occasion to see afterwards that in each indivi-

dual case the political activities of the individual and parties reflect their

economic interests.' '2 And from this point of view he tried to interpret

the more important political theories of the sixteenth century. That period

showed 'three fundamental political interests conflictin£_with each other'.

These were: feudal interests, those of the middle classes and those of the^eople.

All three merely represent three distinct economic interests; those of the landed

proprieto r, those of the capitalist and those of the worker deprived of land and
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capital. Each of these interests has its own legal apologists; the first has the

scholastics, the second has lawyers, and the third . . . has found defenders in

writers such as Mach iavelli ?^nd M^re who are able to see the falsity of all juridical

interpretations and their dependence on the ruling force. They have utterly rejected

all legal forms and destroyed them all, doing away with every kind of system and

unmasking general hypocrisy. In a word, these writers are above all parties and are

seekers in the name of truth, not in the name of a party . . .Machiavelli rejects the

scholastics' natural law, he rejects their mystical morality, and without so many
circumlocutions, he introduces the concept of force into law. And so all his activity

was directed at making Italy a strong and united monarchy. Machiavelli has in

fact understood the real essence of law and in this sense he can be called a genuine

realist. ^^

Tkachev accepted this view, but why, he asked, associate More with Machia-

velli ? It was true that More had understood that the root of evil lay in the

economic situation of his time, but he had neither Machiavelli's depth nor

his radicalism, and even his political activities had not really been aimed at

defending the masses. He had not given his Utopia a practical, immediately

political character. And so it had ended by being looked upon as a Joke.

More in fact had been only an 'academic realist '.i'*

This typical passage shows that Tkachev was already concerned to see

how the economic interpretation of history is reflected in politics, and he

criticized Zhukovsky because he refused to draw the logical inferences.

Indeed Zhukovsky later became a critic of Marxism, and in 1877 published

an article attacking Das KapitaU wliileTkachev found in Marxism the

fullest expre^on of his own economicideasJ£
In 1864 he still thought that he could find the roots of these ideas in

Adam Smith. It is true, he said, that he had never given them clear and

categorical expression but they seemed implicit in the Wealth of Nations.

But as early as 1865 he was speaking of Marx. The idea of economic

materialism was not new, he said :
' It has been transplanted into our press

—

like everything else worth while in it—from the culture of Western Europe.

As early as 1859 the well-known German exile Karl Marx had clearly and

exactly expressed it.' To prove this Tkachev translated a passage from Zur

Kritik der Politischen Okonomie and added: 'this idea has now become

common to all thinking and honest men, and no intelligent man can find

any serious objection to it'.^^

We cannot be certain whether Tkachev already knew this work of Marx
earlier or, as seems more hkely, read it only in 1865 when he quoted it

for the first time. It provided a foundation to his thought and had a con-

siderable, influence on him. He ^olce^f Marx again in later years, for

example in 1869, when in an article in the Delo he explained his own ideas

on economic materialism which had in the meantime grown more precise

and clear. 'I maintain that all events in the intellectual and spiritual world

correspond in the last analysis to events in the economic world and to the
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"economic structure" of society, to use the expression adopted by Marx.

The development and tendencies of economic principles condition the

development and tendencies of political and social relations, and even leave

their mark on the intellectual processes of society, on its moral ideas and its

political and social conceptions. 'i'^ As an example he instanced French

eighteenth-century philosophy which was an expression of the economic

changes of the age.

As if to prove to himself how correct his own view was, he began in 1865

to write a long essay on the history of rationalism which he was unable to

complete and which was seized by the police in 1866. This essay was designed

to trace the history of the origins of modern thought, bringing it into relation

with the development of capitalism. ^^ He thought that historians had not

yet paid proper attention to the struggles of manufacturing and commercial

interests against theological interests, the struggles of the bourgeoisie against

Catholicism. 19 From this point of view he found the discussions on usury

which had been so frequent during the Renaissance of particular interest;

the fight against asceticism and the ideal of poverty was evidence of the

correctness of his theories. He entered into the details of theological contro-

versies, describing for example how belief in witchcraft had ended not

because scientific discoveries had shown that it was absurd but because

economic changes had made it useless. And so he examined the rise of modern

rationaHsm as a reflection of the stabilizing of the rule of the bourgeoisie.

The position of feudal lords and the clergy during the Middle Ages appeared to be

sound and safe, but in fact it was completely uncertain and unstable. Their relations

with the peasant masses whom they exploited were not determined with exact and

scientific clarity with no room for doubt, as were those in the ancient world between

lord and slave, or those which would be established in the modern world

between the man who buys work and the man who sells it.
20

And indeed peasant revolts had been frequent and violent. Feudal lords

had, as it were, been sitting on a volcano. Only the bourgeoisie was to create

exact and precise tools for its own rule and was to fashion the form its

economic power would take: rationalism.

In 1867 Tkachev returned to the same problem, confining himself to

Germany in a long essay called German Idealists and Philistines. Only a

study of German economic development could explain the contradictions in

the German character; only by studying feudalism in the towns and country-

side could one unravel the intricate skein of German ideology.

Such a study would reveal that there was no real contradiction but a

deep-seated relationship between the idealism and Phihstinism of that

country.

Feudalism had already created its ideahsm of 'sated parasitism'; while the

closed and confined life of mediaeval towns had given birth to Phihstinism.

The only really 'realistic' force had then been that of the peasants.
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They are not afflicted with the romantic dreams of the knights, nor with the nebu-

lous dreams of the scholastics. They saw life as it really was. They did not try to

beautify it or to turn it into poetry or to give it the value of a law. They looked

upon it as an inevitable evil and as such they put up with it. Their common suffer-

ings bound them to each other, compounding their interests to such an extent that

they were completely foreign to the petty Philistinism that typified the bour-

geoisie ... The peasants were not bound together in the particular interests of a

particular centre or parish. They looked upon themselves as brothers who had to

help themselves in all difficulties and necessities, as they were able to show in the

so-called peasant war. 21

Tkachev was ve^yTntexestedjnjthis idea. Between 1865 and 1868 he trans-

lated, with V. A.(ZaytsexCZimmermann's work, and wrote a long criticism

of it in the Delo, when the thfeeTolumes of the German historian were

published. The defeat of the German peasants was, he thought, the funda-

mental factor ' on which depended the entire later development and character

of European civilization '.22 It had left the field open to the forces of feudalism

and the bourgeoisie, united together against the peasants.

XJie^-B£ibDiiatipn_hadjDeen only the expression or, as Tkachey^said^the

symbol of the interests of the bourg;eoisie. Tholdeal of Protestantism had

expressed far more clearlyjlian reality itself the nature ot the new economic

principle which was coming into beings Once again, as always happens, it

had found first 'an absolute formulation', a symbolic sanction, and only

later 'a realization in life'.^^ But the bourgeois advance was held up by fear

of revolts in the countryside, and it could only establish its rule by allying

itself with the feudal laws. The peasants were defeated and fell back into

destitution and so into mysticism and superstition. Thus Germany had not

given birth to a society, but only to castes.

In such a situation in what conceivable field could the human spirit obtain material

for its thoughts ? The interests of surrounding life were too low for thinking man,

who could not develop a critical attitude to them, but who grew up under their

crushing influence . . . Even before beginning to think, he had become a Philistine.

So he could only utterly renounce life and fling himself into the boundless world

of metaphysical dreams. ^^

This g?^p between thpnry and prart^cp^^PiT>ffH_fnJ]^ache^tn hg^tthe origin

of German idealism. The only ray of light was the work of thTeighteehTh-

century enlightened reformers. But the idealism which was born of it, with

its abstract formulas and metaphysical principles, did not comprehend the

needs of the German nation and so could not awaken even the smallest

response in the masses.

These are the most typical examples of Tkachev's attempts during the

'sixties to apply his economic materialism to history. At the same time he

was trying to give this principle a deeper formulation. His original idea of

seeking inspiration from Adam Smith widened into a general reflection on

the English economists and above all on J. S. Mill. From all this he reached
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a standpoint which, was based on Marx. biit^whick_always tended to be

.formulated in utilitarian terms. Not that he was a follower of the utilitarian-

ism of Helvetius, Bentham and Mill: for their ideology too was merely a

theoretical reflection of a determined economic reality, that of capitalism.

But whenever he tried to escape from a simple repetition of the economic

principle of history, he had recourse to formulas which he got from Marxism

and expressed himself in utilitarian terras. It might even be sa id that he was

ah\^aj^ tending;JojT^^ to its original sources in

the eighteenth-century enlightenment.

But Tkachev was more interested in the 'great practical importance' of

economic materialism than in a theoretical deepening of it. He noted that

this principle was able 'to concentrate the energy and activities of those

sincerely devoted to the social cause on really essential points: the vital

interests of the people. It guaranteed them the support of the most indispen-

sable forces ... It was a spur that inspired direct practical action. '^5

Economic materiahsm was in fact the_political weapon needed to bring

.tj^'^'^bout the egaUtarian ideal which was the other fundamental element in

\^^^ Tkachev's historical ideas—the final goal towards which all human progress

^^^^^'^—Was moving, and the only valid measure by which to judge history and
>^ politics.

We cannot be certain whence he derived this ideal. Young Russia probably

put him on the road, but his own egalitarian ideas were clearer than those of

Zaichnevsky, and very likely sprang from Babeuf. The closest student of

Tkachev's thought, B. P. Kozmin, has referred to Buonarroti.^6 This is

more than likely, though the name never appears in any of his works pub-

lished in Russia or abroad.

In any case its formula is that 'egalitarianism indeed' understood in its

most extreme sense, even more^xtreme in fact than in Babeuf himself.

Tkachev was not only concerned with trying to bring ahQut economic equahty

accompani^3y-^J^^&g^^^ education ^ndrCultur^Jiuil-lphysicaLorganic

'

S^imlity^^sjie himself frequently stressed.
^"^

This virtually Utopian element in his egalitarianism is certainly the result

of the extremist spirit so characteristic of his thought and of Russian Populism

in general. But we can throw historical light on it by referring to the French

eighteenth-century Utopias, in which this physical, natural element so often

goes hand in hand with the ideal of equahty. There is unquestionably in

y, , Tkachev's thought something that could be called archaic, almost a_ return

y e t^^-the origins of Sociahst ideas during -th&Eniight^omenL The process vvas

\ ^ common to other Populists who, as we have seen, had attributed great

V impoitancc to discussions in the spirit of Rousseau on thevaJiie pnearning

^ in gen£i:al.

This Utopian element did not figure in Tkachev's conception as a useless

ornament, more or less casually superimposed on his political ideas. He
himself was concerned to justify and rationalize it, thus emphasizing the
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importance it evidently had for him. Besides, he had always defended

Utopias as the most logically extreme expression of a principle, maintaining

that the only true realists were those who had been charged with being

Utopians, whereas those who had tried to find compromises and bounds to

the logical development of an idea were incapable of seeing things as they

were. Speaking of the German peasant war, for example, he said that John

of Leyden and Thomas Miintzer had been less Utopian than the moderates

of that movement, and he had paid detailed attention to the delaying action

of the bourgeoisie in the towns.

Economic reasoning led him to the same results. Once the wage earner

was abolished, once all laws of demand and supply in the labour market

were radically repudiated,

it will be essential to find a new and a more reasonable criterion to measure

the value of the unit of work. But how can this be done? How and with what can

one measure the labour value of each individual man at each individual moment . . . ? ^
The fact is that this problem will be solved the more easily ... as the differences A^^}^
between individuals diminish and their equality from the physical and psycho-

logical point of view becomes more absolute. The problem will be solved, the

>/

prmciple achieved, when everyone is unconditionally equal, when there is no differ-

ence between anyone either from the intellectual, moral or physical point of view.

Then they will all have an exactly equal share in the returns of production, and any

special valuation of their work will become utterly superfluous. The reasons which

according to backward economists now make the existence of a salary essential

will vanish of themselves, and with them will vanish the salary.^s

And so all attempts to establish reward according to merit or need—in

keeping with the formulas of the various Socialist traditions—seemed to him

unrealizable, absurd or, worse, the result of a compromise between a capitalist

principle of distribution based on demand and supply, and the opposite

principles of Socialism. A rationaJcriterion_gfjiistribu^

when it has become, so to speak, useless, and replaced by^ simple,_equa]

sharing between equal people .

The new principle therefore had to be formulated as *an equality which

must by no means be confused with political and legal or even economic

equality; but an organic, physiological equality conditioned by the same

education and common living conditions '.

This is the final and only possible aim of human life; this is the supreme criterion

of historical and social progress; anything that can bring society nearer this aim is

progressive; anything that holds it back is retrograde ... In this way the word

progress gets a precise and specific meaning, and the party of progress a fixed and

unchangeable banner, a motto which cannot be adapted to double meanings and

ambiguities.29

It is not therefore surprising that Tkachev was openly critical of the various 6^

Socialist currents, though he studied them carefully. Lpuis^lanc was for ^J\,f^
him the symbol of the uselessness of all attempts to intervene on behalf of

"
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^ the workers within the capitalist system. In his judgment of Proudhon,

^c>'^"^' Tkachev may have been directly influenced by Marxism. He said that
"^

Proudhon's theories were merely a Utopia of the economic relations which

already existed in bourgeois society. Though he differed in defining value and

put labour as its basis, Proudhon was in fact only returning to the laws of

demand and supply. He merely excluded a few of the most extreme conse-

quences of this principle, such as for example bankruptcy and stock jobbing.

'Proudhon is in fact only distinguished from capitalism because he had

developed its fundamental principle more logically and more precisely. '^o

Even Proudhon's idea of credit, which was what most interested Tkachev,

could function only when the people's bank was in the hands of 'a State

which acted clearly on behalf of the workers', a State which really wanted

equahty. Without this condition, there was not even a hope of any reform.

In this criticism he included all the movements which were directly or

indirectly inspired by Proudhon, all the varying ideas on associations and

cooperatives. To oppose them he emphasized what he thought was a vital

streak in the thought of Lassalle: i.e. the idea of having the cooperatives

supported by the State. But this, too, thought Tkachev, would work only in

the future when the State was no longer in the hands of capitalists.

In 1869—the year, it is worth remembering, that he began his political

association with Nechaev—he tried to express his attitude towards the

varying Socialist traditions as clearly as the censorship would allow, in a

little book which is perhaps the most interesting product of his publicizing

activities in Russia. This is a translation of a work by Ernst Becher^ The
Prnhjay^i

pf rh^ Wf^fki^fS' in its C^ffft'rnj'i'n'ity-Sirnifirnfirp and the Means to

—Solve U , a small work of moderate views and no great importance. But in

an appendix Tkachev added Proudhon's plan for a people's bank and the

statute of the International, as well as making clear his own point of view in

a series of notes to the text.

As he himself wrote in a review as soon as the book was published, he had

chosen this work because he thought it could be of tactical use. Its moderate

tone would not at once bring the reader face to face with the extreme conse-

quences of the principles which it maintained. In the notes he undertook to

develop them himself.

The censor pointed out that Becher in himself contained nothing which

^^v^*^ need be condemned because he did no more than explain ' the means through

\^ v^ which workmen could obtain a fairer share in the product of their work'.

c^^'*" ^ But he immediately added that the translator maintained 'purely Communist'

^f]^ ideas and openly said that to bring these into eff'ect 'explicitly revolutionary

means '31 were necessary. The authorities drew the practical conclusions

from this judgment. The book was withdrawn from circulation, and on

13th August 1871 Tkachev was sentenced to eight months in prison 'for

having repudiated the principle of property with the aim of destroying it or

weakening its foundations'. But this relatively light sentence was pronounced
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only when the book had already had a fairly wide circulation. ^^ \ remark by y
the censor may help to explain this comparative indulgence and uncertainty /
on the part of the authorities. In any case, he said 'the problem of the f

proletariat and the means to solve it is in no way a Russian problem'.

Despite the repression, Tkachev's tactics could be considered successful.

He,had made known a book which exprfissed-a^generic form of Socialism

;

he had published documents of fundamental importance in spreading know-

ledge ofThe workers' movement in the West; and he had circulated a plan

..bj Proudhon and.the.statute of the International, and had countered them

wijh his^ own_Ldeas _wh]ch were no longer merely 'egalitarian' and 'Com-
rminist' hiii alf^qdy clearly Jacobin.

The 'social problem' he now considered identical with the problem of the

relations between capital and labour. j(V societyjnuMJae^creaJ^d^^fiomposed
exclusively of workers. He used Becher to epitomize the results which >«^cW

criticism of the capitalist system in the West had reached so far. It was up /

to himself to make clear the means required to substitute for it 'the pro-

ductive association of workmen'.

As he himself said, the model to be followed was that of the 'French

Communists and Socialists' who had been able to draw all the inferences

from the Socialist principle. 'The more abstract an ideal is, the more logical

it is; for by building such a system man is guided only by the laws of pure

logic. It can contain nothing illogical, no contradictions. Everything is

deduced from an idea, everything is harmonious and balanced. '^^ This was

the only way to convince oneself of the impossibility of any reform within

the capitalist system.

The entire problem of economic reform can be solved by a government decree

granting credit to the workers. We have not the slightest doubt that such a decree,

if it were really carried out, would lead to the desired result. We do not doubt that

the State has all the means it needs of compelling agreement with its own laws if

only it want to, and that it is in a position—if it so desires—to open up the purses

of the capitalists to the workmen. But will it so desire ? That is the entire problem,

and there can be no doubt about the answer. Becher himself maintains that the

State is totally dependent on existing economic relations and that these relations

determine its essence and the aims of its activities, and that the classes which

dominate in the economic sphere always dominate also in the political sphere.

Onlyjn one case can the State act and act for the benefit of the workman, and that

is when the workers themselves become the dominating class in the politica]_

sg^gre^jwJh^RnjjT^^tat^jTf Wp<;tp.rn ^jmrnjTe^ the State of the bourgeoisie, becomes

the Stateoftheworkers.34

For this goal alone were movements of association and cooperatives of any

value and importance. Historically speaking. Socialist ideas had notl)©gun-to

have any meaning until they"hadT been placed 'on the economic plane', and

ha4__thus^becQine_working-class movements. In this way 'abstract Utopia

had approached eifecliVe reality'. The founders of this movement 'had
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attracted the strongest and most practical men, uniting under their banner

all the workmen, and thus obtaining an immense power for^ action '.^^^S^^ji

was the value of the International. But there must be no illusions; there was

no 'natural transition beTweerniT^'old and the new' and *one must not con-

ceal the fact that there is an abyss between them, that however much one

tries to bring them together the abyss remains and it is difficult to bridge

it '.-^6 The leap was not a fatal one, but it was a leap, and history showed how
it could be made. 'To destroy the power of the feudal lords the terrorism of

the King's power was required; to destroy the kingdom of Louis XVI the

terrorism of the bourgeoisie was indispensable.' A peaceful transition between

one social form to the next was only ' one of the non-existent Utopias that

humanity has always invented to quieten its conscience and to obscure its

vision'.^''

So however necessary Tkachev thought it to make known the workers'

movement of the West; and however much he appreciated the means dis-

covered by the Socialists to bring about the programme of a future workers'

State (and chiefly Proudhon's bank, associations of production, and the

trade unions), for him the true problem still remained political. From this

point of view, universal suffrage would be of no purpose even if it was under-

stood in Lassalle's sense. Political rights could only be enjoyed fully whei>

they were based on economic rights^ The central problem was to smash thy

<5>^^- e^^isting system, even for a short time—the time necessary to nationalize

\ Jhe banks and so^ finance the workmen's cooperatives. Even the trade union

'^^^v^^ movement was of use only as a tool. The masses, as he was never tired of re-

-»^<=^ V, peating, were organically incapable i)f_escapjng from their position and of

^ -transforming a purely economic movement into a revolutionary break.

—^ ^Xaken as a whale the masses do not and cannot believe in, their own strength.

They will never on their own initiative begin to fight against the misery. thiat^^

surrounds them/^U wasjhe duty. of the,intcllecluai el'Ue 'to :find in itself^iiL

jlsowirpractical^knowledge, in its higher mental development, in its spiritual

.and cultural situation '-^^ the first fulcrum for building-up ajprce ableJo
destroy the existing power. Any illusions on the part of this elite as to the

capacity of the masses to develop themselves and to act for themselves would

Jcad to^ one result only. It would create a passive attitude towards them and

hence deny the.revolutionary conception whicFwaTalThe centre of Tkachev'5

political ideas.
_^ -

Was this outlook the result of an already conscious choice in favour of

the only revolutionary current in Western Europe which held somewhat
similar ideas? For Blanquism was at this very time growing in importance,

especially in France. It is true that Tkachev identified himself with it when
he was an exile in Switzerland in 1874. But were there earlier links than this

—if only in the shape of some knowledge of Blanquist programmes and

intellectual support for their ideas? These questions are not easily answered.

Blanqui's name never appears in his writings. Was this merely due to the
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censorship? Our inquiry into Tkachev's thought may prompt us to say with

some hesitation that such was not the case. Even if he knew the Blanquist

movement, his ideas were based chiefly on Young Russia and Russian

lacQJbdni^mjrhey had developed through a collation of Populism, Marxism

J^nH fVip Tntftrnatipnal j ir|txt^a_syntjie<ug^^^J2ich_Wfl^^ his OWn. Only

when he was an exile was he in a position to realize that these views largely

coincided with those of the Blanquist group. This group he then joined,

though he always retained a standpoint of his own.^^

The Russian Jacobinism of Zaichnevsky and Tkachev is a political pheno-

menon born of the discussions of the 'sixties which only later in the 'seventies

joined hands with the movement in Western Europe. Its fate is in this respect

similar to 'nihihsm' which only then came into contact with anarchism and *

the Bakuninist wing of the International. Tkachev too was a Russian Jacobin

before becoming an exiled Blanquist.

This view is confirmed when we turn to his outlook on the state of aff'airs

in Russia. He wrote much about this during the 'sixties, though often in

indirect and convoluted forms, being unable to shelter this time behind the

comforting idea held by the ruUng circles that the problem of the proletariat

was of no concern to Russia. Already in an article of 1 864 he had recalled

' the insuperable difficulties which face us when we make any personal attempt

to draw nearer to the people and to make clear for ourselves—independently,

without guidance from outside inspiration and advice—what are their

requirements and wishes '."^^ But despite this, Tkachev succeeded in writing

a number of articles of great interest on the life and problems of his country,

and tried to apply to them the political ideas that he had been developing.

He began with a series of critical analyses of official collections of economic

facts and figures. The picture of Russian society that he drew from these had

considerable influence on the development of his thought. Facing a hundred

thousand landowners were fifty million peasants. He tried to determine

how not just the land but above all the produce of agricultural activity was

distributed between them. He concluded—using approximate figures, it is

true, but ones which obviously indicated the political trend—that while the

ratio between the peasants and the landowning class was 234 to 1 , the ratio

between their lands was 11-5 to 1 . 'Whereas each soul has about three and a

quarter desyatiny of arable land, each noble has about seventy, i.e. twenty

times more. '41 As for income, he calculated that the proportion was 2-5

per cent for the former and 97-5 per cent for the latter. He calculated the

average budget of a peasant family, and concluded that a permanent deficit

was inevitable. This led to rapid destitution. The fundamental cause of this

situation lay in the primitive state of Russian agriculture, the distribution of

land, and the crushing weight of taxation. He also examined the industrial

side of Russian economy. Quoting the American economist Carey, he said

that 'without factories agriculture cannot everTexTsClet alone flourish '."^^

The technical backwardness of the countryside could only be overcome
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through the development of industry. But what was in fact the real state of

o'"^ affairs? Inaccurate and missing statistics prevented a full reply. But even so,

the facts that he had been able to collect were typical and instructive. Russian

coal production represented only one seven-hundredth of what was produced

in Western Europe; the percentage per inhabitant of iron and coal production

also pointed to great backwardness. It was not possible to get an exact

figure of the workers employed, but it was approximately half a million,

compared to fifty million peasants. Russian industry, he found, was con-

^c^ centrated in comparatively few factories, with many machines, but those

too came from abroad and were paid for by export of agricultural produce.

Instead of trying to develop a uniform internal market for wheat, the State

had concentrated on a policy of exports, thus making the peasants' situation

still worse. In industry wages varied considerably, but even taking account

of this fact Tkachev calculated that the workmen received an income of

about nineteen miUions in wages whereas forty millions went to the factory

owners as net income.

Dividing the first figure by five hundred and forty-two thousand (the approximate

number of workmen) and the second by eighteen thousand (the approximate

number of factory owners and manufacturers) we see that, of the total figure of

industrial production, each workman receives about thirty-five roubles a year,

whereas each industrialist gets about two thousand two hundred. The workman
gets 1-5 per cent of the income, the industrialist 98-5 per cent.'*^

It was enough, he added, to compare these figures (and indeed those of the

distribution of income in the countryside) with the incidence of taxation to

see the relationship between class exploitation and the policy of the State.

^^^^^^ The lower classes paid about 22 per cent of the taxes ; the upper classes 78

per cent, while they absorbed as a whole about 97 per cent of the income.

The way that this balance was drawn up shows that Tkachev—tho^iehjie

.Ji:a&^articularly interested in Russia'sindustrial situation and in the existence

and possible development of a real proletariat—considered class problems

from a typically PopuUst point of view: peasants and workmen on one side,

jiobles, petit bourgeois and bourgeois onjhe other. The huge numerical

superiority of peasants inevitably prompted him to look upon them as the

true force which vyquld allow the development of revqlutjonary egalitarianism

in Rusjia.

So that if he was Marxist from the ideological point of view of economic

materialism (and we have seen that this too had its limits), he was not so

from this, fundamental, point of view. He was always particularly attentive

to those social phenomena which showed~sjgns of dcyeloping,.QaIsimrtai—

Imes to the formation of a proletariat in the West. But he always looked at

them from within the Populist framework which contrasted all the exploited

with the small number of exploiters.

He devoted for example an acute article to destitution in Russia, showing
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by means of figures that it did in fact exist, contrary to the widespread

opinion that everyone in Russia had land and work. He proved that there

were hundreds of thousands of destitutes, and that if their problem seemed

less acute than in the West, this was merely due to the chaotic state of the

various relief systems, the small sums given over to their assistance, and the

fact that many were left to private charity.

But he knew that this pauperism did not reveal a modern proletariat so

much as a possible germ for one in the future.

In the West, lack of economic security, from being an occasional state of affairs

as in the Middle Ages, has become, so to speak, a permanent, normal phenomenon,

derived from the very nature of given economic relations. It is in this that lies the

radical difference between the proletariat of those days and that of today. As a

partial and occasional state of affairs, it could not give rise to serious fears; but as

a general and permanent phenomenon it inevitably arouses alarm on the part of

all well-off citizens. '^'^

But in Russia, on the other hand, destitution was far more than anything a

relic of the past, or a result of the existing dissolution of old castes and old

social orders. A modern proletariat, in fact, was scarcely in the process of

formation.

This only deepened Tkachev's profound lack of faith in the possibiUty of

the exploited masses freeing themselves and starting an egalitarian revolution.

The vef(\ fulcrum fnr nyerlhrny/m^^^ situation lay else-

jyhere: in the revolmionaries themselves. In Russia they sprang froinTEe"

JnteUigentsi§ to whose social position and ideas they were in origin bound;

but they had the energy and the extremism which would enable them to free

themselves completely from the bonds which still tied them to the ruhng

classes. He said in 1868:

Our situation is not as bad and desperate as some people think. Our intellectual

development is not as immature as some suppose . . . We must not blame the

civilization of our country for the ignorance of our people. We must rather be

grateful to that civilization for the healthy thoughts and ideas that have begun to

spread during our time among a limited group of our educated classes . . . They

are the pledge of our future happiness . .
.'^^

In this manner, only general as yet, Tkachev expressed his faith and hope in

the germ which was growing in the educated classes. It was true, he added,

that there was a^_iQarked contrast between 'this minority, which is at the

forefront of the Ejiropean_intelli^ntsia, and the great majority of the

population who, through its forma mentis and its way of life, is closer

to the conditions of the primitives'.'*^ This very contrast, 'impressive

and astounding' as it was, seemed to him to raise the fundamental problem

oX^jLissia^s_deyelopment. ^
~

It is therefore naltrral-that Tkachev paid passionate attention to a detailed

study of how the intelligentsia had been formed and developed. Before the
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emancipation of the serfs, it had had its origins in the privileged classes,

whose interests and concerns it reflected; but it was now derived 'from

another class of people . . . intermediate between those who have a solid

economic basis and those who by no means possess one'. These new

intellectuals were in an uncertain position. Demand for their work was

limited and doubtful, in view of the lean development of Russia's economic

life as a whole; their social position compelled them to live entirely on their

own work, although they found no guarantees in it.

Here lay the root of the Socialist tendencies which dominated the intelli-

gentsia.

The less a man's position is secure and the more accidental circumstances, inde-

pendent of his will and anticipation, influence him; the more he feels his dependence

on others—then the more strongly and clearly does he feel the need for a complete

solidarity of human interests, the more naturally and rapidly does he get the idea

that individual happiness is impossible without the happiness of all, that personal

happiness is unachievable without that of all society.
'*''

But two danacffs tHliBatened the development of this Socialist element in the

intelligentsia.^^Xhe first was the widespread conviction—which Tkachev often

criticized in his condemnation of positivist ideas in general—that it is men of

culture who create progress, that it is they who with their intellectual work
transform society. This wouldz-iead^P a widening abysi between the mtelli-

gentsia and the people. And tfte^conSkwas the reverse of this—but an idea

that was also deeply rooted in Russia—that the intelligentsia had no duty

or value, that it should learn everything from the people . iKachev never

tired of fighting against these two facets of the positivist and Populist men-

tality. He tried to persuade at least some members of the intelligentsia to

become conscious of their essential function—a function that was absolutely

necessary, though not in itself sufficient. He tried to convince them that they

would in fact be able to become creative and revolutionary only on condition

of standing on political rather than purely intellectual or moral ground.

He always dealt particularly severely with positivist theories on the purely

intellectual causes or prospects. His satires on intellectual pride are among his

most violent works.

'It is we who decide what must remain and what must change', say our masters.

' It is we who make progress, it is we who show humanity the way, it is we who give

the tone to everything.' O ingenuous self-adulation! If they carried you into a

black pit and told you 'Sing the praises of the perfume of this miasma. Show that

what is in black pits is the most healthy and excellent food' you would carry out

these orders with cringing humility. You show the way of progress! In actual fact

you go where you are driven, you are only the echo of life, the reflection of needs,

and dreams, of practical action and daily routine. '**'

Escape_frjQrQ this situation was possible only by working out theexactsocial

value of eyery_idLea and by becoming aware of the economic elemenTwRIcifii
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-wasimpiicitin every intellectual point of view. Any general praise of progress

iDfily concealed reality.

But his condemnation of that form of Populism which put all its trust in

the people was just as clear and highly developed. 'The idealization of the

uncivilized masses', he said of Reshetnikov's novels in 1868, 'is one of the

most widespread and dangerous illusions.' It was as apparent in the blind

faith that the mass can civihze itself by its own efforts as in the exaltation of

the purity and absolute morality which it was supposed to contain. 'Tlie

people's spirit, the people's genius, the people's principles, are sacred things

which the civihzed gang dares not touch with its dirty hands, which it cannot

analyse and criticize with its corrupt mind."^^

In a series of essays he tried to discover the origin and development of

thgse^ ide^s in Russian culture. Even during the time of serfdom idealizing

fhe peasatA: had been in fashion ; sentimentality, the pastoral literary style of

the-begirming of the century, had been merely the result of adulation aimed

^t landlords who wished to show themselves satisfied at seeing their peasants

happy and prosperous. This literature had transformed 'primitive muzhiks^

into excellent
j
Pgv£g»5'.^Q At^the-ba^-of this Arcadia was an apology for

serfdom. At the same time another type of ideaUzation, in the opposite

direction, had arisen. This had been inspired by desire to win natural rights

for the peasants. It had been the idealists who had proclaimed the genius of

the people. Somehow or other they had to look for a 'point of light' in the

dark 'and as in fact it did not exist, they had invented it'.^i Already at that

time this conception had inspired the Russian ideaHsts with an optimism

which freed them from the burdensome duty of acting. From them had

sprung 'the doctrines of the so-called Slavophils and liberals who preached

laissez faire\ IiiJ.h is process of turning the peasant into a god, the Slavophils

had gone to the y^ry limit, apdJhe liberals had stopped half-way; but both

had helped to create a state of mind which dominated the scene "as long as

serfdom lasted. As emancipation drew near and as the landlords realized

that economically their situation was growing less and less prosperous, and

as they became more and more fearful of serf uprisings, so they began to

abandon idealizations of the peasant. ' From an excellent, well-behaved and

gentle paysan, he returned to being the rebellious, ignorant and vicious

muzhik .'^^ It is curious that Tkachev attributed this satirical or brutal picture

of the peasant to those very writers whom Chernyshevsky had welcomed as

the first to give a realistic vision of the Russian people—for example, Nikolay

Uspensky and in general many of those associated with the Sovremeimik at

the beginning of the 'sixties. A few years had sufficed to change the situation.

What was required was no longer a realistic picture of the people's life and

the exploration of a newly discovered reality; but rather, as Tkachev said,

a complete picture of the Russian countryside, capable of indicating the

economic and political problems which had developed in it, and adumbrating

the entire problem of the peasant classes.
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One of the veixfew writers to have looked at the peasant masses, not only

in the villages burhTHie factories, with genuinely realistic eyes held been

Reshetnikov. Tkachev devoted a long article to him in 1868", drawiTigitom

hislales and novels confirmation of his own predictions on the social develop-

ment of the Russian people. But apart from him and a few other exceptions,

the attitude of the intelligentsia to the people remained seriously impoverished

by a lack of practical feeling. The sense of compassion that these novels

tended to arouse was 'only a feeling of pity for the readers themselves; these

writers did not draw near the people, but devoted themselves to self-analysis

and self-laceration. Poor, frail characters I'^^ They had great desires and

aspirations, but their hves remained petty and mean. Lack of any determina-

tion to make a complete break with their social position only gave rise to a

false relationship between the intelligentsia and the people.

Tkachev was mistaken in this analysis of the Populist literature of the

'sixties. It was this simple faith in 'the people's principles' and the Russian

peasant which was to lead a few years later to the movement ' to go to the

people' from which the entire revolutionary movement of the 'seventies was

to develop. Such a judgment provides further evidence of the limitations of

Tkachev's outlook. He fell back within the bounds of his own experiences as

a conspirator to such an extent that he was no longer able to have any serious

influence on the ensuing period.

But in spite of this, his assertion of a political spirit outside any ideahzation

of the popular classes was of value and significance. In an article called

'Men of the Future and Heroes of the Bourgeoisie', published in 1868, he

drew a portrait of the 'realist'—i.e: the man inspHFe4-by a poli ticaL ideal,

similar to what the followers of Tkachev and Nechaev were trying to realize

at this very time. In this he tried to establish a model for the intelligentsia

and encourage it to take account of its own function. 'Neither ascetics nor

egoists nor heroes ',^4 this was what he wanted these men of the future to be,

men who were outwardly ordinary but who were inspired by one single idea.

Their distinctive badge lies in the fact that all their activity, their whole way of

life is dominated by one ambition, one passionate idea: to make the majority of

men happy and to invite as many as possible to the banquet of life. The bringing

about of this idea becomes the only purpose of their activity, because this idea is

completely fused into their conception of personal happiness. Everything is sub-

ordinated to this idea, everything sacrificed—if one can even use the word sacrifice, ^s

From this and other similar descriptions by_Tkachev, we can say that

'-reaUOs^ are ascetics- without temptation, utterly absorbed by their revqlu-

^onary function. They do not fight against themselves but merely follow the

^ dictates of their own nature. And with the same natural simplicity with which

they absorb all their passions into the single passion for the happiness of all,

they regard morality as relative to their purpose. They are ready to cheat,

if that is needed for the triumph of what they consider a higher moral
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principle—i.e. the principle that inspires them and underlies their entire

personality. Their motto could be 'Do not exploit'. They are not prepared to

replace this with the traditional one of ' Do not steal' which they attribute to

the Philistines 'who preach the untouchabiUty of other people's handker-

chiefs, and when they have the chance quietly remove the contents of their

neighbour's pocket '.^^ In these assertions we can recognize the ideas so

brutally catalogued in Bakunin's Revolutionary Catechism, the extreme

expression of the realistic nihilism of the 'sixties.
^"^

By reading Tkachev we can see how this ideal prototype of ' the man of

the future' (or, in language untrammelled by the censorship, 'revolutionary')

is derived from the intellectual. The process is one of gradual progression

through a repeated stocktaking and soul-searching as to his social position

and his function in the economic machinery of society. Tkachev constantly

repeats that intellectual activity must be paid for and that its price falls

heavily on the shoulders of the peasants. Each page of a review is paid for

by the sacrifice of those who will never even read it. Involved in their own
immediate surroundings, the intellectuals do not even clearly appreciate

the misery of the outside world. Whoever has more than an average income

—

more than he could expect in an ideally equal society—is eating someone

else's bread. Is not this just the position of men of culture ? Arguing with a

reactionary German writer, Wilhslin.Hemrich Rill,_whom I. S. Aksakoy^once

called the German Slavophil, Tkachev made some incisive and curious

observations on the subject. To understand the true position of the intelli-

gentsia in relation to other classes of society, he said, we must examine the

market for intellectual products.

In the market of mechanical and physical work, because of the competition from

machines, supply has for long been greater than demand. A natural instinct of

preservation therefore makes men move from this market to another, to so-called

intellectual and cultural work. This market is dominated by rich men, by landed

proprietors, by rentiers who, after they have satisfied their real needs, still have a

lot of money with which to enjoy and divert themselves. This money goes on

to the intellectual market and thanks to it the demand remains fairly high.

Besides, the intellectual worker comes on to this market both as a seller and

buyer, and so helps to keep the demand high. Very differently situated is the

market for mechanical labour. The workmen of Lyons or Brussels produce

silk and satin which they will never use 'whereas the poor man of letters who
sweetens the leisure of men who do not work, cannot do without the product

of the mental work of his colleagues'. And so the intellectual market enjoys

considerable advantages, but they are in part at least vitiated (and Tkachev

was obviously thinking mainly of Russia) by the growing number of people

who apply themselves to this kind of work. None the less their pay remains

higher than that of a workman. 'The worst writer has a higher income than

the most efficient and skilled workman. '-^
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Tkachev was well acquainted personally with the position of the intellec-

tuals in the 'sixties, as he had had to make his living by translations and

articles throughout this period. They felt themselves dependent on the

ruling classes from the economic and spiritual point of view; at the same time

they knew that as regards their social position they were nearer the pro-

letariat.

Tkachev saw that this situation was ultimately responsible for the deep-

seated discontent felt by the intelligentsia (giving the word its widest meaning

so as to include technicians). From this point of view he found one particular

instance very revealing: the position of women, who during these years

were beginning to take part in cultural and economic activity. They, too,

had not been satisfied by the limited and petty work that Russian society

could offer them; and for them too, as for all intellectuals, there was only

one way of escape : to transform this discontent—these dreams of finding a

'great cause' to which they could dedicate themselves—into a specifically

political spirit, a spirit capable of making them conscious of their position

and at the same time providing them with the weapons with which to solve

it through a revolution. 'Founding cooperatives is a fine thing, but it is

fine only because a few women will thus be able to obtain economic indepen-

dence and practical security.'^^ But how many would be able to achieve

this ? Only activities aimed 'at attacking the entire structure of society and

the solidarity of all hnman interests '60 rmild really satisfy the derrJaflds-that

were now driving young women towards individual and fragmentary

activities.

In this way he was returning to the theme of Chemyshevsky's What is to

be done ? He concluded more clearly than Chernyshevsky had done in favour

of those who devoted themselves entirely to political action, criticizing any

Populist attempt at social activities. Both the two vital elements in Chemy-
shevsky's novel were now divided in Tkachev's mind. 'The man of the

future' was already an idealization of the pure revolutionary.

He considered this all the more necessary as he well knew that the situation

was now different from what it had been ten years earlier. The reforms had

given an impulse to Russia's economic life which was destined to develop

still more quickly in the future. The reforms themselves had brought about

the ireed to build a new admini .<;trativp and juridical^tnicture. Both from the

economic and from the administrative point of view, the foundations had

been laid for a new intelligentsia. The number of those resisting the tempta-

tion to take part in the economic development of the bourgeoisie or the

reformed government administration was growing ever smaller. Many who
had been 'repudiators' and * nihilists' at the beginning of the 'sixties were

throwing over their ideas as such practical possibilities opened up before

them. 'The demand for the intellectuals' work has increased. The "ruined"

and the "enraged" now have the chance to escape from their ruin and to

build for themselves a new, definite and secure social position. '^^ The social
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relations which were being brought about would logically reduce those who
continued to maintain revolutionary ideas to a 'small minority'.

The men of the 'forties, said Tkachev, had been in a position where they

were unable to reahze their 'ideal principles'. Life told them: 'I do not need

you; stand aside as your spirit prompts you, but do not interfere in my
affairs, in my relations. And they quietly pocketed the fruit of the work of

millions and stood aside from a life in which their "ideal principles" had no

place.' They were tragic and comic at the same time, but:

The position in which their sons now find themselves is entirely different, and Life

speaks to them in very different tones. 'I need you', it says, 'and I will not feed you

if you do nothing. Your "ideal principles" do not correspond to the interests

which I have created for you. But this does not matter to me. For the development

of my principles, I need agricultural foremen, technicians, industrialists, doctors,

lawyers, etc. To each one of them I am prepared to give full freedom in the sphere

of his own speciality and nothing more. You must help me. Develop industry and

trade, rationalize agriculture, teach the people to read, found banks, hospitals,

build railways, etc. And for all this I will give you a good and solid reward, and T

will do what I can to make your work not too hard. I will create conditions that

correspond to your character, and I will give you a feeling of satisfaction with

your work and so do away with your melancholy. Those are my conditions.'^^

How many would withstand such demands made by the 'logic of life'?

Their fathers could go on being idealists, because there was no chance of

bringing their ideas into contact with reality. But the tragedy of this new
situation lay in the fact that these had become realizable, at least in part.

In this case 'one can always find a little bridge '^^ built perhaps of indiffer-

ence, which was 'more dangerous than typhoid and cholera ';64 or of the

rationalization of egotism; or of a kind of application of laissez faire to the

sphere of morals or still worse of an 'idealism' able to justify such an attitude.

As the years passed he was more and more concerned with this state of

affairs, and his criticisms of it, especially in the articles which he sent to

Russian reviews from Switzerland, became more and more cutting, and his

condemnation more and more severe.

All the more intransigent then must be the attitude of the small minority.

They must stop being idealists and become realists, i.e. aware of their break

with the intelligentsia. They must entirely devote themselves to a policy of

revolution.

For a moment he thought that Nechaev was the fruit, now at last ripe, of

this process which was forming the 'men of the future'. When the movement

which he too had helped to create collapsed, he thought that only abroad

could he find an opportunity for openly sustaining his convictions. In

Switzerland he did in fact succeed in founding a small centre of Russian

Jacobinism. But he ended by paying the price of this determination to isolate

the revolutionary elite. He remained alone in the midst of all the other

tendencies, and met with no great response in the Populist movement.
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In 1874 Lavrov's rcVie^j^-Vpered jg^s the emigre organ of that branch of

Populism which was stirring once again in Russia, thanks to the work of

Chaikovsky's group which had helped Tkachev flee from banishment.^^

This review held a discussion on the fundamental problems of propaganda

and organization, in which Tkachev wished to take part. As long as he con-

fined himself to writing of the peasants' discontent and social conditions in

the region where he had been banished, his collaboration was welcomed. ^^

But in the last lines of his short article, he hinted at the political outlook

which was soon to lead to his break with Lavrov.

The younger generation must take account of its own forces. Fear today would be

criminal; uncertainty, postponement, would be equivalent to a betrayal of the

people's cause. The government itself recognizes that the ground is now ready.

The right moment must not be missed. ^^

NpchaeyXrevohrttonary impatience, the ' now or never ' -whicbJiad_been the

basis of his conspiracy, returned to confront Lavrov in the person of

Tkachev."" ^,

The class of landed nobles is ruined, weak, utterly lacking in power, numerical or

political. Our tiers etat is made up for the most part of proletarians and paupers,

and only in a minority of cases are they beginning to form a real bourgeoisie in the

Western sense of the word. But we naturally cannot hope that social conditions so

favourable to us will last for long. However slowly and weakly, we are moving along

the road of economic development and this development is ruled by the same

laws and is following the same direction as the economic development of Western

states. The obshchma is beginning to dissolve; the government is doing everything

possible to destroy it once and for all. Among the peasants a class o f kulaks is

growing up, who buy and hire out the land of the peasants and nobles, _a. sort of

peasant aristocracy. The free movement of landed property from owner to owner

becomes less dimciilt every day ; the widening of agrarian credit, and the develop-

ment of monetary transactions, increase each day. The gentry are compelled, willy-

nilly, to bring in improvements to their agricuUural systems. Such progress is

usually accompanied by a development of national industry and an increase in

town life. And so in Russia at this time all the conditions are there for the formation

on one side of a very strong conservative class of peasants, landowners and farmers;

and on the other side a bourgeoisie of money, trade, industry—capitalists in fact.

As these classes come into being and grow stronger, the situation of the people

will inevitably grow worse, and the chances for the success of a violent revolution

will grow more and more problematical. That is why we cannot wait. That is why
we claim that in Russia a revolution is in fact indispensable, and indispensable now
at this moment. Do not let us allow any postponement, any delay. Now or. perhaps,

very soon, never. Now circumstances are acting in our favour. Within ten or twenty

years they will be against us. Do you understand all this? Do you understand the

true reason for our haste, for our impatience 7*^*^

This passage is the vital one for an understanding of Tkachev's standpoint

:

a cokl^nd^xealistic analysis of the situation, the result of all hislhmkmg on

Russian society, combined with a passionate determination to save tjie
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kernel^of the JPopulistxaacefition^-thcpeasant obshchina. At the heart of

Jiis pohtical viewpoint was the idea that^ocial revolution in ilussia was

possible only by stopping or interrupting capitalist development. In this way,

by means of a revolution, Russia could avoid the road already travelled by

the countries of the West.JTkachev's Jacobinism, as indeed his Marxism, are

thus used as tools for this central aim. They serve to pomt out the mean?^r
to analyse the situation which can bring it about; they do not change his

final purpose and essential aspiration. Tkachev's Jacobinism is PopuUst

and indeed—just because of its tactical originality—it reveals some of the

most profound and lasting aspects of Populism itself.

Tkachev developed this idea to the full^,iiij^is campaign against Lavrov.

He had already, in legal reviews, discusse'd: Lavrovjs ideas of the historical

process. In theseJi£_said-that4t-was^-net-moral-ideas which allowed one to

.evaluate the development of history, but one idea only, that of an egalitarian

jevolution. Now at Zurich he attacked Lavrov for the pohtical consequences

of this ideological discussion. His ideas could not possibly become the banner

of a revolutionary party.

The wide banner of progress is the most convenient cover for every kind of philo-

sophical-Philistine idea made by every kind of supporter of 'little by little' theories.

Beneath it all shades of progressive parties can find a place, beginning with the

liberal bourgeoisie and ending with the revolutionary Socialist. ^^

It was for this very reason that revolutionary Socialists could not make use

of it—especially when its adherents followed up ideas of progress with the

theory that they must prepare themselves and the people, and devote them-

selves exclusively to political discussions and propaganda. They thus ended

by putting all their hopes and trust not in the revolutionaries but in the

intelligentsia. And this at the very time when the situation in Russia was in

danger of turning intellectuals into egotists and exploiters.

Hope in progress implied a patient waiting for the moment when the

masses would at last be educated. But should the revolutionaries wait to

persuade the majority? What would then be the purpose of a revolution?

A revolution can occur only when 'the minority does not want to waif^o

and exerts itself to unleash it, trying to bring to a head that feeling of dis-

content with one's position that always exists, widespread and dumb,

among the popular masses.

Xhe. re.v£dution that Tkachev visualized did not spring from a growing

'nmderstanding and knowledge' of the masses. Rather it derived from a

mechanical accumulation of the discontent that welled up under an increas-

ingly unbearable system of oppression. It was then that the break would come;

and then 'the minority will impart a considered and rational form to the

struggle leading it towards determined ends, directing this coarse material

element towards ideal principles. In a true revolution the people acts as a

tempestuous force of nature which destroys and ruins everything in its way,
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always acting outside all calculations and consciousness. ^Vhohaseye^
heard of civilized people making^revQlutions?'''^

'The rev^Tutiorri^liiacie by revolutionaries' in the sense that it is they

who give it an aim and an end. The people can always make one, always

wants to, and is always ready. But the initiative and guidance must come
from the leaders. Their task is not to wait for some historical moment, but to

make constant appeals to revolt, fully aware of what to make of this revolt

once they succeed in unleashing it.

And so it was essential to tell the young and active members of the intelh-

gentsia who were 'going to the people', not to prepare themselves or devote

themselves entirely to propaganda, but rather to fling themselves into dis-

turbances, and do everything possible to increase the general feeling of dis-

content. To those who were already revolutionaries it was essential to say

that their activities must be primarily aimed at building up a solid organiza-

tion. Everything depended on 'the strong organization of revolutionary

forces, the union of single and isolated vent^resjnto a rnrnmorT^'i^ipl^'^

'

solid whole'.

'Our practical experience of revolution has already worked out various

kinds of activity: political conspiracy, popular propaganda, direct agitation

among the people.' This was not the time for discussion. Every way was

equally indispensable. Only one answer could be given to the question

'What is to be done?'—start the revolution. To achieve this all ventures

were of.useas long as they took account of the fact that the fundamental
prnhlam i-flrminpH that nC nrganiying thp Rma l l rev(;>liitinnary_minonty.

Tkachev was still further convinced of all this by his impressions of the

workers' movement in Western Europe. What he saw in Switzerland only

confirmed the pessimism that he had already felt in Russia.

In a discussion with Lavrov, he said that the idea of waiting for the

majority to be ready was all the more dangerous in that if it prevailed 'a

bloody and violent revolution would become unthinkable everywhere'.

Instead there would dawn the age of 'bloodless revolutions' to the German
taste, as dreamt of by Lassalle. The entire workers' movement of Western

Europe seemed to have accepted this prospect already. Was it not at the

basis of 'the German programme of the International'?^- So he reproached

Lavrov with following the example of the German Social-Democrats, in

whom he had no faith. Among other things this would lead the Russian

revolutionaries to forget the peculiar conditions of their own country and

to fail to see how necessary it was to fight against 'the insensate, blind

despotism of autocracy, the revolting and brute force of a rapacious govern-

ment, our complete lack of all rights, our shameful servility '.^-^

Tkachev summed up these conclusions of his controversy with Lavrov in

April 1874 in a pamphlet called The Aims of Revolutionary Propaganda Jn
, Ru^^in It was published in LondoiTTl^nd in it he explamedthe reasons that

had made him break with the editors of the Vpered.
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But he did not want to destroy all bridges with the exiles who did not share

his ideas. He had not altogether given up the hope of being able to unite

around himself other revolutionary groups—possibly even all of what he

called 'the party of action'.

It was for this reason that at the end of his pamphlet he said that without

exception all experiments and methods were valuable. Indeed he had even

made a tactical concession to Lavrov by speaking of propaganda, and above

all he had drawn nearer the point of view of the anarchists by emphasizing

the idea that the people by virtue of its natural situation is always ready to

revolt. The first concession was designed to attract into the world of the

jevolutionaries some forces which were still enclosed witlim the mtelligentsiaT

the second answered his need to draw nearer the Bakuninists with whom he

, had got into contact in Switzerland and with whom he felt that ne haa so

much in common, in spite of his own Jacobin ideas.

This—though more consciously so—was a repetition of what had happened

some years earlier in the case of Nechaev. Nechaev had found expressed in

Bakunin all his own urges to rebel, but had finally moved away from him,

driven by a profound instinct that told him that his own revolutionary

tradition did not in fact coincide with anarchism. And it was to Nechaev

that Tkachev explicitly referred in this pamphlet, quoting the words of his

friend in his review The Obshchina.

His pamphlet against Lavrov met with some response. Even Engels

referred to it in the Volksstaat,'^'^ confining himself to an attack on the

Bakuninist elements in Tkachev's programme which, as we have seen, were

not in fact fundamental. In answer Tkachev defended Bakunin, who had

become as he said 'the bete noire of the Marxist apocalypse'. But he was

mainly concerned to define his own original position. "^^

The discussion is of interest. Engels had used this pretext to attack the

isolation nf the R ussian revolutionary movement in the past .an£to re]oibe

in the fact that ' it is now developing in the presence of, and under the control

x>f, the rgst of Europe'. He added that the Russian revolutionaries had ihtmr- vj
j

^selves sufOered deeply from this earlier isolation. This was one of tnc-ftcigias^ ^

of the maH sr.bfjnes_undertaken by Bakunin and his^ companions. They

wouJ(LjlQW_-hen£filJrom 'criticism that came from tlie^lVest,-~the^mtttual

relations of thejvarious Western movements and the fusionjwhichis at last

occurring) of the Russian rnoyement into the European onenimirs~TigKt

^Engels found Tkachev's ideas particularly crude and primifive. Tkachev"

replied that the effect of ' such instructive lessons ' on the Russians woTltdje

Ii£jhatproduced on^ the Germans by a lesson 'given.by a Chinese^rJapan-

^ ese who had by chance learnt German but who had never been to^ Germany,

who had never read anything published there, and wEoliad conceived the

idea of teaching^ German revolutionaries, from the height .of his Chinese or

Japanese majesty, what they ought to do'. It was in fact the specific elements

of the Russian situation which came to the surf^e as ^oon as Tkachev tried
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V

to give deeper significance to his campaign. Why was Engels not prepared to

admit that the Russian revolutionary movement could develop onmHepbn-
denjjines? By so dofng^Tie clearly offended the fundamental principles 6f

the programme of the International'. It had in fact been the RussiaffTCVolu-

tionaries themselves who in the past had been the^^rsOo hold out their

hands to the international movement and to take part in it 'even more

actively than their own interests demanded'. But they by no means wanted

to follow 'the European Workers' Party' in questions of tactics and practical

action.

The position of our country is altogether exceptional. It has nothing in common
with the situation of any other country in the West. The means to carry on the

struggle which they have adopted are, to say the least, utterly impracticable for us.

We need an altogether special revolutionary programme which must_differ as much
from the German one as the Russian state of affairs differs from that of Germany.''^

Engels had accused him of ignorance of the problems of the international

working-class movement; Tkachev now accused him of not understanding

the problems of Russia. 'We have no urban proletariat, we have no freedom

of press and no representative assemblies.' So there was no hope of being

able to build up, for example, 'disciplined trade unions including all workers,

conscious both of the conditions under which they lived and of the means to

improve them'. It was essential to remember that in Russia the very fact

of intellectuals wanting to draw nearer the people was considered a crime.

Anyone wanting to live with the workers had to change clothes and take out

a false passport. 'You must admit, my dear Sir, that in a state of affairs like

that to dream of transplanting the international association of workers on

to Russian soil is worse than childish.''''^ This did not in any way mean that

a social revolution was more difficult in Russia than in the rest of Europe.

Far from it: 'If we have no urban proletariat, neither do we have a bour-

geoisie. Between the oppressed people and the State^which crusnes it with its

despotism, there is no middle class; our workers are faced only with a struggle

against political power.' And within the people themselves there were

tendencies which acted in the direction of a revolution, above all the obshchina.

'They are, if one can put it this way. Communist by instinct and tradition.'

The idea of private property could be introduced in Russia, as indeed was

happening, only with the bayonet and the whip. He then spoke of the artels,

the Rasko/niki, peasant revolts and the social situation of the intelligentsia.

These were the classic arguments of Populism which for the first time were

openly clashing with those of Marxism.

There was one original feature which still retained the flavour of Bakunin-

ism: this was the bold claim regarding the weakness of the entire^Russian

governmental machine, a weakness which merely reflected the lack of social

coherence among_ihe ruling classes. 'Two or three military deleaTV^imul-

taneous peasant revolts in two or three provinces, and an open rising in a
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town during peacetime will be enough for the government to be completely

isolated and alone, deserted by all-''^^ The task of the conspirators was to

prepare themselves to take advantage of such a situation. This was indeed

what all revolutionaries had done, in Western Europe as well, during times

of great oppression. And immediately after the crushing of the Commune,
was not something of the kind happening even in the West ? Had not the

Italians come to the Congress of the International at Brussels in 1874 to say

that they were compelled to carry out all their activities conspiratorially?

Was not this exactly what the Russian revolutionaries had to do V^

Though, as can be seen, Tkachev's ideas grew more precise during this

controversy, he had to wait for about a year, from the end of 1874 to the

end of 1875, to find an organ in which to advance them. We know little or

nothing of his activities during that time; he separated himself more and more

from the Bakuninist wing which he had thought for a moment of joining,

if only conditionally. Meanwhile he approached various groups among the

Polish emigres, whose ideas he may have found nearer his own.^o At the end

of 1875 he succeeded in organizing a periodical at Geneva, together with a

small group of Polish emigres-aad. some Russians who shared Blanquist

ideas, Kaspar turskyXKarl ^^^Canist^ and a few others. ^^ Nechaev may
already have haa>acQsJinks witirfSem, and Tkachev succeeded in forming

from them a small but active political force. This gave birth to the J^abat

(The Tocsin) which was sub-titled 'Organ of the Russian Revolutionaries*.^^

Tkachev wrote its programme, which was published in Ndveffiber 1875,

and the Nabat came out at irregular intervals until 1881. In his many articles,

Tkachev did not write propaganda, but always deliberately addressed himself

only to the revolutionary minority. He realized that his paper would only

have a very restricted circulation; but he was only concerned that his ideas

should be known by a small number of people as long as they were the most

active in the world of conspiracy and action. One day, writing to a friend,

he declared himself satisfied within limits of the work that his paper had
done.

I know very well that few in Russia can get hold of this paper. But its existence, its

programme and its principles are known in almost all the revolutionary groups. By
attacking its ideas in every possible way, by distorting them and slandering them,

the anarchists and the followers of Lavrov have ended by spreading them among
the younger generation and by preparing their final triumph, a triumph which is

shown by the foundation of the party of Narodnaya Volya, by the creation of a

series of 'executive' and other kinds of commifteesr'by-the programme adopted

at the m^tlrig of Lipetsk, and finally by a series of successful or unsuccessful

attempts on people's lives. The irrefutable truth of the ideas held by the Nabat was

so obvious to me that I did not doubt for a minute that they would end by pre-

vailing, that they would be put into practice, even though the Nabat had not cir-

culated beyond the frontiers of Switzerland and even though we had published

only a few dozen copies. ^^
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V. And so, for the time being at least, he did not try to found an organization.

J He only wanted to point out the means required for the establishment of a

S*'

really organized force by denouncing the mistakes of the past and present.

Hp QaiH that th^ vpryjFart of Conspiracy demanded discipline. Neither the

'^ bourgeois revolutionaries noFtHF^BakimlntsTrhaa been prepared To_recog-

v^'' nize this, but it would be enforced by the very nature of things . It was
/ essential that the conspiracy should have a plan 'which should be put under

the control of a common leadership'. It must be based on the principle of
' ppTTtrn+b-Mtinn nf pawpr qnd Hprentr;^] izatlon Ot functions '.«^ Any""plan lo

create a movement on the basis of a federation of independent groups was

Utopian and could never constitute an effective weapon. It would be in-

capable of any speedy and decisive action, and would open the door to dis-

cussions and internal dissension, to doubts and compromise. Besides, such

an idea of federation had its roots in bourgeois mentality and morahty,

based as it was on individualism and egoism. The revolutionaries mustshmv.

even in their organization, that they knew how to put the collective above

the individual.
~

When Tkachev expounded these ideas, he already knew the results of the

movement 'to go to the people'. He then wrote an article to summarize his

conclusions. He thought that the entire movement was in a state of crisis.

There had been a large number of arrests, the revolutionary forces were

dispersed. Instructions 'which were clearly distinguished from those of ten

years earlier '^^ had been followed, but the results obtained had not justified

this change. It was essential to turn back, above all to the experiences of

Nechaev. Nechaev had acted without a prepared field, but at least the ideas

which had inspired his movement were clear. Not only had he wanted to

start a revolution, but he had wanted to do so at once. Hence he had been

concerned with organization. Now the goal must remain the same, and the

means to reach it must be improved. The banner of the movement ' to go to

the people' had always been very vague and general, so much so that every-

one had understood it in his own way. It had been this uncertainty that had

disorganized the movement, even though, as Tkachev recognized, it had

vastly increased its numbers. But none of the Populists had succeeded in

getting into political contact with the true forces of the peasant revolt, the

workers and Cossacks. In the 'sixties any means had been adopted as long

as the final end was kept in sight. Now they had forgotten the end and were

devoting themselves entirejy^ to looking for means. Once again a central

organization, able and willing to bring into eFTecf a predetermined plan, had

become the fundamental need.

[t wa<; therefore essential to fight _against the dangerous illusion that a

revnhitinnary mnvpmpnf rniilH spring from _lQatural_ groups^ through

'natural evolutiojL'.^^ The seventh issue of the Nabat for 1876 ended: 'The

unification and coordination of activities is without doubt the first indis-

pensable step for putting the social revolution into practice.' The forces of
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the revolution were now in the same situation as an anny ; their position was

inconceivable without an organization.

If organization is necessary for a large and strong party, it is undoubtedly even

more indispensable for a weak and small party, for a party which is only beginning

to be formed. Such is the position of our social revolutionary party, and for it the

problem of unity and organization is a problem of hfe and death . .
.^^

The stage of isolated groups closed within themselves and inevitably hostile

to each other must be overcome ; all ' fr^rtinnalkm^ rnnlH he- of use ^n^yj^
the Third Section.

To get rid of this obstacle two things were necessary : to give up all illusions

of being a large party, and to determine clearly the function of the minority.

The revolutionaries were indeed few, but they must appreciate the 'intel-

lectual and spiritual power' exercised by a minority over the majority. The

revolution in fact consisted in transforming their 'so to speak spiritual'

power into 'material' power.

And as in rnntemporary society in general and especially in Russia, material power

is concentrated in the power of the State, a true revolution can be carried out on
one condition only: the conquest of the_ State's power by the revolutionaries. In

other words , the first and immediate task of the revolution must consist lifcon^

xjuering this power and changing the conservative State into a revolutionary

State.88

"

It was true that the conquest of power was not in itself a revolution, but

merely its prelude. Tjiej^eyoliition would takf^ place in two phases, the first

destructive, the second constructive.

The essence of the first stage is the fighty-amLtherefore _violence ; the fight can be

carried out successfully only on the following conditions: centralization, severe

discipline, speed, decision, and unity in action. Any concession or doubt, any

compromise, multiplicity of commahd'or decentralization of the forces in the fight,

can only weaken their energy, paralyse their work and do away with any chance of

victory. ^JCenstruetJA^e-jrevolutionary activity, on the other hand, though it must

proceed at the same time as the destructive activity, must by its very nature rely on

exactly^j)p"^it£- principles. The first is based mainly on material force, the second

is based on spiritual force; the first relies mainly on^speed^andjinity, the second on

the SQlidity^and~vitaTity"of the changes it has brought about. The first must be

carried out witlvviDknce,TITe^^cond with conviction. The ultima ratio of the first

is victory, the ultimu ratio of the second is Ihe will an^ reason of the people. ^^

These two different functions must be clearly distinguished. In the one case

there must be readiness to b.e ruthless ; in the second elasticity and gradual

moves, so as not to fall back into a Utopia. Tkachev thought that to ensure

such elasticity in the constructive work, it would be necessary to summon a

NaroJna^Duma (National Assembly) which would sanction the activities

of the revolutionary State, and within limits, even control it. At this stage,

,^ropaganda on a huge scale would be of extreme importanceT'^Burthts-
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propaganda, in which the 'bourgeois pseudo-revolutionaries' had such

vain hopes, would be utterly useless while power was still in the hands of the

conservatives.

The fundamental rules which this constructive activity would have to

obey would be

:

^) The gradual transformation of the existing peasant obshchina—founded on the

basis of private property limited in time—into a communal obshchina. founded on

the principle of the collective use of means of production and" collective and

communal work.

(2) Gradual expropriation of means of production in private hands and their

handing over to common use.
^

(3) The gradual introduction of those social institutions required to abolish the

need for any intermediary in the exchange of produce, and to substitute for the

^ji/ principle of bourgeois justice—an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, service for

f^ ' service—the principle of love and brotherly solidarity.

(4) The gradual abolition of physical, intellectual and moral inequality among men,

by means of a compulsory system of social education, equal for all and inspired

by the spirit of love, equality and fraternity.

(5) The gradual abolition of the existing family which was based on the submission

of the woman, the slavery of the child and the egotistic whim of the man.

(6) The development of collective self-administration and the gradual weakening

\and disappearance of the central functions of State power.^o

This was to be the programme of the revolutionaries once in power. And
this was the method—described by the generic word 'Jacohin^—which he

defended in the Nabat against objections from all sides.

He told the anarchists in the very first number of the review that it was

not just their political outlook but their very ideal that was, if not mistaken,

at least incoherent. Even on purely theoretical grounds, he jconsidered

anarchism unthinkable and unjustifiable, until absolute equality among men
had been brought into being. It would merely lead to the unleashing of

selfish instincts. And to bring about equality, the ruthless action of a minority

in charge of the conquered State was essential.

From these general principles he descended to a detailed attack in the

following numbers of the Nabat \ above all in a series of notes, under the

general title 'Anarchy of Thought', which were published in 1876.^'

He then made an open attack on the fundamental text of Russian anarchism

of the time, Bakunin's work, Statism and Anarchy, which, as Tkachev

himself admitted, 'has undoubtedly had a vast influence on the thought of

our revolutionary younger generation'. He accused Bakunin above all of

incoherence. He, Bakunin, who had announced that he did not want to

concern himself with politics, was here merely discussing the interplay of the

various forces existing within and between the various countries of Europe.

And even his ideas on this subject seemed uncertain. His observation that
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Italy, Spain and the Slav world were nearer social revolution than the German
countries was acute. But what concrete fact could be deduced from such

observations? Bakunin praised instinct, which he contrasted with any 'con-

scious ideal elaborated only by a minority outside the people '.^^ Tkachev

rephed that the narodnost of an ideal is determined by its content; but this

content in turn depends on the material with which it has been constructed.

Jf yo^ir man fiT!lIlJJ3f,-triiDf*rity_ha5 takm thi^ rriRtm^l from the life of bourgeois

_society, from the world of exploitation, business and the stock exchange, his ideals

and theoriesjffiilLhave a bourgeois, anti-popular character (as for example the ideals

and thsories-of-the-SQ-calkd-scieBce of political economy). But if he takes them
-from the people's^life. from the world of work and workmen, then these ideals

.ja^ill by their very nature be popular, anti-bourgeois (for example, ^he ideals of

Communism).^3 —

And so there was nQpoint in speaking^ -of'tiTstrfiCt. It was true that the

minority was not in a poSttroirfoTeel the people's sufferings as it felt them

itself, but just because of this the minority understood them better and could

behave rationally towards them. It could analyse them and build up an ideal

which was not contradictory and confused, as was Bakunin's. To be con-

vinced of this, one merely had to look at the problem of the deepest instincts

of the Russian people. The revolutionaries accepted the peasants' conviction

that the land belonged entirely to the people, and that the obshchina and not

the individual must administer it. They even accepted the antithesis of the

mir and the State. But were they, just because of this, to accept other popular

feelings and instincts which were associated with it—such, for example, as

religious faith, belief in the Tsar, and in general the patriarchal swallowing

up of the individual into village collectivism ? Was it not pure hypocrisy to

claim to follow 'popular principles' and in fact make a careful choice of

these?

The uncertainty of the Bakuninist standpoint was reflected also in the

practical hints which its adherents gave to the younger generation. It was

true that Bakunin too was against pure and simple propaganda; he was a

declared enemy of the position taken up by the followers of Lavrov during

the movement 'to go to the people'. Yet, if carefully considered, the objec-

tives he gave to the revolutionaries would reduce themselves to educating

the masses rather than a simple appeal to revolution. He told them, for

instance, that they must fight against the traditional patriarchal element in

the life of the Russian people and that they must do this village by village,

district by district, until they created a general peasant movement. But

did not this in fact mean postponing the revolution until the ground was

ready, as Lavrov advocated?

"Jft-JJiis.way the Bakuninists vacillated between the Scylla of local risings

and the Charybdis of long-term preparation, as the entire Russian PopuUst

movement was still doing. And besides, how could one organize all the
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^'l^gfis by rnntiniiing fQ^^gj^mriajfhepeasant*; that any authority was evil?

This was to demand organization and not want it at the same timieT

Any organization presupposes a centre, and instructions of general significance.

Whether it is founded on federal or centralizing principles—i.e. whether it has at

its centre dictators holding all the power or merely delegates representing local

groups with restricted mandates—any organization is always authoritarian and

therefore anti-anarchist.^'*

Tkachev never tired of repeating this in his campaign against the various

brands of anarchism current in the 'seventies. His controversies were con-

ducted mainly with the 'revolutionary Community' founded at Geneva by

some 'young Bakuninists' and with De Paepe, one of the leading exponents

of anarchist ideas at this time.

With the young Bakuninists he was particularly bitter and sarcastic and

tried to bring to light all the contradictions in the programme which they

published in September 1873.

They demand that there should be no authority. Yet at the very same moment they

plan a federal government of delegates from the obshchinas with a pile of every

possible and even impossible ministries. They want these ministries to complete

each other reciprocally and at the same time they want them to be quite independent

of each other.^^

With De Paepe he was less ironical and brutal. In a detailed examination of

his report on 'The Problem of Social Services in the Society of the Future'

which De Paepe presented and discussed at the (anarchist) Congress of the

International in Brussels in September 1874, Tkachev tried tn 9\\c\w hifn tjiat

in fact an organization of social services of the kind he had discussed in such

detail already had^ a name. It was called the State. ^^

Without going into details, which are not devoid of interest, it is worth

emphasizing the central idea that Tkachev had gradually elaborated during

this controversy with the Bakuninist movement.

He was convinced that the anarchists, by repudiating the State, were in

fact merely theorizing about that 'spiritual power'—of which he had already

spoken and which was inherent in the very nature of the intellectual and

educated minority—and then refusing to transform it into 'material power'.

But this transition was inevitable and had to happen by the laws of history.

All spiritual power contained a germ of material power.

You are driving theJDeyiJ^out of the door and he will return thri).y^hjhe window.

But you are driving out a comparatively harmless Devil from the door (the power

of the State) while a really terrible Devil will come in through the window. The

authority of the State demands the submission of only the outer manifestations

of man's activities; but the authority that you want (if you really want it) subjects

not only man's actions but his intimate convictions, his most hidden feelings, his

mind and his will, and also his heart. Such authority, which is undoubtedlv despotic
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and autocratic, is really monstrous. Such is the authority of the Church; such is

the authority with which the Jesuits founded their fanciful communities in

America.^''

And if the anarchists did not want this, it was merely because once again

they were incapable of being logical in their ideas.

Jhe anarchists pictured the revolution as a dissolution of the existing A;^

..^State into the social elements which made it up. 'Every unit, every village . ^^

._^qbshchma and town will administer its own affairs for itself, determining its

relations with others on the basis of mutual agreement.' This might well

happen, but it would merely weaken revolutionary activity by splintering it

and preventing it from following a single direction. To appreciate this it was

enough to realize what would happen to the educated and revolutionary

minority in a case like this. 'It would be dispersed into all those little groups,

trying to seize spiritual and material power in each of them.'^^ The elite

would thus fail in its function of guidance. By not wanting the State, the

anarchists would end by creating a million States.

Thus, absorbed as he was by the need to expound his Jacobin ideas,

Tkachev threw over those elements of Bakuninism which he had earlier

adopted. He spoke less and less of the people being always ready for revolt,

and instead he emphasized the need for the revolutionaries to do everything

possible to weaken the machinery of the State and thus prepare the ground

for an upheaval. Speaking of the measures which the revolutionary State

would have to take, the model to which he referred more and more clearly

was that of Robespierre's dictatorship with its revolutionary tribunals,

suppression of hostile forces, control of freedom of the press, etc.

But it is important to note that the Bakuninist and anarchist vision of the

State dissolving by means of revolution into its component groups never

completely disappeared from his thought. He ended by thinking that such a

spontaneous process could become an extremely important tool in the hands

of the Jacobin elite. He knew perfectly well that revolution was a phenomenon
of violent dissolution of State and social structure ; the minority would take

advantage of this energy, directing it towards those higher ends which it

alone knew and incarnated.

The revolutionary minority^by freeing th^eople frorn the yoke that oppressesjt^

and from fear and terror in face of the old authority, gives it the chance to reveal

its destructive-revolutionary force, and, basing itself on this force, to direct it

cunningly towards the destruction of the enemies of the revolution. In this way it

pan destroy the strong-points that surround it, and deprive them, olall means of

resisTance and counter-attack. Then, by making use of its force and itsown authority

it can introduce new progressive-Communist elements into the conditions of the

people's life, and free their existence from its age-old chains and bring life to its

dried and petrified forms.^^

Tkachev in fact understood that the Bakuninist element could be and must

be inserted into his Jacobin vision of the revolution.
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This was the reason he tried to maintain contacts with the anarchists

more consistently than with any other movement, even on the plane of

tactics. He claimed to be carrying their principles to their extreme and logical

conclusion—showing up the contradictions latent in their activities only so

as to point out clearly how they could be made to prevail. And so anarchism

remained the final aim; the final myth of the social transformation, to achieve

which he was only concerned to point out the weapons; the final result of

that absolute equahty among men which would gradually be introduced

from above by the revolution.

His controversy with the Popuhsts of the 'seventies on the other hand

merely developed from his discussions with Lavrov. In an article of 1876

—

'People and Revolution'—he reconsidered the entire problem in detail. ^oo

XsS^^Was it true that the people's ideas were really revolutionary? It was

\^\\>y^ essential to take a reaUstic view of the peasants.

,^V
' It is true that their social ideal consists in self-administering obshchinas, in the

i\^ submission of the individual to the mir, in the right to use the land and not to own

k ^ \ it as private property, in solidarity among the members of the obshchina—in a

] word in an ideal with a clearly expressed Communist tinge. Naturally, the forms of

ij life which condition such an ideal are still far from fully developed Communism.
It is concealed within them, like, for instance, a germ, a seed. This germ can develop,

^ but it can also die. Everything depends upon the direction taken by our economic^
life. If it follows the direction along which it is now moving—i.e. towards bourgeois

progress—there is no doubt that our obshchina (and so also the ideals of our people)

will meet the fate of the obshchina of Western Europe, and will die out, as it has

died out in England, Germany, Italy, Spain and France. But if the revolution

arrives in time to build a dyke against the quickly increasing wave of bourgeois

progress, if it stops the direction of the current and gives it another, entirely

opposite, direction, there is no doubt that in favourable conditions our present

obshchina will gradually develop into a comvcmnQ-obshchina.^^^

This was a repetition of what the Populists had maintained from the first,

and a resumption of the ideas of Herzen and Chernyshevsky. But Tkachev

was particularly energetic in making this point and was more precisely

aware of the immediate danger that threatened the obshchina. Further, he

reaffirmed these principles at the very time when many Populist schools of

thought were inclined to give the obshchina an ideal, absolute value rather

than consider its historical raison d'etre. They exalted its eternal presence

in the spirit, and in ways of thinking, in the customs of Russia and Slavs in

general, rather than examined the concrete reasons and conditions of its

existence.

Tkachev published many articles in Russian reviews under various£seudp-

nyms to attack this vague nationalmyfh of the Oi6572f/z/7?fl."He attached those

'legitimate sons of the Westerners' of the preceding generation, who were

accepting such ideas which sprang from the opposing intellectual current of

the Slavophils. The ideal of the 'soil' which inspired a typically Russian
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political ideology dear to Dostoevsky was now accepted by those who
declared themselves Populists. This led to 'a purely fantastic' picture of the

Russian village. 102 Besides, many of the suggestions which they made to

improve the peasants' situation were (though they did not realize this)

merely means through which capitalism was being introduced into the

countryside ; schemes which were giving rise to social differences within the

obshchina and hence leading to its ruin.^^^

_Eyeryone was discussing methods to improve the conditions of the peas-

ants. This merely meant that growing capitalism was trying to infiltrate into

jy^e_countiyside. There was an economic root at the basis of this. As serfdom

came to an end, landed proprietors were no longer financially independent

and able to stand on their own feet. They had become debtors of the State,

to which they looked for help and credit. The reform had certainly not

improved their position. But the new economic forces too, the capitalists,

found themselves in the same position after the reform, and they too had to

look to the State treasury. So both landed and mobile capitalism were

constantlyJooking for^upport, for a source from which they could obtain

help. The peasant alone, the only class of person whose production did not

depend on credit, seemed to be such a source, and so they all flung themselves

at him, trying to get what they could. But to do this they needed the State,

the one instrument capable of getting new riches from the country. Literature

merely reflected this state of affairs, even though it may have been tinted with

PopuHst colours. 10"^

In the Nabat. Tkacheyj:alled these Populists ' reactionary revolutionaries

'

and he attacked them in an article under this title, in the fifth issue of 1876. ^^s

'JB^actionary revolutionaries ' were those who deceived themselves into A^

thinking that they were~preparing tKenrevoIutlon—-or arleast defending the /v) <.

^asant&r-by founding agricultural cooperatives, workmen's cooperatives, '^ H J^
and improving administration or education in the villages. Quite apart from AjV^

the fact that conceiving trade-union or cooperative organizations on the .Jj

basis of illegality and secrecy seemed to him merely Utopian, such organiza- ^

tions would in any case lead to a reactionary result by introducing into the

Russian village more and more of the features of Western bourgeois society,

inhese Populists had been logical, they would have given up the countryside

and instead have organized the only section of the proletariat which could

\e.r\d it<;plf tn thk ^Jm, thPLprnl^t^rjat in the factories.

There is no doubt that, when bourgeois progress is able to bring about equality

between conditions in the factories and in agricuhure, the present organization

of the town proletariat in Western Europe will spread also to the country pro-

letariat. But for this, even in the West, a long wait will be needed. And for us in

Russia it will be longer still.

So it was useless for the 'reactionary revolutionaries' to think of basing

themselves on the obshchina and the artel. These could only become fighting
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organizations for thie country and town proletariat when political power

passed into the hands of the revolutionary Socialists.

Until that moment, any attempt to transform them locally by acting from within

is useless. One must be extremely naive to imagine that the propaganda and

agitation of a few dozen young men can maintain and develop institutions which

lack economic soil, which are standing in the way of the demands and conditions

of bourgeois economy and which contradict the general spirit and direction of

economic progress. ^^^

The nobi^lity, the liberals, the constitutionalists^ the bureaucrats, the kulaks

were now determined to destroy the.nbshchina at its very roots^Faced wiTh

this situation, the Populists had only two courses open to them. They could

either wait for a few dozen years until the organization of the proletariat

had become possible and natural, or they could boldly adopt the methods of

Jacobin conspiracy to seize power as quickly as possible. In the last analysis,

any other solution was playing the game of those who were trying to speed

up capitalist progress, and meant taking the side of 'the heroes of the day',

kulaks, stockbrokers, monopolists, etc.^^"^ These 'heroes' would be able

quickly enough to bring to light the real reactionary content that lay beneath

so many Utopian demands. The only revolutionary was the one who wanted

a revolution at once. 'Even the policemen believe in long-term revolution.'

But, objected Tkachev's Populist adversaries, the revolution he proposed

might perhaps be made on behalf of the people but would in any case take

place without the people; in other words, it would be political and not social

in character. Who would guarantee that the elite, once it gained power,

would not merely replace the State and become just as oppressive as that

which already existed? S. M. Kravchinsky wrote to Lavrov in 1875: 'Tkachev

is to publish a review. What he really wants is absolutely disgustJQS- ^

political revolution, though naturally dressed up in the trappings of social

revolution .' '^^
~

Tkachev answered that the minority of whom he was thinking must not

by any means be made up only of 'repentant nobles', of members of the

privileged classes who were 'going to the people'. Part of the minority did

of course come from this background but members of the petit bourgeoisie,

of the raznochintsy, of the peasants, would soon come to complete it. And
besides,^he sociaLoxigin of the elite was not a fundamental problem. Every-

thing depended entirely on the ideas and principles which would guide its

activities.
^~

Why accuse the elite of wanting a revolution from above? This could

happen if it was inspired by the ideals which prevailed in the upper classes

of society and v/hich corresponded to privileged interests. Sometimes 'these

ideals may to some extent correspond to purely popular ideals, and it is

just these points which are made use of by the upper classes of society' to

disguise poHtical movements designed in fact to serve their own purposes.
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This explained popular support for revolutions in the world of the bour-

geois. But the elite that Tkachev wished to bring into being would, on the

other hand, be guided only by the ideals of the people.

What are you frightened of? What right have you to think that this minority

—

partly through its social position, partly through its ideas, and totally devoted to

the people's interests—by taking power into its hands will suddenly change itself

into a tyrant? You say: Any power corrupts men. But on what do you base such a

strange idea ? On the examples of history ? . . . Read biographies and you will be

convinced of the contrary. Robespierre, a member of the Convention, the omnipo-

tent ruler of the destiny of France, and Robespierre an unknown provincial lawyer,

are the same—the identical person. Power made not the slightest difference to his

moral character or to his ideals and tendencies, or to his private habits.

'The same can be said of Danton, and of any other important characters of

the French revolution ',^0^ as also of Cromwell, Washington, etc.

It was impossible to eliminate power and violence from any revolution.

_The Jacobins were men_who knew how to draw the logical inferences from

this truth, men who^idjiot^top when faced with the illusion that there were

capacities for revolution latent in the masses, or that other illusion that theji

could slowly educate them towards a social upheaval by means of propa-

ganda and organization. Such were the essential points that Tkachev made
^against the Populists.

"BaKunrntstJandTopulists or, as he once called them ,
' the two ^aetions of

the Popuhsts'iio were only two particular aspects of the two great tendencies

whieh-ttteiT'ruled the working class movement throughout Europe. They_
corresponded to the two limbs of the International after the Prague Congress

^^^872, the anarchists and the Marxists^
^~

^ ——

—

This double and complementary mistake in the way the problem had been

raised had in turn influenced the two wings of the Russian revolutionary

movement. Was not the anarchist organization of the Belgian sections (and

partly of the Swiss sections) a full and solemn consecration of the principle,

upheld by the Russian Bakuninists, of 'federative unions' and 'natural

groups ' ? And had not German preaching of a lawful revolution, of the need

for peaceful propaganda and the uselessness and immaturity of any violence,

of the need for scientific preparation, etc., confirmed the followers of Lavrov

in their stand ?i^'

Tkachev-didjiQt_extend the attack to the international plane, absorbed as

he was in the fight for a strong~ofgaTTiza t ion in^Russia itself. This was more

than ever the case as the movement in Russia was moving in this direction.

It had reacted against the defeats of the movement 'to go to the people',

by forming central groups more and more compact in character. Just as after

the defeat of the Commune the working-class movement in Europe showed

signs of trying to reorganize itself on new and different foundations, so too

in Russia the methods of organized conspiracy were beginning to be resumed.

So, at the end of the 'seventies, Tkachev did not confine his overtures for

*
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creating a single revolutionary socialist party only to the anarchists. He not

only followed with passionate attention the movements of Zemlya i Volya

and especially Narodnaya Volya, but he was ready to accept some aspects

of Russian revolutionary Populism which were repugnant to his Jacobin

mentality, such as, for example, the policy of terrorism. After a conflict

within the Nabat group, he ended by admitting the principle of terrorism,

though within limits and never very enthusiastically. For a better organization

of the revolutionary forces he was ready to sacrifice everything. He wrote

in 1878:

It is essential not only in the interests of a more energetic, quick and effective

conduct of the campaign, but also in the interests of personal security, in the interests

of saving a greater number of forces—it is essential that all our revolutionaries,

whatever they call themselves, forget and throw away at the earliest possible

moment all federal Utopias and turn once again to the old centralized organization

which has been tried more than once. In that lies force, and in that lies salvation."^

As if to provide an impulse and an example, he then founded his political

organization, The^ociety for the Liberation of the People. This was to

advance his views on politics and organization. It was apparently founded

when he managed to make contact with the small groups organized by

Zaichnevsky in Russia. But The Society for the Liberation of the People was

always very sjndl^ aiidjunimportant.ii^

In 1880 Tkachev tried to give it life by taking the printing press of the

Nabat into Russia. He was, moreover, convinced once again that a revolution

in Russia was on the point of breaking out and that the working class

movement was reviving throughout Europe. But this effort failed, and the

printing press itself was lost.

Tkachev no longer had any reason for staying in Geneva, and he went to

Paris to join the organ of the French Blanquists, Ni dieu, ni maitre, founded

at this time. But he had little time left, and his articles were very short. In

1882 he became ill and his state rapidly became extremely serious. He spent

the last years of his hfe in a lunatic asylum and died on 4th January 18867



17. BAKUNIN AND LAVROV

We have already seen that in Geneva Bakunin made a short-Jived attempt

to use the 'young fanatic' Nechaev to influence or even lead the revolutionary

movement in Russia itself. And even when this attempt came to nothing,

Bakunin did not abandon the idea of organizing the younger generation and

spreading his Alliance to Russia.

But his eff'orts along these lines were never successful. On several occasions

he succeeded in animating Bakuninist groups among the emigres, but they

were never really faithful to him. An early Russian section of the Inter-

national which he founded soon passed over to the opposing 'statist' and

Marxist wing. Another group of Russian anarchists eventually severed its

connections with him and acted on its own account, remaining faithful to

anarchism but not to him personally. His only real success was ia-the

Jnfluence he gamjed_over_co^nsid£rable sections of the student colony which
.^d grown up in Zurich atjdic _begiimingJJLLth£,_'.seventies. I was through

these studenti^that his ideas reached Russia where they then played a large

part in bringing about the atmosphere which led to the movement ' to go to

the^people' and the^second Zemlya i Volya. But even there, the genuinely

Bakuninist elements remained few and scattered. He was able tojnspire^a,

revolutionary spirit but not^an organization.

There are many reasons forlhese failures. Above all, it was by no means

easy to lead from exile a movement which now had its own traditions and

sprangjDut of the problems of the inteUigentsia and the Russian State. His

adversary, Lavrov, came up against the same difficulties, and, in general,

Populism receivecl far less direction from exile than is generally thought.

Even when Bakunin reached the zenith of his influence in Russia'aT'the

end of the 'seventies, the Populists seized every possible opportunity to

emphasize their own specific character and proclaim themselves independent

both from the ideological and the political points of view. This state of mind

was reflected also in the
'

young emigres' and prevented them being entirely

led by Bakunin. Besides, the emigres were always few, if only for the reason

that they were always tempted to devote themselves entirely to organization

and propaganda in those sections of the International in which they found

themselves, in Italy, Switzerland or France. Their effijrt^s to maintain con-

tacts :milLRuss]a were constantly repeated, but scarcely crowned with success.

All this made Bakunin sceptical about the Russian emigres, especially after

429
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his painful experiences with Nechaev, and induced him to turn his attention

mainly towards France, Italy and Spain.

WhenOhe Russian Populists turnedjohim. they saw primarily the inter-

national revolutionary, the leader of one of the two great wings of the working

class movement. From him they sought

—

and obtained—not so much an

organizalion_as_a_Qoiiception of the world which had a profound anJTasting

effect mi_thejntir£j:pvn]ntionary mny^ment.

^

Tn 1864, after the crushing of the Polish revolt, Bakunin went to Italy

and there he made some R^ssia^ contacts. But these men were mostly intel-

lectuals, such as the painterNlie, or the sociologi^^Vyrubov, and they had no

intention^gLdevoting themselves exclusively to the cause.JIhe only exception

was ^TMechnjkpy^^whom we have met in contact with Chernyshevsky and

Herzen, ahd^ who soon became an active figure in the Bakuninist secret

societies in Italy, and also in Switzerland and Spain.

Only when in 1866 he heard of Karakozov's attempt on the life of the

Tsar could Bakunin hope to resume activities directed at Russia. He had been

shocked by what Herzen had written of the attempt, and he found the general

attitude of his old friends on the Kolokol utterly misguided.

What is the practical standpoint of which you boast? Is it not the same that led

Mazzini to neutralize the Republican banner in 1859, to write letters to the Pope

and the King, to seek an agreement with Cavour, and, by repeated concessions, to

bring about the complete ruin of the Republican party in Italy? Has it not made of

the popular hero Garibaldi an unconditional slave of Victor Emmanuel and

Napoleon III ?

In Russia too it was essential to return to a policy of total opposition,

unhampered by the concessions that had been necessary in 1862 when society

as a whole was in motion and even the nobles were demanding a Zemsky

Sobor. And it was essential also to get rid of illusions about the possibihties

of a peaceful, gradual development of the peasant obshchina towards Socialist

and revolutionary forms.

^w It was time to survey the real situation. The obshchina had two advantages,

fj^ *>. ^ 'One is purely negative, i.e. the absence of Roman law and m generaf all

. ^ legal elements ; the other i s positive^ though^xtr^mely obscure and instinctive

;

^
i.e. the popular idea of the right of each peasant to the land.' But an analysis

of tTiis ideaT woilld^ sTiow thai in fact it bv nomeans i
prlnHps thp right of

^-€p/^-the people-t^-tg// the land. Instead, in some ways, it includes another very

depressing notion, i.e. the attribution of all the land to the State and the

Jsar.' It was on this conception that the Emperor relied 'to present the

peasants with uncultivated land after having furnished his generals with

estates and villages; to drive out entire peasant communities from one place

to another without arousing even a protest from the people as long as they

had any land at all'. '"The land is ours, and we belong to the Gosudar, the

Tsar." With ideas like these, my friends, the Russian people will not go far.'
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It was enough to look at the history of the obshchina to realize this. 'The

obshchina has been deprived of any real internal development and today is

much what it was five hundred years ago. It has had no freedom, and without

freedom any social movement is unthinkable.' And now the State was

intervening from above; the only effect of this was to bring about the dis-

solution of those few elements of equaUty which the obshchina did contain.

'Any muzhik richer or stronger than the others is now doing everything he

can to escape from the obshchina which is stifling him.' And so it was no

good looking to a gradual evolution of the traditional forms of peasant life.

Attention should be paid, instead, to the revolutionary forces contained

within Russian society. Only these would be able to destroy the oppression

which for centuries had held up all progress. The forces 'of revolt, of Stenka

Razin, of Pugachev, of the RaskolnikV must be invoked. Had there not

appeared among the younger generation elements capable of interpreting

these demands ? Instead of calling them ' abstract revolutionaries ' as Herzen

did, they must be regarded as ' the most logical expression of those principles'

which hve and act in the masses '.2

And so, when Bakunin returned to Switzerland in 1867, he got into

contact with ' the young emigres ' whom Herzen kept at arm's length and who
cordially returned his distrust and contempt.

This first Russian colony was settling at Vevey and Geneva. It was made up

of young men who had escaped from the police between 1862 and 1866 at

the time of the student disorders, the fir^t Zemlya i Volya2in& the Kazan
consoiracy. ^Among~the«Lwere A. (Jruso^ N.<^ukovs^,' N.(^Utii), N.

^pidih, ACSerno-Soloyevich, and a few others. As^early as 1868 Bakunin

seems to havetriedrTo collect them into a secret association, the International

Brotherhood, whose foundations he had laid in Italy.

^

But he immediately met with opposition. As we have seen. Serno-Solove-

vich was unwilling to follow his anti-electoral revolutionary policies. As for

Utin, after a short association with Bakunin he became his most stubborn

opponent.

But this initial contact between Bakunin and the 'young emigres' was not

without resuhs. N. Zhukovsky insisted that a periodical should be started

and found the money needed.'^ The first number of the Narodnoe Delo (The

People's Cause) appeared at the beginning of September 1868. It was almost

entirely written by Bakunin; only one article was by Zhukovsky, and it

merely reflected the general ideas of the newspaper.

We have already mentioned how, during the White Terror, the young

generation at the university greedily devoured this issue when it reached

Russia, and we have referred to the passionate discussions that it aroused

in their ranks. If we look at the few pages of this first number of the Narodnoe

Delo it will be easy to understand the reasons for its success. Bakunin

resumed the ideological and cultural discussions which had been suspended

when the repression set in in 1866 and brought them to a political conclusion.
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< He pointed out the dangers latent in the positivist currents which now
N^ appeared to prevail in the younger generation. By dint of speaking of the

^"^ '>/-^o^ superiority of science, they had drawn far away from all political problems,

^ '^"^ and had ended by 'despising the stupid and ignorant people'. In the eyes of

\ this generation the future presented itself 'as a solitary and melancholy

education in science and life, far from the people and from all political and

social revolutionary problems'.

In practice, this meant driving the intelligentsia into_becoming 'a new
class of the aristocracy of thought and leamingrS^lcind of prTvilegedjEurch

of the mind and superior education*. In this^eld~ir would^ not be difficult

to find a compromise with the State, with absolutism and the other privileged

classes. The positivists themselves had already drawn up a formula to equate

this compromise with reaUty. Did they not claim that a positive religion was

necessary for the people, that 'the extra-scientific ideal called the Lord God'
must be kept for the muzhiks ?

It was in their opposition to this compromise that the merit of Pisarev's

'nihilists' and the Russkoe Slovo lay. By calling themselves materialists and

atheists, they had made it impossible for their followers to draw all the

conservative consequences latent in their positivist view of the world. They

had kept alive those traces of ferment and revolt which still remained after

1863. They had once more raised social and political issues on a wide scale.

But now the 'nihihsts' must put aside their contempt for the people and

their aristocratic detachment from the ignorant masses. By throwing away

all the elements that they held in common with the positivists and the

utihtarians, they could develop the ferment of revolt and the socialist spirit

which inspired them. Only by throwing itself into revolutionary activities

could 'nihiUsGL' thrive7~
~

' Supporters of the revolution, we are enemies not only of religious priests

but also of the priests of science.' 'Learned men free themselves from God
only through science and within the bounds of science, but not in reality, in

life.' It was not Comte but 'the man who made concrete plans for freedom

in this world' who ought to be the ideal of the younger generation. It was

essential to destroy faith in a heavenly world, and create it in the people.

So Bakunin drew up a programme which closelyhnked ' menlaUibefa^ion

'

to 'social-economic liberationV Indeed HFTecommended his followers not

to give useless offence to the religious beliefs of the people. Only a profound

social upheaval could destroy them completely. The revolution must be

given first place and all efforts concentrated on it.

He analysed the political situation in Russia so as to convince his readers

that things had profoundly changed since 1862, when even he had spoken of

the Zemsky Sobor and had appealed to all the forces of liberation. The

three reforms which were then under way had been carried out and they

were 'three tricks'. The peasants had not really been freed. Their vote_wasjiot

decisive even where it had been given^em^n the assemblies of the Zemstvo.
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'JEhfiJuridicaj^reform has been far more serious and has in fact greatly

improved the situatiocTof the^eople^ Publicity for the tribunals nas mcfeased

^'thFspeed \^dth which justice is admmistered.' The merits of local judges, who
had at last given the people the chance to defend its own rights from time to

time, must be recognized. Yet even this^__the best of the reforras. had no t

affected the. ftrnnnmic_]:elajtio^ns^bgtweei^^ classes and hence had not

toucheiLthe_roptsof the problem.

It had been 'the logic of class interests' which had now brought the privi-

leged classes and the people into open opposition. Even those nobles who in

1862 had shown a spirit of independence now turned back to the protective

wing of the State.

Even that portion of the nobility which has not been completely ruined by the

reforms and has been able to restore its estates by the old habit of stealing from

the State treasury, finally understands that there is only one way of keeping its

privileges: brotherly collaboration with the State and the Tsar, against the people.

And so 'the revolutionary problem' was clarified; the 'extremely harmful

confusion ' which even shortly before had brought strangers into the revolu-

tionary camp, had come to an end. The end for which the revolutionaries

must strive was now obvious: ajTthe land for those who_workedJt^a^am-
paign foi-th^-^^emplete destructioa-jof the__State^and^ a future political

organization m3.de_up_ exclusiyejy_ ofji_jree federation_of free workmen's

artels, agricultural, industrial and craftsmen'.

' Above all we must destroy within the hearts of the people the remains of

that unfortunate faith in the Tsar which for centuries has condemned them

to terrible serfdom.' And this could be done not through a slow infiltration

of learning, through schools and preaching, but only ' by reawakening within

the people's minds an awareness of its own strength which has slept ever

since Pugachev'. The call for a revolt to bring about a social revolution

—

this was the programme of Russian revolutionaries.

Nor must it be forgotten that their struggle was linked to that of all the

peoples of Europe. 'The liberation of many miUion workers from the yoke""

of capital, hereditary property and the State' was everywhere a vital problem.

It was true that in Russia there were ' many specific historical and economic

elements' but 'the cause of the revolution is the same everywhere'. 'We are

by no manner of means patriots, like the men of the 'twenties and 'thirties'

(i.e. the Slavophils) who had based themselves on the idea of the corruption

and decay of the West and Russia's messianic destiny. It was better, rather,

to look to the banner which had been raised for the first time at the end of

the 'fifties by those 'whose names still live in our hearts' (i.e. Chernyshevsky

and Dobrolyubov). They had taught that the Russians 'must learn from the

European movement, and Europe must at last get exact knowledge of the

essentials of the existing movement in Russia'.

Bakunin was unsuccessful in his attempts to jathgrjhe^' young emigres

'
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into a section of the International based on these ideas. Very soon the

:^

;ry so

Nttrodnoe heIn shpped Jxom iiis -Contipl. The second issue was~e3[ted by

Utin and at the end was a letter from Bakunin saying that he had nothing in

common with the paper. The Russian section, whose regulations he had

drawn up, did emerge in Geneva, but, as will be seen, followed its own
course in conflict with him.

He then put all his hopes inKe^haev. When these hopes too were wrecked,

Bakunin tried in vain to found a new periodical. He wrote of this to Lavrov

on 15th July 1870, saying what his programme was to be.^ He returned to the

ideas which he had already expounded in the Narodnoe Delo: atheism, the

^|i^ repudiation of any State power, the fight against the bourgeoisie. And to

j\^ these he added two new elements: chiefly the campaign agamsT'the authori-

jp -p _tarian communism of Marx and the entire German schoor and a tight

.oJ
'against collectivism introduced from above thrnngh ^n^^ revolutionary

r 2 conmiittee, any central and official authority '. And then—most important

of all—^e outlined his own point of view on the revolution in Europe. It was

now no longer enough to link the Russian movement to that of the West,

as he had done in the Narodnoe Delo; the differing national problems of

revolutionary development could not be put aside. It was not a question of

recognizing natjonf^l'^y «<; '^ pHncipk, a right \ but rather of appreciating

it as 'a naliJu:aL liistorLcal^ ijacJ;-_which must be tgVen into account. 'The

demands of a social revolution are the same everywhere, but the forms in

which they are expressed will be entirely different among different peoples;

determined not by the will of individuals or groups but by particular situa-

tions and particular historical precedents.' Russia provided proof of this,

and it was not the only country in Europe; together with 'some other

countries, Slav and non-Slav (Hungary, Southern Italy, Spain) scarcely

touched by the industrial and urban civilization of the West', Russia too

would see 'the prevalence of peasant Socialism over urban Socialism'.

Such was the intuition which guided Bakunin during the most fruitful

years of his political activity. It was thus that he transferred Russian revolu-

tionary Populism to the European plane, and it was on these foundations

that his international anarchist movement grew up.

The Franco-Prussian War, the Commune and Bismarck's victory only

confirmed him in his ideas and increased his hatred of the Germans. In the

work which had most influence in Russia, Staiism and AnarchisuL he ex-

pounded his vision of a Europe, dominated 6y Germany, which would find

on its fringes (from Spain to Russia) the forces capable of rebelling against

Germany and destroying the oppressive and statist conception at its centre.

Of all the revolutionaries it was Bakunin who saw most clearly what Bis-

marck's victory would mean for the movements and ideas that sprang from

1848 and for all the forces of liberation that had been released. He sounded

the alarm and built up a force of violent protest. He tried to harness those

energies which still seemed intact, the forces of peasant Socialism in Spain,

ii
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Southern Italy, Hungary and Russia. But after 1874 he^ally hpcaing-gfln=^

yincgd that F.uxg.gg_had jiow entered a period of adjustment and slow

eyohifion Old and tired, he gave up the fight. But meanwhile he had planted,

even in Russia, a few vigorous seeds of protest against Realpolitik.

He resumed in various forms his campaign against the theories of positiv-

ism, which already in the Narodnoe Delo he had looked on as the ideology of

social conservatism. As science ran the risk of becoming the tool of oppres- . ij^

sion, it was essential to say clearly that it was more important to devote /^'

oneself to an ideal of freedom, to sacrifice all for the 'cause of the people',

than to study and become learned, and thus transform oneself into a weapon

in the hands of the privileged classes. As science seemed to empty itself

of human content, it was essential to fight against all 'doctrinairism',

against all claims to restrict freedom in the name of abstract principles.

He told the young men in Russia that they must obey their own instincts and

their own enthusiasms, throwing themselves 'into the people' before being

sullied by the institutions and schools which the State had founded for the

very purpose of turning them into its servants.^

It was not therefore a question of 'going to the people' in order to bring

it doctrines.

That would be stupid. The people know very well what they want. On the contrary,

we must learn from them to understand the secrets of their life and strength

—

secrets which in fact contain nothing mysterious, but which remain unattainable

for all who live in so-called educated society. We must not act as schoolmasters

for the people, but we must lead them to revolt.

Only by bringing about a social revolution could one avoid the greatest

danger, a government of pedants. One must on the other hand open the

doors for a social organization which would provide learning for all.

And so good intentions to educate, and attempts to create small kernels

of civilized life in the countryside and towns by organizing cooperatives,

mutual associations, etc., were useless. He said in 1873:

In Russia today cooperation is even more impossible than in the West. One of the

most important conditions for its success, where it really has succeeded best, was

private initiative, tenacity and courage. But personality is infinitely more developed

in the West than in Russia, where until now the herd instinct has prevailed. Even

outside conditions, both political and social, such as the cultural level, are incom-

parably more favourable in the West than in Russia for the birth and development

of cooperatives. And yet, despite all this, even in the West this movement has

withered. How could it ever take root in Russia?^

4Jntil_theRussian State was overtunTed by a revolution all efforts at local

reformTaTpartial imprQvgments in the situation ofthe working classes, were

-useless.
"

But it was precisely in Russia that there did exist the objective conditions

necessary for a peasant revolt. The upper classes were clearly separated from
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the people; there was no real bourgeoisie; there was no 'privileged working

class' as could be seen in Germany or Switzerland. From this point of view

too Russia's situation was like that of Italy 'where social revolution is

perhaps closer than in any other country '.^ The peasants felt on their

shoulders a feudal yoke, still in many respects like the one that had led to

the great peasant revolts in Germany and even Russia. But the reform of

1861 now concentrated all powers of oppression in the hands of the State,

and the peasants were learning to see in the State their fundamental enemy.

Even recently their hatred was divided between nobles and officials, and sometimes

it even seemed that they hated the former more than the latter . . . But ever since

the abolition of serfdom led to the ruin of the nobles who have returned to their

origins and are completely identified with government servants, the people have

included them in their general hatred for the class of officials.^

And so the campaign against the State was bound to take the form of the

^f open antithesis between the penpla and all the rnpneyed classes.

.v^^' \ .'The Russian people is Socialist by instinct and revolutionary by nature',

fr ^ ^r ended Bakunin, in a phrase which recalls how much his viewpomT^as

.Jt derived from Populist ideas. ^^ Yet in his hands these ideas had undergone
"

an important modification. The hope that had inspired Herzen and Cherny-

shevsky that Russia, just because it was the most backward country, would

be the first to reach Socialism was now translated by Bakunin into anarchist

terms. The Russian peasants, just because they were the poorest and the most

backward, would be the first to revolt against the State, destroying it from

its foundations.

But Herzen and Chemyshevsky could base themselves on the obshchina,

oalraditionatcoUectivism. What elements could Bakunin find in the Russian

village to support his point of view? Obviously the myth of Stenka Razin

or Pugachev was not enough, nor could the religious sects in themselves

provide proof of this will to revolution latent in the Russian people.

Bakunin re-examined^ the entire problem of the obshchina. In it he saw

o^ three positivcislement^ : (l)!He conviction that the land, all the land, belonged

'^Ji
^^ ^^^ peoplejj^) the land~diu not belong to the individual but to the com-

(jf munity ,<^Q)) ' its almost absolute independence and self-administration and

hence the obviously hostile attitude of the obshchina towards the State '.^^

^^ut closely linked tp these three positive aspects were three negative ones:

( (IVpatriarchalisn{; (2) me absorption of the individual into the community:

^naith in the Tsar?

These last three features could only be destroyed by an open revolt. Only

a social revolution could destroy the traditional and passive element contained

in the obshchina. This would leave the positive elements, and especially

self-administration and autonomy. The obshchina in fact was revolutionary

in so far as it was opposed to the State, and reactionary in sojar^ it was
-t;ontained within it.
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Whereas Chernyshevsky had stressed mainly those technical and economic

possibilities which might make the obshchina the germ of cooperatives and

agricultural communities, Bakunin saw above all the pohtical aspect of a

social nexus capable of a life of its own and therefore in a position to resist,

fight against, and eventually destroy the State. In fact, the position could be

put as follows: 'the Populists looked mainly to the obshchina, Bakunin to

the mir. "Who will ever dare go against the m/r!" exclaims the Russian

peasant. '12

The^^kness of these cells came from their isolation. The peasant could

see only the Tsar above the obshchina. Only when they were freely united

and joined together would the obshchina restore Russia's social fabric. The

jdeal of a people's and peasants' revolution lay in a free federatioh'oT free

obshchinas.
~~~~

'

This opposition to the State by social groups (both economic and adminis-

trative) whose final aim would be to destroy the State machinery and fully

replace it, had a considerable influence on Bakunin's poUtical conceptions.

It was enough to translate it into Western and working class terms to obtain

that 'revolutionary syndicalism ' which is implicit in Bakunin's anarchism,

and which heTorinulated in his writings, though in fragmentary form. It was

not for nothing that, speaking of the positive aspects of the Russian obshchina,

he at once added ' this ideal corresponds in one of its aspects to what has

recently been worked out in the conscience of the proletariat in Latin

countries, which are infinitely nearer social revolution than the German
countries.'i3

Syndicalism and_his revolutionary Populism met in Bakunin's Alliance.

H^was^nvinced that in ordenorfifect the transittoiTbetween the mir and

anarchism, and to leap from the obshchina to a federation o^ obshchinas y some

organization was needed to direct the social revolution. Even as regards the

working class movement he had said that the International was not enough

and that a closer and more secret organization was needed. And so he had

never surrendered to pressure from the General Council to dissolve his

countless Brotherhoods, Alliances, etc. The group of true revolutionaries

must have its own resources and its own weapons.

Among the Russians too Bakunin recruited his elements from the younger

generation of the intelligentsia. For here there could be found men who
wanted 'une revolution sociale telle que I'imagination de I'Occident moderee

par la civilisation, ose a peine se representer', as he had written in 1869.'"*

The new exiles, the men forced to leave Russia after the student movements

of 1869, led him to hope in 1872 that he would at last be able to build up a

nucleus capable of inclusion in his international anarchist movement. ^"^

V. Goisteyn and A. ElsnitSj-^who had been arrested and expelled from Mos-

cow-thfiversity in 1869, reached Zurich in the summer of 1871. M. P. Sazhiji

and Z. K. RalR, who had been in contact with Nechaev, now joined Bakunin,

who, after discussions with them, at the end of March 1872 founded The
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- Rtjv
^^igfj Brotherhood. He drew up regulations for it similar to the other

national groups of his Alliance. Zurich became the centre of this association,

and its press began to operate in the spring of 1873. It printed Statism and

Anarchism (already mentioned), a collection of articles by Bakunin called

The Historical Development oQh^ IntprngtinrwJ. and also Anarchism according

tp Proudhon, an account of Proudhon's ideas written in French by Guillaume

and translated into Russian by Zaytsev.

In the summer of 1872 Bakunin was living at Zurich among his young

Russian comrades. Either through them, or in person, he made contact with

the students who had come in large numbers from Russia to attend the

university and schools in the town, and who took part in the excitement and

ferment of life in the colony. When he left, a woman student noted in her

diary: 'The traces he has left are notable. The Russian emigres have been

convulsed, like the sea after the passage of a steamer. They are now divided

into two parties, Bakunin's followers and those of Lavrov, bitterly fighting

each other.'i^ Many of these men and women students returned to Russia to

devote themselves to the cause of the people, and brought back the ferment

of revolt and ideas that they had absorbed through personal contact with

Bakunin or through reading his works. His niyUijnflueTi£ed._yiejTio^

of 1 874 ' to go to the people' ; his ideas lived in the Pan-RussmrL^evoluuonary

Organization (which was the first ta_try^MidJ^dng_Ui^ ideas, of his inter-

national anarchism to the workers of Moscow) and his influence grew

stronger as the years passed. At the end of the 'seventies the 'rebels' in

St Petersburg and Kiev acknowledged him. But despite all this a genuinely

Bakuninist organization was never founded in Russia.

Feofan Nikanorovich Lermontov joined the Russian Prntherhrrd in lj7?,

returned to Russia to take part in the movement 'to go to the people', and

died in prison in 1878. His friend Sergey Filippovich *^ovaTtk"^ame to

Switzerland on Sazhin's bidding in 1873 to meet Bakunin, aMTcmakied an

anarchist throughout his long life.^"^ Vladimir Karpovich /Debagory-

Mokrieyjcn was later one of the 'rebels of the south'. But these arfc-ptobably

f the only three men who made definite engagements with Bakunin and acted

in his nai

stream in

)^ itself eith(

^ adherents

Even among the exiles the Russian Brotherhood was soon in a critical

state. Despite all Bakunin's efforts, personal quarrels quickly divided it,

thereby diminishing its activities and efficiency. The character of Sazhin

made all further work together impossible. When Bakunin backed him,

Ralli, Golsteyn and Elsnits decided to found a movement on their own and

to create their own Revolutionary community [obshchina] of the Russian

anarchists, and to establish a new printing press in Geneva. Their first

pamphlet To the Russian Revolutionaries appeared on 1st September 1873.

r
tUT in his name in Russia. The specifically anarchist current remained a mere

^ ^ stream in the general moTgrpfinr nf tViig nmp withn^it ^ver distinguishing
itself either through particular activities or through the special stature of its
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Their ideas were so like those of Bakunin that with some reason he was able

to accuse them of having printed some of the secret regulations of the

Russian Brotherhood.

The.crealiQiL of this centre of 'young Bakuninists' seem^thg^ieforejQjiaYe,

been the outcome of personal quarrels and not of political or ideological

conflicts. Yet even this schism was a symptom of what was happening at

the same time in Russia, i.e. the fusion of Bakuninist elements into the

general PopuHst current from which sprang Zemlya i Volya. It was indeed

'the young Bakuninists' (who were soon joined by N. Zhukovsky) who
resumed contact with the clandestine movement, and who printed pamphlets

and periodicals which reflected the ideas and needs of those who were

working in Moscow, St Petersburg and the villages of Russia. These activities

of Ralh and his comrades will be considered when the birth of the working

class movement and the underground is described. For the moment only one

other aspect of their activities, their entry into the life of the French emigres

in Switzerland (the world of Communards) which played such an important

part in the European socialist movement of the 'seventies, will be reviewed.

In 1874 a small book called The Paris Commune^^ appeared. It examined

the events of 1871 in great detail, in order to show that there had been a

clash in the Commune of two opposing currents which had seemed to be A
complementary but which were in fact inimical. The IBirst 'personified the r jr
anti-State idea, the social revolution' and was ' the living negation of dictator- /^v
ship and government '.^^ For it, the Commune meant 'individual autonomy, ^
autonomy of groups, of artels, of corporations'. 20 But for the others the

Paris Commune was merely a continuation of the old revolutionary Com-
mune of 1793.

For them it represented dictatorship in the name of the people; a vast concentration

of power in the hands of a limited number of persons. Even though they recog-

nized the principle of communal liberty, of the free organization of popular groups,

they did this only because this was the revolutionary idea of the time. But in fact

many of them scarcely understood or, indeed, completely failed to understand, the

true ideal of the proletariat. 21

Tfie defeat nf the. Cnm^ivrip ^^R<^ ^u^, to the triumph of the second tfindencv

,^oyer the first. The revolutionary impulse was haltedjjhe time for construction _.

was confused with that of destruction. Instead of hurhng the forces of the

proletariat against the institutions oFlhe enemy, instead of proceeding

'with the liquidation of the bourgeois order ',22 there was an ingenuous belief

in the possibility of abolishing by decrees the exploitation of the people and

of putting an end to bourgeois robbery.^^ Instead of organizing groups of

revolutionary obshchinas,^"^ one or two in each district, and arming them, thus

giving power to the insurgents, hopes were pinned to the revolutionary

virtues of the State and an improvised government.

And so the Commune's decrees were 'simple palliatives '2? all the more

/
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useless in that 'it was not the function of the Commune to divine the forms

of future social hfe and still less to decree them' but rather to allow the people

to fulfil its destructive and negative function. The very concept on which the

Commune was founded was false.

The force which drove on the proletariat could not be and cannot be delegated to

representatives because once it is so delegated it ceases being a force. J.-J. Rousseau

was utterly right when he wrote 'Any people which chooses representatives stops

bein^ a free peopleV^ ~"

Only democracy led by organized social groups and revolutionary forces

could have saved the Commune. Why had not this happened ? In fact

:

The hurricane of revolution found the French proletariat unorganized and unready

for the fight. The bourgeois organization of the National Guard showed itself

unsuitable the day after an unexpected and uncertain victory. The Central Com-
mittee, the contriver of this organization, drew back frightened by the storm of the

insurrection . . . Not a single member of this Committee, almost none of the mem-
bers of the Commune, understood the most essential thing. They did not realize

that the reconstruction of society must be preceded by the threatening storm of

revolution; that a people freed of its chains is gifted with the spirit of destruction;

and that before building one must destroy. ^^

It was, therefore, those who continued the Jacobin tradition who had led

to the ruin of the Commune.

Inspired by convictions which were worked out during a stubborn fight against the

enemies of the people, a fight which for some had lasted throughout their long

lives, they unintentionally took to the old beaten track as soon as they were faced

with the open field of revolutionary activity. They went on boldly using the old

and useless weapons of the past in the middle of a new life and new requirements.

They did not understand that in such cases the form swallows up the substance

and that, fighting for the freedom of the people, they themselves struck a mortal

blow at the people's freedom with their dictatorial and law-making authority, ^s

Even the best of them, even Delescluze, although he ' understood the new
programme of the revolution', belonged to the old generation; 'and at a

certain age men become more or less incapable of living a life that is not

their own'.29 Even if one excluded those who were poisoned by power, one

saw that men of the greatest integrity had shown themselves incapable of

escaping from the grooves of a centuries-old tradition.

Ralli knew from his own experiences the source of these Jacobin ideas.

He had begun his revolutionary career in Moscow by reading Buonarroti,

and he now wished to attack his former mentor in order to explain that

Bakunin and the experience of the Commune had convinced him of how
mistaken was the road that he too had tried to follow with Nechaev.

He spoke of the period following 9th Thermidor and described how:

There sprang up brave fighters for the freedom of the people, who decided to

destroy the bourgeois order and to replace the bourgeois State with a new State:
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the Communist Republic. Through the dictatorial authority of one person they

wanted to organize the happiness of all. Poor fools ! They loved that great people,

but they did not understand why it stood by so calmly at the execution of Hubert,

Danton, Desmoulins, Robespierre, etc.; why it had allowed the republic to be

strangled under its eyes ; why it had left the arena of the revolution and withdrawn

in silence to the dark, damp Paris suburbs. And the people, which had been cheated

so often, did not believe even in them. Such is always the fate of personal initiative

and individual undertakings ; the common fate of all ideas which are not subjected

to collective criticism . . . For them in fact revolution meant the insurrection of the

people, by means of which power could be seized, on their own initiative, by men
who would hold it in their own hands to create a people's State, the republic of

equals. They did not understand that by doing this they merely led to a change of

bosses, of gentlemen, of teachers of the people, and that the proletariat would still

go on being exploited. The people, with the memory of recent events still fresh in

its mind, looked upon their moves as a repetition of the old comedy. It saw no
difference between Robespierre and his assassins on the ninth of Thermidor,

between Babeuf and his butchers. Was it really worth shedding more blood to have

a new boss, a new government . . . ? That is why the people coldly looked on at the

death of its friends; who were perhaps sincere, but who did not understand iO^

Some years later Ralli again discussed the problem of the Commune, and

from it, even more than in 1874, he drew the 'revolutionary-syndicalist'

conclusions which were latent in his picture of direct democracy. Once again

he said that in 1871 the task was to have a revolution and not to proceed to a

new economic organization. Ought they, for instance, to have made laws

of nationalization ?

Le gouvernement socialiste eut succombe devant cette tache, comme tout gouverne-

ment en pareil cas, fut-il compose de savants et d'economistes de la valeur de Karl

Marx. C'est par la seule action collective de tous les travailleurs organises, relies

entr'eux par un libre contrat en groupes corporatifs, que la question du travail

pourra etre tranchee.

Why then had the people not succeeded in setting out in this direction ?

Parce que le peuple de Paris a ete pris a I'improviste par le revolution. Son organisa-

tion ouvriere n'etait pas forte. Ses corporations etaient desorganisees par la guerre,

ses sections etaient a peu pres aneanties. Aussi remit-il la tache qui lui incombait

entre les mains de ses elus, dont quelques-uns pourtant avaient proclame que

I'emancipation des travailleurs ne pent etre que I'oeuvre des travailleurs eux-memes.

And so they had ended in a 'dictature jacobine'.^^

Looking back to Russia, Ralli clearly recognized how he had arrived at

these conclusions. He was prompted by the entire tradition of Russian

Populism, or, as he preferred to say, by the entire history of the Russian

people (seen, we may add, through the theories drawn up by revolutionaries

of his native country).

La Commune a 6te le point de depart, le commencement d'une ere nouvelle dans le

developpement de Taction revolutionnaire en Russie. Et rien d'^tonnant a cela.
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Aucun peuple ne pouvait avoir plus a coeur le programme de la Commune revolu-

tionnaire, a aucun peuple il n'est aussi essentiellement inherent. Toute Thistoire du

peuple russe presente de siecle en siecle une lutte perpetuelle du principe communal
contre I'organisation de I'etat, un combat sans treve ni merci de la masse ouvriere

contre la minorite privilegiee pour conquerir le sol et la liberie ... 11 est done

naturel que les revolutionnaires russes soient tous jusqu'au dernier des communistes

federalistes.^^

The very vocabulary used by Ralli shows that it was the Russian situation of

which he was really thinking. 'Commune' is both the Paris Commune and

the obshchina; ZemJya i Volya is translated by 'le sol et la liberte'. This

constant analogy between the problems of Russia and those of the working

class movement in Western Europe, was to be one of the functions of the

small group of young Bakuninists. There was much bitterness and disappoint-

ment in their position, and this accounted for their extremism. But the

method helped them to become aware of their own special position.

Le revolutionnaire russe est I'homme le plus independent du monde. Qu'est ce qui

pourrait I'arreter? Le respect de la tradition du passe . . . ? Mais il n'a ni tradition

historique, ni passe. 11 suit avidement la lutte sociale qui se continue en Occident, il

partage la haine des revolutionnaires europeens, mais il ne comprend pas leur attache-

ment aux traditions qui leur ont leguees leurs ancetres—son developpement revolu-

tionnaire est acheve. II ne lui manque que la force! Et voila d'ou vient cette ironie

amere, cette angoisse qui le ronge, cette eternelle recherche d'une issue . . . Homme
sans passe, il se sent etranger dans la grande famille revolutionnaire de I'humanite.-*^

The other small group of men who had broken away from Bakunin

—

those who did not, hke these 'young Bakuninists', follow in his tracks, but

j^inH th^ Mnr?;int w ing uf thg Intf^rn n tif^nnl—was less successful, and soon

faded out. The group never succeeded in making direct contact with the

clandestine movement in Russia. The Narodnoe Delo, which after the first

issue had parted company with Bakunin and Zhukovsky, went on printing

in Geneva, but its circulation grew smaller and smaller.

Yet these men were also looking for a point of contact between the prob-

lems of Russia and the Socialist movements of the West. Their ideas on the

subject were original, indeed spectacular, but they lacked the energy and

force of Bakunin's intuition. Their political plans seemed wise (and are in

fact intelligent) but they had no effect ^n tne Kussian _ situation, because

they were eclectic and often artificial.

Bakunin once amused himself by satirizing the mentality of Utin, the chief

spokesman of this small group. There is no doubt that he hit his target.

One cannot say that he doesn't work seriously or that he takes a frivolous view of

things. On the contrary, 1 have met few Russians who work as hard. He is a martyr

to the study of political and social problems . . . but he is gifted with a remarkable

lack of ability to understand, to seize the essence, the real nature of the problem . . .

He runs along behind the thought and the thought scampers on ahead without ever

letting itself be caught.^'*
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The disappointing nature of the movement led by Utin and "T^^
ufiO^^ °f'''"C^fl f

in part at least from the manner of its birth. Its-gQd!ather was J.-Ph. Becker,

who saw in this small group of Russian eniigi£s\ tool to be used in the

factional struggles within the Internationak^^^Marx ^reed to act as a patron jr .a/'

for the rnovement with a similar object m-"^4e55L^e overcame his ironicSTi j7 '.

distrustoTtHe^Rtissians^and realized the value of supporting a group which n a\*^

could provide him with useful information on the movement which was i J ^
dominated by his adversary Bakunin. He also had hopes that it might /

become a power capable of opposing Nechaev and anarchism. ^^

And so he welcomed the formation of a Russian section of the first

.^ternational at Geneva in March 1870. Utin and Trusov adopted the

regulations which Bakunin had already drawn up, and they changed only a /
few words. They obviously intended in this way to make the necessary

concessions to the mentality of the emigres and so succeed in planting their

ideas. ^^ The regulations were indeed drawn up in the most general terms.

They dealt mainly with ' the economic oppression of the Russian people . . .

which is absolutely identical to the oppression which stifles the entire

European and American proletariat'. They then claimed that 'the Russian

people has throughout history aspired to the realization of the great princi-

ples proclaimed in the international congresses of workers, i.e. the collective

possession of the land and tools of work'. 'The principle of the collectiviza-

tion of land and the fight against capitahst exploitation has already found

expression in the organization of working men's unions', they said, pro-

claiming their faith in the working class movement. In their regulations they

^.-^proposed

:

^) To use all possible rational methods—the special nature of which derives from

the position of the country—to spread the ideas and principles of the International

(2) To promote the formation of sections of the International among the working

isses in Russia.

^3) I To collaborate in the forging of a strong link between the working classes of

issia and those of Western Europe, with the aim that, by helping each other,

they will reach their common goal of liberation.

They sent their programme and regulations to Marx, asking him for his

support and help and imploring him to represent them in the General

Council.

Brought up in the spirit of our master Chernyshevsky, we have joyfully welcomed

your exposition of Socialist principles and your criticism of industrial feudalism . . .

You have had a decisive part in the creation of the International . . . You are tire-

lessly unmasking the false patriotism of our Demostheneses who preach about the

glorious fate ordained for the Slav people ... So as not to deceive you and to avoid

causing you any surprise, we consider it our duty to tell you at once that we have

absolutely nothing in common with Bakunin and his few followers . .
.'^

i
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Marx replied with a short letter in which he stressed the work that the

Russian revolutionaries would have to undertake in the future for the

liberation of Poland.

Russia's conquest ot that nation is the disastrous basis and the real cause of the

military regime which exists in Germany and therefore throughout the Continent.

And so by working to break Poland's chains, Russian Socialists are undertaking

an exalted task which contains within itself the destruction of the military regime

—

an absolutely indispensable preliminary condition for the general liberation of the

European proletariat.

He then spoke a{ Flerovsjcy, the author of a book on The Situation of the

Working Class in Ru^in] and ended by saying that 'works iikFlhose of

Flerovsky and your master Chernyshevsky reflect great honour on Russia

and show that your country too is beginning to take part in the general

movement of the century '.39

JUtinjjidJIiu&QV were little concerned with Poland's problems, and devoted

all their attention to trying to adapt what they kae^y_of_Marxism to the

situation in Russia.'^Q They lacked Nechaev's revolutionary impatience.

*One must recognize', they said, 'that the end, the solution of our struggle,

is not for today or even for tomorrow.'^i There would be time to observe the

social forces involved and to see how they developed in the future. As had

already occurred for Lopatin and Negreskul, th9_chief effect of Marxism
was to increase their faith in historical development and to stimulate their

desire for a full sociological study.

^Revolutionary traditions and Messianic dreams looking back to Stenka

Razin and Pugachev were not enough. It was necessary to admit that 'the

^'I'^^in n workf r. wh ^th'^r peasant rrr a rtisan, hafi n^t ypt reached awareness

of himself, and his invincible strength'. All his attention had until then

'Been directed towards his interests and the needs of his own village and

district' without his being able to see the problem as a whole. But was this

not perhaps also the case even outside Russia? 'Even until recent times the

Western worker concentrated all his attention on purely local needs and

interests. He was only concerned to find locally a cheaper mode of living,

a local demand for labour, etc' The International had given the working

classes a fuller degree of awareness. Yet it had to be admitted that inter-

nationally minded workers were still a minority and constituted 'the aris-

tocracy of the intelligentsia in the world of the working classes'.

In Russia this minority was already in existence and was
j
ust as mature

and revolutionary as it was in the West. It must not be sought among the

-flfHinudl wuikef'ii but ratncr in 'the proletariat of the brain', the younger

generation of intellectuals. Socially, 'by virtue of its formation and all its

aspirations, this minority constitutes an element indissolubly linked to the

couches of the people'. It corresponded exactly to 'the politically advanced

proletariat of the International'. Even its history was similar, however para-
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doxical this appeared at first sight. 'Socialist theories of the nineteenth

century undoubtedly have an enormous influence on the advanced workers'

proletariat'. In Russia, too, the effect had been no less marked; the Petra-

shevskists

^

hadcorresponded to Western Utopiajiism. The struggle tor the

right to work had been matched in Russia by the battles sustained by the

younger generation for Sunday-schools, and their right to meeting, organiza-

tion and systems of self-help. Peasant problems had been faced with Cherny-

Rhftv<;ky Thp entjxe rnovementof the ^sixties showed hnw deeply rooted

Soeialist ideas were in Russia. Indeed it could be shown that the social and

political conditiwis"~orthe country had led 'the proletariat of the brain' to

even more advanced standpoints than elsewhere. In Russia it had reached

the same standard as the ' proletariat of muscles ' in the West. In Germany,

too, social and government oppression had been heavy, but only a small

minority of intellectuals had followed the road to the very end. In Poland

and in Italy the petit bourgeois atmosphere had often concealed the essence

of things, and ' the proletariat of the brain ' had allowed itself to be diverted

into the field of nationalism. And so it was not wrong to say ' that the same

and identical task now faces the proletariat in the West and in Russia'.

The working class and intellectual minority would give the working masses,

both in Russia and in Western Europe, fuller self-awareness. "^2 .

^^

For this reason their weapons should be the same. Even in Russia it was ^:rf\Lt
not impossible to start cooperatives, mutual aid societies, etc. Even, the ^ ^''

weapon of strikesJwasLnow beginning to be known and used by the Russian

-workmen. It was in 1870 that there occurred the first abstentions from work

in St Petersburg, and the Narodnoe Delo spoke of them at length, finding in

them proof that its attitude was the right one.'*^

As for the peasants, they already had their own organization, the obshchina,

which had in the past displayed its powers of resistance. It was now threatened

by the formation of a class of richer peasants, but one could be sure that

'it would never give in to the kulaks', despite the obvious support given them

by the government.'*'*

Tjieproblems of workers and peasants both showed that the struggle musjt

be at once economic and political. The proletariat in St Petersburg would

learn by means ot stnkeslhatThe^tate was behind the boss. The peasant

obshchinas could act in an egalitarian direction against the kulaks when the

pressure of pohtical authority slackened. It must be the duty of the younger

members of the inteUigentsia, organized in a 'party of national liberation',

to lead the masses of the factories and the fields to this twofold yet identical

battle.45

This attempt made by the Russian section to bring Russian Popuhsm more

--ialme_wLthJhe experience of the working class movement jn the West was to

^ be resumed some years later on a far greater scale, by Petr Lavrovich Lavrov
,

.a newly emigrated student of philnsopTiicaTand social problems^

^

Lavrov was no longer young. He was a reflective character, an introvert
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by temperament. To his political activities he brought the patience, the

attention to detail, and even the tranquillity of the research worker; while

his work as an investigator was informed with the same moral passion

more openly expressed in the student movements of the PopuHsts. He
succeeded in founding the only faction among the emigres which could

really stand up to that led by Bakunin, and even within Russia he was able

to influence a small but select group which had a slow but penetrating effect

QH the entire Populist movement.
'

His works contrasted the problems of Russia and the West, which had

been so roughly and violently treated by Bakunin and Tkachev. They were

less passionate and more learned. His point of view could, with reason, be

accused of eclecticism. But this was merely the negative aspect, the shadow,

as it were, of that attempt to perfect Populist ideas which it was his function

to achieve. '^

Lavrov's development was slow. He was born in 1823 and spent the first

part of his life until the end of the 'fifties teaching mathematicsin the Artillery

College and occupied with minor publicizing activities. Though known
only among a small circle of people, he already aroused admiration and

respect for his double nature of ' researcher ' and 'poet' which—described in

various ways—always struck those who met him.

The precise exactitude of the mathematician found expression in a private life of

great nobility, in the fearlessness of his scientific thought, in complete intrepidity

in the expression of his opinions. Yet he did not have an arid mentality like a

scientist, or a hard one like a mathematician. On the contrary, not only was he

sensitive to everything that is beautiful and tender, but he himself was a poet . .

.

He was capable of getting passionately excited and also of controlling himself.

So strong was the spiritual element in him that I sometimes really thought that

he did not even have a body but only a brain and nerves, completely subject to his

soul.

So the poet Benediktov described him in 1853.'*'^ Lavrov was at this time

seeking to express that element of 'poetry ' which he felt in himself (and which

was in fact a specially delicate response to ethical problems) by writing

poems, whose only value lies in their desire for liberty and in the hope that

he could one day take part in a Russian society 'where thoughts and words

could flow in freedom'.

When, with the death of Nicholas I, men began to think that such a time

had at last arrived, Lavrov shared the prevailing optimism, and proclaimed

in verse and prose that it was essential to go bravely ' forward '.^^ Hg played

an active part in the student and intellectual movement; he was^member,
thou^rcm the frifyfteyof the fJTSt^emlya iVolya. But as yet he was not able

to make his own contribution to any of these activities. He was looking for

his own approach and he had, as Chernyshevsky once told him, the origin-

ality to look for it not in one or other of the progressive political doctrines

but in the study of philosophy.
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His interests are clearly shown by the title of the most important of his

works at this time, An Essay on the Theory of Personality,^^ which appeared

*^iiLjJ^9 and which was republished the following year with the equally

significant title of An Essay on the Problems of P'-actf^al FbHsi^J!! He
dedicated it to A.G. and P.P., the initials—deciphered with ease even by his

contemporaries—of A. Gertsen (Herzen) and P. Proudhon.

Though Chernyshevsky rightly said that hi^.4>kilu jophy WJITeclectic, ^Q it

represented none the less an attempt to investigate the widespread discontent

of those who read Hegel in search of some indication of 'practical philo-

sophy', some ideal of morality. His reflections on the relations between

science and the activities of the individual in society already contained the

seeds of what he said some ten years later in the Historical Letters, his main

work of philosophy.

His eclecticism, even his uncertainty, was just as obvious at this time in

his politics as in his philosophy. Inl 856 he wrote a letter to Herzenjsdiich

$hows him dubious about the retorms that were being mooted at the time.

This was a typical example of a state of mind prevalent among many liberals

and moderates. They had waited for so long for the reforms, and were now
fearful at the results which would follow from the changes brought about

by the State bureaucracy. It was difficult to bridge the gap between general

ideas on progress and the actual movement of events. All the more so as

Lavrov, by doing so himself, aimed at saving completely what he considered

the only vital element in Russia: the inteUigentsia in all its aspects. Just as

later, when he joined the Socialist movement, he held stoutly to his defence

of the value of science and the need to proclaim the vital importance of

learning, so now, in face of the proposed reforms of Russian society, he was

concerned lest the very sources of the only class concerned with intellectual

values should dry up.

.
The most different currents andideas meet in the intelligentsia. However much
thev may disagree, they do converge on one pomt|the^rignt ot tree lliou)Jlitrthe

—

rneed for a close study of contemporary proDlcms m general and Russian ones itT

particular; it is in this that lies the future of Russia . . .

He thought that the peasant reform as planned had not been sufficiently

worked out and discussed. It was carried through without the full participa-

tion of Russia's intellectual forces. It might also be dangerous for that small

nobility which was 'our tiers etat' and which ran the risk of being ruined by

the government decrees. Nor as regards the peasants had the economic

aspect of their problem been sufficiently considered. 'It is not merely a ques-

tion of freeing them from serfdom, but of making them really free and pre-

venting them from being exploited in the future by officials and kulaks. It is

a peasant who is not to be wretched who must be freed. '^i His general re-

forming tendencies and affirmation of intellectual values were already in

evidence in this first attempt to adopt a political standpoint.
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Nor did Lavrov abandon these ideas in the years that followed, though,

like so many others at this time, he quickly jettisoned the element of modera-

tion and fear. At the_tiiiif when thf' serfs were liberated he supported a

complete reform of society, the overthrow of all the traditional forms of

Jlussian life,-and a systema t ic work _Qlj£riticism and~*'desTruction ' by the

intellectuals. To demand that the changes should be made gradually, 'step

by step', was like demanding that first the feet, then the hands, etc., should

grow in an organism.^^ 'Social conscience develops gradually; but once it

has awoken, then, not step by step, but in a flash it applies its biting criticism

wherever it can, and everywhere there springs up a demand for renewal and

development which will not be denied. '^^

This meant in practice taking an ever increasing part in the various schemes

which were springing up at the time to spread education and organize the

liberal society of the day. So he played an active role in editing the Russian

Encyclopaedic Dictionary, was a member of the committee of theTIterary

fund, of the Chess- Club, which was soon suppressed by the police, and of

the Society Jor Women's Work, etc. As regards the latter, for instance,

Nikitenko, the professor and censor, noted in his diary in 1864 that 'Lavrov

devoted himself to converting the youn^ women and girls to "nihihsm",

and for this purpose Arranged aTcoursein materialist philosopF^ in his

house.'54

Looking back later on these years of intense though dispersed activity,

Lavrov said that even then he

was aware of the need for a political and social revolution, but that he did not yet

see any basis whether for a social transformation or for political action beyond slow

preparation . . . For long he had admitted the possibility that there could be a

harmony between the interests of someone in the ruling classes and those of the

majority of the oppressed classes. He had even been prepared to admit that this could

be the case if one were guided only by personal interest and not by moral conviction.

This admission had been one of his greatest errors. Though he later repudiated it,

it left many traces in his works.^s

He later said that he had abandoned this earlier view because of the news

that he had been able to obtain of the activities of the International in the

West. But we have no exact knowledge ofhow far Lavrov was then acquainted

with the working class movement. It is true that by the end of the^!^ixties

his ideas were developing. He became a Socialist from a theoretical^ndjnoral

point of view, even before talcing a direct personal ^kt\ in the'Russian and

Jturopean working class movements.

Until 1866 he was able to escape open persecution; but during the days

that followed Karakozov's attempt on the life of the Tsar, he—like all the

best known 'nihilists'—expected to be arrested from one day to the next.

And, indeed, on 15th April 1866 his house was searched, and the poems
which he had once sent to Herzen, as well as letters showing that he had been

in touch with Chernyshevsky and Mikhailov, were seized. No proof of any
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link with Ishutin's group was found, nor in fact any document that was

really compromising. But despite this, after nine months in prison he was

banished 'to one of the inner departments of the empire'. The government

obviously intended to put an end to his activities as a writer. The district

chosen was Vologda. At the beginning of 1867 he was at Totma, a small

centre of that department. And from there he was later transferred to

Kadnikov, a poverty-stricken village in the same district, where he remained

until the beginning of 1870.^^

The colony of exiles in the region of Vologda, about five hundred kilo-

metres^itortlrof Moscow, reflected, like a small mirror, the varying trends of

Populism. ShelgunpV, the friend of Chernyshevsky and Mikhailov, was

there ; some of the students who had taken part in the revival of thejuniversity

movement at the end of the 'sixties^-^d, among others, M. P.<^zhin^he
future Bakuninist,57 the writer D. KN^irs^who was guilty of having made a

speech at Pisarev's funeral, and a few Pmes. All these exiles had met with

sympathy and help from the local population, and at Kadnikov, Lavrov was

able to make friends with a student who had been to the seminary at Vologda

and who was a great admirer of Feuerbach. Indeed, within the Seminary

a group had been formed which called itself the ' Cherriyshevskyites ' and

which was made up of men who embraced the ideas of the Sovremennik and

Feuerbach. These far-off centres heard echoes not only of intellectual life in

Russia but even of news from the exiles ; the speeches that Bakunin had made
at the Leaguefor Peace and Freedom for example. So that in his banishment

LavjiM^iaund himself in direct contact with the woflS'ofthe Russian under-

which he had until then held himself aloof.

It was to attacktheldeas of Pisarev, wliich he found particularly influ-

ential in these circles, that he then wrote his Historical Letters. This book

marked an important date in the Russian revolutionary movement. For it

constituted the manifesto, so to speak, of the revival of the more typically

PopuUst current after the years of 'nihilism'. It was the fundamental ideo-

logical document in the attack against the ideas that were later to find

expression in Nechaev's venture. ^^

Already in 1865, the year before his arrest, Lavrov had written an article

to make a stand against the exclusive passion for the natural sciences which

dominated so many of the young generation in Russia. The ingenuous

hope of finding a solution to all problems in the study of nature led to a

tendency which he described as 'infantile' in the most precise meaning of

the word. 'In his earHest years man is near natural life . .
.' In his earliest

attempts to understand the world that surrounds him, he turns to physical

phenomena. But after this initial stage in his education—necessary though it

was both for the individual and for the development of Russian culture

—

it was time to turn to the sphere of ethical and social problems. 'Natural

sciences, as they are understood in our society, cannot be used as a guiding

rein in the labyrinth of human relations. '^^
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Thc^islorical Letters developed these ideas. They were published in

stages between 1868 and 1869 in the review Nedelya (The Week) and collected

in book form in 1870 under the pseudonym of P. Mirtov. Despite the

obstacles imposed by the censorship, the book had a huge circulation and

lasting success. 60 jYiQ works of revolutionaries in the 'seventies which recall

the Historical Letters as a youthful revelation, as the book which played the

largest part in bringing home to them the full extent of the problem which

awaited them, are manifold. One of them called it 'the revolutionary gospel,

the philosophy of revolution'. Another recalled 'the enormous impression

produced on me by reading it'. And yet another recorded that 'our tears of

idealist enthusiasm fell on this book, and it gave us an immense thirst to

live and die for noble ideas '.^^

Mirtov's pages have obviously not worn well, and reading them it is

sometimes difficult to appreciate the power which they had when they were

still fresh. The words of one of Lavrov's followers will, perhaps, convey the

vital nourishment that its contemporaries found in it.

Reading this book convinced me that in our present social organization, by the

mere fact of birth or other circumstances, independent of the will of its individual

components, the members of society itself were inevitably distributed in two un-

equal groups. One of these, numerically very small, was in a privileged position and

able to enjoy—to the detriment of the others—all the good things of life. Whereas

the second, which made up the great majority, was destined to eternal misery and

to labours beyond the scope of human capacity. Mirtov eloquently pointed out the

vastness of the unpaid debt which weighs on the conscience of the privileged group

towards the millions of workers of this generation and those of the past ... I

accepted these ideas which were new to me, and felt myself in the position—so

much ridiculed at the time—of a 'repentant noble '.^^

Lavrov, in short, was making a direct appeal to the conscience of the intelli-

gOHtiia. lit did not pomt out tne political aavantages tna l would de7ivc

from putting themselves on the side of the people, as had been done at the

beginning of the 'sixtipv; Hp |-gy^]]pri them to a sense of du ty. He spoke of

the debt that had been contracted with the peasants and popular classes,

and reminded them that it must be paid without delay. So he cut back to their

very roots the doubts which had previously weighed on the minds of the

intellectuals, torn between the duty of immediate political action and social

ideals. To the question 'What is to be done^I^he replied by saying that the

first, indeed the only thing, to do was to takp nrm nnt of their position as

privileged exploiters . It was in this appeal, not political but purely ethk^l

and socia l, that Lavrov found the message which struck the new generation

so forcibly.

This simple and energetic message was not expressed as a sermon or in

religious guise. Lavrov worked out his own vision of the philosophy of

history. This is the aspect of these Letters which has worn least well, but it

enabled him to give a rational basis to his appeal. Fighting against the most
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ingenuous and crude positivism, he maintained that it was not possible to

understand the meaning of progress if one did not admit an ethical and

intellectual, 'subjective*, value which allowed one to evaluate progress itself.

The strength of his message did not lie in the rather hesitant and general

expression that he gave of this quality; it was to be found in the very fact

that he had proclaimed the need for values at all. In his short autobiography,

Lavrov rightly recalled the neo-Kantian philosophy, which was then grappling

with similar problems in Germany, as one of the sources froinwhich he drew

in^pkation.
"

Thc^Letters gave the conclusions he had reached in his deliberately

'subjective' evaluation of progress. He no longer looked on progress as the

accumulation of wealth and knowledge. Rather, it was an exertion dearly

paid for which had gradually developed throughout the centuries. Those

who now enjoyed civilization should realize how much they owed to those

who had worked, created, sacrificed themselves in order to maintain a privi-

leged class. It was now time to pay the great debt that modern civilization

had incurred towards the great majority of people.

Anyone reaching such conclusions should not feel himself isolated or

alone for there were many who felt the same way. He described in detail the

intellectual development of those groups of 'critically thinking people' who
had now grown into 'a party'. And so Lavrov's observations helped to

accelerate the transition from small groups to a wider movement which was

taking place between the end of the 'sixties and the beginning of the 'seventies.

At the end of the Letters he pointed out what ought to be ' the banner of

this party':

Critical thought organizes the campaign of united labour against monopolist

capital ... It is guided by an idealization of labour. Previously labour was idealized

as a docile tool of capital ; as the submission of the workman, a submission latent

in the laws of the universe, in the decrees of providence; as a mystical punishment

for the sins of our ancestors. But Snri?)]i<;m ^jyes the work?^• anntl^gr ideal; the

strup;^le of useful and productive labour against unused capital . .
.^^

The formulation was as yet uncertain but it had the merit of calling attention

to Socialism as the only ideal capable of satisfying the consciences of all

who fully appreciated the unbearable weight of belonging to the class of

exploiters.

When writing these words, Lavrov was already working out plans for

putting them into practice. He proposed to escape from the district of

Vologda and flee abroad to devote himself to a life of research and propa-

ganda. This was not an easy venture for a man now no longer young and

painfully short-sighted. But with the help of G. A. Lopatin, a member of the

Society of the Rouble and one of the most active revolutionaries of the

'seventies and 'eighties, he was successful. On 15th February 1870 he left

Kadnikov, and only two weeks later he reached Paris. His escape was
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backed in St Petersburg by a group which was beginning to organize itself

in opposition to Nechaev. This group was inspired by ideas similar to those

expounded in The Historical Letters, and included, among others, Lavrov's

own daughter and her husband, M. E. Negreskul.^'^

Lavrov reached^acis, certain that he would not remain long in exile and

that a rapid change in the situation in Russia would allow him to return

shortly to his own country. He thought that to some extent he would be

able to combine his activities with those of Herzen; but when he arrived in

France Herzen was already dead. He at once envisaged starting a new

periodical, and it was perhaps with this in mind that the younger generation

in St Petersburg had organized his flight. But for some years he had to post-

pone this plan. He was absorbed in his work and researches as well as in

the events which he witnessed and in which he participated. The urge to

consider the problems of Socialism and agitation which he had received

from the far-off International when still in Russia, now became immediate

and pressing when he was faced with the Franco-Prussian War and the

Commune.
Both the Russian wingsjjlJhg_Intemational, iho ĵ rodnneJ)eln on the

one hand, and BakimiiLonJheother, tried to engage Lavrov as collaborator.

He ignored the first offer and refused the second.^^^utTTegutTaTionTwith the

group at Geneva continued. Elpidin wrote to him again in 1871, but Lavrov

was critical of all that side of emigre propaganda that was most blatantly

revolutionary. He said that there were two, and only two, ideas which

needed dealing with : the increase in workmen's wages and the emancipation

of women. And so during this period his contacts with the exiles were only

irregular.

He was mainly absorbedju pjrench.palUjcs, and took part in the demon-

strations which led to the fall of the Second Empire on 4th September 1870.

He made contact with the Paris, members of the International, probably

through the Russian wife of Jaclard, A. V. Korvin-Krukovskaya, who
played an active part in the Commune.^^ In autumn 1870 he joined the

'Des Ternes' section of the International. He made friends with Varlin, the

Hungarian Leo Frankel, and others. A trip to Brussels gave him tEediance

to make contacts with* those groups around the Internationale, an organ

edited by Eugdne Hins. It was on this visit also that he first estabHshed

relations with Cesar de Paepe.

When he returned to Paris at the beginning of March 1871, Varhn told

him that:

with the new system of electing the commanders of the National Guard, a con-

siderable part of Paris on both banks of the Seine is already in the hands of the

Socialists, and within two or three weeks the entire town will be controlled by the

Socialist commanders of the battalions. A federation of the provincial Guards,

backed by propaganda, will create an armed force of the proletariat throughout

France.^''
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This was a few days before the insurrection broke out and the Commune
sprang up. 'The workers, having organized their forces, decided to make

use of them', as Lavrov himself said. ^^

It was this popular aspect of the movement which struck him most from

the very earliest days. The Conamune seemed to confirm his Populist outlook.

Itjepresentedjthe open struggle of the exploited against the exploiters. Here
^

at last was a social movement after so much useless political agitation. In

an article which he wrote for the Brussels Internationale on 21st March 1871,

Lavrov was one of the first in Europe to emphasize the Socialist aspect of

ajie events then occurring in Paris, and to define the Commune as an instru-

ment of power of the proletariat. ~~
*

Ehbien! en voila encore une revolution! Et celle-la ne ressemble guere aux autres.

Qui done est a la tete de tout cela? se demandait-on. Est-ce Blanqui? Est-ce Pyat?

Est-ce Flourens ? Mais du tout. Pas un seul petit grand nom. Les artistes habituels

et connus du public ne prenaient pas part a la piece. Le role de premier revolution-

naire n'etait pas occupe. Les grands journaux sont effares. lis ne pouvaient se

douter qu'une revolution puisse se faire et reussir a Paris sans qu'ils en sachent rien

et sans que leurs amis y prennent part. Des gens inconnus! Les epiciers ecarquillent

leurs yeux en lisant les signatures de ce terrible comite central de la garde nationale

qui gouverne maintenant Paris. Des gens tout a fait inconnus ! Les concierges font

des mines meprisantes, en disant a leurs locataires: mais voyez done, madame,
qu'est-ce que c'est que ce gouvernement la! c'est drole! des simples gens! des

voyous! des ouvriers! Oui, madame, des simples ouvriers.

Sans doute, ce sont des simples ouvriers ! et c'est cela qu i fait 1'originality du
mouvement des derniers jours. C'est la ce qui le caracterise. C'est la ce qui doit lui

donner un interet tout particulier aux yeux de tout socialiste, de tout adherent a

I'Association international des travailleurs, comme aux yeux de tout penseur

sincere, etudiant dans les faits visibles de I'histoire les forces invisibles qui agissent

dans les societes. Dans le grand ecroulement qui s'est fait en France pendant ces

derniers mois, la bourgeoisie reactionnaire n'a donne pas un seul homme nouveau

et toutes ses anciennes gloires se sont montrees au dessous des evenements, au

dessous de leur renommee ... Eh bien, ce que n'osaient, ce que ne savaient pas

faire les hommes les plus connus de la France, cela s'est fait tres facilement par

quelques gens honnetes, intelligents, resolus, mais parfaitement inconnus aux

lecteurs des journaux.

He then spoke of the International and of Varlin and his comrades who
were 'a la tete du gouvernement des ouvriers '.^^

On 28th March, in another article for the same paper, he was fairly opti-

mistic about the development of events, and ended by speaking of the

universa l value of the Commune.

Le penseur socialiste, en Etudiant les evenements de ce petit nombre de jours, peut

affirmer avec plus de certitude encore que cette soci6t6 bourgeoise qui exploite et

demoralise le proletaire n'a aucune raison d'etre. Eile n'a pour elle ni le droit moral,

ni la force du nombre, ni meme le savoir faire, I'habitude, I'activite sociale, I'in-

fluence des conceptions larges et bien conduites, elle n'a pour elle que la routine.
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It was true that the situation was still difficult. Would the Commune find

real support in France and outside her boundaries? General Socialist

sympathies were not enough. ' Peut-on attendre de quelque part un concours

actif?' 70

Lavrov devoted his finest talents to trying to arouse this active help. At

the beginning of May he was in Brussels to win support from among the

Belgian federation. Shortly afterwards he went__to_London to go to the

General CoungLl^f the International. He seems to have taken this step on his

own initiative, though it had the agreement and approval of Varhn.

But meanwhile the Commune had fallen. In London ho rnet Marx and

Engels, andtoo^part in the earliest discussions on the experiences' of the

Commune, which were then taking place among the leaders of the Inter-

national. He soon returned to Paris, but kept in touch with the General

Cpuncil and above all with H. Jung , to whom he sent news and practical

information in an attempt to save tKbse members of the Commune, mainly

foreign workers' groups, who had succeeded in escaping persecution.

His conclusions were now absolutely clear. The Commune had repre-

but it had been shown that a workers' government was possible.'*^^ He
gradually completed a critical study of his experiences. In his letters he often

returned to the problems of the Commune; and some years later, in 1879,

he summarized his conclusions in a long pamphlet. This is one of the most

interesting documents in the endless discussions of the time on the meaning

of the Paris movement and the lessons to be drawn from it.

Lavrov was mainly concerned to defend the fundamental importance of

theoretical preparation—of ideology . This, he said, would ensure the success

of a revolutionary movement. In a detailed prehminary inquiry he ran through

the democratic and internationalist press of the period which had preceded

the Commune, showing how general, vague and uncertain were the ideas to

bfc found in it. The word ' Socialism ', for example, was given the most varying

meanings by the press. It was just possible to find ' an odd two or three frag-

ments in the works published at the time by Pyat, Vallds, Lissagaray, which

might throw light on the theoretical and practical problems of Socialism \''-

The tradition of the great French Revolution had continued to dominate

men's minds and had prevented them from seeing the new problems. Though
this tradition, together with that of 1848, provided the general ideas, the

political problems they had raised had not yet been given an adequate

theoretical treatment. For example, everyone spoke of individual liberty;

but they differed as soon as they raised the problem of a federal system or a

centralized State; and the supporters of neither of these two tendencies had

been able to give an exact definition of their own programme. Only^Millisre,

in Nos. 23, 29 and 30 of the Marseillaise, had described a plan to organize

the 'revolutionary dictatorship of the people '."^^ But the programmes of

Delescluze, Vermorel, etc., were still stuck in the grooves of earlier traditions.
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A Study of the events between September 1870 and March 1871 led to the

same conclusion: *The Socialists were not ready '."^^ Discussions within the 1

International in Paris during the time that immediately preceded the Com-
mune revealed the true cause of this immaturity. The workers' organization

had constantly wavered between a purely economic function (the original

reason for its existence) and the adoption of a political programme which it

had borrowed from different democratic forces. And often there had been no

collective and united action on the economic plane, and the individual

members of the International each followed their own inclinations in

politics. One need only look at the discussions and proposals which had

preceded the formation of the National Guard to see that this was so. And
even after the Commune had been proclaimed, those at its head were far

from bringing about that 'dictatorship of the people' spoken of by Milliere.'^s

One could not, of course, put the blame only on the Central Committee,

which had done everything within its power. 'It was not responsible for the

fact that the most advanced parties had taken no trouble or had been unable

to organize themselves beforehand. '"^^

So the Commune had been unable to draw the social and economic con-

sequences from the power which had fallen into its hands.

Only a decisive upheaval which would at a single blow have put the proletariat

on the same economic level as those.who had been its previous rulersTwould have

_givenjound foundations Jor.building,^^u a poHtical force able to carry through a

j^yolution on behalf of the proletariat.
"^^

Lack of an economic programme allowed the truly Socialist elements of th£

Commune to be dominated hy traditional forces, mainly the routiniers of the

Jacobinismof 1793.78

In this way the movement let itself be deflected from the social field which

should have been its only concern. Not one single condition had been

realized for moving to an economic revolution, and boldly driving from its

ranks all enemies of the proletariat. ^9 The very idea of re-adopting the

mediaeval principle of a Commune was a mistake as long as there remained

within its ranks exploiters and exploited, and as long as it did not become

'the independent Commune of the proletariat '.^^

That such a policy was possible had been shown by the working of ser-

vices during the siege and the efiiciency of the workers during the insurrection.

This was the great lesson of the Commune. Together with the heroism shown

by the fighters, it marked out the way for the Socialist movement of the

future.

Never, under any circumstances, have the Socialists the right to forget that in the

present phase of the historical struggle, the economic problem dominates all the

others, and that until an economic revolution has carried out every one of its

fundamental points, nothing has been done . . . Today there is no field, neither

religious, national nor political, in which the proletarian workmen have or can have

the moral right to follow the path of the ruling classes in whole or in part.^i
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In decisive moments of history, the masses
^
always follow the banner which

proclaims the most precise programme, the most clear, simple and decided^objc^-

tives. The masses fnllnw fhn<^Q whn are ready and dn not; hesitate. If there is no mie

in_a position lo^atisfy these demands, if the strongest and most sincere members

of the so^alled~intelligentsia hesitate. iTien the masses inevitably toHnw-^ome
hint from traditions of the past and draw back from new men^ And then even the

most heroic actions, even the most disinterested energies^will not be able to prevent

a return to the old evil, though in somewhat changed form. Our Fopulists must

remember this.^^
- _

Lavrov did not reach these conclusions immediately after the Commune. He,

too, went through a period of discouragement, when he looked upon a

revival of the Socialist movement as very far off. The situation in France

and the atmosphere of Paris after the crushing of the Commune lay heavy

on him as on others. Whereas in all the other countries of Europe, and

certainly in Russia, the Commune—despite its defeat—stimulated new
energies (which Lavrov studied in a chapter of his book in 1879), the situation

in France must obviously have seemed to him far more difficult. None the

less, despite this delay in working out the poUtical lessons of his experiences,

their essential core was plain from the very first moment. Self-preparation

was essential, as was much patient lahonr to create tl^e future shock troops

of the revolution . These, in fact, were the very tasks which the International

had not been in a position to undertake effectively.

But how could this be done? Until 1873 he thought chiefly by study and

scientific work, both for himself and for the new Russian generation which

was growing up. He regarded the function of the intelhgentsia as so important

and decisive that he resumed his earlier work and tried to write mainly of

cultural problems in lawful reviews under a series of pseudonyms. In 1872

he left Paris and settled in Zurich where the colony of Russian students

was growing, and gave them lectures on scientific and historical subjects.

*JJie^oung^enerationjrieeds knowledge ', he said.

But very soon he too was infected By the atmosphere of political ferment

which dominated Zurich. Bakunin, who had been there since June 1872,

was once more planning to found a review. Negotiations were started with a

view to his editing one with Lavrov, but the programme which Lavrov

proposed aroused strong opposition from Bakunin.^^

Lavrov was driven to take up this position between the end of 1872 and

the beginning of 1873 by his hopes of winning the support and collaboration

of the Russian intellectuals who were passing through Switzerland in large

numbers at the time. They were in many ways the best representatives of the

new scientific generation. Lavrov seems to have counted specially on Ivan

Vasilevidji Luchitsky,Meacher at a secondary school in Kiev and soon after-

wards at thc-universily there. In later years he became the greatest Russian

authority on the problems of agriculture in the eighteenth century, the

intelligent historian of the French peasants before and during the revolution,
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and one of the mentors of present-day historical writing in France, in

particular Georges Lefebvre.X^ichitsky thus provides one of the bestexamples

*coOheJransferenceJo historical researi?h of the j^roblems raised by Russian

j^opulism . Passing through Zurich with him were V. M. (Chekhanovetskyo

the^^mf£SSfir_of political economy of Kiev University, and later the master

of Tugan-Baran^sky, the well-known social-democrat economist; M. P.

JDragolriandv;^lo was to become the best known of the Ukrainian demo-

cratic emigres; and Nikolay Ivanovich^zTBer, soon to become one ofjhe

^jiosLacute observers of Russian agrarian development of these years, and

the first Russian * lejgaTMarxist '.

^——^ — — - - - - -^

Basing himself on this group of intellectuals, almost all of them from

Kiev , Lavrov might well have had hopes of founding a particularly stroi/g

and important cultural centre among the emigres. But his plan failed. As a

rule, these members of the inteUigentsia had no intention of cutting their

ties with official Russia, and nearly all of them soon returned to their

CQluitry.

And from St Petersburg, Lavrov heard from the writ^ Mikhaylovsky-^^.

who was then beginning to take up and develop Lavrov's 'formula of-^

progress'—that he had decided not to emigrate.^"^

In Zurich meanwhile his relations with Bakunin's followers became more

and more tense. Lavrov took an active part in the struggles which divided

the student colony regarding the control of the communal institutions that

had been founded by it and particularly for leadership of the library. These

struggles led to Sokolov's (the nihilist writer already mentioned) assault on

V. N. Smirnov, an ex-student of the medical faculty in Moscow who had

been driven out after the university disorders in 1869 and had become a

member of Nechaev's Narodnaya Rasprava. In 1871 he had succeeded in

getting to Zurich, where he had begun to organize a small press for printing

works forbidden in Russia. Lavrov, especially after this attack, became the

natural spokesman of those who disapproved of such methods and who in

general were moving further and further away from the followers of Bakunin.

Smirnov became his most active and faithful collaborator, and organized

the printing press for his review. He was, in reality, the leading spirit of the

small minority group which was closely attached to the Vpered.

As Lavrov himself has told us, as early as spring 1872 he received a request

from St Petersburg to found a review reflecting the needs and ideas of the

Populists. After giving up his ideas for a cultural review and breaking off"

his connections with the Bakuninists, Lavrov decided to respond to this

appeal. When his proposed collaboration with Tkachev also came to nought,

the Vpered was started as a review organized exclusively by him and the few

young collaborators whom he found among the students and emigres in

Zurich. 85

Their programme was printed in the first number of the review which

appeared in August 1873. It was intended to appeal to all the various
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tendencies which were then taking shape, all the currents of ' radical socialist

thought', as Lavrov said, excluding only self-confessed Jacobins.

Revolutionary Socialists must give up their old ideas of being able to replace the

^ State—after they have succeeded through a lucky stroke in destroying it by intro-

ducing through the processes of law a new organization and making a gift of this

to the unprepared masses. We do not want a new constraining authority to take

the place of that which already exists, whatever the origin of this new authority

may be.^^

So the function of the Sociahsts could be summed up as the duty to prepare

themscivcs intellcctual|y"S5^Sto prepare the masses through proj)aganda.

1 he four volumes dtl^^^erea which were pubhshed at Zurich and later in

London under Lavrov's editorship between 1873 and 1876 fully elaborated

this position.

But what did 'preparing oneself intellectually' mean? In Russia the

review fell mainly into the hands of university students who were leaving

their lectures in order to devote themselves entirely to a life of revolution.

Lavrov's words were interpreted by them as an appeal to continue their

studies, to specialize in some subject and enter one of the careers which were

opening up to young intellectuals. And so they generally reacted very

bitterly against such an attitude.

Lavrov anticipated a reaction of the kind in the first number of the Vpered

and replied in an article called 'Knowledge and Revolution'. In this he

declared that the exaltation of instinct and scorn for intellectual preparation

constituted a real * mental epidemic which has struck some sections of

Russian youth ... It is one of the most obviously pathological phenomena

in the spiritual life of our poHtically advanced youth.'^'^ The Sociahsts* task

must be that of becoming the inspirers, the interpreters, the supporters of the

people. How could they undertake this task without having something to

give tiie people? 'Knowledge is the fundamental power of the revolution

which is under way and the force essential to carry it out.' It was not a

question of starting schools for the people but of laying the foundations so

that one day an organization could arise which could really educate the

masses. It was not therefore just schoolmastering that was required but a

preparation of the intellectual class on whom fell all the responsibility for the

social revolution. If they did not clearly realize what was wanted, they were

cheating the people, and that was the worst thing possible. Success depended

entirely on the faith that the people would acquire in those who wished to

draw near to it.

^, y
T ark n^ prpparatinn wnnld C^mppl the rpvnhitifyparip>t^tO_giye up the

\ S fight at thp vpry moment when they appeared victorio us. It was enough' to

(^y
look at the French revolution, which was also popular in character but

whose victories lacked solidity. This was proof that 'it is faith that rouses

people, and gives them victory, but this victory is purely ephemeral if the
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ideas which it brings are not based on critical thought'. Even if the 'fanatical

religious-revolutionaries ' as Lavrov called them, succeeded in winning power,

it would have no solidity. A society lacking the active participation of the

intellectuals was doomed tobecome a tyra-nny. They would then be clfafged

with being 'apathetic'. Indeed from an ethical point of view this charge

would be a true one, but historically their attitude would only be the in-

evitable result of a period when all discussions had taken on a religious and

scholastic character. Only a long historical process could gradually bring

back the element of criticism to the function of leadership which it ought

never to have lost.

As can be seen, Lavrov was trying to lay the foundations of a revolution

^hich was to be radically Popnli'^t in form, and completely socialist trom the"

,economic point of view, but which would retain the principle of tne part to

^he played by the intelligentsia. To do this he attacked the summary ethical

condemnation of science, which had its origins in Ro usseau, aiid Wllicll was

widespread in Russia and abroad among Bakunin's followers. It was true,

he said, that science could mask privilege; but it was not egotistical per se,

it was not one of the advantages which the intellectual must give up to pay

his debt to the people. The spirit of PopuHsm and the will to prepare oneself

intellectually must be combined in the revolutionary who was springing up

in Russia.

Lavrov certainly weakened this position, important though it was, by

defining it in eclectic and often vague terms. 'Preparation' meant in turn a

technical knowledge of economic, legal, even military problems ; and at the

same time a defence of the value of learning against denigration in the name

of morality or activity.

.He explained, it is true, that by 'preparation' he did not mean small local

reforming activities, such as creating modern centres or institutions in the

Russian countryside. He even said that those who allowed themselves to

be taken in by such illusions were ' forces lost for the revolution ' unable to

see the problem as a whole. He also said that the culture of which he was

speaking had nothing to do with the diplomas of the Tsarist universities.

But his schemes were not clear enough to prevent his thought being easily

misinterpreted, especially by those who could only read his works (which were

forbidden in Russia) at irregular intervals. This played an important part

in limiting his influence on the Populist movement and confining his followers

to small and often ineffectual groups.

The radical rejection of any 'preparation' which inspired so many young

Russians at this time revealed a desire for revolt and action which could

find no satisfaction in Lavrov's words. He was told this in a particularly

intelligent and heartfelt letter by N. V. Chaikovsky, one of the leading

spirits of the movement in St Petersburg. Yet Chaikovsky himself could

certainly not be suspected of despising culture. IiTTRey^ars immediately

preceding he had founded, among other things, a vast organization for
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Spreading books on social and political subjects throughout Russia.^'

Chaikovsky told Lavrov that to demand cultural 'preparation' was useless

for those who were already in the movement and realized their responsi-

bilities. On the other hand it was harmful to all those whose ideas were not

yet formed, but who were susceptible to the new tendencies. They would

inevitably look upon Lavrov's plea as an appeal to remain within the frontiers

of a bourgeois existence. There were already quite enough people who

—

instead of taking action—satisfied themselves by giving purely literary

expression to their vague wishes for revolt. This merely encouraged that

age-old process of escape into literature which had already too long delayed

the birth of an active force.

Obviously you are very well aware that most Russian young men have learnt to

know life from the novels of Reshetnikov, the stories of Uspensky, the satires of

Shchedrin . . . Before you stands an honourable, enthusiastic man, wno iives'only

in abstract "dreams. He has a spirit that believes in justice and the truth of its ideals,

and with all his soul he is ready to put these into practice. Do not put obstacles

in his way . . . But rather inspire him. Show him that he is morally obliged to bring

into his life what he has already elaborated within himself, and what he believes.

He pointed out that as far as practical action was concerned, the first number
of the Vpered had already created differences within the movement h\

driving some members to postpone any action until they had completec

their studies; and as a reaction by reviving the complete 'nihilist' repudiation

of learning which had been growing weaker just as practical and concrete

action was beginning to appear on the scene.

But Lavrov's appeal for propaganda and his insistence on the need to

draw nearer ta the people, to mingle with it and thereby lead it towards

Socialism, met with greater response. The movement 'to go to the people*

was cf>n<^id^rably influenced bjThis ethicaLformulation of the political prob-

lem. In the Vpered in fact he succeeded in resuming and considerably

developing the points he had already made in his Historical Letters.

The efficacy of Lavrov's formulation of his Socialism at the beginning of

the 'seventies was indeed profound. His conception was based on his views

on the development of ideas on the subject through the centuries. He wrote

a great History of Social Doctrines, some of whose chapters were published

in the first and third volumes of Vpered,^^ and which grew in following years

into An Essay on the History of Thought in the Modern Age.^^ Naturally the

positivist tendencies of his learning, his 'anthropological' interests and in

general his studious bent of mind, tended to transform these historical essays

into a sociological doctrine. But by 1874 he had already announced that

'true sociology is Socialism '^^ and it was this political perception that lay at

the foundations of his most interesting thought.

Meanwhile the' ideas which he had expressed in the Historical Letters, on
the logical and ethical error of looking at progress objectively and evaluating
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society scientifically, had fully developed. Only by placing the problem of

Socialism at the very centre of the inquiry could one interpret adequately

the various ideologies which had tried to explain historical development in

the past. The rise and growth of Socialist and Communist ideas, he said, was

merely an attempt to

discover the laws of the development and structure of society; and on the basis of

a knowledge of these laws to clarify the means of practical activity with the aim

of eliminating—in a given system of institutions, in a given structure—all those

phenomena which stand in the way of progress and the welfare of the masses; to

remove those factors which transform the progressive development of society into

a circular process which repeats itself eternally, and finds no way of escape.^^

Unlike the varying political doctrines, Socialist ones were therefore aimed at

ehminating not the symptoms of this recurrent crisis but its deep-seated

causes. Naturally those whom Layroy called 'j;eligious socialists' or * political

metaphysicists' had been unable to assume this role. But now society itself

had laid the foundations for what he too called 'scientific Socialism', i.e.

a^notion rapahle. af a.vniding~the rgiMitions ofSiStofyln order to assure

harmonious progress.

In this Conception Lavrov tried to merge the reforming side of his men-

tality—the need which he always asserted, for critical thought and hence the

value of the intelHgentsia—^with his Socialist determination to change the

very foundations of society and consequently also the rhythm of historical

development.

In Vpered he applied this conception in detail to an examination of the

various ideologies of European Socialism in the 'seventies. Together with

Smimov he wrote a commentary called News of the Working Class Movement,

which gives us one of the best overall pictures of the development of Socialism

published at that time. He showed remarkable curiosity and patience in

collecting news from various countries in Europe, and played a considerable

part in spreading more exact information in Russia on trade unions, strikes,

and the political and intellectual life of workers' groups in the West.

When he began this commentary, the International was already broken.

But Lavrov was convinced that the demands which it had expressed would

not in the long run be stifled by temporary schisms. Engels described his

attitude to the struggle between Marx and Bakunin as eclectic and uncertain.

Yet this attitude was deliberate because he was convinced that the unifying

force of the working class movement as a whole would end by triumphing.

He frequently made concessions on those points which were most bitterly

disputed, with the aim of retaining the essentials.

It was true, he said, that to make progress the working class movement
would have to solve some fundamental problems; above all it would have to

find a formula 'to unite the proletariat jyith_ the intellectual part of the

bourgeoisie whjchcomes to join Its ranks out of sinccre^CQavictioa ',
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It is a remarkable fact that the difficulties of this task are not clearly seen in the

ruling circles of either of the parties of the International. The problem arises in the

masses. It then comes out into the open, but each time it falls under the blows of

the logic of debates. And then once again it is reborn, because it is a living problem

which can only be solved by life itself. ^^

Obviously the situation of Populism in Russia made Lavrov feel this problem

with particular intensity.

Even more important, the v^orking class movement must bring to an end

the controversy which had divided it, and take up a united standpoint

toward politics and the State. He then scrutinized with special care the

internal conflicts in the anarchist wing of the International, and gave his

final conclusions on this in a full-scale essay which constitutes the entire

fourth volume of Vpered which came out in London in 1876.^'*

The International, he said, had represented an attempt to unite the forces

of the working classes into a single organization, into something which aimed

to be 'a State without territory'. It was to have a central authority in the

General Council. But it had met with obstacles which had finally smashed it

to pieces. Above all it had been faced with real existing territorial States.

And so there had grown up national workers' parties. These had fought to

win power within individual countries when they were governed by the

democratic system, or to destroy absolute power in countries where such

was the form of government. In either case they had inevitably been absorbed

into national politics. Then the International had met with opposition from

those within its very ranks who wanted the central power to be more active,

and even transformed into the centre of a great conspiracy. Bakunin's

Alliance, despite its anarchist theories, had aimed to turn the 'State without

territory' into an absolute and secret State. On the other hand, others,

such as the anarchist followers of Proudhon's mutualism, had ended by

repudiating the central authority of the International.

The diff"erent factions into which it had been divided represented these

different tendencies. The followers of Lassalle had been most for the State

and the nation; the federalists had raised the problem of the local authority

of the various federations, etc. It was natural that the problem of the State

had become the fundamental subject of the controversy; indeed, on the

solution of this question depended the organization of the International

itself.

In the end it had become clear that everyone, even the anarchists, admitted

some statist elements. Lavrov was thinking mainly of De Paepe and his

report to the Congress of 1874. In an earlier work Lavrov had pointed out

that the real problem of the time was not to drive the workers forward

against capitalism (for they were perfectly aware that this was their enemy)

but rather to show them their final objective and to make possible its achieve-

ment; to foresee the problems of future society and not be too worried by

charges of Utopianism.^^ ^^d in this present work Lavrov repeated that only
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this objective would give 'meaning and significance to the revolutionary

activities of Socialists of all countries ' and claimed that it should be formu-

lated as follows :
'A society in which the element of the State is reduced to a

minimum so insignificant that it can be looked upon as really ehminated.'^e

Anyone who did not admit this principle was not a SociaUst. Discussions

could be and should be developed on the methods for bringing about this

ideal, but the controversy on the State should be about methods and tactics,

not principle. Only in this way could they overcome the internal divisions

which had destroyed the International.

Lavrov then accepted in the main the idea of a State power which would

gradually diminish with the development of 'the communal solidarity of

labour', and just because of this it was useless to think that the State could

disappear at a single blow, either by destroying it or, worse, by eliminating

all central power in the workers' organization.

Organized revolutionary forces must accept some element of control in

their ranks, even though they knew that this was a germ of statism. Every-

thing would depend on how the future revolution was managed. It was up
to them to leave the doors open for the development of a Socialist society

which would be able to eliminate all elements of constriction.

Lavrov thought of this revolution in terms of Russia. It is worth while

looking in detail at the description he gives of this, because it is one of the

most precise accounts we have of the Popuhsts' view of the revolution for

which they were fighting.

A local disturbance on a big enough scale is supported by risings which break out

simultaneously in other parts of the country. The army, which has been worked

at for some time by propaganda, shows itself to be untrustworthy in the hands of

the government. Its defeat leads to the fire spreading quickly over a vast area.

Under the leadership of organized members of the Social-Revolutionary Union

made up mostly of peasants, groups of people who want a social revolution appear

in the villages with instructions to turn all private estates into 'communal, un-

divided land ' and to merge all property ' into a single property of all the workers ' .

This call, backed by news of the successes of the revolution in other villages, arouses

over a vast area the unemployed, the poorest members of the families, destitute

peasants, those who now, despite hard work, have no means of feeding themselves

every day of the year; and, finally, the majority of workmen and small townsfolk.

The terrified kulaks and the 'educated' landowners and members of the adminis-

tration perish in the popular rising or are quite content to hide themselves in face

of the storm. In the capital and other centres of the State, the members of the

Social-Revolutionary Union (who spring mostly from the intelligentsia) have

eliminated or paralysed the organs of government, if not everywhere at least in

most places . . . And so the conditions in which the future society of Russia on

working class Socialist foundations must be constructed are determined by the

development of events themselves. The popular groups organized in the Social-

Revolutionary Union constitute the natural kernel of the new organization. They

will have nothing new or artificial to invent ; they are already members of groups
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historically formed in the people, of obshchinas and artels. These groups will

continue to exist, but, from now on, there will no longer be heard in the mir the

voice of the wealthy kulaks who previously held the obshchinas in slavery. The

owner of the inn no longer has any influence; no longer can the policeman's bell

be heard in the village ... no longer is there a place for the recruiting sergeant in

the artel . .
.^i

But for this society to develop towards communal ownership, work for all

and working class solidarity, it was essential to do everything to resist the

temptation to fall baclc inTolhe old fonns of administration and government.

And the worst of these temptations would be to rebuild Ihe State and the

police outside the centre. A central organization would be necessary for

essential services, i.e. committees for work, supplies, social security, etc.,

and to these problems Lavrov devotes much time. If necessary, war would

be organized, but it WDJild^be mainly; a^partisan w^£. Deliverance would come

in the form of a preventive agreement with the German and Austrian

Socialists to give all possible support to the movement 'in the event of it

falling to Russia to begin the struggle before an open clash occurs in other

countries '.98 In any case the important thing was to save those elements

which would further the formation of a new society: popular justice,

development of schools, freedom of the press. This, of course, must be

conditioned by the issue of printing presses to 'local groups', but it must in

any case be maintained. Even opponents must have the right to say what

they thought, and there must be no limitation of any kind on the controversy

between various Socialist currents or, in Lavrov's words, 'Populist currents

—a name which can, I think, claim to include all the groups of which we

are speaking '.^^

Such were the ideas and such the programme which received four volumes

of theoretical formulation in the Vpered and were later spread as propaganda

in the more lively newspaper of the same name whirh Lavrov edited in

London between 1874 and 1876; and again in a pamphlet published in 1874

in reply to Tkachev's accusations. ^^o

To edit and print his periodical Lavrov had collected a group of Russian

exiles in one of the poorer districts of London. The group was made up of a

few intellectuals, sailors and workers, who lived a life of Spartan rigour.

They lived in isolation, and some could not even speak English. They worked

hard and were inspired by the same dedicated spirit which took so many
different forms in contemporary Russia itself Together they built up one of

the most interesting Socialist papers in Europe. The Vpered was imbued

with the studious, sometimes pedantic, spirit of Lavrov himself; it had none

of the liveliness of Herzen's Kolokol, but it aimed to be and succeeded in

being an organ to 'prepare' the Populist spearhead.

It came to an end when Lavrov gave up the editorship, following a meeting

of his followers from St Petersburg, Kiev and London, which was held in

Paris in autumn 1876. The exact reasons for his resignation are not known.
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It is, however, likely that, from what he heard of the reactions that the

Vpered aroused in Russia, Lavrov felt that it no longer corresponded to the

needs of the moment. In Russia a more active phase of the struggle was

beginning with the formation of Zemlya i Volya and then Narodnaya Volya.

The Vpered had had its day.i^i

What influence had it had in the development of the movement in Russia ?

The evidence at our disposal is often vague and even contradictory. It would

appear, however, that Lavrov's general formulation of Populist thought

and his ideas on SociaHsm had a wide circulation and played a considerable

p^rt in shaping the atmosphprft of the 'seventies; whereas his direct instruc-

tipnSj ad.vice and practical hints seem to have met with only a limited response

and^ere accepted by a very small number of people. The Lavrovists, in the

strict meaning of the word, were few, and played only a marginal partjn the

development of the movement ;

It was not that Lavrov lacked faith in this movement. Though he can be

considered the most 'Western' of the theorizers of Russian PopuHsm;

though he never stopped stressing the importance of the example of working

class organizations in Germany, England and Italy; and though he was the

closest of all to Marxism, yet Lavrov cherished a profound hope that Russia

would be the country to initiate the social revolution. In 1873, for the

centenary of Pugachev's revolt, Lavrov had written an article to draw a

parallel between the events of 1773 in America and those which were taking

place in Russia at that time. He concluded that despite its crudity, it was the

revolt of the Russian peasants and not the beginnings of liberalism in

America which pointed to the future. Pugachev's revolt had in fact been a

social revolution.

The manifestos of an illiterate Cossack who followed an absurd religious faith,

signed with the forged name of an idiot whom nobody knew (Peter III), contained

more vital social principles, more solid promises, more threatening and certain

prophecies for the future, than those contained in all the humanitarian 'codes' of

Catherine II, and even in all the liberal and radical prophecies against throne and

altar, that echoed along the banks of the Thames, the Seine and the Delaware. ^^^

And now these prophecies were being realized in the Russian revolutionary

movement.

Lavrov expressed the same hope in a kind of fable which was published in

the second volume of the Vperedm 1874. He had tried to write this two years

earlier in such a way that it could be published in a Russian review. ^o^ He
imagined a dialogue between a business man, a statesman, a student, a man
called the Inquisitor, and a workman called Babeuf.^04 jhey had a long

discussion on political, social and religious problems, which was eventually

interrupted by the unexpected and uninvited arrival of a young man of

twenty-five looking like a typical Russian revolutionary. Everyone gazed

at him suspiciously and fiercely. 'Only Babeuf, from his very first words.
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felt a feeling of sympathy for the newcomer's open look and his bold and

sincere words.' The revolutionary then said that he had carefully studied the

books of European authorities, and felt a feeling of solidarity with what the

companions and followers of Babeuf had done for the European proletariat.

But in Russia things were different, First_ajid_joremost the State must be

destroyed; it was not even thinkable to turn it mto an~mstrument which

could be of use to the masses.

The history of the Russian State is the history of the systematic economic looting,

intellectual oppression and moral corruption of our country. Every progressive

thing that has been done in Russia has been done against the State, and everything

that has come from that source has been harmful to society. ^"^

The ideal of the Russian revolutionaries was to attack and destroy it. And
to achieve this they could not act with the objectivity which sociologists

had adopted towards these problems until then. A real passion for society

was essential. Thus the young man expressed his beliefs to the representatives

of all the bourgeois and proletarian classes of the West.

But even this declaration of faith r^ntnin^d T nvr^v'^ ^wn ^pr^jnl W^^'^

nn the nppH tn prppqrp onp^Hf qnH qhnvp all to develop propaganda. This

message—interpreted as an appeal for prudence and patience—restricted

Lavrov's followers in St Petersburg in numbers and activity.

The group contained about thirty young men, nearly all students, coming

mainly from the School of Medicine, the Technological Institute, etc. One

of the flMist.._active organizers and leading spirits of this group was Lev

SavelevichiSrtiTsbiM'g. In the words of a contemporary he was 'an inteUigent

and en€rgetic-pel4on, extremely cuhivated, and very popular among the

young men, and in meetings spoke intelligently about the need for propa-

gating Socialist ideas '.i06 it was probably he who came to Zurich to organize

in conjunction with Lavrov and Smirnov the publication of the Vpered,

and he was in charge of relations with the exiles. He lived in a small students'

collective and was often hungry. ^^7 j^g j^^d a reputation for being especially

lucky in escaping from the police. One day, for instance, during a police

raid, he had tried to eat the whole of Tkachev's pamphlet against Lavrov,

which he had taken with him4o study. Besides him there were many young

doctors. One of Ihenir^-Khuda^i^', a Georgiaruwas still active in the revolution

of 1905, when he was slabbed to death ijfthe stjp^ts of Tiflis. Among the most

active technicians was Anton FeHksovich-Taksis. of French origin (Taxis),

as was also Vasily Egorovfch Var^a?, the author of one of the most successful

propaganda booklets of the time, printed on the Vpered's press. 'o^ He later

became a well-known authority on statistics and wrote importanlbooks on

factories, strikes and Russia's social problems in generaL^Ajsimil^ road

was followed by his comrade, Alexander Stepan^vich Semya^ovsky; but

his brother Evgcny met with a very different fate. He too supported 'propa-

ganda', by which he meant chiefly the duty of Russian intellectuals to make
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known the Socialist movement of the West to the workers and the peasants

of their country. Propaganda must be as clean and transparent as a crystal ;

Jtjnust clarify^and not cloud the_2eopi?s consciousness-' To those Populists

who thought of drawing closer to the people by making use of religious

formulas and referring to the Raskol, he said that such methods were in-

adequate and produced harmful results. The very history of religious move-

ments had not yet been studied enough. 'Do not let us look at our historians.

They have not yet worked out a scientific working method; we must learn

from those in the West.'io^ He was arrested in 1875 for spreading propa-

ganda in the army, and was sentenced by the Senate to twelve years' hard

labour at Kara. On 1st January 1881 he conamitted suicide, leaving a letter

to his parents of rare integrity and strength of mind. ^^^

The Lavrovists did not extend their organization beyond the capital, though

ia_^scow they could count on the active support of Alexander Sergeyevich

^ Butum^. Buturlin sprang from an aristocratic family and was implicated in

the Nechaev affair for which he was sentenced to five years' banishment in

Western Siberia. He later cooperated with Tolstoy in his rehgious researches.

There is no need to spend further time on other individual members of the

Lavrovist group though it is perhaps worth noting that (together with the

man—who was to become its most detailed chronicler, N. G. Kulyabko-

^Koretj^) th^great majority of its members came from the south and the

Ukrainej_.geneSl^j£omChernigov, Kiev or Kharkov. If we pursue the

story of their lives afterthe 'seventies, we quickly see that these young men
turned into :^ell-known doctors and important scholars. Only very rarely did

this circle give rise to men who devoteSTtEeir lives to poUtical and revolu-

tionary activities, ^^vrov's propaganda tended to create n^w^ intellectual

,.^Hp.r«; rathf^r thanj-ebels. This was already"obvlous^ven when they were

still poor students at the time of the movement ' to go to the people ' and were

only concerned to propagate their ideas. One of the men who took part in

the ' trial of the hundred and ninety-three ' later said that at the meetings of

this time the Bakuninists had a crushing majority whereas the Lavrovists

could be counted on the fingers of one hand. ' I remember that they could be

recognized by their outward appearance; they were dressed more elegantly,

they were better washed, their hair was combed better, they spoke more

gently, their hands were white.'^ And they always insisted on the need to

devote oneself above all to intellectual preparation.

For some years they succeeded by means of smugglers in getting the

Vpered across the frontier and widely distributing it; so much so that towards

the end of its existence the number of letters and articles which were received

by the editors in London was constantly increasing. Indeed these had become

so considerable that they enabled Lavrov and Smirnov to give an ample and

detailed picture of life in Russia, in some ways resuming one of the functions

of Herzen's Kolokol. They had also made some contacts with the workers in

the capital; and even if this is one of the least known sides of their activities.
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there is no doubt that, as we will see, they had considerable influence on the

early development of the working class movement in the 'seventies. But

their activities could extend no further, and when the Vpered stopped its

publications in London, the St Petersburg group too decided to liquidate

itself at the end of 1879.

The peak of their success had coincided with the discussions that accom-

panied the movement 'to go to the people'. At that time the problem of

propaganda could justly be considered fundamental. But they had no faith

in an immediate revolution, and so they did not have the strength to re-form

themselves after the repression. They had not tried to find new conspiratorial

or fighting tactics. Their reading of the Vpered and the news they got from it

of the working class movement in the West had driven them to give up

working in the villages and to look rather to the factories and urban

workers.^'2 Lavrov's sociological ideas prompted a calmer outlook and led

them to expect social transformation from a development of the economic

situation rather than from a revolution. And so they adopted a^ policy of

waiting and of intelligent observation rather than active participationlirttre^

strife. Less and less did they believe in the peasant obshchina^&jx.^ capacity

for resisting the State and the bourgeoisie.

It would inevitably disappear, to give place to an economic structure of a bour-

geois type.

Science itself showed the innate necessity for a dissolution of the patriarchal

obshchinas which were unable to constitute a rationally organized society. Despite

the fact that the Vpered constantly told them that for that very reason it was essen-

tial to organize the peasants so as to allow them to withstand the pressure of the

State and economic development, and to lead them to higher and more perfect

forms of association, these followers of Lavrov lost all faith in their chances of

realizing a programme of this kind, and confined themselves more and more to

their task of educating the workers.

Besides- the^Lavrovists^were never distinguished by any special energy or bold-

ness; in practice their influence became^^eaker and weakerafter^E77.'l3

As Plekhanov later said, some of them at least eventually justified their lack

of activity by basing themselves on the inevitable need for capitalism to

develop in Russia too. 'We must leave it to the liberals to win political

freedom, and only then on the basis of this freedom must we begin to

organize the proletariat. 'i^"* But this was a consequence that few of the

Lavrovists drew from their ideological premises, and then only when their

movement was already declining. During their active years they had in any

case helped to build up an attitude of mind which had distinctly social-

democratic characteristics.



18. THE CHAIKOVSKISTS AND THE
MOVEMENT 'TO GO TO THE PEOPLE'

The violent discussions within the circles which had given birth to Nechaev's

.jrgup and the deep impression made by his trial were the immediateprelude

^tothejnoyement that developed during the first years of the new decade.

Few had remained faithful to Nechaev to the very end and there had been

considerable opposition to him since his earhest declarations. Still greater

numbers turned away from the spirit and tactics that he had advocated when
their results were exposed at his trial. Thevery men whojad been his enemies

now invigorated the new phase of Populism.

Indeed the Tsarist State its'elt, by Sinfcing at the most advanced elements

of the movement and by bringing to light its strangest and most distorted

features in the hope of later destroying it whole, in the event merely allowed

a far wider movement to develop. Historians who regard the Nechaev affair

as a mere isolated incident—an extraneous element in the development of

Populism—are only giving historical sanction to a direct result of the

repression.

From, the point of view of organization Nechaev's followers can be

regarded as the last of the provincial groups—Bodies wEicH camelHtb^Beiilg-

independently, which tooFactton consistent with their own strength and their

own ideas, which tried to join up with those who held similar tendencies in

other towns, but which had little real chance of development. Here, too,

Nechaev had been the true successor of Young Russia.

With the beginning of the new decade and the revival of the movement
there was a momentary lull in the extremism so characteristic of the eastern

regions of Kazan, of the Volga, and of Moscow itself. The movement which

was to find its outlet in the plans *to go to the people' started in the capital.

St Petersburg had scarcely been affected by the tendencies of Nechaev's

group, and it now resumed the role as leader that had been lost with the

dissolution of the first Zemlya i Volya. New moves towards centralization

wergjc) go hand injnandjwjth^w^ territoriaTextension of the new qrganiza-^

tions . The initiative was no longer to come from the provinces; but these

were to be more and more deeply affected and to find their natural place in

a general current. Conditions (groups of students, secrecy, etc.) were still

the same and led to a decentraUzation in organization, always leaving a

wide field for local initiative, which could be developed into plans for the

469
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independence of different groups, etc. But from the very first years of the new

decade traces of a, current not merely_wider but without rivals and with its

source at St Petersburg can be found.

This amphfication of organization and mental attitude was accompanied

and, in some cases, caused by the spread of the component groups. The

numbers who joined the movement strikingly increased. The word 'masses'

has been employed^_and_iLby this is meant a constantly increasm^ participa-

__tJ£D in glandpstine orgfrni /atinns , the term is appropriate. Ihere is even

something spectacular in this kind of secret levy between 1870 and 1873.

A list of those who began their activities at this time includes nearly all who
were later to found Zemlya i Volya and Narodnaya Volya. They were often

extremely young, and yet were already sure of themselves and from the

very beginning their dedication was complete.

The width and depth of this movement have led many to declare that

Populism really began at this time and should be dated from the preparation

of the movement 'to go to the people'. Even if this is not historically exact,

as I believe earlier chapters of this book may have shown, this period can

certainly be considered the real 'springtime' of the movement.

From the point of view of methods of propaganda, too, the atmosphere

was now very different from the 'sixties.

We must note that the system at present used by the revolutionary party gives us

very few legal pretexts; and, in general, so little appears on the surface that it

mostly escapes detection. The methods employed by the police and the administra-

tion are today utterly ineffectual in preventing and suppressing the criminal

activity of a careful agitator.

So ended a report by General Potapov, head of the Third Section, in March
1875. It is true that these words were written with a view to obtaining more

money for the police. But in substance they give a vivid picture of the tactics

^^-athrptedjjy^ the leading movement of these years, i.e. the movement of the

<Chaikav5k[sts^as^ it is generally called from the name of one of its

organizers. 1

No formalities were needed to take part in this organization; there were
no statutes or written programmes; its ultimate aim was to spread Socialist

ideas. For this purpose its members planned to make tigpeate&t possible

use of legally printed books .

This was a new kind, rather than a deliberate lack, of organization. There

was a group at the helm and it obeyed the rules of conspiracy far more
carefully and far more coldly than those earlier groups who had talked and

dreamed so much about plots of various kinds. The attempt to make use of

legal methods in their propaganda was only one aspect of the Chaikovskists*

activities: they too ended by having their 'Ikgpl p^'^^ing j2re^^P2^ Their

arrest prevented the drawing up of a programme; but their discussions on

the subject were frequent. They constantly reconsidered their various ideas
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and aspirations, and such discussions soon gave rise to a communal spirit

which was an adequate substitute for any explicit doctrine.

It was this communal spirit that distinguished them and gave tliem
vitality. It enabled new elements and new groups to join them and afforded^

Populism the opportunity to develop into a movement of ever wider ramifica-

tions. Their very lack of a rigid programme allowed the Chaikovskists to

build a platform on which the debate between the followers of Lavrov and

Bakunin could be heard. It^as the Chaikovskists who laid the foundations

^^^L^-Pop"^'^"^ whirh^ :^^ it absorbed them, modified both the anarchism of

T^flkiinin anc\ the Sociahsm of Lavrov. The Chaikovskists, in this sense,

can be called the first large Populist movement. ^

But for this very^eason, the rnovement, unlike those that preceded it,

has left few documents. Its history lies in the activities of its members and

the various propagandist ventures they undertook.

This time, however, after so long, their appeal met with a response. Their

propaganda had an effect which had not been experienced since the beginning

of the 'sixties, and this profoundly influenced their development. The life

of the group was not turned in on itself by the rigid impenetrabihty of the

surrounding world, as had happened at the time of Ishutin and Nechaev.

Andso we do not find in them the frantic determination to use any rneans

to drag othcro along with^lhenLJIheir propaganda could afford to be slower

and more systematic.

They nn Inngpr needed tO indujge in MachiavelliaTMiitrj^iies qt.tM glorifi-

catioiLjQf,aj:ey^lutionary^g//7e. It was enough for their purpose to rely on the

idea that guided all their activities: the *debt' that the educated classes, the

intellectuals, owed to the people. So their activities were no longer to be

carried out at a special time. They were^ratheFto represent the tullilmenTtjf

'ar^uty at all timeTandriii any circumstances. This ethical conceptiiaiuiC-their

political ideal freed them from conspiratorial and revolutionary methods.

It was this idea wKTclial latil gave Iheni, after so man)/ veiiluic»4fl-th&^ast,

sufficient momentum to escape from the enclosed world of sects. As always

happens when politics are expressed in moral terms, this conception too may
appear ingenuo^l^ in fact, however, it revealed a new source of vitahty.

L. E. (^shkd>bne of the members and a memorialist of the time, has

rightly emphasised this

:

Undoubtedly every revolutionary movement always contains somewhere within

itself some ethical basis, so that from this point of view the movement of the

'seventies was in no way original. But its special characteristic was that here ethical

motives played an exclusive role. People joined together mainly as a result of the

intensity of their subjective state of mind and not out of loyalty to this or that

revolutionary doctrine.

And he recalled, as an example of this, that when a potential recruit was

under discussion, moral judgment prevailed.-
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So powerful was this ethical spirit among the Chaikovskists that it was

sometimes expressed in rel igious tKi iiis—a leli^iuii wlildi gave a iiiuie UT less

simple _SYmbolical form to their aspirations to purity and total sacrifice.

But a religious expression of this Tcind was always only marginal. The
^.haikftv«lfk«^-efmn(Y^ he dcscrihcd 4n-4e«ns of a poHtical manifesto or of a

religious credo. Their historical importance lies in the fact that they wanted

to live in comple!e~accordance with the idea of a duty to the people.

Despite the name by wMcR' they are usually^nown, Marlc^Andreyevich

Nf^tan^n was th^'n rea| fminder The group which he collected in the School

of Medicine, where he was a student, was already inspired by ideas which

were to be typical of the new period (even before the formation of the

Commune of Vulfovsky Street in October 1869, and the simultaneous birth

of Chaikovsky's group). It had a considerable influence in weaning young

men from the inspiration of Nechaev. The students had at this time promoted

an inquiry among the peasants to see whether they were really ready for an

immediate revolution, as Nechaev claimed. The negative result of this

inquiry convinced them of the need for the slower measures of propaganda

and infiltration.

3

From the very beginning the group in the School of Medicine, led by

Natanson, acted along these lines. It w^s made up 'of bold, strong and

trustworthy raznochintsy\^ V./Alexandrpv, A. I^Serdyukov, V. ^Ivanov-
sky, and others. No other facility contained students so well organized.

Their library was often called the 'Jacobin Club\ This was clearly not

intended to imply any special political tendency but rather the general

revolutionary spirit which prevailed. And Natanson expressed this spirit

more clearly than anyone. All who knew him confirmed S. L. Chudnovsky's

judgment. ' He was a man of great energy and initiative and rare organizing

ability. '5 He came from the western provinces of the Russian empire.

Already, when still at school, at the time of the Polish revolt of 1863, he had

had trouble with the police. 'And later, too, he brought to his activities as a

revolutionary some of the conspiratorial ability of the Poles', Chaikovsky

was to say.^ He was a devoted admirer of Chernyshevsky and specially

Dobrolyubov, and he said that he was looking for a 'revolutionary ethic'

which could give the movement the force of 'theoretical and practical,

reason'.

He was among the first to fall. As early as 1871 he was arrested and

deported to the department of Archangel."^ So began a long revolutionary

career. After his return from banishment, he was again deported in 1877;

and in 1890 he became one of the leading organizers of the party called

The Rights of the People. In 1894 he was again sent to Siberia; he took part

in the Socialist-Revolutionary movements; he was present at the Zimmerwald
Conference, and sided with the Socialist-Revolutionaries of the Left. He
died in 1919 at Berne.

After Natanson's arrest in November 1871, it was Nikolai Vasilevich
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Chaikovsky who assured the continuity of the group. ^ At this time he was

aged twenty, and made 'an enthralling impression' on Kropotkin.^ He fused

the temperament of a poHtical organizer with that of a constant sgarcherjor

\nne.r tnith. * W fi mnst he as clean and cleaTas a mirror', Chaikovsky said

at this time; 'We must know each other so well that should there arise

difficult times of persecution and struggle, we are in a position to know a

priori how each of us will behave.' For this reason he called his group 'an

Order '.10 This religious element ended by gaining the ascendancy. After two

or three years of intense activity, doubts as to his chances of success became

so strong that he welcomed a religious doctrine wliich was both the expression

and caricature of his ideal. This was thejeligion founded by Alexander

^^Kaptttme¥i€h..,Malikov, one of those "mvoived in tfie~fepression which

followed Karakozov's attempt on the Ufe of the Tsar. He had been banished

to his native region of Orel, and there he had founded his 'deo-humanism'

based on the need of each man to seek the God within himself. In the word^

of Frolenko, who was then beginning his activities ana wRo"s'3on became

one of the boldest revolutionaries of Narodnaya Volya :

Chaikovsky saw in this preaching a revelation from above. In a flash it solved all

the problems which tortured him. It gave him everything he was looking for. It

corresponded completely to the demands of his soul, which was so honourable,

tender and upright. There was no need for conspiracies, secrecy, revolution and

revolts. It^was enough to free oneself of shortcomings and vices, to feel oneself a

God-man, to believe thaToiir^a^ this.'He believed it with absolute faith, and in"a~

flash there fell from his shoulders all the weight of the problems and doubts which

tormented him. He won calm and peace of mind. This calm and contentment were

reflected even in his physical health. From a thin student he soon changed into a

strong well-made man.^^

He naturally tried, but without success, to convert his friends to his new

faith. They continued alone along the road which was to lead them towards

the movement 'to go to the people' and the revolutionary organizations at

the end of the 'seventies. 'Deo-humanism' had momentarily revealed in

religious guise the moral impulse which lay at the basis of the entire move-

ment. Chaikoysky_ emigrated with Malikov in 1874, and went to live in

AmericaJn the Communist "colony founded^by Frey. He later returned to

pohtics and took part in the revivaloTthe Socialist-Revolutionary movement

the beginning of this century.

But that feeling of distrust which had detached him as a young man from

the group which traditionally bears his name, remained rooted in him. He
did not in fact believe in social revolution. Ij3_1917 he told a friend of the

,-!sfi^^enties who asked his opmioiL on the pahtical situation in Russia :
' natur-

-allyj^will have a bourgeois democratic republic ',i 2 and for this reason he

-Jjought^gamst the Bolsheviks and became head^ f the White Government

of ArchangeT
''

BetweenTETr and 1872 all the most active elements joined the St Petersburg
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group. We can obtain an impression of the atmosphere which prevailed

in the move«j^rM^ this time from the memoirs of Charushin or those of

Sergey Silych(Sinegub, which are even more interesting. i^

At first one is"~sllrprised by the strangeness of the atmosphere. There is,

for instance, the long chapter in Sinegub's memoirs in which he speaks

without a trace of irony of his fictitious marriage, i.e. the marriage which,

following a widespread custom of the times, he celebrated to free a young

girl oppressed by her family. It is this determination to use the same tone

and apply the same point of view when describing their own individual lives

and the hfe of society, their own intimate thoughts and their political

activities, that reveals the inner spring of this movement, the utter dedication

of these young students. This apparent disappearance of a private life which

is transformed into the life of the group and (at least ideally) into the life

of the 'people' allows him to speak of himself with the same mixture of

naive frankness and detailed seriousness which is typical of these memoirs,

as it was of all the ascetic life of the Chaikovskists. It is for this reason that

Sinegub's memoirs provide the best and most faithful psychological account

of the movement.

It was among the Chaikovskists that Sergey Mikhailovich Kfavchinsk^

began his extraordinary revolutionary career. 'At this time his inner life^as

completely closed. All his energies were directed to developing his own mind,

to preparing himself for that revolutionary function which even then he

knew was to be his lot. He already read many languages and had an excellent

memory ',1"^ one of his comrades and friends later wrote of him.

The first illegal publication to pass through his hands was the Narodnoe

Delo written by Bakunin. It was Kravchinsky who distributed it in the

military academy to which he belonged. He thus came into contact with

Bakunin's anarchism, and this, together with liis passionate desire for self-

improvement, led him even in his earliest youth to theorize about revolu-

tionary individualism. A study of the French revolution had convinced him

that 'its main purpose had been, achieved through the indivjdual energv of

its heroes '. ^^ In Russia, too, he thought, everything would depend on

forming men of sufficient stature for the role which awaited them. But this

must not just consist in exalting instinct. Knowledge and will must be equally

powerful in the man who wanted to devote himselfjo the people. These

were the germs of what was later to be the ideal ofZgmT^ i'Vnlya . Krav-

chinsky was among the first and most characteristic figures to embody this

ideal.

Individualism of this kind can be seen in another whose baptismo£-fire

was undergone among the Chaikovskists. Dmitry Alexandrovicb^lements
was one of the most fully formed figures in this society and indeed

times. He was able to fulfil a life and activities of encyclopaedic range in a

country where the atmosphere of oppression and official conformity was

oppressive in the extreme. ^^
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Klements was bora in 1848, the son of a landowner from the Saratov region.

He sprang from the small nobility which was doing everything possible to

maintain its position and keep in contact with the aristocracy, but often

slipped right down the social scale like many French nobles before the

revolution, who were condemned to lead a life almost as wretched as that of

their peasants. Only one right they still retained: that of having themselves

fed without working. These tiny landowners had become, as Klements was

to say in his memoirs, the greatest curse of the Russian villages. The Crimean

War, the call-up which had deprived them of the labour of their serfs, and

finally the reforms had made their existence more and more difficult. The

peasants hated them but did not know where to find support to defend their

own rights, for they had no faith in the authorities of the State, who, they

saw, were merely creatures of their bosses. The small nobles, on the other

hand, were convinced that the government wanted to ruin them, and their

complaints merely confirmed the peasants' belief that 'the manifesto of

19th February was only the beginning of freedom '.^'^ Such were the experi-

ences of Klements's youth and they instilled in his mind the ideas of a peasant

revolt.

He went to school at Samara, where clandestine literature was still

spreading. Herzen's Kolokol passed through his hands, as well as those books,

such as the works of Buchner, which were typical of the positivist generation.

He, too, found Cherayshevsky's What is to be done? an important and

necessary stage in his development. The future Populists were all reading

much the same books at this time, even in the most remote corners of Russia,

for there were only very few Russian works to assist their development.

Indeed, one of the duties of the Chaikovskists was to provide a more wide-

spread and varied literature.

By 1866 Klements had left school. His father had not the slightest possi-

bility of sending him to the university. However, despite all this, he succeeded

in carrying on his studies, but at the cost of joining, like so many others,

the 'intellectual proletariat' and eking out a mean existence by small literary

works, translations, lessons, etc. At Kazan, the first stage in his university

life, he came across the ashes, so to speak, of those earlier movements which

had kept the students in a state of ferment. But when he reached St Peters-

burg he quickly joined very different circles. He got into contact with the

Chaikovskist group and became one of its most active members. Some years

later, in 1877, he wrote to Chaikovsky:

Yes, brother, I say it truly, in my life I have come across many people ... but

cleaner and better people than those in your group at the time of its flowering T

have never seen. In that union which was ours, we were very strong, strong with the

moral influence which we exercised on each other, i**

Klements was at the centre of the work of distributing books on social prob-

lems, especially Bervi-Flerovsky's Alphabet of Social Sciences. This led to his
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being harassed by the police, but without consequences. He then devoted
himrnif fr> wnrV^ng among the workcFS and peasants. Though his memoirs

contain almost nothing about this period of his activities, two lines of con-

versation which he quotes may throw more light on his state of mind and

that of his comrades than many long descriptions: "'Why are you going

into the country?" I asked a friend. "We speak so much of the people, but

we do not know them. I want to live the life of the people, and suffer for

them." '19 Throughout the summer of 1874 he wandered from the region of

Moscow through the departments of Simbirsk and Samara, down along the

Volga, 'earning enough to live, through manual work of various kinds '.20

Morozov described him dressed as a peasant, the very embodiment of the

role that he had chosen. But as Kravchinsky was to say, ' Under that disguise

there was hidden one of the best brains in the ranks of the Russian revolu-

tionary party.' For him, as for so many of his comrades, the preparation and

realization of the movement 'to go to the people' were a kind of apprentice-

ship. He always kept vividly alive this complete, elementary Populism, this

youthful wholehearted dedication to the people. But he was able to look

upon these experiences with the eye of a politician and, after returning in

secret from a temporary residence abroad, he became one of the founders of

the second Zemlya i Volya.

Kropotkm once saia tn:at he had ' always looked upon Leonid Emmanuilo-

^idi^Stli^^ as the purest and finest expression of the Chaikovsky group,

theTiigh'est expression of their moral ideal'. Perovskaya called him 'a man
not just pure, but chemically pure', and the works that he has left reflect

better than most others of the kind the enthusiasm which filled him and his

comrades at the beginning of the 'seventies. 21

He was born in 1852 of a noble and rich family, and was destined to a

military career. By the age of nineteen he had already decided that this was

not for him, and so he entered the Technological Institute in St Petersburg,

intending to acquire knowledge which could be of use when he devoted him-

self to the cause of the people. It ^^ps Pifi^r'^^^'9 nrtirlf^ ^hat prompted him to

taVf> lip
iliis combined positivist and Populisjtstandpoint. Very soon, however,

his friendship with Kravchinsky led to Populism~winning the day. He kept

up contact with the Artillery Institute, where he had been a pupil, for one

reason only: he and Kravchinsky sought out a group of candidates affected

by Populist iaeas and gave them talks on Lavrov's Vpered and the life of

the International. He soon gave up the Technological Institute also, hoping

to become a village schoolmaster and so find a way to reach the peasants.

His participation in the Chaikovskist group in St Petersburg very soon

gave him organizing responsibilities. In 1872 he wrote a propaganda pamph-
let which was printed the following year in Switzerland, and which was
widely circulated at the time of the movement 'to go to the people': A few
words, brothers, on how difficult it is for our brother to live on Russian soil^^

But above all, Shishko jvanted Russian history to be used for systematic
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- prnj>a£anHa_anir>t>g wc^rlrmnn in tVin tmvny -inH pp.asan|«; in the villages. He

returned to the book that Khudyakov had written, to show how and by what

means the Russian State had been founded, and he made great use of it.

He continued on his own to try and explain the roots of the existing oppres-

sion. In St Petersburg and Moscow he was among the first to undertake

systematic attempts to win over workmen, as well as start small workshops

for young members of the intelligentsia to learn a trade and thus prepare

themselves for the life which they planned to live among the peasants. In

August 1874 he was arrested and spent four years' solitary confinement in

the Peter-Paul fortress before being tried and sentenced to nine years' hard

labour. 'After four years at Kara, I was transferred to Chita, then to Tomsk,

and finally to Irkutsk. I escaped in autumn 1890 and succeeded in reaching

Europe without further hindrance', he said in a brief autobiography. He was

one of the first of the generation of the 'seventies to take part in the Sociahst-

Revolutionary party, and he died in exile in 1910.

He was able to spend only two active years in Russia. Yet when Krav-

chinsky in 1891 looked back on his work which had so soon been interrupted,

he was right to say:

The Chaikovskists were the men who played a remarkable part in creating that

moral atmosphere and bringing inio eflbcl lliuscTiilcs'of conductwhich became the

code of the following generation of revolutionaries. This was the great merit of

the movement which was founded_entirelv on personal devotion to an laea ana

the dedicated spirit of its members, in this tasic ot eaucation, Leonid Miisliku um-—
doubtedly took part With all hiTenergy.^^

As these examples show, the Chaikovskists were usually extremely young,

on the first steps of their search for a new road. Very fejs^-cauld boast of any

revolutionary experience. Only German Alexandrovicn Lopatih' and Felix

Vadimych Volkhovsky came from an earlier organization, i/erThe Society

the Rouble, which they had founded after the fall of Ishutin's group.^^

Lopati^ after his escape from exile in Stavropol, had been arrested during

theNecfiaev affair, but succeeded in fleeing abroad. In London he met

^_Mar^ t>r>H h^H tranfilntpd ^alf r>7^ KapitalM^^ at the beginning of 1871 he

had returned in secret to Russia, planning to free Chernyshevsky from

Siberia. He gave his comrades detailed information on the situation of the

International (he himself had been a member of the General Council) and

concerned himself with the publication of Das Kapital in St Petersburg. But

his true interests were very different. After a series of ventures in Siberia and

after two dramatic flights from prison-^here, he again succeeded in escaping

abroad in 1874.2*^ His companion, Volkhoysky, who had founded with him

The Society of the Rouble, was also unable to carry out any large-scale

activities among the Chaikovskists, whom he joined in 1873, because he was

soon arrested. After four years' confinement in the Peter-Paul fortress, he

was deported to the department of Tobolsk. It was not until 1889 that he
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succeeded in escaping, and it was only abroad that he was able to carry out

extensive propaganda which merged into that of the Sociahst-Revolutionary

party. ,
—-

Amoiig these young men, there was only one mature personahty, th^gh
^naJiio had no revolutionary experience. This was Petr AJexeyevich K^topot-

^Jcin^^Hfe was bom in 1842, and the circles in which he passed his childhood

and youth made it a slow and difficult process for him to break away from

the upper ranks of society to which he belonged. His earliest years were

spent among the aristocracy and court. 'Do you know where our family

springs from?' his father would ask him, before telling him repeatedly that

it was one of the highest nobility, and that their ancestors looked back to a

period before the formation of the Russian State. The Kropotkins had in

fact been one of those aristocratic families which had been left on one side

as the Tsars became absolute monarchs, and since the seventeenth century

they had held no leading role in politics or the administration. Petr's father

was merely a typical soldier of the age of Nicholas I, stubborn and violent.

His mother was descended from the Cossacks of the Ukraine who for

generations had fought against Poles and Russians for their mdependence.

In later years, Petr Alexeyevich was to say that he was 'a Scythian' com-

bining blood from north and south.

Nicholas I in person chose him for his corps of pages, and he grew up in

St Petersburg during the 'fifties, a period of high hopes, passionate reading,

and ever wider contacts with the culture of the West. He always retained

this breadth of view, this spirit of humanity that he had imbibed in his

earliest years. The feeling of confinement and oppression which we noted

in the minds of the revolutionaries of the 'sixties had no place in him, formed

as he was in the intellectual world of Alexander II's early years.

The letters which he regularly exchanged with his brother Alexander are

among the best surviving evidence concerning the life of the generation

which was then coming to the fore.^^ In them we see a dissatisfaction with

all their surroundings, a growing intolerance with the mean, niggardly

attitude of the governing class, which was unable to understand and accept

the consequences of the peasant reform. But this state of mind was not yet

expressed in political terms. Round about 1861 both brothers were absorbed

in that generalized liberalism which had not yet assumed precise outlines and

which was typical of much Russian society at this time. Alexander found his

concerns expressed in the Velikoruss and he tried to spread its ideas. But soon

he too found himself faced with different prospects. "All these political

reforms', he wrote to Petr on 10th February 1861, 'do not yet have a social

character. It may be that they will succeed in Russia. But I foresee a terrible

revolution in the West. The proletariat is developing, and in it is growing

the need for a better life. The day will come when it will no longer be pre-

pared to remain patient, and then something terrible will begin ... I do not

know who will escape. I have no ideals; I do not believe either in Com-
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munism or in Socialism. As regards social life I will act the part of critic; I

foresee a tempest, but I will not raise any banner. '^7

It was Lavrov who, by giving expression to Alexander's interests, drove

him to try and clarify them by studying philosophy. He was arrested for

having corresponded with Lavrov—with whom he had made friends during

a stay in Switzerland between 1872 and 1874—and deported to Siberia.

There he committed suicide in 1881, when every hope of getting back his

freedom had vanished and he had become convinced that all his scholarly

pursuits had been crushed.

Petr, on the other hand, was from the first to choose a life of action, as

can be perceived in his earliest letters. He decided to break decisively with

the briUiant military career that was opening before him, and to get to know
the world and men by divorcing himself from society which, in 1862, was

becoming more and more oppressively reactionary in character. Between

1862 and 1867 he travelled in Siberia, taking part in geographical and

scientific expeditions and living the hard life of the explorer, soldier and

colonizer. 28 He had left St Petersburg as a boy. He returned a fully developed

man. Though fired by the enthralling task of drawing conclusions from his

scientific and geological observations, his interests turned more and more
towards giving some social and political expression to his personal experiences

of freedom in Siberia. To this aspiration he was finally driven by contact

with the West, and a passionate study of the history of the International and

the various Socialist currents which he carried out during a journey abroad.

In Geneva he took part m the^meetings of the Russian section of the Inter-

national, but was soon attracted to The groups oTBaklinin's follbwefs To'

whom he was introduced by Zhukovsky. He met Guillaume, Maion and other

exiled members of the Commune.

I was profoundly influenced by the theories of anarchism which were beginning to

be formulated in the Im^^Federation, mainly through the work of Bakunin; and

also by criticism of State Socialism which threatened to develop into an economic

tyranny even more terrible than political despotism; and finally by the revolutionary

activities of the Jura workers.29

But he was more impressed by the faith of the workers in their movement
than by any kind of organization or political ideal. This fervour and trust

presented the intellectuals with a fundamental problem. It gave them a

moral obligation to devote themselves to spreading Socialist and anarchist

ideas. 'JJLie experiences_of^Western Europe^ convinced him that there was

nothing more terrible than revolution that was not yet ripe^^nd lacked

3vithin.itseir forces capable of rebuilding on new foundation^jriie_Coni5^ne_

had__£royed this. The creation of spiritual and constructive forces for the

revolutlon^oTttTe-fature was the duty of all those who were devoting them-

selves to preparing this revolution. It was a duty that involved him, Kro-

potkin.
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He returned to Russia with a number of forbidden pamphlets and books

which he was able to get^^past the frontier by means of a smuggler. ^o In St

Petersburg he m6jD, JUements. He was already in touch with Chaikovsky,

and he now joined their 'family of friends' as he described them in his

memoirs. 'Those two years that I lived in the Chaikovskist group will always

leave a profound impression on me. Those two years marked the peak of a

period of feverish activity.'^i He was one of the most active in spreading

propaganda among the workers and in discussions within the group itself

designed to formulate its ideas more exactly. At the end of March he was

arrested. After two years in the Peter-Paul fortress he was taken to hospital,

and there with the help of some comrades he carried out the masterly escape

which he himself has so vividly described in his memoirs.

The Chaikovskist movement could not be described as really complete

uatiLm the spring of 1871 it was joined by a small group of women. O. A.

(J^hleysny, who became Natanson's wife, E. HjCovalsk^*, M. P. Leshner

and-th^erets sist^s were all destiiiedjto^ take an active part in the 'under-

ground'. And with them were th^JCornil^sisters and Sofya gerovskaya.^-

Sofya Perovskaya was born in 1853, the daughter of a general who had

been governor of the Crimea, of Pskov and eventually St Petersburg. He was

dismissed after Karakozov's attempt on the life of Alexander II and then

became a member of the Council of the Minister of the Interior. Sofya very

soon broke away from her upper bureaucratic family. Indeed, she had no

inner struggle, accustomed as she was from her mother's example to live a free

and independent life in a distant country estate. This attitude was encouraged

by her friendship begun in childhood with the daughter of Poggio, a Decem-

brist of Piedmontese origin,^^ and by her passion for study. Whatever may
have been said on the subject, Sofya never took part in the worldly life of her

own home. It passed her by without her even being aware of it, for she was

concerned to find in political reading, and later in contact with her friends,

truths which she never thought of looking for in the society of her family.

Alexandra Kornilova, her intimate friend, has told how Sofya recommended

her to^ead Mikhailov's articles on the proletariat and cooperatives, and

Flerovsky's work on The Situation of the Working Class in Russia. When
some of her comrades suggested organizing a joint reading of Marx's Das

Kapital ' which for many years was extremely difficult and almost impossible

to understand', both the Kornilov sisters and Perovskaya refused, because

they thought it was best to study first of all the foundations of political

economy. ' We recognized no one's authority, and we did not want to accept

as faith, on the word of others, what we could not study for ourselves. '^^

Sofya soon became the soul of the Chaikovskist group and devoted herself

more and more fully to revolutionary activities. ^^ Kropotkin writes:

We often met in a suburb of St Petersburg, in a little house rented by Sofya Perov-

skaya, who was at that time using the passport of a workman's wife. We were

excellent comrades with all the female members of our group, but Sofya Perovskaya
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we all loved. We gave a friendly handshake to Kuvshinskaya and Sinegub's wife

when we met; but when we saw Perovskaya our faces always lit up with a broad

smile, although she paid little attention to us.^^

Her life of independence coincided with the beginning of a struggle with the

police and with the authorities. She embarked quite instinctively on this

struggle: her spontaneity knew no doubts. Her transition from propa-

gandist activities to the deepening struggle and terrorism, which were to lead

her to the scaffold, provides the simplest and most direct example of the

many who set out along the road with her during these years.

The history of the Kornilov sisters is individually less significant and

socially more instructive. Their great-grandfather was a peasant. He had

become rich and in 1791 he founded the firm 'Brothers Kornilov', which

became one of the greatest porcelain factories in Russia. The family had

remained deeply traditionaUst, bound to the forms of religion and authority.

This was, indeed, the case in the great majority of bourgeois families which

had painfully emerged through the cracks in the feudal hierarchy of the

Russian State. This state of affairs only began to change in the 'sixties. Only

then had this family of great factory owners begun to throw over mediaeval

habits. The process was begun by Alexander, one of the sons. He took part

in the movement to found Sunday-schools for the people and proclaimed

himself a materialist. In the summer he went travelling, dressed in the red

shirt of the peasants and the 'nihilists'. He died young, when his sisters were

not yet twenty. By the time that they reached this age they were considered

by their student comrades to be among the finest representatives of a genera-

tion which dedicated itself to the people.

It is difficult to say exactly how many members there were in the St Peters-

burg group of the Chaikovskists, for they were held together more by

friendship and common ideals than by formal rules. In 1928, nearly half a

century later, three of the survivors, N. A. Charushin, M. F. Frolenko and

A. Kornilova-Morozova, tried to make up an exact list of their comrades

between 1871 and 1874. They estimated about thirty active members and

fifteen associates.
3*7

But to these we must add a group of nineteen in Moscow, eleven in Odessa,

eight in Kiev and some in Kharkov, Orel, Kazan and Tula. In each of these

towns there occurred, though on a different scale, what had happened in the

capital. In each we come across the names of men who were to be among
the boldest figures in all the movements of the 'seventies. The levy of the

Chaikovskists was decisive in creating the vanguard who later ' went to the

people' and joined Zemlya i Volya and Narodnaya Volya. When we come to

speak of these movements and the earlier stages of Populist activity among
the workmen, we will have occasion to take a closer look at these groups

which were springing up far from the capital and which, as early as 1872,

were akeady in touch with St Petersburg.

..Though the Chaikovskists were distinguished by a clearly individual moral
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ohftfaotefT-poUticaliy their outlook was less precis^. They sprang from the

opposition to Nechaev and the 'Jesuitical system of his organization'.^^

They started from a moderate standpoint which in the first stage seems

indistinguishable from that of lawful reformers and even liberal constitu-

tionalists. They only acquired a distinctly Populist and revolutionary outlook

aftpr nn nnf>r pvnlntinn, f^ pid thou^h this was. Their importance can be

understood only by following this development and sharing in their searches.

By 1871 they had already established a fairly large-scale organization for

spreading legally printed books intended to provide the foundations of a social

and political education, i hey were thus repudiating in practice the contempt

for and rejection of culture which had inspired the more extremist followers

of Ishutin and Nechaev. In general, they not only allowed but appreciated

education. No one was asked or compelled to leave the university and give

up his studies. They made no objections if one of them, such as Perovskaya,

for example, gave up propaganda for a given period to complete her own
individual preparation. Pnlitinal pHiir,a|j(7n was considered an indispensable

way of finding the road that Nechaev had looked for in renunciation and

immediate action. 'We want to save the people, and we ourselves know
nothing. We must begin by learning', said V. Alexandrov.39 Even the move-

ment 'to go to the people' often became, because of this spirit of the Chai-

kovskists, a kind of 'education conferred on the people'.

This propaganda they called knizhnoe delo, 'the cause of the book'. It

proved to be a success. Some financial support was obtained from the radical

liberal circles with which the Chaikovskists maintained connections.'*^

Some publishers, such as Polyakov, published on credit the books that they

suggested. The Kornilov sisters gave everything they could extract from their

family, including their dowries, to the common fund. Books were chosen

with care, both for their intrinsic importance and the possibility that the

censorship would not realize their significance. Besides all this they bought

back from publishers books which were already printed, and distributed

these on credit or on the instalment system or below cost, paying special

attention to getting them to towns in the provinces.

The most important books in their library were an early volume of the

works of Lassalle, Marx's Das Kapital which was published in March 1872,

Lavrov's hH^tm-irnl fcfipr^^ a second edition of Bervi-Flerovsky's The

Situation of the Working Class in Russia, and his Alphnhpt nf <sncial̂ Sciences

already mentioned above, and A. K. Sheller's* The Proletariat in France and
On Associations^^ They also did what they couldrto'spread the classics of
fRAi fr^rrTC^rnvKh^Ysky tV> Shchapov. and made themselves responsible

for reprinting and circulating some social novels. They further tried to

publish translations of Louis Blanc's History of the French Revolution,

La.n^Q*s The Working Class Problem and a histonraf^he-CoiiUTiune. But

they"^ere now faced with ever-increasing difficulties. Chaikovsky's house was

* Pseudonym for A. Mikhailov.
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searched four times and he himself arrested twice. Natanson was eventually

banished to the north of Russia. The exploitation of legal methods had

produced good results and had brought into circulation in Russia the

fundamental books of Socialist thought in the 'seventies. But its day was

now over.

So they now came to the conclusion that only by founding a press abroad

^nd arranging for the books to be secrefly conveyed into Russia could they

extend *the cause of the book' and avoid the obstacles of the censorship.

At the beginning of 1871 two members of the group were sentto Switzerland

, and~^ucceeHed^1iL starting a small publishing firm. L. HCColdenberg and

V. M. Alexandxov^egan to publish small pamphlets suitable for propaganda

among the people, as well as the works of Chernyshevsky.'*^ n ^^s probably

Klements who, starting from an adaptation of Chatrian, wrote the Story ofa

French Peasant which became one of the most widely circulated of these

booklets.'^^ Kravchinsky wrote his Tale of a Kopek."^^ But still more typical

of the tendencies which now prevailed in St Petersburg were two pamphlets,

one (perhaps by S. A. Zhemanov) on Stenka Razin^s and another on Puga-

chev.'^^ Along with various other pamphlets, among them a Collection of
Songs,^"^ these constituted their main fund of propaganda for the next ten

years.

This increasing attention paid to popular editions corresponded to a

rapid transformation within the Chaikovskist group itself. Its members now
wished to pass over to direct propaganda. The *Caus ft nf tli^ JKf^f<^' wag vf>ry

soon replaced by 'The_Cause of the Workers'. The Chaikovskists were thus

the first^oJaulM foundations^ any soji^^ the factor]esj)f St Peters-

burg.^These pioneering ventures will be dealt with when the working class

movement of the time is examined.

But these contacts with the workers occasioned the series of arrests which

destroyed the nucleus that had been growing ever sinceT869 and'puTaiTeJrd

to their activities, by the wmlerqriy737t|reven~before the naovement ' to

'go to the people', the ChaikovskisViio4ofiger existed as an organized body.

The arrests also put a sudden end to'attempts to clarity their programme
which they had been intensifying at the same time. The moral conviction that

brought the group into being was no longer enough. They felt too that some-

thing more than the practical spirit which had sustained them—and indeed

enabled them to become the most efficient Populist organization of all these

years—was now needed. Contact with the workers and their first ventures

into the villages raised problems which had now to be formuIateH^in political

terms . Moreover, IHeif ever-closer links with the emigres were compelling

them to choose between the idgas^f Lavrov and those of Bakunin. On his

return from Switzerland,<Kfopotkin^astened the drawing up of a programme.

In November 1873 he proposed a kind of manifesto, the first part of which

exalnined What he called ' theibrmi5 and conditions of equality'. '^ He attacked

handing over all property to the hands of the State. 'This would merely be
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a suicide of society.* His ideal was that of a federation of independent

agricultural communities. But how could this ideal be realized? He was

inspired by the breadth of his humanity—a quality shared by all the finest

figures of his generation—to write that the needs of all men were funda-

mentally identical and that therefore 'the tendencies and hopes expressed

by the workers of the West will be accepted with understanding by ours

also'. Did not he himself—like all his comrades—read Marx and Lassalle,

mentally substituting peasants of the Russian villages or textile workers in

St Petersburg for the English and German workmen ? The diff'erences between

them could not lie in ideals, which were common to Russia and the West,

but in tactics.

Kropotkin appreciated the need for revolutionary propaganda but he

wanted it to make an advance on what had so far been carried out by his

comrades. The movement itself must be fused with the penplp; tHp Sorinli^t^

rnustadoptjhe life of the peasants and the workmen, and merge with it.

In fact he was giving expression to a demand which they all keenly felt and

which led to the movement 'to go to the people'.

From this demand he drew the extreme consequences. He criticized all

cooperatives and was against mutual loans banks. 'Any temporary improve-

ment in the life of a small group of people in our present gangster society

only helps to keep the conservative spirit intact.' On the other hand, he did

suggest that workers' communities should be constituted in which all wages

should be put into a common pool. Even strikes and disturbances might be

useful in individual cases, but no absolute principle could be established. The

main purpose must be to recruit new forces, to organize new elements and to

instil a determined state of mind into the workers.

He ended by_speaking of the International. Only when a real force had

been created among the peasants and the workers in Russia would the

problem arise of whether or not tp join it . And then they would certainly

choose the federalist and not the statist wing. But for the moment there was

no problem. The movement must continue on its own road and fulfil its

own requirements. 'Here we intend to develop independently.'

Charushin has told how for some evenings his comrades discussed this

programme. Kropotkin added various technical points. He proposed the

organization of 'armed peasant bands' and called them by the old Russian

name of druzlnny. Frolcnko has tolJ us something of this plan which was

known only to a few. Though no attempt was made to put it into practice, it

was the prelude to the activities of the 'rebels' in Southern Russia some years

later. The plan was to unite 'those fragments of the groups which still

survived lalready severely denuded by the arrests] and to found an armed

band even if it contained only a hundred people; to choose some district

where memories of Stcnka Razin and Pugachev were still alive; and to move
towards Moscow, on the way stirring up the peasants against the gentry

and local authorities.*"*^
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As can be seen from this, these plans were the result of the disappoint-

ments produced by their activities among the workmen which had very soon

led to the fall of a great number of their comrades. This disappointment soon

took a different shape, when they abandoned the Towns and plunged into

countrv life there to resume in other forms their work of propaganda and

agitation.

Was Kropotkin's manifesto really accepted as a common statement of

policy ? Shishko claims this, but others, in an equally good position to know
the truth, deny it. In any case, this discussion once more shows the wide, in

some senses fluid, character that the organization of the Chaikovskists kept

to the very end. Kropotkin's manifesto reflected his comrades' state of mind
faithfully enough but it contained an element of extremism and a sympathy

for Bakunin's ideas which they were not all ready to share. Lermontov,

a member of the Russian Brotherhood, had already unsuccessfully tried

to make them adopt an anarchist programme and had eventually broken

away.

'Here we intend to develop independently', Kropotkin had ended. He was

evidently trying to satisfy the wish that prevailed in St Petersburg to avoid

an alliance with either of the two wings of the emigres or, on the ideological

plane, with any of the currents of the International.

What was the essential originality of this group, which was felt and

expressed in different ways by others of its members also ? To this question

we may reply that it lay in their unanimous, deeplv felt and deliberate

repudiation of any expression of constitutionalism. ĥey held the typically

'^Populist conviction that any concessions to freedom would only have made
it still more difficult to eff'ect the quick transformjat'^" ^^ Pn«;da ainng

Socialist lines^t was not just faith in the obshchina and the SociaUst develop-

ment of peasant communities that held this movement together, but rather

the translation of this faith into political terms, and its opposition to any

liberal tendencies. As Shishko has rightly pointed out, they were not anti-

political because they wanted Socialism to develop in a peaceful, trade-union,

cooperative direction or because they closed their eyes to the problem of

Tsarist absolutism. They supported a policy of direct contact between the

new intelligentsia and the people, above and beyond interference by the

State
; JusTas they were then, and were still more some years later, for direct

action against absolutism itself.

These beliefs were strengthened bv_the situation of hheralism at tlip

^ hpgi-nnjng
^^£_the 'scveuties. Even in Russia the Paris Commune haunted

the imagination of constitutionalists who beheved in law and order. One

of the Chaikovskists summed up the attitude of his comrades when he said

that 'perhaps never, either before or since, was liberalism so weak as in the

^Vv-eiities'.^o Despite their efforts, they never succeeded in establishing any

real contact with the left wing and the most radical elements. At the end of

1871 , when they were still in the very first phase of their activities, Natanson,
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Klements, Volkhovsky, the young Perovskaya and a few others went to a

meeting which was held in the house of Professor Tagantsev. About fifty

people met there to discuss a report On the Essence of the Constitution,

based on a work of Lassalle. The objections of the Chaikovskists were

summed up by Charushin who was present: 'But among us here in Russia,

who will fight for a constitution? Our privileged classes, the bourgeoisie and

the aristocracy are weak and will not fightlor the cotlSlltu tiun. They will

prefer to defend their class interests on the quiet and from behind, which in

any case they are already doing very successfully. From the point of view of

the interests of the people as a whole, a class constitution of this kind (which

would be the only one these classes could obtain, even if they wanted to)

would be of no advantage and would only increase the exploitation of the

great popular masses . . . There is, in fact, only one strand of the population

which is really interested in political liberty, and that is our intelGgSntsia.

But it too is* weak, and, taken on its own, is materially impotent in the

struggle against absolutism. For all these reasons our intelligentsia, which

for the most part is socialistically inclined, will not fight for a constitution

pure and simple. '^^ Charushin ended by saying that contact with the radical-

liberal elements had only made his comrades still more aware of their position

and strengthened their will to rely only on the peasant and workers. A year

later they tried to consider the problem once more and see whether it would

be possible to establish a link with the autonomous provincial administra-

tions of the Zemstvos. Once again, however, they came to the same con-

clusion. In the manifesto quoted above, Kropotkin clearly opposed making

any further ventures of the kind. Everyone now considered them to be super-

fluous and harmful.

At the same time as drawing up a programme, the Chaikovskists tried to

start a periodical. Kropotkin spoke of this in the manifesto, declaring that

it would be the only way to develop harmoniously those internal discussions

which had remained embryonic in the St Petersburg groups but which had

grown far more acute among the emigres. There had already been talk of a

periodical in 1871. Like so many of their predecessors, the Chaikovskists
thought that Chernyshevsky would have been the ideal ed itor. Hence Lopa-

tin's attempt to free him. Meanwhile approaches were made to N. K.

Mikhailovsky and tnen to Bervi-Flerovsky, with no results. Practical prob-

lems were not easily solved; the review would have to be pubhshed abroad,

and this naturally made contacts difficult. Mikhailovsky did not want to

give up his chances of writing for the conventional press. And though

Flerovsky was at this time highly admired by the young revolutionaries, he

was undoubtedly a curious character, little suited to the control of such a

complex organization.

In 1872 the Chaikovskists helped to organize the flight abroad of the

writer Sokolov, who was exiled in the department of Archangel. In December
of the same year, they performed a similar service for Tkachev. But for
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various reasons neither of these met their requirements. Would Lavrov solve

the problem?

After discussions which are difficult to reconstruct from the biographical

sources at our disposal, it was decided to send Klements to Switzerland for

negotiations. When he was prevented from going, he was replaced by

M. V. Kupryanov in the summer of 1872.^2 Kupryanov came to an agree-

ment with Lavrov, and entirely ignored Bakunin. But was he, in fact,

authorized to take such a step? Kropotkin denies it. Different ideas from his,

more immediately revolutionary in character, were now prevaiHng among
the Chaikovskists.53

A passage from Charushin's autobiography sums up the real conclusion

of this ideological debate.

We were neither Lavrcvists nor Bakuninists in the literal meaning of these words.

We did not think that it was possible to transfer the revolutionary experiences of

Europe on to Russian soil in their entirety. For we maintained that the utterly

different conditions of the situation in Russia demanded a search for methods to

correspond to this state of affairs. ^^^

Jllg writer who proved to be the best interpreter of their ideas, interests

^ndhopes, was Vasijy^asilevich Bervi (Flerovsky). While their organization

was in its first phase, Flerovsky was closely associated with it. Subsequently,

however, he joined a rival group which was politically removed from theirs.

There will later be occasion to discuss this group which was forming around

^Dolgusffiri. To be more exact, one can say that it was Flerovsky who inspired

the~carliest stage of the Chaikovskists' activities at the time of ' the cause of

the book' and that it was he who drove them to take action^amongJthe

^workers and peasants. But once they were"on this road, to which they had

been led by reading his works, they marched on their own, making use of

criteria and methods which were born of the experience itself

Bervi was born in 1829, the son of a professor of English origin at Kazan

University who, at the time of the student disturbances, had aroused violent

protests for his backward ways of teaching and his antiquated ideas. After

reading law at the university, Bervi became in 1849 an official in the Ministry

of Justice. Though he began his career in briUiant fashion, his ambitions lay

elsewhere. He wanted to teach financial law in a university. His plans were

prospering when he attracted the attention of the authorities for taking an

active part in collecting signatures in protest against the student arrests of

1861. A year later he heard of the arrest of the nobles of Tver. The single

openly liberal step to be taken by the nobility after the emancipation of the

serfs had been suppressed. Bervi decided to make an individual protest.

He sent a long letter to the Emperor and another to the British Ambassador

in St Petersburg. Alexander IPs policies, he said, could only lead to strength-

ening the revolutionary movement, which would draw nourishment from

the Emperor's attitude towards the students and the best of the nobles.
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Revolutionary sympathies did not represent a real danger during the wretched and

shameful reign of Nicholas, because the number of educated people had been

reduced to a minimum and the masses were held in barbaric ignorance. But in a

State which is in a phase of development, to play with the exasperation of the

party of the extreme is a dangerous game. The number of the educated is con-

stantly increasing and the more the people develop, the greater the weight and

extent which the party of the extreme will have in it.^s

When Dolgorukov, head of the Third Section, read this letter, he began by

"asking 'to be informed of Bervi's mental tacuities', and compelled him to

undergo six months' psychiatric examination in a lunatic asylum. He
eventually drove him out of the Ministry of Justice and banished him to

Astrakhan. There Flerovsky established relations with other exiles and tried

to propagate his ideas among the peasants along the Volga. He was taken

to Kazan for questioning. Though nothing could be proved against him,

he was banished to one of the towns in the department of Tomsk in Siberia.

He later succeeded in getting transferred to European Russia, and was

confined first in Vologda and then in Tver. At last in 1870 he was freed but

on condition that he no longer lived in St Petersburg.

These enforced travels throughout Russia led to his most important book,

^ Thp Situntinn qJ tfjp Working CInsM in /?i/.v.y^. which was published in St

Petersburg in 1869 under the pseudonym of N. Flerovsky. ^^ Its form was

that of a series of essays and in it Flerovsky spoke mainly of those regions

which he had seen with his own eyes. This helped to give the work a feeling of

liveliness and urgency not to be found in his later works. His pohtical and

social conclusions sprang from an impassioned description of the ways of

life, problems and sufferings amidst which he had lived for so long. The

book was not a systematic study of the situation of the working classes in

Russia, but rather very full reportage. Indeed, despite its five hundred pages

of close print and the slow and detailed style, it is a book to be read with

bated breath.

The theme appears in the opening words, which are given to a peasant

woman in central Russia. 'O. wretched is our life, little our land, great are

our taxes, and we do not know what to do.' Though this destitution varied

in details, fundamentally it was the same everywhere. It was the result of a

situation which crushed the entire Russian 'working class', and by this term

Flerovsky meant every kind of worker: peasants, miners and industrial wage

earners in the large towns. The book begins by describing the situation of

the 'moving labourer' in Siberia and ends with 'the Russian proletariat'.

It touches on peasant problems in the poor districts of North Russia, the

workers in the Urals, the fishermen of Astrakhan, the gold diggers of

Siberia, and the workers in light and medium industry. ^—^^

,^ The picture he gives is governed by two fundamental ideas. (FirstiV all

jIj 1
^

Russian society is backward because the maŝ are destitute, bebau&enhey

y / /^ areTJnable to demand higher wages a pfl ^ fairpr rpwarHTor thei r work, and

7
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^because they ai^g^mpelled by their very circumstances to live on the edge of 1

jSunger, And^secon^fvKthere is the financial policy ot tne state with itS^ k4

crushing taxatiotrt-aadr-this constitutes the most important of these circum-

stances. it is the duty of the mteilectuals not just to make themselves clearQ^

aware of this state of affairs and to understand it in detail, but also to help

the masses themselves to recognize it. And then, taking the obshchina and

cooperatiiies-asJbases, they calTstart on the road that leads Lo llie lealization

of his ideal. Though he does not describe this in detail it can be grasped

clearly enough from the book. Abstract proposals, he repeats again and

again, are not needed. The important thing is to get on to the right road;

and it is with this appeal that Flerovsky ends his book.

To understand the situation of the workers in Russia, it was essential to

clear the ground of the ideas which had been inherited from the time of

Nicholas I, and which, as we have seen, were still firmly held by the ruling

class. It was not just that there was no proletariat in Russia in the exact

meaning of the word ; in fact the pnsjtinn nf all wr^rkers. peasants and poor
•artisans included, was worse than that of the proletariat in the West. Speaking,

for example, of the northern regions, Flerovsky said

:

The English and French think that their own poor have reached the extreme limits

of destitution. But here we find a worker incomparably more destitute—the Russian

worker. They think that their poor die of hunger, and here we find a wretch infi-

nitely more hungry, the inhabitant of our northern regions. ^

7

This comparison which showed the real proportions of__the position of the

workin g class in Russia and elsewhere in Europe isrepeated again and^ag^m

^ that the reader is always aware of it. It was this contrast that gave meaning

to the extension, made by Flerovsky and all the other Populists, of the term

'working class* to include all workers, industrial and pea<^ant alike. The

problem was simplv this: to brin^ the workers nf Russia, all th^ workers^ to

^ at 1pq<?t thp Ifiy^T nf the Westepi prolMariat. This, as Flerovsky said, was the

only way to turn Russia into a modern country and prevent it from falling

into the situation of Asian countries, such as China and India, with their

terrible peasant destitution. The fight against poverty was not the concern

of only one section of the workers but of the ' working class ' as a whole and

through it all the nation. ^s

As long as the Russian worker is badly fed, agricuhural progress in Russia will

be impossible, and even the nobility itself will remain poor . . . Neither agriculture

nor industry can be based exclusively on the demand of the upper classes. Until

the economic demands of the working class can be extended, even the educated

parts of society will remain poor and lack initiative ... All parts of society

are equally interested in an increase of wages for the working classes ... If,

in England, the lord and the merchant arc rich, they owe this to the English

worker who was intelligent and brave enough to refuse to work for paltry

wages. 5^

^
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Naturally the fatal docility and dumb misery of the Russian peasants and

workers were not in any way due to defects latent in their nature; though the

educated and ruling classes were always saying that these sprang from their

character or from vice. Flerovsky took up an argument that Chernyshevsky

had used and gave countless examples to show that the peasants were far

from being lazy and incompetent. Indeed their drunkenness which so im-

pressed the superficial observer was not as important as was generally

claimed. Statistics showed the working classes drank little, and this was one

more symptom of their extreme poverty.

Their rp5ignntinn anH d ocility Sprang from very different causes. Their

shoulders had to support the burden of the entire State. Of course thev were

crushed. Russia was passing through a period which, using Marxist termin-

ology, could be called one of ' primitive accumulation ' and this was made all

the more terrible by the intervention of the State.

In the life of all peoples there is a moment when the social situation of the working

classes has no guarantee of any kind against exploitation, when the greatest possible

amount of produce is seized from the hands of the worker and when the nation is

therefore threatened with extreme impoverishment. In Western Europe this moment
coincided with a time of complete political anarchy. And this proved a lucky

circumstance for it. The baron was absolute master within the limits of his estates

;

but outside these his influence was non-existent . . . But Russia went through th is

economic sta^e in the middle of the eighteenth century when administrative

centralization was already fully developed^ Complete calm and order prevailed' in

"<he StaleTThe upper classes weighed down on the people no longer as single

individuals but as a total mass, which was compact and by now completely

organized. That is why it was so difficult for the Russian worker to free himself

from this weight, and that is why he has become poor and weak.^^

The effects of this had been seen a century later when the serfs had been

freed. The State had transformed this process into a successful business

affair for itself and the upper classes who composed it. The taxes to redeem

their own land, which still burdened the peasants, were no less heavy than

they had been during serfdom. Indeed they were often still heavier. To pay

his taxes the peasant was forced to keep himself and his family at starvation

level. Moreover he had no means of protecting the price of his own goods.

He had to under-sell to the merchant, and he had to submit to the growing

class of kulaks who took advantage of his destitution and imposed their

own will within the ohshchina. The intervention of the State in peasant

society and the activities of local officials, who were only concerned to collect

taxes, not only maintained this destitution but actually increased it by pro-

tecting those few elements in peasant society which were in a position to

profit from it.

Few observed all this as acutely as Flerovsky. His vivid description of the

relations between the kulaks and the poor peasants in the villages of Siberia

and European Russia gives us some of the best contemporary evidence on

i
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the subject. He examines in great detail the varying mechanisms through

^which the peasant merchant, the miroed and the kulak were able to accumu-

late vast riches by playing on their position in the obshchina when taxes

were distributed within it, and by pitilessly exploiting men and situations.

And if this social mechanism was not in itself enough to reduce most of the

peasants to starvation, the State intervened directly, with flogging and

prison for those who did not pay their taxes. Corporal punishment and prison

were the most effective schools to teach the Russian worker his lesson of

submission and resignation.

In view of this::;§ituation, said Flerovsky, two plans must be followed

simultanefluslyCFirsjJ the. State must entirelv do away with the redemption

fees which op2rgssed_ lhe_^easa^=afid^hiGhr^adr-b€©n-4oheriledlirom^the

regime of serfdom^^^And, on the othgr hanH, peasant society must defend the

obshchina against the^w/a^j and those^ wfiich were leading to its inier-

nal stratification. To do this it must retain the principle of cooperation and

the4aeriQdical and egalitarian redistribution ofTandT. Ihese^two objectives

were closely linked, because, as we have seen, it was the economic policy of

the State which led to destitution and this in turn led to the collapse of the

obshchina.

The first move should be made by the State. On the lands which it owned
it should create a class of free and prosperous peasants.

We have now thrown aside the habits of Asiatic barbarism. We are convinced that

such ideas were mistaken; we have understood all the advantages to be derived

from a class of free peasants unburdened with feudal taxation. Why are we not

brave enough to proclaim this . . . ? We have freed ourselves from Asiatic ideas only

to fall into the Middle Ages . . .

It was up to the State to give the example of real emancipation by doing

away with all redemption fees.

But this would not be enough. The position of the obshchina demanded

that those rules of equality which had been its foundation be re-established.

*The only salvation from exploitation by the insatiable miroed lies in the

association of work and means.' It was just not true that small holdings led

to a class of independent peasants. On the contrary, these peasants were

always having to depend on the merchant, the usurer, on a more fortunate

neighbour or on the kulak who owned the cattle needed to farm their fields

x and who lent seed in return for labour.

' The obshchina creates independent workers. That is its fundamental advantage

and constitutes its superiority over private, split-up property ... It is owning land

that gives man the chance to interfere in the affairs of others. It deprives the worker

of a considerable part of his produce and turns him into a beggar or a rogue, and

often both. Sometimes it limits his work so much through outside influences that

it makes this work either unproductive or harmful for the nation. The obshchina

gives the worker full and exclusive rights over the land and makes him entirely

independent of everyone else.
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Flerovsky was so convinced by this agrarian Socialism that he_was^leci to

printr^cf \t Ai/ith any fr>rm Qf Communism—which he understood as the

complete rule of all over the individual. 'Landed property is far nearer

communism than the obshchinaJ^^

The obshchina, then, must be freed from the control of the State, which

paralysed even the principle of electing its own administrators, as Flerovsky

demonstrated. It must once more be given those egalitarian foundations

which were still alive in the hopes and ideas of the peasants. And then it

would provide a way for Russian villages to escape from the misery which

oppressed them.

His inquiry thus confirmed the conclusions of Populism. The economic

policy of the State was the central reason for the misery of ^^ Ki^^n
wv^rk^rs F^^np^ ^i^ not ms-nn folln'ivini; thn rnnrl nlrnndy puri iini _b3-

Western Europe, but finding a new one. And this could only be Socialism.

Flerovsky wrote at the end ot his book:

Of course, to restore a state of affairs which has been earlier spoilt is by no means

an enjoyable thing to do. But if we are unlucky enough to have such a fate, the best

thing we can do is to accept this fate with dignity, to follow our road without

turning aside, openly and dispassionately. As soon as we have the courage needed

to take this step, we will see that we not only have the chance to put our affairs in

order but also to achieve a great historical function . . . Only that people whose

spirit is filled with the highest feelings, and which creates the most perfect ideas,

can stand at the head of civilization and lead humanity with it. The great empires,

such as those founded by Genghis Khan, Tamburlaine, Cyrus, have vanished

without a trace . . .

Russia could follow the tracks already trodden by Europe and could also

fall back into barbarism. But it was enough to look at Europe to see that

what was needed was the opening up of a new road. 'In the civihzation of

today, at the head of which stand Europe and the United States of America,

we see a radical defect, one of those defects that lead to the graveyard of

a civilization . .
.'^^ ij^ ^^g ygj-y problem which was now facing Russia—in

the historical relations between the oppressive State and its 'working class'

—

the nation contained elements which would solve it in a new way.

Wc have until now spoken of the peasant problem, which is naturally of

prime importance in Flerovsky's inquiry. But his originality lay in not

stopping there. Indeed in some of his most brilliant essays he showedjiow
destitution in the villages, starvation, land hunger and above all crushing

taxation were giving rise to an ever-increasing proletariat, whose ways of

l ife and mentality he described in great detai l.

In Siberia the workers were exploited by the owners of factories and gold

mines who took ruthless advantage of the fact that these workers had been

driven from their villages by penury, often had no passport and were always

liable to be arrested as vagabonds. Their derisory wages were soon reabsorbed

by their having to buy essential goods which were in the hands of the very
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bosses who employed them. The State in fact was keeping these vagabonds in /

a condition of perpetual dependence on the capitalists. It did not so much \ly
persecute them as threaten them with prison and thus throw them, bound

hand and foot, into the arms of their exploiters. _^-^
In Astrakhan, on the other hand, the capitalists only had to own the tools

which were essential for the fishermen for them too to be reduced to penury,

as here also labour was plentiful. One after another he examined the various ^,

types of fishing contracts, showing that these were not just ruinous for the l/r /'

fishermen but also harmful to production in general, as they contained no f

incentive to improve techniques.

Can such a state of affairs be considered normal and profitable for the country ?

It is as oppressive for the workers as it is unprofitable for Russia as a whole.

Almost two-thirds of all the fish that is fished in Russian rivers for sale comes from

Astrakhan. One must try for oneself to live for half the year on kvas, onions and

black bread to realize what a great consolation—indeed what an essential necessity

—fish means for anyone who is poor in Russia. ^^

Light and medium industry consisted mostly of factories for the preparation

of agricultural produce. This was therefore a seasonal industry, and did not

guarantee a fixed wage for those employed in it.

The heavy State industry of the Urals (mines, etc.) was organized on

archaic lines in a spirit of bureaucracy. By tradition it was the centre of

slave-hke exploitation.

The picture that Flerovsky gives of the so-called 'industrial zone' (i.e. the

regions round Moscow), provides perhaps the best surviving description of

the local proletariat as it was coming into being after the emancipation of

the serfs. The chance to earn broke through the traditional bonds of peasant

society and led to frequent examples of corruption. The new spirit of personal

independence expressed itself mostly in violence and arrogance and in habits

which combined penury and reckless spendthriftness. Here, for instance, is

the conclusion of an inquiry made in the region of Kaluga.

Everyone here wants to hide his rags with a show of well-being. For an izba with

windows containing well-set and carved wooden frames everyone is prepared to

live in the hardest conditions and to let his own children die of hunger. Whereas

the peasant in the north and east of Russia remains apathetic for part of the year,

without work or the hope of obtaining it, the worker in industrial Russia is never

quiet. Here one can hear complaints on all sides that there is no work, that the

rewards are not high enough. Here machinery is hated because it lowers wages and

gives profits to the capitalists. Here the capitalists are hated when wages go down.

Here the mentality and determination of the workers are more highly developed . . .

Artels are started, there are strikes. Methods are found to fight against the capital-

ists and increase pay. But though the workers are bolder in their fight to live, the

conditions of their lives are even more oppressive.^

,Flernv<;Vy H i fj not believe in the value of strikes. In this he was influenced

either by the tradition of Proudhon or—more probably—of Fourier. His
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ideal lay in the cooperative which he extended to great industries, for he

was convinced that workers could be found capable of administering even

the largest factories. They would in any case be more efficient than the

bureaucrats of St Petersburg who had to exert remote control over the

far-off industries of the Urals. Indeed these industries had been able to

function satisfactorily without employers in the eighteenth century, when

they had supplied arms to the insurgent peasants at the time of Pugachev's

revolt. 65

When the Third Section finally reahzed what Flerovsky's book contained,

it noted firstly that the book was a serious one and that 'for those who study

the life of the people in the various parts of Russia, it could be used as a

source in the scientific meaning of the word'. But it added also that 'it very

skilfully upheld those Socialist ideas that constitute the programme of the

"International Society". There are a few small changes due to the differences

between the position of the working classes in Russia and in Western

Europe'. The book as a whole, the report continued, was proof 'of the

inefficiency of the rules of censorship, which are intended to prevent dis-

turbances, even those which are not crudely expressed '.^^

Inquiries were made as to who was the mysterious M. Flerovsky. At last

it was realized that this was Bervi's pseudonym and the pohce were put on

his tracks. Detailed supervision was kept of his house and his travels ; and

the most circumstantial and also strange reports were sent to St Petersburg.

Supervision was accentuated when in 1871 he published his second book,

The Alphabet of Social Sciences.^''

According to the regulations of the Russian branch of the International Society

which were found in Moscow during a search of April this year [1871], there arc

plans to form, among other things, a society and secret groups to publish books

dealing with the political sciences. Recently there has been put on sale in St Peters-

burg a book called The Alphabet of Social Sciences. No author or publisher is

mentioned on the cover, which only states that the book was printed at the Nusvalt

press. We have in our possession reliable information that the book was written

by the well-known Socialist writer Flerovsky (Bervi) and published by the same

secret group which is made up of people who are under the constant surveillance

of the Third Section.

Alexander II himself added a note to this report, ordering that The Alphabet

'was not to be put on sale'. When the Third Section had read its five hundred

pages and made a summary of them for the Emperor, he noted again 'One

must admit, it's a fine tendency l'^^

The censorship was made stricter still. In 1872 punishment for press

offences was once again removed from the hands of the magistrates and

entrusted to the Council of Ministers. As we have already seen, the Chai-

kovskist group was badly affected by this final episode in the 'cause of the

book'. Chaikovsky, Klements and Natanson were arrested and the latter

was banished. Bervi wrote one more book for the Chaikovskists. It was
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printed but hacked to pieces by the censorship, even before it could be put

on sale. 69

In October 1873 Bervi, too, was involved in the general repression. He
was arrested and impUcated in the Dolgushin affair. In May of the following

year he was again exiled, this time to the department of Archangel. In 1875

he was given permission to live in the town itself but ' as he exercised a harm-

ful influence on the young boys and girls who were political exiles '"^^
it was

thought necessary to send him back to a village. He eventually spent many
years in Kostroma and later in Tiflis whence he succeeded in escaping to

London only in 1893. When he reached England one of his first ideas was to

rewrite The Alphabet of Social Sciences which had been interrupted twenty

years earlier. He published three volumes, but never finished this work,

which, as he wrote it, was gradually turning into a universal history. But

this second version is one of his weakest and least important works.'^^

Besides, even the edition of 1871 lacked the vigour of his Situation of the

Working Class in Russia. For us it is of interest only as showing the

encyclopaedic thirst of the younger generation in Russia. These young men
published and distributed the book at their own risk and peril. In it they

found their own beliefs given sociological form and reinforced with countless

examples taken from the most varying countries. The author explained

that it was not the strong and the wealthy who made civiHzation, but the

weak, united by a sense of solidarity and equality. Strife between workers

and capitalists was one of the forms this wider conflict took. To join the side

of justice it was not necessary to make plans for the society of the future.

Instead a moral ideal must be kept firmly before one's eyes, and in one's

heart there must be a strong passion to destroy in oneself and in others the

idols of wealth and power. Flerovsky, too, fought against social Darwinism

and any application of the struggle for existence to human life. He_gaye-a—

i

rough account of what he called 'static civilization', by which^he meant a

civilization m^which slruggles of class and tiMionaTTfy have no ideal content.

Such a^vilizatIorrt5efe!ofe'b(£CDTnes the^scene'oruseless agitation. He was

perhapslntending to explam hircdncTusTohs more openly in the third part

of The Alphabet. As it stands, this sociological treatise acquires significance

only when read through the eyes of those who published it and who guessed

at those thoughts and aspirations which remained half expressed.

On the other hand, in 1873 Flerovsky gave specific details about what to

tell the people and how to lay the foundations needed for propaganda among
the peasants and workers. These are to be found in a pamphlet called i/otv

one must live according to the Laws of Natur£_and Truth, which was secretly

published by the group associated vKiTh Doigusjimi

This was the most important PopilMst organization-^ th^ ht^ginning of

the 'seventies^ other than the Chaikovskists. Though it was much smaller

in numbers an3~'thougn it meTwith less response, it will make us better

acquainted with the ideas and state of mind of the young revolutionaries
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who were preparing to 'go to the people', and it adds a new and original

feature to our picture of the period. "^^

Alexander Vasilevich Dolgushin was born in 1848 in a small town in the

department of Tobolsk in Siberia. A friend later described him as 'a sanguine

personality', and ever since boyhood he showed a rebellious spirit and strong

determination. He had the gift of attracting his contemporaries. But he

allowed them to see only one side of his personality and retired into himself,

fed by an intense faith in his own ideas. In 1866 he went to St Petersburg, in

theory to continue his education. In fact, his main purpose was to share in

the political life of the university. The group of Siberians which collected

round him gives us one of the many examples of the transformation of a

'commune' into a political organization from having been an organization

of mutual help, a library and a cultural club. The group at this time contained

thirteen young men who at first were mainly concerned to help their fellow

students from Siberia, and to collect books and materials for the study of

their native land. They appear to have come to the conclusion that the only

way to save Siberia lay in separation from Russia. The group therefore

represented a revival of the Siberian 'regionahsm' which we have already

noted in the 'sixties. They made plans to return there and spread propaganda

when they had completed their education. They may have already been in

touch with groups in Siberia itself. In any case, for them the obhgation

to *go to the people' was tinged with local patriotism. A portrait of

Chernyshevsky hung in the room where they held their meetings. He was

admired both for his ideas and, so to speak, as being a Siberian honoris

causa.

The group had only just begun to prepare its future activities when

Nechaev appeared on the scene. He went under the name of Pani n, and in

his typically conspiratorial and mysterious fashion tried to spur them on to

more intense activities. One of the group, Petr Alexandrovicht^Toporkov,

agreed to join the Russian Revolutionary Society, to spread the Naro^ifaya

Rasprava and to induce his comrades to join Nechaev's organization.

Nechaev was then on a short visit to St Petersburg, and, after the contacts

had been made, he soon returned to Moscow. The Siberian group then went

through a phase usual with all who were affected by his violent agitation.

While some of the group tried to follow him, others were by no means

prepared to accept his conclusions. Some, it is true, planned to create a

'band' to attack the nobles. Dolgushin himself be^an to lay the foundations

for a conspiracy. But many hesitated. The programme of the most violent

was to 'annihilate or submerge by means of a popular rebellion all the out-

dated administrative machine' and to exterminate the entire royal family.

This action would begin when the organization numbered two hundred.

Except for a few changes in Hpta il^1ipjvv>£XarrnT^P that nnlg^idrjnjirftw up

was_ajiQpOrNgghaev^
Nechaev had sown this seed in St Petersburg during the last days of
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November 1869. On 1st January 1870 arrests began in the capital. They

struck at the very heart of the group of Siberians, among them Dolgushin

himself. However, no proof could be found and even those who confessed

later withdrew their confessions at the trial. After a year and a half in prison,

they were nearly all acquitted in August 1871.

A year later, in the autumn of 1872, a new group had already formed

round Dolgushin. This included members of the Siberian 'Commune' as

well as elements who were then for the first time entering revolutionary life.

It was called ihe.J^r()^jp nf thp Twpnfy-twn that being the number of its

members. Besides Dolgushin, the most active were Lev Adolfovich

^PmokhcSsRy, 'a man of strong moral character, like Rakhmetov' [the hero

of Chernyshevsky's WhaUsJoJbe done ?] in the words of a companion, and

Viktor AlexandroVich Tikhots^. Tikhotsky came from a family of Decem-

brists ; he had already spent two years in Zurich but had returned to his

country with a view to devoting himself to propaganda among the peasants.

Both were then aged twenty-two. With few exceptions Dolgushin's grou^was
made up of typical representa fives of the 'intellectual proletariat'. It.liad_by

noBL-lost all its regionalLst and Siberian character.

Their association with Nechaev's conspiracy had left them with some

contempt tJQiJhose who were concerned to spread'education and to_puBnsh

books. They smiled maliciously when they spoke of 'bookish people' i.e.

the Chaikovskists who, because of this, often looked upon them as Bakunin-

ists.'73 In fact their Socialist background was very similar to that of the

Chaikovskists and was founded mainly on Lassalle, Marx, and, of course,

Chernyshevsky.^'^ They derived their specific ideas not from Bakunin but

rather from an attempt to reconcile the essential content of Nechaev's

preaching on the basis of a wider and more accurate knowledge of the situa-

tion of the peasants and workers. This knowledge was based mainly on

Flerovsky's bpok. Thus they believed in the need to prepare a peasant

rebellion in the short run instead of a systematic preparation of the masses.

But for this purpose they drew up a programme which no longer merely

appealed to the revolutionary passion of the most desperate elements in

Russian society, but which aimed rather to draw on the fundamental needs

and aspirations of the peasants. So they proposed liberating them from the

oppressive redemption fees and carrying out an equal redistribution of

property. "75

'JThgir plan was to found a clandestine press in Moscow and to print

appeals . . . They were to spread tFieseTbooklets throughout the villages over ~

IHe widest possible area, with the aim of fostering a revolt. For this under-

taking, which was to be a speedy revolutionary coup, iheVTieeded extremely

decided members. Dolgushin's small organization was made up of revolu-

tionaries of this type.'76 So said (Shishko, who knew them well. Indeed, he

was on the point of entering the organization when Kravchinsky summoned
him to the Chaikovskists.
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In March 1 873 they moved from St Petersburg to Moscow, and then into

a small house in the region of Zvenigorod, not far from Moscow itself.

There they brought the press which they Had succeeded in obtaining, and in

the summer of that year they began to print their leaflets. Despite the fact

that they soon roused the suspicions of the local peasants (who were con-

vinced that they were 'making cash') and though these rumours soon led

to a search, they successfully printed two pamphlets and an appeal which

they were able to bring safely to Moscow together with their type faces.

The first work was the one by Bervi-Flerovsky. They had got into contact

with him when they had been in St Petersburg and Flerovsky in the district

of Vyborg, on the frontiers of Finland. They had taken countless pre-

cautions to estabUsh these relations and ask him to collaborate. Although

he was under police supervision, Dolgushin himself went to fetch the work

from Flerovsky, who was at Nizhny Novgorod.

Flerovsky was impressed by the spirit that fired this new group. He later said

:

I was always aware of the comparison between these young men preparing for

action and the early Christians. They had not yet begun to take action. They were

only preparing themselves and, inspired by their enthusiasm, they were utterly

convinced that they would succeed. I, too, was certain that they would give the

government trouble. But when I looked at the unlimited field for activities in the

midst of the Russian people which was still untouched, I was convinced that

success could only be assured when the explosion of enthusiasm among these young

men was changed into a permanent and ineradicable feeling. Constantly thinking

about this, I grew certain that success was possible only if one path was followed:

that of founding a new religion. I wanted to create a religion of equality.''^

The work which he handed to Dolgushin was the manifesto of this new

religion^. "^^^ — " '

'Go to the people', he said, in the first few lines, 'and tell it the whole

truth to the very last word. Tell it that man must live according to the law

of nature. According to this law all men are equal; all men are born naked;

all men are born equally small and weak.' Nature was ready to give its fruits

to all equally. All men must enjoy these in equal measure. 'Before you lie

the villages and cottages scattered throughout Russia. Around them is the

land, and this land is now held in common. There are no longer any land-

lords—those builders of evil who have enslaved the land, our Mother.'

Anyone who is hungry can come and ask for a field to farm. 'They will give

equal shares to all without intrigue.' When could this be brought about?

When there were no poor, when education for all could be guaranteed from

childhood, and above all when those who exploited the work of others had

disappeared from the villages. The nobility had made use of every method to

secure a position of privilege for itself. In popular and religious language

Flerovsky summarized Russia's history, and ended with an appeal for

action. 'A curse on the cowardly, on the weakling who will not fight for his

brothers.'

J
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Dolgushin assumed the task of translating this appeal into political terms,

though he expressed them in forms which were just as inspired and religious.

Indeed he used even more quotations from the Gospel; but he also adopted

a more specific political line. He spoke of the emancipation of the serfs, but

came to the conclusion that even now not everyone in Russia had the same

rights. The nobles paid no taxes, and they had the best schools.

Though they work a hundred times more than the landlord, the peasants are

incomparably poorer than he is.

The time has come to escape from poverty and darkness.

We, your brothers, we turn to you, the oppressed, and we call on you in the name
of eternal justice. Rise up against this regime of injustice, which is unworthy of

man and unworthy of the highest moral consciousness of the land. Rise, brothers.

We demand the abolition of all dues. This land which we are compelled to redeem

has been ours throughout the centuries. On it lived our fathers, our grandfathers

and our ancestors. When we were slaves of the noble landlords we farmed this

land. The nobles no longer exist. What does this mean? Merely that we have

separated from them. Our land has returned to us. Why on earth must we pay for

it? Further, we demand a general redistribution of the land, both that which belongs

to the peasants as well as that which is owned by the State and the nobles. It must

be redistributed among ourselves according to justice, so that each has what he

needs.

He then demanded the abolition of military service, which lasted for fifteen

years, and the establishment of good schools for all. ' Learning is strength,

learning is light; without learning there is slavery.' Passports must be

abolished and the heavy taxes which the peasants paid must be controlled.

'The government must spend__by_our_conseiit.' And this could only happen

through elections which wouldcreate a government of the people's delegates.

Like a single man
All tormented Russia rises.

Let us free ourselves for ever.

Our land will be sufficient for all.'^^

Dolgushin had also prepared another short npp^nl Tc the fntfHfYfr*'''''^ in

which he attacked any attempt at local reforms. It was^not enough to found

small cooperatives, and improve local administration. Any hope of becoming

independent through individual as opposed to collective efforts was mistaken.

* All your lives you will be exploiters and parasites.' 'In no role will you be of

such use as in spreading popular propaganda for a new and better life.' He

quoted Proudhon, ending, 'Let us show that we are sincere; that our faith

is burning. And then our example will change the face of the earth. Do not

think that the Russian people cannot understand you and reject you.'

Our password is : Freedom and Equality.

Onward, friends, to arms.

Death to the enemies of the people,

The Tsar, the princes and the boyars.
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As can be seen, they were not just using religion as a tool to make themselves

understood by the peasants to whom they intended to turn; religion meant

something more than merely the phraseology of the Gospel. But the outlines

of this religion of equality had hardly yet been sketched in. It had not

become the centre of their thoughts, as it had for the followers of 'deo-

humanism', and it was still more a cloak for their pohtical ideas. In the house

where they kept the clandestine press, Dolgushin had put some crosses in

place of the ikon. On these the following words were written in English,

Latin, Italian and French: 'Liberty, Equality and Fraternity'. 'Who cannot

be cured with medicine, let him be cured with iron ; and'who cannot be cured

with iron, let him be cured with fire (Hippocrates).' 'Serve only them [the

people] because their cause is sacred. The people suffer, and every man who
is close to the people has been sent by God.'

They began to spread propaganda among the peasants even before they

hi^A rin iUii -i1 p i i i i i i ii
j^

i 1 ii> i i pqmphlptQ nnH £j->ppak These^ventufeT^ere

intensified when-4h£y. b£gaiLJiistjibuim^g_Jheirbooks. The books were, of

nnur&e^i-pff^ and ih\^ ama/^d the peasants. The group made many rather

incoherent attempts, as if taking soundings in an unknown world, to progress

beyond casual meetings to closer links. At once it came up against the

greatest obstacle to tliis 'flying propaganda'. Only few of the peasants were

able to read what they had written. Despite all this it managed to organize a

_fgw m(^pting<; in i'tJihs:- it held discussious which often left immediateprnbtems

for the religious field, so much loved by those peasants who had any glimmer-

ings of education. It was able also to circulate publications among the workers

of a small industrial centre on a wide scale, through the cooperation of a

teacher at an elementary school, which was attached to a factory.

An accidental arrest, however, led to the police discovering their propa-

ganda material and being put on their tracks. Some members on the fringes

of the movement, and then Toporkov himself, were arrested. There followed

a long and careful inquiry designed to paralyse the heart of the movement.

In September 1873 Dolgushin was arrested. Eventually twelve people were

handed over to the Senate for a trial which lasted from 9th to 15th July

1874. Dolgushin and Dmokhovsky were sentenced to ten years' hard labour,

Ivan Papin and Nikolay Plotnikov to five years, Dmitry Gamov (the school-

master) to eight years, Anany Vasilev, the peasant who had spread the

manifestos to two years eight months, and others to lesser sentences.

Alexander II refused to make any reduction in the sentences of those most

affected. During the ceremony of the 'civil execution', one of them, Plotni-

kov, shouted several times, 'Down with the Tsar, down with the boyars and

the princes! Down with the aristocrats! We are all equal! Long live liberty!'

This led to a demonstration of solidarity among those watching, for the most

part students. Thirteen more people were arrested.

There was a long discussion on how to punish Dolgushin's group for this

demonstration, and for its generally rebellious attitude during the trial and
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in prison. It was finally decided not to deport them to Siberia for hard labour

but to keep them in the central prison at Kharkov. There they could be kept

under greater supervision and there the isolation and living conditions were

more severe.

These conditions were indeed terrible. By the autumn of 1 875, Gamov was

a paralytic lunatic and in April of the following year he died in the prison

hospital. Dolgushin succeeded in describing the conditions under which

they lived in a manuscript which was smuggled out of the prison at different

times. This was probably done by Dmokhovsky's mother, who after many
difficulties had at last been able to get permission to make periodic visits to

her son. The manuscript was secretly printed in St Petersburg in 1878.^0 On
the cover of this, the first issue of a new revolutionary periodical Zemlya i

Vnlya was announced for October^Dolgushin's example was at last bringing

results. But he himself had to pay for these with his life. In 1880 he was

taken to Kara in Siberia for forced labour. Here he succeeded in organizing

the flight of some of his comrades. Severe persecution followed. In 1883 he

was confined to the prison of Shlisselburg on Lake Ladoga. He con-

tracted consumption and died there on 3rd June 1885.^^ In 1878 Plotnikov

began to show the first signs of madness. He was taken to a lunatic asylum

in one of the towns on the road to Siberia, together with his other comrades

who were making the same journey. Some of these, such as Papin, made a

long stay in the asylum.

But despite these personal tragedies, now, for the first time, Populist

preaching met with an active response. The propaganda of the Chaikovskists

and Dolgushin's followers, and the discussions on the programmes of

Bakunin and Lavrov did not—like similar debates in the 'sixties—merely

give rise to small groups. This time there followed a real movement, and

activities involving several thousand people.

As always happens, even this response seemed unexpected. Witnesses of

the time constantly repeat that the movement was 'spontaneous'. And
indeed it was so within the limits in which any authentic political movement

is spontaneous in respect to the efforts of those who have wanted and pre-

pared for it.

There are, indeed, many spontaneous elements in the movement of 1873

and 1874 ' t£L.go_to_the people'. There was the special freshness and the

atmosphere of youthlul enthusiasm, indeed recklessness, which struck all

observers. Its nobility was so ingenuous that it seemed the very 'springtime'

of all the Populist movements. And so it sometimes makes us forget that

ideological preparation for it had already been under way for two decades

and that the organization itself had been planned for ten years. All the

various episodes of the movement still retain, years later, the mark of that

impulse and devotion which were at its source. Not by chance was the summer

of 1874 called 'the mad-Smnmer'.

The movement ' to go to the people' was the answer given by the university
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Students to the appeal of the revolutionary Populists. It was an answer that

contributed no new ideological element. The call had already been sounded

at the time of Ogarev and Herzen, and since then many others had taken it

up. The ideology of the movement was vague, generally far more so than the

ideas of the various movements that had gone before. A number of different

tendencies met here, and so the critical element contained in each of them

was diluted, or rather burnt to ashes, in a great impulse of dedication. When
the memoirs of the period tell us that Bakuninist tendencies prevailed over

those of Lavrov, they mean that the vaguer and more powerful appeal of

Bakunin naturally became the banner of a greater and less specific force.

We must not let our attention be too distracted by the strange, sometimes

ridiculous and still more often naive episodes of the movement 'to go to

the people'. For they, too, are merely an indication that the impetus was now
no longer confined to the closed circles of conspirators but was reaching a

movement of the masses. ^^

The Chaikovskists had already made a series of, so to speak, individual

attempts to sound the people. They had begun by organizing the workers of

St Petersburg, for they hoped to find among these peasants, who had only

recently become urbanized, suitable men to take their message to the villages.

And later, when the arrests began, some of them were compelled to move

into the countryside to try and escape the police. Krylov, for example, went

back to his village not far from Tver, determined to found a centre of

propaganda there. His comrades promised to send him someone to help

him. And at the beginning of 1874 both Kravchinsky and Klements visited

him.

Often in the small peasant izbas, crowded with listeners, discussions went on until

after midnight. The public was overwhelmed by a feeling of solemnity and there

rose up the choral singing of one of the revolutionary hymns. Against one's will

there came to mind scenes of the first centuries of Christianity and the times of the

reforms. 8^

Klements was denoynCffl by thp villagp pHpst and wa«; vpry rit^arjy^rrp<;tffH 84

Krylov was in fact caught by the police. But he was released and continued

his pilgrimage among the people, which was put an end to by the authorities

on 25th August 1874 at Nizhny Novgorod. He was sent to prison and died

there of tuberculosis.

But despite these ventures the Chaikovskists viewed with some alarm the

unleashing of the general movement 'to go to the people' as the^sTOdents

began to leave in droves for the country. They tried to guide or to control

the ^^yymfint Tn fac t th^y wvrt ^rawn in i ts wake .

They often repeated that there would be little value in 'flying' propaganda,

i.e., in the words of Kropotkin, 'sowing, in passing, the idea that it was

necessary to rebel'. And so they tried to canalize the movement into 'fixed

propaganda'. They explained that it was essential to find a trade to exercise
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in some village so as to carry out a steady propaganda campaign. One of

them, A. O. Lukashevich, said, for example:

It is essential that every man learn a trade or some given occupation, and then

tcatier nvf^r a fpgnn \yhftrft ftasy rnntart WimJUS COmradeS is possible. In this way
-within two or three years all that region will be carried to a high pitch of revolu-

tionary spirit and from it we will draw new energies for other regions.^^

In other words the more political elements were aiming to create a new village

intelligentsia or at least replace the few representatives of one that the country-

side contained. In place of the few doctors, midwives, nurses, clerks, ^td.,

young men would come from the university ready to serve the people and

inspired by a determination to give Socialist significance to this new social

function.

But this idea, which was expressed with varying degrees of coherence by

the followers of Lavrov, was swept away by the more spontaneous and

revolutionary element which lay at the source of the movement. Renuncia-

tion of all privileges, the determination to be freed at last from their ' debt ' to

the people, the desire for liberty—these were the real forces that drove the

students into the country.

Nothing Hke it had ever been seen before or after. It was a revelation rather than

propaganda. In the first cases it was still possible to trace back the book or the

individual that had driven such and such a person to join the movement. But

after a time this became impossible. It was a powerful cry that arose no one knows

whence and that called living souls to the great work of redeeming the Fatherland

and the human race. And the living souls, when they heard this cry, arose over-

flowing with grief and indignation for their past. And they gave up their homes,

their riches, honours and families. They threw themselves into the movement with

a joy, an enthusiasm, a faith which one can feel only once in one's life and which,

once lost, can never be found again ... It was not yet a political movement. Rather

it was like a religious movement, with all the infectious nature of such movements.

Men were trying not just to reach a certain practical end, but also to satisfy a

deeply felt duty, an aspiration for moral perfection.^''

Some even converted themselves before leaving for the people. ' I decided to

become Orthodox', says Aptekman, who was a Jew; 'I was baptized and felt

myself literally renewed ... So I had drawn near the peasants, among whom
I was to livc'^*^

The movement 'to go to the people' was a cnllectiyf art ^^ Rr>ii<:cAam^rri

^^rn7f7irRmi«;<^y^ni<;pr> pnjitira l fprtors ar? in??f^ri^flHy ^Wpfl with the desiVe

to express long-repressed feelinj^s. Here, too^the political content cannot be

separatg(;^ from the desire for a break with "tEe civilization of their fathers,

and from the_pa^ionate longing for liberation which took as ]ts banner the

repudiation of learmngTn order to finda^ true, healthy and simple life.

The psychology of this movement will cause n,o surprise if looked at from

this point of view. Here, for example, is ho>^^ptekman^ho took part in
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it, describes the experience. His enthusiastic style is well suited to the events

it describes.

It is time to go to the people. We must prepare the indispensable, and above all

we must learn physical work. Everyone is starting to work. Some go into work-

shops and factories where, with the help of trained workmen, they get themselves

accepted and start a job. Their example impresses their comrades and spreads.

Those who cannot follow it, suffer bitterly. Others (and if I am not mistaken they

were the majority) fling themselves into learning a trade—cobbling, carpentering,

cabinet-making, etc. These are the trades which are learnt quickest. And besides,

they will be the most useful when we are banished. We must be ready at once.

In many parts of St Petersburg small workshops are being organized where, under

the guidance of a revolutionary workman, apprenticeship is fairly quick. The need

to learn a trade brings to light some real talent in our younger generation. The

workrooms are all of the same type. At the same time they act as 'communes'.

Let us go into one of them : a small wooden house with three rooms and a kitchen,

in the district of Vyborg in St Petersburg. Little furniture, spartan beds. A smell of

leather. It is a workshop for cobblers. Three young students are working there with

the greatest concentration. At the window is a young girl. She too is absorbed by

her work. She is sewing shirts for her comrades who for days have been preparing

to go to the people. Haste is essential. Their faces are young, serious, decided and

clear. They talk little because there is no time. And what is there to talk about?

Everything has been decided. Everything is as clear as day.^s

Such were the centres of apprenticeship and propaganda which throughout

the winter of 1873 were multiplying in the leading towns, such as St Peters-

burg, Moscow, Kiev and Odessa. Lavrov wrote:

The educative and Socialist significance of these centres was enormous. It was no

longer merely cultural activity ; no longer just an attempt at intellectual improve-

ment. Ideals were really solved in the supreme principle of social activity and

Socialist propaganda, aimed at the total destruction of the existing economic

organization. 89

The mass movement began in the summer. Even thngp rr^ptemp^rarie^who

tried in t hrir rn^mnirg tr> minimiT-^ jts chaotic nature admit that there was

no central directjaiLJn fact there was no organization of any kind to coirtPoT

it. If the students concentrated in some regions rather than others this was

because they were responding to the revolutionary literature of the time

rather than obeying instructions. Most of them moved towards the land of

Pugachev and Stenka Rnzin nnd t(^wan1<; tUe. Srrnrn i^c.ene t'tP lilt- |>r.i<ant

revolts) along the great rivers, the Volga, Don and Dnieper. Often they

merely went to the districts nearest their starting points. Only in those

regions where 'fixed' propaganda prevailed over 'flying;' propaganda were

organizations formea so as to rnaintain contacts between individuals and

groups scattered in the villages. In a few places an attempt was made to

foundJ revolutionary shelters'. These were meeting places which generally

took the form of artisan-workshops. The regions of the Volga round Saratov,

I
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lara and Penza were the best organized. Some of the centres provided

money an3~"fetse passports. Their main purpose was for the exchange of

impressions and information.

But despite all this, the majority of students set out individually or in

small groups of friends. They dressed as wuzhik'i—snmetirpes even more

poorly than the trade they had chosen would naturally require—and went

travelling. They took jobs and tried to make friends with peasants, foresters

and boatmen. The physical work was hard and often took up all their

energies. But they did not want the peasants to look upon them as parasites.

Rather they wanted to show them (and show themselves too) that they were

able to earn a living on their own. And so they insisted on digging, sawing

wood and living Hke real labourers. Some could not stand the strain. For

others it obviously gave a sporting satisfaction. For many the test constituted

the end of any 'normal' life. From the villages they were sent to prison;

from prison to exile. All their lives were stamped by the renunciation they

made in the summer of 1874.

Thev wanted to tell the peasants 'the truth'. To lie to the people was a

crime. And so often they took no precautions when speaking. They said

openly that the land should be held in common and that a rebelhon was

needed. They wanted to test their own courage. And had not Bakunin said

that the people was ready for a revolution? As a result there were a very

largejiiiiaber_ofarrpsts. Only the cleverest or luckiest were able to escape

being denounced. Apart from anything else the movement 'to go to the

people' constituted a great lesson on the need for conspiracy and the im-

possibility of dispensing with it.^o

And so the PopuHsts went through a political experience which ripened

in the following years. They learnt of and shared the misery of the people;

they often made their voice heard though they were never able to foster acts

of open protest. Here and there they saw the peasants' mentality in a new
light not at all as they had imagined. One day, for instance, Aptekman was

describing to a crowded group what social life would be like 'when the

people owns its own land, woods and waters'. He was interrupted by a

peasant who shouted 'That's grand! We'll divide the land and I'll take two

workers and then I'll be in a fine position. '^i N. Morozov too saw for himself

how far the patriarchal collectivism and spirit of equality in village life were

being undermined by the rise of richer and stronger elements.^^

Four thousand people were imprisoned, questionec". or at least harassed,

by the police. The spread of the movement had assumed proportions which

seriously worried the government. Thirty departments had, in varying

degrees, been affected by propaganda. JS^owhere had the Populists been able

to arouse a revol t or upheaval. Everywhere the peasants had listened to thesd

.,—Rtrangp piigi:iiiis__with amazement, surprise and so nie tj

m

es suspicion. But

the governnient understood that a new revolutionary movement had how
been born.

" ~ ~
^

' '

J
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Count Pahlen, Minister of Justice, made this clear in a memorandum when

the 'mad summer' was over and the movement of 1874 'to go to the people'

had been crushed. Summing up, he pointed out that 770 people had been

handed over to justice, of whorn 612 were men and 158 women. Provisional

liberty had been given to 452 people, and 265 kept in prison. Only 53 had

been able to escape. One of the most worrying facts lay in the support and help

that the Populists had succeeded in finding among part of the ruling classes.

Some landlords had allowed their estates to become nests of propaganda.

Judges and local officials had given them hospitality, information and some-

times money. Pahlen realized that the great wave had also shaken and set in

motion a portion of the intelHgentsia.

Pahlen's report soon fell into the hands of the Popuhsts. It was sent to

Geneva and printed on Ralli's press. Ralli himself followed it with a com-

mentary of great interest. These few pages contained the first lesson derived

from the movement. ^^

Pahlen was wrong to attribute the development of the revolutionary move-

ment to Bakunin and Lavrov

:

It was not Lavrov who created the youth of St Petersburg and Moscow. It was not

he who told them that it was time to begin action. On the contrary, it is this youth

that has created Lavrov. It has dragged him from his world of transcendental

metaphysics, and put him on to a more active and vital road. As for Bakunin and

the enormous influence he is supposed to have on Russian youth, here again the

report is wrong and sees a highly enlarged picture of what happened. (It is true that

fear has large eyes.) We do not want to do anything to diminish the significance of

Bakunin as a strong personality and a great agitator, but we must point out that

his influence on the Russian revolutionary movement was always fairly weak.

Bakunin had had one great merit. He had clearly said that the time for

dictatUTTWaS_paSt^PVfri in Thp ranl^s nr rpvnhni(^n^ryjwani 7a tinns 'Rii<;<;iprn

youth no longer needs them. It knows on its own what must be done.'

No, dear Count Pahlen, it is not to Bakunin or to two or three other people that

belongs the exclusive honour for the revolutionary movement in Russia. This

honour belongs to all Russian youth, which, with energy, intelligence and courage,

has at last—after a desperate fight—been able to build up a menacing revolutionary

force. Alone, its initiative has been able to foster the countless groups which you

have enumerated in such detail. Alone, it has been able to create the anarchist

spirit which inspires them, and ensure that excellent federalist organization which

constitutes the invincible force and indispensable condition for any revolutionary

task.



79. THE WORKING CLASS MOVEMENT

The Chaikovskists were the first to plant the seeds of a genuine working
-class or^mzation. It is of course true that the local, unorganized and

spasmodic fighting spirit of the workers themselves had sometimes produced

spontaneous results. There. had_also been small cooperative centres founded

here and there b);_^ Populists during the 'sixties. But it was the Chaikovskists

wKo'provided thelmpulse ior a WQTkingclass movement which, despite its

original Hmitations and the violence of the persecutions it had to face, always

thereafter maintained some measure of continuity, and which grew in scope

and influence as revolutionary Populism developed during the 'seventies.

The rise of this current is one of the most important events of the time,

grom 1871 onwards the problem of the working classes began lo^count in

Russia not merely as ajeflb;tion_of what was happening in Western Europe

,Qras a theoreticaldemand on the part of the revolutionaries,~but as a con^

Crete fact.

There was no real working class movement during the 'sixties, only a

series of protests, disorders and isolated strikes which burst out spon-

taneously, carrying on a tradition that dated back to the eighteenth century.

These disturbances were largely a reflection of the difficulties experienced by

workers of peasant origin in adapting themselves to the new conditions

brought into being by the manifesto of 19th February 1861.1

Between 1860 and^l861 the main strikes were those of minecsuroad workers

andJ[abour_engaged on the new railway lines. These strikes were the sequel

of the sporadic^diblui'bauces -which had already broken out during 1859,

and which had been more violent than those that followed. A few con-

cessions quickly put an end to nearly all of them. Indeed, it is only by using

modern terminology (and at the risk of giving a false impression of the

significance of these disturbances) that we can call them real strikes. The

most serious cases involved not so nrnrhjib ritpntinn from work as *
fl ight'—

desertion, intended to be irrevocable, by those who had some hope or possi-

bility of obtaining a piece of land and so resuming their normal lives as

peasants. Movements of this kind occurred, for instance, among the men
digging the New Canal at Ladoga and other similar undertakings. In one

case, in 1861, at least fifty workers were flogged for leaving their work.

But these were extreme examples of a contemporary phenomenon. When the

abolition of slavery did away with the chains that bound the serfs to their

factories, they quickly returned to their villages.

507
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In 1860 workers in the various industries in course of transformation

amounted to j65,000, and of these 135,000 were serfs. In some industries

—

distilleries and sugar factories for example—the amount of seasonal labour

of serf origin was specially great. In the mining industry, serfs were still

more numerous. Of a total of about 245,000 men employed in the mines,

only 30 per cent consisted of free labour. Most of these interpreted the

manifesto of 19th February as an invitation to return to the land.^

This rapid decrease in labour led, during the years that followed the

reform, to an increase in wages which was only partially arrested by a crisis

in the cotton industry. But this lasted only for a short time. Towards 1865

the number of workers was already as high as it had been in 1860. During

the following years it grew systematically, though not rapidly. Towards 1870

Jjj^*' aroii^^ Rnn nnn anH at th^ ^f|d of the ^eighties nearly a^niilllOrt.

During the 'sixties labour agitation (which was isolated and of no great

importance) was still caused by lack of land or the pressure of taxation, and

in general by the conditions in which many peasants found themselves after

the reform. Once more they were compelled to look to factories, mines and

industries for the sustenance that they had hoped to find in the villages. In

this respect the disorders that broke out in 1862 among the miners in the

Urals were typical. As former serfs they had been given allotments of land,

but they were soon forced to realize that these were too small and that

taxation snatched the product of their labour. And so once again the Urals

heraTQf ihe. prinripal rentr
fi of workers' disturbances, as they ba^l~t5een

during serfdom. These were caused not so much by problems of wages or

working conditions, as by the thirst for land of these worker-peasants.

Their demands were combined with a mute resistance to long military service

and were often expressed with violence. In 1869, for instance, in a district

of the Altai, thirty-nine workers locked themselves in a house and fired on

the troops who were sent to pacify the area.

However, even during the 'sixties, strikes accompanied by specific dernands

with rega rd tn wagf^g wprp nnt nnVnn^n. They were nearly always defensive

in character, and were generally provoked by the employers failure to

pay their wages in time or indeed not paying them at all. In one case, in

the industrial centre of Orekhovo-Zuevo, there was a real strike to obtain an

increase in wages. It was accompanied by scenes of disorder and drunkenness,

which provide some idea of the violent and disorganized mentality of the

Russian working class during the 'sixties, even when it was beginning to

defend its interests with more modern methods. In any case the disturbances

of Orekhovo-Zuevo in 1863, the legal consequences of which lasted till 1869,

are worth recalling as the first real strike during the period that followed the

reform of 1861.3

On the whole we can say that the history of labour disturbances during

the 'sixties is not altogether clear. Their only significance is to reveal one of

the many symptoms of the difficulties which faced Russian society after the
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reform. They left no marks on contemporary consciousnessjheir numbers

were insignificant—about fifty altogether. The newspapers did notlnention

them, and writers who described the workers' life wrote a great deal about

their daily labour and their mentality but very little about these isolated

attempts to react and fight. As far as officialdom was concerned, the accept-

ance of the idea that in Russia there was no proletarian problem meant that

the repression was represented purely as an operation of the local police.

Only towards the end of the 'sixties do we find the Third Section beginning

to spread agents 'in those districts which, because of the character of the

population, provide a field more open to disturbances, i.e. in the centres of

factories and industry'."*

Thi s silence was broken by the strikes which took place in St Petersburg

in 1870, and which were accompanied by similar disturbances in the pro-

vinces. During the year there were fourteen in all. On 22nd May 1870

seventy-two workers in the cotton mills on the Neva stopped working and

demanded an increase in wages ; 800 men followed their example. The insti-

gators of the movement were arrested, sent' for trial and all except five

sentenced to a few days' imprisonment and eventually released. This was

followed by a tailors' strike. The Minister of the Interior, angry at the turn

events were taking, drew up a circular which announced that, in future,

instigators of strikes would be banished—i.e. generally sent back to their

place of birth without trial. Hejadjgd that in the strikes at the cotton mills

the influftntre of instij^ators could be aetected—men who watlied lu eApiess

their discontent in a way 'which was foreign to the Russian people'. A similar

comment was made at this time by the review Otechestvennye Zapiski. ' The

\xw? g^gT'ifiranr-P r>f ihe-
^\x'} kQ is unkuowu to US, as it does not correspond

with the character of the Russian worker.' But this meant denymg the

evidence. It is not for notmng tnat an old tradition has described the cotton

mill strike in St Petersburg in 1870 as the first strike to take place in Russia. ^

Historically speaking, the tradition is incorrect, but it is none the less

significant.

Of course, in the 'seventies the number of strikes was still comparatively

small. losing official documents, which are probably incomplete, Korolchuk

has. listed 225 in the period from 1870 to 1879. A mor^ complete analysis of

official reports by Pankratova has brought the figure up to 326. It is^ true that

in only forty-nine of these cases do we find any real desertion from work in

any organized way. The rest consist of disturbances, protests, small revolts,

etc. Of the 225 general cases of agitation, forty-seven concern metal workers,

seventy-five builders and fourteen those engaged onjianspprt, etc. At the

beginning of the 'seventies the category most aff'ected were peasants who came

to town in search of temporary work, mainly building, digging, etc. At the

end of the period it consisted mostly of textile workers—a class of poorer

labourers whose mentality was closer to the village, and finally metal workers

who represented the most stable form of labour and one which was often not
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of immediate peasant origin. It was the best paid and already the most

typically proletarian in character.
' '

"

During these years too the nature of the strikes was generally defensive,

though the number of offensive ones was greater than during the early

period (about 26 per cent of the total number). The years 1874 and 1879

marked the height of these disturbances.

If we look at the curve of the decade, taking both offensive and defensive strikes

into account, and compare it with the curve of the development of industr)' at the

same time, we can see that the two curves correspond at the two extreme points.

The theory according to wnicn periods of mdustnal development are rnaflKd' by

an offensive of the working class against capital, whereas periods of crisis are

marked by defensive attitudes, is remarkably confirmed by these curves.^

From the political point of view the 'peasant' nature that many of these

disturbances still retained, and the vital part played in them by problems and

mentality inherited from serfdom, were of special importance. ' Flight' was

still the means of defence to which the workers sometimes resorted to

P^ escape from conditions when they became too oppressive . Whatever spoji-

^^ ^^'*^taneous organization there was in these disturbances was the direct result

»^ of * meetings ot the mir' which were traditional in the villages. Indeed the

word itself was used in the factories, where the workers met together as

their fathers or they themselves used to meet in the villages to discuss the

problems of the community. In some ^yti^ thp plprti;?n of a starosta was

•—

t

rn iTiplintrri frnm thn nnuntryfi idf to th_M_mY" ^s had occurred fairly fre-

quently in previous decades."^

These disturbances sometimes sprang from circumstances which were

__very reminiscenrryf^the time uf seifdom. Thus, for example, in 1871 a st rike

broke out in the Kholunitsky Zavod in the Urals (there had already been

disturbances there in 1865), because the management of the industry con-

sidered it entirely superfluous to give wages to the workers, on the ground

that they all had a bit of land already and it could be assumed that they did

not need money. On the occasion of Easter 1871, the workers demanded a

wage. The employer refused and then fled in fear to the town. Clashes broke

out between the workers and those members of the management who had

remained. Before the strike had become fully effective, the 'instigators'

were arrested, i.e. the representatives whom the workers themselves had

elected. They were forcibly freed by their comrades. Troops had to intervene

to take them back to prison. Later they were condemned as agitators. The

methods used to maintain discipline were also frequently similar to systems

which the gentry had employed for centuries. V. I. Nevsky has described

one of the most important strikes of the time, which took place in a workshop

owned by an Englishman who, in order to restore order, resorted to flogging

and organizing violent clashes between the workers and the rest.^

The 'meeting of the mir\ which was of peasant origin, though it had deeply
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affected the workers' mentality, remained a purely temporary and casual

means of organization. When the workers wnntH ^ firxngr anH mnr^ <^nHnring

type of assembly, they generally looked back to the other traditional form.

the nrteL^h\fi was a type of association that discharged orders collectively

and divided wages among its members.

It was the artel tha^the various groups of Populists first tried to make use

^^^^he^^ixties.Thev wanted to utilize or develop this nucleus which was

already in existence and tried to turn it into a real cooperative. A vast number

of books and pamphlets were written on this problem at the time.^

A rea ) workin g fjass movf'mrnt ^nn W nnid trr hnvo 1
"'"^nn whni n m rrvr

cwas made away from cooperatives of this kind to attempts at organization

on Hiffprpnt bases. This was the work of the Chaikovskists. It is of little

importance that their ideas were eclectic and that they used the most varied

methods in their attempts to unite the workers. It was they who sowed the

first seeds of a new organization among the Russian working classes.

Almo^L against their inclination they had close links with the factories.

They were searching among the workers mainly for men to spread propa-

ganda among the peasants. They therefore made contact with those who were

least skilled and who were most directly bound to the life and spirit of the

countryside. On principle they always chose textile rather than metal workers,

for they recognized in them the representatives ot what they considered to^

be the real people.io A. V. Nizovkin, one of their most active propagandists,

said that the metal workers had already been marked by urban civilization.

They dressed better; they no longer lived communally; and the traditions of

the artel were dying out among them. The textile workers, on the other hand

—and in general workers in 'factories' as opposed to the 'workshops' of

the metal workers—sti ll dressed in country fashion and retained the habits

which were typical of the^dJIagenrrfroirLa^ommunal spIrmo~di uiikeimcss.

Among the working classes of St Petersburg at the beginning of the 'seventies,

this was an important distinction. Men employed in the workshops 'con-

sidered it degrading to have anything to do with those in the factories, and

the latter felt themselves humiliated if the former spoke to them'.

All contemporary evidence confirms this account of the Chaikovskists'

attitude. Sinegub, for instance, tells us that his comrades looked upon the

textile workers as the best elements because their appearance and spirit were

still rustic. At Odessa 'the men in the workshops, spoilt by urban life and

unable to recognize their links with the peasants, were less open to Socialist

propaganda', in the words of a man who tried to organize them.'^ The same

thing was said by Kropotkin in the document which represented the Chai-

kovskists' most important programme. 'Given the fact that workers in the

factories have not in any way broken their links with the village and have

made no change in their peasant way of life, it will be all the easier to find

among them elements which may become cells for the local groups. '12 And
the fives of some of the most typical propagandists of the period reflect this

^A
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attitude. Thus, G. F. Krylov, himself of peasant origin, began by devoting

himself to propaganda among the workers of St Petersburg, but came to

look on this as useless. In his search for alternatives he thought of circulating

popular books by passing himself off as a street pedlar, following the example

set by the hero in one of Chatrian's novels. After he left the factories he began

to sell his books in the suburbs of St Petersburg, and then returned to his

village in the department of Tver. ^^

All this of course contained an element of pure idealism—the Populist's

desire to devote himself to the poorest and least educated. But this longing

for self-sacrifice did reveal a genuine political truth. Only in this way could

the Chaikovskists understand the problems of those peasants who were

becoming workers and only thus could they make contact with the workers

who, in increasing numbers, were coming to the towns.

Indeed, industrial development, which ever since the 'forties had been

rapid, was quickly extended in the capital. In 1862 St Petersburg had only

about 30,000 workers, but between 1869 and 1881 the population as a whole

increased from 668,000 to 928,000. Among these were many workers, whose

strength at the end of the decade had already more than doubled.

And so the revolutionary intelligentsia acted as a bridge between the

villages and the factories. The intelligentsia had in earlier decades built up

theories round the Socialism and collectivism to be found in the obshchina.

Now they presented this to the workers who came from the countryside, as

the ideal towards which their activities should be directed. They later had to

admit that it was not easy to make the peasants' ideas acceptable to the

working classes, for the latter were already beginning to acquire a different

mentality which impelled them to demand something new from the intel-

lectuals. But for the moment Populism enabled them to carry out their task

as mediators. Through them, the traditions inherited from the mir and

obshchina began to find new vitality in more modern egalitarian and Socialist

aspirations.

Kropotkin has given a vivid picture of the atmosphere in which these

first attempts at large-scale propaganda were carried out in the working

class districts of the capital.

M v sYmpathies were mainly for the textile workers and in general the workers in

the factories. There were thousands of this kind of worker in St Petersburg and

every summer they returned to their villages to farm the land. These half-peasants

and ha lf-workers brought with them into town the spirit of the Russian couniTy

mir. Among them revolutionary propaganda met with considerable success. Many
of them lived grouped in ^mnll artels of tfp or twelve people who lived and ate

together. At the end of the month each bore his share of the c6?nmon expenses.

We began to frequent these communities. Very soon the textile workers introduced

us to other artels of stone workers, carpenters, etc. In some of these groups our

comrades had become part of the family; all night through they discussed Socialism

with them. In many districts and suburbs of St Petersburg we had rooms which
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our comrades had rented for this very purpose. Every evening about a dozen

workers came to learn to read and write, and then to chat.i'*

For the first time the Populists were really face to face with workers. For the

fiist time they were no longer speaking to individuals but to important groups.

One day when Kravchinsky saw his comrade Sinegub speaking to a large

artel of builders, he said to him l'You are a magician. Now I am convinced

thatua^p ran art on the masses.'is

Their propaganda among the workers began in the summer of 1872 in

the Vyborg district. A centre of organization made up of t'ne workers tnenl-

selves was soon formed-there and outstanding were: G. E^Krylov,J. A.

Ahbakmnbv and N. P.^abunin. Tl^y were among the veryfirst workers to

become consciously revolutionary Populists.

This early success convinced the Chaikovskists of the need to create from

among their number a specialized group to spread propaganda in such

circles. It was made up of about a dozen young men each of whom began by

getting into contact with a small group of three to five workers, whom they

taught to read and write. They also gave them lessons in geography, history,

physics, etc., and organized lectures on a still larger scale. Klements spoke

of popular rebelHous movements in old Russia; Kropotkin of the Inter-

national; Alexandra Kornilova of the German working class movement.

The work was organized by Sinegub and Charushin. Throughout the winter

of 1872 their propaganda grew in intensity. By February 1873 they were in

a position to organize a series of 'communes', where the workers whom they

had taught could live.

Although throughout this period they were working on virgin political

soil, they sometimes came across some seed which had been sown injarjier

j^rs. One workman, for instance, said that he had already been affected by

.
propaganda in 1863 (pT6Bablyt)y~the^rstZgm/yfl i Volya). ' ~~~

In the Vyborg district their work was broken up at the end of 1873, when

a denunciation led to the arrest of Charushin and many others. Spreading

propaganda among the workers was indeed to be one of the main charges

against the Chajjcovsfejsts at the 'trial of the hundred and ninety-three'.

Charu^in an^hishko were sentenced.ta nine years' hard labouPrK^pryauov
^—ttrtliree yeafs-iamlfour moMHs. Kropotkii), as is well known, was ablet^

escage^Kokhryal^, the stu^nt in whose house the meetings had been

held, Avent mad in prison and died many years later in a lunatic asylum.

(iKxylov; one of the workmen in these groups and, indeed, one of the most

active, also died in prison. We have already noted his ambition to bring

back to the countryside the ideas that he had come across in town.

In another district of St Petersburg, in the suburbs along the Neva,

activities began somewhat later, in July 1873. The work here was for a time

inspired by Sinegub, who had returned from his activities in the countryside.

'At that time I had a mass of pupils ',^6 he wrote later, looking back at this
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period of his life. And, indeed, he soon collected a group of between thirty

and forty workers^Sofya Peroyskaya managed to establish relations with

some workers in the TqrtgnO^LCtary, with whom another group of PopuHsts

was already in contact. These were associated with Y. S. Ivanovsky and

were perhaps closer to the Lavrovists. A. I..Serdyukov also carried out

propaganda there and paid for it with an early death in prison.
^"^

Elsewhere in St Petersburg the propaganda of the Chaikovskists was less

active. In general their work was so intense and fruitful that towards the end

of 1873 they thought of founding a common workers' centre for the entire

town. But before the end of the year the propagandists of the Neva district

were also arrested, together with a nucleus of workmen.

As we have already seen, cultural and Socialist propaganda were closely

related in these activities. A library had been founded for the workers who
werp. rpaHy tn pay 2 per cent of their wages towards its upkee p. Kravchinsky

insisted that history lessons must be given first place and laterjie included

political economy, based on the works of Marx. In April 1873 a mutual aid
* bank was inaugurated for the workers m an armaments workshop. This was

the first exception made by the Chaikovskists to tne preference for spreading

propaganda among the less qualified workers. The men in this workshop

were relatively well paid and belonged to the highest grade of the working

classes in St Petersburg. The mutual aid bank was managed by about twenty

of them. At its head was B. P. Obnorsky, who was destined to become one

of the most important working class leaders of the 'seventies.

All these activities of the Chaikovskists suffered greatly from the instability

of their propagandists who were constantly being distracted by journeys to

the provinces and the countryside. This was probably one factor that

encouraged a feeling of independence among the men they were organizing,

who became dissatisfied with such casual leadership. And the infiltration of

propaganda among more skilled forms of labour, such as the metal workers,

accentuated this slate of mind.

i^. A. Lisovsky Was the first to try to give pohtical expression to what

was be^orning a more specifically working class tendency, he was ioiiowed"by

<^^^^^izovkiivThe expression this tendency took on was sfill primitive and was

prompted mainly by personal ambition and lack of scruples. Exploiting the

resentment of the working classes against the intellectuals, Nizovkin suc-

ceeded in nrganiyjng mp ny small groups, in all about fifty workers. But the

contrast between them must not be made to appear too rigid. The workers'

depositions do not tlirow enough light on this episode. Nor can we trust

Nizovkin's own statements, which were dictated by the desire to save his

own person when arrested and questioned. None the less the movement that

he led is of interest. For it was symptomatic of a new state of mind which

was growing up among the more skilled workers. They were increasingly

unwLUing ^_o . be used as tools for Populist propaganda in the countryside.

Thej^ were prompted by a feeling nf rnn

t

empt for the peasants and were
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rrHwiiigpH tl^at tVipy wcrc now cxclusivelv workmen with their own interests

an4-i4eas.i^ ~ ^
What did this propaganda and organization lead to, by and large? Its

duration was short, but we have seen that it tried to make up in intensity what

it lacked in permanence and coherence.

For the Populist intellectuals the collapse of their workers' groups acted

as a warning, the message of which seemed to be that: 'It was no longer

worth wasting time on workers in the towns—rather, immediate preparation

must be made to go into the people, and, at least for the moment, leave the

workers on one side.'^^ And so the first reaction to the arrests was an intensi-

fication of the movement *to go to the people'. But among the worker?^

themselves the traces of Populist propaganda remained, even though the

number of groups founded by the Chaikovskists had never been very great.

The first teams had been formed and many of these will be discussed later.

They were by no means among the least important.Among others converted

by propaganda ai4his^time were_3-_E^|^norsky^ P.~ Alexeyev, ihe brothers

A. N. and P. N.^^eterson, ^. iCjvanayne^, I. AC^achin,^ V.Cjlitrofanov,^

etc. Each of these wasTaff^t^ ^p^^ «" I'mpnrtant and adventurous history. -^
The spirit of the working class districts in St Petersburg was beginning

to reflect the ideas that the Populists had spread. We must certainly not

exaggerate the importance of police reports, yet one of these, dated September

1874, is of no Httle significance. It is worth quoting in detail:

The gross, vulgar methods employed by factory employers are becoming intolerable

to the workers. They have obviously realized that a factory is not conceivable

without their labour. The employers feed them, but without workers they can do

nothing. A realization of this has now given rise to that spirit of solidarity among
the workers which has so often been noted these days. Two or three years ago the

employers' affairs were no better than they are at present. Then, too, it often

happened that the workers did not receive their wages on time. Yet then everything

went smoothly. The cunning employer flattered his workers and said good-naturedly

that he could not pay them at the right time, and they withdrew in silence, and next

day turned up quite normally for work. But now as soon as even the most popular

employer holds back wages for only three or four days, the crowd begins to murmur
and curse, and strikes often break out. Even in the workshops, where money for

wages can never be lacking—as this is a State industry—the spirit of opposition

to be found among the workmen has appeared on a scale utterly unknown before.

There have been cases of work stopping because the men were not satisfied with an

insufficient wage or because of oppression exercised by the management of the

workshops. All this, taken as a whole, clearly betrays the influence of the propa-

gandists, who have been able to sow among the workers hatred for their employers

and the belief that the forces of labour are being exploited. —

_

Alexander II read this report and wrote on the margih^ ' Very sad.'^^^

While the Chaikovskists were at work in St Petersburg an even more

characteristic and important piece of organization was being carried out in
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' QdeGGa» a city which then contained about 200,000 inhabitants, 30,000 of

wJont*wcrc>working men and their famihes. It centred round the figure of

^ ^Zaslavjicy, who directed it for about eight or nine months. The Union of

V ^ • Workers of South Russia can be considered the first organizaRoiT of

^4cr^ ^ .'T'Fypirniiy working-class character to come into being in the Russian

^ '^v5;;../> empire .
2l -

0*^^ ^ Zaslavsky came from an old noble family living in Saratov. It was far from

rich, among other reasons because of its exceptional size. He was born in

about 1844 and went to the University of St Petersburg. While still under

thirty he 'went to the people' between 1872 and 1873, using Odessa as a

centre for his isolated pilgrimages into the countryside. But these experiences

eventually made him 'lose his illusions'. Ha niH that \t ^as; feasible to

approach the peasants both to incite them to revolt and to prepare them

for a long-term rebeUion, but that both these thmgs were ill filCL iinpussible

tn reaiiye Kesi<ifs, tig added, the_Socialists ougnt not to put themselves on

the same plane as the Carbonari. And so he became convmced ot the useless-

ness of either propagandaTamong the peasants or a conspiracy in the country-

side. It was these conclusions that drove him to devote all his activities to the

workmen of Odessa. In 1 872 Odessa alieady contained some small education
* centres. A yearlater Zaslavsky became a teacher in one of these groups,

the one concerned with the 500 men in the Bellino-Venderich factory. He
gave lectures on political economy and on the history of the proletariat.

But his listeners were often incapable of understanding these. Zaslavsky then

read Chernyshevsky's What is to be done ? and explained it to the workers.

At the same time he helped to start a small library and cooperative bath,-

and he worked in a press, which was partly owned by his group and partly

by various other Populists. This gave him a chance to print appeals and

clandestine leaflets.

' ' ^

At about this time the 350 men in the Gullier-Blanchard factory, among
whom were some of his followers, wanted to carry out their plan for a mutual

aid bank. They looked to Zaslavsky for help and he transformed this enter-

prise into a small but solid workers' organization of about 200 members.

It Had an internally elected hierarchy, an entrance fee and a weekly sub-

scription of twenty-five kopeks. It held regnlnr m^^ting^;. This becamg'~th€

nexus oi' the organization thaTZaslavsky had by now succeeded in spreading

throughout the factories of Odessa.

The Union ^f W^'-^^*-^ ^f
^r>nth /^f/ec/V? drew up regulations, of which

the following are the fundamental articles

:

p (1) In view of the fact that the present order does not, as far as the workers are

concerned, correspond to the genuine requirements of justice;

and that the workers can get their rights recognized only by means^f a violent

jfivnliitifui capable of destroying all privilege and inequality by making work the

foundation of private and public welfare;
~' '
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and that this revolution can only occur : (a) when all workers are aware that there

is no escape from their present situation; (b) when they are fully united;

We the workers of Southern Russia join together in a union which will be called

the Union of the Workers of Southern Russia. And we lay down as our aims:

(a) to propagate the idea_ofiheJiberation of the workers from the oppression of

capital and the privileged classes; (b) the union of the workers in the region of

Southern Russia; (c) the comin^fight against the existing economic and political

regime [Skveri says that Zaslavsky proposed to cancel the word 'political'].

(2) The Union has a bank the funds of which are to be used at first to spread the

idea of the liberation of the workers, and later to fight for this idea.

(3) Membership of the Union is open^^to^ workers of every Jcind who have close

relations with the working class and not with the privileged classes; who feel and

act in accordance with the fundamental desires of the working class, i.e. the struggle

against the privileged classes in order to win freedom.

(4) The duties of each single member towards the Union and vice versa are deter-

mined on the following basi&i Âll for each andeach for all . . .

(6) Every member must be prepared for any sacrifice, if such sacrifice is needed for

the safety of the Union.

.yaslavskjLaasJiL contact with Lavrov and with the Vpered^^ and his own
personal links were with the Lavrovist and not the Bakuninist group in

Odessa. But local conditions, and the actual experiences which this first

working class organization underwent, somewhat modified these emigre

ideas. It claimed the right to organize itself freely, and above all it empha-

sized its working class nature. Some of the men even wanted to exclude from

their meetings anyone who was not a member of the working classes. This

led to internal strife within the organization itself between the followers of

Zaslavsky and the Bakuninist elements in Odessa. Eventually there was a

schism. Some workers followed the instructions of the anarchist elements

or, as they were then called, the 'rebels'. These inner struggles were probably

also influenced by the propaganda of EHzaveta Nikolaevna Yuzhakova who
had been a member of Nechaev's group and was considered a 'Jacobin', i.e.

to have some sort of relation with Tkachev.23

And so Zaslavskv's Union became a field of battlgj)etween supporters of

a working class policy, Bakuninists and, possibly, Jacobins. In any case, the

literature which was circulated among the workers was of the most varying

nature. Chaikovskist pamphlets found a place alongside Ralli's Rabomik

and Lavrov's -^J2£r^<i,

The Union which had fifty to sixty members in its rfntr?^! r^r^c,n\j^\\nn was

able to support two strikes, the first in January 1875 at the Bellino-Venderich

factory and the s'ecbnd in August at Gulher-Blanchard's. A manifesto was

drawn up and distributed on the second of these occasions. The Vnion^s in-

fluence rapidly increased, not just in Odessa but also in other towns along the

Black Sea coast. But at the end of 1875 a denunciation enabled the authorities

virtualiytopurari end to its activities and arrest its leaders. And a year later
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Naddachiii, a workman who tried to resume the interrupted work at Rostov-

on-Don, was also arrested.

Some time later, about fifteen admirers of the Union were given differing

sentences, varying from a short period of imprisonment to ten years' hard

labour._Zaslavsky got the heaviest sentence in 1877. He had had to wait for

his trial in a prison in St Petersburg, and he seems to have gone half mad.

The judges thought that this was a pretence, but it is unlikely. His health

was certainly ruined and on 13th June 1878 he died in prison of tuberculosis.

Stepan Stepanovich Naumov, who was also involved in the trial, spent

twenty years in Siberia before being allowed back home, and died in Odessa

in 1905.

Bakuninism, whose appearance in Zaslavsky's Union we have noted,

prevailed during the following years in those working class centres of Southern

Russia which tried on various occasions to resume the work of organization

that had been interrupted in 1875. Their development must be followed until

the end of the decade before returning to ventures of the same kind in the

north.

In 1879 there arose in Kiev a Worka:^ Union of South Russia. This

was inaugurated by Pavel Boriso^^J^TAKs^ixPCi^ who ever since 1872 had

devoted himself to propaganda among the workers there. The Union may
also have existed in Odessa.

I decided to adopt the regional name of the Odessa organization of 1875, first for

reasons of principle which derive fropi my federalist id^as. and secondly because

I hoped that it would soon be possible to found nn nrgani/ation to embrace the

whole of Russia . Later, I thought, such regional unions (of the south, the north,

and possibly others) would be able to federate and unite. ^'^

This germinal organization sprang from Akselrod's determination to 'let

the voice of the working classes be heard ',^^ whenever there was a repetf-

tion of Solovev's attempt on the life of the Tsar. He knew that this would

be soon enough. But besides this element of revolutionary Populism, his

plan also contained a social-democratic factor. His programme envisaged

a final goalj.,th£ transformation of society on anarchist foundations^ but

it also looked to an immediate objective: democrati t: frppdom , reduction

i n. the hours of work, etc. The two elements remained side by side 'eclecti-

cally' as Akselrod himself later said.^^ The regulations were drawn up by

Stefanovich.

The life of this organization was short. It disintegrated when its founder

left Kiev for St Petersburg to join Cherny Peredel, of which the Union was

in some ways a precursor.27

In 1880 the Workers^ Union of South Russia was reborn in Kiev.

This time it was on a very different scale. It was foundedJ^X-twoJPopulist

Jntellecluals and designed to pursue to the end earlier attempts to bring

Bakuninism into the working class circles of the Ukrainian capital.
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inspired by Nikolay PavlovisIi^Shchedrip^nd Elizaveta Nikolaevna

jCovalska^a. Shchedrin was the son of an engineer. He had had to interrupt

his education when still at secondary school because of his disrespectful

attitude to his teachers. He came to St Petersburg in 1876 to follow a uni-

versity course, and soon joined one of the groups of Zemlya i Volya. He was

sent to the Saratov region to organize foundations for working among the

peasants there, and remained until 1879. When Zemlya i Volya split into

the two organizations of Narodnaya Volya and Cherny Peredel, he joined the

latter. When the Kiev group fell, he went to that town intending to start a

working class organization. ^8 He obtained valuable help from Kovalskaya

who, ever since the beginning of the 'seventies, had been a member of a

revolutionary group in Kharkov and who, in 1879, also joined Cherny

Peredel^^

The PYpprJpnces that both had undergone led to their losmg faith in the

pnyrihilhy c\^ Inng.tprm prnpaganHq qmnng ihe- ppaganf^
f
^p^T^n^poTitlCal

-^terFOft^Hft: Kovalskaya was working in a factory at Kharkov when Solovev

made his attempt on the hfe of the Tsar. She still remembered the comment
that she had heard the workers make. ' It's the nobles again, because the Tsar

has freed the peasants.' Both Shchedrin and Kovalskaya were therefore

convinced that terrorism should be aimed not at the government and the

State, but at those who were directly oppressing the workers, such as the

employers and the landlords. These tactics they described as
' economic

terror' and they were convinced that only by adopting such means wouia w
^e possible to bring about a revolution which was not just political but really

social. This was to be a revolution carried out tiot by parties ui itv^ekitionary

organizations but by the people itself 'which would thus be in a position to

show its own capacity 'lor ^ell-adnnnistration which it had derived from the

traditions of the obshchina^-r^ ^~~—
~,.,^.^^

Inspired by tnis Vision, as4Cavalskaya__said<^We worked rapidly, feverishly,

well knowing that our days were numbered . . . We wanted to strengthen the

rZwma-qiiinkly rq tVnt it ^vmild n o^ di sintegrate when we were arrested.' This

feverish hurry made them ignore conspiratorial precautions as far as their

own persons were concerned; they devoted all their attention to safeguarding

the workers they were organizing. They always carried revolvers; they were

, Jjreless . As we shall see, their fate waf^ fsper'^^^y ^'•'•'hlf , but the method that

.they PTTiployed was effective. At the time of their arrest, the workers* groups

were not involved.

jj^jggO^ Shchedrin^^ twenty-three years old, and was no longer 'in love

with the people '7 No longer did he want to fuse with them, he only planned

to organize them. He was a considerable orator, and used to grow heated

and violent. One of the workers who heard him said, 'Like a rope, he lashes

with his words. We ourselves do not realize just how much we react where

he calls on us.'

He began work in a railway centre. About a dozen railway workers
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constituted the nucleus of the Union, which quickly spread and affected many
other categories of workers. These groups varied widely in national content.

There were Russians, Poles, Jews, a Frenchman, an Austrian, a Saxon, and

remote descendants of Tartars. The majority were Ukrainians. It was there-

fore natural that problems of nationality were nnrtr Anti ficTniti^m -^yni

violent amon^ the workers. When the first Jews entered the Union, some of

the Ukrainians protested, saying 'that they had crucified Christ'. But later,

when in prison, Shchedrin and Kovalskaya had the satisfaction of knowing

that here too their work had not been in vain. In April 1881, in the course

of a pogrom, those workers whom they had organized themselves printed a

leaflet which said that they must fight against all the exploiters and not

against 'the poor Jews*.

Kiev arsenal, where unrest was developing spontaneously, soon became

Shchedrm's centre. He launched a manifesto which threatened the directors

with terrorism if they did not satisfy the workers' demands. The move was

successful. Working time was reduced by two hours a day. He then held

many meetings for workers of the various categories. Generally these took

place in the open, outside the town. Sometimes the audience numbered over

a hundred. Their Union, so we are told by Kovalskaya, contained about

600 men.

Although they met with a great response and round them there was

gradually forming a widespread feeling of warm solidarity—a solidarity

which was not repudiated even at the time of their arrest—yet they still

had to contend with many difficulties. The most important of these was the

fact that the workers were still closely tied to the land. For them the noble

landowners, rather than factory directors and employers, were the natural

enemies. The Tsar, they thought, was inspired by a determination to improve

the peasants' conditions, but was constantly being hindered by the bureau-

cracy and aristocracy. Was it therefore true, the workers often asked, that

they ought to fight against any State? They claimed that abroad, outside

Russia, there was a tendency to improve the conditions of 'simple people'.

Again, religious traditions hindered revolutionary propaganda. The workers

spoke of * visions' and could often be heard saying: 'Pray, and the day of

happiness will soon come.'

The Union's programme and the leaflets that it pubhshed were intended

to overcome these and similar difficulties. Thp f)r<;t Hraft c^r ^ plan bepan bv

pointing out thn t
'" ffurrin thf pn t ifirtii "> f thp wn i-k^rr^ \kak mm m l h>nn any-

where else in Europe. A revolution was therefore necessary. But should such

a revolution give first place to the granting of pohtical liberty? This was

always denied as emphatically as possible.

The science of human society shows without any possibility of doubt that political

rrcedorn_cannot exist without a preventive economic revolution. Political rights

and real powe r belong only to those classes of society which control economic as

well as moral and physical power (the militarv organization).
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The plan referred to the example of the July revolution in France, to show
that 'for the workers, political freedom without economic independence is

only a dream and a fraud'. It spoke of parliamentary reform in England and

of events in Germany. The problem could he solved only when all property

passed into the hands of the people. The society of the future would be based

on ' the ownership of land, factories and workshops by all the people ; on the

right of everyone to make use of them ; and on production through means of

association . . . These steps will lead to the following political changes:

personal freedom and freedom of speech, of meeting, of the trade unions and

of the press.' As for the army, it would have to be replaced by a mihtia.

It was useless to hope that an alliance with the bourgeoisie would be of

any use for bringing about these ^snTfc- ji^n i-.n^ir|ivp;^iA ^^c;
|he workers'

natural enemy. 'One must realize that in Russia the bourgeoisie is very

disorganize?and cannot therefore stand up against the workers as it does

abroad. And so one must recognize that if the bourgeoisie were to becoin^

better organized and more united ihis wouldr'be'extremely harmlul lorHEhe^

workers themselves.'
" ~" ~

liie workers should not therefore try to find allies among their natural

enemies. Rather they should carry on the_revolutionary tradition of Stenka

Razin and Pugach^v in Russia, and of 1830 and 1848 in France. But even here

each of these cases had shown what happened when the people had no

'fighting organization' and what happened when the bourgeoisie were left

to lead the movement. ' And so the workers' esseatiaLta&k-muGt be-te-faund

a fighting organization of their own .' Propaganda pure and simple would be

of no use. It would have no effect except on the day that Christ returns to

the earth'. Even agitation on its own such as strikes and mass protests ought

not to be adopted by the workers because 'they only lead to prison'. Rather,

the fighting organization should make use of 'factorxterromm'. The Populist

party of Ireland had pointed out the path to be followed. Even m Englarfd

'during the first half of the nineteenth century, the workers began to burn

and loot factories and workshops, and to beat up and kill their employers.

By doing this they obtained a series of concessions such as a reduction in

hours of work, an increase in wages, the right to strike, trade unions, etc'

The Russian workers too should follow this road. Political terrorism should

be a purely subsidiary method and should t«ke the form mainly of agitation^

.designed to arouse or strengthen the revolutionary spirit of the workers.

Manifestos with titles such as 'The Constitution will give the People

nothing', 'The Meaning of the International', 'How the Irish fight for their

Freedom', were used to spread the fundamental ideas of this programme

among the workers. Another manifesto of the Union carried a characteristic

symbol made up of ' a hammer, an axe and a revolver '.
-^Q

Shchedrin and Kovalskaya were not in action longTnough to be able to

put this programme into large-scale practice. Their task_consisted majply

of feverishly unleashing a wave of disturbances. They had no time to resort
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to the terrorism which they had planned, except for one undiscovered robbery

in a church to get funds for their fighting organization. By October 1880

thpy wprp alrpaHy iinHpr aj:rp<;t

They had been inspired by faith that the revolution could break out

within a short time. But when they were in prison, those who took over the

organization were less convinced of such a possibility.^^ They continued the

work but, under its new leadership, the Union underwent aJypical change

of purpose. It became less aggressive and^more trade unionist in character.

The new programme which was drawn up in JanuarynMrfeTTected this

change. It was still directed against purely political parties; it did not modify

the ultimate aims and spirit of the Union. But it was prepared to admit the

usefulness of long-term propaganda and disturbances, such as strikes

'which give hope of positive issue'. The same applied to the manifestos which

were distributed at the time. They still spoke of personal threats against this

or that factory director, but the main emphasis was on protests against bad

working conditions. They demanded 'that the worker should be humanely

treated'. They spoke of the need to give the workers good tools, and they

stressed fines, the problem of workers arriving late, and other similar matters.

They threatened to hand over Colonel Korobkov, director of the Arsenal, to

a revolutionary tribunal, and even circulated a manifesto announcing his

execution. In fact this was never carried out. Apart from anything else, the

workers themselves did not agree to it, through fear that such a move might

hamper the position of Shchedrin and Kovalskaya.

When the news of the successfuLkjiyJlS-QLAlgxander II on 1st March
1881-reached Kiev, discusaions on tcrrnrism were actively resumeZTnltle

Union. The manifesto which was distributed on the following day reflected

the concern within the group. They did not want to arouse too violent a

reaction among the many worker-peasants for whom the Tsar was still

their emancipator from serfdom. They stressed their Qnti»caa^titutionalist

position and were mainly concerned to bring agitation on to the field of more

immediate requirements.

Even if the new Tsar is better than his predecessor, he will be unable to understand

the need and suffering of the people ... It will be worse still if the new Tsar wants

to rule the people with the help of the nobility and merchants. At the moment we
can frighten any miwed\ but when he becomes a miroed on a legal basis, when he

has power of his own, then the death of some scoundrel will arouse a real storm

from all the other kulaks, great and small, who will eat our poor worker with the

help of the government. We can cope with one Tsar. But with a hundred Tsars

there will be nothing that wc can do any more.

And so they did not demand a constitution, but: (1) factory legislation

which would guarantee the worker against arbitrary rule Sj the Ciipilahsl;

(2) freedom of speech and of meeting, and freedom for a workers' press;

(3) freedom of Unionrand associations
; (4) abolition of taxes which oppressed

L
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the peasants, and an increase in workers' wages; (5)"i=edu£ti£iaiiUhe-bo^rs of

work, and unpaid apprenticeship.

This w5»^i-*Ja£L lacf movt^ rr*^^^ by the Kiev Union . In 1881 the second

group of Populists to control it was arrested and the greatest venture in

working class organization in South Russia during the 'seventies came to

an end. 32

These men who had tried to unleash 'economic terrorism' met with a

peculiarly tragic fate. Shchedrin was sentenced to death. This was later

commutedJo hard labour for life. While still under Questioning he had

refused to swear loyalty to the new Tsar, Alexander III, who had come to

the throne after the assassination of his father on 1st March 1881. He ^Iso

refused to defend himself or even to take part in the trial, kovalskaya was

sentenced to hard labour for life; and Bogomoletsjgot ten years. All three

were taken to Siberia in the same cbnvoy. At Irkutsk, Kovalskaya and

Bogomolets managed to escape, but were caught a few days later. A Colonel

Solovev threatened to put irons on them and used insulting language. When
Shchedrin heard of this he asked to speak to the Colonel and gave him a

blow which knocked him down. Local Irkutsk society soon heard of this. In

their drawing-rooms 'aristocratic ladies spoke of him as a cavalier, a defender

of weak women against the rage of an infuriated colonel'. On the same

evening a prison warder gave Shchedrin flowers and a bottle of port, sent

to him by the wife of the governor of Irkutsk 'together with her approval of

what he had done'. But though she interceded for him, the local tribunal

sentenced Shchedrin to be hanged. This time the sentence was changed to

one of wearing irons, and so he was tied 'to a wheelbarrow with one wheel

like those which are used for unloading in Russian ports. To it was attached

a long chain which joined the irons round the prisoner's feet and belt'.^^

He had to remain bound like this throughout the journey, and at Kara,

which he reached in 1882, he had to appear like it every time there was an

official visit. But he did not stay there for long. He was confined in a particu-

larly terrible prison when Myshkin and other prisoners fled from Kara, and

then taken back to St Petersburg, still tied to the v/heelbarrow. In the capital

he was locked up in the Alexeyevsky dungeon of the Peter-Paul fortress, and

then transferred to Shlisselburg. Here his health failed, and he went mad. In

1896 he was taken to the psychiatric chnic of Kazan, where he died many
years later in 1919.

In l884TCovalskaya again escaped and was once more taken back to

hard labour at Kara. In 1888 her prison was changed and then again a few

years later. Only^in 19Ql,was she freed. By then she was the only survivor

among the leaders of the Workers Union of South Russia. She took

part in the Maximalist movement, and lived in Soviet Russia for many

years. There she wrote herlnemoirs of the Kiev organization from which we

have frequently quoted.

Sofya Bogomolets served her sentence of ten years' hard labour at Kara
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and died shortly afterwards of tuberculosis in 1892. She was freed from

prison only a few days before her end.

Her sistfr, ^ N. Prii'iftsVaYai was able to return to Russia. Many years

later, however, she once again took the road to Siberia, to accompany one

of her sons who was banished there; and there she ended her life.

Kashiatsev-was also sentenced to ten years, but succeeded in escaping from

Siberia in 1888. For a time he lived in Bulgaria. He then went to Paris, where

he organized a centre for the manufacture of bombs and explosives. He was

arrested with several others, sentenced to three years' imprisonment and

expelled from France.

Prenbrazhensky served his sentence of hard labour and spent the rest of his

life in Siberia at Irkutsk—Liianov made several attempts to escape and died in

Siberia oftyphus, which he had caught whilst looking after the local population.

Such was the end of those who had tried to give the working class move-

ment of South Russia the character of a terrorist organization. Bu t in Moscow ,

^^'<9 . and specially in St Petersburg, development was different. There the Populists

V ^"^V^. who devoted themse|v^*^ tn thp wf^rk^i^rs w^rft influf^np^fl by th*^ s ^liil trn^iti^n

^
^>icc<'''^ oj^propa^anda which the Chaikovskists had estabhshed. Further, the sur-

^ S rounding conditions encouraged a slower, more systematic and Jjetter

^ '^^ organized mhltration. Havmg seen how the Unions developed in the south,
^-^^^^"^^ the great centres of the north must now be considered.

After the arrests which broke up the workers' groups founded by the

Chaikovskists in St Petersburg, and after the great movement ' to go to the

people', which had sent all the most active revolutionaries into the country-

side, the initiative for reviving propaganda and agitation in the factories had

to come from abroad. In various university towns of Europe were to be

found colonies of Russian men and women students who had at first centred

on Zurich and later dispersed. It was they who in 1875 founded the ni^leus

of the Pan-Russian Social-Revolutionary Organization , whose centre was at

Moscow. The orgiinization succeeded in establishing links with other indus-

trial towns and, though it soon fajjgd, it constituted the most important

group to take acTion m the lactones between the fall of the Chaikovskists

and the rise of Zemlya i Volya^^

Zurich was the meeting place for many students coming from the Caucasus.

Most of these were Georgians; others came from Daghestan and Armenia.

They too were seized by the mood of intense political discussion which

dominated the Russian colony there. For them, too, Bakunin, Tkachev and

Lavrov became the symbols of the various Socialist currents between which

they had to choose. But they were faced with a particular problem. Ought

they to join the Populist movement and fight with their Russian comrades

to overthrow Tsarism, or ought they rather to give first place to the national

problem and fight exclusively for 'a federation of Caucasian Republics'?

To solve this preliminary problem, they summoned a meeting at Geneva.

This proved exceedingly lively. It was held publicly in an isolated house in
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the suburbs of the town. Among those who came were 'young Bakuninists',

such as Zhukovsky; Lazar Goldenberg who was responsible for the Chai-

kovskist press; Tkachev and also some exiled French Communards such as

Lefrangais, Montels and others. The difficulties of the problem under dis-

cussion confronted them immediately. What language were they to use?

They began with French, but soon realized that most of them were unable to

understand, still less to speak it. They then adopted Georgian, but the

Armenians and representatives from Daghestan, did not know the language.

Indeed, many of the Georgians themselves, who had been educated in

Russian schools, were unable to speak even a word of the language of their

ancestors. Finally they chose Russian. Despite this significant beginning,

the great majority proved to be nationalist, inspired by the idea of restoring

Georgia to its mediaeval splendour. On the other hand a minority, made up

of Prince Alexander Konstantinov Tsitsianov, Mikhail Nikolaevich Che-

koidze, Ivan Dzhabadari and a few others, said that this was the way to turn

a great social and political struggle into a petty national conflict. They

claimed that the time was still far off when the very varied people who lived

in the Caucasus could hope to live together and share a common civilization.

There was a risk, they urged, that the meeting would take the path that had

already proved so unsuccessful for Poland. This minority therefore con-

cluded that what was needed was an ever closer union between the Georgian

and Russian intelligentsia, under the common banner of a social-revolu-

tionary programme.

They therefore demanded a common organization with the Russians. About
half a dozen girls then appeared. Dzhabadari writes

:

When we expressed our amazement at seeing such a large number of women, they

answered, 'We are not all here. Only recently Olga Lyubatovich left with Maria

Subbotina to work in Serbia ; Vera Filippovna (Figner) is still in Berne, and so are

Dora Aptekman and A. Toporkova'.

All these girls were simply and smartly dressed and against our will they attracted

our attention. Some were so shy that when we spoke to them they lowered their W
eyes. They exhaled a country air, perhaps from some distant province. Certainly ^

at least half of these girls had never crossed the threshold of the so-called world . . .

Looking at them one would have said that they were a family. And indeed they were

a family, not through blood but because they were comrades. One among them

stood out for vivacity. She was Sofia Bardina, whom her friends called 'Aunt',

although they were all about her age. She was a girl with a large striking head. Her

face was not beautiful but very intelligent. She had a large forehead, under which

shone a pair of small black eyes, scintillating with irony. For some reason, at first

sight this woman's head made one think of the head of Voltaire.

They were called Varvara Alexandrova, Evgenia Subbotina, Vera Lyubato-

vich, Lydia Figner and Beta Kaminskaya. It was they who, with the Cau-

casians, constituted the central kernel oi thePartRyssinn Sncial- Revolutionary

Organization.
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Cyera Figng^ the sister of Lydia, was a meiubL i uf this group in Switzerland

but not in Russia. A few years later, she became one of the most active

members of Narodnaya Volya . She has described the moral and intellectual

upbringing of these girls. In Switzerland they found themselves, so to speak,

at the cross-roads of the various internationahst currents of the period.

Greedily they devoured Socialist books of eveiy school including, naturally,

Marx, who specially impressed them. They listened to Lavrov and Bakunin,

and brought into this typically post-Commune atmosphere a new element,

an element which she described as 'ascetic and religious '.^^

We read the Organisation du Travail, Cabet's Voyage en Icarie, Proudhon's Plan

for a People's Bank, and everything seemed to us to be practical and feasible. The

word 'Utopia' did not exist for us. We saw only 'plans' to bring about a social

revolution, and we were equally enthusiastic when we read the speeches of the

genius Lassalle, who summoned the workers to conquer the State, as when we read

the anarchist pamphlets of Bakunin, who repudiated the State and appealed for

the ruthless and implacable destruction of its whole edifice. Most of us thought

that this last idea was best suited to the conditions of Russian life. For us parlia-

ment did not exist. There was no question of even thinking of universal suffrage

and elections and workers' delegates. In Old Russia there had been governments of

the people, as Kostomarov had described; there were artels which we read about

in the works of Flerovsky; there was the obshchina, which we knew of through

Haxthausen, and the works of Herzen, Bakunin^ Shchapov, Yadrintsev. This

obshchina was the prototype and at the same time the germ of the just organization

of future society. All the new ideas of democracy and economic equality seemed to

us quite irrefutable from the point of view of logic. And if anyone made any

objections to them, we thought that he could only be inspired by motives of

egoism and fear.-^^

It \xia< thic instinctive and immediate moral judgment that led them to

asceticism.

In the world as it then was, during the time of propaganda, when all those in power

were hostile to Socialism, when the government offered only persecution, anyone

who took this road must be prepared for every kind of material and moral priva-

tion. To be up to the task that awaited him, he must prepare himself for all the

blows of fate. The asceticism of some who wanted to give up all the goods of the

earth achieved the impossible. One day, unawares, the daughter of a landlord from

the region of Tambov, called Bardina, admitted that she liked strawberries and

cream, and was teased by the group to which she belonged. From that day on

Vera Lyubatovich, with perfect sincerity, looked upon her as 'bourgeois'. When
this group merged with that of the Caucasians, and the programme of the new
revolutionary organization came under discussion, the girls proposed that it should

include a renunciation of marriage. The men protested, and the clause was not

accepted. Militant Socialism, wmch promised real liberty, equality and fraternity

to the workers and the oppressed; Socialism which refused to recognize the strength

and wealth of the powerful, and which was persecuted for the truth which it dis-
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covered—this seemed to me a new Gospel . . . Christian concepts and feelings, the

ideas of the sanctity of asceticism and sacrifice, all these led me to the new doctrine

. . . This was the really apostolic mission of our time.^^

This state of mind was expressed in the regulations of the Pan- Russian

Social-Revolutionary Organization. But during the discussions that led to

settling the various fundamental points, more and more there came to the

fore the political problems and contradictions that were characteristic of

Populism and had faced the revolutionaries for more than a decade. They

began by taking as their starting point the regulations of the Jura Canton,

which appeared to represent their aspirations better than any other. But how
could this be applied in Russia ? How could they be used in conditions which

were so different from those prevailing in Switzerland? As for their final

aspirations, what right had they to give an exact, detailed definition of the

organization of the society which would one day emerge, even though this

change would be partly thanks to their revolutionary activities ? Their duty

Consisted in becoming workers, in merging with the people, in bringing to

k a ferment of agitation, and not in deciding a priori the forms of future
^

society . And so all their attention was concentrated on drawing up the

regulations of their own organization. Its nucleus was to be a community, an

obshebina as they called it, made up of active elements, i.e. of those who
* would be capable of carrying out at least one of the fundamental principles

of revolutionary activity '.^^ Within the obshchina there must be the most

absolute equality, as also in the relations between the different communities.

But this principle must be limited by the requirements of conspiracy and the

need to maintain secrecy, etc., and by the discipline which obliged all members

to carry out the tasks imposed on them by the collective organization. An
attempt was made to avoid a relapse into the atmosphere of Nechaev's

conspiracy, which, as Dzhabadari recalled, 'was in the memories of all, and

which had shocked everyone, driving people away through its methods',

and to avoid any organization of *a general's type', in the expression of the

time . The regulations laid down that all members had an equaLrjj^t to jhare

in the affairs o^Jthoobshchina, and also to demand explanations of its

activities and t^rcontroi them, Ihis sp:efned aTTlTre more necessary in that its

members not only gave up any political life other than that bound to the

community, but also forsook any private life. They were not to own anything,

and were to hand over all their property to their comrades.

How could unity of organization be maintained within and between the

different communities? This problem they considered with more precision

and care than their predecessors, the Chaikovskists, had done. From this

point of view they form an intermediate link between the organization that

preceded the movement 'to go to the people' and Zemlya i Volya. Despite

their declared equality of organization, they ended by laying-ilQwn greater

centralization^However, they called this 'adminTslfation ' rather than govern-

ment; the very choice of word reflects their concern not to establish a central
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authority, even though they knew that some organ of coordination was

indispensable.

The administration is appointed for the purpose of preventing business in hand

coming to a halt just because all the members of the obshchina are at work. The

administration is exempted from work in the factories and workshops. The mem-
bers of the administration are not appointed through an election, but in turn, by

common agreement of the members. The administration must be made up of

members coming from the intelligentsia and working class alike. Each administra-

tion is in office for one month.

Despite all these typical precautions, the purpose of the movement, as its

name suggested, was to be an organization and not merely a collection of

members inspired by the same spirit. In this purpose it was successful.

The experiences of the movement 'to go to the people' had not been in

vain. This applied not just to problems of organization. Now the very

objective of their activities was changed. In the regulations they spoke, it is

true, of 'bands' and 'risings' and they still thought of the people as an

undifferentiated mass, made up both of peasants and workers. But in fact

all their activities were directed towards a single class, and had a single

purpose: the spreading ot propaganda and agitation amon^_meworking
classes..

Propaganda was entrusted to each single member of the obshchina as an

ind ividual taok. Each man was to got at hie own risk, infiltra ting into the

world of the workers on his own responsibility. All methods could be used

:

conversations, public readings, the founding of banks and libraries, and even

thf rrratinn ^f r^p^ wr>r^^r<f^ gf<^up <; which only tiien would be recognized

by the obshchina. The aim of agitation, on the other hand, 'would be to drive

people or groups into direct revolutionary activities'. They did not turn down
the idea of making use of 'bands' whose main purpose would be loot.

Principally, however, they were thinking of something like 'economic

terrorism^ even though their intentions and programmes on this point

remained utterly vague. In any case they repeated that 'the activities of the

^ bands were to be purely social-revolutionarv'. Rather than foment new
uprisings, they thought mainly ot' f'oundmg~3n organization which would be

able to di rect the movements which arose spontaneously here and there.

As far as this was concerned, they were still typically Bakunmist. But we
must not forget that they, as well as the authorities, used the word 'rising'

to include any popular movement including strikes. As will be seen, their

idea of concentrating all their efforts on the workers, and their proposal to

create a force capable of leading these risings, led them to become more and

more interested in this aspect of the struggle.

There was already ample material for propaganda at their disposal when
in 1875 they began their activities in Russia. The pamphlets and books which

the police found in Tsitsianov's room in Moscow constitute an extensive

library of Populist works. It went from Herzen's Kolokol and Chernyshev-

-1-^-'^ -•^-*^^- i
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sky's essays on economics to Lavrov's Vpered; it included the countless

popular pamphlets of the Chaikovskists, Tkachev's pamphlet against

Lavrov, and Lavrov's answer. Bakunin was fully represented, as well as the

translation of Marx's The Civil War in France, which had been published at

Zurich in December 1871.

There were, naturally, also works specially published by the movement
itself. Before leaving for Russia, the group of Caucasians and the Russian

girls had come to an agreement with 'the revolutionary obshchina of the

Russian anarchists' at Geneva, i.e. 'the young Bakuninists', Z. K. Ralli,

N. I. Zhukovsky and A. L. Elsnits. They would circulate the publications

which had already been printed by the emigres and at the same time they

would start a periodical for the workers which would to some extent be their

periodical.39

In 1875 Z. K. RaUi had written and published a small but thick book of

530 pages called Thp^ntpd and t\\e_ Hungry . This was^aje^encyclopaedia of

anarchist Populism.'^o He began by explaining that railways and machinery

had^dt irtiprbvecl the situation of the workers. He gave a long description

of their position and came to the conclusion that ' all workers in all countries,

in all States, have one enemy—the landlord and the government '.^i But what

was the origin of inequality between men? Ralli summed up the whole

history of humanity and that of Russia in particular, and then in the last

200 pages described the state of affairs prevailing at that time. This followed

the general outlook of the Populist movement and paid special attention

to Chernyshevsky, Mikhailov and the first Zemlya i Volya. Speaking of

Herzen. he attacked the idt^a pf the Zemsky Sobpr. 'In the free kingdOttiDf

life there is no place for the Tsar, the nobles and the merchants. "^2 f^g devoted

some pages to an attack on Nechaev, who was guilty of having believed in

'authority', and he recalled Dolgushin's sacrifice. The book also contained a

description of the policies of the International, which he naturally looked

at from a Bakuninist angle and discussed in a deliberately and successfully

popular style.

The periodical which emerged from these circles was rallpH J^af^ntn\}^ (ijhe

Worker) with the sub-title 'A Newspaper for the Workers of Russia'. The

first issue appeared in January 1875. It came out once a month throughout the

year, except for numbers eleven and twelve which were joined in a single

issue. In 1876 another two issues appeared, one of which was a double

number. But by then the organization in Russia had already collapsed and

the Rabotnik too ceased publication. This was the first attempt to found a

working class organ in the Russian language. It deliberately echoed the

problems and even the language of the workers, who had only recently been

urbanized and were still linked by countless threads to the land. Its keynote

was summed up in the very first number. Jhr rnuR? ^f thf- workers and the

^asants is one.' It ran parallel to the propaganda of the Caucasians and the

youlTg-wainfin students who had become workers. But it is difficult to say
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how far it corresponded exactly to their ideas. Indeed it is likely that here

too the fact of emigration was responsible for a certain distance between

the Rabolnik and the actual experiences that were being undergone in

Moscow. However that may be, the review is full of interest for anyone who
tries to understand the energetic if crude attempt made at the time to link

the problems of the Russian workers to those of the European working

class movement, and to emphasize the points in common and the real

differences between them."*-^

From the very first number the Rabotnik came out clearly .-ftgaiiist_ any

^-^"'^titiitipnal or parliamentary tendencv. It was true, it said, that many
countries outside Russia contained dumas\ 'It looks better there than here

with us, but in fact it's the same old mess. Those who have eaten their fill

do not want the hungry to think of their fate. No understanding is possible

between the sated and the hungry.' The Russian peasants who had had to

leave their villages 'through lack of land' and go to work in the factories

well knew that, 'just as the peasants want to take the landlords' estates to

include them in the obshchina, so workers in the towns need all the factories

to turn them into workers' artels'. It then spoke of recruiting and taxes. From
the first it dealt not with tEevillages but with industrial centres. There was a

reportage on Odessa.'*'^ Following numbers appealed more and more clearly

to the workers' campaign. 'A rebellion is necessary, but it must be carried

out in an intelligent way.' True enough, it still spoke of Stenka Razin. But

in longer and more detailed passages it drew inspiration from the experiences

of France in 1848 and above all from those of the International. Number 5

even made an open attack on the myth oj^ugachev, in a leading article

called The~Russian l^tate. Before the State existed, it "explained, Russia had

administered itself in free obshchinas along the banks of the great rivers.

Every obshchina governed itself, and all problems were decided in meetings

of the mir. Then gradually the State came into being. Pugachev's great

rebellion had been a reaction against the State. But what would have

happened if he had won? Would the position of the people have been im-

proved? Certainly not. To replace the State of Catherine, Pugachev would

have built his own State, no better than the first. 'Pugachev was not a

champion of freedom for the peasants, fk- intended to exploit the faith

that the peasants had in him so as to sit on Catherine's throne and rule. Of
course he was against the nobles, of courNC he promised land and liberty.

But he did not lead the merchants and kulaks to the gallows which he built

for the aristocrats.' Alexander II had also promised liberty: *But the day

will come when the Russian people will win liberty for itself. And this will

tiappcn when the penpl (^ fi nally iindprtt^nd s that nothing is to "be expectea

_from any_ofih£Jfeap»r^aien the password will be " A^urse on the_race of

kulaks and miroeds '\' The tran slation of r-la <;«; w^ffare into Russian termin-

ology led tojyTe^rsiaanSLsm^-Eopulist myths. Wanting-ta attract landless
~~

peasants"^o were compelled to seek work in the factories, the Rabotnik
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resorted to more radical slogans, and at the same time tried to hold up the

experiences of the West as an example. It published as a serial a Letter of a

French Worker to his Brothers in Russia by^L. Khalin, which spoke^f^^
Babeuf and quoted long passages from the manifesto of ' Equals '. These were

the things which the Russian workers must know of. The popular booklets

which the Chaikovskists had printed were no longer enough; indeed these

were attacked in an article in the sixth number dated July 1875. The workers

must 'have faith in themselves' and look at what was happening in England,

Germany, Switzerland and Belgium.

When a factory went on strike in Moscow, the Rabotnik said that 'the

Russian workers must follow the example of their foreign brothers '."^^ It

then explained how cooperatives were organized in Germany, England and

France,'*^ and also discussed the trade unions in Great Britain, even though

these last showed that: 'It is not by peaceful means that the situation of the

workers can be improved."*"^ As the months passed, the Rabotnik devoted

more and more space to the international working class movement .

The Rabotnik was characterized by a rather vague and high-sounding spirit

of collectivism. ' The peasants of GreatjRAissia^mugJoia-tQgel^^

other workers into a great o55i^/;/j7fl,to^creajea^ world in which the land

belongs to all, everything belongs to all.' Once more the Rabotnik raised the"

bannerj^iand-and, Liberty. On the front page of the first issue of 1876 was a

drawing which showed a Russian peasant with an axe in one hand and in the

other a banner carrying the words ZemJya i VfTfyu H^ WW^t^n^iuf^ a

village street at the head of a group of peasants armed with pitchforks. Under

the drawing was a poem by Ogarev.

The Rabotnik pubhshed many reports on working class conditions,

especially in the early numbers. When the organization collapsed in Moscow,
its news from Russia became less and less frequent.

The central core of the movement which spread these ideas in the Russian

factories consisted of about twenty people. Its base was established in

Moscow, probably for reasons of practical convenience. For St Petersburg

had been alTected by the recent arrests, and did not offer a field suitable for

an immediate revival of activities. Scarcely had the group reached Russia

before its members put into practice the article of their regulations which

obHged members to hand over their money. As some of them, mainly the

Caucasians, came from rich families and sold their goods, the organization

was in a far better financial situation than earlier groups had been. It there-

fore had no need to resort to robbery. Propaganda amon^ the workers was_

carried ou t by the girl?^ who nnme to the-J'actQrie& in turn and applied for^

work with false papers. They were often able to share the life of the workers.

But difficulties arose immediately. The large textile factories of Moscow
were very like workers' barracks, with dormitories and rules which regulated

the employees' lives down to the last detail. To go into the men's dormitories

and read revolutionary books by candlelight was in itself a serious violation
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of these rules, and naturally attracted the attention of the supervisors. These

girl propagandists were soon trapped in the meshes of a world which they

did not understand. Besides, even those workers who were drawn into the

organization had difficulties enough. They too were at once noticed, and

quickly had to give up their jobs. This explains, at least partly, the fact that

the first working class groups grew up outside the factories. Illegality trans-

formed these groups into professional revolutionaries, who led a similar life

to the Populist intellectuals and students.

Despite these obstacles, which arose in the first instance from a desire to

carry out open propaganda, the organization was very soon able to establish

fairly solid bonds with all the working class districts and most important

industrial centres of Moscow. 'Two months of work', Dzhabadari said, 'led

to the most wonderful results. We infected twenty factories and also many
small workshops of carpenters, cabinet makers and blacksmiths and also

the railway men of the Moscow-Kursk-Kharkov line.' At the same time

similar groups were being formed all round Moscow, in the so-called

'industrial region' of Ivanovo-Voznesensk, Serpukhov, Tula, Shuya, etc.

Everywhere it was obvious that the workers were paying great attention,

though they were still uncertain as to who were these strange men who came

to read them revolutionary booklets and newspapers. Everywhere it was

clear that the propaganda was not falling in the void.

So the spirit of sacrifice that inspired the young women students of Zurich

bore fruit in the first infiltration of propaganda into the working masses

round Moscow.

Beta Kaminskaya took advantage of every possible pretext to start discussions with

the workers. If she saw a young man holding the book which his employer had given

him and which contained the rules concerning the workers' duties, Kaminskaya

read it to him aloud, explaining the meaning of each rule and showing the workers

how each one of these articles was harmful to them and advantageous only to the

employer. She spoke to them of the lives of workers in the West, of their solidarity

and their struggle against exploitation by their employers. Gradually as she got

deeper into the conversation, she spoke of history, and told them of episodes of

the revolution in France and elsewhere. Naturally, the workers were very amazed

by these stories. Kaminskaya had said that she was of peasant origins; her serious-

ness and her culture, which were so unusual in a peasant, made the workers con-

clude that she belonged to the Rasko l. For the women of the Raskol are indeed

the best educated of the inhabitants of Russian villages.'*^

Sofya Bardina took the first opportunity to begin to read a booklet which she had

with-hciyT/f/' Stnry nf thQ Four Rrnthpr^ The success was enormous. A large crowd

collected round her. When she stopped reading, the questions were endless:

'Where do you come from? Who are you? Who has taught you to read so well?'

were heard on all sides. Bardina said that she was from the Raskol, that as a girl

she had been employed as a maid by the gentry and that she had learnt to read.

She had gone back to her village, and there had become a devout reader of the

scriptures, but now necessity had driven her to try and find work in the factories . . .
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From then on Bardina frequently visited the men's dormitories . . . The workers

were proud of her, and on their day of rest, in the inns, they turned to her beseeching

her to read them the newspapers.'*^

Letters exchanged between the different groups in the Moscow region show

that there was general awareness of the danger that such open propaganda

could cause to the entire organization. But despite this they saw the possi-

bility of action extending before them. They wrote to each other of the news

that there had been a 'rising' of four thousand people at Serpukhov and that

the workers had demanded that they should not be made to work on

Saturday evening.

They havp. rgf^]<^frl in wnrV The stfjke lasted fourteen days, and they have won all

along the line. The governor, V. Voeykov, and other swine of the kind intervened;

they behaved very politely to the people and praised them to an unbelievable

extent. This means that they are frightened. There has also been another rising in

the government workshop at Tula. The workers have begun to sabotage their tools.

They have been interrogated, but have denied it. They began to rebel when a fine

was imposed for all the losses suffered by the industry ... At St Petersburg, too,

there has been a strike against a private employer, ^o

The more their work seemed to grow in extent, the more they felt that they

ought to be cautious so as not to lose their more active and strenuous

members. But before they could take precautions, the movement failed. The

organization was vulnerable. One worker denounced them, and this was

enough for the police, helped by a stroke of luck, to strike at the heart of

the movement. In many ways their activities among the workers had already

Joljowed the road that wa<; <;nr>n in hp takfin by Zemlya- i Volya. But the

mechanism of their conspiracy was always casual and spasmodic. The very

impulse that inspired them m ttieir work was to lead to their speedy downfall

.

During the first few days of April 1 875 all the Moscow apparatus collapsed.

Bgfnre the gndoTthe year the outer centres were also eliminated.

They had to waTt three years m prison beiore the trial laok place. But this

in itself maHp th^ir aytivitip^; far more widely known than anything they had

done when jDpee. The police had quickly realized that this was a new force to be

teckone'H^ith. When they went to arrest<^sitsianov,"^y were met with

armed resistance, and when they asked him why he had^red, he answered

*fojLihfi_ceasoiUbr:which_oiie_usually fires: to hit thelarge.tl It is true that

Tsitsianov failed to hit anyone and it is true that the resistance was im-

provised. None the less this was the first time that anything of the kind had

taken place and it constituted both an example and a precedent. The spirit

that inspired Tsitsianov was shared by all his comrades. At the trial they not

only defended themselves with vigour and intelligence, bu t above all they
wprp ahip tn bring thein^olitical and moral characteristics clearly to light

.

Their defence was inspired both by enthusiasm for the 'mad summer'

and by a conscious political force. Bardina was perhaps the most typical
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representative of the movement and, after her speech, the words of Alexeyev

echoed in the Hall of Justice; and he was the first Russian worker to proclaim

aloud his revolutic^nar^u^oriyjctions.

Petr Alexeyevidi Alexe^ev^as born in 1849. He was the son of a

family of poor peHsaTrts,tn-tKe department of Smolensk. Since boyhood he

had worked as a weaver in a factory. He had learned to read on his own at

the age of sixteen or seventeen. For a time he had been in contact with the

Chaikovskists in St Petersburg. Desire to learn had driven him to establish

links with the group led by Sinegub and Perovskaya. He had gone to work

in Moscow, and had allied himself with the Caucasians. He had then devoted

himself to intensive propaganda in the factories. His own experiences and

those of his family confirmed what they explained to him about the relations

between peasants and workers. A small, strong man, he was full of warm and

loyal gratitude for the intellectuals who had shown him the way to fight and,

at the same time, he had ample faith in himself and in his working-class

comrades. Lack of documents prevents us from entering further into the

mind of this obviously exceptional man. But all his life is summed up in the

speech which he made to the tribunal. He spoke of hard working conditions

which did not allow 'the satisfaction of the most essential human needs'.

I know something about the problems of our Western brothers. Their conditions

are in many ways different from those in Russia. Over there they do not persecute,

as they do here, those workers who devote all their free time and many sleepless

nights to reading. Indeed, there they are proud of them, and speak of us Russians

as a people of slaves and semi-barbarians. And how else can one speak of us?

Have we any free time to apply ourselves to anything? Are our poor folk taught

anything in their childhood? Are there any useful and accessible books for the

workman? Where and from whom can he learn anything?

After spending much time on the thirst for learning which prevailed among
the popular classes, Alexeyev devoted the last part of his speech to the most

important political problems.

This peasant reform of 19th February 1861—this reform which was a 'gift'—even

though it is indispensable, was not provoked by the people itself, and does not

guarantee the peasant's most indispensable needs. Just as before, we were left

without a piece of bread, and with a completely inadequate strip of land, and so

we passed under the control of the capitalists . . . I f we are unlucky enough to be

Jorccd again and again to HemnnH an increase ip wages which the capitalists_are

constantly dccrcasi^ig, th^y i^c'rn<ip. i^<^ ^fjtriking and deport us to Siberia. And so

this means that we are still serfs! If we are forced by the capitalist himself to leave

the factory, they accuse us of organizing a revolt and use a soldier's rifle to force

us to continue our work, and some are deported as instigators to distant lands.

And so that means that we are s till serfs! From all that I have just been saying

it is obvious that the Russian workman can have hope only in himself, and can

expect help only from our young intelligentsia which has stretched out a brotherly

hand to us. It has understood in the depth of its soul the meaning and origin of the
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desperate complaints which come in from all sides. It can no longer look on coldly

at the persecuted, oppressed peasant as he weeps under the yoke of despotism.

It alone, like a good friend, has held out a brotherly hand, and in all sincerity

wants to lift us out of our difficulties and put us on the right road for all the

oppressed. It alone is tireless and leads us on . . . and it alone, united with us, will

accompany us until the time when the muscular arm of millions of workers wiU arise

anjjj2p ynV<^ r»f Hf^cpnticm. /^f^ff^y^ by the soldlCr's payonet, will tall to pieces. ^^

He was condemned to ten years' hard labour. This was one of the heaviest

sentences imposed during the trial, and was the same as that of Tsitsianov and

Alexandrov. In 1884, before his sentence had expired, he was banished to the

region of Yakutsk in Eastern Siberia. In a letter he speaks of 'the terrible

road that implacable fate demands should be trodden by all honest people'

and he explains that this 'horrible fate' was incarnate 'in the members of

our powerful government'. One day in 1891 he was killed in a wood by

tramps or brigands. This was probably pure accident. ^2

At this Urial of the fiffy^ many other working men and women besides

Alexeyev were sentenced to various punishments, though considerably less

than his, ' for having fled from the factory where they were working, fearing

as was said the results which would ensue from the spreading of harmful

books among the workers'. They were of all trades and often as much artisans

as real factory workers. The most typical was one of Alexeyev's friends,

Smirnov, who also came from the Tortoni factory, where he had been among
the first working class comrades of Perovskaya. After the collapse of the

Chaikovskists he had gone to Moscow with a false passport and had found

work there. In 1875 he too was arrested. He was deported, and in 1877 fled

to Moscow where he was arrested again a year later. In 1880 he was sent to

the region of the Enisey in Siberia.^^

JThe intellectuals also paidaheavy price for their work as pioneers. Sofya

Bardina was sentenced toten years' hafd labour. Aflei sunie ytars she was

banished to the department of Tobolsk in Siberia. She then succeeded in

escaping abroad. But she did not stand the test of exile, and committed

suicide in 1883^'*. Only a few of her comrades who were sent to Siberia for

varying periods were ever able to resume the fight they had begun in Moscow
in 1875. But both L. N. Figner and O. S. Lyubatovich later took part in

Narodnaya Volya.

The fall n^ \\}^_Pan^Russian Social-Revolutionary^Orgamzation gave rise to

a current of sympathv andT admiration for th^l^volutionaries who had

sacrificed themselves jn it. Their example helped to intensify the struggle,

but no_real working class movement was born of their eff'orts in Moscow.

Facjory propaganda there was~always~Iess~rively than in Odessa , Kiev and

specially St Petersburg. Till now we have only seen the origins of the

working class movements in Southern and Central Russia. To observe the

considerable political importance it was assuming we must now turn to the

capital.
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The arrests of the beginning of 1874, which had struck the Chaikovskists'

industrial centres, did not interrupt the infiltration of revolutionary ideas

among the workers of St Petersburg. Even after the Populist pioneers had

been eliminated, their organizations, the ideas they had launched, and indeed

the early friction between workers and intellectuals continued to develop.

We know little of this silent process during the years 1874, 1875 and 1876.

The documents in our possession obviously represent only fragments of the

picture, whose appearance we can guess at rather than grasp as a whole.

These documents deal with separate episodes, but they do none the less show

that the contact which had been established between students and workers

not only survived but indeed was gradually strengthened. After 1 874 it was

no longer only the revolutionary students who sought contacts in the

factories. The workers themselves, once they had been converted by propa-

ganda, took the initiative in tying together broken threads, and repeatedly

asking for support and help. Indeed they themselves were now stretching

out a 'brotherly hand' to those intellectuals who could give more significance

to their dissatisfaction and revolutionary spirit.^^

The Lavrovists began their propaganda in the winter of 1874. Ya.

Tikhomirov was then in touch with Ivan Timofeyevich Smirnov, a worker

whose fortunes we already know of, and their group had solid links with the

men employed in the arsenal. But very soon the Lavrovists suffered heavy

losses in trying to spread propaganda among the troops oi a legiiuent

stationed in St Petersburg.
"

'^^yakox^nd a small group of very young students, all of humble origins,

also carried out propaganda during this winter. And we can look upon their

work as another example of the attempt to resume the interrupted labour of

the Chaikovskists. But in this rapidly developing movement even a single

year was of value. New factors are already in evidence in Dyakov's ventures.

On the one hand there was a macfi^jiadical anarchism, and on the other,

strange as it may seem, a greater concern with political problems. This was

the first symptom of a development which was to be fundamental in the

years that immediately followed. ^6

Vyachesiav Mikhaiiovicli T^yajbv and Alexey Ivanovich-'STTyalc^^both

came from clerical families; Dyakov was the son of a deacon; -Siryalcov of a

priest. They had gone together to the seminary in their native Vologda, and

in 1874 had entered St Petersburg University. The speed with which the two

young men threw themselves into propaganda hardly had they reached the

capital astounded the Minister of Public Instruction when they were arrested.

'They arrived in the autumn, and after a few months they were already at

work. They could not have had time to be infected by corrupt doctrines

there, and there is no doubt that they had been prepared for these ever since

their days in the seminary.* An inquiry was made and it confirmed the

Minister's impressions. Political exiles in Vologda had 'infected' even the

seminary. This was already the case when Lavrov was in the district and

I
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the facts show that the ferment he had aroused had not diminished after

his departure.

Together with two close friends from the School of Medicine, Dyakov and

Siryakov succeeded in making contacts with soldiers and non-commissioned

officers of the Moscow regiment of the bodyguard, and above all with

workers in a sugar factory, a brewery and other places of the kind.^'^ They

also made attempts to infiltrate into the munitions factory. They, too,

read out popular pamphlets to meetings of about a dozen workers as their

usual means of propaganda. 'The harvest is splendid, but there are few to

devote themselves to it', said one of the group, as he saw the attention that

the audience paid to his words. ^^ Dyakov generally began by reading

Khudyakov's booklet on Old Russia. He showed how the State had gradually

come into being and explained the origins of the oppression against which

they must now rebel. History for him, like for so many of his PopuUst

companions, was the best field for satisfying the workers' ardent longing

for education and simultaneously imbuing them with propaganda. He also

taught geography and spoke of French and English history. Butjhe history
of Russia was the ground on which he could most easily try and arouse

poh tical and social ferment He naturally emphasized the revolts of Stenka

llazin and Pugachev. However, in this group too, as in Moscow, criticism of

thesesgeasantjnythsjwas^ Siryakov explained that 'Pugachev made
a mistake when he began to live like a Tsar and forgot the simple people.

And so when a revolt breaks out it is essential not to give a single man the

absolute power that Pugachev had.'^^ Such was the influence of anarchism

and the Rabotnik. In general their message was radical in the extreme. The

workers certainly interpreted their words in this sense: Seize all the factories

from the employers: Eliminate the government: Do away with the gentry:

Seize all the land and divide it among the peasants: Do not rebuild any State.

That was how they~uhderstood the propaganda. The very title of one of the

manuscripts which the group read aloud to the workmen pointed out that

there was no difference between serfdom in the old days which had been

enforced with the stick, and the new serfdom which was based on hunger.

It is, however, obvious from the pamphlets that they distributed, and from the

few surviving notes of their programmes, that their concern to know and

make known the pohtical situation in the countries of Western Europe im-

posed some limit on this primitive anarchism. Dyakov explained the con-

dition of workers in England and he spoke of their economic problems.

Lavrov's publications had a wide circulation. The programmes that they

planned make clear that they thought that Russia's economic develop-

ment might well be similar to that of the West. Their anarchist ideal, by

^.destroying at its very base any absolute faith in tlie^lTaturaTTendeneies

nf the Pii<^<iiari prnplf towardfr-SfM^ftfrtm, r'Hfgp^ p^litr?^' prTrMrrns '^nr^'

more. 60

Dyakov was arrested in April 1875 and his small group fell with him. He
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was sentenced to ten years' hard labour. Two of his comrades got nine;

Siryakov, six; and the others lighter sentences. Dyakov died of tuberculosis

in prison on 22nd September 1880. When the records of his trial reached the

groups in Moscow which were carrying out—on a larger scale—work parallel

to his own, they immediately sent them to Geneva.^^ The eighth number of

the Rabotmk--d3ited August 1875—devoted an article to him and pointed

him out to the Russian workers as a man who had sacrificed himself for

them. As far as we know, this was the only response to the episode at the

time.

With the fall of the Chaikovskists, the Lavrovists and those who had tried

to follow their tracks, Populist propaganda among the workers of St Peters-

burg came to a momentary halt. Later it was resumed with the formation of

groups which merged into Zemlya i Volya. And then it was faced with the

first attempt made by the workers themselves to act on their own and found

their own organization.

Ry aboyt 1875 there was already a large number of workers in St Peters-

bjjrg who were not only extremely keen to l^am anH \n x^^(\^^^T^f{\^'^\ sflf-

educated men from workshops and factories

—

but who were also well able

Jto hold their own views on-the variov ^ p^fjtif fiHdeas about which they had

heard the students speak. They were abler iiiIact=>lflt^ontrast Populist

propaganda with the events of their own rT¥€a.,Plekhanov ha^jiescribed some

of these workers who were at this time acquiringlTew~pCTsonalities through

their first experience of political activity. These pages are the most vivid in

the book which he published in 1890 about his activities in the working class

districts of St Petersburg during the second half of the 'seventies. While

some of his judgments on this period are strongly influenced by the social-

democratic ideas that he later adopted, these portraits retain the true flavour

of authenticity.^2

Plekhanov gives us a vivid picture of the various problems involved in the

process of adaptation to urban life and new conditions of work made by the

peasants. We can watch the demoralization which was sometimes brought

on by the break in their traditional life; and we see new energies being

released which, among the most developed workers, mainly took the form

of great thirst for culture. It was on this field that there occurred the first

clashes between the workers and the intellectuals. The factory workers were

seeking the means to enter the world of learning, and they were no longer

satisfied with the booklets published for them by Chaikovskists. They found

no organ in the clandestine press which really reflected their problems. It is

true that they read the Rabotnik with special interest; and the influence of

this paper is probably greater than is usually admitted by those who have

studied the period. But even this periodical, which was written in popular

language, did not give the wnrkeft? that direct contact w^ith the intellectual

life of the educated revolutionary classes which they were beginning to

demanci. So The Sated and the Hungry, that encyclopaedia of anarchist
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Populism, became one of their favourite works, just because of its many-

sided character. Plekhanov said:

When I asked the workers themselves what exactly they wanted from revolutionary

writings, I met with the most varied answers. In most cases each of them wanted a

solutionto those problems which for some reason were of special interest to my
jnaiyidniLhearer at that particular moment . In the mind of the workers such

problems were increasing enormously, and each had his favourite questions accord-

ing to his own tendencies and character. One was particularly interestedixLjlie M
problem of God and claimed ^'^" ^evolutionary literature ought to use its energies \ -^

'

mainly for destroying the religious beliefs of the people. Others were interested in n y J

historical or political problems, or in the natural sciences. Among my acquaintances 1^^

in the factories, there was also one who was specially interested in the question ofj^ Ay^

women. 63 / [/

And so the first effect of propaganda amon^ the workers was to separate the

most gifted figures fromthejeneral mass and to create a small selt-educated

elite. The methods employed in the revofutionary campaign also tended to

produce similar effects. We have seen this happening in Moscow, and later

events confirm the process. And so jjie first awakening of the workers tended

to bring into heirig the figure of the workman-revolutionary immediaiely '

after that of the student Populist. Indeed this new figure often merged with

the other both in mentality and way of life. Thus towards the end of the

'seventies, working class elements, as well as nobles, bourgeois and petit

bourgeois, flow into the Populist movement. Tkachev had forecast that a

Socialist elite made up of varying social classes and united only by the

revolutionary ideal would have to take upon itself all the responsibiUty for

the social movement. This now appeared to be happening. Much of the

Blanquist influence (in the specifically Tkachevian sense of the word) which

we meet in Narodnaya Volya derived from this situation.

But alongside this merging into the revolutionary elite, there began to

j^pppar thp fir<;t ^ngrnrTrTa^parat^n^ between intellectuals and workers. This

came in part from a feeling of exclusiveness which was natural enough as

the working classes entered on a life of politics. Bachin, whose tragic life

we have mentioned, was perhaps one of the most typical representatives of

this state of mind in the middle of the 'seventies. During a journey to Rostov,

he explained his point of view to a group of workers who had been assembled

by Populist organizers.

He was a man of heated temperament and he began to speak rather bitterly about

how the intelligentsia had usurped the position of the worker. He suggested to the

workers of Rostov that they should impose some limit on this abnormal situation

and should restrict the intellectuals' field of activities to certain given functions.

They should be made to understand that the workers' cause ought to be placed

entirely in the hands of the workers themselves. 6"*

As a rule the workers expressed this state of mind, which is confirmed in

other memoirs of the period, by refusing to follow the Populists when they
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invited them to spread propaganda in the countryside, and thus serve as

the instrument for carrying Socialism to the villages. These working class

revolutionaries often came from government workshops, and no longer

belonged to the artels of poor peasants who had been compelled to seek a

Uving in private factories. They had made the effort to become specialized

workers, such as mechanics, so as to earn a better living. Now they were

being asked to sacrifice themselves for the poorest and most unsuccessful.

They had placed all their hopes on getting educated, and now they were being

asked to live once more in conditions of patriarchal destitution. Such a

sacrifice demanded a Populist consciousness which they had as yet hardly

begun to absorb . Some of them, such as Khalturin, were capable of the

greatest and most heroic sacrifices ; but this was just because they had gradu-

^
\^'^ ally become revolutionaries pure and simple, linked only to the Populist

Y^ 3 elite, whatever their social origin had been. On close inspection, the refusal

V to go to the countryside was frequently due to lack of a pohtical conscience

^
vw^*^*^^^^^ not, as has often be^n~repeated, to the birth of a higher working^ass

iP^ consciousness. The Populists, naively perhaps but powertully and with

grandeur, saw the problem of revolution in Russia as a whole ; and so they

emphasized the bonds between the peasant and the working classes. The

workers on the other hand often unconsciously shut themselves into a

narrower and smaller world. They were inspired by contempt for those who
had not succeeded in winning for themselves some minimum of education

or decent conditions . *The peasants are all sheep,' said Bachin, ' they will

never understand the revolutionaries.'*^^

but all these complex reactions towards the intelligentsia were giving birth

to a really new movement. This was the creation of a specifically working

class mentality. In bringing such a mentality into being, the workers had

little to hope for from the students. Nor could they simply 'learn' it from

the intellectuals. They had to create it for themselves through the initiative

of some of the most intelligent and strongest of their own leaders. It is true

that the idea of developing working class agitation on as large a scale as

possible, starting from their immediate economic demands, formed part of

the programme of the groups which were to constitute Zemlya i Volya. It

was they who, as we will see, organized the first strikes in St Petersburg at

the end of the 'seventies. But the desire to guide these disturbances into an

organized force, a ' Union, came from the workers themselves, mainly as

the result of work carried out by Obnorsky and Khalturin. Both were

exceptional men, capable even on their own of revealing the energy which

was latennD::thc<«Qrkrng masses of St Petersburg.

Vikt^ffObnorskv>^as born in the department of Vologda in 1852, the son

of a retPred non==Commissioned officer.^^ j-jis family was poor and numerous.

He had, however, had an elementary education in the schools of his district,

and had then become a blacksmith and mechanic. In 1869 he went to the

armament factory at St Petersburg. There he joined a reading club run by
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the workers. He then got employment in the Nobel factories in the Vyborg

district. In 1872 he got into contact with the Chaikovskists through Mitro-

fanov who was mixed up in all the workers' movements of the time. He took

part in the organization of a small library . This had been founded by the

Chaikovskists for the very purpose of entrusting its administration to the

workers themselves, for they thought that if they were arrested this small

institution would be able to continue on its own. This is, in fact, what

happened. In these circles Obnorsky began to speak of a great strike to

involve all labour in St Petersburg. This, he said, must be prepared gradually

and with great care. At the time of the arrests he succeeded in escaping the

fate of many of his companions, and in August 1873 he left St Petersburg

for Odessa. This journey seems to have been prompted by the determination,

which thereafter always governed him, to obtain personal knowledge of the

experiences of other workers and to see for himself what were the real

possibihties that were opening up before them. At Odessa, between autumn

1873 and the beginning of 1874 he was in touch with Zaslavsky's organiza-

tion, tiie_tZhio/2 of Workers of South Russia, and allied himself with

G. friaraS&v.^'^ However, the exact nature of his relations with the Union

is not altogether clear. Some have thought that the internal opposition within

the ranks of the Union was a reflection of the early antagonism between

intellectuals and workers which was already beginning to develop in St

Petersburg at the time of Nizovkin. Certainly even at Odessa Obnorsky

remained in contact with the capital and among other things asked for

financial help. However this may be, it seems difficult to deny that he learnt

much from the working class organization at Odessa to which he then

belonged in some form or another.

His experiences at Odessa prompted him to look further afield. Getting

employment as a ship's stoker at the beginning of 1874, he left in secret for

London. From there he went to Paris and travelled in France and Savoy

and thence to Basle, Geneva, Lausanne and Freiburg. 'He was prompted

by simple curiosity', one of his comrades later told the police when they

asked him the reason for Obnorsky's travels. In fact, however, his curiosity

was already political. He stopped longer at Geneva than anywhere else,

where he was employed as a workman. After returning secretly to Russia,

he went to the department of Archangel, probably for some political mission

of which we know nothing. It is in any case certain that his organizing

ventures, which were to lead to the creation of the 'Northern Union', began

towards the end of 1875. It is more than likely that he was then in contact

with the Lavrovists, as was also Khalturin whom he met at this time and who
became his closest collaborator. In November 1876 Obnorsky again went

abroad. He stayed away about a year, getting into contact with Tkachev and

above all with the Rabotnik group. But at this time his ideas were particularly

influenced by German social-democracy. On his return to St Petersburg at

the beginning of 1878, he found the situation there specially favourable for
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his plans. The entire revolutionary movement was growing in intensity and a

wave of strikes was beginning to spread through the town. He again went

abroad to get hold of a printing press (which he succeeded in buying from

the Nabat group through V. N. Cherkezov) and also to make some definite

political agreement.68 He had discussions with Akselrod and Lavrov,^^ and

asked the former to become editor of the clandestine newspaper which he

wanted to start for the workers. As we will see, these plans could only be

realized in part. By the time he got back to Russia, the centre of the Union

had already beea^estroyed by the arrests.

Stephen Khaltuph was born in the department of Vyatka and came from

a relatively prosperous family of State peasants. '^^ His father knew how to

read, and he himself had a good education. The local school was excellent.

Indeed it was far better than the classical grammar school, being more
technical and scientific, and more in tune with modern hfe. But in his third

year Khalturin had to leave school to begin work. Like Obnorsky, he became

a blacksmith and mechanic. When still at Vyatka he had been influenced by

Socialist ideas. At the age of fifteen or sixteen he was in touch with political

exiles who planned to found with him and others a small cooperative or,

as they proposed to call it, a 'commune'. A number of young men from this

group were planning to emigrate to America, and at the age of seventeen

Khalturin too began the journey. He passed through Moscow on his way to

St Petersburg to embark with the others. But when he reached the capital

he saw that his friends had left him and had embarked without being able to

wait. In Russia as elsewhere the history of the working class movement

. shows many examples, of which this is one, of the bond between the search

_for frgedorn through emigration and the first attempts to organize resistance in

thp fartrirj^^ 71 Duriug thcsc ycars there were many workers who crossed the

frontiers of Russia, as did Obnorsky, or who tried to do so, like Khalturin.

'There was at this time among the workers a great longing to go and work

abroad', said D. N. Smirnov, one of these men.72 Ivanaynen and Vinogradov,

for instance, worked at Zurich and were arrested on their return and sent

to the Peter-Paul fortress. I. I. Medvedev was stopped at the frontier. And
there are many more examples.

In St Petersburg, Khalturin got into contact with the Chaikovskists and

above all Charushin and Morozov. ' He was a man of few words, but it was

obvious that he devoted all his spirit and the greatest attention to our con-

versations', Morozov recalled. 73 By 1875 and 1876 he himself was already

an active propagandist among his workmen comrades.

Young, tall and strong, with a fine complexion and expressive eyes, he impressed

us as a splendid fellow . . . But his engaging, and at the same time rather ordinary,

appearance did not reveal the strength of his character and his exceptional intelli-

gence. What mostly struck me in his behaviour was his retiring, almost feminine

gentleness. When speaking he seemed to grow ashamed, as if he was frightened of

offending you by using some word out of place or by expressing his opinions too
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violently. There was always a shy smile on his lips which never disappeared and

which seemed to say to you 'I think like this, but if it does not suit you, please

forgive me'. One could only approach him if both of you worked together for this

purpose . . . Not that he himself did not want to speak—and not just with his

working class comrades but with the intelligentsia also. When his activities were

still on the right side of the law, he willingly met students and tried to make their

acquaintance, getting every kind of information from them and borrowing books.

He often stayed with them until midnight, but he very rarely gave his own opinions.

His host would grow excited, delighted at the chance to enlighten an ignorant

workman, and would speak at great length, theorizing in the most 'popular' way
possible. Stepan would stay there listening. Only rarely did he put in a word of his

own. And he would gaze carefully, looking up at the speaker. Every now and then

his intelligent eyes would reflect an amiable irony. There was always an element of

irony in his relations with the students . . , With the workers he behaved in a very

different way ... he looked upon them as more solid and, so to speak, more natural

revolutionaries and he looked after them like a loving nurse. He taught them, he

sought books and work for them, he made peace among them when they quarrelled,

and he scolded the guilty. His comrades loved him dearly; he knew this and in

return gave them even greater love. But I do not believe that even in his relations

with them Khalturin ever gave up his customary restraint ... In the groups he

spoke only rarely and unwillingly. Among the workers of St Petersburg there were

people just as educated and competent as he was; there were men who had seen

another world, who had lived abroad. The secret of the enormous influence of

what can be called Stepan's dictatorship lay in the tireless attention which he

devoted to each single thing. Even before meetings began, he spoke with everyone

to find out the general state of mind; he considered afl sides of the question; and

so naturally he was the most prepared of all. He expressed the general state of

mind.'74

^Ijtirally, T^i^pjlturin was the most typical example of the specifically

working class mentality, which was forming among the more qualified and

"best educated workers in St Petersburg. Yet at the same time he was the real

symbol of the absorption of the finest of tiiis type into the Populist ranks.

Plekhanov recalled that 'compared to those of Zemlya i Volya, .^alturin

w^as an extreme Westej^er. This Westernism was born and rooted in him

thanks to the general situation of working class Hfe in the capital, which

alone interested him; and thanks also to various casual circumstances.

Indeed, he had been in contact with the Lavrovists before the Populist

"rebels", and the Lavrovists were able to stimulate among the workers an

interest in the German social-democratic movement.' And yet for all this

Khalturin was to become a terrorist and one of the most typical exponents

of Narodnaya Volya. And his life was to come to a tragic end on the gallows,

following an act of terrorism. His story, indeed, contains all the drama

implicit in this first stage of the Russian working class movement—torn
between an awareness of the specific interests of the workers and growing

political and revolutionary consciousness.

^The first visible result of the work of nrpanizatinn in the factories and
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workshops of St Petersburg was the demonstration in the Square of Kazan

CiuhffdraT ^n 6th Decemher 1876.7 5 for some time there had been dis-

cussions in revolutionary circles in the capital on the possibility of making

some public demonstration in one of the central parts of the town. An early

plan had suggested a meeting on the Square of St Isaac. There were long

discussions and it was postponed from month to month. The funeral of

Chernyshcv, a student who died in prison, had already led to a demonstration

in spring 1876, and it was now proposed to emulate this example on a larger

scale. The suggestion that this should be effected by a demonstration of

working class groups came from these groups themselves. At this time they

were increasing and reorganizing and tliey claimeaThat up to 2,000 woi kers

would be prepared to join. Chernyshev, they added, had been buried by the

intelligentsia. Now it was to be their turn to display their forces in the centre

of the town. The various leaders of the time who were particularly con-

cerned with propaganda among the workers. Lev Markovich Zak, Nikolay

Nikolaevich Khazov, Alexander Serafimovich, A. Bogdanovich and Plek-

hanov, naturally had some doubts about the practical possibilities of bringing

such a plan into effect. 'But rebel blood made itself felt in each of us and we
agreed.''^^ The Lavrovists were against the move on principle and remained

faithful to their programme of long-term propaganda. Zaichnevsky's Jacobins

also viewed it with disfavour, but for the opposite reason. They believed

in organizing only a ruling elite. It was the men who later formed Zeiulya i

Volya who put themselves at the head of this demonstration which the

workers had demanded. At a meeting held on 4th December it was decided

to summon the workers from the various districts on to the square which

opened on to the Nevsky Prospekt and which was surrounded by the semi-

circular colonnade of the Cathedral of Our Lady of Kazan, It was planned

to give the demonstration an appearance of legality by asking the clergy of

the church to arrange a funeral service. Action would then be taken according

to circumstances. All the better, they thought, if the demonstration led to a

rising.

On the morning of the 6th, the number of workers who collected was far

smaller than had been hoped for—200^ to 250,-posstbty^OO. None the less it

C^^^'^ ^ was proof of a new spirit in the organ izationsjn the suburbs. One party from

^^^^;s^^;^'^ a large industrial undertaking in the port arrived complete. But the crowd

was made up mainly of students and revolutionary intellectuals who had not

been summoned especially but had heard previously of the plan. The

organizers hesrl^icdj^^hen they saw that the demonstration was on the brink of

failure. 1 hcjrrlekhanoY^ccided that they must not miss their opportunity.

He made a short spcecn, and ended with 'Long live the Social Revolution,

-Lonf? liv e. /A^inivn T~VQl\n \ A red banner with the words 'Land and Liberty'

was then unfurled.

Then the guards burst in on the scene to arrest Plekhanov. They were,

however, held up by the demonstrators. But when the crowd began to disperse

u<
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along the Nevsky Prospekt to avoid being arrested individually, real confusion

took place. The police meanwhile had been constantly reinforced and3^ere

supported- by local volunteers, door-keepers, a few merchants, etc. There

wereTTfany^arrests. But they were all made at random and did not touch the

real organizers. The men seized were treated with outstanding harshness,

both by the police who manhandled them with great brutality, and by the

tribunal that tried them The cnnrt.
jg fact, deliberately sought t^_make a

..spht between intellectuals and workers. Some of the workers were sentenced

to varying periods of retreat and repentance in monasteries. Others were

deported to Siberia. But the intellectuals received sentences which were

heavy even by the standards of the^iime.'^'^^Akiey-Stepanovich Emelyanov,

who was arrested under the name oi^-Bogolyubo'^, and who was then twenty-

four and had already 'gone to the people', was sentenced to fifteen years'

hard labour. His comrades' recollections not only prove that he was not one

of the organizers of the demonstration but that he had not even taken any

part in it. Indeed he had only arrived on the scene when the meeting had

already been dispersed. He belonged to a category of revolutionaries which

had been deliberately excluded from the demonstration, as it was engaged on

other tasks. 'So as to avoid temptation,' said Emelyanov, 'at the time of

the demonstration I had gone to take part in other activities, namely to

practise firearms. '"^^ But the police thought that they recognized him as a

student who had personally distinguished himself in the fight that broke out

immediately after the demonstration. In prison he was flogged, and eventu-

ally went mad. Two of his comrades got sentences of ten years' hard labour

and another six years and eight months. The repressive measures that followed

this demonstration were certainly the most arbitrary, the most legally

indefensible and the most violent of all those of the time.

The reason for this was evidently to be found in political considerations

jvlTJc fi this eveaUnevitaJblyjimusedjn^^^ rulmg'ciasses. AlthoughTtTiadliol

given rise to the great working class demonstration in which the organizers

had hoped, its significance was unquestionable. The Populists too were well

aware of this. One of them in particular, probably Khazov, made the point

very clearly in a report which he wrote in January 1877.'^^ 'The important

result of the entire affair Hes in the union that has now been brought about

between the inteUigentsia and the people.' This union had been achieved

against the more moderate and conventional elements. The liberals were

always talking about freedom of speech and meeting, but they had not lifted

a finger. Indeed, they had been frightened by what had happened.

The Russian liberals were very learned. They even knew that liberty had been

conquered in the West. But obviously one ought not to try to apply this knowledge

to Russia.

Russia is led along the road to political freedom not by the liberals but by dreamers

who organize ridiculous and childish demonstrations; by men who dare to break

the law, by men who are beaten, sentenced and reviled.
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But reactions among the working class were very different from those in

liberal circles. Here sympathy and agreement were complete. The workers

f ^f St P^t^rchm-^ imH n(^| caught Oblomov's disease.

The success of their propaganda among the workers must make the

revolutionaries themselves think again, the author went on. Was it really

true, as was always said, that 'the Russian people was more socialist through

custom and inclination and less infected by bourgeois conditions and ha"bits

gjan-ihc-protetafiaroT!he West, and that therefore it was in Russia that there

would occur a profound transformation of the existing order of things, a

rnore rapid transition to aj^etter order?' Did their experiences in the factories

and workshops of St Petersburg, which now for the first time had led to a

practical result, confirm or deny this traditional point of view ? Did not the

success they had obtained among the workers contradict these theories?

The fact was that the urban workers, as contrasted with the peasants, had

shown themselves 'more united and compact because of the equality of their

conditions; more developed because of the variety of their impressions of

town life and because of their frequent and bitter conflicts with the repre-

sentatives of the government and the ruling classes; and, finally, more open

to socialist propaganda.'

It was true that it must never be forgotten that in Russia the peasant

problem remained the central quootion for anyone who wishpd^.to be a

.Socialist. Fi^prHpriPP itcplf rhnuroH thnf nrVint thay ImH nM frnm thp fifSt

was not mistaken. The workers them^dYrs ^/^"'^ ^>^ th^ rpn^t useful and

natural oarricro of So cinli'it ideas into the villages. But from now on these

policies must be applied in a different way. They must begin by organizing

the workers. And to do this quickly they must pass from agitations, from

incitement to resistance and revolt to 'political agitation'. Such a policy

was demanded by the situation of the urban working classes.

Here the worker is always clearly aware of the injustice of the social rg^^iineahat

oppresses him. Here he can see that the luxury which is the work of his own hands

is enjoyed by others. And so his mentality is attuned to demand a fight which will

produce immediate results. He does not want to postpone the battle, but he wants

to obtain (if not everything he wants) at least as much as possible as can be obtained

at that given time. He wants to make at least a breach in that order of things which

has become unbearable for him. He wants to be a free man with the right to think

and speak openly in accordance with his opinions. In fact he sees that to fight

against his economic exploiters he must make use of what is called political free-

dom. But this freedom he will have to conquer and he will therefore have to enter

into conflict with the very essence of our State system. His activities along the road

to freedom inevitably take on a political character. The events of 6th December are

the result of this state of mind among the most conscious of the working classes.

The demonstrations on the Kazan Square showed that in Russia too 'the

movement would follow the same direction as in the West, i.e. from the

town to the country and not vice versa'.
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This document constitutes the best possible preface to the regulations of

the Northern Union of Russipyi
pior^/^rc, ^whirh was given its final, and

so to speak official, form almost two years later, in December 1878. The

problem of the struggle for political freedom was here raised in the very

articles of the statute. This explains the interpretation we must give to

Plekhanov's statement that 'the future historian of the Russian revolutionary

movement must note the fact that in the 'seventies the demand for pohtica l"" ^^
freedom appears in a vvorkingclass programme before it appears in th^ '^

programmes of the revolutionary intelligentsia '.^Q Indeed, the statutes of

the Northern Union were the first pubhc document in which this question

of whether to concentrate activities on political activities was answered in

the affirmative. But it had been the revolutionary intelligentsia that had

raised these problems for the workers in St Petersburg. Some at least of the

men ofZemlya i Volya had clearly seen, ever since 1876, the political conse-

quences that would result from the formation of the first solid nucleus in

the workshops of St Petersburg, ^i

But important progress was necessary before the demonstrators in the

Square of Kazan Cathedral could be transformed into members of the

Northern Union. During the two years that elapsed between these events

it required a series of strikes in the factories of the capital in order to make
heard the voice not only of the working class elite which was by now in a

position to raise poHtical problems, but also of the mass of ' grey ones ', as the

poorest worker-peasants employed in the textile factories of St Petersburg

were called. The Balkan War, economic development and the general politi-

.cal ferment of these two years created the^tgi (^sphere whicb brought into

being this general revival of the working class movement.

During the same period those revolutionaries who^ derived from the

intelligentsia were also able to show to what extent they had matured. They

supported and directed the strikes. They established ever wider and deeper

relations with the workers. And, unlike the Chaikovskists and Zaslavsky,

they did not collapse during the first stages of the fight. They devised a

technique for acfiviti^^ amnng fhp. wnrVf^rg lyViiVli fi rniirpH thftro-celat?^-,/

security, This was all the more remarkable in that the working class organiza- ^^
tion, as we will see, was very soon infected by_agents provocateurs. The very
Jact that the fall of the Northern Union had' almost no effect on the central

nucleus of Zemiya i Volya snows that thejetliods employed were i^^
'distinctly superior to those of the past. In practice the technique was based

on an increasingly conscious and deliberate division of labour between the

prganized^ working class movement and the conspiratorial revolutionary

movement. There is no point in examining here these details of clandestine

technique. It is, however, worth while emphasizing that at least some of the

aspects of the division between intelligentsia and workers that we can see

during these years sprang from this deliberate technique rather than from

any ideological or pohtical conflict. There was a conflict and it did have
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historical significance. But in interpreting it we must be careful not to give

it more importance than it really had by looking upon ciicumstantial

appearances as actual realities.

In December 1877 there was an explosion in a store of gunpowder in the

armaments factory on Vasilevsky Island. Six workers were killed and many
more wounded. Ever since 1873 a working class group had been specially

active in this factory and the funeral of the men killed in the explosion

provided their first opportunity to arouse a collective protest.^^ por the

incident had been caused by the criminal neghgence of the management. Again

and again the men had protested againstjtheir unsaIe^orkmg~conditions. In

the factory was a small group of working class revolutionaries who were in

touch both with Zemlya i Volva and with the Lavrovists. They knew that the

latter would be against any public demonstration^iTd so they sought and

obtained help from Zemlya i Volya, who turned iip>4iKgreat numbers on the

day of the funeral. Among them was Valerian Osi^sky^ne of the terrorists

of the following period who, less than two years lat^PT'Vvas to be ^hanged at

Kiev after using firearms to resist arrest by the police. ithakttfHr^as there,

too, though he was not working in tliis factory at the time. At the cemetery

an unknown workman began a speech saying that they had come tCLbury ' six

victims, not ofJhaJiiiks^JiiUjof the fatherly administration of the factory '.

The police intervf^n^d tn arrest him, hut the workers not only dragged him

away but even threatened t^^ pr>iirp gr*^ wpp thei r respect. This was a small

but significant trial of strength which had a considerablej)sychoIo|rcareff'ect

both on th^ ^prkers and nn the int^jfigftn^sja Plekhapnv wrote a manifesto

which was distributed a week later in the armaments factory. He demanded

that the workers should make themselves respected by the management too

and that the families of the victims should be given adequate indemnity. His

final words, hesitating, so to speak, between town and country, well reflect

his own state of mind and that of his comrades.

Workers, now is the time to understand reason. You must not expect help from

anyone. And <^p no^ expert it fmm the gentry! The peasants have long been

expecting help from the gentry, and all they have got is worse land and heavier

taxes, even greater than before . . . Will you too, the workers in towns, put up with

this for ever? ~ '
" '

In Febrqary 1R7S distiirhanrps hpgan in the new cotton mills. These led to

the most important strike of the time in the capital. ^^ It is of considerable

interest that the men were textile workers and not mechanics. In fact they

were 'grey' ones and not better-paid workers. There were about 2,000

j

)f

them, and they were protesting against a reduction in wages of between 4 and

9 per cen t. They were mainly demanding a return to the situation as before.

"The factory already contained a group of workers affected by propaganda,

but it had been formed only recently and as yet it lacked experience. It was,

however, reinforced by P. Ay^oiseyenko, a workman specially sent to this
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factory by Obnorsky's and Khalturin's organization to spread propaganda

and establish bonds with the nucleus of the Northern Union which was then

being formed. There were also some links with Zemlya i Volya. These had

been made by Aron Gobst, a junior officer. At the time he was being sought

by the police for having spread propaganda among the troops at Odessa,

and in June 1878 he was hanged in Kiev. He had settled in a small shop next

to the factory, and from here he directed his activities. These were still only

in the first stages when the mass of workers was set in ferment.

^EiekhanQvandPopov soon succeeded in taking over control and made an

attempt to direct the movement. Bui to do this ihey needed lo find^solHeone

able to live among the workers and be constantly with them. Such a man
they found in Nikol^ Lopatin^^"^ who at once showed remarkable capacity

for making himself heard. The strike was far from easy to organize. The
workers were divided into two groups: the bachelors—often very young

—

who were bolder and more mobile, and the married men who hesitated when
faced with the consequences of their actTons. Ihere were long discussions

between the groups before they stopped work. Besides, during the first few

days they were all convinced that the authorities would intervene on their

behalf to enforce the original factory regulations. They turned to the chief

of police in the district. He promised to help them, but of course did nothing.

They finally decided to strike, when one of them shou-ted;,
' Out of the

factory, lads. Let the machines work on their oWsZJj^haQpv^ntroduced
himself to them as a lawyer, and made~ a'spFech designedlo~sTfengthen their

determination to defend their rights. He began to sound the possibihties of

changing the strike into a demonstration in which all together would carry

their demands to the heir to the throne, the future Alexander III. Rumour
had it that he was to some extent on the side of the people. The revolutionaries

aimed to take advantage of this widespread conviction, so as to give greater

political significance to the strike. Plekhanov naturally hoped the workers'

demands would be listened to with as much sympathy by the heir to the

throne as they had been by the chief of police. The demonstration would

then serve to impair the deep and traditional fnitl^ ^" ^^^ ^''^^ whirh th?^Pi

worker-peasants still retained.

JZprnlyn i Vnlvn nnly agrf>pH in thp«;p tapt^r<^
f^fter long disnifrSiO"^ ^^^ ^^^

firstjime they were faced with the problem of a large-scale strike. They were

of course determined to support and encourage these disturbances. Nothing

in their programme, however, seemed to suggest exactly what they ought to

do and what ought to be their immediate aim. JBut from the very first they

saw that their influence on the mass of the workers was rapidly growing,

iney were able to get one St Petersburg newspaper to publish short accounts

of the progress of the strike, written by Plekhanov in a spirit favourable

to the workers' demands. When Lopatin read out these short articles in

the courtyard of the factory, the workmen were deeply impressed by the

fact that the newspapers were paying attention to them.^^ jh^ organizers
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succeeded in collecting large sums to help those families which had been badly

hit by the lack of wages. Through these collections they acted as intermediaries

between liberal society in St Petersburg, which often supporled the strikers,

but which was worried by the thought of possible disorders, and the workers

themselves, who were amazed and curious about such help which reached them

so mysteriously. The organizers also tried to spread the strike to other

factories, so as to provide the first great example ol workntg-^tass-^olidarity.

Though here, too, their hopes were not realized , tTLe~workers did show

remarkable cohesion. The police sent more and^ore agents round the

factory, but they were very soon recognized and then shunned or insulted,

whereas the revolutionaries began to inspire great admiration and trust.

These men helped them in answering the authorities, and wrote the appeals

that they eventually carried in a long and orderly procession through the

centre of St Petersburg to the residence of the heir to the throne. The petition

explained the si tuation and ended: 'If our demands are not satisfied , we will

know that we have no one in whom we can hope, that no one will"detend us,

~-ft4uLJJia_t wp must triKt in ourselves and our own arms.' On this occasiorT

there was no incident of any kind. Only later did the police arrest some of

the working class leaders, among them Moiseyenko. At last the authorities

were cunning enough to make a few promises. These were vague enough,

but they were sufficient to induce some at least of the workers to return to

work. The rest were driven back by force. And indeed many of their demands

were gradually satisfied.

The political aim which Plekhanov had set himself was in great measure

achieved. Among the workers and throughout the masses of St Petersburg

strange rumours began to spread to the effect that the heir to the throne

was bound by close ties to the factory owners. This was, at lpa<;f, pj^i^ tha t

the bUnd fa ith i" thp <;tqtp
,

anH -ahn^^p qH the- Tmp^nnl family
,
w\]\q\} had still

been intact in the minds of the workers before the strike, was now dis-

integrating. They saw that the agitation they had started had been forcefully

broken up by the police and that if the strike had been a partial failure, this

was due to political and not economic reasons. Much discussion within

Zemlya i Volya followed these experiences. Plekhanov was led to think

more and more about the importance of State intervention in labour con-

flicts, and so to attach still greater weight to the political campaign and the

demand for liberty. Popov, on the other hand, who was here probably more

representative of his comrades' views, thought that the^rike confirmed the

need to payjTjpre attention to the worker-peasants of the factories than to

labour in the mechanical woxkshops. The textile workers were 'Both bet ter

chaps and more reliable as a power for protest '.^

Indeed, the textile workers very soon gave further confirmation of their

fighting spirit. Strikes broke out one after another thrnuphout the winter of

1 878^Thc workers were still compelled to work thirteen hours a day, and

their wages were extremely low. Once again the younger men put themselves
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at the head of the disturbances, which were only broken up by massive

pohce intervention, followed this time by many arrests. The workers then

made a combined attempt to free their comrades but this was suppressed

after a violent clash with the police in the heart of St Petersburg. ^"^ Many
prisoners remained in the hands of the authorities. And then the deportations

began. In their demands, tl^ workers openly insisted on the right not to be

arrested for striking, and they_re2eatedly_deiriaiided-Jlial_^

should be freed. Zemlya i Volya and the Northern Union of Russian Workers

pririTed manifestos to appeal tor resistance and solidarity in the various

factories. Subscriptions tor the workers on stlTky"wefrTauiTched~'m othe^
' fa(jLot'fes and met with great success . ^s The police was forced to intervene

violently in the strikes and this increased their significance as political

protests. And they went on increasing. In November the 200 workers in the

Konig spinning factory stopped work. They too carried a petition io the

prince, and-theyToo obtained nothing. In this case the workers themselves

sought contact with the students, who until then had had no links with the

factory. The police were harsher here than elsewhere. Negotiations with the

employer had to be carried out at the headquarters of the Third Section.

The police dragged some of the workers there to come to an understanding

with the management. But even these steps proved useless and the employer

had to resort to the extreme measure of dismissing all the workers. They,

v^jgrehelped by subscriptions, and their comrades found new jobs for them.^^

The movement also spread to two cigarette lactones, where oflly ^omen
were employed. In both cases violent protests broke out when a r-^^^'^^i^"

iawages was announced. And in both cases labour won the day.

And so less-skilled workers were more and more deeply affected by the

waves of strikes and disturbances between 1877 and 1879. During these two

years St Petersburg ^x/itn^ccAH txyf^i^jy-dv c^pVAc m ^u ihic was more than

had ever occurred before; and not till the 'nineties would the figure be

reached again.
" ""^

It fell to the metal-workers, the best educated and prepared of all the

workers, to make use oi this state ot attairs to lound an organization dlfected

bgTlT5m§elves,~mth an cAclusivcly woikiug-Uass cliai
'acief:

A nucleus had already~been formed in winter 1876. Some of its members

had scattered throughout the factories of the town, following a plan which

aimed to unite all the forces of the working classes. As the strike wave was

at its height they drew their conclusions from the work so far achieved and

gave their Northern Union ofRussian Workers its final shape. The programme

and regulations were discussed in the course of two sittings, on 23rd and 30th

December 1878. Obnorsky and Khalturin were the leading organizers, but

among its ranks we find the names of very many of the workers who had

already taken part in earlier movements. ^o

Their programme was printed by the clandestine press of Zemlya i Volya.

After~an intrddUCTory proteiF against 'the~politicai aTnJ-xctwenwr^oke

^
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which ihreatens the workers with total material privation and a paralysis

of their spiritual forces' they said that they wanted to create
'

a Pan-Russian

Union of Workers which by grouping together the forces^oTTtlg'^gorkers

^Jiich are now dispersed in the towns and villages, and by enlighteningTTTem

as regards their own mterests^ainis^nd aspirations, will be ol-ceaPSelpln

the struggle against social injust ice and will constitute that internal, organic

Ijnkjvhich is indispensableJoMhe successful prosecution of the sjxiiggle\

They Then laid down what were to be the foundations of the organization.

'Members of the Union must be cbf?spn pxrhriivi-ly from thp workers
'

THus^Tfom the very first they established the condition which gave this

organization its fundamental character. The workers who joined, however,

were to be selected. One clause laid down that each candidate had to be

introduced by at least two members. This was obviously dictated by the

needs imposed by secrecy. But other rules were designed to make the Union

a very select organization. Every member had to know the programme of

the_organization and 'the essentials of its social doctrine'. There was to be a

quota, though in this first manifesto it was not yet determined. Among the

functions of the leadership considerable importance was attached to looking

after a library, which was to be open even to those who were not members

of the Union. In general the Union revealed its desire for education both in

its internal structure and in its political programme.

T^rtri the regulations of all other Populist movements, the nature of the

Union's internal structure was determined by the double concern not to

create an ovcrpowcrfu l centra l aullioritY and yet simultaneously to provide

^n nrgnnivatmn whirh roi]]r| act quickly in conditions, ot seorecy. The very

terminology used by the authors of the manifesto reflected this state of

mind. A central group of ten workers was given the management of the

bank, the library, and the responsibility 'only for those activities which are

in the immediate interests of all the Union'. It was to be controlled by a

monthly assembly. But it soon became obvious that the central group as

constituted was unable to act quickly enough. Its members were often

employed in remote districts of St Petersburg, and they could only meet at

irregular intervals. When the second strike in the New Cotton Mills broke

out, Khalturin found himself in difficulties and had to wait two days before

being able to summon his comrades. The problem of organization was never

solved, for arrests prevented the Union profiting from these experiences.^'

The most original feature of the manifesto lay in the ultimate aims of the

organization:

The Northern Union of Russian Workers, closely adhering to the social-democratic

party of the West as regards its functions, lays down as its programme:

[^ the destruction of the political and economic structure of the State, this

structureJjeing con^plctdy and UTlcrly unjust;

IViihe establishment of a free popular federation of obshchinas based upon com-
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plete equality of political rights and complete internal self-government on the

basis of the customary laws of Russia;

(3) the abolition of landed property and its substitution by collective a^riciilture:

(4) the fair organization of labour on the basis of association which gives the

worker-producer the products and tools of his work.

As political liberty provides a guarantee for every man of the independence of his

convictions and activities, and as it is above all political liberty which guarantees

the solution of the social problem, the Union must declare the following points to

be its immediate demands:

(1) freedom of speech and of the press and of the right to meet and assemble;

(2) abolition of the polices£ies and of trials for political crimes

;

(3) abolition of the rights and privileges of caste:

(4) free compulsory eduction in all schools and institutions;

(5) a numerical reduction in the standing army or its complete replacement by a

people's militia;

(6) the right of the _yillage obshchina to decide questions concerning it, such as

imposition ot taxesTsub-division of the land, and internal self-government;

(7) abolition of the system of .intenial_passports, and freedom of movement;

(8) abolition of indirecttaxatioii,and-4ntroduction of direct taxation in accordance

with income and heredity;

(9) reduction in the hours of \^ork^iid4).rohibition of child labour;

(10) creation of productive associations of savings banks and free credit for

workers' associations and peasant obshchinas.

To achieve these ends, the Northern Union gave first place to propaganda.

This was 'a sacred duty' for all its members.

This work of propaganda will not be forgotten by posterity, and the glorious

names of those who devote themselves to it and to agitations will be inscribed in

the annals of history. They are the apostles who spread evangelical truths. They

will persecute us, as they persecuted the first Christians; they will beat us and they

will laugh at us; but we will be fearless.

After speaking once more of the West and the struggle which the workers

were carrying on there, the manifesto ended:

We will renew the world, we will revive the family, we will establish property as it

should be, and we will make Christ's great doctrine live once again in brotherhood

and equality . . . Workers, your future lies in this propaganda which will save us,

and your success depends on your spiritual strength. With it you will be powerful;

with it you will overcome the world. Know that you contain all the strength and

significance of the nation. You are the flesh and blood of the State. Without you

the other classes who are now sucking your blood would not exist; in a confused

way you understand all this. But you have no organization, no idea to lead you.
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You have not the moral support, which is so necessary to resist the enemy in

brotherly union. But wc, the workers organized in the Northern Union, we are

giving you this governing idea, we are giving you this moral support in your

attempts to unite your interests; and finally we are giving you the organization

which you need. So . workers, you have the last word. Op y^'' ^^'p^n^^ ^^^ ^^^^ of

the great Union and the success of a social revolution in Russia.

This manifesto, which certainly does not lack power and energy, is, as it

were, a mirror of the experiences undergone by the various workers' cadres

which had grown up during the previous ten years in St Petersburg.^The

fundamental element was still that of the PopuHsts. On it was superimposed

the f^xplicit determination to found a class organization and to reaffirm

bonds with the working class movemeflt ot the West. A considerable part

^ ^^ of the programme was directly derived from the resolutions of the congress

of Eisenach which they had read in the Vpered, This was preterrecT to the

r<^cr>iiitir>n<Jra\vn |]p ^\ Cr^h^
^
which had also been translated by Lavrov.^^

^But the most original feature lay in the clear, decided statement of the need

to fight for political freedom .

D. A. Klements was right to tell his working class comrades, in an article

published in the fourth number o^ Zemlya i Volya on 20th February 1879,

'You are entering the political struggle at a time which could not be better

chosen and could not be more to the purpose.' And he was also right to

point out that the programme of the Union was eclectic. 'The repudiation of

the State and the demand for communal autonomy put our comrades in the

field of the social revolutionaries. We would like to see the members of the

Northern Union in this same field, but the last paragraphs of its programme

are taken directly from the catechism of the German social-democrats.'

The political dangers of such eclecticism were clear to the editor of Zemlya i

Volya. Would not these general reforming tendencies mean that a radical

revolutionary programme would be neglected? As regards the peasants,

there was no restatement of the demand for a general redistribution of the

land. And as for the means to be used in the fight, what was the point of

confining themselves to propaganda and agitation?

The revolutionaries o{ Zemlya i Volya were obviously worried by the pro s-

pp^t n? ^he ^-nion r,lipping hnrh into a Lavrovist position. Klements noted

that the programme said not a word of ' propaganda w'xih. facts, of an active

fight'. Avoiding these problems allowed the workmen o\ the union'^o give

a too categorically positive solution of the_pr^hlt^m of the influence of

^^^litical freedom in the struggle between exploiters and exploited'. Tliis was

obviously the point in the Union's programme to which the members of

Zemlya i Volya were most responsive, for they themselves were tormented

by the same question at this time. The workmen of the Union were once

more raising this problem in a particularly clear and harsh way. Their

eclecticism had allowed the editors of the programme to bring to light the

inner contradictions of the Popuhst movements during these years.

L
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The Union had made up its mind only after much reflection. Among
other proofs of this we have the letter that they sent to Zemlya i Volya to

explain their position in reply to Klements's article. They thanked the

editors for the warmth with which their organization had been welcomed.

For too long, they said, too many intellectuals had looked upon the workers

with a feeling of vague distrust or contempt. They were glad now to be able

to talk as equals. (Indeed this psychological element had obviously played a

part in the formation of the Union.) They then came to the essence of the

discussion

:

Our logic on the subject is brief and simple. We have nothing to eat and we do not

know where to live. And so we demand food and houses. We are taught nothing

except swear-words and obedience to the stick. And so we demand that such a

primitive system of education should be abolished. But we know very well that our

demands will be nothing more than demands, if we stand by with our hands

folded. And that is why we unite and organize ourselves and we raise the banner

so dear to our heart, of social revolution, and throw ourselves into the fight. But

we also know that political freedom can guarantee us and our organization from

the tyranny of the authorities and can enable us to develop our conception of the

world in the right direction and carry out our propaganda with greater success.

And so, wanting to save up our energies and obtain success more quickly, we
demand this freedom ... It will be all the easier to reach this objective in that it

coincides with what is dear to the heart of the chatterboxes, the leaders of the

future palace of chatterboxes of all Russia. And so it is not all that unlikely that it

will come about.

As for the peasant problem, the workers admitted that Klements was right.

'We did indeed allow ourselves to be carried away too much by our situation

as townsmen. We were too much influenced by the spirit of the various

Western programmes, and that is why our programme gave only very little

place to the countryside.' They said that they would fight for the peasants

to be able to increase their land-holdings at the expense of the landlords, and

for them to pay less taxes. Indeed they ought to pay only those 'necessary

for the needs of the peasant obshchina and the building of schools and

agricultural institutes '.

This discussion between the spokesman of the Union (probably Khalturin)

and the PopuHst intellectuals is of great historical significance. TJip wnrkofs,

though r^\y^(-r ^ipfitRntly, proclaimed themselves even more Westerner than

the intelligentsia. They were led to these conclusions by the personal experi-

ences abroad of men such as Obnorsky and the ideas brought into their

midst by the German workers who came to get employment in St Peters-

burg.93 There was also the influence of the Vpered and all the information

about the Western working class movement which the Populists had spread.

Besides, all the organizers of the Union had thought about their own econom ic

and social situation compared tn that of other classes in the Russian State

aadjsven compared to thaLof other ranks of th^ wnr^jng class in the capi tal

*
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iig^lf- AhpaH fhpy «;nw n JA^Qjjcjng class stTURgle. They were therefore demand-

ing freedom of organization and the chance to make their voice heard, even

though they seemed to be wanting to excuse themselves in the Hght of their

own consciences and before the revolutionaries for being on the same

plane as the * chatterboxes ' (i.e. the liberals). They hastened to explain that

they too stoodfoFa social i^evolution
r
and that thgytoojooked upon political

freedom purely as a means to that end. Thej-evolutionaries of Zpm/ya i Volva

replied that these demands of the working rla<;«;p<; must Hp Jpp]^ifi{^fi in a

framework which should ^r>vpr all th» p
i nM>' inr-?\f"p^^ggj^ Above all that

they must not forget the greatest of, these problems, that of the peasants.

It was for this that the intelligentsia was against any concession to the

liberals and was reaffirming its Populist standpoint. But within a few years,

a few months even, this problem too was open to question again. The workers'

stand in favour of a fight with political arms played its part in turning some

members oi' Zemlyd t Volya on to a now road.

T!TeJirst.jnQlLttisj)lJj79 constituted the golden age of the Northern Union.

All the working class districts of St Petersburg had their own organized

groups linked to the central body. They could count on about 200 organized

men and 200 more in reserve carefully distributed in the various lactones.

Their library , one of Khalturin's main concerns, was satisfactorily spHt up

among the various clandestine centres, so as not to risk falling into the hands

of the police. It was extensively used even by those not affiliated to the

organization.

There were good grounds for hoping that the organization could be

extended beyond the capital and joined one day to parallel ventures in the

south, thus becoming a working class organisation for Russia as a whole.

Already it had some links with Moscow. M.Vg^. Popov„ on the advice of

' Plck^anov, who showed him the regulations of the Union, tried to extend it

to Kifev. He was, however, prevented by the arrests. ^^ On his return from his

last journey abroad, Obnorsky had made agreements with a working class

group at Warsaw; 'the first example', said Plekhanov, 'of friendiyjeiations

between Russian and Polish workers '.^^

T\vt'Union planned to start a periodical of its own to crown its success,

and Obnorsky managed to get a press in Geneva. His arrest, however, put

an end to the plan. With him fell also Alexey Nikolaevich Peterson, one of

the most active members of the 'fighting team' which had grown up alongside

the Union. He had had very close relations with the 'disorganizing group' of

Zemlya i Volya, and had several times tried to suppress agents provocateurs,

spies, etc.96 The infiltration of^ police agent into the group soon ledjo the

fa ll of some of its most active members. Khalturin, however, escaped arrest

"and went on to work with the terrorists. The agent provocateur was this time

suppressed through the direct action of the revolutionary intellectuals, but

a large breach had been made. Attempts were made by Cherny Peredel,

Akselrod and Aptekman, between the end of 1879 and the^beginning of
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1880, to restore the Union, but they were unsuccessful. Its last action was to

compile a small leaflet, the ^ahochavcuZ^rt^^ (Workers' Dawn), but this

was seized by the police in March 1880 before it could be distributed. ^7 In

any case its propaganda content lacked the Union's earHer political vigour.

From now on the organization of the working classes in St Petersburg was

to be managed far more energetically and in a very different spirit by

Narodnaya Volya.



20. ZEML YA I VOL YA

is

The vfpv mamf 7pnilyn i V^lya (Land and Liberty) implies a programme .

No longer, as before, is the revolutionary society called ai'ter one ol' its

founders or inspirers. This in itself constitutes a new and important fact and

shows us that one is now faced with a real party. The Zemlya i Volya of the

'sixties had also tried to become a party, although it was made up of small

and barely organized groups. In fact, however, it had been a party of

opinion, an intellectual movement which had scarcely begun to crystallize

into an organization. The Zemlya i Volya of the 'seventies, on the other hand,
-

ivn n n rr 'rn hiti nn n ry party 17 ^h<" t^fT" came to be understood in subsequent

decades

:

it was made up of men who devoted themselves to the cause and

who did all they could to muster around themselves (and direct) all other

revolutionary forces. Indeed, Zemlya i Volya was really the prototype of this

kind of political organization, and introduced it into Russia. Many currents

flowed into Zemlya i Volya'. ^v*^ r'hoiVrwycji^jciii^' dedicated spirit, the reli
g
ious

impure that had inspired the movement 'to go to the people' and some of

the specific elements of Russian Jacobinism. The party further re-elaborated

the more genuinely Populist ideas on the relationship between a peasant

revolution and an urban movement, and adopted with greater technical skill

and on a wider scale the various tactics which had already been tried, such

as propaganda, disturbances, public demonstrations, strikes, and finally

terrorism. All these currents merged in Zemlya i Volya and made it the

strongest organization of the 'seventies. All the various elements which

made up Russian Populism were here united and worked together.

The historian of Zemlya i Volya is faced with two sets of difficulties.

The traces left by a conspiracy, even so extensive a one, are always few and

details are lacking. They often have to be reconstructed with the help of

memoirs written many years later. And a party (and the Zemlya i Volya is

certainly no exception) is always a combination of fractional groups and

diff'cring opinions. Evidence is often conflicting—the reflection of some long

distant controversy. But despite all this, for the first time in this history

extensive sources are available which provide a many-sided picture of this

party, at least in its crucial and final phase. The period about which we know
least is that between 1874-75 (when the Chaikovskists collapsed and the

protagonists of the movement 'to go to the people' were arrested) and 1876

when close activity was resumed in the capital, and the nucleus was formed

round which the new organization was mustered. The reason for this lack of

558
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detailed information is not surprising. Extreme secrecy was absolutely

essential after the heavy losses suffered by the organization. The thousands

of arrests that the Populist movement suffered must not be forgotten if one

wishes to understand how the first grouping of what was to become Zemlya i

Volya came into being, i

The tenacity of a few men enabled the threads of the Chaikovskists to be

picked up again and it was to their credit that this could be done on a new
plane, full of great potentiaUties. But the rapid and far-reaching effects of

their activities can only be understood by re-creating the situation of Russia

at the time and the circumstances in which they worked.

The extent of the repression had more or less reassured the authorities.

Round about 1875, although they kept their anti-Populist weapons intact,

they had some reason for temporarily deceiving themselves into thinking

that the danger was over and that the blows they had struck had been

decisive. *Among the ruling classes', a semi-official well-informed liistorian

writes, 'there prevailed the conviction that with the arrest of the majority

of propagandists the battle against the State could be considered at an

end.'2

The events that occurred in this very year in the Balkan Peninsula only

confirmed this state of mind. The revolt of Herzegovina and Bosnia against

Turkish rule attracted the attention not only of the ruling classes but of an

increasingly large part of Russian society. The Slavophils threw themselves

into a violent campaign in favour of their 'Slav brothers'. Some at least of

the liberals hoped that the reawakening of public opinion would allow them
to ask the government openly to introduce into Russia itself those liberal

reforms which it was demanding from the Turks. The conservatives and
nationalists of all kinds looked upon Russia's intervention in the Balkans as

a resumption of her traditional foreign policy—which had been static for the

last twenty years, and especially since the agreement between the three

Emperors in 1873. Some of these men even thought that they might be able

to eliminate all internal danger and stifle the revolutionary ferment by

assigning to the Tsar the noble function of liberating Christianity from the

Moslem yoke, and more generally by assuring him success in his foreign

policy and the war.^

But the campaign to enlist aid for the Slavs; the tacit consent and then

official encouragement given to the recruiting of volunteers to fight the

Turks; and finally the intervention of Russian troops followed by the war

of 1877 and 1878, and the liberation of Bulgaria (victories so severely paid

for by the Russian soldiers) and the obvious weaknesses shown by the army

and the administration during the campaign (soon to be confirmed and

aggravated by the diplomatic defeat of the Treaty of Berlin)—in fact these

events of the years between 1 875 and 1878, far from stifling the revolutionary

movement, merely acted as an incitement."^

Events in the Balkans had taken Russian Populism unawares in a phase of
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weakness and comparative lack of organization. For a time it looked as if

a considerable portion of the forces that had survived the arrests of the

previous year—and some of the new elements which were beginning to

replace them—would be drawn into the patriotic campaign to constitute

a wing (as sincerely revolutionary in spirit as it was ineffective in practice) of

the Slavophil movement which was then rapidly expanding. A certain

number of Populists joined the revolt in Herzegovina as volunteers. Still

more, despairing of the possibility of effective action in Russia, considered

flinging themselves into the venture. But this first impulse was soon arrested.

Not much discussion was needed within the movement to persuade the

Populists to give first place to the fight against absolutism and the desire for

stronger action within Russia. The revolt of the Balkans in fact aroused

energies and hopes which were soon absorbed by the growing Zemlya i

Volya.

Indeed from the very first the controversy between the Lavrovists and the

Bakuninists had prevented the current of active sympathy with the southern

Slavs from dominating the field.

From the very first the Vpered had conducted a campaign which was

inspired by a purely Socialist and class point of view.

We cannot see without grief the agitation which has developed among the southern

Slavs in the name of old ideals of national independence. State autonomy and the

Christian church. This agitation will only stifle the preaching of Socialism among
our brothers. Whatever the result of the struggle, in either case national hatred will

put obstacles in the way of the brotherhood of the workers; and illusions of

nationalism, state and religion will obscure the true interests of the suffering

masses. 5

Lavrov's views caused strong protests, even in those circles which had always

followed his guidance. Indeed one, and not the least, of the reasons for

Lavrov's decreasing influence on Russian youth was this attempt to oppose

support for, and personal intervention in, the rebellion of the southern

Slavs. Klements and Kravchinsky, two of the Chaikovskists who had

escaped arrest, went to the Balkans as volunteers. The Southern Union of

Russian Workers, led by Zaslavsky, which was close to Lavrov and in touch

with the Vpered, took part in the agitation for its 'Slav brothers'.^ Zhelyabov,

who was never to be a Bakuninist and who was to pass directly from the

propagandists and the Chaikovskists to Narodnaya Volya, also took an active

part in the campaign to enlist support for the Serbs, and at one time thought

of joining the war.

The Bakuninist appeal, on the other hand, interpreted the state of mind of

the young revolutionaries and often detached them from Lavrov's influence.

The Bulletin de la Federation Jurassienne, describing the rebellion in Bosnia

and Herzegovina, said that it had taken on the character of 'a social war.

The fight of Christian peasants against the Moslems is a war of the agri-
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cultural proletariat against the landowners. '^ This call was echoed by

Ralli's Rabotnik:

Many people say that we ought not to assist these rebels because it may happen

that the workers, even after victory, will not be in a position to free themselves and

that instead of the Turks they will merely choose new bosses. Well, well, this is

still uncertain. Who will be able to avoid these new mistakes, if not those who have

understood them? We who have living hearts in our breasts, we cannot patiently

look on without taking part in the desperate battle of the working class. We say

that only activities of the very greatest importance in our own country can justify

our not taking part in the fight.

^

Attacking Smirnov, Lavrov's right arm, a young Russian wrote:

We are leaving as volunteers, above all so as to forge solid bonds with the Slavs,

and then so as to return well-trained and expert ... I admit that even if it was

Poland and not Herzegovina, and that even if it was not a question of national

independence but, let us say, only the reunion of Poland to Austria, I would go just

the same. Because during any movement, however absurd its nature, one can carry

on agitation with far greater success than during the best intentioned tranquillity.^

M. P. Sazhin (Ross) and Sergey Kravchinsky were the first Bakuninist

volunteers. They met in Paris in 1875 and decided to leave together for

Herzegovina in the summer of that year. 'I went through Locarno', said the

first, 'where Bakunin was living, down to Zagreb; Sergey travelled through

Northern Italy ... At Zagreb there was a committee which provided the

volunteers with arms and which helped them to cross the frontier at Ragusa

and Cattaro.'io Before leaving, Kravchinsky had tried to organize a small

band of volunteers and had sent Akselrod to Russia for this purpose. ^^ In

Herzegovina they were involved in a few clashes, but their military experi-

ences were short lived. Like many other Russian volunteers, they were forced

to admit that it was not easy to enter a situation so new for them and adapt

themselves to partisan warfare in the mountains of Dalmatia.

By the time they returned they had been completely disillusioned as to the

social character of the war. 'Religious fanaticism and love of looting'—this

was what they had seen.^^

From Switzerland two girls of the Zurich group also left for Serbia.

Another woman, Anna Pavlovna Korba, who later became a member of the

Executive Committee of Narodnaya Volya, stayed throughout the war as a

voluntary Red Cross worker. Innokenty Fedorovich Kostyurin, one of the

Chaikovskists, also prepared to leave for Herzegovina from Odessa. Between

1875 and 1876, like so many others in Southern Russia, he was in process of

becoming a 'rebel', i.e. a disciple of Bakunin. However, he was arrested

before he had the chance to leave, and was finally tried at ' the trial of the

hundred and ninety-three'. The rest of his life was spent in Siberia, and he

died at Tobolsk in 1919.^^ 'There was much talk among the radicals',

wrote Kostyurin, 'of the need to take part in the movement of the Serbs
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and Bulgars, both in order to have a "baptism of fire" and to study the

mechanism of popular insurrections.' From Kiev, I. Debagory-Mokrievich,

the brother of one of the future Southern 'rebels', went as a volunteer. Two
Populists, Dalmatov and Balzam, were killed in the Balkans.

As can be seen, the movement in aid of their 'Slav brothers' spread mainly

among the Populist groups of Southern Russia, in the Ukraine, at Odessa

and Kiev. Adherents of the various groups took part, but the great majority

of active volunteers consisted of Bakuninists or those who were now turning

to 'revolt' after the failure of the propagandist experiment of the previous

years.

Disillusionment, and above all Russia's official intervention, stifled this

little movement of volunteering at birth. It had always been insignificant and

its only real importance was as a symptom of revival. It was merely one

process through which the movement passed on the way to more violent

tactics.

Meanwhile the nucleus of men who were soon to fuse these dispersed

energies was appearing in St Petersburg. In 1875 they were working deeper
'

underground' and it was because of this that their group was known as the

^rogloayTe?>" ' It was so christened by JCIements, who was always fond of
"
luylkiiaiiTC^It was a small group of young revolutionaries distinguished by

the fact that no stranger knew where they lived and under what name. Hence

he declared they had found refuge in secret caves. 'i^*

As is shown by a long report to the Emperor, the police were highly

impressed by the nickname, and thought it their duty to explain that 'troglo-

dyte was the name given in ancient times to wild Ethiopian tribes, the inhabi-

tants mainly of present-day Abyssinia. These tribes lived in herds. Women
and children were shared. Today, in Africa, the name ''troglodytes" is given

to races of chimpanzees, extremely intelligent and so well-trained that they

can sometimes replace servants, but also extremely irritable, changing

quickly from high spirits to ferocity.'^^ jn fact, the name of the group,

despite this display of erudition on the part of the police, itself revealed

characteristics of the new elements. Its members had no intention of flinging

themselves into propn^and^ ,

Snlid n|-p;ani7ation was the aim .

The founder of this group was once again^ft^-k Andrevevich Natanson.

He was the living link between this and previous movements. Me nad B55h

one of Nechaev's main adversaries and had given the initial impulse to the

Chaikovskists. In 1872 he had been exiled to a village in the department of

Archangel for publishing and circulating one of Flerovsky's books. But

even from there he had kept in touch with his comrades. In 1875 he was

transferred, first to Voronezh and then to Finland and had eventually

escaped. He was now living illegally in St Petersburg. He soon showed (in

the words of Aptekman) that he had 'a remarkable sense of organization '.^^

He found his greatest help in his wify
,
pi^a Alpvar|^rnvnn who had

earlier been with him in the Chaikovskist group and in exile, and who re-
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placed him when he was arrested in May 1877. 'She always thought of others

before herself, and sacrificed everything for the cause', A. D. Mikhailov

said admiringly of her when he was in prison. And he added: 'It fell to her

and her husband to be the organizers and leaders of the new current. Mark
Natanson was one of the apostles of the Socialist movement, and the father

of Zemlya i Volya. Olga was his most devoted and energetic support. '^'^

After them came the twenty-two year old y^lexey Dmitrievich Oboleshev,

who 'had lived through the stormy age of the movement ^^lo go 10 llW*

people", with all its inevitable errors and its deep wounds. The wounds of

his spirit were now healed, but from time to time when touched again they

still bled. These terrible "lessons of life" had turned him into an inflexible

doctrinaire of revolutionary activities, a fanatic for organization and revolu-

tionary discipline. He was able to control his passionate temperament and

stormy nature, but at first sight he gave the impression of being an arid

fanatic, as if he were a dogmatic believer in the theories of the sects. It was,

however, enough to live a week or two with him and to see him at work,

and act with him, not merely to rid oneself of this first impression but to be

conquered against one's will and without reservation by this marvellous

human being.'i^ Oboleshev was one of the best examples of the trans-

formation which in various ways was occurring among all his comrades:

the propagandists were turning into organizers.

Alexander Dmitrievich Mikhailov, on the other hand, was the best

representative m inisi group 61 lliti generation which had been born too late

to take part in the movement 'to go to the people'. His autobiographical

notes are perhaps the best document which we have concerning the inner

development of a Populist of the 'seventies. ' From my earliest days a happy

star shone above me. My childhood was one of the happiest that a man can

have. I can only compare it to a bright spring dawn, untouched by storms or

bad weather, or by cloudy days.'^^ This happiness always returns in his

writings, when he wants to express the intimate essence of his life. Even when

he was already in prison and certain that he would soon be condemned to

death 'looking into myself I can say that my life has been quite exceptional

for active happiness. I do not know of any man to whom fate has so freely

given such happiness. Everything great that has existed in the Russia of our

times has passed before my eyes. For some years my most wonderful dreams

have come to life; I have lived with the best men and have always been

worthy of their love and friendship. That is real happiness for a man.'^o

In prison, he said that the origins of this happiness lay in his love for

nature.

Nature was dear and close to me. In my earliest youth I was a real deist. Even at

the moment that I went over to Socialism, Nature played some part in this. At

least this conversion occurred in her presence . . . Love for Nature was insensibly

transformed into love for man. There arose in me a passionate desire to see

humanity as harmonious, as beautiful, as Nature; there arose in me a desire to
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sacrifice all my energies and all my life for this happiness . . . My heart, which did

not seek passions for itself, reserved all its energies for social activities.-^

This strength—which made Zhelyabov say one day that his friend was *a

real poet of the soul'—was not affected by his first contact with life. The

school which he attended seemed to him to be dominated by 'chaos and the

German spirit ',22 i.e. that very lack of the harmony and poetry that he felt

within himself. He soon broke away from it without difficulty for it was

moribund. In the same way from childhood his letters to his parents, brothers

and sisters revealed a spirit which was already far removed from 'the reason-

able life of the provinces'—the 'petty life' which he very well knew would

not be his.23

What he was later to call 'a split' was taking place in his spirit. He was

becoming aware of 'the secret summons' which he felt arising in himself

and which he only confessed openly in a letter written on the point of

death.

In my earliest youth, when my character was forming, I realized that two worlds

were growing up within me. One tied me down to real life, and to it I reacted with

my will, my conscience, my thought and my activities. It was, so to speak, immedi-

ately active. The other, which lay deeply concealed within my spirit, was coming

into being in contact with the first, and completely and powerfully dominated it. It

was the world of ideals and the highest aspirations. This is what always happened in

the human spirit. If I grew aware of their appearance so soon, this was because the

second was particularly powerful and played an enormous part in my life. In me
these two worlds were not confused, were not tied together by reciprocal influences.

Their functions, the one as a driving force, the other as a control, were not inter-

changeable, as often happens. ^^

Something of this conscious split appeared even on the surface when he

devoted himself to studying the sects, so as to penetrate their secrets and to

find among them forces for the social revolution. So passionately did he

fling himself into this religious ambience that it is clear that it represented

something more to him than a mere political tool. And later he often spoke

of religious problems. He brought to revolutionary organization something

that made his companions say that 'he was a poet of organization '.^-^ But

the world of ideals, of religion and poetry, was always deliberately concealed

and resolved in action. Mikhailov did not express his religion, but practised

it. He was not destined to be a poet, but a revolutionary.

He very soon chose to pass through 'the narrow gate'^^—a Biblical term

used for the sake of his parents. His passion for politics began to make itself

felt at school, where he devoured what was by now the classic literature of

Russian PopuUsm.27 He too began by founding one of those 'groups of self-

formation' which harnessed so many revolutionary energies at the time.

Mikhailov himself one day clearly explained why these 'groups' or 'clubs'

were of such importance.
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In the vast majority of cases in Russia neither the families of the privileged classes

nor schools contain any germ of autonomous activity, which is the fundamental

element of progress. And so Russian students, who are surely gifted with spiritual

qualities, specially need groups of this kind. In most of their members they stimu-

late an internal process and make them take their first step towards an autonomous

Hfe.28

His own formation followed this course, and he soon became the leading

spirit of a small centre founded to circulate booklets among the people and

collect money to support the propagandists ('although we know about as

much about propaganda as about some foreign party '^9). But the repression

severely affected activities even as mild as these. Mikhailov himself escaped

persecution fortuitously. Some of his comrades were sent to Siberia, and one

was sentenced to two years' imprisonment.

In autumn 1875 he went to St Petersburg to begin his university studies.

He had decided to follow these in the Technological Institute, as a protest

against the classical direction which Tolstoy, the Minister of Education, had

given contemporary Russian education, and which had already disgusted

him at school. Very soon he was involved in a student pro' est and sent back,

accompanied by a policeman, to his home in the provinces. Already he was

tormented by the doubts of his generation. What was the point of learning

and specializing, when 'society and people are, in Russia, in a terribly

painful situation? Society is deprived of all rights, and is entirely passive.

Its civic spirit has been supplanted by love for the next step on the ladder of

career. Narrow and purely individualist instincts triumph. Inclinations of a

social character are stifled. People inspired by ideas of freedom are perse-

cuted.'3o

In December 1875 he was able to settle in Kiev. At once liis main concern

was to get into contact with 'the world of radicals'. He was faced with the

three currents of opinion into which Populism was split at this time. Here

these tendencies were specially vital and far more clearly marked than in

St Petersburg, where the repression had been more severe and where the

Chaikovskists had provided an example of a movement which combined

the different ideas on a different, more characteristically Populist plane.

He was closely acquainted with the Lavrovist state of mind, and listened

to those who spoke of propaganda as the only possible method of carrying on

the fight. 'To open the people's eyes'—this was to be their task; they would:

develop the feeling of solidarity among the people, group together its advanced

and boldest representatives ... To enlighten all the popular masses with hundreds

or even thousands of propagandists was, of course, not possible. But for the cause

to succeed, only a small minority of the people need become consciously Socialist

and in complete unity raise the banner of a social-economic revolution. The situation

was so unbearable that an initiative taken by this conscious popular minority would

be enough for the giant to awaken, break the chains of centuries and rebuild his

life following his traditional aspirations and the initiative of the Socialist minority.
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The task of this minority when the revolution broke out would be to direct

the people, 'and prevent egoists and careerists from using the victory for

their own ends'. 'To go to the people' to make propaganda—such then was

the programme of the Lavrovists. But this did not mean giving up Socialist

culture

:

As a rule, neither disturbances, strikes, nor agitation, aimed to turn passions into

^L immediate action, are of use for preparing the people for the Socialist revolution.
''^ In individual cases such means can prepare the ground for propaganda. We must

not arouse emotion in the people, but self-awareness. ^^

The Bakuninist 'rebels', on the other hand, attacked the Lavrovists and

maintained that emotions and passions constituted the fundamental main-

spring of the revolution. The people did not need to be enlightened as regards

its own needs. 'The insufficiency of land is so obvious that it finds expression

in the expectation of a redistribution which is everywhere widespread ... By

tradition, and through innate feelings, the people recoils from the State,

from private property, and the other methods that man uses to oppress man.*

The Bakuninist standpoint was expressed in the Rabotnik. It lay in an appeal

to revolt. A peasant rising was essential, however small and limited. Once this

first example had been given, they could unfurl the banner 'of demands

which the people itself will understand and feel more closely. These must be

as Socialist and federalist as possible. Whatever the result of such a rising,

the effect would be to concentrate revolutionary passions and to educate

the people.'^2 Mikhailov wondered whether the 'rebels' whom he met at

Kiev were anarchists. It is true that they accepted Rakunip's formulas.

frrr frf^^»-Qt;r>n of inHf»p<>r.r>^r.f ^hchnUiy,nc r>f pr/^H,,/^f ^^r^ ^ p,,f x\\ty had

turned all their attention to immediate action: the desire to set off" the first

spark of a peasant movement. For this purpose they were prepared to accept

the people's demands, in whatever form they were made, as long as they

could set alight the great fire of a revolution. In fact these men were mainly

'rebels', as they themselves claimed. 'For many of them, their theoretical

ideals did not constitute more or less immediate ends.'-'-'

The very nature of their respective standpoints had to some extent led to

the propagandists and 'rebels' dividing functions and representing two

different kinds of society as well as two different types of human being. They

attacked each other and complemented each other in turn. The Lavrovists

in fact comprised the main body of the students, the youngest and most

active members of the intelligentsia. Few of them, however, devoted them-

selves exclusively to revolutionary work. Besides, the arrests had put a brake

on their activities. They represented a common state of mind; they carried

on the systematic and valuable diffusion of Socialist ideals. But 'they some-

what lacked revolutionary fire'. The 'rebels', on the other hand, 'had

fewer points of contact with the students. As a rule they were men who had
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broken all links with the university and had chosen a tougher and more

difficult road. Many of them were being sought by the police.' The central

group was made up of ' men who were already well tried and who were

unreservedly devoted to the cause'. In fact 'the propagandist was the finest

representative of our intelligentsia ; ... the rebel was a complete, immediate

nature '.34

Tkachev's followers, the Jacobins, had spoken of uniting these 'revolu-

tionary prototypes' into a sohd centralized organization. From tliis they had

deduced the need to 'carry out all the transformations demanded by the

Socialists, not from below upwards, but the other way round'. 'First the

existing government must be destroyed in some way or other. Then a new
Sociahst government must be created, thanks to the strength of the party.

This will then bring about a new order. As the standard of the people's

development rises, this government will then hand sovereignty back to the

people.'^^ Was this the right answer to the problem? In 1876 Mikhailov

was obviously very interested in this view. For a moment it seemed to be the

solution to his doubts. ' But I soon saw that the theory and practice of this

group did not represent anything solid, and I broke relations with it. They

were a very small nucleus. That strong organization, based on the principles

which were at the basis of their ideas, was unable to arise owing to lack of

serious revolutionary work.'^^ Such were his conclusions after a short attempt

to work with the Jacobin group. What attracted him most was the idea of

strong revolutionary organization; it was for this reason that he had allied

himself with I. Ya. Davidenko, one of the very few men who followed

Tkachev's ideas. These experiences made him certain that his faith in

organization ought not to remain theoretical as it did with the Jacobins,

but should be applied where the movement was most vital. ^^

I was struck by the liveliness and social development of Kiev. But on the other

hand it was easy to see that all the movement was splintered. Further, the lack of

unity in action and in immediate aims, together with some intolerance, greatly

reduced the results obtained by individuals and the movement as a whole. Realiza-

tion of this important defect drove me to take up the standpoint of an observer.

Instinct told me that the centre, the source of the entire movement, would not be

found at Kiev. Instinct told me that serious forces and extensive plans would only

be found at the centre, where all experience converged, where the best elements

were to be found.

And so he gave up the idea of staying in Kiev. 'My dreams floated off

towards the distant north, towards St Petersburg.'-'^

In the middle of August 1876 he went to the capital and joined Natanson's

group. P[p]fV>or.^./ r-^r^nU^A thot \A\Vh>^\]f^Y ^^^^A f^ c^y
|[^^| hjs ioinin|y th^s

h ^'^lip ^^'^'lii'"^
"'"

1 ^ nhniit tir nnnumr thr nnr"? "f ^fvlya { Vp{^q) td^tI^^^ tbi>

end of the 'nihihst' period of his life. The s.tudent who had tried so hard to

initiate popular habits was vanishing. Instead 'he changed into a cautious

organizer, capable of measuring every step and taking account of every
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precious minute '.^^ As he himself said, 'The characters and the habits and

customs of the most important activists of our society contained many

factors which were obviously dangerous and fatal for the development of a

secret society . . . Oboleshevand I began a bitter fight against this "generous

Russian nature ".'^^^ And so Mikhailov flung all his spirit into his 'passion

for organization'. In him Zemlya i Volya found the most powerful of its

driving forces.

Mikhailov's development has been followed step by step, because it is

typical and because it explains, better than any other evidence, hnw 7pir:Jyn /

Volya was able to become 'the pan-Russian organization of the energyof the

gr>^;Ql Kpvn nifif^p ^ry Parly '"^^ which, as he left Kiev, he already boldly

envisaged.

During 1875 and 1876 the surviving members of the Chaikovskists had

resumed work in the factories of St Petersburg. Plekhanov took part in these

activities and, as we have seen, he had become one of those mainly respon-

sible for them. Natanson had developed his group into a ' Society of Friends'.

We know little about it. Even the name is probably an invention of the police.

It was, however, beginning to acquire some stabiHty and coherence. **2 jj^g

original nucleus of ' troglodytes ' was attracting the various figures who had

been arrested in 1874 and freed during the preliminary investigation, or who
had succeeded in hiding in Russia or temporarily escaping abroad.

Another man to join the central group in this early phase was Adrian

fpHnrnvirh Mikh?|j|gY He was twenty-three at the time. Ahead of him lay a

life of hardships and trouble, which, however, he was able to surmount.

He was, in fact, to be one of the few members o^ Zemlya i Volya who did not

soon lose his life in the struggle. He was arrested in 1878, and two years

later sentenced to twenty years' hard labour. He served this sentence at

Kara, and then in exile in the district of Transbaykalia. After the revolution

of 1905 he spent yet another year in prison and survived to see the revolution

of 1917. He died in 1929."*^ In the two or three years' work which he was

able to do in the 'seventies, he proved to be a first-class organizer.

All the men in charge of this group were constantly thinking of their

many comrades in prison, who had started the work which they were now
determined to continue. They wanted, if possible, to organize their escape and

in any case to keep in contact with them. Already in 1876 this motive was a

powerful one. Very soon it changed into a determination to a\enge them.

In the spring of 1876, the funeral of one of the many men who had died

in prison during interrogation provided the first public demonstration of this

feeling of solidarity. On 3rd March the student Chernvshev was buded. He
had spent three ytaiA in piLvmlivL dtttiiliuii and died of consumption. The
procession assumed such dimensions that we can regard it as the first political

demonstration in the streets of St Petersburg since the one organized by the

students ten years earlier. But this time a considerable portion of 'society'

also took part; professors, soldiers, lawyers. It was a sign that public opinion

I
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was reawakening. The priest who followed the bier was so impressed by what

he saw all around him that he ran away. Even more amazed were the people

in the streets of the capital, as they saw the strange funeral procession without

even a priest. The students did everything possible to make the crowd join

the demonstration. They said aloud that they were burying a boy 'who had

been martyred in prison, and who had borne witness for truth and the

people'. The police, too, were greatly surprised. They intervened late in

the day and with little enthusiasm. Only one student, who was arrested on

the next day, was deported.

In summer 1876 a really remarkable escape was organized. This involved

Kropotkin, one of the most notable of the Chaikovskists. A leading role in

arranging this was played by Doctor Orest Eduardovich Veymar who,

though he was never an 'official' member oi Zemlya i Volya, took part in

many of its boldest activities, and was finally sentenced in 1880 to ten years'

hard labour, together with Adrian Mikhailov. He died in 1885 ravaged by

consumption. Kropotkin's flight, which took place on 30th July, was one

of the most successful feats in which he had a share. Besides Kropotkin's

own courage, it revealed the remarkable degree of organization which his

friends had now reached in St Petersburg. ^^

The 'troglodytes' were now changing ^'"^^ The ^^"^^^^'^"^"r T}np.,iict

n^^^.p
^f fi^^

M^r.tu the name they adopted before Zemlya i Volya. During

the summer of 1876 they began to organize a real party. At the same time

they forged solid links with other groups, especially in Southern Russia. In

the winter they drew up their first programme and regulations. On 6th

.December the red ^^^nrr nf 7r'^lya r Trr/j iT npffnrrrl frrr i mnmrnt nn th
^

-5:qi]^rp c^f o^]r T ar^y ^f i^q-^q^^ '^*^ ^* Ty^*^yc^Y(\^,^^ ^y^\r^^ the workers' and

students' demonstration, as if to announce the quick progress they had

made during the previous months.

In the summer they established relations with a Popuhst group in Kharkov

whose representatives were O. V. Aptekman and M. P. Moshchenko. They,

too, had taken part in the movement 'to go to the people', and they too

had had to bear the consequences of its failure. Aptekman, more than most,

had retained a naive, religious and, indeed, sentimental faith in the movement.

The group which he now led represented the less violent, less 'anarchist'

wing of the revolutionary current of the time in Southern Russia. He himself

^nd many of his asso^i^t^g w^r^ lof^r t^ k^ "g^'^'it Nar(^(lm\^ ^^\^" ^"^ ^^

JDJn Cherny PeredeL Aptekman, like many others in this movement, later

became a member qf th^ Pnccian crir^JQl-H^mnr^rgtiV party t^nd a Mpn<:hpvilf^

This first agreement between the embryonic Zemlya i Volya and a southern

group is characteristic of Natanson's policies and of the tradition of the

Chaikovskists. The spirit of the 'rebels' only penetrated slowly into St

Petersburg and it never entirely prevailed. The Revolutionary-Populist Group

of the North ^chosQ its first members from the right wing of the southern
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The same is true about its contacts with the Rostov group. But the men
who were working there were more decided and of greater personal worth.

Characteristic of their general spiriMyan thgSijbof one of them, by no means

the least active. Yury Makarovich rWwbexika^as extremely strong physi-

cally. 'At the time of the propaganda', says Aptekman, 'he toured half

Russia as a labourer, and sometimes as a cobbler; he stoically put up with

hunger, with the heat, with prolonged work, and every kind of privation.'

Despite all this, and after fifteen hours' physical work a day, he found time

to study. 'He read any book that could provide him with ideas on social

problems. He never left Marx; in fact he was one of the few who really

knew him.' In Rostov he was at the head of the working class movement,

and built up one of the largest groups of the time in Southern Russia. Later

he presided over the meeting at which Zemlya i Volya broke up. Utterly

discouraged by this he then went abroad until 1 882. He was then sentenced

to four years in Siberia. On his return to European Russia, he gave up all

revolutionary activities and became one of the most capable leaders of the

petrol industry in Baku.'*^

The St Petersburg group also made contacts, as early as 1876, with Odessa
* and Kiev, the two main centres of the 'rebels'. But these contacts were

j
sporadic and individual, based more on technical collaboration than on a

I real pohtical agreement.

\ In Kiev a group of specially bold characters had been driven by disappoint-

Iment at the outcome of the propaganda campaign to the idea of a peasant

revolution. It was no longer enough, they felt, merely to revise their pro-

gramme or try and approach the people in some diiferent way. This hard

core had very soon become united and compact, and could consequently

only be absorbed with difficulty into a unified organization. Its guiding

figures were Vladimir Karpovich Debagory-Mokrievich, who later wrote

I his memoirs of the movement ;'*^ Yakov Vasilevich Stefanovichalifi-Qigajaizer,

I

^.s wft v^ill see of the only attempt at a pp?i<;nnf revolt which came seriously

nepir siirress- and lev Grignrevich Oeych nne of the most active revolu -

-^'^nflrjgii f?f \\\Ti 1^^^ thirty year<t o? the nineteenth century and the beginnin g

of the ty
i/pn^'^^^* ^"^ ^"^ ^^ ^'"^ fniinHprc f^^ ih(^ RiiQQJan Qorial-democratic

part^-^^^ With them was a group of women of equal courage and intelligence

to those others who fnn^ht for 7pmlyn i Vplvn and Narodnaya Volya. One
of these was Maria PavlnvKaTl^nvaleysk^^^ee Vorontsova), sister of the

writer who some years later—under the pseudonym V.V.—gSve the widest

formulation of what can be called 'legal Populism'.''^ She 'was not only one

of the most important members of our group, but was one of the most

active ^hnrf^^t'^rxtn tak? part jjijjif" movement of the 'seventies as a whole',

said L. DajCh.'^"^ She wa^_co?r5mT!ned to hard labour, and died at Kara.

Next wereS-VciaJvanovna Za^uUdi, who, with the attempted assassination

of Trcpov, was destined to bring the spirit of Southern terrorism to St Peters-

burg and to establish it firmly there by her example; Anna Markovna
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^^^fakafev?^ who, after fighting vigorously in Russia, emigrated and became

well known to the Italians under the name of Anna Kuliscioff, the wife of the

Sociahst leader Turati;^^ and Maria AlexandroviMf^olenkm^Twho was also

later sentenced to banishment in Siberia. ^- '^""^

In 1875 and 1876 the 'rebels' were not in a bad way. They were always

armed, and lived in a kind of * commune'. The governor of Kiev heard of

their retreat, but preferred to keep away, as he feared active resistance.

When for the first time a Socialist, Semen Lurye, was arrested, there was

still so little tension in the town that he was treated with consideration.

The surveillance imposed on him was of a kind that made escape easy

enough. The organization was carried out by Deych, who was then an

ofiicer. He was imprisoned in Kiev fortress for this, and threatened

with a military trial. But on 13th February 1876 he too succeeded in

escaping.

The 'rebels' were at this time going through a preparatory phase. They

haa decided to devote their energies mainly to arousing peasant disturbances.

But apart from this, they had few precise ideas. AsawholeJli£^.^jCceftted

Bakunin's view of life. They read little, and their attitude towards theoretical

questions was <5ftS ot lairly deep contempt. The only oneJfl-tfi5:gCQUp to have

any complex or articulate conception of politics was 7^jk«ei£o3^^ho was

beginning his long career as a revolutionary. But of one thing they were

certain. They would 'not allow themselves to be captured by the police hke

sheep'. If threatened with arrest they would put up an armed resistance.

And as soon as possible they would move over to the offensive themselves

and strike those of the authorities who were specially zealous in organizing

the repression. Xeffonsm, in the form it assumed at the end of the 'seventies,

sprang from this group.

They were in constant touch with the other centres of Southern Russia,

especially Odessa. Mikhail Fedorovich Frolenko was the living symbol of

this network of 'rebels'. He himself came from the people; his father had

been a sergeant and later a guard in a Kuban mine. His mother, despite the

premature death of her husband, had managed to give Mikhail an education.

He even succeeded in getting to the Technological Institute in St Petersburg

and later the School of Agriculture in Moscow. When still only a student he

flung himself into work among the people with a cold and calculated bold-

ness which made him the most formidable of all the revolutionaries of his

time. He lived for almost seven years as an outlaw and took part in many
of the boldest engagements. He knew, through personal experience, the

whole of the Russian underground. Everywhere he brought with him that

practical spirit which made him always choose the bravest and at the same

time the most effective political policies. For these activities he paid with

imprisonment at ShHsselburg from 1881 to 1905.51

It was he who in 1876 made contact with St Petersburg. He asked for

money to buy arms for a revolt which was being planned in the region of
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Elizavetgrad and later in other districts. Assistance was refused; relations

with the 'Southern rebels' were still cold.

In Odessa, which he then made the centre of his activities, reorganization

was in progress. Though detached from St Petersburg, the group was aiming

at something similar to the organization then being achieved by The Revolu-

tionary-Populist Group of the North. 'In the winter of 1877', wrote Frolenko,

'in the South too we stopped thinking of mass action in the countryside.

People were collecting in the towns. The freeing of prisoners, the establish-

ment of printing presses, the annihilation of spies—these now began to take

place. '^2 jhe theoretical phase of the Kiev 'revolt' was coming to an end,

and the terrorist wave of Southern Russia was beginning. Contact with St

Petersburg was to be established on this new plane, and Frolenko later

became one of the most important members of Zemlya i Volya.

This transformation was everywhere taking place in theory as well as in

practice. We can say that a transition was being made from Bakuninism to a

purer and more conscious form of Populism. At this time the word 'Popu^^m*

itself definitelv entered political terminology and was adopted as a slogan.

This implied an evident, though not open, dispute w!tn Bakunm mmsetf,

who had said that the people was always ready for revolt, fcxperience had

shown that this was not true. Bakunin had therefore 'idealized' the people.

The Socialist theories which had been preached till then were too 'abstract*.

Tt was essentjf^l tn maVp rnp^.p^^^inns to the peasants, to listen to their immedi-

ate demands, and r| fft <ip^^^ ^^ ihpvn p|f f^nnnlkTn in gpnpral And in so doing

a political elite could gradually be formed. But until this elite was formed the

revolutionaries themselves must take its place and help to bring it into being.

To idealize the revolutionary forces latent in the people led to nothing. It

was essential rather to serve its immediate interests and take concrete steps

for its liberation. And so it was above all essential to be Populists.

Alexander Mikhailov described this standpoint better than anyone:

The 'rebels' idealize the people. They hope that in the very first moments of free-

dom political forms will appear which correspond to their own conceptions based

on the obshchina and on federation . . . The party's task is to widen the sphere of

action of self-administration to all internal problems. But as it cannot predict the

general form of government, it must leave the solution of this problem to the

effective will of the nation. ^^

The party, he added, remained SociaHst-federalist .

But in view of the terrible conditions in which the people is placed; and as the

people on account of traditions makes demands which once satisfied will constitute

a solid basis for further improvement; therefore we do not think it possible to

:wait for a social-economic revolution until the people is in a condition to brin^

-ahnyt ^ pinre perfect social order. And so we raise our banner with the people's

demands of Land and Liberty. By this we mean (1) from the economic point of

view : the passage of land belonging both to the State and to private owners into

the hands of the people. Tn Great Russia this must be done through the obshchinas,
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and in other regions of Russia according to existing local traditions and require-

ments. (2) From the political point of view: the substitution of the existing State

by a structure determined by the will of the people; and in any case there must be

wide autonomy for obshchinas and regions.^'*

Summing up what he thought on the subject, Mikhailov said that all

* Socialist-revolutionaries ' had always accepted the formula '^nr-iai an^

economic revolution through the people by means of the people '. The

Popuhsts had added * ana according to its traditional and heartfelt desires '.

This was in fact a concession prompted both by a sincere desire to help the

people and act on its behalf, and by a more reasoned consideration of the

real political and social conditions of the peasants.

Seen in this light, their immediate aims also changed emphasis. The task

of the Populists would be, said Mikhailov, to 'prepare the people for the

struggle to obtain what the State has seized from it in past centuries ... As
history shows, the people has always lacked organization, unity, and the

ability to carry on the struggle. It lacked an inteUigent and strong opposition

able to keep the banner of these rights flying from generation to generation,

until circumstances allowed it to enter into open fight with the exploiters.

The creation of such an opposition must be the essential aim of the Populists.'

There were in fact two objectives :
' In the first place to collaborate with all

local resistance to exploitation, oppression and the violence of kulaks,

squires and government officials. In the second place, to help the repre-

sentatives of local opposition and the popular leaders to form and regroup. '^^

Mikhailov also held clear views on the class nature of the struggle.

'Populists can count mainly on those peasants whose position is about

midway—who have retained their economic independence and have escaped

the vices and defects of the miroed. '^6

To bring all this into effect it was essential to build a real party. In 1876

a programme was drawn up in St Petersburg. The original of this document,

which is still preserved, was written by Oboleshev. Its very wording reveals

the eff'orts that had been made to achieve these typically Populist stand-

points. ^7

We restrict our demand to objectives which really can be achieved in the most

immediate future: i.e. to those claims and demands of the people which exist at

this given moment. According to us, these can be summed up in three essential

points:

(1) The transference of all land into the hands of the agricultural working class

(we are convinced that two thirds of Russia will be cultivated on the basis of the

obshchina). It must be divided into equal shares.

(2) The breaking-up of the Russian empire according to local desires.

(3) The transference of all social functions into the hands of the obshchinas, i.e.,

they must be given self-administration. (One cannot, however, say that this demand

corresponds to the will of all the people. There are groups of obshchinas which aim

at this; but most of them are not yet prepared for such a moral and intellectual

^
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development, and, according to us, any union of obshchinas will give up part of its

social functions to the government which they will form. Our duty consists exclu-

sively in reducing this part as much as possible.)

Our demands can be brought about only by means of a violent revolution. The

methods to prepare this and bring it about are, according to us: (1) Agitation—to

be carried out both by word and above all by deed—aimed at organizing the

revolutionary forces and developing revolutionary feelings^s (revolts, strikes; in

general, action is in itself the best way to organize revolutionary forces). (2) The

disorganization of the State. This will give us some hope of victory, in view of the

strong organization which will be created by agitations in the early future.

This document contains all the elements of V.pmlyn i Vn/yn in embryonic

form, as it were. Here and there we come across formulas which are still

typically Bakuninist, but already its Populist substance is clearly apparent.

Already, too, 'disorganization' (i.e. terrorism), the germ of the future

Narodnaya Volya, begins to come to the fore, though as yet and for some

time it took only second place. The most immediate task was to put into

practice the new tactics among the people, and see what would be the effect

of 'agitation', as thus envisaged.

As far as town life was concerned, we have seen that the demonstration of

6th December 1 876 raised the entire problem of relations with the working

class movement. In the countryside the revolutionaries had to begin from

scratch. During 1877 and 1878 Zemlya i Volya quickly covered the ground

that had already been traversed, before developing to the full the terrorist

assumptions contained in the document quoted above.

And so, many members of^ Zemlya i Volya tried to found 'colonies' among
the peasants, especially round Saratov, but also near Voronezh and in other

districts. A large number of men of high quality were employed in these

ventures. There were six or seven groups of t^^ rppmhprg (^^f\\ ^^p^ '* "'"it th'r

that Mik hnilny rpf^rr^H fr> og 7^yy,iyn i Vf^lyfi, Jhere was also a central group

which n_iimh£red ^pprnvimntf^iy tw^nfy-fix/o p^^r^ j\^\^ ]',i^t ^^^'"mpt 'tft gn tn

the people' was made with an unimpaired determination to reach the pea<^fint

Fixed centres were established in provincial towns. From them teachers,

clerks and doctors radiated out. They were given false passports and often

false testimonials, which were necessary if they were to live permanently in

small rural centres and make themselves known and respected in village life.

A glance at the map would show that the distribution of the groups was

once again based mainly on historical criteria. Hopes were still placed in the

lands of Pugachcv, Stenka Razin and the Ukrainian revolts.

But this was no longer 1874. This time the centre in St Petersburg was able

not only to control but also to lead the movement. However, difficulties

too had increased. The first movement 'to go to the people' had surprised

the police. Now the authorities in even the smallest corners of the provinces

were on the alert, and tended to consider anyone who came to look for work
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as a propagandist. Plekhanov was among those who experienced this.

Despite all his efforts, he finally had to remain at the centre, in the ' commune

'

of Saratov, where he carried out his duties among the workers and intel-

lectuals of the town.

It is true that the revolutionaries too were now better prepared. Despite

JVfikhailnv's constant concern at his comrades' lack of conspiratorial teci

»5Tg»aar»yi»TO«Maiir»WildanimiP»i«Tiuajjjia;wj< Bl

Their decision never to use printed propaganda and not to distribute popular

inspired bvliterature made iM\[ LU^k i^iii^iei^ N6 lOimBl' W^i'6 thev ' pilgrims^ insoirec

impatience and haste. They knew that theirs was a lor f^-jf^rrP
^""^^ ^hd'"

first duty was to defend the pn«^itinns \V\of tv.>^y v»oH fTrtir|^^>^] iv won.

Some did succeed m entering into village life and waiting for possible

revolutions in the future. In so doing they fulfilled a real social function.

They built up, more or less artificially, the small local inteUigentsia which

alone could act as a mouthpiece for the Russian peasant. Indeed the peasants

really longed for this, and often ardently demanded it. These men were to

be the most orthodox and determined supporters of pure PopuHsm, even

when the will and need to adopt terrorism made themselves felt with increasing

strength. They were to be the real basis of Chemy Peredel, on the right wing

of Zemlya i Volya. Their opposition to terrorism was parallel and in some

ways similar to that among the working class in the towns, where a similar

process was taking place. Tt wag r^r,\ fr^j- pnthjng that Chemy Peredel was to

\\f^ nnf> nf the Seed-bcds of Rl l<^<?iat1 <;nrj^1-H^mr>r^rQr>y

^^^KJinnOY "^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^'^ briH^^ ^ptween these two experiences of town and

.country. He left for Saratov, accompanied by three factory workers of the

best-paid and most educated category. It was thought that they could estab-

lish contact with the peasants more easily than the intellectuals. But Plek-

hanov was able to see for himself that this hope was unfounded. One of the

workers, Ivan Egorov, was unable to grow accustomed to a countryside

wliich was so different from the one where he had been born and had grown

up. ' Literally with tears in his eyes, he asked to be sent into the countryside,

but into his own countryside round Archangel.' Another was more quickly

assimilated—but into the life of the intellectuals and not of the village. He
spoke of general political problems but did not have the strength to return

to peasant life. The third, Korsak, was the only one whose physical and

moral strength would have enabled him to do what he felt to be his duty;

but he was arrested at Saratov.^^ Although both sprang from similar needs,

the working class and peasant organizations were very different. From then

on, Plekhanov devoted himself entirely to the workers.

Those men who wanted to do everything possible to defend the interests

and aspirations of the peasants underwent experiences which convinced

them that they were acting usefully and were fulfilling a task which answered

the deepest needs of the people. And even those of them who later went over

to terrorism never denied this. The doctors were enthusiastically welcomed,
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and were sometimes even considered to be magicians. The teachers were

looked upon not only as benefactors but as the peasants' natural defenders.

Deprived of adequate legal safeguards, the village population looked to them

for protection from the countless injustices which afflicted them. Very soon

the local authorities saw a change in the psychology of the peasants who,

encouraged by their teachers' examples, were daring to ask for the barest

minimum of justice. Even more did the landowners feel this pressure of the

peasants. The peasants wanted land but now they collectively refused to rent

even the most indispensable fields when offered at ruinous prices. Agitation,

conceived of as the permanent defence of the peasant's smallest interests,

was bringing good results, even though these results were, so to speak,

experimental. For the agitation was confined to minute islands in the great

sea of the Russian countryside and it was surrounded by the stifling world of

an agricultural society which was still impregnated with centuries of serfdom.

Mikhailov said:

Wherever they lived, in the most differing conditions of life, from country doctors

to small business men and cobblers, they established the most sincere and friendly

relations with the people. They soon succeeded in making friends among them to

whom they confided their plans. These proved to be enthusiastic and active sup-

porters. I know of many cases in which they [the revolutionaries] were accompanied

in the most moving way when they left the village to go back to the town, following

instructions to enter a new phase in the battle. All the mir assembled to ask them to

stay, offering them various privileges and money if they went on with the work

they had begun. Within a year many of them became literally indispensable to the

local population for the disinterested advice and help they gave in every kind of

business and difficulty. This is easy enough to understand. How could the people

fail to respect and love them, surrounded as it was on all sides by mirocds and

parasites who sucked its blood? How could the people fail to understand and

accept the ideas and explanations [given by the revolutionaries] of all the evils

which surrounded it when these ideas opened its eyes to facts which it felt for

itself—ideas which were only the generalizations of what it had already thought of

for itself? When they left the countryside to take part in the struggle against the

government, almost everywhere the Populists left behind them followers whose

degree of preparation varied but who would in any case continue the work of

building up forces for the popular opposition. ^^

But agitation in the country—when carried out systematically and not just

as a diversion between two phases of the struggle in the towns—led the

Populists to raise once again the political problem as a whole. They had to

consider the question of the State and the fight for freedom. Their very

successes, though still only symbolical in scale, led to this. The contrast in

size between the work they had undertaken and the forces of the enemy
was now becoming all too clear. As they began to defend the peasants, they

at once felt ahead of them a huge wall, made up of all the dominating social

forces from the kulak to the Tsar. And so the need \'^ f^^^ og-^i»ct tv^^ g|ofo

itself became inevitable. The very "^tur^ nf th^'ir agitatinn mnfit llii ix^'nlii
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tionaries rpali?;^ that it was impossible to support the r^^^nntY "igftitiKt Jji^r

administration and landlords without a bare minimum of legal guarantees

and political freedom . I lie Popuhst movement in tiie countryside was leaamg

to ilie same conclusions as the working class movement in the towns. True,

the results of this inner transformation and growing conviction were less

visible on the surface. There was, for instance, no document like the pro-

gramme of The Northern Union of Russian Workers. But this did not mean
that these results were any the less important. Returning from the colonies,

individually and in groups, the Populists came to the towns, convinced that

a change was necessary. It was they who developed the campaign of terrorism

and who wrote the programme of Narodnaya Volya.

^ this evolution at work we have only to look at the life of Vera

jgner.^She belonged to a group of revolutionaries which was close and

parallel to Zemlya i Volya but not fused with it. It shared the same ideas

but wanted to retain the type of organization that prevailed during the first

half of the decade. It aimed to be a community of friends rather than a party,

and was one of the obstacles that Zemlya i Volya met with and had to over-

come before achieving an organization based on different and objectively

more rational principles. The group was entirely devoted to work in the

countryside. Vera Figner was among those of its members who gave most

time and loyalty to the 'colonies' along the Volga. And it was these experi-

ences that persuaded her to join Zemlya i Volya at the time when its terrorist

and political wing, Narodnaya Volya, was breaking away from it.

We saw that our cause in the countryside was lost. In us the revolutionary party

had suffered a second defeat. And this tipie it wy not heranc^ itg mr niimiie Innlml

experience; it was not because we had an f^hstract prn^ramme whinh appealed to

t^e people tnr purposes which did nnt concern it ^r fnr inarppc,cij|^i^ i^^oio. \* »,oc^

nnt hPc^^ise we had nut excessive hopes in the staf^ ^^ prpparatjnn r.f tl nrres

No, no, we had to give up the stage, knowing that our programme was vital, that

our demands met with a real response in the life of the people. What was lacking

was political freedom .
^^ ^*^

The history of the Populist 'colonies' of 1877 is the history of the increasing

strength of this new ferment. Intensive propaganda was resumed among the

various religious sects of the Raskolniki and this too is a symptom of the

search for a new approach. The Raskolniki had been in existence for centuries

and were constantly changing. Would it be possible to direct them into a

more active and direct resistance than the mute and all too often passive

opposition of the peasants ? Saratov had been chosen as centre of the main

'colony' oi Zemlya i Volya with this hope in mind. Mikhailov put all he had

into the venture.

This was one of the finest periods of his life. In the midst of 'nature and

her sons '63 he felt happy. He travelled extensively through the region of

Saratov so as to learn its traditions, ideas and the state of minds of its sects.

He then settled in a Raskolnik village and became a schoolmaster there. He
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eventually acquired a knowledge of theological and controversial problems

which amazed all his companions.

His experiences convinced him that the sects really did represent a serious

social prnt^c:_t_ Jl^py w^mfpH to QppnrMfp thpm<;plvp>^ rj-Qm the State nnd had

jppp-t;eafpH hr^p^s for a better world. Here among these peasants and

merchants was the force that the Populists were looking for. But how could

it be made use of? For Mikhailov these energies were so close to himself, so

akin to his own spirit, that for a time he inevitably had hopes of deriving

from them 'a popular and revolutionary religion based on the fundamental

demands of the people and its ancient beliefs'. He proposed to deepen his

religious studies during his visit to Moscow and St Petersburg by devotiilg

himself to oiq booKs ana manuscripts. And he foresaw a rationalist and

Socialist sect which he would create.
^

This new world made a deep impression on him.

Coming into the midst of it, one felt in a different State, organized and closed on

all sides, with its old laws on faith and collective life, its own customs and ideas.

The boundaries all around it are clear, and outside lies the enemy. It is easy to

understand why the Old Believers were so willing to follow Pugachev. They had

fought against the State even before him, and today they are still fighting against

it. From the spiritual point of view the world of the Raskol is far higher than that

of the Orthodox peasant. Within this world it is easy to arouse moral problems,

and the ground is very favourable for these. I felt that there was much that could

be done there, but that many other forces would have to be flung in.^-*

But even in this field, where Mikhailov thought the ground more potentially

fertile, there was the problem of how to influence millions of people with

exceedingly small means. Though he always retained his belief that the

attempt should be made seriously on a significant scale, Mikhailov himself

was prevented by circumstances from continuing along this road. The struggle

against the authorities was too pressing. There lay the centre of those forces

which were preventing fruitful contact between the world of the Populists

and that of the Raskolniki. It was there that the battle must be joined.

Similar attempts were also made in the South at more or less the same

lime. Viktor Alexandrovich Danilov—later to appear in the 'trial of the

hundred and ninety-three'—had suce«gd£d on his way to Kharkov in

estabhshing good relations with i^fk^olokan ĵ the Caucasus. Ever since he

had been a student at the Zurich Polytechnic, his main idea had been 'to

bring the people to revolution through the sects'. It was for tliis reason that

he had discontinued his education. He too was forced to realize that though

it was easy enough to enter and join the world of heretics, it was very much
more diflicult to lead them towards a revolt. ^'^ Ivan Martynovich Kovalsky,

later (in August 1878) to be hanged at Odessa for armed resistance to the

pnlir^ .jjijn HpvntpH part of his activities to propaganda among i[\Q^tundisT^

an^^olok^ in the Nikolaev region. Together with him, Frolenko too

made^an allempt to enter these typically rationalising sects and influence
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them along revolutionary lines. But he concluded that 'it was not even con-

ceivable that they could be brought to open revolution. They were honest,

trustful people, but were not suitable as fighters. One could have counted on
them for propaganda, but then it would have been necessary to begin again

from the start and to come not as "brothers" but as revolutionaries. '^6

Kovalsky was the only one who persisted in this region. Like Mikhailov, he

loo was attracted bv the element of criticism and protest latent in these

sects.^7 Evpri after thf> f^nH nf thfi Vnlpnies . tnere Wds still much talk of*

infiltration among the sects, and plans were drawn up to reach the distrTct

of Yaroslavl and the problem was frequently raised. But nothing concrete

was undertaken.

Instead, the revolutionaries now began to sound the prospect^jjf^aerarian

tftrroj-jsm' i^nd <ipe.a\c of the need 'to use physical force in the defence ol

justice . . . Terror of this kind seemed all the more indispensable in that the

people was oppressed by economic necessities, was the slave of an arbi-

trary despotism, and so was not in a position to make use of this weapon on

its own. '68 Once again, similar conclusions were drawn from experiences in

countryside and town. At Saratov these ideas remained in the planning stage.

But at Kiev they were to be put into effect in The Workers' Union of South

Russia led by Kovalskaya and Shchedrin.

But the fundamental conclusions of this final movement 'to go to the

people' were now different. Terrorism was aimed directly against those

responsible for the appaUing conditions of the peasants, against those who
were preventing the revolutionaries from fighting to abohsh this misery. It

should even, they said, be directed against the very symbol of this situation,

the Tsar himself., Solovev's decision to try to kill the Tsar was made at

Saratov in the vjry midst of those ' Populists ' who had left with the firm

determination (;n carrying out a long process of agitation among the

peasants. 69 ^^
Tormented by the feeling that they were too few for the work they had

undertaken, and caught up in the general trend of the year, which was leading

to ^^^ f^rfff^'nn n^p^'"'^"^"^ "^^^"^yinvm^triJl;^" members of the ' colonies

'

had mostly dispersed by the encNtf iSTT^^he 'commune' at Saratov was

rounded up by the police. Plekhanov was arrested, fortunately by highly

inexperienced men. It was Sunday, and after detaining him for some time,

they finally told him to come back next day, so that he was able to warn his

comrades. With the fall of the centre, nearly all those in the villages returned

to St Petersburg. Two other cepjj^met withA^in^ilar fate : the one at Samara

organized by Yury NikolaevW*=^U2^danovich, w^ later joined Narodnaya

Volya and took part in the conspiracyoTMarcn ISSJLLiiid^he one at Nizhny

Novgorod directed by Alexander Alexandrovi(h^Kvyall^5vslC2^ who later

became a member of the Executive Committee ano'^'as-haflged m^November

1880.

These few examples are enough to show the seeds that were germinating
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in the 'colonies'. We can see the same process in action in the more or less

isolated attempts to work among the people made by individual members of

Zemlva iVolva. The most typical of these was made by Alexander Ivanovich

^Baran^^pin the region of Astrakhan. 'Young, and born of a rich noble

family, he threw himself directly "into the people" without any transition

or preparation', in the words of Mikhail Rodionovich Popov, who saw a

great deal of him at this time.'^^ After extensive travels in the South, they

made for a region 'where, to judge from the newspapers of September 1876,

there had been disorders . . . The village of Nikolskoe was in fact exactly

the right sort of ground for the kind of activities indicated in the programme

of Zemlya i Volya. But there were not enough resources for work of this

size.' They asked for help from St Petersburg; but Bogolyubov, the one man
who could have done something, had been arrested in the demonstration of

6th December. And so Barannikov too gave up these attempts to work

among the people, and joined the Executive Committee. He was sentenced

to hard labour and died in Shlisselburg in 1885.

It seemed all the more necessary to move on to a more active and political

phase in the struggle, as the activities of the 'rebels' of the South as well as

those o{ Zemlya i Volya were now on the decline. Indeed, despite a promising

start, the attempted peasant insurrection at Chigirin had been stifled at the

beginning of 1877.'^^

The 'rebels'* of southern Russia had not gone 'to the people' with a

proyamme of propaganda or agitation, but exclusively to discover wherelt

v."^ would be possible to start peasant rebellions. They were prompted by the

Af^ J^ Bakuninist idea that any revolt was of value even if immediatelv crushed, for

/v{y it was the only way to educate the people in revolution. Indeed preparatory

^ work of any other kind was useless. It was not the peasant masses who had

to be prepared, but the small group of revolutionaries which would light the

3Park. And tl]^j|- prpporat.V>r> tnnof />r>r»o;cf «»vr>1nciYPly \n ppttin^
V^^]^ Of

atfh actual tools as were indispensable for the revolt, i.e., firearms, daggers,
jy^^filpg anH hari^^<^<;,

^nd SO On.

It was this way of looking at things that led to their being disillusioned

more quickly than in the North. They had not been deterred by the enormous

difficulty of finding arms and by the extremely small size of the arsenal they

succeeded in collecting, but by the obvious uselessness of their 'colonies' in

the villages of the Ukraine. The need for secrecy had prevented them from

establishing even those personal and direct relations with the peasants which

were being forged in the 'colonies' of the Saratov region. Enclosed within

their small groups, they soon realized that in fact all they were doing was to

speak of peasant revolutions and dream of the day when Pugachev's

example could be followed. ^-^

* A translation of the Russian buntary, derived from bunt, a revolt. A more accurate
description would be 'supporters of local risings'—so they are described by a close

associate.''^
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However, an important episode put anend to these ventures. In the summer
of 1876 they noticed that N.g^.^ormovicH'^s beginning to frequent their

'refuge'. Gorinovich had been arrested two years earlier and had denounced

all his comrades. They now felt certain that he planned to act as agent

provocateur. L. Deych and one of his comrades, V. A. Mahnka, decided to

get rid of him. They took him to Odessa and hit him with a revolver. They then

left him for dead, after covering his face with sulphuric acid so as to prevent

the police from recognizing him. But Gorinovich was not dead, and though

he was seriously wounded and disfigured, he was able to denounce his would-

be murderers. It was in fact Nechaev's story all over again, and the results

were the same. In 1884 Deych was handed over to Russia by Germany as a

common murderer and was sentenced to thirteen and a half years' hard

labour. Malinka was hanged in Odessa in 1879.''4 But ^fter this episode, the

determin?^|j^rl to t^|j|nmQt^ cpif><; |^Y phvsical means, which the 'rebels' had ^ .

^^een the fircf in ^Ypr^«;jf^ ginrp the time of Nechaev. became part 01 tne '
"

ni7rT"^^ r/^giiicif;r^l^«l of all subsequent revolutionary movements in Russia.

The 'rebels' had not been able to start a peasant revolution, but tney naa

helped to bring about the atmosphere of terrorism of the end of the 'seventies.

Only three of them did not resign themselves to this conclusion and,

without paying much attention to methods, really tried to lead the villages to

revolt. Between 1876 and the beginning of 1877, after the withdrawal of the

groups that had been scattered in the countryside, Deych, Stefanovich and

Bokhanovsky succeeded in laying the foundations of a vast peasant con-

spiracy at Kiev. It was the Chigirin venture that revealed the real state of

affairs in the Ukrainian countryside, and showed up in a more brutal hght

the difficulties and contradictions which faced those revolutionaries who
wanted to work among the people.

Ever since the beginning of the 'seventies, serious discontent had smoul-

dered among the peasants round Chigirin on the banks of the Dnieper not

far from Kiev. These peasants belonged to the State; the parcels of land

which had been assigned to them by the reform had not been sufficient.

And, more important, since then this land had gradually become more and

more concentrated in the hands of one part of the population, leaving the

rest in an increasingly difficult situation. The pressure of government

administration had made itself felt, and hatred of the bureaucracy was wide-

spread. The troubles began when the administration began to support the

more prosperous section of the population, whose representatives were

demanding that the parcels of land that they now owned should be con-

firmed by official 'acts' to give them full rights of possession. The poorer

peasants, on the other hand, demanded 'division according to souls', i.e.

redistribution of the land into equal holdings^^ They had found a mouth-

piece in an old soldier and comparatively rich peasant in the village of

Sabelniki, called Foma Pryadko, who was convinced that the Tsar was on

their side and that one day he would order a redistribution of land. And so
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he said that they must explain the situation to him and meanwhile stand up

against pressure. In 1 87^Pryadkoj^ft with various other peasants to take a

petition to St Petersburg. His fellow-peasants were arrested and sent back to

their homes. He himself succeeded in escaping and on his return seems to

have said that he had seen the Tsar who had told him th;^t he rnu\A f\n nnthing

fQT thim nn hi n il i m i i irii n i-Jr li V j thir fnnvi t^^ gr^ntry ^^^ ^n \]^ ^
l\^^^ ?

^^

^peasants to Hividf- the land amonp themselves bv force, and organize it in

obshchinas so as to ensure eaualitv between them ."^^ In May 1875 the judicial

authorities intervened to put an end to this agitation. All those not signing

the 'acts' which established the register were to be flogged. Repression set

in on a huge scale. Troops were quartered in the peasants' houses. There were

floggings (as a result of which two people died) and arrests. And the fields

which the peasants had refused to accept were handed over to the inhabitants

of other districts on payment of a fee. Many of the inhabitants of Sabelniki

and the surrounding villages did not surrender even to these measures. In

1876 the authorities found it necessary to estabhsh permanent garrisons in

the villages and deport many hundred peasants to the prisons of Kiev.

Stefanovich soon succeeded in getting in touch with these prisoners. This

was made easier by the fact that they were generally allowed to remain

free during the daytime so as to be able to work, as long as they returned to

their cells at night. Through them he was able to forge links with those who
were still carrying on the fight at Chigirin. After getting detailed information

about the state of mind prevaihng there, he drew up a plan of action with

Deych.

in May 1876 he told the peasants that he himself would go to the Tsar to

ask for their demands to be satisfied. Having thus adopted the same role as

that played earlier by Pryadko, he came back bringing with him a Secret

Imppnfj\ Chnj^^Qr and a copy of thp ^tgtutp.K of thp Secret Militia . He had

written and printed these in Kiev with Deych. Some time before they had

succeeded in bringing into Russia a small press from abroad. This had been

entrusted to a group in Odessa. It had then escaped from their control but

for this occasion Deych and Stefanovich had managed 'to capture it', so

to speak, and bring it back to Kiev.'^'^ It was there that they printed the

documents which were to prove to the peasants of Chigirin that the Emperor
was not only on their side but was actually urging them to take revolutionary

action.

The Secret Imperial Charter was addressed 'to our loyal peasants' and told

them that the Tsar by his decree of 19th February 'had granted liberty

despite the will of all the nobility'. At the same time he had ordered that the

land should be divided among all his subjects, including all who did not

have any ' because God has granted every man the right to enjoy this gift in

equal measure'. The nobles should only be left a portion equal to that owned
by all the others. 'This is our will. But to our extreme distress the nobles

have prevented the execution of our will' and had kept a large quantity of
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land for themselves. Twenty years had passed since he had come to the

throne. During these years he had fought uninterruptedly against the nobiUty.

But now at last he was convinced that ' he had not enough strength to fight

against it alone'. And so he was giving instructions for the creation of secret

societies and a clandestine miHtia (druzhiny) 'to prepare for insurrection

against the nobles, the officials and all the upper classes'. Practical advice

followed. They must not talk, they must not confess to the priests who were

spies of the gentry; they must keep united and not be discouraged even if

he himself were to die. He ended by promising that he would give them all

the land without compensation. 'It will be yours like water, like the light of

the sun, and all God's other gifts.' At the foot of the Charter was the date

19th February, to recall the anniversary of the liberation of the serfs; and it

was backdated to 1875, possibly so as to make it coincide in some way with

what Foma Pryadko had said earlier.

The Statutes consisted of a detailed description of the aims and above all

the methods of the 'secret society' which would give the peasants liberty.

It was to be led by a Council (soviet) of Commissars named by the Emperor

himself They would have the function of choosing the best of the peasants

and organizing them into groups of twenty-five militiamen (druzhinniki) to

make up one starostvo. These starostvos would in turn make up an assembly

{rada) with a chieftain {ataman) at their head. All were to be armed, even if

only with home-made pikes. They were to pay a small monthly contribution,

observe military discipline and in general abide scrupulously by the long and

detailed oath which the Statutes contained. At the foot was a gold seal with

the inscription ' Seal of the Council of Commissars ' and a drawing of a pike

and an axe.

At first this plan met with some distrust from the peasants; but eventually

it proved successful. The organization of the druzhiny and the recruiting of

the militiamen were rapid and extensive. It was the only large-scale conspiracy

among the peasants to prove feasible during the 'seventies. The authorities

had some hints of the affair, but for a long time they were unable to discover

any exact information. For almost a year, between November 1876 and the

autumn of 1877, Stefan nvirh Dfiv^h and Bokhanovsky were able to organize

_^bout a thousand peasants in twelve districts , .bven atter some of these had^

been arrested, the secret was still carefully kept. A significant part of the

district around Chigirin was in the hands of the Commissars. Action was

due to begin in October. But in the autumn, before they had the chance to

undertake anything definite, careless talk by one peasant led to the organiza-

tion being discovered. Hundreds of its followers were thrown into prison

and some time later the three 'rebels' were arrested. Seventy-four peasants,

among them Pryadko, were given varying sentences, among them banish-

ment to Siberia. Stefanovich and his two comrades were put in Kiev prison.

From here they were freed by a remarkably cunning trick of Frolenko,

who succeeded in getting a job as a prison warder. One night, within a few
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months of taking on this new profession, he opened the gates and fled with

them.'^s

Stefanovich's plan was the logical consequence of those 'concessions to

popular ideals' which had led to criticism of the 'policy of propaganda' at

the time of the movement 'to go to the people' and to the formation of a

more deliberately 'PopuUst' wing. Tr> p^hi^^yr
tJIJii

*^^ revolutionaries had to.

plunge themselves into the psycholop
^

y of the peasants, to fi^ht v^\\]] th^m

and aiflflfeside them. For th ^^ rpflsnn gt^fgnriviVh hoH ^v^» ^^^p pr^por^^H

trrgd as far as accepting their faith in the Tsar and trying to make use of it.

The 'rebels' now built up theoretical conclusions from these experiences.

In 1 876 Anna Makarevich came to Geneva with a pamphlet which claimed

that the idea of 'usurpation', i.e. a false Tsar, had always been at the basis

of Russian popular movements. The revolutionaries ought therefore to make
use of these traditions for carrying out their own work in the country. ^9

She suggested that the Rabotnik should print this pamphlet. The editors

hesitated, and after some discussions finally refused. The young Bakuninists

were evidently not prepared to accept the consequences of the 'PopuUst'

standpoint. Even Bakunin was opposed to this plan. And the reaction among
all the revolutionary currents of opinion within Russia itself was identical

when the tactics employed by Stefanovich at Chigirin came to light. Krav-

chinsky said
:

' It was only approved in part by the party, and was not followed

afterwards. '^0 And this was among the most indulgent verdicts. The vast

majority of revolutionaries severely condemned this attempt to deceive

the peasants. Historically speaking there is no doubt that—despite its

comparative success—this extremism and Machiavellism only showed

that for the moment the road leading towards the peasants was still

blocked.

It was the government itself that crystallized this tendency to fight directly

against the State, though the revolutionaries had been more and more driven

back on it after their failures among the people. By its system of repression

and trials, the government turned all eyes towards a more immediate war

to be waged in St Petersburg, the real centre of power. The government's

P9|icy w;is clear. It wns trvin^ to isolate the revolutionaries from 'society'

and from the intelligentsia, bv publicly demonstrating that they wanted a

social revolution; that thev were r\c)\ jn ^^m
i'^>frf^^'^ ^>"^ QnQr^hic|^n^

Socialists. The State now began to take a part in the complex relationship

between the revolutionary movement and the intelligentsia. The roots of this

problem had first appeared in the 'forties. Since then it had developed along

many different lines, and even at the beginning of the 'seventies it was still

at the very heart of all discussions between the various currents of Populism.

Now the State was aiming to bring over to its own side at least some of the

intelligentsia by frightening it with the spectre of the 'red penPrTavrS^fead

ill
insisted on a link always being kept between educated society- and -t^

revolutionaries. Tkachev had wanted the revolutionaries to reahze that

^1
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objective circumstances, such as developments in Russian economy and

politics, had now broken this link; and he therefore ufged the revnhitinnary

fnrre<; to Kn.'IH up q ^1r>g^H ^nH g^pgr^te organization. The government was

now trvirj^ tr> nc^ fnr itg own piirpo<;es the process which Tkachev wanted to

bring ahont for the f^fjyo^toQ^ ^f Puccar. Ta^^Kinicm T^;^pc trying tr. rniiW
>^^

final split between the intelligentsia and the revolutionaries.

Such were the tactics that the Committee of Ministers decided to adopt in

March 1875. It is worth taking a close look at the considerations that

influenced them.

One of the main reasons for the grievous indiff'erence which well-meaning social

elements feel for the widespread propaganda of subversive principles—brought to

light by recent enquiries—lies in the ignorance which prevails not only among most

sections of the public but even among high officials in the government administra-

tion (including even the majority of the Committee of Ministers) as to the extent

assumed by such propaganda. The Committee is of the opinion that in view of this

ignorance, society cannot be directly reproached for not putting up serious obstacles

to false doctrines ... In the majority of cases it is this ignorance which explains

the frivolous reproaches made against the government for adopting repressive

measures and arresting evilly disposed elements. Such arrests are often attributed

only to a whim of the administration, and generally arouse pity for the people

arrested or being sought. Yet the Committee is profoundly convinced that the book
by one of the leaders of this agitation, in which he traces a picture of the future that

the revolutionary propagandists are preparing for the present generation, ought not

to arouse any sympathy either among well-disposed social classes or even among
undeveloped natures liable to exaltation . . . They themselves say that torrents,

rivers—a deluge of blood—are necessary to bring about their ends. The Conmiittee

is convinced that these delirious ravings of a fanatical imagination cannot meet

with any support. But for public opinion to break away from those who hold such

doctrines, their principles must no longer remain unknown. ^^

The great trials of 1877 were an attempt to carry out these directives, but

they were badly managed. For the experiment to be a success, it was above

all essential that the authorities themselves should not be frightened of the

*red peril' but should cold-bloodedly make use of it as a weapon. In fact,

however, they allowed themselves to be prompted by fear and hatred rather

than by political considerations. The result was a constant wavering between

violence and comparative indulgence. And so they did not succeed either in

planting fear among the intelligentsia or—still less—in discouraging the

revolutionaries.

Circumstances only made the matter worse. The trials took place at a time

•ylirn i
if pnly hfrnnv "f t'r vn-

i
t^t p"^i'^ /^p.n.r>ri vYJ^jyh ihev wei'6 (iBU^iied—

to influeq^f ^p»g part^r^niariy rpaHy |^ welcomc anv protest against the govem-

jnent . The attitude of the accused was nearly always proud and bold, as th^y*

skilfully carried out their apostolic determination to bear witness to their

own ideas without hesitation or boasting. And so the government's methods

acted like boomerangs. The trials merely forged new links between the
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inf^iUgr^nfr i n nnH tVi/» r^YoJiit ionaries
f

aHcl thcsc links were to lead jo the

ill <'(l(>
|

iiiii III li p ^'c //l(j(l f f'n i'ji i n iul t lir h\\\honVarodnaya Volya.

The trial of the demonstrators of the Sqiiare~ot Our Lady of Kazan in

St Petersburg took place between 18th and 25th January 1877. We have

already seen that it was this trial that made the most impression because of

the obviously arbitrary nature of the inquiry and the severity of the sentences

inflicted. The violence employed by the police against the crowd and against

women who happened to be on the spot; the presence of workers and students

standing beside one another in the dock; the repercussions of Plekhanov's

speech which referred to Chernyshevsky and others who had been con-

demned for their ideas—all this merely encouraged the sympathy and pity

which the authorities had intended to stifle. One witness described what he

had seen as follows: 'There was shown a banner on which was written

*' Volya" (Hberty) and something else which I did not note.' And these words

unintentionally expressed the general impression made by the demon-

stration. ^2

But this was only the first in the series of trials. Far deeper was the im-

pression made in March of the same year by the ' trial of the fifty ' in Moscow.

Kravchinsky tells us that the spectators at this famoir^triarkepron repeating

the words 'They are saints' with great emotion, and his evidence is confirmed

from other sources. Turgenev in his novel Virgin Soil and in a prose poem
was to write of the young women who had risked everything to spread

propaganda in the factories. Ya. Polonsky and Nekrasov dedicated poems

to them. 83 Mikhailov v/atched the trial and was profoundly moved. But he

was also able to look at it as a politician and he noted that 'the trial of

the fifty had had an even greater influence on society than the one for

the demonstration on Kazan Square. In it were people who could be

compared tothe early Christian martyrs ; they were propagandists of

pure Socialism, teachers of love, equality and fraternity^ the fundamental

pr|pr.iple«s of the r.hristian Cnmmunp Rut thp; government did not spare

them.'84

Already 'the trial of the fifty' was bringing to the fore the element of

^^ complete dedication and self-sacrifice which had been at the basis of the

1 movement when it revived at the beginning of the 'seventies. By striking

Nechacv, the government had hoped to uproot the element of extreme

Machiavellism and violence. Now it was trying to crush the new force which

had replaced it. But the attempt failed. Quite spontaneously the propagandists

who were called upon to explain their activities gave first place to those

general principles of humanity that: had driven them to the sacrifice. In

Moscow the two main speeches were made by the workman Alexeyev and

by Sofya Bardina. And it was thought better not to print them in the account

that was published in the Official Messenger. The argument ad deterrendum,

< 1 which had driven the government to stage the trials, had now recoiled against

I

it. Sofya Bardina's speech was circulated instead in the Vpered. And nothing

\\
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could have been of greater use for introducing the PopuHst sociaUsts to

pubhc opinion in a moderate and at the same time appeahng hght:

Neither I nor any of the other propagandists preach Communism as something

which forms a compulsory part of our programme. We merely give first place to the

worker's right to enjoy the full produce of his work. How he then disposes of this

produce, whether he changes it into private or communal property, is his own
business ...

Sofya Bardina then continued in the same spirit to deal with all the other

charges: the repudiation of family and religion and the appeal to revolt.

And she ended:

If the ideal society of which we dream could be brought into being without any

violent revolution, we would be happy in the depths of our souls. I only think that

in certain circumstances violent revolution is an inevitable evil . . . We want to

destroy privileges, the division of men into classes, into those who possess land and

those who do not. We do not want to destroy the individuals who make up these

classes . . . Nor do we (as the charge against us supposes) want to establish a reign

of the working class as a class which in its own turn would oppress other classes.

We are striving for the happiness of all and for equality in so far as it does not

naturally depend on personal qualities such as difference of temperament, sex,

age, etc. 8

5

She ended by proclaiming at the top of her voice that the propagandists /\

did not want any coup d'etat but merely the triumph of an ideal which could

not be suppressed with bayonets.

If such was really the aim of the revolutionaries, their fate must have

seemed harsh enough to the general public in autumn 1877. Of a hundred and

ten accused, sixteen had been sentenced to hard labour, often for long periods

;

twenty-eight had been banished or exiled into distant regions; twenty-one

kept in prison ; five sent to disciplinary battalions ; only one had been merely

warned; while the other thirty-nine had been acquitted.

It was in tliis atmosphere that the 'trial of the hundred and ninety-three'

opened in the middle of October 1877. It lasted until 23rd January 1878. /f'J
In the mind of the government it was to be the final act of the liquidation of

'revolutionary propaganda in the empire'. This mass trial would put an end

to the movement 'to go to the people'. And indeed such was the result of

the trial. But only in so far as propaganda was replaced by organization, and

agitation by terrorism.

The government was oppressed by the obscure feeling that it had taken

the wrong turning, and at the end of April 1877 the Tsar himself asked for

a new plan of action. A meeting was held at the Ministry of Justice to discuss

this. One of those present has described the meeting, and we can ask for no

better picture of the uncertainty, political incompetence, fear and violence

which prevailed among the ruling classes at this time. No conclusion was

reached and every responsibility was handed over to the bureaucratic machine,
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which was, so to speak, left to itself. 'Some evil spirit was weighing down
Russia's internal life',86 wrote a memorialist. The muddled discussion held

at the Ministry of Justice itself showed that this 'evil spirit' lay in the

incapacity to face the two fundamental problems that beset Russia: the

discontent felt by the peasants at their lack of land, the weight of taxes, etc.

;

and the increasing aspirations of ' society ' for a free regime, vague though

these were. Zemlya i Volya—land and liberty—the two words now took

first place in the minds of the ruling classes as they did in those of the revolu-

tionary underground.

In July the 'Preventive Detention Centre', which contained the prisoners

about to be tried in the imminent ' trial of the hundred and ninety-three ',

witnessed a scene which aroused a feeling of deep indignation among the

Populists and made a no less deep impression throughout society as a whole.

One day the Governor of St Petersburg, General Trepov, came to visit the

prison. He already had behind him a remarkable career of brutality. As
Chief of Police in Warsaw he had replied with gunfire to the demonstration

of 25th February 1861. In 1863 the repressive measures he had taken in

Poland had led to an attempt on his life. And after Karakozov's attempt to

shoot the Tsar in 1866, he had been put in charge of the capital. Now, on

his visit to the prison he flew at one of the prisoners who had not taken off

his cap when he passed, and tried to strike him. This took place in the court-

yard, while his fellow-prisoners looked on from their windows. An extremely

violent demonstration followed the General's action. After hesitating for a

moment, he went to the Minister of Justice, Pahlen, to ask for authority to

have the prisoner flogged. The prisoner in question was Emelyanov, known
as Bogolyubov. He had been arrested for taking part in the demonstration

on the Kazan Square, and had been heavily sentenced. He was taken off,

and flogged with such violence that he went mad and died a few years later. ^^

The atmosphere in the prison only calmed down when the inmates learnt

that Bogolyubov was to be avenged by those who were still free. From that

day onwards the determination to answer violence with violence rooted

itself in the minds of the prisoners, and among them were to be found many
of the future terrorists of Narodnaya Fo/ygHTrepov's bnitalily^was ' the last

straw'. Many of them had been held in preventive detention for as long as

three years in conditions which induced a state of mind very different from

their zeal for propaganda in 1873 and 1874. Trepov's action now showed

them how far their spirits had changed. ^^

We have seen that Trepov had not acted on his own initiative when he

ordered Bogolyubov to be flogged. Nor had Pahlen obeyed his own personal

inclination when he authorized this punishment. Many proposals were now
being made to introduce a law to determine this principle. In the circles close

to the Ministry of Justice this was the type of proposal being made to strike

at the revolutionaries. Pahlen had merely expressed a state of mind made up

of fear and violence which was widespread in the summer of 1877.
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And yet when Zhikharev, the examining magistrate at the 'trial of the

hundred and ninety-three ', announced that everything was ready, there was

a moment of uncertainty and doubt in official circles. It was obvious that

this was the worst possible moment for a huge political trial. The Russian

army in the Balkans had been halted outside Plevna. Casualties were very

heavy. A quick victory had been hoped for. Instead a massacre was taking

place which was bringing to hght all the weakness of the army, the command
and the regime itself. Prince Constantine Nikolaevich, brother of the Tsar

and President of the State Council, realized that it would be wiser to postpone

the trial, and expressed this opinion to Pahlen. But Pahlen, irritated by this

intervention in a question which concerned only himself, arranged for

justice to follow its course. The Prince did not insist.

All the trial reflected this uncertainty. It was held in private, but there was

no lack of guests. The Official Messenger promised to give a regular detailed

account, but ended by giving such brief notices that St Petersburg was filled

with every kind of fantastic rumour. The newspapers were only given the

right to reproduce the official version, but many journalists were allowed to

watch the proceedings. The defence was carried out by able and often

courageous lawyers, in a trial of the most doubtful legality, which included

the most varying charges under the term 'propaganda'. At the very moment
when the authorities intended to put an end to all propaganda, the trial

dragged on for months owing to the large number of prisoners.

From the very first the attitude of the accused revealed the prevailing state

of mind. 89 When they were taken into the court room, friends who had not

seen each other for years were reunited. An atmosphere of youthful boldness,

high spirits and happiness prevailed in the 'Golgotha', as they called the

part of the room reserved for them.^o The Court wanted to separate them

again, and decided that on the following day only those directly involved in

the questioning would be present at each sitting. This decree divided the

accused into two more or less equal sections : those who intended to protest

by refusing to take part in the trial, and those who intended to defend them-

selves. This created a hard core of men determined to protest against the

tribunal itself and not collaborate with it in any way, as well as to repudiate

all its decrees and judgment. Thus the schism between the world of Popuhst

revolutionaries and the official world became visible and symbolic. Such was

the first result of the 'trial of the hundred and ninety-three', and it was a

result well worth achieving, even at the cost of dropping the more uncertain

and weaker elements or those who just did not want to subject themselves to

group discipline. 91

It was a member of this latter group who emphasized in his statement to

the tribunal the importance of what had happened. After having explained

his ideas, Myshkin ended:

I am now definitely convinced that the opinion of my comrades was right ... It is

now obvious that not a single word of truth can be spoken here. For every sincere
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word the accused has his mouth shut. I can now say that this is not a tribunal but

a useless comedy; or something worse, something more repulsive, more shameful

than a brothel. There, a woman sells her own body out of necessity. Here, senators

trade with the lives of others, with truth and with justice; trade in fact with all that

is dearest to humanity out of cowardice, baseness, opportunism, and to gain large

tries.

-Myshkin wa^ only able to finish his speech because another of the accused

obstructed the policeman who had flung himself at him to stop him talking.

And this was only the most violent of the many incidents that took place

during the trial. Myshkin's words turned him into a symbol and had a wide

clandestine circulation. 'After his words the tribunal was annihilated',

wrote Kravchinsky.^2

As far as politics were concerned the trial revealed the transformation not

only of psychology but also of ideals that had taken place in the generation

that had 'gone to the people'. It marked the consecration of the new phase

of Populism which was coming into effect in Zemlya i Volya. This Populism

included many differing tendencies, temperaments and even ideas. But the

trial, by gathering together its varying representatives in a single dock,

merely emphasized the element that they all had in common. All the centres

affected by propaganda were represented, as well as all the various currents

of belief, from the anarchism of Rabinovich and KovaUk to the deo-

humanism of Malikov which he defended in a briUiant speech. But the true

political force that sprang from all this ferment was described by Myshkin

:

\:

The essential task of the social-revolutionary party is to build up on the existing

ruins of the existing state-bourgeois regime a social organization which satisfies

the demands of the people. These demands have been expressed in the large and

small movements that have come from it, and they are present in its consciousness.

This organization consists in a land made up of the union of independent productive

obshchinas. It can be brought about only through a social revolution, because the

power of the State prevents any peaceful means being used for this end ... I believe

that our immediate task does not consist in unleashing or making a revolution,

but merely in guaranteeing its successful issue. For in view of the desperate situation

of the people today, one does not have to be a prophet to foresee that the inevitable

result of this will be a general popular revolution. In view of the inevitability of

this revolution, our only concern is that it should be as fruitful as possible for the

people, by steering it clear of all the various tricks which have been resorted to by

the bourgeoisie of Western Europe to deceive the popular masses and take advan-

tage of the blood shed by their own people on the barricades. With this aim in

view our practical activities must consist in the union and strengthening of popular

forces and revolutionary tendencies, and in the fusion of the two fundamental

currents of revolution. One of these—that of the intelligentsia—has only recently

emerged, but it has already shown considerable energy. The other—that of the

people—is wider and deeper, and has never been exhausted. The work of the

revolutionary movement of 1874 and 1875 has been just this: to unite these two

elements through the conclusive formation of a social-revolutionary party.
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Kravchinsky was right to say that until this speech most people knew of the

Russian Socialists only through hearsay, through the attacks of the official

press or perhaps even 'through the novels of Dostoevsky'. Now they had a

chance to learn their ideas and programme from the voice of a man who
was himself one of them.^^

In contrast to this assertion of poHtical faith, the verdicts of the trial

once again brought to light the hesitation of the Senators. Five people were

sentenced to ten years' hard labour; ten to nine years; three to five years;

forty to banishment; while the majority were freed. This majority con-

tributed what the prosecutor described as the 'background' of the trial. It

had been included so that those who were guilty of more serious crimes

would stand out in bold relief. Public opinion naturally enough pointed out

that, for the satisfaction of creating this 'background', hundreds of people

had been sentenced to preventive detention for three or four years. ^4 The

Senate itself was obviously far from convinced by its verdict. As a footnote

it added an appeal to the Emperor to be so gracious as to commute all

sentences of detention—except that of Myshkin—to banishment. The

authorities had wanted to impress 'society' with the 'red peril'. Now they

would give proof of their magnanimity and charity. But the course of the

trial itself and the atmosphere in which it had been carried out merely meant

that this move was looked upon as a sign of weakness. ^^ ^^d so the Tsar

thought it advisable to reject the Senators' appeal and confirm the sentences.

The men who were sent to hard labour were really symbolic of a period

which was now coming to an end, and of the transition to a new phase in the

struggle.

IppoHt Nikitich Myshkin was a son of the people. His father was a soldier,

and he had had to fend for himself. He had eventually become a shorthand

reporter in the law courts. On coming into contact with the revolutionary

movement he flung himself into it with a passion which was exceptional even

at the time of the first 'pilgrimage to the people '.^6 He remained rather

isolated and on one side, little known to his comrades, who rarely suspected

his hidden energies. ^"7 He started a small press in Moscow, which became the

centre of the Chaikovskists in that town, and in 1875 he left for Siberia to

organize Chernyshevsky's escape. He was arrested, but escaped, and at

Vilyuysk he fired at the Cossacks who were pursuing hira.^s His speech to the

tribunal made him the most popular character in the 'trial of the hundred

and ninety-three'. On the long road to Siberia and forced labour he thought

only of flight. In this he was successful. A month later, however, he was

caught in Vladivostok. He was now taken to Shlisselburg. He well knew that

from here there would be no escape. This prison would be liis tomb. And so

he thought only of protesting. He was shot in 1885 for insulting the

Governor.^9 Ljfg had given him only two opportunities to say out loud what

were the reasons for his existence. He had spoken at the tribunal, and later

in the prison church at Irkutsk during the funeral service of Dmokhovsky,
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Dolgushin's comrade. His actions spoke the rest. He was not a good con-

versationalist and he did not enjoy discussion. But he showed himself to be

a remarkable orator and above all a fighter whom nothing or no one could

crush.

The opposite pole of Russian society was represented at the trial by

Porfiry Ivanovich Voynaralsky, who was an illegitimate son of Princess

Kugusheva. At the age of seventeen he had been deported to Archangel for

taking part in the St Petersburg student movements of 1861. He had then

been held in various towns of European Russia, after which he succeeded

in getting in touch with Ishutin in Moscow. There he was arrested once more.

In 1873 and 1874 he was one of the most active members of the movement
' to go to the people '. He was rich, and had placed all his goods at the disposal

of his comrades and the organization.

He was not a theorist by nature: He did have a clear brain which quickly assimilated

the essence of every new idea; but he was chiefly interested in the practical side of

things and how to bring them about ... He organized workshops for the intelli-

gentsia, worked in Myshkin's press, founded meeting places, and established

shops for the people, and 'refuges' for propagandists. He dreamt of covering the

whole of the Volga region (where most of his activities were concentrated) with a

net of such 'refuges' all in touch with each other. ^^o

The various groups at Saratov, Samara, Penza and Tambov found in him

an organizer who was always on the move. In 1874 he was arrested at

Samara and taken to the Peter-Paul fortress, and then to the 'Preventive

Detention Centre'. He just failed in an attempt to escape which he planned

with Kovalik. In prison his gifts as an organizer led to his being elected the

starosta of his fellow-prisoners. In 1883, at the end of his sentence, he was

exiled to the territory of the Yakuts. Here he tried to earn a living by taking

to trade and to make a new family for himself by marrying a native. Until

1897 he lived in the primitive misery of Eastern Siberia. He was then able to

return once more to European Russia, only to discover that his eldest

daughter was far from anxious to see him, for she had been reabsorbed into

the aristocratic and reactionary world from which he had broken away in

his early youth. It was now too late to resume his activities as propagandist

and organizer. He was scarcely able to get into contact with the younger

generation before he died, exhausted by the life he had led.

With him there came back to European Russia Sergey Filippovich Kovalik,

his companion in prison, flight, and exile. Kovalik was one of the few of the

more important accused at the 'trial of the hundred and ninety-three' to be

a convinced anarchist. In other words he accepted Bakunin's ideological

interpretation of the Populist ferment of these years. lo*

Kovalik's mind was precise and methodical. It is he who gives us our

most detailed account of the movement, which, though it reflects his anarchist

ideology, is none the less a valuable source of information about his

generation.
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Dmitry Mikhailovich Rogachev came from the same group of artillery

officers in St Petersburg which gave Shishko and Kravchinsky to the revolu-

tionary movement. He had been very close to the Chaikovskists, though he

had not been a member of the organization. He was in touch with Nizovkin,

who introduced him to a group of workers, whereupon, as he says in his

Confessions to My Friends:

I came out of the inn as if thunderstruck. I was ready to embrace the whole world

;

I ran through the street, bumping into two or three people. It so happened that I

came across a man who had insulted a woman. I gave him a slap in the face. From
that day onwards I decided to devote all my being, all my time, to working among
the people. 102

During the movement 'to go to the people', he travelled between town and

country, making contacts and spreading propaganda both among the intelli-

gentsia and the workers and peasants. He worked for a time at the Putilov

factory, where he was employed on the heaviest jobs. But he was mainly

attracted by a free life, and became one of the barge haulers along the Volga.

So great was his physical strength and so like them was he in appearance

that his fellow-haulers never suspected that he was a noble and an officer.

From the Volga he went to the region of the Don. At Rostov he lived in the

'company of gold', i.e. a kind of organization of beggars who Hved by doing

unloading work in the port. 'I heard', he later wrote to a friend, 'of the energy

with which they defended their position in the labour market . . . Thanks to

their solidarity they often succeeded in imposing their conditions on the

employers. '10^ But when he tried to urge them to take more decisive steps in

protest at their conditions or endeavoured to instil lasting propaganda among
them, he met with no success. Yet despite this, Rogachev certainly did not

share the views of those who were disappointed by their work among the

people.

His conclusions were similar to those of his comrades. He said in his ^

Confession: , yiAyJ^

The peasant reform of 1861 constituted the transition from the servile to the'

capitalist regime. Besides, at first they allowed the obshchina to go on existing, but

everything that the land gave the people they carried off as taxes . . . And now the

government is aiming at the speedy destruction of the obshchina ... I am con-

vinced that in the near future a proletariat will appear in Russia too, and that—in a

word—we will cover the ground traversed by the other countries of Western

Europe . . . But the reform and everything that followed from it has had a good

influence on the peasant. It has detached and separated him from the landlord.

It has brought him face to face with the authorities and the people (of course in its

best elements) and has made him understand that he can put his hopes in no one.

All he must now do is to make up his mind on what must be done. How can he

escape from his situation? Our duty is clear; we must prepare to organize the party

of the people. I do not agree with those who maintain that some great movement

of the people is possible today. 1 do not share this opinion because the people has

V
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no force round whichit^an^ g^oyp. And so. I repeat, our essential dutY_Js^o

prganizelhe~party^ the people.

This was the road followed by his brother Nikolay, who was one of the most

important members of the military organization of Narodnaya Volya, and

who was hanged at Shlisselburg on 10th October 1884. Dmitry, on the other

hand, after a constant series of lucky escapes when on the point of arrest,

and after living for a long time among the peasants, was arrested in St

Petersburg on 15th August 1876, shortly before the trial in which he was to

be sentenced to ten years' hard labour. From this he was never to return, and

he died at Kara, aged thirty-three, on 14th January 1884.

A ten years' sentence was also the fate of Mitrofan Danilovich Muravsky,

the man who represented at this time the continuity of revolutionary Populism

from its origins down to the movement 'to go to the people'. Muravsky

was generally called 'Father Mitrofan' by his comrades both because at

the age of forty he was the oldest among them, and because to some extent

he was their spiritual guide, and had given a rehgious character to his faith

in Populism. We have already met Muravsky at the beginning of his revolu-

tionary career in 1858.1°'^ He was now once more in prison, having been

banished to the department of Orenburg after an earlier stay in prison and

Siberia for 'incitement to revolt'. On his return to Orenburg, he had become

the centre for the local 'movement to the people'. He was sentenced only

after four years' preventive detention, and died exhausted by the life he had

led in the central prison of Kharkov.

Among those who received sentences of nine years, were many members

of the central group of the Chaikovskist circle, such as S. S. Sinegub, N. A.

Charushin, L. E. Shishko. With them was a workman, Ivan Osipovich

Soyuzov, 'one of the first representatives of that increasingly large section

of the intelligentsia which came from the people', as has rightly been said.^o^

He was a craftsman from Moscow. Morozov, who travelled among the people

with him at this time, said:

He made an excellent impression on me. His every word and movement showed a

naive sincerity like that of a child, a desire to do good and a great thirst for know-

ledge ... He was not frightened of showing that he looked upon us as superior to

him in culture, and for this very reason when theoretical problems were being

discussed, despite his shyness he was not afraid to give his own opinion and then

listen carefully. He used odd words less than the other workers and he distorted

them less, although he said 'pripaganda' instead of 'propaganda '.^^^

Such was Soyuzov at the beginning of his career. Only a few years later it

was he who insisted on the creation of a new organization after the move-

ment 'to the people' had been broken up by the arrests. He served a long

sentence of hard labour in Kara and was then able to return once more to

European Russia.

In 1878 he was one of the signatories of the letter which put the seal on
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the moral victory won by the revolutionary Populists at the 'trial of the

hundred and ninety-three'. Twenty of these men, though confronted with

the sporadic violence of the government, sent to the Obshchina, a newspaper

printed at Geneva, a declaration which they explicitly asked should be

pubhshed

:

The central authorities have thought it worth while to make us an obvious deterrent

to those who belong to the same way of thinking, by hypocritically making differ-

ences in the punishments they have imposed, and perhaps by corrupting the weak

who are prompted not only by their consciences but also by considerations of

personal benefit. This role that has been imposed on us compels us to state that no

'condemnation' and no 'pardon' can make the slightest difference in our allegiance

to the people's revolutionary party. We are still enemies of the system that exists

in Russia. This system is both a disaster and a disgrace for our country : from the

economic point of view it exploits labour for the benefit of the greedy parasite and

the depraved; and from the political point of view, it hands over labour, possessions,

freedom, the life and honour of every citizen, to the hands of personal caprice and

whim. We entrust our comrades with the determination to pursue—with our past

energy and redoubled courage—the aim for which we have been persecuted and

for which we are ready to fight and suffer until our last breath.
^^"^

This letter, dated 25th May 1878, was published in the Obshchina. It con-

stitutes the moral testament of the movement of the first part of the

'seventies. 10^

Before we see how the movement revived it may be of use to reconsider

the phase which ended with the 'trial of the hundred and ninety-three'.

The figures of the arrests compiled by one of the police departments at the

end of 1877 give us a general idea.io^ Between 1873 and 1877, 1,611 propa-

gandists were arrested, ofwhom 85 per cent were men and 1 5 per cent women.
In fact, the number was probably greater than this, and no account is here

taken of the many cases of short imprisonment. However, of these 1,611,

557 were released after varying periods of detention. Of those handed over

to the tribunals, 425 were described as 'especially criminal', and these included

mostly the young and the very young. Of the 'criminals', 117 were less than

twenty-one years old; 199 between twenty-one and twenty-five; 93 between

twenty-five and thirty; and only 42 were more than thirty years old. From the

class point of view 147 were nobles; 90 came from the clergy; 58 were the

sons of high officers; 11 were soldiers; 65 peasants; and 54 bourgeois. In

actual fact the two latter categories did not represent two well-defined

economic classes. These 'peasants' and 'bourgeois' were for the most part

workers and artisans coming from the country and the town, from factories

or workshops. There were only 9 real peasants in all. Of the accused, 44

belonged to the mixed category of 'commoners'.* The great majority of

these men and women were Russians or Ukrainians; 23 were Jews; 10

Caucasians; and 6 foreigners. If we turn from the men who were classified

* Raznochintsy.
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by the police as 'especially criminal' to those who were sentenced in the

various trials or affected by administrative measures such as banishment,

exile, etc., the general picture is still the same. There were 279 nobles, 117

sons of high officers, 33 merchants, 197 sons of priests, 92 'bourgeois', 138

'peasants', 13 soldiers, 27 'commoners', and 68 Jews.

The mnvpmpnt wa<; thus for ^he. mn<;t part made up Q^ynrm^ rripn from the

upper classes who had passed through school and university to become the

most active and sensitive portion of the intelligentsia. But from now on there

was a sizeable representation of all classes of the population except the

peasants in the villages. Especially important were the clergy. And even the

peasants, by emigrating intourban factories, were beginning to take an active

part in the limited but extremely vital world of the revolutionary Populists.

Tkachev's elite, made up of intellectuals capable of integrating those elements

that came from the people, had now come into being. And its formation

had been due to that very movement ' to go to the people ', which he himself

had looked upon as a useless waste of endeavour.

And now a considerable part of the elite was being released after ' the trial

of the hundred and ninety-three', thanks to that shilly-shallying between

firmness and indulgence which had already brought about the moral defeat

of the authorities. Among those acquitted, to name only two, were Sofya

Perovskaya and Zhelyabov, who played a considerable part in organizing

the events of 1st March 1881.

On 24th January 1878, the day after the trial ended, a young girl came into

the office of General Trepov, governor of St Petersburg, and mixed with the

crowd who were going up in turn to hand him requests, petitions, etc. When
her turn came she fired at him at point-blank range. She put up no resistance

to those who seized her and, after throwing away her revolver, she watched

in amazement the confusion that her action had produced. For a time she

concealed her name, and then said that she was called Vera Zasulich, and that

she had shot Trepov to avenge Bogolyubov, who had been flogged in prison.

Vera Ivanovna Zasulich came from the circle surrounding Nechaev. She

had been arrested in 1869, and only came out of prison in 1871, when she

was sent into exile. In 1875 she went to Kiev and again joined the revolu-

tionary movement. She had then tried, like so many others, to prepare herself

for a peasant rebellion, after which she devoted herself entirely to the task

of freeing and avenging her imprisoned comrades.

Another attempt to kill Trepov had been planned at the same time. The

governor's steps had already been under observation for some time.

Frolenko, Voloshenko, Popko and Osinsky organized the plot which was

anticipated by Vera Zasulich. They were waiting until the sentences in the

'trial of the hundred and ninety-three' had been announced so as not to

harm their comrades. Vera Zasulich was aware of their intentions, but did

not know the details of their plans. She herself had arranged for a double

blow to be struck on the same day. One of her comrades was to go to the
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public prosecutor at the trial, and kill him. But this second assassination

failed, because the assassin was refused admittance that morning. iio

Vera Zasulich's action opened what Klements was rightly to call ' the year

of attempted assassinations '.i^i This was not confined to Russia. In 1878

H6del Nobiling and Passanante fired at the Emperor of Germany and the

King of Italy. Throughout Europe the effect was deeply felt. But Klements

himself stressed the great difference in character between these acts of

terrorism and those carried out by the Russians in the same year. The former

were carried out by isolated individuals inspired by ideals that were often

obscure and politically undefined; the latter by a revolutionary movement

which had adopted as ' tactics of war ' the elimination of those whom it con-

sidered ' dangerous ' and which was beginning to resort to the armed ' defence

'

of the 'interests of the party'. The Russian terrorists stand half-way between

partisan warfare and the coup of the anarchist. They represented an

attempt—at least partially successful—to unleash a political struggle and

open up the way to a revolution ; they were an expression of ' propaganda

through deeds ' and not of isolated moves of protest. Russian ' terrorism Ijn^

f^ct4s only one aspect of the formation of a revolutionary Socialist party,

andJhe_symptom of a general crisis in Russian society.

The example of Vera Zasulich and other attempts made at the same time

show that this 'terrorism' came from the South and was brought to St

Petersburg by associates of the 'rebels' of Kiev and Odessa. Osinsky had

already joined the circles of the Zemlya i Volya, but he too came from the

Ukraine, as did Popko, Frolenko and Voloshenko. Throughout 1878 armed

battles and assassinations were more frequent in Southern Russia than in

the North. It was in the Ukraine that terrorism began to take on an organized

form, and it was there that the first ' Executive Committee ' came into being

It was in the Ukraine too that the first political reflections of these ' tactics

'

made their appearance. By their very nature these tactics removed the issue

from the sphere of agitation among the people and raised the problem of a

direct 'poHtical' conflict with the authorities. But it was not the South that

bore the fruit of this terrorist ferment. For St Petersburg was the seat of a

nucleus which already had more poHtical coherence than anything in the

South. In 1878 Zemlya i Volya took on its definitive shape, and founded a

secret periodical press. Here it raised the problem of terrorism within a

wider political framework and conducted a passionate discussion of its

poHtical consequences. Zemlya i Volya became, in short, the organizing

centre of the entire revolutionary Populist movement. There were other

reasons for this besides the exceptional abihty of its leaders. It was in St

Petersburg that the crisis of Russian society as a whole was most evident

and that the effects of the revolutionaries' campaign were most extensive.

And it was in St Petersburg more obviously than elsewhere that the duel

between revolutionaries and the authorities which began in 1878 and which

came to a halt on 1st March 1881 began.
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Vera Zasulich's action 'was, in revolutionary circles, a call to take up a

new attitude'.' '2 The first example of armed resistance to the police occurred

a week later, at Odessa, during a search of Kovalsky's press. Tsitsianov, a

member of the Pan-Russian Social Revolutionary Organization, had defended

himself when about to be arrested in Moscow, but his attempt had been

improvised on the spot and had scarcely attracted any attention. Kovalsky

and his comrades in Odessa, on the other hand, were the first to put into

practice one of the rebels' principles, 'not to allow themselves to be taken

like sheep'. As the organ of Zemlya i Volya said at the end of 1878, on that

day 'a group of Socialists clearly raised the problem of an active fight against

the imperial tyranny '.^^^

Indeed the significance of the events of 30th January did not lie only in

the courage shown by Kovalsky and his friends, but sprang also from the

ideas that inspired the group and their transition from 'revolt' to the

'political struggle', from Bakunin to Tkachev.^^'*

As will be remembered, Kovalsky was one of the most ardent supporters

of an approach to the sects with a view to spreading revolutionary propa-

ganda among them. He was led into this course of action by his own character.

' He himself was a fanatical sectarian, extremely hard with himself, in the

words of one of his comrades, N. Vitashevsky. His poverty-stricken and

ascetic fife, as well as his inabihty to adapt himself to day-to-day activity and

work out practical plans, have been described in detail by those who knew

him. Many of his comrades regarded him primarily as a thinker, a man who
tried to understand the problems which were disturbing the spirits of those

around him.

But for all this, his chief concern was to put his ideas into practice. He
was tormented by the thought that his generation would behave like Tur-

genev's Rudin. 'When we come to action, we halt', he once wrote when

considering the habit, which was now widespread in the South, of always

carrying arms. Who would provide the example?

His political development is difficult to follow in detail. It is at any rate

certain that he too passed from 'propaganda' to 'propaganda with deeds'.

In 1874 he was arrested, together with Yurkovsky, for his activities among
the Stundist sect, but he was freed before the 'trial of the hundred and

ninety-three'. In about 1876 he settled in Odessa. Although the society in

which he hved was largely dominated by the ideas of the rebels—in 1877

Debagory-Mokrievich and M. Kovalskaya were in Odessa—he none the less

formed a group of his own. This lacked a definite organization but had some

unity of purpose. Among its members, most of whom were revolutionaries

and Populists, were two disciples of Tkachev's Nabat who had returned to

Russia from Switzerland. Ehzaveta Nikolaevna Yuzhakova had joined the

Paris Commune with Tursky, whom she had met abroad. She then returned

to Switzerland, where she worked with Nechaev and Sazhin, and later joined

the group which was at this time beginning to publish the Nabat. In 1876-77

1
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she was at Odessa, by this time a convinced Jacobin. The second, N. Vita-

shevsky, had in 1877 been to Switzerland, but had not been able to get in

direct touch with Tkachev. Instead he had joined two of his followers,

Grigoriev and Frenk,ii5 ^nd, in his own words, 'had then moved to the

"political" programme and to "neo-Jacobinism" '. The Nabatv^as apparently

already in contact with Odessa, so that once Vitashevsky arrived there he

was able to enter the world of the revolutionaries through information he

received from the editors of Tkachev's paper in Switzerland. ii^ a third

member of the group, Gahna Chernyavskaya, also belonged to this wing,

and she later joined Narodnaya Volya. These three constituted, so to speak,

a fractional wing of Kovalsky's group and held separate meetings on their

own. Kovalsky himself apparently did not take part. Yet it seems certain

that he too had contacts with the Nabat and that he even sent articles to

Tkachev. He also apparently belonged to the Society for the Liberation of

the People,'^^'' whose regulations imposed extreme secrecy and advised its

members to infiltrate into other revolutionary movements in order to influ-

ence them. It is very likely that Kovalsky, though not openly admitting his

Jacobin convictions, had by now been convinced by Tkachev, and was

trying to spread his ideas among the 'rebels' of Odessa. Indeed the little

that we know of his activities between 1877 and 1878 represents something

half-way between Bakuninism and the growing desire for a struggle aimed

not only at fostering local revolts, but also at using the forces of the revolu-

tionary movement to attack the power of the State.

The group started a small press on which it printed a manifesto inspired

by the execution of a local bandit. The event had impressed the population

which was already shaken by the war and the handing over of Odessa (a

frontier province) to the military.ii^ If someone who had killed for robbery

deserved a punishment such as death, said the manifesto, what ought to

be the fate of those who robbed and oppressed the people? This was a call

to terrorism. As yet, however, it was no more than a call; neither

Kovalsky nor his group had done anything to put it into practice. ^^^ For

Kovalsky was entirely concerned with the problem of 'armed resistance'

to possible pohce intervention. 'For the moment, perhaps, the results

of such activities are not always successful. None the less if they are

repeated and carried to the absolute extreme, it will become clear that the

revolutionary atmosphere has ripened to such a point that our words and

thoughts are transformed into actions and are becoming objectified into

real deeds.'

On 30th January 1878, a strong contingent of police arrived at the house

where their press was kept, and Kovalsky now had the chance to put this

idea into practice. He defended himself to the end, using a revolver and a

dagger. He was helped by his comrades on the spot, who succeeded in taking

advantage of the confusion to burn many compromising documents and even

to appeal to the crowd from the balcony. Kovalsky almost succeeded in
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escaping, but he was arrested and tried by a military court which sentenced

him to death.

One of his comrades, Svitych, was sentenced to eight years' hard labour;

Vitashevsky was awarded six, later reduced to four. Two others received

four-year sentences, and two women were deported to Siberia. And the

others too, after serving their sentences, spent many years in Siberia.

An attempt was made to free Kovalsky. For this purpose a demonstration

(armed, for the first time in Russian revolutionary history) was organized

outside the building where the mihtary court was sitting. There were clashes

with the police, and two men were killed. But Kovalsky could not be

rescued, ^20 and on 2nd August 1878 he was shot. His 'armed resistance' and

death played a leading part in turning all the Populist movement to

terrorism. 121

By February 1878, Kiev had become the testing ground for this new
tendency. It was inspired by Valerian Andreyevich Osinsky, the first man to

organize terrorism on a wide scale in southern Russia. 122 He came from a rich

family of nobles, which had great influence in his native town of Rostov-on-

Don. His brother was president of the local administration, and he himself

was for some time secretary of the Rostov municipality. When he too, like

so many others, wanted to fling himself 'into the people', his comrades

dissuaded him, and told him that he would be very much more useful where

he already was. And, indeed, it was partly as a result of Osinsky's work that

the atmosphere in Rostov at the beginning of the 'seventies was far more

receptive than elsewhere to Populist propaganda. In some factories the

management helped those who wanted to get in touch with the workers,

and the revolutionaries had many accomplices in the town administration.

Some at least of the bourgeoisie in this industrial and commercial town did

not view with disfavour some movement of protest and reform. And the

workers too were widely influenced by the Popuhsts. Such was the atmo-

sphere when Osinsky first began to work, at a time when he was close to

Lavrovist influence. And then, here, too, the break came. He was advised

by the authorities to move away. The workshops which the propagandists

had founded were searched. Large numbers of workers were arrested, held

for long periods in prison, and exiled to Siberia. Osinsky then approached

the embryonic Zemlya i Volya, and became one of its leading agents in the

South.

On his return to St Petersburg (where his plan to kill Trepov had been

anticipated by Vera Zasulich) his first thought was to arrange for the sup-

pression of an agent provocateur, a workman who had been responsible for

the collapse of the extensive movement that had developed at Rostov. On
1st February two of his comrades, Ivan Ivichevich and Rostislav Steblin-

Kamensky, successfully carried this out. Posters were stuck up in the streets

of Rostov with the warning: 'Such is the fate that awaits every Judas'. 123

The poster, which was circulated in half a dozen other Russian towns,
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had at the bottom a stamp on which were shown a crossed axe, revolver and

dagger surrounded with the words 'Executive Committee of the Social

Revolutionary Party'. And so, for the first time, the 'Executive Committee',

later to be so notorious, made its appearance. For the moment it served

mainly to instil fear and respect by the use of a mysterious name. But already

it was a sign that terrorism was to be organized into a systematic policy.

Blows were no longer to be struck by isolated figures, but by an organ set

up for the purpose by the revolutionary party. Here, in Southern Russia, the

'disorganizing group' which had been spoken of in Zemlya i Volya was

really coming into being. But at this stage (early in 1878) it was far from

being a definite organization. In practice it was made up of Osinsky and those

of his friends who were prepared to make use of terrorism. ' There were many
elements in it. There were many men who wanted to undertake duties of the

kind', said Frolenko, who was in close contact with Osinsky and organized

with him the escape of Deych, Stefanovich and Bokhanovsky from Kiev

prison.

Apart from Osinsky, the most typical figure in this first 'Executive Com-
mittee' was Grigory Anfimovich Popko. He was a descendant of the

Cossacks who had been banished to the Kuban by Catherine II. One branch

of his family had made a fortune, but his own relations were poor, and he had

lost his father early in fife. He went to the seminary at Stavropol and dreamt

of starting an agricultural cooperative with four other pupils. He left for

Moscow to study agriculture, but he also was caught up by the revolutionary

movement. In 1874 he went to Odessa. This was the centre of the group

which later carried on Zaslavsky's work after his arrest and the dispersal of

most of the Southern Union ofRussian Workers. It is of interest that the core

of the first Kiev terrorists of Osinsky's 'Executive Committee' came from

these circles: Ivan and Ignat Ivichevich, Grigory Ivanchenko, the worker,

and Popko himself. From their early Lavrovist phase, they moved over to

terrorism after passing through the working class movement. The break

came in 1876. The groups at Odessa and Kiev had sent two delegates, K. I.

Grinevich and Popko, to the Lavrovist meeting at Paris. Although Lavrov

later denied this, the dissensions that spUt this small meeting seem to have

been represented as a first skirmish in the conflict between the 'activist'

South and the 'propagandist' North. In fact, Kiev and Odessa were beginning

to look upon the fight in a new way, though as yet the forms this would take

were still uncertain. Popko went to Lvov, Vienna, Geneva and Paris. On his

return he devoted another year to working 'among the people', but very soon

Vera Zasulich's killing of Trepov drove him too into terrorism. *24

Alexander Vasilevich Sentyanin, another original member of the ' Executive

Committee', developed in much the same way. He had gone to the Mining

Institute together with Plekhanov. ' He then insisted on going straight from

the school benches to work in a factory.'^^s Much of his work as a propa-

gandist was done among the workers of Rostov-on-Don. We know less of
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the others in this group, though their names crop up frequently in the various

actions of this time: A. F. Medvedev (Fomin), V. Sviridenko and L. K.

Brandtner, called 'the German' by his comrades who had a very high

opinion of him. 'He was an extremely likeable man, and extraordinarily

honourable. By conviction and by taste he was a Populist. He had travelled

among the peasants, and went over to terrorism when, like all the others,

he saw that "there was no way to act", i.e. that it was impossible to bring

the people to revolt. ''26

On 23rd February 1878, Osinsky backed by Ivan Ivichevich and Medvedev

(Fomin) went to the vice-prosecutor of the Kiev tribunal, Kotlyarevsky,

who had been particularly intransigent in organizing a series of inquiries

during the previous few days, and fired six revolver shots at him. They left

him for dead. In fact, however, he was not even wounded, and an attempt to

repeat the murder on the following day was unsuccessful. ^27

On 25th May, Popko, after great qualms, stabbed Baron Geyking in the

middle of the street. Geyking was the adjutant of the Kiev police; he had

won the reputation of being a liberal by closing his eyes to the circulation of

popular booklets and indeed to the activities of the Lavrovist and propa-

gandist groups. His inquiries into the Chigirin conspiracy were, however,

conducted in a very different spirit. Hence his assassination. Popko was

pursued but managed to escape after a series of flights and shootings. That

night he merely informed his comrades, 'Carried out'.^^s

After this the activities of the 'Executive Committee' were devoted mainly

to attempts to free their imprisoned comrades. In the case of Stefanovich

and the others involved in the Chigirin conspiracy these proved successful

and many plans were made to snatch the most heavily affected victims of

the 'trial of the hundred and ninety-three' from the hands of the police.

Myshkin himself was moved too quickly for these to be feasible. But some

action was possible in respect of the prison at Kharkov, where most of the

others were held. Sofya Perovskaya in particular urged action here. An
unsuccessful attempt was made to attack the coach that was transporting

Voynaralsky. It was a difficult and risky undertaking, and to carry it out some

of the best forces of the Northern and Southern groups had to be employed,

here united in action for the first time. 129 There was one casualty—Medvedev

(Fomin) who was arrested. In August he tried to escape on his own initiative,

but was recaptured. In October two of his comrades, disguised as policemen,

went to his prison, but again the attempt failed. In February 1879 he was

sentenced to hard labour.

Despite these and other losses, the 'Executive Committee' was able to

continue action throughout the first part of 1878. It stuck up posters

announcing the sentences it had pronounced, and whenever it struck it

managed to save the main body of the organization. It was this work that

changed the somewhat fantastic 'Committee' into a real political force. And
this transformation was facilitated by the general situation in Kiev.
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The political revival as the war drew to an end was fai more extensive

and apparent in the Ukrainian capital than elsewhere. Here national and

social problems were closely entangled. There were, too, the traditional links

with Poland and the other Slav countries which were then seething with the

desire for liberty, as well as a wide variety of Ukrainophil, Lavrovist,

*rebelUous', and constitutionalist currents. All these factors helped to make
Kiev the first centre in which the problem of political freedom was raised

on a wide scale. With this went a fight whose essential purpose was to destroy

the despotism of the empire. 'AH Kiev was full of discussions on the con-

stitution', said one of Osinsky's and Popko's companions, summing up the

situation. 130 Strangely enough this 'hberalism' was infiltrating even into

university circles. In February and March 1878, the students of Kiev were

involved in disturbances. There were clashes with the police, and 170 students

were driven out of the university and banished. Meetings took place at the

same time and included those of 'a constitutional club' of some vitality

which had a certain following throughout the younger generation. At the

same time the revolutionary PopuHsts were faced with a political problem.

The brutality of the police—the flogging of Bogolyubov on Trepov's orders

—meant that they too had to consider the problem of whether it was not

essential to give first place to winning a minimum of legality. It might, they

thought, be indispensable to give up (at least for the moment) 'agitation'

among the people, and instead turn to fighting against the repressive organs

of the State. The experiment at Chigirin had failed, and all the revolutionaries

had to some extent been disappointed at the results of their work among the

people. Was not this the time to take advantage of the constitutionahst

current in society, and make use of it for the fight against the authorities ?

Osinsky, Popko, Voloshenko and others considered this plan for a time and

then turned it down. They had embarked on terrorism because it gave promise

of a 'political' fight, and yet did not simultaneously lead to confusion between

the vague, inactive, tendencies of 'constitutionaHsm' and the revolutionary

determination that inspired themselves. They were prepared to fight for

political liberty, but with arms, and not merely with propaganda among the

educated classes, who seemed—and indeed were—condemned to impotence.

These classes did a great deal of talking about a constitution but lacked the

spirit to demand one. For those who had such a spirit there was only one

way: direct attacks on each individual abuse, and the punishment of all who
made themselves the tools of oppression and absolutism. This was the

significance of the first 'Executive Committee '.^^^

Throughout 1878 the emigres and the central group o^ Zemlya i Volya

developed along the same lines as these revolutionaries in the South. Though
this development was slower and less spectacular, politically it was more
profound and more mature. The more typically Populist positions were

transformed or abandoned slowly and thoughtfully, and everywhere possible

their supporters tried to find a place for themselves in the changed
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circumstances. Relations with liberalism were more fully discussed and of

greater historical importance. The 'Executive Committee' of the South was

a flame which was to be quenched in violence. But the emigres and the

North developed in such a way that Zemlya i Volya and later Narodnaya

Volya were destined to lead the entire revolutionary movement in Russia.

At the beginning of 1878, a new periodical, the Obshchina, began publica-

tion in Switzerland. This attracted all the most active revolutionaries among
the emigres. '^2 Lavrov rightly pointed out that it 'picked up the necessary,

fertile project of the periodical press that the Lavrovists had dropped '.^^^

In other words it once again discussed the problems of the movement after

the end of the Vpered. It was the 'rebels'—the Bakuninists—who reopened

and enlarged the debate—yet another indication of the importance now
assumed by political problems after the disappointment of the movement

'to go to the people' and the failure of the attempts to incite insurrection.

These problems sprang from the meeting of the 'young Bakuninists' (RalU

and Zhukovsky) and the emigre Chaikovskists (Klements and Akselrod)

who were still under the impression of the great trials. The meeting repre-

sented, as it were, a reunion between the ' trial of the fifty ' and that ' of the

hundred and ninety-three'.^^'* The Obshchina opened with a long, interesting

article on this latter trial. It recognized the transformation (which was now
complete) from propagandists into Popuhsts, from men who spread ideas

into men who aroused disturbances. It contrasted this development with

what had happened elsewhere in Europe. The Obshchina was thus widening

the scope of the movement just when it was entering on a new phase. Akselrod

wrote a long article in several instalments called 'A balance-sheet of the

German Social-Democratic Party'. He still maintained his federahst and

Bakuninist standpoint, but showed an obvious interest in a working class

movement of the masses. V. Cherkezov spoke of the Balkan War;'^^ RaHj

recalled the lesson of the Commune ;i^6 Kravchinsky wrote long and admiring

articles on the International in Italy.
^^'^

The first two numbers of the Obshchina were still trying to promote an

extensive revival of Populist views. However, Vera Zasulich's attempted

assassination of Trepov and the consequent revival of public opinion in

Russia (and especially St Petersburg), soon compelled the editors to face new

problems. The atmosphere was rapidly changing and the results of this were

felt when in Switzerland.

The fifth number, in May 1878, asked what was meant by 'The Consti-

tutional Movement in Russian Society' and above all it raised the problem

of whether this 'could be reconciled with the demands and traditions of

Russian Socialists . . . Must we Socialists take an active part in this move-

ment of "society", or should we stay on one side? Can we hope to prise

from it some alleviation in the conditions of our struggle? And if an analysis

of this problem leads us to a negative conclusion, what road must we then

take?' Most SociaUsts gave a positive answer to the first question. Yes, they
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said, 'we must take advantage of every social phenomenon to strike a blow

against the imperial system of St Petersburg'. But they must be very careful

not to lose their own poHtical and ideological character: 'Is there by any

chance anyone in our party who wants to make concessions ? . . . What can

ally us to our liberals?' Their [the liberals'] constitution could lead to no

easing in the situation of the peasants and workers. The positive element of

liberalism lay in ' the right of meeting and petition ' but even here they must

have no illusions. The Second Empire and the Third Republic had shown how
any assembly could be cheated: 'And, after all, the liberal constitution of

Italy compels our Socialist brothers to hold their meetings in secret.'

While the Obshchina was thus cautiously but firmly reasserting the tenets

of Socialism, in St Petersburg the men of Zemlya i Volya were faced with

more urgent and burning problems. For a moment Russian Liberalism

seemed to be trying to escape from a purely theoretical role to become,

instead, a real political force. Vera Zasulich's revolver shots were still

echoing in ever-widening circles.

The first impression made by the attempt revealed the irresponsibihty

of an important section of the ruling classes and at the same time the

ferment that was seething in society. Frivolity, malice, and most of all,

obtuseness all helped to spread the rumour in official circles that Vera

Zasuhch had been Bogolyubov's mistress and that the reasons for her action

were only personal. This gossip would have been of no importance had it

not led the Ministry of Justice to hand over the trial to an ordinary tribunal

and not to one of the Senatorial Committees which had always previously

been concerned with political cases.

Vera Zasulich was thus to be tried by jury; and a jury was inevitably

susceptible to the influence of public opinion. The flogging of Bogolyubov,

Trepov's own well-deserved reputation as a murderer and robber, the

enflamed atmosphere produced by stories of the suffering inflicted on those

who had recently been acquitted in the 'great trial', the publicity of the

proceedings (which were carried out with exemplary impartiahty) and

finally the extremely clever speech of the defending lawyer—all these factors

had their effect. Vera Zasuhch was acquitted. The jury indeed even denied

the obvious fact—that had never been open to doubt and that had, indeed,

been admitted by herself—that she had fired at Trepov. The police tried to

hold her in prison without judicial authority, but the attempt came too late.

When she was freed, a violent demonstration took place. There were clashes

with the authorities and one student was killed—either by the police, or—
more likely—by himself in order to attract the attention of the guards and

thus allow Vera Zasulich to get away. Despite frantic searches, the police

were never able to catch her, and she managed to flee abroad. ^-^^ All these

events, combined with terrorism in the South, made an ever-wider breach

between public opinion and the authorities. By far the greater number of

newspapers never stopped praising the jury for a long time after the trial.
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Justice, they said, had at last triumphed in Russia, and they underlined this

victory of conscience over force. In St Petersburg people spoke of Charlotte

Corday, even of the fall of the Bastille. A wave of hope swept the intelli-

gentsia along with it. And an enormous impression was made in Russia as a

whole and throughout Europe. ^^^ 'JIiq acquittal', Deych later reported,

'aroused even greater enthusiasm than the attempt itself and was

accompanied by a boundless protest from those who went along with the

authorities. '^''o These last used to say quite openly: 'If things go on like this,

one will have to flee from Russia. 'I'^i It was not long before the results made
themselves felt. A newspaper which had pubHshed a letter from Vera

Zasulich was suppressed and others were interfered with. The jury system

never recovered from this blow, and a series of decrees considerably restricted

its powers.

On both sides, for the inteUigentsia as for the authorities, these events

acted as a touchstone. PubUc opinion was waking up again and was therefore

agitated, nervous, ready for extremes, and incapable of considering the

problems of means and ends. All the 'liberaUsm' and 'constitutionahsm'

of the end of the 'seventies was affected by this state of mind which had been

brought to light by Vera Zasulich's gesture. The Tsarist government, on the

other hand, reacted purely from an instinct of self-preservation. Its reactions

were often blind and inefficient, as was shown by the eventual liberation of

the terrorist, and as will be seen still more clearly when we discuss the

repressive steps wliich followed.

The revolutionaries ofZemlya i Volya at once became aware of the burden

which this situation imposed on them. Plekhanov's manifesto, written at this

time, makes this absolutely clear, i'*^

After almost twenty years of silence, he said, public opinion had woken

up again. When Chemyshevsky had been sentenced, there had been no

protest. The revolutionaries had been left to their own devices; opinion

had been deceived by the mirage of 'the hberation of our Slav brothers'.

'We did not know whether it would ever again make itself heard. But

on 31st March and the days that followed, St Petersburg society decided

to speak the language of humanity.' At last the abyss between society

and the State had been exposed. This break now had to be made
conclusive.

In cases like this, who is not for the government must be against it. The whole of

society must in one way or another express its protest against an administration

that is barbaric. We call upon the boys in our schools, we call upon all parties

except the party of the knout and the stick to unite in a general and unified cam-

paign for the conquest of human rights which have been trampled on for so long;

for the defence of our freedom-loving fellow-citizens from the hellish cells of the

Central Prison and the Peter-Paul fortress; for the defence of the Russian people

from misery ; for the defence of Russian scholarship and thought from a shameful

and inglorious death at the hands of the hangman-censor.
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Though Plekhanov was appealing to all currents of thought and to society

as a whole, he well knew that the wave of indignation and enthusiasm which

was surprising even the intelUgentsia was only a 'prologue'. It was only the

beginning of 'the great historical drama which is called the trial of the

government by the people. The accusation is made up of all Russia's history

in the pages of which we find only floggings, beatings, hangings, and the

systematic exploitation of the people on behalf of the Tsar's treasury.'

Like all PopuUst revolutionaries of the time, Plekhanov was impressed by

the extent to which public opinion had been roused. But, after this ' prologue ',

who was now to organize the 'trial'? All responsibihty for this obviously

fell on the shoulders of the revolutionaries. It was not for nothing that he

ended his manifesto by recalUng that all peoples had always held sacred the

memory of those who were the first to fall 'in the revolution for freedom'.

The revolutionary Populists in St Petersburg thus reacted to the events of

31st March by trying to unite and guide 'society' and even more by planning

to organize themselves and take action.

A few days earUer a clandestine periodical had begun publication with the

aim of expressing this state of mind. It was published by the ' Free Russian

Press', which had been organized at St Petersburg in autumn 1877 by

A. I. Zundelevich on behalf of Natanson's group. This press had already

printed a series of appeals, among them the above quoted one by Plekhanov,

and a few pamphlets containing the more important depositions taken at

the trials 'of the fifty' and 'of the hundred and ninety-three '.i'*^ jt was, said

Mikhailov, important for the PopuHsts to have their own literature of

agitation, so as to be able to explain to society and the party the special

significance of each important event and to lead them to this or that action,

and organize the currents of thought and feehng which were beginning to be

defined. i'^'^ Soon these temporary leaflets began to seem inadequate and the

PopuHsts planned a regular clandestine periodical. The first move was made
by a Pole, Alexander Ivanovich Ventskovsky. In March 1878 with the assist-

ance of various marginal members of the St Petersburg Zemlya i Volya

(among them Lev Konstantinovich Bukh, later to be a well-known economist,

and his brother Nikolay) he began to publish the Nachalo^^^ making use of

the Free Russian Press. The title itself shows that the paper aimed to be a

'beginning', an attempt to pubHsh a clandestine review in Russia.i'^^ It was

to be the organ of the ' Russian revolutionaries ', and from the first it pro-

claimed its SociaUst principles. But seeing that public opinion had turned its

attention to the organization of the State, to oppression, and to the lack of

freedom, it dealt with the political struggle in preference to social problems.

The Nachalo was the first paper to express the standpoint which was to

remain fundamental for an understanding of some of the aspects o^ Zemlya i

Volya's policies in 1878, and which can be called 'waiting for a constitution'.

About the crisis in the machinery of government there could be no doubt.

But as yet, the revolutionaries thought, the forces of the people were not
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experienced enough for a profound social revolution to be possible. ' We are

still at the stage of storing up the revolutionary forces of the people', said the

Nachalo from the very first. i'*'' It was therefore possible that the absolutist

State might overcome the crisis by making concessions to society and granting

a constitution. The revolutionaries, warned the Nachalo, must realize this, and

understand the nature of the situation. They must then take advantage of it

to perform their own specific function and help the people to store up its

revolutionary energies, and at the same time draw up a programme of

'Russian Popular Socialism 'ji'^^ and organize their own forces. All the

more so as the government would certainly not find it easy to embark on the

road of constitutionalism. ' The element of anarchism latent in the Russian

people and the absence of organic finks between it and the State make it

difficult, if not impossible, for the government to resort to the lightning

conductor of a constitution to avert the storm of the people.' i'*^ jhe

financial crisis that followed the war would compel the government to weigh

down still more on the peasants and thus add new fuel to popular discontent.

It was in fact faced with a threat of bankruptcy and a serious crisis. 'The

foreign newspapers say that we are on the eve of a revolution. '^^o x^e

revolutionaries must therefore be prepared for all possibilities. In any case

it was certain that ' the existing financial and economic situation must lead

to the fall of absolutism '.151

In May they completed this examination of the situation: 'The most likely

thing is that the crisis will lead to a purely political revolution along con-

stitutional lines, though there is nothing definite to exclude the possibiUty

of a general popular movement.' The Sociahsts must be prepared for either

eventuality. Taken in itself, constitutionaHsm was a matter of complete

indiff'erence to them: 'But, if events do not lead to a general revolutionary

movement within the people, even a political change must be considered

highly desirable by persons who believe in SociaUsm.' It would in any case

be a step forward for society and the people. The Russian bourgeoisie lacked

any solid ethical or legal foundations to make it aware of its rights. And so

it felt that its position was weak and uncertain. Constitutionalism would not

therefore take root in it, and would merely facilitate the people's struggle

and make propaganda more feasible and widespread. The Socialists for their

part would be able to make use both of the restrictions to which this con-

stitutionalism would be subjected and, on the other hand, the popular

movements which would inevitably accompany and follow it. The Nachalo

concluded with a plea not to support the liberals but rather to adopt a policy

of laissez faire, laissez passer, trusting in the inevitable development of the

crisis. This was all the more important, as the liberals were by no means

organized—in itself another reason for persuading the Socialists to concen-

trate their energies on agitation and the organization of the people. ^^^

These views did not altogether correspond to the ideas of the more active

members ofZemlya i Volya, who very soon resumed control of the periodical
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press and substituted their own organ for the Nachalo, which had only sprung

up on the fringes of their organization. The Nachalo, however, had obviously

expressed the ideas of a significant portion of the various currents of opinion

that were gravitating around Zemlya i Volya, which was just now widening its

ties with 'society' and making its first attempts to direct it. It was easy enough

for anyone not wanting to give up his Populist principles and yet anxious to

express his own opinions in view of the liberal and constitutionalist ferment,

to adopt this Machiavellian policy of laissez faire, laissez passer. It reflected

the policy of waiting which the Populist movement had been forced to adopt

owing to the circumstances of Russian society at the time.

For a time, immediately after Vera Zasulich was acquitted in April 1878,

the 'Free Russian Press' even went beyond this position. It allowed its

machinery to be used for printing a leaflet written by Mikhailovsky, which

not only contained nothing that was specifically Populist but which adum-

brated a plan whereby society was to be driven into liberal activities against

absolutism. Once again, as during the crisis of the beginning of the 'sixties,

there was a call for a Zemsky Sobor, a. national and a constituent assembly.

Starting from the claim that the people was indifferent to political Uberty

(as indeed to any change which did not affect the social structure), he con-

cluded that the problems of society must be put in the hands of society

itself. 153 This attitude was all the more significant in that it was the result

of a conversion. Mikhailovsky, a thinker and writer, and a follower of Lavrov,

had himself been a convinced Populist until only a few years earlier. As
recently as 1873 he had written: 'We do not want these rights, these liberties!

A curse on them if they do not give us a chance to pay our debt to the people,

if indeed they only increase that debt.'i54

In the same year he had written that even the idea of political liberty

ought to be sacrificed to social reform. ^^5 Now, however, thinking that it

was essential to accept the fact that Russia would follow capitahst develop-

ment, all his hopes were placed elsewhere: liberal public opinion must be

consoUdated into a political mould. But the uncertainty of this new view is

apparent even in the heavy, hesitant style of the leaflet. More than anything

else, it was a hope: the same hope that also inspired the editors of the

Nachalo.

Kravchinsky was among the first to break this psychological pause. From
his position as an exile, Vera Zasulich's acquittal must have seemed even

more important than it really was. 'Russian absolutism has been killed. The

31st March was the last day of its life.' This only raised once again, more

clearly than ever before, the whole problem of the revolution in Russia.

' Beware ! Like a flock of crows which smell a rotting corpse, new enemies

are arising on all sides. These enemies are the bourgeoisie. In the past all it

has been capable of was fear, waiting like a coward for us socialist revolu-

tionaries to destroy what it sprinkled with hatred and incense.* Contempt

for these enemies was no longer enough. Taken singly they were incompetent
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and cowardly and had always been impotent. But as a mass they might be

able to succeed in their plans and the situation might allow them to create a

bourgeois world in Russia. And if they did win it was obvious enough what

they held in store for the revolutionaries : witness the example of the Paris

Commune. 'The same fate awaits us if we give the Russian bourgeoisie time

to stifle us.' And so the fundamental problem was to organize the Russian

social revolutionary party. ' We are on the eve of great revolutionary events.

The future is ours.'^^e

The call 'Now or never' had sounded throughout the history of PopuUsm.

Now it was made once again on the eve of the decisive crisis at the end of the

'seventies. The conclusions that Kravchinsky drew from it were to lead to

the creation of the strongest Populist organization of the twenty years of

Alexander IPs reign. But his article in the Obshchina represented only a

fragment of his thought. The remainder he decided to express in deeds rather

than words.

And so he left Switzerland and returned secretly to St Petersburg, where he

resumed contacts with the central core of Zemlya i Volya and organized an

attempt on the life of General Mezcntsov, head of the Third Section.

At about nine o'clock on the morning of 4th August 1878 Mezentsov was

going for a walk through the centre of St Petersburg, accompanied by an

adjutant. The events which then occurred had been carefully planned by

Alexander Mikhailov himself. Kravchinsky and Barannikov walked straight

into the General: the former then took out a dagger and fatally wounded
him, while Barannikov unsuccessfully fired at the adjutant who tried to

seize hold of them. Both men leapt on to a fast coach driven by Adrian

Mikhailov, and managed to get away without leaving any traces. Search

was made for them and proved useless.

This was the most perfect act of terrorism of the time. Kravchinsky himself

justified it in a pamphlet called A Death for a Death^^'^ printed by the

Free Russian Press. It was dedicated to the memory of Kovalsky, who had

been shot at Odessa two days before the assassination. The killing of

Mezentsov had certainly been decided on some considerable time before this

execution, but the speed with which the two events followed each other

suggested a lightning reply by the revolutionary party, and this increased

the impression made by the assassination. Until now only spies, agents

provocateurs or relatively minor officials, such as Kotlyarevsky and Geyking

at Kiev, had been struck down. This time it was the head of the police himself.

A manifesto was published to explain that Mezentsov had been killed to

avenge all those who had been ill-treated in prison, and all the sentences

against the propagandists. The blow, in fact, was the final move in the

'trial of the hundred and ninety-three'.

However, as Kravchinsky explained in his leaflet A Death for a Death,

the assassination was planned not just to end one epoch, but rather to open

a new one. The true enemies of the Sociahsts had been and still were the
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bourgeoisie and capitalism. It was a Populist and not a liberal movement
that had been responsible for Mezentsov's death. Kravchinsky even went so

so far as to ask the government to stay neutral if it could between the

revolutionaries and the 'crows which smell a rotting corpse', in the words of

the Obshchina. The fundamental problem was still to prepare a popular

revolution. 158 ^q^ indeed after Vera Zasulich's acquittal the main concern

of the revolutionaries was to reorganize Zemlya i Volya.

Abroad Kravchinsky had (as we have seen) heard this news and returned

to Russia. So, in Russia itself, more and more of the revolutionaries were

leaving the peasant 'colonies' in 1878 in order to concentrate in St Peters-

burg. And even those who remained had by now turned their attention and

thoughts towards the capital. Alexander Mikhailov, for example, arrived

at the beginning of April with a vast scheme for infiltrating into the RaskoL

A short stay in St Petersburg, however, sufficed to make him turn all his

attention to terrorism and problems of organization. In May the group

found it necessary to reassert the principles which ought to guide Zemlya i

Volya, emphasizing the Populist character of all its activities and at the same

time revising its organization by introducing greater centralization and

discipline. Mikhailov, who was responsible for this revision, succeeded in

persuading his comrades that it was indispensable. For now the possibiHty

of a more active and severer struggle for their ideas was opening up before

them.159

'Among all the various kinds of Sociahsm in Western Europe', said the

programme, ' we have no hesitation in preferring the federalist International,

i.e. the anarchists. But we admit that these principles cannot be fully realized

today.' After this somewhat formal homage to the Bakuninist tradition, the

authors at once turned to their real programme.

The party could be strong only if it reUed on the real demands of the

Russian people. Its 'fundamental characteristics were so Sociahst' that if it

was able to win at once, it would lay solid foundations for a further develop-

ment along Sociahst and federahst hnes. According to the ideas of the people,

the land came from God and belonged to all, and each man had the right

to farm it. And so the fundamental point was still to transfer all the

land to the 'agricultural working class'. The authors then repeated more or

less unchanged the points of their 1877 programme on the 'complete auto-

nomy of the obshchinas\ and their 'free integration into larger territorial

groups' {volosti, guby, zemli, etc.) as well as on the need to carry on with the

break-up of the nationahties which made up the Russian Empire (such as

Little Russia, Poland and the Caucasus) in accordance with local desires.

They again stressed the need to bring about this radical revolution *as

quickly as possible'. One reason for speed was that 'the development of

capitaUsm and the increasing injection of the various poisons of bourgeois

civilization into the life of the Russian people, due to support from the

Russian government, are threatening to destroy the obshchina and corrupt
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popular ideas about the above-mentioned problems'. They were in fact

perfectly aware that they were fighting against the tide.

This profession of faith does not seem to have given rise to any important

discussions. The real problem lay in the organization of the forces which

were to fight for it. Extremely precise and detailed regulations were now
drawn up and these marked an important step forward on the road to

centralization.

Zemlya i Volya had been and still was an organization of revolutionaries

'of men closely united to each other' (Article 2) of men ready to give 'all

their forces, means, bonds, sympathies and dishkes, and indeed their very

lives' to the organization (Article 3). They and they alone made up 'the

group, the fundamental circle'. The word used (kruzhok) again showed the

extent to which this ' party ' sprang from the ' circles ' of university students

of the 'sixties and 'seventies. But now the coincidence was purely one of

words. The 'fundamental circle' was in fact a party of 'professional revolu-

tionaries', though this is to use a term that only came in later and which

sprang from these very experiences. All had the same rights towards the

organization but were compelled to submit to its decisions as regards action.

Each man was free to choose the field of activity which he preferred, but 'in

cases when no one could be found to carry out a given job, the group, by a

majority vote, can compel any member to undertake it' (Article 17). Anyone

could give up any specific job, but had to ask permission two months before,

so that another member of the 'fundamental group' could be found to

replace him (Article 18). The secrecy and sense of responsibility which were

insisted on sprang naturally from the clandestine nature of the fight in which

they were engaged. But the complete absence of private property among the

members of the organization was yet another sign of their entire dedication.

So also was 'the control of the activities of all the groups and of each indi-

vidual member' which the regulations estabhshed—though this was qualified

as follows: 'the private life of each member is under the control of all only

in so far as it may be considered important in each individual case' (Article

12). The dedicated spirit of the Chaikovskists was now given objective form

in a party of revolutionaries.

But the crystallization of this spirit in the regulations of Zemlya i Volya

did give rise to much questioning and discussion within the group. Some
members stood out against the development, even though they felt it to be

necessary and inevitable. A. A. Kvyatkovsky, for instance, wrote a note to

say that 'the fundamental group is not the ideal kind of organization. Its

conception and triumph represent, so to speak, a necessary evil. It is con-

ditioned on the one hand by the inexperience of a considerable number of

Russian revolutionaries, and on the other hand by the difficulties of the

situation in which we have to carry on our activities.' This observation was

true enough, and we could extend it. It was indeed the weakness of the

movement which was led by the intelligentsia and the absence of any wider
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campaign against the absolutist State which were responsible for saddling

the revolutionaries with the full burden of the fight against the authorities.

It was possible to overcome the ineffectiveness of some of the revolutionaries

in subsequent years; but these circumstances remained fundamental and were

always giving rise to parties of * professional revolutionaries'. In another

note, A. D. Oboleshev sought the only possible remedy: 'All the best

elements which satisfy our requirements must be given posts of active

responsibihty in the central group.' In other words they must prevent the

party of revolutionaries from closing in on itself, and instead widen it so as

to make it representative of all the revolutionary forces in Russia. This

improvement was included in the regulations (Article 10) and it was indeed

the policy pursued by Zemlya i Volya.

But as against these doubts, scruples and plans, the decisive element in

the discussion consisted of the opinion of those who looked upon the

organization of the 'fundamental group' as the only solution that was

politically correct and that would lead to quick and decisive action. Replying

to the two notes quoted above, Mikhailov said

:

It is strange indeed to speak of 'a necessary evil' and to define our type of organiza-

tion as 'evil', when we expect rather the greatest possible good from it and consider

that it will save us from the shapeless condition in which the party now finds itself.

It springs from our very aim, which is to create a Pan-Russian organization.

Relations of a federal nature between the various groups can only be of use in

giving mutual help and not in unifying our programme and immediate aims.

Despite some doubts and compromises, the regulations codified Mik-

hailov's views. Very definite precautions laid down the conditions under

which a new member could be admitted into the 'fundamental group'

[Articles 2 and 25. 'Rigid appraisal of his personality'; he must be guaran-

teed by five members; at least two-thirds of the organization must agree].

The internal structure of Zemlya i Volya was to be controlled from the

centre, if not exactly centrahzed. Each member was to belong to a territorial

or functional group, i.e. one whose work was to be performed in a given area

or concerned with a special activity. ' The groups enjoy complete autonomy

as regards their local and internal affairs . . . The internal organization of

each single group may be different' (Articles 28 and 29), but they were

obhged to follow the programme and to collaborate in the undertakings of

the organization as a whole (Article 27). And above all an 'administration'

or central 'communion' was set up to coordinate all activities. This word

'administration' recalls the central organ of the Pan-Russian Social-Revolu-

tionary Organization—the Caucasians and women students who had sacri-

ficed themselves in 1 875 to spread propaganda in the factories of Moscow.

Indeed the state of mind that led to this word being chosen was the same in

both cases. But the 'administration' or 'communion' of Zemlya i Volya

obtained far more extensive means and powers. It was entrusted with an
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important political function to 'draw up agreements and federal relations

with other organizations and individuals in the name of the fundamental

group.' It was obliged, and not merely authorized, to collect 'precise and

exact information on the activities of all the groups . . . and to distribute

funds at given intervals within the limits of the budget determined by the

fundamental group' (Article 37). The 'communion' was elected by a two-

thirds majority and made up of three to five members. It was to remain in

power for an indefinite period. So that, in fact, the party had created for

itself a real system of leadership.

Above this governing body was the congress. During the past few years

it had become a custom for those members who were scattered among the

people, or at any rate living outside St Petersburg, to discuss common prob-

lems once a year, generally in the autumn. This custom was now officially

endorsed in the regulations. The 'administration' was to decide the time for

the meeting, which was to include all the fundamental group if possible

and in any case at least two-thirds of it.

The object of the congress: to draw up a balance sheet of previous activities and

—

on the basis of these facts—to settle the direction and nature of future activities.

The function of the congress: to formulate a rigidly determined programme of

practical action ; to review and, if necessary, to modify the regulations ; to control

methods and activities . . . The decisions of the congress must be accepted by all

members of the fundamental group (Articles 42 and 43).

An organization of this kind could be effective only if it attracted to itself

all the revolutionary energies available. And so the regulations laid down
the possibiUty of entering into 'contractual (federal) relations' with single

individuals who could not or would not join the fundamental group. Special

tactical rules were laid down for these cases (Articles 31 to 34). They dealt

mainly with agreements regarding specific activities. In the same way each

member of the party could and indeed was obliged to infiltrate into other

organizations to influence and attract them. Even here he was compelled to

keep secret his membership of the 'fundamental group'.

A single phrase revealed the spirit which it was hoped would inspire this

party of revolutionaries. Article 9 read 'the end justifies the means', and a

note added 'excluding those cases in which the use of certain means may harm
the organization itself. This formula inevitably recalled the figure of Nechaev

to those who discussed and voted on it. And so the cycle which had opened

at the beginning of the 'seventies closed here. Then the revival of the revolu-

tionary movement had been conditioned by disgust at Nechaev's methods.

Now his spirit reappeared once more. But here, in the regulations of Zemiy

a

i Volya, it was turned into a policy: no longer a weapon to be used in a cold

individual revolt but instead the mainspring of an organized struggle.

Such were the regulations of what they themselves called ' a compact and

well-arranged organization of prepared revolutionaries springing both from
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the intelligentsia and the workers'. The next problem was to determine their

tactics. These were settled quickly for here they were all agreed. The experi-

ences they had lived through during the last few years indicated what was

necessary. First they must 'approach and even merge with those whose

rehgious-revolutionary natures make them hostile to the State'. Secondly they

must keep in touch with the conflicts which were endemic in the villages,

and eventually put themselves at the head of peasant bands. Thirdly they

must ' estabUsh relations and links with those centres where there were large

numbers of workers both in workshops and factories'. The universities and

the intelHgentsia would provide 'the main reinforcements for filling up the

ranks of the organization'. Fourthly they must 'estabhsh relations with the

liberals, so as to exploit them for our purposes'.

But all this represented only one side ofZemlya i Volya's twofold function.

These measures would help to organize new forces; but they also had to

' disorganize the forces of the State '. For this purpose they must forge links

with the army 'and specially the officers', to bring them over, in the words of

Mikhailov, ' to serve the interests of the people and to prepare the transfer

of the army to the party of the people when the decisive moment comes '.^^^

Equally great importance was attached to contact with men employed in

government service ' so as to paralyse its activities against steps taken by the

revolutionary forces'. Last of all was to be 'the systematic annihilation of the

most dangerous and important elements in the government'.

For about a year the activities oiZemlya i Volya followed these directives.

As from the summer onwards, and especially after the assassination of

Mezentsov on 4th August, the reaction of the government became increas-

ingly violent. Simultaneously the wave of enthusiasm and hope among the

intelligentsia, which had reached its peak at the time of Vera Zasulich's

acquittal, began to decline. The State had been slow to react, but it now
adopted crushing measures. The energies which were widely scattered

throughout public opinion had neither the chance nor the strength to resist.

As early as 2nd April, Pahlen, Minister of Justice, who rightly felt responsi-

biUty for the Zasulich case, proposed a series of repressive steps to the

Committee of Ministers. The most important of these was to hand over to a

mihtary tribunal anyone accused of terrorism, revolt, etc. Men would be

dealt with under the laws which were enforced during a state of siege.

Women would be dealt with according to the normal code.^^i The idea

was welcomed, but considered 'premature'.

Obviously public opinion still had to be prepared. Katkov undertook to

break the kind of unanimity which prevailed in the press. It was he who
wrote the first and most violent article against ' the madness of the St Peters-

burg intelligentsia and the Bacchanal of the press in the capital'. Now
again, as during the PoHsh Rebellion in 1863, his words produced an effect,

if only because they made it quite clear that the State was determined to

defend itself.
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What methods it was prepared to make use of soon became clear enough.

On 3rd April a group of Kiev students, on their way from one prison to

another, passed along the Okhotny Ryad in the centre of Moscow, the street

that was inhabited mainly by butchers and small shopkeepers. At the station

the group had been welcomed by a demonstration of solidarity from the

students of Moscow, who then followed the open cart in which the prisoners

had to cross the town. One of them said

:

As we drew near the centre, the crowd grew thicker and thicker. It was an impres-

sive demonstration, the meaning of which was known only to the students and the

police. The police grew nervous, and here is the splendid system to which they

resorted to make up for their stupidity in allowing a procession of the kind ... It

was a fine sunny day, and we felt ourselves to be heroes and looked with interest

at the spectacle around us. But suddenly everything changed. As we passed the

Theatre Square a number of young men in white aprons and with butchers' knives

in their belts, flung themselves at us and began to hit at the students with the utmost

brutality. For us the nightmare did not last long. When we reached the Mokhovaya,

there were no longer any demonstrators around our cart. But from the next day's

newspapers we learnt that the assault had lasted throughout the day and that

dozens of seriously wounded students had been taken to the hospitals. This is the

way that the police took its revenge on the students and their demonstration. ^^^

The Official Messenger wrote that the demonstration had been 'the reply

of the simple people of Russia to the scandalous demonstration that had

greeted the acquittal of Vera Zasulich'.i^^

Katkov praised the violence of the young Moscow butchers, and even the

clandestine press had to admit that the students had been attacked ' by what

in Europe is called the third estate'. In Russia, however, they should be

given another name : kulaks and miroeds. The State had resorted to them to

frighten the intelligentsia, to persuade it that 'its only refuge and safety lay

in the State and in the government'. It was true that the execution of this

plan had been far from perfect, for the incident had aroused considerable

indignation. And yet the Socialists could understand clearly enough from

this incident the forces that were concealed under this manoeuvre of intimida-

tion. If the Russian third estate was on the side of the police, the intelligentsia

was unable to defend itself and the State could thus resume its function of

oppression.! 6"*

The Senate itself had suggested that the sentences it had inflicted in the

'trial of the hundred and ninety-three' should be reduced or cancelled. But

now they were confirmed by the Tsar or indeed so changed that in practice

they were made more severe. No longer, now, was it 'premature' to appoint

a military tribunal and impose sentence of death for terrorism. A law to this

effect was decided on 9th August 1878 and accompanied by a declaration

in the Official Messenger on 20th August which said that ' the patience of

the government was now exhausted' and appealed to public opinion to

collaborate in suppressing revolutionary intrigues. But the appeal was also
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a threat. Only by helping the government in the work of repression 'could

the Russian people and its finest representatives provide active proof that

there was no place among them for such criminals, that they had really

repudiated them, and that every faithful subject of the Tsar would help the

government in eliminating their common internal enemy with all the means

at his disposal'. It was easy enough to see that this official declaration was a

sign of weakness. It was appeahng to the whole of the Russian people for

help in the fight against 'a band of evilly-disposed elements'. Was the govern-

ment really unable to eliminate this band on its own ? Nor did the govern-

ment seem altogether convinced that it really had the support of the public

opinion to which it was appealing. And, most important of all, in return for

such cooperation it promised—nothing.

In St Petersburg a clandestine pamphlet was published called The Govern-

ment Comedy or the Appeal to Society, which tried to explain that the only

way of salvation lay in active warfare.

Society must understand that it must not get down on its knees and whine for

liberty, but conquer it. It must understand this and organize itself for the fight

against the government. If it begins to take action in this direction, if it faces this

task with real energy, then the Socialists will certainly give it active support because

their aim is a common one: to obtain political freedom.

But this was now only the dying echo of the pohcies sketched out by the

Nachalo and the Free Russian Press after Vera Zasulich's assassination of

Trepov.

The appeal of the revolutionaries did, however, meet with some response

in Southern Russia. The Zemstvo of the department of Chernigov said that

it was absurd to think that repression in itself was enough to defeat ideas,

even anarchist ideas. The real causes of the existing state of aff'airs were the

restrictions imposed on schools and universities, the absence of freedom of

speech and press, and the lack of respect for law in society. The mass of the

intelligentsia was 'depressed, incapable of fight'. How then could it be asked

to fulfil an active role in the State ? It was a bitter admission, and amounted
to a refusal to cooperate with the government. The motion was carried on

the initiative of I. I. Petrushevsky, who was one of the leading spirits of the

constitutional movement founded in the Zemstva, and who, twenty years

later, became one of the leaders of the constitutional-democratic party

(K.D.). But in 1878 this trend was extremely hmited, even in the South,

which was its centre. Approaches were made with a view to drawing up a

common fine between these liberals and the revolutionary Populists but

came to nothing. On 3rd December 1878, I. 1. Petrushevsky and A. F.

Lindfors, the leaders of this movement of the Zemstva, went in their personal

capacities to meet Valerian Osinsky and several other ' terrorists ', to ask if

'they were prepared to put a temporary stop to terrorism, so as to give them

the time and opportunity to raise an open protest against the policy of the
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government in wider social circles and above all in the assemblies of the

Zemstvo\ 'After a long and animated discussion, we did not reach any

specific conclusion', wrote Petrushevsky. He had the impression that 'the

proposal would have had some psychological success and that if it had

succeeded in shaking public opinion from its complete apathy, the terrorists

would have understood the need to put an end to their activities '.^^^

But the following months soon showed that the men of the Zemstvo were

in no position to make an open protest, that the terrorists would follow their

own road and the State would resort to repression rather than concessions.

Makov replaced Timashev at the Ministry of the Interior. In place of

Mezentsov, who was buried with full honours in the presence of the Tsar,

Drenteln was appointed head of the Third Section. And in St Petersburg a

police offensive began in grand style. Mikhailov said

:

The new head of the police obviously believed in annihilating suspects, using the

word in its widest sense. And as the ' band of evilly-disposed elements ' lived in the

world of suspects, uprooting them would do away with it too. But the circles it

moved in were wide and included all the students, some men of letters, lawyers,

etc., and young men with no settled profession. ^^^

The forces of the Third Section were far from enough for the job. And so

they were reorganized and special attention was paid to increasing the

number of spies.

In October the police succeeded in striking the very centre of Zemlya i

Volya. Olga Natanson, Alexey Oboleshev, Adrian Mikhailov, Leonid Bulanov

and V. F. Troshchansky were arrested. The original group of ' troglodytes

'

was now mostly dispersed. Two women, Alexandra Nikolaevna Mahnov-
skaya and Maria Alexandrovna Kolenkina, tried to put up armed resist-

ance. ^^^ 7he whole organization was now in the most serious danger.

Alexander Mikhailov himself was only able to escape from an ambush
thanks to his exceptional abiUty and speed, and 'those who were still at large

had neither money nor passports, and had no chance of finding their com-

rades who were scattered in the provinces, as they did not know their

addresses '.^^8

It was A. Mikhailov who rebuilt the centre. Indeed we can say that his

tireless and inteUigent labour almost unintentionally gave rise to a new
organization, the kernel of the future Narodnaya Volya.

The arrests had merely hastened a development which was already in

progress. Greater centralization, a more rigid spirit of conspiracy, a con-

centration of all energies in the towns—these became the principles that

gave life to this final incarnation o{ Zemlya i Volya. It no longer had to take

account of a general feeling of anger and hope in pubUc opinion. Now the

situation was dominated by the reaction of the government which grew more
repressive every day. And withstanding this were only two active elements:

the students and workers of St Petersburg.
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Student disorders began in the autumn. The first of them took place in the

Veterinary Institute at Kharkov and then quickly spread to other centres.

In St Petersburg the most notable activities were those in the Army School

of Medicine, though in fact all the faculties and higher educational estabUsh-

ments took part in the movement. On 29th November the students set out in

a procession to take a petition to the heir to the throne. This was a further

reply to the appeal to society launched by the government after the assassina-

tion of Mezentsov on 4th August. It was too easy, said the petition, to

attribute everything that had happened to a 'handful of evilly-disposed

elements'. In actual fact the situation of young men in Russia was quite

unbearable. Police control was oppressive, the students did not have the

right to organize cooperative banks or to own their own libraries. 'Admission

to institutions of higher education becomes ever more difficult. Soon educa-

tion will become the privilege of wealth.' On the day following the demon-

stration the School of Medicine was surrounded by soldiers, Cossacks and

police. Clashes took place and the students were beaten and flogged. About
200 were held that day, and the arrests went on for some time afterwards.

Many hundreds were eventually sent to different provinces in the north

under police supervision. ^ ^9

As for the factories and workshops, we have seen that the winter of 1878

saw some of the most typical strikes of the time and above all the formation

of the Northern Union of Russian Workers.

And so Zemlya i Volya's most intense activities coincided with the revival

of violent student disorders and a strengthening of the working class move-

ment. But in order to take advantage of this situation it was above all

essential to rebuild the technical services of the centre. Mikhailov managed

not only to do this but even to bring them to a level of perfection that they

had never reached before. It is only his work at the end of 1878 that can

explain how the clandestine organization was able to survive during the next

two years in face of increasingly active police investigations. He was able to

estabhsh a whole network of hiding places and lodgings in St Petersburg

and he controlled the illegal life of the whole organization down to the

smallest details. His knowledge of the town was supreme, and consequently

he was one of the most able at avoiding shadowing and pursuit.

But none of this would have been enough had Mikhailov not been able

to introduce a spy into the very centre of the Third Section. One day a young

man of weak health, who had been a student and had travelled in Russia

and abroad, came to him and said that he was prepared to execute any act

of terrorism. Mikhailov answered that he was going to ask an even greater

sacrifice of him. Would he become a police official? After some hesitation,

Nikolay Vasilev Kletochnikov agreed, mainly because he had already been

inspired by a feeling of admiration and devotion for Mikhailov. He managed

to penetrate into the very heart of police headquarters, and as early as

January 1879 he was able to provide detailed lists of spies and agents
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provocateurs. He maintained a regular system of protection for Zemlya i

Volya and Narodnaya Volya, warning them of police moves and future

arrests. Mikhailov always kept this precious source of information jealously

to himself. Kletochnikov was only discovered in January 1881, and sentenced

to death a year later. His sentence was commuted to hard labour for life,

but in 1883 he died in the Alexeyevsky dungeon in the Peter-Paul fortress.^^o

These improvements in technique enabled the conspirators once more to

gather together in St Petersburg forces capable of replacing those who had

fallen. Plekhanov reorganized the 'working class group' and Mikhailov

regularly attended its meetings. L. Tikhomirov and Nikolay Morozov joined

Zemlya i Volya at this time, and at the same time Sofya Perovskaya's group

completely merged with what remained of the central organization. The

generation of the ' trial of the hundred and ninety-three ' took over the most

important posts in the 'underground'.

The Free Russian Press was taken over by the central nucleus and trans-

formed into the Free Press of St Petersburg. It was put in an extremely safe

place from the conspiratorial point of view, in the very centre of the capital

in a flat where every possible care was taken to avoid arousing suspicions.

It was Mikhailov who kept contact with it, and it was still organized by

Aaron Isaakovich Zundelevich. His own ideas tended more towards German
social-democracy than towards Populism, but he gave Zemlya i Volya and

later Narodnaya Volya the most valuable assistance. Better than anyone else

he knew the frontiers and the Jewish smugglers who could arrange the

escape of those on the run or bring across a load of periodicals. ^"^^ He was

an outstandingly able man and the 'technician' of the movement. Indeed he

so organized the press that it was able to cope with the regular publication

of a large review, Zemlya i Volya!^'^^

This periodical marked, as it were, the consecration of the fact that a real

party had now come into being despite persecution and losses. Mikhailov

obviously thought the review of exceptional importance, for he one day said

with his usual biting wit that 'the important thing is that some clandestine

review should come out. The police looks for it and is unable to find it

—

that's what strikes the public. It's of no importance what's written inside.

I think that the ideal review would be one which had nothing at all printed

in it. But unfortunately that's not possible.' ^''•^ Though he thus stressed the

value of the review for propaganda and organization, in fact he paid special

attention to controlling the work of the editors and discussing with them the

articles which were to be published. ^74

The Zemlya i Volya! mirrored the inner life of the organization. Its

principal editor was Klements, chosen because he was rightly considered the

best writer of the group. His main assistants were Plekhanov. Morozov and

Kravchinsky.

The leading article of the first number, which was dated 25th October

1878, but in fact came out early in November, was written by Kravchinsky.
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It took Up a stand on all the problems of the movement. ' The SociaUsts are

the only organized political party in Russia.' They differed above all from

those who did not want an open fight; their relations with the liberals were

indeterminate because 'Where are the hberals?' Nor had they anything to

discuss with the constitutionalists: 'We will see about that when there are

any of them.' In any case it was clear that the revolutionary Sociahsts

' viewed with favour any attempt to fight for the rights of man, and widening

thq boundaries of freedom of thought'. As for freedom of the press, their

reviews were themselves proof that they did not just talk about it, but really

put it into action.

Their programme was still one of agrarian Sociahsm. It was not that they

were not well aware of the problems of the workers. But the two things

were and must remain closely linked. 'A revolutionary movement which

breaks out in the name of the land will inevitably on the very next day realize

the need to seize the factories and entirely destroy every kind of capitalism,

because, by retaining capitalism, it would dig its own grave.' And the reverse

was just as true :
' The Sociahst movement in the towns, were it to spring up

independently in the villages, would inevitably meet peasant Socialism from

the very first.'

And so the immediate problem was not to discuss programmes for the

future. What was essential was to start a popular revolution and to start it

as quickly as possible because ' one does not have to be a prophet to see that

absolutism will collapse and give way to constitutionahsm'. This would

bring the privileged classes to the fore and give them the power.

So they must not fight only against absolutism but rather prepare the

forces of the revolution. In other words they must not accept the point of

view of Tkachev's Jacobins. These Jacobins wanted all eff"orts to be concen-

trated against something that was not in fact the only enemy. Some of their

views, such as terrorism and plans to disorganize the State, could of course

be accepted. But the revolutionaries must not let themselves be carried away

by terrorism: 'This is not the way by which we will liberate the mass of the

people.' 'Against a class, only a class can rebel; only the people can destroy

a system.' The terrorists were and must remain no more than cadres of

protection. Even if they momentarily succeeded in destroying the absolute

power, they would only be helping its passage into the hands of the bour-

geoisie and the privileged. Hence their victory would be only a Pyrrhic one.

Kravchinsky therefore clearly raised the problem which was to lead to an

increasing conflict within Zemlya i Volya and eventually to the formation of

Narodnaya Volya.

A Populist revolution was possible only if it occurred soon, while the

obshchina was still safe in the countryside. The penetration of the capitalist

system into Russian life was growing more profound, but it was still recent

and therefore weak. Success would come if the popular masses could be led

to rebel against it soon. But the authorities, the State, the Tsar—these stood
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in the way of this need to act quickly. To try and eliminate them was danger-

ous and would bring about the reverse effect, said Kravchinsky. On the

contrary, replied the others, it was the only way to open up the road to a

revolution which later would no longer be possible.

This was the setting for the controversy for or against terrorism. In view

of the problems involved, it is natural enough that it became increasingly

violent and the central problem for all the movement.

The rest of Kravchinsky's article and the other articles in the first isaue

of Zemlya i Volya ! were attempts to find a way out of this dilemma.

Kravchinsky proposed returning to work among the people. What had

been done so far in that direction? 'Little, extraordinarily httle.' And yet

there was no lack of opportunity. ' The masses are beginning to understand

us.' The working class movement proved this if nothing else. The Chigirin

conspiracy too, though it had been based on unacceptable principles, had

shown 'the possibility of creating a purely peasant and revolutionary

organization, starting from local demands and interests'. Past failures must

not make them become less Popuhst. On the contrary they must emphasize

their links with purely local and Russian ideas and forces. The time had

come to ' strip SociaHsm of its German and foreign clothes and dress it in

the popular blouse of the Russian peasant'.

This was still the faith of Zemlya i Volya. But would existing conditions

in Russia enable its members to pursue this programme? The very first

number of their review had attacked the Golos (Voice) for saying that it was

useless for the Populists to fight against the bourgeoisie as it did not exist in

Russia and that it was useless to want Socialism which could not exist

without a bourgeoisie. In reply the Popuhsts said that in actual fact the

capitaUst system was already established in Russia. The peasant reform of

1861 had taken the decisive step in this direction, and now they must take

account of this situation. They recalled Marx's (in fact Engels') attack on

Tkachev, and said that they were forced to admit that Marx was right. They

accepted his sociological analysis of the situation in Russia. 'There is no

slavery, nor serfdom, but a bourgeois system.' And there was no need to

wait for this to develop further: 'Nothing is more stupid than to say that

Socialism is possible only in a highly developed society', they said. SociaHsm

sprang up wherever inequality and exploitation were to be found.

In fact Russia's situation meant that Populism was still the only brand of

Socialism possible. Later numbers of Zemlya i Volya! merely defined this

outlook more precisely. The editors did not accept materialism, and they

did not share Marx's views on the working classes, though they admitted

the broad outhnes of his examination of the development of bourgeois

society. And they did not beheve in a Socialism which would come into

being when capitalist development reached its end. It was the liberals, they

said in a leading article in the third issue, who maintained this idea and

who attacked the Populists. It was the liberals who said that society was not
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yet ripe, indeed that it could not yet even be described as capitalist and that

therefore Sociahsm could not exist in Russia. Was it then to be the function

of the Marxists to bring about the necessary economic conditions ? It was

true that the men of the Enlightenment in Russia had also been gentlemen

and owned serfs; it was the situation itself which led to these contradictions.

But for this very reason it was essential to be aware of Russia's special

situation. Whereas in Western Europe capitaUsm had developed with the

fall of the peasant obshchina, and had then re-created 'a collective spirit' in

the factories, in Russia this collectivism had not yet disappeared, and was

still aUve in the villages and the agricultural communities. And so what was

progressive in Europe might be retrograde in Russia.

To move from handicraft to factories was a step forwards, but to move
from the obshchina to capitahsm in the countryside was a step backwards.

The PopuUst revolution would pass direct to Socialism. Sociahsm alone

corresponded to the real situation. ^'^^

Any attempt to give first place to the constitutional problem and fight only

for freedom meant that this situation was not understood. Only one reply was

possible to 'society' when it complained about the lack of laws, rights, and

security for the human being : All this was due to the position of the peasant

masses. 'We say, in the interests of liberty itself, "let us hasten to begin a

pohtical reform from below so that it is not replaced by a bad substitute

from above".' It was useless to hope that the bourgeoisie would fight for

liberty. It had already achieved its programme. ' Cheap labour and the free-

dom to exploit are already with us.' Indeed the bourgeoisie usually added,

'Thank God this has happened without pohtical reforms.' For the moment
anyone who wanted freedom must ask for bread and not reforms.

If we carry out a peasant policy, freedom will not be a fundamental aim but an

inevitable result. In fact it will be like some natural subsidiary product in a chemical

or technical process just as coke is formed during the making of gas or smoke when
one lights the stove. Political liberty, the right of the human being to full invulnera-

bility, will come not from demands and petitions on the freedom of the press or

the inviolability of the individual—petitions carried to His Majesty's feet or offered

on the point of a political revolutionary's bayonet—but from 'laws of God written

in the hearts of men'. The free, independent peasant, capable of standing upright

and unbowed, will be the only true defender of freedom. Who wants freedom must

defend the harmless peasants. That is the way to get freedom in Russia.

Here, then, was the Populist programme in its full extent. It was a pro-

gramme ready to absorb contributions from Marxism, Jacobinism and

liberalism and yet still retain its central faith. It was a programme capable

of giving its views on the future development of Russia. But it had not yet

explained what should be done in the immediate future. The problems of

power, of a political struggle, and of terrorism cropped up whenever the

question of the peasants had to be considered.

Far off in Switzerland Akselrod had a clearer view of the problem. He
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wrote an article called ' Our party's time of transition ' which was published

in No. 8 (November/December 1878) of The Obshchina, the review which the

first number ofZemlya i Fio/ya/ described as 'published by our collaborators

and comrades'. 'The revolutionary movement is now passing through a

critical moment in its development', said Akselrod:

If circumstances are favourable, existing Socialist currents can develop towards a

full, coherent and extensive programme of federalist Socialism, capable of being

adapted in practice to the specific conditions of life in Russia. Otherwise these

currents may be volatilized and transformed on the one hand into Jacobinism and

on the other into constitutionalism. And so the present moment is critical in the

highest degree and dangerous for the future destiny of Socialism in Russia.

The revolutionaries must look back and draw inspiration from the origins

of the movement. The pilgrimage 'to the people', from which the existing

evolution had started, had certainly been a good move. 'Now the Jacobins,

who propose to offer the people happiness and prosperity under the leader-

ship of a wise authority, say that to know the popular masses is, if not

utterly superfluous, at least of only secondary importance.' This was quite

unacceptable to those who, from the very first, had planned to base their

activities on the will and initiative of the people. But it was six years since

this approach to the people had been made. Why was the 'party of the

people ' not as extensive as could have been hoped ?

The reason for this lack of success was twofold: the rapid spread of

capitalism in Russia and the lack of a combative spirit in society. And so

something was now happening which had never been seen before. 'That

section of the younger generation which has reached the highest spiritual

development has taken exclusively on its own shoulders the grandiose task

of preparing the working class for a conscious and organized struggle.

This leads to objective difficulties and mistakes. Despite the various ideologi-

cal currents into which the younger generation is divided, such as "rebels".

Populists, propagandists, etc' the very nature of the situation in which it

found itself led it 'to incline unconsciously towards Jacobinism . . . There

are few logical and coherent Jacobins', but many eventually shpped into it,

carried away by events and lacking clear ideas and the ability to examine

closely their own consciences.

The mistakes of the whole movement were now clear. '(1) We entered it

hoping for speedy and spectacular results. (2) We did not sufficiently specify

our duties and so we concentrated entirely on the countryside and left the

intelligentsia and workers on one side.' It was now necessary to realize that

the fight would be long and that it must be localized and qualified. This,

however, did not mean blindly accepting popular traditions and ideals, even

when they were collectivist in character. They must never forget that a society

made up of obshchinas could be extremely reactionary and conservative,

'immobile to an extent existing states cannot even dream of. It was not by

chance that Haxthausen had looked upon the obshchina as the citadel of
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reaction in Russia. And as regards the factories, the PopuHsts must never

forget that 'a workers' movement without SociaUst ideals is conservative'.

Pure PopuHsm then was dangerous. But it might well be equally dangerous

to adopt a 'pohtical' fight. Such a move was, however, inevitable. 'If we
must, whether we want to or not, fight absolutism, and therefore, indirectly,

win political rights for the bourgeoisie, we must none the less take every

possible step to avoid being carried away from our Socialist course : for this

would lead to the utter disintegration of such elements of Socialism as exist

in Russia.'

Akselrod's analysis of the situation was acute. But he failed to suggest

any practical means of solving those contradictions that he himself had

pointed out. How could the revolutionaries avoid being consciously or

unconsciously drawn towards 'Jacobinism' or 'constitutionalism'—towards

a dictatorship or a kind of hberaUsm incapable of serving the peasant and

popular interests that were their own ? The Uttle practical advice that Akselrod

suggested had already been adopted by Zemlya i Volya. Its 'specialized

groups' (workmen, peasants, etc.) already corresponded to the need to

localize and qualify the fight. Was not their review itself, published secretly

in St Petersburg, an expression of that will to seek activities which were to

be both 'political and Socialist' which he referred to in his comments on the

press ?

Even Akselrod's ' self-criticism', which admitted their ' speedy and spectacu-

lar hopes', was still only theoretical. Quite apart from the way in which

Russian society was developing, the revolutionaries were compelled by the

conditions of the struggle to aim at speedy results. They had no time to

wait; the repression was growing increasingly severe.

Did the solution lie, perhaps, in the working class movement ? Plekhanov,

in the leading article of the fourth issue at the end of February 1879, stressed

its importance i^"^ 6 'Agitation in the factories is increasing daily: that is the

news of the day.' This agitation constituted one of those problems that 'fife

itself brings to the forefront, its rightful place, despite the a priori theoretical

decisions of the revolutionaries ... In the past, and not without reason, we
put all our hopes and directed all our forces at the village masses. The urban

worker held only second place in the revolutionaries' calculations. Only

extra resources were, as it were, devoted to him.' Yet the workers had been

quick to absorb the propaganda spread among them: 'Today it is difficult

to find a factory, a workshop or even a craftsman's shop which does not

contain some Sociahst workers.' It was now up to the revolutionaries to

move over from propaganda to organization, to concern themselves with

wages and not just search among the workers for new elements for the party.

Above all, they must stop thinking that the workmen would have only a

secondary role in the revolution of the future.

Our large industrial centres group together tens and sometimes even hundreds of

thousands of workers. In the great majority of cases these men are the same peasants
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as those in the villages . . . The agricultural problem, the question of the self-

administration of the obshchina, land and liberty: all these are just as close to the

heart of the workers as of the peasants. In a word, it is not a question of masses

cut off from the countryside but of part of the countryside. Their cause is the same;

their struggle can and must be the same. And besides, the towns collect the very

flower of the village population, younger people, more enterprising . . . there they

are kept far removed from the influence of the more conservative and timid elements

of the peasant family . . . Thanks to all this they will constitute a precious ally for

the peasants when the social revolution breaks out.

In order to enable them to achieve this function it was necessary to organize

not only the bolder characters but the mass as a whole. A fight in a factory

was still a class struggle and a means to educate the workers against the

authorities. And they must not let themselves be discouraged by unsuccessful

strikes. Agitation must be pressed on relentlessly. 'Let the reader call to

mind the history of the Trade Unions of 1824, before the repeal of laws

against coalitions; let him remember just how the English workers obtained

this repeal.' Plekhanov ended his article by speaking of the 'red terror'

which would answer the government's 'white terror'.

Plekhanov was thus concentrating his attention on a particularly important

aspect of the situation in the winter of 1878. But by now it was more one of

past history than of immediate politics. The Northern Union of Russian

Workers met its death at this very time, owing to a provocateur. And it was

only due to information supplied by Kletochnikov, and the sang-froid of

two members of Zemlya i Volya, that the central organization did not also

come to grief. Instead the spy was eliminated in time. The working class

movement had already reached its peak. During the following years strikes

decreased rather than increased. Plekhanov's ideas led to extensive develop-

ments in later decades, but not in the immediate future. Zemlya i Volya

could not direct its main activities along these lines.

Only one way remained open: the resumption and intensification of

terrorism. This was the policy indicated by the government's campaign of

repression and by the steps taken by individuals and groups. And so,

throughout Russia and especially in the South, the bloody struggle between

the authorities and the revolutionaries was resumed after what had seemed

like a temporary halt during the summer and autumn of 1878 following the

execution of Kovalsky. In November, Sentyanin, one of the members of

Osinsky's group, put up armed resistance against the police who came to

arrest him at Kharkov. He was accused of being secretary of the 'Executive

Committee', but he did not survive until the trial. In May 1879 he died of

consumption in the Peter-Paul fortress. Mikhailov, who had known him

since his student days, said that 'he was an extraordinarily alive and sensitive

person. From his French mother he had inherited a quick talent, nervousness

and brilliant irony. Fate did not allow him to survive; he died at the age of

twenty-two or twenty-three.' ^"^^
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On 16th December, Konstantin Grigorevich Dubrovin also used arms to

defend himself at Staraya Russa. He was an officer who had tried to create a

military organization. One day, when talking to M. R. Popov, he had shown

him his dagger, on which was written 'Defend yourself with this'.i'^^ He
was sentenced to death on 20th April 1879 and hanged a week later in the

Peter-Paul fortress.

Another man, Sergey Fedorovich Chubarov, also fired at the police as

they came to arrest him at the end of 1878. He had been a 'rebel', one of the

organizers of the Chigirin conspiracy, and then a member of the terrorist

groups of Zemlya i Volya. He, too, had gone to St Petersburg to see if it

were possible to kill Trepov. He had then taken part in the attempt to free

Voynaralsky, and subsequently in the demonstration held outside the

tribunal which had sentenced Kovalsky to death. He was hanged at Odessa

on 10th August 1879.

With him was hanged I. Ya. Davidenko, whose revolutionary career was

very similar. He tried in vain to put up armed resistance to the police when
they arrested him at Odessa during the demonstration outside the tribunal

which sentenced Kovalsky.

Attempts to escape from exile were frequent, especially by those students

who had been deported after the disturbances during the winter. Such

attempts were often successful. On the other hand S. N. Bobokhov met with

a particularly tragic fate. In 1875 he had been driven from the School of

Medicine and had been sent first to Saratov and then to the department of

Archangel. When in Eastern Siberia among the Yakuts, he fled with two

comrades. They were pursued by the police, and he fired. He was sentenced

to death, but his sentence was commuted to twenty years' hard labour. He
poisoned himself in 1889, unable to overcome the humiliation of having been

flogged. He was 'an extreme anarchist in theory, an extreme Populist in

practice', according to one of his friends.i79

Between the end of 1878 and the beginning of 1879 the nucleus of the first

'Executive Committee' in the South came to a violent end. In December,

Popko was arrested at Odessa. The police knew of his activities as a

propagandist and organizer, but not that he had personally taken part in

terrorism. And so he was sentenced to forced labour for hfe instead of

being hanged. He survived until 1885, when he died of consumption at

Kara.

In Kiev the position of the revolutionaries was becoming increasingly

difficult. Sudeykin, one of the most capable members of the Russian police,

took the place of the assassinated Geyking, and during the next few years

he acquired a considerable reputation. He succeeded in putting two provo-

cateurs on the tracks of Osinsky, who was constantly on the move between

Kiev and Odessa and several times made spectacular escapes from the net

that was tightening round him. But on 24th January 1879 he was caught,

together with Voloshenko, on the road between the two towns. In his house

I
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they found Sofya Leshern, one of the most active women among the Southern

terrorists. ^^0

On the night of 1 1th February, nearly all the members of their group were

taken to prison. Sudeykin came in person with two of his policemen to a

house in which were living the two Ivichevich brothers, Ludvig Karlovich

Brandtner, a certain 'Rafael' (whose full name is unknown), Veniamin

Pavlovich Pozen, Rostislav Steblin-Kamensky and Natalia Alexandrovna

Armfeld.^^* The first of these used their revolvers and one policeman was

killed in the clash. Sudeykin himself seems to have escaped, thanks only to

the breastplate that he was wearing. The two Ivichevichcs were fatally

wounded. Brandtner and 'Rafael' were less seriously injured and tried to

escape as the policemen withdrew. But they fell down and were arrested.

Meanwhile Pozen and Armfeld managed to burn all their compromising

papers before they too fell into the hands of the police.

Immediately afterwards, during the same night, an attack was made with

arms and blank shots that led to the arrest of a second group. Debagory-

Mokrievich (who subsequently wrote his memoirs) and a few others were

taken prisoner. Two men, Vladimir Sviridenko (Antonov) and Dicheskul

were arrested on the road. Both fired in an attempt to escape, but only

Dicheskul was successful.

They were all tried together at the beginning of May 1879. During the

trial Osinsky said, 'I know for certain that not a single member of the

"Executive Committee" is among those arrested. I know that this has not

put an end to its activities as it will soon show.' He thus set an example

which was followed in similar circumstances by members of the Executive

Committee of Narodnaya Volya. When accused of having admitted immoral

characters among his comrades, he answered: 'The public prosecutor, with

his morality, or rather immorality, could find no place among us.'^^^ ^
sentence of death was given to those who had put up armed resistance, and

fourteen years and ten months' hard labour to all the others. But later on this

system of uniform punishments was somewhat modified. Antonov, Sviri-

denko, Brandtner and Osinsky, however, went to the scaff'old on 14th May
1879.

On the previous evening Osinsky had managed to dictate to Sofya Leshern

a testament in code for his comrades in Zemlya i Volya. Osinsky had done

more than anyone to have terrorism adopted as a fundamental weapon in

the fight and he now said that though the results so far had been negligible,

terrorism was still the road to follow.

We have no regrets at having to die. We die for an idea, and if we do have any

regret it is only that the significance of our deaths lies merely in the shame it puts

on the dying monarchy and not something better, and that before our death we
have not done what we wanted to do. I send you wishes, my dear friends, for a

more profitable death than ours. This is the only, the best of all wishes that we can

give you. And again; do not throw away your precious blood in vain.
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We have no doubts that your activities will now be aimed in one single direction.

Even if you had not written this, we could do it together. According to our way of

thinking the party cannot physically undertake anything else. But for real terrorism

we need people and means.

There followed some technical advice. Finally he briefly recalled the dis-

sensions that had been stimulated among his comrades by his ideas and

personality, all burning with the desire for terrorism. Now he asked them to

forget all this and he embraced them farewell. Osinsky's appeal was then

pubhshed in the sixth issue of the Listok Zemli i Voli as evidence of the

terrorist spirit which was now constantly increasing in power among the

revolutionaries. 18^

At the beginning of 1879, another successful assassination was carried out

in the South. On 9th February Grigory Davidovich Goldenberg shot

Kropotkin, the governor of Kharkov. This man was a cousin of the well-

known anarchist, and although he enjoyed the reputation of being a liberal,

it was he who was responsible for the severe conditions which prevailed in

the central prison at Kiev. His assassination was yet another gesture of

protest and self-defence against the repressive policies of the government.

Meanwhile in St Petersburg another incentive to terrorism was provided

by the accidental arrest of Klements, who had been denounced by one of

his servants. For Klements, who had been running the review during this

period, had kept it firmly to the PopuUst line, and was more directly in

touch with 'society' than many of his comrades. Indeed during his last days

of freedom he had intended to spread propaganda in the Zemstvo of Nizhny

Novgorod, whose members included his friend Petr Alexandrovich Alexan-

drov, who was arrested with him.i^'^ But now his removal from the scene

made Tikhomirov and Morozov the most important editors of Zemlya i

Volya! And both were resolute supporters of terrorism. On 12th March
the first number of the Listok Zemli i Voli to be edited by them made its

appearance.

'Life does not wait', it began. 'A monthly review cannot report as quickly

as it should the events which follow one another in battle. And so this leaflet

will fill an indispensable need.' The leaflet, in fact, was a war communique

which announced acts of terrorism and armed resistance. It also exalted

them, built them into theories and looked upon them as the very centre of

the party's activities. Morozov was the leading editor and man responsible

for this leaflet. It virtually replaced the review itself, of which only one more

number appeared, whereas five communiques announced the various stages

of the battle until June 1879.

The second number of the Listok was already able to announce that the

road pointed out by Kravchinsky on 4th August had been resumed. On
13th March 1879, Drenteln, the new head of the police, had been shot at

while driving in his carriage along a central street of St Petersburg. The

would-be assassin had been on horseback and had managed to escape. The
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determination to aim high and move over to the offensive was obvious. A
manifesto was published and the name 'Executive Committee' now made its

appearance in the North. St Petersburg was inheriting the mantle of Osin-

sky.^85 '\ political assassination', said the Listok, in its report, *is above all

an act of revenge, the only means of defence in the existing situation, and at

the same time one of the best weapons of agitation.' It was essential to aim

at the centre 'so as to make the entire system quake'. It recalled that in the

Kolokol of 1st April 1864 Herzen had spoken of those groups of revolution-

aries 'who in underground caves had joined together in indissoluble com-

munities of "holy fools", whom neither the savage barbarity of the one nor

the traditional civilization of the others had been able to crush'. Had they

adopted the system of terrorism, these revolutionaries would have become

terrifying. At present this system was 'the realization of the revolution . . .

The authorities feel an abyss opening beneath their feet. That is why we look

upon political assassination as one of our most important weapons against

despotism.' The future would be the time for mass movements, and it would

be the terrorists who had opened the road for these movements. They were

the last representatives of conspiracy and the first of revolution.

The shots at Drenteln had been fired by Leonid Filippovich Mirsky. He
had been prompted both by ideas of the kind quoted above and also by a

measure of adventurous romanticism. Of Polish origin, he had already been

arrested and had only left the Peter-Paul fortress two months earlier. He
belonged to the exclusive world of St Petersburg rather than to the ' indis-

soluble communities' of the revolutionaries. Mikhailov had influenced him.

Shortly afterwards he was arrested and sentenced to death in October 1879,

His spirits failed and he asked forgiveness, and even betrayed Nechaev's

plans for escape. His bitter experiences now made him into a fighter for the

rest of his life. Later he was again sentenced to death and only just avoided

being shot during the revolution of 1905.1^6

Mirsky had fired and missed on 13th March. By this time Alexander

Konstantinovich Solovev had already firmly made up his mind to try to

kill the Tsar. In February 1879 he was in St Petersburg where he met Mik-

hailov, whom he had known for two years and who was his closest comrade

among those then in the capital. He also got into contact with Alexander

Alexandrovich Kvyatkovsky. But he did not ask for help, as he wanted to

take independent action. He did not even ask Mikhailov to agree with his

plans. He had made up his mind to act in any case.^^?

The situation was now somewhat similar to that which had existed more
than ten years earlier in Moscow, when the underground had learnt that

Karakozov had decided to fire at the Tsar. But this time Solovev found

support from the hard core of terrorists in Zetnlya i Volya. Mikhailov

wanted to inform his comrades of what was about to happen, both through

political loyalty and so that they might take the necessary security measures

against the inevitable reaction of the police and the government. An exceed-
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ingly violent discussion took place, which brought to light the schisms in

the party which were now evident. Some members even recalled Komissarov,

who had been credited with saving the hfe of Alexander II in 1866: 'If there

are Karakozovs among us, there may also be another Komissarov, who is

not prepared to accept your decisions', M. R. Popov (soon to become one

of the leaders of Cherny Peredel) is reported to have said. 'If you are a

Komissarov, I will kill you myself, answered Kvyatkovsky.^^s Plekhanov

was on Popov's side; and theirs was probably the majority opinion. Mik-

hailov, however, held firm. The assassination, he said, had to be reckoned

with, as Solovev had made up his mind, and so it was useless to discuss it

any further. In any case, no agreement was reached. As a compromise it

was decided that every individual member of the organization could colla-

borate in the assassination, but that he would do this on his own initiative

without involving Zemlya i Volya.

Solovev even found a rival claimant for the function he had taken upon
himself. This was Goldenberg, who had killed Kropotkin at Kharkov. And
so a meeting was held with Mikhailov, Zundelevich, the two candidates, and

Ludvig Kobylyansky, a Pole. As a result of this, Solovev assumed full

responsibility for the undertaking.

On the morning of 2nd April while Alexander II was taking his usual walk

in the grounds of the Winter Palace, Solovev fired five times at him with his

revolver. None of his bullets hit the target. The Tsar ran off, stumbled and

fell, but was unhurt. The many policemen who were accompanying him
flung themselves at Solovev, who defended himself and wounded one of

them. He then swallowed the poison that he carried with him, but was given

immediate medical treatment and revived. Meanwhile Mikhailov was able

to watch the whole scene from some way off.

Solovev was tried and explained the reason for what he had done. He
was, however, able to conceal his movements, which would have put the

police on to the tracks of his friends. In his deposition he wrote that he was

perfectly well aware of the fact that many young men were able to embark

on a career when they left the university. This, however, had not attracted

him. 'I wanted to devote myself to serving the people, poverty and the needs

of those who are close to my heart . . . And so I began by sharing the ideas of

the Socialists.' He had become a schoolmaster, but had become convinced

that this too was of no use to the people. ' My school was attended only by

the sons of the bourgeoisie and government officials.
'^^^ And so he had 'gone

to the people' and lived as a workman and railway carpenter. Although he

did not say it in his deposition, he had in fact lived longer than most among
the people, having worked and spread propaganda for three years in suc-

cession. In October 1876, for instance, he had been in the departments of

Vladimir and Nizhny Novgorod 'where work on the railways had been

developed and it was easier to find a job'. Besides, he was attracted by these

districts because exploitation by the kulaks was making the position of the
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local peasant artisans more and more desperate. The land was burdened with

unbearable taxes and no longer gave any produce. He had spent the winter

and spring going from village to village in search of work. Unfortunately for

him, the diplomatic tension with Europe and the mobilization which seemed

to presage war had their effects even here. The employers were closing down
factories and dismissing the workers. Thousands of penniless, homeless men
were wandering throughout the countryside offering their labour for a hunk

of bread. Solovev soon came to the end of his resources and found himself

in the same situation as these wretches. ' Hunger, nights spent in the winter

cold, in empty shelters or in unheated izbas on damp, dirty straw, all this

made my position nearer and nearer that of these unfortunate men, while

my health was gradually ruined.' After several months he returned to St

Petersburg, and told Mikhailov of the misery that he had seen and shared.

He then resumed his life as a worker in the department of Saratov. Even in

1879 when he had already decided to kill the Tsar he still spoke 'of his faith

in the possibility of working among the people'. Yet this hope was dying.

He confided to Mikhailov that his plan to kill the Tsar was justified mainly

'because of the benefit it would bring to the peasants ... I could think of no

more powerful means of bringing the economic crisis to a head. Desires and

impatience were now obvious everywhere. The discontent of the people was

extremely strong. 'i^o Now was the time to begin an open battle. In the words

of his deposition: 'We revolutionary Socialists have declared war on the

government.' He had never been a good subject; but ever since he had become

'a convinced revolutionary Socialist' he had looked upon the Tsar as 'an

enemy of the people'. Although the idea of avenging his fallen comrades

was a very real one to him, the fundamental reasons for his action were very

different. His was the first really political act of terrorism since Karakozov.^^i

On 28th May he was hanged in front of a large crowd, which included the

correspondents of the Figaro and the Monde Illustri.

The measures that were now taken by the government, the discussions

that the attempted assassination gave rise to among the revolutionaries, the

increasingly serious schisms within Zemlya i Volya—all these opened a new

chapter in the history of the movement, and belong to the story of Cherny

Peredel and Narodnaya Volya.
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The government's reply to SoIovev*s attempt on the life of the Tsar was to

impose a state of siege. An ukas of 5th April handed over those regions of

the Empire where the revolutionary movement had been strongest to

generals who had distinguished themselves in the war against the Turks.

St Petersburg was given to General Gurko; Odessa to Totleben;i Kharkov

to General Count Loris-Melikov. These changes extended a regime which

had already subjected the regions of Moscow, Kiev and Warsaw to ' governor-

generals ', and their powers were now increased. Every aspect of civil adminis-

tration, including public order, came under their control. They were given

power to hand over anyone to a mihtary tribunal, to arrest and banish in

cases where they considered it necessary, and also to suppress any newspaper

or review. In fact a regime of terror was set up, made more severe by the fact

that the power of the State was carved up and entrusted to six regional

military dictators. Solovev's action revealed both the determination of the

State to act against the kramola (subversive forces) and the inability of the

central organs of government to assume control of the fight against the

revolutionaries.

The Emperor himself left St Petersburg and withdrew to his residence at

Livadia in the Crimea. Before his departure he appointed a special Commis-

sion of Ministers under the leadership of Valuev to inquire into the reasons

for the rapid spread of ' subversive doctrines' among the new generation and

to propose measures for combating them. At first the Commission did not

show much enthusiasm for the task, and tried to avoid it. But Alexander IT

was insistent, and finally, in June 1879, Valuev submitted the conclusions

reached by the Commission to the Committee of Ministers. Its picture of

the situation was hardly optimistic. It had to admit that the appeal to the

intelligentsia, which had been launched after Kravchinsky's assassination

of Mezentsov, had met with no response.

Specially worthy of attention is the almost complete failure of the educated classes

to support the government in its fight against a relatively small band of evildoers

. . . Most of these people are anxious. Though taking no part in the struggle and

though not acting on behalf of the government, they are to some extent waiting for

the result of the battle. Generally they do not take a favourable view of the govern-

ment's measures, which they consider to be sometimes too weak and sometimes

too strong.

633
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Was the position any better as regards the 'masses who do not think

much'? It was true that when a revolutionary was being arrested or a

demonstration resisted, the masses intervened on the government's side; but

their help was 'disordered, violent, always verging on the arbitrary, and

consequently too dangerous to be relied upon'.

In the meantime these masses are easily accessible to ill-intentioned rumours or

interpretations, and promises referring to the granting of new improvements and

material benefits ... In general, among all classes of the population there is evident

a certain vague dissatisfaction which preoccupies all minds. Everyone is com-

plaining about something and waiting for a change.

2

After this analysis of the situation, the Special Commission proposed a

series of repressive measures : the strengthening of the prestige and power

of the police, supervision of the Zemstvo, and restriction of the press.

Further, the peasants should be clearly told that there was no question of

giving them more land. Finally the government should rely for support on

the 'private and hereditary landholders' and should be more tolerant of the

Raskolniki as a reward for their imperviousness to propaganda, and also make
some concessions to the Poles who had not provided 'ground suitable for

revolutionary agitation'.

As regards schools, discussions within the Commission had been so lively

that no unanimous conclusions had been reached. The contradictions which

had existed here for over twenty years still survived, despite all the repressive

steps and palliatives adopted in the 'seventies. The desire of the government

to allow a growing number of students from the poorer classes to enjoy

higher education meant that among the students there were many men who
had to fight against difficult and often terrible economic conditions. The

economic development of Russia was tending to break down the rigidly

classicizing (or rather, archaeological) framework within which the minister

Tolstoy had wanted to confine education. And recent disorders, especially

those in the capital, had shown that the students' esprit de corps was still a

powerful and active force. The Commission could do no more than empha-

size that it was 'positively harmful in Russia to arouse by artificial means

the desire to pursue higher education'.^

Only a fraction of the measures proposed were put into practice quickly.

Only those concerning the police were seriously enforced, and on 1 6th June

1879 a circular was sent out to explain to the peasants that they must cherish

no illusions about the land.'^ But the Commission, despite its apparent

practical ineffectiveness, had none the less pointed out the true situation and

drawn up the main lines of what was to be the government's policy during

1879. The educated classes kept aloof; the popular classes were showing

obscure signs of not wanting to support the government without receiving

something in return and had their eyes on the property of the gentry and the

State. And so it was obviously not advisable to appeal to them. This left only
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one choice: the apparatus of government must take on the fight with the

revolutionary organizations.

The circumstances of the case—which had driven the PopuUsts to assume

the burden of the struggle and had commended the use of terrorism—now
led the State to rely entirely on its own resources for eradicating the revolu-

tionary ferment, and drove it to adopt methods of pure pohce repression.

At Kiev and Odessa the first task of the new governor-generals was to

put the final legal touches to the hquidation of the 'rebels" activities, whose

centres had already been hit by the arrests of the beginning of the year. On
14th May, Osinsky, Brandtner and Sviridenko were hanged at Kiev, and on

18th June Yosif Bilchansky, Gorsky and Aron Gobst.^ In Odessa, Sergey

Chubarov, Yosif Yakovlevich Davidenko and Dmitry Andreyevich Lizogub

went to the scaffold on 10th August. On the next day, in connection with the

trial of these latter, S. Ya. Vittenberg and I. I. Logovenko were hanged at

Nikolaev.

These executions were due partly to the ' armed resistance ' which some of

the revolutionaries had put up, and partly to the discovery of preparations

for killing Alexander II. A plan had been made to blow up a street in Niko-

laev while the Emperor was on his way through. The pohce discovered the

machinery in Vittenberg's house, and he, together with the sailor Logovenko,

was the main organizer of the plot. They were arrested, but the dynamite

which had already been prepared was rescued from the Nikolaev police

and taken to Davidenko's house in Odessa. When he too was arrested the

explosives were once more saved and handed over to Gobst at Kiev. Finally

he too fell and the police laid their hands on the dynamite.

Even these secondary figures from among the Southern ' rebels ' showed the

spirit that inspired the whole movement. On the day before the executions,

Salomon Vittenberg wrote a letter to his friends

:

Naturally I do not want to die. To say that I am dying willingly would be a lie.

But this fact must not cast a shadow on my faith and on the certainty of my con-

victions. Remember that the highest example of honour and sacrificial spirit was

without doubt shown by the Saviour. Yet even he prayed 'Take this cup away from

me,' And so how can I not pray also? And yet I too, like Him, tell myself, 'If no

other way is possible, if it is necessary that my blood should be shed for the triumph

of Socialism, if the move from the present to a better organization can only be

made by trampling over our bodies, then let our blood be shed and flow to redeem

humanity ; let it serve as manure for the soil in which the seeds of Socialism will

sprout. Let Socialism triumph and triumph soon. That is my faith.

In a postscript he told his friends to give up any idea of avenging him.

'Forgive them, for they know not what they do.' And he ended: 'Even this

is a sign of the times. Their mind has been obscured; they see that a new

epoch will soon begin and they do not know how to prevent it.'^

This faith was expressed with more than usual purity in the life of yet

another man who was hanged at this time, Dmitry Andreyevich Lizogub,
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who was executed with Chubarov and Davidenko."^ 'This is not of course the

first example we have had of the heroic courage with which our comrades

are meeting their deaths', wrote the first number of the Narodnaya Volya,

*Lizogub, however, is a figure of quite outstanding spiritual grandeur.' And
the issue which appeared shortly before the plot of 1st March 1881 contained

another long article devoted to his memory, as if intended to let his spirit

act as an encouragement to the revolutionaries at this decisive moment in

the struggle.

This 'ascetic' Socialist came from one of the richest families in the Cherni-

gov region in the Ukraine. He had had an aristocratic education, partly in

French, partly in Ukrainian. His family still retained vivid memories of the

poet Shevchenko who had hved in their house and had been arrested there,

and also of the historian Kostomarov, both of whom were the creators of

mid-century Ukrainophilia. At the age of eleven he had gone with his family

to live at Montpellier. The Narodnaya Volya said :

His education in France kept him far removed from those conditions which

develop the slavish instincts which survive so long in the Russian. Hence Lizogub's

nature lacked a feature which is characteristic of the people of our country: i.e.

involuntary fear in the face of authority. When speaking with a superior, the

Russian involuntarily gives his voice a particular inflection and adopts a respectful

look and attitude. These reflections of spiritual alignment were unknown to

Lizogub.

On his return to Russia this independence of character was soon allied

to the spirit of complete dedication which he also inspired in the comrades

with whom he came into contact at St Petersburg. From the very first he

gave up any idea of a career. He repudiated marriage, for he thought that

the revolutionary should not have to look after a family, and indeed he was

distressed every time he saw one of his comrades marrying. ' Lizogub never

loved a woman in his life, and no woman loved him ... He carried his

convictions to their extreme, mathematically logical conclusions, and there-

fore looked on love as an obstacle on the road along which he had embarked.'

At the beginning of 1877 he got into contact with the PopuUsts in St

Petersburg. 8 They gave him important duties, which included trying to secure

contacts abroad. For this purpose he went to London to see the editorial

board of Lavrov's Vpered.^ His large family estates became a centre for

propaganda among the peasants, and a kind of 'colony'. From this 'colony'

came Nikolay Nikolaevich Kolodkevich, one of the members of the Executive

Committee of Narodnaya Volya, who died in 1884 in the Peter-Paul fortress.

Lizogub planned the systematic liquidation of these estates, so as to hand

over the proceeds to the organization. Legal difficulties, however, delayed

the realization of these plans, and the actual money he was able to give to

Zemlya i Volya was not much compared with the value of his inherited

property, though still considerable when compared to the budget of the
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secret society. He always lived a life of complete poverty, so as to avoid

taking advantage of this property, v^hich he looked upon as no longer belong-

ing to him. Mikhailov has told how Lizogub considered that he was doing

no more than applying the rule which obliged members of the group to

' sacrifice all their private possessions : property, sympathies, friendship, love,

and very existence'.

While sharing in the life of Zemlya i Volya, he too underwent the mental

and political development of his comrades. He was by no means sentimental.

Indeed he was able to gauge the consequences of his situation with im-

placable logic. 'He too was convinced after the movement "to go to the

people" that it was essential to unite all the sphnter groups of Russian

Socialism into a single party, pledged to an active struggle against the

government. For him, too, partisan warfare replaced peaceful propaganda.'

Hardly had he time to embark on this new adventure when he was arrested.

Everything now seemed to collapse around him. He had entrusted his

property to a friend, instructing him to administer it, sell it and then hand

over the proceeds to Zemlya i Volya. This man at once proposed to the

police that he should divulge to them something he knew, on condition

that he was allowed to become the sole owner of the property. He
managed to put Lizogub in a desperate situation, and helped to have him

sentenced to death. Indeed he succeeded in damaging the organization as a

whole, and very nearly had Mikhailov himself trapped in an ambush. But

he himself was eventually betrayed by the Third Section and handed over to

a military tribunal. Even in prison, Lizogub came across an agentprovocateur.

Yet never for a single moment did his faith waver. Even when sentenced to

die at the scaffold (to the great surprise of his comrades, who expected

that he would follow the many propagandists then on the way to Siberia),

he managed to smile.

The morning of 10th August was a fine one. Behind the square of troops round the

scaff'old there was a great crowd of people. In front stood the carriages of the rich

citizens of Odessa; the women with their binoculars and lorgnettes, were sitting

on the drivers' seats ... A mood of curiosity and complete indifference prevailed.

Occasionally one could hear a few words spoken by kindly souls shaken at the

sight of the gallows. Spies were moving around everywhere. The thick crowd of

people did not dare to give outward expression to sentiments of humanity. It was

dangerous to utter anything other than brutal sentiments . . . And now along the

road came the cart containing Lizogub, Davidenko and Chubarov. As they came

through one side of the square of troops which opened up to let them pass, Dmitry

Andreyevich looked at the gallows and then at the crowd and smiled and said

something to Davidenko. The drums were rolling, and it was impossible to hear

what he said.

The death of Lizogub closed an epoch. In him the self-sacrificial spirit of

the movement 'to go to the people' found its last symbol. He was the only

man to be hanged because he wanted to surrender everything that he had to
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the revolutionary movement, and even before becoming an organizer and

terrorist. At his death Osinsky had urged his comrades to follow a new line.

Lizogub showed by his death that it was now impossible to follow the old

one.

These death sentences, which had been demanded by the governor-

generals, and especially Totleben at Odessa, created the atmosphere that

drove the revolutionaries to organize terrorism and form the Executive

Committee of Narodnaya Volya. This atmosphere was still further exacer-

bated by the measures that accompanied these sentences and directly affected

the educated classes. Even those who were by no means prepared or inclined

to take armed action were now struck down. In Odessa searches were

carried out in all the newspaper offices and inquiries were made about every

single editor. Gertso-Vinogradsky was found guilty of flirting with liberalism

in thefeuilletons that he wrote under the name of ' Baron Iks ', and banished.

So too was Sergey Nikolaevich Yuzhakov, whose sister's revolutionary activi-

ties we have already referred to, and who subsequently became a well-known

Populist writer. The schools were invaded, and a dozen teachers and pro-

fessors arrested. The administration of the town was affected and two

municipal officials, Gernet and Kovalevsky, were seized by the police.

Many of the relations of those sentenced to death were sent to prison,

including Vitashevsky's sister. As was to be expected, the number of students

and workers removed from circulation was specially large

:

It was as if a dark cloud was oppressing the town. Everyone felt it; everyone was

loaded with an oppressive nightmare. Everywhere one could hear the cry—no
longer stifled, but violent and insistent—that 'one could no longer go on living,

it was essential to find some escape'. People who until then had hardly even heard

of the revolutionary movement were now on the move looking out for radicals,

pointing out the way of escape, offering themselves for work, and suggesting that

the best, indeed the only, way to put an end to this suffocation was to kill the

Tsar, 10

wrote Frolenko. He was living in Odessa at this time, and tried, though in

vain, to organize an attempt on the life of General Totleben.

Things in other parts of the South were much the same. In Kiev, however,

the police acted more calmly after having liquidated the central group of

terrorists. And at Kharkov, Loris-Melikov wanted to retain more humane
and legal forms, so as to win the reputation of being a more Hberal governor-

general than the others. Indeed, on one occasion he apparently had a

revolutionary sentenced to death for the very purpose of pardoning him.^^

The centre of the repression was still Odessa. The hanging of Lizogub

made such an impression that it compelled the government to cancel the

governor-generals' right to confirm death sentences inflicted by military

tribunals. From now on these had to be countersigned in St Petersburg.

But this did not stop the execution of three more revolutionaries in Odessa
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on 7th December 1879: Victor Alexeyevich Malinka, Ivan Vasilevich Dro-

byazgin and Lev Osipovich Maydansky, all of whom were implicated in the

unsuccessful attempt to kill Gorinovich, whom they suspected of being a

government spy.

There is other evidence besides that of Frolenko to show that it was public

opinion, in its reaction against the policy of repression and executions,

which encouraged the revolutionaries to make plans for the assassination of

the Tsar and concentrate all their forces against the centre of the system of

oppression. There is no doubt that the formation of this public opinion

favourable to regicide was a considerable factor in the political development

of summer 1879.

If we look closely, we will see that this state of mind only confirmed the

analysis which both the government and the revolutionaries had made of

the situation from opposing points of view. 'Society' was politically passive,

the people was silent. So the only active forces were the State and the Popuhst

organizations. Consequently these organizations had to bear the burden of

the day. Now by suggesting terrorism as 'the best, the only way out' even

the most active section of society was merely throwing responsibility for the

struggle onto the shoulders of the revolutionaries. For theirs would be the

only organization capable of carrying out such an undertaking. The intelli-

gentsia was unable to suggest a programme for itself; it could only urge the

PopuUsts on towards terrorism. It might perhaps help them, but the initiative

would still remain in their hands. At the time of the Southern Executive

Committee, terrorism had been an early symptom of the increasing 'political'

bent of Populist and Socialist tendencies. Now in the Executive Committee

of Narodnaya Volya it became the very symbol of the individual combat

between revolutionaries and authorities in a social and pohtical situation

where no room for further manoeuvre was left.

It was some months before these reactions and hints produced a deter-

mination not merely to carry out a series of assassinations, but rather to

pursue a systematic policy of terrorism. From 2nd April, when Solovev

fired his revolver, to 26th August, when the guiding spirits of Narodnaya

Volya decided to organize the systematic suppression of Alexander II, the

entire revolutionary movement went through a phase of internal rearrange-

ment. There were intense discussions, sphts and regroupings on new

foundations. Throughout this period the movement was in a state of ferment.

Mikhailov said later:

The spring of 1879 was the most favourable moment for trying to create a wider

organization. Circumstances themselves suggested this idea to all of us. The govern-

ment's repression had weakened the party as far as numbers were concerned, but

had helped to make it five times stronger from the point of view of quality. It had

created a remarkable unity of spirit and aims. Everywhere the majority had only

one desire; a bloody fight with the government. But there are people who are more
influenced by theory than by the logic of events, and they did not share this state of
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mind. These people had their representatives in the Populist organization, and so

the organization, despite the determined efforts of the other side, could not change

direction without the problem being discussed collectively. • 2

The fifth issue of the Zemlya i Volya!, which came out in the middle of April,

clearly reveals these differences. By now, Solovev had fired at the Tsar and

there had been violent discussions to determine whether or not support

should be given to this move. Yet the organ of the party still had no clear

ideas on the problem of terrorism. The leading article reaffirmed the line of

PopuUst agitation: 'More than anything else it is essential to turn ourselves

into the people and live within the people; to become a force not only

capable of acting in the people's interests, but with sufficient resources to

hold firm for itself and the people. We must put the revolutionary party in

the place that the mythical Tsar now holds in the eyes of our citizens.' This

could be done by organizing protests, avenging the peasants for the abuses

of the authorities, carrying out partisan operations to free them when they

were arrested, and forming armed bands. 'Mazzini was able to arm up to

seven thousand men, a complete army.' The fight in the towns only went to

show that by now the State was unable to deprive the revolutionaries of

their arms.

In other words the Zemlya i Volya! was trying to inaugurate a campaign

of economic terrorism in the countryside instead of an offensive against the

central offices of the State. It reported Solovev's attempt on the Tsar with

detachment. Society, it said, had been taken by surprise. Everyone was

saying that 'something ought to be done' though no one knew exactly what.

'Only the revolutionary Socialists know the answer', it continued, in words

which were threatening in tone but really concealed inner uncertainties. The

2nd April showed that something new was coming into being, something

vague, which was still not coherent or concrete. 'It is the threatening memento

mori announced by a future arising out of an order of things which now
belongs to the past.''^

On the other hand, the Listok Zemli i Voli, which between April and June

1879 was gradually replacing the review itself, openly justified terrorism. The

most explicit article on the subject was published in the third issue and

written by Nikolay Morozov.

Though Morozov was in fact responsible for the Listok, it reflected not

only his own ideas, but also those of a section o{ Zemlya i Volya which came
into being immediately after 2nd April, and which assumed the name of

Liberty or Death. We know little of this group, if only because it had neither

the time nor the opportunity to display itself in action. It was only a link

between that wing of Zemlya i Volya which had been prepared to support

Solovev and the Executive Committee of Narodnaya Volya. Its early members
were Morozov, Mikhailov, Alexander Kvyatkovsky, Zundelevich and

Stepan Grigorevich Shiryaev. Shiryaev was a revolutionary returned from

exile. He had been a physics student and had already helped to spread
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propaganda among the workers of St Petersburg. He had then ' gone to the

people', after which he had continued his studies in Paris. He now
returned to put his technical knowledge at the disposal of the movement.

According to Morozov he was virtually the head of the Liberty or Death

group. I'*

At first the group seems to have been purely technical in character,

assembling those men who were determined to plan the methods for a policy

of terrorism. From these foundations it rapidly increased in size and weight

and became the centre of all those who were determined to break out

beyond the bounds imposed by the programme of Zemlya i Volya.

The presence of Alexander Alexandrovich Kvyatkovsky at the very heart

of this group showed what progress had been made by terrorist ideas in one

who only shortly before had been the most enthusiastic of travellers and

propagandists among the people. During the early 'seventies, Kvyatkovsky

had helped to organize a forge in the Kostroma region with his brother, who
was then sentenced to hard labour at the 'trial of the hundred and ninety-

three'. In 1877 he had joined the 'colony' at Nizhny Novgorod, and a year

later had travelled with Popov from one market to another in the lands of

Voronezh. Here he had made ties with the peasants, admiring their strength

of mind and their work. He flung himself wholeheartedly into all these

experiences. They seemed to be bringing to light elements of 'protest' and

latent revolt in the countryside. Popov has left us a particularly vivid des-

cription of their joint activities among the people and their enthusiasm at

finding among the peasants those demands and hopes for which they were

looking. But in autumn 1 878 he was recalled to St Petersburg by Mikhailov.

There, in the words of Popov, who joined him in the capital shortly after-

wards, he became 'a convinced terrorist '.^^ He was certainly a man of fighting

spirit, as he had shown during the attempt to free Voynaralsky. Popov

explained his transformation by saying that the will for an immediate fight

triumphed in him. Later, looking back at the problem, he added that,

'Kvyatkovsky was sincere when he told the tribunal which was about to

condemn him (as, indeed, he was always sincere) that his convictions were

those of a narodnik, a Popuhst.'^^ So even terrorism did not aff'ect the

foundations of his belief in a peasant revolution. Besides, Kvyatkovsky was

not the only man in this position. Even Zhelyabov had to find a pretext for

his Populist conscience so as to be able to move from faith in the people to

terrorism. In actual fact both these elements always survived, though in

varying proportions, in Kvyatkovsky, in Zhelyabov and in all the other

members of the Executive Committee.

The originality and power o^ Narodnaya Volya lay in just this: the attempt

to make a synthesis out of, on the one hand, an armed conspiratorial,

political struggle, and, on the other, the all-pervading desire for a social

revolution capable of setting the people against all ihc ruling and privileged

classes.
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The inner evolution of another of the members of this new group is more

difficult to follow. Though Nikolay Ivanovich Kibalchich was one of the most

brilliant of all these revolutionaries, he too had once been a propagandist.

However, the decision to supply his comrades with dynamite (the most

perfect of all weapons), and to make use of it under the particular circum-

stances which would condition partisan warfare against the Tsar, must have

moved him to join the terrorists. Of Ukrainian origin, he had at first had some

sympathy with the national movement in that country. Between 1875 and

1878 he was under preventive imprisonment for circulating clandestine news-

papers. And then at 'the trial of the hundred and ninety-three' he was

sentenced to a month in prison. When he came out he went over to the

'outlaws'. Popov recalled:

Prison had had its effect on him. 1 can see two Kibalchiches in front of me, one

before and the other after prison. True, he had never been a cheerful youth, and

he was always a systematic person. But before prison he loved taking part in dis-

cussions; perhaps he dreamed of guiding the others. Afterwards I remember nothing

of him except handshakes and a friendly and affable smile . . . Even the jokes of

his friends he answered only with a smile ... He studied chemistr)' in a small

scientific laboratory and had one firm purpose: to provide the Russian revolution

with dynamite, i'^

He was a real scientist; his head 'was extraordinarily inventive'. He did not

enjoy political discussions or factional disputes; 'his character was against

every kind of diplomacy '.^^ But he proved to be a remarkable theoretician in

politics as well as in technique, and he wrote one of the most interesting

articles to be published in the Narodnaya Volya. He managed to lead an

extraordinarily active life, and in summer 1879 he and Shiryaev began to

build a laboratory in St Petersburg in order to prepare nitro-glycerine and

dynamite.

Using an improvised laboratory, whose organization was absolutely primitive and

in constant danger of being discovered by the police and blown up with the house,

these brave comrades prepared some ounces of dynamite. They had never been

technically trained for the purpose, and had to work by trial and error and were

liable to be killed at any moment. ^^

Among those recruited for the laboratory were men who later became

leading members of Narodnaya Volya. Like Kvyatkovsky, Shiryaev and

Kibalchich, they represented the new group which had been recruited by

the terrorist wing of Zeinlya i Volya in St Petersburg. Two women, Anna
Vasilcvna Yakimova^o and Sofya Andreyevna Ivanova, came from the 'trial

of the hundred and ninety-three'. And Grigory Prokofevich Isaev^J and

Ayzik Borisovich Aronchik came from student circles. Both these men
later became typical members of Narodnaya Volya, prepared to carry on the

party's work even after 1881 when its founders perished in the struggle.

In May 1879 Lev Tikhomirov, editor of the Zemlya i Volya!, went over
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to the group. This decision was of great importance despite the hesitation,

doubts and a certain scepticism with which he always pursued his revolu-

tionary activities and which did not desert him now.

Despite all this, however, with Klements out of the battle and Kravchinsky

back among the emigres, Tikhomkov was the outstanding spokesman among
his comrades. He could express the driving force that inspired them all in a

politically comprehensive form whereas Morozov looked upon ' neo-partisan-

ship', as he called it, mainly as a fight in the manner of William Tell or

Charlotte Corday against tyrants. He stressed the purely political aspect

of the duel with absolutism. He was gradually abandoning his Populist ideas

and the problems of a social revolution in order to concentrate all his

attention on the conquest of political freedom through the assassination of

the tyrant. Even the name {Liberty or Death) of the group which he helped

to found was a clear indication of political rather than social extremism.

Tikhomirov, on the other hand, helped to create that synthesis of a political

and social revolution which was to be characteristic of Narodnaya Volya.

He looked to Tkachev and the Jacobin tradition for the elements to make up

this synthesis ; and he included in the programme of the ' Executive Com-
mittee' those general problems of a revolution in Russia that the political

radicahsm of Morozov's variety was in danger of forgetting. And finally

he gave expression to that bond between Populism and terrorism which

remained so strong for most of those who made up the more combative wing

o{ Zemlya i Volya
.'^'^

The existence of a secret society within the ranks of a secret society could

obviously not last for long. Very soon the party would have to be reorganized

on entirely new lines or there would be a schism. Further, only a general

meeting of members would be in a position to decide the future of Zemlya i

Volya. This solution had already been proposed at the time of Solovev's

attempt on the life of the Tsar, and it was now unanimously agreed upon.

The terrorist wing took immediate steps to win over all members dispersed

throughout the country, and especially the few figures who had survived the

repression in Southern Russia. Among these the most significant was M. F.

Frolenko. He had been in contact with Zemlya i Volya for some years and

at this time was living in Odessa, where he was preparing an attempt on the

life of the governor-general, Totleben. But by now the atmosphere that pre-

vailed there had convinced him that it was wrong to waste energy on what

were relatively side issues, and that instead all efforts should be concentrated

against the Tsar. And so he came to St Petersburg. There the first task he

was given was to get in touch with Alexander Ivanovich Barannikov. Baran-

nikov had taken an active part in the 'colonies' of Nizhny Novgorod and

Voronezh, as well as in the attempts to free Voynaralsky and the assassina-

tion of Mezentsov. He had then gone to live in the Orel region on the estates

of his wife, Maria Nikolaevna Oshanina. 'They lived with false passports;

and, as they had been unable to make any contacts in the district, they were

I
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terribly bored. And so they welcomed the invitation to resume a life of

activity *as a liberation from the yoke of the Tartars'.

Barannikov was a soldier (he had been to the Military College). He had an honest

and combative nature which desired open clashes with the enemy without tricks,

conspiracies, etc. He was no good at propaganda, and did not much like speaking.

For all these reasons he immediately agreed to take part in armed assaults. For

this sort of work he was perfectly suited, being cold-blooded, of extreme physical

strength, able and brave. ^^

His wife, on the other hand, was interested in poUtics. She too had for long

been in contact with Zemlya i Volya, and of all the group she was the only

one who did not come from the propagandists or the 'rebels'. She had

become a revolutionary after meeting Zaichnevsky, the Jacobin of Young

Russia, who had been banished to Orel ever since the 'sixties. She always

remained 'a centralist'—the word then used to describe those who were

convinced that power would have to be seized by a conspiracy which would

then make use of the machinery of State to direct the social and political

revolution from the centre. She had only disobeyed Zaichnevsky's advice

and taken part in the activities of Zemlya i Volya because of her longing for

action. She was determined not to let herself be trapped by a dream of the

perfect conspiracy; for such had been the fate of Zaichnevsky, the only true

Jacobin living on Russian soil, a man unable to influence the real progress

of the movement, and confined within a sect that scarcely even existed. And
so she had made ties with the most active elements in St Petersburg, though

remaining, so to speak, in a 'technical' position, without sharing their

federalist or ' rebellious ' standpoint. When Frolenko explained the situation

that was developing in St Petersburg and told her of their discussions and

plans for the future ' she at once understood that the time for isolated coups

was over. Something new was coming into being. This might give rise to an

altogether new line, something closer to what was dear to her heart. '^^ And
so Maria Oshanina entered Narodnaya Volya, the only consciously Jacobin

member to do so.^s With her came her two sisters, Ehzaveta and Natalia,^^

who were also exceptional women, though they did not possess that over-

powering energy and political consciousness that Maria revealed throughout

her life, from the day when she became Zaichnevsky's most brilhant pupil,

until, with Tikhomirov in Paris, she came to represent the tradition of the

Will of the People.

While exploring in the South, Frolenko had attracted a figure of even

greater importance ; and he now summoned to the meeting of the terrorist

wing a young man from Odessa called Audrey Ivanovich Zhelyabov, who as

yet was little known but who was soon to become the very soul o^ Narodnaya

Volya.^'' Zhelyabov had neither been a member of^ Zemlya i Volya, nor had

he associated with the 'rebels'. Instead he had embarked on an independent

approach, pursuing with a vigour which revealed his political spirit his own
way among the various propagandist, PopuUst and liberal tendencies of
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Odessa. He came from a peasant family in the Feodosia region, and after

going to school in Simferopol, he went to the university at Odessa. He was

a born orator, and soon acquired a great influence over his fellow students.

He was always trying 'to remove the narrowly professional aspect from

student problems, so as to give them a wider social significance '.^s At the

age of twenty-one he was expelled from the university for organizing a protest

against Professor Bogisich, a particularly vulgar man from the Balkans

who had been welcomed by Russia so that she might show her interest in

the problems of ' her Slav brothers '. This helped to give the incident a poHtical

flavour, so that when Zhelyabov and one of his comrades were expelled in

1872, a noisy demonstration took place in the town.29

Zhelyabov now began to spread propaganda among the workers and

intellectuals. In this he was supported by the expanding wave of discontent

which at this time was sweeping through Odessa, gathering up Ukrainophil

and hberal sympathies in its train. His political life began in those con-

stitutionahst circles, whose most advanced and pugnacious wing consisted

of the young men who were more or less allied to the Chaikovskists. In 1871

he went to St Petersburg to make contact with them, and on his return he

began to work in the group organized by Volkhovsky, Makarevich and

others. But the distinction between liberals and Populists which was already

so clear in St Petersburg was as yet hardly apparent in Odessa or other

towns in the South. ^o 'Society' as a whole seemed to be united in a general

poHtical revival. The factor of Ukrainian nationaUsm helped to bring about

this atmosphere and give a uniform colouring to the various tendencies.

In autumn 1 874 Zhelyabov's work as a propagandist led to his imprison-

ment, and he was released only in March 1875. On his return to Odessa he

was able to see for himself the growing split between the revolutionaries and

the intelligentsia. Indeed his own private life was affected by the break.

Some time before he had married the daughter of Yakhnenko, the mayor of

Odessa. This man had the reputation of being a liberal and was related to

the Simirenko family who had turned their sugar factories into a centre of

Ukrainophilia and constitutionalism. ^i Zhelyabov now asked his wife to

engage in the life of the people and to work with him and share liis ideas,

which were becoming increasingly hostile to the bourgeoisie. This was too

much for the marriage, which broke up. Later, when he was hanged, his wife

resumed her maiden name and agreed that their son Audrey should also

abandon the name of a State criminal.

It was a symbol of two different worlds which for a moment had come

together only to discover that they really stood for opposing things. Later

Zhelyabov wrote to Dragomanov, the intellectual leader of the Ukrainian

democratic movement

:

It was the winter of 1875, the prisons were crammed with people. Hundreds of

lives had been shattered. But the movement did not halt. The only thing to change
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was the nature of our tactics. The revolutionaries had by now learnt from experi-

ence and instead of propaganda for scientific Socialism they gave first place to

agitation in word and deed, basing themselves on the demands of the people . . .

Let us take just one corner of the battle, Odessa. I saw the flowering of the local

Hromada (the Ukrainian organization) and its vigorous beginnings. Slowly but

surely the two revolutionary currents, the Russian and the specifically Ukrainian,

began to merge. Real unity, even more than a federation, was now near. And then

suddenly . . . everything collapsed. The old, enticed by the advantages to be derived

from keeping on the right side of the law, were slow to abandon their sheltered

nests. Excellent men perished. Initiative died.32

This was Zhelyabov's first important political experience. He saw for himself

that the attempt to create a compact movement designed to include both the

younger generation of revolutionaries and the intelligentsia had foundered.

The crucial problems had been two. First, should the movements be federated

or merged ? And, secondly, were they to accept the idea of a conspiracy and

all its consequences? These had been the touchstones which showed who
were the real revolutionaries. In his heart Zhelyabov decided for conspiracy,

battle, and a centralized organization. ^3

The insurrection in the Balkans soon raised other vital problems. He was

among the most ardent supporters of the view that society, and the revolu-

tionaries themselves, should take independent action on behalf of 'their

Slav brothers'. The government must be driven to free the Balkans; above

all, volunteers must be recruited, and funds collected. He became the leading

spirit in the committee for doing this which was founded, more or less

illegally, in Odessa. Events soon proved that this road led nowhere; but it

served to show him the extent of the pohtical questions connected with this

movement, which had appeared to be prompted only by an impulse of

solidarity for the independence of other countries.

The Slav rebelHons once again raised the problem of Poland. Zhelyabov

was led to wonder why the Poles did not join the Russian Populist movement,

and why there was no current in Poland to correspond to the revival of

activity in St Petersburg, Kiev and Odessa. In any case Poland too had the

right to independence, as he insisted in his conversations with Dragomanov.

In view of the complexity of these problems he must have grown increasingly

convinced of the inadequacy of a Populism devoted only to propaganda and

agitation.

Zhelyabov did not choose the road taken by the 'rebels'; nor did he want

to establish relations with Valerian Osinsky. His own road, he felt, was

different. Only a real organization would enable him to give his full measure.

He then began a phase of concentration and meditation. He cut himself off

more than ever from society and became increasingly convinced of the need for

a radical revolution. Shortly before the 'trial of the hundred and ninety-three',

he was once more arrested and tried before a Committee of Senators. In

January 1<S78 he was acquitted. ^'^ He had left his comrades with the impres-

\
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sion that he was a convinced Populist, capable of following the road to the

people, and insisting on the need to live among the peasants, and to work

with them. They considered, in fact, that he was 'orthodox'—the name given,

round about 1878, to those who held that the right course was to follow the

road already begun. Yet he too had not been left untouched by experience.

He explained this at the end of his life to the tribunal which was about to

sentence him to death, in a brief but significant phrase: 'On leaving the

countryside, I understood that the authorities were the main enemy of the

party of Socialists who loved the people. '-^^

And so when Frolenko got in contact with him at Odessa, Zhelyabov

said at their very first meeting 'that he was fully prepared to take part in

the action against Alexander IP. Yet even now the Popuhst in him still

spoke. Frolenko writes

:

Later on in the conversation I explained to him in great detail the aims of the

meeting which was being prepared. I told him of the opinions and intentions of the

St Petersburg members to organize, if possible, a group of regular shock troops

and to develop terrorism on a systematic basis without confining it to a single

coup. Zhelyabov saw that other coups might follow, and then his comrades

might compel him to join in. As if withdrawing, he said in a single breath that he

gave his word for a single coup and that he would remain until it had been carried

out; afterwards he would feel himself free from any further obligation. Indeed, he

wanted an assurance that he would then be free to leave the organization or to

stay, whichever he thought best, naturally committing himself to secrecy. This

assurance was of course given, though in any case it was not our custom to hold

back a member by force. Zhelyabov knew this, but I think that he felt it essential

to reassure his Populist conscience. He imposed his condition so that he would

have the right to say: 'In any case I have not given up Populism, even though T

have agreed to one single act of terrorism.'^^

Even if Frolenko's guess as to what was in Zhelyabov's mind at the moment
when he chose the path of terrorism is not exactly correct, he is none the

less right when he refers to the two attributes which he possessed: the will

to fight directly against the authorities and the will to prepare a Populist

revolution. Both these were vital elements and constituted Zhelyabov's

personal force within Narodnaya Vofya.^'^

The development of the various men who, in the summer of 1879, formed

what was really a new revolutionary group—though 'officially' it was still

only a section of Zemlya i Volya, has now been considered. This study will

have shown that the policy of terrorism united many very different characters

and mentalities. Terrorism in fact was the cement that joined Morozov's

radicalism, Oshanina's Jacobinism, Barannikov's and Frolenko's aggressive

spirits and Kibalchich's and Shiryaev's desire to apply modern technique to

the armed struggle. It was also the junction for all the different roads that

led from propaganda to political warfare, from agitation to the organized

battle against Tsarist despotism. Systematic terrorism, aimed at the centre
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of the autocratic power, offered an immediate, concrete programme, and

attracted the greatest energies that had been aroused and put to the test by

the activities of previous years.

The programme that those who opposed this new tendency now suggested,

was vaguer and above all less immediate and practical. Inevitably they were

compelled to take up a standpoint limited to pure opposition confined to

criticism and repudiation, without offering any new advance. This led them

to seek refuge in 'orthodoxy', and maintain that the only thing to do was to

go on following the programme and spirit of Zemlya i Volya\ and indeed

to turn it into a model and a myth, by doing away with those differences of

forces and opinions which had met and clashed within its ranks, and which

had made it living and vital. This 'orthodoxy' of what we might call 'the

right wing' was both a symptom of its political impotence and the reason

it remained sterile, even when it inspired the new current which emerged

in Cherny Peredel. Like so many other political orthodoxies, it managed to

preserve certain spiritual and historical values which the new fighting force

was compelled to destroy and even to repudiate. But this preservation was

of significance for the distant future, not for the immediate pohtical struggle.

This intrinsic weakness soon revealed itself even on the tactical plane, in

the day-to-day discussions which led to the schism. Instead of raising general

problems and demanding a re-examination of the situation as a whole, the

right wing was led, by this desire to carry on existing activities, to raise

secondary and to some extent technical problems.

In St Petersburg, the opponents of political terrorism grouped themselves

round Plekhanov and Popov. Both these men had earlier put themselves at

the head of the majority which had stood out against Solovev and Mikhailov,

mentor of the would-be assassin. They now turned for support to the men
who were still in the 'colonies', ('country folk' as they were humorously

called). 3
8 These men, they hoped, might be induced to oppose the urban

elements who always had less respect for the general discipline of the move-

ment and showed a greater readiness to act unilaterally. Among other things

these town workers were absorbing increasingly large sums of money and

neglecting their fellow-revolutionaries who worked among the people. And
so, thought the 'orthodox' Popov, the best way to resist the advancing

terrorist wing and bring it to terms was to set 'country folk' against 'towns-

men' and demand a new division of funds.^^

But the initiative was no longer in their hands. Instead it was Mikhailov

who directed the political operation which led to the reorganization of the

whole movement. Having agreed to the need for a general meeting, the

'innovators' had no intention of letting themselves be surprised. They would

hold their own prehminary meeting and build up a definite organization.

Once united, they would then engage in a trial of strength with the 'country

folk'. The first meeting was to be held at Lipetsk, a bathing resort near Kiev,

where the arrival of members would not arouse surprise. It was agreed that
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the general meeting on the other hand would be at Tambov, but when a piece

of carelessness prejudiced its safety, Voronezh was chosen instead.'^o

Between 17th and 21st June, the most representative members of the

St Petersburg group met at Lipetsk. These were Mikhailov, Tikhomirov,

Morozov, Shiryaev, Kvyatkovsky, and those summoned by them from

other towns: Frolenko, Zhelyabov, Kolodkevich, Goldenberg, Barannikov

and Oshanina.

They were all 'outlaws' and 'professional revolutionaries'. The meetings

were made to look like excursions into the country made by people whose

only interests were boating, and picnicking among the trees.

The discussion at once revealed that they were far more united than even

they themselves had believed. It soon became obvious that the thing to do

was to register what they all already felt and embark on a series of practical

steps. There was no need to reconsider general problems. Besides, they still

intended to act as part of Zemlya i Volya, so as not to prejudice the chances

of wider agreements. The important thing was to settle the fundamental

issues. In Frolenko's words: 'The goal was to create a strong fighting

organization and to give it the chance of acting independently, by finding the

people and funds required.'

It is, however, obvious that they could not be unaware of the political

consequences implicit in this goal. A draft programme was read out. Accord-

ing to Morozov he himself was the author, whereas Frolenko says that it

was written by Mikhailov and Tikhomirov. In any case the text was lost and

was reconstructed from memory by Morozov several years later. This pro-

gramme deals exclusively with the fight against absolutism. The social

'PopuHst' element makes virtually no impression. It is only an appeal to

destroy the tyrant. True enough, this expressed one aspect of the meeting's

feelings : their wish to take up arms against Alexander II. But quite plainly

it could not satisfy the PopuHst conscience which still animated Zhelyabov

and many of the others. And so when the programme of Narodnaya Volya

was drawn up, this first draft was rejected as inadequate.

It is, however, worth reproducing for, though it was not really repre-

sentative of the Lipetsk meeting, it does nevertheless reflect the will to wage
' political warfare ' which prevailed.

In view of existing social conditions in Russia, we see that no activity aimed at the

good of the people is possible, given the despotism and violence which here reign

supreme. There is no freedom of speech or freedom of press, which would allow

us to act by means of persuasion. And so any man who wants to go in for progres-

sive social work must, before anything else, put an end to the existing regime. To
fight against this regime is impossible without arms. And so we will fight with the

means employed by William Tell until we achieve those free institutions which will

make it possible to discuss without hindrance, in the press and in public meetings,

all social and political problems, and solve them through free representatives of

the people.
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Until that has been achieved, we will consider as friends all those who agree to our

ideas and help us in this fight, and as enemies all those who help the government

against us.

Seeing that the government in this fight against us resorts not only to banishment,

prison and death, but also confiscates our goods, we consider that we have the

right to repay it in the same coin by confiscating its own means on behalf of the

revolution. The goods of private people and of society, as long as they do not take

part in the government's fight against us, we will regard as inviolate.'*

^

Of far greater importance than the discussion on the programme, was the

approval given to the statutes. "^^ For here, though not without diflficulty, the

principle of a centralized, hierarchical, disciplined organization won the day.

This put an end to the repeated attempts which had been made in the past

to choose a kind of leadership designed to take account of the variety of

Populist tendencies and groups; and then to try and reproduce in its structure

the ideal of anarchistic freedom which inspired them. The statutes adopted

were closer to the model 'conspiracy' which Tkachev and Zaichnevsky

had conceived than to the earlier ones of Zemlya i Volya. The conditions

imposed by clandestine warfare, the special needs of a group of shock troops,

the very logic of terrorism whose target was the heart of the State—all these

factors led to this conclusion. But it was clear enough that these technical

aspects of the problem, which by now had been accepted and discounted,

were no longer the fundamental ones. This conspiracy raised the problem

not merely of the blow to be dealt at absolutism but of the later develop-

ments which were latent in such a policy. The party's function would no

longer be limited to 'disorganizing' the State. It would also have to destroy

it. And then what? The 'conquest of power'—in the Jacobin sense—became

a real problem, if not in the practical immediate sense, at least in that of

politics and ideology. The delegates at Lipetsk were not as yet called upon

to make a decision on these problems; but their existence was now real

enough. 'Conspiracy, revolutions, the conquest of power so as to hand it

over to the people—all this we talked of and discussed', said Frolenko, even

though prospects of this kind were taken into consideration mainly because

they proved that 'with a strong fighting organization even things like this

could be achieved . . . One could agree or not with these ideas, they were

not made obligatory.''*^ In fact, these ideas were finally systematized only

in the programme of Narodnaya Volya.

'The strong fighting organization' which they wanted to build was to

adopt the old name of 'Executive Committee'. And so, having been a symbol,

it now became an organized reality. Only one trace of its past survived.

Anyone who was arrested and tried was to call himself not a member but an

agent of the Committee, and indeed, a third class agent so as to suggest the

existence of an invulnerable organization beyond the reach of the authorities.

Later events showed that this move succeeded, at least within limits, in build-

ing up an atmosphere of terror and myth around the Executive Committee.
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Besides, these agents really did exist, and this was one of the most impor-

tant novelties introduced into the statutes and approved at Lipetsk. The
equality of all members before the organization had been one of the

characteristics of previous groups, and had been retained by Zemlya i Volya

even after it had transformed itself into a party. Henceforward this equality

was to be abandoned. The clause which now divided the members of the

Committee into different categories proved to be difficult to apply, and

there were never very many agents (scarcely more than a dozen). Their

egalitarian and individualist consciences hindered this form of organization,

which had been imposed by circumstances. Frolenko says

:

The Russian revolutionaries found it difficult to assimilate the idea of submission.

Eventually, however, sheer necessity and a more serious attitude towards the

cause compelled many of them to see how important this was, and they agreed,

realizing that a large fighting organization was unthinkable if based only on the

personal relations between friends and comrades. Against an organized army only

an even better organized army can take action. All this entered only slowly into

practice, but it went increasingly deep.'*'*

On the other hand, within the real Executive Committee, all members

naturally had the same rights (Article 2) although they were 'unconditionally

subject to the majority' (Article 3). 'All for each and each for all' was their

motto (Article 5). 'Any private friendship or animosity, all the forces and

the very lives of the Committee's members, must be sacrificed to achieve its

ends. The duties that members owe to the Executive Conamittee are far

greater than any other kind of private or social obligation' (Articles 7 and 8).

The principle upon which their organization was founded was described as

* elective centralization', and this was considered 'the best principle for

fighting' (Article 9). As will be seen, they now no longer had to resort to

moral considerations of the end justifying the means, as even Zemlya i Volya

had still done. The political aim had now won the day and they did not

think that any purpose would be served by discussing this once more and

comparing it with any other aim in life.

The Executive Committee was deliberately assigned the role of ruling

body of the whole revolutionary movement. ' It must be the centre and the

government of the party, in achieving the aims determined by the programme

'

(Article 1). It recognized only one authority, that of a 'general assembly'

of the members of the Committee itself, whose functions and attributes were

minutely determined. Among these were 'the exclusion of members and

sentences of death' (Articles 11, 12 and 13). The 'Rules for accepting and

dismissing members' were as follows:

Article 44: A candidate for membership of the Executive Committee must
be:

{a) In complete agreement with the programme, principles and statutes of

the society.
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(b) Autonomous in his convictions.

(c) Tenacious, experienced and practical in action.

(d) Utterly dedicated to the cause of liberating the people.

(e) Before his admission he will have to spend some time as a second

class agent.

He had to be recommended by five members and was admitted only after

an open ballot in which each negative vote was equal to two positive ones

(Article 45). An earlier ruling (Article 11) laid down that 'Every member
obliges himself to remain in the society until its ends have been achieved, i.e.

the existing government has been destroyed. Until then the resignation of

members, and the conditions under which they can be accepted, depend

entirely on the decisions of the Committee itself.
*

Around the Executive Committee were to be grouped the bodies directed

by it.

In the first place there were to be 'the generically revolutionary groups'

(which were to be given a series of tasks other than those of terrorism).

They would be sub-divided according to their relations with the centre,

into 'tributary' groups and 'aUies' (Article 56). The first type was con-

sidered the better and was to be governed by second class members and

members of the Executive Committee, all of whom were obliged * to follow

completely the rulings of the Committee and to put at its disposal a given

amount of their own forces' (Article 59). Every 'tributary' group was to

include no more than fifteen people (Article 63) and was to have in turn

other centres depending on it. The 'allies' were considered to be only an

expedient and accepted only when they could not be dispensed with.

In the second place there were to be 'fighting groups' sub-divided into

those 'dependent on the Committee', 'allies' and 'temporary'. Naturally

the first of these categories was preferred, and was to be made up of elements

of the Committee, agents and outsiders (in a minority). They were 'obliged

to carry out all terrorist actions indicated by the Committee, and at the time

of the political revolution are to appear together as a whole at the request

of the Committee' (Article 65).

The statutes laid down that an 'Administration' consisting of five members

and three candidates was to be elected. The choice of this governing body

already had a certain political flavour, and tended to exclude those who did

not represent general opinion. Morozov was not elected, probably so as to

show that his purely political, radical interpretation of terrorism was not

fully accepted. Nor was Zhelyabov made a member; at Lipetsk he had

already played a leading role, but he still had to be absorbed into the group

which he now joined. Mikhailov represented the element which had been

most consistent in supporting within Zemlya i Volya itself those new political

ideas and new forms of organization which had now triumphed. Frolenko

represented the Southern tradition and the living Hnk between the 'rebels'
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and Zemlya i Volya. Tikhomirov, despite some opposition, was also elected

as the movement's ideologist.

The division of labour which already existed within the ranks of Zemlya i

Volya was reproduced within the Executive Committee. Morozov and

Tikhomirov were confirmed as editors, and others took over responsibility

for the first practical step concerning assassinations, etc.

The third and last meeting of the Lipetsk assembly [said Morozov] was devoted to

discussing the society's future activities. During the course of it Alexander Mikhailov

made a long speech attacking the Emperor Alexander II . . . This was one of the

most powerful speeches that I have ever heard, even though Mikhailov was not a

natural orator. He recalled and ^ave a clear ^Vetrji nf thp. pp^titive side of the

Emperor's activities; he referred to the peasant andludicial reform. He then wer^
on to describe his reactionary steps, among which he ^ave first place to the sub-

stitution of the dead languages for living science in the schools, and a series of other

laws drawn up bv his ministers . . . He said that during the second part of his reign, 1

the Emperor had nullified nearly all the good that he had allowed the progressives
[

of the 'sixties to accomplish under the blow of the defeat at Sebastopol ... He
ended this remarkable speech with a detailed account of the political persecution

of the last few years, during which there passed before our eyes the long ranks of

young men banished to the tundra of Siberia for love of their country, the suffering

faces incarcerated in prison, and the unknown tombs of those who had fought for

liberation. And he ended by asking :
* Must we forgive, because of two good deeds

carried out at the beginning of his reign, all the evil that he has since done and will

do in the future?' To this everyone present answered with the single cry of 'No'.'*^

When the Lipetsk gathering came to an end everyone who had taken part

went to Voronezh for the general meeting. Only Goldenberg failed to go.

His presence at Lipetsk had already aroused some surprise. He was known
to be a man incapable of formulating any poHtical programme, and anxious

to make himself appear important. Yet he had assassinated Kropotkin, the

governor of Kharkov, and had volunteered to replace Solovev in the plot

to kill Alexander II. Motives of terrorism had prompted him to be invited

among the founders of the Executive Committee. Now, however, he was

not considered suitable for the second meeting which was to be more political

in character. It was this obvious weakness and unreasonableness which later

led him to denounce all his comrades, when he was arrested.

On the basis of the decisions which had been reached at Lipetsk, the

Executive Committee was now faced with two alternatives. 'Either the

Populist organization recognized the need to fight against the State', said

Mikhailov, 'in which case it would assume the burden of carrying the

struggle to a conclusion. Or, if this were not so, it would become necessary

to split up the two organizations."*^ Instead, a compromise solution was

reached which kept Zemlya i Volya alive (though more or less only in form),

for some months more."*"^

A number of different groups attended the Voronezh meeting. There
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were, first, Plekhanov and Popov; then there were Aptekman and Tishchen-

ko, the 'provincials' of the first Zemlya i Volya, who had aUied themselves to

the 'troglodytes', who were the product of Lavrovism and propaganda in

the South. Mikhail Vladimirovich Debel and Alexander Abramovich

Khotinsky who had remained in the * colonies' of Saratov also came to the

meeting. Other members were expected from the * colonies', but they thought

it better not to relinquish their posts and entrusted their votes to Popov and

Preobrazhensky, who were on the side of the 'country folk', though they

themselves came from St Petersburg. Others from the capital were Isaev,

who was allied with the terrorists, and three women, Vera and Evgenia

Figner and Sofya Perovskaya, whose main purpose was to fight for the unity

of the movement.'*^

When the meeting took place on 24th June, it was at once obvious that

there was a general feeling of repugnance at the idea of a break. Plekhanov

was the only man who openly raised the question of terrorism. He read out

the article that Morozov had published in the Listok Zemli i Voli, and

asked in shocked tones, 'Have you heard me? Is this your programme?'

But contrary to what he had expected, no one else shared his indignation.

The real ' country folk ' were few, and even they were well aware of the prob-

lems that had forced their comrades to abandon the villages: how could

they continue slow penetration among the peasants while the reaction grew

increasingly powerful ? The others proposed to include the new ideas in the

old programme. And so Plekhanov's attack was greeted in silence, and in

the short discussion that followed no one supported him. He 'got up and

left the meeting . . . "There's nothing more for me to do here", he said as

he went away.' Vera Figner, who reported this, added that she got up to

hold him back, but Mikhailov told her 'Let him go'.'*^

With the removal from the scene of the man who represented the extreme

wing of the 'country folk', any prospect of a schism seemed over. This was

even more than Mikhailov had expected. Thinking that he would be faced

with a hostile meeting, he had decided on a break. Now, however, a com-

promise seemed to be advantageous, for it would serve to attract all the

more active elements into the Executive Committee. This is in fact what

happened. Vera and Evgenia Figner and Sofya Perovskaya, the very women
who were most keen on agreement, went over to Narodnaya Volya.

The programme o{ Zemlya i Volya was read out, article by article, and left

unaltered. Zhelyabov particularly insisted on the need for a political fight,

as he had already done at Lipetsk. Years later his ideas were summed up by

Tikhomirov as follows:

The function of the social-revolutionary party does not include political reforms.

Such reforms ought to be exclusively the task of those who call themselves liberals.

But here in Russia these people arc utterly impotent. Whatever the reasons, they are

quite incapable of giving Russia free institutions and guarantees for rights of the

individual. Yet such institutions are so indispensable that all activity becomes im-
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possible without them. And so the social-revolutionary party must take on itself the

function of destroying despotism and giving Russia the political forms within which

a 'struggle of principles' will becom.e possible. And so we must make it our im-

mediate goal to put freedom on solid foundations and for this purpose to unite all

those elements who have shown themselves capable of political activity.

This account (given by Tikhomirov) of Zhelyabov's ideas is probably accurate

enough. At Voronezh it earned him the title of 'pure constitutionalist'. To
this he replied violently that his opponents were ' indeed fine revolutionaries '.^o

But he too agreed to endorse the old programme of Zemlya i Volya, on

condition that the party continued to base itself on the popular masses and

the peasants, and not on the more or less liberal elements of the bourgeoisie.

Like all the others, he was still a convinced Populist, but he wanted to be a

revolutionary. He wanted to make use of tactics and manoeuvres to open the

way for a 'fight of principles'. This was why he gave a clear political inter-

pretation to terrorism and wanted to embrace an immediate objective

—

the destruction of absolutism, ^i

The formula concerning 'the elimination of those agents of the govern-

ment who are harmful to the organization' was replaced by one that gave

terrorism a more obviously offensive goal, thus opening the door for anyone

who planned to carry on where Solovev had left off. When put to the vote,

a suggestion to plan the assassination of the Tsar was carried, though it

was understood that the problem of principle implicit in such a move would

remain an open one and would be discussed at a future meeting. This was a

temporary compromise, but it clearly showed on whose side political

initiative and the desire for action were to be found.

A decision was reached on the future distribution of funds which seemed,

however, to put in doubt the victory that Mikhailov had obtained. A third of

the funds at the disposal of the revolutionaries was to be used to support

terrorist activities, while the rest would be assigned to work among the

people in the countryside. But when accounts were settled at the time of the

schism, it became clear that even this decision had been a concession to the

terrorists. From 31st October 1878 to 14th August 1879 Zemlya i Volya had

spent 5,994 roubles 95 kopecks. Of this only a quarter had gone to terrorism,

though it was true that the St Petersburg centre had absorbed a third of the

total sum, even without the funds for secret lodgings, clothes, etc. When it

came to the point, it was found impossible to grant the 'colonies' the two

thirds laid down at Voronezh. An active centralized organization by its

very nature easily absorbed most of the petty funds at Zemlya i Volya's

disposal.-^

The election of Frolenko, Mikhailov and Tishchenko to the 'Administra-

tion' clearly reflected the results at Voronezh. The new tendency had a

majority. A 'countryman', who was not even one of the leaders, represented

the 'orthodox'; Tikhomirov and Morozov were to continue as editors and

were later joined by Tishchenko.
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By now Zemlya i Volya might well seem reconstructed and reorganized.

At the last session, however, three new members, returned emigres, appeared

to bring unhoped-for support to those policies which had been absorbed and

neutralized rather than defeated at Voronezh. These were Stefanovich and

Deych, the two leading inspirers of the Chigirin conspiracy, and Vera

Zasulich. Their intervention soon showed how unstable was the balance that

had been reached after the discussion on fundamental issues had been left

on one side. Their joining the 'country folk' showed in fact that the question

was not whether or not arms should be used (after all, the first two were

rebels, and Zasulich had been responsible for starting the wave of terrorism)

but whom they should be used against: those responsible for the repression

or the Tsar himself. It was these extreme 'rebels' who did not accept the line

later adopted by Narodnaya Volya. They insisted on the need for economic

terrorism to be closely linked to the immediate agitation and demands of the

people. This terrorism should be inspired by revenge, by protest, by the need

to protect the revolutionary organization, perhaps even by plans to 'dis-

organize' the central authority. But it should not, because of this, concentrate

all its forces against the head of the State. Here, at last, was a programme of

action which seemed to offer a real alternative to the Executive Committee.

The 'rebels' said that they had hopes of being able to resume work at

Chigirin by picking up the threads of the abortive peasant insurrection.

Now, they said, there would be no need to resort to false manifestos and

false agents of a mythical Tsar imprisoned by the nobility. Experience had

taught the peasants to count only on their own forces and those of the

revolution.

This programme—which when it came to the test proved to be a vain

hope—induced many of the revolutionaries, once they were back in St

Petersburg, to reassert the point ofview that they had abandoned at Voronezh.

Popov, who had not followed Plekhanov at the Congress, now insisted on a

break, and tried to organize the faction which was later called Cherny

Peredel.

In St Petersburg the discussions lasted two months. In the provinces they

were less lively. Sometimes there were none at all. Far from the centre the

main desire was often to keep the whole of 'the social-revolutionary party'

united. In the capital this state of mind merely meant that the schism took

place in a friendly spirit. Cordial relations were maintained between the

respective comrades and reciprocal help promised in the fight which was

still a common one. But from the political point of view it was obvious that

their roads were now different. On 26th August the Executive Committee

formally condemned Alexander II to death. On 12th September it pro-

claimed itself 'a secret society entirely autonomous in its activities'. It only

remained to divide the legacy of Zemlya i Volya.

Maria Konstantinovna Krylova, who was responsible for the printing

press, declared for the 'country folk'.^^ And so they took over the old
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printing machinery and prepared to start a new periodical, the Cherny

Peredel. The other organizers and type-setters went over to the innovators.

Sofya Ivanova and Nikolay Bukh, supported by Zundelevich and Mikhailov,

were able to found ^ masterpiece of efficient clandestine technique providing

the Executive Committee with a new and perfect printing press.

It was decided to divide the funds into two equal parts. The money
involved, however, was little enough, for Lizogub had been hanged before

he had had the chance to hand over his property. It proved to be far more
important to look for new supphes than divide what little there was in hand.

Here, too, the 'terrorists' soon showed their greater resolution and cunning.

It is true that the greatest attempt made at ' expropriation * during the summer
had been a failure. After managing to make a tunnel under the Kherson

treasury and seizing the coffers, they had not been able to hide the money
quickly enough, and it soon fell into the hands of the police. ^"^ But various

sources made up for this: there was a secret fund specially destined for

acts of terrorism, which Lizogub had handed over to Zundelevich; money
was brought in by the Yakimovs, and subscriptions proved to be

comparatively large. Clearly the political slant was meeting with some

response and increasing the Executive Committee's opportunities to take

action.

It was agreed that neither of the two sections should use the old name
Zemlya i Volya. One of these groups now adopted as its symbol the funda-

mental demand of the peasants that all the land should be divided up equally

and that it should be partitioned among the labourers who had been serfs and

classed for centuries as 'blacks' (i.e. slaves) because they did not belong to

the so-called privileged classes. This group, therefore, called the party's organ

Cherny Peredel (Black Partition). The other group wanted to emphasize its

determination to fight for the realization of the will of the Russian people,

so that after the destruction of absolutism it might at last become the master

of its fate. They therefore called the political organ of the Executive Com-
mittee Narodnaya Volya (The Will of the People).

It was said that of the old name Zemlya i Volya, the land remained with the

first group, the freedom and will v/ith the second. It was one of those po-

lemical contrasts like 'country folk' and 'townsmen' which both concealed

and revealed the complexity of the political problems involved in the schism.

But this play on words itself emphasized that the break had now gone deep

and was final.

Cherny Peredel was born under an evil star. An attempt was made to

resume contact with the peasants round Chigirin but it soon became clear

that the police were on the alert and that the repression had left serious

scars in the villages. Though some of the victims had shown a desire to carry

on the fight when detained in the prisons of Kiev, an atmosphere of anxiety

and fear reigned on the spot. Besides, in St Petersburg itself, the energy

required to resume the long and difficult work in the 'colonies' could no
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longer be found. The central group remained in town, devoting itself to

propaganda among the students and the intelligentsia. But even here one

failure followed another. Very often the groups they succeeded in forming

went over to the side of Narodnaya Volya, where the fight was more lively

and the political prospect wider.^s And in January 1880, scarcely four or

five months after the schism, the central body itself, of about twenty or

perhaps fewer members, suffered a severe blow. A traitor put the police on

to the group's printing press, which was seized while the first number of the

Chemy Peredel v/a.s being published on 29 January 1880. On 5th February

the traitor was killed by the revolutionaries but the blow had been too severe,

and the movement proved unable to survive it. Once again the leaders

emigrated. 'It can be said that, with the departure of Plekhanov, Stefanovich,

Deych and Vera ZasuHch, the party was liquidated' as Aptekman rightly

pointed out. There remained those members who were still dispersed in the

provinces, above all Popov, who was extremely active at Kiev. But he was

working for a re-unification with the local members of Narodnaya Volya,

and his policies in the working class movement and the revolutionary

organization did not contribute any really specific factor. This tendency

towards unity found further expression in the attempt that Akselrod made
during 1881 to restart Zernlya i Volya in Kiev. About this we know little

except that it was one of the last steps taken to try and galvanize Cherny

Peredel The second number of the review had to be printed abroad; and

though the third was once more pubhshed on Russian soil, its repercussions

were few.56 The fourth and fifth again had to be printed in Switzerland, ^"^ and

in 1881 Stefanovich too joined iYflrcKi«flj;a Volya.

Though Cherny Peredel did not succeed in taking root as a revolutionary

organization and though not much took place under its auspices, this does

not mean that the ideas that it represented were lacking in interest or

historical importance. Far from it.^^ It was like a shadow that followed

Narodnaya Volya, a sort of Cassandra which pointed out its limitations,

shattered hopes, and impractical visions. Its very insistence on 'orthodoxy'

and continuity, its appeal to resume work among the people whatever the

circumstances—all this ended in the long run by establishing a link between

the Socialist preaching of the 'seventies and a resumption of the movement
in social-democratic form during the subsequent decade.

Cherny Peredel began by maintaining that even ideologically it was essential

to go back to origins. It was not enough for its members to reassert solidarity

with the ideas expressed in the five numbers of the clandestine organ of

Zernlya i Volya. Rather they must return to the Bakuninist sources of

Populist thought. The 'federalist' element which had been overshadowed

by the rise of new political problems, the contrast between the peasant

masses and the State, memories of Stenka Razin and Pugachev—all these

had been characteristic of the early stages of the movement and now
returned in the pages of the new review as an open reproach to those who
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had deviated from the principles and the emotional fervour of the movement

*to go to the people'. Plekhanov wrote in the first number of the Cherny

Peredel:

According to us, the inner history of Russia consists only in the long tragedy-

filled tales of the struggle to the death between two forms of collective life which

are diametrically opposed: the obshchina which springs from the people and the

form which is at the same time statist and individualist. This struggle becomes

bloody and violent like a storm when the masses are in movement during the

revolts of Razin and Pugachev. And it has never stopped for one moment, though

taking on the most varying forms. ^^

Even now the struggle was still a living one. It was not for nothing that

Makov, the Minister of the Interior, had thought it necessary to distribute

a circular to explain to the peasants that there would be no re-partitioning of

the land, that the State did not, in fact, intend to go on with a Cherny

Peredel. This great hope had always been alive in the heart of the peasants.

They shook their heads and said that it had been the same before emancipa-

tion: the State had said that it intended to maintain serfdom, and yet serf-

dom had come to an end. So now, land hunger and the unfair distribution of

fields would also come to an end. The only real revolution that the peasants

demanded was an agrarian revolution. The revolutionary party could not

and must not have any other goal. It was not for nothing that Makov himself

had attributed these rumours in the villages to Populist propaganda. But the

minister was flattering the PopuHsts ; they had not been as successful as that.

On one point, however, they must admit the justice of what he said: the

raison d'etre of Populism lay in this widespread, deep-rooted desire of the

Russian peasants.

In a Letter to my ex-comrades published in this same first number, Aptek-

man deduced with characteristic ingenuity that the conflict between the two

tendencies could be summed up as follows

:

One of the two sides put all the emphasis on the war with the government, which

it considered to be the problem of the day; while the other, through a reaction, which

was natural enough in the circumstances, absolutely denied the need for an immedi-

ate war of this kind and was convinced that all forces should be concentrated in the

people. And so the debate was based on a question of principle: You propose

giving first place to the political, we to the economic war.^^

But though Aptekman was prepared to stop at this contrast between poUtics

and economics, Plekhanov was not satisfied. The road, he felt, led nowhere;

or, rather, it was going back to where they had started from. Assuming this

position, therefore, meant moving backwards, even from the points he had

made in the Zemlya i Volya! He had adopted Marxist sociology and was

convinced that economics were at the basis of every problem. When he ana-

lysed the situation, he spoke in economic terms. But how did the situation
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in the Russian countryside appear when seen from this point of view, leaving

aside the mythology of Razin and Pugachev? He said:

The present situation of our agriculture, with its predominance of extensive farming,

does not favour collective exploitation of the fields. The instrument most in use is

the plough which, as is well known, can be employed only by a single labourer.

Sub-division of work is impossible given the use of such tools ; nor would coopera-

tive work increase produce. We must find the solution to the problem, which may
seem strange at first sight, as to why our peasants, who are used to organization by

artels, do not apply this principle to work in the fields . . . Socialization of agricul-

tural work can be a natural consequence of property based on the obshchina only

when a certain level of agricultural technique has been reached.

Plekhanov was here merely repeating an argument that had always been

raised by the Populists: the move from the obshchina to an agricultural

collective would be accompanied by the introduction of machinery and a

transformation of the technical level of the countryside. The Russian

Fourierists and Chernyshevsky had already spoken of this. But this point

was leading Plekhanov to different results, because he was looking more and

more at the situation in the West. There, capitalism had brought about

the socialization of production; there the transformation of labour which

the Russian obshchina was unable to carry out had occurred in the factories.

Was it not, perhaps, * capitalism itself which prepared the road to Socialism

and was its indispensable precursor?' He remained convinced that in Russia

the road could very well be a different one: i.e.—that of a development along

Socialist lines and not that of the capitalist dissolution of the obshchina.

He was still, in other words, a PopuUst; but a different road was more and

more clearly coming into view.^i

Until now the victory of the State has been complete. It has enclosed the people

within the iron circle of its organization. By making use of its prerogatives, it has

been able to stifle not only all risings of the people, both large and small, but every

manifestation of its life and thought. It has put its heavy hands on the Cossacks;

it has maimed the obshchina. It has made the people pay for what has always been

its own, i.e. the land, and has demanded a fee which is even greater than the price

of the fields. Labour as a whole is dominated by the State. The land hunger that it

has created by seizing the people's property has given rise to that crowd of manual

workers artificially snatched from their houses and fields, which constitutes the

labour in our factories and workshops. It imposes heavy taxes and thus compels

the peasant to find extra work with which to pay them. In this way it forces the

peasant to submit to economic exploitation. It supports the kulaks and the capital-

ism of the extortioners in the villages, thus undermining the forms of the people's

life in those very places which are most dangerous to it.*^^

His examination of the relations between the various forces as they then

stood in Russia thus led him to pessimistic conclusions. In the age-old

struggle between State and peasants, it had been the latter who had got the

worst of it. It was impossible for the Populists really to penetrate into the
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world of the peasants. And the forms of communal property would scarcely

be able to develop along Socialist lines on their own, without the inter-

vention of different techniques and pohcies. The vitality of the obshchina

was one of ideal rather than of fact. The State was intervening more and more

in peasant society which was splitting up internally. The kulaks and capitalism

were developing under the protection of the State. Such, then, were Plek-

hanov's conclusions. But were not these the very reasons that were driving

the members of Narodnaya Volya into pohtical warfare? Were not these

the reasons that had suggested that the State was the enemy to be destroyed,

and destroyed at once, for otherwise it would become more and more

unlikely that Russia could develop along non-capitahst Hnes? Were not

these the very reasons that had led them to reconsider Tkachev's Jacobin

ideas ?

To see instead, as Plekhanov did, an essential importance in economics

could only mean accepting the natural development of events. It meant, too,

a refusal to provoke the break that Narodnaya Volya wanted, and the sub-

mission to a longer-term struggle, or rather, to propaganda and Socialist

agitation while capitalism developed at increasing speed.

His sociological outlook had prepared him for this conclusion: 'Nature

does not jump ', he used to repeat. Even when he stressed that it was essential

to be radical, he saw this radicalism purely in economic terms. ' The revolu-

tionary must be able to generahze the individual causes of popular discontent

and bring them to the common denominator of an economic revolution ; he

must give support to the resolution and energy of the masses who protest.

How far this will succeed in each single case it is impossible to foresee; the

masses are not always equally ready for a radical solution of their own
problems', he concluded in the second number of the Cherny Peredel.^^

And so the concessions made by the Narodniki to 'popular demands'

now came to the fore again : but this time in the form of a long and systematic

study and acceptance of the economic needs of the masses.

In the third number of the Cherny Peredel, which came out in March
1881, at the same time as the assassination of Alexander II, Plekhanov wrote

a letter summing up his conclusions :
' If the people's forces are not organized

and their consciousness and autonomous activities are not stimulated, then

even the most heroic fight put up by the revolutionaries will prove advan-

tageous only to the upper classes, i.e. for those very strata of existing society

against which we must arm the disinherited working masses. The liberation

of the people must be the work of the people itself. '^'^ He had already made
it clear that this translation of Marxist formulas into what was still a form of

Populism, implied the recognition of an urban, working class content. 'The

agrarian problem is the central factor in the revolution in Russia. But while

we carry on our work, Russian industry is not standing still. Poverty snatches

the peasant from the land and drives him into the factories and workshops.

The centre of gravity of the economic problem is shifting towards industry.'^s
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He now drew the political inferences from this situation. He repeated that

it was necessary to make a stand against the constitutionahsts, but he added

that 'an organized class that fights for economic liberty cannot support

political slavery', and that the revolutionaries must therefore win those

elementary rights that would allow them to regroup and become aware of

their own strength. 'We attribute the greatest importance to organizing the

people's forces. In this way we are choosing a road which may be long but

which is sure ... It demands not momentary and gigantic impulses, but a

concentrated and inflexible energy. '^^

At Voronezh Plekhanov had abandoned his comrades and repudiated the

idea of political terrorism. Now this policy was bearing its full fruits. His

refusal to accept the 'now or never' of the Executive Committee had put

him on the road that was to lead him to a position of social-democracy. By

1881 he had still not reached this conclusion—and this was only because he

still retained many elements of Bakuninist and federalist 'orthodoxy'. But

these were now reduced to formulas, to the tired repetition of well-worn

themes. Obstinately, almost pedantically, he countered the idea of the

Zemsky Sobor (the assembly of the Russian land) with the formula of

federalism. He rejected the idea of a policy of SociaHsm to be carried out

by an advanced party, and appealed instead to the peasants and workers to

seize the land and factories. He opposed the idea of State centralism., which

was gaining ground in Narodnaya Volya, and proclaimed instead the right

of all the nations that made up the Russian Empire to dispose of their own
fates.

All these elements constituted the capital that had been accumulated by

the Populist movement for many years. They remained indeed fundamental

for the future development of Russia, but here in Cherny Peredel they were

like scattered limbs that lacked a central system. They had no political

prospect. In other words, Plekhanov was countering the synthesis of Narod-

naya Volya with the elements from which it had arisen and which it was

trying to absorb and unite around a single centre. It is true that in the course

of these attempts Narodnaya Volya finally emptied them of their content;

for it was making use of them purely as the weapons of its political policies.

'We are living on capital', Zhelyabov once said, and this was indeed the case.

Narodnaya Volya wanted an immediate success, and in its will for a revolu-

tion it was spending the capital of ideas, passions and hopes that had been

stored up by the Populist movement. Cherny Peredel, on the other hand, was

trying to retain and perpetuate this capital. But it was not destined to succeed.

For political ideas cannot be preserved in this way. When he took stock,

Plekhanov himself realized that though his adversaries might have spent

their capital, his own cash in hand was rapidly losing value. So he left

Populism for Marxism. The experiences he had been through left him with a

certain tendency to 'orthodoxy' and a sociological approach to pohtical

problems which lent weight to his social-democratic ideas.
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While Plekhanov was passing through this ideological development, his

comrades, likewise, were going through a political evolution. The Chemy
Peredel was never tired of repeating that this was not the time for an insur-

rection, and that neither the revolutionary party nor the people was ready for

this. True, the economic situation in the countryside was deteriorating and

hopes in a social revolution were widespread. But this did not mean that the

peasant masses would support revolutionaries in their struggle against the

central power. The revolutionaries would be compelled, even if successful, to

act on their own and to carry out the revolution from above. Such would be

the result of putting poUtical functions before social ones and concentrating

eflforts on 'conspiracy' rather than the organization of the masses.

Even when the battle had been won, and a National Assembly could be

summoned, the great majority of representatives would (contrary to the

expectations of Narodnaya Volya) be made up of the privileged classes and

would act in furtherance of their own interests. 'You are relying on agitation

at the time of the elections', said Aptekman, addressing himself to his ex-

comrades in the first number of the Chemy Peredel. 'You are counting on

deputies to represent the peasants. Such hopes are vain and this is the

reason: when the revolution from above takes place, the people will be

taken by surprise. '^'^ Akselrod repeated this again in 1881

:

The people is unorganized, not just as a mass, but even as regards its most active

elements. The consciousness of the people has not been affected by revolutionary

work. It is not in any way ready for political revolution. The crowd of get-rich-

quick business men, still in their peasant blouses or already wearing the towns-

man's jacket, educated and uneducated alike, will soon organize themselves and

will constitute a weighty foundation for an intelligentsia of their own ... If we go

on completely ignoring the people, this prospect seems to me to be so inevitable

that, if it becomes a question of choosing between political inaction and centering

all our efforts exclusively on the privileged classes, Socialists should in my opinion

choose the first of these policies. ^^

In other words the fundamental danger of what Narodnaya Volya was doing

was this : its isolation from the people would lead to its replacing the State

rather than destroying it.
' The policemen of the Imperial department will

be replaced by the policemen of the Zemsky Sobor, and "order" will be re-

established to the satisfaction of all who are interested in preserving it.'^*^

In the long run the revolutionaries would be working only for the triumph

of the bourgeoisie and capitahsm. Even 'Robespierre and Danton', said

Aptekman, 'did not give their lives for the people, but for the one and

indivisible republic, i.e. for the old principle of the State '.^^

If, therefore, as Akselrod and Plekhanov maintained, political action was

dangerous in any case, or if, at best (in the opinion of those who were too

close to the Narodnaya Volya in St Petersburg to be able to escape its

fascination), it could only indirectly 'educate' the masses, then only one

course remained: to devote themselves entirely to organization, and to
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prepare for a slow development, in which Socialism would be the goal

—

and no longer the economic aspect of an immediate revolution capable of

diverting the natural course of society and the State.

These ideas were frequently drawn up in broad outhne. The second

number of the Cherny Peredel, published in September 1880, printed a

'Programme of the North Russian Society of Zemlya i Volya\ probably

written by Akselrod. In April of the following year, a second version, the

'Programme of the Popular Party' was published as a leaflet. The leading

article of the third number of the review commented on and paraphrased

this second version. "^^

The authors reaffirmed their Socialist-federahst principles, and then

emphasized the 'agrarian revolution' and the equal redistribution of land.

They knew that this was not in itself Socialist in character, but they immedi-

ately added that 'it would constitute a stage towards the transformation of

society on Socialist lines '."^^ piekhanov had already stated that this pro-

gramme represented a minimum in respect of the functions and demands

of Sociahsm, and that it would be 'the starting point for agitation among
the people'. "73 The 'Programme of the Popular Party' estabhshed this idea

that it was 'a first step towards reaching the final goal'.^'^ Hence there arose

that clear distinction between a minimum and maximum programme, which

was to be characteristic of social-democracy, and the sub-division into

successive phases of a movement that Narodnaya Volya wanted to keep

united in a single Socialist and Popuhst, economic and pohtical nexus.

Cherny Peredel still retained its hopes in a peasant revolution ; but it was

willing to consider, though reluctantly, the possibihty of 'a constitutional

movement'. Should this take place, their duty was to 'make use of the

natural excitement that would accompany it to weaken the people's faith

in the significance of peaceful and lawful moves. For example during the

electoral campaign the "party" too might present its candidates with its own
social-revolutionary programme. The reaction of the vast majority of

parhament would serve to illustrate the claim that the people's only hope

lay in revolution'.

This faith in the capacity of disappointment to educate, which was so

maximalist in character, was however tempered by an increasingly careful

study of the problems of the workers. 'In view of the fact that the desire to

revolt is not so widespread among them as among the peasants, agitation

on the basis of individual causes of discontent (such as strikes, wage prob-

lems, working hours) must be considered specially important.'"^^ The 'Pro-

gramme of the Popular Party' also considered this problem and concluded:

As regards the urban workers, a considerable portion is made up of a mobile

element which has not yet succeeded in definitely establishing itself in the towns

and diff"ercntiating its own interests from those of the peasants. At given intervals,

this portion of the workers emigrates from the towns back to the countryside and

vice versa. All its thoughts and hopes tend towards the fundamental idea of the
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peasant masses, i.e. land and liberty. The party must make use of these workers as

a powerful tool with which to act on the consciousness of the peasant masses and

as a weapon for creating an organization aimed at them. On the other hand, the

other portion of the urban workers has already differentiated itself from the peasants

as regards its interests and ideals. This social stratum, because of its size and the

strategical significance of industrial and administrative centres, constitutes a very

considerable force in the general mass of the Russian people. Agitation and

organization must be accompanied by the introduction among these men of the

broad ideal of collectivism. To do this we must make use of the limited claims

which are beginning to make themselves felt.'^^

This detailed account of the development of Cherny Peredel may have served

to throw more light on the specific and original element contained in Narod-

naya VolyaP''

By the end of 1879 the Executive Committee had managed to set its hand

to a terrorist operation in the grand manner and at the same time provide it

with a political basis. Three numbers of the review came out one after the

other as from October. Between 2,500 and 3,000 copies were printed, and they

had a wide circulation. Through them, the 'fighting organization' which had

been created at Lipetsk assumed the features and importance of a party.

The Executive Committee and Narodnaya Volya always remained one and

the same body from the point of view of organization. But by thus pubhcly

affirming its ideas and directives, the wing that had broken with Zemlya i

Volya lost the character of a group of terrorists, and became instead the

most active force of revolutionaries in Russia.

In January 1880 the press which had printed the first three numbers

fell into the hands of the police and the review had to be temporarily

suspended. It was replaced till the end of the year by three 'leaflets of

Narodnaya Volya\ These summed up the political situation but had no

room to discuss ideas. The fourth number of the review came out at the

end of December, and the fifth at the end of February 1881, just before the

final and successful attempt to kill Alexander II. In these issues the ideas that

had led the Executive Committee to this decisive clash were discussed more

fully than in the first issues, but brought no important change to the pro-

gramme, whose essential features had been determined since 1879. Narodnaya

Volya continued to appear after 1st March 1881, and the last number (1 1-12),

was published in October 1885. But it is not necessary to refer to these last

numbers in order to understand the ideas of the Executive Committee. They

remained faithful to the original spirit, but tended to crystallize it and to

harden its formulas and feelings in a situation which by now had changed.

Though it was sometimes expressed with greater precision and clarity

after 1st March 1881, the ideology of Narodnaya Volya by then lacked

that impulsion which had been its source of strength between 1879 and

1881.78

The very first number of Narodnaya Volya confirmed that Populism had
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now reached maturity after its long voyage. During that summer of 1879

the passionate discussions within the movement and the constant clash of

ideas and tendencies precipitated a process which had long been in pre-

paration. Illusions fled, leaving behind them the energy and force of men
determined to act. They wanted to be realistic

:

A party which claims to have a future must base itself above all on an absolutely

real relationship with life. The most rosy of ideals is not only useless but positively

harmful, if by its nature it cannot be realized in life, and consequently deflects

forces and labour from a reform which may be less grandiose but which is feasible

... A party of action must give itself concrete, realizable objectives which are of

immediate use to the people. It must choose the most effective means at the right

moment. ''^

They looked back to the previous years as a time of rosy hopes and facile

enthusiasms. Even shortly before, a prisoner had been flogged in prison and

as a result 'there had almost been a revolution. All St Petersburg was

agitated, and when Vera Zasulich's pure soul fired on the shame of her

Fatherland, the whole of Russia unanimously applauded her heroic action. '^o

But now beatings, shootings, hangings were all taking place in complete

silence. They looked back down the years and marvelled at the noble impulse

of those who had spread propaganda among the people. Now, their own
experiences helped to show that 'it is unfortunately the mark of all our

social programmes to indulge in political illusions '.^^ Public opinion was

dumb, the battle had become ferocious.

Vast, covered in impenetrable darkness, ahead of us there lies the marsh of Russian

life; and far off like some will o' the wisp there float the illusions which seduce the

inexperienced to come to a warm, light corner. But these illusions only lead to some

cold, dark pit.

Political illusions ruin peoples and are ruining our parties.^^

And so one real force remained: the revolutionaries themselves, their will to

fight, their capacity to make an exact analysis of the situation and to lay bare

the roots of public apathy and the mistaken illusions of everyone else.

The Populists were framing this more mature policy while the govern-

ment's reaction grew in intensity. Zemlya i Volya had been formed when it

became clear that the revolutionary Socialists would have to shoulder the

whole burden of a movement of public opinion which had not been able to

find an outlet in organized political opposition. Narodnaya Volya had to

bear this burden at a time when it appeared that the State had succeeded in

stifling the forces of revolution and stabilizing the situation by the vigour

of its repression.

But how much strength of purpose was there really behind this reaction ?

That was the fundamental question. Events would show that this repression

had in itself isolated the government, which could now rely only on its own
resources. ' Wc are living in a moment of history that is extremely oppressive.
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and at the same time extraordinarily interesting for the probable results it

will give rise to.'^^ The government's policies were in themselves a con-

fession of its own impotence. By acting as it had done, it had ended by

saying

:

that in Russia no one respects it, considers it, or thinks it of any use; that the

courts—not just those depending on juries but any which show the slightest signs

of independence and honesty—are in no position to defend it ; that because of the

general discontent it is unable to fight against groups of revolutionaries (described

in its own words as insignificant) without setting a policeman on every single

inhabitant; that any thought, freely expressed and sincerely stated, is infallibly

directed against it, and that it can therefore only endure by utterly crushing every

thought and destroying any organ which expresses the will of the people, and by

a policy of terror. In bringing into effect a whole system inspired by this mission,

the government is denying the right of the people to the land, the rights of the towns

and the Zemstva to administer their own business, the right of any section of the

population to take part in government administration. That is the real, the only

meaning of all the government's recent steps and declarations, of all the governor-

generals, military tribunals, scaff^olds and banisliments, of Makov's circulars, of

clarifications on the administration of the towns and the Zemstva, of the temporary

regulations for universities and other bodies. Such a moment in history—when the

whole of the existing regime with the government at its head openly declares its

lack of soHdarity with the interests of any single part of the population—is a fatal

moment for the State and for all the parties of opposition, and the touchstone of

their political maturity. ^"^

The important thing was to understand that this situation did not arise from

some whim or deliberate wickedness of the Russian State. The State only

acted according to its own nature. Under the blows of the revolutionaries,

it had shown itself for what it really was.

The Russian State was very different from Western States. How was it

possible to describe it as 'a commission of the plenipotentiaries of the

ruling classes'? In fact, of course, it was an independent organization,

hierarchical and disciplined, ' which would hold the people in economic and

poUtical slavery even if there were no privileged class in existence'.

It was a real monster, like those in fairy-stories, which can, they say, only

be destroyed by the intervention of divine forces. Political and economic

power were both inextricably merged in its fabric. ' Our State owns half Russia

as its private property and more than half of the peasants are tenants on its

lands. '85 It was in addition 'the greatest capitalist force in the country ',^6 not

only because taxation absorbed most of the population's income, but because

the system of capitalist exploitation was organized by the State. For cen-

turies the history of Russian industry had only been an application of this

principle. Tariffs had allowed industries to arise which could only survive

because they were protected. The State had always put its powers at the

disposal of private business men, assuring them the profits. 'Whole sets of

feudal prerogatives have been created for those who own the mines. For
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centuries the peoples of the Urals have been handed over like slaves to the

capitalists, who are unable to manage their businesses even as efficiently as

the workers ran them in Pugachev's time.' The events of the last twenty years

had only confirmed these policies on an even vaster scale. 'The building of

railways in Russia provides a spectacle that is unique anywhere in the world;

they are all built with the cash of the peasants and the State which, for no

apparent reason, hands out hundreds of millions to the various business

men.'S'^ 'The pennies of the peasants flow into the pockets of stockbrokers

and shareholders by means of the State treasury.'^^ A few years later

Tikhomirov summed up:

La science economique a une expression, accumulation primitive, qui s'applique

au moment de la vie economique ou la richesse provient moins de la production

que du vol plus ou moins franc. La classe industrielle russe, il est impossible de

le taire, se trouve actuellement dans cette phase de I'accumulation primitive. ^^

This was the reason why the industrial class was forming an increasingly

close alliance with the State and finding support from it. Such had been

—

and indeed still was—the economic function of the State. It was useless even

to recall the part it had played in the spiritual development of the country.

' The history of Russian thought can scarcely provide a single instance of a

man who has contributed to the development of Russia and who (when he

was alive) was not considered to be a State criminal. '^o

This was the monster which Narodnaya Volya wanted to fight. It was

dehberately putting aside the ideological problem—so real throughout

Europe in the 'seventies—of the relations between the Socialist movement

and the State. 'We ask the reader to remember that when we speak of State

we always mean the existing Russian State. '^i How could a Socialist move-

ment, which had to live in a country dominated by such a system of exploita-

tion and oppression, be purely political ?

Hence the Bakuninist arguments on the function of the State in Russian

life came to the fore once again. But they were no longer now expressed as

mythological and sociological discussions on the eternal contrast between

the peasant masses and the machinery of government, but rather as elements

in an analysis with a view to action. ^^ y^^d indeed, even Narodnaya Volya's

analysis of Russia's social problems and its description of the various classes

of the population sprang from its ideas on the State.

Its spokesmen began of course by considering the peasants. Local adminis-

tration, the fiscal system, the government's whole policy were, they thought,

literally planned with the aim of generating the kulak. An intelligent, energetic

man, who feels the need for a personal life, can find no way of escape if he belongs

to the peasant world. He must either perish with the community or himself become

a rapacious exploiter. As a man of the mir he is a wretched creature despised by

all, a man who must put up with everything. As a rapacious exploiter he raises him-

self to a special category which is not foreseen by the law but which is recognized in
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practice. The kulak-miroed not only gets the chance to live decently from the material

point of view, but becomes a man and even a citizen. The authorities and the priests

respect him. They will not hit him in the face, they will not insult his personal

dignity. The law begins to exist for him; . . . and so the kulak is born. Then the

peasant is driven by his hopeless situation to depend on this kulak. Whose fault is

this ? Who else's if not that of State oppression, the economic oppression which the

State exercises specially so as to bring the masses down to the level of destitution

and at the same time deprive them of any chance to fight against exploitation?

Who else's if not that of the spiritual oppression exercised by the State which

enforces civil and political misery on the masses and which demoralizes the people

and stifles its energies? Remove this oppression, and, at a single blow, you will

remove nine-tenths of the likelihood of a bourgeoisie being formed. ^^

Here, too, an analysis of the situation led to the fixing of a political goal.

At the same time it singled out the forces which the revolutionary movement
might hope to arouse and which in turn would give it support. As will be

remembered, Mikhailov had spoken of the peasants whose situation was

about average. Zhelyabov too thought that the future of the Russian

countryside would lie with these more energetic elements after absolutism had

been destroyed and they were no longer driven to exploit their fellows under

governmental protection. It was not for nothing that he himself was a peasant

by origin.

I know of many intelligent and socially energetic peasants, who today keep them-

selves apart from the activities of the mir, because they have been unable to develop,

because they have no strong social ideal and do not want to end as martyrs for

trifling causes. They are people who work, who are healthy, who understand the

beauty of life, and do not want to be deprived of everything it contains for petty

causes. A constitution would give them the chance to act without the danger of

becoming martyrs, and then they would energetically set themselves to work.

And then they would fashion for themselves a great social ideal, clear and palpable,

unlike the present cloudy one, one that would give the impulse for a great cause, and

they would stop at nothing. They will be heroes, as the sects have sometimes shown.

This is how the people's party will come into being. ^"^

Fighting against the State meant opening up this possibility. It meant

bringing about the conditions necessary for society to reverse the direction

along which it had been moving with growing intensity for the twenty years

that had passed since emancipation. The villages had seen the rise of the

kulaks; the towns of an industrial class. Both had been wanted and brought

into being by the policies of the State. United they formed what could be

called the Russian bourgeoisie. The bourgeoisie and nobility together (and

they were increasingly merging) made up the privileged classes. They too

bore the stamp of their origins.

We saw how helpless the nobility was in defending its rights in 1861, and the

passivity with which it watched its own degradation and ruin. And now our society
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is just as weak in putting up with the most revolting tyranny of the administration.

Neither the spate of banishments, nor the violation of personal rights, nor its

outrageous subjection to the control of police, guards and doorkeepers, has aroused

any collective resistance from society. A few miserable petitions, full of servile

humiliation: that is all that it has been able to do. We do not mean that society

is made up of stupid, timid people, unable to understand or to fight. No; this

society has produced the most resolute of opponents, men ready for anything.

It has shown itself able to produce as many Kropotkins, Lizogubs, Osinskys,

Solovevs as you want. But it has not been able to find the strength necessary to

maintain the most insignificant administration or rights. Our wealthy and educated

classes are obviously not aware of the fact that they constitute a certain 'position'.

They have no idea of communal action, and they recognize themselves to be

incapable of carrying this out. Our nobles, merchants and bourgeoisie are only

tied to their class by formal links. Men of education and craftsmen alike com-

pletely ignore any social problem. And if then one of them suddenly catches a

spark of God, he becomes a Socialist and a revolutionary; he refuses to recognize

any religion other than the people, its interests and its rights. The same can be said

of our embryonic bourgeoisie. Of course, with time, it may become a class, but at

the moment where can we find any expression of its class ideas? Where does it

show its solidarity, its unity? Nowhere. Only the people, the peasants and the

workers, constitute a body that is really united, a body with certain ideals. Only

they are able to understand not just what Ivan or Makar or Sidor wants but what

they all want as a body.*'^

Naturally this organic weakness of the ruling classes was reflected in the

State. The monster, whose economic and political activities seemed so power-

ful, was in fact devoid of any social content. Its policy of centralization

had prevented the rise of any autonomous force in the privileged classes. Its

concentration of all powers had stifled initiative. Its system of oppression

had crushed thought.

The logic of this analysis led the members of Narodnaya Volya to believe

that, whatever happened, the State would be unable to find within itself the

strength to overcome the crisis which now faced it. It would either try to

sink its roots in society by granting concessions, or it would be broken by

the revolutionary movement. But whatever happened it could not remain as

it was.

Life today is so diff"erentiated that this antediluvian State no longer has the strength

to dominate it ... It is spending more and more of its means to preserve itself.

And even now the amount that it drags out of the people scarcely covers its expenses.

For some time it has been trying to find support among the people; support, of

course, in harmony with its own character—i.e. among the exploiters. In the past

it dragged up the nobility but was unable to do anything with it. Now it is trying

to get support from the bourgeoisie and like the most zealous midwife it is doing

whatever it can to arrange for the little monster of the people to have a happy
delivery. This time, naturally, its eff"orts have been crowned with success, and the

bourgeoisie will soon develop.
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But even this was a danger for the State. Very soon the time would come
when the bourgeoisie would be unable to support the monster that had fed

it and which no longer corresponded to what it wanted. The sort of regime

the bourgeoisie itself was planning was not difficult to guess.

When it takes over power into its own hands, the bourgeoisie will of course be

able to keep the people in slavery to a far greater extent than happens today. And
it will find more efficient methods for paralysing our activities than the present

government, which is unable to go beyond prison and the gallows.

What, then, should the revolutionaries do ? Give up the political struggle and

devote themselves entirely to organizing the forces of the people so as to

improve its conditions? Or lead the people to a conclusive revolution against

the State and the privileged classes ? This was the double road, the minimum
and maximum programmes between which the founders of Chemy Peredel

were doubtfully oscillating. Should they then come to an agreement with the

State so as to 'crush the bourgeoisie in the bud'? This, said Narodnaya

Volya, was 'the most stupid solution, devoid of any meaning, not worth

even a moment's consideration'. But it may be added that it was an idea that

had followed Populism like a shadow ever since its birth, appearing in the

most varied guises. It had come to the fore repeatedly in the myths of a

Russia immune from the proletariat, and a Tsar who defended the interests

of the people against the privileged classes. And it had most recently found

expression in Kravchinsky's suggestion that the State should remain neutral

in the battle between the revolutionaries and the bourgeoisie.

But these prospects were rejected. Only one was left. It was the most

difficult but it was also the only one that responded to immediate tasks:

' the fight against the State, but a calculated, serious fight with a determined

goal'. They must strike the State in such a way that it was prevented from

handing over power to the bourgeoisie. The revolutionaries must intervene

at the very moment when the State had not yet been able to find enough

support from the new privileged class, but when. the danger that power

would fall into the hands of this class was at its height. If the revolutionaries

managed to take advantage of this moment, they would be able to hand over

power to the people and prevent the Tsar from giving it to the bourgeoisie.

But there was no time to be lost. They must act before ' it is too late, while

there is a real possibility that power can in fact pass to the people—Now or

never; that is our dilemma'. So ended the leading article in the second

number of the Narodnaya Volya.^^

Delenda est Carthago! The war against the State would be decisive. Any

chance of introducing Populist Sociahsm would depend on the methods

with which it was waged, the ideas which inspired it, and the successes which

attended it. The call to arms, the glorification of heroism, the extreme

tension of revolutionary endeavour—all these expressed not just the state of

mind of a small group of terrorists, but the very basis of their political
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convictions as derived from their analysis of the situation. They knew that

they were isolated, but they knew too that the State was isolated. The

bourgeoisie might be behind the State, but behind the bourgeoisie were the

Russian people, the peasants and the workers. Their function was to engage

in a duel with the authorities. The people would then be able to defeat its

own enemy.

Narodnaya Volya thus made the call for an immediate battle one of its

leading themes. 'We must fight, we must act. An honest man has now no

right to stand aside with his arms folded.' There was no need to point out

that the only road open was that of revolution. Experience had demonstrated

this.

Social reform in Russia is the revolution. With our existing regime of despotism

and complete rejection of all the people's rights and wishes, reform can only

assume the character of a revolution. Everyone fully understands this. And this is

why our revolutionaries have always had the sympathy of all. The only men against

us are those who, consciously or unconsciously, are aiming to enslave the people . .

.

Our cause now is not that of a party but of Russia itself

Everyone therefore was in duty bound to join it. All this was an attempt to

mobilize the intelligentsia, whose sentimental sympathies were with the

Populists. The inteUigentsia was responsive to the themes of a political

fight against absolutism. And so the revolutionaries were launching an appeal

to those of its members who were in a position to contribute solid assistance

;

and the appeal was all the more urgent in that the revolutionaries had no

illusions about the possible duration of the war. The 'now or never' which

rang like a bell through all their discussions was no longer only an aspect of

a tactical problem, as it had been in the controversy between Tkachev and

Lavrov. It told men rather that their days were numbered.

We would like all the social party and all the friends of liberty in Russia to look at

things directly, without beautifying events and without allowing themselves to be

seduced by hope. True, the Executive Committee is carrying out a really heroic

fight, and in the midst of the desperate efforts of the government, is managing to

develop forces which the State itself could scarcely even have suspected. But the

State, too, is not standing still with its arms folded. We repeat, this situation

cannot go on for long; either the government explodes or the Committee and all

the party will be suffocated.^^

The passivity of society—the reasons for which the revolutionaries found

in Russia's history and position—meant that they had now reached the very

limits of their activity. They were asking for help where they knew they

would meet with only a very limited response. And so here too they were

trying to adopt bold tactics to smash the obstacle which stood in their way,

by undertaking activities which would arouse enthusiasm and energy. One
aspect of the history of Narodnaya Volya was to be the story of the unavoid-

able conflict between the means that they had chosen—terrorism—and the
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limitations which this weapon imposed on spreading their movement within

the intelUgentsia.

This conflict was already apparent in the first numbers of the review,

and it naturally increased after a series of unsuccessful acts of terrorism and

above all when the consequences of 1st March 1881 became clear.

But there was no way out : it was up to the revolutionaries of the Executive

Committee to open up the road. No popular insurrection could be expected

shortly; it was useless to wait for the masses to move spontaneously. Nor
was there even any hope that the intelligentsia as a whole would give them

active support, even though it beheved in liberty and was orientated towards

Socialism. 'The party must take the initiative of a political revolution on

itself.'

Did this mean that they ought to give up their policies based on the

fundamental demands of the peasants and abandon the traditions and

programme of Populism so as to concentrate all their forces on winning

poHtical Hberty and a constitution ? When Narodnaya Volya came into being,

some of its members did indeed demand such a policy, and insisted that

emphasis should be put more on poHtical than on social radicalism. Morozov
and Olga Lyubatovich represented this tendency. They suggested that the

Executive Committee should not draw up a new programme, but that the

brief declaration already approved at Lipetsk should merely be confirmed.

As will be remembered, in this declaration terrorism was urged in the name
of WilHam Tell; and the winning of poHtical freedom was said to be the

essential, if not the only, aim of the struggle. Three things, however, pre-

vented this tendency from winning the day : the bonds which tied Narodnaya

Volya to the entire preceding PopuHst movement were still too strong; the

controversy with the 'orthodox' members of Zemlya i Volya was stiU too

near ; and the new movement was too well aware of the relations that existed

between the State and the people. A new programme was drawn up by

Tikhomirov, and was accepted after a short discussion. Morozov's brief

declaration was not even taken into account. He was left in isolation and soon

left Russia for Switzerland, where he tried to give an ideological form

to what might be called pure terrorism. ^s

For Morozov's other comrades a ' blow at the centre ' meant an insurrection

capable of handing over the State to the people. They did not want to give

terrorism any theoretical value or to establish a doctrine of 'conspiracy'

and 'the conquest of power'. This, they felt, would merely be to halt at one

of the stages of a process in course of development. They did not want to

follow Morozov, stih less Tkachev. Both of these had singled out one aspect,

one moment of the fight. To separate these aspects, to turn any particular

one of them into the only goal, would be to fall into doctrinaire errors.

Once it was decided that at this particular moment all the forces of the

revolutionary party should be hurled against the State, the fundamental

point had been made. The rest could only depend on circumstances.
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In the preparatory phase, they said, 'conspiracy' was an indispensable

weapon which must make use of all the means at its disposal to destroy the

existing State. For this was its essential function. But Narodnaya Volya

always refused to make any theoretical choice between the alternatives open

to it. Should the war be waged as a series of partisan actions designed to

disorganize the power of the State? Or should there be a 'plot' aimed to

seize the central power, even perhaps a military coup d'etat 1 Narodnaya

Volya refused to commit itself. If it concentrated its forces on the first

policy—though trying to adopt the second simultaneously—this was only

because it had to act at once and had no other resources available at the

time. It was not just reasons of secrecy which discouraged it from the item

in the Executive Committee's programme which concerned the ' organization

and achieving of the revolution'. The problem was a technical one; the party

had assumed all the weight of the battle at the most difficult moment, and it

intended to solve this problem on its own and take full responsibihty for its

solution.

As for the 'conquest of power', they often repeated that even an insur-

rection could only be fruitful if it represented 'the first stage in a popular

revolution or an episode in it' and that it must therefore be dictated by

circumstances.

We will give an example to show more clearly what we mean by the decisive function

of the party. We implore the reader not to look upon this example as a real plan

of action. Only doctrinaire revolutionaries draw up plans ten years in advance. The

true, genuine revolutionary only has one plan; to apply his fundamental idea to

circumstances and carry it out according to them. We are giving this example

only for the sake of greater clarity. Let us suppose, then, that the party has organized

enough forces, and, anticipating a general movement of the people, has seized the

central power. What must it then do? Create a new structure for the State and

decree the reforms which are indispensable? We say no. Only in the most unfor-

tunate case, only if the body of the people were to show not even a spark of life,

could such a step be considered necessary. In normal times the party would be

obliged to use the power and means it had won so as to upturn the whole of Russia

and to appeal everywhere to the people to realize its century-old demands. It would

have to help the people with all its forces and retain control of the central power

only so as to help the people to organize itself.

This, then, was how the revolutionaries visuahzed the 'conquest of power*.

This was how they replied to the charges that they had returned to the

Machiavellism of Nechaev or the Jacobinism of Tkachev and had

betrayed the very spirit of Populism. Besides, they were well aware of the

dangers of their position. It evoked a spectre that had horrified an entire

generation of Populists, the spectre of a revolution decreed from above, of

reforming and revolutionary absolutism in Jacobin guise. The members of

Narodnaya Volya itself called this 'a despotic Utopia '^^ and they always

attacked it.
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Indeed the very essence of their function was trying to empty the mythical

content from Tkachev's conception of the revolutionary State, to repeat that

power itself was and must remain a tool and only a tool. It should be used to

allow the people to express itself, to build up its own political consciousness,

and become a force capable of acting independently and winning its own
rights and forms of communal life. The Populist content of the revolution

was still deeply rooted in their minds, it was still blood of their blood, flesh

of their flesh. And therefore they could only conceive of the revolution as

the conquest by the peasants of their obshchinas, and local, independent

systems of administration. For them these were not only weapons for des-

troying local power but the true objectives of an autonomous social and

political transformation.

But the same will and energy which now drove them to assume responsi-

bility for destroying the existing system and waging war against the State

would certainly not desert them when they finally succeeded in winning

power. And this too they understood very well. We have seen that they

advanced two hypotheses and claimed that should the worse of these prove

true and a spontaneous movement fail to appear, this would not prevent

them acting from above in order to transform Russia. At this stage in the

argument they were still on the upgrade and only at the beginning of the

battle. When blows began to rain and when the horizon became ever darker,

this decision to act at any cost, even without active popular support, was

emphasized. Their desperate and yet steady revolutionary spirit drove them

to write in the eighth issue of the review:

The very fact that our State is the strongest capitalist force in Russia wiU con-

siderably simplify the solution of the social problem on the day when power is in

the hands of the revolutionary party. If circumstances should become less favour-

able, the provisional revolutionary government will carry out an economic revolu-

tion at the same time as it frees the people and creates new political institutions.

It will do away with the right of private owners to the land and to the tools of

heavy industry. And then the true representatives of the people, freed now of their

political and economic bondage, will answer the summoning of the Zemsky Sobor.

And the life of the people itself will be impregnably based on the will of the

people. 100

The author of this was V. D. Lebedeva, and she was faithfully reflecting the

ideas of Vera Oshanina, the member of Narodnaya Volya who sprang

directly from the Jacobin tradition. In fact, Tkachev's and Zaichnevsky's

ideas seemed to represent the extreme position. The revolutionary party

would not hand over power to the representatives of the people until the

revolution had been achieved. Until that time they would keep it firmly in

their own hands and resist anyone who tried to snatch it frpm them.

The central nucleus of the Executive Committee always clung to these

ideas and many of the formulas which we meet in the first numbers of the

Narodnaya Volya show that they penetrated deeply. But for all that, the
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Committee intended to do what it could to make the Russian revolution

pursue a different course. Vera Lebedeva herself had said that an economic

revolution of this kind, enforced only by the central power, would be the

result of hard necessity due to unfavourable circumstances. About this all

the revolutionaries were agreed: 'Only in the most unfortunate case, only

if the body of the people does not show even a spark of life, would we resort

to such a step', Tikhomirov had written. If, on the other hand, the more
satisfactory alternative were realized, the Zemsky Sobor would have to

sanction a poUtical revolution. This was an essential, but not in itself sufficient,

preliminary for a social ' upheaval ' which would be carried out by the popular

masses themselves and by an assembly of their representatives; not by the

central power and the party, or, rather, not only by them.

It was now time, the revolutionaries thought, to translate into politics

PopuUsm's central tenet: that, in Russia, the survival of the obshchina had

predisposed the vast masses of the people towards SociaUsm. On the day

when the revolutionary power (or even the old State under the pressure of

terrorism and the revolutionary activity of the Populists) appealed to the

people and summoned a real Zemsky Sobor, (i.e. a constituent assembly

which at last represented the peasants), the vast majority of those elected

would be Socialists. The free will of the people would thus be expressed by

electing deputies determined to carry out 'that social upheaval' which was

not 'a despotic Utopia' but the very expression of the whole of Russia's

historical evolution.

In a constituent assembly, created autonomously or by a summons from the

government, and supplied with the mandates of its electors (such as the cahiers of

the Assemblee Constituante) ninety per cent of the deputies will t)e peasants. And
if we assume that the party acts cleverly enough, they will belong to the same party.

What will such an assembly decide? It is exceedingly likely that it will completely

reverse the whole economic and governmental system. We know how the people

has always organized itself, wherever it has been freed from government oppression.

We know the principles that it developed, on the Don, on the Yaik, in the Kuban, on

the Terek, in the sectarian colonies of Siberia, wherever it has been able to organize

itself freely and follow only its own tendencies. We know the true password of

popular movements. The right of the people to the land, local independence,

federation—these are the principles which remain permanent in the people's out-

look on the world. And in Russia there is no power other than the State which has

any possibility of blocking the road to these principles. ^^^

It was the conviction that, in the last analysis, power would remain with the

revolutionaries which led Narodnaya Volya to launch the idea of a constituent

assembly. Kibalchich, for example, said: 'When government centralization

has been finally smashed by the wave of the popular movement, what social

elements will show that they constitute real forces? Who will govern the

course of events? Not the privileged classes, of course, for they are not

united. Not the lawful parties, because they are disorganized. Only the people
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and the social-revolutionary party will constitute those fundamental forces

on which the social and State organization of the future will depend.' 102

Naturally this conception too had its Jacobin aspect: the Zemsky Sobor

under discussion was really the Convention. The role to be played by the

party in its relations with it was obviously that of the French Jacobins. But

Populism contributed a new element—the spontaneous organization of the

people in 'local autonomies'. And the special transformation of Russia was

to depend on these. The function of the assembly would be to 'sanction'

them and give them not only legal significance but the political significance

that they could not assume for themselves. The people would provide the

'principle' on which to found the new society. And there need be no fear

concerning lack of energy to develop this principle and give it strength.

We can say that when a revolution breaks out in Russia the talents, the energies

and even the egotistical interests of private individuals will be directed to serving

the people, exactly as at the time of Mirabeau and Sieyes they acted on behalf of

the bourgeoisie. Given the circumstances, only one idea will be found at the basis

of the future organization of the State: the idea that lives in the masses. No other

idea exists. ^^^

This was why the Executive Committee had chosen to adopt the principle of

a Constituent Assembly. 'Naturally', its programme stated, 'this is not the

ideal form in which the will of the people can show itself. But, in practice,

at this moment, it is the only one possible. We therefore consider it essential

to adopt it.' They thus rejected both the anarchist policy of destroying the

State and establishing a federation, and the extremist plans of Russian

Jacobinism : to enforce a dictatorship of the revolutionary party. In actual

fact, even Nechaev had spoken of a Zemsky Sobor. Even he considered that

pure power in the hands of the 'conspirators' would be, if not a 'despotic

Utopia', at least a 'Utopia'. Complete anarchism and revolution by decree

were two ghosts which never really existed. They merely signposted two

opposite extremes between which Narodnaya Volya sought its own road.

And so its members determined on a Constituent Assembly.

The question then was : What would be the position of the party in relation

to the Assembly? The Executive Committee expressly declared its intention

'of submitting to the will of the people'. But this of course would not or

could not exempt it from having its own programme ' which it would support

in the electoral campaign and defend in the Constituent Assembly'. This

programme was as follows

:

(1) Permanent representation of the people . . . with full powers on all problems

concerning the whole of the State.

(2) Wide regional self-administration to be guaranteed by the election of all the

administrations, the autonomy of the mir, and the economic independence of the

people.

(3) Autonomy of the mir as an economic and administrative unit.
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(4) The land to belong to the people.

(5) Measures to hand over factories and workshops to the people.

(6) Complete freedom of conscience, speech, press, meeting, association and

electoral agitation.

(7) Universal suffrage, with no limitations of class or income.

(8) The standing army to be replaced by a territorial army.io4

Though not a minimum programme—it included all the essentials in Narod-

naya Volya's policies—it was still an electoral programme. But if we want to

find out what role the party was expected to play in the revolution, we will

have to look elsewhere for the answer. This was given by Tikhomirov on the

eve of 1st March 1881. He took as his starting point the psychological situa-

tion of the peasants.

The man who despairs in his struggle with the natural phenomena which surround

him and the generally hostile conditions of life, and feels the need for a beneficent

force from above to come and defend him, ends by creating this force. He then

turns to this divinity with the firm conviction that it will not abandon him. If he

did not have this way of escape, he would have to resign himself to dumb despair

and suicide . . . The same process takes place among the peasants, with the only

difference that they cannot resign themselves to suicide . . . And so the people's

mind and fantasy have created a divinity in the heavens. On land, too, the people

seeks support, someone to act on its behalf. This support it finds in the person of

the Tsar . . . Obviously we must not look for the source of this faith in the benefits

which the Tsars have given it, nor in their historical function. The origin lies,

rather, in the circumstances of the people's spirits—the need it feels to have a

strong ally in its fight against the enemy. This is an instructive lesson for us. We
must create a force which goes boldly forwards to meet the people and we must

show that that force is capable of bringing it help.

Such then would be the function of the social revolutionary party
:

' to become

that outside force which the people needs'. The party was to be the true

successor of Stenka Razin and Pugachev, stripping those myths of their

outer garments and adapting them to a world 'of railways and telephones'.

It had not been founded to arouse small local rebellions destined to be

quickly crushed, but to organize a collective force capable of replacing the

Tsar; both the authentic one of the day and the usurpers of the past.^^^

Here, too, Narodnaya Volya had translated Populist ideology into politics.

The great Socialist majority which it envisaged in the future assembly would

have behind it a party capable of producing the Pugachev of the nineteenth

century.

Tikhomirov*s article was followed by one of the few signed works in the

Narodnaya Volya: 'The Political Revolution and the Economic Problem.'

Anonymity was an old tradition which went back to Chernyshevsky and had

always been retained in Populist publications, which were designed to

represent groups and tendencies rather than individuals. This article, however,
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was signed by A. Doroshenko, which was naturally a pseudonym. In fact,

it was written by N. I. Kibalchich, the technician who had supplied Narodnaya

Volya with dynamite. It was the most important theoretical article that the

review had pubHshed, the only one to draw the ideological consequences

of the political position assumed by the Executive Committee.

The goal chosen by this Committee, wrote Kibalchich, was more complex

than anything in the past.

Together with our fundamental, social-economic objective, we also have to assume

that of destroying political despotism. In other words, we have to do what has

already long been done everywhere else in Europe, not by Socialist parties, but by

the bourgeoisie. For this reason there is not a single Socialist party in Europe which

has to wage so oppressive a war as we do and offer up so many victims.

But it was impossible to escape this responsibihty. Both the political and the

social battle had to be faced. The fight against the State would indeed be 'a

powerful means for bringing closer the economic revolution (or at least the

agrarian one) and for making it as profound as possible'.

This standpoint brought Kibalchich to the theoretical problem of the value

of pohtical institutions for social-economic development. Here the ideas of

the Socialists had frequently changed. They could be summed up in three

' typical categories . . . The first was made up of those who thought political

institutions were by far the most important. They granted them the force to

produce any economic transformation that was wanted, only by using power

from above and the submission of subjects and citizens from below.' Such

were the 'Jacobins', the 'Statists', the followers of the Nabat and Tkachev.

The second category, on the other hand, was made up of those Socialists

who thought that the political factor was negligible. 'They denied that

political institutions had any influence, positive or negative, on economic

relationships'. This opinion was held by Cherny Peredel (or, rather, part of

it, as Kibalchich rightly pointed out).

And finally, there is the synthesis of these two unilateral opinions. This recognizes

the close link and reciprocal action of economic and political factors. It claims

that the social revolution cannot be carried out without certain political trans-

formations; nor, vice versa, can free political institutions be maintained without

some historical preparation in the economic sphere.

This was the position of Narodnaya Volya.

It was useless to counter this view with the theories of Marx, 'who in his

Kapital has shown that the economic relationships of any country are the

basis of all its other social, political, and legal institutions. This has led

some people to deduce that any transformation in the economic system can

only be the result of a struggle in the economic sphere, and that therefore

no political revolution can either delay or start an economic revolution.'

But those who interpreted Marx in this way went 'far beyond Iheir master.

His thesis is true in substance, but they infer consequences which are absurd
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in practice. ' Kibalchich did not specify the name of his opponent, but he

was probably thinking of Plekhanov. He refuted this economic interpretation

of Marxism, and referred him to the Civil War in France and what Marx
himself had said of the Paris Commune. He suggested too that his opponent

should think again about what Lavrov, Louis Blanc, Lassalle and Chemy-
shevsky had written on the subject. After all, did not the economic trans-

formations carried out by the Convention during the French Revolution

show that the repudiation of pohtics was absurd? Was not Russia itself the

living example of the importance of the State in economic life ?

Our State provides an example of the enormous negative significance that a political

system can assume when it remains backward as regards the economic demands of

the people. In Europe, political progress precedes the social-economic problem.

With us, our ever-oppressive political system puts a brake on the economic, legal

and political reorganization, which would inevitably take place were this system to

collapse and were the revolutionary initiative of the people given the chance to

manifest itself freely. ^^^

Kibalchich thus drew up a theory of that 'complete merging of the political

and social revolution^o^ ... the utterly indissoluble fusion of the elements of

poHtical radicalism and Socialism ',10^ referred to by his comrades in other

pages of the review. He probably based this theory on the doctrine of

E. Diihring. His references to political and economic factors and his positivist

language both suggest this source. Tradition also tells us that the men of

Narodnaya Volya were interested in this writer, who maintained the vital

importance of politics in historical development. ^^^ gy^ this question is only

of secondary importance. Kibalchich's synthesis was not the produce of any

doctrinaire view. It was rather the fruit of all the experiences undergone by

the Executive Committee.

An examination of what was happening in the countryside would, he

said, provide confirmation of his views:

Turn your attention to the occasions which have provoked the various peasant

insurrections, large and small. They have always been of a political and legal nature.

They have always originated within the sphere of the State or the administration:

a false Tsar, a usurper, a mythical 'golden charter', some violation of a law (as

understood by the people), the example given by an urban revolt. There has never

been a case of a village or land revolting without an extraneous reason, or without

having some example to follow. No village has ever revolted merely because it was

hungry. In order to revolt, the people must either be conscious that its rights have

been violated, or have hopes in the success of an insurrection. Naturally, the

fundamental condition of nearly all these popular revolts has been material suffer-

ing. But the actual occasion has always been some violation of the law (real or

false) by the authorities, or a revolutionary initiative taken by an organized nucleus

close to the people and its interests.

This conclusion was important, for it marked the final defeat of the mentality

of the 'rebels'. And at the end of his article Kibalchich named the one
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organized association which could provide an 'occasion' for a peasant

revolt. He said:

Today neither the Raskolniki, who have lost most of their former fighting spirit,

nor the Cossacks, who represent a privileged class when compared to the peasants,

appear to be able to give the signal for a popular insurrection. Only the social-

revolutionary party, which has strong roots in the urban and working classes and

which has gained a firm foothold among the peasants, can constitute the ferment

which is indispensable for provoking a movement in the town and countryside.

Peasant movements would be crushed too easily by the government, and could

not therefore act as foundations. The signal must come from another source:

In view of the greater development and mobility of the urban population, and the

larger numerical results obtained there than in the countryside by the party's

activities, it appears that the first signal for a revolution will come from the town

and not from the village. But once success has been achieved in town, this will

raise the banner of revolt for millions of starving peasants.

These discussions on the relations between the economic and political

'factor' had not been useless. They had clarified Narodnaya Volya's ideas on

the role of the party towards the State, the people and the National Assembly

of the future. They had led to a greater part being given to the town than to

the countryside and, even, from now on, to the factory workers than to the

peasants. This was the conclusion to which the Executive Committee was

led by the eighteen months of warfare that preceded 1st March 1881.

The first phase of the Committee's activities, in the autumn and winter of

1879, saw the adoption of terrorism as the supreme goal of all its efforts.

It will be remembered that Alexander II had been sentenced to death on

26th August and plans to put this decision into effect had already been made.

The Emperor was at Livadia in the Crimea and it was assumed that on his

return to St Petersburg he would travel by sea to Odessa and then go on by

rail. Alternatively he might take the train that passed through Kharkov and

Moscow. It was therefore planned to mine the track at three points.

The dynamite was already prepared, but as there was not enough, the

revolutionaries had to carry it around from one place to another and travel

more than should have been necessary. Though this was not the reason why
their plans failed, the constant movement gave the police the chance to lay

their hands on Goldenberg, and he finally told them all he knew about the

revolutionary organization, ^lo jt is, however, true that none of the Executive

Committee's nerve-centres was damaged by this confession for some time,

and this gives us some idea of the high level of technique that had now been

reached.

The three points chosen for the dynamite were Odessa, Alexandrovsk and

Moscow. The Odessa trap was organized by Kibalchich, Kvyatkovsky and

Vera Figner, who laid the foundations, and by Kolodkevich, Frolenko and

Tatiana Lebedeva, who prepared to carry it out. At first they considered
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putting the dynamite directly under the tracks not far from the town, but

very soon they reahzed the practical difficulties that stood in their way.

The solution was found by Vera Figner. Elegantly dressed as a society lady,

she visited the head of the local railway system to ask him to employ 'her

porter whose wife suffered from tuberculosis and needed good air outside

the town' as a guard. In this way Frolenko and Lebedeva (who were naturally

soon given false passports) became signalmen about a dozen versts from

Odessa. Everything would have gone perfectly if Goldenberg had not come

from Moscow for some more dynamite, and above all, if they had not

begun to have doubts that bad weather would compel the Emperor not to

take the sea route and come to Odessa by boat. This is in fact what happened,

and so it was necessary to cancel the undertaking. ^ ^ i

The second trap was organized by Zhelyabov. He went from Kharkov

—

which had been chosen as headquarters for the three ambushes—to Alex-

androvsk, a small town on the railway line between the Crimea and Kharkov

and called at the town hall with a passport guaranteed by an imaginary

Yaroslavl merchant. He asked and obtained permission to open a small

business, and then summoned two workmen who were friends of his, Ya.

Tikhonov and I. F. Okladsky. He was helped by Presnyakov, Kibalchich,

Isaev and M. Y. Teterka.

Zhelyabov was inimitable in his work as a merchant manufacturer. Besides, he

liked his new fellow-townsmen, and was interested in these descendants of the

Cossacks of the Zaporog, among whom were some whose names were those of

famous leaders of the past. He made friends with them quite sincerely, he ate and

drank with them and meanwhile he applied himself to his job. Later, he was often

amazed that he had not been blown up with all his comrades. Along the roughest

roads, they used to sit on the dynamite in a simple cart, and even then they would

drive the horses for all they were worth. And to think that the books say that

dynamite explodes when shaken \^^^

These men dug a hole under the railway line, and hid two cylinders of

explosives there. On 18th November they were ready to detonate them.

'Okladsky lifted up the two hidden wires which led to the mine, and handed

them to Zhelyabov. As the Emperor's train passed above the explosive, there

was a shout of "Fire!" and he joined the wires. But for some unknown

reason the explosion did not take place, and the Emperor's train passed by

these criminals without anything happening. Immediately afterwards they

left Alexandrovsk.'ii^ So read the accusation in 1882. An inquiry was made
by the members of Narodnaya Volva, and it was found that Zhelyabov had

made a technical mistake in assembling the electrical battery which was to

set off the spark. ^•'^

The third attempt in this series designed to blow up the Emperor was

made on the following day, 19th November. It very nearly proved successful.

Alexander Mikhailov had bought a house adjoining the railway line, three

versts from Moscow station. For this he had paid a thousand roubles, and
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had then mortgaged it for six hundred. The expenses for this base were not

therefore very heavy. Lev Gartman and his ' wife ' Sofya Perovskaya had gone

to Uve there with false passports. They then claimed that the house was in

need of fundamental repairs, and used this excuse to get rid of the tenants.

After this, they began to dig a tunnel leading from the cellars to the railway

line. Besides Lev Gartman and Sofya Perovskaya, the others involved in this

operation were Mikhailov, Isaev, Morozov and later Shiryaev, Barannikov,

Goldenberg and Aronchik. The work proved long, difficult and tiring, but

when the time came everything was ready. The execution of the venture was

entrusted to Sofya Perovskaya and Shiryaev. They knew the approximate

time that the train was due to pass, for the Emperor was supposed to reach

Moscow between 10 and 11 in the evening. So when he heard a train coming

rather too early for this schedule Shiryaev thought that it was only a testing

coach 'which sometimes preceded the Imperial carriage'. He therefore set

the battery as a second train passed through. This was derailed and destroyed.

But it was soon learned that it contained only Alexander's servants and

retinue. The Emperor had reached Moscow unharmed. ii^

On 20th November at the gates of the Uspensky Sobor, within the Krem-

lin, the Emperor told the representatives of the various classes who had come
to pay him homage that 'he hoped with their collaboration to divert erring

youth from the ruinous road along which they were being driven by ill-

disposed elements '.11^ The impression made by the news of the attempt on

his life soon showed whether such hopes were justified. The Narodnaya

Volya maintained that there had been a certain apathy, a remarkable

coldness even in Moscow, 'neither emotion nor anger, or even any special

interest '.ii*^ Whether or not this claim was true (official sources, of course,

said quite the reverse) it none the less showed what the revolutionaries thought

of the position. Lack of success must not discourage them; the duel with the

authorities must be continued.

Besides, though so far their plots had not met with success, neither did the

government have much reason for satisfaction. For a year it had pursued a

policy of terror ; the governor-generals had imposed a state of siege ; every

precaution had been taken, yet the Executive Committee emerged virtually

intact from its first and threefold battle. Only Gartman, the owner of the

house adjoining the railway line, had to flee abroad. Despite great pressure,

Russia was unable to get France to extradite him as a common criminal. ^^^

In November, moreover, the police were still unaware that there had been

two other similar plots besides the one at Moscow, and they knew very

little about the other terrorists. The organization had stood the test.

This did not, of course, mean that the battle had become any the less bitter

or that sacrifices had grown fewer. A few days after the explosion at Moscow,

Kvyatkovsky was arrested in St Petersburg. His comrades heard from their

disguised agent in the Third Section that his house was about to be searched

when it was already too late to take action. When Olga Lyubatovich went to
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warn him, the police were already in the house and only her own cunning

and that of her husband, Morozov, enabled her to trick the police and

escape in safety. Kvyatkovsky, however, was caught. The poUce also found

explosives and a mysterious plan of the Winter Palace with a cross marking

one of the rooms. He always denied that it was his, and it was some time

before the police discovered the significance of the plan. But when the

attempt was made to blow up the Winter Palace, Kvyatkovsky had to pay

the price. He was included in the 'trial of the sixteen', and sentenced to

death. About a year after his arrest, on 4th November 1880, he was hanged.

Vera Figner's sister, Evgenia, who lived with Kvyatkovsky, fell at the same

time and was sentenced at the same trial to fifteen years' hard labour in

Siberia. She only returned to European Russia in 1900. ^^^

At the end of 1879, Zundelevich, the tireless 'technician' of Zemlya i Volya

and Narodnaya Volya, and the founder of their various clandestine presses,

was arrested. On 4th December 1879, S. G. Shiryaev fell into the hands of

the police. His part in the Moscow plot was revealed by Goldenberg and he

was sentenced to death in October 1880. The commutation of this sentence

to hard labour for life merely prolonged his existence by about a year. On
18th August 1881 he died of consumption in the Alexeyevsky dungeon in the

Peter-Paul fortress. 120

Even if no consideration were given to the possible loss of whole groups in

the future, this process of attrition must have ended by rapidly exhausting

the Committee. Its members knew that they were saying no more than the

truth when they wrote in their review, 'Either the State will explode or we
shall'.

In January 1880 it was the turn of the press. It had been organized by

Kvyatkovsky and Mikhailov. Nikolay Bukh and Sofya Ivanova, using pass-

ports that declared them to be husband and wife, had taken rooms which

were ideal from the conspiratorial point of view. They were in a central part

of the town, inhabited by thoroughly respectable people. This family of

'officials' naturally had a servant, who was in fact a student, Maria Gryaz-

nova. ' She acted her role as cook to perfection . . . Her value lay in the fact

that she did not look like a conspirator, and behaved like an ordinary mor-

tal. '^21 yhe printing equipment was arranged in such a way that it could

easily be hidden. The rooms had a completely innocent air and they con-

trived to exhibit them in this state as often as possible to their neighbours,

etc. Two printers lived in the same house. They had not declared their

residence and were therefore obliged to hide themselves and remain indoors.

One of them, Abram Lubkin, came from the press o{ Zemlya i Volya; the

other, LeyzerTsukerman, had arrived in St Petersburg at the end of September

1879. 'He was a Jew from the western regions of Russia. His family was so

bound by Jewish prejudices, and he had lived in such bad conditions, that

in his earliest boyhood he had fled abroad, where he had spent half of his

hfe. He had no means, had become a compositor, and had worked in the
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German presses and those of the Russian emigres. But he wanted to return

to Russia, and when he was invited to come to St Petersburg and work in a

clandestine press, he had no need to think twice, but left at once. '^22 Zundele-

vich had arranged his clandestine journey across the frontier.

It was a small piece of carelessness that led to the discovery of the press.

A house belonging to one of the members of Narodnaya Volya, who had

nothing whatever to do with the press, was searched by the police. During

their investigations they discovered, among the many false documents and

other materials of the kind, a model passport which had been used for

practice in forging one for Bukh. This document, which the revolutionaries

had forgotten to destroy, contained the name under which Bukh was

inscribed in the pohce register. When it fell into the hands of the police they

did not think it very important. An inquiry was made as a matter of routine,

without much hope of discovering anything serious. To avoid disturbing the

Third Section, this job was entrusted to the municipal police. Hence Kletoch-

nikov, the levolutionaries' spy, knew nothing of it and could not warn his

comrades.

On the night of 17th January 1880, the bell of the flat was violently rung

and woke all the inmates. Sofya Ivanova did not open the door, but began

instead to collect all the papers, which after a long process she successfully

managed to destroy. The others engaged the police in an armed battle.

The rooms were in complete darkness. The reason was as follows. We had agreed

that should a search be made, we would break the panes in all those windows which

could be seen from the road, so as to warn our comrades who were to come to

us . . . We carried out this arrangement with such good-will (trying to break even

the ribs of the windows) that the wind in the flat blew out all the lamps.

The police went to the miUtary for help and attacked the barricaded revolu-

tionaries. After firing to the end, they all went to one room and decided to

surrender. Abram Lubkin went off", said farewell to the others, and com-

mitted suicide with the last bullet; the other four were taken to the Peter-Paul

fortress. But on the next day Mikhailov was warned by the broken windows

and consequently managed to avoid the close supervision kept by the pohce

on the flat and all round the house.

At the 'trial of the sixteen', Zundelevich was sentenced to hard labour for

life and Nikolay Bukh and Maria Vasilevna Gryaznova to fifteen years.

All three survived. In 1906 Zundelevich was able to return from Siberia and

emigrate to England, where he died in 1924.

Narodnaya Volya later managed to set up another printing press. But at

the beginning of 1880 this was not its main concern. For it had already

prepared another great plot, which, if successful, would make up for its

failures to blow up the Emperor's train.

In September 1879 a cabinet-maker went to the Winter Palace, the

Emperor's residence in St Petersburg, and was taken on as a workman. The
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false passport he produced concealed his real name, Stepan Khalturin. This

was the man who had founded the Northern Union of Russian Workers with

Obnorsky, and who had been one of the most active and inteUigent members

of the working class movement in the capital. He knew his trade to perfection,

and was proud of it; he had already given proof of his ability when repairing

the Imperial yacht. The collapse of the working class organization which he

had founded, and the obstacles which the police and government oppression

put in the way of any trade union development, had now led him to terrorism.

One day while at work he met the Emperor alone in one of the rooms of the

palace. For a moment he thought that the best solution would be to kill

him with his axe. But his comrades in Narodnaya Volya persuaded him to

adopt a different plan. This was to put a sufficient quantity of dynamite

under the ceiling of a room which the Emperor used to frequent. Kvyatkovsky

was told to keep in contact with Khalturin and provide him with explosives.

After Kvyatkovsky's arrest, Zhelyabov took his place. Meanwhile, the

mysterious plan of the Winter Palace, which had been found in Kvyatkov-

sky's house, had aroused the suspicions of the police and they began to keep

a careful watch. But Khalturin was one of the regular staff, and he lived in

a dormitory in the cellars of the palace itself. And so when he came back to

the palace in the evenings, he could bring in the dynamite bit by bit in a

basket. Searches were made, but proved fruitless. Meanwhile the dynamite

was methodically stored up next to Khalturin's small folding bed. In the

evenings he used to discuss with Zhelyabov how much would be required.

Zhelyabov thought that it was important to press forward the execution of

the plot without too much delay, fearing that the police would sooner or

later succeed in laying hands on Khalturin. Besides, the revolutionaries

wanted to restrict the number of victims which the explosion would inevitably

produce. The problem now was to put the dynamite and fuse in place without

being seen. Each evening Khalturin went out, and passing next to Zhelyabov

he would whisper: 'It's not been possible', or 'Nothing'. But on the evening

of 5th February he told him: 'It's ready. ' Very soon a tremendous explosion

confirmed his words. A room was blown up, and eleven people were killed

and fifty-six wounded. The Emperor was in the dining-room, just above

the scene of the explosion. The room was severely shaken, but not nearly

enough for the floor to collapse. When Khalturin heard that he had not been

successful, 'he never forgave Zhelyabov for what he called his mistake '.^23

The wildest legends soon began to spread; some even said that the con-

spiracy had been organized by the Court. The first Listok Narodnoy Voli to

appear after the explosion said

:

We hold it necessary to say that this famous carpenter who is so much talked about

is in fact a workman both by origin and by craft ... He finds newspaper gossip

that he is an aristocrat by origin extremely disagreeable, and he has asked the

editors of the Narodnaya Volya to confirm the fact that he is of pure working class

stock. We arc happy to fulfil this request. ^^4
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Khalturin had stood next to Zhelyabov in the square in front of the palace

and had watched the mysterious and terrifying results of his work. He was

then taken to the rooms of one of the conspirators, and thus escaped detection.

For the fourth time Alexander's life had been put in danger, this time

in his own residence. And still the revolutionaries were at large. The Executive

Committee had become a threatening and powerful force. The government

itself had helped to create this halo of glory and danger, by issuing an official

communique that the assassination was to be the signal for an immediate

revolution. For some days patrols marched through the streets of St Peters-

burg, and a state of siege was imposed.

This time, political consequences were inevitable. There was no one to

punish, as there had been with Karakozov and Solovev. Pathetic speeches

were no longer enough, as after the explosion in Moscow. Yet something

had to be done.

The political crisis of February 1880 is of great interest, if we wish to

understand the limits within which the revolutionary movement was com-

pelled to fight. These limits it tried heroically to destroy by using terrorism

;

in the end, however, they constituted the impregnable barricade against which

it was shattered.

In many ways the crisis was very like the one that was to open about a

year later, after the successful assassination of Alexander II. Again, some of

its fundamental features are similar to those of the crisis which began in

1861 after the peasant reforms, and which ended with the outbreak of the

Pohsh revolts. In each of these three crises, in 1861-63, in 1880 and in 1881,

the reaction of Tsarism followed an inner logic which was latent in its

structure. The problem was this : to encourage the most educated, progressive

classes in Russia to participate in the life of the State ; to insert the developing

forces of the bourgeoisie within the pohtical as well as the administrative

and economic sphere and to find a place for the intelHgentsia within the

framework of absolutism. Each time, autocracy began by thinking of more

or less constitutional reforms, and by drawing up more or less plausible plans

for consultative assembhes. And each time, under the impulse of some

revolutionary event such as the Polish revolt, Khalturin's dynamite or Sofya

Perovskaya's terrorist activities, it was forced to realize that these plans

were all dreams, that the circle could not be squared and that only one

solution remained: to give direct satisfaction to some at least of the demands

of 'society' by using the tools of absolutism itself. And so autocracy con-

tinued in its own way; the intelligentsia remained extraneous and hostile;

the people, distant and repressed; and the revolutionary movement more

and more convinced that only the complete destruction of the State could

lead to true reforms in Russia. And so a new cycle opened again.

In 1879, then, as the revolutionary movement developed in power, the

Tsar was advised to create some organism for including the representatives

of public opinion within the administration of the State—though only on
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the fringes and as little as possible. On this occasion, the advice was given by

Valuev, one of the very few intelligent men among the high officials of the

time. He took out from his files the memorandum that he had already

presented to Alexander II in 1863. It now seemed relevant once more. At

the same time he wrote in his diary: 'Everything is going to pieces, every-

thing is going to the dogs. One feels the earth shaking, the building is

threatening to collapse, but people do not seem to be aware of this.* 125 n
was no longer enough to appeal to public opinion for help. There was no

point now in trying to frighten it, as had been done at the 'trial of the

hundred and ninety-three'. The State had not found the support it had asked

for; the intelligentsia did not seem to be terrorized by the 'red peril'. The

only thing to do was to summon from the provinces some representatives

elected by the Zemstva and include them in the Council of State. This would

mean a Zemsky Sobor, reduced to its narrowest limits, and a constitution

'which did not give the least genuine rights to the representatives from the

provinces'. Yet in order to produce even this, Valuev himself thought that

the State edifice would have to suffer still greater shocks. He argued—it is

worth noting—very like the men of Narodnaya Volya, though of course

from the diametrically opposite point of view. ' Perhaps, in order to move
to a different order of ideas and events, it is necessary that the earth should

tremble even more beneath our feet.'

This was the conclusion he had come to at the end of January 1880. By

now his 'constitutional' ideas, after frequent ministerial discussions in the

presence of the Tsar, had been rejected and put back in the archives. Some
support, though conditional and hesitant, had come from Constantine

Nikolaevich, the Tsar's brother. He, too, had once again produced an old

memorandum of 1865 in favour of a consultative assembly. But the other

councillors who had been summoned to examine these plans had been

hostile. The discussion had been very muddled, and personal jealousies and

conflicts had naturally joined the fears and prejudices of these great bureau-

crats. Valuev's estimate of one of these men could have been applied to all:

they were merely ruminating on the ideas of the 'sixties, trying to find some

spark from the time of reform, trying to grasp at any foothold which might

give the State the chance of action.

Despite their vagueness, the arguments used during the debate explained

how this situation had been brought about. Valuev said that the steps he had

proposed were important chiefly because they were designed to ' restrict the

passivity of the majority of right-thinking people and give the government

itself the chance to counter-attack and refute the revolutionary principles

which were being preached everywhere.' His leading opponent, the heir to

the throne and future Alexander III, replied that they ought to do nothing,

as the representatives of the social classes who would be summoned under

the proposed constitution would only be 'incompetent chatterboxes, lawyers,

etc' In vain everyone swore again and again that 'le mot constitution ne
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devait meme pas etre prononce'; in vain Constantine Nikolaevich proposed

that lawyers and any other body professionally associated with the law

courts should be excluded from the future assembly ; in vain they recalled the

differences between Russia and the West. The dilemma between Valuev's

and the Crown Prince's views remained unresolved: to repose (even the

smallest) trust in elected representatives or to regard them as useless chatter-

boxes.

Despite its extremely primitive form, the discussion was not without

historic interest. Anyone who planned any step, however slight, in the

direction of liberalism, did this only for a Machiavellian purpose : to try and

snatch forces from the revolution, to allow the State to resume the offensive,

and to break up the prevailing apathy. These arguments were repeated

exhaustively during the last years of Alexander IPs reign, both inside and

outside the Winter Palace, in newspapers and in ministerial sessions. In the

last analysis, it was this tactical game, this concern with a double purpose,

which weakened the 'constitutionalism' of the time, for it was always com-

pelled to show itself 'right-thinking' and indeed plus royaliste que le roi.

And even in this guise, constitutionalism could not be accepted by

absolutism. Absolutism might reform from above, but it had no intention of

creating any autonomous body, even if only for consultative purposes, for this

inevitably ran the risk of becoming an organ of opposition. The heir to the

throne had a good hand, and he ended by winning the game when he said

that the representatives of the Zemstva would end by opening their mouths

and pleading some cause other than that of absolutism.

All this was merely an extremely vulgar form of the same debate which

had been conducted—on a far more highly developed and subtle plane—by
the revolutionaries. Some of them too had thought of the orthodox hberals

as potential weapons, without having any real faith in them; while others

objected that a constitution would only help to reinforce the governing

classes by giving legal sanction to their economic and social predominance.

Besides, it was not by chance that the two debates had these common
features. The problem that they each had to solve was the same : the political

apathy of the whole of Russian society. Until that was broken, the duel still

involved only the autocracy and the revolutionaries.

Ten days after the ministers had finished their discussions on the 'con-

stitution' the explosion in the Winter Palace made 'the ground tremble even

more beneath their feet'. The future Alexander III, who maintained the

doctrines of absolutism, loudly proclaimed his victory.

The discussions of the preceding weeks had leaked out among the public.

It was said that a constitution was to be granted on 19th February, the 25th

anniversary of Alexander II's accession to the throne. The foreign press

reported these rumours, and even the Narodnaya Volya spoke of them.

There followed, instead, Loris-Melikov's 'dictatorship of heart and mind'.

The heir to the throne had no difficulty in showing that this only involved
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a rather better organization; it was not a radical change in the regime. When
the Tsar had summoned his ministers, the opinions expressed ' had introduced

nothing new. They remained within the sphere of those half measures which

had already been proposed by the ministers during earlier sessions. Every-

thing possible, they realized, had already been done to fight the subversives.

Governors-general had been appointed, and given almost limitless powers;

the authority of other governors had been reinforced; all political criminals

had been handed over to military tribunals; all the springs of the most

rigorous police supervision had been brought to their maximum tension.

What remained to be done?' As usual, an educational reform was suggested.

But that could hardly be considered adequate at that particular juncture.

Constitutional plans had been rejected. Now, said the heir to the throne,

they must realize that 'the fundamental evil, the main hindrance to the

government's putting any real force into the fight against the subversives,

did not lie in a lack of measures—there were already more than enough

—

but in disagreement among the various departments and lack of solidarity

among them.' Everything must be put under the control of a single leader,

to be responsible to the Tsar for re-estabhshing order. ^^6 what was required,

in fact, was not a series of concessions to 'society' but a more efficient

organization of the absolutist regime.

The man chosen to carry out this programme was the governor-general of

Kharkov, Loris-Melikov. His first task was to concentrate the various rulings

that had been pilinp up as the repression grew more severe. He had to over-

come a number of obstacles. Even once he was in charge, the other governor-

generals still kept a wide range of autonomy and his authority was most

effective in St Petersburg. Yet despite this strong resistance from entrenched

positions, he eventually found himself at the head of a Ministry of the

Interior which was stripped of its many cumbersome accretions and capable

at last of exerting control over the various police forces. The Third Section

passed under his control and changed its name. The police in the capital took

their orders directly from him. It became obvious that many of the methods

which had so far been used to enforce the repression were utterly inadequate.

Loris-Melikov not only concentrated the services of public order, but

modernized them and made them more rational.

The porters who had been recruited by the police to act as spies cost more

than a million roubles a year in the capital alone, and had produced no

result. They merely irritated the population, without discovering a single plot.

Loris-Melikov therefore dissolved this body of porter-policemen. The

system, which was extensively used for suspects, of imposing special super-

vision, had merely tampered with the personal liberty of a large number of

people, without in fact putting any brake on the revolutionary movement.

It was a bureaucratic abuse whose only result was to drive the more decided

members of the public into becoming 'outlaws'. The files of the Third Section

recorded 6,790 people supervised for political reasons, and 24,362 for other
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causes. Loris-Melikov made no change in the substance of the system, but

ordered the files to be carefully revised. Banishment had been so much abused

that it was said that the organization of exiles ' would soon become a State

problem'. Here, too, some limit had to be put on the arbitrary methods of

the police, by separating the more dangerous figures from those who had

been sent to exile without justification. The hesitation of the government in

choosing tribunals for judging State criminals, and the slowness of inquiries,

meant that hundreds of people had to wait in prison sometimes for years

on end before being tried. When Loris-Melikov came to power, 197 people

were in this situation in St Petersburg alone. The * dictator ' tried to speed up

the judicial machinery. Searches had become extremely frequent, and were

carried out with arbitrary and illegal methods. He insisted that here too some

order should be estabhshed.

As will be seen, all these poHcies were aimed primarily at perfecting the

system of repression by avoiding useless irritation to the public. This was to

be done by isolating the revolutionaries and striking at them, and, if possible,

only at them. In Loris-Mehkov's own words, he was trying to 'show the

power of the State, and detach the hesitant from the revolution'. 127

The new minister, however, could not be satisfied with merely being more

efficient than his predecessors. Even government circles clearly understood,

as the discussions on the 'constitution' had shown, that a political problem

lay behind the problem of public order. It was not for nothing that Loris-

Melikov's rise to power had been accompanied by talk of ' a dictatorship of

heart and mind'. The 25th anniversary of Alexander IPs reign, with its

ceremonies and speeches, seemed almost specially designed to recall that the

reasons for the existence of the revolutionary movement were far from

superficial. First there had been the peasant reform; this had then been

followed by the administrative and judicial reforms. But as soon as the

intelligentsia had requested that the 'edifice be crowned' with a constitution,

the process had come to a halt at the very bounds beyond which absolutism

seemed incapable of going. Very cautiously, with a full expenditure of

bureaucratic phraseology, Loris-Melikov pointed out to the Tsar that there

was only one way out of the impasse : the reforms must be resumed. After

taking all the precautions necessary, he must let himself be guided by the

spirit that had inspired his government in the 'sixties. It was essential, in

fact, that Alexander II should himself carry out the reforms that public

opinion was expecting from its elected representatives.

This attempt to seek inspiration from earlier years was only an illusion.

We only have to read a list of the reforms suggested by Loris-Melikov to

realize how relatively unimportant they were, and how incapable of affecting

the heart of the political problem. It was necessary, for instance, to raise the

moral standard of the clergy and so some steps were taken in this direction,

but they only handed over control of the Holy Synod to Pobedonostsev, the

man who became the mainstay of Alexander Ill's obscurantist regime. It was
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necessary also to * re-establish the relations between managers and workmen'.

Later, indeed, some working class legislation was passed in Russia; but the

motives that drove Khalturin to carry dynamite into the Winter Palace

would scarcely have been affected by it. Tsarism showed itself unable even

to give freedom to the Raskolniki until 1905.

There was much to be done; autocracy still had many transformations to

undergo; but in 1880 the central problem remained that of giving some

rights to the emerging ruling classes. Loris-Melikov wrote memoranda to

say that no advance must be made along constitutional lines: 'Such steps

would seem to be taken under the pressure of circumstances; that is how they

will be interpreted both in Russia and abroad.' Public opinion would be

satisfied with concessions made from above, by attempts not to irritate it,

and constant appeals for its collaboration against the subversives. 'I am
convinced that Russia is today living through a dangerous crisis and that it

can be rescued from this only if the Tsar shows a determined autocratic

spirit. Today, as after the Crimean War, which left Russia in an even more

tense situation than the present one, all attention, all the hopes of thinking

and loving Russians are turned to Your Majesty's sacred person. '^^s 'Jq

trust' public opinion, but not to give it any rights; to control the government

machinery (even to send 'inspectors' into the provinces as in the time of

Nicholas I), but to change nothing essential, let alone interfere with the

principle of autocracy: such was Loris-Melikov's plan.

It can be understood why the conservatives accused him of * playing for

popularity' and that he was often judged to be 'more an actor than a states-

man'. The game of appearing to be liberal without taking any step to estab-

lish liberal rights, seemed to them risky and dangerous in the presence of

a revolutionary party, which though it might be small in numbers neverthe-

less had a clear picture of the situation and was determined to use arms. But

for one moment, six months after he had taken power, Loris-Melikov

deceived himself into thinking that his game had succeeded. He had, he

thought, stabiHzed the situation.

Then he was once more caught up by the train of events. He too, like

Valuev in 1863 and 1879, began to speak of a 'constitution' and to make
plans for admitting deputies from the town Zemstva into the Council of

State. Once again a revival of reforms gave rise to the demand for some

organization of liberty, however hmited in scale. To proceed along the

road which had been opened up in 1861 became impossible unless those

'chatterboxes and lawyers', fear of whom had brought him to power, could

be given some share in the administration. Loris-Melikov, too, was once

again going through the cycle of Alexander II's absolutism. And once more

the game was interrupted by an intervention of the revolution. On 1st March
1 88 1 Narodnaya Volya carried out its sentence of death on the Emperor, and

liberal plans collapsed for an entire generation.

Faced with Loris-Melikov's policies, the Executive Committee did not
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hesitate, even though, on his accession to power there was a moment's pause,

as though the explosion in the Winter Palace had forced the government to

make some concession. The revolutionaries had known Loris-Melikov ever

since he had been governor-general of Kharkov. The Narodnaya Volya

had already spoken of his ' astute and double-faced ' policies, and his ' semi-

liberal phrases' which had made the comfortably situated inhabitants of

Kharkov call him 'an angelic soul '.129 But when, on 20th February 1880 a

young man, whose name was later found to be IppoUt Osipovich Mlodetsky,

unsuccessfully fired at Loris-Melikov, the Executive Committee did not

accept responsibility for the plot. They honoured Mlodetsky's memory when
two days later he was hanged; they called him a 'social-revolutionary', but

they made it known that his action had been entirely personal, i^o

Pure love of truth was not the only motive that prompted the Executive

Committee to make this declaration. More probably the reason was one of

political logic. Narodnaya Volya intended to concentrate all its terrorism

against the Tsar. It did not want to deviate from this plan, or to allow its

pohtical campaign to be diverted. Loris-Melikov was only a product of

existing circumstances, of the duel between the revolutionaries and the

authorities, and it was not up to them to kill him. Their task was to continue

along the way they had chosen, noting the effects of their activities on the

'dictator'. 'It will be interesting to see if he is able to keep his balance between

the two stools for long.' Would he succeed in 'dividing the liberals from us'

and winning over the sympathy of the students by making concessions?

The Executive Committee was ironical at Loris-Melikov's expense. He
'intended to divide the radicals into two factions, one more dangerous and

the other less dangerous, and he was beginning to protect the more peaceful

revolutionaries'. But the revolutionaries could not avoid seeing that his

manoeuvres were dangerous.

At bottom it's by no means a stupid policy! To concentrate the forces of the

government; to divide and weaken the opposition; to isolate the revolution and to

stifle all his enemies in turn—all this is by no means stupid. Will the policies of the

Armenian diplomat succeed? [The 'dictator' came from Armenia.] This will

naturally depend on the amount of intelligence and civic sense that the Russians

possess. Loris-Melikov's policy is entirely based on the stupidity and selfishness of

society, of the young generation of the liberals and of the revolutionaries. We very

much hope that his calculations will prove to be mistaken. ^^^

To reply to these tactics, the revolutionaries deepened their relations with

the inteUigentsia; they not only showed it that in Russia the only reform

could be a revolution, but, above all, they made specific bonds with its most

vital representatives. They called on these to join, if not the Executive

Committee, at least Narodnaya Volya, which would thus become the political

and intellectual fighting core.

But in this field they met with only comparatively limited success. They

soon had to admit that the revolutionary party aroused admiration rather
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than active support. The very clarity of the revolutionaries' standpoint, and

the maturity which they had now reached, discouraged all hesitant and

sentimental forces. The mixture of white terror and flattery which was at

the basis of Loris-Melikov's policies, made it even more difficult to choose

'the narrow way'. Virtually the only man, other than professional revolu-

tionaries, to collaborate with Narodnaya Volya was Mikhailovsky. He wrote

two articles which echoed the views of the Executive Committee in somewhat

vaguer language, though he made reservations on some important points.

He was the only well-known publicist on whom they could count, the only

one to whom they could turn for inspiration and support.^^^ jj^g situation

showed how much things had changed from previous years. Popuhsm had

been born under the inspiration of 'those teachers of life', Chernyshevsky,

Dobrolyubov, Lavrov. Now it was the revolutionaries who were expressing

the clearest ideas and who were creating those theories of which 'legal

Populism' was only a weak echo.^^^

In view of these objective difficulties which prevented intellectuals joining

the revolutionary group, some members of the Executive Committee tried

to make their opinions known in the legal press and to write in the great

reviews which influenced the more advanced pubhc opinion. In 1881

Tikhomirov pubHshed a few articles in the Delo and the Slovo. He sometimes

signed these with the initials I.K. which, as was whispered in well-informed

circles, coincided with the seal of the Executive Committee {Ispolnitelny

Komitei). In 1880 and 1881 Kibalchich pubhshed some articles in Mysi and

the Slovo under the pseudonym Samoylov.^^^* Others made great friends

with Gleb Uspensky, the leading Populist man of letters of the time.^^^ There

was always a divan in his house on which they could pass the night when the

fortunes of battle deprived them of any other refuge, and it was there that

they met to wait for dawn on 1st January 1881 and to welcome in the new

year. Among his most constant visitors and friends were Zhelyabov, Kibal-

chich, Perovskaya, Vera Figner and Tikhomirov. ^^^ xheir terrorist activities

aroused profound admiration and sympathy in the minds of other writers

and men of letters. Garshin threw himself at Loris-Mehkov's knees to try

and save Mlodetsky's life; Shelgunov, Chernyshevsky's friend and one of

the survivors of the 'sixties, followed them with bated breath and a deter-

mination to act for their common ideas as soon as the opportunity presented

itself.'
3"^ And other names could be added to the list. But there were never

more than a few. The intelligentsia as a whole did not stir and was not up to

making itself heard on those aims which were common to it and the revolu-

tionaries (freedom of press, meeting, etc.).

Narodnaya Volya, like all earlier Populist movements, tried to appeal

above all to the young intelligentsia and the students, hoping to find in them

the energy and revolutionary enthusiasm which it had not succeeded in

arousing in the educated class as a whole. In St Petersburg University

Zhelyabov founded a group which was allied to the Executive Committee.
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Some young recruits from these circles soon became professional revolution-

aries and were given delicate assignments involving conspiracy and terrorism.

But it proved to be impossible to create a new wave of the student movement,

or to arouse strikes and protests. Zemlya i Volya had still been able to find

a place in a great university agitation; Narodnaya Volya tried in vain to

provoke one. Loris-Melikov had anticipated the revolutionaries. Count

Tolstoy, the hated Minister of Public Instruction who represented the

classicist reaction, had been removed in April 1880 and replaced by Saburov,

a man of more liberal principles and broader views. Some of the revolution-

aries suggested making an attempt on his hfe and thus striking a representa-

tive of the government's 'hypocritical policies', but this plan was soon

rejected. 138 Instead they decided to foment an incident, in the hope that this

would arouse a general movement of all the students. On 8th February 1881

the minister was presiding at a solemn ceremony in the University of St

Petersburg. An account of the academic year was being read out to an

audience of four thousand, when suddenly a student called L. M. Kogan-

Bernstein began to shout: 'We will not allow ourselves to be cheated by

the government's lying policy. They want to stifle us with deceit as well as

with violence. Saburov will soon find someone in the inteUigentsia itself to

avenge it.' In the middle of the turmoil aroused by these words, a student

called P. B. Podbelsky came up to the minister and gave him a slap on the

face. Meanwhile, in the back of the hall, Zhelyabov, Vera Figner and other

members of Narodnaya Volya tried to heat up the atmosphere. But the

demonstration was only half successful. Many protests were made against

the men who had disturbed the ceremony and insulted the minister. Five

hundred students later said that they supported the idea of some kind of

protest, but only eighty-two said that they agreed to the form that it had

taken. When it described these events, the Narodnaya Volya had to admit

that there was a strong 'Bonapartist' current in the ranks of the students.

It had to admit, too, that ' Saburov's system, which consists only in advice to

"wait" and "be reasonable", has begun to demoralize the students and has

allowed the young-old men and careerists to make themselves felt'.^^^ The

'central university group' which was inspired and controlled by the revolu-

tionaries was soon faced with a right-wing organization, which was also

secret. This organization kept an eye on the activities of its opponents and

hindered any collective movement, i'^^^ And so the climax of Narodnaya

Volya coincided with a time of apathy and inaction among students.

On the other hand, the Executive Committee's political standpoint allowed

the members of Narodnaya Volya to penetrate into circles which ten years

earlier had been scarcely touched by revolutionary propaganda. It was now

the turn of the army.

As will be remembered, at the beginning of the 'sixties the groups of

Zemlya i Volya had been able to attract young officers into their ranks both

in St Petersburg and in Moscow. The name of Potebnya, who had fallen at
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the side of the Polish insurgents, still survived as a symbol of the effect

produced in the Russian army by the ideas of Chemyshevsky and Herzen.

But there had been far fewer officers in those conspiracies which took place

after the crushing of the Polish revolt. Some of the Chaikovskists had been

soldiers, but their desire to communicate with the people and to merge with

it had soon led them to give up their uniforms, freeing themselves from a life

which no longer corresponded to their convictions. Dyakov had spread

propaganda among the soldiers but not the officers. Only the revival of a

situation, which in so many ways recalled the period between 1861 and 1863,

now encouraged some in the army to resume that rebellious tradition which

the Decembrists had turned into a distant and glorious legend. The fight

against the State, the idea of a 'conspiracy' designed to destroy the govern-

ment and hand over power to the revolutionaries, inevitably once again

raised the problem of how the armed forces would behave. They could serve

either as a tool of absolutism or a weapon for the revolution. The task of the

revolutionaries was no longer to tell the officers not to fire on the peasants

and invite them to throw over their careers in order to show solidarity with

the people. Rather, these officers must understand their role in the future

poUtical and social revolution, and retain their uniform so as to carry out the

orders of the Executive Committee. Besides, the technical, scientific element

contained in the plans of Narodnaya Volya—that passion that inspired

Kibalchich, Zhelyabov and their comrades to make use of all the most

modern weapons and inventions for the triumph of the cause—all this might

also appeal to the mind of young officers and attract them into the ranks of

Narodnaya Volya.

The foundations of the 'miUtary organization' were laid by Zhelyabov in

the autumn of 1880. The central core was at St Petersburg and was made up

of N. E. Sukhanov, a particularly well-educated and brave young officer,

A. P. Shtromberg and N. M. Rogachev, brother of one of the most typical

'pilgrims to the people'. They formed a group which took its orders from

the Executive Committee. The links between them were at first maintained

by Zhelyabov himself and Kolodkevich. Others helped them to spread

propaganda.

Rogachev was an artillery officer, and his regiment was stationed in the

department of Vilna. He could not therefore count on acting directly on his

unit. But the other two were naval officers; Shtromberg was serving at

Kronstadt, and Sukhanov had recently been detached from the fleet to

enable him to follow university lectures at St Petersburg. And so he retained

a great number of links with the officers of the naval base. Kronstadt soon

became one of the strongest bases on which the Narodnaya Volya could

count. One of the first officers in Kronstadt to join the organization, Sergey

Degaev, enabled the revolutionaries to form another group among the

artillery officers in the garrison on the island. The members of Narodnaya
Volya found the ground already well prepared. Zemlya i Volya had had
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followers among the naval officers and had extended its activities to various

institutions and military academies. By as early as 1879, about a hundred

sailors had been affected by the propaganda which reached them through

their officers. But this very desire of the officers to influence their subordinates

had put the authorities on the tracks of the organization. An inquiry had

been made, which ended with a series of very light sentences, obviously

aimed to suppress the scandal. But now Narodnaya Volya had no intention

of exposing itself to such danger again. The officers of the organization were

ordered not to spread any propaganda among the soldiers under their

command. All they had to do was to behave humanely towards the sailors

and soldiers, and show themselves to be able leaders. They must make
themselves respected and loved, without uselessly risking their position;

this would be too precious on the day of the revolution, when their prestige

would be enough to win over their men. The officers also counted on the

natural grievances of their troops. N. I. Rysakov, for example, said in his

deposition that he had often met soldiers who had been dismissed after the

Balkan campaign. 'They had solved the problem of the political situation

by themselves—in the same way as that preached by Narodnaya Volya.' ^^^

Sukhanov was confident that the 'miUtary organization' would soon lead

to important results. ' I remember that in one of the meetings (shortly before

1st March 1881)', Oshanina later said, 'Sukhanov explained his plan for the

Kronstadt fleet to bombard St Petersburg. He obviously had great faith in

his plans, and he repHed to a sceptical objection, "Give us time, a year or

two, and you will see ".'1^2

At St Petersburg, Narodnaya Volya founded a group of officers, of whom
the two best were N. G. Senyagin and A. V. Butsevich. A few members of

Narodnaya Volya could also be met with in the garrisons of other Russian

towns, though the real military groups of Odessa, Nikolaev and Tiflis only

arose after 1st March 1881.

After tliis period the 'mihtary organization' was to play a leading role

in all the history of Narodnaya Volya. In practice it replaced the Executive

Committee, which was destroyed by the repression and which at this stage

was represented only by Vera Figner. She alone carried on the fight in a

situation which can more truthfully be described as desperate than difficult.

The officers managed to keep functioning all that remained of the party.

They even expanded the organization and created new centres and deeply

influenced some units in the army, such as those at Tiflis. All in all we can

name about seventy officers who were in Narodnaya Volya, without of

course counting the many soldiers who were shaken by the propaganda and

agitation of these extremely active elements.

But another very different man was also to come from these circles.

Degaev, an officer from Kronstadt, played a double game with the police,

and spread a series of hallucinating stories of false escapes and of murders

carried out to redeem himself, which ended by making it impossible for
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Narodnaya Volya to pursue an organized existence. His activities marked

the lowest point in the curve of the Executive Committee, which had found

its chmax in the plot of 1st March 1881.

The first core of the 'military organization' paid for the energy with

which it had infiltrated into the army with its life. Sukhanov was shot at

Kronstadt on 19th March 1882. On 10th October 1884, Shtromberg and

Rogachev were hanged in the Peter-Paul fortress after being tried with

Figner in the 'trial of the fourteen'. Butsevich was condemned to hard

labour for life in 1883. Shortly afterwards many others followed him on the

same road.^"*^

The idea that the army could play a leading role in the proposed revolution

had first arisen in the 'mihtary organization'. Zhelyabov on the other hand

put his hopes mainly in the druzhinas (the workers' combatant militia). The

army would support and follow their movement.^'*'* It was for this reason that

he attributed so much importance to propaganda and organization in the

factories. In 1880 he directed a considerable part of the Executive Com-
mittee's activities into this sphere. ^"^^

Here, too, Narodnaya Volya was compelled to swim against the tide. By

now the Northern Union of Russian Workers had been struck at its very

heart, and the little that still survived of Obnorsky's and Khalturin's work

was lacking in spirit and initiative. It is, however, symptomatic that even so

it did not approach Cherny Peredel. Instead it followed Narodnaya Volya,

for it was there that it found those elements of the political objectives which it

had been the first to include in its programme. The weakness of the working

class organization and the desire of its leaders to fight against the State

meant that these leaders were soon absorbed into the party and devoted

much of their activities to terrorism and conspiracy. Khalturin naturally

provides the most significant example of this. But there are other names which

can be added to his.

A. K. Presnyakov had been one of the most active organizers of the working

class groups in St Petersburg in 1876 and 1877. The meeting which, in

December 1877, had decided to hold the demonstration on the Square of

Our Lady of Kazan had been held at his house; since then he had devoted

himself to armed warfare against spies and provocateurs. He had been

arrested, but, helped by Kvyatkovsky and Khotinsky, he had succeeded in

escaping in 1878. He had then gone for a year to France and England. On
his return he had become a member of the 'Executive Committee' at the

Lipetsk meeting. He was given a leading role in organizing the working class

districts of the capital. He always travelled with a revolver, and when the

police arrested him in the street on 24th June 1880, he fired. He was hanged

on 4th November 1880.

P. L. Antonov, an engineer from Kharkov, had organized a strike in that

town in 1878. He got in touch with members oi Narodnaya Volya at Poltava,

where he was employed in the railway workshops. He, too, then moved
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over from 'propaganda' to * terror', and became one of the most active

members of the Executive Committee. He was sentenced to death in 1887,

but this was commuted to hard labour, which he served at ShHsselburg until

the revolution of 1905.

Mikhail Fedorovich Grachevsky had a similar history. He was the son of

a deacon in the Saratov region, and for a time he became an elementary

schoolmaster. He then took a job as a railway machinist. By 1 873 he was

already in prison for reading one of Dolgushin's booklets. On being freed

he got in contact with the Chaikovskists, and devoted himself to propaganda

among the workers, getting employed for a time in workshops in St Peters-

burg. He was imprisoned again in 1875, but was acquitted at the 'trial of

the hundred and ninety-three ' after many years of preventive detention.

He was then banished to the department of Archangel, but escaped in 1879

and joined Narodnaya Volya. He became a mem.ber of the Executive Com-
mittee. In June 1882 he was again sent to prison and in his deposition he

described the experiences that had turned him into a revolutionary. As a

boy, he had had a father 'who was religious to the point of fanaticism, and

a tyrant in family life' but 'adored by the peasants'. He had then had to

study in exceedingly difficult circumstances owing to lack of means and

books. The Hfe of his fellow peasants was dominated by the power of the

kulaks ' who always found support in representatives of the State ' and who
therefore always flourished in their fight against the peasants, when they had

the ' fantastic idea ' of trying to defend their property. Everything that was

happening in the countryside seemed to be 'the result of an incomplete

reform'. But it had been his work as a railwayman that had finally opened

his eyes. 'After long sleepless nights, after deep moral suffering, Russian life

itself had led him to adopt revolutionary conclusions. 'The railways, the

pearl of Russia's modern industry, gave me such a mass of facts to explain

our social and economic situation.' After forced work in the workshops

and railway engines, sometimes with only three or four hours' rest in every

twenty-four, and despite exhaustion' Grachevsky read and thought. 'Before

my very eyes the curtain rose on the real situation of our police, military,

capitalist and State regime.' He took part in many of the boldest terrorist

ventures of Narodnaya Volya and, when sentenced to hard labour, he

committed suicide by burning himself alive in one of the cells in ShHsselburg

fortress, i'*^

This transition of the most skilled workers, from attempts to agitate in

defence of their own interests to politics and terrorism, was also due to the

economic situation of the working classes in 1880. That year was one of

crisis and unemployment. 'In St Petersburg dismissals were constant. For

every workman employed, nine were trying to find work outside the factory

doors. Some factories stopped production. The conditions of those men who

had no work was very hard', said Rysakov in his deposition on 20th March

1881. And he added that the labour force therefore had to depend entirely on
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the employers, and did not dare to contradict them, still less to speak of

strikes.

They saw that, situated as they were, it was impossible to withstand the exploitation

of the factory owners ; and at the same time they saw that the employers had no

restraint. These employers bullied the men with fines, for no reason at all, and

shamefully oppressed them. On the other hand, the workers knew that they could

not appeal to the law, and that no help was to be expected from that quarter, in

view of the very nature of factory legislation.
''*''

The economic crisis and the impossibility of fomenting strikes thus helped

to emphasize the political character of Narodnaya Volya's activities among
the workers. Besides, the workers' ideas on the State and society in Russia

had already prepared them to choose this road. 'In Russia every strike is

pohticaF, Zhelyabov used to say. Both he and his comrades looked upon

any attempt to detach economic problems from those involved in the fight

against absolutism as absurd. The working classes everywhere, not only

in St Petersburg but in the provinces too, formed 'a stratum of the population

which was very well aware of the regime which obtained in Russia ' and which

had shown that it was 'easily inflammable'. An insurrection in the capital

would give the signal to the smaller towns and the countryside. The workers

would take action because 'they had met the Socialists and had been per-

suaded by the idea of a new life and were convinced that this could be

brought about.' In a revolution their role would be that of an elite. *^^

The Programme of the Working-class Members ofthe Party ofthe Narodnaya

Volya, which was published in 1880, laid the foundations for the organization

which it was intended to carry out in the factories, i'*^ Tliis programme,

which is one of the Executive Committee's fundamental texts, took as its

starting point the Socialist and Populist ideal that Narodnaya Volya held in

common with Zemlya i Volya and Cherny Peredel.

(1) Land and the tools of work must belong to all the people, and every worker

has the right to use them.

(2) Work must be done collectively (in obshchinas, artels, associations), and not

singly.

(3) The produce of communal work must be divided among ail the workers after

consultation between them and according to the needs of each.

(4) The structure of the State must be based on a federal pact of all the obshchinas.

(5) Every ohshchina will be fully independent and free in everything that concerns

its internal affairs.

(6) Every member of the obshchina will be completely free in his opinions and in his

private life. His freedom will only be restricted should he use violence against

members of his own or other obshchinas.

The Programme then insisted on collective work, explaining that only in

this way would it be possible 'to make extensive use of machinery, inventions
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and the discoveries of science ' both in industry and in agriculture ; only in

this way could real welfare and freedom be achieved.

Freedom of the obshchina—i.e. its right and the right of all other federated obsh-

chinas to concern themselves with affairs of State and to guide the State according

to common desires—will prevent the establishment of State oppression and make
impossible the concentration of power in the hands of those unworthy figures,

who, in the guise of governors and officials, are now ruining the country.

In other words, the ' SociaUst-federalist ' ideal remained intact, but it did not

now, on principle, repudiate the very existence of the State. The communities

of workers were envisaged as the organs of a system of democratic control

permanently exercised on the new machinery of government which would

emerge from the social revolution.

But, as a whole, the Programme was devoted more to showing how to

achieve the society of the future than to discussing its finer details.

We are profoundly convinced that such a social and poHtical order would ensure

the good of the people. But from the experiences of other peoples we also know that

it is not possible to obtain full freedom and solid happiness at a single blow and in

the immediate future. Ahead of us lies a long and resolute fight against the govern-

ment and the exploiters of the people, and a gradual conquest of civil rights.

The oppression of centuries and the situation in which the masses still found

themselves would not allow this ideal to be realized at once. The important

thing was to fight every day to bring it into being.

'We consider that the function of our life is to help the Russian people to

find its road towards freedom and a better life.' First it was essential to

clarify who were their enemies and who friends. The fight must be directed

against ' all who live on the backs of the people : the government, the land-

lords, the factory owners, the merchants and the kulaks' It was obvious

that these would never give up their positions without fighting. 'The working

classes must count on their own resources; their enemies will certainly not

help them.'

But the people can always count on one faithful ally, the social-revolutionary party.

The members of this party come from all classes of the Russian State ; they devote

their lives to the cause of the people; and they think that all will be free and equal

and that there will be a just system of government only when the country is ruled

by the working class, i.e. the peasants and workers in the towns. Because the other

classes, even if they achieved freedom and equality, would do so only for them-

selves and not for all the people.

Apart from the social-revolutionary party, the working classes could find

other allies in 'a few individuals of the educated classes'—not because these

were concerned with their fate but because they had a common enemy:

government oppression.

The people, naturally, would have everything to gain from a slackening of this

oppression. Everyone would become freer. Every man's mind would function with
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greater energy. Education would become accessible to all. The number of those who
want the good of the people would increase. And, most important of all, the people

itself could build up an organization and unite. And so, the working class must

not reject these allies. It is to its own advantage to obtain an extension of freedom

by working together with them. It is only essential that the workers do not forget

that their cause does not stop there ; that soon they will have to break away from

these temporary friends and go ahead united only with the social-revolutionary

party.

The Programme ended by expounding the immediate political goals.

(1) The power of the Tsar will be replaced by a government of the people, i.e. a

government made up of representatives (deputies) of the people. The people will

appoint and recall them . . . demanding a full account of what they have done.

(2) The Russian State, in view of its situation and the character of its population,

will be divided into regions {oblast) which will be autonomous as regards their

internal affairs but allied in a Pan-Russian Federation. Regional administration

will regulate internal affairs, and the Federal Government those which concern

the State as a whole.

(3) Peoples which have been annexed to the Russian State by violence will be free

either to abandon the Pan-Russian Federation or to remain within it.

(4) The obshchinas (of countryside, village, hamlet, and the factory artels) will

decide their affairs in meetings of their members and will entrust them to elected

representatives to be carried out.

(5) All the land will be handed over to the working classes and will be considered

as the people's or national property. Every single region will entrust the land at its

disposal to the obshchinas or to single individuals on condition that they work it

in person. No one will be authorized to have a larger amount than he can farm.

On the request of the obshchinas the redistribution of the land (peredel) will be

carried out.

(6) Factories and workshops will be regarded as belonging to the people (or the

nation) and will be entrusted to the factory and workshop obshchinas. Tools will

belong to these latter.

Other articles envisaged labour legislation, decided the basis of universal

suffrage, and established freedom of opinion, religion, meeting, speech and

press, etc. Education was to be free and universal. The army was to be

supplanted by a militia. 'A State bank will be established with branches in the

various regions of Russia, in order to help the creation of industrial and

agricultural economic activities, and, in general, for every kind of obshchina,

artel and union of production and education.'

The rest of the Programme consisted of practical advice on how to spread

propaganda among the workers by creating libraries and meeting places,

where necessary, by 'organizing strikes against factory owners, by preparing

the workers for the battle against the police and the government (which

always support the employer)' and above all by organizing clandestine

groups able to develop into real 'working class unions'. 'At this stage it is
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impossible to divine the circumstances in which these will have to take

action.' In any case the important thing was never to forget that 'to obtain

anything at all the workers must constitute a force able to oppose the

government and, if necessary, ready to back their claims by force of arms.

Whether or not blood is shed, in either case it is essential to prepare some

force ; the more ready this is, the more likely our enemies will be to surrender

without a struggle.'

'To have any hope of victory, an attack against our enemies can only

be undertaken by the social-revolutionary party as a whole, of which the

working class organization constitutes only one part. The party collects from

the people and society those forces which are capable of carrying out a

revolution; it creates unions among the peasants and the workers, in the

army and in other bodies.' The party draws from its ranks 'a fighting union

which attacks the government, shakes and disorganizes and disconcerts it.

In this way the party makes it easier for all those who are dissatisfied—for

the people and the workers and all those who desire their good—to arise and

carry out a general revolution. Once an important revolt has been started

either in the town or in the country, the party must support it with all its

resources and make its own demands known. It must unleash similar dis-

orders in various districts and thus unite the entire movement into a general

insurrection throughout Russia. For the success of the cause it is extremely

important to gain control of the larger cities and keep them in our own
hands.' To do this the party would at once proclaim a government of workers.

'The workers will closely follow the activities of this provisional government

and will compel it to act on behalf of the people.' The insurrection would

hand over 'the land, workshops and factories to the people'. It would entrust

the authority of the State to locally elected administrations, and destroy the

army and replace it with a militia. Then the people would elect deputies to

the Constituent Assembly. This would meet when the revolution was over

' to sanction the people's conquests and to draw up the laws of the Federation

as a whole'.

If, oij the other hand, the government gave in and granted a constitution

'the workers' action must not change. They must show their power and

demand large concessions. They must send their own representatives to

parliament and, if necessary, back their claims with demonstrations and

mass risings.' By putting pressure on the government in this way, and by

organizing the forces fighting against it, 'Narodnaya Volya will be waiting

for the right moment. When the old order shows itself unable to resist

the people's demands, it will carry out the revolution with every hope of

success.'

As can be seen, the Executive Committee's ideas were extremely clearly

formulated when, in 1880, it began to give first place to the problem of

working class politics. Starting from the ideals ofZem/ya i Volya it drew up a

policy that left the door open to any circumstances that might arise, trusting
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in its iron determination to bring about a social revolution. A wide strategic

outlook allowed considerable tactical elasticity.

All NarocJnaya Vo/ya's plans now hinged on the social-revolutionary party.

This, it was thought, could manage to guide the army and temporary allies,

such as the liberals and constitutionaHsts as well as the workers' natural

associations such as obshchinas, unions, etc. It could then lead all these forces

to a revolution which was to be both political and social.

Zhelyabov clearly saw that, if all this was to be achieved, some basis had

to be established in the working classes. In the summer and autumn of 1 880

much of his activity was aimed at forming a group of about thirty students

capable of spreading propaganda through speeches and leaflets among the

working classes. On 15th December the first number of the Rabochaya

Gazeta made its appearance. In order to print this a special clandestine press

had been started. It was kept by a workman called M. V. Teterka and by

Gesia Gelfman. The latter had already been in contact with the Moscow
girls who in 1875 had flung themselves into the propagandist movement in

the factories of that town.^^o it was edited by Zhelyabov himself, by N. A.

Sablin, A. S. Boreysha and a few others. The second number came out at the

end of Jar aary 1881. It was written in a deliberately simple and popular

style which sometimes still echoed the propagandist methods of the Chaikov-

skists (for instance, stories with a social background, descriptions of the

difficulties of working class life, poems, etc.). The second number contained

a vivid account of the unemployment, dismissals, fines and reduced wages

in various factories in St Petersburg. It told how the police constantly inter-

vened in the factories and struck down the most resolute workers. 'The

State felt that they were beginning to awake.' A short article at the end of

the second number explained how the revolution had liberated the French

workers from the kings and their worst oppressors. i5i

At the same time Cherny Peredel was also trying to spread propaganda in

working class districts. In December 1880 the first number of the Zerno

(The Seed) came out and the second was later distributed as a lithograph.

Four other issues were printed at Minsk. The tone and ideas of this review

were very similar to those of the Rabochaya Gazeta.^-^ Its exact circulation

is hard to determine; but we do know that though the Gazeta was published

in a limited impression, it was widely read in St Petersburg. Zhelyabov and

Sofya Perovskaya, for instance, gave Rysakov a hundred copies, all of which

he distributed within a week or two. 'Even in inns the workers were ready to

circulate it, and they often read it in the factories. ''^3 Jhe propaganda

affected all the districts of St Petersburg and succeeded in uniting two or

perhaps three hundred workers who were to some extent allied to the

group of students. ^54

In 1880 similar work was begun in Moscow. Ever since 1875 the working

class groups there had been very few and far between, and in general the

revolutionary movement had remained very quiet. Obnorsky's efforts and
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those of the Northern Union had remained almost entirely fruitless. The

revival at the end of 1880 was organized by Narodnaya Volya, under the

leadership of Petr Abramovich Tellalov. A year later he was replaced by

KhaJturin. At the end of 1881 the third number of the Rabochaya Gazeta was

printed in Moscow. At that time the organization could count on about

thirty fixed bases and a hundred followers. At the beginning of 1882 the

repression tore to shreds the network of workers' circles that Narodnaya

Volya had succeeded in spreading in various parts of the town. At the centre

were some of the elements of the Executive Committee, among them M. N.

Oshanina. The group had become so strong that it was second only to St

Petersburg. Indeed shortly before 1st March 1881 Zhelyabov placed all his

hopes on Moscow, and relied on it giving rise to a revival of the movement
after the losses that the revolutionaries were bound to suffer.

At Odessa, the working class group was at first organized by Vera Figner

and N. N. Kolodkevich. 'At that time there were still to be found in the

factories and workshops men who had been educated by Zaslavsky', the

founder of the first Southern Union. Here too the main problem was to pick

up the threads of an organization that had already been begun and to extend

it by fighting against difficult economic conditions. In 1880 the working class

group passed under the control of Mikhail Nikolaevich Trigoni, who came
from a rich, cultivated family of Greek origin. His father was a soldier and

his mother was the daughter of an admiral ' but ever since his youth he had

had liberal ideas. In his souvenir-album photographs of Herzen and Gari-

baldi held the place of honour. ' Mikhail Nikolaevich had been a school

friend of Zhelyabov's, and in 1875 he had begun to spread propaganda. He
had joined Narodnaya Volya and had devoted himself to making contacts

with the educated classes. Now he was entrusted with the working class

group of his native town. He was summoned to St Petersburg in 1881. There

he was arrested and served a sentence of twenty years' hard labour. ^^^

In Kiev, Narodnaya Volya's labours clashed with the work of Shchedrin,

E. N. Kovalskaya and their followers who had succeeded in giving life to the

Southern Union. These early organizers countered the idea of using terrorism

only against the 'centre' (i.e. the Tsar and the State), by maintaining the need

for 'economic terrorism' and 'factory terrorism', directed against the

immediate enemies and exploiters of the people. The tradition of the 'rebels',

the economic policies of Cherny Peredel, and the liveliness of the working

masses, helped to keep alive this opposition to the purely 'political' views

of the Executive Committee. Later, too, Narodnaya Volya was constantly

faced with this 'economic' deviation of its policy and, according to circum-

stances, tried either to fight it or to absorb it.

But this was only one aspect of the opposition that the Executive Com-
mittee had to overcome everywhere in order to impose its increasingly

terrorist policies on working class groups. During the last months of 1880

and the first of 1881, Zhelyabov and his comrades were faced with an
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increasingly harsh and tragic dilemma. Propaganda among the workers was

giving good results, but these were slow and small when compared to the

enormous size of the duties that confronted the revolutionaries. To divert

men, energy and money to this field would mean giving up, or at least

postponing, the fundamental aim of the Executive Committee: the destruc-

tion of the Tsar. The forces at the Committee's disposal were Hmited and

in constant danger. These forces all had to be flung into the operation which

it was hoped would open the door to a wider movement. They would prize

open that breach in the system within which the entire revolutionary move-

ment ran the risk of remaining confined.

The revolutionaries therefore decided to close the press which published

the Rabochaya Gazeta. Sablin and Gesia Gelfman would instead be put in

charge of one of the clandestine refuges needed for planning the execution

of the Tsar. Zhelyabov and Sofya Perovskaya were to concentrate all their

activities on preparing the blow. In Moscow, Tellalov was convinced that it

would be a mistake to kill the Tsar before the revolutionaries had at their

disposal a force powerful enough to rebel, and an organization capable of

taking advantage of the confusion which would be caused by the bombs.

Khalturin was constantly divided between his zeal for terrorism and his

duties as a workers' organizer. He gave vent to his feeUngs by saying that the

intellectuals compelled him to start again from scratch after every act of

terrorism and its inevitable losses. 'If only they gave us a bit of time to

reinforce ourselves', he said, on each occasion. But then he too was seized

by that thirst for immediate action which drove on his comrades to terrorism

and which led him to the scaffold with them. Trigoni had to leave Odessa to

go and discuss the decisive blow in St Petersburg, and was arrested shortly

afterwards.

The activities of the 'working class groups' of Naroduaya Volya were in

fact subordinated to the execution of the political plan drawn up in the

Programme. These activities had already been restricted by the situation of

the Russian working class in 1880. The Executive Committee now concen-

trated all its best resources.

The Executive Committee's desire to reach a final decision was all the

greater in that Khalturin's attempts to blow up the Emperor had been fol-

lowed by two other failures of a similar kind.

In the spring of 1880 Sofya Perovskaya and Sablin left for Odessa, armed,

of course, with false passports. There they opened a shop in one of the

leading streets, the Avenue of Italy, where they lived during April and May.

When the dynamite was ready, they began to dig a tunnel from the back of

the shop. They knew that the Emperor was intending to travel through

Odessa, and it was planned to blow up the tunnel as he passed by.

Unexpectedly, however, the Emperor arrived earlier than the date they

had foreseen, and the work therefore had to be given up after only three

days. The police did not hear of these preparations till long after-

(
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wards, when most of those who had taken part were ah-eady dead or in

prisonJ 56

In the summer of the same year Isaev, Langans, Barannikov and Presnya-

kov devised a plan to blow up a bridge over which the Emperor usually

passed on his way from the Winter Palace to take the train for Tsarskoe

Selo.157 jy^Q pii^ of dynamite wrapped up in gutta-percha were dropped

from a boat at the bottom of the canal which passed under the bridge.

Zhelyabov and Teterka were to let off the fuse. But on the appointed day

Teterka, who was a workman, failed to turn up, apparently because 'he had

no watch'. Alexander II had meanwhile left for the Crimea, and the attempt

could not be repeated. They tried in vain to fish out the dynamite which

remained in the canal until the pohce found it a year later. The fuse had been

so well placed that it was still dry and usable.

Again, as had already happened in the winter of 1875, though their plans

had come to nothing, none of the revolutionaries had been arrested. Bold-

ness seemed to make them invulnerable; their losses were due not to their

terrorist activities but to the wear and tear of the day-to-day campaign.

At the end of May, eleven members of Zemlya i Volya were put on trial,

among them some who had been the first to revive the movement after 1875,

such as Oboleshev, Olga Natanson, Adrian Mikhailov, Troshchansky,

M. A. Kolenkina and Dr. Veymar (who had organized Kropotkin's escape).

Oboleshev and Mikhailov were sentenced to death, which was commuted
to hard labour for Ufe. All the others served long years of hard labour,

except for Olga Natanson, who soon died of consumption. As the Listok

Narodnoy Voli rightly pointed out, the government was here punishing

opinions rather than deeds. This showed how restricted was the 'liberahsm'

of the dictator Loris-Mehkov.

In July twenty-one people were handed over to the mihtary tribunal at

Kiev. Two revolutionaries, M. R. Popov and I. K. Ivanov, were sentenced to

death but later pardoned; while all the others received fifteen or twenty

years' hard labour, though some of these sentences were later reduced. The

men concerned were generally half-way between Narodnaya Volya and

Cherny Peredel, and were caught in the traps laid by Sudeykin, the cleverest

poHceman in the service of the Minister of the Interior. The Kiev movement

was not destroyed, but here, too, as at St Petersburg, the trial marked the

end of one phase in its existence. Ivanov died at ShHsselburg; Popov was

not released until 1905.1^8

On 25th October the ' trial of the sixteen ' began in the capital. Five were

sentenced to death, and in two cases the sentence was carried out. Kvyat-

kovsky and Presnyakov were hanged in the Peter-Paul fortress on 4th

November 1880. Shiryaev, who was also a leading party man, got a reprieve

but this merely meant a year's agony in the Alexeyevsky dungeon, where he

died on 18th August 1881.^59

The first number of the Narodnaya Volya to appear after the fall of the
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press began by announcing the hanging of these two * revolutionary-

socialists'. The short commentary that followed was a declaration of war.

Narodnaya Volya had never believed that Loris-Melikov was carrying out a

more liberal policy. Now he had issued a challenge by hanging those members

of the Executive Committee whom he could lay hands on. ' Brothers, do not

allow yourselves to be carried away by a desire for revenge! Be guided by

calculated reason. Save and accumulate your forces. The hour ofjudgment is

not far off.'i^o Thus the 'trial of the sixteen' played its part (a not insignifi-

cant part) in persuading the Executive Committee to concentrate all its

forces on striking the Tsar.

On 28th November 1880, Alexander Mikhailov was caught by the police.

Mikhailov was the finest politician in Zemlya i Volya. He had laid the

foundations of Narodnaya Volya and, both morally and technically, he

embodied the spirit of the entire revolutionary movement at the end of the

'seventies. One day, he went into a photographer's shop on the Nevsky

Prospekt to order photographs of his two hanged comrades, Kvyatkovsky

and Presnyakov. The owner of the shop was a police agent. When his wife

saw the two photographs, she looked in amazement at the customer, and

put her hands round his neck as if to explain that he too would be hanged.

Mikhailov went back and told this strange story to his comrades. They

reproached him for risking his life for photographs, and implored him to

leave them there where they were. But on the following day he could not

resist the temptation. He entered the shop and was at once arrested. And so

the man who had taught the technique of conspiracy to all his comrades fell

through an act of imprudence. He had been a great organizer and he died to

honour the memory of two fallen comrades.

On 25th February 1882 he was sentenced to death, and on 17th March,

Alexander III commuted his sentence to hard labour for fife. But Mikhailov

never saw Siberia. The Minister of the Interior suggested to the Tsar that he

should be detained for life in the Peter-Paul fortress. Alexander gave orders

to this effect and Mikhailov died there on 18th March 1884.

Just before his trial he wrote letters to his comrades, in which he said:

' Do not let yourselves be carried away by the desire to avenge or free your

comrades ... Do not be carried away by fine theories. There is only one

theory in Russia: to acquire freedom to own the land'; and he added,

'There is only one way to do this: fire at the centre. '^^'i
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For many months the revolutionaries had been keeping a very close watch

on the Tsar's movements, and they were now well acquainted with the

streets through which he used to pass on leaving the Winter Palace. Every

Sunday he went to the stables, and he often walked towards the Catherine

Canal, where his morganatic wife, Princess Dolgorukova, had her residence.

In either case he almost always went through the Malaya Sadovaya. A close

examination of these two itineraries made it clear that if Alexander II was

attacked at two stages on the road he had to pass through, he would at last

fall under the blows of the Executive Committee. A tunnel would therefore

have to be dug under the Malaya Sadovaya, to explode as he passed. And in

case this did not work, four revolutionaries armed with bombs would wait

for him further on. If this too should prove unsuccessful Zhelyabov would

intervene with a dagger and a revolver. The plot had now assumed the

proportions of a mihtary operation, designed to succeed at all costs, i

To this effect, Yu. Bogdanovich and A. V. Yakimova, with passports that

described them as a married couple called Kobozev, went to see the pro-

prietor of No. 56 Malaya Sadovaya. They asked to rent a shop from him as

they planned to start a small cheese business. As soon as this had been

arranged, they began to fill the shop with boxes of various kinds and to

serve customers. But soon the neighbours began to grow suspicious : the new

traders seemed uninterested in making money and they were curiously

ignorant about the various kinds of cheese. A shopkeeper grew anxious

about possible competition and denounced them to the police. Under the

pretext of a sanitary inquiry, a search was organized. In one corner of the

shop there was a little pile of fresh soil which seemed suspicious, but Bogda-

novich succeeded in persuading the police that it was used to keep the dairy

produce fresh. (Later when telling his comrades how he had escaped, he

jumped with joy.) Sukhanov, the man responsible for the 'military organiza-

tion ', just managed to leap on to his horse as he saw the police arriving. Had
the latter looked a little more carefully behind the pile of earth, they would

have seen a tunnel that was daily growing longer and deeper. Already it

had reached the Malaya Sadovaya. It had been dug by the two 'shopkeepers'

and by Sukhanov, Zhelyabov, Frolcnko and others. The long and difficult

work had used up much energy and precious time, but within a few days of

the search, the tunnel was ready to take the dynamite.

On 27th February the Executive CommiUee suffered a terrible blow.

709
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Zhelyabov was arrested. Ever since the action had been decided upon, he

had divided his time between practical organization (such as supervising the

smallest details of the plot and choosing the men who were to take part, etc.)

and working out what would be its political consequences. It was obvious

that Narodnaya Volya was not strong enough to organize the destruction of

the Tsar and a revolution simultaneously. All available energies had been

absorbed in practical details : preparation of the bombs, digging the tunnels,

daily contacts, the subtle and delicate network of clandestine refuges, and

safety precautions. Even admitting that all went well and that losses were

not higher than expected, Zhelyabov well knew that the Executive Committee

would not be in a position to man the barricades on the day after Alexander

II's death. Indeed, years later, when Vera Figner looked back at the situation,

she came to the conclusion that the authorities would not even have needed

to employ the army in order to disperse any demonstrations that Narodnaya

Volya might have organized. The police, and even doorkeepers and volun-

teers, would have been enough on their own, as had happened in the Square of

Our Lady of Kazan on 6th December 1876. It was, therefore, all the more

important to maintain an organization which would be able to make its

voice heard after the explosion and to take advantage of the unknown

situation which would follow. The repercussions might be so great that they

would put the problem of political forces in an entirely new light. The

explosion might reawaken the intelUgentsia and convince the working classes

that the revolutionary party was powerful. And so it was essential to save as

many as possible of the revolutionaries in the capital. This being the case it

might be necessary to employ the younger men for the actual assassination.

True, they had less experience than the others : but their political importance

was also less. At all costs it was essential to maintain continuity. But each

day that passed, each new problem that the operation brought to Hght,

showed Zhelyabov how difficult it was not to throw all available forces into

the furnace. And so he ended by putting all his hopes in the provincial

organizations, in Moscow, Odessa, etc. It was from there that the party

would be reborn after the great test. 'Everything will depend on Moscow',

he said one day at a meeting specially summoned to discuss these problems

and the political preparations for the attempt. Delegates from other Russian

cities came to St Petersburg to keep in contact with the centre at the decisive

moment and to receive orders.

2

On the evening of 27th February, Zhelyabov went to meet Trigoni, who
had arrived from Odessa. Trigoni was one of the very few members of

Narodnaya Volya whose status was not 'illegal' and though he knew that

he was under police supervision, he trusted in his ability to escape being

shadowed. He had already frequently changed his lodgings, and he was

now settled in a pension on the Nevsky Prospekt. Coming into his room,

Zhelyabov said to him, 'I have a feeling that there are policemen in your

corridor.* Several years later Trigoni described the scene that followed.

I
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* Wanting to find out what was the matter, I at once went out. I scarcely

had the time to say to the maid, "Katya, bring in the samovar", before I

was seized on all sides by a mass of people who came out from a neighbouring

room. They led me in there and searched me immediately. At the same time

they arrested Zhelyabov in my room.' Zhelyabov was taken to the police.

Later he just managed to say a few words to Trigoni. ' As soon as I came in

the vice-prosecutor said, "Zhelyabov, it's you". I didn't think there was

any need to deny this. He knew me from my time at Odessa, when I was

involved in the "trial of the hundred and ninety-three ".'^

As soon as his comrades heard that Zhelyabov was in the enemy's hands,

they forgot the problems that he had felt to be so crucial. Action was essential

;

immediate action. The plans that he had made must be fulfilled. Sofya

Perovskaya, his friend, would take his place. Day after day, for months on

end, she had accompanied him as he visited the houses of those who were

destined to be sacrificed. She knew every detail of the organization and her

abiUties were up to the task. The Tsar, it was decided, would be killed on the

following Sunday, 1st March.

Kibalchich was to prepare the bombs. He had invented them, and at the

trial the experts who were called to examine them were amazed at their

ingenuity. Two crossed tubes containing nitro-glycerine were surrounded

by a metal covering. They were so placed that they would explode whatever

the position of the bomb when it struck its objective. It was calculated that

their effectiveness could be guaranteed within a radius of about a metre. It

was essential, therefore, that they should be thrown very carefully and from

a very close range. The assassin had not the slightest chance of escaping

death or capture; but if his aim was good, the number of useless victims would

be cut down to the minimum.
Number 1 'thrower' (to use the word that they then adopted) was Nikolay

Ivanovich Rysakov, a young man aged nineteen whom Zhelyabov had intro-

duced into the workers' druzhinas (militia) and who had taken an active part

in spreading propaganda in the factories of St Petersburg. * Thrower' Number
2 was Ignaty Yoakimovich Grinevitsky. He came from a family of nobles

and was a student at the Technological Institute. He was now aged twenty-

four, and entirely dedicated to the revolutionary cause. He too belonged to

the working class organization of the Executive Committee."^ The third and

fourth assassins v/ere Timofey Mikhailovich Mikhailov, a workman, and

Ivan Panteleymonovich Emelyanov, a student in touch with the revolutionary

movement. All four had volunteered for the work. At his trial, Zhelyabov

said that the number of men to reply to the appeal had been huge, and that

he had had to choose among the many volunteers. Though this was certainly

an exaggeration, designed to emphasize the power of the Executive Com-
mittee, the fact remains that the number of volunteers had in fact been

considerable. The spirit of terrorism had penetrated deeply into Narodnaya

Volya, absorbing and consuming every other pohtical idea or feeling.
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Zhelyabov's choice of 'throwers' did, however, show that he had 'social'

intentions: the Tsar was to be killed by those elements who were closest to

the factories. The original plan seems to have been that Timofey Mikhailov,

the only real working-man among them, would throw the first bomb.^

On the night of 28th February the bombs were feverishly prepared in the

'conspirators' rooms' occupied by Vera Figner and Isaev. Early in the

morning of 1st March Sofya Perovskaya took two of them to the house

occupied by Gesia Gelfman and Sablin, which had been transformed into

the headquarters of the operation. Shortly afterwards Kibalchich arrived

with the other two.

Everything was now ready. On the Malaya Sadovaya, Frolenko was

waiting to set the electric fuse which would blow up all that part of the street

which lay in front of the shop as the Tsar passed by. Frolenko himself would

most probably remain buried under the debris. Vera Figner watched him

take a bottle of red wine and a piece of salami out of his pocket and begin

quietly eating. She was amazed as she observed ' such materialist inclinations

in a man who was soon to die' and told him so with an air of reproach. But

Frolenko objected that 'in such matters a man must be master of all his

resources '.<5

Sofya Perovskaya meanwhile had met the 'throwers' in a cafe and had

handed them the packages containing the bombs. If the Emperor did not

pass along the Malaya Sadovaya, or if, for some reason, the mine failed to

work, they were to attack at a signal which she would give with a white

handkerchief.

The question now was: would the Emperor go out on that Sunday to

review the troops as usual ? During the Saturday Loris-Melikov had told him

of the arrest of Zhelyabov and of the results of his interrogation. Zhelyabov

had refused to answer any of the questions and had merely said that whatever

happened the party would make an attempt on the life of the Emperor.

Loris-Melikov told the Tsar that it was up to him to decide whether or not to

go out on the following day, assuring him, however, that all the necessary

security measures had been taken. Alexander II was so worried by what the

Minister of the Interior had told him, that his morganatic wife noticed his

concern and asked him if he was going to the review on the following day.

'Why not?' he heard himself answer. She then advised him not to pass along

the Nevsky Prospekt but to follow the road that went along the Catherine

Canal.7

Sofya Perovskaya saw the Emperor following this route, and assumed that

he would come back the same way. She had time to place the 'throwers'

along the railing of the canal, and then she herself went to the other bank.

From there she would be able to get the first view of the Emperor's sleigh

as it turned the corner and came along the bank.

At a quarter past two the Emperor's convoy passed at full speed. Rysakov

was warned by Sofya Perovskaya's handkerchief and threw the first bomb.
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Alexander II was alone in his sleigh, which was followed by two others, with

a police dignitary and two officers. They were surrounded by a squadron of

Cossacks. The bomb blew up the back of the Emperor's sleigh, wounded a

number of people, among them a Cossack and a boy who happened to be

passing by, but left Alexander II quite untouched. He gave orders to halt,

and went on foot to where the bomb had exploded. Meanwhile a crowd had

assembled and Rysakov had been seized by some soldiers. An officer failed

to recognize the Tsar, and asked him if the Emperor had been hit. ' Thanks

be to God, I am safe. But what of him ? . .
.
' and he pointed to a wounded

man who was groaning on the ground. Rysakov looked at the Emperor and

said, 'It may still be too early to give thanks to God'. He was asked if he

was the man who had thrown the bomb and what was his name. He agreed

that he was and gave a false name. The Emperor then turned to go back to

his sleigh. He had only gone a few steps when there was a second violent

explosion which hfted up a cloud of smoke and snow. The second 'thrower',

Grinevitsky, had come up, and had thrown the bomb at his feet from only

a pace away. When the smoke began to disperse, Alexander II was seen

lying on his back by the canal, scarcely breathing. He was losing blood, and

said only, 'Help me, help me', and, 'Cold, cold'. Next him was Grinevitsky,

fatally injured. Alexander II was quickly taken to the Winter Palace and

died about an hour later. Grinevitsky died at the hospital during the evening,

without even admitting his name. About twenty people had been more or

less seriously wounded in the two explosions ; of these three died within a

few hours.

All the evidence agrees that the impression made by these events in the

capital was one of amazement, anxiety and dumb expectation. The revolu-

tionary party had shown its temerity and strength; the blow had been

terrible. What would it do next? Some members of the intelligentsia were

now convinced that Narodnaya Volya was master of the field, and that it

could dictate laws and impose its will. ' This time it's the revolution ', Mikhail-

ovsky had already said some days earlier. Shelgunov was less optimistic,

but he was the only one of his group who did not share the general enthusi-

asm and hopes. 8 In the suburbs the workers asked Sofya Perovskaya what

to do. They were prepared to follow her at a sign.^ Everywhere else a feeling

of fear prevailed. This was enough to prevent monarchist demonstrations,

but it also made impossible any act of solidarity with the revolutionaries.

Narodnaya Volya had assumed the task of fighting the authorities; now, this

responsibihty had come to weigh like a heavy burden on its shoulders.

Repercussions in the provinces were even more muffled than in the capital

itself. At Moscow on 2nd March, small groups of students stopped passers-by

'to show their pleasure at the killing of the Tsar'; others refused to subscribe

to a collection for a wreath, and this gave rise to a great scandal. 'In uni-

versity circles many showed how happy they were at what had happened

on 1st March.' But for the most part public opinion was reactionary
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Loris-Melikov and even Prince Constantine Nikolaevich were blamed be-

cause their liberal tendencies had opened up the road for the revolutionaries. ^^

In the provinces there were a few scattered signs of approval. Some sons of

clergymen, artisans and school-teachers said that Alexander II had been

killed because 'he had done evil'. In the Voronezh region some maintained

that ' the gentry wanted a republic like in France
'

; others that, ' If the new

Emperor does not give liberty, they will smash him too.* In the province of

Vladimir, someone said, 'What we want is no Tsar at all and the people to

govern on its own.' This opinion was obviously fairly widespread in the

district, and the authorities were seriously alarmed that there would be

strikes. Reports reaching St Petersburg from other provinces spoke of 'a

dark and oppressive state of mind in society at Ryazan and other towns '.

In the countryside it was nearly always the gentry and the nobles who were

thought to be responsible for the assassination. But even these rumours were

not altogether reassuring for the governors and the Minister of the Interior.

A report from Ryazan on 9th March stated that ' the people are convinced

that those guilty are the landlords who had no intention of obeying the

Tsar's will that they should hand over their lands to the peasants without

any redemption fee'. It was said in Pskov that the Tsar had been killed

* because he had done away with serfdom
'

; but it was added that ' if something

should happen to the new Emperor as well, or if they make us serfs again, we

will go and cut off the heads of all the nobles'. At Poltava the peasants were

convinced in some districts 'that they could take the gentry's lands and

divide them ... by doing this we will all be equal'. Real disturbances took

place only in the regions of Voronezh and Tambov. 'It is said among the

peasants that the new Tsar has ordered them not to harvest the landlords'

and merchants' lands for less than fifty or sixty roubles a desyatina.'' 'Ener-

getic action by the officials was needed to suppress this agitation.' ^^

Cherny PeredeVs policy to redivide the land was thus still a live issue in

the countryside. But by now the revolutionaries were in no position to base

their future activities on it. In St Petersburg, during the days that followed

the assassination, they were engaged in a desperate fight to try to keep the

organization alive. For the counterblows of the authorities were now
shaking the foundations of the Executive Committee.

Rysakov was questioned day and night, and finally gave the names of his

accomplices and the addresses that he knew. The safety precautions that the

conspirators had taken when Zhelyabov had begun to make his plans had

been very strict; but during the feverish days that preceded the operation,

they had been fatally relaxed. Rysakov knew little, but even that was enough

to affect several vital centres.

On the night of 3rd March the police burst into the rooms belonging to

Gesia Gelfman and Sablin. The latter put up an armed resistance as long as

he could, and on seeing that he was lost he shot himself. Gesia Gelfman was

arrested. The police discovered the two bombs that had not been used on
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1 St March, and waited in the flat. At ten o'clock on the following morning,

Timofey Mikhailov, the third 'thrower', came to the door. When he saw the

police, he took out his revolver and fired six shots, wounding three of them.

Finally he was forced to surrender. On 4th March the shop belonging to

the 'Kobozevs' was discovered. All those employed there had time to get

away; but two /7wc? of dynamite and the battery, etc., fell into the hands of the

police. The government was greatly struck by this further proof of the

extent of the revolutionaries' preparations. From Goldenberg's confession

the Ministry had some idea of the small number of men involved in the

revolutionary movement, no more than a few hundred. Yet the vigour of

the Executive Committee's measures was all too obvious. At first Loris-

Mehkov thought of handing Rysakov over to a military tribunal and having

him hanged as quickly as possible, as he had done with the young Mlodetsky,

who had fired at him less than a year before. But the discoveries that the

police were now making suggested that a political trial to be held by a

Committee of Senators would be more satisfactory. Rysakov could be made
the chief witness. He was young, uneducated and inexperienced. Fearing for

his life, he would adopt a repentant attitude. When Zhelyabov understood

this manoeuvre, designed to reduce the political significance of the assassina-

tion, he had not a moment's hesitation. He wrote a letter claiming that he

alone had been responsible for the whole operation, and he implored the

judges to try him at the same time as the ' throwers '.^^

This move made a profound effect on the spirits of those of Zhelyabov's

comrades who were still free, and gave them strength and hope in the midst

of their increasing feeling of suff'ocation as the circle closed around them.

The only action that they could seriously think of was : to begin again on the

same road, to prepare a new plan to assassinate the new Tsar, and so give

another battering to the State edifice which had stood firm at the death of

Alexander II. This was Zhelyabov's own opinion. He was convinced that

Alexander III would not 'take a step' to satisfy the demands of the party

'and that it is therefore necessary to do away with him'. In his cell in the

Peter-Paul fortress, Alexander Mikhailov came to exactly the same con-

clusion and wrote it to his comrades as soon as he had the chance. And some

of those who were still at large suggested beginning work at once. But the

blows they had suffered were too severe, and the anxiety they felt too wide-

spread for this to be possible. Discipline and precautions were relaxed.

Sofya Perovskaya implored the Executive Committee to use all its remaining

resources to try to free Zhelyabov, who had signed his own death sentence

by admitting responsibility for the operation. She had always scorned

precautions of any kind^-^: now she seemed to be looking for death. On
10th March, she was arrested by a policeman who recognized her as she

went along the Nevsky Prospekt. A week later Kibalchich, who had made

the Executive Committee's dynamite and bombs, fell into the hands of the

authorities.
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During the terrible days that followed 1st March, Narodnaya Volya

succeeded in carrying out only one political gesture. But this had been well-

calculated and it had vast repercussions in Russia and abroad. It marked the

end of the twenty-year period which had opened with the reforming

enthusiasms of the 'fifties.

Once more the revolutionaries were seized by the logic of terrorism. The

bombs had perhaps not succeeded in provoking a general revolt but they

would at least serve to persuade autocracy that its policies had entered a

blind alley; the duel between the revolutionaries and the authorities would

carry on inexorably until all categories of the population were called upon

to take part in the life of the nation. Freedom and a constitution : such was

the only road that lay open for Alexander III, if he wanted to avoid getting

caught up in the fatal circle that had led to the death of his father.

In order to affirm these ideas, A Letter from the Executive Committee to

Alexander III was published on 10th March 1881. It was then extensively

circulated. It had been written by Tikhomirov, and discussed and somewhat

modified by his comrades who finally approved it. Mikhailovsky was

entrusted with re-reading it and making a few changes, almost only formal in

character. The letter read

:

The bloody tragedy which took place along the Catherine Canal was not just the

result of chance and was not unexpected. After everything that has been happening

for the last ten years, it was inevitable . . . Only someone utterly incapable of

analysing the life of peoples can explain it by speaking of ' the criminal intentions of

single individuals' or even of a 'band'. Despite all the severe persecutions, despite

the fact that the government of the ex-Emperor sacrificed everything—freedom, the

interests of all classes, the interests of the economy, and even its own dignity

—

in order to suppress the revolutionary movement, we have seen that during the last

ten years it has gone on obstinately developing and growing. It has attracted the

finest elements in the country, the most energetic men and those capable of the

greatest sacrifices, and it has reached the hoped-for partisan warfare that it has

been carrying out for three years against the government. You know. Sire, that the

government of your father can certainly not be accused of having lacked energy.

In Russia, innocent and guilty alike were hanged; the prisons and lands of exile

were filled with people; dozens of so-called 'chiefs' were persecuted and hanged.

They died with the courage and resignation of martyrs. But the movement did not

stop; it grew and was constantly reinforced. Yes, Sire, the revolutionary movement

does not depend on individuals; it is a process of the national organism . . .

Revolutionaries are created by circumstances: the general discontent of the people,

the desire of Russia to bring it towards a new social system. It is impossible to

exterminate all the people or to do away with discontent by enforcing repression;

indeed, this will only make it grow. And it is this that makes new elements rise

from the people in ever increasing numbers to take the place of those who have

been killed; and it is this that gives life to ever more energetic and violent passions.

Tikhomirov then showed how they had moved from propaganda to terror

and recalled the names of those who had marked a step forward in the
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evolution of the movement; Kovalsky, Osinsky, Lizogub, He went back

over the terrible ground that had been covered, and said,

What is the origin of this sad necessity for a bloody fight? It springs, Sire, from the

fact that we have no authentic government in the real sense of the word. The
government, by its very nature, should express only the forces of the nation and

the people; it should realize the will of the people. And yet, here with us—please

forgive the expression—the government has degenerated into a pure camarilla and

(far more than the Executive Committee) it deserves to be called a 'usurping

band'. Whatever the intentions of the government, they have nothing in common
with the desires of the people.

The State was suspended in the air, based only on the exploiters and the

misery of all.

* There can only be two ways to escape from such a situation: either

revolution, which is absolutely indispensable and which no death sentence

can stop; or, the voluntary transference of supreme power to the people.'

(Tikhomirov used the word obrashchenie, the Russian word corresponding

to revolution and conversion, thus making it clearly understood that the

voluntary transference must be complete and entire.) 'In the interests of the

fatherland and so as to avoid those terrible evils which always accompany

a revolution, the Executive Committee turns to Your Majesty, with the

advice to choose the second road.' Should he take this advice, the revolution-

aries undertook to put an end to all terrorist activity and to ' devote themselves

to cultural work for the good of the beloved people . . . The peaceful struggle

of ideas will replace violence, which is more repellent to us than to your

servants, and which we practise only out of sad necessity.'

The letter recalled the two fundamental conditions that were required for

this to happen:

(1) A general amnesty for all 'political criminals', in view of the fact that their

actions were not criminal but merely the fulfilment of their civic duties.

(2) The summoning of representatives of all the Russian people in order to re-

consider the existing system of the State and social life and in order to rebuild them

in accordance with the desires of the people.

This second clause would be of significance only if elections were carried out

in absolute freedom, and so it was indispensable that:

(1) The deputies must be elected from all classes and categories without distinction,

proportional to the number of inhabitants.

(2) No restriction must be imposed on the electors or the delegates.

(3) The electoral campaign and the elections themselves must be carried out in

complete freedom. And so, as a temporary measure, the government must ensure:

{a) full freedom of the press
;
{b) full freedom of speech ; (c) full freedom of assembly;

{d) full freedom for the electoral programmes.

This was the only way which would allow Russia to continue along the road

of fair and peaceful development. 'We solemnly declare before our beloved
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Fatherland and the entire world that our party will of its own accord un-

conditionally submit to the decisions of a National Assembly.'i'*

Fate decreed—or it may have been the logic of events—that this letter

should reach the Winter Palace at the very moment that discussions were

proceeding about a decree which Alexander II had signed just before his

death. This decree had at last sanctioned Loris-Melikov's constitutional pro-

posals. ^^ xhe importance of this decision certainly did not lie in the legal

forms which embodied the liberal tendencies of the last two decades. Loris-

Melikov's plans were particularly elaborate and envisaged the summoning

of two Commissions—one economic and administrative, the other financial.

These were to consist of officials and men coopted for their ability. Both

these Commissions were to be controlled and coordinated by a general

Conamission in which the plans to be submitted to the Council of State

would be discussed by men chosen from the Zemstvos and some of the leading

towns. The importance of the plan did not lie in all this, but rather in the

value that Alexander II himself attributed to it. 'I have given my approval,

but I do not hide from myself the fact that it is the first step towards a

constitution.' Throughout February it had been discussed in high govern-

ment circles, though nothing had leaked outside the Winter Palace. Narod-

naya Volya did not even suspect that Loris-Melikov's policies were coming

to harbour and that his year-old attempt to include part of the inteUigentsia

and the bourgeoisie in the machinery of government was about to be estab-

lished by law. The debate had been as ambiguous as the one that had pre-

ceded and followed Khalturin's attempt to kill the Tsar. But this time the

Emperor had finally made up his mind. On the morning of 1st March he

had signed the document, although he had reserved the right to submit the

proposal to be examined by the Minister of the Interior and discussed by

the Committee of Ministers which was to be summoned for this purpose on

4th March.

Hardly had Rysakov's and Grinevitsky's bombs exploded before Loris-

Melikov understood that his fate was sealed. For Alexander III would

certainly bring about the triumph of those Slavophil and obscurantist

tendencies, which he had derived from his mentor Pobedonostsev, from his

admiration for writers like Aksakov, and above all from his utter scorn for

public opinion, the press, and the 'chatterboxes' of St Petersburg and the

provinces. A decision was reached on 8th March, Loris-Melikov insisted that

the dead sovereign's will should be put into effect. Even now he managed

to get a majority by looking for support to Prince Constantine Nikolaevich.

Milyutin and in general those who still retained something of the spirit

which had brought about the peasant reform twenty years earlier. But he

clashed with the Tsar's advisers, who were urging him not to give in to the

ferment of the intelligentsia, and to remember that he was the autocrat. The

new Emperor began to say that 'he too feared that Loris-Melikov's plans

marked the first step towards a constitution '. He was afraid of making even
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a gesture which might lead him to the road pointed out by the Executive

Committee. So he chose absolute power and embarked on the policy of

reaction which characterized his entire reign. The fight between the liberal

and the reactionary groups continued until April, but now its conclusion

was no longer in doubt.

The revolutionary party kept silent. It was no longer in a position to strike

and to shake the government edifice. A manifesto of 29th April consecrated

Pobedonostsev's victory. ' It is a demonstration of the Sovereign's firm deter-

mination to maintain and defend the autocracy ... It contains a kind of

legal summing-up and threats, but there is not a single word which can

satisfy either the educated classes or the simple people. It has had a pro-

foundly depressing effect on society', wrote Peretts in his diary. He himself

had urged a liberal solution to the crisis. ^^

It was left to Zhelyabov and his comrades to reassert in the face of death

those values which the State appeared to be trying to wipe out from the soil

of Russia. They did this in a way that won admiration even from liberal

bureaucracy, and that sowed a seed that no repression could crush. ^"^ The

trial began on 26th March 1881, and ended four days later. Zhelyabov said

that the prosecutor had been perfectly right to declare that the operation of

1st March was not just a simple fact but 'history'. Not only all the accused

but the entire party took responsibility for this. It corresponded to the ends

and means that Narodnaya Volya had declared to be its own in all its pro-

clamations and in the review that it had pubHshed. Zhelyabov did not

theorize a terrorist revolution, as Morozov had done, but he recognized that

the battle was the logical consequence of the movement's whole development,

and he summed up the history of his generation.

We have tried in several different ways to act on behalf of the people. At the

beginning of the 'seventies we chose to live like workers and peacefully propagate

our Socialist ideas. The movement was absolutely harmless. But how did it end?

It was broken only because of the immense obstacles in the form of prison and

banishment with which it had tc contend. A movement, which was unstained by

blood and which repudiated violence, was crushed . . . The short time that we lived

among the people showed us how bookish and doctrinaire were our ideas. We then

decided to act on behalf of the interests created by the people, interests which were

inherent in its life and which it recognized. Such was the distinctive character of

Populism. From metaphysics and dreams we moved to positivism, and kept close

to the soil . . . Instead of spreading Socialist ideas, we gave first place to our deter-

mination to reawaken the people by agitation in the name of the interest that it

felt; instead of a peaceful fight we applied ourselves to a fight with deeds. We
began with small deeds ... It was in 1878 that the idea of a more radical fight first

made its appearance—the idea of cutting the Gordian knot. The roots of 1st March

must be looked for in our ideas of the winter of 1877. The party had not yet seen

clearly enough the significance of our political structure for the destiny of the

Russian people, though now all its forces drove it to battle against the political

system.
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At Lipetsk, the revolutionaries had decided to fight in this way, and they had

worked out the methods required to bring about 'a violent revolution by

means of a conspiracy. This was to be achieved by organizing the revolution-

ary forces in the widest meaning of the word . . . After the Lipetsk meeting,

I joined the organization whose centre was the Executive Committee, and I

worked to widen it. In this spirit I did what I could to found a single central-

ized organization, made up of autonomous groups but acting according to

a common plan in the interests of a common purpose. 'i'^

Sofya Perovskaya, Kibalchich, Gesia Gelfman and Mikhailov, all con-

firmed the ideas for which they had sacrificed their lives. Sofya Perovskaya

was outstandingly brave. Kibalchich revealed his true worth, and showed

himself a man of genius, always concerned with the technical problem

of the relations between ends and means. In his prison cell he went on

designing a plan for a flying machine, which he regretted not being able to

finish before he was hanged. Only Rysakov said that he was a peaceful

Socialist and that he felt remorse for his terrorist activities.

They were all sentenced to death, but Gesia Gelfman was not hanged

because she was pregnant. Her existence and that of her newborn child in

the Peter-Paul fortress outraged Europe, and aroused violent protests in

Sociahst and democratic circles. Her baby died in a foundlings' home on

25th January 1882. Five days later she too died.

At 9.50 in the morning of 3rd April 1881, Rysakov, Zhelyabov, Mikhailov,

Kibalchich and Sofya Perovskaya climbed the scaff'old. With the exception

of Rysakov they all embraced for the last time. Then they were hanged.
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For instance, throughout April Poland and Russia are often mentioned. 3rd
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April: 'The Polish movement is invincible.' 1 6th April: 'From letters which

arrived yesterday from St Petersburg, it seems that the proposal put forward by

the Tsar is coming up again. We do not know how far this report can be trusted,

since the sentiments of the Russian government towards Poland are well

known, as are the rigid measures which are already in force and particularly

the autocratic spirit, which is certainly not very capable either of generous

actions or of liberal thoughts, or of the recognition of the true rights of the

people. Perhaps God, Who can soften the hearts even of tigers and Who has

performed many miracles in recent times, can bring about the easy redemption

of all Poland, and consequently a change for the better in Russia too. . .

.'

Perhaps it was Herzen also who persuaded 'Epoca' to concern itself with the

German groups. A proclamation bearing G. Herwegh's signature, and dated

21st March 1848, was printed on 6th April: '.
. . with France against Russia!

This cry explains the profound conviction of the German people that the last

war was necessary and inevitable, a war between two worlds. . .
.' On 28th

April, the Manifesto del poeta Herweg a nome della legione democratica

tedescaformata a Parigi, was reprinted from a German review. On 26th April

'Epoca' discussed the internal politics of Russia: 'An ukaz gives the serfs the

right to buy immovable property. This would be a social revolution in Russia,

were it not an astute move by the government to put into circulation money
belonging to serfs, which they now conceal for fear that their masters should

take it from them.' Later, M. A. Tuchkova referred to Spini in a letter to

Herzen (see 'Arkhiv Ogaryovykh') (The Ogarev archives), in 'Russkiye

propilei', M., 1917, no. fv, p. 90. In fact not only Herzen but also several

other members of his circle in Italy at that time were connected with

'Epoca'.

83. VI, 62.

84. VI, 62-3.

85. VI, 73.

86. VI, 622.

87. V, 128 ff.

88. VI, 623.

89. ''A. I. Gertsen. Novyye materialy^ (A. I. Herzen. New material), op. cit., p. 46.

90. The meeting between Herzen and de Tocqueville in the streets of Paris is particu-

larly curious : Herzen looked upon de Tocqueville as a symbol of the impotence

of the liberal movements of the time. XIII, 302.

91. VI, 655.

92. XII, 382.

93. VI, 655.

94. VI, 641.

95. VI, 87.

96. VI, 90.

97. See R. Labry, 'Herzen et Proudhon\ Paris, 1928. Herzen's letters to Herwegh
in 1849 give some interesting glimpses of his connection with Proudhon. They
are published in ' Literatumoye nasledstvo', nos. 7-8, 1933, pp. 64 flf. Herzen

criticized Proudhon for a position he considered to be too moderate. See also

vol.62, M., 1955, p. 492 ff.

98. V. 290.

99. V, 286.

100. VI, 121.

101. On the whole question see Herzen, From the Other Shore and The Russian

people and Socialism, with an introduction by Isaiah Berlin, London, 1956,

102. VI, 118.

I
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103. V, 414-15.

104. V, 419.

105. * A.I. Gertsen. Novyye materialy ' (A.I. Herzen. New material), op. cit., p. 125.

106. V, 422.

107. V, 425.

108. VI, 563.

109. V, 289.

110. This appeal was not printed until 1941, when A. Ivashchenko pubHshed it in

'Literatumoye nasledstvo', nos. 39-40, M., 1941, p. 165.

111. ' A. I. Gertsen. Novyye materialy'' {A. I. Hertzen. New material), op. cit., p. 54,

note.

112. V, 390.

113. V, 391.

114. V, 299-300.

115. V, 314.

116. VI, 142.

117. V, 314.

118. Herzen used this expression when trying to persuade Mazzini not to ally

himself with the defeated democrats in other European countries, VI, 141.

119. VI, 124-5. For this period of Herzen's life, cf. F. Venturi, Esuli russi in

Piemonte dopo il "48, Torino, 1959.

120. Even leaving out of consideration Bakunin—whose life we shall follow in the

next chapter—Herzen was not the only Russian to draw similar conclusions

from the 1848 revolution. It is true that N. Turgenev, the emigre Decembrist,

had nothing but good liberal intentions to suggest. In his pamphlet, 'La

Russie en presence de la crise europeenne\ Paris, 1848, he tried to find a

juste milieu between the hatreds and hopes which his native country had
aroused at that time. 'La Russie', he wrote, 'ne merite ni cet exces d'honneur,

ni cette indignite' (p. 8). And he continued: 'Ou pourrait en etablissant un
regime constitutionnel et representatif dans I'Empire de la Russie' (p. 39) . .

.

achieve countless wonderful things, culminating in the consoling spectacle of

'tous les slaves confondus dans un embrassement fratemel' (p. 46). But others

began to advance problems more concrete and more connected with Russian

intellectual and social traditions. Sazonov, a friend of Herzen and Ogarev,

took part in the 'Club de la Fratemite des Peuples' at Paris, and in the
' Tribune des Peuples ' made a stand which has much in common with Herzen's.

He defended the obshchina and spoke of its possible relationship with Western

Socialist movements. When he emigrated to Switzerland, he continued to think

in SociaHst terms and was in touch with Marx. [D. Ryazanov, 'Karl Marks i

russkiye lyudi sorokovykh godov ' {Karl Marx and the Russians of the forties),

P., 1918, pp. 13 ff.] In a letter to Herwegh, Sazonov mentions what he said to

Marx: 'I, a barbarian, appreciate you and love you more than any of your

fellow-countrymen': published by B. Nikolaevsky in 'Letopisi marksizma',

1928, no. VI.

Another emigre, Ivan Golovin, who had previously supported aristocratic

and constitutional ideas simultaneously, was moved to Populist ideas by the

revolution. Already in his pamphlet of 1846, 'Des economistes et des socia-

listes\ he had spoken at length about Fourier and Louis Blanc and had con-

cluded: 'Dans la masse d'idees excentriques qui ont ete jetees dans le monde,

une seule les domine toutes et forme le fil de cc labyrinthe, c'est I'association'

(p. 30). Some years later he wrote in his book, UEurope revolutionnaire, Paris,

1849, p. 443: 'Puisqu'on ne veut pas de reformes en Russie, on aura une

revolution, mais une revolution socialc, une jacquerie en permanence, une
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Saint-Barth61emy des proprietaires. La moyenne officielle des nobles tues par

leurs serfs s'eleve dej^ a 67 par an. Les ouvriers russes entrent pour peu dans

I'element revolutionnaire. Ce sont pour la plupart des paysans qui, I'ete,

travaillent a leurs champs, et I'hiver aux fabriques. Leur salaire, quelque

minime qu'il soit, ne leur sert qu'a se griser les jours de fetes. Leur existence

est assuree et la misere les stimule peu a se revolter; leur intelligence, d'ailleurs,

est obscurcie. Mais les licencies, ces soldats aguerris qui rongent leur frein et

trainent une vie oisive, en attendant I'occasion de se battre contre le gouverne-

ment plutot que pour lui; mais les enfants de troupes, dont on compte jusqu'a

280,000 dont 200,000 sont aupres de leurs meres; les ecclesiastiques manques;
les employes subalternes qui couvent une vieille rancune contre une societe

privilegiee; les petits nobles qui ne peuvent assouvir leur ambition; les mecon-
tents de toute espece, voila la classe revolutionnaire qui, dans les mains d'un

Pougatscheff eclaire, peut faire sauter en I'air cet echafaudage d'incapacite

pretentieuse, de fourberie elevee a I'etat de systeme, qui s'appelle le gouverne-

ment russe. . . . Une constitution n'est guere probable ni desirable pour la

Russie. Si jamais il s'elevait une guerre entre la couronne et le peuple, il n'y

aurait ni armistice, ni paix. Les chartes ne sont que des mensonges, grace a la

bonne foi royale. Le gouvemement des rois est le despotisme, celui des peuples

la republique. ... La commune russe est regie d'une maniere democratique.

La bourgeoisie n'a pas pu se former malgre tous les efforts du gouvemement et

I'existence de la noblesse elle-meme n'est pas dans I'esprit des institutions

slaves.' Other observations in this book are not without interest. Some verses

of Herwegh's, which are on the cover, show that Golovin expressed similar

ideas to those of the Herzen circle. Golovin was to be a witness in the High
Coiu-t of Justice at Bourges at the trial of Blanqui ('Tribune des Peuples', 24th

March 1 849) and to write for that paper. He even fulfilled Herzen's plan to set

up a Russian press in Paris, though on a much reduced scale. There he pub-

lished in 1849 a Catechism of the Russian People, which spread propaganda for

a free system of government in Russia (G. Bakalov, 'Pervaya revolyutsionnaya

broshyura russkoy emigratsii: '' Katekhizis russkogo naroda'"' I. G. Golovina,

1849 goda'' {The first revolutionary pamphlet by a Russian emigre: 'Catechism

of the Russian People" by I. G. Golovin, 1849), in 'Zven'ya', 1932, no. L

CHAPTER 2

1. The basic work for his life up to 1861 is M. A. Bakunin, * Sobranie sochineniy i

pisem, 1828-1876\ pod redaktsiey i s primechaniyami Yu. M. Steklova

{Complete works and letters, 1828-1876, edited and with notes by Yu. M.
Steklov): vol. I {Pre-Hegelian period, 1828-37), M., 1934; vol. II {Hegelian

period, 1837-40), M., 1934; vol. Ill {Period of the first visit abroad, 1840-9),

M., 1925; vol. IV {Prison and deportation, 1849-61), M., 1935. The subsequent

volumes have not yet been published. From now on in this chapter this work
will be referred to by volume and page. See especially A. A. Komilov,
' Molodyye gody M. A. Bakunina' {The youth of Michael Bakunin), P., 1915;

' Gody stranstviy M. A. Bakunina' {M. A. Bakunin's years of travel and
research). P., 1925; Yu. Steklov, 'Mikhail Alexandrovich Bakunin. Ego zhizn'

i deyateinost' {M. A. Bakunin. Life and activity, 1814-1876), enlarged second
edition, in three volumes (in fact made up of four), the first about the period

1814-1861, M., 1926-7; V. Polonsky, 'Mikhail Alexandrovich Bakunin. Iz

istora russkoy intelligentsii ' (M. A. Bakunin. From the history of the Russian

intelligentsia), second edition, 2 vols., the first devoted to Bakunin as a romantic
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(1814-61), M.-L., 1925; and Benoit P. Hepner, Bakounine et le panslavisme

revolutionnaire, Paris, 1950; E. H. Carr, Michael Bakunin, London, 1937.

2. Eugene Pyziur, The doctrine of anarchism of Michael A. Bakunin, Milwaukee,

1955.

3. See, as a curiosity, an article, 'Alexandre de Bacounin', in the Memorie della

R. Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, 1778-9, vol. IV.

4. V. Polonsky, M. A. Bakunin, op. cit., vol. I, p. 9.

5. Ill, 250.

6. I, 52.

7. I, 154.

8. I, 175.

9. I, 178.

10. I, 180.

11. See the new study by Edward J. Brown, The Circle of Stankevich, in 'The
American Slavic and East European Review', vol. XVI, no. 3, October 1955.

12. He died in Rome whilst still a young man. His literary remains are collected

in ' Sochineniya' {Works), edited by A. I. Stankevich, M., 1890, and, princi-

pally, his letters in 'Perepiska Nikolaya Vladimirovicha Stankevicha, 1830-40'

(Letters of N. V. Stankevich, 1830-40), also edited by A. I. Stankevich, M.,

1914. See also M. O. Gershenzon, 'N. V. Stankevich', in 'Istoriya molodoy
Rossii' (History ofyoung Russia), second edition, M.-P., 1923; the portrait of

Stankevich is, however, altogether too moralized and superficial.

13. 'Perepiska N. V. Stankevicha' (Letters of N. V. Stankevich), op. cit., p. 450.

14. Ibid.

15. Ibid., p. 649.

16. Ibid., p. 578.

17. Ibid., p. 598.

18. Ibid., p. 606.

19. Ibid., p. 607.

20. I, 184.

21. 1,221.

22. I, 257.

23. I, 417.

24. I, 246.

25. II, 306.

26. Ill, 87.

27. 'Perepiska N. V. Stankevicha' (Letters ofN. V. Stankevich), op. cit., p. 582.

28. Ibid., p. 486.

29. Ibid., p. 624.

30. Ibid., p. 672.

31. See footnote, II, 456.

32. 'Pis'ma M. A. Bakunina k A. I. Gertsenu i N. P. Ogaryovu'. Pod red. M. P.

Dragomanova (Lettersfrom M. A. Bakunin to A. I. Herzen and N. P. Ogarev.

Edited by M. P. Dragomanov), Geneva, 1896, pp. 244-5.

33. 'Perepiska N. V. Stankevicha' (Letters of N. V. Stankevich), op. cit., p. 638.

34. Bakunin himself quoted this phrase to explain his own passing from the search

for God to the search for God 'in people, in liberty, in revolution', January

1849, III, 370.

35. Ill, 147.

36. Ill, 148.

37. 'They are now completely beyond my memory', he said about his Russian

friends in November 1842 (III, 170): a very different attitude from Herzen's,

who emigrated a few years later; Herzen's Populism sprang from the constant
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comparisons he made between Russia and the West, whereas Bakunin's owed
its origin to his experiences of the West which he applied to his knowledge of

Russia. Turgenev was struck by Bakunin's personality, although he cari-

catured his negative aspects in Rudin. Chernyshevsky protested violently:
' Instead of a portrait he has made a caricature ; as if a lion was a proper sub-

ject of caricature.' Turgenev himself said that in Rudin he had wanted to

portray Bakunin, but had not been successful. 'Rudin was at once superior

and inferior to him.' This episode is interesting as an example of how often

Russian literature at the time was bound up with political realities, and of

how little, on the other hand, we can use it for the real history of these men
and movements.

38. V. Fleury, Le poete Georges Herwegh (1817-1875), Paris, 1911.

39. Ill, 180.

40. Ill, 223.

41. 111,229.

42. Ill, 230.

43. In his Confession to Nicholas I he was to give a long list of these friends, IV,

113.

44. See an article by Yu. Kamenev in 'Vestnik Evropy', 1914, no. IV, on this

interesting member of the German democratic movement. Herzen once called

him the most intelligent of his opponents; he was friendly both with Herwegh
and Bakunin.

45. Ill, 237.

46. Ill, 235.

47. Quoted by Yu. Steklov, op. cit., vol. I, p. 189.

48. D. Ryazanov, 'Karl Marks i russkiye lyudi sorokovykh godov'' (K. Marx and
the Russians of the forties), P., 1918, in which the author's assertions about

Tolstoy need correction: he confused him with a man of the same name, an

agent of the Third Section. Regarding G. M. Tolstoy's connections with

Belinsky see V. Evgen'ev-Maksimov,
'

" Sovremennik " v 40-50 gg. of Belinskogo

do Chernyshevskogo' {'Sovremennik'' in the forties andfifties from Belinsky to

Chernyshevsky), L., 1934, pp. 32 ff.

49. Quoted by Yu. Steklov, op. cit., pp. 192-3. Even Herwegh, then as much the

friend of Marx as of Bakunin, 'was always hostile' to Proudhon, III, 317. It

was Bakunin on his own who had made his choice between Marx and Proud-

hon, against the opinion of the circle in which he was living at that time. Later

he agreed with Herzen on this point, when they met in Paris in 1847.

50. Quoted by Yu. Steklov, op. cit., p. 199.

51. 111,460.

52. A. I. Gertsen, 'Polnoye sobranie sochineniy' {Complete works and letters). III,

p. 449.

53. We know of these plans from the memoirs of a Russian woman writer,

Avdot'ya Panaeva, who was at that time visiting Paris with her husband. See
' Vospominaniya, 1824-70' {Memoirs, 1824-70), M.-L., 1933, p. 203.

54. 'Pis'ma' {Letters). Edited by E. A. Lyatsky, vol. Ill, p. 328.

55. Ill, 57.

56. Ill, 265.

57. Ill, 276.

58. Sazonov speaks of this celebration in a letter dated 29th November 1853,

published in C. H. C trovsky, Lettres slaves {1833-1857). Orient, Pologne,

Russie, 3rd ed., Paris, ;,57, p. 219.

59. Ill, 282.

60. Ill, 286.
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61. This speech was not printed. It is very Hkely that he expressed himself with some
force on the possibilities of a revolution in the Slav world. In any case he

asserts this in his Confession, IV, 1 19. He wrote in a letter that he was intending

to take a step, 'serious, full of thought, touching on all the most difficult

aspects of the question', III, 286.

62. A. I. Gertsen, 'Polnoye sobranie sochineniy i pisem' (Complete works and
letters), XIV, p. 424.

63. IV, 122.

64. Ill, 296.

65. Ill, 298.

66. Yu. Steklov, 'M. A. Bakunin\ op. cit., vol. I, p. 267.

67. The recent study by B. Hepner, op. cit., suffered from this defect.

68. Ill, 301.

69. Ill, 346 ff. On page 329 is given an interesting first draft of this appeal.

70. Ill, 349.

71. Ill, 370.

72. Ill, 315-16. With reference to the bond between Italy and the Slavs, Bakunin
was again to remember in his Confession how at that time in Rome 'the

Italian democrats were talking of the Slavs as possible and desirable allies'.

IV, 176.

73. Ill, 367-8.

74. Ill, 317-18.

75. IV, 153.

76. IV, 172-3.

77. Ill, 339 ff., see the interesting article by B. Nikolaevsky, Vzglyady M. A.

Bakunina napolozhenie del v Rossii v 1849godu {Bakunin's ideas on the Russian

situation in 1849), in 'Letopisi marksizma', 1929, nos. IX-X. This pamphlet
is mentioned in Russland unter Alexander II, by Iwan Golowin, Leipzig, 1871,

p. 246. See letter to Emma Herwegh, 26th October 1849, from Geneva, pub-

lished in E. H. Carr, Some unpublished letters of Aleksandr Herzen, Oxford
Slavonic Papers, vol. Ill, 1952, p. 98.

78. Ill, 385.

79. Ill, 399.

80. Ill, 408.

81. 111,415.

82. Ill, 416.

83. IV, 155.

84. See I. Berlin, 'Herzen and Bakunin on individual liberty', in Continuity and
change in Russian and Soviet thought. Edited with an introduction by E. J.

Simmons, Cambridge, Mass., 1955, pp. 473 ff.

CHAPTER 3

1. See chiefly V. I. Semevsky, " Krest'yanskiy vopros v Rossii v XVIII i pervoy

polovine XIX veka' (The peasant problem in the eighteenth and the first half of
the nineteenth century), Spb., 1888; 'Krest'yanstoye dvizhenie, 1827-1869.

Podgotovil k pechati E. A. Morokhovets' (The peasant movement, 1827-69.

Documents edited by E. A. Morokhovets), M.-L., 1931, vol. I (1827-1860);

and N. M. Druzhinin, ' Gosudarstvennyye krest'yane i reforma P. D. Kiselyova"

(The Statepeasants and the reforms ofP. D. Kiselev), 2 vols., M.-L., 1946, 1958.

2. N. M. Druzhinin, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 207.

3. 1. 1. Ignatovich, 'Bor'ba krest'yan za osvobozhdenie* (The peasants' strugglefor
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freedom), L.-M., 1924, p. 193. See also Yu. I. Gerasimova, ' Krest'yanskoye

dvizhenie v Rossii v 1844-1849' (The peasant movement in Russia in 1844-9),

in *Istoricheskie Zapiski', no. 50, 1955, pp. 224 ff.

4. V. I. Semevsky, op. cit., vol. II, p. 582.

5. One of the most typical examples was provided by the disturbances on State

property which continued from 1833 to 1838 in the surroundings of Izhma
(Archangel region). See the account in D. N. Khon'kin, ' Volneniya izhmenskikh

krest'yan' {Peasant disturbances in hhmd), Syktyvkar, 1941. See also

' Rabocheye dvizhenie v Rossii v XIX veke. Sbornik dokitmentov i materialov'

pod red. A. M. Pankratovoy, vol. I, Part I and II, M., 1955.

6. For a detailed study of the large peasant risings on State land in the region of

Perm and Orenburg, 1834-5, see N. M. Druzhinin, op. cit., pp. 224 ff. This was
the land of Pugachev and the situation in 1834 was not very different from the

situation which preceded the great revolt of 1773, though naturally on a

smaller scale.

7. S. Gessen, 'Kholernyye bunty {1830-1832)' {The cholera disturbances, 1830-2),

M., 1932.

8. " Krest'yanskoye dvizhenie, 1827-1869" {The peasant movement, 1827-1869), op.

cit., vol. I, p. 15.

9. N. M. Druzhinin, op. cit., vol. I., p. 285.

10. These reports are quoted by E. V. Tarle, ' Imperator Nikolay I i krest'yanskiy

vopros v Rossii, po neizdannym doneseniyam frantsuzskikh diplomatov, 1842-
1847' {The Emperor Nicholas I and the peasant problemfrom French diplomatic

reports, 1842-1847), published in 'Zapad i Rossiya. Stat'i i dokumenty iz

istorii XVII-XXvekov' {The West and Russia. Articles and documents relating to

historyfrom the seventeenth to the twentieth centuries). P., 1918, p. 17, and p. 27,

note 7.

11. V. I. Semevsky, * Krest'yanskiy vopros v Rossii v XVIII i pervoy polovine XIX
veka' {The peasant problem in Russia in the eighteenth and first half of the

nineteenth century), op. cit., vol. II, p. 136.

12. N. M. Druzhinin, op. cit., vol. I, p. 276.

13. Ibid., p. 182.

14. Ibid., p. 480.

15. Ibid.

16. E. V. Tarle, op. cit., p. 18.

17. A. Haxthausen, Studien liber die inneren Zustdnde, das Volksleben und
insbesondere die Idndlichen Einrichtungen Russlands, 3 vols., Hanover, 1847;

Berlin, 1852; Russian translation by L. I. Ragozin, M., 1870, vol. I, p. 72.

18. Quoted by I. I. Ignatovich, op. cit., p. 30.

19. N. Barsukov, 'Zhizn' i trudy M. P. Pogodina' {The life and work of M. P.

Pogodin), Spb., 1895, vol. IV, p. 303. Other evidence to the same effect in V. I.

Semevsky, op. cit., vol. II, pp. 187 ff.

20. A. Nifontov, '1848 god v Rossii. Ocherki po istorii 40-kh godov' {1848 in

Russia. Essays on the history of the forties), M.-L., 1931, and a second edition,

enlarged and corrected, 1949, pp. 128 ff., which quotes many documents
concerning the nobles' state of mind at the time.

21. V. S. Pecherin, 'Zamogil'nyye zapisky'. Podgotovil M. O. Gershenzon, pod
red. L. Kameneva {Memoirs from beyond the tomb. Edited by M. O. Ger-

shenzon and L. Kamenev), M., 1932, p. 115. Herzen has left a vivid portrait of

him: XIV, pp. 54 ff. See M. Gershenzon, "Zhizn' V. S. Pechyorina' {Life of
V. S. Pecherin), M., 1910, and V. Frank, ' Ein russischer Exulant im 19. Jhd.

W. Petscherin', in ' Schriftenreihe Osteuropa', No. 3, 1957.

22. V. S. Pecherin, op. cit., p. 109.
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23. M. A. Bakunin, ' Sobranie sochineniy i pisem\ Pod red. Yu. M. Steklova

{Collected works and letters. Edited by Yu. M. Steklov), vol. II, p. 186.

24. N. P. Ogarev, 'Zapiski russkogo pomeshchika' (Memoirs of a Russian land-

owner), in 'Byloye', 1925, vols. XXVII-XXVIII, p. 15.

25. Reprinted in 'Zven'ya' by N. Mendel'son, 1933, no. II, p. 346 ff. See too

N. P. Ogarev, 'Izbrannye sotsial'no-politicheskie i filosofskie proizvedeniya\

Pod obshchey red. M. T. lovchuka i N. G. Tarakanova {Selected works on

socibl, political and philosophical questions. Edited by M. T. lovchuk and
N. G. Tarakanov), vol. I, M., 1952, p. 90.

26. See details in 'P. V. Annenkov i ego druz'ya. Literaturnyye vospominaniya i

perepiska 1835-1885 godov ' {P. V. Annenkov and his friends. Memoirs and
literary correspondence 1835-1885), St Petersburg, 1892, pp. 72 ff. See M. O.

Gershenzon, 'N. P. Ogaryov pomeshchik' {N. P. Ogarev as a noble land-

owner), in ''Istoriya molodoy Rossii* {History ofyoung Russia), M., 1908, 2nd
edition, M.-P., 1923.

27. See also the later project (1868) published in ' Literatumoye nasledstvo',

vol. 61, p. 572.

28. 'P. V. Annenkov i ego druz'ya' (P. V. Annenkov and his friends)^ op. cit.,

p. 104.

29. N. I. Sazonov's letter, published by Ya. Z. Chernyak, in 'Zven'ya', 1936, vol.

VI, p. 345, quotes these words.

30. M. O. Gershenzon, op. cit., p. 285.
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pp. 703 ff.

32. His main works are collected in V. A. Milyutin, ' Izbrannyye proizvedeniya'

{Selected works), with preface by I. Blyumin, M., 1946.

33. Op. cit., p. 162.

34. Ibid., p. 39.

35. Ibid., p. 40.

36. Ibid., p. 350.

37. Ibid., pp. 339-41.
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naniyakh sovremennikov\ Sbornik materialov. Sostavil P. E. Shchegolev s

predisloviem N. Rozhkova {The followers of Petrashevsky in the recollec-
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republished, posthumously, in his book, 'M. V. Butashevich-Petrashevsky i

petrashevtsy' {M. V. Butashevich-Petrashevsky and his followers). Part I (the

only part), M., 1922. V. Vodovozov, the editor, provides in the preface a

complete bibliography of Semevsky's researches. A selection of the material

has been published in 'Petrashevstsy\ edited by P. E. Shchegolev, two volumes,

a sequel to the collection mentioned at the beginning of this note, M.-L.,

1927-8. Complete records of the trial are in
'

Delo petrashevtsev' {The case of
the Petrashevskists), edited by V. R. Leykina, E. A. Korol'chuk and V. A.

Desnitsky, M.-L., vol. I, 1937; vol. II, 1941 ; vol. Ill, 1951. Poems written by
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51. ' Delo petrashevtsev\ op. cit., vol. I, p. 91.

52. 'Petrashevtsy\ op. cit., vol. I, p. 115.

53. ' Delo petrashevtsev\ op. cit., vol. I, p. 183.
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59. Ibid., vol. 11, p. 209.

60. On the Debu brothers, see the article by V. I. Semevsky in the "Entsiklo-

pedicheskiy slovar' Granat' (Granat Encyclopaedia), vol. XVIII, M., 1914,

and an article by the same author, 'Petrashevtsy. Kruzhok N. S. Kashkina' (The

Petrashevskists. Kashkin's group), in 'Golos minuvshego', 1916, vols. II-IV.

61. A. P. Milyukov, 'Literaturnyye vstrechi i znakomstva' (Literary meetings and

friendships), Spb., 1890, p. 180.

62. Good arguments in support of this have been put forward by A. Dolinin, op.

cit.

63. N. F. Bel'chikov, ' Dostoevsky v protsesse petrashevtsev' (Dostoevsky at the

trial of the Petrashevskists), M.-L., 1936, pp. 91-2.

64. N. F. Bel'chikov, op. cit., p. 142.

65. Quoted by Semevsky in 'Petrashevtsy\ op. cit., p. 134.

66. V. Leykina, ' Petrashevtsy\ op. cit., p. 40.

67. ' Delo petrashevtsev\ op. cit., vol. I, pp. 47, 68.
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They may refer to a book by T. Dezamy, which he had owned in St Petersburg

and which was taken away from him when he was arrested: Le Jesuitisme

vaincu et aneanti par le socialisme ou les constitutions des jesuites et leurs

instructions secretes, en parallele avec unprojet d'organisation du travail, Paris,

1845. This is one of the polemical works directed against the Jesuits which
were widespread in the 'forties, the writings of Quinet and Michelet being the

most famous examples. It summarized 'le bilan de la doctrine des jesuites et

des actes qu'elle a enfante', and concluded: 'Jesuitisme ou socialisme.

Choisissez!' The author, a well-known follower of Babeuf, took the oppor-

tunity of attacking all those who 'ne voient d'unite legitime que dans une
dictature republicaine aux mains d'une convention nationale', who 'vantent

I'excellence d'un pouvoir theocratique, hierarchiquement organise'. In his

attacks on the Jesuits, T. Dezamy was also fighting against the introduction

of an authoritarian spirit into Socialism. And so it is likely that Speshnev
intended to refer not to Dezamy but to Barruel. He used to make his friends

read the works by this famous Jesuit against the French Revolution. In it—he

said—a detailed description could be found of the conspiracy of the ' lUuminati

'

founded by Weishaupt, which he put forward as a model. His friend, Mombelli,

said that it was ' the most dangerous book there is, as methods are found in it

which otherwise would never have come into people's minds' CPetrashevtsy\
op. cit., p. 87). Speshnev was always very interested in the various forms of

conspiracy. Abroad, Christianity interested him as a conspiracy which came
off! The proposed regulations which he put forward involved the blind

obedience of the flock to the leaders, and the duty of bearing arms when they

commanded it, etc. See ' Obshchestvo propagandy v J849 godu' (A propaganda
society in 1849), Leipzig, 1875, p. 63.

70. V. I. Semevsky, op. cit., p. 185.

71. ' Delo petrashevtsev' {The case of the Petrashevskists). op. cit., vol. I, p. 418.

72. Ibid., p. 470.

73. Ibid., p. 476.

74. V. I. Semevsky, op. cit., p. 115.

75. ' Delo petrashevtsev' (The case of the Petrashevskists), op. cit., vol. I, p. 93.

76. Ibid., p. 533.

77. Speshnev was, as we have seen, much appreciated by Herzen as well as by

Bakunin, and also apparently by Dobrolyubov. On Speshnev's return from
Siberia in 1860, A. N; Pleshcheyev said to Dobrolyubov 'he was perhaps

the most remarkable personality in our whole group ' (see N. M. Chemy-
shevskaya, 'Lstopis' zhizniideyateVnostiN. G. Chernyshevskago' {Annals ofthe

life and activity ofN. G. Chernyshevsky), M.-L., 1953, p. 182). Like many other

Petrashevskists, Speshnev later dedicated himself body and soul to agrarian

reform, 'taking the part of the peasant very strongly', as an official report of

the period says. Afterwards he retired into private life and died in 1882.

CHAPTER 4

1. A. I. Gertsen, 'Polnoye sobranie sochineniy i pisem' {Collected works and

letters), VII, 9.

2. VII, 142-3.

3. VII, 192.

4. A particularly useful pamphlet on Herzen's publishing activity in London is

Desyatiletie Vol'noy Russkoy Tipografii v Londone. Sbornik ego pervykh listov,

sostavlennyy i izdannyy L. Chernetskim {Ten years of the Free Russian

Press in London. A collection of its first issues, compiled and edited by L.

Chernetsky), London, 1863, reprinted by the Soviet Academy of Sciences,
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M.-L., 1935, with the addition of a second valuable volume, ' Bibliografi-

cheskoye opisanie izdaniy Vol'noy Russkoy Tipografii v Londone, 1853-1865.

Sostavil P. N. Berkov' (Bibliographical description of the publications of the

Free Russian Press in London, 1853-1865. Compiled by P. N. Berkov).

5. VII, 206.

6. VII, 186.

7. Granovsky's letters to Herzen of this period were partly published by Herzen
in the fifth number of his review, 'Polyarnaya zvezda'. But he did not print the

most important of them all, the one which most clearly reflects the state of

mind of the Moscow intellectuals in 1851. It has been published in 'Zven'ya',

1936, no. VI, pp. 355 ff. Annenkov's memoirs confirm the impression that

Herzen's book produced in Russia. He quotes a remark of the Head of the

Third Section, Count Orlov: 'If we wanted to, it would be easy enough for us

to pass from the dead, whom Herzen has named, and get on the tracks of the

living.' N. Lerner, "^ Dve zimy v provintsii i derevne. S yanvarya 1849 do avgusta

1851 goda. Iz vospominaniy P. V. Annenkova' {Two winters in the provinces and
in the countryside. From January 1849 to August 1851. From the memoirs of

P. V. Annenkov), in 'Byloye', 1922, vol. XVIII.

8. V. Evgen'ev-Maksimov,
'

'' Sovremennik'' v 40-50 gg. Ol Belinskogo do

Chernyshevskogo' {The ' Sovremennik' in the forties and fifties from Belinsky

to Chernyshevsky), L., undated (but 1934).

9. For these writings, which had a wide circulation in Russia before they were

printed by Herzen or in later publications, see A. A. Kornilov, ' Obshchestven-

noye dvizhenie pri Aleksandre II {1855-1881). Istoricheskiye ocherki' {The

movement ofRussian society in the time ofAlexander II [1855-1881]. Historical

essays), M., 1909, chapter I.

10. VII, 250.

11. VII, 253.

12. VII, 252.

13. VIII, 90.

14. VII, 263. This saying, attributed to Pugachev, involved a play upon words:

Voron, crow; Vor, thief, and in old Russian: bandit, rebel.

15. VII, 276.

16. VII, 277.

17. VII, 296.

18. VII, 298.

19. VIII, 67 ff., where some letters of Mazzini's, referring to this manifesto, are

printed in Russian.

20. VIII, 46.

21. VIII, 57.

22. VIII, 131. It was, he said, a movement that was 'tranquille, morne, silencieux

mais obstine, mais perseverant et aimant I'etranger (toleres comme les filles

publiques par le gouvernement, detestes par les classes aisees, les refugies sont

aimes par les chartistes)'.

23. VIII, 142.

24. VII, 325.

25. VII, 323.

26. VII, 313.

27. VII, 322.

28. VIII, 485.

29. VIII, 402 flf., in which the Italian text published by Mazzini is given. See too

Lettres de Mazzini a Herzen, in Bulletin of the International Institute of

Social History, Amsterdam, 1953, no. 1, pp. 16 ff.
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30. VIII, 276.

31

.

B. Koz'min, " Iz publitsisticheskogo naslediya N. P. Ogaryova' (From documents

ofN. P. Ogarev), in 'Literaturnoyenasledstvo', M., 1941, nos. 39^0, pp. 298 ff;

N. A. Tushkova-Ogareva, ' Vospominaniya ' {Memoirs), edited by S. A. Pereselen-

kov, L., 1929. (The memoirs of Ogarev's wife, although full of inaccuracies,

give an idea of the tormented and complex hfe of the little group of emigres in

London, which not only politically but in its private life constituted a typical

example of the life of the Russian intelligentsia in the 'sixties.) Documents
concerning the life of the Herzen-Ogarev group have been published by M.
Gershenzon in 'Russkiye propilei', M., 1917, no. IV, and in ' Arkhiv N. A. i

N. P. Ogaryovykh' {The archive of N. A. and N. P. Ogarev), edited by V. P.

Polonsky, with notes by N. M. Mendel'son and Ya. Z. Chernyak, M.-L.,

1930. Number V of the 'ByuUeteni gosudarstvennogo literaturnogo muzeya'

(Bulletins of the State Literary Museum), M., 1940, includes: 'Gertsen,

Ogaryov i ikh okruzhenie. Rukopisi, perepiska i dokumenty. Redaktsiya B. P.

Koz'mina' {Herzen, Ogarev and their circle. Manuscripts, letters and docu-

ments. Edited by B. P. Koz'min). Contains an interesting catalogue raisonne

of the numerous documents and photographs of documents in the Literary

Museum at Moscow. Ya. Z. Chernyak, "N. P. Ogaryov, Nekrasov, Gertsen,

Chernyshevsky v spore ob Ogaryovskom nasledstve' {The litigation of N. P.

Ogarev, Nekrasov, Herzen and Chernyshevsky for Ogarev's inheritance), L.,

1935, deals in this case not with his literary inheritance, but with the com-
plicated discussion about Ogarev's property which involved a number of

Russian writers and which was one of the chief causes for Herzen's continuous

hostility towards Nekrasov. See too new documents published in vols. 61, 62,

63, ' Literaturnoye nasledstvo', M., 1953, 1955, and a new collection of

Ogarev's writings in two volumes, 'Izbrannyye sotsial'no-politicheskie i

filosofskie proizvedeniya\ Pod obshchey redaktsiey M. T. lovchuka i N. G.

Tarakanova {Selected works on social, political and philosophical questions.

Edited by M. T. lovchuk and N. G. Tarakanov). The first volume was
published in Moscow in 1952, the second in 1956, the latter containing an

interesting collection of letters of Ogarev and his various friends: Herzen,

Bakunin, Ketcher, Annenkov, Satin, Luginin, Lavrov, etc.

32. IX, 2.

33. It is very difficult to draw up an exact list of the 'Kolokol's' correspondents,

for Herzen received a great many anonymous contributions. See the careful

list reconstructed by M. Klevensky, 'Gertsen izdateV i ego sotrudniki' {Herzen

the publisher and his collaborators), in 'Literaturnoye nasledstvo', M., 1941,

nos. 41-2, pp. 572 ff.

34. A useful general picture is given in Z. P. Basileva, '''KolokoV Gertsena (1857-

1867)' {Herzen's ' KolokoF [1857-1867]), M., 1949. Also very useful:

"""Kolokol." Izdanie A. I. Gertsena: N. P. Ogaryova. 1857-1867 gg.' {'The

Beir. Edited by A. I. Herzen and N. P. Ogarev. 1857-1867), Moscow, 1957.

with detailed indexes of names of persons, places, etc.

35. IX, 128.

36. IX, 363.

37. XI, 35.

38. IX, 388.

39. IX, 363.

40. See the whole of the interesting correspondence in IX, 406 ff.

41. 'Pis'ma K. D. Kavelina i I. S. Turgeneva k A. I. Gertsenu.' S obyasnitel'nymi

primechaniyami M. Dragomanova {Letters of K. D. Kavelin and I. S. Turgenev

to A. I. Herzen. With explanatory notes by M. Dragomanov), Geneva, 1892.
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42. IX, 419.

43. The outline of this speech was published for the first time in Z. P. Basileva,

op. cit., p. 105.

44. IX, 67.

45. 'Pis'nio k soofechestvennikii' (Letter to a fellow-countryman), 'Kolokol', 1st

August 1860.

46. XI, 59.

47. XI, 144.

48. XVII, 6-7.

49. " Narod i gosudarstvo'' {People and State), London, 1862, especially for his

curious attempt to look upon merchants and artisans as intermediate between

State and people.

50. The letter to Alexander II was published in 'Kolokol' on 8th May 1862. On
Martyanov, sec M. Lemke, ' Delo P. A. Martyanova' {The case of P. A.

Martyanov), in 'Byloye', 1906, no. VIII, and in 'Ocherki osvoboditeVno^o

dvizheniya " shestidcsyatykh godov'" ' {Essays on the liberation movement of the

sixties), second edition, Spb., 1908, p. 333 fif. When Martyanov returned

voluntarily to Russia in the spring of 1863 he was arrested and imprisoned

in the Peter- Paul fortress, and condemned to five years' hard labour for his col-

laboration with the 'Kolokol'. In September 1865 he died in the prison

hospital at Irkutsk.

51. Ogarev confirms, in a letter to Bakunin, that the latter was inspired by

Martyanov. It is quoted by Yu. Steklov, 'M. A. Bakunin, ego zhizn' i dcy-

ateinosr (M. A. Bakunin, his life and work), vol. II (1861-68), M.-L., 1927,

p. 40. It was, moreover, due to Martyanov's insistence that this pamphlet by

Bakunin was published.

52. This first project and the documents of the discussion are given in XV, 484 ff.

53. For two other projected appeals, parallel to this one and also by Ogarev, at

the end of 1862, see ' Nuzhdy narodnyye' {The needs of the people) and ' Adres

tsaryu ot gosudarstvennykh krest'yan {Appeal to the Tsar by the State peasants),

published by B. Koz'min, in ' Literatumoye nasledstvo', 1941, nos. 39-40, pp.
328 ff. See too 'Literatumoye nasledstvo', vol. 61, pp. 502 ff.

54. N. A. Dobrolyubov, ' Polnoye sobranie sochineniy\ pod obshchey redaktsiey

P. I. Lebedeva-Polyanskogo {Complete works. Edited by P. I. Lebedev-

Polyansky), vol. VI, M., 1939, p. 459.

55. **'Ispoved"" V. I. Kel'sieva'' Podgotovka k pechati E. Kingisepp. Vstupitel'naya

stat'ya i kommentarii M. Klevenskogo (' Confession' of V. I. Kelsiev. Edited by

E. Kingisepp, introductory article and notes by M. Klevensky), in 'Litera-

tumoye nasledstvo', M., 1941, nos. 41-2, pp. 253 ff. The other works on him
are mentioned and a list is given of his own works.

56. Ibid., p. 270.

57. Ibid., p. 285.

58. For information about him see XV, 342 ff., as well as Kelsiev's Confession.

59. " Ispovcd" {Confession), op. cit., p. 321.

60. For his mission to Turkey see P. G. Ryndzyunsky, ' V. I. Kel'siev—Gertsenu i

Ogaryovu\ in 'Literatumoye nasledstvo', vol. 62, pp. 159 ff.

61. See, for example, the issue of 10th July 1863.

62. A. I. Gertsen i N. P. Ogarev, 'Pis'ma k P. V. Annenkovu\ publikatsiya i pre-

dislovie V. F. Pokrovskoy, pod redaktsiey i s primechaniyami N. Mendel'sona
{Letters to P. V. Annenkov, published with a preface by V. F. Pokrovskaya,

edited and with notes by N. Mendel'son), in 'Zven'ya', 1934, nos. III-IV, and
'Zapiska o taynom obshchestue' {Memoir on a secret society), published by
B. Koz'min, in 'Literatumoye nasledstvo', 1941, nos. 39-40, pp. 323 ff.
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63. 'Otvet " Velikoruss''' {Reply to ' VeIikoruss)\ 'Kolokor, 10th September 1861.

64. XI, 102.

65. XV, 194.

66. XIV, 374.

67. XI, 241.

68. XV, 226.

69. See the detailed study of this repression by M. Lemke, 'Protsess 32-kh' {The

trial of the thirty-two), in* Ocherki osvoboditel'nogo dvizheniya "" shestidesyatykh

godov'"' ' {Essays on the liberation movement of the * sixties'), second edition,

Spb., 1908, pp. 18fr.

70. IX, 551.

71. X, 9.

72. See IX, 473. See too, for Herzen and Poland, I. M. Belyavskaya, 'A. I. Gertsen i

poVskoye natsionaVno-osvoboditel'noye dvizhenie 60-kh godov XlXveka' (A.I.

Herzen and the PoUsh national Hberation movement of the 1860s), M., 1954.

73. X, 68.

74. X, 238-9.

75. X, 266.

76. For his own words, see XI, 83.

77. It is curious to note that, after Herzen had made his stand in 1861, he received

two letters, one of congratulation, the other warning him against defending

Polish aspirations. The first was from Garibaldi in Turin, written on 13th

April: 'II n'y a pas longtemps que la parole d'emancipation des serfs en
Russie fut saluee en Europe avec admiration et reconnaissance. Le prince,

initiateur de cette grande oeuvre, se posa par ce seul fait a cote des plus

illustres bienfaiteurs de I'humanite. Aujourd'hui, je le dis avec douleur! . .

.

I'oeuvre de bienfaisance a ete souillee par le sang repandu d'une population

innocente, et c'est le devoir de ceux qui applaudirent au bienfait de jeter la

voix de malediction sur la consommation du plus detestable des crimes. Que
votre journal, justement apprecie dans ce grand empire, porte un mot de

sympathie de la nation italienne a la malheureuse et heroique Pologne, un mot
de gratitude aux braves de I'armee russe qui comme Popoff ont brise leurs

sabres plutot que de les tremper dans le sang du peuple—et un cri de reproba-

tion des nations soeurs de I'Europe contre les auteurs de I'effroyable massacre.'

The other letter was from Proudhon. He stressed his ideas on nationality and
threatened ' de dire de vous ce que je dis depuis six mois de votre ami Gari-

baldi : grand coeur, mais de cervelle point . . . quant a la Pologne, la connaissez-

vous done si mal que vous croyez a sa resurrection ? La Pologne a ete de tous

temps la plus corrompue des aristocraties et le plus indiscipline des etats.

Aujourd'hui, elle n'a encore a offrir que son catholicisme et sa noblesse, deux

belles choses ma foi! . . . Prechez-lui la "liberte", l' "egalite", la "philoso-

phic", la "revolution economique", a la bonne heure! aidez-la a obtenir les

libertes constitutionnelles civiles, qui sont le caractere de I'epoque
;
preparez-la

par la a une revolution plus radicale, qui fera disparaitre, avec les grands

etats, toutes ces distinctions desormais sans fondement de nationalite. En
poussant les Polonais dans cette voie, poussez les Russes, voila le vrai chemin'.

Herzen published the first letter, but though he shared many of Proudhon's

ideas, he did not follow his advice. For the Garibaldi letter, see XI, 85,

where the Russian translation of Proudhon's letter can also be found. It

was published in Correspondance de P. J. Proudhon, Paris, 1875, vol. XI,

pp. 22 ff.

78. XI, 234.

79. See Yu. Steklov, "M. A. Bakunin, ego zhizn' i deyatel'nost" {M. A. Bakunin,
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Life and work), op. cif., vol. II, pp. 172 ff., for the translation of an interesting

passage from the memoirs of Mieroslawski, published in Warsaw in 1924,

which reveals his extravagant spirits.

80. A list of the officers, Russian and Polish, who took part in this organization

was brought to London, probably by Potebnya, and is published in 'Literatur-

noye nasledstvo', vol. 61, M., 1953, pp. 515 ff. It is not entirely without

interest to notice that the father of Lenin's wife, N. K. Krupskaya, took part

in this clandestine military organization.

81. XV, 533.

82. XVI, 27.

83. XVI, 69.

84. Yu. Steklov, op. cit., p. 272.

85. XVI, 492-3.

86. XVI, 404.

87. Ibid.

88. XVI, 441-2. See M. B. Petrovich, Russian Pan-Slavists and the Polish uprising of
1863, in Harvard Slavic Studies, vol. I, 1953, pp. 219 ff., and generally Hans
Kohn, Panslavism: History and Ideology, Notre-Dame, 1953.

89. XVI, 530.

CHAPTER 5

After his arrest in 1862 his works, which had almost all appeared in the

Sovremennik, could not be generally republished in Russia until the revolution

of 1905. The numerous editions produced by the exiles abroad, especially in

Geneva, show the great importance which the new generation attributed to

his writings, but they do not claim, nor indeed have they, any scholarly value.

The earliest and most significant of them are listed in ' Russkaya podpol'naya i

zarubezhnaya pechat' . Bibliograficheskiy ukazatel' . Tom I. ' DonarodovoJ'cheskiy

period'. 1831-1879. Vyp. I. Sostavlen M. M. Klevenskim, E. N. Kushevoy i

O. P. Markovoy, pod red. S. N. Valka i B. P. Koz'mina {The clandestine press

in Russia and abroad. Bibliographical survey, vol. I, The period before

'Narodnaya Volya\ 1831-1879. Pt. I. Compiled by M. M. Klevensky, E. N.

Kusheva and O. P. Markova, edited by S. N. Valk and B. P. Koz'min), M.,

1935, pp. 135-8. The first publication to give a true idea of Chernyshevsky's

activity, and in which many unpublished works were printed, was edited by

his son, ' Polnoye sobranie sochineniy' (Complete works), Spb., 1906, 11 vo-

lumes. This was reprinted without alteration in 1919. After this date many
more unpublished works, letters and documents appeared in reviews and
miscellanies. The chief collection is N. G. Chcmyshevsky, ' Literaturnoye

nasledie' (Literary inheritance), M.-L., vol. I: ' Iz avtobiografii. Dnevnik, 1848-

1853 gg.\ Pod red. i s primechaniyami N. A. Alekseyeva, M. N. Chernyshev-

skogo i S. N. Chernova (From the autobiography. Diary, 1848-1853. Edited

and with notes by N. A. Alekseyev, M. N. Chcmyshevsky and S. N.
Chernov), 1928, vol. II: 'Pis'ma\ pod red. i s primechaniyami N. A. Alekseyeva

i A. P. Skaftymova (Letters, edited and with notes by N. A. Alekseyev and A. P.

Skaftymov), 1928, vol. Ill: 'Pis'ma\ sost, N. A. Alekseyevym i N. M. Cherny-

shevskoy-Bystrovoy, pod red. i s predisloviem L. B. Kameneva (Letters, col-

lected by N. A. Alekseyev and N. M. Chemyshevskaya-Bystrova, edited and
with preface by L. B. Kamenev), 1930. TheVesult of twenty years' study of

Chernyshevsky's texts is the publication " Polnoye sobranie sochineniy' v

pyatnadtsati tomakh, pod obshchey redaktsiey V. Ya. Kirpotina, B. P.
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Koz'mina, P. I. Lebedeva-Polyanskogo, N. L. Meshcheryakova, I, D.
Udal'tsova, E. A. Tsekhera, N. M. Chernyshevskoy {Complete works, in

fifteen volumes, edited by V. Ya. Kirpotin, B. P. Koz'min, P. I. Lebedev-

Polyansky, N. L. Meshcheryakov, I. D. Udal'tsov, E. A. Tsekher, N. M.
Chemyshevskaya), M.; the first volume came out in 1939 and the last in 1951

.

From now on in this chapter it will be referred to by volume and page. Apart
from previously unpublished texts it has the merit of giving, whenever pos-

sible, Chemyshevsky's text before it was passed to the censor, and of indi-

cating the passages which then had to be left out. Among the selected editions,

the following are particularly useful: ' Izbrannyye sochineniya' v pyati tomakh
{Selected works, in five volumes), M.-L., vol. I, edited by M. N. Pokrovsky,

with an introductory article by V. Nevsky, 1928, containing the historical

works; vol. II (in two parts), edited by I. D. Udal'tsov, 1935 (the works on
economics); vol. Ill (not yet published), vols. IV and V, edited by A. V.

Lunacharsky, 1931, (the critical and literary works); also ' Izbrannyye ekono-

micheskiye proizvedeniya' {Selected works on economics), in three volumes
(the third in two parts), edited by I. D. Udal'tsov, 1948-9, place of publication

not given (but M.).

There are many studies of Chemyshevsky. The most important are: the

writings about him at various times by G. V. Plekhanov; collections in his
' Sochineniya\ pod red. D. Kysiza.novsi {Works, edited by D. Ryazanov), M.-P.,

undated, vols. V, VI; Yu. M. Steklov, 'N. G. Chemyshevsky. Ego zhizn' i

deyateVnost' . 1828-1889' {N. G. Chemyshevsky. His life and work. 1828-1889),

second edition, M.-L., 1928, two volumes; G. Berliner, 'N. G. Chemyshevsky
i ego literatumyye vragi\ pod red. L. B. Kameneva {N. G. Chemyshevsky and
his literary enemies, edited by L. B. Kamenev), M.-L., 1930; N. M. Chemy-
shevskaya, 'Letopis' zhizni i deyatel'nosti N. G. Chernyshevskogo' {Annals of
the life and activity ofN. G. Chemyshevsky), M., 1953; A. Skaftymov, 'Zhizn' i

deyateVnost' N. G. Chemyshevskogo ' {Life and work of N. G. Chemyshevsky),

second edition, Saratov, 1947, mainly useful for the extensive, though in-

complete, bibliography of the period 1917-47, on pp. 96 ff.

2. T. M. Akimova and A. M. Ardabatskaya, 'Ocherki istorii Saratova' {Histori-

cal essays on Saratov), Saratov, 1940, with extensive bibliography.

3. I, 567.

4. His writings about Saratov and about his family, of which the most interesting

is ' Vospominaniya slyshannogo o starine' {Recollections of what I have heard

about old times), are collected in I, 566-713.

5. I, 646.

6. I, 643.

7. I, 684.

8. The most interesting recollections of this period of Chemyshevsky's life are

by a relative, A. N. Pypin, the famous historian of Russian literature: ' Moi
zametki' {My observations), edited by V. A. Lyatskaya, M., 1910. Other

accounts have been carefully assembled in 'N. G. Chemyshevsky v Saratovc.

Vospominaniya sovremennikov\ Sostavleno N. M. Chernyshevskoy {N. G.

Chemyshevsky at Saratov. Accounts by his contemporaries. Collected by N. M.
Chemyshevskaya), Saratov, 1939.

9. The diary was full of abbreviations and other literary devices which made it

very difficult for the police to read when it was confiscated after Chemy-
shevsky's arrest. The part which could be read was, however, enough to

provide further confirmation of the suspicions of the authorities. His son

published a small part in 1909 in vol. X of the ' Polnoye sobranie sochineniy'

{Complete works), op. cit. The most important part, from the years 1848-51,
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was published for the first time in ' Literatunioye nasledie^ {Literary inheritance),

op. cit., vol. I, and in a separate publication edited by N. A. Alekseyev, M.,

1931-2, in two volumes. A third edition, revised and recorrected from
the difficult manuscript, is in I, 29-565. See Peter Scheibert, 'Der junge

Chernyschewsky und sein Tagebuch', in Jahrbiicher fur Geschichte Osteuro-

pas, vol. 5, nos. 1-2, 1957.

10. Fragments of his translation of the Confessions and notes for a biography of

Rousseau, written in the Peter-Paul fortress, have been published in N. G.
Chernyshevsky, ' Neizdannyye materiaiy' (Unpublished material), Saratov, 1939.

These notes are of little interest, except as an indication of his personal

preoccupation with Rousseau's character.

11. Letter written from Vilyuysk of 11th April 1877, XV, 21.

12. I, 145.

13. XIV, 56.

14. Quoted by E. Lyatsky, 'A^. G. Chernyshevsky i uchitelya ego niysli: Gegel',

Belinsky, Feyerbakh' (N. G. Chernyshevsky and the men who influenced

his thought: Hegel, Belinsky, Feuerbach), in 'Sovremennyy mir', 1910,

nos. X-XI.
15. 1,232.

16. 'Polnoye sobranie sochineniv\ op. cit., vol. X, part II, 190.

17. XIV, 543.

18. These words are taken from an anonymous pamphlet published in Geneva in

1865 by the 'young emigres', those who considered themselves to be the closest

followers of Chernyshevsky. The pamphlet was in memory of the poet M. L.

Mikhaylov, who died in Siberia. It was reprinted by E. Kusheva, in *Litera-

turnoye nasledstvo', 1936, nos. 25-6, pp. 293 ff.

J 9. 1,248.

20. I, 297.

21. I, 358.

22. XIV, 47-8.

23. I, 66.

24. I, 59.

25. I, 67.

26. N. V. Shelgunov, ' Vospominaniya\ Redaktsiya, vstupiteFnaya stat'ya i

primechaniya A. A. Shilova {Memoirs. Edited, with introduction and notes, by

A. A. Shilov), M.-P., 1923, p. 95.

27. I, 196. See also ' Delo petrashevtsev ' {The case of the Petrashevskists), op. cit.,

vol. Ill, M., 1951, pp. 15 ff.

28. Quoted by Yu. M. Steklov, op. cit., vol. I, p. 33.

29. I, 274.

30. I, 357.

31. I, 110.

32. I, 115.

33. I, 122.

34. I, 134.

35. I, 171.

36. V. E. Chcshikhin, 'N. G. Chernyshevsky (1828-89)' {N. G. Chernyshevsky,

[1828-89]), P., 1923, p. 61.

37. I, 356-7.

38. I, 357.

39. I, 419.

40. 1,381.

41. XIV. 311 fT.
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42. Yu. Steklov, op. cit., vol. I, p. 170, note I, quotes a curious incident which

shows how this judgment on Nekrasov—which Chernyshevsky was the first to

formulate—was accepted by all his generation of Populists. At Nekrasov's

funeral, Dostoevsky gave a funeral oration. As he was saying that the poet was

not inferior to Pushkin, one of the bystanders said: 'He was greater, he was

greater!' It was Plekhanov, who was a young man at the time and a member
of Zemlya i Volya.

43. II, 94-5.

44. II, 97.

45. II, 96.

46. II, 117.

47. II, 94.

48. Ill, 303.

49. II, 294.

50. IV, 136-7.

51. This work was published for the first time with the title of ' Rasskaz o kryms-

koy voyne po Kingleku' (Story of the Crimean War, taken from Kinglake),

with introductory preface and notes by N. A. Alekseyev, A. N. Straukh and

Kh. N. Kantor, M., 1935.

52. N. G. Chernyshevsky, 'Prolog'. Podgotovka teksta A. P. Skaftymova i N. M.
Chernyshevskoy-Bystrovoy. Kommentarii A. P. Skaftymova. Stat'ya N. V.

Vodovozova (Prologue. Text edited by A. P. Skaftymov and N. M. Cherny-

shevskaya-Bystrova. Comments by A. P. Skaftymov. Introductory article by

N. V. Vodovozov), M.-L., 1936, p. 164.

53. XIV, 350.

54. 'Prolog' (Prologue), op. cit., p. 232.

55. ' Izbrannyye ekonomicheskiye proizvedeniya' (Selected works on economics),

op. cit., vol. I, p. 417.

56. Cf. N. M. Sikorsky, " Zhurnal '' Sovremennik'' i krest'yanskaya reforma 1861 g.'

(The 'Contemporary' and the agrarian reforms of 1861), M., 1957.

57. Of outstanding interest for the understanding of the discussions which the

economic problems of the period aroused is N. A. Tsagolov's 'Ocherki russkoy

ekonomicheskoy mysliperiodapadeniya krepostnogo prava' (Essays on economic

thought in Russia at the time of the collapse of the serf system), M., 1956.

58. Article published in Sovremennik, vol. IX. Reprinted in II, 735 ft\

59. Reprinted in his book 'Opyty po istorii russkago prava' (Essays on the history

of Russian law), M., 1858, p. 1 ff.

60. Article of April 1856, published in Sovremennik, cf. Ill, 642 ft'.

61. IV, 303-4.

62. IV, 739.

63. IV, 738.

64. IV, 742.

65. IV, 746.

66. IV, 750. In another article he returned to this idea: 'Within twenty or thirty

years the obshchina will off"er our peasants another and greater advantage, by

giving them a great opportunity to create agricultural societies for farming the

land . .
.' i.e. cooperatives and collective enterprises. ' Izhrannvve ekono-

micheskiye proizvedeniya' (Selected works on economics), op. cit., vol. 1.

p. 489.

67. IV, 329.

68. IV, 438.

69. IV, 413.

70. IV, 414.
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71. IV, 347.

72. IV, 328.

73. " Izbrannvye ckonomicheskiye proizvedeniya'' {Selected works on economics),

op. cit., vol. I, pp. 689 ff.

74. Ibid., p. 718.

75. Ibid., p. 727.

76. This was published for the first time by N. A. Alekseyev in 'Krasnyy arkhiv',

1939, no. V.

77. ' Izbrannyye ekonomicheskiye proizvedeniya'' {Selected works on economics),

op. cit., vol. II, p. 261.

78. An interesting survey of these reductions in peasant holdings in different

regions!is published in the appendix to the ' Istoriya SSSR, torn II, Rossiya v XIX
veke\ pod red. M. V. Nechkinoy {History of the USSR, vol. II, Russia in the

XlXth century, edited by M. V. Nechkina), M., 1940.

79. Published in Sovremennik, 1858, no. V, and reprinted in ' Izbrannyye

sochineniya\ v pyati tomakh {Selected works, in 5 vols.), op. cit., vol. 1, pp. 1 ff.

80. "Prolog' {Prologue), op. cit., p. 226.

81. Quoted from V. Evgen'ev-Maksimov, '

"" Sovremennik'" pri Chernyshevskom i

Dobrolyubovc' {The "Sovremennik' in the time of Chernyshevsky and
Dobrolyubov), L., 1936, pp. 24-5.

82. Letter to Turgenev, 13th October 1856, published in the collection 'Turgenev i

krug '" Sovremennika"". Neizdannyye materialy. 1847-I86r {Turgenev and the

'Sovremennik' circle. Unpublished material. 1847-1861), M.-L., 1930.

83. Ibid., p. 196.

84. Quoted by Yu. Steklov, op. cit., vol. II, p. 20.

85. XIV, 333.

86. ' Russkiy chelovek na rendez-vous' {The Russian at the rendez-vous), in Sovremen-

nik, 1858, no. Ill, reprinted in '^Polnoye sobranie sochineniy' {Complete works),

vol. I, p. 90.

87. These words are quoted by Avdot'ya Panaeva, ' Vospominaniya 1824-1870'

{Recollections, 1824-1870), fourth edition, with notes by K. Chukovsky, M.-L.,

1930, p. 421.

88. XV, 431.

89. Ill, 568 ff.

90. Kavelin was equally critical of Chernyshevsky. The difference between them
is all the more characteristic in that for a long time they maintained good
relations; but it reflects a deep-rooted political dissension. Kavelin wrote to

Herzen on 6th August 1862, when Chernyshevsky was arrested with Semo-
Solovevich: 'These arrests do not amaze me, nor, I confess it, do they seem
revolting. It is war: win or lose. The revolutionary party maintains that all

ways are good to overcome the government, and the latter defends itself with

its own methods. This was not the meaning of the deportations and im-

prisonments under that animal Nicholas. Then people died for what they

believed, for their convictions, their faith and their word. I would like to see

you in the government and what you would do against a party which started

to work against you openly and underground. I like Chernyshevsky very much,
very much, but I have never seen such a brouillon, a man so lacking in tact and
so full of self-confidence.'

91. Gcrtsen, X, 61.

92. XIV, 379.

93. Quoted in Gcrtsen, X, 20.

94. See a convincing article, which denies that Chernyshevsky was author, by B.

Koz'min, ' By I li N. G. Chernyshevsky avtorom pis'ma " Russkogo cheloveka** k
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Gertsenu'' {Was Chernyshevsky the author of the letter from 'A Russian'' to

Herzen?), in ' Literaturnoye nasledstvo', 1936, no. 25-6, p. 576.

95. The arguments in favour of attributing it to Dobrolyubov have been collected

by M. V. Nechkina, 'N. G. Chernyshevsky v gody revolyutsionnoy situatsiV

(N. G. Chernyshevsky in the years of the revolutionary situation), in ' Istori-

cheskiye zapiski', 1941, no. X, pp. 3 ff. See too E. A. Bushkanets, 'K voprosu

ob avtore pis'ma Russkogo che/oveka ' (On the question of the authorship of
the letter from ' A Russian '), in fzvestiya Ak. Nauk SSSR. Seriya istorii i

filosofii, 1951,no. 2.

96. "O prichinakh padeniya Rima (Podrazhaniye Montesk'e)' (On the causes of the

fall of Rome [in imitation of Montesquieu]), in Sovremennik, 1861, no. V,

reprinted in ' Izbrannyye ekonomicheskiye proizvedeniya ' (Selected works on

economics), op. cit., vol. II, pp. 572 ff.

97. " Bor'ba partly vo Frantsii pri Lyudovike XVIII i Karle X' (Party conflict in

France in the time of Louis XVIII and Charles X), published in Sovremennik,

1858, and reprinted in 'Izbrannyye sochineniyd' (Selected works), op. cit., vol. I,

pp. 228 ff.

98. 'lyul'skaya monarkhiya'' (The July monarchy), published in Sovremennik, 1858,

and reprinted in 'Izbrannyye sochineniya' (Selected works), op. cit., vol. I, pp.
316 ff.

99. Published in Sovremennik, 1858, and reprinted in 'Izbrannyye sochineniya'

(Selected works), op. cit., vol. I, pp. 454 ff.

100. VI, 5.

101. VI, 153.

102. VI, 342.

103. VI, 368.

104. VI, 369-70.

105. The fact that Chernyshevsky took advantage of the events in Italy, to state his

own political ideas more clearly, ought not to make us forget the sympathy and
interest with which he followed the development of Italian affairs. Generally

speaking the last phase of the Risorgimento attracted the attention of all the

liberal democratic elements in Russia. Sovremennik was, at that time, the

mirror for this interest. P. I. Bibikov, for instance, took the opportunity of an
historical study on Italy at the time of the first French Revolution to speak at

length about Mazzini. It published in serial form Ruffini's novel Lorenzo

Benoni. The central censorship committee, in a report of September 1861,

pointed out that the novel was particularly dangerous at that time, when the

student movement in St Petersburg, Moscow, and other Russian cities was
increasing in strength. 'The translation o{ Lorenzo Benoni tells the reader of

the author's revolutionary education, in the kingdom of Sardinia, at the

beginning of the movement in that country, under the autocracy of Carlo

Alberto. The revolutionary activities of the students against their professors

and masters already foreshadow—according to the author of this novel—the

future significance of this movement. He himself then began to come to the fore

not just because of his success in work, but also for his early anti-government

tendencies. The author does not fail to refer every activity at his college to a

general conception of revolution and conspiracy . . . The author brands with

particular passion the closing of the universities of Turin and Genoa.' (Quoted
from V. Evgen'ev-Maksimov, ''^Sovremennik'' pri Chernyshevskom i

Dohrolyubove' {The 'Sovremennik' in the time of Chernyshevsky and Dobroly-

ubov), op. cit., pp. 497-498). The censor protested again when the novel

appeared in a separate edition (ibid., p. 505). It is interesting to note, in con-

nection with this, that among the books read by Chernyshevsky in the Peter-
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Paul fortress was a novel by Ruffini, Vincenzo, in English (XIV, 489). Again,

in 1885, when he was in prison in Astrakhan, Chemyshevsky remembered the

articles which Gallenga had published in The Times during the war of 1859,

'which were very exact and very well written', and he thought of translating

the memoirs, which had been published in England. The Sovremennik did not

have a proper correspondent of its own in Italy at that time, nor did any other

review or periodical in Russia. But Dobrolyubov wrote numerous articles

during his journey in Italy which followed Chemyshevsky's political line [cf.

E. V. Tarle, 'Stat'i Dobrolyubova ob ital'yamkikh delakh' {Dobrolyubov'

s

articles on Italian affairs), in the eighth volume of ' Polnoye sobranie sochineniy

Dobrolyubova', pod red. E. V. Anichkova {Complete works of Dobrolyubov,

edited by E. V. Anichkov), M., 1913]. In 1862 the Sovremennik published two
articles by Leone Brandi (the pseudonym, or rather the translation, of the name
of a Russian follower of Garibaldi, L. Mechnikov), Caprera (no. Ill), and The

last Doge of Venice (on the 1848 revolution in Venice), no. IV. Just before he

was arrested, Chemyshevsky received a letter from Mechnikov, dated 20th

June 1862, with an article on Mazzini, and the promise of an immediate

sequel. On 12th July, from Siena, he told him how he had been turned out of

the Flagello, for which he had been working, and proposed the following

series of articles for the Sovremennik: '(1) Manin—Venice in 1848 and 1849;

(2) Mazzini—the leader of the movement in Rome in 1849; (3) Cattaneo

—

Lombardy in 1848; (4) Three landings—Bandiera, Pisacane (episodes very

little known in Russia) and Garibaldi; (5) V. Gioberti; (6) C. Balbo; (7)

Cavour (the last three were to be on the Piedmont government in relation to

Italian unity, the constitution and nationalism); (8) Piedmont in 1849; (9)

Naples in 1848 (the minister, Troya, the radicals, Poerio, etc.); (10) Sicily in

1848; (11) Leopardi and Giusti; (12) the Tuscan triumvirate (Guerazzi,

Montanelli, Mazzini); (13) Southern Italy in 1862 (the party of action and the

party of the status quo).' The general ideas which he proposed to expound
were: 'Italy cannot find her salvation in a bourgeois-Christian world, she must
rise {risorgere), join the new element, the Slav, and start a universal federation

with this which would sweep away all the illegitimate elements of Christian

feudalism and bourgeoisie, which are so flaccid and lifeless that they have to

hide under the abstract idea of the greatness of the State, and that other

abstract idea—society' (N. G. Chemyshevsky, "Literaturnoye nasledie'

{Literary inheritance), op. cit., vol. Ill, pp. 672 ff.). It is clear that Mechnikov
looked at Italy from a point of view similar to Herzcn's, as well as similar

to Bakunin's, during his stay in that country.

106. This fundamental treatment of the subject, noteworthy for its clarity and
acuteness, is contained in ' Ekonomicheskaya deyatel'nost' i zakonodateistvo'

{Economic activity and legislation), in Sovremennik, 1859, no. II, and re-

printed in ' Izbrannyye ekonomicheskiye proizvedeniya' {Selected works on

economics), op. cit., vol. II, pp. 127 flf.

107. ' Kapital i trud' {Capital and labour), in Sovremennik, 1860, no. I, and re-

printed in '' Izbrannyye ekonomicheskiye proizvedeniya'' {Selected works on

economics), op. cit., vol. II, pp. 300 ff.

108. 'Ocherki iz politicheskoy ekonomii' {po Millyu) {Essays on political economy

[after Mill]), in 'Izbrannyye ekonomicheskiye proizvedeniya' {Selected works on

economics), op. cit., vol. Ill, part II, p. 656.

109. Ibid., p. 658.

110. Marx, who criticized everything in Chemyshevsky's economics which was
difl'crent from his own, felt and appreciated the strength of his Sociahst con-

victions. Sec B. Nikolaevsky, " Russkiye knigi v bibliotekc K. Marksa i F.
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EngeVsa^ {Russian books in the libraries ofK. Marx and F. Engels), in ' Arkhiv

K. Marksa i F. Engel'sa\ pod red. D. Ryazanova, {The archive of K. Marx
and F. Engels, edited by K. Ryazanov), M.-L., 1929, no. IV, pp. 356 ff.

111. 'Prolog' {Prologue), op. cit., pp. 237-8.

112. 1,747.

113. Quoted by S. G. Stakhevich, 'Sredi politicheskikh prestupnikov'' {Among
thepolitical delinquents), in the miscellany, A^. G. Chernyshevsky, M., 1928, p. 82.

114. This is one of the most debated questions among students of the life of

Chernyshevsky. The one proof in favour of his authorship is Shelgunov's

evidence in his memoirs. But even this, written many years later, is open to

doubt. Shelgunov said that he no longer remembered the theme of the mani-

festo and he gave it a different title from that of the text we possess. There is

a manuscript in Mikhailov's handwriting. This may be just a copy. When it

fell into the hands of the police it was one of the weightiest pieces of evidence

against Chernyshevsky, but only because a provocateur said that he was
certain that Chernyshevsky was the author. Chernyshevsky always denied it.

It must be said, however, that in his depositions ih&provocateur quoted phrases

of Chernyshevsky's which have an authentic ring. The problem, however, may
not be as important as it has seemed to recent Soviet historians, who have been

anxious to make Chernyshevsky not only an intellectual and political revolu-

tionary, which indeed he was, but also a conspirator. Here we are encroaching

upon the realms of hagiography. About this whole question, see Yu. Steklov,

op. cit., vol. II, pp. 182 ff., and M. V. Nechkina, 'A^. G. Chernyshevsky v gody
revolyutsionnoy situatsW {N. G. Chernyshevsky in the years of the revolutionary

situation), op. cit., pp. 6 ff.

115. '' Barskim krest'yanam ot ikh dobrozhelateley poklon' {To the peasants of the

landlordsfrom one who desires their well-being, greetings), reprinted in 'Izbran-

nyye ekonomicheskiye proizvedeniya' {Selected works on economics), op. cit.,

vol. II, pp. 606 ff.

116. The letter is reprinted in 'Protsess N. G. Chernyshevskogo. Arkhivnyye

dokumenty\ Red. i primechaniya N. A. Alekseyeva {The trial ofN. G. Cherny-

shevsky. Materialfrom the archives. Edited and with notes by N. A. Alekseyev),

Saratov, 1939. As to whether it was addressed to Obruchev, see Ya. Z.

Chemyak's contribution in ' Literatumoye nasledstvo', vol. 62, p. 420.

117. Report published in 'Protsess N. G. Chernyshevskogo'' {The trial of N. G.

Chernyshevsky), op. cit., p. 11.

118. V. N. Shaganov, 'A^. G. Chernyshevsky na katorge i v ssylke. Vospominaniya\

Posmertnoye izdanie E. Pekarskogo {N. G. Chernyshevsky. Hard labour and
deportation. Recollections. Posthumous publication by E. Pekarsky), Spb.,

1907, p. 29.

119. Reprinted in Herzen's 'KolokoV, and often elsewhere. See, for example, B. B.

Glinsky, ' Revolyutsionnyy period russkoy istorii {1861-1881 gg.). Istoricheskiye

ocherki' {The revolutionary period in Russian history [1861-1881]. Historical

essays), Spb., 1913, part I, pp. 146 ff. On the spirit of this opposition, cf. G.
Dzhanshiev, 'A.M. Unkovsky i osvobozhdenie krest'yan' {A. M. Unkovsky

and the liberation of the peasants), M., 1894. Cf. S. G. Svatikov, ' Konstitutsion-

noye dvizhenie pri Aleksandre IV {The constitutional movement under Alexander

II), no place, no date.

120. They were not printed till some years later in London by Lavrov, in 1874. See

' Izbrannyye ekonomicheskiye proizvedeniya' {Selected works on economics),

op. cit., vol. TI, pp. 617 ff.

121. A. A. Serno-Solov'evich, ' Nashi domashniye dela' {Affairs at home\ Geneva,
1867.
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122. 'Protsess N. G. Chemyshevskogo\ op. cit., p. 18.

123. M. V. L'vova, '' Kak podgotovvalos' zakritie ^^ Sovremennika'"' v 1862 g.

{Preparations for the closure of the " Sovremennik' in 1862), in ' Istoricheskie

zapiski', 1954, no. 46.

124. A. Shilov, ' A^. G. Chernyshevsky v doneseniyakh agentov III Otdeleniya' {N. G.

Chernyshevsky,from the reports of the agents of the Third Section), in 'Krasnyy

Arkhiv', 1926, no. I, in which 113 police reports on him are examined, from
2nd October 1861 to 7th July 1862.

125. Letter from prison, 20th November 1862, to Prince A. A. Suvorov, in " Protsess

N. G. Chernyshevskogo\ op. cit., p. 78.

126. See his visit to General Potapov of the Third Section, 16th July 1862, described

from unpublished documents in N. M. Chernyshevskaya, ' Letopis' zhizni i

deyatel'nosti N. G. Chernyshevskogo' (Annals of the life and activity of N. G.

Chernyshevsky)^ op. cit., p. 260.

127. 'Protsess N. G. Chernyshevskogo\ op. cit., p. 27,

128. Quoted by N. Ya. Nikoladze, ' Vospominaniya o shestidesyatykh godakh'

{Memories of the sixties), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1927, no. IV, p. 30.

129. The most detailed studies of this trial are by M. Lemke in ' Politicheskiye

protsessy v Rossii 1860-kh godov. Po arkhivnym dokumentam' {Political trials

in Russia in the sixties. Documentsfrom the archives), M.-P., 1923, p. 161.

130. 'Protsess N. G. Chernyshevskogo\ op. cit., p. 321.

131. Letter to his wife, 5th October 1862, XIV, 456.

132. 'Protsess N. G. Chernyshevskogo\ op. cit., p. 295.

133. He imagines that the young Rakhmetov, the revolutionary in his novel, in-

sults him for refusing to take part in conspiracy. And he comments: 'I in fact

had not told him what I was thinking, and he had the right to call me a liar.

Yet his words could not seem in the least offensive to me; they were even a

compliment "in this case", as he said, because this itself was "the case". In

reality he was able to preserve his initial trust and even his respect for me." XI,

205.

1 34. What is to be done ? was begun on 4th December 1 862 and finished in a few

months. It was given to the prison authorities and by them to the commission
of inquiry. Both put so many seals on the manuscript that when it arrived at

the censor's office he never read it, thinking that it had already been examined.

It was passed to the Sovremennik. Nekrasov lost the manuscript on the Nevsky
Prospekt, and only found it when, after putting an advertisement in the police

journal of St Petersburg, it was handed to him by a poor clerk who had picked

it up. It went to press in February 1863 and came out in serial form. It aroused

great enthusiasm and also much criticism—not only of its artistic nullity, which

was only too evident, but also of its political and social ideas. See V. Evgen'ev-

Maksimov and G.Tizengauzen, ' Posledniyegody "' Sovremennika'\ 1863-1866'

(The last years of the ' Sovremennik\ 1863-1866), L., 1939; and Avdot'ya

Panaeva, ' Vospominaniya' (Memoirs), op. cit. The opinion of other circles in

the State is shown by Muravev's proposal to recall Chernyshevsky from

Siberia to question him. Muravev 'the butcher' was head of the Committee
of Inquiry that was appointed after Karakozov's attempt on the life of the

Tsar. He had noticed that at the end of the last chapter (which foresaw the

revolution) Chernyshevsky had put a date, 4th April 1863. Muravev seemed to

think that this had some connection with the date of Karakozov's plot, 4th

April 1866. Alexander II had to intervene in person to put an end to the

idea.

Chernyshevsky's contemporaries at once saw that What is to be done ? was a

roman a clef and it is not very difficult to identify the various characters.
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Rakhmetov, the revolutionary, for example, was based partly on a young
nobleman from Saratov, who in 1861 went to London and left all his money
to Herzen for the cause. He then set off for the Pacific, planning to found a

Communist colony. After this, nothing more was heard of him.

It is interesting to remember that A. Tveritinov, a follower of Cherny-

shevsky, devoted himself to making his personality and sufferings known in

Western Europe in the 'seventies. In 1875, together with Malon and Guesde,

emigres from the Paris Commune then in Milan, he prepared a translation of

What is to be done ? It was printed at Lodi on the press belonging to Bignani's

La Plebe. Tveritinov encouraged Eugenio Cameroni, editor of Pungolo, to

write an article on Chernyshevsky, which was published in // Sole, La Plebe,

La Capitate, and a Neapolitan journal. See A. Tveritinov, 'Ob ob'yavlenii

prigovora N. G. Chernyshevskomu, o rasprostranenii ego sochineniy na

frantsuzskom yazyke v zapadnoy Europe i o mnogom drugom' (The reading of
his sentence to N. G. Chernyshevsky, the spread of his works in French in

Western Europe, and many other things), Spb., 1906.

135. This remained in the police archives until 1906, the year in which it was
partially published in Polnoye sobranie sochineniy'' {Complete works), op. cit.,

vol. X. It has been published complete at Moscow in 1933 and reprinted in

XII, 5 ff.

136. 'Russkaya starina', 1905, no. II. Also interesting for the eye-witness account

by M. P. Sazhin (Ross), 'O grazhdanskoy kazni N. G. Chernyshevskogo^ {The

civil execution of Chernyshevsky), published for the first time in 'Russkoye

bogatstvo', 1909, no. XII, and republished in ' Vospominaniya' {Memoirs),

M., 1925, pp. 16 ff.

137. P. F. Nikolaev, 'Lichnyye vospominaniya o prebyvanii N. G. Chernyshevskogo

na katorge {v Aleksandrovskom zavode), 1867-1872 gg.' {Personal memories of
N. G. Chernyshevsky serving sentence ofhard labour at Alexandrovsky Zavod,

1867-1872), M., 1906; V. N. Shaganov, W. G. Chernyshevsky na katorge i v

ssylke' {N. G. Chernyshevsky, hard labour and deportation), op. cit.

138. The documents in question have been published in 'Byloye', 1924, no. XV.
139. Letter to his wife, 2nd December 1872. XIV, 524.

140. Letter to his wife, 3rd April 1872. XIV, 516.

141. Letter to his wife, 17th May 1872. XIV, 518-19.

142. V. Ya. Kokosov, ' Rasskazy o kariyskoy katorge' {Accounts of hard labour at

Kara), Spb., 1907.

143. N. Ya. Nikoladze, ' Peregovory
"
Svyashchennoy druzhiny"" spartiey ""Narodnoy

VoW ' {The discussions between the 'Holy Company' and ' Narodnaya Volya),

P., 1917, p. 29.

144. Letter of 12th January 1871. XIV, 505.

145. XIV, p. 551.

146. XIV, 643-4.

147. XIV, 651.

148. XV, 465.

149. XV, 479.

CHAPTER 6

1 . There arc many publications of Dobrolyubov's works, but the most complete

is N. A. Dobrolyubov, 'Polnoye sobranie sochineniy'' v shesti tomakh, pod
obshchey redaktsiey P. I. Lebedeva-Polyanskogo {Complete works, in six

volumes, under the general direction of P. I. Lebedev-Polyansky), L., 1934-9.

There is a comprehensive bibliography in the prefaces and notes. From now
on in this chapter it will be referred to by volume and page only. For books
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on him, see V. Polyansky (P. I. Lebedev), 'N. A. Dobrolyubov. Mirovozzrenie i

litcraturno-kritichcskaya deyateVnost'"' {N. A. Dobrolyubov. His conception of
the world and his work as a literary critic), M., 1933; and 'Letopis' zhizni i

deyatel'nosti N. A. Dobrolyubova\ Pod red. S. Ya. Rcyzera {Annals of the life

and work of N. A. Dobrolyubov. Edited by S. Ya. Reyzer), M., 1953. On
the cultural atmosphere of this town see the important and curious article of

Pierre Pascal, Un centre intellectual provincial au XIXe siicle: Nijni-Novgorod,

in Revue des etudes slaves, Paris, 1954, nos. 1-4.

2. Curious extracts in VI, 389 ff.

3. This small paper, Slukhi {Voices of today), is reprinted in full in IV, 429 ff.

Accounts of the political life of the Institute have been assembled by S.

Reyzer, ' Materialy dlya biografii N. A. Dobrolyubova' {Material for a bio-

graphy ofN.A. Dobrolyubov), in ' Literaturnoye nasledstvo*, 1936, nos. 25-6.

4. Diary, 6th January 1853. VI, 382.

5. Diary, 15th January 1857. VI, 453. This refers to the meeting for the anniver-

sary of the 1848 revolution.

6. N. G. Chernyshevsky, 'Prolog' {Prologue), M.-L., 1936, p. 298.

7. The name of this periodical was most probably taken from the famous
Fischietto published at Turin. See, with reference to this, the notes by V. N.
Knyazhin in 'Polnoye sobranie sochineniy' {Complete works) of Dobrolyubov,
edited by E. V. Anichkov, Spb., 1912-13, vol. IX, p. 528.

8. N. V. Shelgunov, ' Sochineniya' {Works), Spb., 1895, vol. II, p. 684.

9. See the interesting analysis by Nestor Kotlyarevsky, ' Kanun osvobozhdeniya'

{On the eve of emancipation). P., 1916, pp. 196 ff.

10. ' Russkaya satira v vek Ekateriny' {Russian satire in the age of Catherine), II,

139.

11. 11,381.

12. II, 56.

13. II, 310ff.

14. II, 404.

15. II, 269 (the phrase was suppressed by the censor).

16. 11,271.

17. IV, 138.

18. 'Chto takoye oblomovshchina?' {What is an Oblomov mentality?), II, 5 ff.

19. II, 10.

20. II, 30.

21. II, 35.

22. II, 206.

23. 11,211.

24. M. A. Antonovich, '/z vospominaniy o N. A. Dobrolyubove' {From recollections

of N. A. Dobrolyubov), in ' Shestidesyatyye gody\ Vstupitel'nyye stat'i, kom-
mentarii i redaktsiya V. Evgen'eva-Maksimova i G. F. Tizengauzena {The

sixties. Edited, with introductory articles and notes by V. Evgen'ev-Maksimov
and G. F. Tizengauzen), L., 1933, p. 140.

25. II, 256.

26. ' Blagonamerennost' i deyatel'nost'"' {Good intentions and actions), II, 241 ff.

27. IV, 60.

28. IV, 3 ff.

29. M. A. Antonovich, '/z vospominaniy o N. A. Dobrolyubove' {From recollec-

tions of N. A. Dobrolyubov), op. cit., p. 142.

30. IV, 157.

31. An important body of his writings has been collected in A. P. Shchapov,
' Sochineniya' {Works), Spb., 1906-8, 3 vols. See also A. P. Shchapov, ' Neizdan-

L
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nyye sochinemya\ s predisloviem i primechaniyami E. I. Chernysheva {Un-

published works, with preface and notes by E. I. Chernyshev), Kazan, 1927;

and A. P. Shchapov, ' Sochineniya\ dopolniternyy torn k izdaniyu 1906-1908

{Works. Supplementary volume to the 1906-1908 edition), Irkutsk, 1937. The
two most important biographies are: N. Ya. Aristov, ' Afanasiy Prokof'evich

Shchapov {Zhizn' i sochineniyaY {A. P. Shchapov [Life and works]), Spb., 1883;

and G. A. Luchinsky, Afanasiy Prokof'evich Shchapov. Biografcheskiy

ocherk' {A. P. Shchapov. A biographical essays) which is at the beginning of

vol. Ill of the ' Sochineniya' {Works), previously mentioned. See the article on
Shchapov by G. V. Plekhanov, published in ' Vestnik Narodnoy VoW, no. I,

and reprinted in ' Sochineniya\ pod red. D. Ryazanova {Works, edited by D.
Ryazanov), M.-P., undated, vol. II, pp. 10 ff.; M. N. Pokrovsky, 'A. P.

Shchapov {k 50-letiyii so dnya ego konchinyY {A. P. Shchapov: On the fiftieth

anniversary of his death), in 'Istorik-marksist', 1927, no. Ill, reprinted in

' Istoricheskaya nauka i bor'ba klassov' {The science of history and the class

struggle), M.-L., 1933, vol. II, pp. 165 ff.; A. Sidorov, ' Melkoburzhuaznaya
teoriya russkogo istoricheskogo protsessa {A. P. Shchapov)' {A petit bourgeois

theory of the historical development of Russia [A. P. Shchapov]), in ' Russkaya
istoricheskaya literatura v klassovom osveshchenii. Sbornik statey' {Russian

historical literaturefrom the class standpoint. A miscellany), vol. I, M., 1927;

E. Chernyshev, ' Revolyutsionnyy demokrat-istorik A. P. Shchapov'' {A. P.

Shchapov : revolutionary democrat and historian), in 'Voprosy istorii', 1951,

no. 8.

32. N. G. Pomyalovsky, 'Ocherki bursy' {Essays on the ' bursa '), Spb., 1865.

33. N. Aristov, 'A. P. Shchapov', op. cit., p. 38.

34. Ibid., p. 10.

35. A. P. Shchapov, ' Sochineniya' {Works), op. cit., I, p. 225.

36. Ibid., p. 200.

37. 'Chto inogda otkryvaetsya v liberal'nykh frazakh' {What one can often find

under liberal phrases), 1859, no. IX, Often attributed to Dobrolyubov, but in

fact by M. A. Antonovich. Cf, M. A. Antonovich, ' Izbrannyye stat'i' {Selected

articles), L., 1938, p. 488.

38. IV, 318ff.

39. Fragments of these researches were published in S. V. Eshevsky, ' Sochineniya'

{Works), Spb., 1870. See the biography written by K. N. Bestuzhev-Ryumin
in S. V. Eshevsky, ' Sochineniya po russkoy istorii' {Works concerned with

Russian history), M., 1900.

40. Quoted by G. A. Luchinsky, 'A. P. Shchapov. Biograficheskiy ocherk' {A. P.

Shchapov. Biographical essay), op. cit., p. XXXI.
41. See, for example, a conversation 'On the constitution', in A. P. Shchapov,

' Neizdannyye sochineniya' {Unpublished works), op. cit.

42. There are several different versions of Shchapov's words. All must be regarded

with caution, but the general sense of his speech is unmistakable. See ' Rech
A. P. Shchapova posle panikhidy po ubitym v sele Bezdne krest'yanam'

{A. P. Shchapov's speech after the requiem ceremony for the peasants who were

killed in the village of Bezdna), in 'Krasnyy arkhiv', 1923, no. IV.

43. 'Zemstvo i raskol' {The zemstvo and the schism), Spb., 1862, reprinted in A. P.

Shchapov, ' Sochineniya' {Works), op. cit., vol. I, pp. 451 ff.

44. Ibid., p. 461.

45. Ibid., p. 464.

46. Ibid., p. 502.

47. ' Beguny' {The fugitives), ibid., pp. 505 ff.

48. Ibid., pp. 760 ff.
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49. ' Russkiye samorodki'' {The self-made men of Russia), in 'Vek', nos. 9-10,

quoted in B. Koz'min, 'Arfel'nyy zhurnal " Vek'" ' (The cooperative review

'The Century'); ' Russkaya zhurnalistika\ I. ' Shestidesvatyye godv\ pod red. i

s predisloviem Valer'yana Polyanskogo {Russian reviews. I. The sixties, edited

and with a preface by V. Polyansky), p. 41.

50. A. P. Shchapov, ' Sochineniya' {Works), op. cit., vol. II, pp. 154 ff.

51. Ibid., p. 158.

52. Ibid.,^. 159.

53. Ibid., p. 160.

54. Ibid., p. 162.

55. Ibid., p. 170.

56. Ibid., p. 154.

57. Ibid., p. 156.

58. Ibid., pp. 481 flf.

CHAPTER 7

1

.

Ceroid Tanquary Robinson, Rural Russia under the old regime, second edition,

New York, 1949; and Hugh Seton-Watson, The Decline of Imperial Russia,

1855-1914, London, 1952.

2. M. Lemke, " Krest'yanskiye volneniya 1855 goda {po neizdannym materialam)"

{The peasant disturbances in 1855 [from unpublished documents]), in 'Krasnaya
letopis", 1923, no. Ill; Ya. I. Linkov, ' Krest'yanskiye dvizheniva v Rossii

vo vremya Krymskoy voyny' {The peasant movement in Russia at the time of the

Crimean War), M., 1940; and A. Shapiro, in 'Bor'ba klassov', 1936, no. 10.

3. I. I. Ignatovich, ' Osnovnyye cherty krestyanskikh volneniy pered osvobozhden-

iem'' {The fundamental nature of the peasant disorders which preceded the

liberation), in ' Bor'ba krest'yan za osvobozhdenie'' {The peasant struggle for

freedom), L.-M., 1924, pp. 189 ff.; E. Kots, " Pobegi pomeshchich'ikh krest'yan

V nikolaevskuyu epokhu' {Peasant escapes in the time of Nicholas I), in ' Arkhiv

istorii truda v Rossii', no. V; E. Kots, ' Volneniya krepostnykh v nikolaevskuyu

epokhu' {Serf disturbances in the time of Nicholas I), in 'Russkoye proshloye',

1923, no. II.

4. M. Lemke, ' Krest'yanskive volneniya 1855 goda' {The Peasant disturbances

in 1855), in op. cit.

5. N. A. Dobrolyubov, " Polnoye sobranie sochineniy\ pod obshchey redaktsiey

P. I. Lebedeva-Polyanskogo {Complete works, edited by P. 1. Lcbedev-

Polyansky), vol. IV, pp. 439 ff.

6. L. A. Ayzenberger, " Svedeniya o polozhenii krest'yan k kontsu krymskoy
kampanii' {Accounts ofthepeasant situation at the end ofthe Crimean campaign),

in 'Arkhiv istorii truda v Rossii', 1923, no. X.

7. I. 1. Ignatovich, 'Osnovnyye cherty krest'yanskikh volneniy pered osvobozh-

deniem' {The fundamental nature of the peasant disorders which preceded the

liberation), op. cit., p. 207.

8. A careful study of the documents has now qualified and corrected the assertion

that the peasants awaited the will of the monarch with patience and trust.

This legend has been very difficult to disprove since it was put abroad in

the 'sixties, by the progressives who were fighting against the reactionaries.

The latter's opinion was that the liberation would be accompanied by grave

disorders, hence they concluded that nothing ought to be changed. See

A. A. Kornilov, ' Krest'yanskaya reforma' {The peasant reform), Spb., 1905,

pp. 104ff.

9. Of the extensive documentation on the subject, consisting generally of local

and of detailed studies, the principal works are: I. I. Ignatovich, ' Volneniya
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pomeshchich'ikh krest'yan ot 1854 do 1863 godci'' {The risings ofpeasants who
belonged to landlords/from 1854-1863), in ' Minuvshiye gody', 1908, nos. VII-
XI; A. Popel'nitsky, ' Kak prinyato bylo polozhenie 19 fevralya 1861 g.

osvobozhdyonnymi krest'yanami' {How thefreedpeasants received the manifesto

of 19th February 1861), in ' Sovremennyy mir', 1911, nos. II-III ; P. A.

Zayonchkovsky, "" Provedenie v zhizn krest'yanskoy reformy 1861 g.' {The

enforcement of the peasant reform of 1861), M., 1958. The most important

publications of documents relating to this subject are: ' Krest'yanskoye

dvizhenie v 1861 godu posle otmeny krepostnogo prava. Podgotovil k
pechati E. A. Morokhovets {The peasant movement in 1861, after the abolition

of serfdom. Edited for publication by E. A. Morokhovets), M.-L., 1949;

and ' Otmena krepostnogo prava. Doklady ministrov vmitrennykh del o proved-

enii krest'yanskoy reformy 1861-1862' {The abolition of serfdom. Reports of
Ministers of the Interior on the application of peasant reforms, 1861-1862),

edited by S. N. Valk, M.-L., 1950. On all this period, see the collective work,
' Velikaya reforma' {The great reform), by A. K. Dzhivilegov, S. P. Mel'gunov
and B.I. Picheta, M., 1911.

10. N. A. Serno-Solov'evich, '' Okonchatel'noye reshenie krest'yanskogo voprosa'

{Thefinal solution of the peasant problem), Berlin, 1861, p. 64.

1 1

.

' Krest'yanskoye dvizhenie v 1861 godu' {The peasant movement in 1861), op. cit.,

pp. 35-6.

12. 1. 1. Ignatovich, ' Volneniya pomeshchich'ikh krest'yan' {The risings ofpeasants
who belonged to landlords), op. cit., no. VIII.

13. ' Krest'yanskoye dvizhenie v 1861 godu' {The peasant movement in 1861), op. cit.,

p. 46.

14. Ibid.,^. 117.

15. Ibid.,^. 116.

16. 'Kolokol', 1862, no. 134.

17. ' Krest'yanskoye dvizhenie v 1861 godu' {The peasant movement in 1861), op.

cit., p. 174.

18. The annual report of the Third Section published in " Krest'yanskoye dvizhenie,

1827-1869'. Podgotovil k pechati E. A. Morokhovets {The peasant movement,
1827-1869. Edited for publication by E. A. Morokhovets), M.-L., 1931, vol.

II, p. 3.

19. 1. 1. Ignatovich, ' Volneniya pomeshchich'ikh krest'yan' {The risings ofpeasants

who belonged to landlords), op. cit., no. VIII.

20. 'Krest'yanskoye dvizhenie v 1861 godu' {The peasant movement in 1861), op.

cit., pp. 142 ff.

21. I. I. Ignatovich, 'Bezdna', in ' Velikaya reforma', op. cit., vol., V, pp. 211 ff.

;

M. Nechkina, ' Vosstanie v Bezdne' {The insurrection in Bezdna), in 'Krasnyy
Arkhiv', 1929, no. IV; M. Nechkina, ' Iz istorii krest'yanskikh vosstaniy protiv

''voli" ' {From the history of peasant insurrections against the 'liberation'),

ibid., 1929, no. V; E. I. Ustyuzhanin, ' Bezdnenskoye vosstanie 1861 g.' {The

insurrection at Bezdna in 1861), in ' Uchyennyye zapiski Kazanskogo Pedago-

gicheskogo Instituta', 1941, no. IV; and ' Bezdenskoye vosstanie 1861 g.'

Sbornik dokumentov. Obshchaya redaktsiya A. I. Yampol'skoy i D. S.

Gutmana {The insurrection at Bezdna in 1861. Collected documents,

under the general editorship of A. I. Yampol'skaya and D. S. Gutman),
Kazan, 1948.

22. 'Kolokor, nos. 98-9, 100, 101, 122-3, 124 and 125.

23. I. I. Ignatovich, ' Volneniya pomeshchich'ikh krest'yan' {The risings ofpeasants

who belonged to landlords), op. cit., no. IX.

24. Ibid., op. cit., no. X.
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25. The peasants of the village of Karasin in Volhynia began a revolt in 1 862 which

they kept up until 1867; they refused to come to terms, saying 'we will wait for

the Tsar's redemption'. Ignatovich. op. cii., no. VIII.

CHAPTER 8

1. See principally I. Solov'yov, ' Russkive imiversitety v ikh ustavakh i vospomi-

nanivakh sovrcmcnnikov' (The Russian universitiesfrom their statutes andfrom
the memoirs of contemporaries), Spb., no. I, 1914. Also of interest, S.

Mel'gunov, '/z istorii studencheskikh ohshchestv v russkikh universitetakh^

(The history ofstudent societies in the Russian universities), no place of publica-

tion given (but Moscow), 1904.

2. The best chronicle of the student movement is by S. Ashevsky, " Russkoye

studenchestvo v epokhu shestidesyatykh godov' (Russian students during the

sixties), in 'Sovremennyy mir', 1907, nos. Vl-XI. A diflferent interpretation

is to be found in Sergey Gessen, " Studencheskoye dvizhenie v nachale

shestidesyatykh godov' (The student movement at the beginning of the sixties),

M., 1932, with unpublished documents and an extensive bibliography.

3. See, for example, I. A. Shvinyn, ' Vospominaniya studenta shestidesyatykh

godov za 1862-1865 gg." (Recollections of a student in the sixties, 1862-1865),

Tambov, 1890, p. 8. He found the 'Kolokol' inside the university news sheet,

as well as a large number of pictures of Iskander. 'Imagine my terror', says

the author of this stupid but curious little book.

4. See some of the short passages given in the appendix to S. Gessen, op. cit.,

pp. 124ff. For example, no. I (1858) of the 'Living Voice' said: 'The aim of

our paper is to spread ideas about the reform of serfdom', and it eulogized the

atmosphere of freedom which was gradually coming into being in Russia.

'The Unmasker' originated from discussions between a group of two hundred

elementary school masters and a group of university students. The latter felt

compelled to lay bare and criticize their own shortcomings. See H'ya Petrovich

Verkhachev, ' Vospominaniya o studencheskoy zhizni' (Recollections of student

life), published in the collection '/z moskovskikh studencheskikh vospominaniya

(From the recollections of Moscow students), M., 1899, p. 232.

5. S. Gessen, op. cit., p. 12.

6. Compare S. V. Eshevsky, ' Moskovskiy universitet v 1861 godu' (The University

ofMoscow in 1861), in ' Sochineniya po russkoy istorii' (Works concerned with

Russian history), M., 1900; and S. Ashevsky, op. cit., nos. VII-VIII, p. 32.

7. S. Ashevsky, op. cit., nos. VII-VIII.

8. He is remembered by two writers : V. Ostrogorsky, ' Iz istorii moego uchitel'stva'

(About the story of my life as a master), Spb., 1895; and V. Sorokin,
' Vospominaniya starogo studenta' (Recollections ofan old student), in ' Russkaya

starina', 1906, no. XI.

9. N. A. Firsov, ' Studencheskiye istorii v kazanskom universitete 1855-1863'

(Student disorders in the University ofKazanfrom 1855 to 1863), in 'Russkaya

starina', 1888, nos. Ill, IV, VI-VIII.

10. Quoted from S. Gessen, op. cit., p. 18. Cf. V. I. Orlov, ' Studencheskoye

dvizhenie moskovskogo universiteta v XIX stoletii (The student movement in

Moscow University during the nineteenth century), M., 1 934 and P. S. Tkachenko,
' Moskovskoye studenchestvo v obshchestvenno-politicheskoy zhizni Rossii Il-oy

poloviny XIX veka ' (Moscow students in Russian political and social life in

the latter half of the 19th century), M., 1958. On the cultural background

and the student movement in Moscow, see N. M. Druzhinin, "Moskva i
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refonna 1861 goda' (Moscow and the reform of 1861); and S. M. Levin,
' Obshchestvennaya zhizn' Moskvy v 60-kh godakh' {Social life in Moscow in

the sixties) in Istoriya Moskvy v shesti tomakh^ {History of Moscow in 6
volumes), vol. IV, M., 1954, pp. 13 ff., 291 ff.

11. A manuscript poem in circulation at the time said:

' Let us go away together like a group of brothers

My friends let us leave these walls

Where pettiness suffocates us

Where there is nothing but spying and betrayal.'

Quoted by S. Gessen, op. cit., p. 128. The idea of voluntarily going down from
the university was in the air even before the 'Kolokol' suggested it to the

students.

12. S. Ashevsky, op. cit., no. IX.

13. S. Gessen, op. cit., p. 129.

14. See S. Gessen, ' Peterburgskiy universitet osenyu 1861 g." {Po neopublikov-

annym materialam iz arkhiva A. V. Nikitenko) {The University of St

Petersburg in autumn 1861 [from unpublished material from the archives of
A. V. Nikitenko]), in ' Revolyutsionnoye dvizhenie 1860-kh godov\ Sbomik
pod red. B. Goreva i B. P. Koz'mina {The revolutionary movement ofthe sixties.

Miscellany edited by B. Gorev and B. P. Koz'min), M., 1932, p. 11.

15. V. Sorokin, ' Vospominaniya starogo studenta" {Recollections ofan old student),

op. cit.

16. See the interesting comment on these events by K. D. Kavelin, published in

the Kolokol, no. 119-20.

17. I. A. Shvinyn, op. cit., p. 9.

18. Tlie most comprehensive and intelligent interpretation of the student move-
ment at St Petersburg—among the many in the memoirs of the period—is

probably by N. V. Shelgunov, 'Vospominaniya'. Redaktsiya, vstupitel'naya

stat'ya i primechaniya A. A. Shilova {Recollections. Edited and with preface

and notes by A. A. Shilov), M.-P., 1923, pp. 122 ff.

19. S. Ashevsky, op. cit., no. X; M. Lemke, 'Ocherki osvoboditeVnogo dvizheniya

60-khgodov'' {Essays on the liberation movement of the sixties), Spb., 1909, p. 7;

and 'Byloye', 1907, no. IV, p. 21.

20. N. I. Kostomarov, ' Neizdannaya glava iz avtobiografii' {An unpublished

chapterfrom my autobiography), in 'Golos minuvshego', 1918, nos. V-VI.
21. B. P. Koz'min, 'Iz istorii studencheskogo dvizheniya v Moskve v 1861 godu'

{From the history of the student movement in Moscow in 1861), in Revo-

lyutsionnoye dvizhenie 1860-kh godov' {The revolutionary movement of the

sixties), op. cit., p. 22. An interesting letter (author unknown), which is pub-

lished in this book, comments as follows on the clash with the police: 'To see

boys fighting with bears is horrible, but I must add that it is the first time that I

have seen either the people or the educated classes in agreement with the police.'

There is also an important handwritten manifesto which was distributed by

V. N. Lind at the time and copied out about twenty times. Lind defended his

fellow-students from accusations which the police were spreading: among
others that they 'wanted the peasants to return to serfdom'. The police cun-

ningly spread these rumours to turn public opinion against the students.

CHAPTER 9

1. M. M. Klevensky, Vertepniki, in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1928, no. X
2. The meaning of the name Vertepniki, which was adopted by this group, was

not understood even by its contemporaries. A police report said: 'These
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meetings are called, no one knows why, vertep (puppet theatre and den, place

of evil doings), but the members also call themselves socialists.'

3. 'Pesny sobrannyye P. N. Rybnikovym' (Songs collected by P. N. Rybnikov),

second edition., M., 1909, 3 vols. In the first volume there is an interesting

account of the author by A. E. Gruzinsky. See A. P. Razumova, */z istorii

russkovfol'kloristikr. P. N. Rybnikov, P. S. Efimenko {History of Russian folk-
lore. P. N. Rybnikov and P. S. Efimenko), M.-L., 1954.

4. All the basic documents concerning this episode were published for the first

time by B. P. Koz'min, in ' Khar'kovskiye zagovorshchiki J856-I858 godov'

(The Kharkov conspirators of the years J856-1858), no place of publication

given, undated (but Kharkov, 1930). See A. Z. Barabov, ' Khar'kovsko-kievskoye

revolyutsionnoye taynoye obshchestvo 1856-1860 gg' (The secret revolutionary

society ofKharkov and Kiev in 1856-1860), in 'Istoricheskie zapiski', 1955, no.

52, which emphasizes this group's link with Herzen.

5. N. A. Firsov,

'

Studencheskiye istorii v kazanskom universitete'' (Student disturb-

ances in the University of Kazan), in 'Russkaya starina', 1889, no. 64.

6. N. F. Bunakov, 'Moya zhizn' v svyazi s obshcherusskoy zhiznyu' (My life in

relation to the life of the Russian society), Spb., 1909, pp. 50-3.

7. E. Breshkovskaya, '/z moikh vospominaniy^ (From my memoirs), Spb., p. 21.

M. Muravsky, ' Ssylka i katorga v 1860-kh godakh' (Deportation and hard

labour in the sixties), in 'Byloye', no. IV, 1903; and the literature on the 'trial

of the hundred and ninety-three'.

8. The three numbers of 'Velikoruss' have often been reprinted. Soon after they

came out, they were republished abroad in 'Letuchiye listki' (Leaflets),

Heidelberg, 1862. 'The significance of these pages is so great, in view of the

state of affairs in Russia, that no justification is needed for reprinting them',

according to the anonymous preface, dated 1st December 1861. See also in

M. Lemke, 'Protsess '' Velikorusstsev'" ' (The trial of the authors of the

' Velikoruss''), in ' Ocherki osvoboditel'nogo dvizheniya shestidesyatykh godov'

(Essay on the liberation movement of the 'sixties), second edition, 1908, pp.

359 ff. See the interesting article by N. N. Novikova, ' Komitet " Velikorussa" i

bor'ba za sozdanie revolyutsionnoy organizatsii v epokhu padeniya krepostnogo

prava' (The committee of ' Velikoruss'' and the struggle to establish a revolu-

tionary organization in the period of the decline of serfdom), in 'Voprosy

istorii', 1953, no. 5, which tends to exaggerate the importance of this episode.

9. Yu. M. Steklov, 'N. G. Chernyshevsky. Ego zhizn' i deyatel'nost" (N. G.

Chernyshevsky. Life and activity), second edition, M.-L., 1928, vol. II, p. 248,

in which there is a collection ofevidence for and against this opinion ; the author

decides that Chernyshevsky had no share in the ' Velikoruss". In my opinion,

Steklov is right, even if some of the arguments he uses are invalid (it is not

true, for example, that he always maintained the necessity of giving all the

noblemen's estates to the peasants).

10. I. Trotsky, ' Avtobiograficheskoye pis'mo P. D. Balloda' (An autobiographical

letter by P. D. Ballod), in 'Revolyutsionnoye dvizhenie 1860-kh godov\ Sbornik

pod red. B. Goreva i B. P. Koz'mina (The revolutionary movement of the

sixties. Miscellany edited by B. Gorev and B. P. Koz'min), M., 1932. It is

confirmed also by L. F. Panteleyev in '/z vospominaniy proshlogo\ Redaktsiya

i kommentarii S. A. Reyzera. Vstupitel'naya stat'ya V. I. Nevskogo (Recol-

lections of the past. Edited, and with comments, by S. A. Reyzer. Introductory

article by V. I. Nevsky), M.-L., 1934, p. 310. See ' Literaturnoye nasledstvo',

vol. 62, pp. 413 ff.

11. B. P. Koz'min, ' Gertsen, Ogaryov i *'molodaya emigratsiya'' ' (Herzen, Ogarev

and the "young emigration'), in 'Literaturnoye nasledstvo', 1941, nos. 41-2.
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12. L. F. Panteleyev, */z vospominaniyproshlogo' {Recollections of thepast), op. cit.,

p. 241.

13. N. V. Shelgunov, ' Vospominaniya\ Redaktsiya, vstupitel'naya stat'ya i

primechaniya A. A. Shilova {Recollections. Edited, with introductory article

and notes, by A. A. Shilov), M.-P., 1923, p. 135.

14. Ibid., pp. 166, 167.

15. Ibid.,-p.7\.

16. Ibid., p. 83.

17. Ibid., pp. 72, 103. Cf. L. P. Shelgunova, '/z dalyokogo proshlogo' {From the

distant past), Spb., 1901, p. 69.

18. N. V. Shelgunov, op. cit., p. 34.

19. Ibid.,^. 110.

20. ' Rabochiy proletariat v Anglii i Frantsii'' {The proletarian worker in England

and France), in Sovremennik, 1861, nos. IX, X, XI.

21. M. L. Mikhaylov, 'Polnoye sobranie stikhotvoreniy\ Redaktsiya, biografi-

cheskiy ocherk i kommentarii N. S. Ashukina {Collected poems. Edited, with

biographical essay and comments by N. S. Ashukin), M.-L., 1934; and
'Sobranie stikhotvoreniy\ Pod red. Yu. D. Levina {Collectedpoems. Edited by

Yu. D. Levin), L., 1953.

22. M. L. Mikhaylov, 'Zapiski. 1861-I862\ Redaktsiya i vstupitel'naya stat'ya

A. A. Shilova {Memoirs. 1861-1862. Edited and with an introductory article

by A. A. Shilova), P., 1922.

23. N. V. Shelgunov, ' Vospominaniya' {Recollections), op. cit., p. 122.

24. T. A. Bogdanovich, 'Lyubov' lyudey shestidesyatykh godov' {Love in the sixties),

L., 1929, with many letters and accounts of this 'revolution' in the circles of

the Sovremennik and Zemlya i Volya.

25. N. V. Shelgunov, op. cit., 'p. 105.

26. In almost every number of the Sovremennik there is an article by Mikhaylov
on the question of women. They are collected in M. L. Mikhaylov, 'Zhensh-

chiny, ikh vospitanie i znachenie v sem'ye i obshchestve '

( Women, their education

and importance in the family and society), Spb., 1903.

27. P. V. Bykov, ' Siluety dalyokogo proshlogo' {Portraits from the distant past),

M.-L., 1930, p. 149.

28. P. D. Boborykin, 'Zapolveka' {Fifty years after), M., 1929, p. 173.

29. The few and contradictory accounts of this first nucleus have been transcribed

and collected by Yu. M. Steklov in 'N. G. Chernyshevsky. Ego zhizn' i

deyateVnost' {N. G. Chernyshevskv. Life and work), second edition, M.-L.,

1928, vol. II, pp. 282, 295.'

30. The two appeals are reprinted in N. V. Shelgunov, ' Vospominaniya' {Recol-

lections), op. cit., appendices II and III, pp. 303 ff.

31. The whole of this document is printed in N. V. Shelgunov, ' Vospominaniya'

{Recollections), op. cit., appendix I, pp. 287 ff.

32. Not without cause, F. Raskol'nikov calls this 'the first manifesto of

Populism', in '/z istorii russkoy revolyutsionnoy mysli 60-kh godov' {About the

history of revolutionary thought in the sixties), in 'Molodaya gvardiya', 1924,

no. IV.

33. M. L. Mikhaylov, ' Polnoye sobranie stikhotvoreniy' {Collected poems), op. cit.,

appendix, p. 641.

34. M. Lemke, " Politicheskiye prolsessy v Rossii v 1860-kh godakh {Po arkhivnym

dokumentamy {Political trials in Russia in the sixties [based on documents from
the archives]), second edition, M.-L., 1923, pp. 55 ff.

35. M. L. Mikhaylov, 'ZapiskV {Memoirs), op. cit., p. 109.

36. M, L. Mikhaylov, op. cit., p. 139.
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37. This and other pages of the 'pocket press' are reprinted in M. Lemke,
'Politicheskiye protsessy v Rossii 1860-kh godakh' {Political trials in Russia in

the sixties), op. cit., p. 503 ff., where there is a careful study of the whole
incident. See P. I. Valeskain, ' Revolyutsionnyy demokrat Pelr Davidovicli

Ballod" (The revolutionary democrat P. D. Ballod), Riga, 1957.

38. Sec B. P. Koz'min, "Pisal li D. I. Pisarev stat'yu pod nazvanieni '" Russkoe
pravitel'stvopodpokroviteVStrom Shedo-Ferroti'" ' {Is D. I. Pisarev the author of
the article ' The Russian government under the protection of Szedo-Ferroti' ?), in

'Izvestiya Akademii Nauk SSSR. Serya istorii i filosofii', vol. VIII, no. 4,

July-August 1951, pp. 364-5.

39. M. Lemke, op. cit., p. 578.

40. Their sentences are reprinted in V. Bogucharsky, ' Gosudarstvennyye prestu-

pleniya v Rossii v XIX veke* (State crimes in Russia in the nineteenth century),

Spb., 1906, p. 119. See M. Lemke, op. cit., pp. 647 ff.

CHAPTER 10

1. A. L Gertsen, ' Polnoye sobranie sochineniy i pisem\ pod red. M, K. Lemke
(Complete works and letters, edited by M. K. Lemke), P., 1912-23, vol. XIX,

pp. 331-2.

2. Most of L. F. Panteleyev's memoirs have been collected in '/z vospominaniy

proshlogo\ Redaktsiya i kommentarii S. A. Reyzera. Vstupitel'naya stat'ya

V. L Nevskogo (From Recollections of the past. Edited and with comments by
Reyzer. Introductory article by V. I. Nevsky), M.-L., 1934. The memoirs of

Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Sleptsov were left unfinished by the author and
have never been published complete. M. K. Lemke, however, has quoted from
them and used them extensively in a digression on 'Zemlya i Volya' included in

his edition of the works of Herzen, vol. XVI, pp. 70 ff. See also the memoirs
of Sleptsov's daughter, M. Sleptsova, ' Shturmany gryadushchey buri (Iz

vospominaniyY (The pilots of the advancing storm [From recollections]), in

'Zven'ya', vol. II. A series of letters and a detailed commentary are to be found

in articles by B. Koz'min, 'Gertsen, Ogaryov i '"molodaya emigratsiya''

'

(Herzen, Ogarev and the 'young emigration), and by E. Kusheva, 'K istorii

vzaimootnosheniy A. I. Gertsena i N. P. Ogaryova s ''Zemlyoy i Volyey"" 60-kh

godov' (On the history of the connections of A. I. Herzen and N. P. Ogarev

with 'Zemlya i Volya' in the sixties), both in ' Literaturnoye nasledstvo', 1941,

nos. 41-2, 61-3, 67. The principal work is by V. I. Nevsky and E. Safonova,
' ''Zemlya i Volya'' shestidesyatykh godov' ("Zemlya i Volya' in the sixties),

M., 1930, which, however, I have not been able to see.

3. The most recent studies on him are by I. Volodarsky, ' A'^. A. Serno-Solov'evich,

vydayushchiysya deyateV russkoy revolyutsionnoy demokratii' (N. A. Serno-

Solovevich, an eminent political figure of Russian revolutionary democracy), in

'Voprosy istorii', 1946, no. X; and V. I. Romanenko, ' Mirovozzrenie N. A.

Serno-Solov'evicha\ s.l., (but L.), 1954.

4. See the interesting memoirs by her daughter, O. K. Bulanova-Trubnikova, in

'TV/ pokoleniya' (Three generations), M., 1928. These were: Decembrist,

Liberal-Popuiist and Social-revolutionary.

5. Ibid., p. 72.

6. Ibid., p. 146.

7. Ibid., p. 74.

8. N. Bel'chikov, '/z naslediya revolyutsionnoy poezii 60-kh godov. Neizdannyye

stikhotvoreniya N. A. serno-Solov'evicha" (From the legacy of the revolutionary
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poetry of the sixties. Unpublished poems by N. A. Seino-Solov'cvich), in

' Literatumoye nasledstvo', 1936, nos. 25-6.

9. See two accounts by contemporaries, although they do not agree about the

details, published by M. Lemke, 'Ocherki osvoboditel'nogo dvizheniya

'' shestidesyatykh godov'' ' {Essays on the liberation movement of the "sixties'),

Spb., 1908, second edition, p. 43. He himself was to speak of this act in his

deposition, when he was arrested, ibid., p. 144.

10. E. Safonova, 'K biografii N. Serno-Solov'evicha' {For a biography of N.

Serno-Solov'evich), in 'Revolyutsionnoye dvizhenie 1860-kh godov\ Sbornik

pod redaktsiey B. I. Goreva i B. P. Koz'mina {The revolutionary movement in

the sixties. Miscellany edited by B. I. Gorev and B. P. Koz'min), M., 1932,

p. 72. Serno's letter to Alexander II from prison, 16th December 1863. In it

Semo replied to the Tsar's comment: 'But in order to give that guidance, one
must give these people room for their activity and thoughts, room to corre-

spond to their fortitude and honourable intentions.'

11. 'Ob osvobozhdenii krest'yan' {On the liberation of the peasants), in 'Golosa iz

Rossii' {Voicesfrom Russia), 1858, no. V. Serno-Solov'evich's authorship of this

pamphlet is confirmed in the obituary by his brother, Aleksandr, published

in 'Narodnoye delo', 1869, nos. 7-10. This periodical was edited by friends of

the brothers in a position to know the truth. The copy of this pamphlet, which
is preserved in the International Institute of Social History in Amsterdam, has

a note, evidently of an early date, which makes the same attribution.

12. N. A. Serno-Solov'evich, 'Okonchatel'noye razreshenie krest'yanskogo

voprosa' {The definitive solution to the peasant problem), Berlin, 1861; quoted

in M. Lemke, 'Ocherki osvoboditel'nogo dvizheniya '' shestidesyatykh godov"
'

{Essays on the liberation movement of the 'sixties'), op. cit., p. 45.

13. I. Trotsky, 'Pis'ma N. A. Serno-Solov'evicha k N. S. Kashkinn {Letters from
N. A. Serno-Solov'evich to N. S. Kashkin), in ' Revolyutsionnoye dvizhenie

1860-kh godov' {The revolutionary movement of the 'sixties'), op. cit., p. 103.

14. See the collection of articles and recollections dedicated to him, ' Viktor

Antonovich Artsimovich', Spb., 1904.

15. On his part in the discussions on the share companies, which were very heated

at that time, see Dobrolyubov's article in Sovremennik, 1859, no. XII, re-

printed in 'Polnoye sobranie sochineniy', pod red. P. I. Lebedeva-Polyanskogo

{Complete works, edited by P. I. Lebedev-Polyansky), M., 1934, vol. IV, pp.

158 ff.

16. ' Razbor trudov komissii dlya ustroystva zemskikh bankov' {Examination of
the work of the commission for setting up agricultural banks), in Sovremennik,

November 1860; and 'O proekte preobrazovaniya zemskikh povinnostey'

{Concerning a plan for reform of local taxation), in Sovremennik, November
1861.

17. ' Arkhiv Ogaryovykh'. Pod red. M. O. Gershenzona (77;^ Ogarev archives.

Edited by M. O. Gershenzon), in 'Russkiye propilei', 1917, no. V, pp. 260 ff.;

and a letter from Serno to Ogarev, published by S. Pereselenkov, in

' Literaturnoye nasledstvo', 1941, nos. 41-2.

18. 'Arkhiv Ogaryovykh' {The Ogarev archives), op. cit., p. 230.

19. London, 1862.

20. Ibid, p. 25.

21. Ibid., p. 119.

22. 'Arkhiv Ogaryovykh' {The Ogarev archives), op. cit., p. 232. This pamphlet

never appeared, as far as I know, and has been lost.

23. This programme is given in A. I. Gertsen, "Polnoye sobranie sochineniy i

pisem' {Complete works and letters), op. cit., vol. XI, pp. 38 fl.
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24. Ibid., vol. XVI, p. 76.

25. N. Chcrnyshcvskava, " NeopubJikovannaya perepiska S. N. i E. N. Pvpinykh'

( Unpublished correspondence of S. N. and E. N. Pypin), in ' Literatumoye

nasledstvo', 1936, nos. 25-6, from which one can gather how highly Pypin and
his family, who were related to Chemyshevsky, valued this enterprise. For
general information about Serno's bookshop, see the anecdotes related by

N. V. Shclgunov, ' Vospominaniya\ Redaktsiya, vstupitel'naya stat'ya i

primechaniya A. A. Shilova {Recollections. Edited, with an introductory

article and notes, by A. A. Shiiov), M.-L., 1923, pp. 113 ff.

26. B. P. Koz'min, ' Artelnyy zhurnal " K(?A:" ' {The cooperative review 'The

Century'), in ' Russkaya zhurnalistika. Shestidesyatyye gody' {Russian reviews.

The sixties), M.-L., 1930, and reprinted in ibid., ' Ot devyatnadtsatogo fevralya

k pervomu marta' {From 19th February 1861 to 1st March 1881), M., 1933.

27. N. V. Shelgunov, ' Vospominaniya' {Recollections), op. cit., p. 146; cf. 'Zapiski

iniperatorskogo russkogo geograficheskogo obshchestva' {Proceedings of the

Imperial Russian Geographical Society), Spb., 1862, no. 2.

28. 'Vek', nos. 13-14, partially reprinted in M. Lemke, 'Ocherki osvoboditel'nogo

dvizheniya '' shestidesyatykh godov"" ' {Essays on the history of the liberation

movement of the 'sixties'), op. cit., p. 486. Lemke thought that it had never been

published.

29. M. Lemke, op. cit., p. 60.

30. This was his formula: 'Every Russian living permanently in Russia has the

right to possess 4 desyatiny of land.'

31. M. Lemke has made a study of this in ' Delo o litsakh obvinyaemykh v snosh-

eniyakh s londonskimi propagandistami' {Documents concerning the people

accused ofbeing in touch with the Londonpropagandists), in the review, 'Byloye',

1906, nos. IX-XII; and later with some additions in his previously mentioned

book, pp. 17ff. N. Nalbandyan, 'Izbrannye filosofskie i obshchestvenno-

politicheskie proizvedeniya' {Selected works on philosophical, political and
social questions), published and edited by A. B. Khachaturyan, s.l., (M.), 1954.

32. M. Lemke, op. cit., p. 162 ff.

33. Ibid., p. 86. See P. C. Masini e G. Bosio, ' Bakunin, Garibaldi e gli affari slavi

1862-1863\ in 'Movimento operaio', 1952, no. 1, p. 78 ff.

34. Letter to his mother, from L Volodarsky, 'A^. A. Serno-Solov'evich, vydayush-

chiysya deyatel' russkoy revolyutsionnoy demokratii'' {N. A. Serno-Solov'evich,

an eminent political figure of the Russian revolutionary democracy), op. cit.,

p. 40. On 3rd April 1865 he wrote: 'I am determined and full of courage. I am
as tranquil in mind as none of those who persecute me can be. This hard school

has taught me many things. 1 have found within myself the strength to under-

stand my many errors and to admit them. But on going over all my con\ ictions,

I have remained faithful to them.'

35. His article of 15th April 1863 has been published by E. Safonova, 'K biografii

N. Serno-Solov'evicha' {For a biography ofN. Serno-Solov'evich), op. cit., p. 53.

36. Quoted by L Volodarsky, op. cit., p. 42. See ' Literatumoye nasledstvo', vol.

62, pp. 561 ff.

37. The part played by Herzen and Ogarcv in the inception of 'Zemlya i Volya'

has recently been the subject of numerous and extended discussions. See Ya. L
Linkov, RoV A. I. Gertsena i N. P. Ogaryova v sozdanii i deyatelnosti

obshchestva ''Zemlya i Volya'" ' {The function of Herzen and Ogarev in the

creation and operation of the 'Land and Liberty' organization), in 'Voprosy

istorii', 1954, no. 3, which assembles a great deal of material to prove the

weight of initiative displayed by the emigres and " Kolokol in the establish-

ment and development of the clandestine groups. S. A. Pokrovsky, 'O roll
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Chernyshevskogo i Gertsena v sozdanii revolyutsionnoy organizatsiC (The role

of Chernyshevsky and Herzen in the creation of a revolutionary organization),

ibid., 1954, no. 9, tries to maintain a balance between the role of ' KolokoV
and ' Sovremennik \ In spite of indications to the contrary contained in these

and a great many similar articles, it does not seem that documents of Ogarev,

recently published in ' Literaturnoye nasledstvo', vol. 61, pp. 459 ff., throw

much new light on the matter, though they enrich impressions already formed.

See the introductory article of M, Nechkina, ' Novyye materialy o revolyutsionnoy

situatsii v Rossii, 1859-1861 gg.' (New materials on the revolutionary situation

in Russia, 1859-1861), which deals with other recent articles on this question.

A more careful examination of the texts will be necessary to reach a conclusion.

For an example of a critical reconsideration of a text, see V. N. Shul'gin, 'K
rasshifrovke '' Stranichki iz dnevnika"" N. A. Dobrolyubova' (On deciphering

'A Page of a Diary' by N. A. Dobrolyubov).

38. According to Sleptsov. A. I. Gertsen, 'Polnoye sobranie sochineniy i pisem'

(Complete works and letters), op. cit., vol. XVI, p. 75.

39. L. F. Panteleyev, '/z vospominaniy proshlogo' (From memories of the past),

op. cit., p. 258, where he quotes Sleptsov, though without much confidence,

which seems to be confirmed by an observation by Sleptsov himself in 1862

:

'always use Mazzini's ink.' Ya. Chernyak, "Neizdannye i nesobrannye

proizvedeniya Ogaryova' (Unpublished and uncollected works of Ogarev), in

'Literaturnoye nasledstvo', vol. 61, p. 556.

40. This aspect of the 'Zemlya i Volya' movement has been rightly emphasized by
N. I. Utin in an article, 'Propaganda i organizatsiya\ in 'Narodnoye delo',

October 1868, nos. 2-3.

41. M. Sleptsova, ' Shturmany gryadushchey buri' (The pilots of the advancing

storm), op. cit.

42. R. A. Taubin has collected some useful material in 'K voprosu o roll N. G.

Chernyshevskogo v sozdanii ^'revolyutsionnoy partii"" v kontse 50-kh—nachale

6o-kh godov XIX veka' (On the problem of Chernyshevsky's role in the creation

of a ' revolutionary party ' from the end of the fifties to the beginning of the

sixties), in ' Istoricheskie zapiski', 1952, no. 39, pp. 59 ff. He tends to exag-

gerate his role as chief conspirator and fails to distinguish propagandist

activity from organizing activity, and does not recognize to what extent the

initiative of the clandestine groups derives from the younger elements, and
above all from Serno-Solov'evich.

43. B. P. Koz'min, ' Kazanskiy zagovor 1863 goda' (The Kazan conspiracy of 1863),
M., 1929, p. 19.

44. See the article by L. F. Panteleyev, '/z lichnykh vospominaniy o G. N. Potanine'

(My personal recollections of G. N. Potanin), in 'Birzhevyye vedomosti',

21st September 1915.

45. A. I. Gertsen, op. cit., vol. XVI, p. 87.

46. J. Witrowski, ' Powstanie 1863 roku i rosy/ski ruch rewolucyjny poczatku

1860-ch lat' {The insurrection of 1863 and the Russian revolutionary movement in

the sixties), Minsk, 1931, p. li51.

47. A. I. Gertsen, op. cit., vol. XVI, p. 150; and ' Wydawnictwo materyalow do

powstania 1863-4\ Lwow, 1888-94, vol. IV, p. 76 ff.

48. A. A. Shilov, 'Delo Arngol'dta, Slivitskogo, Rostovskogo i Shchura 1862 g.'

(The Arngoidt, Slivitsky, Rostovsky and Shchur affair of 1862), in ' Muzey
revolyutsii. Sbornik /' (Museum of the Revolution. Miscellany I), P., 1923.

49. S. Skord, 'Zhertva pol'skogo osvobozhdeniya (Andrey PotebnyaY (A victim of
the Polish liberation [Andrey Potebnya]), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1931, no. IV;

1933, no. 11; 1934, no. 11.
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50. A. I. Gertsen, op. cil., vol. XVI, p. 444.

51. Panteleyev relates that Sleptsov was even thinking of forming a Provisional

Government, op. cit., p. 290.

52. E. Kusheva, ' K istorii vzaimootnosheniy A. I. Gertsena i N. P. Ogaryova s

''Zemlyey i Volyey" 60-kh godov" {On the history of the connections of A. I.

Herzen and N. P. Ogareu with 'Zemlya i Volya' in the sixties), op. cit.

53. The first number is reprinted in B. Bazilevsky, ' Materialy dlya istorii

revolyutsionnogo dvizheniya v Rossii v 60-kh godakh' {Material for the history

of the revolutionary movement in Russia in the sixties), Paris, 1905, p. 89. The
second is given in 'Byloye', 1906, no. VIII.

54. 'Kolokol', 15th September 1861.

55. See the article by B. P. Koz'min, 'A. A. Serno-Solov'evich v I Internatsionale i

V zhenevskom rabochem dvizhenii' {A. A. Serno-Solov'evich in the First Inter-

national and in the Geneva working-class movement), in 'Istoricheskiy sbomik',

1936, no. V, pp. 77 ff., which must, however, be completed by researches into

Genevan papers of the period.

56. M. Lemke, ^K biografii A. A. Serno-Solov'evicha' {For a biography of A. A.

Serno-Solov'evich), in 'Ocherki osvoboditel'nogo dvizheniya "' shestidesyatykh

godov '" {Essays on the liberation movement of the ' sixties '), op. cit., p. 233.

57. In his Confession Kel'siev has given a detailed account of their experiences in

the extensive and well-organized smuggling ring of that city. Cf. 'Literaturnoye

nasledstvo', 1941, nos. 41-2.

58. B. P. Koz'min, ' N. G. Chernyshevsky v III Otdelenii' {Chernyshevsky in the

Third Section), in 'Krasnyy arkhiv', 1928, no. 29.

59. N. V. Shelgunov, ' Vospominaniya' {Recollections), op. cit., p. 158.

60. 'Kolokol', 1st November 1866.

61

.

Question polonaise. Protestation d'un russe contre le ' Kolokol' {La Cloche), no

place, no date. This short pamphlet, not even paginated, was bound together

with another article entitled: "Protestation des polonais contre la russification

dans le '' KolokoV'.' Evidently, Serno had some connection with an unidenti-

fied group of Polish emigres. A Russian translation of Serno's pamphlet, by

F. Freydenfel'd, is published in 'Literaturnoye nasledstvo', 1941, nos. 41-2.

62. A. Serno-Solov'evich, ' Nashi domashniya dela. Otvet g. Gertsenu na stat'yu

*'Poryadok torzhestvuet" ' {Affairs at home. Reply to Herzen with regard to

his article 'Order triumphs" [' KolokoV , no. 233] ), Vevey, 1867 (dated 9th

March).

63. From his obituary in 'Narodnoye delo', 1869, nos. 7-10.

64. J.-Ph. Becker, VAssociation Internationale des travailleurs et la greve genevoise

en mars-avril 1868, traduit par Fred. Kohn, Geneva, 1868; and the numbers
of the 'Journal de Geneve' for those months, which well reveal the apprehen-

sion of the ruling classes.

65. A. A. Serno-Solov'evich, ' Pyatnadtsat' neopublikovannykh pisem' {Fifteen

unpublished letters), in 'Zvcn'ya', 1935, no. V.

66. 'A rinternationale', 25th April 1868.

67. Ibid.

68. Continuation of the preccdint^ article, 2nd May 1868.

69. Ibid., 23rd May 1868.

70. 'L'Internationale'. The first number was dated 5th August, the second 12th

August 1868. Both were published at Geneva.
71. 'Perepiska K. Marksa i F. Engel'sa s russkimi politicheskimi deyatelyami'

{Correspondence of K. Marx and F. Engels with Russian political figures),

L., 1947, pp. 22 fT. Cf. MEGA, Dritte Abteilung, vol. IV, pp. 132, 134,

138, 141, 1 47, 23 1 , 233 ; and Marx and Engels, Scritti italiani a cura di G. Bosio,
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Milan-Rome, 1955, p. 61, where Marx, on 23rd May 1872, recalls Affairs

at home by Serno-Solov'evich in order to criticize the " sociahst dilettante

Herzen".

CHAPTER II

1. The basic works are by B. Koz'min, 'K istorii '' Molodoy RossiV ' {For a

history of Young Russia'), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1930, nos. V, VI; 'Kruzhok

Zaichnevskogo i Argiropulo' (The Zaichnevsky and Argiropulo group), ibid.,

1930, nos. VII, VIII-IX; 'P. G. Zaichnevsky na katorge, poselenii i ssylke'

{P. G. Zaichnevsky, hard labour and exile), ibid., 1931, nos. VIII-IX; and
'F. G. Zaichnevsky v Orle i kruzhok ''Orlyat'' ' (P. G. Zaichnevsky at Orel and
the ' Eaglets' group), ibid., 1931, no. X. These studies have been assembled in a

shortened and more popular form in a small book, also by B. Koz'min,

'P. G. Zaichnevsky i '' Molodaya Rossiya" ' {P. G. Zaichnevsky and ' Young
Russia'), M., 1932. At the end of this last study, on pp. 171, 172, there is a

virtually complete bibliography.

2. ' Delo Zaichnevskogo' {The Zaichnevsky case), in the historical miscellany

'O minuvshem' {The past), Spb., 1905. In their search made in 1861 the

authorities found, among other books, De la justice dans la revolution et dans

I'eglise, by Proudhon, Revelations historiques, by Louis Blanc, and L'Humanite,
by Leroux.

3. V. P. Alekseyev, 'P. G. Zaichnevsky' , in 'Krasnyy arkhiv', 1922, no. I.

4. For interesting details of the clandestine organization of Polish students, see

I. M. Belyavskaya, 'A. I. Gertsen i pol'skoye natsional'no-osvoboditelnoye

dvizhenie 60-kh godov XIX veka' {Herzen and the movement for national

liberation in Poland in the sixties of the nineteenth century), M., 1954, pp. 57 ff.

5. Ya. V. Abramov, 'Nashi voskresnyye shkoly' {Our Sunday-schools), Spb., 1900.

6. V. P. Alekseyev, 'P. G. Zaichnevsky ', in 'Krasnyy arkhiv', op. cit.

7. A. Smirnov, 'K biografii P. G. Zaichnevskogo' {For a biography of P. G.

Zaichnevsky), in 'Krasnyy arkhiv', 1936, no. Ill, which publishes the whole
of this letter to Argiropulo (1st July).

8. M. Lemke, ' Politicheskiye protsessy v Rossii 1860-kh godov' {po arkhivnym
dokumentam) {Political trials in Russia in the sixties. [From documents in the

arc/z/y^^]), second edition, M.-L., 1923, p. 3.

9. For the life of this young Greek, who died so soon and who left a deep impres-

sion on all who had known him, see V. Lind, ' Vospominaniya o moey zhizni'

{Recollections ofmy life), in 'Russkaya mysl", 1911, no. VIII.

10. M. Lemke, ' Politicheskiye protsessy v Rossii 1860-kh gg.' {Political trials in

Russia in the sixties), op. cit., p. 521.

11. About him, see ' Poet-revolyutsioner 1. 1. GoVts-Miller' . Sostavili B. Koz'min i

G. Lelevich {Thepoet-revolutionary 1. 1. GoVts-Miller. Compiled by B. Koz'min
and G. Lelevich), M., 1930 ; the article by N. Gavrilov, 'Zabytyy revolyutsionnyy

poet' {A forgotten revolutionary poet), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1929, no. XII; and
I. Yampol'sky, ' Neizdannyye stikhotvoreniya 1. 1. Gol'ts-Millera' {Unpublished

poems by I. I. GoVts-Miller), in ' Literatumoye nasledstvo', 1936, nos. 25-6.

12. F. Raskol'nikov, '/z istorii russkoy revolyutsionnoy mysli 60-kh godov' {From
the history of Russian revolutionary thought in the sixties), in ' Molodaya
gvardiya', 1924, no. IV.

13. A. I. Gertsen, 'Polnoye sobranie sochineniy i pisem' {Collected works and
letters), op. cit., XIV, pp. 495 ff.

14. M. Lemke, ' Politicheskiye protsessy v Rossii 1860-kh gg.' {Political trials in

Russia in the sixties), op. cit., p. 527.
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15. 'N. G. Chcrnyshcvsky. Sbornik'' (N. G. Chernyshevsky. Miscellany), M., 1928,

p. 116.
"

16. B. Koz'min, "P. G. Zaichnevsky\ op. cit., p. 125, puts forward some good
arguments against M. Lemke's opinion, for attributing this to the group which
was centred around N. I. Utin.

17. B. Koz'min, " K istorii '" Molodoy Rossii'' ' (For a history of Young Russia'),

in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1936, no. VI.

18. B. Koz'min, op. cit.

19. L. F. Panteleyev, '/z vospominaniy proshlogo\ Redaktsiya i kommentarii S. A.

Reyzera. Vstupitel'naya stat'ya V. I. Nevskogo {From recollections of the past.

Edited and with notes by S. A. Reyzer. Introductory article by V. I. Nevsky),

M.-L., 1934, p. 242.

20. This has never been published in its entirety, but B. Koz'min has summarized
it at length in '/*. N. Tkachev i revolyutsionnoye dvizhenie 1860-kh godov''

(P. N. Tkachev and the revolutionary movement of the sixties), M., 1922, p. 35.

21. S. Reyzer, ' Peterburgskiye pozhary 1862 goda' {The fires in St Petersburg in

1862), in 'Katorga i ssylka\ 1932, no. X.

22. On this period of Zaichnevsky's life, see the curious memoirs of V. Bystrenin,
' Ukhodyashchiye^ {Those who have vanished), chap, X, 'Prosvetiteli' {The

enlighteners), in 'Golos minuvshego', 1922, no. II.

23. She wrote what was probably the fullest and most interesting article on
Zaichnevsky, at the time of his death, in ' Materialy dlya istorii russkogo

sotsial'no-revolyutsionnogo dvizheniya' {Materialfor the history of the Russian

social-revolutionary movement), Geneva, 1896, no. X, notes 6-7. She said of

him that 'he was, as one said at that time, a "centralist". All revolutionary

activity must be perfectly planned beforehand by a "centre", made up of

people who are dedicated body and soul to the revolution, and superior to the

average in quality'.

24. N. S. Rusanov, ' Na rodine' {In my native land), M., 1931, p. 98. 'On looking

back at my conversations with Zaichnevsky, I tend to think that he believed

even less than Tkachev—of whom he spoke with great understanding—in the

possibility of the obshchina becoming the point of departure for socialist

development.' According to these memoirs, Zaichnevsky was against the dis-

tribution of the gentry's lands to the peasants—at least at the end of his life:

'It will take some years of revolutionary government to teach our peasants how
they should farm the land and generally how to develop the productive forces

of agriculture. Otherwise nothing will succeed.' These words are quoted by

B. Koz'min in "P. G. Zaichnevsky v Orle i kruzhok '" Orlyat'" ' {P. G. Zaich-

nevsky at Orel and the 'Eaglets' group), op. cit. He makes this comment: 'In

the seventies and eighties Zaichnevsky fundamentally maintained the same
point of view that he had held as a young man, when he wrote Young Russia.

'

This is true, but above all it is interesting to note how his Jacobinism had, with

the passage of time, gradually worn down and almost completely destroyed the

Populist core of his youthful manifesto. Only Jacobin dictatorship remained.

25. See ' Vospominaniya o Zaichnevskom' {Recollections of Zaichnevsky), in

' Proletarskaya revolyutsiya', 1923, nos. VI-VII.

CHAPTER 12

1. The two best studies are: A. Ershov, ' Kazanskiy zagovor 1863 g." {The Kazan
conspiracy of 1863), in 'Golos minuvshego', 1913, nos. VI, VII; and B.

Koz'min, ' Kazanskiy zagovor 1863 goda' {The Kazan conspiracy of 1863), M.,

1929, which has a comprehensive bibliography.
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2. See Andrushenko's depositions (1865) which were originally published in the

'Kolokol', nos. 208, 210, of 1865, and nos. 211, 215, of 1866, and reprinted

later in B. Bazilevsky, 'Materialy dlya istorii revolyutsionnogo dvizheniya v

Rossii V 60-kh godakh' {Materialfor a history of the revolutionary movement in

Russia in the sixties), Paris, 1905, p. '09 ff.

3. N. Firsov, '' Studencheskiye istorii v kazanskom universitete^ 1855-1863 godov'

{Student disorders in the University of Kazan in the years 1855-1863), in

'Russkaya starina', 1889, nos. 61-4.

4. Krasnoperov's memoirs have been published in 'Mir Bozhiy', 1896, nos. IX,

X; in'VestnikEvropy', 1905, no. XII; andalsoin'Minuvshiyegody', 1908, no.

XII. They were partially reprinted with a preface by B. Koz'min, under the title

'Zapiski raznochintsa' {Memoirs of a declasse), M.-L., 1929. Unless it is

stated to the contrary, all references are to this last publication.

5. A. I. Gertsen, 'Polnoye sobranie sochineniy i pisem\ pod red. M. Lemke
{Complete works and letters, edited by M. Lemke), XVI, 201. It is probable

that these students came across the ideas of Weishaupt and the 'Illuminati' in

Barruel's book on the Jacobins. It had been translated into Russian in 1805,

and had already interested some of Petrashevsky's followers as a hand-book
for conspirators.

6. 'Istoricheskaya biblioteka', 1869, no. I ff. This essay, based on Sismondi and

Quinet, was very critical of Capponi; it quoted Veselovsky's studies on the

Villa Alberti, and Teste e figure, studi biografici, by Alberto Mario. He rapidly

sketched in the social struggles of the Florentine republic, and came to the

conclusion that there was an inherent despotism in the municipal character

of Florence itself and in the straitened circumstances of a number of its

citizens. He ended by discussing the national unity that Italy had now achieved,

but added that the welfare of the Italian people was still only a 'pious

wish'.

7. B, P. Koz'min, ' Revolyutsionnoye podpoVye v epokhu ''belogo terrora""
'

{The revolutionary underground at the time of the 'white terror'), M., 1929,

pp. 11 ff.

8. Evidently the same idea was in circulation among the Polish revolutionaries.

In March 1863 they distributed another apocryphal manifesto: 'The golden

charter, addressed to the peasants in the name of the Father, the Son and the

Holy Ghost,' c^uoitd in Russkaya podpoVnaya zarubezhnaya pechat'\ Biblio-

graficheskiy ukazatel', sostavlen M. M. Klevenskim i dr. {The clandestine press

of the Russian emigres. Bibliographical guide edited by M. M. Klevensky and

others), M., 1935, no. I, p. 116.

9. ' Delo ryadovogo Benzengera' {The case of the soldier Benzenger), in 'Byloye',

1906, no. VII; and A. I. Gertsen, 'Polnoye sobranie sochineniy i pisem" {Com-

plete works and letters), op. cit., vol. XVII, pp. 109 ff.

10. I. M. Belyavskaya, op. cit., p. 61.

11. A. I. Gertsen, op. cit., vol. XVII, p. 94.

12. P. I. Zhudra, ' Kazanskiye pozhary 1863 g." {The fires at Kazan in 1863), in

'Istoricheskiy vestnik', 1891, no. III.

13. For the atmosphere of those days, see I. D. Shestakov, 'Tyazhyolyye dni

kazanskogo universiteta' {Difficult days in the University of Kazan), in 'Rus-

skaya starina', 1896, no. XII.

14. This was probably true, as he was the son of a Polish emigre. The
French ambassador at St Petersburg tried to do something for him. But

Alexander II wrote on a report: '1 am absolutely against allowing such

intervention.'
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CHAPTER 13

1. 'Sudebnaya reforma\ pod redaktsiey N. V. Davydova i N. N. Polyanskogo
{The judicial reform, edited by N. V. Davydov and N. N. Polyansky), M., 1915,

2 vols.

2. M. Lemke, ' Epokha tsenzurnykh reform, 1859-1865 godov' {The period of the

reforms in the censorship, 1859-1865), St Petersburg, 1904.

3. A. A. Kornilov, ' Obshchestvennoye dvizhenie pri Alexandre II {1855-1881).

Istoricheskiye ocherki' {The movement ofRussian society in the time ofAlexander

II [1855-1881]. Historical essays), M., 1909, pp. 106, 172-3.

4. Their political and scientific activity was extensive, and there are innumerable

books and articles about them. For the early stages, see B. Glinsky, 'N. M.
Yadrintsev\ M., 1895; M. Lemke, 'N. M. Yadrintsev\ St Petersburg, 1904

(the most comprehensive essay with a vast bibliography); 1. 1. Popov and N. M.
Mendel'son, '/z vospominaniy o G. N. Potanine {From recollections of G. N.

Potanin), in 'Golos minuvshego', 1922, no. I.

5. See Yadrintsev's words recorded by M. Lemke in 'N. M. Yadrintsev\ op. cit.,

p. 48.

6. V. Semevsky, ' Neskol'ko slov v pamyat' Yadrintseva' {Some words in memory
ofN. M. Yadrintsev), in 'Russkaya mysl", 1895, no. L

7. V. Semevsky, 'N. I. Kostomarov\ in 'Russkaya starina', 1886, no. L
8. Besides this federalist tradition there was also probably in this some recol-

lection of Bakunin's ideas. For Potanin, see 'Pis'ma M. A. Bakunina k A. I.

Gertsenu i N. P. Ogaryovu'' {Letters from M. A. Bakunin to A. 1. Herzen and
N. P. Ogarev), St Petersburg, 1907, p. 268.

9. M. Lemke, 'N. M. Yadrintsev', op. cit., p. 69.

10. His manuscript autobiography, in M. Lemke, op. cit., p. 56.

1 1

.

Serafim Serafimovich, who came from an ecclesiastical family, studied in the

University of Kazan, from which he was expelled for having taken part in the

requiem in honour of the peasants of Bezdna. He went to St Petersburg where

he took an active part in the Siberian group. In autumn 1863 he opened a

school at Krasnoyarsk, but the authorities closed it. In 1864-5 his public

lectures were one of the most typical and important manifestations of

'Siberian patriotism'.

12. 'Russkaya obshchina v tyurme i ssylke\ Spg., 1872.

13. His autobiography, quoted by M. Lemke, 'M M. Yadrintsev\ op. cit., pp. 96-7.

14. S. Breytburg, 'K istorii gazety ''Ocherki""" {For a history of the weekly

'Essays'), in 'Russkaya zhurnalistika. Shestidesyatyye gody\ Pod redaktsiey i s

predisloviem V. Polyanskogo {The Russian press in the sixties. Edited with a

preface by V. Polyansky), M.-L., 1930, pp. 53 AT.

1 5. V. Evgen'ev-Maksimov and G. Tizengauzen, ' Posledniyegody " Sovremennika''
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Vypusk I. Sostavlen M. M. Klevenskim i dr. {The Russian press: clandestine

andpublished abroad. Bibliographical list. Vol. I: the period before 'Narodnaya

Volya\ 1831-1879, no. I, compiled by M. M. Klevensky and others), M., 1935,

note 98, p. 170.

19. Given in S. Svatikov, op. cit., p. 228.

20. The first, 'Oh Russian students, the police is beating you . . .', has been re-

printed by S. Svatikov, op. cit., p. 223; the second, 'Appeal to the Russian

students', has never been reprinted. See A. I. Gertsen, 'Polnoye sobranie

sochineniy ipisem\ pod red. M. Lemke {Collected works and letters, edited by
M. Lemke), vol. XXI, p. 374.

21. 'A few words to our young brothers in Russia', printed at Geneva on 1st

April 1869, reprinted in Volksstaat on 5th May, and later in La Liberie,

which was published at Brussels, and in La Reforme of Vermorel.

22. Given in S. Svatikov, op. cit., p. 225, and in an article by Yu. G. Oksman,
'Sud'ba odnoy parodii Dostoyevskogo' {The fate of a parody by Dostoevsky),

in 'Krasnyy arkhiv', 1923, no. III.

23. Quoted from A. Gambarov, ' Vsporakh o Nechaeve. Kvoprosu ob istoricheskoy

reabilitatsii Nechaeva' {Discussions on Nechaev. On theproblem ofthe historical

rehabilitation of Nechaev), M.-L., 1926, p. 85.

24. For the problems concerning the discovery of this Catechism by the Tsarist

police, its deciphering, etc., see A. A. Shilov, 'Katekhizis revolyutsionera

{K istorii nechaevskogo delay {The revolutionary catechism [For a history of the

Nechaev affair]), in 'Bor'ba klassov', 1924, nos. I-II; which gives in the

appendix a critical edition of this text. The discussion as to who was the

author, which had already begun at the time of the trial, has been taken up
by B. P. Koz'min, 'P. A^. Tkachev i revolyutsionnoye dvizhenie 1860-kh gg.'*

{P. N. Tkachev and the revolutionary movement of the sixties), M., 1922. He
produces good arguments to back up his conclusion that Bakunin was re-

sponsible for it.

25. This manifesto of May 1869 is given in S. G. Svatikov, ' Studencheskoye

dvizhenie 1869 goda {Bakunin i Nechaev)' {The student movement of 1869

[Bakunin and Nechaev]), in ' Istoricheskiy sbornik. Nasha strana' (Historical

miscellany. Our country), Spb., 1907, p. 233.

26. This appeal is given with others in a miscellany, ' "M. ^. Bakunin'': Stat'ya

A. I. Gertsena o Bakunine'. Biograficheskiy ocherk M. Dragomanova, rechi i

vozzvaniya {'M.A. Bakunin '
; an article by A.I. Herzen on Bakunin. Biographical

essay by M. Dragomanov, speeches and appeals), no place of publication, 1906,

p. 235.

27. Given in 'M. A. Bakunin', op. cit., pp. 245-51.

28. For the complex and obscure history of the connection between Bakunin and
Nechaev, apart from the works by Nettlau already mentioned, see Yu.

Steklov, ^Mikhail Aleksandrovich Bakunin. Ego zhizn' i deyateVnost" {M. A.

Bakunin. His life and activity), M.-L., 1927, vol. Ill, pp. 418 ff.

29. See the article by G. Bakalov, 'Khristo Botev i Sergey Nechaev', in 'Letopisi

marksizma', 1929, nos. IX-X; a careful inquiry which shows that Nechaev's
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'Communist ideas' (the word is used by one of Botev's friends) had some in-

fluence on the political evolution of the Bulgarian poet and revolutionary. The
contacts between the young Bulgarian emigres and Bakunin—at the very time

when Nechaev was with him—constitute an important episode in the history

of the spread of Socialist ideas in the Balkans. In July 1869 a committee of

Bulgarian emigres went to consult Mazzini, Garibaldi, Herzen and Bakunin.

Nechaev used the links this committee made with Bakunin to hide himself and
continue his activities during his second period abroad. In this period he hid

his identity under the name Ivan Ivanovich, and very probably Frolenko
also.

30. About his death, see V. Kolosov, ' Rasskazy o kariyskoy katorge' {Stories of
forced labour at Kara), Spb., 1907, pp. 302 ff". ; and ibid., 'Kara idrugiye tyur'niy

nerchinskoy katorgi' {Kara and other hard labour prisons at Nerchinsk), M.,

1927. In the already-quoted memoirs by his wife, Aleksandra Ivanovna
Zasulich, the sister of Vera, there are some simple and intelligent comments on
Nechaev. Even if they do not give the key to his personality, they are a useful

and efficacious antidote to false literary interpretations: 'It made me laugh'

—

she says
—

'when I heard people talking of him later on as if he had been an

austere and gloomy fanatic, or when I saw him represented on the stage of the

Arts Theatre, in a drama based on Dostoevsky's novel. The Demons ... In

fact he was nothing like it, nor had he ever been in the least similar; it was
nothing but a stupid caricature of Nechaev and of all of us in general. Nechaev
was a simple Russian boy, rather like a workman in looks, a little unsure of

himself in city life. He pronounced "o" as they do in the Vladimir region. He
never gave himself airs. He loved to joke and laugh.' Nechaev gave her the

impression of being an intelligent man, extremely energetic, utterly dedicated

to the cause. He made a similar impression on her husband and on all those

who met him in Moscow.
31. See principally his 'Ispoved" {Confession), published in 'Minuvshiye gody',

1908, no. II; M. S. Al'tman, '/. G. Pryzhov\ M., 1932; and above all, I. G.
Pryzhov, 'Ocherki, stat'i, pis'ma\ Redaktsiya, vvodnyye stat'i i kommentarii

M. S. Al'tmana {Essays, articles and letters. Edited with introductory articles

and comments by M. S. Al'tman), M.-L., 1934.

32. '"Ispoved" {Confession), op. cit.

33. A. Grigor'ev, 'Plachevnyye razmyshleniya' {Sad reflections), article reprinted

in his ' Vospominaniya' {Recollections), edited by Ivanov-Razumnik, L., 1930,

pp. 349 ff.

34. Istoriya kabakov v Rossii v svyazi s istoriey russkogo naroda" {A history of
inns in Russia, in relation to the history of the Russian people), Spb., 1868,

reprinted, no place, no date (but Kazan, 1914).

35. ' Jspoved'^ {Confession), op. cit.

36. Ibid.

37. See Cheshikhin-Vetrinsky, 'N. G. Chernyshevsky\ P., 1923, p. 177. The
character of Tolkachenko in Dostoevsky's Demons was based on Pryzhov, as

M. S. Al'tman has shown, op. cit., pp. 192 ff".

38. See I. Likhutin's deposition published in 'Nechaev i nechaevtsy\ Sbomik
materialov. Podgotovil k pechati B. P. Koz'min {Nechaev and his followers.

Collection of material. Edited by B. P. Koz'min), M.-L., 1931, pp. 129 ff. A
useful collection of documents which gives the report of the Minister of

Justice on the Nechaev aff'air, the depositions of many who were arrested,

several letters from the defendants and police reports of the trial.

39. A. Kuznetsov's deposition, 7th January 1870, in 'Nechaev i nechaevtsy'

{Nechaev and his followers), op. cit., p. 108.

L
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40. p. Prokorenko's deposition, 2nd February 1870, ibid., p. 118.

41. B. Koz'min, '5. G. Nechaev i tul'skiye oruzheyniki' {Nechaev and the workmen

of the Tula arms factories), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1930, no. 3. When V. A.
Cherkezov was arrested, a kind of propagandist guide was found on him. It

indicated the state of mind of different villages in the Tula region, points to

stress and so on.

42. P. A. Enkuvatov, student at the School of Agriculture, was condemned to a

year in prison, and five years supervision. He escaped from Odessa in 1877 to

take part in the revolt of Herzegovina. On his return, his own brother, who had
also been involved in the Nechaev trial, killed him in a fit of jealousy.

43. 'Nechaev i nechaevtsy'' {Nechaev and his followers), op. cit., p. 112.

44. Ivanov was the illegitimate son of a Moscow bourgeois. As a boy he lived for a

long time in Nechaev's native town where he worked in a factory. When he

met Nechaev at Moscow, he was guard in a prison where, with the permission

of the authorities, he had started a workshop for the inmates. He gave Nechaev
his own passport when the latter fled abroad the first time and for this reason

he himself had to hide for a time at Tula.

45. See Kuznetsov's interesting autobiography published in ' Entsiklopedicheskiy

slovar' Granat' {Granat Encyclopaedia), vol. 40, s.v.

46. The account of the trial is reprinted in V. Bogucharsky, ' Gosudarstvennyye

prestupleniya v Rossii v XIX v' (State crimes in Russia in the XlXth century),

Spb., 1906, pp. 1 59 fi*. There is a police report of21 St December 1871 onthe'civil

execution' of the three ringleaders, Uspensky, Pryzhov and Kuznetsov, pub-
lished in 'Nechaev i nechaevtsy' (Nechaev and hisfollowers), op. cit., p. 184. 'The

ceremony took place very quietly. There were a good many people there, but

principally merchants from the working-class district. On the way back, when
the criminals were being taken back to prison in the cart, fifteen "nihilists"

emerged from the crowd and accompanied them right to the prison. By some
inexplicable chance, the waggon was drawn by a very poor old horse which
was so obstinate that it stopped every two steps . .

.' In the last months of

1872 they arrived in their respective penal settlements; Kuznetsov and Uspen-
sky at Kara, Pryzhov in the area of Transbaikalia.

47. In the Brussels 'Internationale', 20th February 1870. 'La foule des grands

dignitaires de I'empire, craignant pour la propre existence et poussee par la

peur, s'est jetee avec une ferocite digne des tigres sur tout ce qui est jeune

et energique . .
.' He spoke of the ' gouvernement tartaro-allemand' and

made up a fantastic story about the killing of Ivanov, saying he was the object

of 'la plus ehontee' accusation. 'Le defunt Alexandre Herzen n'as pas ete

accuse par le gouvernement d'avoir pris part aux incendies en Russie?' It was

reprinted in 'Volksstaat' on 26th February 1870. There is another letter from

Nechaev in the same paper (14th May and 4th June 1870).

48. 'Na pogone Nechaeva' (In pursuit of Nechaev), L., 1925, second edition

corrected and annotated.

49. Ibid., op. cit., p. 107.

50. B. Nikolaevsky, 'Pamyati poslednego yakobintsa, G. M. Tursky' (In memory

of the last Jacobin, G. M. Tursky), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1926, no. II, suggests

that Nechaev sowed the first seeds of Russian Jacobinism, during his stay in

Paris. These were then later developed by Tkachev.

51. M. P. Sazhin, ' Vospominaniya 1860-1880-kh godov\ S predisloviem V.

Polonskogo (Recollections of the sixties to the eighties. With a preface by V.

Polonsky), M., 1925, p. 14. 'They had an excellent organization', said Sazhin,

speaking of the emigre followers of Mazzini.

52. 'Byloye', 1906, no. VII ; and the admirable contribution that has been devoted
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to these matters by J, M. Meijer, Knowledge and Revolution. The Russian

colony in Ziirich (1870-1873). A contribution to the study of Russian Populism,

Assen, 1955.

53. Z. K. Ralli, 'Mikhail Aleksandrovich Bakunin\ in 'Minuvshiye gody', 1908,

no. X.

54. 'Ot russkogo revolyutsionnogo obshchestva k zhenshchinam' (To women, on

behalf of Russian revolutionary society).

55. B. P. Koz'min, 'Kistorii nechaevshchiny' (For a history ofthe Nechaev affair), in

'Krasnyy arkhiv', 1927, no. Ill, in which both the manifestos are reprinted

in full.

56. B. P. Koz'min, ' Proklamatsiya S. G. Nechaeva k studentam' (A manifesto to

the students by Nechaev), in 'Krasnyy arkhiv', 1929, no. 33.

57. I have been unable to see this periodical of Nechaev's.

58. He speaks of it again in the 'Bulletin russe' (Supplement du 'Kolokol') ('La

Cloche'), no. I, 2nd April 1870. 'Le peuple agricole de la Russie, c'est-a-dire

I'immense majorite de la population de I'empire, se voit frustree dans ses

demieres esperances. Ainsi des soulevements partiels et chaque jour plus

frequents ont-ils deja lieu sur tous les points de I'empire . . . Pour peu que
tous les mouvements locaux se donnent la main, le gouvernement est perdu.'

59. 'AT russkoy publike ot redaktsii' (To the Russian public from the editor), in

'Kolokol', no. 1, 2nd April 1870.

60. 'Kolokol', no. 2, 9th April 1870.

61. 'Kolokol', no. 3, 16th April 1870.

62. The issues of 'Kolokol' which were edited by Nechaev have been reprinted

by V. Nevsky and I. Teodorovich, with notes by E. A. Morokhovets, M., 1933.

63. Quoted in Yu. Steklov, 'M. A. Bakunin\ op. cit., vol. Ill, p. 542.

64. There is a very detailed article by P. E. Shchegolev on Nechaev's whole period

in prison, ' S. G. Nechaev v raveline, 1873-1882' (S. G. Nechaev in the dungeon

of the Peter-Paulfortress), in 'Alekseevskiv ravelin' (The Alexeyevsky dungeon),

M., 1929, pp. 188 ff.

65. ' Obryad publichnoy kazni nad S. G. Nechaevym' (The ceremony of Nechaev s

civil execution), in 'Krasnyy arkhiv', 1922, no. I.

66. For the last period of Nechaev's life, see also Tikhomirov's article in ' Vestnik

Narodnoy Voli', Geneva, 1883, no. I.

CHAPTER 16

1. Most of Tkachev's works have been collected in ' Izbrannyye sochineniya na

sotsial'no-politicheskiye temy\ v chetyryokh tomakh, redaktsiya, vstupitel'naya

stat'ya i primechaniya B. P. Koz'mina (Selected works on social-political

themes, in four volumes, edited and with an introductory article and notes by

B. P. Koz'min), M., 1922-3. This includes his writings from 1865-80. Later

there was a plan to increase the number of volumes from four to seven under

the same editor, but only two more were published: vol. V in 1935, and vol.

VI, undated but 1937, covering Tkachev's articles from 1864 to 1877. This

publication also includes many of his writings which had never been published

previously, because they had been seized in police raids or suppressed by the

censor. On page 449 of vol. IV there is a 'List of Tkachev's works', which

gives everything he was able to publish, whether signed, anonymous or under

different pseudonyms. From now on these volumes will be referred to simply

by their number and page. The two most important writings on Tkachev are
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both by B. P. Koz'min: 'P. N. Tkachev i revolyutsionnoye dvizhenie 1860-kh

godov' (jP. N. Tkachev and the revolutionary movement of the sixties), 1922, a

small and reliable little book containing numerous archive documents, and the

article, 'Tkachev i Lavrov' (Tkachev and Lavrov), which appeared in the

miscellany 'Voinstvuyushchiy materialist' ('The Militant Materiahst'), vol. I,

M., 1924, and was later reprinted in 'Of devyatnadtsatogo fevralya k pervomu
marta' {From 19th February 1861 to 1st March 1881), M., 1937, pp. 107 ff.

2. 'Ni Dieu, ni maitre', 21st November 1880, foreword to the translation of

Chernyshevsky's What is to be done ?

3. See chapter XI, pp. 251.

4. Ill, 58.

5. I, 69.

6. V, 300.

7. V, 302.

8. II, 106.

9. II, 110.

10. II, 114.

11. V, 24.

12. Zhukovsky's articles were reprinted in one volume, Spb., 1866, p. 157.

13. Ibid, p. 158.

14. I, 73.

15. When in exile Tkachev was to protest against Zhukovsky's anti-Marxist

standpoint and to speak of his 'shameful article on ''Das KapitaV in which

he makes use of scientific escamotages to defend the capitalists', ' Nabat', 1878,

p. 92.

16. I, 70. This is the first mention of Marx's book in the Russian press. But it

seems that it had already had a wide circulation—as Marx noted with amaze-

ment not long after it had been published
:

' My book has aroused great interest

in Russia, and a certain Moscow professor has even lectured on it. I have even

received friendly letters from Russia on account of it.' This was written to

Lassalle on 15th September 1860. Also the 'Gazette du Nord' of 5th May
1860 had made Marx's name. It is possible that Zhukovsky knew this

work, although he does not mention it. See the introductory article to the

Russian edition of Zur Kritik (translated by I. Rubin), by D. Ryazanov, M.-L.,

1929, p. xxxii, nos. XXIII-XXV, of the 'Biblioteka marksista' (The Marxist

Library).

17. 1,445.

18. Published for the first time by B. P. Koz'min in ' Literaturnoye nasledstvo',

1933, nos. VII-IX, and reprinted in V, 104 ff.

19. V, 114.

20. V, 149.

21. I, 131.

22. I, 134.

23. I, 138.

24. I, 170.

25. I, 70.

26. B. P. Koz'min, 'Ot devyatnadtsatogo fevralya k pervomu marta' (From 1 9th

February 1861 to 1st March 1881), op. cit., p. 138.

27. II, 207.

28. I, 427.

29. V, 206.

30. I, 99.

31. Report quoted in I, 418.
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32. Again, in 1871, a police report noted that this book, 'in spite of being banned

by the tribunal, has had a wide circulation by means of clandestine sales'.

Document quoted by O. V. Aptekman, ' Vasily Vasilyevich Bervi-Flerovsky\

L., 1925, p. 63.

33. 1,415.

34. I, 410.

35. r, 407.

36. 1,411.

37. 1, 428.

38. I, 368-9.

39. B. Nikolacvsky has arrived at similar conclusions in ' Materialy i dokumenty.

Tkachev i Lavrov' {Material and documents. Tkachev and Lavrov), in 'Na
chuzhoy storone', 1925, no. X. However, it ought not to be forgotten that

Tkachev himself on one occasion attributed the origin of his ideas to Blanqui,

even if only in very general terms. But this claim was made on an occasion

when historical exactitude is not customary—a funeral oration on the death

of Blanqui. 'A lui, a ses idees, a son abnegation, a la lucidite de son esprit, a

sa clairvoyance, nous devons la grande partie du progres, qui s'accomplit

chaque jour dans le mouvement revolutionnaire de la Russie. Oui, c'est lui

qui a ete notre inspirateur et notre modele dans le grand art de la conspiration'

(words from a speech which Tkachev would have delivered had he not been

prevented by his state of health, and which appeared in 'Ni Dieu, ni maitre'

on 9th January 1881). On the same occasion Tursky added: 'C'est justement

parce que le gouvernement du czar comprend la signification universelle des

principes que representait, si eminemment, Auguste Blanqui, qu'il avait

interdit en Russie de prononcer meme son nom. . .
.'

40. V, 42-3.

41. V, 273.

42. V, 241.

43. V, 295.

44. V, 359.

45. T, 275.

46. I, 277.

47. 1, 282.

48. V, 178.

49. I, 326.

50. T, 328.

51. 1, 329.

52. I, 330.

53. 11,251.

54. 1, 181.

55. I, 174.

56. I, 208.

57. This comparison has already been made by B. P. Koz'min in 'P. N. Tkachev i

revolyiitsionnoye dvizhenie 1860-kh godov ' (P. N. Tkachev and the revolutionary

movement of the sixties), op. cit., pp. 90-8, 179-205.

58. V, 355.

59. 1, 319.

60. I, 322.

61. 1,343.

62. I, 348-9.

63. I, 357.

64. VI, 297.

L
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65. B. Nikolaevsky has formulated the Hkely hypothesis that it was Kupryanov
who had organized his escape as an inducement to him to contribute to

'Vpered'. ' Materialy idokumenty. Tkachev i Lavrov' {Material and documents.

Tkachev and Lavrov), op. cit. For Kupryanov, see chapter XVIII, p. 487.

66. 'Vpered', no. Ill, 1874, reprinted in II, 49.

67. Ill, 54.

68. Ill, 69-70.

69. Ill, 78.

70. Ill, 64.

71. 111,65.

72. Ill, 65.

73. Ill, 80.

74. Nos. 117, 118 of 1874.

75. Ojfener Brief an Herrn Fr. En^els, Zurich, 1874. Russian translation in III,

88 ff.

76. Ill, 89.

77. Ill, 90.

78. Ill, 93.

79. Ill, 95. Engels replied to this Open Letter with an article in 'Volksstaat', in

1875, ' Soziales aus Russland\ It is reprinted in the collection of his articles

entitled Internationales aus dem Volksstaat, Berlin, 1894. Marx also read the

Open Letter and in a note written on its jacket advised Engels to ' drauf hauen
in lustiger Manier' (quoted in Karl Marx. Chronik seines Lebens in Einzeldaten,

M., 1934, p. 350).

80. This is also proved by the translation he made, together with M. Elpidin, of a

pamphlet published in Zurich in October 1 874, '" Die polnische Fdlscherbande''

und die russischen Staatsrdthe und deren Agenten\ The Russian version was
published at Geneva in the following year. Tkachev was then also in touch

with a ' cercle slave ' at Zurich which had emerged at the beginning of the

'seventies. On the Poles in Zurich, see J. M. Meijer, Knowledge and Revolution.

The Russian colony in Ziirich {1870-1873). A contribution to the study of
Russian Populism, Assen, 1955. There Tkachev found Blanquist elements.

The 'cercle slave' had, for example, published the Russian translation of

UInternationale et la revolution in 1873 as a litho-printed pamphlet. This was
the protest of French Blanquists (Edouard Vaillant, F. Cournet, and others)

against the Prague Congress. Tkachev and Tursky were to print this pamphlet

a few years later in 1876 at Geneva. The litho-printed brochure of 1873 is

mentioned in P. L. Lavrov, ' Izbrannyye sochineniya na sotsiaVno-politicheskiyc

temy' {Selected works on social-political themes), M., 1934, vol. II, p. 387. On
the 'Slav section' of the 'International' at Zurich, see Yu. Steklov, 'Mikhail

Aleksandrovich Bakunin. Ego zhizn' ideyatel'nost" {M. A. Bakunin. His life and

activity), M.-L., 1927, vol. IV, pp. 233 flf.

81. On Tursky, see B. Nikolaevsky, 'Pamyati poslednego yakobintsa' {In memory

of the last of the Jacobins), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1926, no. II. Tursky 's ideas

are expounded in the pamphlet ' Idealizm i materializm v polltike ' {Idealism and
materialism in politics), signed with the pseudonym, A. Amari, and published

at Geneva in 1877 by the 'Nabat' press. This is particularly interesting for the

sources of the ideas of the Russian Jacobins, which Tkachev rarely spoke

about. It opens with a quotation from Saint-Just and all the first part is an
exaltation of the traditions of the French enlightenment. It speaks there of the

'very fine work of Mably' (p. 36), and defends 18th century utilitarianism.

'The proletariat . . . instead of concealing egoism recognizes it as the principal

quality of human nature.' The aim of the revolution was to reinstate 'equality
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among men and to bind the interests of the individual closely to that of the

community, through the strength of a revolutionary state' (p. 31). As regards

the French revolution, K. Tursky looked solely to the followers of Robespierre.

'Those principles which were fruitful in the hands of the latter acted against

the interests of the people when, after the fall of Robespierre, they fell into the

hands of the Cordeliers'' (that is to say, the followers of Danton) (p. 41). He
did not hide his sympathy for Machiavelli, 'this great thinker and excellent

judge of human nature whom our contemporaries slander . .
.'

(p. 48).

The pamphlet was mainly a polemic against the anarchists. 'In the socialist

party there exists a group of imbeciles and people paid by the police who tell

the workers not to concern themselves with politics . . . such propaganda is

very useful to the bourgeoisie who have nothing to fear so much as the develop-

ment of a political sense among the masses . .
.' (p. 60). And like Tkachev he

also underlined the contradiction between liberty, understood in an anarchist

sense, and equality: 'The anarchist section of the International wants the

complete destruction of the bourgeois order, and wants to set up in its place

the principle of absolute individual liberty—a principle purely bourgeois in

essence, on which the present order is founded. But their metaphysic does not

limit itself to this sort of mess: whilst proclaiming the principle of absolute

individual liberty, they also desire equality. But if to obtain this equality it is

indispensable that individual liberty be curtailed it is obvious that there must
be some force capable of setting the limit. Whether this force arises from a

mutual contract, or whether it is imposed by a minority, will depend on the

circumstances that accompany the revolution. But in one way or another it is

still necessary to have a force which maintains equality between the strong and
the weak . .

.' (p. 62).

He remembered how Blanqui and his friends had tried to take the Inter-

national along the path of revolution at the Geneva congress of 1866; he went

back over the story of the Blanquist minority, and the story of what he con-

sidered to be the degeneration of the International, now reduced 'to a sort of

Club des Cordeliers, to an association of individualists and dilettantes, very

like the one which curbed the great revolution of the Jacobins . .
.' (p. 64).

One of the few anarchists to arouse his sympathy was 'the Italian Malatesta,

who in 1876 had proposed to give up all discussion of the society of the future

and to devote himself to revolution en permanence' (p. 65).

The development of Tursky's ideas in the 'eighties is also very interesting;

the primordial importance of the political problem drove him, like the French

Blanquists, along the path of a version of radicalism which ended by demand-
ing a republic and liberty before all else. He sought to influence the Russian

intelligentsia in this respect and tried to push it into the struggle against

absolutism. See his journal 'Svoboda' ('Liberty') which came out in Geneva
in 1888. Speaking, for example, of Narodnaya Volya he said that 'the

last heroic phase of the struggle of the advanced members of the Russian

intelligentsia against tsarism, despite its mistakes and failures, was of

inestimable value to our native land, allowing, as it did, a place of such im-

portance in its programme to the political struggle' (no. 5, April 1888).

82. This review had an international flavour right from the start, publishing articles

by Polish and French Blanquists and socialists. In 1878, it listed the following as

its agents: G. Tursky and F. Cournet at Geneva, E. Vaillant in London, Grakch
in Paris, and in 1879 it published articles by E. Granger and F. Cournet whose
interesting account of the Marseilles congress appears in nos. 3-5. In 1881,

when it came out in London, it was directed by P. T. Grezko, P. T-A ( ?) and
G. Tursky. It referred to E. Granger as its Paris agent. 'The following people
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have promised to collaborate—E. Vaillant, E. Granger, F. Cournet, E. Eude,

B. Limanowski, Z. Schultz' (no. I). 'Nabat' is, as we shall see, an interesting

source for the whole history of the French Blanquists in exile and their inter-

national ramifications, a history that would be worth the trouble of writing.

As far as we know, the only other Russian connected with 'Nabat', apart from

Tkachev, was P. V. Grigor'yev who was only a secondary figure; for an account

of him, see M. Lemke, 'K biografii P. N. Tkacheva {Po neizdannym istoch-

nikamY {For a biography of P. N. Tkachev [From unpublished sources]), in

'Byloye', 1907, no. VIII. These international links explain how it was that

Russian Jacobinism found a greater echo in the Western socialist press in the

'seventies than its limited influence on the revolutionary movement in Russia

itself would have warranted.

83. 'K biografii P. N. Tkacheva' (For a biography of P. N. Tkachev), in op. cit.

84. Ill, 228.

85. Ill, 233.

86. Ill, 240.

87. Ill, 286.

88. Ill, 224.

89. Ill, 225.

90. Ill, 327.

91. Nos. \-^. They were collected, together with an article on a related subject:

The anarchist State, in a pamphlet, ' Anarkhiya mysW. Sobranie kriticheskikh

ocherkov P. N. Tkacheva. Izdanie zhumala 'Nabat' {The anarchy of thought.

A collection of critical essays by P. N. Tkachev. A 'Nabat' publication),

London, 1879. It is reprinted in III, 303 fi.

92. 111,311.

93. Ibid.

94. Ill, 310.

95. Ill, 321.

96. ' Anarkhicheskoye gosudarstvo' {The anarchist State), in * Nabat', 1876, nos.

5, 6, reprinted in III, 338 ff.

97. Ill, 254.

98. Ill, 255.

99. Ill, 266.

100. 'Nabat', 1876, no. IV, reprinted in III, 262 ff.

101. 111,263.

102. ^O pochvennikakh noveyshey formatsii' {The most recent type of adherents of
the 'soil' theory), published in 'Delo', 1876, no. II, reprinted in IV, 5 ff".

103. 'Pomozhet li nam melkiy zemel'nyy kredit?' {Can small agrarian credit be of
advantage?), in 'Delo', 1876, no. XII, reprinted in IV, 32 ff.

104. 'Muzhik v salonakh sovremennoy belletristiki' {Thepeasant in the literary salons

of today), in 'Delo', 1879, no. 3, 6-9, reprinted in IV, 180 ff.

105. Ill, 269 ff".

106. Ill, 272-3.

107. Ill, 275.

108. Letter published in 'Byloye', 1913, no. XIV. B. Nikolaevsky has corrected the

date, proving that it was written in the autumn of 1875, even before the first

number of 'Nabat' came out. ' Materialy i dokumenty. Tkachev i Lavrov'

{Material and documents. Tkachev and Lavrov), op. cit.

109. Ill, 250. It is characteristic that the name of Danton should have disappeared

from this phrase when this article was republished in the pamphlet, 'Oratory-

buntovshchiki pered russkoy revolyutsiey. Na temu: neohkhodimo pristupit'

nemedlenno k taynoy organizatsii, bez kotoroy nemyslima politicheskaya bor'ba"
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(Rebel-orators faced with the Russian revolution. On the subject: It is indis-

pensable to move at once to clandestine organization, without which the political

struggle is unthinkable) Geneva, 1880. In it the names of Marat and Saint-Just

were substituted for Danton's. In 1876 Tkachev was still outside the battles

which raged over the names of Danton and Robespierre, and which were
particularly heated among the various factions of the French revolutionary

movement, especially the Blanquists. His view of the French revolution was
a general one, and it had not seemed to him to be necessary to take sides

among the different Jacobin factions. This same Jacobinism seemed to him at

that time to be able to draw strength even from the much earlier examples of

Cromwell and Washington. A few years later these names were also cancelled.

110. 111,289.

111. See how much 'Nabat', for example, has to say on Bismarck's anti-socialist

laws: 'Tlie German socialist party had a vast official literature, an official

organization, official representatives even in parliament, it counted hundreds

of thousands of people among its members : one would have thought it slforce

capable of fighting the police government of the Iron Chancellor on legal

grounds. Well? Simply a stroke of the Chancellor's pen and this force has

shown itself to be nothing at all.'

112. 111,403.

113. Some years ago there was a discussion on the real importance of Tkachev's

organization in the review, 'Katorga i ssylka'. E. N. Kusheva maintained not

only that the Society for the Liberation of the People really existed, but also

that it carried on a certain amount of activity, see 'K istorii Obshchestva

narodnogo osvobozhdeniya' {For the history of the 'Society for the liberation

of the people'), 1931, no. IV. M. F. Frolenko replied: ' Obshchestvo narodnogo

osvobozhdeniya' {The societyfor the liberation of the people), 1932, no. III. He
maintained the opposite thesis, and brought forward as proof the fact that

none of the people directing Narodnaya Volya had ever met a representative

of Tkachev's organization in Russia. As we shall see, there were Jacobins in

Russia but, apart from the small Zaichnevsky group, there was never a true

and proper Tkachev organization. Its failure was of an ideological and moral

nature. Ol'ga Lyubatovich has summed the situation up particularly well in

* Dalyokoye i nedavneye' {The distant past and the recent past), M., 1930, p. 57.

She recalls how Kravchinsky used to say that 'Men of all sorts are good for

the revolution except Jacobins and absolutists'.

1 14. See 'Nabat', 20th June 1881, note I.

CHAPTER 17

1. M. Nettlau, Bakunin und die russische revolutiondre Bewegung in den Jahren

]868- 1873, in 'Archiv fur die Geschichte des Sozialismus und der Arbeiter-

bewegung', 1915, no. V.

2. Letter of 26th June 1866, in 'Pis'ma M. A. Bakunina k A. I. Gertsenu i N. P.

Ogaryovu\ S prilozheniem ego pamfletov, biograficheskim vvedeniem i

ob'yasnitel'nymi primechaniyami M. P. Dragomanova {Letters from M. A.

Bakunin to A. /. Herzen and N. P. Ogarev. Together with his 'pamphlets', and
a biographical introduction and explanatory notes by M. P. Dragomanov),

Geneva, 1896, pp. 170 flf.

3. Z. K. Ralli, 'Mikhail Aleksandrovich Bakunin", in 'Minuvshiye gody', 1908,

no. X.

4. * Intrigigospodina Ufina' (The intrigues ofMr. Utin), in ' Materialy dlya biografii

M. Bakunina\ Redaktsiya i primechaniya V. Polyanskogo. Tom III: 'Bakunin

L
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V pervom Internatsionale' (Materialfor a biography ofM. Bakimin. Edited and
with notes by V. Polyansky. Vol. Ill: Bakunin in the First International),

M.-L., 1928, p. 409. A letter written at the end of September 1867 by
Zhukovsky to Ogarev reveals the development of his thought. 'Literaturnoye

nasledstvo', vol. 62, p. 136.

5. This letter in German translation appears in the great litho-printed biography

written by Nettlau (note 4025), and also in his article, 'Bakunin und die

russische revolutiondre Bewegung in den Jahren 1868-1873\ op. cit. To my
knowledge the Russian text has never been found.

6. This is the theme of the appendices to his pamphlet, Statisni and Anarchism,

which Bakunin added in the first edition: ' Gosudarstvennost' i anarkhiya\ no
place (but Zurich and Geneva), 1873, and which were not reprinted in the

edition edited by V. Cherkezov, M., 1922. Bakunin had also alleged this in his

'Nauka i nasushchnoye revolyutsionnoye delo\ Vypusk I (Science and the

essential revolutionary cause), no. I (the only one), Geneva, undated (but 1870).

7. ' Gosudarstvennost' i anarkhiya' (Statism and Anarchism), no place (but

Zurich and Geneva}, 1873, p. 246.

8. Ibid., p. 7.

9. Ibid., p. 258.

10. * Istoricheskoye razvitie Internatsionala^ (The historical development of the

International), 1873, p. 355, quoted in Yu. Steklov, 'M. A. Bakunin', op.

cit., vol. Ill, p. 312. We have not succeeded in finding this pamphlet of

Bakunin's.

11. ' Gosudarstvennost' i anarkhiya\ p. 250.

12. Ibid., p. 255.

13. Ibid., p. 251. Marx's notes and critical comments on Statism and Anarchism

have been translated and published by D. Ryazanov, in 'Letopisi marksizma',

1926, no. III.

14. 'L'Egaiite' of 7th April.

15. Z. K. Ralli, '/z moikh vospominaniy o M. A. Bakunine' (My recollections of
M. A. Bakunin), in ' Istoricheskiy sbornik. O minuvshem'' (Historical miscellany.

On the past), Spb., 1909, pp. 287 ff.; and Yu. Steklov, ' Mikhail Aleksandrovich

Bakunin. E^o zhizn' i deyateVnost" (M. A. Bakunin. His life and activity),

M.-L., 1927, vol. IV (1870-6), pp. 205 ff".

16. E. Er [E. F. Litvinova], 'M. A. Bakunin v Shveytsarii' (M. A. Bakunin in

Switzerland), in 'Severnyy vestnik', 1898, no. IV, quoted in Yu. Steklov,

'M. A. Bakunin', op. cit., vol. IV, p. 211. See J. M. Meijer, Knowledge and
Revolution. The Russian colony in Zurich (1870-73). A contribution to the

study of Russian Populism, Assen, 1955.

17. I. I. Popov, * Sergey Filippovich Kovalik\ in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1926, no. IV.

18. Z. K. Ralli, N. I. Zhukovsky, A. L. El'snits, 'Parizhskaya kommuna, n. 2.

Revolyutsionnaya obshchina russkikh anarkhistov' (The Paris Commune, no. 2.

The revolutionary community of Russian anarchists), no place (but Genffva),

1874. The no. 2 indicated that this book followed on after the pamphlet, To

the Russian Revolutionaries, of which we have already spoken.

19. Z. K. Ralli, N. I. Zhukovsky, A. L. El'snits, op. cit.'', p. 61.

20. Ibid., p. 44.

21. Ibid., p. 61.

22. Ibid., p. 74.

23. Ibid., p. 63.

24. Ibid, p. 7].

25. Ibid., p. 95.

26. Ibid., p. 75.
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27. Ibid., p. 41.

28. Ibid., p. 62.

29. Ibid., p. 65.

30. Ibid., p. 7 ff. Ralli then gave the first eleven articles of the Manifesto of Equals
from Buonarroti's book, saying that 'with us so little is known of the road

along which revolutionary thought in the West has moved and developed;

it is so difficult for Russia to perceive a sane and vital idea' that he thought it

a good moment to reproduce part, at least, of the Manifesto.

31. Lfl revolution du 18 mars, par un socialiste revolutionnaire russe, in 'Le travail-

leur'. Revue socialiste revolutionnaire paraissant tous les mois. Comite de

redaction: N. Joukowsky, A. Oelsnitz, C. Perron, Elisee Reclus, Geneva, 1878,

no. III.

32. Z. Ralli, Le socialisme en Russie, in La Commune. Almanack socialiste pour

1877, by Elisee Reclus, Arthur Arnauld, Alexandre Oelsnitz, Paul Brousse,

Adhemar Schwitzguebel, Adolphe Clemence, Elie Reclus, C.-F. Gambon,
Z. Ralli, etc., Geneva, 1877, pp. 70 ff. In this same almanac there is an article

on Sten'ka Razin by A. El'snits (or, as he signed himself, A. Oelsnitz), pp. 61 ff.

33. Z. Ralli, op. cit.

34. ' Intrigi gospodina Utina' (The intrigues of Mr. Utin), op. cit., p. 412. For Utin's

political development from 1863-9, see his letters to Herzen and Ogarev,

'Literaturnoye nasledstvo', vol. 62, pp. 607 ff.

35. The 'Narodnoye delo' publicly acknowledged this connection with Becker,

'the friend and faithful collaborator of Marx'. 'The good start of our cause

owes a great deal to his experience and to his wide contacts ', it said in the first

number of the second year, issued on 15th April 1870.

36. ' Drole de position fur mich, als Reprasentant der junge Russie zu funk-

tionieren! Der Mensch weiss nie, wozu er es bringen kann, und welche strange

fellowship er zu untergehn hat', wrote Marx in a letter to Engels, 24th March
1 870, 'MEGA ', Dritte Abteilung, vol. IV, p. 296. See the letter of 14th September

of the same year, which Marx ironically signed 'Secretary for Russia', ibid.,

p. 387. But this did not stop him following with close attention the conflict

between the different parties among the Russian exiles and among the sections

at Geneva. 'Es ist mir das schon gleich aufgefallen, dass der Outine sich

albereits bei den Genfern in eine Position zu setzen gewusst', ibid., p. 313.

37. Z. K. Ralli, 'Mikhail Aleksandrovich Bakunin\ op. cit.

38. Letter from Geneva dated 12th March 1870; the Russian translation can be

found in 'Perepiska K. Marksa i F. Engel'sa s russkimi politicheskimi deyately-

ami' {The correspondence of K. Marx and F. Engels with Russian political

figures), no place (but L.), 1947, pp. 26 ff.

39. Op. cit., pp. 28-9. This volume also includes subsequent letters. These,

however, are interesting more for the history of the conflicts in the ranks of

the International than for that of the Russian section. The first letter to Marx
was printed in 'Narodnoye delo', 1870, no. I, of 15th April.

40. V. A. Gorokhov, ' Pervyy Internatsional i russkiy sotsialiim. '* Narodnoye delo".

Russkaya sektsiya Internatsionala. 1864-1870' {The First International and
Russian socialism. 'Narodnoye delo\ The Russian section of the International.

1864-1870), M., 1925, and especially B. P. Koz'min, ' Russkaya sektsiya I-go

Internatsionala'' {The Russian Section of the First International), M., 1957.

41. 'Narodnoye delo', 1868, nos. 2-3, October.

42. ' Russkoye sotsial'no-revolyutsionnoye delo v ego sootnoshenii s rabochim

dvizheniem na Zapade '

( The Russian social-revolutionary cause in its connections

with the workers' movement of the West), in 'Narodnoye delo', 1869, nos. 7-10,

November.

L
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43. ' InternatsionaVnaya assotsiatsiya i Rossiya. Bunt, stachka i revolyutsiya' {The

International and Russia. The rising, the strike and the revolution), in ' Narod-
noye delo', 1870, no. 3, of 31st May.

44. 'Krest'yanskaya reforma i obshchinnoye zemlevladenie' (The peasant reform

and communal landholding, 1861-1870), in 'Narodnoye delo', 1870, no. 2, of 7th

May.
45. A resolution which summarized this was put before the London Conference

of the International by Utin on 22nd September 1871. The text has been lost.

Marx supported it, saying that 'he had great hopes of the Russian social

movement. There the students, most of whom are very poor, are very close to

the people and will give a strong impetus to the working class. In Russia

secret societies are not necessary, there one could perfectly well create an
organization of the International. Among the workers the spirit of cooperation

and solidarity is very strong'. 'Londonskaya konferentsiya pervogo Inter-

natsionala 17-23 sentyabrya 1871 g.'' (The London Conference of the First

International, 17th-23rd September 1871), no place (but M.), 1936, p. 101.

46. The most important comprehensive study of Lavrov is by I. Knizhnik, 'P. L.

Lavrov, ego zhizn' i trudy' (P. L. Lavrov, his life and works), L., 1925; second

edition, M., 1930. For the future we shall refer to the first edition. Many
accounts of him can be found in 'Materialy dlya biografii P. L. Lavrova\ pod
redaktsiey P. Vityazeva (Material for a biography of P. L. Lavrov, edited by
P. Vityazev), no. I, P., 1921, in 'P. L. Lavrov. Sbornik statey. Stat'i, vospomi-

naniya, materialy' (P. L. Lavrov. Collected articles. Articles, memoirs and
material). P., 1922. There is a large bibliography of Lavrov's works in

Knizhnik's book, op. cit., on pp. 106 ff. Soon after the 1917 revolution a group

of his admirers, centred on the publishing house 'Kolos' at Petrograd,

started the publication of 'Sobranie sochineniy P. L. Lavrova\ pod red. N.
Rusanova, P. Vityazeva i A. Gizetti (The works of P. L. Lavrov, edited by N.
Rusanov, P. Vityazev and A. Gizetti). The works were not arranged chrono-

logically, but grouped according to subject matter. Nos. II and VI of series I

:

' Stat'ipofilosofii' (Articles on philosophical subjects), came out in 1917-18 and
1918; no. VII of series II: 'Stat'i sotsial'no-politicheskiye' (Social-political

articles) in 1920; nos. I, II, V, VIII of series III: 'Stat'i nauchnogo kharaktera'

(Articles of a scientific nature) in 1917-18; nos. I, VII, IX of series IV: 'Stat'i

istorikofilosofskiye ' (Historical-philosophic articles) in 1 9 1 8 ; and one number of

series V: ' Stat'ipo istorii religii' (Articles on the history of religion) in 1917-18.

As well as this incomplete collection of Lavrov's works, other writings were

published separately at the same period. These are the most important:

'Parizhskaya kommuna 18 marta 1871 goda' (The Paris Commune of 18th

March 1871), P., \9\9 ',' SotsiaVnaya revolyutsiya i zadachi nravstvennosti. Starye

voprosy\ S primechaniem P. Vityazeva (The social revolution and the functions

of ethics. Old problems. With a note by P. Vityazev), P., 1921; '/z istorii

sotsial'nykh ucheniy' (From the history of social doctrines). P., 1919; 'Komu
prinadlezhit budushcheye?' (To whom does the future belong?), P., 1917;

'Ocherki po istorii Internatsionala\ S predisloviem i primechaniyami P.

Vityazeva (Essays on the history of the International. With preface and notes

by P. Vityazev), P., 1919; 'German Aleksandrovich Lopatin' (G. A. Lopatin.

With a preface by P. Vityazev, and with additional material for a biblio-

graphy on G. A. Lopatin, collected by A. A. Shilov), P., 1919; ' Etyudy a

zapadnoy literature'. Pod red. A. A. Gizetti i P. Vityazeva (Studies on Western

literature. Edited by A. A. Gizetti and P. Vityazev). In 1934, in the edition

Classics of revolutionary thought in the pre-Marxist period, the publication

began of ' Izbrannyye sochineniya na sotsial'no-politicheskiye temy' v vos'mi
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tomakh. Vslupitel'naya stat'ya i redaktsiya I. A. Teodorovicha. Podgotovka k

pechati, kommentarii, primechaniya, biograficheskiy i bibliograficheskiy

ocherk I. S. Knizhnik3.-Ve{ro\a. (Selected works on social-polin'cal problems in

eight volumes. Introductory article and compilation by I. A. Teodorovich.

Edited with comments, notes and biographical and bibliographical essays by
I. S. Knizhnik-Vetrov). The first volume includes Lavrov's writings from 1857

to 1871, the second and third, those from 1873 to 1874; the fourth, those from
1875 to 1876. The first three were published in Moscow in 1934, the fourth in

1935, also in Moscow. The other volumes planned never sav/ the light. This

publication from now on will be referred to by volume and page. On the

Lavrovist movement in Russia and in exile, the fullest and most detailed

document is the memoirs of N. G. Kulyabko-Koretsky, '/z davnikh let.

Vospominamya lavrista' (From years gone by. Recollections ofa Lavrovist), M.,

1931. The Lavrov archives, preserved partly in the Marx-Engels-Lenin

Institute of Moscow and partly in the International Institute of Social History

at Amsterdam, have not yet been published.

47. From E. A. Stakenshneyder, ' Dnevnik i zapiski (1854-1886)'. Redaktsiya,

stat'ya i kommentarii I. N. Rozanova (Diary and memoirs (1854-1886). Com-
pilation, preface and notes by I. N. Rozanov), M.-L., 1934, p. 361.

48. A poem of his written in 1857 was in fact called Forward! Lavrov may have

remembered this fifteen years later when he was choosing a nam.e for the

socialist review which he was about to publish in Switzerland; for he called

it 'Vperyod' (Forward).

49. ' Otechestvennye zapiski', 1859, nos. XI and XII.

50. ' Antropologicheskiy printsip v filosofii' (The anthropological principle in philo-

sophy), in 'Polnoye sobranie sochineniy' (Complete works), Spb., 1906, vol. VI,

pp. 183 if.

51. This letter to Herzen, one of the group published in 'Golosa iz Rossii' (Voices

from Russia), no. IV, London, 1857, is reprinted in I, 108 ff.

52. He was writing this about 1862-3 in an article which was seized from him
at the moment of his arrest in 1866. It was published for the first time

by P. Vityazev in 'Kniga i revolyutsiya', 1922, no. VI. It is reprinted in I,

128 ff-.

53. Ibid., p. 131.

54. A. V. Nikitenko, ' Moya povest' o samom sebe' (The story of myself), Spb.,

1905, vol. II, p. 181.

55. * Biografiya-ispoved" (Biography-confession), written by Lavrov in the third

person in 1885, I, 103.

56. On the atmosphere of the intellectual world of St Petersburg at the time of

Lavrov's arrest, an atmosphere typical of the reaction which followed Karako-

zov's attempt to assassinate the Tsar, see P.. A. Stakenshneyder, ' Dnevnik i

zapiski' (Diary and memoirs), op. c/7., pp. 374 ff". On Lavrov's sentence, see V. N.

Nechaev, 'Protsess P. L. Lavrova 1866 g.' (Lavrov's trial in 1866), in the

' Shornik materialov i statey' (Miscellany of material and articles), published

by the 'Glavnoye upravlenie arkhivnym dclom (General Administration of

Archives), edited by the 'Istoricheskiy arkhiv', 1921, no. I, pp. 45 ff".

57. M. P. Sazhin (Arman Ross), ' Vospominaniya 1860-1880-kh gg.\ S predislo-

viem V. Polonsko^o (Recollectionsfrom the sixties to the eighties, with a preface

by V. Polonsky), M., 1925, p. 20.

58. The Vologda intelligentsia 'went mad at that time over the works of Pisarev',

says one student who was imprisoned the year after Lavrov, as a result of the

University disorders. N. A. Ivanitsky, 'Zapiski' (Memoirs), in 'Sever', 1923,

no. II.

L
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59. ' O publitsistakh-populyarizatorakh i o estestvoznaniC {The popularizing pub-

licists and the natural sciences), published under the pseudonym of A. Ugryumov
in Sovrernennik, 1865, no. IX. There is some doubt about the attribution to

Lavrov. Seel, 134ff.

60. On the rather half-hearted obstacles put in its way by the authorities, see S. A.

Pereselenkov, 'OfitsiaVnyye kommentarii k " Istoricheskim pis'mam" P. L.

Lavrova' (Official comments on Lavrov's ' Historical letters '), in 'Byloye', 1925,

no. II. They were often reprinted in Russian. There are translations into

German and French: Lettres historiques par Pierre Lavroff, traduit du russe et

precede d'une notice bio-bibliographique par Marie Goldsmith, Paris, 1903.

They are reprinted in I, 161 ff.

61. O. V. Aptekman, 'Obshchestvo ''Zemlya i Volya"" 70-kh godov' {The society

'Zemlya i Volya' in the seventies), P., 1924; P. B. Aksel'rod, 'Perezhitoye i

peredumannoye' {Things seen and reflected), Berlin, 1923, vol. I, p. 88; N. S.

Rusanov, ^ SotsialistyZapada i Bossii' {Western and Russian socialists), second

edition, Spb., 1909, p. 227.

62. N. G. Kulyabko-Koretsky, '/z davnikh let' {From yearsgone by), op. cit., p. 24.

63. I, 287.

64. D. G. Venediktov Bezyuk, 'Pobeg P. L. Lavrova iz ssylki' {P. L. Lavrov s escape
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let' {From years gone by), op. cit., pp. 200 ff. In the autumn of 1875 'Vperyod'
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in 'Bulletin of the International Institute of Social History', Amsterdam, 1952,

no. 2, pp. llOff.
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London), 1876.

109. O. V. Aptekman, ' Obshchestvo ''Zemlya i Volya'' 70-kh godov' {The society

of'Zemlya i Volya' in the seventies), op. cit., p. 113,

110. To be found in ' Kalendar' russkoy revolyutsii', pod red. V. L. Burtseva {The

calendar of the Russian revolution,' edited by V. L. Burtsev), P., 1917, p. 324.

111. Words reported by P. L. Lavrov, " Narodniki-propagandisty' {Populist-

propagandists), op. cit., pp. 165-6.
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112. Plekhanov, who at that time was a Populist, was to say later on that the

Lavrovists' propaganda 'was probably more reasonable than ours. The
Lavrovists were at least good in this respect, that they did not distort the work-
ers' movement in the West. Under the influence of what they said, the Russian

worker was able to be clear in his own mind about the task which awaited him.

If, in the programme of the Northern Union ofRussian Workers, formed in the

winter of 1878-9, a strong social-democratic note could be detected, this must
be attributed very largely to the influence of the Lavrovists'. ' Russkiy rabochiy

V revolyutsionnom dvizhenii' {The Russian worker in the revolutionary movement),

G. V. Plekhanov, ' Sochineniya' {Works), M., undated, vol. Ill, pp! 140-1. N. S.

Rusanov is of a similar opinion: 'The Lavrovists were very successful among
the workers, who learned in greater detail from them of working-class prob-

lems in the West, and the lives, rights and demands of the workers in Europe
and America.' '/z moikh vospominaniy. Kniga I. Detstvo i yunost' na rodine'

{From mv recollections. Book I. Childhood and youth in my native country),

Berlin, 1923, p. 152.

113. From the article on the Russian revolutionary movement by P. B. Aksel'rod,

published in ' Jahibuch fur Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik', year II, 1881.

1 14. Letter of 23rd February 1903, published in 'Perepiska G. V. Plekhanova i P. B.

Aksel'roda\ Redaktsiya i primechaniya P. A. Berlina, V. S. Voytinskogo i

B. I. Nikolaevskogo {The correspondence ofG. V. Plekhanov and P. B. Aksel'rod.

Edited and with notes by P. A. Berlin, V. S. Voytinsky and B. I. Nikolayevsky),

M., 1925, vol. II, p. 190. In this letter Plekhanov denied that this mentality

could be attributed to all the Lavrovist movement in Russia, as Aksel'rod had
maintained in the article mentioned in note 113. See, however, N. S. Rusanov,

'/z moikh vospominaniy' {From my recollections), op. cit., pp. 15 ff"., in which he

claims that the Lavrovists, and Ginsburg himself, had thought it would be

necessary even in Russia to pass through capitalism, or 'at least some phases

of it'.

CHAPTER 18

1. Potapov's report is summarized and quoted in N. Asheshov's article, 'P. A.

Kropotkin i russkoye pravitel'stvo v 1875 godu' {P. A. Kropotkin and the Russian

government in 1875), in 'Byloye', 1922, no. 17.

2. L. Shishko, 'Sergey Mikhaylovich Kravchinsky i kruzhok chaykovtsev {Iz

vospominaniy i zametok starogo narodnika)' {S. M. Kravchinsky and the

Chaykovsk is t group [From the recollections and notes ofan old Populist]), Spb.,

1906, p. 13. Naturally these words are not to be understood solely in the sense

that there was at that time a group of really exceptional people in St Peters-

burg, though this is true enough. They imply above all that these men were to

find in this ethical grounding a more assured basis for their revolutionary

activity. This left a profound mark on many of those who took part in the

movement, as for example Kropotkin. What he wrote on the Russian revolu-

tion in 1918, a little before his death, is a distant but clear echo of the world

of his youth at the beginning of the 'seventies: 'Unfortunately'—he wrote

—

'despite the wonderful acts of sacrifice of the Russian revolutionaries in the

period of preparation, despite the high social ideal that inspired them, we see

that now it has ended in the supremacy of a doctrine which has crept into our

life these last few years, the doctrine of economic materialism. This doctrine

is not understood in the sense in which the Blanquist organization in France

understood it when they called themselves communist-materialists. By com-
munism they meant not that of monastic groups, of Paraguayan Jesuits, or

L
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colonies of slaves, but communism defacto, which was to give not only comfort

to everyone, but also spiritual independence . . . That was considered Utopian,

and it was replaced by the idea of a social revolution understood in the sense

of the unleashing of the individual passions of supermen, either Sttrnerians

or Nietzschians. In this lack of a higher and more inspiring ideal lies all the

difference between the Russian revolution and the ones that preceded it. Only
one thing is left, only one hope for life, and that is that the revolution has

assumed this character under the pestilential influence of the recent years of

absolutism, and that the sane mind of the Russian people may gain the upper

hand, saving itself from that evil which threatens to sap the strength from
the very revolution and to make it sterile.' P. Kropotkin, "Ideal i revolyutsiya'

(Ideal and revolution), in 'Byloye', 1922, no. 17.

3. B. P. Koz'min, '5. G. Nechayev i ego protivniki v 1868-1869 gg: {S. G.
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insky), no place (but M.), undated (but 1934), p. 276.

6. ' Cherez pol-stoletiya' (After halfa century), in 'Golos minuvshago na chuzhoy
storone', 1926, no. III.

7. Aleksandr Stepanovich Prugavin was arrested and deported at the same time
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primechaniya N. K. Lebedeva. Predislovie P. P. Paradizova (Memoirs of a
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Paradizov), no place (but L.), 1933, p. 187.

10. 'Nikolay Vasil'evich Chaykovsky. Religioznyye i obshchestvennyye iskaniya\

Stat'i M. A. Aldanova, E. K. Breshko-Breshkovskoy, Dioneo, B. A.

Myakotina, D. M. Odintsa, T. I. Polnera i ' Vospominaniya ' N. V. Chaykovskogo,
pod obshch. red. A. A. Titova (A^. V. Chaykovsky. Religious and social re-

searches. Articles by M. A. Aldanov, E. K. Breshko-Breshkovskaya, Dioneo,

B. A. Myakotin, D. M. Odinets, T. I. Pohier, and Recollections byN. Chaykovsky
edited by A. A. Titov), Paris, 1929, p. 55.

11. M. F. Frolenko, 'Malikov i malikovtsy' (Malikov and his followers), in

'Sobranie sochineniy' (Works), M., 1932, vol. I, pp. 208-9.

12. N. A. Charushin, 'O dalyokom proshlom' (On the distant past), M., 1926, vol.

I: " Kruzhok chaykovfsev. Iz vospominaniy o revolyutsionnom dvizhenii 1870-kh

godov' (The Chaykovskist group. From recollections of the revolutionary move-

ment of the seventies), p. 94.

13. Collected under the title of 'Zapiski chaykovtsa' (Memoirs of a follower of
Chaykovsky), M.-L., 1929, with a preface by I. Glavnen.

14. L. Shishko, '5. M. Kravchinsky i kruzhok chaykovtsev' (S. M. Kravchinsky
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Stepnyak-Kravchinsky, ' Sobranie sochincniy." Red. S. Vengerova (Works,

edited by S. Vengerov), Spb., 1906-8, in six volumes; reprinted in seven
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volumes in P., 1919, and ' Sochineniya v dvukh tomakh' {Works, in two
volumes), M., 1958.

15. Ibid., ^.9.
16. See his unfinished autobiography, published in 1910-11 in the 'Russkie

vedomosti', and reprinted with an interesting introductory article by I. I.

Popov under the title 'Iz proshlogo. Vospominaniya' {From the past. Memoirs),

L., 1925. S. M. Levin published a very detailed study on him, with a com-
prehensive bibliography, ' D. A. KJements. Ocherki revolyutsionnoy deyateV-
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17. Klements's own words from his autobiography, op. cit., p. 79.

18. 'A'^. V. Chaykovsky. Religioznyye i obshchestvennyye iskaniya' {N. V. Chay-
kovsky. Religious and social researches), op. cit., p. 54.

19. Ibid., p. 123.

20. S. M. Levin, 'Z). A. Klements", op. cit., p. 41.
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Leonida Emmanuilovicha Shishko' {In memory of L. E. Shishko), no place,
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{Works).
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23. 'Free Russia, organ of the Society of Friends of Russian Freedom', London,
1891, November.
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N. F. Daniel'son in St Petersburg, 11th May 1871. In it he spoke of Lopatin

and said that Das Kapitarwas in great demand'. Daniel'son was sending him,

at Lopatin's suggestion, Chemyshevsky's works on economics. This letter is

to be found in 'Ferepiska K. Marksa i F. Engel'sa s russkimi politicheskimi

deyatelyami' {The correspondence of K. Marx and F. Engels with Russian
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26. 'Perepiska Petra i Aleksandra Kropotkinykh\ Predislovie L Smigli. Redaktsiya,

primechaniya i vstupitel'naya stat'ya N. K. Lebedeva {The correspondence of
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Prince, London, 1950.
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S predisloviem A. A. Borovogo {Diary of P. A. Kropotkin. With a preface by

A. A. Borovoy), M.-L., 1923.

29. P. A. Kropotkin, 'Zapiski revolyutsionera' {Memoirs of a revolutionary), op.

cit., p. 117.
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has been printed in ' Dnevnik P. A. Kropotkina' {Diary ofP. A. Kropotkin), op.
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31. P. A. Kropotkin, 'Zapiski revolyutsionera' {Memoirs of a revolutionary'), op.

cit., p. 193.

32. E. KovaFskaya, '/z moikh vospominaniy' {From my recollections), in 'Katorga
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33. See F. Venturi, // moto decabrista e i fratelli Poggio, Turin, 1956.

34. A. Kornilova-Morozova, 'Perovskaya i kruzhok chaykovtsev' {Perovskaya

and the Chaykovsky group), M., 1929.
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70-kh godov' (The society 'Zemlya i Volya' in the seventies), op. cit., pp. 70 ff.
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37. A. Kornilova-Morozova, 'Perovskaya i kruzhok chaykovtsev' (Perovskaya
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in 'Golos minuvshego', 1926, no. III.
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IX.

40. N. A. Charushin, 'O dalyokom proshlom' (On the distant past), op. cit., vol. I,
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p. 91.

41. 'Proletariat vo Frantsii. 1789-1852. Istoricheskie ocherki' (The proletariat in

France. 1789-1852. Historical essays), Spb., 1869 and 1872. ' Assotsiatsii.

Ocherk prakticheskogo primeneniya printsipa kooperatsii v Germanii, v Anglii i
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the working-class movement in the West. It speaks at length of the trade unions,
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their very existence' (p. 111). 'Certainly'—said Mikhaylov—'even the trade

unions can only achieve partial results. Complete emancipation of the pro-

letariat must also be political.' Later he speaks of the cooperatives, the housing

problem and so on, giving a great many facts and a large bibliography (which

includes even Marx). Despite the title, he also talks a good deal about Russia.

On the housing problem, he noted that no one made much attempt to improve

conditions for the workers :
' They sleep in factories and workshops, under the

machines and even out in the open' (p. 126). On the other hand he noted the

first signs of a cooperative movement (pp. 224 if.).

42. L. B. Gol'denberg, ' Vospominaniya" (Recollections), in 'Katorga i ssylka',

1924, nos. III-V. Despite the excessively self-complacent tone, these memoirs

give useful information about this foreign centre of Chaykovskists. After he

had started a small press at Geneva, Gol'denberg amalgamated with Lavrov's

much larger concern and in 1874 they transferred to London where they both

worked on ' Vperyod'. There they reprinted some Chaykovskist pamphlets, and

published many more for the first time which had been written by members of

the St Petersburg group. Aleksandrov did nothing more after the tragic

suicide of Katerina Ivanovna Grebnitskaya. She was the sister of Pisarev, the

famous 'nihilist' writer, and she was married to Grebnitsky, although only in

name. She worked in the printing press. Aleksandrov persuaded her to sell

herself to an old man and give the money to help the press. She obeyed, but

finally kUled herself in July 1875.
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43. ' Istoriya odnogo frantsuzskogo krest'yanina. Kniga siya napisana odnim
frantsuzskim krest'yaninom v znak bratskoy lyubvi k russkini krest'yanam'
{Story ofa French peasant. This book has been written by a French peasant as a
sign of his brotherly love for Russian peasants), Geneva, 1873.

44. 'Skazka o kopeyke. Soch. F. . .
.' {Tale of a kopeck. Written by F. .

.

.), Spb.
(in fact Geneva), 1874. It is reprinted in S. M. Stepnyak-Kravchinsky,

'Sobranie sochineniy' (lVorks\ op. cit., vol. Ill, and ' Sochineniya' {Works), op.

cit., vol. II.

45. (Geneva), 1873.

46. [L. A. Tikhomirov and P. A. Kropotkin], 'Emel'yan Ivanovich Pugachev, Hi

bunt 1773 goda' {Emel'yan Ivanovich Pugachev^ or the revolt of 1773)^ M., 1871

(in fact Geneva, 1873).

47. 'Pesennik\ (Geneva), 1873.

48. ' Dolzhny li my zanyat'sya izucheniem ideala budushchego?' {Ought we to think

about examining the ideals of the future?). It was seized by the police at his

arrest and mentioned in the 'trial of the hundred and ninety-three'; later it

was published in 'Byloye', 1921, no. 17.

49. M. F. Frolenko, 'Sobranie sochineniy' {Works), op. cit., vol. I, p. 218.

50. S. F. Kovalik, ' Revolyutsionnoye dvizhenie semidesyatykh godov i protsess

193-kh' {The revolutionary movement of the seventies and the trial of the 193),

M., 1928. This posthumous publication of his writings includes the Auto-

biography given in vol. 40 of the Granat Encyclopaedia, the memoirs already

published under the pseudonym of 'Starik' in 'Byloye', 1906, nos. X-XII, and
an article, ' Revolyutsionery narodniki' {Revolutionary Populists), which had
appeared in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1924, no. IV.

51. N. A. Charushin, 'O dalyokom proshlom' {On the distant past), op. cit., pp.
101-2. For this episode, see also I. E. Deniker, ' Vospominaniya' {Recollections),

in 'Katorga i ssylka', op. cit.; and I. I. Popov, ' Minuvsheye i perezhitoye.

Vospominaniya za 50 let. Sibir' i emigratsiya' {Things past and endured. Recol-

lections offifty years. Siberia and exile), L., 1924, p. 120, in which the author

quotes what Natanson had told him about the subject, when they were both

deported to Siberia.

52. Kupryanov was one of the most promising hopes of the Chaykovskist group,

but we know little of him, for he died tragically in prison. In 1873 he was one

of the most active working-class organizers in St Petersburg. Together with

Charushin, he founded a library for workers, and he engineered Tkachev's

escape from prison in 1 874. He too led a very ascetic life and was one of the

most cultured and reflective members of the group. One day, V. K. Debagory-

Mokrievich, taking up a Bakuninist theme, spoke to him of the 'revolutionary

instinct'. Kupryanov replied that 'he had no faith in temperament, he be-

lieved only in a sense of duty' (V. K. Debagory-Mokrievich, ' Vospominaniya"

{Recollections), Spb., 1906, p. 89). He was probably the most Marxist of the

Chaykovskists. This seems to have been the reason for his backing Lavrov

against Bakunin. S. L. Chudnovsky met him at this period in Vienna where

Kupryanov had come to buy a printing press on behalf of his comrades in St

Petersburg and said: 'I was literally stupefied by his exceptional mental

energy. He concerned himself with and read (or rather studied) only the basic

works on political economy and social science, he was never remotely interested

in literature or art, and when he opened a magazine he only stopped to read

the fundamental and most serious articles. When he was seventeen or eighteen

he knew (and how he knew) the tremendous auvre of K. Marx almost by

heart. For hours together he would explain to me the various aspects of Marx's

theory, impressing me with the extraordinary acuteness of his analysis and by
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the powerful logic of his conclusions . .
.' S. L. Chudnovsky, '/z davnikh let'

(From years gone by), op. cit., p. 43. He was arrested in 1874, and died

before the 'trial of the hundred and ninety-three', after a long illness, in the

Peter-Paul fortress on 18th April 1878.

53. P. A. Kropotkin, ' Vospominaniya o P. L. Lavrove' (Recollections of P. L.

Lavrov), in 'P. L. Lavrov. Stat'i, vospominaniya, materialy' (P. L. Lavrov.

Articles, recollections, material), P., 1922, pp. 436 ff. It makes clear that

Klements had been chosen just because 'he occupied an intermediate position

between the two tendencies'. The discussion took place in St Petersburg in

May 1872. 'The first number of "Vperyod" deeply disappointed us with the

exception of very few people . .
.' The programme of 'Vperyod', which

Charushin took to Kiev, also disappointed young Aksel'rod, who was then

just beginning his activities. P. B. Aksel'rod, 'Perezhitoye i peredumannoye'

(Things seen and reflected upon), Berlin, 1923, vol. T, p. 101.

54. Granat Encyclopaedia, vol. 40, under Charushin.

55. Given in O. V. Aptekman, ' Vasiliy Vasil'evich Bervi-Flerovsky po materia-

lam b. Ill Otdeleniya i D.G.P.' (V. V. Bervi-Flerovsky from the documents

of the ex-Third Section and the Department ofState Police), L., 1925, pp. 29-30.

This study is the best source for the life of Bervi, together with his own auto-

biographical writings, published in 'Golos minuvshego', 1915 and 1916, and
collected in V. Bervi-Flerovsky, 'Zapiski revolyutsionera mechtatelya' (Recol-

lections ofa revolutionary dreamer), M.-L., 1929. There is not much of interest

in ' Ekonomicheskiye vozzreniya V. V. Bervi-Flerovskogo\ [M.], 1952.

56. 'Polozhenie rabochego klassa v Rossii\ Nablyudeniya i issledovaniya N.
Flerovskogo (The situation of the working class in Russia. Observations and
researches by N. Flerovsky), Spb., 1869. The publisher was N. P. Polyakov,

who also published Marx's Das Kapital and several other socialist works. In

1872 there was another edition of this book, revised and augmented with new
material. It was, however, stopped by the censor. The quotations which follow

refer to the 1 869 edition. See L. Dobrovol'sky, 'Zapreshchyonnyye i unichtozhen-

nyye knigi V. V. Bervi-Flerovskogo' (Books by V. V. Bervi-Flerovsky which

were forbidden and destroyed), in ' Literaturnoye nasledstvo', M., 1933, nos.

VII-VIII, and V. V. Bervi-Flerovsky, 'Izbrannyye ekonomicheskiye proizve-

deniya' v dvukh tomakh s predisloviem G. Podorova (Selected works on

economics in two volumes, with an introduction by G. Podorov), M., 1958.

57. 'Polozhenie rabochego klassa v Rossii\ op. cit., p. 108.

58. 'We should remember that two paths open in front of us: one could lead us

to the forefront of civilization, the other holds out the same fate as India,

China, Spain', ibid., p. 120.

59. Ibid., p. 12.

60. Ibid., p. 225.

61. Ibid., p. 248.

62. Ibid., pp. 452 ff.

63. Ibid., p. 126.

64. Ibid, p. 357.

65. On 24th March 1870 Marx wrote to the Committee of the Russian section of

the International: 'Some months ago I was sent Flerovsky's book from St

Petersburg. It is a real discovery for Europe. In it the "Russian optimism",

which is spread over the continent even by so-called revolutionaries (i.e.

Bakuninists), is pitilessly unmasked. The worth of the book will not suffer if

I add that some passages do not altogether stand up to criticism from a strictly

theoretical point of view. It is the book of a serious observer, a dispassionate

scholar, a critic without prejudices, a powerful artist and above all a man
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enraged by every form of oppression, incapable of backing national anthems
of any kind and one who shares deeply in all the sufferings and all the aspira-

tions of the productive-classes.' The book had been sent to him on 30th Sep-

tember 1869 by N. F. Daniel'son. Through Daniel'son, Flerovsky himself wrote

to Marx sometime later, in 1871, and spoke to him of his work. See 'Perepiska

K. Marksa i F. Engel'sa s nisskimi politicheskimi deyatelyami\ pp. 28 and 53.

Cf. Jenny Longuet (Marx's daughter) to Kugelmann, in G. Del Bo, * Nuova
luce sulla vita di Marx da un carteggio inedito della moglie e della figHa Jenny \
in 'Movimento operaio', no. 2, 1955.

66. O. V. Aptekman, ' Vasiliy Vasil'evich Bervi-Flerovsky\ op. cit., p. 55.

67. ' Azbuka sotsial'nykh nauk v tryokh cliastyakh' (Alphabet of the social sciences

in three parts), Spb., 1871. In fact only two parts came out.

68. O. V. Aptekman, * Vasiliy Vasil'evich Bervi-Flerovsky\ op. cit., p. 61.

69. ' Issledovaniya po tekushchim voprosam' {Researches on the problems of the

day), Spb., 1872. It consisted of a collection of studies on The philosophic basis

of the right to collect taxes. Our press and the Nechaev trial. The school and the

intellectual movement: their significance andpresent situation.

70. O. V. Aptekman, 'Vasiliy Vasil'evich Bervi-Flerovsky\ op. cit., p. 112. See

E. Breshkovskaya, 'Jppolit Myshkin i arkhangel'skiy kruzhok' (/. Myshkin and
the Archangel group), no place, 1904, p. 9.

71. N. Flerovsky, " Azbuka sotsial'nykh nauk' (Alphabet of the social sciences), vol.

I; ' Greko-rimskaya tsivilizatsiya' (Graeco-Roman civilization), vol. II; ' XVII i

XVIII veka sovremennoy zapadnoy evropeyskoy tsivilizatsii'' (Civilization in the

1 7th and 18th centuries in western Europe), vol. Ill; ' XIX vek sovremennoy

zapadnoy evropeyskoy tsivilizatsii' (Nineteenth-century civilization in western

Europe), London, 1894. In England he also wrote *Tri politicheskiye sistemy'

(Three political systems), London, 1897; and even a novel, ' Na zhizn' i smert'.

Izobrazhenie idealistov' (For life andfor death. Portrait of idealists), London,

1898. None of these works contains anything of much interest about the

'seventies. Nevertheless there are many traces of the spiritual and cultural

atmosphere of that period, principally in Three political systems which contains

a great deal of autobiographical material.

72. A. A. Kunkr, ' Dolgushintsy\ s vstupitel'noy stat'yoy B. P. Koz'mina (The

Dolgushin group, with an introductory article by B. P. Koz'min), M., 1931.

73. L. E. Shishko, 'K kharakteristike dvizheniya nachala 70-kh godov' (For a

characterization of the movement ofthe early seventies), in ' Sobranie sochineniy^

(Works), op. cit., vol. IV, p. 202.

74. As well as Das Kapital, which Dolgushin often referred to when talking, they

also knew Marx's Manifesto in a lithoprinted Russian translation. For Marx's

connections with the Russian movement of these years, see A. L Reuel',

' Russkaya ekonomicheskaya mysi' 60-70-kh godov XIX veka i marksizm'

(Russian economic thought in the 1860's and 1870's and Marxism), M., 1956.

75. I. Teodorovich, 'Chem zhe nakonets byli Dolgushintsy' (Who were, in fact, the

Dolgushinists?), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1933, no. II. In discussion with B. P.

Koz'min, the author underlines Dolgushin's debt to Nechaev and xh^ political

democratic character of his group. Nevertheless he does not take enough

account of the influence exerted on him by Flerovsky.

76. L. E. Shishko, "K kharakteristike dvizheniya nachala 70'kh godov' (For a

characterization of the movement of the early seventies), op. cit., p. 202.

77. N. Flerovsky, ' Tri politicheskiye sistemy' (Three political systems), op. cit., p.

305.

78. A first version was published in Switzerland by Dmokhovsky—who had gone

there for that purpose—with the title, 'O muchenike Nikolaye i kak dolzhen

L
I
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zhit' cheJovek po zakonu prirody ipravdy'' {On the martvr Nicholas and how one

must live according to the laws ofnature and of truth); a second version, the one

printed by Dolgushin's clandestine press, is given in A. A. Kunkl', ' Dolgu-

shintsy' (The Dolgushin group), op. cit., pp. 205 ff.

79. Dolgushin's appeal is to be found in A. A. Kunkl', 'Dolgushintsy' {The

Dolgushin group), p. 212.

80. 'Zazhivopogrebyonnyye. Krusskomu obshchestvu otpoliticheskikh katorzhnikov
'

{Buried alive. From the political prisoners to the society of Russia), Spb., 1878.

Reprinted L., 1921.

81. See the article devoted to him in 'Gallereya shlissel'burgskikh uznikov\ pod
red. N. F. Annenskogo, V. Ya. Bogucharskogo, V. I. Semevskogo i P. F.

Yakubovicha {A gallery of the Shlisselburg prisoners. Edited by N. F. Annen-
sky, V. Ya. Bogucharsky, V. I. Semevsky and P. F. Yakubovich), Spb., 1907,

vol. I, pp. 72 ff.

82. Few other episodes of Populism have attracted so many anecdotes and
memoirs as this. Apart from books referred to above, see A. I. Ivanchin-

Pisarev, '/z vospominaniy o '' khozhdenii v narod"" ' {From recollections of the

movement 'to go to the people'), Spb., 1914, reprinted M. in 1929; T. A.

Bogdanovich, ' Khozhdenie v narod' {The movement 'to go to the people'). P.,

1917 (a short pamphlet); ' Khozhdenie v narod\ pod red. F. Raskol'nikova

{The movement 'to go to the people', edited by F. Raskol'nikov), M.-L., 1926,

a pamphlet which assembles a series of recollections.

83. Krylov's obituary in 'Vperyod', no. 43, 1876.

84. On Klements's travels at this period, see Sh. M. Levin, ' D.A. Klements\ op. cit.,

particularly pp. 34 flf., which gives a very interesting letter, written in 1874.

This is an account of his journey which characteristically alternates between

observations on the social system, brief ethnographic notes and comments on
what ground is best suited to propaganda. Together with more or less open
expressions of joy at being able to wander around at liberty, these are the

themes which are constantly repeated in other documents of the movement
'to go to the people'.

85. This was repeated at the 'trial of the hundred and ninety-three'. See B.

Bazilevsky, ' Gosudarstvennyye prestupleniya v Rossii v XlXveke' {State crimes

in Russia in the nineteenth century), Spb., 1906, vol. Ill, p. 154.

86. S. M. Stepnyak-Kravchinsky, 'Podpol'naya Rossiya' {Underground Russia),

in 'Sochineniya' {Works), op. cit., vol. I, p. 380.

87. O. v. Aptekman, 'Obshchestvo "Zemlya i Volya" 70-kh godov' {The society

'Zemlya i Volya' in the seventies), op. cit., p. 168.

88. Ibid., pp. 132-3.

89. P. L. Lavrov, ' Narodniki-propagandisty' {Populist-propagandists), 1925, p. 174.

90. In this connection, the notes of A. O. Lukashevich are particularly interesting.

They were written in 1877 and published by V. Nevsky, 'Kistorii khozhdeniya

v narod' {For a history of the movement ' to go to the people '), in 'Krasnyy

arkhiv', 1928, no. II.

91. O. V. Aptekman, "Obshchestvo "Zemlya i Volya" 70~kh godov" {The society

'Zemlya i Volya' in the seventies), op. cit., note 172.

92. N. Morozov, ' Povesti moyey zhizni\ Red., vstupitel'naya stat'ya i primechaniya

I. A. Teodorovicha {Storiesfrom my life. Edited and with introductory article

and notes by I. A. Teodorovich), M., 1933, vol. 1, pp. 276 ff.

93. 'Zapiska ministra yustitsii grafa Palena. Uspckh revolyutsionnoy propagandy v

Rossii\ Izdanie gazety 'Rabotnik' (Memoir of the Minister of Justice, Count

Pahlen. The successes of revolutionary propaganda in Russia. Published by the

journal 'The Worker'), Geneva, 1875, pp. 17 ff.
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CHAPTER 19

1

.

On the period before the emancipation of the serfs, the basic work is ' Biblio-

grafiya po istorii proletariata v epokhu tsarizma. Feodal'no-krepostnoy period\

Pod red. M. V. Nechkinoy. Bibliograficheskaya redaktsiya A. A. Borovskogo,
M.-L., 1935: Vyp. I, 'Knizhnaya literatura'' ; Vyp. II, ^ZhurnaVnaya literatura

A-Z' (as far as we know these were the only numbers to appear) {Bibliography

of the history of the proletariat under Tsarism. The feudal-serfperiod. Edited by
M. V. Nechkina, bibliographical editor A. A. Borovsky, M.-L., 1935: pt. I,

Books', pt. II, Articles A-Z) is important for this period and for the following

ten years; so is the ' Bibliograficheskiy ukazateV po istorii fabrik i zavodov"

{Bibliographical guide to the history of factories and workshops), M., 1932.

On the events of 1861 : M. Nechkina, ' Rabochiye volneniya v svyazi s reformoy

J861 g.' {Working-class agitations connected with the reform of 1861), in

'Istoriya proletariata SSSR\ pod red. P. O. Gorina, E. P. Krivoshenskoy

i dr. {History of the proletariat in the USSR, edited by P. O. Gorin, E. P.

Krivoshenskaya and others), M., 1930, no. I, pp. 90 ff. On the 'sixties the fol-

lowing works are still important, despite the publication of many collections

of documents since: M. Balabanov, 'Ocherki po istorii rabochego klassa v

Rossii' {Essay on the history of the working class in Russia), 3 vols., Kiev, 1923,

M., 1926; and B. P. Koz'min, 'Rabocheye dvizhenie v Rossii do revolyutsii

1905 g.' {The working-class movement in Russia before the 1905 revolution), M.,

1925; also Yu. Gessen, ' Istoriya gornorabochikh v SSSR'; tom I: ' Istoriya

gornorabochikh do 60-kh godov XIX v. \ M., 1926; tom II: ' Vtoraya polovina

XIXveka\ M., 1929 {History of the miners in the USSR; vol. I: History of the

miners before the sixties of the nineteenth century, M., 1926; vol. II: Second half

of the nineteenth century, M., 1929); and A. El'nitsky, ' Rabocheye dvizhenie v

Rossii' {The working-class movement in Russia), Kharkov, 1925; ' Rabocheye

dvizhenie v Rossii v XIX veke\ Sbornik dokumentov i materialov. Pod
redaktsiey A. M. Pankatovoy, {The labour movement in Russia in the 19th

century. Collection of documents and material. Edited by A. M. Pankratova),

vol. II, part I (1861-74); and part II (1875-84), M., 1950. On the general

history of Russian industry, see the classic work by M. I. Tugan-Baranovsky,
' Russkayafabrika v proshlom i nastoyashchem' {The Russian factory—past and
present), seventh edition, M., 1938; A. M. Pankratova, 'Propaganda idey

sotsializma sredi rabochikh Rossii v 70-80-kh godakh XIX v.' {Socialist propa-

ganda among the Russian working-class in the 1870''s and 80's), in ' Iz istorii

sotsial'no-politicheskikh idey. Sbornik statey k 75-letiyu akademika Vyacheslava

Petrovicha Volgina' {From the history of social andpolitical ideas. Miscellany in

honour of the 75th birthday ofAcademician V. P. Volgin), M., 1955, pp. 702 ff.

Cf. also Roger Portal, La Russie industrielle a la veille de Vemancipation des

serfs, in 'Etudes d'histoire moderne et contemporaine', Paris, 1953, vol. 5,

p. 147; and Das Problem eincr industriellen Revolution in Russland im 19.

Jahrhundert, in 'Forschungen zur Osteuropaischen Geschichte', Band I, Berlin,

1954, pp. 205 flf.

2. A. G. Rashin, ' Formirovanie promyshlennogo proletariata v Rossii. Statistiko-

ekonomicheskiye ocherki' {The formation of the industrial proletariat in Russia.

Statistical-economic essays), M., 1940, pp. 93 ff.

3. N. P. Shakhanov, 'Pervaya stachka rabochikh v Orekhovo-Zuyevc' {The first

workers' strike at Orekhovo-Zuyevo), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1929, no. X, which

prints many official documents. These show, among other things, that this

strike took place in 1863 and not in 1865, as is often said. On the development
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of the movement in that area, see a work by the same author, ' Ocherki po
istorii rabochego dvizheniya v Vladimirskoy gubernii v 70-kh godakh proshlogo

stoletiya' {Essays on the history of the working-class movement in the depart-

ment of Vladimir in the seventies of the last century), Vladimir, 1929.

4. Report quoted by B. P. Koz'min, ' Rabocheye dvizhenie v Rossii do revolyutsii

1905 g."* {The working-class movement in Russia before the revolution of 1905),

op. cit., p. 35.

5. The quotation from the ' Otechestvennye zapiski' is taken from N. Baturin,

'Ocherki iz istorii rabochego dvizheniya 70-kh i 80-kh godov' {Essays on the

history of the working-class movement of the seventies and eighties), second

edition, corrected, 1925. Though this is a pamphlet, it is written by an authority

on the Russian working-class movement. See also his ' Sochineniya' {Works),

M.-L., 1930. The basic studies of the working-class movement of the 'seventies

as a whole are those by V. I. Nevsky, 'K voprosu o rabochem dvizhenii v 70-e

gody^ {On the problem of the working-class movement in the seventies), in

'Istorik-marksist', 1927, no. IV; Yu. Gessen, 'K istorii stachek sredi fabrich-

nykh rabochikh v nachale 70-kh godov XIX veka' {For a history of the strikes

of thefactory workers at the beginning of the seventies), in ' Arkhiv istorii truda

V Rossii', 1922, no. Ill; E. A. Korol'chuk, 'Rabocheye dvizhenie semidesyatykh

godov. Sbornik arkhivnykh dokumentov' {The working-class movement of the

seventies. Collection ofarchive documents), M., 1934; and E. A. Kororchuk and
E. Sokolova, 'Khronika revolyutsionnogo rabochego dvizheniya v Peterburge\

tom I (1870-1904 g.) {Chronicle of the revolutionary working-class movement
in St Petersburg, vol. I (1870-1904)), L., 1940 (the second volume has never

been published); and A. M. Pankatova, op. cit., vol. II, part I, pp. 35, 45.

6. E. A. KoroFchuk, ' Rabocheye dvizhenie semidesyatykh godov"" {The working-

class movement of the seventies), op. cit.. Introduction, p. 18.

7. K. A. Pazhitnov, 'Folozhenie rabochego klassa v Rossii'; tom I: 'Period

krepostnogo truda' {The situation of the working-class in Russia; vol. I: Period

of serf labour), second edition, L., 1925, pp. 297 ff.

8. 'K voprosu o rabochem dvizhenii v 70-e gody' {On the problem of the working-

class movement of the seventies), op. cit.

9. For a list, see V. 1. Mezhov, ' Bibliograficheskiy ukazatel knig i statey

otnosyashchikhsya do obshchestv osnovannykh na nachalakh vzaimnosti, arteley,

polozheniya rabochego sosloviya i melkoy kustarnoy promyshlennosti v Rossii'

{Bibliographical guide to books and articles on societies founded on the

principles of mutual association, artels, the situation of the working-class and
small artisan industries in Russia), Spb., 1873. Typical examples of such

literature are: M. L., 'Arteli rabochikh dlya osnovaniya fabrik Hi masterskikh'

{Workers' associationsfor the creation offactories and workshops), Spb., 1862,

and second edition, Kiev, 1870. (This pamphlet was often circulated among
Populist groups along with the clandestine press); and P. S-ky., " Istoricheskiy

ocherk kooperativnykh uchrezhdeniy v Rossii' {Historical essay on cooperative

institutions in Russia), in 'Otechestvennye zapiski', 1871, nos. 11, 12.

10. On this, one of the most interesting aspects of the activity of the Chaykovskists,

see the article by Sh. M. Levin, 'Kruzhok chaykovtsev i propaganda sredi

peterburgskikh rabochikh v nachale 1870-kh godov' {The Chaykovskist group

and propaganda among the workers of St Petersburg at the beginning of the

seventies), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1929, no. XII. There are also the memoirs
of Charushin, Sinegub, Kropotkin, etc., already quoted.

11. P. L. Lavrov, ' Narodniki-propagandisty' {Populist-propagandists), L., 1925, p.

191.

12. 'Byloye', 1921, no. XVII.
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13. L. Shishko, *S. M. Kravchinsky i kruzhok chaykovtsev (Iz vospominaniy i

zametok starogo narodnikaY {S. M. Kravchinsky and the Chaykovskist group
[From recollections and notes of an old Populist]), Spb., 1906, p. 28.

14. P. A. Kropotkin, 'Zapiski revolyutsionera\ Podgotovka teksta k pechati i

primechaniya N. K. Lebedeva, predislovie P. P. Paradizova {Recollections

of a revolutionary. Text and notes edited by N. K. Lebedev. Preface by P. P.

Paradizov), no place (but L.), 1933, p. 199.

15. L. Shishko, 'S. M. Kravchinsky i kruzhok chaykovtsev"" (S. M. Kravchinsky

and the Chaykovskist group), op. cit., p. 153.

16. Letter to Lev Tikhomirov of 1896, published in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1925, no.

IV, p. 84.

17. 'Obshchina', 1877, nos. 6-7.

18. The attitude taken up by L A. Bachin and his tragic fate provide an interesting
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privileged position; apart from me, no one else went to prison.'

99. M. Chemavsky, ' /. N. Myshkin {po vospominaniyam katorzhanina 1870-1880-kh

gg.y {I. N. Myshkin [From the recollections ofa man condemned to hard labour

in the 1870s and 1880s]), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1924, nos. I, V; 1925, no. Ill;

and above all the striking recollections of Shlissel'burg by M. R. Popov, 'K
biografii Ippolita Nikiticha Myshkina' {For a biography of I. N. Myshkin), in

'Zapiski zemlevol'tsa' {Recollections ofa member of 'Zemlya. i Volya'), op. cit.

pp. 307 ff.

100. Starik (S. F. Kovalik), ' Dvizhenie semidesyatykh godov po Bol'shomu protsessu'

{The movement ofthe seventies in thegreat trial), op. cit. ; and, by the same author,

'K biografii P. I. VoynaraVskogo' {For a biography of P. I. Voynaral'sky), in

'Katorga i ssylka', 1924, no. I.

101. O. V. Aptekman, ' Dmitriy Rogachev v ego " Ispoved' k druz'yam" i pis'makh

semidesyatykh godov' {' Dimitry Rogachev iti his '' Confession to his friends"

and letters of the seventies '), M., 1928.
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102. O. V. Aptekman, ' Dmitriy Rogachev v ego "" Ispoved' k druz'yam'' ipis'makh

rodnym (Po materialam arkhiva byvshego III otdeleniyaY (D. Rogachev in his

'Confession to my friends'' and in his letters to his parents [Material from the

former Third Section]), in 'Byloye', 1924, no. XXVI.
103. S. S. Sinegub, ' Vospominanyia chaykovtsa' {Memoirs of one of the Chaykov-

skists), in 'Byloye', 1906, no. IX.

104. Chapter IX, p. 234.

105. A. O. Lukashevich, "Vnarodr {To the people!), in 'Byloye', 1907, no. III.

106. N. Morozov, Tovesti moyey zhizni' (Stories from my life), op. cit., vol. II,

p. 11.

107. 'Obshchina', 1873, nos. 6-7.

1 08

.

' Iz-za reshetki. Sbornik stikhotvoreniy russkikh zaklyuchyonnykhpopoliticheskim

prichinam V periode 1873-1877 gg., osuzhdyonnykh i ozhidayushchikh '^suda"*

{From behind bars. Collection of verses by Russians detainedfor political reasons

in the period 1873-1877, including those already condemned and those awaiting

judgement'), published by 'Rabotnik' in Geneva, 1877, also constitutes an
interesting document of the psychology of the movement developed in the

'trial of the hundred and ninety-three'. The preface (by Lopatin?) makes
violent attacks on Russian writers such as Turgenev and Dostoevsky (who is

described as 'the great Russian slave in the kingdom of slaves') for their

political weakness.

109. N. P. Sidorov, ' Statisticheskiye svedeniya o propagandistakh 70-kh godov v

obrabotke III Otdeleniya' {Statistical uata on the propagandists of the seventies

as estimated by the Third Section), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1928, no. I.

110. M. F. Frolenko, ' Sobranie sochineniy' {Works), op. cit., pp. 130 ff.; A.
Yakimova, 'Pamyati M. A. Kolenkinoy-Bogorodskoy' {In memory of M. A.

Kolenkina-Bogorodskaya), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1927, no. II.

111. 'Zemlya i Volya!', no. II, 15th December 1878, in ' Revolyutsionnaya zhur-

nalistika semidesyatykh godov"" {Revolutionary journalism of the seventies),

op. cit., p. 171. From now on this periodical will be quoted from this

reprint.

112. M. R. Popov, 'Zapiski zemlevol'tsa' {Memoirs of a member of 'Zemlya. i

Volya'), op. cit., p. 93.

113. 'Zemlya i Volya!', no. II, 15th December 1878, op. cit., p. 201.

114. N. A. Vitashevsky, 'Pervoye vooruzhyonnoye soprotivlenie—pervyy voennyy

sud {protsess KovaVskogoY {The first armed resistance—the first military

tribunal [the trial of Kovalsky]), in 'Byloye', 1906, no. II; M. F. Frolenko,
'/. M. Koval'sky\ in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1924, no. V, and reprinted in

' Sobranie sochineniy' {Works), vol. II, pp. 90 ff.; G. Koff, 'K delu o pervom
vooruzhyonnom soprotivlenii v Odesse v 1878 g.' {On the first armed resistance

at Odessa in 1878); and C. Martynovskaya, '/. M. Kovalsky i pervoye

vooruzhyonnoye soprotivlenie v Odesse"" {I. M. Kovalsky and the first armed
resistance at Odessa in 1878), both in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1929, nos. VIII-IX.

See also the novel (or rather recollections barely disguised as a novel) written

in the Shlissel'burg prison by F. N. Yurkovsky, 'Bulgakov', predislovie V. I.

Nevskogo, vstupitel'naya stat'ya i kommentarii E. E. Kolosova {Bulgakov,

preface by V. I. Nevsky, introductory article and notes by E. E. Kolosov),

M.-L., 1933; in it Koval'sky appears under the name of Kovalenko. For the

general atmosphere, see A. Shekhter, ' Revolyutsionnaya Odessa v 1877-1878

gg.' {Revolutionary Odessa in 1877 and 1878), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1923,

no. VI. The propagandist followers of Lavrov were dominated by the idea that

'Constitutions don't feed the people'. But they too were soon to be involved in

terrorist activity and the 'political' struggle.
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115. For an account of them, see F. Pokrovsky, ' Russkaya revolyutsionnaya

emigratsiya. Zapiska Ya. V. Stefanovicha'' {Russian revolutionary emigres. A
memoir of Ya. V. Stefanovich), in 'Byloye', 1921, no. XVI.

116. A. Vitashevskaya, 'N. A. Vitashevsky {Beglyye vospominaniyaY {N. A.

Vitashevsky [Brief recollections]), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1924, no. IV.

117. E. N. Kusheva, '/z istorii "" Obshchestva narodnogo osvobozhdeniya'' ' {From
the history of the ' Society for the Liberation of the People'), in 'Katorga i

ssylka', 1931, no. IV. The 'Nabat', nos. 1-2, of 1879, announced the publica-

tion of two pamphlets: The trial of Koval'sky, with an editorial preface, and a

reprint of an article of Koval'sky's on the religious sects of South Russia ' with

a preface by one of his friends'. To the best of my knowledge these two
pamphlets never actually appeared. Nonetheless, they bear witness to the

'Nabat's' interest in Koval'sky.

118. The 'Nabat' asserted that this 'was a volunteer in the Slav rising against the

Turks and also a member of Garibaldi's bands. He seems to have been a man
with ideas, and not just a simple bandit'. His name was Lukyanov. 'Nabat',

1878, nos. I-II.

1 19. A report from Odessa in the 'Nabat' (probably from this group) describes the

state of mind in which the news of Zasulich's plot was received. 'They have

fired at Trepov ! The first thought that came into our minds when we heard the

news was: "At last! What a pity they did not think of it sooner!" The second

thought was of gratitude.' Ibid., 1878, nos. I-II.

120. S. I. Feochari, ' Vooruzhyonnaya demonstratsiya 1878 g. v Odesse {sudnadl. M.
KovaVskimY {The armed demonstration at Odessa in J878 [The trial of I. M.
KovaVsky]), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1924, no. I; and 'Zemlya i Volya!', nos. II,

V, 0/7. c/7., pp. 201,415.

121

.

'C'est I'agitation par lefait qui accompagne desormais la propagande orale ou
imprimee', commented D. Klements, in 'Le Travaillcur', 1878, no. 2,

February-March.

122. '' Biograficheskiye zametki o Valeriane Osinskom' {Biographical notes on V.

Osinsky), in 'Narodnaya Volya', no. 2, 1st November 1879, in 'Literatura

partii "Narodnoy Voli" ' {Literature of the 'Narodnaya Volya' party), M.,

1906, p. 52.

123. The manifesto has often been reprinted; for instance, 'Obshchina', 1878, nos.

3-4, and 'Nabat', 1878, etc.

124. Rostislav Steblin-Kamensky, 'Grigoriy Anfimovich Popko\ in 'Byloye', 1907,

no. V.

125. M. R. Popov, 'Zapiski zemlevol'tsa' {Recollections of a member o/ 'Zemlya i

Volya'), op. cit., p. 60.

126. Lev Tikhomirov, ' Vospominaniya\ pod red. V. I. Nevskogo {Recollections,

edited by V. I. Nevsky), M.-L., 1927, p. 108.

127. The manifesto, which was published on this occasion, and which (according

to V. Debagory-Mokrievich, 'O/ buntarstva k terrorizmu' {From 'revolt' to

terrorism), M., vol. II, p. 14) bore the stamp of the 'Executive Committee' on

some copies, was reprinted in 'Obshchina', 1878, nos. III-IV.

128. Rostislav Steblin-Kamensky, 'Grigoriy Anfimovich Popko\ in 'Byloye', 1907,

no. V. The poster, which bore the stamp of the 'Executive Committee', also

announced the violent death of a working-class comrade and the flight of

Stefanovich, Deych and Bokhanovsky from prison. It is reprinted in Yu. Ber,

' "Zemlya i Volya" na rozdorizhzhi" ('Zemlya i Volya' at the cross-roads [in

Ukrainian]), in 'Za sto lit', 1929, no. IV.

129. M. F. Frolenko, "Popytka osvobozhdeniya Voynaral'skogo 1-ogo iyulya

1878 g.' {The attempt to free VoynaraVsky on 1st July 1878), in 'Katorga i
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ssylka', 1929, no. IV; and in ' Sobranie sochineniy' {Works), op. cit., vol. I, p.

276.

130. Rostislav Steblin-Kamensky, 'Grigoriy Anfimovich Popko\ op. cit. See other

accounts collected in V. Bogucharsky, 'Aktivnoye narodnichestvo 70-kh godov'

{Active Populism in the seventies), op. cit., p. 323. These accounts must,

however, be appraised cautiously. Obviously those Populists, such as Debagory-
Mokrievich, who took part in the movement at that time but who subsequently

became liberals, have a tendency to transfer their later ideas to the period of

their youth.

131. See O. V. Aptekman's analysis in '''Chyornyy peredeV. Organ sotsialistoi-

federalistov 1880-1881 \ Predislovie V. I. Nevskogo ('Chyornyy Peredel'. The

organ of the federalist-socialists, 1880-1881. Preface by V. I. Nevsky), M.-P.,

1923, pp. 5 if.

132. The 'Obshchina' was very close to 'Le Travailleur', the review edited by

Zhukovsky, Ch. Perron and E. Reclus, which was first published at Geneva in

May 1877. Klements was one of the Russians who contributed to it, with

many interesting reports on the 'trial of the hundred and ninety-three' and on
Populist ideas. 'Selon nous la propriete collective, telle qu'elle existe actuel-

lement en Russie, est la premiere etape vers une jouissance collective du sol,

plus complete et plus parfaite, qui ne se realisera qu'apres une confiscation

generale au profit de tous et par I'abolition de toute propriete individuelle.

Cette confiscation sera le premier pas de la revolution russe', he wrote in

no. 4, August 1877. In the same report he discussed the problem of the State:

'II peut se faire que les socialistes allemands reussissent a concilier I'inconci-

liable, a trouver une solution a I'antagonisme de I'Etat et du peuple sous forme

de Volksstaat (Etat du peuple). Peut-etre leurs tentatives se font-elles avec une

foi profonde dans le succes, mais je dois avouer que la majorite des socialistes

russes ne possedent pas cette foi . . . Qui s'est fait I'apotre des idees anti-

etatistes en Europe? Bakounine, un russe. Loin de moi de faire une question

de merite national entre les socialistes des divers peuples, je veux seulement

demontrer que ce n'est pas le hasard qui a pousse un russe a propager

I'anarchie, tandis que d'autres penseurs ont laisse de cote des idees pour

s'occuper du mutualisme, des banques du peuple, etc. Loin de moi aussi

I'intention de creer une doctrine du socialisme russe, mais qu'il me soit

permis du moins de resumer les aspirations populaires qui se traduisent par

une puissante tendence a I'abolition de la propriete individuelle et par con-

sequent a I'abolition d'une classe privilegiee de proprietaires ... La question

des industries et fabriques est resolue par les socialistes russes de la meme
fagon qu'en Occident . .

.'

133. His article, 'Russia', in 'Jahrbuch fur Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik *,

1879, no. I.

1 34. P. B. Aksel'rod, ' Perezhitoye iperedumannoye'' {Things seen and reflected upon)

^

Berlin, 1923, vol. I, p, 201.

135. No. I.

1 36. Leading article, nos, 3-4.

137. Report from Italy in no. I. After speaking of the Calabrian paper, *Anarchia',

he said: 'At the root of the Calabrian peasant's ideal is the dream that one

day the period of the "peasant republic" will dawn at last. But the followers

of Mazzini are not pleased about it—this is not the republic which they are

trying to bring about. It is a republic of land and liberty, in which there is no
place for masters and gentlemen.' And he goes on in a similar vein, mentally

drawing a parallel between Calabria and Russia. Of course, no one in the huts

of Calabria could read, 'but every one of those peasants knows the best way
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to use a gun and a knife'. No. 2: 'The attempt at Benevento' (a detailed

description of the insurrection in which he had played a part in 1877). In no. I

there is also a detailed report, From Italy, signed Antonio, which discusses the

'Plebe' ('published, as everyone knows, by Malon . . . and whose programme
is not completely identical with that of the German social-democrats, although

it is statist'). It also refers to the Italian revolutionary tradition, Romagna, the

Neapolitan bandits (who are 'the most faithful and cooperative allies of the

priests'), the Forli congress, Costa's letter ('interesting, but I am not in full

agreement with him'). The author's political conclusion is that in Italy 'the

bourgeois revolution is dying out and socialism is not yet sufficiently developed

to create its own advancing phalanx of competent fighters'. This crisis is

general throughout Europe, but is particularly serious in Italy, 'in view of the

strong tradition of Mazzini and Garibaldi, and the newness of socialism'.

Another report from Italy, in nos. 6-7, quoted, among other things, a mani-

festo of the Neapolitan Federation which ended: 'Long live the band of the

Matese.' In the same number there is an unsigned article, perhaps by Krav-

chinsky, on the Activity of the Italian people in the struggle against the

bourgeoisie and the government. For the revolutionary activities of Kravchinsky

in Italy, see: E. Conti, Le origini del socialismo a Firenze, Rome, 1950, p. 268

;

F. Delia Peruta, La Banda del Matese e ilfallimento della teoria anarchica della

moderna jacquerie in Italia, in 'Movimento operaio', 1954, no. 3; and A.

Romano, Storia del movimento socialista in Italia, vol. Ill, no place (but

Rome), 1955, chap. 6.

138. A. F. Koni, ' Vospominaniya o dele Very Zasulich' {Recollections of the Vera

Zasulich affair), op. cit. Koni was the president of the tribunal which acquitted

her. This book gives one of the most lively, accurate and interesting pictures

of the period 1877-8. In the notes there is a very detailed account of the various

individual events in this affair. Also: Vera Zasulich, " Vospominaniya\

podgotovil k pechati B. P. Koz'min {Recollections, edited by B. P. Koz'min),

M., 1931; A. A. Kunkl', ' Vystrel Very Zasulich' {The revolver shot of Vera

Zasulich), M., 1927. See also A. F. Koni, ' Izbrannyye vospominaniya' {A

selection from the memoirs), M., 1956.

139. 'Quarante-huit heures durant, I'Europe a tout oublie, la paix, la guerre, M. de

Bismarck, lord Beaconsfield, le prince Gortchakov, pour ne s'occuper que de

Vera Zassoulitch et de I'etrange aventure judiciaire dont cette inconnue a ete

I'heroine', wrote G. Valbert in the 'Revue des Deux Mondes', May 1878.

140. L. Deych, ' V. I. Zasulich\ in 'Golos minuvshago', 1919, nos. V-XII.

141. A. F. Koni, ' Vospominaniya o dele Very Zasulich* {Recollections of the Vera

Zasulich affair), op. cit., p. 231.

142. To Russian society, reprinted in ' Literaturnoye nasledie G. V. Plekhanova\ pod
red. A. V. Lunacharskogo, F. D. Kretova, R. M. Plekhanovoy {The literary

heritage ofG. V. Plekhanov, edited by A. V. Lunacharsky, F. D. Kretov, R. M.
Plekhanova), M., 1934, vol. I, p. 382.

143. In a letter addressed to B. I. Nikolaevsky, on 14th February 1923, the founder

of this press, A. I. Zundelevich, described the difficulties which he encountered,

and his poverty and that of his companions at that time; he also spoke of

M. K. Krylova, one of the women workers at the press, of a young Bulgarian

called Kozlovsky and of Vera Zasulich, who all helped to get the press going.

The letter is published in "Perepiska G. V. Plekhanova i P. B. Aksel'roda' {The

correspondence ofG. V. Plekhanov and P. B. Aksel'rod), op. cit., vol. I, p. 212.

144. A. P. Pribyleva-Korba and V. N. Figner, ' Narodovolets Aleksandr Dmitrievich

Mikhaylov' {A. D. Mikhaylov o/'Narodnaya Volya'), op. cit., p. 123.

L
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145. N. K. Bukh, * Vospominaniya\ Predislovie F. Kona {Recollections. Preface by

F. Kon), M., 1928.

146. Only four numbers came out, between March and May of 1878. They are

reprinted in ' Revolyutsionnaya zhurnalistika semidesyatykh godov' {Revolu-

tionaryjournalism in the seventies), op. cit., to which the following pages refer.

147. March 1878, p. 3.

148. Ibid., p. 5.

149. Ibid., p. 4.

150. Ibid., no. 2, 15th April 1878, p. 47.

151. Ibid., no. 3, April 1878, p. 66.

152. Ibid., no. 4, May 1878, p. 88.

153. Reprinted in ' Revolyutsionnaya zhurnalistika semidesyatykh godov' {Revolu-

tionary journalism in the seventies), op. cit., p. 67. Rusanov remembered that

this leaflet of Mikhaylovsky's was 'considered by the revolutionaries to be the

work of the liberals who had worked up some courage and had become quite

bold. On the other hand most liberals considered it to be too vigorous and too

full of concessions to the revolutionaries'. N. S. Rusanov, 'Iz- moikh
vospominaniy\ Kniga I: ' Detstvo i yunost' na rodine^ {From my recollections.

Book I: Childhood andyouth in my native land), Berlin, 1923, p. 238.

154. Quoted from the introductory article by O. V. Aptekman, in 'Cliyornyy

peredeV {The black partition), op. cit., p. 24.

155. B. Gorev, 'iV. K. Mikhaylovsky\ M., undated, p. 41.

156. 'Obshchina', nos. 3-4.

1 57. It was reprinted, with an introductory article by V. Petrovsky, in Petrograd

in 1920. It provides curious evidence of the contradictions between which the

whole Populist movement was oscillating at the time; of the accumulation of

political and social issues ; and of the desire to hit out directly at those res-

ponsible for the sufferings of the socialists in prison. So strange is this document
that abroad it was taken to be the work of di provocateur. V. Zaytsev wrote in

'Obshcheye delo', 1878, no. 16, an article with the characteristic title of 'New
tricks of the spies'. He had welcomed the assassination itself very differently.

'In ordinary society the killing of a spy, like the killing of a spider, is the most
common thing in the world and attracts no one's attention. So in Italy, in the

time of the Bourbons, they killed them off like flies without regarding their

importance or lack of it, and no one took any notice except the spy himself,

no. 14, August 1878.

158. Regarding his state of mind at this period, see E. A. Korol'chuk, 'Iz perepiski

S. M. Kravchinskogo' {From the correspondence of S. M. Kravchinsky), in

'Katorga i ssylka', 1926, no. VI; this includes a letter to Vera Zasulich, which

is against both Kropotkin (propaganda) on the one hand, and Stefanovich

(too many concessions to the peasant mentality) on the other, and advocates

deliberate and active Populism.

1 59. The original manuscript in A. D. Oboleshev's own hand has been preserved,
' Arkhiv "Zemli i Voli" i "Narodnoy Voli" ' {Archives o/'Zemlya i Volya'

a«c/ ' Narodnaya Volya'), op. cit., pp. 70 ff., which includes various additions,

modifications and other documents referring to this discussion.

160. S. P. Pribyleva-Korba and V. N. Figner, ' Narodovolets Aleksandr Dmitrievich

Mikhaylov' {A. D. Mikhaylov o/'Narodnaya Volya'), op. cit., p. 109.

161. This proposal is reprinted in a note by A. F. Koni, ' Vospominaniya o dele V.

Zasulich' {Recollections ofthe Vera Zasulich affair), op. cit., p. 536. this session,

and those immediately following, in which it was decided to abolish trial by

jury for political offences and in which the foundations of the legislation con-

cerning juries began to be undermined, found an echo in a work, apparently
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by Plekhanov, which was clandestinely published by the 'Free Russian Press'

in April. The title was Two sessions of the Council of Ministers, and it is re-

printed in ' Literaturnoye nasledie G. V. Plekhanova' (The literary heritage of
G. V. Plekhanov), op. cit., vol. I, pp. 386 ff. This shows that the 'Zemlya i

Volya' circle was pretty well informed about the government's activities, and
it proves what hopes they still placed, in April, in public opinion. 'The Russian
social conscience, awakened by the Zasulich affair, will arouse itself still more
at each new blow of the whip.'

162. A. N. Bakh, 'Zapiski narodovol'tsa\ Predislovie P. Anatol'eva (^Recollections

ofa member of Narodnaya i Volya'. Preface by P. Anatol'ev), no place (but L.),

1931, pp. 18-19.

163. Quoted by V. Bogucharsky, ' Aktivnoye narodnichestvo 70-kh godov" (Active

Populism in the seventies), op. cit., p. 318.

164. 'Nachalo', no. 2, April 1878, op. cit., p. 48.

165. I. I. Petrushevsky, '/z zapisok obshchestvennogo deyatelya. Vospominaniya'.

Pod red. Prof. A. A. Kizevettera {From the notes of a political figure.

Recollections. Edited by Professor A. A. Kizevetter), in ^ Arkhiv russkoy

revolyutsii' {Archive ofthe Russian Revolution), Berlin, 1934, p. 100. See V. Ya.

Bogucharsky, '/z istorii politicheskoy bor'by v 70-kh i 80-kh godakh XIX veka.

Partiya "Narodnoy Voli", eyo proiskhozhdenie, sud'ba i gibel" {From the

history of the political struggle in the seventies and eighties of the nineteenth

century. The part v 'Narodnaya Volya', its origins, its destiny and its downfall),

M., 1912, pp. 40l ff.

166. A. P. Pribyleva-Korba and V. N. Figner, ' Narodovolets Aleksandr Dmitrievich

Mikhaylov' {A. D. Mikhaylov <?/' Narodnaya Volya'), op. cit., p. 124.

167. The former went mad in prison before the trial, the latter was sentenced to

ten years' hard labour, which she served, until 1886, at Kara. She was then

exiled to the department of Irkutsk.

168. G. V. Plekhanov, ' Vospominaniya o A. D. Mikhaylove' {Recollections of A. D.

Mikhaylov), in ' Sochineniya' {Works), op. cit., p. 163.

169. See the manifesto of the 'Free Press of St Petersburg'—edited probably by

Plekhanov

—

To the students of all the institutions of higher education, with the

motto 'Who is not with me is against me', and also an appeal for resistance.

Reprinted in ' Literaturnoye nasledie G. V. Plekhanova' {The literary heritage

ofG. V. Plekhanov), op. cit., vol. I, p. 384.

170. L. Tikhomirov, ' Vospominaniya'' {Recollections), op. cit., p. 129. ' Protsess 20-ti

narodovol'tsev v 1882 g."* {The trial of twenty members cj/ ' Narodnaya Volya' in

1882), in 'Byloye', 1906, no. I; A. P. Pribyleva-Korba, ' Pamyati dorogogo druga

N. V. Kletochnikova'' {In memory of my dear friend N. V. Klctochnikov), in

' Arkhiv "Zemli i Voli" / "Narodnoy Voli" ' {Archive o/' Zemlya i Volya' and
'Narodnaya Volya'), op. cit., p. 40. She describes him as a small, modest,

good-natured man, who regarded Mikhaylov and the other members of

'Zemlya i Volya' as being infinitely above himself; like giants, models for the

whole human race. He always remained something of a provincial. Only once

in his life did he protest: when it was proposed that he should enter the Third

Section. But he got used to the idea later on and carried out scrupulously the

task entrusted to him. His reports are still preserved intact in the archives of

'Zemlya i Volya'. They were published in part in 'Byloye', 1908, no. VII; and

1909, no. VIII.

171. On the group of 'propagandists' at Vilna, from which he came, see B. Sapir,

Liberman et le socialisme russe, in the ' International Review for Social History*,

1938, no. III.

172. In the autumn of 1878 the press had published a leaflet asking for financial
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support. It had already been functioning for two years and promised to

increase its activity in the future. This leaflet, which has never been fully

reprinted, is quoted in ' Russkaya podpol'naya i zarubezhnaya pechat'. Biblio-

graficheskiy ukazatel' . I. DonarodovoVcheskiy period 1831-I879\ Vyp. I.

Sostavlen M. M. Klevenskim, E. N. Kushevoy i O. P. Markovoy pod red. S. N.

Walka.i'B.F.K.oz'mma.iThe clandestinepress in Russiaandabroad. Bibliographical

guide. I. The period before 'Narodnaya Volya', 1831-1879. No. I, compiled

by M. M. Klevensky, E. N. Kusheva and O. P. Markova, under the direction

of S. N. Valk and B. P. Koz'min), M., 1935, p. 194.

173. L. Tikhomirov, ' Vospominaniya'' {Recollections), op. cit., p. 133.

174. For a politically vague description of the inner life of 'Zemlya i Volya', see

N. Morozov, Povesti moyey zhizni' {Stories from my life), op. cit., vol. IV.

pp. 177 ff.; and above all G. V. Plekhanov, ' Sochincniya' {Works), op. cit.,

pp. 165 ff.

175. The article is by Plekhanov. It is reprinted in ' Sochineniya' {Works), op. cit.,

vol. I, pp. 56 ff.

176. Reprinted in ' Sochineniya^ {Works), op. cit., vol. I, pp. 67 ff.

177. A. P. Pribyleva-Korba and V. N. Figner, ' Narodovolets Aleksandr Dmitrievich

Mikhaylov' {A. D. Mikhaylov o/'Narodnaya Volya'), op. cit., p. 110.

178. M. R. Popov, 'Zapiski zemlevol'tsa' {Recollections of a member of 'Zemlya. i

Volya'), op. cit., p. 107.

179. (Anonymous), '5. TV. Bobokhov\ in 'Byloye', 1900, no. I.

180. For an account of her, see E. K. Breshko-Breshkovskaya, '/z vospominaniy'

{From recollections), in 'Golos minuvshago ', 1918, nos. X-XII. As the daughter

of General Leshern von Gertsfel'd, she had been brought up in a wealthy and
cultured environment. She was one of the Chaykovskists and was principally

connected with the group of F. N. Lermontov, one of the men who moved
from propaganda to 'the rebels'. She was arrested in 1874 and set free after

the 'trial of the hundred and ninety-three'. She went straight to Kiev to take

part in terrorism there. At her trial, the prosecutor said of her that 'she

was not a woman, but a monster, a sort of hermaphrodite' and asked for the

death penalty, which was afterwards commuted to hard labour for life. She

remained at Kara until 1 894, then she was exiled in the Baikal area.

181. Ibid. She too was a particularly well educated woman. She had interrupted her

studies in mathematics at the University of Heidelberg to take part in the

revolutionary movement at Moscow. She was arrested six times and eventually

exiled in the department of Kostroma. Later she worked at Kiev and was
condemned to fourteen years' hard labour.

182. "Protsess sotsialistov Valer'yana Osinskogo, Sofii Leshern von Gertsfel'd i

Varfolomeya Voloshenko. Kratkiy otchyot zasedaniya Kievskogo Voenno-

okruzhnogo suda 5 maya' {The trial of the socialists V. Osinsky, Sofya Leshern

von Gertsfeld and V. Voloshenko. A brief account of their trial by the military

tribunal of the district of Kiev on 5th May 1879), no place (but Geneva), 1879,

p. 12. Sofya Leshern said 'that she had nothing to say except that she utterly

despised the tribunal and the governor', ibid.

183. L. Deych, ' Valer'yan Osinsky", in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1929, no. V.

184. L. Tikhomirov, ' Vospominaniya' {Recollections), op. cit., p. 134. This stand-

point of Klements's was eventually reflected in his sentence—deportation to

Siberia—at a time when hangings and the katorga were the order of the day.

185. 'Zemlya i Volya!' had not spoken of the 'Executive Committee'. 'Listok' had

published, for the first time in the North, a communique signed in this way
when the spy, Reynshteyn, was killed, 'guilty of having brought the Northern

Union of Russian Workers to its downfall'.
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186. N. Morozov, 'Povesti inoyey zhizni" {Stories from my life)y op. cit.y vol. IV, pp.
206 ff. ; and P. E. Shchegolev, ' Alekseyevskiy ravelin ' {The Alexeyevsky dungeon),

M., 1929, pp. 263 flF.

187. A different opinion from this, and from all the other accounts, is expressed bv

Zundelevich in a letter published in ' Sbornik. Gruppa " Osvobozhdenie truda
"

',

no. Ill, p. 207. Zundelevich himself conducted the negotiations with Solovyov

in the days before his attempted assassination of the Tsar. What he wrote in

any case confirms the fact that Mikhaylov and Kvyatkovsky did nothing to

stop him.

188. V. Figner, ' Zapechatlyonnyy tnid' {Work concluded), op. cif., vol. I, p. 129; and
M. R. Popov, 'Zapiski zemlevol'tsa' {Recollections of a member o/ "Zemlya i

Volya'), op. cit., p. 202.

189. 'Pokushenie A. K. Solovyova na tsareubiystvo 2 aprelya 1879 ^.' {A. K.

Solovyov's attempted assassination of the Tsar on 2nd April 1879), in 'Bylove'

1918, nos. I, II.

190. A. P. Pribyleva-Korba and V. N. Figner, ' Narodovolets Aleksandr Dmitrievich

Mikhaylov' {A. D. Mikhaylov o/'Narodnaya Volya'), op. cit., pp. 109, 127.

191

.

There is an anonymous pamphlet (in fact by P. Kropotkin) which is interesting

for its assessment of Solovyov's gesture. La vie d'un socialiste russe, Geneva,
1879. 'La bourgeoisie se sent ennuyee de ce regnc, commence par des promes-
ses si belles et finissant par I'incapacite, I'oppression, Tarbitraire des gen-

darmes, la banqueroute, la terreur. Petersbourg, cette capitale si servile

autrefois, temoigne une indifference frappante le jour de I'attentat, et devient

morne, triste, le jour de I'execution de Solovieff. Les villes murmurent. Et

la-bas, dans ces vastes plaines, arrosees par la sueur du laboureur reste esclave,

dans ces sombres hameaux ou la misere tuait toutes les esperances, les coups

de revolver de Solovieff deviennent la cause d'une sourde agitation: I'insur-

rection, precourseur des revolutions, fait deja entendre son grondement. Le
1793 du paysan russe se sent dans I'air.'

CHAPTER 21

1. See N. Shilder, 'Graf Eduard Fvanovich Totleben. Ego zhizn' i deyateVnost'

.

Biografcheskiy ocherk' {Count Totleben. His life and work. Biographical essay),

Spb., 1882.

2. S. S. Tatishchev, "Imperator Aleksandr II. Ego zhizn' i tsarstvovanie" {The

Emperor Alexander II. His life and reign), Spb., 1903, vol. II, p. 606.

3. Ibid.,ip. 613.

4. 'Narodnaya Volya', no. I, 1st October 1879, in ' Literatura partii "Narodno\
Voli" ' {Literature of the party 'Narodnaya Volya'), M., 1907, p. 23.

5. Ibid., p. 29. On the journey from prison to gallows, the condemned men tried

to shout to the crowd from their carts that they were dying on behalf of the

people. Before his head was pushed into the hood (the custom with those about

to be hanged), Bil'chansky managed to say: 'Long live the revolution! Long
live the poor

!

'

6. Ibid., p. 8. See A. Semyonov, "Salomon Vittenberg {Materialy i biografiyaY

{S. Vittenberg [Material and biography]), in 'Byloye', 1925, no. VI. He was

bom in 1852 of a poor Jewish family; after finishing his studies he went to

Vienna for a time. In 1877 he spent three months in the fortress at Nikolaev

for spreading propaganda among the sailors. When he came out, he went off

to Odessa as a workman and took part in the demonstrations following the
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Kovarsky trial. 'Throughout that terrible night I stayed in the streets. ... A
terrible night, but beautiful . .

.'

7. Ibid., no. 5, 5th February 1881, p. 182. S. Yastremsky, '/). A. Lizogub (Tri

vstrechiy (D. A. Lizogub [Three meetings]), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1924, no. IV;

and E. Khir'yakova, ' Vospominaniya i nekotoryye svedeniya o Dmitrii

Andreyeviche Lizogube' {Recollections and some information about D. A.

Lizogub), in 'Zven'ya', 1932, no. I.

8. A. P. Pribyleva-Korba and V. N. Figner, ' Narodovolets Aleksandr Dmitrievich

Mikhaylov' {A. D. Mikhaylov o/'Narodnaya Volya'), L., 1925, p. 131.

9. P. L. Lavrov, ' Narodniki-propagandisty 1873-1877 gg.' {Populist-propagandists

in the years 1873-1877), in 'Materialy dlya istorii russkogo sotsial'no-

revolyutsionnogo dvizheniya' {Material for a history of the Russian social-

revolutionary movement), Geneva, 1895, no. X, p. 75.

10. M. F. Frolenko, 'Sobranie sochineniy\ v dvukh tomakh, pod. redaktsiey i s

primechaniyami I. A. Teodorovicha ( Works, in two volumes, edited and with

notes by I. A. Teodorovich), M., 1932, vol. II, p. 33. For the ideas of S. N.
Yuzhakov, see T. H. Von Laue, The Fate of Capitalism in Russia. The Narodnik

Version, in 'The American Slavic and East European Review', 1954, no. 1.

11. 'Narodnaya Volya', no. 3, 1st January 1880, op. cit., p. 105.

12. A. P. Pribyleva-Korba and V. N. Figner, ' Narodovolets Aleksandr Dmitrievich

Mikhaylov' {A. D. Mikhaylov o/' Narodnaya Volya'), op. cit., p. 135.

13. ' Revolyutsionnaya zhurnalistika semidesyatykhgodov ' {Revolutionaryjournalism

in the seventies), Paris, 1905, pp. 399 ff.

14. Nikolay Morozov, 'Povesti moyey zhizni\ Redaktsiya, vstupitel'naya stat'ya i

primechaniya I. A. Teodorovicha {Stories from my life. Edited with an intro-

ductory article and notes by I. A. Teodorovich), M., 1933, vol. IV, p. 284. On
Shiryaev, see R. M. Kantor, ' Avtograficheskaya zapiska Stepana Shiryaeva'

{Autobiographical memoir by S. Shiryaev), in 'Krasnyy arkhiv', 1924, no. VII,

which publishes his deposition. He was the son of a serf in the Saratov region,

and had started off as a follower of the ideas of Pisarev, a 'nihilist'. But
before long he gave them up, 'because I realized their falsity and narrow
egoism, and I saw my moral obHgation to be a useful member of society'.

His spiritual evolution was typical of his generation, influenced as he was by

the writings of Dobrolyubov, Flerovsky and Chernyshevsky. He, too 'almost

went as a volunteer to Serbia'. In Switzerland he was in touch with the

emigres. He sided with the Bakuninist party against Lavrov, and above all

against the new policy of ' Vperyod' and the St Petersburg followers of Lavrov,

who trusted only in propaganda and the development of Russian economy

:

'The Swiss anarchists were the first to talk about propagande par le fait.' For
his connections with Lavrov, see his letters to him written in 1878, from May
to October, which were published by V. L. Burtsev in ' Golos minuvshago na
chuzhoy storone', 1927, no. V. In these he discussed his programme of action

before returning to Russia: 'To struggle against the factory owners, against

the pomeshchiki and the kulaks in the villages, against the police, the judges,

the apathetic ... to be at the head of those whom the Tsar and the nobility

have off"ended, to be at the head of the workers who have been reduced to

despair by the will of their bosses, to be at the head of the religious sects . .

.'

This programme was typical of a narodnik of 'Zemlya i Volya', yet no sooner

did he get to St Petersburg than he was caught up by terrorism and put himself

at the head of those who supported such a policy.

15. M. R. Popov, 'Zapiski zemlevoVtsa\ Redaktsiya I. A. Teodorovicha {Recol-

lections ofa member o/'Zemlya i Volya'. Edited by I. A. Teodorovich), op. cit.,

M., 1933, p. 200.
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16. Ibid., p. 222. See S. Valk, ' Avtobiograficheskoye zayavlenie A. A. Kvyatkovs,

kogo* {A. A. Kvyatkovskys autobiographical deposition), in 'Krasnyy arkhiv'-

1926, no. I. He came from Tomsk in Siberia, and was a cousin of Bakunin's
wife.

17. Ibid., p. 94.

18. 'Nikolay Ivanovich Kibal'chich\ Geneva, 1882, second edition, 1889, p. 6. See
'N. I. Kibal'chich\ Red. F. Delova, N. Maksimova, S. Nechetnogoy i A.
Rudina {N. I. Kibal'chich. Edited by F. Delov, N. Maksimov, S. Nechetnoga
and A. Rudin), Spb., 1906. His depositions have been published in 'Byloye',

1918, nos. X-XI.
19. Vera Figner, 'Zapechatlyonnyy trud' {Work concluded), M., 1933, vol. I, p. 132.

20. She was one of the few members of this group to survive the suppression of

'Narodnaya Volya'. She published some of her recollections: for instance,
' Iz dalyokogo proshlogo. Iz vospominaniy o pokusheniyakh na Aleksandra //*

{From the distant past. Recollections of attempts on the life of Alexander II), in

'Katorga i ssylka', 1924, no. I.

21. Vera Figner, 'Grigoriy Prokof'evich Isaev\ in 'Golos minuvshago', 1917, nos.

IX-X.
22. It is not easy to reconstruct the stages of Tikhomirov's development, princi-

pally because he himself has covered over the traces in his recollections (or

rather, notes for the memoirs he intended to write) by editing them when he

became a reactionary and a violent opponent of all the ideals of his youth.

The fact remains that the leading article in the last number of 'Zemlya i Volya
!

'

was by him. It was not terrorist in tone, in the political sense that this word
was soon to assume. He spoke of economic terrorism, not of the ' blow at the

centre'. He wrote the article, it is true, in place of a projected article by
Plekhanov who cared for terrorism even less than he did; but he had not yet

taken the decisive step. He confined himself, as always, to explaining stand-

points which he had accepted rather than created. But by continuing along

this road, he found himself side by side with the founders of 'Narodnaya
Volya'. He followed this course without inner struggle, guided by outside in-

fluences rather than by any inner change of conviction. This is confirmed by

Vera Figner's comment: 'Tikhomirov was a man without will and without

character'. It was just that which, combined with his undoubted intelligence,

enabled him to reflect the general state of mind better than anyone else. Lev

Tikhomirov, ' Vospominaniya\ pod redaktsiey V. I. Nevskogo. Vstupitel'naya

stat'ya V. N. Figner {Memoirs, edited by V. I. Nevsky. Introductory article by

V. N. Figner), M.-L., 1927, pp. xxxvi, 120; D. Kuz'min (pseudonym of E. E.

Kolosov), ' Narodovol'cheskaya zhurnalistika\ S poslesloviem V. Figner {The

Journalistic activities (?/' Narodnaya Volya'. With a final note by V. Figner),

M., 1930, p. 214. (For the attribution to him of the leading article in 'Zemlya i

Volya!', no. 5.)

23. M. F. Frolenko, ' Sobranie sochineniy' {Works), op. cit., vol. II, pp. 13-14. See

V. N. Figner, ' Narodovolets A. I. Barannikov v ego pis'makh' {A. I. Barannikov

o/' Narodnaya Volya', /rom his letters), M., 1935.

24. Ibid., vol. II, p. 14.

25. One comes across her under diff'crent names in the memoirs and documents of

the period. She was bom Mariya Nikolaevna Olovennikova, which she later

changed either by marriage or for purposes of conspiracy to Oshanina,

Barannikova and Koshumikova. When she lived in Paris she went under the

name of Marina Nikanorovna Polonskaya. Her notes on the history of

'Narodnaya Volya', published under the title, 'Pokazaniya. K istorii partii

''Narodnoy VoW ' {Depositions. For a history oftheparty 'NsiTodnaiya. Volya'),

L
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in 'Byloye', 1907, no. VI, give an interesting account of her political ideas,

as well as being an important source for the history of the whole movement.
26. A. Yakimova, 'Pamyati Natal'i Nikolaevny Olovennikovoy' (In memory of

N. N. Olovennikova), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1925, no. I.

27. D. Footman, 'Red prelude. A Life of A. I. Zhelyabov', London, 1944.

28. P. P. Semenyuta, '/z vospominaniy o A. 1. Zhelyabove' (From recollections of
A. I. Zhelyabov), in 'Byloye', 1906, no. IV.

29. V. N. Pisnaya, ' Studencheskiye gody Zhelyabova' (Zhelyabov^s student years),

in 'Byloye', 1925, no. IV.

30. In 1873 Zhelyabov amazed the young Aksel'rod and other Chaykovskists at

Kiev by saying that 'Choice of profession was of little importance for the

revolutionary. He could be a doctor, a professor, etc.'. 'I did not agree', added
Aksel'rod, 'as I thought that a privileged position, even that of a teacher,

would not have helped us to come near to the people, but, on the contrary,

would have alienated us and at the same time would have weakened our revolu-

tionary state of mind.' P. B. Aksel'rod, 'Perezhitoye iperedumannoye' (Things

seen and reflected upon), Berlin, 1923, vol. I, p. 103.

3 1

.

For a detailed description, see in I. P. Belokonsky, ' Dan' vremeni. Vospomi-

naniya' (The tribute of time. Recollections), M., 1918, pp. 83 ff.

32. Letter of 12th May 1880, published by Dragomanov himself with some small

alterations (for conspiratorial reasons), and reprinted complete from the

original by L. Peretts, in 'Zven'ya', 1935, no. 5.

33. M. Dragomanov is of special interest as regards this period of his life: 'K
biografii Zhelyabova' (For a biography ofZhelyabov), in ' Sochineniya* (Works),

Paris, vol. II.

34. V. N. Pisnaya, 'K biografii Zhelyabova (Materialy doznaniya po delu 193-khy
(For a biography ofZhelyabov [Documents dealing with the investigation of the

' hundred and ninety-three']), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1924, no. IV.

35. ' Delo 1-ogo marta 1881 g. Protsess Zhelyabova, Perovskoy i dr. (PraviteVstven-

nyy otchyot)\ So stat'yey i primechaniyami LVa Deycha (The affair of 1st

March 1881. The trial ofZhelyabov, Perovskaya and others [Official account].

With an article and notes by Lev Deych), Spb., 1906, p. 92.

36. M. F. Frolenko, 'Sobranie sochineniy' (Works), op. cit., vol. II, pp. 16-17.

37. For Zhelyabov's desire to form a close union between the social and political

fight, see P. B. Aksel'rod's interesting account, 'Perezhitoye i peredumannoye'
(Things seen and reflected upon), Berlin, 1923, vol. I, p. 320.

38. A characteristic programme of a group of 'country folk', in this case L. N.
Gartman, M. V. Debel', Aptekman and Tishchenko from Tambov, has been

published by B. P. Koz'min, in 'K istorii ''Zemli i VoW 70-kh godov' (For a

history o/'Zemlya i Volya' in the seventies), in 'Krasnyy arkhiv', 1926, no. VI.

39. This polemical and tactical opposition of 'country folk' to 'townsmen' was
later adopted by Plekhanov as an historical criterion for understanding the

internal struggle that divided 'Zemlya i Volya'. This risks falsifying the very

basis of the debate. See, for instance, his preface to the Russian translation

of Alphons Thun, Geschichte der revolutiondren Bewegungen in Russland,

published at Geneva in 1906.

40. An interesting discussion about these meetings was restarted many years later,

when the few who had escaped the gallows or death in prison were able to

write their impressions and recollections. M. R. Popov, ' ''Zemlya i Volya'*

nakanune Voronezhskogo s'yezda' ('Zemlya i Volya' on the eve of the congress

of Voronezh), in 'Byloye', 1906, no. VIII, reprinted in 'Zapiski zemlevol'tsa*

(Recollections of a member o/ 'Zemlya i Volya'), op. cit., p. 191 fif.; N. A.
Morozov, ' Vozniknovenie ''Narodnoy VoW' (Iz vospominaniy o Lipetskom i
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Voronezhshorn s'yezdakh) ' {The origin of Narodnaya Volya ' {From recollections

of the congresses of Lipetsk and Voronezh]), in 'Byloye', 1906, no. XII, re-

printed with additional material in 'Povesti moyey zhizni* (Stories from my
life), op. cit., vol. IV, pp. 267 ff.; M. F. Frolenko, ' Kommentarii k stat've
" Vozniknovenie 'Narodnoy Ko//'" ' {Comments on the article [by N. A. Morozov,
just mentioned] ''The origin of 'Narodnaya Volya'"), in 'Byloye', 1906,

no. XII; and 'Lipetskiy i Voronezhskiy s'yezdy' {The congresses ofLipetsk and
Voronezh), in 'Byloye', 1907, no. I, both reprinted in " Sobranie sochineniy"

{Works), op. cit., vol. II, p. 9 ff.

41. N. A. Morozov, 'Povesti moyey zhizni' {Storiesfrom my life), op. cit., vol. IV,

p. 285.

42. In his book, Morozov repeats these statutes from memory with serious in-

accuracies ; they have since been published from an original which fell into the

hands of the police in 1882, by B. I. Nikolaevsky, 'Ustav Ispolnitel'nogo

Komiteta ''Narodnoy VoW ' {The statutes of the Executive Committee of
'Narodnaya Volya'), in 'Na chuzhoy storone', 1924, no. VII. They were
drawn up by Morozov, and completed by Mikhaylov, Kvyatkovsky, Zhelyabov
and Tikhomirov. They were later confirmed without modifications when
'Narodnaya Volya' was formed.

43. M. F. Frolenko, ' Sohranie sochineniy' {Works), op. cit., vol. II, p. 21.

44. Ibid., p. 46.

45. N. A. Morozov, "Povesti moyey zhizni* (Storiesfrom my life), op. cit., vol. IV,

pp. 290-1.

46. A. P. Pribyleva-Korba and V. N. Figner, * Narodovolets Aleksandr Dmitrievich

Mikhaylov' (A. D. Mikhaylov o/' Narodnaya Volya'), op. cit., p. 135.

47. To the recollections of the Lipetsk conference mentioned in note 42, Vera
Figner's 'Zapechatlyonnyy trud' (Work concluded), op. cit., vol. I, pp. 132 ff.,

should be added.

48. Other sources show some divergencies from this list but not enough to alter

the essential character of the meeting.

49. Vera Figner, 'Zapechatlyonnyy trud' (Work concluded), op. cit., vol. I, p. 134.

50. 'Andrey Ivanovich Zhelyabov', London, 1882. In the above-mentioned preface

to the Russian translation of A. Thun's vv'ork, Plekhanov says that this

pamphlet was written by Tikhomirov. He also adds that it was approved by
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no. VIII.
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52. 'Arkhiv ''Zemli i VoW i '' Narodnoy VoW ' (The archives o/'Zemlya i Volya'

a//<i ' Narodnaya Volya'), M., 1930.

53. 'She was an extremely typical product of the 'sixties.' A sense of duty towards

the people, the problems of the freedom of the individual in general and of

women in particular lay at the very heart of her personality. She was the

daughter of an ignorant, provincial nobleman, and on coming to Moscow to

study she began to work with the revolutionary movement right from the time

of the Ishutin and Karakozov groups. Later, in Geneva, she worked in one

of the emigre printing presses. On her return she was exiled in the trial of

Nechaev's followers. But she always remained a 'propagandist'. See E. K.
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Breshko-Breshkovskaya, '/z vospominaniy^ {From recollections), in 'Golos
minuvshago*, 1918, nos. X-XII.

54. The man who arranged this coup was Fedor Yurkovsky, one of the boldest and
most picturesque of the 'rebels' of the South. Under the name of 'Sasha the

engineer' he became a legend at that time for his courage and ability. When
he was condemned to hard labour, he wrote his own account of his exploit:

'Podkop pod khersonskoye kaznacheystvo' (The tunnel under the Kherson

treasury), which was published in 'Byloye', 1908, no. VII. Frolenko, who also

took part, added his recollections in the same number; they are reprinted in
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86. Ibid., no. Ill, p. 84. From the 'Programme of the Executive Committee'
published there.

87. Ibid., no. II, p. 41. The article is by Morozov.
88. Ibid., no. I, p. 6.

89. L. Tikhomirov, La Russie politique et sociale, Paris, 1886, p. 206.

90. 'Narodnaya Volya', no. I, p. 6.

91. Ibid., no. U, p. 4\.

92. In no. VI, pp. 201 ff., G. G. Romanenko gives a more detailed description of

the Russian state, which is, however, even more anecdotal and less pene-

trating than the few but telling allegations published in the first numbers of
' Narodnaya Volya '.

93. 'Narodnaya Volya', no. II, p. 41.

94. ' Andrey Ivanovich Zhelyabov\ London, 1882, p. 26.

95. 'Listok Narodnoy VoH', no. 3, 20th September 1880, op. cit., p. 136. The
article is by Tikhomirov.

96. 'Narodnaya Volya', op. cit., pp. 43-4.

97. Ibid., no. Ill, op. cit., p. 81.

98. Details of the conflict between Morozov and the others are given by O. S.

Lyubatovich, in ' Dalyokoye i nedavneye. Vospominaniya iz zhizni revolyu-

tsionerov 1878-1881 gg.' {The distantpast and the immediatepast. Recollections of
the life of the revolutionaries, 1878-1881), in 'Byloye', 1906, nos. V, VI. These

memoirs were reprinted in M. in 1930, and form one of the most lively documents
of the period. For Morozov's activity in Switzerland, see S. Valk, ' G. G. Roman-
enko {Iz istorii ''Narodnoy VoW')' {G. G. Romanenko [From the history of
'Narodnaya Volya']), in 'Katorga i ssylka', 1928, no. XI. Romanenko came
from the Odessa group of Koval'sky, Malinka and Voloshenko; he left Russia

in December 1879. When Morozov met him in Switzerland, he realized that

they had many ideas in common. 'When talking we found ourselves in com-
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plete agreement in thinking that the Russian situation is extraordinarily sad.

The party which is in action now runs the imminent risk of having no ground
on which to stand', he wrote to Lavrov in May 1880, when announcing their

intention of publishing a new review. Its policy was to have been based on the

one means that they considered efficient and capable of development:

terrorism. The review was never published, but they expressed their ideas in

two pamphlets: Nikolay Morozov, 'Terroristicheskaya bor'ba' (The terrorist

struggle), London (but in fact Geneva), 1880, and reprinted in 'Da zdravstvuet

'" Narodnaya Volya^\ Istoricheskiy sbornik' (Long live 'Narodnaya Volya'.

Historical miscellany), Paris, 1907, pp. 17ff.; and V. Tamovsky (G. G.
Romanenko), ' Terrorizm i rutina' (Terrorism and 'routine'), London (but in

fact Geneva), undated. Morozov, in his pamphlet, justified terrorism on the

grounds of the disproportionate size of the State forces compared with those

of the revolutionaries. This position must be recognized and all its positive

aspects appreciated. Up to that time everyone had understood terrorism in his

own way. Now its theory must be formulated. It was 'the struggle of knowledge
and science against bayonets and the gallows'. It was technically and morally

superior to its adversary, it was a more perfect and modern instrument than

bloody and confused 'mass revolutions', in which the people ended up by
'killing its own sons'. 'But the terrorist revolution only punishes those who
are to blame', and therefore it is 'the fairest of all forms of revolution'

(original edition, pp. 7-9). It would stop as soon as it has won sufficient

freedom to spread propaganda for socialist ideas, those ideas which have been
characteristic of the whole Russian movement' (p. 10). Romanenko also came
to the same conclusions, after having drawn a brief and effective picture of the

situation in Russia: 'The poison of bourgeois relationships has entered the

economic life of the countryside, whilst the political structure has preserved

all the arbitrary nature of an Oriental despotism. It is no wonder that this

morganatic union between West and East has led to the impoverishment of all

classes, and all categories, and above all, of the productive class, where misery

has now become unending hunger' (p. 4). Against this situation he too saw
only one weapon: terrorist revolution. And he was pleased at the definition

given by a Frenchman to whom he had expounded his ideas: 'C'est une
revolution scientifique' (p. 19). He, too, denounced the 'horrors of a popular

revolution', as an argument in favour of terrorism and drew up a wide pro-

gramme of political liberty (p. 24). As far as social matters went he remained a

Populist. He edited a Russian edition of Schaffie's Essence of Socialism and
used the notes and preface to make his own views clear, views which he dis-

cussed in a letter to Morozov of 22nd September 1880: ' Marx and Engels say

that Socialism will result from capitalism developed to its extreme. Many have

shown that this is not a compulsory road for us to travel, and the best among
them was Chemyshevsky. Now I wish to show that Marx's way is simply

impossible everywhere.'

On the basis of these ideas Morozov and Romanenko tried to come to an
agreement with 'Nabat', and to make a political and financial agreement be-

tween Tkachev's 'Jacobins' and the 'Executive Committee' of 'Narodnaya
Volya'. Tursky conducted the negotiations on behalf of 'Nabat'. Tikhomirov's

reply, on behalf of himself and his companions in St Petersburg, was negative;

his letter was dated 13th/25th May 1880. 'Tell the Anabaptists that we are

very grateful for their offer, but at the moment we have no particular need of

money.' As for the printing press that was offered, here too they would
manage on their own. 'We cannot make concessions of principle.' 'As for

temporary connections, let them give first thought to making their programme

L
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known and say what they intend to do, how they want to do it and with what
means. We have no idea.' When he told Tkachev of this rebuttal, Morozov
added that he was very embittered. But later, when he attempted to start a

review with Tursky, Tkachev and Romanenko—to be called 'Narodnaya
zashchita' {The defence of the people)—he soon understood that in fact 'to be

sincere' his scientific terrorism 'had nothing in common with Jacobinism'.

In January 1881 he returned to Russia and was arrested. He remained in the

Shlissel'burg fortress until 1905. Romanenko went back to Russia in the

summer of 1881, and by November was already in prison.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES

---.^-.

The reader will have seen that I have noted only those books, pamphlets, articles,

etc., which directly concerned specific problems as they arose. It has not been my
aim to provide a complete bibliography : the works already quoted will have given

some idea of the large number of studies devoted to particular aspects of the Populist

movement. Had I tried to complete this list I would certainly have had to weigh

down still further a book which is perhaps already too bulky and detailed.

I must now add those general v/orks which I have not referred to on specific

occasions, as I would have had to quote them each time. This book owes at least as

much to them as to individual studies and articles. By compiling them in this note

I hope to express my gratitude to their authors and at the same time provide a short

bibhography of the Populist movement as a whole.

For all material concerning the literary, political and social history of Russia

between 1848 and 1881 I refer the reader to the researches of scholars such as

E. Lo Gatto and W. Giusti, in whose work he will find extensive bibliographies in

Russian and other languages. I am especially indebted to the writings of Leone
Ginzburg, in whom the spirit of the narodniki found a new and original incarnation.

For a general view of nineteenth-century economic discussions, see J. F. Normano,
The Spirit of Russian Economics (London, 1949). A wide selection of writings by
the first generation of Populist thinkers will be found in // pensiero democratico

riisso del XIX secolo—Scritti di Bielinski, Herzen, Cernicevski, Dobrolinbov, a cura

di G. Berti and M. B. Gallinaro, intr. di G. Berti (Florence, 1950).

For the more specifically philosophical background to the Populists' ideas, see

Alexandre Koyre, Etudes sur Vhistoire de la pensee philosophique en Russie (Paris,

1950), with an extensive bibliography.

For the history of the European Socialist movement of the period, see Leo
Valiani, Storia del movimento socialista, vol. I : Uepoca della Prima Internazionale

(Florence, 1951); and G. D. H. Cole, A History of Socialist thought, vol. I: The

Forerunners, 1789-1850 (London, 1953), and vol. II, Marxism and Anarchism,

1850-1890 (London, 1954).

The first history of the Populist movement is A. Thun's Geschichte der revolu-

tiondren Bewegungen in Russland (Leipzig, 1883). This is strikingly well informed if

we consider when it was written, and twenty years after its publication the Russian

Socialists still found it worth translating and commentating on. Two editions

appeared in 1903: A. Thun, 'Istoriya revolyutsionnykh dvizheniy v Rossii\ s

predisloviem G. V. Plekhanova {History of the revolutionary movements in Russia,

with a preface by G. V. Plekhanov), (Geneva); and A. Thun, " Istoriya revolyutsion-

nogo dvizheniya v Rossii\ pod red. i s primechaniyami L. E. Shishko {History of the

revolutionary movement in Russia, edited and with notes by L. E. Shishko) (Geneva).

Both editions are valuable—the first for Plekhanov's preface, the second for L. E.

Shishko's comments. The editions are complementary: in one case the material is

seen from a social-democratic viewpoint, in the other from a socialist revolutionary

angle—though it must be remembered that each was designed for propaganda and

controversy. In 1890 a large volume of 700 pages was published in St Petersburg:

Chronique du mouvement socialiste en Russie, 1878-1887, redigee sous la direction de
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rAdjoint du Ministire deVInterieur, General Schebeco. Only a hundred copies 'for

official use' appeared of this book, which tells the story of revolutionary Populism

from the angle of the police.

A Geschichte der russischen Revolution, by Ludwig Kulczycki, was published in

three volumes in Gotha in 1910. Part of the first and all of the second volume are

concerned with the period dealt with in this book. Kulczycki was able to use the

vast amount of material which came to light during and immediately after the

revolution of 1905. Though the book does not lay enough stress on the ideological

problems of the movement as a whole, it is still the best non-Russian work on the

subject.

No special bibliography lists the extensive material which was published in the

years just before and after 1917. As from 1924 reference can be made to the careful

catalogues by R. S. Mandel'stam, ' Revolyutsionnoye dvizheniye v Rossii XVIII-XIX
vv. Sistematicheskiy ukazateV literatury vyshedshey v 1924 godii' {The revolutionary

movement in Russia in the 18th and 19th centuries. Systematic index of the literature

which appeared in 1924), in collaboration with B. P. Koz'min (Moscow, 1924). The
bibliography for 1925 was published in Moscow in 1927, that for 1926 in 1928; for

1927-8 in 1929; for 1929-31 in 1933. These are pamphlets which appeared as

appendices to the review, 'Katorga i ssylka'. They have not, as far as I am aware,

been published in book form. This review, which provides a mine of information on
Populism, has published detailed indices of the individual revolutionaries referred

to in its pages and of, the articles it has published: R. M. Kantor, ' Imennoy i

sistematicheskiy ukazateV k istoriko-revolyutsionnomu vestniku "Katorga i ssylka'"

{Systematic name index of the historical-revolutionary review ' Katorga i ssylka ' for
1921-1925) (Moscow, 1928); and idem., ' "Katorga i ssylka" za desyat' let {1921-

1930), sistematicheskiy i predmetnyy ukazateV ('Katorga i ssylka' /or ten years

{1921-1930), systematic subject index) (Moscow, 1931).

Studies and researches completed during the fifteen years after 1917 have been

summarized in that indispensable source for all investigations on the Russian

revolutionaries: A. A. Shilov, B. P. Koz'min and others, ' Deyateli revolyutsionnogo

dvizheniya v Rossii, bio-bibliograficheskiy slovar" {The exponents of the revolutionary

movement in Russia, Biographical and bibliographical dictionary) (Moscow, 1927-33).

The first volume contains two parts, the first of which goes up to 1855, while the

second includes the 'sixties (1855-69). Volume 2 contains four parts, all of which are

devoted to the 'seventies (1869-79). Volume 3 has one part devoted to 'Narod-

naya Volya' ; Volume 4 two parts concerned with the social-democrats (1883-1904).

Volumes 3 and 4 are incomplete and no more have appeared.

An important bibliography (with references to the French, Dutch, Swiss and
Italian libraries in which the works quoted can be found) has been published by

Eugene Zaleski: Mouvements ouvriers et Socialistes {Chronologic et bibliographic).

La Russie, Tome I, 1725-1905 (Paris, 1956), p. 31 ff. Chapter II, Le mouvement
populiste {\S5l-S4).

No comprehensive modern book deals with the repercussions abroad of the

Russian revolutionaries and the discussions provoked by their ideas in the Western

socialist and democratic press. There are many valuable references in I. Rubanovich,

' Inostrannaya pressa i russkoye dvizhenie' {The foreign press and the Russian

movement), in 'S rodiny i na rodinu', 1893. This is a field in which research might

well be particularly fruitful and provide new material for the study of the movement
in Russia itself—which has been my only concern in this book.

Since the Italian edition of this book, significant new works which have appeared

include James H. Billington, Mikhaylovsky and Russian Populism (Oxford, 1958);

and Harvard Slavic Studies, vol. IV, 'Russian thought and politics' (The Hague,

1957).
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1825

1834

1840

1847

1848-9

1849

1853

1853-5

1855

1857

19th February 1861

ADiil 1861

July 1861

September 1861

1862

Summer 1862

7th July 1862

1862-3

1863

1864

1864-5

1864-5

1864-6

4th April 1866

1866-8

1867

1867-9

1868

1869

1868-9

Decembrist revolt.

Herzen, Ogarev and other members of the St Simonist

group in Moscow arrested.

Bakunin emigrates.

Herzen emigrates.

Herzen takes part in the revolution in Italy and France,

and Bakunin in France, Bohemia and Germany.
Petrashevsky and his Fourierist groups arrested in St

Petersburg.

First publication of the 'Free Russian Press in London*
organized by Herzen.

Crimean War.
Death of Nicholas I. Accession of Alexander II.

First appearance of the Kolokol (The Bell), edited in

London by Herzen and Ogarev.

Alexander II's edict freeing the serfs.

The riots at Bezdna.

Circulation of the first secret leaflet^ the Velikoruss (Great

Russian).

Circulation of To the young generation.

Student demonstration in St Petersburg.

Chemyshevsky's Letters without an Address.

Young Russia.

Arrest of Chemyshevsky and N. A. Semo-Solovevich.

Zemlya i Volya (Land and Liberty).

Polish insurrection.

The Kazan conspiracy.

Alexander IPs administrative (zemstvo) and judicial

reforrris.

Yadrintsev's and Potanin's Siberian plot.

Ishutin's Organization.

Karakozov's attempt on the life of the Tsar.

The 'white terror'.

The Society of the rouble.

The Smorgon Academy.
First number of the Narodnoe delo (The People's Cause),

edited by Bakunin.

Student disorders in St Petersburg and Moscow.
The Commune of the Malaya Vulfovaya.

Origin of Natanson's group.

Serial publication of Lavrov's Historical letters.

Nechaev's and Tkachev's groups. Programme of revolu-

tionary activities.
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March 1869

August-November 1869

21st November 1869

1869-72

1869

1870

1870-3

March
1873

1 872

Summer 1873

August 1873

1874

1875-81

1875

1875-6

3rd March 1876

Summer 1876

6th December 1 876

1876-7

1877-8

January 1877

March 1877

October 1877-January 1

24th January 1 878

30th January 1878

1878

February-March 1878

31st March 1878

March 1878

May 1878

2nd August 1878

Nechaev's first departure from Russia and collaboration

with Bakunin. The revolutionary's catechism.

Narodnaya rasprava {The people's summary justice).

Nechaev's killing of Ivanov.

Nechaev again out of Russia.

Publication of Bervi-Flerovsky's Situation of the Working

Class in Russia.

Russian section of the First International in Geneva.

Lavrov emigrates.

First strikes in St Petersburg.

' Chaikovsky's group' in action.

Bakunin's Russian Brotherhood in Zurich.

Chaikovskist action among the working classes in St

Petersburg.

Dolgushin's group.

First number of Lavrov's Vpered (Forward) in Zurich.

Tkachev emigrates.

Tkachev publishes Nabat (The Tocsin).

Zaslavsky's Union of Workers of South Russia at Odessa.

Pan-Russian Social Revolutionary organization in Mos-
cow.

Rabotnik (The Worker) in Geneva.

Natanson's 'troglodytes' in St Petersburg.

Movement for Russian volunteers in the Balkans.

Revival of activities among the St Petersburg working

classes.

Dyakov. The Society of Friends.

Formation of the group of 'rebels' in the South.

Demonstrations break out in St Petersburg during funeral

of student Chernyshev.

Escape and emigration of Kropotkin.

Formation of the Northern revolutionary populist group.

First contacts with southern groups. Formulation of first

programme (Mikhailov-Oboleshev).

Demonstration in the Square of Our Lady of Kazan in

St Petersburg.

Attempted peasant revolt at Chigirin.

Populist attempts to found 'colonies' at Saratov, Voro-

nezh, etc.

Russo-Turkish war in the Balkans.

Trial of those who took part in the demonstration in the

Square of Our Lady of Kazan (Emelyanov-Bogolyubov).

Trial of the Fifty in Moscow (Bardina, Alexeyev, etc.).

878 Trial of the Hundred and Ninety-three.

VeraZasulich's attempted assassination ofGeneral Trepov.

Kovalsky's armed resistance at Odessa.

Osinsky's Southern Executive Committee. Attempts on the

lives of Kotlyarevsky, Geyking and others.

Student demonstrations in Kiev.

Acquittal of Vera Zasulich.

First number of Nachalo (The Beginning) at St Petersburg.

Programme of Zemlya i Volya (Land and Liberty).

Shooting of Kovalsky.
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4th August 1878

9th August 1878

October 1878

November 1878

1878-9

3rd December 1878

Beginning of 1879

9th February 1879

13th March 1879

2nd April 1879

Spring-Summer 1879

17th-21st June 1879

24th June 1879

26th August 1879

18th November 1879

19th November 1879

January 1880

5th February 1880

February 1880

May 1880

October 1880

25th October 1880

Autumn 1880

28th November 1880

15th December 1880

February 1881

27th February 1881

1st March 1881

10th March 1881

3rd April 1881

Kravchinsky's assassination of Mezentsov.

Government statement about 'band of evildoers'.

Nucleus of 'troglodytes' arrested.

First number of Zemlya i Volya (Land and Liberty).

Student disorders in St Petersburg.

Wave of strikes in St Petersburg. Formation of Northern

Union of Russian Workers.

Meeting between representatives of the zemstva and the

Southern terrorists.

Liquidation of the Southern Executive Committee.

Goldenberg's assassination of Kropotkin, governor of

Kharkov.

Mirsky's attempted assassination of Drenteln.

Solovev's attempt on the life of Alexander IL Conflicting

tendencies wit*" in Zemlya i Volya. Birth of the group
Freedom or death.

Many southern terrorists hanged.

Lipetsk meeting. Formation of the Executive Committee.

Voronezh meeting.

Executive Committee votes for the execution of Alexander

IL

Formation of the Narodnaya Volya (The People's Will).

Zhelyabov tries to assassinate Alexander II at Alexan-

drovsk.

Mikhailov tries to assassinate Alexander II near Moscow.
First number of Cherny Peredel (Black Partition).

Printing press of Narodnaya Volya (The People's Will)

discovered.

Khalturin tries to assassinate Alexander II at Winter

Palace.

Loris-Melikov's 'dictatorship'.

Trial of Oboleshev, Olga Natanson, Veymar and others.

Arrest of Schedrin and Kovalskaya, founders of the

Workers^ Union of Southern Russia.

Trial of the Sixteen (Kvyatkovsky, Presnyakov, etc.).

Narodnaya Volya"s 'military organization'.

Arrest of Alexander Mikhailov.

First number of Rabochaya gazeta (Workers' Gazette) in

St Petersburg.

Demonstration of members of the Narodnaya Volya

against Minister of Public Instruction.

Arrest of Zhelyabov.

Assassination of Alexander II.

Letter of Executive Committee to Alexander III.

Hanging of Rysakov, Mikhailov, Kibalchich, Zhelyabov

and Perovskaya.


